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PREFACE 

Look  at  this  dfdication  to  Lord  Sri  Venkatesvara  !  That 

will  remind  you  of  the  Glorj  and  Purpose  of  His  Manifestation  in  this 

world  of  sin  and  exalt  you  to  the  region  of  the  blessed  and  the  im- 

mortal   With  a  salutation  to  the  great  Sages  Valmiki  and  Vyasa,  the 

work  begins  and  gives  an  elaborate  account  of  Ramayana,  Mahabharata 

and  Puraoas,  with  all  their  recensions,  editions  and  commentaries 

The  vast  expanse  of  Classical  Sansknt  Literature  has  been  arranged  on 

the  model  of  standard  works  on  foreign  literature    The  main  classes 

are  three,  £ravyakavya,  Drsyakavya  and  Sahijjya.  First  come  the  poems 

proper,  of  two  classes,  major  and  minor,  (Sravyakavya) — ,  which  is  all 
verse,  or  all  prose  or  mixed  prose  and  \erse  with  all  their  minor  vane- 

ties,  topical  and  ingenious     Secondly  comes  the  drama  (Prsyakavya) 

in  all  its  technical  ramifications  and  with  all  motifs  temporal,  spiritual 

and  allegorical    Next  is  science  of  poetry  (Sahitya)  in  its  widest  sense 

embracing  rhetoric,  dancing,  music  and  erotics    To  this  is  appended 

a  chapter  on  Prosody  or  metrics  (Chandas)    All  topics  are  introduced 

by  an  exposition  of  the  rhetorical  definitions  and  theonsations  and 

treated  from  their  traceable  beginnings,  which  to  some  extent  are  tradi- 

tional and  theological ,  but  I  would  not  call  them  '  mythical '  implying  a 
stigma  of  falsity  and  fiction    As  far  as  it  was  in  my  reach,  all  that  has 

been  said  about  any  author  or  work  anywhere  in  books,  journals  or 

papers  has  been  entered  in  the  references  and  this  will  help  special 

Studies.    Dynasties   of  Kings  that  ruled  in  India  in  different  parts 

and  at  different  times  have  been  fully  honored  by  a  collation  of  rele- 
vent  notes,  epigraphical  and  archaelogical,  not  merely  because  the  kings 

were  the  fountains  of  literature,  but  many  of  them  were  themselves 

poets  of  celebrity,    Works  known  and  unknown,  lost  and  extant, 

printed  and  imprinted,  catalogued  and  uncatalogued,  have  all  been 

mentioned  and  in  many  cases  the  stray  places  where  they  are  still  avail- 
able in  manuscript.   Above  all  there  is  the  quotation  of  gems  of 

poetry  of  varying  interest  from  amour  and  nature  to  devotion  and 

renunciation,  and  these  in  themselves  are  an  anthology  of  meritorious 

specimens  of  poetic  thought  and  expression. 
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Ihe  Introduction  deals  with  several  topics  of  general  interest 
allied  to  the  study  of  Classical  Sanskrit  Literature  ,  such  for  instance  is 
the  spiritual  origin  and  aspect  of  language  as  envisaged  in  the  Vedas 

and  as  elaborated  by  schools  of  Grammarians,  the  progress  of  structu- 
ral and  linguistic  changes  m  the  expression  of  the  Sanskrit  language, 

from  Chandas  to  BhaSa,  and  the  like ,  this  will  assist  the  study  of 

Comparative  Philology,  of  which  "  The  Discovery  of  Sanskrit"  is  acknow- 
ledged to  be  the  origin  Of  foremost  importance,  there  is  the  subject 

of  Indian  Chronology  India  has  its  well  written  history  and  the 
Purapas  exhibit  that  history  and  chronology  To  the  devout  Hindu 
and  to  a  Hindu  who  will  strive  to  be  honest  m  the  literary  and 

historical  way,  Puranas  are  not '  pious  frauds '  In  the  hands  of  many 
Orientalists,  India  has  lost  (or  has  been  cheated  out  of)  a  penod  of 

10-12  centuries  in  its  political  and  literary  life,  by  the  assumption  of  a 
faulty  Synchronism  of  Candragupta  Maurya  and  Sandracottus  of  the 

Greek  works  and  all  that  can  be  said  against  that  "  Ancfior-Sheet  of 
Irtaian  Chronology  "  has  been  said  in  this  Introduction  In  the  case  of 
those  early  European  Orientalists,  very  eminent  and  respectable  in 
themselves,  this  thought  of  resemblance  and  historical  synchronism  was 

at  least  sincere,  for  it  was  very  scanty  material  that  they  could  work 

upon  But  for-  their  successors  in  that  heirarchy  who  are  mostly  our 

"  Professors  of  Indian  History,"  that  have  given  a  longevity  and  a  garb 
of  truth  to  it  by  repetition,  there  is  to  my  mind  no  excuse  or  expia- 

tion, if  at  all  it  be  a  confession  of  neglect  and  a  recognition  of  India's 
glorious  past  m  its  entire  truth 

The  Index  of  Authors  and  Works  (in  Sanskrit)  is  followed  by  a 
small  supplement  (in  English)  on  miscellaneous  matters  The  Index  is 
not  merely  a  means  of  reference  and  indication,  but  embodies  correc- 

tions and  additions,  so  as  to  act  as  what  is  usually  expressed  as 
"Errata  et  Comgenda  et  Addenda"  Many  authors  and  works  that 
could  not  be  mentioned  in  the  body  of  the  work,  because  they  cam* 
to  be  known  too  late,  are  entered  there  The  reader  will  therefore 
take  the  Index  as  part  of  the  mam  work  and  not  merely  as  an  easy 
appendix  to  it  In  all,  the  number  of  works  and  authors  would  be  some 
thousands,  arranged  alphabetically  on  the  plan  Of  Stein's  Index  to 
Kashmir  Catalogue  and  Aufrecht's  Catalogus  Catalogorum.  Recent 
and  living  authors  have  been,  so  far  as  I  could  get  at,  noticed,  and 
this  work,  it  is  submitted  with  all  humility,  deals  with  the  history  of 
Classical  Sansknt  Literature  from  the  earliest  times  to  the  present  day 
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In  the  year  1906,  1  published  a  small  book,  History  of  Classical 

Sanskrit  Literature  Being  the  first  and  only  work  of  its  comprehen- 

sion, it  was  well  received  everywhere  m  our  Universities  and  was  quoted 
profusely  in  the  publications  of  the  Universities  of  the  United  States  of 

America  1  was  often  asked  to  reprint  the  book,  but  conscious  of  its 

inadequacy  I  did  not  do  it,  but  in  its  stead  I  thought  of  a  comprehen- 
sive work  that  would  present  at  a  glance  the  full  vista  of  Sanskrit 

literary  domain  and  that  in  the  light  of  past  historical  researches 
Even  the  ardent  Pandit  knows  not  the  vast  literature  that  has  been  lost 

or  lies  hidden  in  the  libraries  of  India, 

But  what  are  your  chances  of  using  these  libraries  ?  Manuscripts 

and  catalogues  now  out  of  print  are  all  '  stored '  in  these  receptacles 
They  may  be  there  for  years,  unthought  and  untouched,  save  for 
changes  of  physical  location  The  pages  may  turn  red,  brown,  blue 
and  brittle,  but  they  still  he  uncut  by  the  hand  of  any  reader  The 
Guardian  (Curator,  Secretary,  Librarian,  call  them  as  you  please)  will 
well  watch  these  receptacles  on  their  pedestals  The  guardian  will 

applaud  your  attempt  at  research  and  will  promise  to  help  it  by  a  loan 

of  books  on  your  application,  but  he  is  "  helpless  "  and  must  soon  ex* 
press  his  regret  in  reply  as  "  rules  are  against  loan  "  If  yott  apply  to 
a  higher  authority  for  relief,  the  paper  runs  through  the  regular 

channels  to  the  same  guardian,  and  on  his  report,  after  a  lingering  ex- 

pectation, you  get  an  order  (a  copy  of  the  prior  one)  with  a  difference 

only  in  the  preamble  and  the  subscription  Libraries  "  are  meant  for 
visitors,"  but  most  of  them  do  not  look  in,  but  look  on,  all  the  more 
so,  if  a  museum  or  a  house  of  curios  is  adjacent  to  the  library.  And 

these  rare  books  are  only  rarely  wanted  and  that  by  a  incrnsted  anti- 
quarian of  my  ilk  One  that  comes  there  does  not  need  the  book » 

one  that  is  far  away  cannot  get  it  If  you  do  go  there,  stealing  a 
holiday,  the  key  of  a  particular  almirah  where  your  wanted  work  is 

kept  may  be  with  the  guardian  who  is  away  elsewhere  What  then  is 

a  library  for  ?  It  is  not  a  Palace  of  Toys !  Much  of  this  tale  was 

true  of  the  Oriental  Manuscripts  Library  of  Madras  Some  years  ago, 

when  I  commenced  the  preparation  of  this  work  I  am  not  sure  if  at 

present  the  position  is  better,  But  I  am  aware  that  not  many  years 

ago»  there  was  an  indictment  of  the  methods  of  this  Library  ̂   by  His 

Holiness  Sri  YafirajaswSmi  in  his  preface  to  his  edition  of  Stngara- 

praklsa.  The  expression  of  his  chagrin,  in  language  poetic,  is  well 

worth  reading  as  a  piece  of  excellent  prose  literature 
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I  wrote  for  information  to  libraries,   I  rarely  had  a    reply,    for 

some   of  these  guardians  have  "  no  staff,  no  provision  for   paper   or 
postage  "    If  I  asked  for  an  extract  from  any  manuscript — say  the  first 
and  last  few  lines — some  institutions   demanded   copying   charges      I 
applied  for  a  copy,  the  charges  were  exorbitant     For   instance,  for  an 

indifferent  copy  m  two  quarter   sheets   of  thirty-two    anustubh  verses 
(of  32  letters  each)  I  was  asked  to  pay  about  a  rupee  and  postage     I 
paid  and   consoled  myself  by   the  thought  that  this  fee  went  for  the 

maintenance  of  a  poor  Pandit,  and  that  it  was  in  no  way  more  rapaci- 
ous than  the  fee  charged  recently  by  a  Banker  for  giving  an  extract  of 

a  single  line  from  a  ledger,  vvc ,  Rs  5  for  search,  Rs  5  for  copying  the 

line,  and  Rs.  5  for  adding  a  certificate   that  it  was  a   '  true  copy ',  and 
these  charges  are  only  made  "  accordmg  to   rules  "    We  have  to  get 
on  'under   the  rules',  no   one  cares  to  look  into  these  iniquities 
Equally  so  was  it  with  many  Professors  of  Colleges       rhey  would 
have  no  tune  to  reply  and  the  few  that  deigned  to  oblige  after  reminders 
had  very   little   to   say     To  trace   an  author  and  his  affairs,  I  had  m 

many  cases  to  correspond  with  several  persons,  and   only  perseverence 
did  win  it     If  the  post  office  could  exempt  my  letters  from  postage,  it 
would  give  a  different  aspect,  but  alas,  not.    It  is  under  these  auspices 
I  began  and  progressed     But  I  cannot  refrain  from  expressing  that  the 

acquisition  of  the  material  gathered  in  this  book  has  been   too   costly 
for  an  equanimous  retrospect  and  I  shall  not  be  far  wrong  to  say  that 
each  author,   save   those  few  that  are  too  well  known,  cost  me  oa  an 
average  four  annas     I  have  often  felt  that  it  is  not  an  enterprise  that  a 
prudent  householder  should  have  embarked  upon,  but  it  was   loo  late 
to  think  of  the  folly 

Amidst  official  work  m  judicial  service,  in  places  distant  from 
metropolis,  there  was  little  leisure  for  a  continuous  study  A  few  days 
snatched  at  intervals  during  the  recesses  of  summer  and  other  holidays 
were  rarely  sufficient  for  visits  of  references  to  libraries  scattered  all 
over  India  After  all  the  work  was  ready — ready  in  bulk — about  8 
years  ago  It  went  to  print  After  a  year,  it  was  c  arned  away  in  the 
cnrrent  of  an  estate  that  vested  m  the  Official  Assignee  A  request 
and  a  claim  got  it  out  of  the  muddle  The  Press  was  sold  Delay 
there  was,  but  the  printing  was  resumed  I  fell  ill  and  I  raved  about 
this  work  and  its  contents,  astonishing  the  doctor  what  it  was  all  about, 
though  I  thought  I  was  lecturing  sensibly  on  Sanskrit  Literature,  There 
was  again  a  change  in  the  management  and   there   was   another  lull 
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After  sometime,  the  printing  was  taken  up  and  slowly  moved  on  Once 

the  manuscript  of  a  whole  chapter  which  was  in  the  custody  of  a  mana- 

ger was  lost — "  said  to  be  not  sent  at  all " — but  after  all  traced  as 
'  mislaid ',  after  I  re-wrote  much  of  it  from  scanty  material  gathered 
again  from  memory.  If  with  all  these  mishaps  and  vicissitudes  tie 
work  took  20  years  and  more,  need  I  say  that  the  suspense  is  enough 

to  dole  dismay  to  a  chronic  optimist  which  I  presumed  that  I  was. 

In  the  preparation  of  the  work,  I  have  had  the  fullest  sympatiiy 
from  all  Universities  (except  probably  the  University  of  Madras)  and  all 
Local  Governments  and  the  Governments  of  Indian  States  and  the 

Government  of  Ceylon  They  have  been  magnanimous  and  let  me 
have  their  Sanskrit  and  other  publications  free  as  presents  and  that  has 

well  nigh  contributed  to  the  fullness  of  the  notes,  literary,  epigraphical 
and  archselogical.  To  them  I  am  ever  thankful  To  Sjt  P  R.  Rama 

Aiyar,  the  Proprietor  of  Messrs  P  R  Rama  Aiyar  &  Co  ,  Booksellers, 
Madras,  who  with  his  selfless  generosity  first  received  this  work  in  his 
Press  for  love  of  literary  research,  I  express  my  first  regard  Due  to 
tortuous  ways  divine,  his  Press  changed  hands,  but  blest  was  it,  that  it 
became  the  Press  of  Sn  Venkatesvara  Devasthanam,  Tirupab.  At  the 
hands  of  His  Holiness  Sri  Mahant  Prayaga  Dossjeb  VaAv  of  Sri 

Hatheeramjee  Mutt,  Tirupati,  then  its  Vicharanakartha,  I  received  a 

kindly  appreciation ,  he  directed  that  the  printing  part  of  the  work  be1 
done  free  in  the  Press,  a  work  that  has  been  meant  to  be  dedicated  to 

Sri  Venkatesvara  of  lirupati,  at  whose  feet  my  family  does  humble1 
hereditary  service  When  the  management  of  the  Devasthanam  was 

assumed  by  the  Committee  appointed  by  the  Local  Legislature  with  its 

Commissioner,  MR  K  SitaraMa  Reddi,  b.a  ,  b.l  ,  I  was  allowed  to 

have  the  same  concession  with  certain  alterations  It  is  with  this  assis* 

lance  and  the  particular  interest  which  the  present  Commissioner^ 

Mr.  A  Ranganatha  Mtjdaliar,  b.a  ,  B  t ,  evinced  in  speeding  up  the 

prir  ting,  the  work  is  now  seeing  its  publication  To  the  Committee  and 

the  Commissioner,  gratitude  will  ever  be  transcendant  in  my  memory — 

all  the  more  so  because  they  are  the  custodians  of  the  Wealth  and 

Glory  of  Lord  Venkatesvara. 

Owing  to  pressure  of  Official  duties  and  the  anxiety  to  see  the  end 

of  the  publication,  which  has  been  by  various  causes  often  impeded 

during  the  last  eight  years,  errors  of  print  have  crept  in,  but  I  slyly  feel 

that  the  learned   eye  of  my  loving  reader  will  easily  skip  through  the 
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INTRODUCTION 

$ 

1.  The  sacred  literature  of  India,  inferior  to  none  in  variety 

or  extent,  is  superior  to  many  in  nobility  of  thought,  in  sanctity  of  spirit 
and  in  generality  of  comprehension  In  beauty  or  prolixity,  it  can  vie 
with  any  other  literature  ancient  and  modern  Despite  the  various 

impediments  to  the  steady  development  of  the  language,  despite  the 
successive  disturbances,  internal  and  external,  which  India  had  to 

encounter  ever  since  the  dawn  of  history,  she  has  successfully  held  up 
to  the  world  her  archaic  literary  map,  which  meagre  outline  itself 

favourably  compares  with  the  literature  of  any  other  nation  of  the 

globe  The  beginnings  of  her  civilization  are  yet  in  obscurity 
Relatively  to  any  other  language  of  the  ancient  world,  the  antiquity 

of  Sanskrit  has  an  unquestioned  priority  "  Yet  such  is  the  marvellous 

continuity  "  says  Mat  Muller  "  between  the  past  and  the  present  of 
India,  that  in  spite  of  repeated  social  convulsions,  religious  reforms 

and  foreign  invasions,  Sanskrit  may  be  said  to  be  still  the  only  language 

that  is  spoken  over  the  whole  extent  of  the  vast  country.1  So  says 

M  Wintenutz  "  Sanskrit  is  not  a  '  dead '  language  even  to  day. 
There  are  still  at  the  present  day  a  number  of  Sanskrit  periodicals  in 
India,  and  topics  of  the  day  are  discussed  m  Sanskrit  pamphlets  Also, 
the  Mahabharata  is  still  today  read  aloud  publicity,  To  this  very  day 

poetry  is  stdl  composed  and  works  written  in  Sanskrit,  and  it  is  the 
language  m  which  Indian  scholars  converse  upon  scientific  questions, 
Sanskrit  at  the  least  plays  the  same  part  in  India  still,  as  Latin  in  the 

Middle  Ages  in  Europe,  or  as  Hebrew  with  the  Jews  "* 

"  No  country  except  India  and  no  language  except  the  Sanskrit 
can  boast  of  a  possession  so  ancient  or  venerable.  No  nation  except 

the  Hindus  can  stand  before  the  world  with  such  a  sacred  heuloom  in 

its  possession,  unapproachable  in  grandeur  and  infinitely  above  all  in 

1.   Indiu.tS-Q. 
a    BtHory  of  Indian  Ititeralwe,  J.  46. 
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glory     The  Vedas  stand  alone  in  their  solitary  splendour,  serving  as 

heacon  of  divine  light  for  the  onward  march  of  humanity  "* 

1  he  sciences  of  Comparative  Pathology  and  Mythology  owe  thei 

origin  to  what  has  been  termed  the  "  Discovery  of  Sanskrit "  "  T 
the  Sanskrit,  the  antiquity  and  extent  of  its  literary  documents,  th 

transparency  of  its  grammatical  structure,  the  comparatively  pnmitiv 
state  of  ancient  system  and  thorough  grammatical  treatment  it  ha 
early  received  at  the  hands  of  native  scholars,  must  ever  secure  th 

foremost  place  in  the  comparative  study  of  Indo  Aryan  researches  " 

2  A  Weber  in  his  Indian  Literature  thus  summed  up  his  reason 
for  asserting  the  autiquity  of  the  Vedic  Literature 

In  the  more  ancient  parts  of  the  Rigveda-Samhita,  we  find  th 

Indian  race  settled  on  the  north-western  borders  of  India,  in  th 
Punjab,  and  even  beyond  the  Panjab,  on  the  Kubha,  or  Kivpna,  1 
Kabul  Ihe  gradual  spread  of  the  race  from  these  seats  towards  th 

east,  beyond  the  Sarasvati  and  over  Hindustan  as  far  as  the  Gange* 

can  be  traced  in  the  later  portions  of  the  Vedic  writings  almost  ste] 
by  step  The  wnbngs  of  the  following  period,  that  of  the  epic,  con 
sist  of  accounts  of  the  internal  conflicts  among  the  conquerors  o 
Hindustan  themselves,  as,  for  instance,  the  Mahabharata ,  or  of  th 
further  spread  of  Brahmanism  towards  the  south,  as,  for  instance,  th' 
Ramayana  If  we  connect  with  this  the  first  fairly  accurate  raforma 
tion  about  India  which  «e  have  from  a  Greek  source,  viz ,  from  Megas 
thenes,  it  becomes  clear  that  at  the  time  of  this  wnter  the  Brahmanis 
mg  of  Hindustan  was  already  completed,  while  at  the  time  of  th< 
Penplus  (see  Lassen,  I  AK ,  11  150,  n  ,  I  St  u  192)  the  very  souther 
most  point  of  the  Dekhan  had  already  become  a  seat  of  the  worshii 
of  the  wife  of  Siva  What  a  series  of  years,  of  centuries,  must  neces 
sanly  have  elapsed  before  this  boundless  tract  of  country,  inhabited  bi 
wild  and  vigorous  tnbes,  could  have  been  brought  over  to  Brahmanism 
And  while  the  claims  of  the  written  records  of  Indian  literature  to  i 
high  antiquity— its  beginnings  may  perhaps  be  traced  back  even  to  the 
time  when  the  Indo-Aryans  still  dwelt  together  with  the  Persa-Aryan- 
—are  thus  indisputably  proved  by  external,  geographical  testimony the  internal  evidence  in  the  same  direction,  which  may  be  gathered  fron 
their  contents,  is  no  less  conclusive  In  the  songs  of  Rik,  the  robos 
spirit  of  the  people  gives  expression  to  the  feeling  of  its  relation  t< 
nature,  with  a  spontaneous  freshness  and  simplicity ,  the  powers  o 

1     Ewdu  suptrtartty  180  "        ™~"™"'  ""   
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nature  are  worshipped  as  superior  beings,  and  their  kindly  aid  besought 

within  their  several  spheres      Beginning  with  this  nature-worship,  whith 
everywhere   recognises    only  the  individual   phenomena  of  nature,  and 
these  in  the  first  instance  superhuman,  we  trace  in  Indian  literature  the 

progress  of  the  Hindu  people  through  almosL  all  the  phases  of  religious 
development  through   which   the   human  mmd  generally  has  passed 

The  individual  phenomena  of  nature,  which  at  first  impress  the  imagi- 
nation  as  being   superhuman,   are   gradually   classified  within  their 

different  spheres  ,  and  a  certain  unity  is  discovered  among  them    Thus 
we   arrive  at  a  number  of  divine   beings,  each  exercising  supreme  sway 
within  its   particular   province,   whose  influence  is  m  coarse   of  time 
further  extended  to  the  corresponding   events   of  human  life,  while  at 

lhe  same  time  they  are  endowed  with  human  attnbutesand  organs   The 

number — already   considerable  —  of  these  natural  deities,  these  regents 
of  the  powers  of  nature,  is  further  increased  by  the  addition  of  abstrac 
hons,  taken  from  ethical  relations,   and  to  these  as  to  the  other  deities 

divine  powers,  personal  existence  and  activity  are  ascribed     Into  this 
multitude  of  divine  figures,  the  spirit  of  inquiry  seeks  at  a  later  stage  to 

introduce  order,  by  classifying   and   co-ordinating   them   according  to 
their  principal  bearings     The  principle  followed  in  this  distribution  is, 
like  the  conception  of  the  deities   themselves,   entirely   borrowed  from 
the  contemplation  of  nature.   We  have  the  gods  who  act  in  the  heavens, 

m  the  air,  upon  the  earth  ,  and  of  these  the  sun,  the  wind,  and  fire  are 

recognized  as  the  mam  representatives  and  rulers  respectively     These 

three  gradually  obtain   precedence  over  all  the   other  gods,  who  are 

only  looked  upon  as  their  creatures  and  servants  Strengthened  by  these 

classifications,  speculation  presses  on  and  seeks  to  establish  the  relative 

position  of  these   three    deities,   and  to  arrive  at  unity  for  the  supreme 

Being     This  is  accomplished  either  speculatively,  by  actually  assuming 

such  a  supreme  and  purely  absolute     Being,  viz ,  "  Brahman  "  (neut), 
to  wh  >m  these  three  in  their  turn  stand  m  the  relation  of  creatures,  of 

creatures,  of  servants  only  ,  or  arbitrarily,  according  as  one  or  other  of 

the  three  is  worshipped   as   the  supreme  god     The  sun-god  seems  in 

the  first  instance   to   have   been  promoted  to  this  honour  ?  the  Persa- 

Aryans   at   all    events   fttamed  this  standpoint,  of  course  extending  it 

still  further ,  and  in  the   older  parts  of  the  Brahmanas  also — to  which 
rather  than  to  the  Samhitas  the  Avesta  is  related  m  respect  of  age  and 

contents— we   find  the   sun-god  here  and  there  exalted  far  above  the 

other  deities  {prasavita  devamia)     We  also  find  ample  traces  of  this  m 

&e  forms  of  worship,  which  so  often  preserve  relics  of  antiquity.    Nay, 
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as  "  Brahman  "  (masc),  he  has  in  theory  retained  this  position,  down 
even  to  the  latest  times,  although  in  a  very  colourless  manner  His 
colleagues,  the  air  and  fire  gods,  in  consequence  of  their  much  more 

direct  and  sensible  influence,  by  degrees  obtained  complete  possession 
of  the  supreme  power,  though  constantly  in  conflict  with  each  other 

Their  worship  has  passed  through  a  long  series  of  different  phases,  and 
it  is  evidently  the  same  which  Megasthenes  found  m  Hindustan,  and 
which  at  the  time  of  the  Penplus  had  penetrated,  though  in  a  form 
already  very  corrupt,  as  far  as  the  southernmost  point  of  the  Dekhan  " 

3     The  Gods  created  Pevavafll 

sr  sfr  *%&$  ssro  frgqfritmdMtfdfa  II   Kg  vni  100-1 1. 

www  q<ft«to  »PfW  sr%  *nfi  gs t&$m  I 
*nfa  wtrt^rt  «fftr  m  ̂ wrawn^m^  II  Hg  vni  59-6. 

Pajanjali  says  in  his  Mahabhagya 

*&nfc  =w  ̂ t  3jsr  w  I  #ff  to  fsrrar  are?  1 

rir  wira  I  ̂r  war.  qgrnfrnfofaur  1  £  m  I    d  t^wi^,  fa, 
*rfa  I  TO  5STOT  3W  I   TO  faffiPr.  I   Pwr  «R[  I    fiij  9rft|  sfg;   |   oftr 

*fr  Sjft  «rc$T  mflftfii  I  mn  ̂   sr^r  q^ff  wt<wfrft  tr^r  cTRrf^r  I 

tc^t  "^r  *  am  w  wfter^pi  sqi^or^  1"  (?fa  ggnH  q^^rro'O  l 
Vidyaranya  adopts  Pafanjah's  views  m  his  Introduction  to  his 

commentary  on  Rg  Veda  and  there  in  speaking  of  the  importance  of the  study  of  Grammar,  he  says 

Srsrfiw  #r  mr3b  <pft  ■*  ̂   ana  *fir  ̂ fefpre  ̂   55^  l  ?rrft£ 
>?«rats^  sqne^  1  awrfcr  arnar  ̂   |  }nv,(t^| 

*TO3r  Jisft.  Jim.  «w  «nwi%w^flT»mf^ml|m^i  <rcro"  \t. 
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aTT^f  "M  ̂ ^cfi"  S^TOT  TIT  STPfT  <T&  ̂ra^JTRT  S^T?TT    3WcUM    %5cf   ̂  

Etas  <rfcra?  sraft  aaro  pr^r  l  efftr  «srFr#  T?rar  sntfcr  *ptow  | 

3tr%  I  ̂  w  s»if  *rnf  qwq.  I  *ifaw  l  %  s^i %r^rr  1 55  ̂  I 
nffrr  sMtffffcaTfonfa  I  <pt  wrfa^TSRwrrrffifcrr  mfo  1 5^f^Friw?RnqT<- 

ICTTwft  I  arcftff  I  Trftr^r    qsfa  I  anffcaTfaqtwc    sj^str     srnrftrftqi 

Dvijendranath.  Guha  collet  ts  some  other  references 

3%r  tPNFj;  *?Rf  — "  ̂^rft  *zwftr  tefi  ̂r  ̂ 5  ̂ jrr  I  sr$t  am  qrecr 
?fr  snrcrft  ̂ fift  I  I:  «W  jrrcfrttopfft 1  era  nm   «r  i*nfa  1  j%«rr 

SS^T  330"  H^WIT^  I  l^T  ̂ iR^I^T  ̂ R^UW  H^fpRT  q^H^sifiS: 

1ST — 

3fr  ̂ r  faferr  %*rftr  gfrc  wtt  flS5^  wftr  II 

§  ̂ nf^  Sirqi  sftft  ftf^nt^  sn^  ̂ pr%    I  SIT  IffogM  9K&    I  ̂<RTlt 

flswr.  I  *f^.  ̂ "tt  ̂ rar°r  ̂ «ff  ̂ r^rft^^  iiftw  I  ?%  i^r  swr^t 

731  qpfa  ,3?iBwrwft  ̂ hnwuvffni1. 1  amPr ^nm  wfir,  ?rr  t  ̂ ^sr^ 
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^erft^  aT  srrsrVsrcpawT?;  wit  sjpJT  gr*r  srctPa  tt  ?  3*ttct  ̂ r  ̂  

ASTOrftft  I"  (iflt  Ssa?  qftr%%— iritis)  I  ajthrfw  *gfa  area;  **>5 
«mvH«,<wWBt  Sl^k,    IfmiT  3TRTi^     HU,  gsT    Wife    ?o|v»t|<;, 

^  <rfti%%  ̂   UUU°-?3  *taa  I  (srsrai'-ikF^TF^TRiTR  scg^q; )  I 

sr^^g^p^tfa  wra  I  w — ''*$  ̂ r  pssenwrc1  i  s$  3=^  jrsrrra. 
remr  I  *ff  wrfr  $?torcnR  I"  (m#(TW5>frcrJfa3;,  rKri^)  |  srer 
swar,  r^  ̂   *$  («wf^  tff  ansRWwgftr  ws  taiSfr  ?%<t  gjnflrar )  l 
mm  — sTHPTfaar  ̂ r%  *r  l  $ntfr  nqfarcft  aj^rwrfo  JTfT^fr  ̂  

^ffiarft  (?wrt  m3°fr  T^5^m)  •  3T%r  sifw^n — "  *$  mzmu%n 

C^t^t  ̂   ifrar  Ji^nar  I  <tar^  arrercna;  (f^srraTra;  ̂ FT{r§:r) 

qrer  "  jfcsrrer"  ffa  ̂ qfc^'rr  I  a«rrf|— "<£a  t  ifrr  srsrgr  qes  sttsptt  I" 

w  351% 1" 

j^aTfa  f^sT^fa  it  ̂fF  $mm  *tN*to  srnr  %&  m*$m  3r3wq*a 
asRi%  at  m  fcwrr  ifem  ̂ xsar*  aro^Rw  mwi  ̂ #a  aa^jfoswq; 
<H<HWitf  *  *  *  * 

$km  ̂ k^  g?fa— "*t^rt%  foft  a^q-  ̂ %  ̂ ^  ̂ r^f^Jij. 

^.  t%  ̂ <#rqft  3Rff<§r  ?^q%  ge  tot?  *rra%  ̂ rr  r%  r%^?r 
ft^<Frcwqf  f^W^fr^n  ̂ r  srf^^f^r^    aivNM  ^  tt%^^t^ 

l.  jssp,  xvm.  ~~  '      ~~" 
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3TS"sr  aflrcsrsr  wsrcf  *Fm%  %a%  I"  w^  $&  sm  ajs^gr  3^  | 
q«rr — "  m\%  wfr  srsqrfcir  ara^a;  I"  I^st  *rrar  ''s^pftt  "  snfeRJTRr 

(*)— "  Praftwf  <rfN?  w!    o*f(Rj  %or "  arar  <pr  «nr  snrfa  ftngror 

4  Samskrta,  or  as  now  written,  Sanskrit,  is  the  language  of  the 

Gods,  G'trvanasarn  In  this  language  stand  the  ancient  scriptures  of 
Vedic  and  Puriinic  religion  The  Vedic  literature  is  the  most  ancient 
record  of  any  people  of  the  world  and  forms  the  source  of  the  earliest 

history  of  the  Indo-Aryan  race,  nay,  mankind  as  a  whole 

"  1  he  Veda  has  two-fold  interest  it  belongs  to  the  history  of  the 
world  and  to  the  history  of  India  In  the  history  of  the  world  the 
Veda  fills  a  gap  which  no  literary  work  in  any  other  languages  could 

fill  It  carries  us  back  to  times  of  which  we  have  no  records  anywhere, 
and  gives  us  the  very  words  of  a  generation  of  men,  of  whom  other- 

wise we  could  form  but  the  vaguest  estimate  by  means  of  conjectures 
and  inferences  As  long  as  man  continues  to  take  an  interest  in  the 

history  of  his  race,  and  as  long  as  we  collect  m  libraries  and  museums 
the  relics  of  former  ages,  the  first  place  in  that  long  row  of  books 
which  contains  the  records  of  the  Aryan  branch  of  mankind,  will 

belong  tor  ever  to  the  IRig-veda  The  world  of  the  Veda  is  a  world  by 
itself ,  and  its  relation  to  all  the  rest  of  Sanskrit  literature  is  such,  that 

the  Veda  ought  not  to  receive,  but  to  throw  light  over  the  whole  his- 

torical development  of  the  Indian  mind  " 

The  literature  of  the  Vedas  is  termed  f§rof  i,  meaning  what  has 

been  heard,  that  is,  what  is  not  the  work  of  man 

5  Vedas  are  eternal  (m(ya),  begmmngless  (modi)  and  not  made 

by  man  {apaurtdjeya) ,  (2)  they  were  destroyed  in  the  deluge  at  the  end 

of  the  last  Kalpa,  and  (3)  that  at  the  beginning  of  the  present  JSalpa 
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commencing  with  the  K*ta-yuga  of  this  present  Mahayuga,  the  Rishis,1 
through  tapas,  re-produced  m  substance  if  not  in  form  the  ante-diln- 
vian  Vgdas  which  they  earned  in  their  memory  by  the  favour  of  God 

This  1*  another  expression  of  'he  historical  view  of  modem  scholars, 
hke  Mr  Tilak  They  state  that  the  Vedic  or  Aryan  religion  can  be 

proved  to  be  mterglacial,  but  its  ultimate  origin  is  still  lost  m  geologi- 
cal antiquity,  that  the  Aryan  religion  and  culture  were  destroyed 

during  the  lrtst  glacial  period  that  invaded  the  Arctic  Aryan  home,  and 

that  the  Vedic  hymns  were  sung  in  post-glacial  times  by  poets,  who 
had  inherited  the  knowledge  or  contents  therein  of  an  unbroken  tradi- 

tion from  their  ante-diluvian  fore-fathers 

On  the  commencement  of  Vedic  era,  opinions  are  at  the  opposite 
poles  Tradition  takes  it  to  a  remote  age  of  millions  of  years  on  the 

computation  of  yugas 

In  his  Arctic  Home  in  the  Vedas,  B  G  Tilak  divides  the  whole 

period  from  the  commencement  of  the  Postglacial  era,  corresponding 
to  the  beginning  of  our  Knta  Yuga  of  the  present  Mahayuga  to  the 

birth  of  Buddha  in  five  parts  — 

"  I  10,000-8,000  B  C  —The  destruction  of  the  original  Arctic 
home  by  the  last  Ice  Age  and  the  commencement  of  the  post-glacial 

period 

II  8,000-5,000  B  C  — The  age  of  the  migration  from  the  original 
home-  The  survivors  of  the  Aryan  race  roamed  over  the  northern 
parts  of  Europe  and  Asia  in  search  of  lands  suitable  for  new  settle- 

ments 1  he  Vernol  Equinox  was  then  in  the  constellation  of  Punar- 

vasu,  and  as  the  Aditti  is  the  presiding  deity  of  Punarvasu,  according 
to  the  terminology  adopted  by  me  in  Orion,  this  may  therefore,  be 
called  the  Aditi  or  the  Pre-Onon  Penod, 

III  5,000-3,000  B  C— The  Orion  Period,  when  the  Vemal 
Equinox  was  m  Orion     Many  Vedic   Hymns  can   be  traced  to  the 

Bihft44ev»ta  enumerates  woman  eeeis  of  the  hymns 

mmi  xggfa  aPRsrar  *m  ftft  I 

sftefar  ?n<fa$r  w^  ?rer  far  i  sfi^rr  I 
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early  part  of  this  period  and  the  bards  of  the  race  seem  to  have  not 

yet  forgotten  the  real  import  or  significance  of  the  traditions  of  the 
Arctic  Home  inherited  by  them  It  was  at  this  time  that  the  first 
attempts  to  reform  the  calendar  and  the  sacnfical  system  appear  to 
have  been  systematically  made 

IV  3,060-1,400  BC— The  Kjittika  Period,  when  the  Vernal 
Fquinox  was  in  the  Pleiddes  The  Aitareya  Samhita  and  the  Brah- 
manas,  which  begin  the  series  of  Nakshatras  with  the  Krittikas  are 
evidently  the  productions  of  this  period  The  compilation  of  the 
hymns  into  Samhltas  also  appears  to  be  a  work  of  the  early  part  of  this 
period  The  traditions  about  the  Original  Arctic  home  had  grown 
dim  by  this  time  and  very  often  misunderstood,  making  the  Vsdic 
hymns  more  unintelligible  The  sacrificial  system  and  the  numerous 
details  thereof  found  in  the  Brahmanas  seem  to  have  been  developed 
dunng  this  time  It  was  at  the  end  of  this  period  that  the  Vgdanga 

JyOtisha  was  originally  composed  or  at  any  rate  the  position  of  the 
equinoxes  mentioned  therein  observed  and  ascertained 

V  1,400-500  B  C— The  Pre-Buddhistic  Period,  when  the 

Sutras  and  the  Philosophical  system  made  their  appearance  " 

6  "  The  atmosphere  of  England  and  Germany  seems  decidedly 
unpropitious  to  the  recognition  of  this  great  Indian  antiquity  so 
stubbornly  opposed  to  the  Mosaic  revelation  and  its  Chronology  dearly 
and  piously  cherished  by  these  Western  Orientalists  Strongly 
permeated  with  the  Chronology  of  the  Bible  which  places  the  creation 
of  the  Earth  itself  about  4,004  B  C ,  European  scholars  cannot  place 

the  great  separation  of  the  Original  Sryan  races  themselves  earlier  than 
2,000  B  C ,  and  the  first  historical  entry  of  the  Hindu  Aryas  into  the 

continent  of  India  before  1,500  BC"  Arthur  A  Macdonell,  may  be  said 

to  summarise  the  opinions  of  these  Western  Orientalists,  when  he  says  -r 

"  History  is  the  one  weak  spot  in  Indian  literature  li  is,  m  feet, 
non-existent  The  total  lack  of  the  historical  sense  is  so  characteristic, 

that  the  whole  course  of  Sanskrit  literature  is  darkened  by  the  shadow 

of  this  defect,  suffering  as  it  does  from  the  entire  absence  of  exact 

chronology  .  ...Two  causes  seem  to  have  combined  to  bring  about  this 

remarkable  result  In  the  first  place,  early  India  wrote  no  history, 

because  it  never  made  any  The  ancient  Indians  never  went  through  a 

struggle  for  life,  like  Greeks  in  the  Persian  and  the  Romans  in  the 

Punic  wars,  such  as  would  have  welded  their  tribes  into  a  nation,  and 

developed  political  greatness  Secondly,  the  BrShmans,  whose  task  it 
B 
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would  naturally  have  been  to  record  great  deeds  had  early  embraced 
the  doctrine  that  all  action  and  existence  are  a  positive  evil,  and  could 
threfore  have  felt  but  little  inclination  to   chronicle  historical   events. 

Such  being   the  case,   definite  dates   do  not    begin   to    appear   in 
Indian  literary  history  till  about  500  A  D    The  chronology  of  the  Vedic 

period  is  altogether  conjectural,  being  based   entirely    on  internal 
evidence     Three  main  literary  strata  can  be  clearly  distinguished  m  it 
by  differences  m  language   and  style,  as  well  as  in  religious  and  social 
views     For  the   development   of  each   of  these   strata  a  reasonable 
length  of  time  must  be  allowed ,  but  all  we  can  here  hope  to  do  is  to 
approximate  to  the  truth  by  centuries     The  lower  limit   of  the  second 
Vedic  stratum  cannot  however  be  fixed  later   than  500  B  C ,  because  its 

latest  doctrines   are  presupposed  by  Buddhism,   and  the  date  of  the 
death  of  Buddha  has  been  with  a  high  degree  of  probability  calculated, 
from  the  recorded   dates  of  the   various  Buddhist  councils,  to  be  4-80 

B  C   With  regard  to  the  commencement  of  the  Vedic  Age,  there  seems 

to  have  been  a  decided  tendency  amongst  Sanskrit  scholars  to  place  it 
too  high     2,000  B  C.  is  commonly  represented  as  its  starting  point 
Supposing  this  to  be  correct,  the  truly  vast  period  of  1,500  years  is 

required  to  account  for  a  development  of  language  and  thought  hardly 
greater  than  that   between  Homeric   and   the  Attic  age   of  Greece. 

Professor  Max  Muller's    earlier  estimate  of  1,200  B  C ,  forty  yearB  ago, 
appears  to  be  much  nearer  the  mark     A  lapse  of  three  centuries,  say 

from  1,300-1,000BC,  would  amply  account  for  the  difference  between 
what  is  oldest  and  newest  in  VSdic  hymn  poetry     Considering  that  the 
affinity  of  the  oldest  from  of  the   Avestan  language  with  the  dialect  of 

the  Vedas  is  already  so   great  that,  by  mere  application  of  phonetic 
laws,  whole  Avestan  stanzas  may  be  translated  word  for  word  into  Vsdic, 
so  as  to  produce  verses  correct  not  only  in  form  but  in  poetic  spirit, 
considering  further,  that  if  we  know  the  Avestan  language,  at  as  early  a 
stage  as  we  know  the  Vgdic,  the  former  would  necessanly  be  almost 
identical  -with  the  latter,  it  is  impossible  to  avoid  the  conclusion  that  the 
Indian  branch  must  have  separated  from  the  Iranian  only  a  very  short 
time  before  the  beginnings  of  Vedic  literature,  and  can  therefore  have 
hardly  entered  the  North-West  of  India  even  as  early  as  early  as  1,500 
B  C  All  previous   estimates  of  the  antiquity  of  the  Vedic  penod  have 
been  outdone  by  the  recent  theory  of  Professor  Jacobi  of  Bonn,  who 
supposes  that  penod  goes  back  to  at   least  4,000  B  C     This    theory 
is    based   on   astronomical    calculations    connected  with   a    change 
mthe   beginning  of  the  seasons,  which  Professor  Jacobi  thinks  has 
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taken  place  since  the  time  of  the  Rigveda  The  whole  estimate  i«, 
however,  invalidated  by  the  assumption  of  a  doubtful,  and  even  im- 

probable, meaning  in  a  Vedic  word,  which  forms  the  very  starting 

point  of  tbe  theory  " 

7  "  The  history  of  the  Sanskrit  literature  divides  itself  into  two 
great  ages,  Vaidika  and  Laukika — Sacred  and  Profane, — Scriptural  and 
Classical  The  Mahabharata  War  is  the  dividing  line  between  the  two 

The  Vedic  Age  may  again  be  divided  into  several  distinct  periods,  each 
of  which  for  length  of  years  may  well  compare  with  that  of  the  entire 

history  of  many  an  ancient  nation,  1  Chandas  Period,  2  Samhif  a 
Period  3  Brahmana  Period,  4  Aranyaka  Period  and  5  Upamsad 
Period  Each  of  these  periods  has  a  distinct  literature  of  its  own.  vast 

in  its  extent,  and  varied  m  its  civilisation,  each  giving  nse  to  the 

subsequent  period  under  the  operation  of  great  social,  political  and 
religious  causes  ,  and  the  philosophical  historian  of  human  civilisation 
need  not  be  a  Hindu  to  think  that  the  Ancient  Aryas  of  India,  have 

preserved  the  fullest,  the  clearest  and  the  truest  materials  for  his  work." 

8.  "  There  are  four  Vedas,  Rik  (^),  Yajur  ('^),  Sama  (aTS)  and 
Atharvana  (si^tr)  and  each  Veda  has  Samhita  (mantra)  Brahmana, 

Sutra  and  Upanigad  The  first  three  Vedas  are  called  together  as 

Tray'%  and  they  are  called  m  Brahmanas  also  by  the  name  ncas,  Samani 
and  Yajumji,  or  Bhahvjcas,  Chandogas  and  Adhvaryus,  The  Sutras 

apply  the  term  chandas  to  the  Samhitas  Panini  uses  the  terms  chan- 

das and  Bhasa  to  distinguish  Vedic  and  non-Vedic  literature.  Yajur* 
veda  has  two  Samhitas  called  Sukla  and  Kj§na  ,  or  Vajasaneya  and 

Taityiriya  " 
"  The  Samhita  of  the  Rk  is  purely  a  lyrical  collection,  forming  the 

immediate  source  of  the  other  three  The  next  two  are  made  up  of 

verses  and  ritual  formulae,  meant  to  be  recited  at  sacrifices,  The 

Atharva  Samhita  resembles  the  Rik  in  that  it  forms  a  store  of  songs, 

devoted  to  sacrifices  mostly  in  connection  with  incantations  and 

magical  charms," 

9  The  Brahmanic  period  comprehends  "the  first  establishment  of 
the  three-fold  ceremonial,  the  composition  of  the  individual  Brahmanas 

and  the  formation  of  the  Charanas.  They  connect  the  sacrificial 

songs  and  formulas  with  the  sacrificial  rite  by  pointing  out  on  the  one 

hand  their  direct  relation,  and  on  the  other  their  symbolical  connection 

with  each  other  Their  general  nature  is  marked  by  masterly  grandi- 

loquence, and  antiquarian   sincerity.    Though  in  the  words  of  Prof, 
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Eggeling,  these  works  deserve  to  be  studied  as  a  physician  studies  the 
twaddle  of  idiots  or  the  raving  of  mad  men,  they  lack  not  striking 
thoughts,  bold  expression  and  logical  reasoning  The  Brahmanas  of 
the  Rik  generally  refer  to  the  duties  of  the  Hotr ,  of  the  Saman  to 

those  of  Udgatr ,  of  the  Yajus,  to  the  actual  performance  of  the  sacri" 
fice     They  are  valuable  to  us  as  the  earliest  records  of  Sanskrit  prose  " 

10  "  The  Satra  literature  forms  a  connecting  link  between  the 
Vedic  and  the  classical  Sanskrit  '  Sutra '  means  a  '  string '  and  com- 

patibly with  this  sense,  all  works  of  this  style  are  nothing  but  one  un- 
interrupted chain  of  short  sentences  linked  together  in  a  most  concise 

form 

Sutras  represented  &.  scientific  expression  of  the  tradition  and  dis- 

cussion recounted  in  BrahmaUas  They  systematised  the  source  of  the 
ntuals  and  so  far  as  Kalpasufras  or  SrautasOtras  go,  they  relate 
strictly  to  sruti  or  the  Vedas  To  these  sutras  have  been  added 

Gphyasutras  or  those  that  regulate  domestic  rites  They  are  partly 
based  on  srutis  and  partly  on  smjtis  (unrevealed  literature)  Sutras 
have  been  the  consequence  of  a  national  need  for  concise  guide-books 

fox  ceremonial,  and  represented  a  '  codification  of  case-law '  in  the 
sphere  of  sacrifices  and  ceremonials  a 

11  Upanisads'  are  expressions  of  philosophical  concepts.  They 
embody  the  beginnings  and  progrers  of  esoteric  ideas,  which  had  to  a 

large  extent  been  mentioned  in  Aranyakas,  writings  supplementary  to 
Brahmauas. 

12.  A  Weber  sums  up  the  direct  data  attesting  the  posteriority 
of  the  Classical  Period  thus  — 

(i)  Its  opening  phases  everywhere  presuppose  the  Vedic  period 
as  entirely  closed ,  its  oldest  portions  are  regularly  based  on  the 
Yedic  literature ,  ihe  relations  of  life  have  now  all  arrived  at  a  stage 
of  development  of  which  in  the  first  period  we  can  only  trace  the 
germs  and  the  beginning 

The  distinction  between  the  periods  is  also  by  changes  in  lan- 
guage and  subject-matter 

1  It  might  be  seen  that  the  usefulness  of  this  speoies  of  composition  was  so  much 
appreciated  that  in  every  branch  of  learning  sujras  oame  to  be  composed  and  indeed  axe said  to  be  the  most  ancient  form  of  the  solenoes 

2.  The  authority  of  compositions  like  Upamshads  has  oome  to  be  respeoted  to 
such  an  extent  that  in  later  times,  several  of  that  name  were  brought  Into  being  very often  sectarian  in  their  tenor  We  have  '  108  Upanishads '  and  if  not  more  on  various 
topics,  for  instance,  Garbhopanisad  on  embryology  ana  Manma^hopanisad  on  erotica, 
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First,  as  regards  language  — 

1  The  special  characteristics  m  the  second  period  are  so  signifi- 
cant, that  it  appropriately  furnishes  the  name  for  the  period,  whereas 

the  Vedic  period  receives  its  designation  from  the  works  composing  it 

2.  Among  the  various  dialects  of  the  different  Indo-Aryau  tabes, 
a  greater  unity  had  been  established  after  their  emigration  into  India, 
as  the  natural  result  of  their  lntermmging  in  their  new  home  The 

grammatical  study  of  the  Vedas  fixed  the  frame  of  the  language  so  that 
the  generally  recognised  Bhasha  had  arisen  The  estrangement  of  the 
civic  language  from  that  of  the  mass  accelerated  by  the  assimilation  of 

the  aboriginal  races  resulted  in  the  formation  of  the  popular  dialects, 

the  praknts — proceeding  from  the  original  Bhasha  by  the  assimilation 
of  consonants  and  by  the  curtailment  or  loss  of  termination 

3  The  phonetic  condition  of  Sanskrit  remains  almost  exactly  the 
same  as  that  of  the  earliest  Vedic  In  the  matter  of  grammatical  forms, 

the  language  shows  itself  almost  stationary  Hardly  any  new  forma* 

tions  or  inflexions  make  then*  appearance  yet,  The  most  notable  of 
these  grammatical  changes  were  the  disappearance  of  the  subjunctive 

mood  and  the  reduction  of  a  dozen  infinitives  to  a  single  one  In  de- 
clension the  change  consisted  chiefly  m  the  dropping  of  a  number  of 

synonymous  forms 

4  The  vocabulary  of  the  language  has  undergone  the  greatest 

modifications  It  has  been  extended  by  derivation  and  composition 
according  to  recognised  types.  Numerous  words  though  old  seem  to 
be  new,  because  they  happen  by  accident  not  to  occur  in  the  Vedic 

literature  Many  new  words  have  come  in  through  continental  borrow- 
ings from  a  lower  stratum  of  language,  while  already  existing  words 

have  undergone  great  changes  of  meaning. 

Secondly,  as  regards  the  sttbject-matter  — 

1  The  Vedic  literature  handles  its  various  subjects  only  in  their 
details  and  almost  solely  in  their  relation  to  sacrifice,  whereas  the 
classical  discusses  them  in  their  general  relations. 

2.  In  the  former  a  simple  and  compact  prose  had  gradually  been 

developed,  but  in  the  latter  this  form  is  abandoned  and  a  rhythmic  one 

adopted  in  its  stead,  which  was  employed  exclusively  even  for  strictly 
scientific  exposition 

"  That  difference  of  metre  should  form  a  broad  line  of  demarcation 

between  the  periods  of  literature  is  not  at  all  without  analogy  in  the 

literary  history  of  other  nations,  particularly  in   other  times.    If  once  a 
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new  form  of  metre  begins  to  grow  popular  by  the  influence  of  a  poet 
who  succeeds  in  collecting  a  school  of  other  poets  around  him,  this 
new  mode  of  utterance  is  very  apt  to  supersede  the  other  more  ancient 

forms  altogether  People  become  accustomed  to  the  new  rhythm 
sometimes  to  such  a  degree,  that  they  lost  entirely  the  taste  for  their 

old  poetry  on  account  of  its  obsolete  measure  No  poet,  therefore, 

who  writes  for  the  people,  would  think  of  employing  those  old  fashion- 
ed metres ,  and  we  find  that  early  popular  poems  have  had  to  be 

transfused  into  modern  verse  in  order  to  make  them  generally  readable 
once  more 

Now  it  seems  that  the  regular  and  continuous  Anushtubh  sloka  is 

a  metre  unknown  during  the  Vedic  age,  and  every  work  wntten  in  it 

may  at  once  be  put  down  as  post-Vedic  It  is  no  valid  objection  that 

this  epic-  sloka  occurs  also  in  Vedic  hymns,  that  Anushtubh  verses  are 
frequently  quoted  in  the  Brahmanas,  and  that  in  some  of  the  Sutras  the 

Anushtubh-sloka  occurs  intermixed  with  Tnshtubhs,  and  is  used  for  the 
purpose  of  recapitulating  what  had  been  explained  before  in  prose 
For  it  is  only  the  uniform  employment  of  that  metre  which  constitutes 

the  characteristic  mark  of  a  new  period  of  literature  * 

13     "  The  languages  of  the  world  have  been  divided  into  three 
families,   the   Aryan  or  Indo-European,  the  Semitic  and  the  Turanian 
The  first  comprises  the  Indian   branch,   consisting  of  Sanskrit,  Pah  and 

the  Prakrits,  and  the  modern  vernaculars  of  Northern  India  and  Ceylon , 
the  Iranic  branch  consisting  of  Zend,  the  sacred  language  of  the  Parsis, 
the  Pehlevi  and  the  other  cognate  dialects ,  the  Hellenic  or  the  Greek 
branch,  comprising  the  languages  of  Ancient  Greece  and  its  modern 
representatives ,  the  Italic  branch,   consisting  of  the  Latin  and  cognate 
ancient  languages  of  Italy  and  the  dialects  derived  from    Latin,   the 
Italian,  the  French  and  the  old  Provencal,   the   Spanish,  the  Portugese, 
and  the  Wallachian ,  the  Keltic  or  the  language  of  those  Kelts  or  Gauls 
that  so  often  figure  in  Romam  History,   and   distinguished   into   two 
varieties,  the  Kymnc,   now  spoken  in  Wales  and  in  the  Province  of 
Brittany  in  France,  and  the  Gaelic,   spoken  in  the  Isle  of  Man,  the 
Highlands   of  Scotland,   and  Ireland,  the  Lithuman  and   Slavonic, 
comprising  the  languages  of  Lithuma,  Russia,  Bulgaria,  and  of  the 
Slavonic  races  generally ,  and  the  Teutonic  branch,  consisting  of  the 
Scandinavian  grouD,  1  e ,  the  languages  of  Sweden,  Norway,  Iceland, 
and  Denmark,  of  the  High  German  i.e  the  old  and  the  present  language 
of  Germany,  and  of  the  Low  German,  which  comprised  the  old  Anglo- 

1.    Mule's  Gr%tical  History,  Trj,  o  i.  ~ 
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Saxon  and  the  other  languages  spoken  on  the  coasts  of  Germany,  the 
modern  representatives  of  which  are  the  English,  and  the  dialects 

spoken  in  Holland,  Friesland,  and  the  North  of  Germany  The  second 

family  comprises  the  Hebrew,  the  Arabic,  the  Chaldee,  the  Syriac,  the 
Carthaginian,  and  the  cognate  and  derived  languages ,  and  the  third* 
the  Turkish  and  the  languages  of  the  Mongolian  tribes  To  this  last 

family  the  dialects  spoken  m  Southern  India  are  a'so  to  be  inferred 
The  Zend  approaches  Sanskrit  the  most,  but  the  affinities  of  this  latter 
with  Greek  and  Latm  are  also  very  striking,  and  such  as  to  convince 

even  a  determined  sceptic  Sanskrit  has  preserved  a  greater  number 

of  ancient  forms  than  any  of  these  languages,  hence  it  is  indispensable 

for  purposes  of  comparative  philology  " 

14  "  India  may  justly  claim  to  be  the  original  home  of  scientific 
philology  In  one  of  the  most  ancient  Sanskrit  books,  the  Samhita  of 
of  the  Black  Yajurveda,  there  are  distinct  indications  of  the  dawn  of 

linguistic  study  *  The  Brahmanas  of  the  Vedas  which  rank  next  to  the 
Samhitas,  and  even  the  Taittinya  Samhita  itself,  the  composition  of 

which  differs  in  no  particular  from  its  Brahmana,  are  all  full  of  etymologi- 

cal explanations  of  words,  though  often  they  are  fanciful  *  One  Acharya 
followed  another,  and  they  all  carefully  observed  the  facts  of  their 

language,  and  laid  down  the  laws  they  could  discover  They  studied 
and  compared  the  significations  and  forms  of  words,  observed  what  was 
common  to  them,  separated  the  constant  element  from  that  which  was 

variable,  noticed  the  several  changes  that  words  undergo  indifferent 
circumstances,  and  by  such  a  process  of  philological  analysis  completed 

a  system  of  grammar  and  etymology  In  the  Nirukta,  Yaska,  whose  exact, 
date  we  do  not  know,  but  who  must  have  flourished  several  centuries 

before  Christ,  lays  down   correct  principles  of  the  derivation  of  words. 

siT^^Wn^  ̂ Itcfl  ̂ rff5^  Bpeeoh  was  onoe  inarticulate  and  undistinguished 

(into  its  pnrts).  Then  the  goas  said  to  India,  '  Distinguish  our  speeoh  into  parts  '  He 
Bald,  I  will  ask  a  gift  of  you,  let  Soma  be  pouted  into  one  oup  tot  me  and  Vayn 

togethet '  Hence  Soma  is  poured  into  one  cup  for  India  ana  Vayn  together  Then 

India  going  into  its  midst  distinguished  it  Hence  distinot  speeoh  is  now  spoken  Tait 
Smh  ,  VI  4,  7 

3     The  Ait     Brahm    gives  the  etymology  of  sfa  (HI  ̂ ofm^  I111  a3),  of 

cTPTr  CVH  18) ,  the  Tait     Samh ,  of  f5  (*   6.1).  of  fjg  (U    4.1S  and  n    6,  3 

tha  Tait     Brahm,  of  8T^  (1. 1,5),  o  JfljPT  (H  7,18),  &o  &o 
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The  last  of  the  grammarian  Acharyas  were  Panini,  Katyayana,  and 
Patanjali  The  Prakrit  dialects  which  sprang  from  Sanskrit  were  next 
made  the  subject  of  observation  and  analysis  The  laws  of  phonetic 
change  or  decay  in  accordance  with  which  Sanskrit  words  became  Pra- 

kyit  were  discovered  and  laid  down  The  Sanskrit  and  non-Sanskrit 
elements  in  those  languages  were  distinguished  from  each  other  This 

branch  of  philology  also  was  worked  up  by  a  number  of  men,  though 
the  writings  of  one  or  two  only  have  come  down  to  us 

In  this  condition  Sanskrit  philology  passed  into  the  hands  of 
Europeans  The  discovery  of  Sanskrit  and  the  Indian  grammatical 
system  at  the  close  of  the  last  century  led  to  a  total  revolution  in  the 
philological  ideas  of  Europeans  But  several  circumstances  had  about 

this  time  prepared  Europe  for  independent  thought  in  philology,  and 
Sanskrit  supplied  the  principles  upon  which  it  should  be  conducted, 

and  determined  the  ̂ current  in  which  it  should  run  The  languages 
of  Europe,  ancient  and  modem,  were  compared  with  Sanskrit  and 
with  each  other  This  led  to  comparative  philology  and  the  classifi- 

cation of  languages,  and  a  comparison  of  the  words  and  forms  in  the 

different  languages  led  scholars  into  the  secrets  of  the  growth  of 
human  speech,  and  the  science  of  language  was  added  to  the  test  of 

existing  branches  of  knowledge  "* 
It  has  been  said  by  eminent  wnters  that  at  one  time  sansknt  was 

the  one  language  spoken  all  over  the  world.  "  Sanskrit  is  the  mother 
of  Greek,  Latin  and  German  languages  and  it  has  no  other  relation  to 

them,"  that  "  sansknt  is  the  original  source  of  all  the  European  lan- 
guages of  the  present  days,"  and  that  "  m  point  of  fact  the  Zmd  is 

derived  from  the  sansknt  "* 

15  Tradition  traces  the  beginnings  of  the  sansknt  language  to  the 
fourteen  aphorisms  or  Mahesvara  surras  They  are  3T  ?  «f  *%  onwards  to 
?S  %  These  sounds,  vowel  and  consonant,  emanated  from  the  sound  of 
Siva's  damaru  (drum)  at  the  time  of  his  dance  To  these  letters  and 
sounds  is  attached  a  mystic  significance  and  Nandikesvara  has  ex- 

plained their  import  with  all  solemnity  As  the  Kankas  of  Nandikes- 
vara are  rare,  they  are  prmted  here  * 

1  B  G  Bbandarkar,  Lectures  on  Development  of  Language  of  Sanskrit, Bombay 

2,  Bmdu  Superiority,  173  8 ,  A  Dubois'  Bible  m,  India ,  MaxMuHer's  Scienc 
of  Language,  I  335-6  note,  DnjendraDatb.  Guha's,  Devabhos'ha,  JS8P,  XVin.  ISO, 8  They  are  printed  with,  the  oommentary  of  Upamanyn,  in  the  Nlrnayasamra 
Edn,  of  Mahabbasya,  p  182 
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a* 
1.  33r?rcn%  srrujrcrat  rwrs  s^t  q^r^rre  I 

I  arf  z\  | 

3  sr^ifr  ststst  ̂ rf^raV  ?r^Fgg  I 

r%Ryrft  HtrTRra-  suTfq-  gtfw  II 

arm?^  Hsftrr^TS^r  arwcr  ll 

5.  el  qrr?*re>  ̂   sfasmfts  *r^  I 

6  i%  ftsjs'wre*!'  %tf  m  *rar  m  l 
^•^if^frl^rrwr  ̂ '*rr  ̂ i^  *tot  *rar  II 

7.  sreit  p-fatffesr  3Ri?rf  *Frcorre<r  l 
p;rc  ?rfo°ifaf  srr%??rR*erc«r  icr^  ll 

^wsfraftfcr  Jrnf^rer  ̂ qisrr  ll 

9  arqvtfr  sfirara-  ̂ ^f^RfSR^sr  *tar  I 
3^rfr  ft«sft?rfg«fiq'$^Fi%*rc.  II 

I  sffSS^l 

10  sras^  a^fi"  *rpri  ?^ff  f%JK^  I 
aft*  ff^*nflT3r  STTT^TtTSlTsPT^  II 

11.  fjWiuSiwhhWl  «r  f^uf  I 

^g^f^^V   TO«WW'l$«»fcfl  tl 

12.  If^iqT  ̂ R*T  fa15^  f^-'Mii'^'*^^  I 

smfsri  «r««w  tfwu&*%M  ftf •  ll 

13  q^  irf^-^TR^prPmH  sl^s  I 
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I  ̂   *r  «i  *  ̂   I 

15.  ^q^HcRTire^ra^T  tii^n^  I 

**prcr§:i1reat*r  5  spsrofefcr  %z  *n%  II 

17.  snrsn'og^  ̂ rsrrosrptfnt  =*r  *fwt^  l 

I  ST  *?  s-  or  *  ii  l 

18.  5TS3[5Eq^f  ̂ •U*r<ircOT  5T*I«UI5T^  I 

I  ?r  *r  ̂ .l 

19.  wrwqToTr  =g-  sTO5Tr^«*Taqj%5nrc*wr:  I 

I  «r  ̂   «t  \\ 

20.  g^«r^  w^gjcnsrf  <ri<q^  eq^re*.  | 
^ff^T3«TT  i&  srraT  f%  qropfcr.  ll 

!  ar  sf  q-  v  ̂   ̂ r  | 

21.  ^Nr^ifrqrrErr'^fsii-r'-tTr^fT^^  | 
s^rrafa  3rejjTn¥it\^  sjwq^e^  II 

22.  srrirrr^rq-*  %  sRT^fess^.  i 

23.  5r^<fr^oft?q-:  srrorar.  <T^rarqwc  l 
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24  iff  i%  g^«sr  %r  #rr*ta  ?fjrr;  I 

25.  ?r,g  ssrcw  ffcf  gifpn  flrsw  jrr  I 
mftm  *{&a  stok,  *tfsr%  jrg  u 

27.  a^reta  q*  srffl  w^ftm  I 

16  "  The  literature  of  Sanskrit  presents,  as  ordinarily  considered, 
two  varieties  of  the  language  ,  but  a  third  may  also,  as  I  shall  presently 
endeavour  to  show,  be  clearly  distinguished,  Of  these  the  most  ancient 
is  that  found  in  the  hymns  of  the  Rigveda  Samhila  These  were  corn* 
posed  at  different  times  and  by  different  Rishis,  and  were  transmitted 
from  father  to  son  in  certain  families  Thus  the  third  of  the  ten  collec- 

tions, which  make  up  the  Samhita  bears  the  name  of  Visvamitra,  and 
the  hymns  contained  m  it  were  composed  by  the  great  patriarch  and 

his  descendants.  The  seventh  is  ascribed  to  Vasishtha  and  his  family, 
The  composition  of  these  hymns  therefore  extended  over  a  long 
period,  the  language  is  not  the  same  throughout,  and  while  sometimes 
they  present  a  variety  so  close  to  the  later  Sanskrit  Jhat  there  is  little 
diniculty  in  understanding  them,  the  style  of  others  is  so  antiquated 
that  tlroy  defy  all  efforts  at  interpretation,  and  their  sense  Was  not 
understood  even  by  the  Rishis  who  flourished  in  the  very  next  literary 

period,  that  of  the  Brahmanas,  Still  for  our  purposes  we  may  neglect 

these  differences  and  consider  the  Vedic  variety  of  Sanskrit  as  one," 

17  The  history  of  Sanskrit  affords  considerable  scope  for  a  study 
of  ihe  growth  of  language  It  presents  distinct  varieties  of  speech  which 

are  linked  together  exactly  as  Modern  English  is  with  the  Anglo-Saxon 
The  most  ancient  form  is  that  composing  the  text  of  the  Rig  Veda  Sam- 

hita, Consisting  of  ten  books,  it  was  the  work  of  different  ruhu,  preserved 
by  oral  tradition  in  their  families  Despite  themiilute  distinctions  in  the 

ld*gutrfe<B.-df  tistt  Rik  Samhita,  we  may  for  all   practical   purposes   treat 
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the  Vedic  variety  of  Sanskrit  as  a  compact  dialect  Prominently,  this 

dialect  presents  some  peculiarities  of  form  and  usage,  which  may  thus 

be  summed  up 

(1)  The  nominative  pulural  of  noun  ending  in  ̂ T  is  3R^T  as  well 

as  3W  as  ?frrcr    or  $&X >  the  instrumental  being  ̂ fa    or 

»., 

(uj  Tha  nominative  and  the  vocative  dual  and  plural  of  nouns 

in  3f  not  rarely  end  in  3fT  as  \$m  f=RT  :5*PRr  f  Sift". 
(m)  The  instrumental  singular  of  feminine  nouns  in  ?  is  occas- 

sional^ formed  by  lengthening   the  vowel   as   sflcft   and 

(iv)  The  locative  singular  termination  is   often   elided   as  T$" 

(v)  The  accusative  of  nouns  in  S  are  formed  by   ordinary 
rules  of  euphonic  combination  as  3*fi(  or  3SpW[ ,  and  the 

instrumental  by  affixing  *W  or  TT  or  fir  as  afaTT  or  ST^T 

(vi)  The  dative  of  the  personal   pronouns  ends  in  "?  as  3^   or 

(vu)  The  parasmaipada  first  person  plural  termination  is  **fe  as 

ZPRWFW&ftt,  and  of  the  third  person  plural  is  t  or  # 

as  5?  or  5fcf. 

(vni)  The  cf  of  the  atmanepada  termination  is  often  dropped  as 

Sf^TCcTCsfa ,  and  instead  of  *    there  is  *3%  as  ̂ UTO1^ 
(ix)  In  the  place  of  the  imperative  second  person  plural,   there 

are  fi,  cPT,  *I«T  and  31^  as  *£%,  T^sf,  ifcfST  and  $ SRfT^ 
(xj  Eight  different  forms  of  the  mood  %^,  signifying  condition, 

are  everywhere  abundant  os  JFT  STI^fa  3Tft^. 
(aa)  Roots  are  not  restricted  to  particular  conjugations  and  at 

the  caprice  of  the  Rishi  the  same  comes  to  more  than 
one  class 

(xii)  The  infinitive  suffixes  are  ff ,  <%,  afs^,  <J%  and  $  as  ?T$,  3&, 
S°P%  S^f  and  *rr^{$  ,  the  accusatives  of  some  nouns 
are  treated  as  infinitives  governed  by  *S%  as  faffR  SITWg;, 
the  terminations  31^  and  %%  occur  when  combined  with 
f  W  as  ra^KcTf.  or  !%&fT  ,   the  potential  participles   are 
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denoted  bj  the  suffixes  CH>  4,  '5'"  and  ?3  as  '%f^Stft, 

aT^Trf ,  f^t'T  and  ̂ &\,  the  indeclinable  past  ends  in 
mm  as  T3PJ  j  some  forms  as  tfftt  are  also  met  ̂ ith 

(uu)  A  vanety  of  verbal  denvatives  as  <?%9f  (jianasome),  3fi^  [life) 
and  Sf^^t  (ptoduct)  are  frequent 

(xiv)  A  large  number  of  words  which  have  become  obsolete  or 
lost  their  significance  in  later  Sanskrit  are  everywhere 

abundant  as  iftqfar,  33  and  aFRfal 

These  peculiarities  have  been  noted  as  the  most  frequent  and  the 
most  salient,  but  many  others  are  mentioned  by  Panrai  1  he  Vedic 

dialect  is  the  first  record  of  the  Sanskrit  tongue,  from  which  by  pro- 
cesses of  phonetic  decay  and  natural  elision  the  later  language  has 

been  perfected 

Here  is  a  specimen  of  Vedic  Sanskrit  — 

h.  ̂ srj  spjfSnr  tott  ̂   ̂ wc  I  saJforww^  II 

vs  for  %  #n  q-^Fcfft%Di  q^rani  I  ̂  *rra  bi^p?  ll 
*  o  fa  ww  ̂ t^rtr  wr  "rcerrerr  I  srars*rii  ̂ si  ll 
*  *.  srtr  ̂ -^T'qg^r  fafo#  srft  <rcqftr  I  $<rrft  ir  f  msS  II 
*i  ̂   ̂ t  f^rri?  ̂ g^sr.  sw  wa;  I  jt  t  srr^fa  nrfcrcj;  l) 
*s.  if  ft  wr  g<ft  s^r  T  issr  I  ̂w^grr  ̂   ll 

"  These  eight  verses  contain  72  different  padas  or  grammatical 
forms,  not  counting  the  prepositions  as  separate  padas  Of  these,  19 
have  become  altogether  obsolete  m  classical  Sanskrit,  and  12  have 

changed  their  significations  " 
18  The  Brahmanas  of  the  Rk  and  the  Yajus  present  the  ucond 

stage  in  the  development  Many  of  Ihe  peculiar  words  have  become  ob- 
solete, and  the  declensions  have  mostly  approached  the  classical  gram- 

mar The  roots  have  no  indiscriminate  conjugation  The  subjunctive  is 

almost  gone  out  of  use  The  indeclinable  past  and  the  gerundial  in- 
finitive end  in  ̂   and  $R ,  verbal  forms  of  all  moods  and  tenses  are 

seen  in  abundance.  Still  there  are  the  touches  of  the  vedic  relation- 
ship and  archaisms  are  not  rare  — 

(1)  Some  feminine  nouns  have  common  forms  for  the  dative 

and  the  genitive,  or  'Jl^t  *mm  ; 
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(u)  The  T  of  the  third  person  is  often  dropped   as.   before,   a$ 

(in)  Some  of  the  aonst  forms  do  not  follow  the  rules  of  Panini, 

as  m 3  JIT  3W  *?<rr  , 
(iv)  Some  atiquated  words  occur  as  3$!^  (a  shaft)  faSI3f  (re/etce) 

*fT^I^  (prospei  ous) 

The  Aitereya  Brahmana  quotes  some  gathas  which  are  obviously 
more  archaic  than  the  rest  of  the  work  Notwithstanding  these  irregu- 

larities, the  Brahmanas  are  "  the  best  representatives  extant  of  the 
verbal  portion  of  that  language  of  which  Panini  writes  the  grammar, 

though  he  did  not  mean  these  vihen  he  spoke  of  the  bhasha  "  The 
gradual  and  perhaps  rapid  progress  m  the  s}  mmetry  and  simplicity  of 
the  language  had  still  to  be  accelerated  by  the  w  ork  of  later  authors 

and  their  writings  furnish  an  ample  illustration  of  the  next  stage  of 
linguistic  development 

19  Yaska's  Nirukia  forms  the  intermediate  link  between  the 
Vedic  and  the  non-Vedic  literature  It  is  not  devoid  of  archaic  expres- 

sion, for  we  meet  with  such  phrases  as  '  S^KSSTPI  '^PRT  1  {unable  to  teach) 

and  &lW  TT«W'  {invested  with  sovereignty)  But  we  have  no  clue  to  the 
dawn  of  a  change  of  style  from  simplicity  to  complexity  To  the  same 
period  in  the  history  of  Sanskrit  belongs  Panini  His  Astad/iyajn  is 
based  on  the  grammar  of  the  bha$a  No  language  has  survived  to  us 

that  literally  represents  Panini's  standard  of  dialect  Perhaps  the  later 
Brahmanas  are  the  only  best  representatives  At  any  rate  there  is  no 
portion  of  the  existing  Sanskrit  literature  that  accurately  represents 
Panini's  Sanskrit,  as  regards  the  verbs  and  the  nominal  derivatives 
Probably  his  grammar  had  for  its  basis  the  vernacular  language  of  his 
day  Yaska  and  Panini  stand  to  us  the  authorities  on  record  of  that 
form  of  the  language  which  immediately   followed   the  purely  Vedic 

2d  Times  had  advanced,  and  with  it  the  language  Panini's  bkfija 
could  no  longer  stand  stationary  1  he  operation  of  the  concurrent 
causes  of  linguistic  progress  had  by  the  days  of  Kaiyayana  and 
Patanjali  modified  Psmni's  denotation  and  introduced  new  changes  in 
the  grammar  of  the  language  or  in  the  scope  of  the  aphorisms. 
Mfyayana's  Vat  (das  and  PatanjaWs  Mahubhatya  are  devoted  to  the- proper  interpretation  of  the  surras  and  to  the  apt  introduction  of  the 
missing  links  If  to  Katyayana's  eyes  10,000  inaccuracies  are  discernible 
in  Pamni,   the   only   explanation  must  be  that  to  PS&ini  they  were  not 
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inaccuracies,  but  by  Kajyayana's  lime  the  language  had  progressed 
and  necessitated  a  fresh,  appendix  or  erratum  m  Panini's  grammatical 
treatise  1  he  period  of  intervention  must  have  been  sufficiently  long  to 
allow  old  grammatical  forms  to  become  obsolete  and  even  incorrect 
and  words  and  their  meanings  to  become  antiquated  and  even  anunder- 
oandable 

21  Pa$anjah  discusses  the  change  and  progress  of  the  language, 
in  the  sastraic  form  of  a  dialogue  betw  een  an  objector  and  a  mover 
thus 

aft  t  sr^T  sjj^r  <hwt~ot,  fc,  to,  "¥?fcr  I 

55  am  foiftftg:--  irtit-  afa  *  &sj  arap^r.  <ft,  «rft  *rf%  w- 
s^fir ,  atqtsrjrw  :r  *rfa,  srfa  ̂ ragaiT^fa  famafe  l  stpra  qsr  ̂ §  jrcrcrs 

taa;  ffcrfafagTi  l  H^rrfir  ar^a;  «j*r  i^ot^  srenf^  ̂ r^oiTg^r^cT  I  srqgrfr  sfr 

^t  ,  ̂tr^sjrjrfiT  ?fir  1  w^w— fifctfrn^  ffEpsrrtffapp  p«r  sr^ritf  j$rt 
OTf.  ?Trftfa  I  sr  s^ts?flTi%W3TBf  ?(a  I 

r?aif ? 

3F^S?  5&%,  q^c  ©rj  I 

^HWIMi*  f  ft  %aC  cT6T  ft  TOW* ? 

?rfa  %«n  sp^rrs?  ̂ ^%  jrf»%  H 

3TCtfw  ̂ 3%!  WjPrf    «*!«»&  I    ftf  ?  JRtlP'R'iia;  I    *nfcf'  Ss^- 

iftsnn^  mm  %sm>  I  aw— s^sp  ̂ ^^,  «  ̂ sfatr  ,  "a>?FP?#, 
« 1*  aM: ,  tosw?$,  s  =35  $a*Fa  ,  3%sh?t$v  a*  p  iwa  ffa 1 
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stages  ̂ )irara^  i 

wngw  amr  t§m WFrrgft^  I  error  ̂ <f?rsrrft  ̂ rfefilwft 
fifopwfa  ̂   ?r  ̂ rra&  'sf^'Wtcr  1  %^s  sftfawrcrer  *w  ? Rr  wnr  irfitar 
w^irgftssfct  I 

*$  *?5^f  ST5??  ̂ rratsft  signet  | 

^qR5s^r  4?r  f%*Rf  I 

JTfi^  sr«^T  Jrtrrnsrc  I 

srcrafar  sptfr,  *rqt  3r$r ,  t&ki  fcr  stor  ?rcs^r  srpr  r^«rr ,  «jf- 
^^rpgr ,  %m*&fi  *wM  ,  tpf^fcfsrr  srr^T8*,  ̂ srrs*ri'>tt^.,  sn^t- 
?rm{^gJff  ̂ IDr  ̂ rar^crr^;  ̂ s^r  5[%Tfara  I  <jbhs?t  ypzm  jt^pt- 
QTO^^ji^iiarti  f fir  w^r  %*&>  %\%mwki  i 

aw  i  amViftiftfr  qaft*3fc  *rrf%ft  *rafct  fafir    ̂ rhtt  mw  a^  ?f%  l 

S^ft    s*r%s  *sfa   si^m^is  3T^^?^rqf  upg  I  srrlrs^  sfr%, 

^f  ̂ T^u^rssrpiT  sifter  ̂ ^r  ̂ r  cNwfa  sraptr  cs#  I  u.? 

^  1 tumr ''  ̂cir^di^i^r,  Tsr  recft  %m\  <ti<t,  'FjT  ?rc  w?r  srir  ■sps, 
Tft  fr^ur  sot  ̂ pj;  "  sfct  I1 

Purv  3f^rjf3jTf>:  I  There  exist  (some)  words  which  are  not  used , 
for  instance,  OTi  aT,  ̂ 35,  W.  (These  are  forms  of  the  second  person 
plural  of  the  Perfect.) 

The  Siddhanim,  or  the  principal  teacher,  who  advocates  the 
doctrine  that  is  finally  laid  down  asks  — 

Sid     What  if  (hey  are  not  used  ? 

Pprv  You  determine  the  grammatical  correctness  of  words  from 
their  being  used  Those  then  that  are  not  now  used  are  not  gramma- 

tically correct 

Sid  What  you  say  is,  in  the  first  place,  inconsistent,  viz ,  that 
words  exist  which  are  not  used  If  they  exist  they  cannot  be  not  used , 
if  not  used,  they  cannot  exist     To  say  that  they  exist  and  are  not  used 

1     MahSbhSs/ya,  (Nlrnayasagara  Edition),  Vol  I,  pages  62-65. 
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is  inconsistent  You  yourself  use  them  (utter  them)  and  say  (in  the 
very  breath)  there  are  words  which  are  not  used  What  other  worthy 
like  yourself  would  you  have  to  use  them  m  order  that  they  might  be 

considered  correct  ">  (lit  What  other  person  like  yourself  is  correct  or is  an  authority  in  the  use  of  words) 

Purv  This  is  not  inconsistent  I  say  they  exist,  since  those 
who  know  the  Sastra  teach  their  formation  by  [laying  down]  rules, 
and  I  say  they  are  not  used,  because  they  are  not  used  by  people 
Now  with  regard  to  [your  remark]  What  other  worthy,  &c" 
[when  I  say  they  are  not  used]  I  do  not  mean  that  they  jre  not  used 
by  me 

Sid      What  then  ? 

Purv     Not  used  by  people 

Sid     Verily,  you  also  are  one  amongst  the  people 
Purv     Yes,  I  am  one,  but  am  not  the  people 

Sro  (Vart  «WHm*  ffa  %*r$  ̂ JT^n^)  If  you  object  that 
they  are  not  used,  it  will  not  do  (the  objection  is  not  valid) 

Purv     Why  not  "> 
Sid  Because  words  are  used  to  designate  things  The  things  do 

exist  which  these  words  are  used  to  designate  (Therefore  the  words 
must  be  used  by  somebody  If  the  things  exist,  the  words  that  denote 
them  must  exist) 

Purv  (Vart  amfa.  5T^t?m«T?^TcQ  (It  does  not  follow)  Their 
non-use  is  what  one  can  reasonably  infer 

Sid     Why? 

Purv  Because  they  (people)  use  other  words  to  designate  the 

things  expresed  by  these  words ,  for  instance,  I>  ̂ IgfanT  in  the 

sense  of  3^  ,  S»  ̂ T  cflffi  m  the  sense  of  fo ,  S>  *g  $cHRT.  m  the  sense 

of  *R>  ,  9»  35  M«W*d  in  the  sense  of  far  (We  here  seer-participles  had 
come  to  be  used  for  verbs  of  the  Perfect  Tense) 

Sid  (Vart  3PTg%  <$$H^)  Even  if  ttyBsA-WOtds  are  not  used* 
they  should  be  essentially  taught  by  ruleff  <©st  ̂   Jong  sacnpaal 
sessions  are  It  is  in  this  waj  Long  sacnnciaj  sffsiions  Atsfgiicb.  as  last 
for  a  hundred  years  and  for  a  thousand  yearsA  mn  modern  umee  nQne 

whatever  holds  them,  but  the  writers  on  sacrifices  tdach  them  by'rules, 
simply  because  [to  learn]  what  has  been  hand^jd  -Wowix»-by~  tradition 
from  the  Rishis  is  religiously  meritorious  And  moreover  O&aff  S3 

<W«ft),  all  these  words  are  used  in  other  places 
d 
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Purv  — They  are  not  found  used. 

Sid  — An  endeavour  should  be  made  to  find  them  Wide  indeed  is 

the  range  over  which  words  are  used  ,  the  earth  with  its  seven  continents, 
the  three  worlds,  the  four  Vedas  with  their  angas  or  dependent  treatises 

and  the  myslic  portions,  in  their  various  recensions,  the  one  hundred 

branches  of  the  Adhvaryu  (Yajur-Veda),  the  Sama-Veda  with  its  thous- 
and modes,  the  Bahvuchya  with  its  twenty-one  varieties,  and  the  Athar- 

vana  Veda  with  nine,  Vakovakya,  Epics,  the  Puranas,  and  Medicine 
This  is  the  extent  over  which  words  are  used  Without  searching  this 

extent  of  the  use  of  words,  to  say  that  words  are  not  used  is  simple 
rashness  In  this  wide  extent  of  the  use  of  words,  certain  words  appear 

restricted  to  certain  senses  in  certain  places  Thus,  SRla  is  used  in  the 

sence  of  motion  among  the  Kambojas ,  the  Aryas  use  it  in  the  derived 

from  of  ̂   j  ̂fffit  is  used  among  the  Surashtras»  ̂ filf  among  the 

eastern  and  central  people,  but  the  Aryas  use  only  *W[ ,  Stfif  is 

used  in  the  sense  of  '  cutting '  among  the  easterns  'OT  among  the 
northerners  And  those  words  which  you  think  are  not  used  are  also 
seen  used 

Purv  —Where  ? 

Sid  -In  the  Veda.  Thus,  TOM  >tfr  >^r  I  «fl&  \tfl  >W?ff  a*JJT  II 

*F%  i*   *l?r  5§r  ■to  I  wrarar  *m  crgjrr^  I 
[*'  We  here  see  that  the  objector  says  that  certain  words  or  forms  are 

not  used  by  people,  and  therefore  they  should  not  be  taught  or  learnt 
The  instances  that  he  gives  are  forms  of  the  perfect  to  some  roots  and 
observes  that  the  sense  of  these   forms   is   expressed  by  using   other 
words  which  are   perfect  participles  of  these  roots.     These   statements 
are  not  denied  by  the  Siddhanti,  but  he  does  not  allow   that  the  forms 
should  not  be  taught  on  that  account     Though  not  used,  they  should 
be  taught  and  learnt  for  the  sake  of  the  religious  merit  consequent 
thereon,  just  as  the  ceremonial  of  long  sacrificial   sessions,   which  are 
never  held,  is.    Then  the  objector  is  told  that  though  not  used  by 
people,  the  words  may  be  current  in  some  other  country,  continent,  or 
word,  or  they  must  have  been  used  somewhere  in  the  vast  literature  of 
the  language     As  regards   the  particular  instances,  two  of  them  are 
shown  to  be  used  m  the  Vedas     It  thus  follows  that  in  the   time  of 
KStyayana  and  Patanjali,  such  verbal  forms  had  become   obsolete,  and 
participles  were  used  in  their  place     But  it  must  have  been  far   other- 

wise in  the  time  of  Paomi  He  gives  minute  rules  for  constructing  the innumerable  forms  of  the  Sanskrit  verb."] 
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22     A  few  of  those  prominent  changes  are  given  below  — 

(1)  Pauuu  in  a  special  rule  says  that  ?9*  has  fcRI  for  its  neuter  m 
the  Vedas  Obviously  he  intended  to  exhaust  the  list 

Katyayana  has  to  add  *J*9?  to  it 

(ii)  Panini,  when  he  says  faf5*?)*  5rjft$T%*r  %f,  would  imply  that 
each  form  has  no  other  sense  than  that  of  a  bird ,  but 
Katyayana  adds  that  both  the  forms  are  optional  in  the  sense 

of '  birds,'  while  in  any  other  sense  they  represent  separate words , 

(ill)  The  vocative  singular  of  neuter  nouns  ending  in  3E(  such  as 
3§E(  is  according  to  Panini  WH^  but  Katyayana  would  add 
an  optional  TIT , 

(iv)  Some  feminine  formations  are  not  noticed  by  Panini,  which 

Katyayana  Is  forced  to  allow,  as  stpft^ft  and  S^T^pft. 

(v)    The  word  3TTSW  is  rendered  as  3Tl^?T  by  Panini  J   Kajjayana 
substitutes  for  it  s^pf 

(vi)  The  words  and  meanings  of  words  employed  by  Katyayana  are 
such  as  we  meet  with  m  the  classical.penod  and  his  expres1- 
sions  would  not  invite  any  special  attention  This  cannot  be 

said  of  P5nmi  Many  of  his  words  are  antiquated  in  the  later 

language  as  *tf<t  (rit,w<!>)  3Wi«;  {bargam)>  fTer  (pied) 

"In  Pacini's  time  a  good  many  Words  and  expressions  were  current 
which  afterwards  became  obsolete  ,  verbal  forms  were  commonly  used 

which  ceased  to  be  used  m  Katyay ana's  time,  and  some  grammatical 
forms  were  developed  in  the  time  of  the  latter  which  did  not  exist  m 

Panini's  Panini's  Sanskrit  must,  therefore>  be  identified  with  that  which 
preceded  the  Epics,  and  he  must  be  referred  to  the  literary  penod 
between  the  Brahmanas  and  Yaska  Hence  it  is  that  the  Brahmapas, 

as  observed  before,  are  the  best  existing  representatives  of  the  language 
of  which  Panini  writes  the  grammar  Katyayana  on  other  hand  wrote 
when  the  language  arrived  at  that  stage  which  we  have  called  classical. 
Thus,  then,  we  have  been  able  to  trace  three  distinct  periods  m  the 

development  of  Sanskrit  First,  we  have  the  Vedic  period,  to  which 
the  Rigveda  Samhlta,  the  Mantra  portion  of  the  Yajurveda,  and  the 

more  antiquated  part  of  the  Atharva-Samhila  are  to  be  referred 
Then  commences  another  period,  at  the  threshold  of  which  we  find 
the  Brahmanas,  which,   so   to  say,  look  backwards  to  the  preceding, 
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that  is,  present  the  vedic  language  in  the  last  stage  of  its  progress 

towards  Panim's  Bhasha ,  and,  later  on,  we  have  Yaska  and  Panini 
This  may  be  called  the  period  of  Middle  Sanskrit,  And  last  af  all,  there 
is  the  classical  period  to  which  belong  the  Epics,  earliest  specimens 

of  Kavyas  and  dramatic  plays,  the  metrical  Smjitis,  and  the  grammatical 

work  of  Katyayam  Pamni's  work  contains  the  grammar  of  Middle 
Sanskrit,  while  Kalyayana's  that  of  classical  Sanskrit,  though  he  gives  his 
sanction  to  the  archaic  forms  on  the  principle,  as  he  himself  has  stated, 
on  which  the  authors  of  the  sacrificial  Sutras  teach  the  ritual  of  long 
sacrificial  sessions,  though  they  had  ceased  to  be  held  m  their  time 

Patanjali  gives  but  few  forms  which  differ  from  Katyayana's  and  in  no 
way  do  they  indicate  a  different  stage  m  the  growth  of  the  language ; 
hence  his  work  is  to  be  referred  to  the  same  period  The  form  which 

the  language  assumed  at  this  time  became  the  standard  for  later  writers 

to  follow,  and  Katyayana  and  Patanjali  are  now  the  generally  acknow- 
ledged authorities  on  all  points  concerning  the  correctness  of  Sanskrit 

speech.  We  shall  hereafter  see  that  the  last  two  stages  have  left  dis» 
tinct  traces  on  the  Prakrits  or  the  derived  languages 

Professor  Goldstucker  has  shown  from  an  examination  of  the 

Vartikas,  that  certain  grammatical  forms  are  not  noticed  by  Panini,  but 
are  taught  by  Katyayana  and  concludes  that  they  did  not  exist  m 

the  language  in  Panim's  time.  I  have  followed  up  the  argument  in  my 
lectures  '  On  the  Sanskrit  and  Prakpit  languages.'  and  given  from  the 
Vartikas  several  ordinary  instances  of  such  forms  From  these  one  of 

two  conclusions  only  is  possible,  mzt,  either  that  Panini  was  a  very 
careless  and  ignorant  grammarian,  or  that  the  forms  did  not  exist  in 

the  language  in  his  tune  The  first  is  of  course  inadmissible,  wherefore 
the  second  must  be  accepted  I  have  also  shown  from  a  passage  in 
the  introduction  to  Patanjah's  Mahabhashya,  that  verbal  forms  such  as 
those  of  the  Perfect  which  are  taught  by  Panini  as  found  m  the  Bhasha 
or  current  language,  not  the  Chhandasa  or  obsolete  language,  had  gone 
out  of  use  in  the  time  of  Katyayana  and  Patanjali,  and  participles  had 
come  io  be  used  instead  Professor  Goldstucker  has  also  given  a  list  of 
words  used  by  Panini  in  his  sutras  in  a  sense  which  became  obsolete  in 
the  time  of  Katyayana  and  shown  what  portion  of  Sanskrit  literature 
did  not  probably  exist  in  Pacini's  time  but  was  known  to  Katyayana, 
and  in  one  case  comes  to  the  not  unjustifiable  conclusion  that  the 
time  that  had  elapsed  between  Panini  and  Katyayana  was  so  great  that 
certain  literary  words  which  either  did  not  exist  in  Panim's  time  or  were 
not  old  to  him    came   to   be  considered  by  Katyayana  to  be  as  old  as 
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those  which  were  old  to  Panini  Agam,  according  to  Pamni's  rules 
the  Aonst  expresses  (1)  past  lime  generally,  or  the  simple  completion 
of  an  action,  (2)  the  past  time  of  this  day  and  not  previous  to  this  day 
and  (3)  recent  past  lime ,  and  thus  resembles  in  every  respect  the 
English  Present  Perfect  But  in  the  later  language  the  distinction 
between  that  tense  and  the  other  two  past  tenses  is  set  aside  and 

the  Aonst  is  used  exactly  like  these  Now,  the  language  of  the  verses 
ascribed  to  Panini  and  generally  the  language  of  what  Professor  Max 
Muller  calls  the  Renaissance  period  is  grammatically  the  same  as  that 
of  Katyayana  and  Patanjah,  and  is  the  language  of  participles  instead  of 
verbs ,  and  even  from  theirs  it  differs  m  making  extensive  use  of  com- 

pounds and  neglecting  the  distinction  between  the  Aonst  and  the 

other  past  tenses  The  Sanskrit  of  Panmi's  time  is  more  archaic  than 
that  of  Katyayana's  time,  and  Panmi's  rules  ate  nowhere  more  secru- 
pulously  observed  than  in  such  an  ancient  work  as  the  Aitareya 
Brahmana  The  many  forms  and  expressions  which  he  teaches,  and 
which  must  have  existed  m  language  are  nowhere  found  in  the  later 
literature  ,  while  specimens  of  them  are  to  be  seen  in  that  Brahmana 
and  like  works  Between  therefore  the  archaic  language  of  the  sutras 
and  the  language  which  Panini  calls  Bhasha  and  of  which  he  teaches 

the  grammar*  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  language  of  the  Renaissance 
period  on  the  other  is  such  a  wide  difference  that  no  one  will  ever 
think  of  attributing  a  work  written  in  the  style  and  language  of  this 
penod  to  the  Great  Grammarian  As  Yaska  and  Panini  to  the  same 
period  of  Sanskrit  literature  the  style  and  manner  of  a  work  written  by 
Panini  the  grammarian,  must  resemble  those  of  the  Nirukta ,  but  m  the 
few  verses  attributed  to  Panini  there  is  no  such  resemblance  whatever. 
Should  the  entire  work  be  discovered  and  found  as  a  whole  to  be 

written  in  an  archaic  style,  there  will  be  time  enough  to  consider  its 

claim  on  behalf  of  these  artificial  verses  *  " 

23  "  The  earliest  Sanskrit  Alphabet  was  possibly  made  up  of  five 
semi-vowels,  five  nassals,  five  soft  and  five  hard  aspirates,  in  all  twenty 

consonants  The  twenty  sounds  found  in  the  aphors  S^W?,  ®% 

k?*i*uli'1,  5W sr,  35STS ,  Ws^'tj  are  the  oldest,  the  final  consonants  being 
of  course  later  additions  As  no  consonants  can  be  pronounced  with- 

out a  vowel,  the  sound  of  a,  cut  or  o,  according  to  ihe  idiosyncrasies 
of  the  several  tribes,  came  to  be  unconsciously  blended  with  it  The 

aphors  'ff'W^  and  ?^  belong  to  a  subsequent  age,  the  four  consonants 
in  them  being  more  or  less   connected  m  origin  with^A-ar     In  course 

1     B.  GK  Bhanctackar,  Date  of  Patanialu 
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of  time  the  aspirates  produced  the  unaspirates,  and  the  aphors 

St«H'[g?R^  and  ̂ \,  were  added,  the  three  c6nsonants  ^tS  being  placed 
before  \  The  order  m  which  the  vowels  a,  i,  u,'<,  \  are  arranged 

is  the  same  with  that  of  the  semi-vowels  h,  y,  v,  r,  I,  thus  raising  a  sus- 

picion that  the  correspondence  between  the  5  vowels  and  the  5 
semi-vowels  was  not  quite  unknown  in  the  age  of  the  composition  of  the 

vowel-aphors  There  is  again  a  suspicion,  that  the  vowels  e  and  o,  which 

have  a  separate  aphor  <?3?lf[  assigned  to  them,  were  originally  monophs*, 
not  diphs  ,  the  only  diphs  known  m  this  age  were  at  and  au  formed  of 

a-j-j  and  a-\-u  respectively  These  four  aphors  thus  belong  to  an  age, 
when  9  vowels  in  all,  7  monophs  and  2  diphs,  v>  ere  recognised.  Were 

the  seven  monophs  pronounced  short  or  long  ?  their  traditional  pro- 
nunciation is  no  doubt  short ,  but  in  an  age  not  accustomed  to  the 

distinction  between  short  and  long,  the  pronunciation  was  possibly 
also  long,  at  least  among  some  of  the  tribes 

Did  Panini  recognise  the  vowel  S  m  the  aphor  3R£?  ?  or  did  the 

aphor  in  his  age  contain  only  ̂   ?  The  aphors  55  °T  and  f^  contain  only 
one  letter  each,  and  it  may  be  held,  that  like  them  the  aphor  fP  also 
contained  only  one  letter,  namely  V,  Ihere  is  only  one  root,  viz  ,  ̂?*, 

containing  the  vowel  S  But  Paomi  does  not  recognise  the  root  as  ̂ 3S^, 

according  to  him  (fTTo-18,  2  VIII),  the  root  is  %\  and  aRS^is  formed 
from  &{.  by  changing  the  sound  of  £  in  it  to  ̂   Panini,  thus  deriving  W®{ 

from  f  %  recognises  no  $  m  the  aphor  9S^  the  grammatical  tradition 
is  therefore  quite  correct  in  not  ascribing  the  authorship  of  the  alpha- 
aphors  to  him  The  fourteen  aphors  are  thus  the  product  of  a  pre-Paaini 
age  ,  these  aphors  describe  a  dialect  which  possessed  only  seven  short 
monophs  and  two  diphs,  and  which  had,  besides,  no  lack  of  words 
Containing  the  vowel  ̂   and  the  semi-vowel  \  m  them  The  sound  of 
the  semi-vowel  possibly  resembled  that  of  aym  m  Arab  and  Hob,  and 
as  such  must  have  had  a  distinct  sigh  assigned  to  it,  though  now  irre- 

coverably lost.  The  age  of  PaCmi  is  thus  conspicuous  by  the  loss  of  the 
sign  of  the  semi-vowel  h,  and  by  the  scarcity  of  the  vowel  8,  the  former 
event  having  led  to  the  confounding  of  the  semi-vowel  h  with  the 
spir  k,  while  the  latter  led  to  the  non-recognition  of  the  vowel  5£  Iho 
age  of  the  composition  of  the  Fourteen  Alpha-aphors,  recognising  the 
seven  shoit  monophs,  two  dipths  and  the  semi-vowel  \,  may  be  called 
Pre-PaPini  Age  L 

The  age  of  Pacini  will  be  found  conspicuous  not  only  by  the   loss 
of  one  short  vowel  3,  but  of  three  more  short  vowels,  W,  \  and  % 
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5E  may  claim  at  least  a  few  words,  while  the  semi-vowel  *  has  not  been 
ousted  from  the  premier  piace,  though  no  vords  have  been  preserved 

for  it  to  claim  But  the  short  vow  els  ̂ K,  <5  and  2ff,  to  use  a  scientific 
expression,  have  evaporated  without  lesidue  Sakatayana  knew  t«oj)v 
and  two  vs,  the  one  light  aud  the  other  heavy  Pdtuni  makes  mention  of 

Sakatayana  having  know  n  them ,  but  as  to  whether  any  distinction 
was  made  between  them,  when  he  (Pamni)  lived,  absolutely  nothing  is 

known  This  age  of  short  ̂   and  of  the  two-fold  \  and  f  may  be 

called  the  Pre-Pawni  Age  II  "l 
24.  Samskrta  Here  then  the  Samsknt  language  had  assumed 

a  shape  true  to  its  name  Samskyfa  The  later  epics,  poems  and 

dramas  do  not  show  any  progress  in  the  grammar,  structure  and  signi- 
fication of  the  language,  though  as  regards  style,  they  class  themselves 

into  an  isolated  species  of  literary  composition  For  all  practical 

purposes,  the  language  as  perfected  by  the  work  of  Ka^yayana  and 
Patanjali  has  been  the  standard  of  later  literature,  and  these  are  now 
the  acknowledged  authorities  on  all  points  concerning  the  grammar  or 
construction  of  the  Sanskrit  speech 

"  i<m  #faf  «rrai  sr*5*n%  faflraT  I"  aw  iwwvwf  w^  ̂ ^ 

jfa  ssrit  I  a«rr  *r,  ̂sl^'Nfciftsrra't  »l$,  — "  t^tt  ̂ fer  awe  33Ni 
feft  srcrraraw  stijT  s*ra  i  ̂r  m  crt  mw^ft  <rer  v  s^r  *fa  c  wn*  ̂ i 

%  «?rtr  fiif  war  I"  ficr 
25.  "  The  earliest  literature  presents  a  fluent  and  simple  style  of 

composition  The  sentences  are  short  and  verbal  forms  are  abundant 

Attributive  and  nominal  expressions  do  not  find  a  place  therein  This 

construction  is  facilitated  by  a  succession  of  concise  ideas,  which  gives 

it  a  sort  of  simple  grace  and  fine-cut  structure  This  then  is  the  form 

of  the  Brahmana  language  It  lacks  not  striking  thoughts,  bold  ex- 

pression and  impressive  reasoning.  Leaving  out  of  account  the  un- 

natural appearance  of  the  sutra  style — which  was  not  however  a  liter- 

ary composition— we  come  to  Yaska  and  his  Niruk^a  Scientific  as  it 

is,  the  language  of  Yaska  often  reminds  us  of  the  earlier  writings    The 

J,    KB  Bhagwat,  Lectures  on  SonHer*?*  Language,  Bombay 
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frequency  of  verbal  forms  was  current  during  the  time  of  Pamni  It 
was  after  the  epoch  of  the  Ashtadhyayi  that  a  change  had  come  over 
literary  styles  Attributes  attached  greater  attention  and  compounds 
could  alone  compress  long  dependent  sentences  into  the  needed  form 

'  In  argument  the  ablative  of  an  abstract  noun  saves  a  long  periphrasis ' 
The  minute  rules  of  Panmi  for  constructing  the  innumerable  verbal 
forms  facilitated  this  mama  for  conciseness  of  expression  Thus  the 

fluent  or  simple  style  came  gradually  to  be  displaced  by  the  formative 
or  attributive  style  To  this  was  added  the  richness  aud  flexibility  of 
the  sansknt  language  itself,  which  allowed  any  sort  of  twisting  and 

punning  of  the  literary  vocabulary  The  Puranas  and  the  Itihasas  were 
composed  at  the  transitional  stage  in  the  history  of  literary  styles 
They  present  at  the  same  time  the  simplicity  of  the  earlier  language 
and  the  complexity  of  the  later  composition  So  do  the  earliest  speci- 

mens of  poetic  and  dramatic  literature,  Hence  the  natural  and  not 
improbable  conclusion  is  that  if  an  author  shows  an  easy  aud  elegant 

style  and  if  the  flow  of  his  language  is  more  natural,  it  must  be  either 
his  taste  is  too  aesthetic  for  his  age  or  his  work  must  be  assigned  to  an 

early  period  in  the  history  of  literature  This  artificial  style  was 

greatly  developed  in  the  field  of  philosophy  and  dialectics  Patanjali's 
language  is  most  simple,  lucid  and  impressive  The  sentences  if  there- 

fore really  consists  of  a  series  of  dialogues,  often  smart,  between  one 
who  maintains  the  pursapaksha,  and  another  who  plays  down  the 
addhanta  Hence,  the  language  is  plain  and  simple,  and  the  sentences 

are  short,  and  such  as  a  man  may  naturally  use  in  ordinary  conversa- 
tion or  oral  disputation 

The  forms  of  words  are  all  similar  to  the  earlier  dramas  or  the 

Puranas     Sabaraswamm  has  a  lively  style,  though  this  presents  a  further 

stage  in  the  downward  progress     Now  the  philosophical  style  sets  in 
and  continues  to  a  degree  of  mischief  which  is  now  beyond  all  reforma- 

tion.   Sankara  represents  the  middle  stage    His  explanations  are  aided 
by  dialectic  terminology     The  sentences  are  much   longer  than  those 
of  the   earlier  writers,  the   construction  is  more  involved,  there  is  a 
freer  use  of  attributive   adjuncts,   and  the  form  is  that  of  an  essay  or  a 
lecture,  instead  of  an  oral  disputation.    But  his  language  is  fluent  and 
perspicuous,  but  not  petrified  as  that  of  later   waters     Ihe   last   stage 
is  reached  in  the  works  of  the  Naiyayikas     These   latter  hate  the  use 
of  verbs     The  ablative  singular  and  the  indeclinable  particles  play  a 
prominent  part  in  their  composition     Nouns  are  abstract  and  even 
participles  are   rare.    The  style  is  one  of  solidified  formula?,  rather  of 
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virying  discourse  Thus  the  end  is  that  the  movement  which  started 
with  the  simple  sentence  and  predicative  construction  has  run  up  to  a 
stage  where  the  original  character  it.  entirely  modified  and  the  Sanskrit 
language  has  become  a  language  of  abstract  nouns  and  compound 
words 

7 be  greater  use  or  attributive  or  nominal  forms  of  expression 
gradually  drove  out  a  large  portion  of  the  Sanskrit  verb,  and  gave  a 

new  character  to  the  language,  which  n.ay  be  thus  described  — Very 
few  verbal  forms  are  used  besides  those  of  such  tenses  as  the  Present 

and  Future ,  participles  are  frequently  met  with,  the  verbal  forms  of 
some  roots,  especially  of  those  belonging  to  the  less  comprehensive 
classes,  have  gone  out  of  use,  and  in  their  place  we  often  hdve  a  noun 

expressive  of  the  special  aclion  and  a  verb  expressive  of  action 
generally  ,  compound  words  are  somewhat  freely  employed  and  a  good 
many  of  the  Taddhita  forms  or  nominal  derivatives  have  disappeared, 
and  in  their  stead  we  have  periphrastic  expressions 

26      Spiritual  Aspect,     "  The  grammatical  dessertations   of  the 
Hindus  were  not  confined  to  a  narrow  field,  nor  were  the  Hradn  gram- 

marians content  w  ith   mere   formulation   of  rules   for  the  formation  of 

words     1  he  spiritual    aspect  of  sound    seems  to  have   made   a  deep 

impression  upon  their   mind   and  left  its  stamp  on  then-  whole  outlook 
regarding  sabda     The   sabdikas   succeeded  m  discovering   a  way  of 

spiritual  discipline  even  through  the  labyrinthine   mass   of  grammatical 
speculations      Enquiries  into  the  ultimate  nature  of  vak  led  them  to  a 

sublime  region  of  sadhana — a  region   of  perfect  bliss  and  pure  cons- 
ciousness    The  cultivation  of  grammar  gave  rise  to   a  spiritual  vision 

which,   to   speak,  enabled  the  vag-yogavid  to  visualise  Brahman  in  the 

wreath  of  letters  (vamamala)     Letters  are  denoted  in  Sanskrit  by  the 

same  term  {aksara)  as  is  often  applied    to    Brahman     A   glance  at   the 

language  in  which  aksara  has  been  interpreted  by  grammarians  of  old 

will  serve  to  open  our  eyes  to  the  supreme  importance  of  vamas     To 

the  spiritual  insight  of  Patanjah  vamas  were  not  only  phonetic  types 

but  the   glowing   sparks    of  Brahman  illumining  the  entire  sphere  of 
existence 

¥im%  TTfcwft  *ft  T  W  ̂   I  Vaifika 

^I^cRfr  TOTTf^    I   Mahabhasya,  12   3 

The  study  of  grammar  has  been  declared  to  be  the  direct  means 

of  attaining  the  Supreme  Being  who,  though  one  and  without  a  second, s 
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appears  to  be  manifold  owing  to  the  operation  of  maya  *  Grammar  m 
its  religious  and  mystical  speculations  is  in  line  with  the  teachings  of 

the  Upanisads,  reinterpreting  the  same  doctrines  of  yoga  and  upasana 

as  are  generally  found  in  the  sacred  texts  of  India  ' 

It  was  left  to  Patanjali  and  his  followers  to  unlock  the  portal  of  a 
new  kingdom  of  thought,  so  as  to  throw  light  upon  the  ultimate  end 

of  all  enquiries  into  words  The  Mahabhasya  portended  the  birth  of 
a  form  of  sadhana  in  which  sabda  or  Eternal  Verbum  should  be  wor- 

shipped with  all  the  reverence  shown  to  a  Divinity '  In  order  to 
attain  union  with  Brahman  or  to  get  oneself  completely  merged  m  the 
Absolute,  one  is  directed  to  take  up  the  m>stenous  course  of  Sabda- 

sadhana  *  Patanjali  seems  to  have  been  the  first  among  the  Indian 
grammarians  to  give  a  spiritualistic  colour  to  the  speculations  of 
grammar.  The  sabdabrahmopasana,  as  is  formulated  in  the  Upanisads, 
had  undoubtedly  influenced  his  trend  of  thought 

The  mysticism  underlying  the  phenomena  of  speech  was  undou- 

btedly the  aspect  which  seems  to  have  made  the  deepest  impression 
upon  the  grammarian.  1  he  utterance  of  sound  is  with  him  a  vivid 

materialisation  of  inner  consciousness.  To  the  grammarian  sabda  is 
not  a  lifeless  mechanism  invented  by  man.  It  is  more  than  a  mere 

sound  or  symbol  It  is  consciousness  that  splits  itself  up  into  the 
twofold  category  of  sabda  and  artha ,  and  what  we  call  vak,  as  the 
vehicle  of  communication,  is  nothing  but  an  expression  of  ccutanya 

lying  within  B  Patanjali  has  taken  notice  of  two  kinds  of  words,  namely, 
mtya  (eternal)  and  karya  (created)  By  the  former  he  understands  the 
Supreme  Reality  that  transcends  all  limitations  of  time  and  space 
The  attributes  whereby  the  Vedantin  describes    Brahman  or  Absolute 

aVJjUiWWHl  q*  SimfaTFft  II  VSkyapadiya. 

3     <IW  *R$  JPTW  d'wWfeK'&tMHq;  II  Yoga  sujras,  37-28 
8    Putuijali  says  that  one  should  pursue  the  study  of  grammar  for  the  supreme 

objeot  of  attaining  equality  or  sameness  with  the  Great  God 

ft  While  commenting  on  the  Bk  (Hgveda,  X  6,  71),  Patanjali  had  laid  Stress  on 
the  necessity  of  making  a  thorough  study  of  grammar,  because  It  renders  the  gram 
marun  capable  of  attaining  union  with  Brahman  (flfj^jqift  3TFRT) 

5  w£<HWN3lftfa«  V$mW  tntaflN^  ffit  |-Pu»yara> under  VSkyapadlya,  I  1, 
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have  all  been  used  by  Patanjah  m  this  interpretation  of  miya  sabda* 
He  has  more  than  once  drawn  our  attention  to  this  eternal  character 
of  sabda  This  will  give  us  some  idea  of  the  magnitude  in  which 
sabda  was  understood  by  the  famous  grammarian  whom  tradition 
makes  an  incarnation  of  Sesa  His  poetical  description  of  varnas,  to 
which  we  have  already  referred,  best  illustrates  the  spiritual  outlook 
of  his  mind.  From  the  srutis  he  has  quoted  in  laudation  of  vak  and 
vyakarana,  and  it  is  sufficiently  clear  that  he  was  an  ardent  and  devout 

worshipper  of  vak,  belonging  to  that  class  of  mystics  who  in  their 

spiritual  experience  make  no  distinction  between  para  vak  and  para 
Brahman  Patanjali  used  to  look  upon  sabda  as  a  great  divinity 
(mahan  devah)  that  makes  its  presence  felt  by  every  act  of  utterance. 
He  was  a  yogm  whose  inward  vision  {pratibha  jnand)  permitted  him 
to  have  a  look  into  that  eternal  flow  of  pure  consciousness  that  is 

undisturbed  from  outside  *  He  was  a  true  type  of  Brahmin  who 
visualised  the  ultimate  nature  of  vak  by  dispelling  the  darkness  of 
ignorance  through  the  aid  of  his  illuminating  knowledge  of  sabda- 

tattva  *  The  worship  of  vak,  which  has  its  origin  in  the  Upanisads* 
and  which  found  so  prominent  an  expression  in  the  Agamas,  was 

earnestly  followed  up  by  the  sabdikas,  particularly  by  Patanjali  and 
Bharlrhan,  Sabdabrahmopasana,  as  we  find  in  grammatical  dissert- 

ations, is  only  a  reproduction  of  the  teachings  of  the  Upanisads  * 

Words  are  not  mere  sounds  as  they  ordinarily  seem  to  be.  They 
have  a  subtle  and  intellectual  form  within.  The  internal  source  from 

which  they  evolve  is  calm  and  serene,  eternal  and  imperishable. 
The  real  form  of  vak,  as  opposed  to  external  sound,  lies  far  beyond 
the  range  of  ordinary  perception.  We  are  told  that  it  requires  a  good 
deal  of  sadhana  to  have  a  glimpse  of  the  purest  form  of  speech.  The 
rk  to  which  Patanjali  has  referred  bears  strong  evidence  to  this  fact. 
Vak  is  said  ro  reveal  her  divine  self  only   to  those  who  are  so  framed 
UIII1I— ..  ■■         ■  I  II  I     i.i.     .i.inl-i  ill-  I—    l    —    -'■-"■■"—    ' 

Mahabha§ya,  I,  1, 1 

s    *f*r  to  jt$ fa*,  asrr  qSfofrKiaqifiFft  wi^wai  ft^psrirt  wr 
|<#IH*HI&,i    |— Helar&ja  under  Vakyap»<JIya,  3  S3. 

— P»4ipod4yot« 

4,     *Wt  *TT"f  sft^rta"    I— OhSudogya,  VII  9 

6.     sfaTWIHtfa"  SPT  7^  l-Mahabha^ya, 
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as  to  understand  her  real  nature       Such  nas   the    exalted    nature  of 

vak  upon  which  the  grammarian  used  to  meditate  "* 

27  W  ritmg  It  has  been  said  that  ancient  India  knew  no 

writing  and  that  anting  was  introduced  somewhere  about  1800  B  C , 

by  traders  coming  into  India  from  Phoenicia  and  Mesapotamia  The 
Vedds  were  meant  for  recital  and  the  bards  sang  the  hymns  The  idea 

involved  in  the  name  £m(i  for  the  Vedas  is  recitation  and  '  hearing,'  for 
it  is  the  sound  waves  started  by  the  voice  regulated  by  intonations  that 

create  the  mystic  or  magnetic  effect  Indeed,  there  is  a  species  of  work 

called  Vedaprayoga  wherein  the  use  of  particular  hymns  for  specific 

objects  is  prescribed  Snch,  for  instance,  are  hymns  for  getting  a 
sprout  of  water  from  barren  ground  or  for  driving  out  evil  spirits  or 
for  promoting  easy  delivery 

The  various  asftai  ranging  from  Brahmastra,  the  most  mfalliable 
one,  are  mere  mantras  and  when  Visvlmi$ra  initiated  Rama  into  as$ras, 

he  taught  mantra-grama 9  From  the  circumstance  that  Vedic  hymns 
were  used  for  recitals,  it  cannot  be  said  that  the  Vedic  age  had  no 

script.  It  is  the  tradition  that  Vighnesvara  wrote  all  Mahabharaja  to 

Vyasa's  dictation  Ihe  sages  who  were  omniscient  and  who  could 
foresee  and  create  things  supernatural  would  not  have  failed  to  have 
a  means  of  recording  their  ideas  and  expressions  for  the  benefit  of 

posterity 

Rg-Veda  (I  164,  94,  IX  13-3)  uses  the  word  aliara.  The  wofd 
sufra  found  on  the  Madhukanda  of  the  Brahmanas  of  White  Yajus 

signifies  a  metaphorical  use  of  (he  sitfta  proper,  meaning  '  thread '  or 
band  Goldstucker  in  his  Study  of  Pamni  distinctly  expressed  that  the 

words  safra  and  grantha  '  must  absolutely  be  connected  with  writing ' 
Pamni*  explained  the  formation  of  the  word  Yavanaiii  and  Kafya- 

yana's  Vartika  says  that  the  noun  '  hpi '  (writing)  must  be  bupphod  to 
signify  the  writing  of  the  Yavanas  * 

1  P  0  Ohakravarti,  Sp*r*tual  Outlook  oj  Sanskrit  Grammar,  (Jl  of  Dep  ej 
Letters,  Calcutta,  1934) 

a.  *mm  %gm  m  nsrarffasf  ci«rr  I 

5$  icwrn  ssfftr  *mrci3w*  11  t.  as.  12 
*  »  • 

8     Pemtm,  26  ,  Maxmnller,  ISU,  Y  20,  21 ,  11  26 ,  Wetor,  lb  15,  221. 
ft,   18t,  V.  5  8, 17J,  IV.  88. 
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Patanjali  has  a  long  discussion  on  Akgara  thus 

«rf  ̂f|  1^  «wwr  ̂ r  ̂ srr^faft  sur  (%*&  | 

cMftsis^  $«$  ̂ "kflwdf  II 
Of  the  Northern  Indian  scripts  descended  from  the  Brahmi  is 

Nagan  or  ]?evanagan  and  the  alphabets  of  that  script  are  the  formulae 

of  MahesvarasQ^ras,  making  up  vowels  *Q%  and  consonants  5^ 

A  study  of  paleography  has  come  to  distinguish  the  types  of  early 
writings  Kharoshti  and  Brahmi  The  former  was  current  m  Gan- 
dhara  (East  Afghanistan  and  North  Punjab)  and  was  borrowed  from 
the  Aramaic  type  of  Semitic  writing  in  use  doing  the  fifth  century  B  C 

The  latter,  Brahmi  is  "  the  true  national  writing  of  India,  because  all 
late  Indian  alphabets  are  descended  from  it,  however  dissimilar  they 

may  appear  at  the  present  day  "x 

28  History.  It  has  been  said  that  the  Hindus  possess  no  national 
history  Max  Muller  accepts  this  proposition  as  a  postulate,  builds 

on  it  and  explains  the  so-called  absence  of  anything  like  historical 
literature  among  the  Hindus  to  their  being  a  nation  of  philosophers 

1.  For  Phililogy,  language  and  paleography  generally,  see  the  following  — 
Origin  of  Devanagan  Alphabet,  (1A,  XXXV,  363,  370,  811) ,  DravtoZian  ete 

menti  m  Sanskrit  dictionaries  [I A,  I  235)  ,  Hindu  Science  of  Grammar  {14,  XIY 
88),  OnKharosthi  writing  [1A,  XXXV  285,  811 ,  XXXTIT  79  ,  XXXIV  1,  35,  45) , 
Progress  Report  of  Linguistic  Survey  of India  (1A,  XLI.  179J,  Scripts  and  Signs 
Jrom  Indian  Neohthes,  (IA,  XLVIII  67),  PhUthgieal  position  oj  Sanskrit  m  India 
(IA,  XVIII  124,  XXIV  81,  XIV  88} 

A.  A  Maodonell,  Vedie  Grammar  ,  Hans  Raj,  Vedio  Kosa  ,  M  S  Ghata,  Leo> 
tures  on  Btgveda,  P.  D  Gune,  Introduction  to  Comparative  Philology,  8  X 
Belvalkar,  Systems  of  Sanskrit  Grammar ,  W  D  Whitney,  Sanskrit  Grammar  , 
F.  Kielhorn,  Grammar  of  Sanskrit  Language ,  A  Oamoy,  Qrammaure ,  A  Weber, 
Indeseken  Phitologie  In  ISt,  III ,  E  Windisoh,  Gesohiehte  der  BansTmt  Fhhologie , 
Hornle,  JASB,  LIX  No,  2 ,  Waaaell,  On  the  use  of  Paper,  JRAS,  (1914)  186 } 

Haraprasad  Sastri,  Rep  I.  7 ,  Bhandarkar,  POOP,  II.  805 ,  Buhler,  Indian  Paleo- 
graphy and  The  Qr%gm  of  Brahmi  Alphabet ,  Igaao  Taylor,  The  Alphabet. 
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"  Greece  and  India  are,  indeed,  the  two  opposite  poles  in  the  historical 
development  of  the  Aryan  mau  To  the  Greek,  existence  is  full  of  life 
and  reality  ,  to  the  Hindu,  it  is  a  dream,  a  delusion  The  Greek  is  at 
home  where  he  is  born  ,  all  his  energies  belong  to  his  country  ,  he 
stands  or  falls  with  his  party,  and  is  ready  to  sacrifice  even  his  life  to 

the  glory  and  independence  of  Hellas  The  Hindu  enters  this  world 
as  a  stranger ,  all  his  thoughts  are  directed  to  another  world  ,  he  takes 

no  part  even  where  he  is  driven  to  act ,  and  when  he  sacrifices  his  life, 

it  is  but  to  be  delivered  from  it  "* 

But  A  Stem  in  his  Introduction  to  Rajafarangini  has  thus  answer- 

ed it  "  It  has  often  been  said  of  the  India  of  the  Hindus  that  it  pos- 
sessed no  history  The  remark  is  true  if  we  apply  it  to  history  as  a 

science  and  art,  such  as  classical  culture  in  its  noblest  prose-works  has 
bequeathed  it  to  us  But  it  is  manifestly  wrong  if  by  history  is  meant 
either  historical  development  or  the  materials  for  studying  it  India 

has  never  known,  amongst  its  Sasiras,  the  study  of  history  such  as 
Greece  and  Rome  cultivated  or  as  modern  Europe  understands  it,  Yet 

the  materials  for  such  study  are  equally  at  our  disposal  in  India,  They 
are  contained  not  only  in  such  original  sources  of  information  as  Ins- 

criptions, Coins  and  Antiquarian  remains,  generally ,  advancing  research 
has  also  proved  that  written  records  of  events  or  of  traditions  concern- 

ing them  have  by  no  means  been  wanting  m  ancient  India 

H  H  Wilson  in  his  admirable  Introduction  to  his  translation  of 

the  Visnu  Purana,  while  dealing  with  the  contents  of  the  Third  Book 
observes  that  a  very  large  protion  of  the  contents  of  the  Itihasas  and 

and  Puranas  is  genuine  and  writes  ' — 

"The  arrangement  of  the  Vedas  and  other  writings  considered 
by  the  Hindus— being,  in  fact,  the  authorities  of  their  religious  rites 
and  beliefs — which  is  described  in  the  beginning  of  the  1  hird  book,  is 
of  much  importance  to  the  History  of  the  Hindu  Literature  and  of  the 
Hindu  religion  The  sage  Vyasa  is  here  represented  not  as  the  author 
but  the  arranger  or  the  compiler  of  the  Vedas,  the  Itihasas  and  the 
Puranas  His  name  denotes  his  character  meaning  the  '  arranger '  or 
•distributor',  and  the  recurrence  of  many  Vyasas,  many  indviduals  who 
remodelled  the  Hindu  scriptures,  has  nothing  in  it,  that  is  improbable, 
except  the  fabulous  intervals  by  which  their  labours  are  separated. 
The  re-arranging,  the  re-fashioning,  of  old  materials  is  nothing  more 
than  the  progress  of  time  would  be  likely  to  render  necessary.    The 

1.   ABLt9.  '
  *~ 
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last  recognised  compilation  is  that  of  Krishna  Dmpayana,  assisted  by 
Brahmans,  who  were  already  conversant  with  the  subjects  respectively 
assigned  to  them  They  were  the  members  of  the  college  or  school 
supposed  by  the  Hindus  to  have  flourished  in  a  penod  more  remote, 
no  doubt,  than  the  truth,  but  not  at  all  unlikely  to  have  been  instituted 
at  some  time  prior  to  the  accounts  of  India  which  we  owe  to  Greek 
writers  and  in  which  we  see  enough  of  the  system  to  justify  our  inferring 
that  it  was  then  entire  That  there  have  been  other  Vyasas  and  other 
schools  since  that  date,  that  Brahmans  unknown  to  fame  have 

re-modelled  some  of  the  Hindu  scriptures,  and  epocially  the  Puranas, 
cannot  reasonably  be  counted,  after  dispassionately  weighing  the  strong 
internal  evidence,  which  all  of  them  afford,  of  their  intermixture  of 

unauthorized  and  comparatively  modern  ingredients  But  the  same 
internal  testimony  furnishes  proof  equally  decisive,  of  the  anterior 
existence  of  ancient  metenals ,  and  it  is,  therefore,  as  idle  as  it  is  irra- 

tional, to  dispute  the  antiquity  or  the  authenticity  of  the  contents 
of  the  Puranas,  in  the  face  of  abundant  positive  and  circumstantial 
evidence  of  the  prevalence  of  the  doctrines,  which  they  teach,  the 
currency  of  the  legends  which  they  narrate,  and  the  integrity  of  the 
institutions  which  they  describe  at  least  three  centuries  before  the 
Christian  Era  But  the  origin  and  development  of  their  doctrines, 
traditions  and  institutions  were  not  the  work  of  a  day  ,  and  the  testi- 

mony that  establishes  their  existence  three  centuries  before  Christianity, 
carries  it  back  to  a  much  more  remote  antiquity,  to  an  antiquity,  that 

is,  probably,  not  surpassed  by  any  of  the  prevailing  fictions,  institu- 
tions or  beliefs  of  the  ancient  world  " 

Again,  in  dealing  with  the  contents  of  the  Fourth  Amga  of  the 

Vi§nu  Purana,  the  Professor  remarks  — 

"The  Fourth  Book  contains  all  that  the  Hindus  have  of  their  Ancient 
History.  It  is  a  tolerably  comprehensive  list  of  dynasties  and  individuals , 
it  is  a  barren  record  of  events  It  can  scarcely  be  doubted,  however, 
that  much  of  it  is  a  genuine  chronicle  of  persons,  if  not  of  occurrences 
That  it  is  discredited  by  palpable  absurdities  in  regard  to  the  longevity 
of  the  princes  of  the  earlier  dynasties,  must  be  granted ,  and  the 
particulars  preserved  of  some  of  them  are  trivial  and  fabulous  Still 
there  is  an  artificial  simplicity  and  consistency  in  the  succession  of 
persons,  and  a  possibility  and  probability  in  some  of  the  transactions, 
which  give  to  these  traditions  the  semblance  of  authenticity,  and  render 

it  likely  that  these  are  not  altogether  without  foundation  At  any  rate, 
TO  the  absence  of  all  other  sources   of  information   the   record,   such 
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as  it  is,  deserves  not  to  be  altogether  set  aside  It  is  not  essential 

to  its  celebrity  or  its  usefulness,  that  any  exact  chronological  adjustment 
of  the  different  reigns  should  be  attempted  Their  distribution  amongst 
the  several  Yugas,  undertaken  by  Sir  William  Jones,  or  his  Pandits,  finds 
no  countenance  from  the  original  te\ts,  rather  than  an  identical  notice 
of  the  age  m  which  a  particular  monarch  ruled  or  the  general  fact  that 
the  dynasties  prior  to  Krishna  precede  the  time  of  the  Great  War  and 
the  beginning  of  the  Kali  Age,  both  ivhich  events  an  placed  five  thousand 

years  ago  This,  may,  or  may  not,  be  too  remote  ,  but  it  is  sufficient, 
in  a  subject  where  precision  is>  impossible,  to  be  satisfied  with  the 

general  impression,  that,  in  the  dynasties  of  Kings  detailed  in  Puranas, 
we  have  a  record,  which,  although  it  cannot  fail  to  have  suffered 

detriment  from  age,  and  may  have  been  injured  by  careless  or  injudicious 
compilation,  preserves  an  account  not  wholly  undeserving  of  confidence, 
of  the  establishment  and  succession  of  regular  monarchies,  amongst  the 

Hindus,  from  as  early  an  era,  and  for  as  continuous  a  duration,  as  any 
in  the  credible  annals  of  mankind  " 

And  lastly,  in  discussing  the  general  nature  of  'he  Puranas  and  of 

their  values  as  historical  records,  he  says  — 

"  After  the  date  of  the  Great  War,  (he  Vishnu  Purana,  in  common 
with  other  Puranas,  which  contain  similar  lists,  specifies  Kings  and 
Dynasties  with  greater  precision,  and  offers  political  and  chronological 
particulars  to  which,  on  the  score  of  probibihty  there  is  nothing  to 
object  In  truth,  their  general  accuracy  has  been  mcontrovertibly 
established  Inscriptions  on  columns  of  stone,  on  rocks,  on  coins, 
deciphered  only  of  late  years  through  the  extraordinary  ingenuity  and 
per-everence  of  Mr  James  Prmcep,  have  verified  the  names  of  races 
and  titles  of  princes— the  Gupta  and  the  Andhra  Rajas  mentioned  in 
the  Puranas  " 

29     In  his  Rajasthan,  Col  Tod  says  — 

"  Those  who  expect  from  a  people  like  the  Hindus  a  species  of composition  of  precisely  the  same  character  as  the  historical  works  of 
Greece  and  Rome,  commit  the  very  egregious  error  of  overlooking  the 
peculiarities  which  distinguish  the  natives  of  India  from  all  other  races, 
and  which  strongly  discriminate  their  intellectual  productions  of  every 
kind  from  those  of  the  West  Their  philosophy,  their  poetry,  their 
architecture  are  marked  with  traits  of  originality  ,  and  the  same  may 
be  expected  to  pervade  their  history,  which,  like  the  arts  enumerated, 
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took  a  character  from  its  Intimate  association  with  the  religion   of  the 

people 
In  the  absence  of  regular  and  legitimate  historical  records, 

there  are,  however,  other  native  works,  (they  may,  indeed,  be  said  to 
abound)  which,  in  the  hands  of  a  skilful  and  patient  investigator,  would 
afford  no  despicable  materials  for  the  history  of  India  The  first  of 

these  are  the  Puranas  and  geneological  legends  of  the  pnnces  which, 
obscured  as  they  are  by  the  mythological  details,  allegory,  and  impro- 

bable circumstances,  contain,  many  facts  that  serve  as  beacons  to 

direct  the  research  of  the  historian-" 

30  "  Another  species  of  historical  records  is  found  in  the  accounts 
given  by  the  Brahmins  of  the  endowments  of  the  temples,  their  dilapi- 

dation and  repairs,  which  furnish  occasions  for  the  introduction  of 

historical  and  chronological  details  In  the  legends  respecting  places 
of  pilgrimage  and  religious  resort,  profane  events  are  blended  with 
superstitious  rites  and  ordinances,  local  ceremonies  and  customs  The 

controversies  of  the  Jams  furnish,  also,  much  historical  information, 
especially  with  reference  to  Guzerat  and  Nehrwala  during  the  Chaulac 
dynasty  From  a  close  and  attentive  examination  of  the  Jain  records, 

which  embody  all  that  those  ancient  sectarians  knew  of  science,  many 

chasms  in  Hindu  history  might  be  filled  up  " 

"  Every  Matha  or  religious  college  of  any  importance  preserves 
the  succession  of  its  heads  Among  the  Jains,  we  have  the  Pattavalis 
or  successions  of  pontiffs,  for  a  full  and  lucid  notice  of  some  of  which 
we  are  indebted  to  Dr  Hoernle  they  purport  to  run  back  to  even 

the  death  of  the  last  Tirthamkaka  Vardhamana-Mahavira." 

31,  "  The  preservation  of  pedigrees  and  successions  has  evidently 
been  a  national  characteristic  for  very  many  centuries  And  we  cannot 
doubt  that  considerable  attention  was  paid  to  the  matter  in  connection 

with  the  royal  families  and  that  Vamsavalis  or  Rajavahs,  lists  of  the 
lineal  successions  of  kings,  were  compiled  and  kept  from  very  early 

times  We  distinctly  recognise  the  use  of  such  Vamsayaus, — giving 
the  relationships  and  successions  of  kings,  but  no  chronological  details 
beyond  the  record  of  the  total  duration  of  each  reign  with  occasionally 

a  coronation-date  recorded  m  an  era, — in  the  copper-plate  records 
We  trace  them,  for  instance,  in  the  introductory  passages  of  the  grants 

ot  the  Eastern  Chalukya  Series*  which,  from  the  period  AD  918  to 
925  onwards,  name  the  successive  kings  beginning  with  the  founder  of 

1.    See  Bll,  I  35 ,  M,  V.  181. 
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the  line  who  reigned  three  centuries  before  that  time,  but  do  not  put 
forward  more  than  the  length  of  the  reign  of  each  of  them  ,  and,  from 
certain  differences  in  the  figures  for  some  of  the  reigns,  we  recognise 

that  there  were  varying  recensions  of  those  Vamsavalis  We  trace 
the  use  of  the  Vamsavalis  again  in  the  similar  records  of  the  Eastern 

Gangas  of  Kalmga,  which,  from  A.D  1058  onwards,1  give  the  same 
details  about  the  kings  of  that  line  with  effect  from  about  AD  990, 

and  one  of  which,  issued  A  D  1296,'  includes  a  coronation-date  of 
AD  1141  or  1142  There  has  been  brought  to  light  from  Nepal  a 

long  Vamsavau,  which  purports  to  give  an  unbroken  list  of  the  rulers 

of  that  country,  with  the  lengths  of  then*  reigns  and  an  occasional 
landmark  m  the  shape  of  the  date  of  an  accession  stated  in  an  era, 
back  from  A  D  1768  to  even  so  fabulous  an  antiquity  as  six  or  seven 

centuries  before  the  commencement  of  the  Kali  age  in  B  C  3102  " 

32  In  his  Ra]ataranglnl,,  Kalhana  mentions  certain  previous 
writers, — "  Suvrata,  whose  work,  he  says,  was  made  difficult  by  misplaced 
learning ,  Kshemendra  who  drew  up  a  list  of  kings,  of  which,  however, 
he  says,  no  part  is  free  from  mistakes ,  Nilamuni,  who  wrote  the  Nila- 
matafukana  ,  Helaraja,  who  composed  a  list  of  kings  in  twelve 
thousand  verses ,  and  Snmihira  or  Padmamihira,  and  the  author  of 

the  Srichchavhxa  His  own  work,  he  tells  us,  was  based  on  eleven 
collections  of  Rajakathas  or  stones  about  kings  and  on  the  work 

of  Nilamuni." 

"  Tamrasasana,  or  "  copper-chapters "  consist  sometimes  of  a 
single  plate,  but  more  usually  of  several  plates  strung  together  on  a 

large  signet-nng  which  bears  generally  the  seal  of  the  authority  who 
issued  the  particular  chapter  The  stone  records  usually  describe 

themselves  by  the  name  of  Stlasasana,  'Stone-chapters,'  Sila-kiha, 
'  Stone-wntings,'  or  Prasash, '  Eulogies,'  1  hey  are  found  on  rocks,  on 
religious  columns  such  as  those  which  bear  some   of  the   edicts  of 

1    SI,  IV  183 
3,    JA8B,  VX.V  229, 
3     Kalhana  made  use  of 

M  IJiaSl^ltll,  ediots— insonptions  regarding  the  oreation  of  consecration  of 
temples  eh) 

(»)  "Ntg^KK,  edbts— inscription  recording  grants,  ohitfly  of  grants  and  allow- 
ances engrossed  on  copper  plates 

tfu)  5renwT?>  tablis  containing  laudatory  inscriptions  or  plaoea 

(w)  STPST,  works  on  various  sciences 
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Prryadasi  and  others  which  were  set  up  in  front  of  temples  as  "  flag- 

staff's "  of  the  Gods,  on  battle-columns  or  columns  of  victory  such  as the  two  at  Mandasor,  on  the  walls  and  beams  and  pillars  of  caves  and 
temples,  on  the  pedestals  of  images,  and  on  slabs  built  into  the  walls 

of  temples,  or  set  up  in  the  courtyards  of  temples  or  in  conspicuous 

places  m  village-sites  or  fields  And  they  are  often  accompanied  by 
sculptures  which  give  the  seal  of  the  authority  issuing  the  record,  or 
mark  its  sectarian  nature,  or  illustrate  some  scene  referred  to  in  it " 

33     The  Chronology   of    Classical   Sanskrit    Literature 
starts  with  Mahabharata  war  and  Kahyuga  Kahyuga  commenced  on  18th 
February  3102  B  C ,  just  on  the  day  on  which  Sri  Kr&na  departed  to  his 

divine  abode  1  he  Kuru-Pandava  war  was  fought  37  years  before  Kaj, 
that  is  in.  3139  B  C  Onwards  from  the  commencement  of  Kaliyuga, 
Puranas  contain  accounts  of  various  kingdoms  that  flourished  from  time 

to  time  and  successive  dynasties  that  ruled  and  fell  during  the  course 
of  about  35  centuries  1  o  an  impartial  observer  the  tenor  of  these 
accounts  warrants  their  accuracy  and  to  the  mind  of  the  Hindus— the 

Hindus  of  those  bygone  ages,  when  scepticism  had  not  called  tradition 

superstitution — life  here  is  evanescent  and  life's  endeavour  must  be 
the  attainment  of  beatitude  eternal  Ancient  sages  (j?is)  perceived  the 
divine  hymns  of  the  Vedas  and  passed  them  on  for  the  edification  of 

posterity  Since  the  advent  of  Kali,  a  prospective  crop  of  vice  and 
folly  was  predicated  and  to  wean  the  ernng  world  from  such  sin  and 

miBery,  Vyasa  formulated  Puranas,  with  the  object  of  Vedopabyhmaga 

*NfrT  ̂ TiTT,  that  is,  supplemented  the  exposition  of  Vedic  teachings,  and 
that  in  the  garb  of  a  language  and  narrative  that  would  be  easily 
assimilated  by  the  masses  To  such  philosophical  minds,  the  rise  and 

fall  of  kings  and  kingdoms  was  not  worth  remembrance,  save  as  ano- 
ther realistic  means  of  illustrating  the  tenets  of  philosophy,  eg,  the 

truth  of  the  divine  essence,  Brahman,  the  unreality  of  sensual  pleasures, 

the  liberation  of  individual  soul  and  the  attainment  of  eternity  in  beati- 
tude or  oneness  with  the  Spirit  Divine  and  above  all  the  inevitable 

occurance  of  God's  mandates  shortly  termed  Destiny  or  otherwise 
called  Kala  or  Niyata 

If  this  is  the  object  of  Puranic  literature,  it  is  a  sacrilege  to  charge 
the  author  or  authors  of  them,  whoever  it  was,  with  having  fabricated 

scriptural  testimony  for  attributing  an  antiquity  to  Indian  literature  and 
Indian  civilization,  which  it  did  not  possess ,  for  even  if  they  had  been, 

as  many  orientalists  have  said,  made  up  late  after  the  Christian  eta. 
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the  authors  could  not  have  anticipated  this  method  of  study  of  political 
history  of  the  18th  and  19th  centuries  A  D  The  PuraUic  hbts  of 

dyna&ties  of  kings  and  kingdoms  furnish  details  of  dates  to  an  extent 
that  even  in  daj  s  of  historical  records,  ma)  be  surprising,  for  they 
mention  even  months  and  days  in  their  computation  Whatever  those 

ancient  authors  did  or  v-rote,  they  did  it  with  sincerity  and  accuracy, 

'  truth  '  being  the  basis  of  accuracy  Our  educational  institutions  are 
saturated  -with  the  teachings  of  modern  scholars  on  the  untruth  of  these 
Puranic  accounts,  but  it  is  still  hoped  that  time  will  come  when  truth 

will  triumph  and  display  a  real  orientation  of  ancient  Indian  History  * 

34  Of  the  several  kingdoms  and  dynasties  of  which  Puranas  have 
recorded  political  history,  there  is  the  kingdom  of  Magadha  For  our 
present  purposes  of  sifting  and  settling  the  chronology  of  India  up  to  the 
Christian  era  the  history  of  Magadha  is  particularly  relevant,  for  it  is  at 

Magadha,  '  Chandyagupta '  and  '  ABoka '  ruled  and  it  is  on  these  names 
that  the  modem  computation  of  dates  has  been  based  for  everything 

relating  to  India's  literary  history  and  it  is  those  two  names  that  make 
the  heroes  of  the  theory  of  Anchor  Sheet  of  Indian  Chronology 

35  The  Kingdom  of  Magadha  was  founded  by  Brhadratha, 
son  of  Upancara  Vasu,  the  6th  in  descent  from  Kuru,  of  the  Candra 

Vamsa.  That  happened  161  years  before  Mahabharajja  war  Tenth  in 
descent  from  Bjhadra$ha  was,  Jarasandha  Jarasandha  perished  at  the 

hand  of  Kamsa  and  m  his  place  Sahadeva  "ft  as  installed  on  the  throne. 
Sahadeva  was  an  ally  of  PanijUvas  and  was  killed  in  the  war,  that  is  m 

3139  B  C.  His  son  Marjan  (or  Somadhi  or  Somavit)  was.  his  successor 

and  the  first  king  of  Magadha  after  the  war  From  him  22  kings  of 
this  Barhadrafha  dynasty  ruled  over  Magadha  for  1006  years,  or 

roughly  stated,  for  1000  years  • 

For  instance*  Majsya  Purana  says ' — 

nftafitoir  at  *rfrntr  Raw  I 

$  «!TOW  5  for  TM  fl/^fcr  II  169,  30 

Ripunjaya  was  the  last  king  of  this  dynasty     He  was   assassinated 

1  P  E,  Pargiter  has  given  an.  admirable  sammaty  of  Early  Indian  Traditional 
History  as  recorded  in  Pnranae  in  JRA8  (1914)  367  et  seq 

2  BeeK  P  Jayasval,  Brhadratha  Clm  nohay,  JB0BS,  IV  1,  Sitanafch  Pra 
Allan,  Chronology  of  Ancient  India,  Calotitta ,  Hemohandra  Bayohaudhuri,  Pthttcat 
BistoryoJ  India  from  the  accession  of  Pankstt  to  the  extinction  of  the  Gupta dynasty,  Calcutta 
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by  Pulaka  and  Pulaka  succeeded  to  the   throne     His  son  was  Pradyofa 
or  Balaka   Thus  came  the  Pradyota  or  Balaka  dynesty  in  2133  B  C. 

Thus  Mafcsya  Purana  saj  s  — 

555$  ̂ rf*p  %&r  ̂ wft^rfa  II  *  II 

*r  t  jr°raaTTRir  srf^t  spprftg  11  *  11 

"  When  the  Barhadrathas,  the  Vihhotras  and  the  Avan^ras  have 
passed  away,  Pulaka  after  killing  his  master  (King  Ripufijaya)  will 
instal  his  son  Balaka  as  King  Balaka,  the  son  of  Pulaka,  will,  m  the 

very  sight  of  the  Kshattnyas  of  hib  time,  subjugate  these  neighbouring 

kings  by  force  and  will  be  devoid  of  royal  policy  " 
36  Instead  of  crowning  himself  as  king  against  the  wishes  of  the 

people,  Pulaka  got  the  only  daughter  of  Ripunjaya  married  to  his  son 
Pradyota  and  installed  him  on  the  throne 

Ihere  were  5  kings  of  this  dynasty1  and  they  ruled  for  138  years 
(1995  B.C )»    Visnu  PurSna  says  — 

*Ff  5T5TRRT  %k  I 

aiaf5|i«Nrwd  ifmfcs  ?i^Cr  %xt  ll-xil  u 
37  Stsunaga  got  in  by  conquest  or  usurpation  and  founded 

SiauNAGA  dynasty  in  1995  BC*  There  were  10  kings  of  this  dynasty 
and  they  ruled  for  360  or  362  years  i  e ,  1635  B  C  Thus  Vayu  Parana 

says . — 
f§RT  HfrcfRT  t  %&m  W\  *&  I 

sffirft  ̂ tM  qqfl%  f!?re*pqftra>ri%  g  II 

1  Pragyofa  (23),  Balaka  (24  or  28),  Viiikhayupa  (50  or  33),  Janaka  or  Snryaka 
or  BSJaka  (21  or  31),  Nan<3ivar<)hana  (20  or  SO) 

The  periods  vary  aooording  to  the  versions  of  the  PurSnas  or  their  readings.  But 

Mat«ya  Purina  makes  the  period  152  years 

fftV^Wafr  P^T  H*TSr  1*^  a*  g?TT:  I 
2  SifanSga  (40),  K&kavaraa  (36) ,  Ksemavarma  (26,  20  or  86),  Ksatraujas  or 

Kssmajit  (40  24  or20\  YidhisSra  or  BlmbisSra  or  VuuJhyasSra  (28  or  33),  AjStaiatru 
(27  or  25,  or  82  or  52),  DarsSka  or  Darbhaka  (24),  U4ayana  or  U4ayasva,  or  Ajaya  or 
TJ4ayabhadra  (38),  Nan4ivar4hana  (42  or  40),  Mah5nan4in  (43  or  63).  It  was  Uiayin 
that  built  the  oiby  of  Kusnma  on  the  Ganges 

3tc$t  Jffftcrr  TWT6;  srcflrsrg;  ?fflr  gq.  | 
« 1 3^  tfsrr  $flr«iT  ̂ grtOT;  I 

TSfrTr  ?Rf  f&  ̂ #s^  ̂ jft^fa  II 
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Here  ended  the  £isunaga  dynasty  in  1635  B  C. 

38  Mahapadma  known  as  Nanda  was  the  illegitimate  son  of 
Mahanandin,  the  last  king  of  that  dynasty,  and  came  to  the  throne  He 
founded  the  Nanda  dynasty  in  1635  B  C  He  ruled  for  88  years  and 
bis  sons  Sumalya  and  seven  others  ruled  for  12  years  until  1635  B  C. 

This  dynasty  lasted  for  10  years  * 

Vig9u  Purana  says 

*ifRi%«rer<r  ss&h  ffl!&<?)'sfcr§5#rsffa£r  q%w$t  jf^stot  <K3*w 

?errsrd  sdrs^rPiiwS  trf^rfir  IK°II  era-  spjf^  srecr  ̂ sr  yrft^fa  ll**ll 
!r  ̂**d^Mg^m?i5aT!Er^r  M%m.  ?M  tfwfct  II  r=i  ll  crarrs^er  g?rr 

g»n««imr  iffim  II  u  ll  <rcr  ̂ rcsrsrrss  $foff  m^  II  iv  ll  q%m- 
Wa^iff  <?p  #sra  si^rati  5flf^f%  ll  ̂ h  ll  aw  JitawsF?;  $ffc% 
STIST    S3«ftB*lft    II  *<*  ll    aTfTtwfa    4NT   Sftfl  ̂ f^cT     II  R»  ||  $fc$q 

sfifatfu-  II  R<s  II— Amsa,  IV,  Ch  sxiv 

Bhagavafa  Purana  says 

+i^iHP^tid'i  A3R;  gtflisHUtf'  *$r  II  £  ll 

trot  m  *rfW5r  ̂ irrcrctsrsnflfor  il  i  ll 

wiffr^fid  i^mr  fttffa  ?sr  jnrhr.  ll  \  o  \i 

asr  ̂ rs^  sfr^?^  strijtsw  gar- 1 
*r  ?sf  »ftetf%  «r^f  ̂ tjtr  ?*t  g<r  *wr  ll  u  ll 

«^  &sx%  ftsr  ̂ r?srq-«ni?[it«t^  I 
fanmra  sptff  irhft  jfaftftr  I  ̂r  II  u  II 

sr  ip  *&m  t  ft*  ̂ sft&wfr  i 

cEgcfi-  ̂ fatr^  ?Rwr^R>^!i  n  ?  n — SkandhaXII   Ch   ii 

Vayu  Parana  says 

         *&&&  *%m  a%?rrer$r  w  ii  **<  H 

1     See  K  P  Jayasval,  Samnaga  and  Mmrya  Chronology,  JB0B8, I.  i. 
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era  spjfct  CTsrnit  srf^rr  wfl«R  I 

%*m$  h  *T4R'^r  q^str  *T^qfir  II  Rrvj  ll 

«5qid*mrggr  *rrfa3lrsfer  t  sp^ra;  II  ̂ <  II 

44^IM^^  «rfft  ¥^11%  w   3pTT^  ll  $rs  11 

f^?rr  *r£r  ̂ifors  ?&*q  a  ̂ rfc6^  ll  3?*  II 

^gftsrg;  ct-rt  ̂ J3TT  ̂ ^gtr  jnt^Rl  II  3.3.S  II 
—Chapter   XCIX, 

Mafsya  Purfina  Says  — 

JTiRr^scWsfEr  ̂ srqi  ̂ f^rasT  11  k<  II 

<!cl    SRjft  ITSTHHTf^rr   ̂ R7    im  II 

ij'to^  sr  ̂ rqra  s^s^r  srf^tfcir  l 
srsT^fifcr  ?r  qsftPi  ̂ NT  Tieyfasqfo  ll  ̂ o  n 

sartor  wit  ?wr  g^sr  a  sjrr.  11  =u  ll 

TfrTSHgT  T^fi%  JfFf^TpcT  ITT   *FffTc^  I 

^sft^fo-  *te*r  e*ra[nFsrfrr?5  ar^  ll  *  *,  ll 

i^rr  *np  «i*ra  cr?r  *qnNN;  TRi'qfd  ll  *  3.  II 
— Chapter  CCLXX. 

Brahmanda  Furana  gives  the  following  account  — 

iTfHfNsasgTsfa  3£P?i  +i<A«ici- 1 
sltMtWi  *HW5T  ffls^FcPFW:  II  W  II 

?ra:  jpjra  n*n%  srf^rr  sia^nr.  i 

I^j^  %  wfrrsr  "i^str  jrfrsrft  ll  **«  ll 

#gnr  sufsr  wfltfrsfai  t  *ect^  ll  **^  ll 
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*t?R5w  <r?fft  5Frfrsrr%  w  w^  II  Ur  II 

ssfcrrlr  ar^  $4%  $rrc<r^  f  flaw?  | 

i^r  flCr  #aa  sftsjj  s  qffcrfa  it  m  II 

^Rreg;  sror  ct^tt  ̂ csnr  j#rqffr  II  m  ll 
— Up5dghata,  Ch  LXX1V 

The  following  is  the  description  of  the  Nanda  Dynasty  as  given  m 

the  Kahyuga  Rajavjttanta  — 

zmti  nsrcst  «t^rc  ?ft  ga  ll 

Sf^qts^f^f  ST^Rrfsgu-   I 

Swraflta-  qrararc;  sfrtstfahr  ̂ r;  ll 

ftrar  ̂ s^  ^tosr;  &cfre  is  *rr%  II 

<TKr?  h  ii^nra-  4**ai"i  jt^#  I 

srrfa^fcr  wrat  «<%  r>«rf|wi^r  i 

cffi:  qt  ̂ ^1%  y&mt  *N  5«5T  ll 

srsr#<r  3  ftfro  <jfM  qresfa'arfit  | 
sr  t  Jrora*rp?s|fr  usiTsft  qirsrs  || 

Tfrm  cr^rr  w  fRCT  ffir  pr  l 
p?*r  tiCr  qfer  qpr  ipprf%  H  w  II 

'^sh  ?r  351^  ̂ fe?q  ̂ mrf^rra  ll 
— Bhaga,  III,  Ch  u 

39  "  It  will  be  clear  from  these  numerous  extracts  quoted  in  full from  the  various  important  Pura?as,  which  are  practically  identical  with 
one  another,  that  the  Founder  of  this  Dynasty  was  Mahapadma   well 
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known  otherwise  as  Dhana  Nanda,  that  he  was  the  son  of  Mabanandra, 
the  last  of  the  Saisunaga  Dynasty,  that  he  was  bom  to  that  king  from  a 
&adra  wife,  that  he  was  most  avarici  >us  and  powerful,  that  he  extir- 

pated the  Kshattnya  rulers  of  his  time  like  a  second  Parasurama  the 
destroyer  of  the  Kshattnyas  m  the  olden  times,  that  he  subjugated  the 
different  lines  of  Kings  of  the  Solar  and  Lunar  dynasties  who  began 
to  rule  in  the  various  parts  of  Northern  India  from  the  time  of  the 
Mahabharata  War  commencing  from  the  Coronation  of  Yudhishjhira 
in  the  year  3139  B.C ,  that  he  became  a  paramount  King  and  Emperor 
of  the  whole  of  India  between  the  Himalaya  and  the  Vindhya  moun- 

tains by  putting  an  end  to  the  ancient  families  of  Kings,  such  as  Aiksh- 
vakus,  Panchalas,  Kauravyas,  Haihayas,  Kalakas,  Ekalmgas,  ̂ Qrasgnas, 
Maithilas  etc ,  who  ceased  to  rule  as  separate  dynasties  ever  since  that 
time,  that  he  ruled  the  kingdom  under  one  umbrella  for  a  period  of  88 
years,  that  his  8  sons  jointly  ruled  the  kingdom  for  a  short  period  of 
12  years,  that  these  Nine  Nandas,  including  the  father  and  his  eight 
sons  ruled  Magadha  altogether  for  a  total  period  of  100  years  from 
1635  to  1535  B  C ,  that  these  Nandas  were  extirpated  by  the  Brahman 
Chanakya,  well  known  as  Kautilya,  on  account  of  his  crooked  and 
Machiavelian  policy,  and  that  he  replaced  his  protege  Chandragupta, 
an  illegitimate  son  of  Mahapadma  Naada  by  his  $fldra  wife  Mura  on 
the  throne  of  his  father  " 

But  Vincent  A  Smith  chooses  to  assign  to  these  nine  Nandas  a 
total  period  of  only  45  years  for  their  reigns 

40  Candragupta  came  to  the  throne  as  the  son  of  Mura;  so 
he  was  a  Maurya  and  the  dynasty  which  he  started  was  Maurya  dynasty. 

Candragup$a's  son  was  BmdusSra  and  Bindusara's  son  was  Asoka  or 
Asokavar4hana.  An  old  grantha  manuscript  of  Mafsya  Pur&oa  gives 
this  account 

aWlfalMft  MWO&  ms'  II  W  II 

as?  jar.  foiiswd,  sflfaqg!  wf^rfir  II  ̂   II 

*rar*rt  s^reraW  a^Fswrfecr-  II  *$  II 
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st%  s^rfr  ̂ r*csflt  **n%r  II  **  II 

nftar  sra^  3  «ra  wffo  a^p.  I 

TOwg  3^  a^r  s^rs*r  safr.  II  «  II 

wift  rtfo  f#r  S»i  wi^  ift«flft  II  *°  II 

This  version  of  the  Matsya  Purina  tolerably  agrees  with  that  given 

in  the  Kahyuga  Rajavjtpnta  — 

^gflrerg;  smr  u^  qsft^Tfct  g«rrfifa>  II 

«f^farer  aar  *rar  »rfaaTs#i3r«fc  II 

arst  ̂ fa  crs%  sffNfiT  I  ̂prfecf  ll 

^pn^a^iw  snfii  ̂ T#a  I 

*rraaT  hw  ̂fSr  ci^r  p^ 'ETfcT  11 

^r^T^r  mt  *M  5rri%53>.  ̂ ^  I 

trfon  ssraqffa  fcr«rof  srcfa.  II 

aa  srasrs;  103n  *rftarss?  *r»r  gf%  I 

153*^3  a?pt  srorcFq-  ̂ rs>TT  ll 
#wwi^gi^  filar  T^TCOT  wfcqffi  I 
srgrorfa  5  ̂rWr  a  *r§  wPHfa  II 

wrft  flftflr  ifiwftr  w  j^t  *rar  f^fr  ll 
— Bhaga  III,  Chapter  n 

Thus  Candragupta  reigned  from  1535  to  1501  B.C  for  34  years, 
Bindusara  from  1 501  to  1473  for  28  years  and  Asoka  from  1473  to 

1437  B  C  for  36  years  And  in  all  there  were  twelve  Kings  of  Maurya 

dynasty,  the  last  of  whom  was  Brhadrafha  * 

1  Oandragupja,  Bmdasara  or  Bh&draaara  or  Nandas&ra  on  VansSra  (38  or  26) , 
Afola  or  Aiokav&rdhana  (36  or  37) ,  Suyatas  or  SupSrJva  or  KunSla  or  Kutela  (g) , 
Das3ratha  or  Bandhnpahta  (8  or  10) ,  (6)  Indrapaiifa  (7  or  10] ,  Harsa  or  Harsavar 
dhasa  (8) ,  (8)  Saiigsfa  or  Sammatl  or  Samrali  (9) ,  3ah<oka  (13) ,  Somafaunaa  or 
Devadharman  or  Devavarman  or  D8savarinan  (7) ,  &ijadhanvau  or  Satadharn  (8  or  9), 
Brhadratha  or  Brhadaiva  ($7  nr  70  ta  1\ 
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Regarding  this  dynasty  the  readings  and  versions  of  the  Puranas 
are  hopelessly  confused  and  incorrect  but  the  passages  quoted,  of 
which  the  authenticity  is  doubtless,  show  that  the  Macrya  dynasty 
lasted  for  316  years  from  1535  to  1219  B  C 

41      Pusyamitra  was  the  commander-in-chief  of  Bjhadratha     He 
removed  his  master  and  ascended  the   throne      Thus  he  started  the 
Sunga  dynasty     According  to  Matsya  PuraVa,  there  were  ten  kings  of 
this  dynasty  who  ruled  in  all  for  30  years  from  1219  B  C   to  919  B  C 
Kaliyuga  Rajavrttanta  says 

3Rfa  f«  *t3TR  sigfsr  n^  II 

<tt55tW&  t#r  ?wr.  <n%  J^fft«rr«*  II 

?r#  ̂ gfrr^  T^rn^fTSR5  II 

^1^5T?5  ?wt  w&i  ̂ rcf^Tnl  t  ̂   I 

!ife'4+tM4Pto*ftdl'  WRT  II 

ficfr  tw*gansft  sftfa  srafffir  $mft  II 

WfiHfr  ̂ Hflftld  qftft  m-  I 

&Lift%i*fa'dr  ̂ rfa  ?wr  wv&fc  3ff  II 

Tfort  3  §awsr  ifrffcT.  ?wr  w  I 

fafor  imtm  mm&i  fifcaftft  n 

fafpr  qissfrp  fafaaTtf  pnT&cr.  I 

sr  JFsrr  Tr^m^r  sft^w^q;  II 

a^^f^  f%<$f€r  sd?5rrat  I 
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<tot  ̂   nm  wqr  ^IcfqT^  l 
*<pft  cit  ̂wr7«t  qsrr  ?n$  fraflrft  11 

cnpi^fiifir  str  ererr  wto  W  ll 

flTsft  iri^Ts^r  ̂ Iff  stptr[  cR^nsr  cRsrrrq;  II 

wfa  *tr<wiflw  ?falTff  ̂ rr«w^  ll 

spppr  srsrr.  *tft.  g?^r  tot  ̂ «r  <rcr  I 

stfe  atfwiift  arwRtort  ̂ w*  II 

m  sy?  st  fc  ?  fa  <®m%  ifti«j%  ll 

Of  these  kings,*  it  is  noteworthy  that  Pusyamifyra  19  described 
by  KahiJIsa  in  Malavikagnimitra  as  the  conquerer  of  Sxylvaifca  and 
Agnimi$ra  is  meationed  by  Patanjali  as  having  performed  Agvamedha 
sacrifice 

"  Devahflti,  the  laBt  king  of  the  Sunga  dynasty,  having  been  addict- 
ed to  a  life  of  pleasure  and  sexual  enjoyment  from  his  boyhood,  en- 

trusted the  kingdom  to  the  care  of  his  Brahman  minister  Vasudeva, 
and  he  himself  retired  to  Vidiga,  noted  in  those  days  for  itb  dancing 
girls,  where  he  began  to  lead  a  most  licentious  and  immoral  life  with 
his  voluptuary  companions,  corrupting  the  fair  maidens  of  the  city  to 
satisfy  his  lust  and  becoming  an  object  of  hatred  to  his  own  subjects, 
On  hearing  the  extraordinary  beauty  of  the  daughter  of  his  Brahman 
minister  Vasudeva,  who  has  been  living  with  her  husband,  he  sent  for 
them  to  come  to  Vidisa  and  live  by  his  side,   and   on   one   day,   after 

1  The  kings  are  -PuSyaimjca  or  Pnspamitra  (86  or  SO) ,  Agniraitra  (60  or  78) , Vasunnfra  (86)  ,  Sujyietha  (17  or  7) ,  Bba<Jraka  or  Anlaka  or  Anflhraka  or  Udanka 
(10  or  80  01  2) ,  Pnlutfaka  or  Poling  (3  or  83) ,  Ghosavasu  oc  Ghcsa  (8) ,  Vainunita 
(39, 14  or  7) ,  Bhagavafc,  (83) ,  Devabhufr  or  Devahutl  or  K§amabhural  (10). 
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secretly  disposing  of  her  husband,  the  king  sedaced  her  in  the  disguise 
of  her  husband,  and  the  poor  girl  who  was  most  true  and  devoted  to 
her  husband,  coming  to  know  of  the  treachery  practised  by  the  king, 
at  once  gave  up  her  life  On  hearing  the  sad  news  of  the  fate  of  his 
fair  daughter  and  of  her  innocent  husband,  Vasudeva  contrived  to  send 
to  the  king  a  dancing  woman,  fully  furnished  with  poison,  dressed  as 
one  of  the  chief  queens  and  had  him  killed  by  her  hand  People 
hailed  the  death  of  their  licentious  king  with  joy,  and  made  Vasudeva 
his  upright  minister,  to  take  charge  of  the  kingdom  and  rule  the  coun- 

try henceforth  with  Pataliputra  as  its  capitaL" 

42.  Vasudeva  of  the  race  of  Kanva  Mabarpi  thus  came  to  the 
throne  of  Magadha  and  started  the  Kanva  dynasty  There  were  four 
kings  in  all  and  they  ruled  for  85  years  from  919  to  834  B  C  * 

Thus  Kaliyuga  Rajavrtf£n$a  says 

flfrsifiir  sronfwr  w^i^r  57  1 

>3j%fawtf  Jrfair  ̂ siffiwfiHaKi^  II 

srfrar  srasr  swra%r  tmwft  w  l 
ssnft  3?scwrft  nffrqft  mt  ssr  11 

t^r  qt  frqresr  sfsfcregsfr.  1 
iiK  tfmfar  w&  HHnflfrfl  «rot^  II 

ffl^iftW^.  fos$r  ffpft  wft  11 

wwr  prok  fts?r  srfiw  toj  11 

swprt  §?  *r%r  srcfrftT  n<^$  1 
sfpsmnr^gicrr  nR«4|ft  <rft  v.  II 

43.  The  last  two  kings  of  Kanva  dynasty  were  puppets  in  the 

hands  of  the  commander-in-chief,  Simhaka  Sva^ikarna  He  slew  the 

last  king  Sus*arma  and  ascended  the  throne  of  Magadha.  He  traced  his 
lineage  to  King  Safavahana  of  Prafisthana  and  his  dynasty   was  there. 

1     Vasu4eva(39  9  or  6),  Bhumlmitra  oe  Bhtunitra  (14,  Mot  34),   NSMyaga 
{ 13) ,  Safarma  (10  or  i) 
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fore  called  Andhravamsa  There  were  32  kings  of  this  dynasty  who 

ruled  for  506  yearb  from  834  to  328  B  C  The  last  of  the  kings  was 

Puloman  1111    The  Kahyuga  Rajrivyttanta  gives  the  account 

44     In  Sri  Gupta  dynasty   there  were  seven  kings   and   they 

ruled  for  245  years  from  328  to  83  B  C  ' 

1  he  Kahyuga  Rajavp J^anta  given  this  account 

f  ror«ftera?R?5  ̂ n  ̂ rrssj-  n%wm  I 
sumsr  ?rar  urn  ww&\  wf^rfri  ll 

^t?n^  ffferr  <wi<j4bk&i  ft  II 

sfterid*iWdr  hitt.  q^ror  ̂   ̂   I 
?*FsrccFsft  gat  ctstt  w\  m&$R  g  tl 

^r  <*nsg|  hut  war  #5T  <*nfc$l  w[fa  I 
anftcr^t  ̂ jt  t  ̂  cT^t  pt  tfWct  II 

*llcU=tllcteffit  CT3TT  ?wr  stst^  ft  II 

^i'tv*yia#N'  ̂ ftfar  ̂ ftf>r  *fterf<r  II 

W$&  yrcr*M*g  ̂ l^cusai'  ?wr  37  I 
a*ir  afci  4iid*/^*fi%fr  s$$m  5  ll 

1  Simhaka  Sri  SatakanjI  or  Somuka  (38)  ,  Krfija  (18) ,  Srlmalla  (10, 18  or  66), 
Pornotsanga  (18) ,  SrH5Jakar?i  (56  or  10) ,  Skandhastambhiti  (18) ,  Lambajara  (18), 
Api^akaorApilakaorYikala(12),  Meghasvati  or  Sanghasvatior  Bau4«sa  (18) ,  Satas 
vSfo  or  Svaft  (18) ,  8kan4»gv5tikarra  or  Bkanqasatakartil  (7),  Mrgenflra  (3)  ,  Kunjala 
(8) ,  Saumya  or  Puspasena  (12)  ,  Saja  or  SvStikanja  (1) ,  Puloaia  or  Pnlomavl  (86  or 
24)!  Megha  or  MTeghasvatt  (88) ,  Arijta(HS),  H51a  <8j ,  Mandalaka  or  BhSvaka  or 
Pulaka  pr  Tulaka  (6) ,  Purindrasena  or  Purikasena  or  PulindaBena  or  Pravilla  (1) ,« 
Oakora  (6  months) ,  Mahetdra  (8  months  or  8  years),  Siva  or^ivasvatl  (38),  Gautami- 
put»  (SI  or  26) ,  Puloman  U  (33  or  28) ,  SivaJr!  (7) ,  givaskanda  (7) ,  Yagnalri  (19), 
VijayaW  (6) ,  Oan4rafei  (8) ,  Puloman  III  <7)     See  para  £98  pott 

2  Oandragnpta  I  or  VijaySdifya  (7),  Sairradragupta  or  A  fokadlfcya  (61),  Caoijra- 
guptalX,  Vikramadfya  (83  or  86),  KnmSraRupta  (42),  Bh«ndagnpta(25),  Narasimfca. 
gnpta  (40),  Knmaragcpta  II  (44) 
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crar  irar  j^w^t:  ^f^r^qriR^tr   ll 

sfrRisfli^Mi-Mi  =qr:  m?mfci  ̂   Trarfct  u 

Rra^fira  <H£MWI-:  II 

f^sfterrcfspfofcsr  crar  sn?rr  ̂ mfct.  I 
uPMfci  srarr  ̂ rnr  srfte  f^  3»^r  5^  II 

qwrgftenci«»ffirgr  i^cufts^rw^:  I 
^HPtoft  Ktm  Jfff^fcT  5WT  ̂ fr  II 
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sfalfcftTTOlT  Wit  Tlftf  %  W-  II 

ffl^l  M  sfojr#<r  *nffi?rtft^r  ll 

ffiRftffi  hhi  dl  flrairO  q*rr  #j  ll 

■*w  *##r  w®  1 wt  *m.  II 

w.  speRt  >jtor  ̂ wwr  wWr  11 

Thus,  these  32  kings  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty  reigned  for  a  total 

period  of  506  years,  although  in  summing  up  their  total  period  of 
reigns,  it  states  in  round  figures  that  they  ruled  for  full  500  years  (instead 
of  506  years);  and  their  kingdom  passed  into  the  hands  of  Candra- 

gup$a,  son  of  Gha|6tkaca  Gupf  a  and  grandson  of  Sri  Gu|i|a,  who 
appears  to  have  come  from  &ri  Parvata  or  Nepal  and  originally  entered 
the  service  of  Vijayasri  Safakaroi  as  one  of  his  generals  and  with 
whose  help  he  managed  to  maintain  his  tottering  kingdom, 
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45  Before  proceeding  to  consider  the  merits  of  Puramc  history 
as  reviewed  by  orientalists  a  brief  statement  of  the  cosmogonic  and 
political  calculations  of  time  adopted  in  India  may  be  useful 

"  According  to  the  Puranas,  360  lunar  Samvatsaras  or  human  years 
constitute  one  divine  year,  Kr ita,  Treta,  Dvapara  and  Kali— a  cycle  of 
these  four  Yugas  and  their  Sandhyas  and  Sandhyamsas,  consisting  of 
12000  divine  •v  ears  or  4,320,000  human  }  ears  constitutes  one  Maha- 
yuga  1000  Mahayugas  constitute  one  Day  of  Brahma  or  one  Kalpa- 
An  equal  period  of  time  (viz  ,  1000X4,320,000=4,320,000,000  human 
years)  is  also  reckoned  as  one  Night  of  Brahma  30  such  days  and 
nights  make  a  month  of  Brahma ,  and  12  such  months  his  j  ear ,  and 
100  such  years  make  the  full  period  of  Brahma's  life  The  two  halves 

of  Brahma's  age  are  respectively  called  Purva-Parardha  aad  Uttara- 
Parardha  The  1st  or  the  Prathama-Parardha  has  expired  ,  the  second 
or  the  Dvitiya-Parardha  has  commenced  with  our  present  or  Varaha- 
Kajpa  At  the  beginning  of  the  first  Parardha  was  BrZhma-Kalpa,  when 
Brahma  or  the  present  K  jsmos  was  born  At  the  end  of  the  first 

Parardha  was  Padma-Kalpa,  when  the  Lska-Padma  {the  Lotus  of 

LOkas)  appeared  at  the  navel  of  Han  The  first  Kalpa"  of  the  Dvitiya- 
Parardha  which  is  the  present  Kalpa  is  called  Varaha  Kalpa,  when 
Han  incarnated  as  Varaha  or  the  Wonderful  Boar  We  are  now  in  the 

1st  day  of  the  fifty-first  year  of  Brahmadeva,  called  Sveta,  and  each 
of  the  days  of  the  month  of  Brahma  bore  a  different  name,  like 

(1)  Sveta,  (2)  Nilalohita,  (3)  Vamadeva,  (4)  Rathantara,  (o)  Raurava, 

and  so  on  So  the  present  Kalpa  called  the  "  Sveta-Varaha-Kalpa " 
forms  the  ,18001st  Kalpa  of  the  Brahma,  a  day  and  night  of  Brahma 
being  calculated  here  as  one  Kalpa 

14  Manus  reign  dunng  the  day  of  Brahma,  each  Manu  reigning 
for  71  y±  Mahayugas  Each  Manvantara,  therefore,  consists  of  857, 

142f  divine  years  or  337,  142,  657  J£  human  or  lunar  years  With 

every  day  and  night  the  age  of  Brahma  declines  The  present  Man- 
vantara is  the  seventh  Mamantara  of  Varaha.Kalpa,  the  first  six  Man. 

vantaras  having  already  elapsed  The  first  sis  Manvantaras  are  known 

after  the  name  of  the  respective  Manus,  as  (1)  Svayambhuva,  (2)  SvarO- 

chisha,  (3)  Auttama,  (4)  Tamasa,  (5)  Raivata  and  (6)  Chakshnsha,  and 

the  present  or  the  seventh  Manvantara  is  called  Vaivasvata  Manvan- 
tara. The  present  Kal>Yuga  is  the  fourth  or  the  last  quarter  of  the 

28th  Mahayuga  of  this  Vaivasvata  Manvantara,  and  5018  years  of  this 

Kali  Yuga  have  expired  by  the  13th  day  of  Apni  1917," a 
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Kah-Yuga,  begins  from  the  year  3102  B  C. ,  the  year  1,  expired 

or  completed,  being  3101  B  C.  The  four  Yugas,  or  Ages,  which  com. 

prise  one  Mahayuga,  have  the  following  periods  — 

Kfja-Yuga  ...     1,728,000        360        4800  years  of  Gods. 

Treta-Yuga  •     1,296,000        360        3600 

Pwapara-Yuga  .  .       864,000        360        2400  „ 

Kah-Yuga  .  432,000        360        1200  „ 

OneMaha-Yuga..    4,320,000        360      12000  years  of  Gods 

The  Kali  Age  is  said  to  enbrace  Six  Sakas.  Thus  it  h  said  in 

Pancanga-Sarani  — 

«tfijRt  SFfep  T^TO  #n"— 

sp#ir  fckfH^w  (3044) 
Wftwag  (135)  **srf|qiPr  (1800) 
citsp  (10000)  «5S^I^  *  (400000) 

mtfm  (821)  ftai:  «rarer.  II 
"  In  the  Kali-age  there  are  six  founders  of  eras.  First  there  was 

Yudhishthira  in  Indraprastha,  whose  era  lasted  for  3044  years  The 
second  was  Vikrama  at  Ujayani,  whose  era  had  run  for  135  years  The 
third  was  Salivahana  at  Prahsthana.  Here  the  era  of  Yudhishthira  is 

made  the  same  as  that  of  the  Kaliyuga,  which  also  dates  from  3044 
years  before  the  era  of  Vikrama,  The  Yudhisthira  era  also  is  obtained 
by  adding  3179  to  the  Saka  year ,  (i  e ,  the  Saka  begins  with  the  3180th 

year  of  the  Yudhishthira  era)  and  "  by  adding  3044  to  the  Vikrama 
Samvat  which,  in  its  turn,  is  got  by  adding  135  to  the  Saka  date  "* 

46  Vikrama  or  Samvat  Era  began  in  56  B  C  "A  Hindu  legend 
tells  us  that  a  celebrated  king  Vikrama  or  Vikramaditya  of  Ujjain,  in 
Malwa,  began  to  reign  in  that  year,  and  founded  the  era,  which,  in  that 
view,  rans  form  the  commencement  of  his  reign.  Another  version  of  it 
asserts  that  he  died  in  that  year,  and  that  the  reckoning  runs  from  his 

1     SeeT  V  SrimvasalAlyangar ,  The  Prtsent  Kaliyuga,  JOB,  JH,  335, 
9,    See  B.  P  L.  Naraamhaswami,  IA,  XL  162  and  B.  B.  Bhagwat,  JRA8,  XX, ISO. 
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death  It  is  common  to  both  the  Digambaras  and  the  Svetambaras 
And  the  Gathas  or  Praknt  verses,  upon  which  the  earlier  portions  of 
some  of  the  Jain  Pattavalis  or  successions  of  the  pontiffs  are  based, 

pretend  to  put  forward  such  details  about  Vikramaditya  as  that  "  for 
eight  years  he  played  as  a  child  for  "  sixteen  he  roamed  over  the 
country ,  for  fifty-six  " — (?  fifteen) — "  he  exercised  rule,  being  given 
over  to  false  doctrine ,  for  fifty  years  he  was  devoted  to  the  religion  of 

the  Jina  and  then  obtained  heaven,"  An  addition  to  the  legend 
connects  Vikramaditya  with  some  foreign  invaders  of  India  who  were 
called  Sakas  ,  and  this,  again,  appears  in  two  versions  ,  one  version 

represents  him  as  regaining  the  kingdom  of  Ujjain  after  the  Saka 
kings  and  dispossessed  his  father  and  had  reigned  there  for  four  years 
prior  to  B  C.  57  ,  and  the  other,  as  reported  by  Alberum  in  the 

eleventh  century  AD., — brings  the  Sakas  on  the  scene  a  hundred  and 
thirty-five  years  later,  and  asserts  that  Vikramaditya  marched  against 

the  Saka  king,  and  put  him  to  flight  and  killed  him  "  in  the  region  of 
Karur,  between  Mullah  and  the  castle  of  Lord,"  and  that  in  celebra- 

tion of  this,  there  was  established  the  Saka  era  commencing  A.D  78 
And  another  addition  asserts  that  at  the  court  of  Vikramaditya  there 

flourished  "  the  Nine  Gems,"  namely,  the  poet  Kahdasa,  the  astrono- 
mer Varahamihira,  the  lexicographer  Amarasimha,  and  the  various 

authors  Dhanvantarh  Ghatakarpara,  Kshapanaka,  Sanku,  Vararuchi  and 

Vetajabhatta"* 

47.    Salivahana-Saka,  is  "  the  Saka  or  era  of  Salivahana/'  the 
$aka  or  era  of  the  glorious  and  victorious  king  SSshvahana,  the  year  of 
the  $aka  Or  era  established  by  SalivShana     And  the  popular  belief,  in 
that  the  Saka  era  was  founded  by  a  king  Salivahana  reigning  in  AD 

fr8  at  Pratishthfina,  which  is  the   present  Paitjhan  on  the  Godavari,  in 

the  Nizam's  territory  "* 

1.    3,  F.  Fleet,  LL,  &3X  1 ,  JBA8,  (1916),  809. 
"  Bee  Professor  Reilhotn's  examination  of  this  question  in  the  M  litt  vol.  30 

(1891),  p.  401  fl.  His  earliest  instance  of  the  word  vikrama  being  used  in  connection 
with  the  era,  in  a  not  quite  olear  sense,  namely,  in  the  expression  vikramakJiya  kala, 
"  the  time  called  vikrama,"  is  one  of  the  year  698,  in  a,d.  843,  bom  an  inscription  at 
Cholpur  (p.  406  No.  10).  His  earliest  instance  of  the  era  being  plainly  attributed  to  a 

king  Vikrama  was  a  literary  one  of  the  year  1060,  in  a..d,  998  (Ibid.  No  40)  An  ear- 
lier instance  is  known  now  from  the  Eklingjl  inscription,  which  is  dated  in  the  year 

1038  of  king  Vikramaditya  in  aj>.  971 .  JBBAB,  vol.  32,  p.  166." 
3,    J.  F.  Fleet,  JBA.8  (1916),  809. 

"  The  exact  expression  Salivahana  Saka  is  mostly  confined  to  dates  recorded  in 

prose,    In  dates  in  verge,  other  ways  of  introducing  the  name  BSlivShan  i  were  follow- 
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Sakakala,  gakabda  or  Saka  era  commenced  thus  in  78  A  D  It  fa 

either  "  the  Era  of  the  Saka  king  Kanishka,  who  conquered  Kashmir 

and  Western  India  in  the  1st  century  after  Christ "  or  the  era  of  the 
defeat  of  the  Sakas  by  a  Hindu  king 

"  The  astronomer,  Varahamihira  who  lived  in  the  sixth  century  A  D 

cited  the  Saka  Era  as  the  Saka  Bhupa  Kala  or  Sakendra  Kala,  le, 

the  Era  of  the  Saka  king  His  commentator  explains  this  as  the  Era 

when  the  barbarians  called  Sakas  "  were  discomfited  by  Vikramaditya. 

Again,  the  astronomer  Brahmagupta,  who  flourished  m  the  seventh 

century  A.D„  cites  the  Era  as  Saka  Nnpante,  1  e  ,  after  the  Saka  king, 

His  commentator  explains  this  as  after  the  reign  of  Vikramaditya, 

who  slew  a  people  of  Barbarians  called  Sakas  ' , "» 

['•  Manu  says  (Ch  X,  144-145)  that  the  Sakas,  Yavanas,  Kambhojas, 

Paradas  and  Pahlavas  were  originally  Kshatnyas,  but  became  outcastes 

by  neglecting  their  Vedic  duties,  etc.  The  Mahabharata  (Adiparvan, 

Ch,  85)  speaks  of  these  tribes  as  descendants  of  Kshatnyas  and  as 

having  taken  part  in  the  Great  War  between  the  Pandavas  and  Kaura- 

vas.  The  Eamayana  of  Valmiki  (Balakanda,  Sarga  55)  mentions  them 

among  ihe  tribes  who  fought  during  the  war  of  Visvamitra  with 
Vasishlha  The  Gautama  Dharaa  Sutra  (Ch  IV,  21)  speaks  of  the 

Sakas,  Yavanas,  etc,  as  a  Pratiloma  caste  of  the  Aryas  It  is  stated 

in  the  Padma  Purana  (Svarga-khanda»  Ch  15)  that  the  Sakas  etc  ,  were 
driven  out  by  king  Sagara>  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku,  to  the  countries 

beyond  the  borders  of  India,  after  getting  (heir  heads  etc,,  shaved 
under  the  advice  of  Vasishtha,  although  they  were  Kshatnyas,  The 

Vishnu  Purana  (Amsa  II,  Ch,  3)  descnbes  the  Yavanas  as  living  in  the 

west,  the  Sakas  m  the  north-west,  the  Kiratas  in  the  east,  and  the  four 
Indian  castes  in  the  middle  of  India  during  the  time  of  the  Great  War. 

The  Matfya  Purana  also  refers  to  Sakas,  Yavanas,   etc,   as   degraded 

ed,  and  the  shorter  form  SSlwaha  was  sometimes  used,  to  suit  the  metro,  see  eg., 

Professor  Kielhorn's  List  of  the  Inscriptions  of  Southern  India  in  Ep.  Ind  vol.  7, 
appendix,  Nob  465,  475,  60S,  519,  1004, 1005  This  dipped  form  is  also  found  oooa 
sionally  in  prose  tee,  eg  ,  Ibid  ,  No  527  Compare  Satavaha  as  the  shorter  form  of 

SatavShana" 
1     Oolebrooke's  .Algebra,  eto.,  from  the  Sansont,  p  xhii,  London 
See  on  this  era,  Dufcl's  Ctv  1  31 ,  Fleet,  Tr a&ittonal  Dot*  tf  Kamshka,  JBAB, 

{1906),  986 ,  J  H  Marshall,  Date  of  Kanishka,  JBAS  (1905),  193. 
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Aryan,  tribes  living  on  the  frontiers  of  Bharata  Varsha  Panini  refers 
in  his  Ashtadhyayi  (II  2-84)  to  Sakas  and  Yavanas  and  requires  5TO  to 
be  placed  before  1W,  and  Pamni  even  according  to  Western  Onental- 
ists  lived  long  before  the  time  of  Alexander  the  Great  The  Sakas 
therefore,  could  under  no  cucumstances,  be  identified  with  any  foreign 
tribes  that  invaded  India  after  Alexander's  time  "j 

48  Harsa  Era  of  Nepal  began  in  457  B  C.,1  and  that  is  the 
date  that  is  referred  to  m  Nepalavamsavah.* 

Cedi  or  Kalacuri  Era  began  in  249  A  D 

Hamsa  Samvat  or  Era  of  Harsavardhana  began  in  606  A.D ' 

Valabhi  Era  began  in  319  A  J)  * 

49  Brhaspaticakra  or  Jovian  cycle  of  sixty  yeare    "  The 
Hindu  Cycle  of  60  years,  technically  known  as  the  Bnhaspati  Chakra 
or  Cycle  of  Jupiter,"  begins  with  the  year  Prabhava  and  ends  with  the 
year  Kshaya  (60) 

"  In  Northern  India  a  year  of  the  Jovian  cycle  is  omitted  once  on 
an  average  of  85  5/22  years,  or  22  in  1875  years ,  hence  ft  has  ad- 

vanced on  the  southern  system  by  11m  about  950  years  The  year  of 
the  cycle  in  Northern  India  is  found  by  multiplying  the  Saka  year  by 
22  addmg  4291  and  dividing  the  sum  by  1875,  then  adding  the  Saka 
date  to  the  integral  of  the  quotient,  and  dividing  by  60 ,  the  remainder 
is  the  year  of  the  cycle     Thus,  for  Saka  1772  the  first  operation  gives 
23  and  a  remainder  of  260,  then  1772-J-23  divided  by  60  gives  as  a 
remainder  the  55th  year  of  the  cycle  or  Durmati  current  If  the  Kah- 
yuga  year  is  used,  the  usual  rule  is  to  multiply  it  by  1.0117,  and  to  the 

integers  of  the  product  add  26  and  divide  the  sum  by  60  as  before  " 

50.  Kollam  or  Malabar  Era  began  in  25th  August  825  A.D  on 

the  sun's  entry  into  Kanya  according  to  the  Chronogram, 

SIT*   <3T    3f     W   T     ft     W 
0    6    14    3    4    1 

1  See  Albezuni's  India  (Saohou's  Transl  II,  dix  7}  and  Bhagwanlal  Indraft's 
Nepaia-Vana«5vali  m  IA,  3311.  411-28 

3     U,  XL31.  307  5  XVII.  334,  XVTH.  965. 
8.    IA,  XV.  106, 188, 
i.  tfrom  Senapatl  Bhattarka.  See  Mya.  Arch.  Sep  (19JS),  and  IA.  I. 45,  IV. 

104,  174,  V.  904,  306,  XV.  187  post-    2\»  Gupta-VaMM  Em,  see  U,  XtV.  9. 
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By  that  day  1434160  days  of  Kali  had  expired  This  is  current  in 
north  Malayalam,  but  in  Travancore  and  Cochin,  the  year  begins  on 

sun's  entry  into  Simha 

"  The  chief  difference  between  the  northern  and  southern  systems 
is,  that  if  the  sun  enters  a  sign  of  the  zodiac  during  the  day  time,  that 
day  is  reckoned  in  the  northern  calender  as  the  first  day  of  the  month 
corresponding  to  that  sign  ,  whereas  in  the  south  the  sun  must  have 
entered  the  sign  within  the  first  3  of  the  5  parts  into  which  the  day  is 

divided,  otherwise  the  day  next  is  reckoned  the  first  of  the  month  " 

"  The  Andu  year  obtains  in  the  Malayalam  Country  and  in  the 
Tinnevelly  District  In  the  former,  they  are  known  as  Kollam  Andu* 
and  m  the  latter  merely  as  Andu.  The  Andu  commences  in  the  South 
Malayalam  Country  (Travancore  and  Cochin)  and  in  the  Tinnevelly 
District  with  Chingan  (Avani),  i  e ,  on  the  first  day  of  the  fifth  month 
of  the  Solar  Calender  (Tamil),  and  m  the  North-Malayalam  country 
(British  Malabar)  with  Kanni,  i  e ,  on  the  first  day  of  the  sixth  month 
of  the  same  Calender  The  Andu  year  is  thus  not  synchronous  with 
the  Cyclic,  Kali  or  Saka  year  Andu  years  would  appear  to  have  been 
originally  reckoned  in  Cycles  of  1,000  years  each,  and  the  second  of 
them  is  stated  to  have  expired  in  825  A  D  However  this  may  be,  the 
current  Cycle,  which  was  begun  in  825  A  D ,  has  now  been  carried  be- 

yond the  limit  of  1,000  years,  and  it  may  be  that  this  was  done  in 

ignorance  of  the  above  convention,  if  any  such  had  existed  h 

51  Chronogram*.  A  number  of  devices  have  been  adopted  in 
Hindu  Works  for  expressing  the  number  of  years,  an  expression  by 
chronograms  They  were  either  expressed  by  significent  words,  words 
which  denote  their  own  number  as  the  equivalent  or  by  the  use  of 
letters  on  an  algebraical  formula. 

"  The  first  complete  list  is  that  given  by  Alberuni  (A  D  1031) ,  the 
following  is  from  his  list,  as  translated  by  Woepoke  supplemented  from 

Brown's  "Cyclic  Tables"  and  Inscriptions.  As  no  limits  can  be 
placed  to  a  fanciful  practice  like  this,  I  cannot  give  this  list  as  com- 

plete list. 

Cipher  -  -Sunya,  kha,  gagana,  vtyat,  akasa ,  ambara,  abhra., 
ananta ;  vyoma. 

1  ••  •  Adi ,  sasin ,  indu  ,  kshiti ,  urvara ,  dhara  ,  pitamaha ; 
chandra ,  sitamsu ,  rupa ,  rasmi ,  prithivi ,  bhu ,  tanu ,  soma ,  nayaka ; 
vasudha;  sasanka ,  kshma ,  dharani. 
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2  Yama,  Asvia,  ravichandrau ,  lochana,  akshi,  Dasi 
y amala  ,  paksha ,  netra ,  bahu ,  karoa  ,  kutumba  ,  kara ,  dnshti 

3  Tnkala ,  tnjagat ,  tn ,  tnguna  ,  loka ,  tngata ,  paval 
vaisvanara  ,  dhana  ,  tapana  ,  hutasana ,  jvalana ,  agm  ,  vahni ,  tn 
ch&na,  trinetra  ,  Rama,  sahodara  ,  sikhin,  guna 

4  •  Veda  ,  samudra  ,  sagara ,  abdhi ,  dadhi ,  dis  ,  jalasay 
knta  ,  jalamdbi ,  yuga ,  bandbu ,  udadhi 

5  Sara ,  artha ,  indriya ,  sayaka ,  bana  ,  bbuta ,  isbu ,  Pa 
dava ,  tata ,  ratna  ,  prana  ,  suta ,  putra ,  visikba ,  kalamba ,  margana. 

6  Rasa ,  anga  ,  ntu  ,  masarddha  ,  raga ,  an ,  darsana ,  tari 
mata ,  sastra. 

7  •  •  Aga ,  naga ,  parvata ,  mahidhara ,  adri ,  muni ,  nshi ,  a& 
svara ,  chhandas ,  asva ,  dbatu  ,  kalatra  ,  saila. 

8  Vasu ,  abi ;  gaja ,  danbn  ,  mangala ;  naga ,  bbati ,  ibbs 
sarpa. 

9.  •  Go ;  nanda ,  randbra ,  chbidra ,  pavana ;  antara ,  graha 
anka ;  mdhi ,  dvara. 

10,  •  •  •   Dis ,  asa ,  kondu  ,  ravanasura ;  avatara ,  karma 

11   Rudra ,  svara,  Mahadeva ;  akshauhini ,  labba. 

12  ...    ....Surya ,  arka ,  aditya  ,  bbanu,  masa  ;  vyaya, 

13   Visva  ,  Manmatba ,  Kamadeva. 

14   Manu  ,  Loka ,  Indra 

15.      .    ..Tithi ,  paksbi ;  aban, 

16  ,   ..Asbti ,  nripa  ,  bbupa ,  kaja 

17   Atyashti 

18   Dhriti 

19   Atidbnti. 

20   Nakba  ,  knti. 

21   Utknti ,  avarga, 

24  .  .    Jina 

25  ••      Tattva 

Alberani  (1031  A  D )  says  that  numbers  beyond  twenty-five  were 

noted  in  this  way  The  following,  however,  occur  but  in  late  docu- 
ments only 

27   Nakshatra. 
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32 ....  Danta,  Rada 

33 .     Deva 

40 Tana. 

The  list  might  be  made  much  more  extensive,  as  it  is  obvious  that 

any  synonyms  of  any  word  that  can  be  used  to  signify  a  number  can 

be  used,  e  g ,  any  word  signifying  '  moon '  besides  those  mentioned  as 
equivalent  to  1,  may  be  used  for  the  same  purpose,  and  so  with  the 
others  The  ordinary  numbered  words  are  commonly  mixed  with  the 

words  given  above 

In  making  numbers  of  this  system  units  are  mentioned  first  and 
then  the  higher  orders,  e  g ,  Rishinagakhendusamvatsara  is  year  1087 

gaganasastrakhendugamte  samvatsara  is  equal  to  1063,  dahanadn- 
khendugamtasamvastara  is  equal  to  1073  It  appears,  however,  that 
occasionally  in  recent  inscriptions  the  words  are  put  m  the  same  order 

as  the  figures  are  written  " 
The  algebraical  formulas  are  — 

i.  *iftwl.  *e  (1)  I  $  (2)  and  so  on  to  s  (9) 

u.  srft-  I  z  (1)  I  z  (2)  and  so  on  to  s  (9) 
ui.  <nforsr  l  t  (1)  I  ■h  (2)  and  so  on  to  *r  (5) 
iv  wdl  I.  *r  (1)  I  *  (2)  and  so  on  to  £  (8) 

The  order  of  the  letters  is  from  right  to  left,  in  conjunct  letters, 
the  last  pronounced  consonant  only  counts  value  and  vowels  have  no 

value     Thus  f^S  mean  54  an  «T#T5   means  1059  * 

52.  Santracottus  It  was  Sir  William  Jones,  the  Founder  and 
President  of  the  Society  instituted  m  Bengal  for  inquiry  into  the  History 
and  Antiquities,  the  Arts,  Sciences  and  Literature  of  Asia,  who  died  on 
27th  April  1794,  that  suggested  for  the  first  time  an  identification  to  the 

notice  of  scholars.  In  his  'Tenth  Anniversary  Discourse'  delivered 
by  him  on  28th  February  1793  on  "  Asiatic  History,  Civil  and  Natural," 
referred  to  the  so-called  discovery  by  him  of  the  identity  of  Can- 
dragupf  a,  the  Founder  of  the  Maurya  Dynasty  of  the  Kings  Magadha, 

with  Sandracottus  of  the  Greek  writers  of  Alexander's  adventures,  thus 

"  The  Jurisprudence  of  the  Hindus   and  Arabs   being  the   field, 
which  I  have   chosen   for  my  peculiar  toil,  you  cannot  expect,  that  1 
should  greatly  enlarge  your  collection   of  historical  knowledge ,  but  I 
________  „____,         .  _ 
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may  be  able  to  offer  you  some  occasional  tribute,  and  I  cannot  help 
mentioning  a  discovery  which  accident  threw  m  my  way ,  though  my 
proofs  must  be  reserved  for  an  essay,  which  I  have  destined  for  the 
fourth  volume  of  your  Transactions.  To  fix  the  situation  of  that 
Pahbothra,  (for  there  may  have  been  several  of  the  name)  which  was 
visited  and  described  by  Megasthenes,  had  always  appeared  a  very 
difficult  problem ,  for,  though  it  could  not  have  been  Prayaga  where 
no  ancient  metropolis  ever  stood,  nor  C&nyacubja  which  has  no  epithet 
at  all  resembling  the  word  used  by  the  Greeks,  nor  Gaur,  otherwise 
called  Lacshmanavati,  which  all  know  to  be  a  town  comparatively 
modern,  yet  we  could  not  confidently  decide  that  it  was  PataMputra, 
though  names  and  most  circumstances  nearly  correspond,  because  that 
renowned  capital  extended  from  the  confluence  of  the  Soite  and  the 

Ganges  to  the  site  of  Patna,  while  Pahbothra  stood  at  the  junction  of  the 

Ganges  and  Erranaboas,  which  the  accurate  M  D'Anville  had  pronoun- 
ced to  be  "  Yamuna ",  but  this  only  difficulty  was  removed  when  I 

found  in  a  Classical  Sanskrit  book  near  two  thousand  years  old,  that 
Hiranyaba.hu  or  golden-armed,  which  the  Greeks  changed  to  Errana- 

boas, or  the  river  with  a  lovely  murmur,  was  in  fact  another  name  for 

the  Sofia  itself,  though  Megasthenes  from  ignorance  or  inattention,  has 

named  them  separately  *  This  discovery  led  to  another  of  greater 
moment ,  for  Chandragupta,  who,  from  a  military  adventurer,  became 
like  Sandracottus,  the  sovereign  of  Upper  Hindustan,  actually  fixed  the 
seat  of  his  empire  at  Pataliputra,  where  he  received  ambassadors  from 
foreign  princes,  and  was  no  other  than  that  very  Sandracottus  who 
concluded  a  treaty  with  Seleucus  Nicator ,  so  that  we  have  solved 
another  problem  to  which  we  before  alluded ,  and  may  in  round 
numbers  consider  the  twelve  and  three  hundredth  years  before  Christ 
as  two  certain  epochs  between  Rama  who  conquered  Sifiht  a  few  cen- 

turies after  the  flood,  and  Vicramaditya  who  died  at  Ujjayini  fifty-seven 

years  before  the  beginning  of  our  era." 

53  The  passage  regarding  Candragupta's  date  is  found  in 
Justinius,  Epitoma  Pompet  Tragi,  xv  4  and  Mr.  McCrindle  translated  it 

as  follows  * 

"  [Seleucus]  earned  on  many  wars  in  the  East  after  the  division  of 
the  Macedonian  kingdom  between  himself  and  Que  other  successor  of 

Alexander,  first  seizing  Babylonia,  and  then  reducing  the  Bactrians,  his 

power  being  increased  by  the  first  success     Thereafter  he  passed  into 

1.    Asiatic  Researches,  TV.  10-11. 

3.    Mendelsohn's  edition  (Leipzig,  1879),  I.  435. 
Z 
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India,  which  had,  since  Alexander's  death,  killed  his  prefects,  thinking 
that  the  yoke  of  slavery  had  been  shaken  off  from  its  neck.  The 
author  of  its  freedom  had  been  Sandrocottus ,  but  when  victory  was 
gained  he  had  changed  the  name  of  freedom  to  that  of  bondage  For, 

after  he  had  ascended  the  throne,  he  himself  oppressed  with  servitude 
the  very  people  which  he  had  rescued  from  foreign  dominion  Though 

of  humble  birth,  he  was  impelled  bj  innate  majesty  to  assume  royal 

power  When  king  Nandrus,1  whom  he  had  offended  by  his  boldness, 
ordered  him  to  be  killed,  he  had  resorted  to  speedy  flight, 
Sandrocottus,  having  thus  gained  the  crown,  held  India  at  the  time 

when  Seleucus  was  laying  the  foundations  of  his  future  greatness. 
Seleucus  came  to  an  agreement  with  him,  and,  after  settling  afiairs  in 

the  East,  engaged  in  the  war  against  Antigonus " 

The  same  transactions  are  referred  to  by  Appianus 

"  [Seleucus]  crossed  the  Indus  and    waged   war  on    Androcoltus 
king  of  the  Indians   who  dwelt  about  it,   until  he  made  friends  and 

entered  tnto  relations  of  marriage  with  him  " 

According  to  Strabo,  Seleucus  ceded  to  Chandragupta  a  tract  of 
land  to  the  west  of  the  Indus  and  received  in  exchange  five  hundred 

elephants  ' 
The  inference  drawn  is  this  Seleucus  I  Nikator  of  Syria  (b  c  312- 

280),  "  arrived  ra  Cappadocia  in  the  autumn  of  302  [the  year  preced- 
ing the  battle  of  Ipsos]  The  march  from  India  to  there  must  have 

required  at  least  two  summers  Consequently,  the  peace  with  Chan- 
dragupta has  to  be  placed  about  the  summer  of  304,  or  at  the  latest 

m  the  next  winter  "•  We  know  from  vanous  sources  that  Megasthenes 
became  the  ambassador  of  Seleucus  at  Chandragupta's  court  * 

It  follows  from  these  statements  that  Chandragupta  ascended  the 

throne  between  Alexander's  death  (BC  323)  and  the  treaty  with 
Seleucus  (B  C  304) " 

54  Earlier  in  the  same  discourse  Sir  William  had  mentioned  his 
authorities  for  the  statement  that  Candragupta  became  sovereign  of 
upper  Hindusthan,  with  his  Capital  at  Patallpu|ra     "  A  most  beautiful 

1     McOrlndls"  a  translation,  114, 
2  V  A  Smith,  Early  History  of  btdia,  3cd  ed ,  p  150  t  ,  Krom,  Hermes 44  154  fi 

8     Belooh'a  Griceh,  Qeseh,  8, 1  146,  n  3 
4  Sohwanbeok,  Mtgasthemt  Iitdvsa  (Bonn.  1876),  p  19  ,  0  Muller  Frag 

mtnta  Historiocrtm  Gra-cortim,  vol  11  (Parfe  1848).  p.  898 ,  MoOrindle,  U,  VI  115 
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poem  "  said  he  "  by  Somadeva,  comprising  a  long  chain  of  instructive 
and  agreeable  stones,  begins  with  the  famed  revolution  at  Patahputra 
by  the  murder  of  king  Nanda  with  his  eight  sons,  and  the  usurpation 
of  Chandragupta  ,  and  the  same  revolution  is  the  subject  of  a  tragedy 

in  Sanskrit  entitled  '  The  Coronation  of  Chandra '  "*  Thus  he  claimed 
to  have  identified  Pahbothra  with  Patahputra  and  Sandrokottus  with 

Candragupta,  and  to  have  determined  300  B  C  "in  round  numbers  " 
as  a  certain  epoch  beLween  two  others  which  he  called  the  conquest 

of  Silan  by  Rama  "  1200  BC"  and  the  death  of  Vikramaditya  at 
Ujjain  in  57  B  C 

In  the  Discourse  referred  to,  Sir  William  barely  stated  his  dis- 

covery, adding  "  that  his  proofs  must  be  reserved  "  for  a  subsequent 
essay,  but  he  died  before  that  essay  could  appear 

55  The  theme  was  taken  immediately  hy  Col,  Wilford  in  Volume 
V  of  the  Asistic  Researches  Wilford  entered  into  a  long  and  fanciful 

disquisition  on  Pahbothra,  and  rejected  Sir  William's  identification  of  it 
with  Patahputra,  but  he  accepted  the  identification  of  Sanaracottus  with 

Candragupta  in  the  following  words  —"  Sir  William  Jones  from  a 
poem  written  by  Somadeva  and  a  tragedy  called  the  Coronation  oi 
Chandra  or  Chandragupta  discovered  that  he  really  was  the  Indian 

king  mentioned  by  the  historians  of  Alexander  under  the  name  ol 

Sandrocottus  These  poems  I  have  not  been  able  to  procure ,  but  I 

have  found  another  dramatic  piece  entitled  Mudra-Rachasa,1  which  is 
divided  into  two  parts ,  the  first  may  be  called  the  Coronation  of 

Chandra  "' 

Wilson  further  amended  the  incorrect  authorities  relied  on  by  Sir 

William  Jones  ,  and  said  m  his  Preface  to  Mudra-Rakshasa*  that  by 
Sir  William's  "  a  beautiful  poem  by  Somadeva  "  was  "  doubtless  meant 

the  large  collection  of  tales  by  Somabhatta  the  Vnhat-katha  "* 

1.    Ibid  6. 

1.  This  spelling  shows  that  Wilford  saw  not  the  Sanskrit  drama  bat  some  veroa* 
oular  visions  of  it 

2.  Asiatic  Eesearohes,  V  262  Wilford  wrongly  names  the  author  of  the  drama 
as  Amanta  (or  Ananta). 

3     Theatre  of  the  HinduSj  Vol  fit. 

4,  Wilson  again  is  not  qpxte  oorreot  in  his  Bibiograpby,  Somadeva' s  large  oolleo 
tion  of  tales  is  entitled  Kathasarit  sagara  and  is  an  adaptation  into  Sanskrit  verse  a 

an  origtagal  work  in  the  Paisaol  language  oalled  Brlhat,  Katha,  composed  by  oa 
Guoadhya. 
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56.  Max  Muller  then  elaborated  the  discovery  of  this  identity 
in  his  Ancient  Sanskrit  Literature.  To  him  this  identity  was  a  settled 
incontrovertible  fact  On  the  path  of  farther  research,  he  examined 

the  chronology  of  the  Buddhists  according  to  the  Northern  or  the 
Chinese  and  the  Southern  or  the  Ceylonese  traditions,  and  summed 

this  up  "  Everything  in  Indian  Chronology  depends  upon  the  date  of 
Chandragupta.  Chandragupta  was  the  grand-father  of  Asoka,  and  the 
contemporary  of  Selukus  Nikator  Now,  according  to  the  Chinese 

chronology,  Asoka  would  have  lived,  to  waive  the  minor  differences, 
850  or  750  B  C ,  according  to  Ceylonese  Chronology,  315  B.C  Either 
of  these  dates  is  impossible  because  it  does  not  agree  with  the  chrono 

logy  of  Greece  "  '  Everything  in  Indian  Chronology  depends  upon  the  date 

of  Chandragupta  'is  the  declaration  How  is  that  date  to  be  fixed? 
The  Puranic  accounts  were  of  course  beneath  notice  The  Buddhist 

chronologies  were  conflicting,  and  must  be  ignored  The  Greek 

synchronism  comes  to  his  rescue  "  There  is  but  one  means  by  which 
the  history  of  India  can  be  connected  with  that  of  Greece,  and  its 

chronology  must  be  reduced  to  its  proper  limits,"  that  is,  by  the  clue 
afforded  by  "  the  name  of  Sandracottus  or  Sandrocyptus,  the  Sanskrit 

Chandragupta  " 

From  classical  writers — Justin,  Arnan,  Diadorus  Siculus,  Strabo 

Quintus  Curtius,  and  Plutarch — a  formidable  array  all  of  whom  how- 
ever borrowed  their  account  from  practically  the  same  sources — he 

puts  together  the  various  statements  concerning  Sandrocotlus,  and  tries 
to  show  that  they  all  tally  with  the  statements  made  by  Indian  writers 

about  the  Maurya  king  Candragupja  "The  resemblence  of  this  name" 
says  he  "  with  the  name  of  Sandrocotlus  or  Sandrocyptus  was  first, 
1  believe,  pointed  out  by  Sit  William  Jones  Wilford,  Wilson,  and  Pro- 

fessor Lassen  have  afterwards  added  further  evidence  in  confirmation 

of  Sir  W  Jones's  conjecture ,  and  althongh  other  scholars,  and  particularly 
M.  Trqyer  m  hu  edition  of  the  Rajatarangim,  have  raised  objections,  we 
shall  see  that  the  evidence  in  favour  of  the  identity  of  Chandragupta 
and  Sandrocottus  or  Sandrocyptus  is  such  as  to  admit  of  no  reasonable 

doubt"  Max  Muller  only  repeats  that  the  Greek  accounts  of  Sandro- 
cottus and  the  Indian  accounts  of  Chandragupta  agree  in  the  mam, 

both  speaking  of  a  usurper  who  either  was  base-born  himself  or  else 

overthrew  a  base-born  predecessor,  and  that  this  essential  agreement 
would  hold  whether  the  various  names  used  by  Greek  writers — Xan- 

drames,  Andramas,  Aggraman,  Sandrocottus  and  Sandrocyptus — should 
be  made  to  refer  to  two   kings,  the   overthrown  and  the  overthrower, 
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or  all  to  one  namely  the  overthrower  himself,  though  personally  he  is 
inclined  to  the  view  that  the  first  three  variations  refer  to  the  over- 

thrown, and  the  last  two  to  the  overthrower  He  explains  awaj  the 
difficulty  in  identifying  the  sites  of  Pahbothra  and  Patahputra  geo- 

graphically by  "  a  change  in  the  bed  of  the  river  Sone "  He  passes 
over  the  apparent  differences  in  detail  between  the  Greek  statements  on 

the  one  hand  and  the  Hindu  and  Buddhist  versions  on  the  other  quite 
summarily,  declaring  that  Buddhist  fables  were  invented  to  exalt,  and 

the  Brahmanic  fables  to  lower  Chandragupta's  descent !  Lastly  with 
respect  to  chronology  the  Brahmanic  is  altogether  ignored,  and  the 

Buddhist  is  "  reduced  to  its  proper  limits  "  that  is,  pulled  down  to  fit 
in  with  Greek  chronology 

57  Priyadaai  Next  came  inscriptions  of  Pnyadasi*  These 

edicts  published  in  the  tenth  and  twelfth  years  of  Asoka's  reign  (253  and 
251  B  C  )  are  found  in  distinct  places  in  the  extreme  East  and  West  of 
India  As  revealed  in  these  engraved  records,  the  spoken  dialect  was 

essentially  the  same  throughout  the  wide  and  fertile  religions  lying  be- 
tween the  Vindhya  and  Himalayas  and  between  the  mouths  of  the  Indus 

and  the  Ganges  The  language  appears  in  three  varieties,  which  may  be 
named  the  Punjabi,  the  Ujjaini  and  the  Magadhi  These  may  point  to  a 

transitional  stage  between  Sanskrit  and  Pali  "  The  language  of  the 

inscriptions,"  says  Pnncep  "  although  necessarily  that  of  their  date  and 
probably  that  in  which  the  first  propagators  of  Buddhism  expounded 
their  doctrines,  seems  to  have  been  the  spoken  language  of  the  people 
of  Upper  India  than  a  form  of  speech  peculiar  to  a  class  of  religionists 
or  a  sacred  language,  and  its  use  m  the  edicts  of  Piyadasi,  although 

incompatible  with  their  Buddhistic  origin,  cannot  be  accepted  as  a 
conclusive  proof  that  they  originated  from  a  peculiar  form  of  religious 

belief." 

Asoka's  name  does  not  occur  in  these  inscriptions,  bat  that  these 
purport  to  emanate  from  a  king  who  gives  his  formal  title  in  various 
Prakrit  forms  of  which  the  Sanskrit  would  be   Devanampritah  Priya. 

1.  The  Edicts  ate  edited  in  IA,  6.  10,  14,  17, 18, 19,  23  31,  87,  88.  On  the 
Ediots,  see  IA,  Xni  804  ,  XX  1,  86,  339  ,  XXXV  330  XXXIV  346  ,  XXXVIII 
151 ,  XLVn.  48. 

Also,  D  B,  Bhandaikar,  Aeoka,  Oaloutta,  V  A  Smith,  Asoka,  Oxford,  F  W. 
Thomas,  Les  Vivasti  de  Asoka,  3 A,  (1910) ,  B  Hultesah,  Date  of  Atoka,  JRAB, 
(1914)  948.  H  H  Wilson,  Identity  of  Anoka,  3BAS,  (o  s ),  XXII,  177  248 ,  (1901) 
827  868,  V.  A  Smith,  Authorahtp  of  Ptyadoai  mscrtptvms,  JBA8,  (1901),  486; 
Aaokavadana,  JBAS,  [1901)  645 ,  Blndusara,  JR&8,  (1901),  334. 
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darsi  raja.  It  was  James  Prrasep  that  first  ascribed  Asoka's  edicts  to 
pevanampiya-Tissa  of  Ceylon  *  The  discover}  of  the  Nagajuna  Hill 
cave-mscnptions  of  Sashalata  pevanampiya,  whom  he  at  once  identi- 

fied with  Dasiratha,  the  grandson  of  the  Maurya  king  Asoka  and  the 

fact  that  Tornour  had  found  Piyadassi  or  Piyadassana  used  as  a  sur- 
name of  Asoka  in  the  DipavamSa,  induced  Pnnsep  to  abandon  his 

original  view,  and  to  identify  Devanampnya  Pnyadarsan  with  Asoka 
himself 

In  February  1838,  Pnnsep  published  the  text  and  a  translation  of 
the  second  rock  edict,  Girnar  version  of  it  (1  3)  the  words  Amtiyako 

Yonar&ja  and  in  the  Dhauli  version  (1, 1)  Amhyoke  tuma  Yona-laja,  and 
identified  the  Y6na  king  Antiyaka  or  Antiyoka  with  Antiochus  III  of 

Syria  *  In  March  1838,  he  discovered  in  the  Girnar  edict  xm  (1,  8), 
the  names  of  TuramSya,  Anuikona,*  and  Maga,  whom  he  most  ingeni- 

ously identified  with  Ptolemy  II  Philadelphos  of  Egypt,  Antigonus 
Gonatas  of  Macedonia  (?)  and  Magas  of  Cynne  At  the  same  time  he 

modified  his  earlier  theory  and  now  referred  the  name  Antiyoka  to 
Antiochus  I  or  II  of  Syria,  preferably  the  former. 

On  the  Girnar  rock  the  name  of  a  fifth  king  who  was  mentioned 

after  Maga  is  lost  The  Shahbazgajphi  version  calls  him  Alikasundara 
E,  Norns  recognized  that  this  name  corresponds  to  the  Greek 

'A"Kt€*ubflOS>  and  suggested  hesitatingly  that  Alexander  of  Epirus, 
the  son  of  Pynhus,  might  be  meant  by  it*  This  identification  was 
endorsed  by  Westerguard,*  Lassen,6  and  Senart/  But  Professor  Beloch 
thinks  that  Alexander  of  Corinth,  the  son  of  Craterus,  had  a  belter 

claim.* 

"  The  mention  of  these  five  contemporaries  in  the  inscriptions  ot 
Dgvanampnya  Priyadarshi,"  says  E.  Hultzsch,  "  confirms  in  a  general 

1,    B  Hultzsoh,  Date  of  Asoka,  JBA8,  (19U),  948  """~ 
3     JA8B,-m  166 
8.  In  reality  GIrnSr  ana  KSlsi  real  Amtektna,  ShShbazgarht  Amhkini  Btthlet 

(ZDMG ,  40  187)  justly  remarked  that  these  two  forms  would  rather  correspond  to 
AnMgenes  than  to  Antigonus  But  no  king  named  Antigenes  is  known  to  us,  though  it 
was  the  name  of  one  of  the  offioers  of  Alexander  the  Great,  who  was  executed,  together with  Bomenes,  in  B  0  316,  being  then  satrap  of  Suslana 

4.  JBA8,{o  s),  205 

5.  ZtOM  Aohatidhmgen,  translated  from  the  Danish  into  German  by  Stenzlef 
(Breslau,  1863),  p  120  f 

6    lni.  AU.ms. 
1    JA,  XX.  242 
8.    Grteeh,  Qmh.,  8,  2, 105. 
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way  the  corrections  of  Prmsep's  identification  of  the  latter  with  Asoka, 
the  grandson  of  Chandragupta,  whose  approximate  time  we  know  from 
Greek  and  Roman  records  Antiochus  I  Soter  of  Syria  reigned  B  C 

280-261,  his  son  Antiochus  II  Theos  261-246,  Ptolemy  II  Philadelphos 
of  Egypt  285-247,  Antigonus  Gonates  of  Macedonia  276-239,  Magas 
of  Cyrene  c  300— c,  250,  Alexander  of  Epirus  272— c  255,  and  Alexan- 

der of  Connth  252— c  244  " 

58  This  identification  of  Sandrocotlus  with  Candragupta  Maurya 
furnished  a  very  certain  starting  point  in  investigating  what  appeared 
to  be  such  a  huge  field  of  uncertainties  as  Indian  Chronology  Thus, 
according  to  Buddhist  traditions,  it  is  said,  Buddha  died  162  years 

before  Candragupta.  Ma\  Muller  supposes  that  "Chandragupta 
became  king  about  315  B  C ,  and  so  he  places  the  death  of  Buddha 

162  plus  315  or  477  B  C  Or  again  32  years  after  Chandragupta,  Asoka 
is  said  to  have  become  king,  that  is  315—52  or  263  B  C  ,  and  his 

"  inauguration  "  is  said  to  have  taken  place  in  259  B  C  At  the  time  of 
Asoka's  inauguration  218  years  had  elapsed  since  the  conventional  date 
of  Buddha's  death  "    Hence  Buddha  must  have  also  died  in  477  B  C 

59  Thus  came  in  the  Anchor  Sheet  of  Indian  Chronology.  It 

fell  to   the  glorious  lot  of  Vincent  E  Smith  to  sponsor  this  hypothesis 
and  instal  it  on   a  firmer  pedestal.    Glory  is  god-made  and   V,  S 

Smith  was  destined  for  it,1    He  took  the  chronological  identity  so  pre- 
mised by  the  predecessors  in  this  historical  heirarchy    as   the   basis  of 

further  calculation  of  the   exact  dates   of  the  different  dynasties  that 
ruled  over  Magadha  before  and  after  the  Mauryas     He  was  able  to 
invoke  the  aid  of  numismatics  in  addition  to   epigraphy     He  could 
interpret  the  eras,  particularly  the  Gupta  era  of  the  inscriptions  and  the 
legends   on  the  coins,   and  discover  a  confirmation  of  the  earlier 
opinions     He  could  not  however  get  over,  as  if  by  compunction,  the 
need  to  follow  the  Puranas  in  the  enumeration  of  the  kings  and  then 

dynasties ,  he  took  the  dynasties  and  the  succession  of  kings  as  they 
were,  he  did  not  call  them  fictitious     He   had  objection  to  the  long 

1     The  reader  may  well  be   reminded   of  the  faoitnons  address  of  Gopl  to  Sri 
Krsna 

ssqf  ■s&tefa  fl^tsRr  sspff  ̂ fwtf  ̂ t  eftsrar 
fa  ̂   ftfa  *$tk  *  im  'ffrN!  5iW  I 
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periods  of  years  that  these  Puranas  sometimes  assigned  to  particular 
kings  or  dynasties  They  were  improbable  and  fanciful  and  so  on 
their  face  unreliable  I  So  he  set  out  to  sift  the  intervals  of  time  and 

adjust  the  dates  and  periods  on  a  rational  basis,  a  basis  that  would 
quite  convince  the  modern  mind  of  a  reasonable  probability  The 
device  of  reduction  of  time  is  in  short  this 

Where  the  Puranas  have  different  readings  the  shortest  number  of 

years  is  adopted ,  where  the  Puranas  give  a  long  period  to  any  reign,  it 
is  reduced  to  20  years  as  the  average  ascertainable  in  royal  histories 
elsewhere ,  where  the  Puranas  give  only  brief  terms  of  a  few  years  or  a 

few  months,  that  is  adopted  as  correct  The  result  of  these  reductions 
will  be  seen  below  — 

Puranas  V.  Smith 

Nandas  .  100  (1635-1535  BC)  45 

Mauryas  .  ...  316  (1535-1219  B.C )  137 

Sungas  ...  ...  300  (1219-919  BC)  112 
Kanvas  ...  ...  85  (  919— 834  B.C )  45 
Sndhras  ...  506  (  834—328  B.C )  289 

Guptas  ...  ...  245  (  328 — 83  B  C.)  149 

Thus,  according  to  Vincent  Smith's  Candragupta  became  king  m 
322  B  C ,  and  Buddha  died  in  487  B  C ,  this  allows  50  years  for  the 
Nan$as,  before  Candragupta,  and  250  years  for  the  Saisunagas  before 
the  Nandas  And  so  he  begins  his  Eaily  History  from  about  602  B  C 
Likewise,  starting  from  322  B  C ,  V  Smith  allows  137  years  for  the 

Maurya  Dynasty  and  places  Sunga  kings  in  185-73  B  C  and  Kanva 
kings  in  73  to  28  B  C„  and  so  on  bringing  the  list  down  to  Andhras 

and  Guptas     I  extract  the  passage 

"  Although  the  discrepant  traditionary  matenals  available  do  not 
permit  the  determination  with  accuracy  of  the  chronology  of  the  Saisu- 
naga  and  Nanda  dynasties,  it  is,  I  venture  to  think,  possible  to  attain 
a  tolerably  close  approximation  to  the  truth,  and  lo  reconcile  some  of 
the  traditions  The  fixed  point  from  which  to  reckon  backwards  is  the 
year  ?22  BC  ,the  date  for  the  succession  of  Chandragupta  Maurya,  which 

is  certainly  correct,  with  a  possible  error  not  exceeding  three  years 
The  second  principal  datum  is  the  list  of  ten  kings  of  the  Saisunaga 
dynasty  as  given  in  the  oldest  historical  entries  m  the  Puranas,  namely 
those  in  the  Matsya  and  the  Vayu,  the  general  correctness  of  which 

is  confirmed  by  several  lines  of  evidence ,  and  the  third  is  the  probable 
date  of  the  death  of  Buddha. 
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Although  the  fact  that  the  Saisunaga  dynasty  consisted  of  ten 
kings  may  be  admitted,  neither  the  duration  assigned  by  the  Puranas 
to  the  dynasty  as  a  whole,  nor  that  allotted  to  certain  reigns,  can  be 
accepted  Experience  proves  that  m  a  long  series  an  average  of 
twenty-five  years  to  a  generation  is  rarely  attained,  and  that  this  ave- 

rage is  still  more  rarely  exceeded  in  a  series  of  reigns  as  distinguished 
from  generations 

The  English  series  of  ten  reigns  from  Charles  II  to  Victoria,  in- 
clusive, 16+9-1901  (reckoning  the  accession  of  Charles  II  from  the 

death  of  his  father  in  1649),  occupied  252  jears,  and  included  the  two 
exceptionally  long  reigns  of  George  III  and  Victoria,  aggregating  124 
years  Jhe  resultant  average,  25  2  yean  pet  reign,  may  be  taken  as  the 

maximum  possible,  and  consequently  232  years  are  the  maximum  allowable  for 
the  ten  Saisunaga  reigns  The  Puranic  figures  of  321  (Matsya)  and  332 
(Vayu)  years,  obtained  by  adding  together  the  durations  of  the  several 
reigns  may  be  rejected  without  hesitation  as  being  incredible  The 

Matsya  account  concludes  with  the  statement, '  These  will  be  the  ten 
Saisunaga  kings  I  he  Saisunagas  will  endure  360  years,  being  kings 

with  Kshatnya  kinsfolk '  Mr  Pargiter  suggests  that  the  figures  '  360 ' 

should  be  interpreted  as  '  163  ',  If  that  interpretation  be  accepted  the 
average  length  of  reign  would  be  only  16.3.  and  it  would  be  difficult  to 

make  Buddha  (died  cir  487J  contemporary  with  Bimbisara  and  Ajata- 
satru  It  is  more  probable  that  the  dynasty  lasted  for  more  than  two 
centuries 

As  stated  in  the  text,  the  traditional  periods  assigned  to  the  Nanda 
dynasty  of  either  100  or  150  years  for  two  generations  cannot  be 

accepted  A  more  reasonable  period  of  fifty  years  may  be  provision- 
ally assumed  We  thus  get  the  302  (252  plus  50)  as  the  miximmn 

admissible  period  for  the  Saisunaga  and  Nanda  dynasties  combined , 

and,  reckoning  backwards  from  the  fixed  point,  322  B  C,  The  Year 
62^  B  C ,  is  found  to  be  the  earliest  possible  date  for  Sisunaga,  the 

first  king  But  of  course  the  true  date  may  be,  and  probably  is,  some- 
what later,  because  it  is  extremely  unlikely  that  twelve  reigns  (ten  Saisu- 
naga and  two  Nanda)  should  have  attained  an  average  of  25.16  years 

I  he  reigns  of  the  fifth  and  sixth  kings,  Bunbisara  or  Srenika,  and 

Ajatasatru  or  Kunika,  were  well  remembered  owing  to  the  wars  and 

events   in   religious   history   which  marked  them     We  may  therefore 

assume  that  the  lengths  of  those  reigns  were  known  more  or  less  accu- 
J 
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rately,  and  are  justified  m  accepting  the  concurrent  testimony  of  the 

Vayu  and  Matsya  Puranas,  that  Bimbisara  reigned  for  twenty -eight 

years 

Ajatasatru  is  assigned  twenty-five  or  twenty-seven  }  ears  by  different 
Puranas,  and  thirtj-two  years  by  Tibetan  and  Ceylonese  Buddhist  tradi- 

tion I  assume  the  correctness  of  the  oldest  Puramc  list,  that  of  the 

Matsya,  and  take  his  reign  to  have  been  twenty-seven  years  The 
real  existence  of  Darsaka  (erroneously  called  Vamsaka  b)  the  Matsya) 

having  been  established  by  Bhasa's  Vasavadatta,  his  reign  may  be 
assigned  twentj-four  years,  as  in.  the  Maisya  Udaya,  who  is  men- 

tioned m  the  Buddhist  books,  and  is  said  to  have  built  Pataliputra,  is 

assigned  thirty-three  years  by  the  Puranas,  which  may  pass 

The  Vayu  and  Matsya  Puranas  respectively  assign  eighty-five  and 
eighty-three  years  to  the  sum  of  the  reigns  of  kings  numbers  9  and  10 
together  These  figures  are  improbably  high,  and  it  is  unlikely  thai 
the  two  reigns  actually  occupied  more  than  fifty  years  The  figure  46 
is  assumed 

The  evidence  as  far  as  it  goes,  and  at  best  it  does  not  amount  to 

much,  indicates  that  the  average  length  of  the  later  reigns  was  in  ex- 
cess of  the  normal  figure  We  may  assume,  therefore,  that  the  first 

four  reigns,  about  which  nothrog  is  known  must  have  been  compara- 

tively short,  and  did  not  exceed  some  seventy  or  eighty  years  collec- 
tively. An  assumption  that  these  reigns  were  longer  would  unduly 

prolong  the  total  duration  of  the  dynast) ,  the  beginning  of  which  must 
be  dated  about  600  B  C ,  or  a  little  earlier 

The  existence  of  a  great  body  of  detailed  traditions,  which  are 
not  mere  mythological  legends,  sufficiently  establishes  the  facts  that 
both  Mahavira,  the  Jam  leader,  and  Gautama  Buddha  were  contem- 

porary to  a  considerable  extent  with  one  another  and  with  the  kings 
Bimbisara  and  Ajatasatru 

Tradition  also  indicates  that  Mahavira  predeceased  Buddha  The 
death  of  these  saints  form  well-marked  epochs  in  the  history  of  Indian 
religion,  and  are  constantly  referred  to  by  ecclesiastical  writers  for 
chronological  purposes.  It  might  therefore  be  expected  that  the 
traditional  dates  of  the  two  events  would  supply  at  once  the  desired 
cloe  to  the  d>nastic  chronology,    But  close  examination  of  conflicting 
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traditions  rdii.es  difficulties  The  year  527  (528-7)  B.C ,  the  most 
commonly  quoted  date  for  the  death  of  Mahavlra,  is  merel>  one  of 
several  traditionary  dates,  and  it  seems  to  be  impossible  to  reconcile 
the  Jam  traditions  either  among  themselves  or  with  the  known  approxi- 

mate date  of  Chandragupta," 

60.  This  exposition  of  V  E  Smith  has  become  the  unalterable 

standard  for  later  scholars  *  Great  and  sincere  as  many  of  these  scholars 
have  been,  they  did  not  dare  or  care  to  go  behind  Smith's  fiats  and 
if  any  did  differ  from  him,  it  was  over  the  insignificant  question  of  the 
particular  year  in  which  Candragupta  was  crowned,  if  it  was  312,  315, 

321,  322,  323,  324,  325,  326  or  327  B  C  *    Thus  Fleet  says  — 

Now,  in  all  matters  of  the  most  ancient  Indian  chronology,  the 

great  "  sheet  anchor  "  is,   and  has   been  ever  since  1 798$  the  dale  of 
Chandragupta,  the  grandfather  of  AsSka  the  Maurya>  as  determined  b> 
the  information  furnished  by  the  Greek  writers.    In  recent  years}   in- 

deed*  there   has   been   a  tendency  to  believe  that  we  have  something 
still  more  definite  in  the   reference   to   certain  foreign  kings   in  the 

thirteenth  rock-edict  of  As5ka     But,  as  may  be  shown  on  some  other 
occasion,  there  is  nothing  m  that,  beyond  proof  that  that  edict,  framed 
not   earlier   than    the   ninth   year   after  the  abhlsheka  or  anointment  of 

As5ka  to  the  sovereignty,   and  most   probably  in  the  thirteenth  year, 
was  framed  not  befona  B  C  272 ,  and  that  does  not  help  as  much, 
because  the  abhisheka  of  AsSka  might,  so  far  as  that  goes,  be  put  back 

to  even  as  early  a  year  as  B  C,  284     In  all  that  we  have  as  yet  been 

able  to  determine  about  AsOka,  there  is  nothing  that  enables  as  to  im>- 
prove  upon  what  we   could  already   determine  about  Chandragupta 
From   the   Greek  writers,  we  know  that  Chandragupta  became  king  of 
Northern  India  at  some  time  between  B  C.  326  and  312     Within  those 

limits,   different  writers,   have   selected  different  years ;  BiC.  325>  321> 

316,  315  and  312     The   latest   selection  is,  I  suppose,  that  made  by 
Mr,   Vincent  Smith  in   his  Early  Hsstory  of  India,  173 ,  namely,  BkC* 

321 "" 

1.  V  B  Bamaohandra  Diksltar,  Matsyapurana,  Madras ,  B  D  Banerjee,  Ags 

of  Imperial  Guptas,  Benares,  Dinesoandra  Siroar,  Successors  of  SUtavShanas,  31.  of 

Dept  of  Letters,  Oaloutta,  Vol.  26,  Dhirendranath  Mukhopadriyaja,  True  Dates  of 
Buddha  and  Connected  Epochs,  Ibid  Vol  97 

3  See  Id  Senart,  U,  XX  339 ;  B  Gopala  Iyer,  U,  XXXVII.  Ml ,  Buhler,  U, 

VI  149,  El,  HI,  18a ,  Meet,  JBA8,  (190ft)  1,  (1906)  988 ,  V  Smith,  UHI,  178. 
S    Meet,  JBAS,  (1906)  ,984. 
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61  The  deductions  and  inferences  of  V.  Smith  have  come  to 

stay  But  the  traditional  reputation  has  been  too  staring  in  its  assertion 

that  Mahabh5ra$a  War  happened  at  the  end  of  Dvaparayuga,  37  years 

before  the  advent  of  Kahyuga  in  3102  B.C  Later  scholars,  to  whom 

the  tradition  was  a  fraud  resorted  to  the  only  alternative  viz .  to  post- 

date the  beginning  of  Kahyuga  so  as  to  preserve  the  Puranic  Synchro- 
nism of  Mah&bharata  War  with  about  the  end  of  Dvaparayuga  Even 

there  the  sayings  of  V  Smith  were  adopted  as  canons  of  indubitable 
truth  and  the  dates  were  worked  up  on  their  basis  only  and  this  had 

been  done  in  wholesale  disregard  of  the  care  and  precision  with 

which  the  Puranas  recorded  the  calculations  of  political  history 

62  The  Puranas  uniformly  give  two  methods,  which  are  corro- 
borative of  each  other,  in  calculating  the  dates  of  these  Hindu  Dynasties. 

One  starts  from  the  close  of  the  Mahabharafa  War  and  almost  co  eVally 

with  the  commencement  ot  the  Kahyuga,  from  which  time  the  number 

of  years  that  each  king  reigned  is  given  The  other  starts  from  the 

Saptarsi  Era  or  the  Laukikabda,  whose  cycle  consisting  of  2700  years  is 
accepted  by  all  authorities  to  have  commenced  about  4992  years  ago 

corresponding  to  3676  B  C  Now  the  Puranas  state  the  First  cycle  of 

this  Sap(arsi  Era  or  Laukikabda  commenced  at  the  time  of  Pariksit, 

that  the  Sapjarsis  were  in  Magha"  at  his  time,  that  they  move  in  a  retro- 
grade motion  and  take  100  years  to  pass  from  one  Naksafra  to  ano. 

ther,  that  they  were  in  Purvasadha  (or  the  16th  Nakgafra  from 

Magha)  at  the  time  of  the  commencement  of  the  Nanda  dynasty,  that 

they  were  in  Citra-Naksafra  (or  the  24  Naksafra  from  Magha)  at 
the  commencement  on  the  Andhra  Dynasty  and  that  at  the  beginning 

of  the  reign  of  the  27th  king  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty,  the  cycle  repeat- 
ed itself,  the  Sapfar&is  having  come  back  to  Magha  So  there  mus>t 

have  elapsed  at  least  1500  years  between  Pariksit  and  Mahipadma 

Nanda,  2300  years  between  PariksH;  and  Andhra  Simuka  (Sri  Sstakarni) 
the  Founder  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty  and  270  years  between  Pariksty 
and  Sivasri  $atakarni,  the  27th  king  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty,  and  that 
this  king  Sivasri  must  have  commenced  his  reign  m  the  year  377  B  C 

63  The  Mahabharaja  War  starts  the  Puranic  chronology,  that  is, 
at  3139  B.C  The  periods  assigned  to  the  eight  dynasties  that  ruled 

over  Magadha,  Barhadratha  to  Andhra  is  made  up  2811  years  thus.   
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Dynasty  No  of  Kings  years 

1  Barhadrafha  (post-Bharafa)  22  1006 
2  Pradyota  5  138 
3  Saisunaga  10  360 
4  Nanda  9  (2  generations)      100 
5.  Maarya  12  316 
6.  Sunga  10  300 
7.  Kanva  4  85 
8  Andhra  32  506 

Total*    ...    2811 

2811  years  after  the  Mahabharata  War  or  about  328  BC„  the 
sovereignty  of  Magadha  passed  into  the  hands  of  &  line  called  Parva- 

fiya  and  An4hrabhriya,  the  first  king  of  which  was  Candragupta. 

64  This  Sapjarsi  Era  is  fully  described  m  all  the  Purlnas  in 
words  almost  similar  to  one  another  and  the  following  passage  from 
the  Kaliyuga-R5ja-Vr#anta  may  suffice  as  an  example  :   

hot^  fasfar  tNfaw  m  m%  II 

sra#>rt  jjt  %m  fcw  fcprcr  Pjan  I 

9#3J  TT%  ST9H  5$fo"  1^  S$  fal%  II 

h^i«ii^#ii*-«i  %i^#t#t^  II 

w  ̂ rN:  m  inns  IWfa  it  I 
«r«!r  snraij  t&dfcwwiciitTO:  (I 

1.    As  summed  up  m  Kallyuga  Ba>vr/{ttata  or  2886  according  to  Matsya  ? 
Vincent  Smith  oommits  an  eggiegious  blunder  in  making  the  first  10  or  11 

kings  of  the  Andhra  dynasty  contemporaneous  with  the  preceding  dynasties  and  holding 

that  the  slayer  of  the  last  Ka$va  king  "apparently  must  have  been  one  on  other  of 
three  Andhra  kings  namely  No,  11, 1 9  or  13  "  Early  E*story  p  306. 
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nf&\  $«>fr  ft*  ̂ ncrerftsrsfa  f|  ̂ ft  I 
Jrmq«T  +&^iftici  irtf .  suiter  n 

sra^  sr  *rw*  ft°5  <m3rcn  srg-srcr^  I 

a^r  *rwT*qr  ?rrerf%  ijforreT  ?r^  I 

?n?r  sra^  srrg^TT  faster  terr  ll 

*wnsntw;  ̂ f^rcr^-  aratg^fr  gr%f&*  ll 

?wrsrf¥^P5n%Brt  g?PT#  ̂   ?nrr.  ll 

yit^am+i^  5?r%  <rnr^  iraf^r   11 

sn%«rT  ?FsnTR«rf^r  5T5n%  g^T  II 

?ra#qir  flsrrsm.  *r&  qtftflft  «rth  i 

«r^r  %  *ifa«qfcr  *5i%  spscsr  ̂   ll 

«4N*nfil'Hiig  srra^aRT  qfi%cr.  I 

%$&  H?^-  5  t*T  MMSI^y^  11 

^cr  s^nfe  Tws^it  *r#*pr.  3?r  I 

<rer  sftmwwMl  tii  ̂N"  ifagrfci  ll 

3PP%  mm  *P*  g^r  qrran^  nfiFqfi  U 
— Bhaga  III     Chapter  III, 
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The  above  passage  may  be  freely  translafced>s  follows 

'  In  the  oirole  of  the  lunar  astensms  (Nakshatras)  wherein  the  great  constellation 
of  the  Sapta  Rishis  (constituting  the  Great  Bear  or  the  Ursa  Major)  revolve,  and  which 
contain  27  astensms  (like  Asnni,  Bharam,  Knttikfi,  etc  )  in  its  oiroumferenoe  (ecliptic 
consisting  of  360°,  eaoh  Nakshatra  or  lnnar  astensm  being  equal  to  1 8°  201  of  the 
eoliptio),  the  Seven  Sages  lemain  for  10O  years  in  each  astensm  in  turn  (the  Rishis 
taking  2700  years  to  make  a  circuit  of  the  heavens) 

This  is  the  Cyole  of  the  Seven  Seers  (consisting  of  2700  human  years)  and  is  reokon 
ed  in  the  terms  of  Divine  years  (860  human  years  being  equal  to  1  Divine  year)  And 
the  total  period  is  equal  to  7  Divine  years  and  6  Divine  monthB  (i  e  ,  7J  times  SCO  or 
i700  human  years) 

The  constellation  of  the  Seven  Saints  (or  the  Seven  Stars  of  the  Wain,  consisting  of 
Mariohi,  Yasishtha  accompanied  by  the  SakshmatSrS  Arundhati,  Angiras,  Atri,  Pulas 
tya,  Fulaba  and  Kratu)  takes  a  period  of  100  years  to  go  over  eeoh  of  the  27  asteriBms, 
(and  it  goes  through  these  27  astensms  in  a  retrograde  order,  as  the  Twelve  Signs  of  the 
Zodiao  whioh  comprise  these  27  astensms  are  arranged  in  a  retrograde  order  around  the 
eoliptio)  Thus  the  Saptarshi  Kala  (or  the  Samvat  of  the  Haft  Bikheshar),  consisting 
of  a  oycle  of  2700  years,  has  come  to  be  constituted 

The  two  front  stars  (Pulaha  and  Kratu)  of  the  great  constellation  of  the  Seven 
Sages  which  are  seen  (in  the  northern  region)  when  risen  at  night,  the  lunar  asterism  or 
Nakshatra  which  is  seen  situated  equally  between  them  in  the  sky  is  said  to  govern  the 
same— the  constellation  of  ths  Sapta  Rishis  being  known  as  conjoined  with  that  aste- 

rism for  100  human  years  This  is  the  exposition  of  the  conjunction  of  the  lunar 
astensms  and  the  constellation  of  the  Sapta  Rishis 

When  the  constellation  of  the  Seven  Sages  remained  conjoined  with  the  asterism  of 
Maghas,  then  the  Kali  Age  (the  sinful  Kaliyuga)  oompnsmg  1200  Divine  years  (or 
432,000  ooinmon  human  years)  began 

When  Lord  Krishna  returned  to  Heaven  (1  e  ,  left  this  mundane  world),  then  in 
that  very  same  year  (on  the  first  day  of  Ohaitra  of  the  year  Framathin  aooorjingto  the 
Southern  sohool  of  Astronomers), — say  the  knowers  of  the  ancient  history  —the  present 
Kaliyuga  (of  the  28th  M&hayuga  comprising  12,000  Divine  years)  commenced 

As  long  as  the  Great  Incarnation  of  the  Divine  Vishnu  continued  to  touch  the 
Earth  (with  Bis  holy  feet),  so  long  the  Kali  Age  was  unable  to  approach  the  Earth 

When  the  Seven  Rishis  shall  pass  from  the  Maghas  and  reach  the  asterism  of 
PurvSshSdhS,  then  will,  indeed,  the  Kali  Age  begin  to  grow. 

When  Pnnce  Yudhlshjhlra  was  for  the  first  time  orowned  as  king  at  Indraprastba 
(and  established  himself  with  his  brothers,  as  master  of  half  of  the  kingdom  belonging 
to  his  father  Paniju),  then  the  Seven  Rishis  of  the  constellation  of  the  Ursa  Major 
entered  the  lunar  astensm  of  Maghas  which  were  sacred  and  propitious  to  the  Pitris 

The  Seven  Rishis  (of  the  Great  Bear)  entered  the  asterism  of  the  Maghas,  just  75 

years  before  the  beginning  of  the  Kaliyuga  (tn  the  year  3177  BO)  at  the  commence- 
ment of  the  reign  of  the  great  king  YudhiBhfhira  who  ruled  the  Earth  dunng  the  said 

period 
These  Seven  Sages  will  enter  the  asterism  of  Aflesha  on  the  expiry  of  26  years 

from  the  commencement  of  the  Kali  Age  (in  tbe  year  3077  B  0.)  and  they  will  continue 
to  remain  in  that  asterism  for  a  period  of  100  human  years  (from  8077  B  0  to  2977 0.) 
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In  that  very  same  year  (8077  B,0  )  will  Dharmapntra  (Yudhishtbira,  the  eldest 

of  the  five  Pan4»va  brothers)  ascend  to  Heaven  (8vargarohana)  after  wandering  over  the 

earth  for  a  long  tune  (having  abdicated  the  throne  in  favour  of  Parikshit,,  the  grandson 
of  his  brother  Arjnna  and  started  on  his  Mahaprastbana  wi$h  his  brothors  and  wife  on 

hearing  the  sad  and  sudden  news  of  the  departure  of  Sri  Krishna  from  the  world) 

Then  will  the  Laukikabda  or  the  Laukika  Bra  consisting  of  a  oycle  of  3700  years 
be  started  in  the  world  in  commemoration   of  the  Ascension  of  Dharmaputra    into 

These  Divine  Sages  (consisting  the  constellation  of  the  Ursa  Major)  will  reach  (the 
lunar  astensm)  Aflesha  a  second  time  (ra  their  revolution)  at  the  time  of  the  com- 

mencement of  the  reign  of  the  27th  King  of  the  Andbra  Dynasty  (Sivafci  Satakar^i 
who  began  to  rule  Magadha  in  the  year  2762  A  Y  correspouding  to  377  B  0  —one  com 

plete  oycle  of  2700  years  having  elapsed  since  the  expiry  of  the  25th  year  of  ths  Kali 
Yoga,  when  they  first  reached  Aflesha  after  the  Mahabharata  War) 

These  Seven  Sages  were  conjoined  with  the  asterism  Magha  for  a  period  of  100  years 
during  the  time  of  Yudhisjhira  and  at  the  time  of  the  commencement  of  the  reign  of 
King  Nanda  (Mahapadma),  they  will  be  conjoined  with  the  astensm  (Sravana  (the  15th 
Nakshatra  from  Magha  calculated,  of  course,  m  a  reverse  order) 

From  the  commencement  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty  (at  Magadha)  the  Seven  Bishis 

(of  the  Great  Bear)  will  be  found  oonjomed  with  (Ohitra)  the  24th  lunar  astensm  (cal- 
culated from  and  inclusive  of  Magha) 

The  interval  of  time  between  the  birth  of  Pankshit  (son  of  Abhimanyu  by  Uttara 
and  grandson  of  Arjuna,  who  was  in  the  womb  of  his  mother  at  the  time  of  the  Malta- 
bharata  War)  and  the  inauguration  of  Mahapadma  Nanda  (the  Founder  of  the  Nanda 
Dynasty)  is  to  be  known  as  1500  yesrs 

According  to  competent  authorities  (Pramanajnas)  the  interval  of  time  between  the 
coronation  of  Mahapadma  Nanda  (who  oame  to  the  throne  of  Magadha  in  1504  A,  Y  ) 
and  the  commencement  of  the  Andhra  Dynasty  (whioh  began  to  rule  Magadha  in 
1805  A  ■?. )  is  stated  to  be  mil  800  years. 

When  the  great  constellation  of  the  Seven  sages  of  the  Ursa  Major  shall  again  reaoh 
the  asterism  Pnnarvasu  (in  its  second  revolution  after  the  Mahabharata  War),  the 
Empire  of  the  great  Gupta  Kings  shall  begin  to  deoline  and  when  they  shall  aotually 
enter  the  asterism  of  Purvabhadra  thereafter,  the  kingdom  of  Magadba  will  pass  from 
the  Guptas  to  the  Pala  kings' 

65.  According  to  VSyu  and  Majsya  Farinas  the  interval  between 

the  birth  of  Parikpitand  coronation  of  Mahapadma  Nanda,  is  1500  years 

<£&  *faw-4  &r  M^idWKq;  II 

But  some  versions  of  Bhagavafa  Purana  differ  and  state  tbat  inter- 
val to  be  1115  years.    The  text  reads 

<MA$«*4l  5  w  q^^p^ci^  II 
— Skanda  XII,  Ch  II,  v.  26 
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This  will  mean  "  From  j  our  birth  (Parlksrfc  is  addressed  by  Suka)  to  the 
inauguration  of  Nanda  1115  years,  will  elapse"  Yet  according  to  the 
duration  of  the  different  intermediate  dynasties  as  enumerated  b\  it  m 
Skanda  XII,  Chapter  I,  the  interval  comes  to  1498  years  viz , 

Barhadrafha  kings  1000  years 
Pradyota  kings  138    „ 
f^aigunaga  kings  360    „ 

Total         1498  years 

This  mistake  has  struck  the  celebrated  commentators,  oridharasvimm 

and  Viraraghava  and  they  distmctly  suggest  tbat  the  reading  should 

be— 

For  Srfdhara  in  commenting  upon  this  verse  states 

'  snT^rPepn— q%?£  ̂ ztfm  srfr  %fr  ̂ rrsPr  ̂ rt  3ptrtc 

Mftfifrqflrere   ww  vrsftftm??  fti^wdt     iW^tww.   sprats* 

Thus  we  have  the  authority  of  £ridharasvamin  and  Viraraghava 

to  say  that  1500  years  is  the  interval  between  PariksrJ  and  Nanda 

66  But  having  adopted  the  wrong  readings  and  reduced  the 

penod  of  interval  between  the  birth  of  Pariksit  and  the  coronation  of 

Nanda  to  1015,  1050  or  1115  years,  these  Orientalists  bring  down  the 

date  of  the  commencement  of  the  Kali  Yuga  itself  as  low  as  possible 

Assuming  the  wrong  synchronism  between  Sandracottus  of  the  Gree
k* 

and  Candragupta  Maurya,  they  place  the  accession  of  Candragupja 

Maurya  to  the  throne  of  Magadha  in  322  B  C  ,  and  calculating  
back- 

wards and  forwards  from  that  date  (while  accepting  the  Lists  of  Kings 

given  in  the  Puranas  and  the  regnal  periods  given  of  those  kings  as
  cor- 

rect) fix  the  date  of  the  accession  of  Nanda  to  the  throne  in  422  B.C , 

just  placing  him  100  years  before  the  accession  of  Candragupta
  to  the 

throne,  and  conclude  that  Kali  Yuga  must  have  commenced  1
015,  1050 

or  1115  years  before  that  date  ,  that  is  m  1437  B.C    or  153
7  B.C 
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conceding  for  all  practical  purposes  the  commencement  of  the  Kali 
Yuga  to  be  synchronous  with  the  Birth  of  Pariksit,  the  Coronation  of 

Yudhis$hira  and  the  Great  War  of  the  Mahabharata  1  his  false  syn- 
chronism between  Sandracottus  of  the  Greeks  and  Candragupta 

Maurya  of  the  Indians  has  become  so  much  rooted  in  the  bed  of  Indian 
Chronology,  that  scholars  ̂ nsa  Chandra  Vidyarnava  and  F  E.  Pargiter 
placed  the  commencement  of  Kahyuga  m  J  733  B.C 

"  The  method  of  calculation  ",  says  Snsa  Chandra  "  adopted  by 
the  Puranas,  however,  is  to  take  Nanda  as  the  starting  point  The  last 
of  the  Sisunaga  was  Mahanandm,  who  had  a  son  by  a  Sudra  woman 
He  was  known  as  Mahlpadma  or  the  famous  Nanda,  whose  eight  sons 

succeeded  him  This  Nanda  famil)  was  brought  to  an  end  by  the 
Indian  Machiavelh,  Kautilya  or  Chanakya  Chandragupta  was  placed 
on  the  throne  of  the  Nandas  by  this  Kautilya  or  Chanakya  About 

this  event  V  Smith  says  — 

'  Mahanandm,  the  last  of  the  Dynast},  is  said  to  have  had,  by  a 
Sudra  or  low  caste  w  oman,  a  son,  named  Mahapadma  Nanda  who 

usurped  the  throne,  and  so  established  the  Nanda  family  or  dynasty- 

This  event  may  be  dated  in  or  about  372  B  C         *  * 

The  Greek  or  Roman  historians  *  *  *  ranking  as  contemporary 
witnesses  throw  a  light  on  real  history  When  Alexander  was  stopped 
in  his  advance  at  the  Hyphasis,  in  326  B  C ,  he  was  informed  *  * 

that  the  king  of  the  Prachei  etc  *  *  *  was  Xandrames  or  Agramis  ' 

The  reference  to  this  king  is  evidently  to  one  of  the  Nandas  The 
date  of  the  accession  of  Nanda  is  calculated  from  that  of  Chandra- 

gupta Maurya,  who  ascended  the  throne  in  322  B  C  The  Nanda 
Dynasty  according  to  Mr  Vincent  Smith,  lasted  for  50  years,  when  it 
was  replaced  by  the  Maurya  So  adding  50  to  322,  the  above  figure 
372  B  C ,  is  arrived  at  by  Mr  V  Smith  as  the  date  of  the  accession  of 
Mahapadma  Nanda  But  all  the  Puranas  are  unanimous  m  stating  that 
the  nine  Nandas  reigned  for  100  years,  and  we  have  taken  that  m  our 
calculations  The  date  of  accession  of  Mahapadma  Nanda  would, 
therefore,  be  422  B.C  instead  of  372  B  C 

Thus  4.22  B  C  w  the  starting  point  backwards  and  forwards  m  the Pttramc  calculations 

Chandragupta  Maurya  displaced  the  Nanda  family  The  nine 
Nandas  reigned  for  100  years  Before  that,  there  was  the  gisunaga 
Dynasty,  and  before  that  was  the  Pradyota  Dynasty,   and   before  that 
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the  Bnhadrathas     The  following  table  shows  the  periods  of  the  reigns 
of  these  dynasties  — 

(t)     Chandragupta's  accession  322  B.C 
(2)  Nanda  Dynasty  100 
(3)  ̂ lsunagas  360 

(4)  Prady5tas 
(5)  Barhadrathas  from  the  time  of 

ChaidyOpanchara 

152  (?) 

1000 

Total 

Deduct  from  Chaidya  to  Sahadeva 

1612 171 

Balance adding 1441,  and 

322 
1763  BC,  thejear 
of  the  Great  War 

The  Mahabhardta  War  took  place  when  Sahadeva  of  Barhadratha 

family,  was  king  From  Vasn  Chaidya  Upanchara  up  to  Sahadeva 

there  were  13  kings,  namely,  (l)  VaSu  Chaidya  Upanchara,  (2)  Bjiha- 
dratha,  (3)  Kusagra,  (4)  Vjishabha,  (5)  Funyavan  or  Pushpavan,  (6) 

Punya  or  Pushya,  (7)  Sat3'adhriti,  (8)  Dhanusha,  (9)  Sarva,  (10)  Sam- 
bhava,  (11)  Bnhadratha,  (12)  Jarasandha,  and  (13)  SahadSva  After 
SahadSva  there  were  19  or  32  kings  (or  22  according  to  Mr  Pargiter) 

up  to  Ripunjaya  the  last  The  Great  War,  therefore,  took  place,  on 
the  above  assumption,  one  thousand  four  hundred  and  forty  one  years  before 

the  accession  of  Cliandragupta  tu  J  22  B  C„  or  in  other  words  that  the  Great 

War  took  place  in  or  about  zfdj  B,C" 

67  Mr  Pargiter,  however,  in  his  Dynasties  of  the  Kali  Age  arr> 

ves  at  the  year  1810  B  C  as  the  date  of  the  Great  War  of  Mahabbarata. 

He  says  that  from  SSmadhi  to  Ripunjaya  there  were  22  kings  in  the 
Barhadratha  Dynasty  who  reigned  for  920  years.  The  PradyOfas  after 

Ripunjaya  were  S  kings  who  reigned  for  138  years.  The  $aisanagas 
who  came  after  the  Pradyotas  were  10  kings  and  reigned  for  330  years 

Adding  up  the  above  mentioned  three  figures,  920  plus  138  plus  330, 

he  gets  the  sum  1388  yeais,  which  according  to  his  calculation,  was  the 

interval  between  the  installation  of  Mahapadma  Nanda  and  the  birth 

ofPariksitor  the  Great  War  Adding  422  B  C„  the  year  of  the  in- 

stallation of  Mahapadma  Nanda   (which  is   of  course  assumed  as  a 
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postulate  of  Indian  History).    Mr  Pargitet  comes  to   the  figure   1810 
B  C  as  the  date  of  the  Mahabharata  War 

The  fanciful  speculutions  involved  m  these  theories  regarding  the 

date  of  the  Mahabharata  War  will  be  manifest  to  any  disinterested 

reader  of  the  Puranas  and  Itihasas  The  conclusions,  were  so  uncertain 

that  Snsa  Chandra  Vidyarnava  reviewed  his  own  original  theory  at  a 

later  stage  and  refuted  the  date  of  the  Great  War  in  1922  B  C  (still 

following,  the  false  synchronism  between  Candragup^a  Maurya  and 
feandratottus) 

68  Thus,  we  see  that  Vincent  Smith  is  the  modem  protogonist  of 

this  identity,  the  Anchor-Sheet  of  Indian  Chronology  It  is  he  that  is  quoted 

and  foll<  wed  without  inquiry  by  our  Indian  Professors  of  history  and 

it  is  that  chronology  that  is  and  must  be  taught  m  our  schools  By  sheer 

repetition  by  men  m  authority  and  in  the  works  that  emanate  from 

them, 'the  theory  had  almost  become  an  a^iom  and  rarely  does  any 
thought  occur  for  any  fair  investigation  Day  after  day  the  assumed 
identity  takes  a  firmer  root  and  it  is  considered  a  matter  of  senility  or 

superstition  to  express  a  need  for  a  reconsideration  Hasty  generali- 
sations lead  to  prepossessions  and  it  is  rarely  human  to  attempt  to 

demonstrate  their  reality  It  may  appear  therefore,  a  futile  cry  to  seek 

to  go  behind  these  established  opinions  and  to  ask  the  reader  to 

forbear  and  see  fcr  himself  on  the  original  bases  of  this  theory,  if,  after 

all,  the  narratives  of  the  Puranas,  so  honestly  planned,  are  '  pious 
frauds '  For  the  vindication  of  the  morality  of  our  sages  and  the  merit 
of  our  traditional  lore,  a  lore  adored  by  the  millions  of  Hindu  India, 

an  attempt  must  be  made,  be  the  effect  what  it  may  * 

69  Max  Muller  himself  was  not  slow  to  condemn  in  others  this 

tendency  to  generalise  Says  he  "  Men  who  possessed  the  true  faculty 
of  an  historian  like  Niebuhr,  have  abstained  from  passing  sentence  on  the 

history  of  a  nation  whose  literature  had  only  just  been  recovered,  and 
had  not  yet  passed  through  the  ordeal  of  philological  criticism 

Other  historians  however  thought  they  could  do  what  Niebuhr  had  left 
undone ;  and  after  perusing  some  poems  of  Kalidasa,  some  fables  of 

Hitopadesa,  some  verses  of  the  Ananda-lahan,  or  the  mystic   poetry  of 

1  Sea  also  B  K.  Mookerji,  Later  Gupta  History  and  Chronology,  Jl,  of  Ind 
Eittory,  IV.  17 ,  Dineschandra  Saroar,  Dynastic  History  of  Northern  India ,  Jyotit- 
moy  Ben,  Riddle  of  Pradyota  Dynasty,  1HQ,  (1980),  678,  H  D  Bhide,  Pradyota 
Dynasty,  JBOBS,  (1921} ,  K  P,  Jayaawal,  Chandr&guvla  11  and  his  iredetessors 
JBARS,  XVm.  17 
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the  Bhagavad-gita,  they  gave  with  the  aid  of  Megasthenes  and  Appol- 
lonius  of  Tyana  a  so-called  histoncal  account  of  the  Indian  nation 
without  being  aware  that  they  were  using  as  contemporary  witnesses 
authors  as  distant  as  Dante  and  Virgil  No  nation  has  in  this  respect 
been  more  unjustly  treated  than  the  Indian  Not  only  have  general 
conclusions  been  drawn  from  the  most  scanty  materials  but  the  most 
questionable  and  spurious  authorities  have  been  employed  without  the 

least  histoncal  investigation "  H  H  Wilson,  earlier,  in  the  preface 
to  his  translation  of  the  Visnu  Purana,  had  remarked  "  Impatience  to 
generalise  has  availed  itself  of  whatever  promised  to  afford  materials 
for  generalisation,  and  the  most  erroneous  views  have  often  been  con- 

fidently advocated  because  the  guides  to  which  their  authors  trusted 

were  ignorant  or  inefficient " 

70  The  various  accounts  given  of  Candragupfa  and  Asoka  by 
Hindu  and  Buddhist  enters,  have  contributed  to  a  large  extent  to  the 

manipulation  of  Indian  chronology  at  the  historian's  pleasure  In  his 
play  Mudraraksasd  Visakhadafja  who  wrote  about  5th  century  A  D 
dramalises  the  events  relating  to  Candragupfca  and  his  account  is  mostly 
in  agreement  with  the  Puranic  tale  He  calls  Candragupfa  a  Maurya 
and  does  not  describe  his  parentage 

The  object  of  the  play,  says  Wilson,  "  is  to  reconcile  Rakshasa,  the 
hostile  minister  of  Nanda,  the  late  king  of  Palibothra  (Pafcaliputra),  to 

the  individuals  by  whom,  or  on  whose  behalf,  his  sovereign  was  mur- 
dered, — the  Brahman  Chanakya  and  the  Pnnce  Chandragupta  With 
this  view,  he  is  rendered  by  the  contrivances  of  Chaflakya  an  object  of 

suspicion  to  the  Pnnce  with  whom  he  hat.  taken  refuge,  and  is  conse- 
quently dismissed  by  him  In  this  deserted  condition,  he  learns  the 

imminent  danger  of  a  dear  friend,  whom  Chanakya  is  about  to  put  to 
death,  and  in  order  to  effect  his  liberation,  surrenders  himself  to  his 

enemies  1  hey  offer  him,  contrary  to  his  expectations,  the  rank  and 

power  of  pnme  minister  ,  and  the  parties  are  finally  fnends  " 

71  The  Buddhistic  accounts  such  as  Mahavamsa  and  Dipavamsa 

give  a  descnption  of  the  first  three  kings  only  of  the  Dynasty  The  ac- 

counts given  of  Candragupta's  origin  and  parentage  are  vanous  and 
contradictory  By  one  dccount  it  is  said  that  Murl,  the  mother  of  Can- 
dragup^a,  was  the  servant  girl  of  Phana  Nanda,  the  last  of  the  Nanda 

Dynasty,  and  by  her  influence  she  had  her  son  placed  on  the  throne  of 
Magadha  at  Pataliputra  Another  account  makes  him  a  member  of  an 
Andhra  family,    and   says  that  he  acquired  the  sovereign  power  by  his 
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own  skill  and  exertion  The  writer  evidently  confuses  here  the  accounts 

of  the  two  Candraguptas,  Candragupta  of  the  Maurj  a  Dynasty  with 
Candragupta  the  Founder  of  the  Gupta  D)  nasty,  and  an  illegitimate 

son  of  the  Andhra  family,  for  the  Andhra  family  itseif  came  into  exis- 
tence about  700  years  after  the  accession  of  Candragupta  Maurya 

According  to  Northern  Buddhistic  accounts  Candragupta  was  a 

member  of  the  Sakya  family  which  in  consequence  of  some  political 
intrigues  was  driven  away  from  its  territory  The  family  repaired  to  a 

forest  in  the  Himavanta  and  there  constructed  a  new  town  in  a  delight- 
ful and  beautiful  locality  The  streets  and  houses  in  the  town  having 

been  laid  after  the  pattern  of  a  peacock's  neck,  it  was  called  by  the 
name  of  MSnya-nagara,  and  the  family  bj  the  name  of  Monya,  and  the 
kingdom  founded  by  it  Monya  Dynasty  The  explanation  is  ingenious 
and  is  probably  based  upon  a  confusion  of  the  Prakrit  forms  of  the 

words  Maurya  (*TT*t)  and  MayOra  (wg.) 

The  lika  on  this  Buddhistic  account  gi\es  a  curious  origin  of  the 
name   of  this   pnnce  Cardragupta     It  is  staled   that  while   Candra- 

gupta was  still  in  the  womb,  his  father's  dominions  were  taken   posses- 
sion of  by  another  powerful  neighbouring  chief,  and  his  father  himself 

was  killed  in  the   contest     "  His   mother,   ihe  queen  consort  of  the 
monarch    of  the  M5nya-nagara  C^FFTC),  the  city  before  mentioned, 
was  fully  pregnant  at  the  time  when  that  powerful  provincial  Raja  con- 

quered  that  kingdom,   and  put   the    MSnyan  king  to  death     In  her 
anxiety  to  preserve  the  child  in  her  womb,  she  departed  for  the  capital 
of  Pupphapura  (Pushpapura)  under  the  protection  of  her  elder  brothers 

and  under  disguise  she  dwelt  there     At  the  completion  of  the  ordinary 
term  of  pregnancy,  she  gave  birth  to  a  son,   and   relinquishing  him  to 
the  protection  of  the  dews,  she  placed  him  in   a   vase,    and    deposited 
him  at  the  door  of  a  cattle-pen     A  bull  named  Chando  f^S?)  stationed 
himself  by  him,  to  protect  him     A  herdsman,  on  observing  this  pnnce, 
moved  by  affection,  like  that  borne  to  his  own  child,   took  charge  of 
and  tenderly   reared  him ,  and  in  giving  him  a  name,  m  reference  to 
his  having  been  watched  by  the  bull  Chando,  he  called  him  '  Chanda- 

guttS  '  (^3*T),  and  brought  him  up  " 

But  all  the  Buddhistic  works  are  agreed  on  one  point  that  Can- 
dragupta owed  his  sovereignty  entirely  to  Canakya  alias  Kautilya, 

and  not '  called  to  royalty  by  the  power  of  the  gods  and  by  prodigies ' as,  stated  by  Justin  with  reference  to  his  Sandracottus  Nor  it,  there 
any  reference   either  m  the  Hindu   or  the   Buddhistic  accounts   to 
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Candragupfa  Maurya's  ''having  traversed  India  with  an  army  of 
600,000  men  and  conquered  the  whole  "  as  stated  by  Plutarch 

72  The  Buddhistic  accounts  of  AsOka,  as  given  by  the  two  great 

schools  of  Buddhism — Mahayana  and  Ilinayana— not  only  differ  from 
each  other  but  also  from  the  accounts  given  of  AsSka,  the  grandson  of 

Candragupta  Maurya  by  the  Puranic  accounts  of  the  Hindus  "  There 
is  a  good  deal  of  confusion  in  these  Buddhistic  works  as  regards  the 
very  family  and  geneology  of  As5ka,  the  Buddhistic  Ling ,  and  one  can 
easily  trace  that  the  life  and  time  of  AsSka  must  have  been  constructed 
by  the  Buddhistic  writers  who  flourished  several  hundreds  of  years 
after  him,  by  jumbling  up  the  lives  of  three  different  Indian  kings,  viz , 

(1)  of  AsSkd,  (Dharmasoka)  the  third  in  ascent  from  Kanishka  belong- 
ing to  the  First  GSnanda  Dynasty  of  Kasmir  kings  as  described  in  the 

First  Book  of  Kalhaua's  Raja-Tarangini  who  is  said  to  have  freed  him- 
self  from  sms  by  embracing  the  faith  of  Gautama  Buddha  and  by  con- 
structing  numerous  Viharas  and  Stupas,  and  by  building  the  town  of 

Srinagatl  with  its  mnenty-six  lakhs  of  houses  resplendent  with  wealth , 
(2)  of  AsSkavardhana  (Chandasoka)  the  grandson  of  Chandragupta 

Maurya,  as  described  in  the  Puraias  ,  and  (3)  of  Samudragupta  or 
As5ka  the  Great,  (Mahasoka)  the  son  of  Chandragupta  the  Founder  of 

the  Gupta  Dynasty,  described  by  Mr  Vincent  A  Smith  himself  as  the 
Indian  Napolean,  as  narrated  by  his  biographer  HanshSna,  and  in  the 

Kahyuga  Raja  Vjittanta,  and  as  corroborated  by  his  numerous  corns 

and  inscriptions  recently  unearthed  by  European  scholars  themselves  " 

The  Mahavamsa,  (according  Wijesmha's  revised  edition  of  Tur- 
nour  translation)  says  "  One  KalasOka  had  ten  sons,  who  after  his 
death  ruled  the  kmgdom  righteously  for  22  years  They  were  succeed- 

ed by  other  nine  brothers,  who  likewise,  in  order  of  seniority,  ruled 

the  kingdom  for  22  years  A  Brahman  named  Chanakya,  who  had 

conceived  an  implacable  hatred  against  Dhana  Nanda,  the  last  survivor 

of  the  nine  brothers,  put  that  king  to  death,  and  placed  upon  the 

throne  Chandragupta,  a  member  of  the  princely  M6nya  clan  descended 

from  the  line  of  the  $akyas,  who  ruled  the  country  for  34  years  He 

was  succeeded  by  his  son  Bmdusara,  who  ruled  the  land  for  28  years 

The  sons  of  Bindusara,  the  offspring  of  sixteen  mothers,  numbered  one 

hundred  and  one,  of  whom  the  eldest  was  named  Sumana,  and  the 

youngest  Tishya  A  third  son,  AsSka,  uterine  brother  of  Tishya,  had 

been  appointed  Viceroy  of  Ujjara  by  his  father  On  receiving  news  of 

King  Bindusara's  mortal  illness,  AsOka  hastened  to  Pataliputra,  slew  his 
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eldest  brother  Sumana  and  his  98  other  brothers  and  ruled  the  country 

for  37  years  " 

The  Dipavamsa,  on  the  other  hand,  substitutes  dusunaga  for 

Ka-asoka  and  makes  AsSka,  the  son  of  Susunaga  himself,  and  omits  all 
mention  of  the  nine  Nanda  brothers 

The  AsSkavadSna  (according  to  the  prose  version  in  the  Divya- 
vadana)  gives  the  following  account  of  the  lineage  and  family  of 

AsSka  — 

"  (1)  King  Bimbisara  reigned  at  Rajagyiha  His  son  was  (2)  Ajata- 
satra,  whose  son  was  (3)  Udayibhadra,  whose  son  was  (4)  Munda,  whose 
son  was  (5)  Kakavarom,  whose  son  was  (6)  Sahalm,  whose  son  was  (7) 

Tulakuchi,  whose  son  was  (8)  Mahamandala,  whose  son  was  (9)  Pra- 
senajit,  whose  son  was  (10)  Nanda,  whose  son  was  (11)  Bindusara 
King  Bindusara  reigned  at  Pataliputra  and  had  a  son  named  Susima 
To  him  was  born  of  Subhadrangf,  the  daughter  of  a  Brahman,  two  sons, 
the  elder  named  AsSka,  and  the  younger  named  Vigatasoka  Asoka 
secured  the  throne  by  putting  to  death  the  legitimate  prince  Susima  by 
a  stratagem  devised  by  Radhagupta  by  which  Susima  was  inveigled 
while  marching  against  the  capital,  so  that  he  fell  into  a  ditch  fall  of 

burning  fuel  and  there  miserably  penshed  " 

Here  it  will  be  observed  that  Candragupta  is  altogether  omitted, 
and  Bindusara,  the  father  of  AsSka,  is  represented  as  being  the  son  of 
Nanda  The  metrical  Asokavadana,  on  the  other  hand,  substitutes 

Mahipala  for  AjataBatru,  and  exhibits  numerous  other  variations,  which 
deprive  these  Buddhistic  accounts  of  historical  worth  The  conquests 
ascribed  to  As6ka  in  the  various  Buddhistic  accounts  are  no  doubt 

taken  from  the  conquests  of  Samudragupta  or  AsSka  the  Great,  and 
the  embassy  of  the  Ceylon  king  is  also  tracable  to  the  same  origin 
The  story  of  his  having  embraced  the  faith  of  Buddha,  of  his  having 

built  sfcupas  and  Viharas,  of  his  having  reconstructed  the  city  of 
Pataliputra  and  of  his  having  introduced  several  reforms  in  the  affairs 
of  the  kingdom  and  in  the  matter  of  the  appointment  of  officers  of 
state  are  all  taken  from  the  accounts  of  AsSka  and  his  successors  as 

given  by  Chhavulakara  and  by  Kalhaoa  in  his  Rajatarangml 

73  Inferences  have  been  drawn  in  support  of  this  imaginary  syn- 
chronism by  the  dates  assigned  to  Buddha-Nirvana  Opimons  are  vari- 

ous on  that  event  "  The  Northern  Buddhists  give  dates  ranging  from 
2422  to  546  B  C ,  and  the  Ain-i  Akban  of  Abul  Fazl  fixes  1246  B  C ,  for 
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the  event  The  Tamil  Mammegalai  gives  the  year  1616  of  some  tin- 
known  era,  probably  of  the  Kali,  and  the  Buddhists  of  Ceylon,  Burma 
and  Siam  have  uniformly  been  regulating  their  calenders  on  the  basis 
that  the  Nirvana  occured  in  B  C  543  The  Western  scholars  are  like- 

wise as  much  divided  in  then*  opinion,  though  their  dates  range  onlv 
from  544  to  370  B  C  Professors  Rhys  Davids  and  Kern  give  412  and 
388  B  C  respectively  for  the  Para  Nirvana,  whereas  Max  Muller  to  the 
last  maintained  that  477  B  C ,  was  the  correct  date  Dr  Fleet  considers 

the  event  to  have  taken  place  in  B  C  4821  and  Professor  Oldenberg  and 
M  Earth  fix  it  m  480  B.C  Mr  V  A  Smith  has  given  us  three  differ- 

ent dates,  B  C  508  in  his  '  Asoka ',  487  in  his  '  Early  India ',  and  480 

to  470  B  C  in  a  recently  published  article '" 

The  Maurya  dynasty  ruled  at  Magadha  according  to  the  Puranas 

in  1535-1219  B  C  ,  and  Candragupta  ascended  the  throne  in  1538  B  C 
But  according  to  modern  orientalists  the  Gupta  era  began  somewhere 

about  325  B  C  There  they  vary  in  arranging  the  date  of  Candra- 

gupta's  coronation  between  325  and  312  B  C ,"  such  as  325,  321,  316, 
315  and  312  For  instance,  V.  Smith,  as  we  have  seen,  fixes  the  corona- 

tion of  Candragupta  in  321  B  C  But  Fleet  has  a  word  of  condemnation  •* 

"  Mr  Smith's  chronological  details  are  even  inter  se  wrong  and  irre- 
concilable The  most  reliable  tradition,  adopted  by  Mr,  Smith  himself 

for  other  ends,  gives  an  interval  of  56  years  from  the  commencement 

of  the  reign  of  Chandragupta  to  the  dbhuheka  of  AsSka ,  yet  on  the 
same  page,  Mr  Smith  has  adopted  only  52  years,  placing  the  abhuheka 

of  Asoka  in  B  C  269  And  further,  he  has  placed  only  three  years 

earlier,  in  B  C  272,  that  which  he  has  termed  the  "  accession  " — (in 
reality,  the  usurpation) — of  As6ka  ,  regardless  of  the  fact  that  the  same 

tradition  makes  that  interval  one  of  four  years  *  A  chronology  which 
includes  such  inconsistencies  and  errors  as  these  m  some  of  its  radical 

details  cannot  in  any  way  be  accepted  as  final." 

1.    JBA8,  (1906)  179  and  669 
3     Indian  Bevttto,  VIII   661. 
3  SeaM  Senait,  IA,  XX  229,  V  Gobala  Aiyar,  JA,  XXXVTI  841;  Bnhler, 

IA,  VI  149  ,  XI,  IH.  1B4 ;  Sleet,  JBAB,  (1904),  1 ,  (1906),  988 ,  V.  Smith,  BEX, 
178 

4  JBA8,  (1906),  984 
5  This  Is  easily  arrived  at,  by  deduction,  from  the  Wpavajnsa,  6, 1  20,  31,  It 

is  expressly  stated  l>y  the  commentary  on  that  work,  the  Mahavamsa,  in  the  statement 
about  Afoka  (Tumour  31 1 )  that  — 

VematUce  bhatare  so  hantva  ekunakam  satam  I 

safeale  Jambudipasmim  ekarajjam  apSpuni  V 
r. 
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In  a  paper  read  before  the  First  Oriental  Conference  in  Poona 

in  1919  on  the  same  subject,  the  epoch  of  the  Early  Guptas,  Hiralal 
Amritalal  Shah  of  Bombay  again  considered  the  question,  and  adducing 

quite  different  reasons,  arrived  at  about  A.D.  200  for  the  initial  date 
of  the  early  Gupta  era 

74.  In  a  scholarly  examination  of  the  subject  R  Shama  Sastry 
thus  summarises  the  results  of  his  research 

"  (1)  Alberuni's  statement  that  the  Gupta  Valabhi  era  A  D  319-320 
was  started  from  the  epoch  of  the  extermination  of  the  Guptas  is  shown 
to  be  correct,  inasmuch  as  it  is  supported  by  the  Prabhavakachanta 

(2)  The  initial  date  of  the  early  Gupta  era,  as  distinguished  from 

the  Gupta-Valabbi  era  of  A.D.  319-320,  is  fixed  to  he  inAD  200-201 

on  the  authority  of  Jinasena's  statement  that  Guptas  ruled  for  231  years 
and  preceded  the  rule  of  Kalki  whose  birth  date  is  fixed  to  be  in  the 

Mahamagha-samvalsara,  A.D  402  on  the  authority  of  Nemichandra's 
statement  made  in  his  Bahubahchanta  that  ChSmundaraya  (A  D  970- 
1030)  set  up  the  statue  of  Goma$eswara  in  Belgola  on  Sunday,  the 
Chaitra  snkla  panchami  of  the  year  Vibhava  in  Kalki  era  600  expired, 
corresponding  to  Sunday  the  3rd  March  of  A  D  1028 

(3)  With  this  starting  point  for  the  early  Gupta  era,  the  date  of 
Siladitya  VII  or  Dhruvabhafa  of  Valabhi,  Gupta  samvalsara  447  comes 

out  to  be  200-201-f-447=A  D  647,  making  it  possible  for  the  Chinese 
traveller  Hiuen  Tsiang  to  meet  him  about  A  D  640 

(4)  With  this  initial  date  of  the  early  Guptas,  the  last  date  of 

Samudragupta's  rule  will  be  about  A.D  282  when  or  a  little  earlier  he 
could  possibly  conquer  the  Shahan  Shahis  and  the  last  king  of  the 

Murunda  dynasty  of  Patahputra,  and  when  he  could  receive  an  embassy 
from  Megbavamabhaya,  king  of  Ceylon,  whose  date  of  accession  to 
the  throne  is  AD  254 

(5)  This  initial  date  of  the  Early  Guptas  plus  the  inscnptional  date 

Jina-mbbSnato  paohohha  pure  teas =3bhisekato| 
atjliSrasami  vassa  aatam  dvayam  evam  vijaniyam  \) 
PatvS  chatobi  vassehi  ekarajja  mahSyaso  I 
pure  PataHputtasmim  attanam  abhiseohayi  |] 

"  Having  slain  (Ms)  brothers,  born  of  various  mothers,  to  the  number  of  a  hundred 
less  by  one,  he  attained  sole  sovereignty  in  the  whole  of  Jambudvipa  After  the  death  of 
the  Oonoueror  (Buddha),  (and)  before  the  anointment  of  him  (Atoka),  (there  were) 
218  years ,  thus  is  it  to  be  understood  Having  reached  (a  point  qf  Utne  marked)  by fouryearB,  he,  possessed  of  the  great  fglory  of  sole  sovereignty,  caused  himself  to  be anointed  at  the  town  Pataliputta, 
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269  of  Mahanaman's  construction  of  a  Vihara  in  Bodhgaya  is  shown 
to  tally  with  the  Ceylonese  date  of  king  Dhatusena  (469)  whose  con- 

temporary was  Mahanaman,  the  priest  and  founder  of  the  Vihara 

(6)  It  has  also  been  shown  how  the  last  of  the  Andhrabhntya  kings 

Satakarni  dufu-kulananda  was  contemporary  with  the  first  of  the 
Guptas,  the  successors  of  the  Brihadbaaas  in  the  north  and  how 

Mayurasarman,  the  first  of  the  Kadambas  and  conqueror  of  the  Brihad* 
banas  m  Mysore  was  contemporary  with  the  same  Satakarni  and  how 

Kakutsthavarma  living  in  the  80th  year  of  Kadamba  victory  was  con- 
temporary with  Chandragupta  II  living  in  the  82nd  year  of  the  Gupta 

era  and  probably  gave  his  daughter  in  marriage  to  Chandragupta  II 

(7)  It  is  also  shown  how  with  this  starting  point  for  the  Gupta  era, 

Thursday  coincides  with  Ashadha  Sukla  Dvadasi  of  Budhagupta's  m- 
scriptional  date,  G  S  165  Here  the  year  taken  for  verification  is 

AD  200-201-l-G  S.  165  expired=365-366  The  twelfth  Tithi  of 
Ashadha  (June)  A.D  365  is  shown  to  fall  on  Thursday 

(8)  For  the  assumption  that  there  were  two  Toramanas  and  two 
Mihirakulas,  the  Chinese  accounts  of  the  murder  of  Simha,  the  23rd 

Buddhist  Patriarch*  by  Mihirakula  in  about  420  A.D  are  to  be  relied 

upon  It  is  however  immaterial  whether  this  assumption  proves  accep- 
table or  not,  for  the  burden  of  proof  for  the  starting  point  of  the  Early 

Gupta  era  in  A.D.  200-201  does  not  depend  upon  it 

(9)  As  the  Early  Gupta  era  of  A.D.  200-201  is  shown  to  be  quite 
different  from  the  Gupta-Valabhi  era  used  by  the  Huns  and  probably 
by  the  Fanvrajaka  Maharajas,  my  scheme  does  not  come  into  clash 

with  Dr.  Fleet's  scheme 
(10)  This  scheme  throws  a  flood  of  light  on  what  has  hitherto 

been  regarded  as  a  dark  period  between  A.D  200  and  300  in  the 

History  of  India"* 
75     Speaking  of  the  Indian  sources,  Fleet  wrotes  (IA,  XXX  1  t 

"  We  should  not  be  able  to  deduce  the  date  of  Asoka  from  the 
Furanas  But  we  should  find  that  the  Rajatarangmi  would  place  him 
somewhere  about  B.C  1260  We  shall  find,  indeed,  that  the  Nepal 

Vamsavali  would  place  him,  roughly,  about  B  C.  2600  As,  however, 
that  list  does  not  mention  him  as  a  ruler  of  Nepal  but  only  as  a  visitor 

to  the  country,  we  should  probably  infer  a  mistake  in  that  account,  and 

prefer  to  select  the  date  of  B  C  1260  And  then  we  should  set  about 
arranging  (he  succession  of  the  kings  of  India,  itself,  from  the  Pnranas, 

1.    Mys.  Arch.  Hep,  (1997). 
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with  B  C  1260  for  the   approximate  date  of  the  accession   of  Asoka  as 

oar  starting-point " 

76  In  his  dissertation  on  the  Chronology  of  the  Hindus,  written 
in  1788  (As  Res  Vol  II,  p  in,  reprint  of  1799)  Sir  William  Jones  took 

a  different  starting-point  and  fixed  it  in  a  different  way  His  paper  was 
based  on  a  work  entitled  Pdranarthapkakasa,  which  was  composed 

shortly  before  the  time  at  which  he  was  writing,  by  Pandit  Radhakant 
Sarman  and  which  seems  to  have  been  based,  in  its  tarn,  chiefly  on  the 

Bhagavataktrana  In  the  first  place  he  brought  forward  a  verse 

given  to  him  from  a  book  entitled  Bhagavatamrita,  composed  by  "  a 
learned  Goswami,"  which  purported  to  fix  the  Kaliyuga  year  1002 
expired  as  the  date  of  the  manifestation  of  Buddha  With  this  he  cou- 

pled an  '  assertion  in  the  same  book  that,  two  years  before  that  date, 
there  occurred  the  revolution  which  placed  on  the  throne  Pradyofa, 
the  first  king  in  the  third  dynasty  before  that  of  the  Manryas  And  he 

thus  exhibited  a  chronology  which,  taking  the  accession  of  Pradyofa  in 

B.C  2100  as  its  starting-point,  placed  the  accession  of  Sisunaga  in 
B.C  1962,  the  accession  of  Nanda  in  B.C  1602,  and  the  accession  of 

Candragupta  (the  grandfather  of  Asoka)  in  B.C  1502,  and  made  the 

dynasty  of  the  Andhrabhrtyas  run  from  B.C.  908  to  432  But  he  con- 
sidered that  the  figures  put  forward  by  the  Puranas  were  excessive 

both  for  generations  and  for  reigns  And  adjusting  those  figures 
according  to  his  own  estimate,  and  taking,  as  a  starting-point  B.C  1027 
for  the  date  of  Buddha  as  fixed  by  the  Chinese  authorities  as  inter- 

preted by  De  Geignes  he  submitted  a  revised  scheme,  which  placed 

Pradyofa  B  C  1029  Nanda  B.C  699,  and  the  rise  of  the  Andhrabhrf- 
yasinBC  149 

77.  Patanjali  mentions  in  Mahabtasja  (I  1,  68)  '  Candragupta. 
sabhS '  and  '  PuSyamitra-sabha.'  It  is  said  that  he  mentions  Mauryas  in 
V  ni.  39  as  the  vendors  of  idol  images  or  beggars  carrying  these  idols  but 
does  not  connect  them  with  any  of  the  ruling  races  at  all  The  reading 

of  the  word  'Maurya '  seems  to  be  wrong  "  The  old  MSS.  (of  the 
Mahabhashya)  of  the  South  makes  the  allusion  of  making  and  selling 
idols  apply  not  to  Mauryas  but  to  Pouras(  a  peculiar  tribe  also  men- 

tioned in  the  Vishnu  Purana  (IV  xxiv) ,  for  example  MSS  Nob  31,  33 
of  the  Adyar  Library,  which  are,  on  paleographical  examination  found 
to  be  more  than  3  and  4  centuries  old  respectively,  may  be  consulted 
If  "Pouras  "  be  the  nght  word,  so  much  controversy  about  the  allusion 
of  Patanjali  to  the  Mauryas  will  vanish  at  once  " 
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78.  Kalhaua's  Rajatarangini  is  not  after  all  an  unreliable  record 
As  a  chronicle  of  Kashmir  annals  it  is  a  true  representation  Its  impor- 

tance in  literary  history  lies  in  the  variety  and  detail  of  traditional  in- 
formation it  gives  of  past  history  over  a  long  period  of  3500  years 

He  wrote  the  introduction  to  his  work  m  1148  AD  He  might  have 
been  in  error  in  saying  that  the  Mahabharafa  war  was  fought  in  663 
of  Kali  for  there  were  two  astronomical  views  on  the  movement  of 

Sap^arsis  and  he  chose  one  of  them  * 
Kalhana  says  that  the  24th  year  of  the  Laubka  corresponded  with 

the  year  1070  of  6akakala  "  The  year  1  of  the  Laukika  coincided 
with  1047  of  the  Saka,  or  A  D  1025  ,  and  as  the  cycle  was  a  century 
one,  the  first  year  of  each  century  must  have  corresponded  with  the 

25th  year  of  each  Christian  century  " 

79.  Loka  Kala,  Laukikabda  or  Sapta-R§i-Klla  is  so  named  after 
the   Sapta-Rsis   seven  Rsis    or   the   seven  stars  of  the  constellation  of 
Great  Bear     It  is  supposed  (hat  the  Rgis  move  from  star  to  star  once 

in  a  hundred  years,  but  on  the  actual  reckomng  there  is  a  difference  of 
opinion  between  Vjddha  Garga  and  Puranas    on  the    one  side  and 

Varahamihira  and   other  later  astronomers   on  the  other,    "  By  the 
former  it  is  said  the  seven  nshis  were  in  Magna  between  3177  and  3077 

B.C ,  that  is  in  B  C  3101  at  the  beginning  of  the  Kali-yuga  ,  while  by 
the  latter  they  are  placed  m  Magha  just  653  years  later,   between  B  C. 
2477  and  2377,  that  is  in  B  C  2448.    The  reckoning  of  the  Lok-Kal, 
as  now   used  in   Kashmir   and  the  other  hill   states,  is  by  the  common 

lum-solar  years  beginning  on   Chaitrasuddi  1,    or  the   new   moon  of 
Chaitra     The  cycle  consists  of  27  centuries,   each  counting  from  1  to 

100  years,  when  a  new  reckoning  is  begun     The   first  year  of  each 

century  corresponds  with  the  25th  year  of  each  Christian  century  *** 
80  Modern  historians  are  again  uncertain  on  the  date  of  Kaniska 

but  the  opinion  prevails  among  them  that  he  ruled  in  about  78  AJ> 

and  according  to  some  his  name  is  connected  with  the  S*aka  era  If 
according  to  Kalhana,  the  reigns  of  kings  that  ruled  in  Kashmir  after 

Kaniska  made  up  a  period  of  2330  years  up  to  his  day,  that  is,  the 
reign  of  King  Jayasimha,  Kalhana  would  then  go  up  to  78  plus  2330 

to  2408  AD ,  but  we  are  now  in  1937  AJD* 

I     See  pans  184-188  on  Kalhana. 
3.    See  for  an  elaborate  discussion,  GuBningham's  Indvm  Brat 
8     On  Kanishka,  Bee  Y.  Gopala  Aiyar,  Tho  Chronology  of  Ancient  India ,  V.  E. 

Smith,  EH,  83,  951 ,  and  Li,  X.  318,  Xm.  58,  XXXV.  88,  XLH.  183,  XLYI  961 , 
utt,  u,  a* ,  3 a,  xxxn.  *n. 
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81 .  The  story  of  Candragupta  as  originally  given  m  the  Byiha$- 
kafha  in  the  Paisad  language  by  Gunadhya,  the  prime  minister  of 
King  datavahana  of  Prafisthana,  and  as  we  now  have  il  in  Kathasant- 
sagara,  a  true  translation  of  the  said  work  m  Sanskrit  by  SSmadeva, 
is  somewhat  different  from  the  accounts  given  of  that  prince  m  the 

Puranas  on  the  one  hand,  and  m  Visakhada^a's  Mudrarakgasa  and 
its  commentary  on  the  other  Here  Candragupta  is  represented  as  the 
only  son  of  Nanfla,  the  king  of  Fatallpufra  and  a  contemporary  of 
Ka^yayana  Vararuci,  the  celebrated  author  of  Var|ikas  and  a  disciple 

of  Varfacarya,  under  whom  Piuim  also  first  began  to  study  Grammar  * 

82.  The  following  are  the  passages  of  Kathasan{sagara,  dealing 
with  King  Nanda  and  Candragupta  — 

arrciftrat  *r*r  1%  ̂   <tt§#pt1%  II 

B^r  fa  srrer  v  mfli*(to  Jra;n%cw  I 

•  ■  ■ 

fRr.  srwfeg  <Firfitf^K"isi  ̂ f  ct^  II 

?mr  swNswwrf  ftw  ?d|pif  srfir  I 

g^trspftq;  *Wti%  timfflfa  il 

arftfcT  #«fN*T  ̂   3  tTlftlHftHtlfq  I 

tft  m  s% '  «NNifitfl  awfann  il 

stnt  o^Imjimi  =*  srn^frMfar  I 

ffir  ̂ Hw  ?Rfl?r  apfr.  ̂ ^  ̂   I 

ar%«TO*prs*ra  m.  tmwft«i;  u 

*r|  $m$$  srrcr  fon^r  at*  ?r  |l 

TaRfoer  ?&&  sift?  jrffaF*^  il 
1.    Bee  paras  4-7  post. 
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jrf^RT  ̂ Y^pit  =*r  t%srrar  3^f%°rrq;  l 

*Th  IW-£ll  *PT  ?T5T  ̂ *r-*ti3?  sr  *?r^r:  it 

ijcrcq  *ftf^t  ?§r  *rosr  srrRrmfSNr.  I 

*r  cf^  fricTNK  «Mt  fa+ta-4  ̂   sfw<rr^  II 

sp^jpi  *R^t  srr^r  ?T5»f  ̂   ̂ ^■hsj;  II 

••  •••  •••  ••• 

ri-^^fr  %*m***<i  ̂ rsesfq^srrsjsr^^r  |l 

qftflffi^ftH  f^Trsft- 1%  ffcrqr  %**rrft  %  il 

cr^grrs^rT^r  cf  s^rr^r:  «t>khf*i<i*md  I 

xt* 
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q^s?n  *t^n5RT  f&t  ft°M\<m\4*T  ll 

cfSrrssfrr  «rarr  ̂   *0*i«Ah  *ita«r  II 

3fTr«TRr  ̂ MHr-tt^  fas  q^r  *rfa  f^rfr  ll 

1%  sr»?RT  TSfSJ  d<4H»IWIAcl  Hrf*T  I 

o5g^ra^ra"-wgrstji-°^hA i  &  Ifeftm  *r:  11 

sr  6rppc  ̂ wnr  *Thm-«wj'  gRRr*  i 
fsfrffr  *Ei-i-*f4i«M»^ri,Bi'*rui«H< r-*e*f  fitsr  Trar  II 

1%  gw  ̂ •wt^th1  ̂ sr  f^srrssr  ̂ tsajCi^  I 
g^PTF^^r  <rr^r  irfa  ̂   srer  ll 

fT^?3T  ?fi|8T  »T^ft  ̂ TST  ̂ iPlJ^TH  | 

«i  5r$R^*nic  g%  sr^-w  agrq^r.  II 

woftfr  sft  ■^Ts^trf  15%  an«^g  m  11 

srsafcadhi^  ti  1  *m  sr  sixt  ̂   ?m  11 

«rcr.  53-  i^rr  =qp»PFft  3ft  ?frec  qurrffraq;  I 

aiTntrerrsqfr  t>«i.  3*FS^it  Ersg  11 
3rrr?%rt  t  *i*wf  ̂ n^iai  srewa.  I 

!r  ̂ sqrw  jf^trr  ̂ imfum  gq^gflq;  H 
£rs*r  $^rr  ̂ srmqpTf  «*k»fi«i  s*rrt:  i 
ftarf  s^wr  ftrgt  ?nr  ̂ Ruai+mifam^  H 
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form*  spsFfcrr  =*?  agi  Plfl^i  f^i  n 

3R5i%cf  #l|  g  *i*Ai<£r  s#B?ig;  II 
cRtoraafo  ̂ r  5e  a^r  jtJ^if  I 

ff  ̂ r«R$  f&tsr  wsfc  ̂   f^rercrra^  11 
cresrr#R^rs«r  ̂ stwwuq  %  \ 

srat  $&  jnt  q^^  ggqrirag;  ll 

^phr  srrefll^  ?r  h  *F?ft  ̂ rf^rain  II 
*mhI  *rw«K^  $ d^wfiiftw  I 

p^rft^N  sr^a-Jipa^ll 

The  above  passage  has  been  briefly  translated  by  H  H  Wilson  as 
follows  — 

"  After  living  for  a  considerable  penod  in  my  hermitage,  the  death 
of  Yogananda  was  thus  related  to  me  by  a  Brahman,  who  was  travelling 

from  Ayodhya  and  had  rested  at  my  cell,    ̂ akatala,  brooding  on  his 
plan  of  revenge,  observed  one  day  a  Brahman  of  mean  appearance 
digging   in   a  meadow,    and   asked   him   what  he  was   doing  there. 

Chanakya,  the  Brahman,  replied    "  I  am  rootmg  out  this  grass  which 
has  hurt  my  foot."    The  reply  struck  the   minister  as   indicative  of  a 
character  which  would  contribute  to  his  designs,  and  he  engaged  him 

by  -the  promise  of  a  large  reward  and  high  honour,  to  come   and  pre- 
side at  the  draddha,  which  was  to  be  celebrated  next  new  moon  at  the 

palace     Chanakya  arrived,  anticipating  the  most  respectful  treatment, 
but  Yogananda  had  been  previously  persuaded   by  Sakatala  to  assign 
precedence  to   another  Brahman,   Subandhu,  so  that  when  Chanakya 
came  to  take  this  place,  he  was  thrust  from  it  with  contumely    Burning 
with  rage,  he  threatened  the  long  before  all  the  court,  and   announced 
his  death  within  seven  days.    Nanda  ordered  him  to  be  turned  out  of 

the   palace      Sakatala   received  him   into  his  house  and  persuading 
Chanakya  that  he  was  wholly  innocent  of  being  instrumental  to  his 

ignominious  treatment,  and  contributed  to  encourage  and  inflame  his  in- 
u 
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dignation  Chanakya  thus  protected,  practised  a  magical  rite,  in  which 

he  was  a  proficient ,  and  by  which,  on  the  se\enlh  day  Nanda  was  de- 

prived of  life  Sakatala,  on  the  father's  death,  effected  the  destruction 
of  Hiranyagapta,  his  son,  and  raised  Chandragnpta,  the  son  of  genuine 

Nanda  to  the  throne  Chanakya  became  the  prince's  minister  ,  and 
Sakatala  having  attained  the  only  object  of  his  existence,  retired  to 

end  his  days  m  the  woods  "* 

83.  According  to  Katjhasarit-Sagara  therefore  Candragupta  was 

the  only  son  of  the  genuine-king  Nanda,  and  was  very  young  when  the 
genuine  Nanda  passed  away  and  Indradatta  entered  the  dead  body  of  the 

king  and  began  to  rule  the  kingdom,  so  he  was  called  by  the  name  Yoga 
Nanda  Yogananda  begot  a  son  on  the  queen  of  the  late  real  or  Satya 

Nanda  and  he  was  named  Hiranyagupta.  Besides  the  mention  of  these 

two  persons,  there  is  no  reference  to  "  Nanda  and  his  eight  sons " 
anywhere  in  the  said  poem.  These  passages  also  show  that  Candra- 

gupta was  but  a  king  in  name,  that  he  was  in  no  sense  a  usurper  or 
adventurer,  that  he  took  no  active  part  at  all  in  establishing  himself 
on  the  throne  of  Nanda,  that  it  was  Sakatala,  the  old  minister  of  the 

king,  and  Canakya,  a  Brahman  sage  of  great  learning  and  determination 

that  planned  the  death  of  Yogananda  and  of  his  son  Hiranyagup^a,  and 
raised  the  young  prince  Candragupfca,  the  legitimate  son  of  the  genuine 
Nanda  to  the  throne  of  Magadha  Nowhere  is  there  any  reference  to 
this  Candragupta  being  a  conqueror  of  enemies  or  of  having  received 
ambassadors  from  foreign  princes,  either  at  Patalipufra  or  Ayfidhya,  the 
permanent  and  temporary  capitals,  and  it  is  at  Ayodhya  the  revolution 
came  off  on  the  death  of  king  Nanda,  leading  to  the  elevation  of 
Candragupta  to  the  throne. 

84  The  statements  of  the  early  European  writers  may  now  be  sum- 
med up*  —(a)  At  the  time  of  Alexander's  invasion,  the  Prasi  or  eastern 

kingdom  of  Magadha  was  ruled  over  by  a  king  Xandrames ,  according 
to  the  officers  of  Alexander  sent  to  investigate  the  country  living  ahead, 
and  also  according  to  Poros  whom  Alexander  consulted,  Xandrames 
was  a  powerful  king  who  could  bring  into  the  field  20,000  horse, 
200,000  footi  2900  chariots  and  4000  or  3000  elephants ,  he  was 
nevertheless  of  mean  origin,  the  queen  of  his  predecessor  had  fallen 

1.    (Yide  Appendix  II  to  the  Prefeoe  of  his  Mudrsrakshasa,  The  Theatre  of  Ate. 
Hindus,  n.  140-lM).  

*"* 

3.  MaOrlndle's  oolleotion  and  translation  of  all  the  passages  from  classical writers  In  six  books  are  regarded  as  reliable  by  Vincent  Smith,  of  whioh  indlka  ef Megasthanes  and  Arian  are  instructive! 
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in  love  with  him  and  had  helped  him  to  murder  her  husband  ,  and 
therefore  he  was  very  unpopular  with  his  subjects  (b)  Sandrokottos  or 
Androcottos  as  a  young  pnnce  had  met  Alexander,  and  had  offended 
him  and  incurred  his  displeasure ,  but  after  the  retreat  of  Alexander  he 

put  himself  at  the  head  of  a  band  of  robbers,  drove  out  the  prefects  of 
Alexander,  and  made  himself  king  (c)  Seleukus  Nikator  tried  to  regain 
the  Indian  conquests  of  Alexander,  but  found  it  wiser  to  contract  an 

alliance  with  him  *  {d)  Megasthenes  the  ambassadar  of  Seleucus  dwelt 
at  the  court  of  Sandracyptus  and  wrote  an  account  of  those  in  whose 

midst  he  lived  (from  which  account  later  writers  have  quoted  copiously) 

"  The  Greek  wnters  mention  as  many  as  six  names  or  variations, 
Xandrames,  Andrames,  Agrammes,  Sandrocottus  and  Sandrocyptus. 
Whether  these  apply  to  one  or  more  than  one  individual ;  and  Max 

Muller  was  not  sure  but  in  his  obdurate  zeal  to  demonstrate  the  identity 

he  said  "Xandrames  ...is  the  last  king  of  the  empire  conquered  by 
Sandracotus  If  however  it  should  be  maintained  that  those  two  names 

were  intended  for  one  and  the  same  king,  the  explanation  would  still 

be  very  easy  For  Chandragupta  is  also  called  Chandra,  and  Chan- 

dramas  in  Sanskrit  is  a  synonym  for  Chandra  "* 

85  What  was  discovered  was  simply  this — that  in  the  celebrated 

inscriptions  of  king  Priyadarsm— Rock  Edicts  HI  and  XIII— Antiochus 

and  Ptolemy  are  mentioned  as  Priyadarsin's  contemporaries  There  is 
nothing  in  the  inscriptions  to  show  that  Pnyadarsin  was  Asoka  Maurya, 
grandson  of  Candragupta  Maurya.  Strict  logic  will  justily  only  one 

inference  from  the  first  Greek  Synchronism — that  Sandrocottus  whoever 
he  was  was  the  contemporary  of  Seleukus  Nikator ,  and  only  one  from 

the  second — that  Priyadarsm  was  the  contemporary  of  a  Greek  ruler 
Antiochus.  Unless  proof  is  forth  coming  to  show  that  either  Sandro- 

cottus or  Priyadarsin  was  a  Maurya  King,  it  is  wrong  to  say  as 

Vincent  Smith  does  say,  that  by  the  discovery  of  these  two  synchro- 
nisms "  the  chronology  of  the  Maurya  dynasty  was  placed  on  firm 

footing,  and  is  no  longer  open  to  doubt  in  its  main  outlines  " 
86.  Who  was  Xandarmes  ?  Let  as  compare  the  Greek  and  the 

Indian  versions,  understanding  Xandramas  to  be  the  predecessor  of 
Sandrocottus  First  in  Indian  traditions  Nanda,  or  more  precisely 

Sumalya  Nanda,  was  the  immediate  predecessor  of  Candragupta  Maurya. 
If  therefore  by  Sandrocottus  we  are  to  understand  Candragupta  Maurya* 

1    V  Smith,  SWL,  140 
3.    ASL.lia, 
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we  must  identify  Xandrames  with  Nanda.    This  is  exactly  what  is  done 

by  almost  all  Orientalists  like  Vincent  Smith,   with  a  vague   statement 

"  that  the  king  of  the  Gangandie  and  Parsn   .     was  named,  as   nearly 
as  the  Greeks  could  catch  the  unfamiliar  sounds,  Xandrames  or  Agram- 

mes,,..  ....who   must  have  been  one  of  the  Nandas  mentioned  in  native 

tradition  "*  and  that  somehow  m  order  to  maintain  the  hypothesis,  Xan- 
drames muse  be  identified  with  Nanda  Max  Muller  as  a  philologist  is 

convinced  that  Greek  Xandrames  is  Sanskrit '  Chandramas  or  Chandra.' 
and  rather  than  ignore  grammar  he  is  for  identifying  Xandrames  and 

Sandrocottus  Secondly  the  Greek  account  of  Xandrames  does  not 

tally  either  with  Hindu  or  with  Buddhist  versions  of  Nanda.  Accord, 
ing  to  them  Mahapadma,  first  king  of  the  Nanda  dynasty,  was  the  son 
6f  the  last  Saisunaga  King  Mahanandin  by  a  $Sdra  wife,  and  was  a 

powerful,  avaricious,  wicked  king,  having  Ksafcnya  wives,  but  there  is  no 

allusion  to  any  of  his  father's  wives  having  become  his  paramour  The 
Puraoic  writers,  had  no  love  for  Mahapadma  and  they  would  cer- 

tainly have  mentioned  such  an  incident  m  his  life,  if  it  really  referred 
to  him.  His  father  Mahanandin  is  nowhere  stated  to  have  been 

murdered  whether  by  Mahapadma  or  his  paramour  Thus  neither  from 

the  name  nor  from  the  description,  can  Xandrames  be  reasonably 
identified  with  Nanda. 

87  We  have  no  less  difficulty  in  identifying  Sandrocottus  or  San- 
drocyptus  with  Candragupta  Maurya  The  description  given  of  the 

mighty  Sandrocottus  by  the  Greeks  cannot  possibly  compare  with  any 
Indian  account  whatsoever  of  Candragupta  Maurya,  who,  far  from 

being  a  great  conqueror,  owed  his  elevation  and  rule  entirely  to  the 
Brahmana  Capakya  or  Kautilya  The  Hindu  and  the  Buddhist  ver- 

sions are  agreed  here  Max  Muller's  explanation  is  only  this,  that  be- 
cause Candragupfa  Maurya  was  grandfather  of  the  great  Buddhist 

Emperor  Asoka,  therefore  the  Brahmanas  unduly  lowered  him,  and  the 

Buddhists  as  excessively  exalted  him,  and  that  is  mere  fancy  The  part 
played  by  Raksasa,  the  devoted  minister  of  the  Nandas  at  first  and  of 

Candragupta  at  last,  and  the  power  exercised  throughout  by  the  Brah- 
man Canakya  over  Candragupfa  amply  indicate  that  Candragupta  and 

his  immediate  predecessors  were  m  no  way  considered  anti-brahmani- 

cal.  Even  King  Priyadarsm  of  the  Edicts  was  no  persecutor  of  the 
Brahmans,  for  in  his  inscriptions  he  always  enjoins  the  highest  respect  for 
"  brahmanas1  and  sramanas  " 

1.    JUS,  40. 
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88     The  identification  of  Raja  Prfyadarsin  with.   Raja  Asoka  was 
based  entirely  upon  Ceylonese  Buddhist  chronicles.    Talboys  Wheeler 

wrote  in  1874,  "  The  identification  of  Raja  Pnyadarsin  of  the  Edicts 
with  Raja  Asoka   of  the  Buddhist  chronicles  was  first  pointed  out  by 
Mr  Tumour  who  rested  it  upon  a  passage  in  the  Dipavamsa     The  late 

Prof  Wilson  objected  to  this    identification  "*    Prof    Rhys   David  de- 
clared "  It  is  not  too  much  to  say  that  without  the  help  of  the  Ceylon 

Books,  the   striking   identification  of  the  King  Piyadassi  of  the  edicts 

with  the  king  Asoka  of  history  would  never  have    been   made  "*    But 
the  Ceylon  chronicle"  are  admitted  to  be  utterly  worthless  as  history 

and  according  to  Wheeler    "  the  Buddhist  chronicles   might  be  dis- 

missed as  a  monkish  jumble  of  myths  and  names,*  and   even  Vincent 
Smith  in  the  preface  to   his  Asoka  himself  said  "I  reject  absolutely  the 
Ceylonese  chronology......    The  undeserved  credit  given  to  the  monks 
of  Ceylon  has  been  a  great  hindrance  to  the  right  understanding  of 

ancient  Indian  history."  And  yet  it  is  on  such  undeserved  credit  that 
the   identity  of  Pnyadarsin  with  Asoka  Maurya  rests  to  this  day. 

89.  In  the  literature  of  India  there  is  no  allusion  anywhere  to  an 

invasion  or  inroad  into  India  by  foreign  nations  up  to  the  time  of  the 

Andhra  kings  ;  and  the  only  person  who  bore  the  name  of  Candra- 
gupia  answering  to  the  description  of  Sandracottus  of  the  Greeks  who 
flourished  about  the  time  of  Alexander  the  Great  in  India,  according  to 

the  Puranas,  was  Candragupta  of  the  Gup^a  Dynasty  who  established 

the  mighty  empire  of  the  Guptas  on  the  ruins  of  the  already  decayed 

Andhra  Dynasty  about  2811  years  after  the  Mahlbharata  War,  corres- 

ponding to  328  B  C ,  but  he  is  now  bemg  placed  in  the  4th  cen- 
tury A  D  ,  on  the  sole  strength  of  this  mistaken  Greek  Synchronism 

by  our  Savants  of  Indian  history      God  save  us  from  our  friends ! 

90  Beyond  the  verbal  resemblance  of  Candragupfa  and  Sandra- 

cottus and  Pataliputra  and  Pahbofra,  there  is  nothing  to  justify  the 

identification  of  Candragupfa  Maurya  and  Sandracottus  of  the  Greeks, 

No  attempt  has  been  made  to  explain  the  various  names  Xandrames, 

Andrames,  Andracottus,  Sandracottus,  Sandrocyptus,  and  Sandrocuptas 

as  used  by  the  Greek  writers  to  denote  three  different  persons,  as  referring 

respectively  to  the  last  king  of  the  previous  dynasty,  the  usurper  who 

.has  been  actually  reigning  at  P&tallputra  at  the  time  when  Alexander 

1.    Btstory  cf  India,  Hindu,  Baddhist  and  Brahmanioal,  380 
3.    BuddMst  India,  97? 
8.  xm.m 
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invaded  ladia,  and  the  king  who  concluded  a  treaty  with  Seleucus 
Nicctor  at  the  instance  of  Megasthenes  These  facts  would  equally 

apply,  if  not  more  pointedly,  to  Candragup$a  of  the  Gupfa  Dynasty 
who  usurped  the  throne  of  Candrasri,  the  last  virtual  king  of  the 
Sndhra  Dynasty,  under  the  pretext  of  acting  as  guardian  and  regent  of 
his  minor  son  Pulgman  and  who  was  succeeded  by  Samudragupta  who 

established  himself  on  the  throne  of  his  father  with  the  aid  of  vaga- 
bonds and  banditti  at  Pafallpufra,  and  who  is  distinctly  stated  in  ins- 

criptions to  have  received  ambassadors  from  various  foreign  princes,  to 

have  conquered  the  whole  of  India,  then  extending  far  beyond  its  pre- 
sent limits,  and  to  have  performed  even  an  Aivame4ha  sacrifice  in 

honour  of  his  glorious  victories 

91  Kahyugarijavrttanta,  which  is  a  part  of  Bhavisyottarapuraua, 
describes  the  last  two  kings  of  the  Andhra  dynasty  and  the  advent  of 

Gup|a  dynasty  thus 

^sfrara'&tffag  f rfSr  3<ftf*r  *rterfct  I 

tb&m  $°r  *&®&r  qn%5.  II 

sRnfa  q^-  ̂ rfft  &rt  tort  qfoqfo  ll 

*  »  * 

MltklflMd    qfe   tfljWIjMq.  Ml 

$tp&*5£hj  ̂ nsrsfl%  mi  ll 

1.  She  names  underlined  like  this,  aftgtf,  ̂   (=^)5  ̂ ^  fTO  eto ,  are mentioned  In  order  shly  by  K31ii}5sa  in  Baghuvamsa  (I   11 18)  e  g  , 

iii  sq£m$t  15^35*.  i 

Hew  the  word  «ft  a  single  totter,  is  oomparea  with  the  word  ajf— a  single  letter  of 
great  sanctity,  In  I  81,  KalidSsa  says  that  8udaksi*5  was  a  Magadba  ratoness,  thus 
suggesting  that  Kalldlia  had  In  mind  Magadha  kingdom  when  be  wrofc  thtipoam. 
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55s«rs^reft  *t^rsf^  tls^^srt   esnra:  j 

4^g  raft:  srra^rs^t  *tfsra«>Tf*#r  l 

acs^  ̂   ̂ i4>h  f%Pn£<fl  «mnfci>q;  ll 

mt>£*3i  *rm*  50^  sRreiTsq^tt62'^  I 
^%T  %Fr  g%r  i^atfftsr  Sg?r:  II 

q^^as^ra^jq^ff  g^rea??*  msrwr:  l 

*w*  fasrc  ip^r  ?r?s^  srenpsprac  I 
at4ft*if^Mi*u  g  sre^rat  5tt#ci%  li 

^&  f^Trisjfras*  Jcrat  "^rsfJippaf^  i 
*<*i*»i8i  m&im  ?nt#r«rc?rer:  q^  I) 

srarrewirfr*  qqrrerrer  fesrra^:  ll 

<a**n3f33*n333:  gmftnnrer.  I 

qp=^iw  wn  %^r  ̂ frtq^fcfti^:  our*  u 

ftsfiTOf^rM-  qf*3§:  qftgri%cT:  I 

ciH 
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&m  v*  ̂ H  fa§H$raft%*  II 

^irffcrarar  i.  ?  iM  qwPNfir  II 

fT>T?fe^   ji^fl^i   11 

m  *$%m  imfca  ?ft  p'  I 

fits  srj  fl#cn  Hjrfii^a^  ?m  iff;  II 

«rj  ffinrcjuaisfg'  i&TO<tf  «5T*Rrr  I 

ft^row^H  flir^n'^Rs  I 
■^p^rforM  m  #flfa  ilfofiq,  tl 

iftwftf  I  at  *MTMlKwt  t  HUT    II 

wra prf  «^h  fetf  fJrsr  ̂   sfor  I 

— Bhaga  III,  Chapter  3 

To  translate  a  few  of  these  verses 

"  Chandrasri  Satakami,  known  also  as  the  son  of  Vashishthi  will 
enjoy  (the  kingdom)  for  3  years  After  him  yet  another  Puloma,  will 
be  king  for  7  years  under  the  protection  of  Chandragupta,  son  of 
Ghatotkacha.  These  thirty-two  Andhra  kings  (already  enumerated) 

will  enjoy  the  earth  ,  and  then-  reign  will  cover  full  500  years  (in  round 
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numbers  While  they  are  yet  on  the  throne,  the  country  will  pass  to 
the  Guptas  who  will  be  known  as  the  snparvatiya  andhrabntya  kings 
(i  e ,  those  that  had  come  from  Snparvata,  and  had  been  in  the  service 
of  the  Andhras)  .  .  And  so  the  valiant  Chandragupla,  the  head  of 
the  Parvatiya  clan,  grandson  of  the  ruler  of  Snparvata  named  Sngupta. 
and  son  of  Ghatotkacha  Gupta,  will  marry  Kumaradevi  daughter  of  the 
king  of  Nepal  Then  with  the  help  of  the  Lichchhavis  he  will  gain  in- 

fluence m  the  Government  (of  Andhras),  become  the  Commander-in- 
chief,  and  head  of  a  large  army  He  will  marry  a  Lichchhavi  Princess, 
the  younger  sister  of  the  Queen  of  Chandrasn,  and  thus  will  become 

the  King's  brother-in-law ,  And  instigated  b}  the  Queen  he,  by  some 
stratagem,  will  get  King  Chandrasn  killed  He  will  be  appointed 
Regent  in  place  of  her  son  by  the  Queen  ,  and  m  seven  years  he,  un- 

daunted, will  become  sovereign  himself,  after  killing  the  young  Pnnce 
Puloman  And  thus  by  force  he  will  seize  the  Kingdom  from  the 
Andhras,  and  will  rule  Magadha  along  (or  jointly)  with  Kacha,  his 
son  by  the  Lichchhavi  wife  He  will  reign  for  seven  years  under  the 
title  of  Vijayaditya  and  shall  establish  on  earth  an  era  in  his  own 

name  " 

"After  that  (le,  after  Chandragupta)  his  son,  son  likewise  of  the 
daughter  of  the  King  of  Nepal,  with  the  aid  of  Mlechchha  bands,  will 
slay  his  treacherous  father  together  with  his  son  and  other  (unfriendly) 
relations  He  will  be  known  on  earth  under  the  title  of  Asokaditya, 
himself  freed  from  all  misery,  (spiritually  ?)  and  causing  joy  to  his 
mother,  Samudragupta  will  become  supreme  ruler  of  earth.  He  will 
conquer  the  whole  world  like  a  second  Dharmaputra,  and  with  the 
help  of  Brahmanas  he  will  perform  the  horse-sacnfice  according  to  the 
scriptures  He  will  be  honoured  by  (subject)  Kings  both  in  his  own 
and  in  foreign  countnes ,  and  will  be  praised  by  poets  for  his  learning 
and  talents  in  music  Thus  Samudragupta  will  reign  supreme  over  the 

earth  from  sea  to  sea  {lit  surrounded  by  the  four  oceans)  " 

92  This  eulogy  should  bnng  to  mind  at  once  the  Greek  picture  of 
Sandrocottus  The  sensitiveness  of  Pnnce  Samudra  must  have  been  stung 

by  his  father's  undue  favountism  towards  Kaca  The  statement  that 
Candragupja  ruled  along  with  Kaca  not  merely  indicates  the  cause  of 
quarrel  between  Samudragupta  and  his  father ,  it  explains  also  the 

numismatic  puzzle  as  to  how  Kaca's  coins  came  to  be  struck.  Thus, 

then,  Androkottus  of  Plutarch  who  fried  to  persuade  Alexander  to  in- 

vade the  Prasii,  but  whose  "  insolent  behaviour  "  according  to  Justin 

led  to  a  quarrel  between  him  and  Alexander,  the  Androkottus  who 
N 
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afterwards  collected  bands  of  robbers  and  drove  out  the  prefects  of 

Alexander,  who  was  called  to  royalty  by  the  power  of  the  Gods  and 

by  prodigies,  who  overthrew  Xandrames,  and  humbled  Seleucus  Nika- 

tor,  was  the  same  as  Samudragupta  who  with  Mleccha  troops  over- 

threw his  "  treacherous "  father,  and  whose  conquests  inscribed  by 

Harisena  on  "  Asoka's  pillar  "  at  Allahabad  amply  bear  out  the  state- 
ment of  the  Puranas  that  Samudragupta  was  supreme  ruler  of  the  earth 

from  sea  to  sea,  to  whom  even  Ceylon  and  Bactna  and  Assyria  paid 

homage  And  this  same  Samudragupta  "  the  Indian  Napoleon  "  of 
Vincent  Smith,  was  the  Sandrocottos  of  Megasthenes  ,  and  he  reigned 

for  fifty-one  years.  Samudragupta  like  all  the  Guptas  had  a  title  ending 
in  adttva    he  was  ASOKADHYA  » 

93.  Sandrocottos  was  also  Piyadassi. — We  have  read  of 

"  Asoka  the  Buddhist  Emperor  of  India"  and  "  The  first  and  most  au- 
thentic records  are  the  rock  and  pillar  edicts  of  Raja  Pnyadasi  ....the 

reputed  grandson  of  Sandrocottos   .The  second  ..   consist  of  the 

Buddhist  Chronicles  of  the  Rajah  of  Megadha  "*    From  a  careful  study 
of  these  two  classes  of  records   Talboys   Wheeler   whose  "  History  of 
India  "  appeared  in  1874,  that  is,  before  the  traditional  conventions  of 
Orientalists  took  the  fatally  ngid  shape  which  they  have  since  assumed, 

drew  his  picture  of  Raja  Pnyadarsi  Asoka  and  found  how  like  his  pic- 
ture was  to  that   of  the   Greek   Sandrocottus  as  depicted  by  Megas- 

thenes    Asoka,   while  young,*   "  was  at  variance  with  his  father  and 
seems  to  have  gone  into  exile  like  another  Rama     He  is  said  to  have 
been  appointed  to  the  Government  of  the  distant  province   of  Ujjain. 
and  subsequently  to  have  repressed  a  revolt  in  Taxila   m  the   Panjab 

......The  mam  incidents  of  Asoka's  early  career  thus  present  a  strange 
similarity  to  those  recorded  of  Sandrokottos  by  Greek  writers.  San- 
drokottos  was  also  an  exiled  prince  from  Patahputra ,  and  he  ultimate- 

ly drove  the  Greeks  from  Taxila  Again  Asoka  usurped  a  throne  and 
founded  an  empire  ,  so  did  Sandrokottos  Asoka  originally  professed 

the  Brahmanical  religion,  and  then  embraced  the  more  practical  reli- 
gion of  the  edicts  Sandrokottos  sacrificed  to  the  Gods  in  Brahmani- 

cal  fashion ,  but  he  also  held  a  great  assembly  every  year  in  which 
every  discovery  was  discussed  which  was  likely  to  prove  beneficial  to 
the  earth,  to  mankind  and  to  animals  generally.  ...  It  would  be  a  start- 

ling coincidence  if  the  great  sovereign  whose  religion  of  duty  without 
deity  has  been  engraven  for  more  than  twenty  centuries  on  the  rocks 

1     Talboys  Wheeler's  History  of  Inclia,  Hindu  Buddhist,  and  Bmbminloal  p,  909. 
3.    Ibid,  pp.  331,  487. 
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and  pillars  of  India,  should  prove  to  be  the  same  prince  who  met 
Alexander  at  Taxila,  who  offended  the  Macedonian  conqueror  by  his 
insolence  and  assumption,  who  expelled  the  Greeks  from  the  Panjab 

during  the  wars  of  Alexander's  successors,  and  ultimatelj  manned  the 
daughter  of  Seleukos  Nikator  "  In  fact  Talboys  \Yheeler  had  little 
doubt  that  Sandrokottos  of  the  Greeks  and  Asoka  of  the  Buddhists 

were  identical  In  one  or  two  places  he  calls  Asoka "  the  reputed 
grandson  of  Sandrocottus  or  Chandragupta"1  and  adds  in  a  note  "The 
term  '  reputed  grandson '  is  here  used  advisedly  It  will  appear  here- 
after'  that  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  the  name  Sandrocottos  and 

Asoka  are  applied  to  the  same  individual  "•  The  title  Asokadifya  appli- 
ed to  the  king  m  the  Kaliyugarajavrtfan$a  confirms  the  conjecture  made 

by  Talboys  Wheeler  from  internal  evidence 

94  Asoka  and  Samudragupta  — The  correspondence  bet- 
ween these  two  names  rests  on  not  mere  fancy  Asoka  is  said  to  have 

resented  the  ill-treatment  accorded  to  him  by  his  father ,  so  did  Samu- 

dragupta resent  Asoka  in  becoming  a  King  became  a  parricide,*  or 
fratricide  also  ,  so  did  Samudragupta  become  too  Both  were  Hindus  at 

the  outset  Special  mention  is  made  of  the  conquest  of  Kahnga  by  both 

Asoka  was  converted  to  Buddhism  by  Upagupta,*  who  is  described  as 
a  blood  relation  of  Asoka's  Samudragupta,  it  is  admitted,  was  a 
pupil  of  the  celebrated  Buddhist  teacher  Vasubandhu  Asoka  of  the 
edicts  though  an  earnest  Buddhist  enjoined  the  highest  respect  for 

Brahmanas  Samudragupta,  though  an  *  orthodox  Hindu '  was  a  great 

patron  of  Buddhism ,  and  throughout  the  Gupta  period  "  the  Buddhist 
rule  of  life  was  observed  Buddhist  monasteries  were  liberally  endowed 

by  royal  grants  "•  Both  Asoka  and  Samudragupta  had  inornate  rela- 

tions with  Ceylon,  with  Bactna  and  other  foreign  countries  *  These 
correspondences  cannot  fail  to  establish  the  identity  of  the  two 

Emperors  Vincent  Smith  claims  that  modern  oriental  investigators 

have  unearthed  the  history  of  Samudragupta,  and  wonders  how  "  this 
great  long,  warrior,  poet,  and  musician  who  conquered  nearly  all  India, 

1,    Ibtd  ,  pp  209  and  476 
3  t.e  ,  p  487, 
8     26td,p  476. 

4  Hari§ena  makes  special  mention  that  Samudragapla  was  received  by  hiB  lather 

with  open  arms  Where  was  the  need  ior  this  special  mention  unless  it  were  intended to  contradict  current  beliefs  to  the  contrary  ? 

S.    Vinoent  Smith's  Early  History,  p  169. 
6  Ibtd  ,  pp  383,  828-884,  397 
7  Ibid  ,  p  386. 
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and  whose  alliances  extended  from  the  Oxus  to  Ceylon  was  unknown 

even  by  name  to  the  historians  of  India  "*  The  explanation  is  simple, 
Asoka,  the  title  assumed  by  the  emperor,  completely  replaced  his  per- 

sonal name,  and  became  a  household  word  all  over  India ,  it  was 

earned  to  Ceylon  in  the  anecdotes  regarding  Raja  Prayadarsi  Asoka 

But  Samudragupta  was  known  to  the  Greeks  as  Sandrocottos  only,  and 

the  name  was  also  inscribed  on  the  coins  which  lost  to  mediaeval  India 

have  now  been  discovered 

95  A.soka's  pillar  at  Allahabad  may,  in  one  word,  be  said  to 
link  together  all  the  three  groups  of  contemporary  evidence  It  is  the 

pillar  of  Samudragupta  Asoka  Pnyadarsin  The  Greeks  knew  him  not 

as  Priyadarsm  because  Megasthenes  had  left  Pahbothra  before  Sandro- 
kottus  became  a  Buddhibt  The  Ceylonese  Buddhists  knew  not  of  the 

Hindu  Samudragupta  but  only  the  Buddhist  Pnyadarsin  In  India 

itself,  except  in  popular  tales  about  Asoka,  both  the  names  Samudra- 
gupta and  Pnyadarsin  were  forgotten ,  the  older  Puraflic  accounts  all 

close  with  the  Andhra  line  of  kings  practicall)  Ihe  monuments  were 

all  pulled  down  by  the  Mahomedan  invaders. 

1  hus  we  see  that  the  Gupta  dynasty  ruled  from  328  BC  to  83  B  C  t 

and  of  these  kings  Candragttpfa  ruled  fiom  328  to  321  (J  years)  and  Samu- 
dragupta  for  31  yeats  from  321  to  270  BC  This  would  make  this  Can- 
dragupta  and  Samudragupta  contemporaries  of  Alexander,  Selekus 
Nicator  and  Antiochus     Is  this  the  correct  synchronism  ? 

96  Here  is  an  inscnption  on  the  metal  pillar  in  Buddha  Gaya  of 

a  king  Candra 

tfteft  rnmffi  fa  oft  flfrftffidr  w%vr 
nwwqfimti  3raftfa^TTft|^<ir  ll 

*nfa  sgsiiiSicHf  sfcrc^ftrcnar  %?ft 

1.    26«a„p  969. 
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"  He,  on  whose  arm  fame  was  inscribed  by  the  sword,  when  in 
battle  in  the  Vanga  countries  (Bengal),  he  kneaded  (and  tamed)  back 

with  (His)  Breast  the  enemies  who  uniting  together,  come  against  (Him), 
he,  by  whom,  having  crossed  in  warfare,  the  seven  mouths  of  the 

(River)  Smdhu,  the  Vahlikas  were  conquered,  he  by  the  breezes  of 
whose  powers  the  Southern  ocean  is  even  still  perfumed.  He,  the  rem- 

nant of  the  great  zeal  of  whose  energy,  which  utterly  destroys  (his) 

enemies  (like  the  remnant  of  the  great  glowing  heat)  of  a  turned  out 
fire  in  a  great  forest,  even  now  leaves  not  the  earth  ,  though,  he,  the 
king,  as  if  wearied  has  quitted  this  earth,  and  gone  to  the  other  world, 
moving  in  (bodily)  form  to  the  land  of  paradise  won  by  (the  merits  of 

his)  actions,  (but)  remaining  on  this  earth  by  (the  memory  of  his)  fame  \ 
— By  him,  the  King, — who  attained  sole  supreme  sovereignty  m  the 
world,  acquired  by  his  own  arm  and  (enjoyed)  for  a  very  long  time, 
(and)  who  having  the  name  of  Chandra,  earned  a  beauty  of  counten- 

ance like  (the  beauty  of)  the  full  moon  having  in  faith  fixed  his  mind 

upon  the  (God),  Vishnu,  this  lofty  standard  of  divine  Vishnu  was  set  up 

on  the  hill  (called)  Vishnupada  " 

97.  By  tins  indictment  of  the  present  condition  of  Indian  histori- 
cal studies  it  is  not  in  the  least  meant  to  belittle  the  labours  of  those  lllu* 

stnous  savants  of  Sanskrit  learning,  who  had  left  their  countries  and  de- 
voted their  time  and  means  for  the  understanding  and  dissimination 

of  India's  ancient  literature  India  owes  to  them  a  debt  of  gratitude, 
which  lapse  of  time,  however  long,  cannot  tend  to  obliterate,  for  those 
scholars,  like  Max  Muller,  Jones  and  Wilson  have  all  left  behind  them 
monuments  of  learning  and  research  in  their  editions  of  Sanskrit  works 
and  their  translations  which  have  gone  out  to  the  wide  world  for 

appreciation  It  is  all  the  same  barely  consistent  with  that  expression 
of  thankfulness  that  as  time  progresses  and  new  material  emerges,  scholars 
should  exercise  their  thoughts  on  questions  on  which  there  may  be  a 

possibility  for  review  and  reconsideration.  Among  such  subjects  u> 
this  topic  of  the  Greek  synchronism  The  fancy  that  dawned  in  the 

mind  of  William  Jones,  was  hatched  by  Wilford,  was  reared  by 
Max  Muller,  was  well  clothed  by  Vincent  Smith  with  the  garb  of  reality. 

The  dissent  of  Taylor  expressed  in  the  preface  to  Rajatarangitf 
was  lost  to  view  before  the  modern  ideas  of  A  Stein  in  his  new  Edn. 

of  that  work,  and  bo  too  went  down  the  feeble  protest  of  Wilson. 
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98.  To  my  lamented  friend,  T.  S.  Narayana  Sastri,  High  Court 
Vakil,  Madras,  with  whom  I  collaborated,  was  due  a  categorical  investi- 

gation of  this  faulty  identification  and  his  Age  of  Sankara  and  The  kings 
of  Magadha  embodied  the  results  of  our  research.  Then  followed  a 
similar  exposition  of  $ri  Kalyanananda  Sarasvatf  of  Virapaksa  Mult  and 
an  address  to  an  Oriental  Conference  by  M.  K.  Acharya.  Now  comes 

my  reiteration.  It  may  not  be  a  forelorn  hope  that,  as  I  said,  at  some 
day  or  in  some  clime  these  thoughts  may  again  have  a  revival  and  a 
recognition.    Let  me  repeat  the  words  of  Bhavabhati : 

These  prefatory  pages  will  now  introduce  the  reader  to  the  study 
of  Classical  Sanskrit  Literature. 
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now  adopted  by  many,  \  and  d  and  t  and  d  has  been  reversed  in  this 

book  as  more  consistent  with  the  natural  sounds  of  the  English 

alphabets. 

(11)  In  the  case  of  the  nasals  only  the  letters  n  and  m  have 

been  adopted,  without  further  modifications  of  these  two  types,  to 

facilitate  printing 

(ui)  In  the  Sanskrit  spelling  the  strict  grammatical  rule  of 

nasal  sandhis  has  not  been  followed  for  typographical  reasons.  For 

instance,  *fWf%  might  have  been  spelt  as  Jpftcf. 
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BOOK  I 

EPIC  POETRY 

CHAPTER  I 

Section  l 

Vedic  Forms  of  Epics 

"  In  India,  says  M.  Williams,"  literature  like  the  whole  face  of 
nature,  is  on  a  gigantic  scale     Poetry,  born  amid  the  majestic  scenery 
of  the  Himalayas,  and  fostered  in  a  climate  which  inflamed  the  imagi- 

native powers,  developed  itself  with  oriental  luxuriance,  if  not  always 
with  true  sublimity     Although  the  Hindus  like  the  Greeks,  have  only 
two  great  epic  poems  (the  Ramayana  and  Mahabharata)  yet  to  compare 
these  vast  compositions  with  the  Iliad  and  the  Odyssey,  is  to  compare 

the  Indus  and  the  Ganges,  rising  m  the  snows  of  the  world's  most 
colossal  ranges,  swollen  by  numerous   tributaries,  spreading  into  vast 
shallows  of  branching  into  deep  divergent   channels,  with  the  streams 
of  Attica  or  the  mountain  torrents  of  Thessalay     It  is,  of  coarse,  a 
principal  characteristic  of  epic  poetry,  as  distinguished  from  lyrical,  that 
it  should  concern  itself  more  with  external  action  than  internal  feelings 
It  is  this  which  makes  Epos  the  natural  expression  of  early  national 
life     When  centuries  of  trial  have  turned  the  mind  of  nations  inwards, 

and  men  begin  to  speculate,  to  reason,  to  elaborate  language  and 
cultivate  science,  there  may  be  no  lack  of  refined  poetry,  but  the 
spontaneous  production  of  epic  song  is,  at  that  stage  of  national 
existence,  as  impossible  as  for  the  octogenarian  to  delight  in  the  giants 
and  giant-killers  of  his  childhood     The  Ramayana  and  Mahabharata 
then,  as  reflecting  the  Hindu  character  in  ancient  times,  ma;  be  expect- 

ed to  abound  in  starring  incidents  of  exaggerated  heroic  action,"1 

1.   Indton  Wtetym,  306. 



2  EPIC  POETRY 

The  beginnings  of  epic  poetry  in  India   are    to   be   found  in  the 

early  Vedic  Literature     The  Rg  Veda  contained  hymns  of  a  narrative 

character,   and   short   legends  in   prose  and   m  verse  called  Gathas, 

Narasamsis,  Itihasas  etc,  occur   in  the   Brahmana  literature1    The 
Niruk^a  contains  prose  tales    and   likewise  the   metrical   Byhaddevafa 

The  Yamasabhiyas,  the  Indrajananiyas,  the  Akhyanas,   Canarafas   and 

probably  Granfhas  Sisukrandiyas,"  narrated  the  course  of  epic  history. 
'  In  the  Vedic  literature  there  was  no  essential  difference  between  Aftya, 

!  Akhyana,  Punfta  and  Itfhlsa  and  generally  KaJhS     They  meant  ordi- 

narily an  old  tale,  story,  legend  or  incident  andlhey  were  often  inter- 

changeable *     Kajha  is  non-specific  and  may  be  a  causerie  rather  than 

a  tale     There  may  be  a  Pivyakatha,  like  the   legend   of   Agasfya,*  or 

a  Katjhamjta  or  essence  of  several   Upakhyanas,*  or   a   Kathasara,   an 
abridgment  of  a  story.    But  their  essential  characterstic  is  the  narration 

of  stones  of  great  kmgs  or  Gods  in  the  past     So  we  hear   of  Pyumaf 

sena  solaced  by  the  tales  of  former  kings,'  such  as  Rama  andNala* 

Parana,  literally  old  and  Iphasa  (Ifa-ha-asa),  literally    '  so  it  was '  are 
almost  synonymous,  and  these  terms  are  found  associated  with  each 

other  in  the  early  literature  *    The  word  Iiihasa  may  become  a  saying, 

a  proverb  rather  than  a  legend  *    In  this    sense  the  words    Gi^a  and 
Gatjha  were  also  used     Gajha  need  not  necessarily  be  sung  and  means 

only  a  proverbial  verse  M    VySsa  called  his  Mahabhara^a   or   " Jaya  ", 
Samhija,  PurSna,  Akhyana,  Upakhyana,   Katha,  Iiihasa,  Kavya  etc," 

1.  BrihaQ ,  H,  4-10,  IV.  1-2 ,  IV.  8-9 ,  8atapa{ha  XI  7-1.  See  also  Afharva 
SamMia,  XV  6  ,  ISt  183 

9  PSftn*,  IV,  m  88 ,  VI.  2  103.  Goldstuoker's  Pafifa,  28 ,  ISt,  V.  27 
MazmuQer,  ABL,  40 

3.    Mah.  Ill,  100,  2.  4     Mah.  XH,  340, 137. 
5  Mah  XH.  386,  16 
6  Mah  I  140,  74  ,  HI.  298-7 

f^w.  ̂ <ral  3>*rr«^ 
7.  The  story  of  Nala  is  being  indifferently  oalied  K&tana,  ItiMsa  and  ParSna 

Mah.  in  79,  10, 11, 16 
8  See  Oforo  r/f .  VU.  1,  2,  4 ,  VH  9,  29 ,  III  45, 
9  Mah.m  80-21 

10     Mah  III  29,  85,  m  136,  45,  54 

We  find  these  OS^bSs  incorporated  in  legal  and  philosophical  literature  alga 
11.  Mah  I  3,  388,  385,  387,  389.  Similarly  ESmayana  is  oalied  Akhyana  and 

Samhlja  (Bam.  VI,  131, 122, 124  This  referenoa  as  KSvya  modifies  Lassen's  opinion 
(Indtan  Anhguittes,  I.  485}  that  KSvya  is  a  distinct  tatle  of  BamSyana 
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In  thus  describing  his  work  Vyasa  must  have  had  in  mind  some  special 
characteristic  of  each  class  and  therefore  added  that  his  work  possessed 
all  these  qualities  so  as  to  stand  forth  as  an  encyclopaedia  of  all  learn- 

ing. In  the  extant  literature,  the  terms  Itihasa  and  Purina  have  ac- 

quired a  distinct  use  Itihasa  may  correspond  to  an  epic  and  PuraOa 
to  a  series  of  narrations,  without  the  mam  porp  of  a  running  tale, 
meant  solely  to  explain  cosmological  and  theological  tenets.  In  this 

sense  a  Purina  has  been  thus  described  as  pancalafyana  it  treats  of 
five  topics,  creation,  destruction  and  recreation,  geneology  of  the  Gods, 

periods  of  Manus,  and  history  of  royal  races  * 

Broadly  speaking,  therefore,  epic  literature  in  India  consists  of 

Ibhasas,  and  Puraflas  Of  the  former  we.  have  Ramayana  and  Maha- 
bharata  and  with  these  we  shall  now  proceed  to  deal 

Section  II 

Ramayana 

Ramayana,  literally  the  history  of  Rama,  is  the  immortal  poem  of 

Valmlki "  Valmlki,  known  also  as  Bhargava  and  Pracetasa,  was  a  sage 
with  his  hermitage  on  the  banks  of  the  Ganges  His  original  name 

was  Rafnakara     In  the   Adhyatma-Ramayana  Valmlki  describes  his 

1     Sea  Vayu  Pwana,  IV  10,  and  Amarasimtia's  N&tnalniganutesanarn, 
3,    Vaimlh  the  descendant  of  Bhrgu  was  the  24th  Vy5sa  in  the  Vaivasvafa- 

manvan{ara  (Tiantt  Purata,  in,  3) 

st^cFj;  awfotf&fcr  «ii&*ii,c*M«i'«n*f.w9l  wrfcf — <ro  ffcf  I 
m*$t  dMW<fl  I  STT5lfrr%     4IJfet<W4dU&   I  <r<#  $r«f&  ?  I  Rta: 

gpr  sr«r  ̂ im.  I  «ii«*dfi»R^«i  qi<4l*irtW"iifeftfoa<i3kM»i3N    wfrwrr- 

witorfitagiqf  arcf  fftft  wm:  I  is  mtotm*$(>  w*  % 

Sl^T^fT  WlW  srq^  ̂   cf?ft  I  cff?*<ld«{ft  ̂ tftefl^  I  33  +'fil<M*l% 
T3  W&ttdfcftvJI  ftilcfdMWffl^rfct   tfWM   H$ft  S?T  fcldlfM  ■*$•  I  ff 

  ti*HW«tm»feqnimiPmi3i  ^fcRfi  Jri^rsj^Rr «rra- ^tBti 
See  Commentary  en  B&mwHUf  TTO.  IV. 4366-7r 



4  RAMAYANA 

past  history  — By  whom  or  how,  O  Rama,  can  the  greatness  of  thy 
name  be  rehearsed, — that  name  by  whose  power  I,  O  Rama,  have 
attained  the  rank  of  a  Brahmin  saint  ?  In  bygone  times  I  was  bred 

among  Kiratas,  with  the  children  of  Kiratas  But  by  birth  only  was  I 
a  Brahmin ,  for  I  was  perpetually  devoted  to  the  practices  of  Sudras 
From  Sudra  women  many  children  were  born  to  me  of  unsubdued 

passions  And  at  last,  having  fallen  in  with  robbers,  I  myself  of  yore 

became  a  brigand, — bearing  constantly  a  bow  and  arrows  and  resem- 
bling, to  men,  God  of  death  In  a  great  forest,  on  a  certain  occasion, 

I  saw  before  me  the  seven  Mums,  resplendant,  and  glorious  like  fire 
and  the  sun  Through  curiosity  I  pursued  them,  longing  to  seize  their 

possessions ,  and  I  shouted  "  Stop,  stop "  Seeing  me  the  Mums 
asked  "Wherefore  has  thou  come,  base  Brahmin?"  "To  acquire 

something,  O  most  excellent  of  Munis  "  was  my  reply  to  them  "  My 
children,  my  wife  and  others — many — are  starving  To  save  them 

I  wander  through  the  mountain  forests  "  Upon  this,  they,  andismayed, 
said  to  me,  "Go  and  ask  your  family  one  by  one,  whether  they  consent 
or  not  to  participate  in  the  guilt  of  the  numerous  sins  that  are  daily 

committed  by  thee  We  will  certainly  remain  here  until  you  return  " 
Replying  "  yes  "  I  went  home,  and  put  the  question  propounded  by  the 
Mums  to  my  children,  wife  and  others  They  replied  to  me,  O  noblest 

of  the  Raghavas,  '  All  the  sin  is,  we  deem,  thy  own  alone  we  are 
willing  to  be  sharers  in  the  immediate  fruit  of  it  only  Contrite  on 
hearing  this,  I  went  back,  thoughtful,  to  the  place  where  the  Mums, 
with  hearts  fall  of  compassion,  were  waiting  At  the  very  sight  of  them 

my  soul  was  purified  Flinging  away  my  bow  and  other  weapons  I  fell 

prostrate  crying,  "  Save  O  excellent  Mums,  me  who  am  on  the  road 
to  the  sea  of  perdition "  Beholding  me  lying  before  them,  His 
venerable  Munis  said  to  me  4  "  Rise,  rise ,  blessings  be  upon  thee. 
Communion  with  the  pious  is  effectual  We  will  instruct  thee  some- 

what ,  and  so  thou  shalt  be  saved "  Looking  at  each  other  they 
Continued  '  This  vile  Brahmin,  as  being  addicted  to  evil  course 
deserves  only  to  be  shunned  by  the  virtuous  Since,  however,  he  has 
come  for  sanctuary,  he  must  be  deligently  protected  by  being  taught 

the  way  of  salvation "  So  saying,  O  Rama,  they  enjoined  that,  with 
fixed  attention,  I  should  unremittingly  meditate  in  that  very  place,  upon 

thy  name,  its  syllables  being  transposed  namely,  ma  ra  "  Meditate"  said 

they  "  as  directed,  till  we  come  again,"  Having  thus  spoken,  the 
divinely  wise  Munis  departed  At  once  I  did  as  I  had  been  bidden  by 
them.    With  concentrated  mind  I  meditated,  and  lost  all  consciousness 
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of  thing  external  Above  me,  rigid  in  figure,  and  detached  from  all 
commerce  with  the  world,  there  arose,  after  a  long  lapse  of  time,  thus 
employed,  an  ant-hill  Subsequently  at  the  close  of  thousands  of 
cycles,  the  Rishis  returned  "Come  out"  said  they  to  me,  and 
immediately,  on  hearing  this  command,  I  stood  up  And  I  emerged 
from  the  ant-hill,  like  the  sun  from  the  mist  of  morning  The  band  of 
Munis  then  addressed  me,  "  Great  Muni,  be  thy  name  Valmiki ,  for 
thy  egress  from  the  white-ant-hill  (Valmika)  has  been  to  thee  a  second 
birth  Thus  speaking,  O  most  eminent  of  the  race  of  Raghu,  they 
proceeded  on  the  road  to  heaven."1 

Narada  was  struck  with  that  devotion  and  thought  that  he  was  the 
best  person  to  commemorate  the  story  of  RSma  He  narrated  to  him 
the  story  of  Rama  and  blessed  that  to  him  the^world  would  be  indebted 
for  its  publication  Once  when  out  in  the  forests,  Valmiki  was  moved 
by  the  killing  of  one  of  a  fond  pair  of  birds  by  a  hunter,  leaving  the 
female  bird  to  lament  the  death  of  her  mate  and  that  feeling  of  pity 
manifested  itself  m  the  form  of  a  melodious  verse    

m  ftrcr?  5]%t  fpfw  srRqRft  m\  I 

When  contemplating  on  this  verse  with  melancholy  Brahma  ap 
peared  and  directed  him  to  compose  Ramayana,  Blessed  by  Brahma 
with  a  perception  of  the  events  of  RIma's  history,  he  wrote  his  poem 
and  gave  it  the  names,  Ramayana,  Sitacanta  and  Paulas$yavadha.  He 
taught  it  to  his  pupils  Lava  and  Kusa,  the  sons  of  Rama,  who  were 
born  and  bred  up  in  his  hermitage  while  &$a  was  in  banishment,  and 

they  sung  it  to  lyre  for  the  first  time  at  Rama's  Agvamedha  sacrifice. 

In  the  present  form  Ramayana  is  divided  into  seven  Kandas  or 

books  Tradition  gives  the  number  of  verses  as  24,000  in  500  chapters 
or  Sargas,  each  thousand  verses  beginning  with  a  letter  of  GSyatri- 
manfra  Interpolations  and  alterations  made  in  different  parts  of  India 
and  at  different  times  account  for  the  work  now  being  seen  in  three 

distinct   recensions,    the   Bombay,    Bengal  and  the  West  Indian,'  the 

I,  This  narrative  is  to  lie  found  at  I.  61-85  of  She  Sixth  chapter  of  the  AyodhyS* 
kinds  of  the  Adhyafana-RSmayaaa.  , 

3  These  reoensiona  are  bo  named  by  Haodonell  (Stmt  Ltt  80S)  Gorroslo's 
Edition  is  the  Bengali  reoansion.  Begarding  the  Bombay  Edition,  see  I8t,  IL  235. 

For  the  differences  in  the  Bengali  and  Bombay  versions,  see  C.  V.  Valdya's  Blddle  of 
the  Bamayana,  Appendix  j  JBA8,  XIX.  308  8  ,  Mute's  Original  Sanshrtt  Teats,  377* 
418.    Kama's  horoscope  is  not  found  in  the  Bengal  recension.    On  RIma's  horoscope, 
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earliest  being  probably  that  of  Bombay.  These  variation*,  says  Mac- 

donell  "  are  of  such  a  kind  that  they  can  for  the  most  part  be  accounted 
for  only  by  the  fluctuations  of  oral  tradition  among  the  professional 
reciters  of  the  epic,  at  the  time  when  three  recensions  assumed  definite 

shape  in  different  parts  of  the  country,  by  being  committed  to  writing  " 
The  manuscripts  of  the  Berlin  library,  contain,  it  is  said,  a  fourth 

recension  * 

The  following  summary   of  the  story   is  taken  by  R  C  Dutt's 
Civilisation  in  Ancient  India 

Formerly  there  ruled  over  the  kingdom  of  Kosala  (capital  Ayodhya) 
a  king  called  Dasaratha  He  belonged  to  the  Solar  race,  and  counted 

among  his  ancestors  such  famous  names  as  Manu,  Ikshvaku  (first  king 
of  Ayodhya),  Sagara,  Bhagiratha  (who  brought  the  Ganges  down  from 

heaven),  Kakutstha,  and  Raghu  He  had  three  wives  Kausalya, 
Sumitra,  and  Kaikeyi ,  the  first  was  the  eldest,  the  last,  the  most 
beloved  Dasaratha  ruled  long  and  prosperously  but  had  only  one 
daughter,  Santa  and  no  sons,  though  he  was  getting  old  Following 
the  advice  of  Vasishtha,  his  family  preceptor,  Dasaratha  offered  a 
sacrifice  m  which  his  son-in-law  Rishyasnnga,  officiated  as  head-priest 
As  a  consequence,  the  king  got  four  sons  1  Rama,  the  eldest,  born 
of  Kausalya,  2  Bharata,  born  of  Kaikeyi,  3  Lakshmana  and  4. 
Satrughna,  both  bom  of  Sumitra 

The  kingdom  of  Videha  (capital  Mithila)  was  to  the  east  of  the 
kingdom  of  Kosala  It  was  at  this  time  ruled  by  the  saintly  fring 
Janaka,  who,  as  he  was  once  for  a  holy  sacrifice  preparing  the  ground 
with  a  plough,  came  upon  an  infant,  and  brought  her  up  as  his  own 
daughter.  This  was  Sita  thus  miraculously  sprung  from  the  Earth. 
The  girl  grew  up  m  the  company  of  Urmila,  another  daughter  of  Janaka, 
and  of  Mandavi  and  Srutakirti,  daughters  of  Janaka's  brother  Kusa- 
dhwaja.  As  Sita  became  of  an  age  to  be  married,  Janaka  instituted  a 
Svayamvara  whoever  should  succeed  in  bending  a  mighty  bow 
(which  Janaka  had  received  from  God  Siva)  was  to  marry  the  princess' 
Many  attempted,  but  none  succeeded 

see  Weber,  On  the  Bamayana,  14,  I  120)  In  his  abridgment  of  Bam*yan» 
(Samkslpta-RamSyajja)  0  B  Vaidya  purports  to  eliminate  all  aooretions  and  to  give 
what-  might  have  been  the  RamSyana  as  composed  by  VSlmiki  The  running  story  has been  muled  bat  and  edited  by  P  p  S  Sastri  and  A  M.  Brimvasaoarya,  Madras.  See 
Karnam  Gundurao's  essay,  Andhra  Patrika,  Annual  number  (1916),  316 1.    Weber's  Oat  119, 
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One  day  there  came  to  the  court  of  Dasaratha  the  royal  sage 
Visvamitra  who,  finding  the  demons  frequently  molesting  his  penances, 
requested  the  king  to  send  two  of  his  sons,  Rama  and  Lakshmana,  with 
him  to  his  penance-grove  Since  a  person  of  Visvamitra's  position 
could  not  be  denied  anything,  Dasaratha  reluctantly  agreed  to  give  over 
his  sons,  though  yet  in  tender  years  Visvamitra  resumed  his  holy  rites 
and  when  the  molestors  came,  Rama,  at  Visvamitra's  behest,  killed  the 
demon  Subahu  and  the  terrible  she-demon  Tataka  Pleased  at  the 

prince's  valour,  Visvamitra  thereupon  taught  him  the  mystic  formulae 
relating  to  all  the  missiles  that  he  knew,  and  particularly  the  Jrvnibhaka 
missile,  which  had  the  power  of  producing  instantaneous  stupor  or 
paralysis  in  the  ranks  of  the  assailants  After  the  conclusion  of  the 
sacrifice,  Visvamitra  took  Rama  and  Lakshmana  with  him  to  Mithila, 
the  capital  of  Janaka.  Janaka  was  very  favourably  impressed  by  the 
princes ,  and  Visvamitra  called  upon  Rama  to  try  his  hand  at  the 
mighty  bow.  Young  though  he  was,  Rama  not  only  succeeded  in 
bending  it,  but  even  breaking  it  in  twain,  and  thus  winning  him  a  wife, 

Visvamitra  now  proposed  that,  along  with  Sita's  marriage  to  Rama, 
there  be  celebrated  the  marriages  of  Sita's  sister  Urmila  and  her  cousins 
Mandavi  and  Srutakirti  to  the  three  brothers  of  Rama,  Lakshmana  and 

Bharata  and  Satrughna  respectively  The  proposal  was  agreed  to 
Dasaratha  was  called  from  Ayodhya,  and  the  marriages  were  celebrated 
with  due  pomp 

The  nuptial  joys,  however,  were  interrupted  by  the  arrival  of 
Parasurama,  son  of  Jamadagm  Parasurama  was  a  fiery  Brahman,  sage 
and  warrior,  who  had  twenty-one  times  nd  the  earth  of  all 
Kshatnyas  He  was  a  devotee  of  God  Siva,  and  was  incensed  to  leam 
that  Rama  had  not  only  bent  but  broken  the  bow  of  his  favourite 

Divinity  As  nothing  short  of  a  fight  with  the  young  pnnce  would 
satisfy  him,  Rama  managed  to  reduce  him  to  terms,  and  sent  him  away 
humbled  and  abashed.  The  four  princes  then  returned  to  Ayodhya 
with  their  brides  Here  they  passed  some  twelve  years  End  of 
Balakanda 

Dasaratha,  finding  his  eldest  son  Rama  now  arrived  at  a  proper 

age,  resolves  to  crown  him  heir-apparent  Preparations  are  accordingly 
set  on  foot  But  Kaikeyi,  the  youngest  queen  following  the  advice  of 
Manthara,  her  nurse  and  confidante,  calls  upon  her  husband  to  fulfil 
immediately  the  two  boons  which  on  an  earlier  occasion  he  had  granted 

her     Dasaratha  consents,  but  is  sorely  grieved  to  leam  that  the  boons 
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are     1    That  Bharata,  Kaikeyi's  son,  be   appointed  heir-apparent,  2 
that  Rama  be  forthwith  sent  away  into  exile  for  fourteen  years  As  the 

king  could  not  belie  his  words,  Rama  had  to  submit  to  the  wishes  of 

his  step-mother,  which  he  cheerfully  does  His  wife  Sita  and  his 
brother  Lakshmana  refuse  to  be  left  behind,  and  they  are  all  three 

accordingly  carried  away  through  the  weeping  multitudes  The  old 
king  was  so  much  afflicted  by  this  great  blow  that  he  barely  lived  to 
hear  the  news  of  the  exiles  being  taken  over  safe  bej  ond  the  boun- 

daries of  his  kingdom- 

Bharata,  who  all  this  while  was  m  utter  ignorance  of  the 

happenings  at  Ayodhya,  is  now  sent  for  in  order  to  perform  the 
obsequies  of  his  father  and  assume  the  sovereignty  thus  devolved  upon 
him  He  returns ,  but  discovering  the  mean  conduct  of  his  mother, 

he  reproves  her  bitterly,  and  refuses  to  take  charge  of  the  kingdom  and 
thns  give  his  consent  to  the  base  intrigue  He  resolves  immediately  to 
start  in  search  of  Rama,  and  to  implore  him  to  return.  On  the  other 

side  of  the  Ganges,  near  the  mountain  called  Chitrakuta,  close  by  the 

saint  Bharadvaja's  hermitage,  Bharata  finds  Rama  leading  a  forester's 

life  in  the  company  of  his  "Wife  and  brother  Rama  is  struck  by 
Bharata's  magnanimity,  but  insists  upon  the  carrying  out  of  his  father's 
command  to  the  letter,  and  is  unwilling  to  return  before  the  completion 

of  the  full  term  of  fourteen  years.  Bharata  thereupon  resolves  to  keep 
company  with  Rama  ,  the  latter,  however,  reminds  him  of  the  duty  they 
all  owed  to  their  subjects,  and  persuades  him  to  return,  which  Bharata 
does,  only  on  the  condition  that  Rama  will  come  back  at  the  appointed 

time,  himself  in  the  meanwhile  conducting  the  affairs  of  the  state  only 

as  Rama's  agent     Enp  of  Ayodhta-Kanda 

Rama  now  resolves  to  withdraw  further  away  from  his  kingdom 
and  learning  that  the  regions  on  the  other  side  of  the  Vindhya  moun- 

tains were  infested  with  wild  demons  and  cannibals,  he  set  forth  in  that, 
direction  At  his  entrance  into  the  Vindhya  forests  he  meets  the  demon 
Viradha,  whom  he  kills  He  then  meets  a  number  of  sages  and  ascetics, 
in  whose  company  he  is  said  to  have  passed  no  less  than  ten  years. 
Going  further  south  into  the  Dandaka  forests  he  reaches  the  river 

Godavari,  and  there,  in  the  part  of  the  country  known  as  Janasthana, 
comes  upon  the  hermitage  of  Agastya  and  his  wife  Lopamudra  The 
holy  pair  heartily  welcome  the  newcomers,  and  here  at  the  foot  of  a 
mountain  called  Prasravana,  and  in  a  region  known  as  Fanchavau, 
Rama  resolves  to  build   a   small  hut  and  to  pass  the  rest  of  his  exile 
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peacefully  in  the  company  of  the  saint   Agastya  and   the   vulture-king 
Jatayus 

Peace,  however,  was  not  vouchsafed  to  him  long  At  this 
time  there  ruled  in  the  island  of  Lanka  (identified  with  modern  Ceylon) 
a  demon  king,  Ravana  He  was  called  ten-headed  and  was  a  terror  to 
the  world  Having  established  his  power  in  Lanka  proper,  Ravana 
crossed  over  to  the  mainland  and  overran  the  whole  of  Southern  India, 
subduing  everything  that  came  in  his  way  Ravana,  however,  found 
more  than  his  match  in  Valin,  king  of  the  Monkej  s,  whose  kingdom 
comprised  the  part  of  South  India  theu  kno^n  as  Kishkmdha  An 

agreement  was  entered  into  whereby,  except  for  a  narrow  strip  of  land 
along  the  coast,  the  bulk  of  the  peninsula  came  into  the  possession  of 

Valin  Ravana's  territory  touched  the  Janasthana,  and  here  he  left  a 
large  army  of  demons  under  the  command  of  Khara  (Ravana's  younger 
brother)  and  Dushana  and  Tnsiras 

Once  Surpanakha,  a  widowed  sister  of  Ravana,  came  upon  Rama 
in  the  Panchavah,  and  smitten  with  his  graceful  form  made  him  frank 
overtures  of  love,  promising  to  eat  up  Sita  and  thus  put  her  out  of  the 

way,  if  Rama  would  consent  Rama  in  jest  sent  her  to  Lakshmana, 
who  rewarded  her  insistence  by  cutting  off  her  nose  and  ears  Surpa- 

nakha went  weeping  and  bleeding  to  her  brother  Khara,  who  in  anger 
despatched  fourteen  picked  men  to  capture  Rama.  As  they  did  not 
return,  Khara  marched  with  his  whole  army,  14,000  demons  strong  and 
engaged  Rama  in  a  close  fight.  Rama  stepped  back  a  few  paces  so  as 
to  gain  room  for  working  with  his  bow,  and  then,  one  after  another,  he 
killed  the  entire  army  of  demons,  as  also  its  three  leaders 

Surpanakha  vows  revenge  She  now  repairs  to  Ravana  in 
Lanka  and  inflames  his  mind  with  a  passion  for  Sita,  whose  charms  she 

praises  loudly.  Ravana  resolves  to  capture  her  He  asks  Mancha, 
another  demon,  to  assume  the  form  of  a  golden  deer,  and  to  lure  Rama 

in  chase  away  from  his  cottage  Mancha  does  this  and  is  mortally 

wounded  by  Rama's  arrow  Before  he  dies,  however,  imitating  the 
voice  of  Rama,  he  calls  upon  Lakshmana  for  help  Lakshmana  was 
left  behind  to  guard  Sita  in  the  cottage ,  but  upon  hearing  the  cry, 

which  she  mistook  for  her  husband's,  Sita  urges  and  even  commands 
Lakshmana  to  go,  which  he  does  reluctantly  Utilizing  the  favourable 
moment  Ravana  now  pounces  upon  the  forlorn  Sita  and  flies  away  with 

her,  striking  down  on  his  way  the  vulture-king  Jatayus,  who  from  his 
mountain  peak  had  watched  this  dating  act  and  attempted  to  tntercept 

2 
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the  abductor.  Jatayus  falls  down  to  die,  surviving  just  long  enough  to 
Inform  Rama  and  Lakshmana  (already  returned  from  the  deer-chase 

amazed  at  not  finding  Sita  in  the  cottage)  of  what  had  happened,  Rama's 
grief  was  unbounded,    End  of  Aranya-Kanda 

Wandering  further  onward,  the  princes  at  last  reach  the  lake 
called  Pampa,  Here  they  come  upon  Sugnva  and  his  trusty  fnend  and 

minister  Hanuman,  alias  Maruta  Sugnva  was  the  brother  of  Valra, 
king  of  the  Monkeys,  and  had  been  dispossessed  by  him  both  of  his 

kingdom  and  his  wife  Rama  and  Sugnva  enter  into  an  alliance  whereby 
Rama  agrees  to  restore  Sugnva  to  his  kingdom,  and  in  return  the  latter 

promises  to  send  out  search-parties  and  help  Rama  to  punish  the  ab- 
ductor and  recover  his  lost  wife  Rama  accordingly  asks  Sugnva  to 

challenge  Valin  to  a  duel,  and  as  the  two  brothers  join  in  combat,  Rama 
wounds  Valin  mortally  with  an  arrow  For  this  unprovoked  wrong 
and  treachery  Valin  reproaches  Rama  severely  ,  the  latter  simply  replies 
that  as  an  agent  of  the  sovereign  king  of  Ayodhya  he  took  upon  himself 
the  duty  of  inflicting  proper  punishment  upon  malefactors  who,  like 
Valin  had  usurped  a  brother's  throne  and  wife  The  death  of  Valin 
leaves  Sugnva  master  of  the  kingdom  of  Kishkmdha  ,  and  m  gratitude 
he  now  sends,  under  proper  leaders,  parties  of  Monkeys  in  search  of 
Sita.  The  most  important  of  these  was  the  one  sent  to  the  south  under 
the  command  of  Maruti  This  party  presses  forward  and  southward 
until  it  gams  the  sea-coast.    End  of  Kishkindha-Kanda. 

The  waters  seemed  to  offer  an  impassable  bamer,  as  the  island 
of  Lanka  stood  on  the  other  side  of  the  ocean  ,  but  Maruti  undertakes 
to  clear  it  by  a  leap  This  he  does  and  enters  Lanka.  Here  he  was 
fortunate  enough  to  meet  Sita,  sorrowing  in  Ravana's  garden  under  the 
shade  of  an  Asoka  tree,  she-demons  of  hideous  and  temble  looks 
keeping  watch  over  her  day  and  night  In  glowing  terms  they  descnbe 
to  her  the  glory  and  the  greatness  of  Ravana,  and  work  alternately  upon 
her  hopes  and  her  fears  to  the  end  that  she  may  consent  to  have  Ravana 
Sita  refuses  to  listen,  and  Ravana  is  too  proud  to  stoop  to  force 

Maruti  soon  finds  opportunity  to  console  Sita  and  assure  her  of  a 
speedy  deliverance  Having  thus  achieved  the  chief  object  of  his  jour- 

ney, Maruti  now  leaves  Lanka,  not  without  meeting  sundry  adventures, 
in  the  course  of  which  he  succeeds  in  killing  a  few  hundred  demons  and 
setting  the  whole  city  on  fire  Once  more  he  leaps  over  the  ocean  and 
returns  to  Kishkindha  with  the  glad  news     End  of  Sundarakanda. 
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Rama  immediately  resolves  to  invade  Lanka  Sugnva  with  his 
army  of  Monkeys  and  Jambavant  with  his  army  of  Bears  offer  their 
assistance  and  the  whole  army  soon  gains  the  Southern  Ocean  Here 
they  are  joined  by  Vibhishana,  the  youngest  brother  of  Havana  Vibhi- 
shana  had  tried  to  remonstrate  with  his  eldest  brother  against  the  evil 
course  of  conduct  he  was  pursuing*  and  being  rewarded  with  contempt 
he  now  came  over  to  Rama's  side.  Rama  receives  him  well  and  promi- 

ses him  the  kingdom  of  Lanka  after  Ravana's  death.  To  make  it 
possible  for  the  army  to  cross  over,  Rama  now  resolves  to  construct  a 
stone  bndge  over  the  ocean,  and  to  this  he  is  helped  by  the  engineering 
genius  of  Nala  Having  gained  the  island  he  next  lays  siege  to  the 
capital  The  battle  which  follows  lasts,  according  to  the  several  incon- 

sistent time-indications,  for  four  or  fifteen  or  thirty-nine  or  eighty-eight 
days ,  Ravana  together  with  his  brothers  and  sons  and  the  entire  army 
of  demons  is  put  to  death  ,  and  Rama,  in  accordance  with  his  promise, 
installs  Vibhishana  as  king  of  Lanka. 

Having  thus  vanquished  the  enemy  and  wiped  out  the  insttUj 
Rama  now  meets  Sita  He  is,  however,  unwilling,  for  fear  of  public 
scandal,  to  take  his  wife  back  until  she  has  proved  her  parity  Pierced 

to  the  quick  by  Rama's  suspicion  Sita  proposes  the  fire-ordeal.  A  huge 
pyre  is  kindled  and  with  a  firm  tread  she  walks  towards  it  and  is  engulf, 

ed  by  the  flames  Immediately,  however,  she  reappears,  led  forth  by 
the  Fire-god  himself,  who  in  the  hearing  of  all  proclaims  her  innocence. 
Rama  now  accepts  her,  saying  that  he  never  doubted  her  innocence,  bat 
had  to  do  what  he  did  for  the  sake  of  the  people  The  fourteen-year 
period  of  exile  having  now  almost  expired,  Rama,  along  with  hfe  wife, 

brother,  friends,  and  allies,  makes  a  journey*  northwards,  utilizing  for  the 
purpose  the  aenal  car  called  Ptishpdka  which  belonged  to  Ravanat 
The  reach  their  home,  where  they  meet  Bharata  and  the  Queen= 

mothers  anxiously  awaiting  the  return  of  the  exiles,  Rama's  coronation 
is  now  celebrated  with  due  pomp  and  there  is  rejoicing  everywhere. 
End  oi?  Ytodha-KAhda. 

The  epic  should  naturally  end  here,  but  there  is  one  more 
book  or  kanda  dealing  with  the  history  of  Rama  from  his  coronation  to 
his  death  Here  we  are  told  how  a  few  months  after  the  coronation 

rumours  regarding  Sita  began  to  be  circulated  amongst  the  people,  who 
did  not  like  that  Rama  should  have  received  his  wife  back  after  she  had 

been  nearly  a  year  in  the  house  of  Ravana  Through  his  spies  Rama 
comes  to  know  of  this,  and  resolves  to  abandon  Sita,  although  at  this 
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time  she  was  in  a  state  of  advanced  pregnancy  Rama  charges  his 

brother  Lakshmana  with  the  carrying  out  of  this  plan  Lakshmana  obeys, 
places  Sita  in  a  chariot,  takes  her  into  a  forest  on  the  other  side  of  the 
Ganges,  and  there  leaves  her,  after  communicating  to  her  the  actual 
state  of  things 

Thereupon  Sita  sends  back  to  Rama  a  spirited  reply  and  patiently 
succumbs  to  the  inevitable  In  her  forlorn  condition  she  fortunately 
chances  upon  the  saint  Valmiki,  whose  hermitage  was  near  by.  Valmiki 
receives  the  exiled  queen  under  his  protection  In  his  hermitage  she 

gives  birth  to  twin  sons,  Kusa  and  Lava,  whom  Valmiki  brings  up  and 
educates  along  with  his  other  pupils 

Meanwhile  in  Ayodhya  Rama  is  not  at  peace  From  a  mere 
sense  of  duty  he  discharges  his  manifold  functions  as  a  king,  but  is 

always  haunted  by  the  image  of  her  whom  he  had  treated  so  unjustly 

Years  go  by,  and  at  last  he  resolves  to  perform  a  horse-sacrifice.  For 
the  festivities  attending  the  completion  of  the  sacrifice  there  came  Val- 

miki bringing  with  him  the  twins,  Kusa  and  Lava,  whom  he  had  taught 
to  sing  the  Ramayana,  a  panegyric  poem  on  Rama  which  Valmiki  had 

composed  With  great  applause  the  boys  recite  the  poem  in  the  pre- 
sence of  Rama  and  the  whole  assembly  Rama  inquires  about  the  boys 

and  is  pleasantly  surprised  to  learn  from  Valmiki  that  they  are  Rama's 
own  sons  Understanding  that  Sita  is  still  ahvej  he  sends  for  her  Sita 
comes,  Rama  asks  her  to  give  further  evidence  of  her  innocence  and 

purity  '  If  it  is  true ',  exclaims  Sita,  '  that  in  mind  and  deed  and  word 
I  have  never  been  unfaithful  to  Rama,  may  Mother  Earth  receive  me 

into  her  bosom !'  Just  as  she  utters  these  words  the  Earth  gapes  open 
and  a  divine  form  stretches  forth  her  hands  to  Sita,  who  enters  the  abyss 
and  there  finds  eternal  rest 

Soon  after  the  disappearance  of  Sita,  Rama  feels  his  own  end 

drawing  near.  The  kmgdom  is  divided  amongst  the  four  brothers,  who 

in  turn  settle  it  upon  their  children  In  the  meantime  the  aged  queen- 
mothers  die.  Thereafter  Lakshmana  whom  Rama,  for  no  fault  of  his 
own,  was  compelled  to  send  away  from  him,  gives  up  the  ghost.  Finally 
Rama  himself  enters  the  waters  of  the  river  Sarayu,  and  his  other 
brothers,  and  the  whole  city  of  Ayodhya  in  fact,  follow  after  him  to 
heaven     end  of  uttara-kanda.1 

(1)    Similar  summaries  of  the  sfcroy  are  found  in  several  books,  such  as  Bit 
William  Jones's  works,  Maurice's  Hindustan,  Moor's  Pantheon  eto, 
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On  the  authenticity  and  signification  of  the  narrative  itself,  various 
theories  have  been  advanced 

R  C  Butt—"  The  Ramayana  is  utterly  valueless  as  a  narrative 
of  historical  events  and  incidents  The  heroes  are  myths,  pure  and 
simple  Sita,  the  field-furrow,  had  received  divine  honors  from  the 
time  of  the  Rig  Veda  and  had  been  worshipped  as  a  goddess  When 
cultivation  gradually  spread  towards  Southern  India,  it  is  not  difficult 
to  invent  a  poetical  myth  that  Sita  was  carried  to  the  south  And  when 

this  goddess  and  woman — the  noblest  creation  of  human  imagination- 
had  acquired  a  distinct  and  lovely  individuality,  she  was  naturally 
described  as  the  daughter  of  the  holiest  and  most  learned  King  on 

record,  Janaka  of  the  Videhas  1  "  But  who  is  Rama,  described  as 
Sita's  husband  and  King  of  the  Kosalas  ?  The  later  Puranas  tell  us  he 
was  an  incarnation  of  Vishnu — but  Vishnu  himself  had  not  risen  to 

prominence  at  the  time  at  which  we  are  speaking '  Indra  was  the  chief 
of  the  Gods  in  the  Epic  period  In  the  Sutra  literature  we  learn  that 
Sita  the  furrow  goddess  is  the  wife  of  Indra  Is  it  then  an  untenable 

conjecture  that  Rama,  the  hero  of  the  Ramayana,  is  in  his  original  con- 
ception like  Arjuna,  the  hero  of  Mahabharata,  only  a  new  edition  of  the 

Indra  of  the  Rig  Veda,  battling  with  the  demons  of  drought '  The 
myth  of  Indra  has  thus  been  mixed  up  with  the  epic  which  describes  a 

historic  conquest  of  Southern  India  "* 

Jacobt — The  foundation  of  the  Ramayana  would  be  a  celestial 
myth  of  the  Veda  transformed  into  a  narrative  of  earthly  adven- 

tures according  to  a  not  uncommon  development  Sita  can  be  traced 

to  the  Rig  Veda,  where  she  appears  as  the  Furrow  personified 

and  invoked  as  a  goddess  In  some  of  the  Gnhya-sutras,  she  again 

appears  as  a  genius  of  the  plough-fields,  is  praised  as  a  being  af  great 

beauty  and  is-  accounted  the  wife  of  Indra  or  Parjanya  the  rain-god. 
There  are  traces  of  this  origin  m  the  Ramayana  itself  For  Sita  is 

represented,  as  having  emerged  from  the  earth,  when  her  father  Janaka 

was  once  ploughing  and  at  last  disappears  underground  in  the  arms  of 

the  goddess  Earth  Her  hu&band  Rama  would  be  no  other  than  Indra, 

and  his  conflict  with  Ravana  would  represent  the  Indra-Vrtira  myth 
of  the  Rig  Veda  This  identification  is  confirmed  by  the  name  of 

Havana's  son  being  Indrajit  or  Indra-Satru,  the  latter  being  actually  an 

1     Oiviluat%on  %n  Armmi  India, 
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epithet  of  Vntra  in  the  Rig  Veda  Ravana's  most  notable  feat,  the  rape 
of  Sita,  has  its  prototype  in  the  stealing  of  the  cows  recovered  by  Indra, 

Hanumat,  the  chief  of  the  monkeys  and  Rama's  ally  in  the  recovery  of 
Sita  is  the  son  of  the  wind-god  with  the  patronymic  Maruti  and  is 
described  as  flying  hundreds  of  leagues  through  the  air  to  find  Sita 

Hence  in  his  figure  perhaps  survives  reminiscence  of  Indra's  alliance 
with  the  Maruts  in  his  conflict  with  Vntra  and  the  dog  Sarama  who 

as  Indra's  messenger  crosses  the  waters  of  the  Rasa  and  tracks  the 
cows  occurs  as  the  name  of  the  demoness  who  consoles  Sita  in  her 

captivity  * 

Weber  — (1)  "  In  the  Ramayana  we  find  ourselves  from  the  very 
outset  in  the  region  of  allegory  and  we  only  move  upon  historical 

ground  in  so  far  as  the  allegory  is  applied  to  an  historical  fact,  vis ,  to 
the  spread  of  Aryan  civilization  to  the  south  more  especially  to  Ceylon 
(2)  The  Greeks  are  mentioned  only  twice  and  that  under  the  vague 

name  of  Yavanas,  which  word  embraces  not  only  the  Greeks  but  many 
of  those  alien  races  that  have  from  time  to  time  made  inroads  on  N. 

W  India  The  theory  of  the  translation  of  the  Greek  poems  into  the 

Indian  epics  has  no  standing  ground  So  our  epic  'composition  must 
have  preceded  the  Greek  invasions  (3)  The  city  of  Patahputra  was 
built  about  400  B  C  under  Kalasoka  and  which  about  350  B  C  became 

the  capital  of  an  empire  While  the  Ramayana  refers  to  cities  of 

Eastern  Hindustan,  it  makes  no  mention  of  this  important  city  The 
only  deduction  is  that  its  composition  preceded  the  foundation  of  the 

city.  (4)  The  capital  of  the  Kosala  Kingdom  is  called  Ayodhya  in  the 
poem,  whereas  the  name  Saketa  is  given  to  it  by  the  Buddhists  and  the 
Jains  It  is  said  that  Lava  fixed  his  seat  of  Government  at  Sravasti  Our 
poem  must  have  been  composed  when  the  old  capital  Ayodhya  Was  not 

yet  deserted  and  by  Buddha's  time  the  Kosala  capital  was  under  King 
Prasenajit  of  Sravasti  (5)  The  Ramayana  speaks  of  Mithila  and 

Visala  as  two  independent  principalities,  whereas  by  Buddha's  time 
they  were  united  into  the  single  city  of  Vaisali  under  an  oligarchical 

Government  (6)  The  characters  are  not  historical  figures  but  merely 
personifications  of  certain  occurrences  and  situations.  Sita,  In  the 
first  place,  whose  abduction  by  a  giant  demon  and  her  subsequent 
recovery  by  her  husband  Rama,  constitute  the  plot  of  the  entire 
poem,  is  but  the  field-furrow  to   whom   divine  honors   were   paid  in 

1.    Dca  Bamayana,  Bonn,  1898 »  2DM&,  SLV1I,  i07 
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the  songs  of  the  Rik  and  in  the  Gnhya  ritual  She  accordingly 
represents  Aryan  husbandry,  which  has  to  be  protected  by  Rama— whom 

I  regard  as  originally  identical  with  Balarama  '  halalnt '  '  He  pknigh- 
bearer,'  though  the  two  were  afterwards  separated — against  the  attacks 
of  the  predatory  aborigines  These  latter  appear  to  be  demons  and 
giants  ,  -whereas  those  natives  who  were  well — disposed  towards  the 
Aryan  civilization  are  represented  as  monkeys — a  comparison  which  was 
doubtless  not  exactly  intended  to  be  flattering  and  which  rests  on  the 
striking  ugliness  of  the  Indian  aborigines  as  compared  with  the  Aryan 
race "  (7)  "  It  is  uncertain  how  far  the  story  of  Rama  and  Sita,  as 
contained  in  its  earliest  form  in  the  Dasaratha  Jataka,  may  have  a 
historical  germ,  or  whether  even  that  earliest  version  may  not  also  have 
had  as  its  ground  work,  m  addition  to  such  a  germ,  what  Valmiki  has 
undoubtedly  interwoven  into  his  representation  of  the  story,  namely,  the 
adoration  of  a  Demi-God,  bearing  the  name  of  Rama,  and  regarded  as 
the  guardian  of  agriculture,  but  hindered  in  his  beneficient  activity  by  a 
temporary  exile,  and  also  of  the  field-furrow  deified  under  the  name  of 

Sita"* 

According  to  Lassen,*  "  the  development  of  the  story  of  Rama  nwy 
be  divided  into  four  stages  The  first  construction  of  the  poem  did 
not  carry  the  narrative  beyond  the  banishment  of  Rama  to  the  Hima- 

layas and  the  circumstances  which  caused  his  wife  Sita  and  his  brother 

Lakshmana  to  follow  him  into  exile  The  second  changed  the  place  of 
banishment  to  the  Godavan  and  described  the  protection  afforded  to 
the  hermits  against  the  attacks  of  the  aborigines  The  third  embraced 
the  account  of  the  first  attempts  to  subdue  the  inhabitants  of  the  Dekkan 

The  fourth  modification  which  resulted  from  the  knowledge  gamed  by 

the  Hindus  c  f  the  island  of  Ceylon  included  the  description  of  Rama's 
expedition  against  Lanka,"*  Lassen  commented  on  the  views  of 
Weber  and  his  comments  are  instructive  It  may  be  regarded  as  true 

that  the  now  existing  oldest  form  of  the  Rama-legend  is  presented  in  a 
Buddhistic  narrative,  according  to  which  Rama,  with  his  brother,  and 
his  sister  Sita,  is  banished  to  the  Himavat  But  this  narrative  appears 

to  me  to  be  a  misconception  or  distortion  of  the  Brahmanical  original, 
due  to  the  Buddhists,  who  represent  the  sister  as  following  the  banished 

prince — a  duty  which  elsewhere  is  only  regarded  as  incumbent  on  the 

1.    Bee  »  On  the  Bamayana '  as  translated  by  Boyd,  Id.,  I  120  fi 
2*    Ind.  AM.  H   505. 

3.    14,  IH  102-4 
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wife     This  conjecture  would  be  raised  to  certainty  if  it  should  be  dis- 

covered that  any  verses  of  the  Ramayana  were  to  be  found  in  the  Bud- 
dhist narrative     Secondly,  in  the  Ramayana,  with  the  exception  of  one 

single  passage,  no  allusions  to  the  Buddhist  occur     In  the  passage  re. 
ferred  to  a  Nastika  is  treated  with  contempt  on  account  of  his  reprehen- 

sible principles  ,  but  this  word,  moreover,  does  not  necessarily   denote 
a  Buddhist,  but  can  just  as  well   refer  to   a   Charvaka,   or  materialist 
But,  besides,  the  passage  is  interpolated     It  is  further  to  be  considered 
that  the  powerful  kingdoms  in  Southern  India  were   ruled  by  kings  of 
Brahmanical  sentiments,  and  that  consequently  an  attack  on  the  part  of 

the  Buddhists  could  only  proceed  from  the  side  of  Ceylon,  the  history 
of  which  is  correctly  handed  down    to  us  from   the  time    of  the  second 
Asoka,  and  only  relates  war  of  the  Smgalese  kings    with   the    rulers   of 

the  opposite  coasts    Again,  the  Brahmans  always  accurately  distinguish 

second  and  the  third  Rama ,  and  there   is  no    ground   for   regarding 
the  second  as  a  divine  presonification  of  agriculture     As   the  story  of 
the  first  Rama  is  to  be  found  in  the  Aitareya  Brahmana,    a  work   which 
makes   no   reference  whatever  to    incarnations    of  Vishnu,  it  will  be 

impossible  to   deny  the  historical  character   of  the  Pithoid  (?)   Rama, 
although  at  a.  later  penod  he  was  included  in  the  circle  of  the  avataras 
On  the  same  ground  I  consider  myself  bound  to  accept  as  an  historical 

personage   the  Dasarathi   Rama.      As   soon    as  he  was   transported 
into  the  ranks  of  the  gods,  he  was   naturally  followed  by  Sita,  whose 
name  of  itself  led  to  her  being  turned   into  a  daughter  of  the  Earth— 

into  a  deified  Furrow     Again,  the  assumption  that  the  flight  to   Helen 

and  Trojan  war  were  the   prototypes  of  the  abduction  of  Sita,  and  of 

the  conflict  around  Lanka,  appears  very  paradoxical     It  presupposes, 
further,  an  acquaintance  with  the  Homeric   poems,  of  which  there  is  no 

proof  whatever.    Among  a  people  one  of  whose  chief  weapons  was  the 
bow,  it  was  natural  that  stones  of  heroes  who  conquered  their  foes  by 
superiority  in  the  use  of  this  weapon  should  be  invented     By  means  of 

this  style    of  comparison,   the  account    of  Arjuna's  defeat  of  the  nval 

suitors  for  Draupadi's  hand  through  his  superior  skill  in  archery  might 
be   ascribed  to  Homeric   influence     Besides,   a   comparison  of  the 
circle  of  tales  current   among  the   two  nations  would  not  be  quite 
appropriate,    as  in  the  Ramayana   the   abduction   of  Sita  forms  an 

important  part  of  the  story,  while  in  tbe   Homeric  songs   the   rape   of 
Helen  is   indeed   introduced  as  the  motive  of  the  war,  but  is  nowhere 
described  at  length     Finally,  although  I  am   still    convinced   that  the 
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nJua-.  h  i\e  den\  ed  their  zodiacal  signs,  not  from  the  Greek  but  fmm 
the  Chaldaean  astrologers,  the  astronomical  dati  occurnng  in  the 
Ramayana  have  no  force  as  proofs  The  reference  to  the  \a\anas  and 
Sakas  as  powerful  nations  m  the  northern  region  only  shows,  sincth 
speaking,  that  these  nations  were  known  to  the  Indians  as  sach,  but  not 
that  thei  had  alreadv  established  their  dominion  in  that  quarter  In 

conformity  withim  uews  on  the  history  of  Indian  epic  poetrv,  I  regard 
is  idmissible  the  statement  of  the  historian  of  Kasmir  {Ra/afaiangim, 
T  166)  that  the  king  of  that  countrj,  Damodara,  caused  the  Rama)  ana, 
\\  ith  all  its  episodes,  to  be  read  to  him  How  much  sooner  the  existing 

poem  wis  composed  will  probablv  never  admit  of  determination  " 

According  to  M  Williams,  "the  first  orderly  completion,  of  the  In  o 
poems  in  their  biahmanized  form,  ma\  have  taken  place,  in  the  case 
of  the  Ramayana  about  the  beginning  of  the  third  century  B  C ,  and  in  the 
case  of  the  Mahabharata  (the  original  story  of  which  is  possibly  more 

ancient  than  that  of  the  Ramayana)  still  later, — perhaps  as  late  as  the 
second  century  B  C  The  posteriority  of  the  brahmamzed  Mahabharata 

may  be  supported  by  the  more  frequent  allusions  it  contains  to  the 

progress  of  Buddhistic  opinions,  and  to  the  intercourse  with  the  Yavanas 
or  Greeks,  who  had  no  considerable  dealings  with  Hlq  Hindus  till  two 

or  three  centuries  after  Alexander's  invasion  * 

Talboys  Wheeler  savs  that  the  war  between  Rama  and  Ravana  is 
but  a  poetic  version  of  the  conflict  between  Brahmimsm  and  Buddhism 
in  the  south 

H  H  Wilson  sa>s  that  the  storv  of  the  Ramayana  seems  to  be 
founded  on  historical  fact  and  the  traditions  of  the  South  of  India 

uniformly  ascribe  its  civilization  to  the  subjugation  or  dispersion  of  its 
forest  tribes  of  barbarians  and  the  settlement  of  civilized  Hindus  to  the 

conquest  of  Lanka  by  Rama  ' 

/  C  Chatterju  refers  the  incidents  and  locality  of  the  Ramayana 
to  the  advance  of  the  Aryans  eastwards  and  to  the  Caucasia  and  shores 

of  the  Caspian,  the  Black  and  Mediterranean  seas  " 

M  V  Elbe  discovers,  after  elaborate  literary  and  geographical 

research,  the  real  Lanka  of  the  Ramayana    "  A  mysterious  peak  which 

1  Indian  Wisdom,  31-6    See  Gauranganath  Banerjee's  Hellenism  m  Ancient 
rutita,  288-6 

2  Translation  of  Vuf  1  Pura^a,  III  317  note 

3  "Aryan   Ancestors,    where  did  they  come  from?'— Taper   lead    at  the 
Asiatic  Society  of  Bengal— Hindu,  Madras,  14th  April,  1916. 

3 
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ii  visible  from  the  neighbourhood  of  the  Amorakanlak,  the  source  of 
the  Nurbudda,  and  which  is  surrounded  by  marsh)  land  nwi  be  identi- 

fied with  Lanka  "*    1  here  is  much  (here  for  appreciation 

Another  theorv  is  "that  the  Rama} ana  exhibits  the  progress  of 
Arjan  plough  husbandry  among  the  mountains  and  the  fastnesses  of 
Central  and  Southern  India  and  the  perils  of  the  agru  ultur  il  settlers 

from  non-ploughing  nomadic  hunting  tribes  "a 

It  is  said  in  the  Rajatarangmi  (I  1 16)  that  king  D.lmod.im  was 

condemned  to  wear  the  form  of  a  serpent  "  until  he  should  have  heard 
the  whole  of  the  Ramavana  monedav"  God  aw  therefore  infers 
that  inasmuch  as  king  Damodara  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  14th 

century  B  C,  the  passage  decides  in  favour  of  at  least  the  "reraota 

anliqmta  del  poema ' s  But  A\  eber  almost  derides  him  bv  saj  ing  that 
"  the  Rama-v  ana  is  brought  into  connection  w  llh  the  banishment  of  a 
king,  who  is  presumed  to  have  reigned  2400  vears  before  the  date  of 

Kalhana '  * 

Ihe  fantastic  differences  about  dates  among  orientalists  are  seen 

for  instance,  in  the  following  summary  about  Rama  in  Balfour's  Cyclo- 

paedia of  India,  Volume  III  "  Rama  of  the  solar  line  of  Hindu 
chronolog}  is,  however,  placed  by  brahmins,  867,102  B  C  between  the 
silver  and  brazen  ages  But  he  has  been  vanouslj  supposed  to  have 
lived,  2022  B  C  Jones,  950  Hamilton,  and  1100  lodd,  and  according 
to  Bentlj  he  was  one  year  old  in  960,  born  in  6th  April  961 ,  Rama 
preceded  Krishna  but  as  their  historians  Valmiki  and  Vyasa,  who 
wrote  events  they  witnessed,  were  contemporaries,  it  could  not  have 

been  many  years " 

Whatever  mav  have  been  the  fanciful  interpretations  of  western 
savants  and  modern  theorists,  the  epic  has  maintained  its  unity  of  plot  and 
action  from  time  immemorial  It  is  the  Adikftvya,  the  first  poem  and 
Valmiki  was  Adikavi,  the  first  poet  in  Indian  Literature  As  a  piece  of 
poetic  art  the  Ramayana  stands  supreme  and  Valmiki's  poefic  fancy  and 
imagery  have  been  the  standard  for  imitation  There  is  no  ideal,  there 
is  no  reality,  there  is  no  fancy,  there  is  no  sentiment  which  Valmiki 
has  not  depicted  and  there  is  no  expression  which  can  excel  or  equal 

i     First  Oriental  Conference,  Poona,  Summaries  of  Papers,  128      ~~ 
2  See  Vaidya's  R%ddle  of  ihe  Ramayana,  64,  Narayan  Aryangar's  Essays  m Indo-Aryau  Mythology ,  Tilak's  Arctv  home  in  the  Vedas,  348 3  Vol  I  Introduction,  zcvn 
4  On  the  RamSyafa,  14, 1  2$g, 
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his  in  grace  or  eloquence  Cosmogom  and  theugom ,  folk-lure  and 

tradition,  nntholog*  and  histon,  have  all  formed  a  part  "in  the 
weaving  of  the  mightv  web  and  work  of  magic  draper?  evolved  hv 

Valmiki"  "Notwithstanding  the  wilderness  of  e\aggeration  and 
hvperbole  through  which  the  reader  of  the  Indian  Lpics  has  occasiort- 

■illv  to  wander,"  says  M  Williams1  "there  are  m  the  whole  range 
of  the  world'*  literature  few  more  charming  poems  than  the  Raniav  ana 
lhe  classical  punt*,  Llearness  and  simphcitv  ol  its  style,  the  exquisite 
touches  of  true  poetic  feeling  with  which  it  abounds,  its  graphic 

descriptions  of  heroic  incidents  and  of  nature's  grandest  scenes,  the  deep 
acquaintance  it  displavs  with  the  conflicting  w  orkmg  and  most  refined 
emotions  of  the  human  heart,  all  entitle  it  to  rank  among  the  most 

beautiful  compositions  that  ha\e  appeared  at  am  penod  and  in  am 
countn  It  is  like  a  spacious  and  delightful  garden ,  here  and  there 
allowed  to  run  wild,  but  teeming  with  fruits  and  flowers,  watered 
by  perennial  streams  and  e\en  its  most  tangled  thickets  intersected 

with  delightful  pathways  " 

These  excellences  of  thought   and   expression  ha\e  gained  for 

Valmiki  the  highest  place  in  the  pantheon  of  the  world's  poetic  geniuses 
Wherever  you  roam  over  the  vast  continent  of  India,  be  it  a  peasant's 

hut   or  a  lord's  parloui,  the  slorv  of  Rama  is  familiar  and  is  listened 
to  with   pleasure   and   devotion      This  is  the  prediction  of  Brahma, 

Yavafc  sthasj  anti  girayas  santas  ca  mahitale 

Tavafc  Rainavana-katha  lokesu  pracarisjati — I  240. 

And  the  name  of  Rama  and  the  narration  of  his  heroism  will  be  current 

in  the  world  "  as  long  as  mountains  and  rivers  stand  on  the  surface  of 
the  earth"  J  here  is  not  one  devout  Hindu  who  does  not  believe  in 

these  words  of  Valmiki  "He  who  reads  and  repeats  this  holv  life-giving 
Ramfiyana  is  liberated  from  all  his  sins  and  exalted  with  all  his  posterity 

to  the  highest  heaven  "  Valmiki  reiterated  the  doctrine  of  fate  and 
hope  and  thus  expressed  the  means  of  solace  in  distress  and  when  that 

poet  put  the  old  saying  in  the  lips  of  despairing  Si$a, 

Kalyanl  bata  galheyam  laukiki  pratibhati  me 
Eti  jivantam  anando  naram  vaisaiatadapi 

he  had  said  all  that  could  be  said  for  peace  in  this  mortal  world  * 

1.  Indtan  Wisdom,  365 
2.  Ed  by  VLS  Pansikar  with  Tilaka Commentary  (Bombav),  Ed  byRL 

Bhattacharya,  Benares),  Ed  by  A  G  V  Schlegal  with  Latin  preface  (Bonn) ,  Ed 
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Ramayanakathasara  is  a  bnef  narrative  of  the  Ramayana  in  se\en 
Kandas,  each  Kanda  in  a  different  metre,  by  Subbaya  Rastnn,  son  of 

Yegnesa  Sunn  of  Pulyala  family  and  daughter's  son  of  Venlnta 
&vetamukha  Makhra  of  Kompela  family  *  There  are  short  poetical 

summaries,  Arya  Ramayana  by  Suryakavi*  and  Sister  Balambal 8 

J  atvasnngraharamayana  of  Ramabrahmananda  in  seven  adhyaj  is> 
mentions  the  story  of  the  Ramayana,  but  adds  many  incidents  not  found 

In  Valmiki's  "work  * 

by  Gorresio,  Paris ,  Ed*  by  Durgaprasad  (Nirnaya  Sanara  Press,  Bombay) , 
Ed  by  Gopal  Narayana  (Bombay) ,  Ed  by  Vyasacarya  (Kumbakonam)  with 

Govindaraja's  Commentary  Translated  into  English  verse  by  Griffith  (Benares) 
and  into  English  Prose,  by  M  N  Dutt,  Calcutta,  by  Makhan  Lai  Sen  (Calcutta, 
with  a  valuable  introduction)  and  by  C  R.  Snnivasa  Iyengar  with  notes,  Madras) 

For  versions  of  the  story,  see  Belvalkar's  Int  to  Uttararamacanta  (HOS,  21) 
For  critical  remarks  on  composition  and  contents,  see  IA,  I  120,  172,  29 

III  102,  IV  247,  XXIX.  8  For  Bhavabhutis  quotation,  see  I  A,  II  123  On 
the  author,  and  different  versions,  see  IA,  XXXI  357-2  For  an  Italian  story 
resembling  Ramayana,  see  IA,  VII  202,  292. 

Was  Rama,} ana  copied  from  Homer  ?  {I A,  II  219,  XIII  336,480,111. 
124, 267)  As  to  the  quotation  of  .the  verse  in  the  Mahabhashya  of  Patanjah,  see 
I  A,  IV  247  ff  Weber,  On  the  Ramayana  translated  by  D  C  Boyd  (IA,  I. 
120,172,239),  Ramayana  and  Jatakas  (Mod  Rev  XVII I  96),  Valmikt  and  Kalt- 
dasa  by  R  V  Knshnamacharya  (Sahridaya,  XVIII) ,  Life  of  Vahntkt  (JiSB, 
XXIII  494),  Ent  Beitrag  Zur  Ramayana  Krtttk  by  Jacobi  (ZDMG,XLI),  Geo- 

graphy of  Rama's  exile  by  Pargiter  (TRAS,  1894,  231)  ,  Linguistic  Archaisms  oj 
the  Ramayana  by  T  Michelson  (TAOS,  1904) ,  Valmtki,  as  he  reveals  himself  in  Ins 

pom,  by  B  Barna  (ICU,  in.  251-90) 
Jacobi,  Das  Ramayana  (Bonn) ,  Ludwig,  Vber  Das  Ramayana  (Prag) ,  Baum- 

gartner,  Das  Ramayana  (Freiburg) ,  Hans  Wirtz,  Die  Wcstliche  Rcaenston  d<s 
Ramayana ,  H.  Luders,  Die  sage  von  R*sya**nga, 

The  Triumph  of  Valmtk*  (in  Bengali)  by  H  P  Shasta  and  translated  in 
English  by  R  R.  Sen  (Luzac  &  Co.,  London) ,  The  Middle  of  the  Ramayana 
by  C  V  Vaidya,  Bombay,  The  Ramayana  and  the  Mahaoharata,  by  the  Maharaja 
of  Bobbin  (m  Telugu). 

Vaidya's  Ramayana,  Mahababharata  and  Epic  India  reviewed  in  Ind  Rev  IX 
686  ,  Sn  Ramachandra,  the  Ideal  King  by  T  Michelson  (Theosophical  Publishing 
House,  Adyar)  For  a  valuable  critique,  see  the  Introduction  (Telugu)  to 
Gopinatha  Ramayana,  (Madras). 

1  DC,  XX  7909 

2  TC,  III  3021  It  was  composed  on  Sunday,  the  10th  day  of  the  dark 
fortnight  of  the  year  Yuva 

3  Printed,  Madras 
4  TC,  I  9SS 
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Valmlkibhavadlpam*  is  an  interpretation  in  verse  of  the  spiritual 
significance  of  the  story  of  Rama  The  author  \nantacarva  is  the  son 
of  Kr^namacarya  and  the  head  of  the  famous  Partivadibhavankara 
Mutt  of  Kanci  He  was  born  on  24th  March  1874  and  u>  the  author  of 

several  works  in  philosophy  By  his  extensive  tours  all  over  India  he 

is  spreading  knowledge  and  religion  \mong  his  works  is  Samsara- 

cakram,  a  sansknt  novel,  which  will  be  noticed  in  a  later  Chapter 

Vasistha  Ramaj  ana,  also  called  Jnana  Vasistha,  is  said  to  have 
been  composed  bv  Valmiki  himself  as  an  appendage  to  the  Ramayana 
and  originally  taught  b)  Vasistha  to  Rama  It  is  in  sis.  chapters, 
Vairagja,  Mumukiutva,  Utpatti,  Sthiti,  Upasana  and  NirvSoa  and 
treats  mainly  of  \  oga  and  Advaita  Vedanta  by  means  of  illustrative 

stones,  intended  to  explain  the  best  means  of  attaining  true  happiness  * 
J  here  it.  commentary  on  it  bv  Anandabodhendra  Sarasvati8  and 
a  short  compendium  of  it  (anonvnious)  in  10  Prakaranas  with  a 

commentary  by  Mahidhara  * 

Vasisthottararamayana  is  not  fulb  extant  In  the  12th  chapter 
there  is  the  legendary  account  of  the  vanquishment  of  hundred-headed 

Ravana  by  Sita     It  is  called  Sitavijavam  * 

Adbhuta-Ramayana  or  Adbhutottararaniayana,  also  attributed  to 
Valmiki,  describes  in  27  Cantos  as  a  sequel  to  the  Ramayana  the  early 

story  and  real  nature  of  Sita-  In  it  Sit.l  is  represented  as  having 
killed  a  Ravana  with  hundred  heads,  whom  Rama  was  unable  to 

vanquish  8 

Adhyatma-Ramayana  is  an  extract  from  the  Brahmanda  Parana.  It 
is  divided  into  seven  books,  bearing  the  same  name  as  the  Ramayana  and 

its  object  is  to  show  "  that  Rama  was  a  manifestation  of  the  supreme 
spirit  and  Sita,  identified  with  Laksmi,  a  type  of  nature  "  It  is  m  the 

I.    Printed  at  Conjeeveram  by  the  author 
2  An  abridgment  (Laghu)  has  been  translated  by  K.  Narayanaswami  Iyer, 

(Theosophical  Publishing  House,  Adyar)  This  work  is  a  standard  book  of  study 

among  the  members  of  the  Theosophical  society  See  further,  M  Williams" 
Indian  Wisdom,  368 

3  He  was  the  pupil  of  GangSdharendra  Sarasvaji  who  was  the  disciple  of 
RSmacandrendra  Sarasvaji,  who  was  the  disciple  of  Sarvajna  Sarasvaji 
See  DC,  IV  1292—1302 

4.    TC,  II  2644,  IOC,  232, 783. 
5  TG,  I  881, 882 ,  II.  1303 
6  IOC,  No,  3331—33,  DC  XX.  7689,  Ed  Bombay,  This  edition  contains 

27  cantos 
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form  of  a  dialogue  between  Uma  and  va  T\>  o  Sichapters  are  held  lo 

be  particularly  sacred  In  the  first  chapter,  Ramahi  da\  a,  the  inner  nature 
of  R&ma  is  explained  and  his  identification  of  Rama  with  Vishnu  as  the 

supreme  spirit  is  asserted.  1  he  fifth  chapter  of  the  seventh  book,  the 
Ramagita,  explains  the  advantage  of  giving  up  all  work  m  order  to 

meditate  upon  and  become  united  with  the  supreme  spirit1 

Mflla  Ramayana"  and  Ananda  Ramayana'  describe  the  importance 
of  Hanumaj  and  is  read  much  b}  the  followers  of  on  Madhwa 

batyopakhyana  narrates,  the  historj  of  Rama  illustrated  with  a 
vanetv  of  stones  not  found  in  the  Ramayana  It  is  said  to  have  been 

onginally  imparted  to  Markandeya  bj  Valmiki,  and  then  by  him  to 

V)  asa,  bv  Vvasa  to  Sufca  and  lastly  recounted  b>  Suta  to  the  Kms  in 
the  forest  of  Naimisa  It  mav  have  been  part  of  a  Furana  but  it  has 

not  been  possible  to  identifv  the  source  * 

Ramacantra  or  Ramavana  is  a  long  work  m  prose  and  verse  based 

on  the  Ramftvana  of  Hemacarya  It  differs  considerably  from  the  w  ork 

of  Valmiki,  and  is  an  extravagant  travesty  of  it  It  closes  with  the 
narration  of  the  death  of  Laksmana  on  heanng  a  false  report  of  the 

slaying  of  Rama  and  RS,ma  becoming  an  ascetic  and  attaining  salvation, 
after  which  his  sons  Lava  and  Kusa  became  initiated  into  the  Jam 

religion  Padmavijayagam,  the  author,  was  a  disciple  of  Rajavijaya 
Sun,  adesciple  ofVyayasena  Sun  and  composed  the  work  in  1596, 

dunng  the  reign  of  Emperor  Akbar  • 

COMMENTARIES 

The  most  well-known  commentary  is  the  Bhfisanara  of  Govindaraja, 
of  Kau^ika-gotra  He  was  the  son  of  Varadaraja  He  was  a  ̂ri- 
vaijnava  brahmm,  a  resident  of  Kanci  or  Sholinghur  He  calls  himself 

a  desciple  of  Sathagopade&ka  The  latter  is  probably  the  6th  Swami 

of  the  Ahobilam  Mult,  who  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  16th 

century  9    At  the  end  of  Yuddhakanda,  Govradaraja  says  he  was  en- 

i  Pnnted  in  all  provinces  See  Momer  William's  Indian  Wisdom,  368 
Translated  into  English  by  Lala  Baij  Nath,  Panini  office,  Allahabad  (See  Ind 
Rev ,  XIII.  334) 

2  Ed  Nirnayasagara  Press,  Bombay  Theosophical  Publishing  House 
Adyar 

3  Ed  by  Jyestaram  Mukundjee,  Bombay 
4.  Ed  Sn  Venkateswar  Press,  Bombay 

5,  See  Mttra's  Rep  V 
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coaraged  m  his  composition  b\  Bha\anat3r}a  Bha\anacfina  was  the 

"Tent  scion  of  Kandala  family  of  Vadhula  gotra  and  his  son  Snranga's. 
desciple,  Tenah  Annav\a  (brother  of  Tenah  Ramaknshna)  lived  in  the 

days  of  kings.  Kxsuade\arfi}a  and  R«Tmade\ardja  of  Yuianagar1  We 
may  therefore  safeh  assign  this  commentary  to  the  middle  of  the  16lh 
tentun  When  once  on  a  visit  to  Tirupab  he  was  directed  in  his 

dream  at  the  entrance  of  the  temple  of  Venkatesa  to  compose  a  com- 
mentary on  the  RSmayana  The  work  is  learned,  discussive  and 

uithonlative  and  comprehends  all  that  a  reader  may  desire  for  a  pro- 

per appreciation  of  the  poem  The  commentaries  on  the  C  unto*  have 

separate  names  Maiumanjlra,  Pitdmbara,  Ratnamekhala,  Muktahara, 

£ingaratilaka,  the  Mammukuta,  and  Ratnakirlta  * 

Valmikihrdayam8  is  a  commentary  by  Ahobala  of  Atrej  a  gotra 
He  lived  at  Conjeeveram  He  ay  as  the  desciple  of  ParSnkusa,  the  6th 
Swami  of  Ahobila  Mutt  who  was  contemporary  of  Lmperor  Ramaraja 
of  Viiianagar  of  the  16th  century  He  also  translated  into  Sanskrit  the 

commentary  in  Tamil  of  select  verses  of  the  Ramayana  by  the  com- 

mentators on  the  Dramidopanishad  or  Tinivaymuli  *  In  his  tours  in 
the  north  of  India,  he  installed  the  images  of  Ahvars  in  the  temple  of 

Jagannftdha "  Ahobala's  pupil  Brahmavidyadh\ann  wrote  a  critical 
commentary  on  stray  verses  called  Virodhabhanjani  He  was  son  of 

Nrsimha  and  BhavanT  of  the  V5na  family ' 
Dharmakutara  is  a  splendid  critique  on  the  RSnunana  lis  object, 

as  the  name  indicates,  is  to  demonstrate  to  the  reader  how  at  every 

step  of  the  poem,  the  story  of  the  Ramayana  illustrates  the  code  of 

morals  by  reference  to  the  original  sources  of  the  VSdas  and  die 

Dharma  Sa^tras  T  It  is  a  unique  work  of  the  kind  and  was  almost  ail 

original  conception  m  Sanskrit  literature 

Its  author  is  Tryambaka  Makhin 8  He  was  the  son  of  Gangu- 
dhara,  the  minister  of  Ekoji,  the  founder  of  the  Kingdom  of  Tanjore 

(1674-1687)  and  brother  of  Nrsimha     His  father's  father  was  Tryam- 

1  See  Veeresahngam's  Lives  of  Telugu  poets,  Part  II  332 
2  Ed  Madras  and  elsewhere 

3  DC,  IV  1272 
4  TC,  II  2305 
5  See  Ahobilam  Inscription*. 
6  DC,  IV    1277    Probably  it  was  this  Nrsimha  that  also  wrote  a  com- 

mentary on  the  RSmSyana,  TC,  III  3071 

7  The  work  is  thus  described      Krtiriyam   sakala*rutisammat5  smrti- 
puranavacobhiralankrtS 

8  His  brother  NSrSyana  wrote  the  Vikramasenacamptt  (IC,  II  264 ) 
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bakaniatva  When  Shahaji  became  king  (1687-1711),  Iryambakavas 
appointed  his  minister  and  continued  in  that  position  throughout  the 
reign  After  the  death  of  Shahaji  and  accession  of  Rarabhoji  (1712- 
1727),  Iryambaka  was  in  charge  of  the  portfolio  of  charitable  endow- 

ments After  receiving  a  munificent  grant  of  land,  he  retired  for 

meditation  to  SwamimaUi  (near  Kumbakonam)  where  stands  the 

ancient  temple  of  Skandn  Onh  a  few  chapters  have  been  printed  b) 

the  Vamvilas  Press,  Snrangam  and  it  is  stall  unfinished  1'robablv  the 
manuscript  is  in   the  Trinjore  Libran 

Ramajancunayl  is  a  commentary  by  Rangacarya,  ofKidlmbifamih 

and  of  A^rej  a  gotra  He  was  the  pupil  of  Gopala,  a  descendant  of 

Vadihamsa  family  He  probably  lived  at  Arasanipalai  near  Conjee- 

varam  *  Ramdyana-bhusanam  is  a  commentary  by  PrabalamukundasQn, 

son  of  Smgayarya 9  Subodhmi  is  a  commentary  by  Abhinava  Rama- 
bhadrasrami,  a  desciple  of  RaghOttamairama  He  was  an  ascetic, 

probably  a  resident  of  the  Circars  8  Guruv51mikibha\aprakS&k<T  is  a 
commentary  by  Hanpandrfca,  son  of  Lak^mlnarayanamatya  of  the 

Mudigunda  family,  and  of  the  Kaundmya  gotra*  Appaj adikSita  wrote 
Ramayanatatparyanirnava  and  Rama}  anas&rasangraha  B 

Ramayana-tativa-dlpika,  famiharlv  known  as  'Jirthlyam  is  a 
commentary  by  Mahesatirlha  He  \\  as  an  ascetic  and  pupil  of  NSra- 

yanatirtha8  Ramayana-Dipika  is  a  commentary  b}  Vidyanatha 
Dikhita1  So  is  Sarvarthasara  by  Venkale&rara,8  VaradarSja  of  Udali 
familv  of  Malabar  has  left  a  fragmentary  commentary"  Aufrecht 
gives  the  names  of  the  following  commentators  Isvaradiksifcn,  Uma- 
mahesvara,  NSgesa,  Ramanandatirtha,  Lokanatha,  Vis\,inafcha,  &vara 

Sanyasm,  Han  Pandi^a 10 

Caturarthi  is,  an  anonymous  commentary  giving  four  meanings  to 
several  important  verses     Ihe   author  displays  much  learning  and 

1  DC,  IV  1284  VadihamsSmbudacarya  was  the  maternal  uncle  of  Ve<janta De&ka 
2  TC,  II  1235, 205/    He  refers  to  a  commentator  Varadaraja 
3  2*6,  II  2491,  HI  3753 
4.    TC,  II  2315, 2652 
5  Op.Tl  4884,8336 
6  Printed  Madras  and  Bombay  and  elsewhere 
7  DC,  IV  1274    Described  in  Burnells  Tan  Cat  p  178. 
8  TC,  II  1373  (I9IO-I3) 
9  TC,  III,  2722 
10  CC,  1. 522-4* 
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ingenuity  In  his  Interpretations  *  Amrtakataka,*  R5ma>anas3radlpika,* 
Garubalacifctaranjani,*  and  VidvanmanoranjSni,*  are  anonymous  and 
except  the  first,  are  only  available  in  fragments 

Ramayanas&rasangraha'  is  an  exposition  of  stray  verses  by  Vara-. 
daraja  of  Nodari  family  and-  of  Atreya  gotra,  known  also  as  Chola- 

pandita  Brahmadhiraja  Ramayanasaracandnka''  is  a  commentary  on 
some  select  verses  by  Snnivasaraghavacarya  of  Snrangam  He  calls 

himself  a  desciple  of  the  ascetic  Ranganatha.  Ramayana  Tani&okv* 
VyakhyS  is  an  elaborate  exposition  in  Tamil  by  Penavachambillai  It 
has  been  rendered  into  Sanskrit  by  some  unknown  author  and  is 

very  interesting  stud}  Hamsayogm's  An>agit2  composed  in  Kali  3604 
(302  AD)  explains  important  passages  There  is  a  commentary  on 

it  Khandarahasya  * 

Ramayana-visama-padartha-vyakhyana  by  Bhatta  DevarSma  is  a 

running  gloss  on  difficult  portions  of  the  RftmSyaaa  **  KalpavalUka  is 
a  similar  exposition  of  several  important  verses  by  Bommakanti  Nrsim- 
hasastnn,  an  aged  living  Pandit  of  Cocanada  He  is  the  son  of  Peru 
Sastn  He  interprets  the  Ramayana  as  the  manifestation  of  the  will  of 

Tripurasundarl  and  Rama  as  her  incarnation u  Rasanisyandini  is  a 
learned  original  commentary  on  important  verses  by  Panthyur  Krjna 

Sastngal  of  South  Indian  Puranic  fame  *" 

RamSyanarthaprakas'ika  is  a  running  discussion  on  certain  minor 
incidents  of  the  story  of  the  Ramayana  The  author  is  Venkata,  son 

of  Laksmana  **  RamSyana-mahimadarsa1*  is  a  discussion  of  several 
controversial  points  m  the  events  and  interpretation  of  &e  Ram?^a$3 

I.  DC,  IV  1274. 
2  DC,  IV  1286-8. 
3  DC,  IV   1283 
4.  TC,l  233-4 
5  7C,III  3951 
6.  7X7,  n  2457 

7  TC,  II  2100    The  manuscript  ends  with  119th  canto  o>%  Ywfttafrnrta. 
8  Printed  by  Sri  Venkateswar  Press,  Bombay.  1  \     , 

9  This  a  being  editted  by  Pandit  Sadagopachajya  of  the  Oriental  Manus- 
cnpt  Library,  Madras 

10.    KC,  198 
11  The  work  is  being  printed  by  the  author  at  Cocanada, 

12  The  manuscript  is  with  his  son  Mr.  Kalyanarama  Sastn.  On  the  author, 

see  Chapter  on  Sanskrit  drama,  post    He  lived  between  1842-191* 
13  DC,  IV  1287 
14  TC,  II.  351S. 

4* 
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in  five  Bimbas  or  chapters.  The  author  was  Purauam  HayagrivarfSstr 
the  first  Sanskrit  Pandit  of  the  Presidency  College,  Madras  He  w 
the  first  editor  of  the  MahabbSrata  m  South  India  m  Telugu  characte 
He  lived  in  the  sixties  of  the  last  century  RamayanakathavimarSa  | 
Venkatarya  is  a  short  narrative  of  the  RSmayana  giving  the  time  of  tl 

occurrence  of  the  leading  events*  Ramayanasaradlpika  is  in  frai 

raents  *  RamSyanasSrasangraha  of  Venkatacarya,  of  Kaundinyagot 
of  MuppirSla  contains  a  statement  in  chronological  order  of  the  even 

of  the  RSmayana  and  gives  a  computation  of  dates  *  RamayanasSra  i 
Agmvesa  is  a  record  of  the  leading  events  of  the  RSmayana  with  the 
dates  and  intervals,  composed  m  verse  in  Sardula  metre  and 

well-known.*  RamSyanakalanirnaya-sucikS  is  a  similar  work,  bi 
anonymous,  discussing  the  date  of  the  birth  of  Rama  and  oth< 

incidents  of  his  life "  There  is  a  similar  work  called  RSmakalanirna). 
bodhini  by  Kovil  Kandadai  Venkata  Sundaracarya  of  Cocanada 
The  date  of  the  birth  of  Rama  is  also  discussed  in  Telugu  by  Nadatau 
Ananthalwar  Aiyangar,  the  grandson  of  the  famous  Mahamahopadhya 
ya  Paravastu  Venkata  Rangacharya  of  Vizagapatam  and  the  pamphle 

is  named  RSmSvatarakalanirnaya  T 

SatyaparSkrama  is  an  essay  elaborating  that  aspect  of  truthfulnea 

in  Rama's  character  by  K  R  Visvanatha  Sastn,  of  Ranadukathan,  Ram 
nad  SaranSgati  is  an  essay  treating  of  that  doctrine  as  expounded  in  the 
RSmayana  by  T  SrinivSsa  Raghavacarya,  B  A  of  Comeeveram 

RSmayanatatparyadlpika  is  said  to  have  been  an  exposition  of  Htc 
real  meaning  and  import  of  the  RSmayana  by  VySsa  made  at  tto 

request  of  Dharmaraja8  Ramayanatafvadarpana  by  NarSyana  Yau 
explains  the  nine  truths  and  significance  of  the  RSmayana  m  long 
discourses  in  15  chapters  * 

1.  2X7,  rv  1274. 
2.  TC,  II.  1373. 
3  DC,  I  1288-91 
4  TC,U  2060 
5  DC,  IV  1291,  TC.l  85 
6  Printed,  Scape  &  Co  Press,  Cocanada. 
7.  Printed  at  the  Arsha  Press,  Vizagapatam,  1905 
8  rC.IT  2079,2148 
9  TC,U  2217 
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Section  in 

Mahabharata 

Veda  Vyasa  the  author  of  Mahabharafcaand  the  Pwanas  was  the 

son  of  Par&sara  and  Satyavati  His  name  was  Kpna  and  he  had  the 
appellation  Dvaipayna,  because  soon  after  birth  he  was  abandoned 
by  his  unmarried  mother  in  a  dvipa  (island)  He  compiled  the  Vedas 

and  was  thence  known  as  Vya&a  *  Satyavati  married  Bang  Ban^anu, 
Sanfcaau's  son  Vicitravlrya  had  two  wives  Ambika  and  Ambahka.  He 
died  issueless  and  to  perpetuate  his  progeny,  Vyasa  procreated  three 
sons,  Dhrstarajtra,  Pandu  and  Vidura  on  these  childless  widows  at 

the  behest  of  his  mother  Satyavati a  Then  he  betook  himself  to  a  life 
of  penance,  until  after  this  progeny  became  old  and  passed  away^hd 

"  spoke  the  Bharata  in  this  human  world  "  He  composed  the  Bharata 
of  26,000  verses  The  learned  say  that  is  the  extent  of  the  Bharata 
without  the  Upakhyanas  And  he  compiled  a  chapter  of  150  verses 
setting  out  the  contents  of  the  several  Books  of  the  poem  This  of 

old  Vyasa  taught  to  his  son  Suka  and  then  he  gave  to  others  of  his 

pupils  whom  he  found  apt  and  promising.  Vyasa  composed  another 
poem  of  60  lakhs  of  verses  Of  this  work  30  lakhs  were  published 
in  the  world  of  Gods ,  15  lakhs  in  the  region  of  the  Pitru ,  1+  lakhs 

were  given  to  the  Gandharvab ,  and  one  lakh  was  published  among 
men  Nfirada  recited  it  to  the  Gods ,  Devala  to  the  Pitxs ,  Snka  to  th# 
Gandharvas  and  other  Demons  In  this  land  of  man  VaafempSyaaa 

recited,  the  pupil  of  Vyasa,  and  the  best  of  those  learned  to  tifa» 

Veda.'  *  When  Vyasa  was  considering  how  beBt  to  transmit  it  to  Ms 

flisciples,  Brahma  appeared  to  hiifl  "  Then  the  great  glorious  Vyasa) 

addressing  Brahma  Paramesthi  said  'O  divine  Brahma,  by  me  a  poem  hath 

aeen  composed  which  is  greatly  respectedj  the  [mystery  of  the  Veda 

md  what  othef  subjects  have  been  explained  by  me ,  the  various  ritual 

jf  Upamshdas  with  the  Angas ,  the  compilation  of  the  Puranas  formed 

jy  me  and  named  after  the  three  divisions  of  time(  past*  present  and 

future  ,  the  determination  of  the  nature  bf  decay,  deafh, fear/dWasej 

existence  and  non-existence,  a  description  of  creeds  an$  pf  the 

various  modes  of  life ,  rules  for  the  four  castes,  and'  the'&aDOrtant  of 

f#  the  Puranas  an  account  of  asceticism  and  of  the  dufies  of  relwnnns 

I    Mah.  I    64* 
a    Utah.  I.  ii*. 
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student ,  the  dimensions  of  the  snn  and  moon,  the  planets,  constel- 

lations and  stars,  together  with  the  duration  of  the  four  ages  ,  the  Rik, 
Sama  and  Yajur  Vedas ,  also  the  Adhyatma ,  the  sciences  cakled 
Nyaya,  Orthoepy  and  Treatment  of  disease,  chanty  andPasupata, 
birth,  celestial  and  human,  for  particular  purposes  ,  also  a  description 
of  places  of  pilgrimage  and  other  holy  places,  of  rivers  and  mountains 
forests,  the  ocean  of  heavenly  cities  and  the  kalpas ,  the  art  of  war, 
the  different  kinds  of  nations  and  language ,  the  nature  of  the  manners 

of  the  people  and  the  all-pen  admg  spirit-ball,  these  have  been  repre- 
sented    But  after  all,  no  writer  of  this  work  is  to  be  found  on  earth." 

"  Brahma  said  .— - "  I  esteem  thee  for  thy  knowledge  of  divine 
mysteries,  before  the  whole  body  of  celebrated  Munis  distinguished  for 

the  sanctity  of  then-  lives  I  know  thou  has  revealed  the  divine  word, 
even  from  its  first  utterance,  in  the  language  of  truth  Thou  hast 
called  thy  present  work  a  poem,  wherefore  it  shall  be  a  poem  There 

shall  be  no  poets  whose  works  may  equal  the  descriptions  of  this 

poem,  even  as  the  three  other  modes  called  Asrama  are  ever  unequal 
in  merit  to  the  domestic  Asrama  Let  Ganesa  be  thought  of,  0  Munii 

for  the  purpose  of  writing  the  poem  " 

Sauti  said,  "  Brahma  having  thus  spoken  to  Vyasa,  retired  to  hu 
bwn  abode  Then  Vyasa  began  to  call  to  mind  to  Ganesa  And 

Ganesa,  obviator  of  obstacles,  ready  to  fulfil  the  desires  of  his  votaries, 

was  no  sooner  thought  of,  than  he  repaired  to  the  place  where  Vyasa 
was  seatedt  And  when  he  had  been  saluted,  and  was  seated,  Vyasa, 

addressed  him  thus, — '  O  guide  of  the  Ganas,  be  thou  the  writer  of  the 
Bharata  which  I  have  formed  in  my  imagination,  and  which  I  am  about 

to  repeat" 

"  Ganela  upon  hearing  his  address  thus  answered  — 1  will  becom* 
the  writer  of  thy  work,  provided  my  pen  do  not  for  a  moment  cdase 

writing."  And  Vyasa  said  unto  that  divinity,  "  wherever  there  be  an/- 
thin£  thou  does  not  comprehend,  cease  to  Continue  writing '  Gaaes^ 
having  signified  his  assent;  by  repeating  the  word  *  Om !»  proceeded  to 
write ,  and  Vyasa  began  ,  and,  by  way  of  diversion,  he  knit  the  knote 
of  composition  exceeding  close,  by  domg  which  he  dictated  this  wogl 
according  to  his  engagement.'' 

Vaisampayana  repeated  it  to  King  Janamejaya  at  his,  serbeeS 
sacrifice  and  Sauti  heard  that  narration,    The  Mahabharata,  aswe-ia** 
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it,  was  given  out  by  Saufci,  as  he  heard  it  from  Vaisampajaad,  to  the 

assembled  sages  during  Saunata's  sacrifice  in  the  forests  of  Naimisa 

We  have  therefore  three  points  at  which  the  Mahabhara$a  may 
actually  be  said  to  begm  Fust,  from  the  very  beginning  of  Ihe  text 
as  we  have  it,  with  the  in\ocation  of  Nara  and  Narayaaa  ,  following 
the  invocation  we  have  the  conversation,  when  Sau$i  and  the  sages, 

of  Saunakas'  hermitage.  Second,  from  the  description  of  the  Sarpa 
Saffra*  (serpent  sacrifice)  of  Janamejaya  where  commences  the  As^ika- 
parvan  Third,  from  the  commencement  of  the  actual  narrative  of  the 

history  of  the  Bharata  race,  where  begins  the  Amsava$araaa  parvan. 
In  the  course  of  the  narrative  as  repeated  Vaisampayana,  it  is  observed 

that  on  some  occasions,  King  Janamejaya  asks  Vaisampayana  for  an 
elaboration  of  the  story  or  an  elucidation  of  any  earlier  event  alluded 

with  it  and  Vaisampayana  answers  Janamejaya  These  answers  could 

not  have  been  part  of  Vyasar's  narration  and  must  be  said  to  be 

of  Vaisampayana's  authorship,  jus>t  as  the  earlier  Chapters  describing 
the  concourse  at  Saunaka's  sacrifice  and  the  serpent  sacrifice  of  Janame- 

jaya must  be  ascribed  to  Sau$i,  who  to  us  is  the  publisher  of  the 

Mahabharata*  It  is  however  seen  that  Saul's  narrative  is  read 

and  taken  as  the  Mahabharata  There  was  a  difference  of1  opinion  even 
when  Sau^i  made  his  narration     So  it  was  said 

Manvadi  Bharaam  ke  cit  Astikadi  $a$hapare 

Tafhopancaradyanye  viprSs  samyag  adhiyire 

"  Brahmins  have  studied  the  Bharata  sedulously,  some  lotti-  &f 

Chapter  about  Manu,   others  from   the  Chapter  about  AstftV'^el 
others,  from  the  Chapter  about  Upancaravasu  "*    Sri  Madava  m  hu 
Tatfaryamritaya  however  gives  a  traditional  explanation  of  this  verse 

"  The  meaning  of  the  Bharata,  in   so  far  as  it  is  a  relation  of  the  facts 
and  events  of  which  Sri   Kxisna  and  the  Pandavas  are  connected,  if 

called  Astikadi  (historical )  That  interpretation  by  which  we  find  lessons 

on  Jpharmaj  Bhakti  and  other  ten   qualities,  Sruta  (sacred  study) 'and 

righteous  practices,  character  and  training,   on  Brahma  Sad  Srtr  other 
i    r   *       -L  ■■*■■■  -     -  -  ■■*    -  ■  ..■■<■!     i  n    ■■!  i    t      n  i    ■■--■■■■■   ■ 

I     Mdu  It    I'll. 

2.    Mah,  I,    J2-5& 
%  Mah.  L   59> 

4.  For  a  critical  discussion  of  the  preliminary  Chapters,  see  Notes  of  & 
Btudy  of  the  Piehminary  Chapters  of  the  Idahabharata  by  V.  Venkatachela  Iyer* 
High  Co»rt  .WttbtKUfef* 
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Gods  is  called  ManvMi  (religious  and  moral)  Thirdly,  the  interpreta- 

tion by  -which  every  sentence,  word  or  syllable  is  shown  to  be  the 
significant  name,  or  to  be  the  declaration  of  the  glories  of  the  Almighty 

Ruler  of  the  Universe  is  called  Auparicara  (transcendental) " 

The  vast  extent  of  the  w  ork  was  easily  the  cause  of  much  mterpola- 

lation  on  Madhva  found  it  deplorable  "In  s>ome  places*  we  find 
interpolations  ,  in  other  cases  texts  are  altogether  lost ,  in  some  others, 
they  have  changed  the  character  of  the  test  either  by  mistake  or  on 
purpose.  Fven  those  that  might  be  said  to  be  extant  are  in  a  state  of 
utter  confusion ,  mostly  they  are  lost  A  millionth  part  of  the 
real  text  is  not  available  ,  what  could  then  be  said  of  their  meaning  hard 

to  bd  grasped  even  by  the  Gods  i"  If  v.  e  would  not  be  h}  percntical, 

-(ve  may  safely  take  it  that  ryUsZ's  text  can  be  fairly  distinguished,  if  we 
omit  the  earlier  Chapters  related  by  Sauti  ending  ■with  the  Astikaparvan 
tests  and  the  special  explanations  and  narrations  of  Vaisampayana,  in 
answer  to  particular  questions  of  King  Janamejaya  as  the  narration 

progressed  in  the  Court  of  King  Janamejaya  * 

Ihe  name  Mahabharatia  has  been  sigmncantly  explained  m  the 

prefatory  Chapter .  "  The  Gods  all  came  together  of  old  and  weighed 
the  Bharata  in  the  balance  against  the  four  Vedas.  As  the  Bhara^a  out- 

weighed the  four  Vedas  and  all  the  secrets  they  contained,  from  that 
lime  forward,  it  has  been  known  in  this  world  as  Mahabharata ,  for  it 

being  esteemed  superior  both  in  substance  and  gravity  of  import,  is 
denominated  Mahabharata  from  such  substance  and  eiavitv  of  lniDort '' 

For  the  views  of  a  non-Hindu  or  a  sceptic  Hindu,  we  cannot  vouch* 

safe  To  the  ordinary  Hindu  in  whom  the  sense  of  piety  has  not  yet 

vanished,  the  Mahabharata  is  a  fifth  Veda  As  Vyasa  said  "  By  the  aid 
of  History  and  the  Puranas,  Veda  may  be  expounded,  but  the  Veda  is 
afraid  of  one  of  little  information,  lest  he  should  injure  it.  The  learned 
nan  who  recites  to  others  this  Veda  of  Vyasa  reapeth  advantage  It 
tnay  without  doubt  destroy  even  the  sin  of  killing  the  embryo  and  the 
ike  He  that  readeth  this  holy  Chapter  at  every  change  of  the  moon, 

'eadeth  the  whole  of  the  Bharata,  I  ween.  The  man  who  with  reverence 
laily  lisceneth  to  this  sacred  work  acquireth  long  life  and  renown  and 

iscendeth  to  heaven  ,"  and  may  this  blessing  be  true  for  ever  I  *■   ■■"•"""    "    -'■■'■    m  ■»   ___   „        ( 
i.    C.  V  Vaidya's  Mahabharaja  (epitome)  is  an  attempt  in  this  direction*    '• 
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*  Tradition  accepts  that  KiNh.nad\aipa\ana  or  Veda  V\Ssa  is 
identical  with  Badanuana  author  of  the  Brahma  Sn$ras  SkSnda 

Parana  expressly  says  that  God  incarnate  as  Vyasa  son  of  Satyavati 

and  Paraiara  arranged  the  Vedas  and  composed  the  aphorisms  Rama- 

nuja  m  his  Sutra  Bhasya  in  Upat^yasambhavadhikarana,  bays  Sutra- 

karena  VedantanyayabhidhSylni  Sutraayabhidhaya  Vedopabramhaniha 

I     T,  8  Narayana  Sistri  in  his  Age  of  Sankara  (p   39  note)  expresses  a 
contrary   view     Badarayana  in  his   Vedanta   Sutras  quotes  and  refutes  the 
doctrines  of  almost  all  the  other  schools  of  Indian  Philosophy  including  those  of 
the  Lokayatikas,  Jainas  and  Baudhas  and  he  cannot,  therefore,  be  identical  with 
Krishna  Dvaipayana  who  was  a  contemporary  of  Sri  Krishna  and  the  Pandavas 
and  who  lived  in  the  interval  of  time  between  Dvaparayuga  and  Kahyuga,  at 
about  3102  B  C    Further  Badarayana  quotes  from  Patanjali,  the  renowned 

author  of  the  Mahabhashya  on  Parum's  Vyakarana  and  he  is  also  accredited  as 
having  written  the  Bhashya  on  Patanjak's  Yoga  Sutras     As  Patanjak's  date  is 
fixed  between  the  10th  and  gth  Century  B  C  ,  (Vide  '  Age  of  Patanjali'  by  the 
late  Pandit  N.  Bhashyacharya)  Badarayana  can,  under  no  circumstances,  be 
placed  before  the  loth  Century  B  C     Moreover,  Bhagavadgita,  which  forms  a 
portion  of  the  Mahabharata  written  by  Veda  Vyasa  is  quoted  as  an  authority  by 
Badarsyana  in  his  Vedanta  Sutras  under  the  name  of  Smnti,  but  this  could  hardly 
be  the  case  if  the  author  of  both  these  works — the  Bhagavadgita  and  tha  Vedanta 

Sutras— were  one  and  the  same     Veda  Vyasa's  patronymic  name  s  Krishna 
Dvaipayana  and  he  is  said  to  be  the  son  of  the  great  sage  Parasara  by  Satyavati 
and  his  hermitage  was  near  Prayaga  ( Allahabad)  between  the  Ganges  and  the 
Jumna     Whereas,  Badarayana,  as  the  name  itself  clearly  shows,  was  the  son  of 
Badan  and  his  hermitage  was  at  Badankasrama  on  the  Himalayas.    It  is  possible 

that  Badarayana's  father  and  preceptor  was  called  Badan  after  the  name  of  this 
sacred  hermitage,  which  soon  became  a  great  seat  of  learning  for  the  Vedanta 
school  of  Philosophy    The  earliest  authentic  reference  to  Badarayaoa  aati  Tfeda 
Vyasa  is  by  Sankara  himself,  and  it  is  clear  from  his  works  that  he  always  made 
a  distinction  between  Krishna  Dvaipayana  or  Veda  Vyasa,  the  author  of  the 
Bhagavadgita,  and  Badarayana  or  Vyasa,  the  author  of  the  Vedanta  Sutras.    In 
commenting  on  Bhagavadgita,  Sankara  refers  to  the  author  in  the  preface  in  the 

following    terms  —Tarn    dharmam    Bhagavata  Yathopadistam    Vedavyasas 
Sarvagno  Bhagavan  GitSkhyais  sapjabhis  slokasataib  upanibabandba  (It  is  this 
Dharma  which  was  taught  by  the  Lord,  that  the  omniscient  and  adorable  Veda 
Vyasa  embodied  in  the  seven  hundred  verses  called  Gitas  >  Mat  in  the  oaty^ace 

where  he  names  the  author  of  the  Vedanta  Sutras,  Sankajajsw^asfaBotfsJ^- 
Nanvevam  satw   satifayatvSt  antevatyam  atf7axsya,«y%ia$aJ^is9i»5vrttih 

prasajyeta  lti  aja  utjaram  Bhagavan*  Badarayana  Ajrahryabipatfaatl'f  (Bat  from 
the  circumstances  of  the  Lordly  power  ofihe  Released  sottfeoot  being  absolute, 

it  follows  that  h  conies  to  an  end,  and  tfcea.tiiey>  wffl  '"havfe  to  return  from  the 
world  of  Brahman.    To  this    object***  f*be  reverend,  •  Badarayana  Acharya 
replies  in  the  following  Sutra.    Of  thW,  there  »  nowsimraacxordiag  to  scrip- 

ture} non-return  aifcdftrdiag  to  Scnptum    (Vide  Saokara's  preface  to  Vedanta 
Sutra,  IV*  479$.,'  It  «'  a$q»reat(frojn  these;  twn|«ssages  that  Sankara  stakes  a 
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ca  Bhara^a  Samhit&m  sa^asahasnkam  kurva$aMoksadharmeJnSMkande 

abhihi^am  So  says  the  author  of  Sru^aprakfiiikZ  in  his  commentary  on 

the  Maagalailoka  referring  to  6ru$i,  Sahovaca  Vyasah  Parasaryah  In 

the  traditional  invocation  adopted  by  readers  of  the  Bhasyas,  we  have 

Samyangnyayakalapena  mahafa  Bhara$ena  ca ,  Upabrahmhif  a  Vedaya 

namo  Vyasaya  Vi^nave     In  the  benedictory  verse  commencing  the 

clear  distinction  between  the  author  of  the  Bhagavadgita  and  that  of  the  Vedanta 

Sutras,  taking  the  one  as  the  incarnation  of  the  Omniscient  Lord  himself,  and 

the  other  as  one  of  his  own  respected  Acharyas  or  teachers  Further  in  Sutra 

III.  3-32  of  his  Vedanta  Darsana,  Badarayana  himself  refers  to  Krishna  Dvaipa- 

yana,  as  an  instance  of  persons  who  knew  Brahman  and  yet  took  on  new  bodies 
for  the  purpose  of  saving  the  world  In  commenting  upon  this  Sutra,  Sankara 

gays  _«  Upapanna  Jviyam  Cin$5  Brahmavi4Smapi  Kesamcit  itihSsapurSnayor 
debantarotpatti4arsanat  T  athSthi,  apSnjar5Jam5  nana  Ve45caryah  puragarsih 
VisnumyogaJ:  Kah4vaparayos  san4hau  Krsna  4vaip5yanas  sambabhuveu 
smaranfi.  (There  is  indeed  room  for  the  inquiry  proposed,  as  we  know  from  Iti- 
hasa  and  Purana,  that  some  persons  although  knowing  Brahman,  yet  obtained  new 
bodies  Tradition  informs  us  that  Apantaratamas,  an  ancient  Rishi  and  teacher 

of  the  Vedas,  was,  by  the  order  of  Vishnu,  born  on  this  earth  as  Krishna  Dvaipa- 
yana  at  the  interval  of  tune  between  the  Dvapara  Yuga  and  Kali  Yuga)  If 
Krishna  Dvaipayana  was  the  author  of  these  Sutras,  nothing  would  have  been 
more  natural  and  easier  for  Sankara  than  to  refer  to  the  author  himself  as  an 
instance  Further  it  is  clear  from  this  passage,  that  Knshna  Dvaipayana,  accord- 

ing to  Sankara,  lived  before  the  Kahyuga  and  he  could  not  be,  therefore,  ldenti- 
cal  with  Badarayana,  the  author  of  the  Vedanta  Sutras  and  the  reputed  com- 

mentator of  Patanjali's  Yoga  Sutras  Moreover,  the  Vedanta  Sutras  are  widely 
known  as  Badarayana  Sutras,  but  no  one  has  yet  called  them  Knshna  Dvaipa- 

yana Sutras  Sankarananda,  one  of  the  successors  of  Sankara,  and  one  of  the 
greatest  of  Sanskrit  scholars,  makes  it  clear  in  his  preface  to  his  commentary  on 
the  Bhagavadgita,  that  these  two  persons  could  never  be  identical  In  that  pre- 

face, he  refers  to  the  various  works  ascnbed  to  Krishna  Dvaipayana,  but  makes 
no  mention  of  the  Vedanta  Sutras,  as  one  of  his  works.  No  doubt  some  of  the 
later  Acharyas  have  made  a  confusion  between  these  two  names,  but  that  is  no 
reason  why  the  authors  of  the  Bhagavadgita  but  the  Vedanta  Sutras  should  be 

blindly  identified  and  looked  upon  as  one  person  " 
"  We  are  in  a  position  to  adduce  other  passages  from  the  works  of  Sankara- 

charya,  which  strengthen  to  a  greater  or  less  extent,  the  conclusion  derived  from 
the  one  passage  above  referred  to  The  twelfth  aphorism  of  the  first  Pada  of 

the  second  Adhyaya  of  the  Brahma  Sutras  says  "  By  this  those  (doctrines) 
which  are  not  received  by  the  learned  have  also  been  answered  "  And  Sankara- 
charya,  commenting  upon  this  ahborism  explains  "the  learned"  to  mean 
"  Manu,  Vyasa  and  others  'n  Now  is  it  likely  that  Sankaracharya  would  gh$ 
this  explanation,  if  he  thought  Vyasa  to  be  the  author  of  the  Brahma  Sutras }  I 
think  it  is  most  unlikely,  for  otherwise  the  aphorism,  amplified  according  to 

Sankara's  explanation,  would  run  something  like  this,  "What  has  been  said  above 
furnishes  an  answer  to  all  those  doctrines  which  such  learned  men  as  Manu  and 
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Pvaitacarya  Ja>a$irtha's  commentary,  VySsa  i*>  descnbed  as  the  author of  the  Sutras  and  Mahabharafca  .and  Puranas  * 

Sir  Edwin  Arnold  in  his  "Indian  Idylls  "  claims  for  parts  of  It 
"  an  ongm  antenor  to  writing,  antenor  to  Puramc  theologv,  anterior 
to  Homer,  perhaps  old  muses  "  <md  accepts,  it  as  one  of  the  priceless, 
treasures  of  East  Dr  F  A  II ASSLLR  y  ages,  eloquent  in  ifs  praise 
"  The  Mdhdbharata  has  opened  to  me,  as  it  were,  .i  new  world,  and  I 
have  been  surprised  bejond  measure  at  the  wisdom,  truth,  knowledge 
and  love  of  the  right  which  I  have  found  displayed  m  its  pages  not  onh 
so,  but  I  have  found  many  of  the  truths  whieh  mv  own  heart  hears 
taught  me  in  regard  to  the  supreme  Being  and  His  creations  set  forth 

m  beautiful,  clear  language  " 

SI  Williams  gives  the  names  of  the  eighteen  sections  or  Books 
which  constitute  the  poem,  with  a  brief  statement  of  their  contents    

1  Adi-Parvan,  introductory  Book, '  describes  how  the  two 
brothers,  Dhntarashtra  and  Panda,  are  brought  up  by  their  uncle 
Bhishma,  and  how  Dhritarashtra,  who  is  blind,  has  one  hundred 
sons,  commonly   called  the  Kuru  princes,  by  his  wife  Ghandhan ,  and 

myself  have  rejected  "  I  confess  that  this  seems  to  me  redudip  ad  absurdam. 
Again,  the  forty-seventh  aphorism  of  the  third  Pada  of  the  second  Adhyaya  is  as 
follows  "  And  there  are  Smntis  to  the  same  effect ,"  on  which  Sankaracharya 
has  this  commentary  "  And  there  -are  Smntis  of  Vyasa  and  others  saying  that 
the  supreme  soul  suffers  no  pain  in  consequence  of  any  pam  suffered  by  the 

individual  soul"  Here  we  go  one  step  beyond  the  point  at  which"  the  previous 
passage  carried  us  For  if  Sankara  thought  Vyasa  to  be  the  author  of  the  Brahma 
Sutras,  the  result  of  the  exposition  above  set  out  would  be  that,  in  Sankara's 

judgment,  Vyasa,  in  this  aphorism  was  speaking  of  another  work  of  Bis  own  as  "a 
Smflfi,  arid  citing  if  as  an  ■authority  Is  this  probable  ?  Still  another  passage -of 
a  somewhat  similar  -description-  occurs  in^ae  commentary  of  Sankaracharya  Oft 
the  fourteenth  aphorism  of  the  first  Pada  of  the  third  Adhyaya*.  Thisjaphpraim 
is  in  words  the  same  as  the  last,  and  the  comment  of  Sankara  runs  thus  "And 

there  are  also  Smntis  of  learned  persons  such  as  Manu,  Vyasa,  and  "ftthais; 
"  Here  we  have  Vyasa,  ok  the  hypothesis  above  seated,  referring 

to  himself  as  an  author  of  a  Sninti,  and  quoting  himself  as  an  authority,  in 
his  own  aphorism,  and  Sankara  in  his  exposition  of  that  aphorism  calling  him 

farther  a  leaned  person," 
I.  fcolebroe-k*  refers  to  this<Tasi  quotation*  \assays  I,  3374  He  and  Win- 

dischman  say  they  are  different  personages.  So  says  T  K-Telang  a  *ot*^m 

axhWBWM  QtoUBm  <ff  tt*  prakmq jSqi^.  Weber  U£.^aLflunks  the;  axe 
identical, 

5 
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how  the  two  wives,  of  Paadu,  Pntha  (Kunti)  and  Madn,  have  five  sons, 

called  the  Pandavas  or  Pandu  princes. 

2  Sabha-Parvan  describes  the  great  SABHA  or  '  .issembly 

of  princes'  at  Hastinapura,  when  Yudhishlhira,  the  eldest  of  the 

five  Pandavas,  is  persuaded  to  pay  at  dice  with  Sakuni  and  loses  his, 

kingdom  The  five  Pandavas  and  Draupadi,  their  wife,  are  required 

to  live  for  twelve  years  in  the  woods 

3  Yana-Parvan  narrates  the  life  of  the  Pandavas  in  the 

Kamyaka  forest  This  is  one  of  the  longest  books,  and  full  of  episodes 
such  as  the  storv  of  Nala  and  that  of  the  KiraUrjuniya 

4  Virata-Parvan  describes  the  thirteenth  jear  of  eMle  and 

the  adventures  of  the  Pandavas  -while  living  disguised  in  the  service 
of  king  Virata 

5  Udyoga-Parvan  In  this  the  preparations  for  war  on  the 

side  of  both  Pandavas  and  Kauravas  are  described 

6  Bhishma-Parvan  In  this  both  armies  join  battle  on  Kuru- 

kshetra,  a  plain  north-west  of  Delhi  The  Kauravas  are  commanded 

by  Bhishma,  who  falls  transfixed  with  arrows  by  Arjuna 

7  Drona-Parvan  In  this  the  Kuru  forces  are  commanded 

by  Drona,  and  numerous  battles  take  place  Drona  falls  in  a  fight 
with  Dhnshtadyumna  (son  of  Drupada) 

8  Karna-Parvan  In  this  the  Kurus  are  led  by  Karna,  Other 
battles  are  described.    Anuna  kills  Karna 

9.  Salya-Parvaa  In  this  Salya  is  made  general  of  the  Kurt 
army.  The  concluding  battles  take  place,  and  only  three  of  the 
Kuru  warriors,  with  Duryodhana,  are  left  alive  Bhima  and  Duryodhafta 
then  fight  with  clubs.  Duryodhana,  chief  and  eldest  of  the  Kurus, 
is  struck  down. 

10  Sauphka-Parvan  In  this  three  surviving  Kurus  make  a  night 
attack  on  the  Camp  of  the  Pandavas  and  kill  all  their  army,  but 
not  the  five  Pandavas 

11  Stri-Parvan  describes  the  lamentations  of  queen  Gandh&j 
and  the  other  wives  and  women  over  the  bodies  of  tike  slant 

heroes 
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12  Santi-Parvan  In  this  Yudhishthira  is  crowned  in  Hasti- 

aapura  To  calm  his  spirit,  troubled  with  the  slaughter  of  his 
kindred,  Bhishma,  still  alive,  instructs  him  at  great  length  in  the  duties 

of  kings  {Rajadharma  1995-4778),  rules  for  ad\ersily  {Apad  Dkarma 
4779-6445),  rules  for  attaining  final  emancipation  {Mohha  Dharma 
6456  to  end) 

13  Anusasana-Parvan  In  this  the  instruction  in  continued 

by  Bhishma,  who  ghes  precepts  aud  wise  axioms  on  all  subjects, 
such  as  the  duties  of  the  kings,  liberality,  fasting,  eating  &c ,  mixed 

up  -with  tales,  moral  and  religious  discourses,  and  metaphysical 
disquisitions     At  the  conclusion  of  his  long  sermon  Bhishma  dies 

14,  Asvamedhika-Parvan  In  this  Yudhishthira,  having  assumed 

the  government,  performs:  an  Asvamedha  or  'horse  sacrifice'  In 
token  of  his  supremacy 

15  Asramavasika-Parvan  narrates  how  the  old  blind  king 
Dhntarashtra,  with  his  queen  Gandhan  and  vith  Kunti,  mother 

of  the  Pandavas,  retires  to  a  hermitage  in  the  woods  After  two  years 
a  forest  conflagration  takes  place,  and  they  immolate  themselves  ax  the 
fire  to  secure  heaven  and  felicity 

16  Mausala-Parvan  narrates  the  death  of  Krishna  and  Bala- 

rama,  their  return  to  heaven,  the  submergence  of  Krishna's  dry 
Dvaraka  by  the  sea,  and  the  self-slaughter  in  a  fight  with  clubs 

of  Krishna's  family,  the  Yadavas,  through  the  curse  of  some  BrahniattS. 

17  Mahaprasthamka-Parvan  describes  the  renunciation  of  their 
kingdom  by  Yudhishthira  and  his  four  brothers,  and  their  departure 

towards  Indra's  heaven  in  Mount  Menu 

18  Svargarohamka-Pnrvan  narrates  the  ascent  aAd  admission 
to  heaven  of  the  five  Pandavas,  their  wife  Draupadi,  and  kindred 

Supplement  or  Hanvamsa-Parvan,  a  later  addition,  recount- 

ing the  genealogy  and  birth  of  Krishna  and  the  details  of  his  ̂earlv life 

The  following  bPHMARY  or  THE  Sto£t  is  taken  from  R  C.  DtTTT's 
Civilisation  in  Ancient  Sidia 

Santana,  the  old  kind  of  Hashnapora,  died,  leaving  two  sons, 

pfrff!>n\ft,,  who  had  « taken  ft'  vow  of  celibacy,  and  a  younger  prince 

who  became  king.    This  young  prasee  died  in  his    tarn,  leaving 
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two  sons,  Dhntarashtra,  who  TV  as  blind,  and  Panda  who  ascended 

the  throne  Pandu  died,  leaving  fhe  sons  who  are  the  heroes 

of  the  epic  Dhntarashtra  remained  virtually  the  king  during 

the  minority  of  the  five  Pandavas  and  of  his  own  children,  -while 
Dhntarashtra's  uncle  Bhishma,  a  renowned  warrior,  remained  the  chief 

councillor  and  friend  of  the  state  Yudhisthira,  the  eldest  of  the 

Pandavas,  never  became  much  of  a  warrior,  but  became  versed  in  the 

religious  learning  of  the  age,  and  is  the  most  righteous  character  in 

the  epic  Bhima,  the  second,  learnt  to  use  the  club,  and  was  renowned 

for  his  gigantic  si7e  and  giant  strength,  and  is  indeed  the  Ajax  of  the 

poem  The  third,  Arjumi,  excelled  all  other  princes  m  the  skill  of 

arms,  and  aroused  the  jealous)  and  hatred  of  the  sons  of  Dhntarashtra, 

even  in  their  bojhood  Vakula,  the  fourth,  learned  to  tame  horses, 
and  Sahadeva,  the  fifth,  became  proficient  in  astronomy  Duryodhana, 

the  eldest  son  of  Dhntarashtra,  was  proficient  in  the  use  of  the  club, 

and  was  a  mal  to  Bhima 

At  last  the  day  came  for  a  public  exhibition  of  the  proficiency 
which  the  princes  had  acquired  in  the  use  of  arms  A  spacious  area  was 
enclosed  Seats  were  arranged  all  round  for  the  accommodation  of 
ancient  warnors  and  chieftains,  of  ladies  and  courtiers  The  whole 

population  of  Kuruland  flocked  to  see  the  skill  of  their  young  princes 
The  blind  king  Dhntarashtra  was  led  to  his  seat ,  and  foremost  among 
the  ladies  were  Gandhan,  the  queen  of  Dhntarashtra,  and  Kunti,  the 

mother  of  the  first  three  Pandavas  The  last  two  were  Pandu's  sons  by 
another  wife  There  was  shooting  of  arrows  at  a  butt,  and  there  w.is 
fighting  with  swords  and  bucklers  and  clubs  Duryodhana  and  Bhima 
soon  began  to  fight  in  nght  earnest,  and  rushed  towards  each  other 

like  mad  elephants  Shouts  ascended  to  ih&  sky,  and  soon  the  fight 
threatened  to  have  a  tragic  end  At  last  the  infuriated  young  men 
were  parted  and  peace  was  restored 

Then  the  young  Arjuna  entered  the  lists  in  golden  mail  with  his 
wondrous  bow  His  splendid  archery  surprised  his  most  passionate 
admirers  and  thrilled  the  heart  of  his  mother  with  joy,  while  shouts  of 
admiration  rose  from  the  multitude  like  the  roar  of  the  ocean  He 
played  with  his  sword,  which  flashed  like  lightning,  and  also  With  hig 
sharp-edged  quoit  or  chakra,  and  never  missed  his  mark  Lastly,  ne 
brought  down  horses  and  deer  to  the  ground  by  the  noose,  and  con- 

cluded by  doing  obeisance  to  his  worhty  preceptor  Drona,  amidst  tto$ 
ringing  cheers  of  the  assembled  multitude.. 
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The  dark  cloud  of  jealousy  lowered  on  the  brow  of  Dhntarashtra' 
sons,  and  soon  they  brought  to  the  field  an  unknown  wamor,  Kama 

■who  was  a  match  for  Arjuna  in  archery  King's  sons  could  only  figh 
with  their  peers,  like  the  knights  of  old,  and  Dhntarashtra  therefore 
knighted  the  unknown  warrior,  or  rather  made  him  a  king  on  the  spot 
so  that  Arjuna  might  have  no  excuse  for  declining  the  fighfc  Tc 
awkward  questions  which  were  put  to  him  the  haughty  Kama  rephec 
that  mers  and  warriors  knew  not  of  their  origin  and  birth,  then 
prowess  was  their  genealogj  But  the  Pandavas  declined  the  fight 
and  the  haughty  Kama  retired  in  silence  and  in  rage  Drona  non 
demanded  the  reward  of  hib  tution  I  ike  doughty  warriors  of  old  he 
held  revenge  to  be  the  dearest  joy  of  a  warrior,  and  for  his  reward  he 

asked  the  help  of  the  Kurus  to  be  revenged  on  Drupada,  king  of  the 
Panchalas,  who  had  insulted  him  The  demand  could  not  be  refused 

Drona  marched  against  Drupada,  conquered  him,  and  wrested  hali 
his  kingdom      Drupada  swore  to  be  avenged 

Dark  clouds  now  arose  on  the  horizon  of  Kuruland  The  time 

had  come  for  Dhntarashtra  to  name  a  Yuvaraja,  1  e ,  or  a  prince  who 
would  reign  during  his  old  age  The  claim  of  Yudhisthira  to  the 

throne  of  his  father  could  not  be  gainsaid,  and  he  was  appointed  Vuva- 

raja  But  the  proud  Duryodhana  rebelled  against  the  arrangement, 
and  the  old  monarch  had  to  yield,  and  sent  the  five  Pandavas  in  exile 

to  Varanawita,  said  to  be  near  modem  Allahabad,  and  then  the  very 
frontier  of  Hindu  settlements  The  vengeance  of  Duryodhana  pursued 
them  there  and  the  house  where  the  Pandavas  lived  was  burnt  to 

ashes  The  Pandavas  and  their  mother  escaped  by  an  underground 
passage,  and  for  a  long  time  roamed  about  disguised  as  Brahmans 

Heralds  now  went  from  country  to  countrv,  and  proclaimed  m  all 
lands  that  the  daughter  of  Drupada,  king  of  the  Panchalas,  was  to 
choose  for  herself  a  husband  among  the  most  skilful  w amors  of  the 

time  As  usual  on  such  occasions  of  Svayamvara,  or  choice  of  a 

husband  by  a  princess,  all  the  great  kings  and  princes  and  warriors  of 
the  land  flocked  to  the  court  of  Drupada,  each  hoping  to  wm  the 

lovely  bride  who  had  already  attained  her  youth,  and  was  renowned 
for  her  beaut)  She  was  to  give  her  hand  to  the  most  skilful  archer, 
and  the  trial  ordained  was  a  pretty  severe  one*  A  heavy  bow  of  great 
size  was  to  be  wielded,  and  an  arrow  was  to  be  shot  through  a  whirl- 

ing chakra  or  quoit  Into  the  eye  of  a1  golden  fish,  set  high  on  the  top 
of  a  pole  Not  only  princes  and  warriors,  but  multitudes  of  spectators 
flocked  from  all  parts  of  the  country  to  Kampflya,  the  capital  of  the 
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Panchalas      Fhe  princes  thronged  the  beats,  and  Brahmans  filled  the 
place  with  Vedic  hymns     Then  appeared  Draupadi  with  the  garland 

in  her  hand  which  she  was  to  offer  to  the  victor  of  the  day     By  her 
appeared  her  brother  Dhnshtad)  omna,  who  proclaimed  the  feat  which 
was  to  be  performed     Kings  rose  and  tried  to   wield  the  bow,   one 

after  Another,  but  in  •tain.    The  skilful  and  proud   Kama   stepped 
for  to  do  the  feat,  But  was  prevented     A  Brahman  suddenly  rose 
and   drew    the  bow,  and  shot  the  arrow  through  the  whirling  chakra 
into  the  eve  of  the  golden  fish     A  shout  of  acclamation  arose     And 
Draupadi  the  Kshatriva  princess,  threw  the  garland  round  the  neck  of 
the   bra\e  Brahman,   who  led  her  awa\  as  bride     But   murmurs  of 

discontent  arose  like  the  sound  of  troubled  waters  from  the  Kshalnya 
ranks  at  this  victon  cf  a  Brahman,  and  the  humiliation  of  the  warriors , 

and  they  gathered  round  the  bride's  father  and  threatened  violence. 
The  Panda\as  now  threw  off  their  disguise,  and  the  victor  of  the  day 
proclaimed  himself  to  be  Arjuna,  a  tree-born  Kshatnya 

Then  follows  the  strange  myth  that  the  Pandavas  went  back  to 
their  mother  and  said,  a  great  prize  had  been  won  Their  mother,  not 
knowing  what  the  prize  was,  told  her  sons  to  share  it  among  them 
And  as  a  mother's  mandate  cannot  be  disregarded,  the  five  brothers 
wedded  Draupadi  as  their  wife  The  Pandavas  now  formed  an 
alliance  with  the  powerful  king  of  the  Panchalas,  and  forced  the 
blmd  king  Dhntarashtra  to  divide  the  Kuru  country  between  his 
sons  and  the  Pandavas  The  division,  however,  was  unequal ;  the 
fertile  tract  between  the  Ganges  and  the  Jumna  was  retained  by  the 
sons  of  Dhntarashtra,  while  the  uncleared  jungle  in  the  west  was 
given  to  the  Pandavas  The  jungle  Khandava  Prastha  was  soon  cleared 
by  fire,  and  a  new  capital  called  Indraprastha  was  built,  the  supposed 
ruins  of  which  are  shown  to  every  modern  visitor  to  Delhi  * 

Military  expeditions  were  now  undertaken  by  the  Pandavas  on  all 
sides,  but  these  need  not  detain  us,  especially  as  the  accounts  of  these 
distant  expeditions  are  modern  interpolations  When  we  find  in  the 
Mahabharata  accounts  of  expeditions  to  Ceylon,  or  to  Bengal,  we  may unhesitatingly    put  them    down  as    later   interpolations     And    now 

ah™!,*  fYuf*tblme*i';I«i  Hasfinapurawhenhewasie.    He  was  with  Duryo- 
months  ̂   ̂      He  ™  COnfined  1D  the  lac  house  fOT  6  ™nthS>  S months  at  Ekacakra,  one  year  in  the  Pancala  house  and  5  years  with  DurvodhW 
There  ,t  was  that  Delhi  was  huilt    Yudtustbira  lived  108  ye£s™« Tl  m '?f he  parsed  away  „  the  begmning  of  Kali,  he  must  have  been  born  in  32^  C and  Delhi  must  haw  been  first  built  in  3174  B  C 
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Yudhishthira  was  to  celebrate  the  Rajasuya  or  coronation  ceremonr, 

and  all  tlie  pnnces  of  the  land,  including  his  kinsmen  of  Hastinapura, 

were  invited  The  place  of  honour  was  gr\en  to  Krishna,  chief  of  the 

Yada\as  of  Gujral  bisupalaof  Chedi  violentl>  protested,  and  Krishna 

killed  him  on  the  spot  Krishna  is  only  a  great  chief,  and  not  a  deit}, 

in  the  older  portions  of  the  Mahabharata,  and  his  story  shows  the 

Gujr.it  was  colonised  from  the  banks  of  the  Jumna  in  the  tpic  Age 

The  tumult  ha\ing  subsided,  the  consecrated  water  was  sprinkled  on 

the  new  1  j -created  monarch,  and  Brahinans  went  awaj  loaded  with 

presents 

But  the  newly-created  king  was  nut  long  to  enjoy  bis  kingdom 
With  all  his  righteousness,  Yudhishthira  had  a  weakness  for  gambling 

like  the  other  chiefs  of  the  time,  and  the  unforgiving  and  jealous 

Duryodhana  challenged  him  to  a  game  Kingdom,  wealth,  himself  and 

his  brothers,  and  even  his  wife  were  staked  md  lost, — and  behold  now, 

the  h\e  brothers  and  Droupadi  the  slaves  of  Durjodhana  Ihe  proud 

Droupadi  refused  to  submit  to  her  position,  but  Dnhsasan  i  dragged 

her  to  tho  assemblj  -room  b\  her  heir,  and  Duryodhana  forced  her 

down  on  his  knee  in  the  sight  of  the  stupefied  assemblj  The  blood  of 

the  Pandavas  was  rising,  when  the  old  Dhntarashtra  was  led  to  the 

assembly-room  and  stopped  a  tumult  It  was  decided  that  the  Pandavas 

had  lost  their  kingdom,  but  should  not  be  slaves  They  agreed  to  go 

in  exile  for  tw  elve  j  ears,  after  which  they  should  remain  concealed  for 

a  year  If  the  sons  of  Dhntarashtra  failed  to  discover  ihetfii'  daJfas  tha 

year,  they  would  get  back  their  kingdom 

Thus  the  Pandavas  again  went  in  exile ,  and  after  twebe  years  of 

wanderings  in  various  places,  disguised  themselves  in  the  thirteenth 

year  and  took  service  under  the  king  of  Virata  Yudhishthira  was  to 

teach  the  king  gambling ,  Bhima  was  the  head  cook ,  Arjuna  was  to 

teaefa  dancing  *ad  masiG  to  the  king's  daughter  ,  Nakala  and  Sahadwa 

were  to  be  master  of  horse  and  master  of  cattle  respectively,  iad  Bran* 

padi  was  t<5  be  'tile  queen's  handmaid  A  difficulty"  arCfsS  me*  jean's 
brother  was  enamoured  of  the  Jiew  handmaid  of  superb  Beauty,  and 

insulted  her  and  was  resolved  to  possess  her.  Bbima  interfered  and 

killed  the  lover  in  secret  Cattle-lifting  was  not  ancommon  among  the 

pnnces  of  those  detys,  and  the  princes  of  Hastinapura  carried  away 

some  cattle  from  Virata  Afiuna,  the  dancing  master,  could  stand  th» 

no  longer ,  he  put  on  his  armour,  drp,ve,-out.  &  ciajfit  and  recovered 

the  cattle,  but  was  diecaWS** 
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And  now  the  Panda-vas  sent  an  en\oy  to  Hastinapura  to  claim  buck 
their  kingdom  The  claim  was  refused,  and  both  parties  prepared  for 
a  war,  the  like  of  which  had  never  been  seen  in  India  All  the  princes 

of  note  joined  one  side  or  the  other,  and  the  battle  which  was  fought 
in  the  plains  of  Kurukshetra,  North  of  Delhi,  lasted  for  eighteen  days, 

and  ended  in  fearful  slaughter  and  carnage  * 

The  lung  storr  of  the  battle  with  its  endless  episodes  need  not 
detain  us  Arjuna  killed  the  ancient  Bhishma  unfairly  after  that  chief 

-was  forced  to  desist  from  fighting  Drona,  with  his>  impenetrable 

"  squares  "  or  phalanxes,  killed  the  old  mal  Drupada,  but  Drupada's 
«on  revenged  his  father's  death  and  killed  Drona  unfairly  Bhima  met 
Duhsasana,  who  had  insulted  Droupadi  in  the  gambling-room,  cut  off 
his  head,  and  in  fierce  vindictiveness  drank  his  blood  Lastlv,  there 

was,  the  crowning  contest  between  Kama  and  Arjuna,  who  had  hated 
each  other  through  life  ,  and  Arjuna  killed  Kama  unfairly  when  his 

chariot  wheels  had  sunk  in  the  earth,  and  he  could  not  move  or  fight 
On  the  la»t  or  eighteenth  day,  Durj  odhana  fled  from  Bhima,  but  was 
» ompelled  bj  tauntt.  and  rebukes  to  turn  round  and  fight,  and  Bhima 
by  a  foul  blow  (because  struck  below  the  waist)  smashed  the  knee  on 
which  Dur>  odhana  had  once  dragged  Droupadi  And  the  wounded 
warrior  was  left  there  to  die  The  bloodshed  was  not  yet  over,  for 

Drona'b  son  made  a  midnight  raid  into  the  enemy's  camp  and  killed 
Droupada'b  son,  and  thus  an  ancient  feud  was  quenched  m  blood  " 

The  remainder  of  the  story  is  soon  told.  The  Pandavas  went  to 
Hastinapura,  and  Yudhishthira  became  king  He  is  said  to  have 
subdued  every  king  in  Aryan  India,  and  at  last  celebrated  the  Asva- 
medha  ceremony  or  the  great  horse-sacrifice.  A  horse  was  let  loose 

-and  wandered  at  its  will  for  a  year,  and  no  king  dared  to  stop  it  This 
was  a  sigh  of  -the  submission  of  all  the  surrounding  kings,  aad  they 
were  then  invited  td  the  great  horse-sacrifice 

''i  j  "i  "Hi"  mi'i   i  i   i  it« 

I  The  paksa  m  wnicn  t&e  war  began  bad  only 13  days  (#<#  VI  3,  n-i$ ; 
IA,  XVL  8a  The  great  European  war  also  began  in  a  paksa  of  13  days! L  D  Swanukannu  would  however  not  attach  any  evil  influence  for  such  a  short fort-night 

3    According  to  the  dates  given-in  the  text  — 
Karjika  sukla  dvSdasi-RevaH   (Krs^a's)  message 

„       Kj&na  pancami  (Pu§yam)   Mobalisation. 
A  ma"  vSsya-Jyestha   Reaching  battle-field MSrgfiMra  Sukla  trayodafi  (mrgafira)-'   War  berins 

■Ersoa-amarasya— — War  ends. 
Magna  Sukla  pancami   Death  of-Bbisoia- 
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Babu  Ramgopal  Sixgh  Choudhrt  B  L  wrote  m  Tin  Wisdom  of 

the  East  thus  "  1  he  epoch  of  the  Kahvuga  3102  B  C  is  usually 
identified  with  the  era  of  Yudhisthira,  and  the  date  of  the  Mahabharath 

\\  ar  Two  pitched  battles  were  fought  between  the  said  parties,  the 
1st  at  Beratnagar  and  the  2nd  at  Kurukshetra  The  battle  took  place 

just  on  the  completion  of  the  13  years  Ba/ibas  (evle  of  the  Pandavas 
mto  the  forests)  {Vide  Berath  Parv  Adhjaya  30,  Slokas  28  and  29 
Thereafter  Sn  Krishna  started  for  Hastinapur  on  the  1st  Kartik,  Revathi 
Nakshatra,  Mitra  Daivat  Mahoort,  to  negotiate  peace,  and  if  possible 

prevent  the  impending  civil  war  that  caused  the  rum  of  Ancient  India 

(Udj  og  Parv,  Adhvaj  a  82,  Slokas  6  to  13 )  On  Durj  odhan's  refusal 
to  come  to  terms  and  declining  to  give  even  5  villages  for  the  main- 

tenance and  support  of  the  five  Pandavas,  Sn  Krishna  on  his  way  back 
to  Berathnagar  asked  Kama  to  commence  the  war  that  day  week, 
vis ,  on  15th  day  (Amavasya)  of  that  month  (Udyog  Parv,  Adhyaya 
141,  Sloka  18 )  It  appears  that  for  some  reason  or  other  the  war  did 
not  commence  on  that  date,  for  50  nights  after  the  end  of  the  war 

Maharaja  Yudhisthira  paid  a  second  visit  to  Sn  Bhishma  who  breathed 
his  last  on  that  day      (Anusasan  Parv,  Adhyaya  167,  Slokas  5  to  28) 

Now  the  Mahabharath  War  lasted  for  18  days  ,  so  he  died  (50  and 

18)68  days   after  the  commencement  of  the  war     It  is  well-known 
that  Magh  Sudi  8,  z  e,  the  8th  day  of  the  bnght  side  of  the  moon  of 
the  month  of  Magh  is  the  date  on  which  he  went  to  heaven     It  is 
therefore  called  Bhishma  Astami  and  terpen  (oblations  of  water)  is  given 

to  him  on  that  day     By  calculation  we  find  that  68  days  backwards 

from  Magh  Sudi  8th  would  fall  on  Aghan  Sudi  1   or  16th  Aghan     So 

the  battle  commenced  on  the  16th  of  Aghan  and  lasted  till  the  3rd  of 

Pus     That  this  is  the  date  of  the  commencement  of  the  war  will  also 

be  borne  out  by  the  fact  that  when  after  spending  50  nights  m  the  city 

on  the  termination  of  the  second  war,  Maharaja  Yudhisthira  went  to 

Sn  Bhishma  for  the  2nd  time,  the  latter  spoke  thus  {vide  Anusason  Parv 

Adhyaya   167  — "Well  Yudhisthira,  to-day  is  the  bright  side  of  the 

moon,  %  of  this  month  have  already  passed  and  I  have  already  slept 

on  the  points  of  the  arrows  for  58  nights  "    So  there  remains  no  room 
for  doubt  that  the  day  when  Yudhisthira  wenUo  him,  that  is  to  say, 

the  day  Bhishma  died,  fell  on  the  23rd  of  Magh  (Aghan  Sudb«y    He 

fought  for  10  days  and  passed  58  nights  on  the  bed  of  amms.  ^  so.  try 

this  calculation  also  it  comes  out  that  the  battle  began  q*  Afehfin,  Sudi 

1st  (16th  of  Aghan),  for  counting  from  that  day  the  ofth^-day  would 
fall  on  Magh  Sudi  8th     It  seems  that  although  Sn  KrfsTiifa  proposed 

6 
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to  commence  the  war  on  the  Dipa\ah  day  (15th  Kartic),  the  Kurus 
could  not  make  necessan  arrangements  m  that  short  time  and  the 
war  commenced  a  month  and  8  days  after,  instead  of  8  dajs 

Now  I  grve  dates  of  the  death  of  the  great  warriors  who  fell  m 
that  battle  Sn  Bhishma  fell  on  Aghan  Sudi  8th,  i  e ,  23rd  Aghan ,  but 
died  on  the  3rd  of  Paus  Bhag-Dutl  was  killed  on  Aghan  Sudi  11 
Abhimanuya  w  as  killed  on  Aghan  Sudi  13  Bhunsrava,  Jaidarath  and 
Ghotolkuch  were  killed  on  Aghan  Sudi  14  Dronacharya  was  killed 
on  Aghan  Sudi  15  Duhsasan  and  Kama  were  killed  on  Paus  Badi  2 
Shal)  a,  Shalloa  and  Sakuni  were  killed  in  the  day  time  on  3rd  Pau« 

Badi  And  on  the  same  date  at  dusk,  Duryodhan's  thighs  were  broken 
and  he  fell  down  Dhnistdquman,  Shikhandi,  and  the  5  sons  of  Droupadi 
w  ere  killed  in  the  night  on  the  same  da},  viz,  3rd  paus  Duryodhan 
breathed  his  last  on  the  same  day  after  midnight  but  before  sunrise  " 

COMMENTARIES 

There  are  commentaries  on  the  JMahabharata  by  Nllakantha,1 

Arjunamis*ra 3,  Sarvagna  Narayana8,  Yegnanftrayana*,  Vaisampayana*, 
Vadrraja,  ̂ rlnandana,*  and  Vimalabodha  Aufrecht  gives  the  names 
of  the  following  commentators  — Anandapurna,  Vidyasagara,  Catur- 
bhuja,  NandikesVara,  Devabodha,  Nandanacarya,  Paramananda- 
bhattacarja,  Ratuagarbha,  Ramakrsna,  Laksmanabhatta,  and  Srlni- 
vasacarya  Besides  two  anonymous  commentaries,  Nigudhapada- 
bodhmi  and  Bharatatippani,  the  Onental  Manuscripts  Library  of 
Madras  contains  Bbaratavyakhya  by  Kavladra  and  Laksaslokalan- 

k,"ira  of  Vadirftja  ̂ ridharachSrya  has  commented  on  the  Chapter Moksadharma 

Sarvagna  Narayana  appears  to  be  the  earliest  commentator  whose 
work  is  at  least  extant  m  fragments  Vadirftja  was  a  Madhva  ascetic 
who  lived  between  1450  to  1500  and  his  commentary  is  an  extensive 
work     Kavindra  lived  in  the  Onya  Country  about  1600  A  D 

Arjunamiira  mentions  Devabodha,  Vimalabodha  and  Sarvagna 
NarSyaaa  and  Sandilya  Madhava  and  is  mentioned  by  Nilakantha 
Nllakantha  lived  at  Kflrpara  m  Maharastra  probably  in  the  16th  cen- 

r.  TC,  III  2955.5         ~  " 
2  KC,  106,  IOC,  VI  1151. 
3  BTC,  184. 
4-  TC,  II  2305 
5  CC,  I  489 
6  DC.IV.R  No  38or 

7  Mitra's  Notices,  No  3011. 
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tury      Srlnandana  was  the  son  of  Laksmanacarj  d  of  Bharadvajd  Gulra 
dad  was  known  as  Mahabharata  Bhatlaraka 

Mahabharata-^Stparya-mrnaya  is.  an  epitome  of  the  Mahabharata 
by  Sri  Madhvacdrya,  the  gredt  teacher  of  the  Dwaita  philosophy 

who  flourished  in  the  12th  century  AD  "  Ihere  are  commentaries,  on 
it  by  Jnanauandabhalta,  Varadaraja,  Vadiraja,  Vittalacan  a,  and 

VySsatir^ha,  and  a  commentary  Sabhyabhinayavah - 

There  is  a  Bharatatatparyanirnaya  b\  Varadaraja -who  lived  about 
1500  AD*  Bharatatatva-\acanam  is  a  collection  of  extracts  made 

by  Puranam  Hayagnva  Sastn  -which  support  and  illustrate  the  principles 
of  Advaita  philosophy  s  Balabh&ratam  and  Mahabharata-Sangraham 
are  compilations  of  the  main  thread  of  the  story*  There  is  an 

abridgement  by  C  V  Vaidya7  Anonymous  work  called  VyasakOta 
is  remarkable  for  its  double  entendre8  Bharatayuddha-viva<Ja  by 
NdrayartaJasi,  kaown  as  Bharatacarya,  determines  the  length  of  time 

occupied  by  the  Great  \\  ar  Bh&ratasavitri  is  a  similar  work  quoted 

by  commentators  and  is  often  extracted  in  the  Kumbakonam  edition® 

Jaimmi-'Bharatiam  is  an  elaborate  work  dealing  with  the  exploits 
and  character  of  the  Pandavas  in  versei  Only  one  parvan  of  this  work 

is  extant  describing  the  ASvamedha  of  Yudhisthira.10 

Brihat  Pandava  Purana  called  also  the  Mahabharata  is  divided 
into  25  Parvans  It  was  composed  at  Sripura  in  &Skavata  by  Sri 

Subhacandra  and  revised  and  rewntten  by  his  desciple  Brahma  Sripala : 
iubhacandra  was  the  head  of  Jaina  muth  founded  by  Padmanandi  of 

finmulasangha  He  succeeded  Vijayakir|<  He  mentions  other  works 
of  his,  Candranathacanta,  Padmanabhacanta,  Jhakacanta,  P3ri\anaiha 
kavya,  Candanakatha,  NandiSvan  etc  In  the  first  six  Parvans  some  Jain 
anecdotes  are  narrated  including  the  life  of  B&ntmatha  and  the  last  four 

I.  Macdonell,  S£.  290-I. 
2  Ed.  Bombay. 
3.  GG,  I  440 
4.  This  is  found  in  the  Oriental  Manuscripts  Library,  Madras* 
5.  Ed  Masulipatam  fC,  IIL  3242. 
6    fG,  III.  2998,  33385, 3849    Bee  also  for  a  similar  abnagmeht,  Kti,  19?  ] 
7.    Ed  Bombay 

8    Mitra's  Notices  (1872). 
9.   -ST,  195. 352. 
10  Ed  Bombay  {1863) ,  Ed  with  Hindi  gloss,  Sree  Yenkateswar  Press 

Bombay  Gat  of  Berlin  Library,  iir-118  See  also  Wilson's  Mac.  Collection,  U. 
I ,  ZDMG,  II.  278,  Monatsbencateder  BerL  Acad.  11869),  13-15 
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Parvans  describe  the  advent  of  Nemmatha  and  the  attainment  of  salvation 

of  the  Pandavas  The  date  of  the  composition  it.  given  as  bamvat 

1608  or  1552  AD1 

Panddvapurana  in  18  cantos  describes  the  stor)  of  the  Mahabharata 

as  current  among  the  Jamas  The  author  VSdicandra  was  the  desciple 
and  jounger  brother  of  Prabhacandra  Ihe  story  was  first  recounted 

by  Vardhmana,  son  of  SiddhSrlha,  to  Brenika,  king  of  Kundma,  and 
from  him  was  traditional^  transmitted  through  Nemmatha,  Padmanandi 

etc ,  to  Prabhacandra,  who  was  the  author's  brother  The  work  was 

■written  at  Ghanaugha  in  the  Push}  a  month  of  654  (samval) a 

Pevaprabhasun,  the  Jam  monk,  is  rote  Pandavacanta  3 

Harrvamia  is  a  sequel  to  the  Mahabharata  and  is  held  in  high 
esteem  It  is  also  the  work  of  Vyasa  and  describes  the  life  and  ad- 

ventures of  Krsna  Introductory  to  his  era,  it  records  particulars  of 

the  creation  of  the  world)  and  of  the  patriarchal  and  regal  dynasties* 

Jama  Harrvanvfo.  is  a  long  poem  of  some  historical  value  m  the 

Puramc  form  by  Jinasena  who  wrote  in  Saka  705  8 

1  TC,  III  3968,  PR,  IV  156 

2  TC,  II,  I785  The  words  used  are  Veda-bU  i-Sad-anke  (ge)  var%i 
The  editor  of  the  catalogue  suggests  1654  (?) 

3  PR,l  98,111  133 
4.    Ed  Bombay  Translated  by  M  Langlois 

5    IA,  XV  141. 

On  3VIahib.hdrata  generally  ' — 
Ed  byP  C  Roy  (Calcutta),  Ed  by  Education  Committee  (Calcutta) ,  Ed 

by  S.  L.  Bhadun  (Calcutta) ,  Ed  S  Vyasacarya  (Kumbakonam)  There  are 
other  editions  in  various  scripts  everywhere 

For  contents  of  the  work,  see  M,  Williams'  Indian  Epic  Poetry  art  Indian Wisdom 

K.  Narayana  Iyer,  The  Permanent  History  of  Bharata  Varsha,  Vol  I,  Tn- 
vandrum,  H  Jacobi,  Index  and  Concordance ,  S  Soerensen,  Index  to  the  names  oj 
the  Mahabharaia  and  Concordance ,  L.  Grasberger,  Noetes  Indtcat,  swe  quaesttons  m 
Nalum  Mahabharateum ,  Story  of  the  Great  War  (Theosophical  Publishing  House, 
Adyar) ,  C  V  Enshnamacharlu,  Mahabharata,  analysed  (Lahore) ,  RoUssel 
Legends  of  the  Mahabharata  (Santiparvan,)  Pans 

Translated  into  English  prose  by  P  C  Roy  (1894,  Calcutta) ,  Translated  by 
R  C  Dutt  (Calcutta),  by  M  N  Dutt  (Calcutta)  Takur  Rajendra  Singh, 
Great  War  of  Ancient  India  [Ind  Rev  XVI  531) ,  J  Dahlman,  Genesis  Des 
Mahabharata  (Berlin)  says  that  the  work  existed  in  the  present  form  before  the 
5th  century  B  C  Holtzman  Das  Mahabharata,  (Kiel),  Buhler,  Indian  Studies 
No.  II   (.Trans   of  Imp.  Vienna  Academy,  1892),  Paper  by  Wmternitz  (fRAS, 
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Theories  and  dates 

Much  has  been  said  by  oriental  scholars  on  the  age  of  the 
Jlahabharata  and  the  general  tendency  of  buch  opinions  has  been 

only  to  bring  down  the  dale  of  the  composition  to  a  close  proximity  to 
the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  Ma\  Muixek  traces  the  connec- 

tion between  the  Mahabharata  and  the  vedic  literature  and  attributes 

the  present  form  of  the  poem  to  the  redaction  of  Brahmanical  priest- 

hood *  "  Ihe  war  between  the  Kurus  and  Pandavas,  which  forms  the 
principal  object  of  our  Mahabharata,  is  unknown  m  the  Veda  The 
names  of  the  Kurus  and  Bharatas  are  common  in  the  Vedic  literature, 
but  the  names  of  the  Pandavas  has  never  been  met  with  It  has  been 

observed,*  that  even  in  Panim't,  grammar  the  name  Pandu  or  Pandava 

does  not  occur,  ■while  the  Kurus  and  Bharatas  are  frequently  mentioned, 

(1897,)  713 ,  IA,  I,  xxvu  ,  Mahabharata  condoned  into  English  verse  by  R  C.  Dutt 

(London),  Channing  Arnold's  Mahabharata  (Longman's  Green  &  Co ),  M  Williams, 
Story  of  Nala    Johnson,  Selections  from  the  Mahabharata  ( W  Heifer  &  sons  Ltd , 
Cambridge),  Nalopakhycmam  by  Jaret,  and  by  Piele  (W   Heffe  &  sons  Ltd,, 
Cambridge) ,   F   Bopp,  Deluvtum  with  three  other  texts  from  the  Mahabharata, 

(Berlin),  J  Murdoch,  An  English  abridgment  (Probstham  &  co,  London,  Vier 
Philosophische  Texte  des  Mahabharatam,  translated  into  German  by  P  Deussen, 
(1906,  Berlin) ,  Tradutt  completttnent  pour  la  lefots  en  francais  par  H  Fanche,  (10 
Vols  Pans),    As  to  this  I  Sir,  II  410,  Indian  Idylls  from  the  Sanskrit  of  the 
Mahabharata  by  E  Arnold,  The  Mahabharata  {Hindu  Epic  Poetry)  by  Goldstucker 

(Calcutta) ,  Reconstruction  of  Hie  Mahabharata  by  A  Holtzman ,  Grammahches 
Ausdem  Mahabliarata  by  A   Holtzman ,  The  origtital  shape  of  the  Mahabharata 

byT  G  Kale,Ind  Rev  IX  335) ,  B  V  Kamesvara  Iyer,  On  the  date  of  the  Bharota 
War  fixing  a   date   long    before  1422   B    C   {Ind    Rev    X.  673),    Vaidya, 
Historical  Studies  m  the  Gtta  (Ind  Rev   XVII  481) ,   R  G    Bhandarkar  on  the 
Mahabharata  (JA,  I  350    This  paper  gives  all  references  to  Mahabharata  from 

Patanjali  onwards    There  are  early  inscriptions  mentioning  Mahabharata  names 

(JBBAS,  XVIII,  1,4,  IX  315)-    Pargiter  on  The  Nations  of  India  at  the  battle 
between  Pandavas  and  Kauraoas  and  the  controversy  thereon  [TRAS,  {1908)  602, 309, 

831,  837, 1138].    On  the  Ganesa  legend  m  the  Mahabharata  [JRAS  (1898)  631] 

Bhishmd,  his  life  and  teachings  (Datta  Boss&  co,  Calcutta),  Manoranjan 

Ghosh,  Date  of  Sri  Krishna  {Tnd.  Rev  XV  39) ,  Buhler  and  Kirste,  Contributions  to 

the  history  of  the  Mahabharata  (Sita,  Wien) ,  On  the  old  linguistic  form  of  the  epics 

byJacom.CZDMG,  XLV  407)  and  by  Rapson,  \JRAS,  (1904),  435]  Gauranga- 
nath  Banerji,  Hellenism  in  Ancient  India,  22$ 

1  Ancient  Sanskrit  Literature,  44-48. 

2  Weber,  IStr,  148,   Katyayana,  however  knows  not  only  Pandu,  but 
his  descendants  Pandavas. 
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particularly  m  rules  treating  of  the  formation  of  patronymics  and 

similar  words1  If,  then,  Asvalayana,  the  immediate  successor  of 
Panmi,  knows  not  onlv  Pandu,  but  also  his  descendants,  the  Pandavas, 
can  be  shown  to  have  been  a  contemporary,  or  at  least  an  immediate 
successor,  of  Panini,  the  Bharala  which  he  is  speaking  of  must  have 
been^erJ  different  from  the  epic  poem  .\hich  is  known  to  us  under 
the  name  of  the  Mahabharata,  celebrating  the  war  of  the  Kurus  and 

P.mda\as  9 

I  The  names  of  the  two  wives  of  Pandu,  Kunti  and  Madn,  occur  in  the 
commentary  on  Pamni  (Cf  1  2  49 ,  iv  1  65 ,  iv  I  176  (text)  for  Kunti,  and 
iv  I  1/7,  (for  Madn)  But  both  these  names  are  geographical  appellatives, 
Kunti  signifying  a  woman  for  the  country  of  the  Kuntas,  Madn,  a  Madra-woman. 
Pntha,  another  name  of  Kunti,  stands  in  the  Gana  sivadi  As  to  the  proper 
names  of  the  Pandava  pnnces,  we  find  Yudhisthira,  Pan  vi  L  134 ,  vi  3  9 ,  vin, 
3  95  (text),  Arjuna,  Pan  lit  I  119,  iv  3  64,  v  4  481,  vi,  a  131,  Bhuna,  Pan. 
vi  L  205  ,  Nakula,  Pan  vi  3  75  The  name  of  Sahadeva  does  not  occur ,  but 
his  descendants,  the  Sahadeva*,  are  mentioned  as  belonging  to  the  race  of  Kuru, 
together  With  the  Nakulas,  Pan.  iv  I  114.  In  the  same  Way  we  find  the  descen- 

dants of  Yudhisthira  and  Arjuna  mentioned  as  members  of  the  eastern  Bharatas, 
Pan  u  4.  66  Draupadi's  name  does  not  occur  in  Panini,  but  Subhadra,  the  sister 
of  Krishna  and  the  wife  of  Arjuna,  is  distinctly  mentioned,  Pan  iv  2  56. 
Another  passage  in  the  commentary  on  Panini  (iv  3  87)  proves  even  the  exis- 

tence of  a  poem  In  praise  of  Subhadra,  which,  if  we  remember  the  former 
mention  of  a  war  about  Subhadra  (iv  2  56  ),  seems  most  likely  to  have  celebrated 
this  very  conquest  of  Subhadra  by  Arjuna  In  the  Mahabharata  this  story  forms 
a  separate  chapter,  the  Subhadra-harara-parva  (Adiparva,  p  288,)  which  may  be 
the  very  work  which  Panini,  according  to  his  commentator,  is  alluding  to.  That 
the  chapter  in  the  Mahabharata  belongs  to  the  oldest  parts  of  the  epic,  may be  seen  from  its  being  mentioned  in  the  Anukramaru  (1  149)1  "when I  heard  that  Subhadra,  of  the  race  of  Madhu,  had  been  forcibly  seized  in  the city  of  Dvaraka,  and  earned  away  by  Arjuna,  and  that  the  two  heroes  of  the 
^^^^T1^  t0,  ̂"Pn-fl". l  *»,  O  Sanjaya,  had  no  hope  of 
1*Tw  f  ?k  M^bhasbya'  howe^  does  not  explain  the  former  Sutra,  £■  2 

Sta^^^V^r""^  f°r  **  -**»»  ̂ y,  but  noTfor  the 
cTol  ™J!?  Ganta.  rted  in  the  Sutra,  (iv  3  87 ),  is  also  somewhat  suspi- cious. That  some  of  the  Sutras  which  now  form  part  of  Panim's  «n»m» Z 
not  proceed  from  him, «  acWldgedbyKaryyata^  iv  7S "CSTSZ Vasudeva,  who  is  couadered  as  peculiarly  connected  with  the XxSLonTZ Pandavas,  is  quoted  as  Vasudeva,  of  the  race  of  Vnshm  (Pan  iv  1  iL,  S Vasudeva,  together  with  Siva  and  Aditya  (Paa  v  3  00  t«n  J  vjHj 
together  with  Arjuna  fiv  3  gBtnt)  Inrte  commentary^  Pal  fa  .^S a  3  IX,  we  have  proof  of  Knshna's  being  worshipped  J0d  t  , ,  S'l, 
mentioned  as  a  hero  His  reduce,  Dvalka,  howe^,  d^es  n^occu   in  lan^ 

forth  Pamni,  special  rule  J  ,  ft  L^lV^^^ 
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"In  the  form  in  which  we  now  possess  the  Mahabharata  it  sho^x 
clear  traces  that  the  poets  who   collected  and  finished  it,  breathed  an 
intellectual  and  religious  atmosphere,  very  different  from  that  in  which 
the  heroes  of  the  poem  moved     The  epic  character  of  the  storj  has 
throughout  been    changed  and   almost   obliterated  bv   the  didactic 
tendencies   of  the  latest  editors,  who  were  clearlv  brahmans,  brought 
up  m  the  strict  school   of  the   Laws  of  Manu     But  the  original  tradi- 

tions of  the  Pandavas  break  through  now  and  then,  and  we  can  clearlv 
discern  that  the  races   among  whom  the  five  principal  heroes   of  the 
Mahabharata  were  born  and   fostered,  were  by  no  means  completeh 
under  the  influence  of  brahmmlcal   law     How  is  it,  for  instance  the 
Pandava,  who  if  we  are   to  believe  the  poet,   were  versed  m  all  the 

sacred  literature,  grammar,  metre,  astronomj,   and  law  of  the  Brah- 

mans, could  afterwards  have  been  married  to  one  wife  '  This  is  in  plain 

opposition  to  the  Brahmamc  law,  where  it  is  said,  "thev  are  many  wives 
of  one  man  ,  not  many  husbands  of  one  wife  "    Such  a  contradiction 
can  only  be  accounted  for  by  the   admission  that,  in  this  case,  epic 
tradition  in  the  mouth  of  the  people  was  too  strong  to  allow  this  essen- 

tial and  curious  feature  in  the  life  of  its  heroes  to  be  changed     How- 
ever, the  Brahmamc   editors    of  the   Mahabharata,  seeing  that  they 

could  not  alter  tradition  on  this  point,  have  at  least  endeavoured  to 
excuse  and  mitigate  it 

"Neither  does  the  fact  that  Pandu  is  lawfully  married  to  two  wives, 
harmonise  with  the  Brahmamc  law  That  law  does  not  prohibit 

polygamy,  but  it  regards  no  second  marriage  as  legal,  and  it- reserves 
the  privilege  of  being  burnt  together  with  the  husband  to  the  eldest 
and  only  lawful  wife  Such  passages  in  the  ancient  epics  are  of  the 
greatest  interest  We  see  m.  them  the  tradition  of  the  people  too  far 
developed,  to  allow  itself  to  be  remodelled  by  Brahmamc  Diaskeuastes 
There  can  be  little  doubt  that  polygamy,  as  we  find  it  among  the  early 
races  in  their  transition  from  the  pastoral  to  the  agricultural  life,  was 

customary  in  India     We  read  in  Herodotus  (v  5 ),  that  amongst  the 

different  from  those  in  the  Mahabhashya ,  viz,  Bbaratahsangramah,  Saubhadrah 

sangramah  It  was  impossible  to  teach  or  to  use  Panau's  Sutras  without  exam- 
ples. These  necessarily  formed  part  of  the  traditional  grammatical  literature 

long  before  the  great  commentary  was  written,  and  are,  therefore,  of  a  much 
higher  his+oncal  value  than  is  commonly  supposed.  The  coincidences  between 
die  examples  used  in  the  Prausakhyas  and  in  Pamw  show  that  these  examples 
were  by  no  means  selected  at  random,  but  that  they  had  long  formed  part  of  the 
traditional  teaching  See  also  Pan.  vi  2  38,  where  the  word  Mahabharata 
occurs,  but  not  as  the  title  of  a  poem 
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Thracians  it  was  usual,  after  the  death  of  a  man,  to  find  out  who  had 
been  the  most  beloved  of  his  wives,  and  to  sacrifice  her  upon  his  tomb 

Mela  (u  2)  gives  the  same  as  the  general  custom  of  the  Getae 
Herodotus  (i\  71 )  asserts  a  similar  fact  of  the  Scythians,  andPausamas 

(v  2)  of  the  Greeks,  while  our  own  Teutonic  mythology  is  full  of 

instances  of  the  same  feeling  And  thus  the  customs  of  these  cognate 

nations  explain  what  at  first  seemed  to  be  anomalous  in  the  epic 
tradition  of  the  Mahabharata,  that  at  the  death  of  Pandu,  it  is  not 
Kunti,  his  lawful  wife,  but  Madri,  his  most  beloved  wife,  m  whose  arms 

the  old  king  dies,  and  who  succesbfulh  claims  the  privilege  of  being 
burnt  with  him  and  following  her  husband  to  another  life  " 

"The  marked  difference  between  the  vedic  and  epic  poetry  of  India 
has  been  well  pointed  out  by  Professor  Roth  of  Tubingen,  who  for 
many  years  has  devoted  much  time  and  attention  to  the  study  of  the 
Veda  According  to  him,  the  Mahabharata,  even  in  its  first  elements 

is  later  than  the  time  of  Buddha  *  "In  the  epic  poems,"  he  says,  "the 
Veda  is  but  imperfectly  known ,  the  ceremonial  is  no  longer  developing, 
it  is  complete  The  vedic  legends  have  been  plucked  from  thier 
nabve  soil,  and  rehgion  of  Agm,  Indra,  Mitra  and  Yaruna  has  been 
replaced  by  an  altogether  different  worship  The  last  fact,  he  says 
"  ought  to  be  the  most  convincing  There  is  a  contradiction  running throughout  the  religious  life  of  India,  from  the  time  of  Ramayana  to  the 
present  day  The  outer  form  of  the  worship  is  Vedic,  and  exclusively 
so ,  but  the  eye  of  religious  adoration  is  turned  upon  quite  different 
regions  a  The  secondary  formation,  the  religion  of  Vishnu  and  Brahma, 
began  with  the  epic  poetry,  and  remained  afterwards  as  the  only  Irving' one,  but  without  having  the  power  to  break  through  the  walls  of  the 
Vedic  ceremonial,  and  take  the  place  of  the  old  ritual " 

M  WmraRNiTS'  thus  sums  up  his  views  —"  If  however  the  Maha- 
bharata already  undoubtedly  possessed  in  the  4th  century  A  D ,  the 

later  portions,  such  for  example,  as  the  13th  book  and  '  Hanvamsa,'  if 
at  that  time,  the  epic  had  already  become  a  religious  and  devotional 
book  and  if  a  century  later  the  news  of  the  Mahabharata  had  already 
spread  up  to  farther  India  and  was  there  read  in  temples,  then  we  can  with 
perfect  justification  conclude  that  it  must  have  received  the  form  which 

R.^thZrL^?rtSKe,andKGeSfXChtedesVeda    Drei  Abhandlungen  von K.  Roth,  Doctor  der  Philosophie     Stuttgart,  1846 ) 
ur,2"  ,P™fess°rBurn0uf  has  treated  the  same  subject  in  his  RevwwofProf 
Wilson's  Translation  of  the  Vishnu-purana,  Journal  des  Savants,  1840,  May, 
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it  has  to-day,  at  least  one  or  two  centuries  earlier,  that  is,  in  the  2nd  or 
3rd  century  AD  On  the  other  hand,  however,  it  might  have  received 

its  earliest  shape  not  only  after  the  rise  and  spread  of  Buddhism, 
because  it  contained  so  many  allusions  to  it,  but  also  after  Alexander's 
invasion  of  India  because,  the  Yavanas,  1  e ,  the  Indians  or  Greeks  are 

often  alluded  to  and  there  are  moreover  references  to  stone  buildings, 
whereas  before  the  time  of  the  Greeks  only  wooden  buildings  were 
known  in  India  The  Mahabharata  in  its  present  form  could  not  be 

earlier  than  the  4th  century  B  C  and  later  than  4th  century  A  D  "* 

Macdonell  traces  the  growth  of  the  Mahabharata    "  There  can  be 
little  doubt  that  the  original  kernel  of  the  epic  has  as  a  historical 
background  an  ancient  conflict  between  the  neighbouring  tribes  of  the 

Kurus  and  Panchalas,  who  finally  coalesced  into  a  single  people     In 
the   Yajurvedas   these  two   tribes  already    appear  united,    and  in   the 
Kathaka  King  Dhntarashtra  Vaichitravirya,  one  of  the  chief  figures  of 

the  Mahabharata,  is  mentioned  as  a  well-known  person     Hence  the 
historical  germ  of  the  great  epic  is  to  be  traced  to  a  very  early  period 
which  cannot  well  be  later  than  the  tenth  century  B  C     Old  songs 
about  the  ancient  feud  and  heroes  who  played  a  part  in  it,  must  have 
been  handed  down  by  word  of  mouth  and  recited  m  popular  assemblies 

or  at  great  public  sacrifices     These  disconnected  battle-songs  were,  we 
must  assume,  worked  up  by  some  poetic  genius  into  a  comparatively 
short  epic,  describing  the  tragic  fate  of  the  Kura  race,  who,  with  justice 
and  virtue   on  their   side,    perished  through  the    treachery  of  the 

victorious  sons  of  Pandu  with  Krishna  at  then-  head     To  the  period  of 
this  original  epic  doubtless   belong  the  traces   the   Mahabharata  has 

preserved  unchanged  of  the  heroic  spirit  and  the  customs  of  the 
ancient  times,  so   different  from   the  later  state  of  things  which  the 
Mahabharata  as  a  whole  reflects     To  this  period  also  belongs  the 

figure  of  Brahma  as  the  highest  God     The  evidence  of  Pali  literature 

shows  that  Brahma  already  occupied  that  position  in  Buddha's  tune 
We  may,  then,  perhaps  assume  that  the  original  form  of  our  epic  came 

into  being  about  the  5th  century  B  C     The  oldest   evidence  we  have 
for  the  existence  of  the  Mahabharata  in  some  shape  or  other  is  to  be 

found  in  Acvalayana's  Gnhya  Sutra,  where  a  Bharata  and  Mahabharata 
are  mentioned     This  would  also  point  to  about  the  fifth  century  B  C 
To  the  next  stage,  in  which  the  epic,  handed  down  by  rhapsodists, 

swelled  to  a  length  of  about  20,000  dokas,  belongs  the  representation 

of  the  victorious  Pandus  m  a  favourable  light,  and  the  introduction  on 

I     Gtsttchte  dtr  Indtsche  Lttteratur,  395 
7 
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a  level  with  Brahma  of  the  two  other  great  gods  Civa,  and  especially 

Vishnu,  of  whom  Krishna  appears  as  an  incarnation  We  gather  from 

the  account  of  Megaslhenes  that  about  300  B  C ,  these  two  gods  Mere 

already  prominent,  and  the  people  were  divided  into  Civaites  and 

Vishnavites  Moreover,  the  Yavanas  or  Greeks  are  mentioned  in  the 

Mahabharata  as  allies  of  the  Kurus,  and  even  the  Cakas  (Scythians)  and 

Pahlavas  (Parthians)  are  named  along  with  them ,  Hindu  temples  are 

also  referred  to  as  well  as  Buddhist  relic  mounds  Thus  an  extension 

of  the  original  epic  must  ha\e  taken  place  after  300  B  C  and  by  the 

beginning  of  our  era  "* 

Hopkins*  sums  up  the  result  of  his  discussions  — "  We  may 
tentatively  assume  as  approximate  dates  of  the  whole  work  in 

its  different  stages  Bharata  (Kuru)  lays,  perhaps  combined  into  one, 

but  with  no  evidence  of  an  epic  before  400  B  C  A  Mahabharata  tale 

with  its  perhaps  justified  claim  to  be  considered  a  branch  of  the 

Bharatas,  its  own  later  heroes,  its  cult  of  anti-Buddhistic  type ,  with 
Panda  heroes,  lays  and  legends  combined  by  the  Puranic  diasskeuasts, 

Krishna  as  a  demigod  (no  evidence  of  didactic  form  or  of  Krishna's 
divine  supremacy),  400-200  B  C  Remaking  of  the  epic  with  Krishna 
as  all-god,  instrusion  of  masses  of  didactic  matter,  addition  of  puranic 

material  old  and  new ,  multiplication  of  exploits,  200  B  C  to  100-20C 
A.D  The  last  books  added  with  the  introduction  to  the  first  book,  the 

swollen  Anucasana  separated  from  Canti  and  recognised  as  a  separate 
book,  200  to  400  A  D  ,  and  finally  400  A  D  occasional  amplifications, 

the  existence  of  which  no  one  acquainted  with  Hindu  literature  would 

be  disposed  antecedently  to  doubt,  such  as  the  well-known  addition 
mentioned  by  Professor  Weber,  Lectures  on  Literature,  p  205 ,  and 

perhaps  the  episode  omitted  by  Csemendra,  Indian  Studies,  No  fa, 

p.  52 

"  In  the  case  of  these  dates  there  is  only  reasonable  probability 
They  are  and  must  be  provisional  till  we  know  more  than  we  know 
Bat  certain  are  these  four  facts 

1  That  the  Pandu  epic  as  we  have  it,  or  even  without  the  masses 
of  didactic  material,  was  composed  or  compiled  after  the  Greek  in 
vasion ,  2  That  this  epic  only  secondarily  developed  its  presen 
masses  of  didactic  material ,  3  That  it  did  not  become  a  speoall} 
religions  propaganda  of  Knshnaism  (in  the  accepted  sense  of  that  sec 

1  Sanskrit  Literature,  284-6 
2  The  Great  Epic  of  India,  397-4OQ 
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of  Vaisnavas)  till  the  first  century  B  C  ,  4  That  the  epic  was.  practi- 

cally completed  by  200  A  D  ,  5,  That  there  is  no  "  date  of  the  epic  " 
which  -Mil  cover  all  its  parts  (though  handbook-makers  may  safely 
assign  it  m  general  to  the  second  century  B  C ) 

"  The  question  whether  the  epic  is  in  any  degree  historical  seems 
to  me  answerable  though  not  without  doubt,  and  I  cannot  refrain  from 

e\pres&ing  an  opinion  on  the  point  so  important     As  I  have  remarked 
above,  there  is  no  reflex  of  Pandu  glory  in  Brahmamc  literature  before 

the  third  or  fourth  century.    It  is,  further,  impossible  to  suppose  that 

during  the  triumph  of  Buddhism  such  a  poem  could  have  been  com* 
posed  for  the  general  public  for  which  it  was  intended.    The  metre 
of  the  poem  shows  that  its  present  form  is  later  than  the  epic  form  of 

Patanjali's  epic  verses,  but  this  indicates  simply  recasting ,  so  that  a 
Pandu  Mahabharata  may  have  existed  previously,  as  implied  bj   Panini, 
But  while  a  Buddhist  emperor  was  alive  no  such  Brahmamc  emperor 
as  that  of  the  epic  could  have  existed,  no  such  attacks  on  Buddhism 

as  are  m  the  epic  could  have  been  made,  and  the  epic  of  to-day  conld 
not  have    existed  before  the   Greeks   were   personally  familiar     In 

other  words,  granted  a  history,  that  history  must  have  been  composed 

at  least  as  late  as  the  history  was  possible     Panral's  allusions  and 
those  of  Buddhistic  writers  show   that  the  Pandus  were  known  as 

heroes     It  is,  further,  most  improbable  that  the  compilers,  who  made 
the  poem  represent  Pandu  virtues  and  victories/  would  have  chosen 
them  for  this  position  had  they  been  mythical.    In  their  reassertion  of 

Brahmanism  they  wonld  have  chosen  rather  the  well-known  ancient 
Brahmamc  heroes  of  the  older  tale,  Bharati  Katha,  yet  to  appeal  to  the 

people  something  real  and  near  was  necessary     Bat  while  before  the 

second  century  the  conditions  were  lacking  which  could  have  pro- 
duced the  poem,  with  the  second  century  they  become  possible,  and 

there  was  already  the  Panda  tribe  with  its  perhaps  justified  claim  to  ba 
considered  a  branch  of  the  Bharatas,  its  own  later  heroes,  its  colt  of 

anti-Buddhistic  type. 

"  In  so  far,  then,  as  we  may  discern  a  historical  germ  in  the 

midst  of  poetic  extravagance,  it  would  seem  that  the  p^oem  represents 
an  actual  legend  of  a  real  tribe,  and  in  so  far  as  that  legend  persists  in 
its  adherence  to  polyandry  as  an  essential  part  of  the  legend,  a  tribe 
which,  like  so  many  others  in  India,  had  been  brahmanized  and 
perhaps  become  allied  by  marriage  to  the  old  Bharata  tribe,  whose 

legends  were  thus  united  with  its  own." 
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C  V  Vaid\  v1  fives  the  date  of  the  extant  epic,  at  250  B  C  about 
the  time  of  Asoka  and  previous  to  the  time  of  Patanjah,  because  Don 
Chrj bObtom,  the  Greek  orator,  of  the  1st  century  AD  refers  to  the 
existence  of  an  epic  of  the  present  dimensions  of  the  Mahabharata  and 

Dikshit  points  out8  that  the  cycle  of  Nakjhatras  beginning  with  Havana 
said  in  the  Mahabharata  to  have  been  instituted  as  a  new  cycle  by 
Vi#v5mifra  cannot  go  beyond  450  B  C 

According  to  Kern,  the  Kavi  translation  of  Adiparvun  dates  from 

the  beginning  of  the  eleventh  century  8 

Among  the  extravagant  fancies  of  modern  orientalists^  which  are 

dignified  with  the  respectable  appellation  of  theories)  may  be  mentioned 
the  opinion  of  Prof.  Holtzjiann  on  the  nature  and  origin  of  the  Maha- 

bharata deserves  a  short  review     "  JThe  traditional  stock  of  legends 
were  first  worked  up  into  a  precise  shape  by  some  Buddhist  poets  and 
this  version,  showing  a  decided  prediliction  for  the  Kaurava  parly  as  the 
representation  of  Buddhist  principles,  was  afterwards  revised  in  a  con- 

trary sense  at  the  time  of  the  Brahminical  reaction  by  the  votaries  of 
Vishnu,  when  the  Buddhistic  features  were   generally   modified  into 
Saivite  tendencies  and  prominence  was  given  to  the  divine  nature   of 

Krishna  as  an  incarnation     It  is  but  nght  that  the  Brahminical  pnests 
should  have  deemed  it  desirable  to  subject  the  traditional  memorials  of 

Kshatnya  chivalry  and  prestige  to  their  own  censorship  and  adapt 

them  to  their  own  canons  of  religion  and  civil  law."    This  theory  sub- 
verts all  truth  and  tradition.    Modifications  and  innovations   especially 

in  the  religious  character  of  sectarian  works  are  not  easily  accomplish- 
ed    The  Buddhistic  records  offer  no  support  for  this  theory     If  such 

a  standard  work  as  the  Mahabharata  were  included  m  the  catalogue 
of  the  Buddhistic  literature,  Brahminical  transformation  could  never 
have  been  possible,  so  as  to  entirely  erase  from  the  huge  mass  of  the 
work  all  traces  of  the  Buddhistic  coloring     As  an  exposition  of  the 
ethics  of  the  Vedic  religion,  there  is  pre-eminently  the  Mahabharaf  a. 

H  H.  Wilson  thus  sums  up  the  opinion  of  his  times  "  According 
to  Col.  Wilford's  Computations  (Asiatic  JZtsearcAes,  Vol  IX,  Chronolo- 

gical table,  p  116)  the  conclusion  of  the  great  war  took  place  in  B.C. 
1370 ,  Buchanan  conjectures  it  to  have  occurred  in  the  ldth  century 
B.C    Colebrokb  infers  from  astronomical  data  that  the  arrangement  of 

I    Historical  Studhi  in  the  Bhagavat  Gita,  [Ind  Rev  (toio),  481] 
2.    DUuhit's  Mahratt  History  of  Indian  Astronomy,  III 
3     Over  de  Oud  lavannsche  Vertaltng  Van't  Mahabharata  (Amsterdam) 
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the  Vedas,  attributed  to  Vyasa,  took  place  in  the  fourteenth  century 
BC„  M  Beniley  brings  the  date  of  Yudhisthira,  the  chief  of  the 

Pandavas  to  575  B  C  ,  but  the  weight  of  authority  is  in  favour  of  the 
thirteenth  or  fourteenth  century  B  C  for  the  war  of  the  Mahabharata 

and  the  reputed  commencement  of  the  Kali  age  "* 

Weber  sa}  s  "  Of  the  Mahabharata  in  its  extant  form,  only  about 
one-fourth  (some  20,000  slokas  or  so)  relates  to  this>  conflict  and  the 
myths  that  have  been  associated  with  it ,  and  even  of  this,  two-thirds 

■will  have  to  be  sifted  oat  as  not  original,  since  in  the  introduction  to 
the  work  (I.  81)  the  express  intimation  is  still  preserved  that  it  previ- 

ously consisted  of  8,800  slokas  only  But  as  to  the  period  'when  the 
final  redaction  of  the  entire  work  in  its  present  shape  took  pl^ce,  no 
approach  even  to  direct  conjecture  is  in  the  meantime  possible,  but, 
at  any  rate,  it  must  have  been  some  centuries  after  the  commencement 

of  our  era  "a 

RC  DUTT  says  "The  annals  of  different  kingdoms  m  India  allude 
to  this  ancient  war,  and  some  of  these  annals  are  not  unreliable  The 

founder  of  Buddhism  lived  in  the  sixth  century  B  C  and  we  learn  from 

the  annals  of  Magadha  that  thirty-five  kings  reigned  between  the  Kuru- 
Panchala  War  and  the  time  of  Buddha  Allowing  twenty  years  to  each 

reign,  this  would  place  the  war  in  the  thirteenth  century  B  C  Again,  we 
know  from  coins  that  Kanishka  ruled  in  Kashmir  in  the  first  century 

A.D  and  his  successor  Abhimanyu  probably  reigned  towards  the  close 

of  that  century  The  historian  of  Kashmira  informs  us  that  fifty-two 

kings  reigned  for  1266  years  from  the  time  of  the  Kuru  Panchala  war 

to  the  time  of  Abhimanyu,  and  this  would  place  the  war  In  the  twelfth 

century  B  C  "    Fergussow  places  the  war  In  the  13th  century  B  C  * 

R  Shama  Sastry  accepts  the  date  ascribed  to  Chandfagupta  and 

assigns  the  war  to  the  13th.  century  and  says  that  "Bharata  the  son  of 
Dushyanta,  is  stated  to  have  performed  in  the  twelfth  Atiratra  (Atw, 

Sr  S  X,  5,  8).  This  gives  372X4=1488  Kali  Era  or  1613  B.  C.  as 

the  date  of  Bharata  According  to  the  list  of  kings  given  in  the  Vishnu 

Purana,  Yudhistira,  the  hero  of  the  Mahabharata  and  contemporary  of 

Krishna  is   the  25th  descendant  from  Bharata,  and  died  in  1260  B  C. 

I     7«**«  PwSta,  IV  233     In  his  Intr   to  Translation  to  Rig  Ve  4a  (I  47> 
he  gave  the  probable  date  of  the  epic  poem  at  the  3rd  century  B  C« 

2.    Indian  Literature,  187-88. 
3     6it>.  I  10 
4.    Histc ry  of  Indian,  and  Eastern  Architecture,  36. 
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Accordingly  the  interval  between  Bharata  and  Yudhistira  is  247  years, 
which,  if  the  list  is  correct  gives  about  10  years  on  an  average  to  each 
of  the  25  reigns  Pankshit  is  the  grandson  of  Yudhistira.  The  interval 
between  him  and  Nanda  is  according  to  the  Matsya  Purana  one 

thousand  years  less  by  one  hundred  and  fifty  Nanda  lived  m  4th 

century  B  C  "* 

Immemorial  tradition  sanctified  by  the  religious  faith  of  hundreds 

of  generations  of  people  in  India  assigns  the  Mahabharata  war  to  the 
end  of  the  Pvapara  Yuga,  that  is,  the  year  3139  B.C  The  Puranas 

and  the  astronomical  Si<Jdhantas  accept  the  tradition  as  incontroverti- 
ble history  and  as  the  starting  point  of  Indian  chronology  The 

Visnu  Purana  sa>  s  that  "  On  the  same  daj  that  Han  departed  from  the 

earth  the  powerful  dark-bodied  Kali  (age)  descended  "*  Han  Kpna 
lived  for  125(105?)  years  and  he  was  a  contemporary  of  the  great 

war*  and  according  to  the  Mahabharata  the  race  of  Sn  Kjsna  was  des- 
troyed thirty-six  v  ears  after  the  war  and  the  Pandavas  departed  from 

their  kingdom  soon  after  the  beginning  of  Kahyuga  * 

Megasthenes,  "  who  probably  quoted  from  Hanvamea,  not  as  it 
e-oats  to-dss  but  at.  it  was  m  his  time,  viz ,  a  real  dynastic  list  as  its 
name  implies,  hat,  recorded  a  statement  that  between  Dionysos  and 

Chandragupta  there  were  153  Kings  and  a  penod  of  6042  years  and  that 
Heracles  was  younger  than  Dionysos  by  fifteen  generations     Although 

I     Gaoam  Ayana,  the  Veik  Era,  155 
2.  Yasmui  Krsno  4ivam  ySjas  Jasmin  eva  ta{hahani  Prajipannam  Kahyu- 

gam         V  37 
See  also  Vayu,  II  37-422,  BA3*,Xn  1L  26-32,  V  37,  Matsya,  221,  52 

Mahapras$h3nika  Parvaa,  I  2,7  Also  Wilson's  Translation  of  Vtt*i  PurS*h IV234. 

3  According  to  these  passages  Krsna  was  born  in  the  year  fcimukha,  (3ra- 
vana  Bahula  Navaml-vi44ha-saptami  VTsabha  Lagna  and  hved  for  125  years, 
7  months  and  8  days  dying  on  the  first  day  of  Kaliyuga  According  to  Brhas- 
paJtmSna,  the  birth  would  be  in  the  year  Parjhiva  and  death  in  Khara 

According  to  another  view  Krjna  lived  for  105  years  only  and  was  born  in 
3208  B  C  in  the  year  Vijaya,  Sravaua  Kr$na  A§tami,  Mangalav&ra,  Rohinl, Vnsabha  Lagna. 

Krsna's  horoscope  has  thus  been  cast  Guru  in  Mesha,  RShu  in  Mijhuna, Kuja  and  Bu4ha  in  Kataka,  Ravi  and  Sam  in  Simham,  Sukra  in  KanyS,  and  Kern 
in  phanus  and  "Lagna  Vfshbha. 

On  the  birth  and  death  of  Krsna,  see  Bhag,  X  3,  XI.  6,  Hanvamia.l  $2, 
IV.  24  V  23  

>     v* 
4.  Mah.  Mausala  Panan,  I  1, 3.  See  Bhag ,  X.  3,  XI.  6  Hartvamfe,  1. 52 , 

Vitnu,  V  37, 23  
* 
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it  is  not  easy  to  identify  Dionysos  it  is  indisputable  that  Heracles  mas 
none  else  than  Han  or  in  Kjjna  from  Megasthenes'  record  about  him 
'This  Heracles  like  the  Thoeban  namesake  had  married  many  mnes 
and  mas  worshipped  by  the  Shourasem  people  whose  chief  towns  mere 

Mathura  and  Cheisobora'"  If  then  between  Chandragupta  and  Sri 
Kpna,  there  were  138  (153-15)  generations,  taking  20  years  for  each 
generation,  there  is  a  penod  of  2760  years  intervening  betm  een  them, 

which  gives  us  3072  B  C  * 

According  to  the  SSrya-Siddhan^a  Kalijuga  began  on  midnight, 
of  Thursday,  17th  February,  3102  B  C  old  style"  Aryabhala  took 

this  date  as  granted  *  and  computed  by  the  era  of  1'udhi.sthira 
In  the  commentary  Bhattadlpika  on  this  verse  it  is  said  Bharata 

Yudhisthiradayah,  Rajyam  caratam  Yudhisthiradinam,  an^yo  gurudivaso 
dvaparavasanagata  ltyarthah  Tasmin  dine  Yudhisthiradayo  maha- 

prasthanam  gata  1^1  prasiddhih  * 
Jyotirvidabharana  tell  us  that  six  different  eras  will  flourish  one 

after  another  in  the  Kaliyuga,  and  the  first  of  them  that  is  of  Yudhisthira 

lasting  for  3044  years  beginning  from  the  first  3  ear  of  Kaliyuga  * 
fiankara  knew  the  tradition  that  Kpna  Dvaipayana  flourished  between 

Kali  and  Dvapara  Yugas  *  It  was  composed  in  Vikrama  era  year  24 
expressed  to  be  identical  with  3068  the  year  of  Kah 

S  P  L  Narasimha  Swami  says  that  after  the  war  was  over, 
Dhftarajtra  continued  to  rule,  with  Yudhisthira  as  his  regent,  for 
fifteen  years  and  that  Yudhisthira  was  crowned  king  only  in  the  16th 

year  after  the  war,  and  that  Yudhisthira  ruled  for  36  years ,  so  that  he 

would  place  the  war  50  years  before  Kali  began,  that  is,  in  3052  B  C  * 
Kalhana  says  that  in  his  days  the  tradition  was  strong  that  the 

Bharata  war  took  place  at  the  end  of  Pvapara-yuga." 

I    SeeC  V  Vydya's  Epic  India,  418 
2.  Sewell's  Indian  Calendar,  & 
3.  KSho  manavo  manuyuga  fkha  ga{Ss{e  ca  manuyuga  chtia  ca,  EalpS^er- 

yugap5<|5,  Ga  ca  guradivasat  ca  bharaf 3{  purvam. — Gtpkapada,  3 
4.  See  Colebrooke,  Mts  Es  II  248 ,  Weber,  IL.  260.  See  also  Lassen,  1AK 

II  50 ,  Kern's  Preface,  6. 
5  For  a  fuller  account  see  Chapter  on  Sanscrit  Drama,  under  KabdSsa 
6  Biahmasup'aBhaiya,  on  Stym,  III.1h.32-. 
7  I  A,  IV  Id*  Mah,  Asrama  Parva,  2-fr,  and  Afausala  Parva,  3-13 
8.  Raj  I  IS.  But  Kalhana  thought  he  was  deceived  by  the  tradition  and 

fixed  653  of  Kaliyuga  as  the  date  of  the  war.  This  view  is  elaborated  and 
supported  m  a  pamphlet  by  Kotikalapudi  Narasimha  Sarma  at  the  instance  of 
the  late  Maharaja  of  Bobbin. 
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But  oriental  scholars  direct  their  intuitive  faculty   of  original 
research  and  theonsation  to  a  refutation  of  the  tradition ,  to  them  tradi- 

The  following  verses  from  the  Rajajarangini,  Book  I  are  important  — 

48-49  The  kings  Gonanda  the  First  anil  his  successors  ruled  Kashmir  during 
twenty-two  hundred  and  sixty-years  in  the  Kahyuga  This  calculation  of  the 

duration  of  these  kings'  reigns  has  been  thought  wrong  by  some  authors  who 
were  misled  by  the  statement  that  the  Bharata  war  took  place  at  the  end  of  the 
Dvapara  Yuga 

50  If  the  years  of  those  kings,  the  duration  of  whose  reigns  is  known,  are 
added  up,  leaving  aside  the  above  2268  years  of  Gonanda  I  and  his  successors, 
no  rest  remains  from  the  passed  period  of  the  Kahyuga,  as  will  be  seen  from  the 
following 

51.  When  six  hundred  and  fifty-three  years  of  the  Kahyuga  bad  passed 
away,  the  Kurus  and  Pandavas  lived  on  the  earth 

52  At  present,  in  the  twenty-fourth  year  of  the  Laukika  era,  one  thousand 
and  seventy  years  of  the  Saka  era  have  passed. 

53  On  the  whole,  at  this  tune  two  thousand  three  hundred  and  thirty 
years  have  passed  since  the  accession  of  Gonada  the  Third 

54.  Twelve  hundred  and  sixty-six  years  are  believed  to  be  comprised  in  the 
sum  of  the  reigns  of  those  fifty-two  lost  kings 

55  On  this  point  a  decision  is  furnished  by  the  words  of  the  author  of  the 
Brhat  Samhita  who  with  reference  to  the  fact  that  the  Great  Bear  moves  from 
one  Naksatra  to  the  other  in  a  hundred  years,  has  thus  indicated  its  course 

56  "  When-  King  Yudhisthira  ruled  the  earth,  the  Munis  (the  Great  Bear) 
stood  in  the  Naksatra  Maghak  The  date  of  his  reign  was  2526  years  before  the 

Saka  era" 
Verse  50,  says  Stein,  "gives  Kalhana's  reason  for  accepting  the  calculation 

of  2258  years  for  the  reigns  contained  in  Taranga  I  Dr  Hultesch,  {TA  xra,  99) 
has  shown  that  if  we  add  up  the  figures  given  by  K  in  Tarangas  ii-viii  for  the 

reigns  from  the  dethronement  of  Yudhisthira  I.  to  his  own  time,  we  get  a  rough 
total  of  1328  years  (the  odd  months  and  days  in  the  totals  of  the  reigns  of  the  u 
and  ui  Tarangas  being  disregarded)  If  to  this  total  are  added  the  2268  years 
for  the  1  Taranga,  and  the  result  deducted  from  the  4249  years  which  had 

elapsed  of  the  Kali  era  at  the  tune  of  K  's  composition  (see  verse  52  below),  there 
remain  653  years  This  is  exactly  the  number  of  years  which  had  elapsed 
according  to  the  statement  accepted  by  K  (1  51)  between  the  commencement 
of  the  Kaliyuga  and  the  date  of  the  Bharata  war,  1  e  Gonanda  I  Thus  the 

whole  period  of  the  Kali  era  up  to  the  author's  fame  is  accounted  for  and  'no 
rest  remains '  The  equation  of  K ,  as  indicated  in  this  verse,  is  therefore 
A  B 

Years  of  the  Kahyuga  elapsed  Reigns  of  kings  from  Gonanda  I 
in  10^3  Saka     I070       to  Yudhisthira  I   (1  48)  2268 

&  3I79  Reigns  of  kings  mentioned  in 

       Tarangas  u-vui,  up  to  Saka  I070 
4249  I328 

Kali  years  passed  up  Gonanda  I     653 4249 
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tion  is  superstition  and  cannot  be  history  In  spite  of  their  capacity 
for  discovering  new  pieces  of  evidence  and  novel  paths  of  reasoning, 
the  traditional  literature  has  been  too  strong  in  its  assertion  that  the 

Mahabharata  war  synchronised  with  the  end  of  Dvaparayuga  They 
therefore  resorted  to  the  only  other  alternative,  that  is,  to  postdating 
the  beginning  of  the  Kahyuga,  and  thus  to  postdate  this  synchronism 

The  first  step  m  this  attempt  was  to  damn  the  date  3102  B  C 

acknowledged  to  be  the  beginning  of  Kahyuga,  as  an  astronomer's 

hypothetical  point  of  calculation  *  first  fancied  by  Aryabhata  in  499 
AD1  This  is  easily  said,  for  a  bold  assertion  is  better  than  logical 
reasoning  One  cannot  perceive  why  this  astronomer  thought  of 
fancying  the  date  and  how  it  happened  that  ancient  writings  like  the 
Puraaas  thought  of  taking  this  hypothetical  date  in  computing  their 
theological  history  The  next  step  therefore  has  often  been  taken  that 
these  passages  in  the  Furanas  are  later  interpolations,  nay,  the  Puranas 
themselves  are  fabrications  of  a  late  age  One  is  tempted  to  remind 

the  reader  of  the  adage  *  lies  follow  lies  ' 

We  shall  now  follow  the  reasoning  adopted  for  fixing  the  com- 
mencement of  the  Kahyuga 

In  his  Brhat-Samhitg,  VarShamihira  quotes  a  verse  from  Vyddha 
Garga 

"  Our  observations  as  to  the  theoretical  basis  of  Kalhana's  early  chronology 
may  thus  be  briefly  summed  up  We  have  seen  that  the  starting-point  of  his 
and  his  predecessors'  calculations  was  the  supposed  date  of  Gonanda  I,  obtained 
by  connecting  a  semi-mythical  king  of  Purana  tradition  with  a  purely  legendary 
event  of  the  great  Indian  epic  and  its  imaginary  chronology.  We  are  next  asked* 
without  indication  of  an  authority,  to  accept  the  figure  of  2269  years  for  the 
aggregate  length  of  rule  of  a  single  dynasty,  of  which,  however  fifty-two  fangs 
had  already  become  '  lost '  to  the  tradition  of  the  earlier  Chronicles  Lastly, 
Kalhana  presents  us,  again  without  naming  his  authority,  with  the  figure  of  2330 
years  as  the  result  of  an  avowedly  'rough'  calculation  of  the  aggregate 
duration  of  reigns  from  Gonanda  III,  to  his  own  date  "Stein.  For  a  criticism 
ofKalhana'sview,  See  Hulzsch,  I  A,  xvm.  99  et  m  and  Pandit  Ananda  Koul, 
MSB,  vi  195-219  WS) 

1.  See  Bentley,  Historical  View  of  Hindu  Astronomy,  85 
2.  See  V  S  Gopala  Iyer,  Chronology  of  the  Stddhantas,  92. 

8 
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"  When  king  Yudhistira  ruled  the  earth,  the  (seven)  seers  (Ursa 

Major)  were  in  Makha,  the  Saka  era  (is)  2526  (years  after  the  com- 

mencement of  his  reign  "l 

This  verse  has  been  relied  on  by  Kalbana  as  showing  that 

the  traditional  date  was  an  error  and  that  the  date  of  the  Mahabhara^a 
war  must  be  moved  forwards  to  the  year  651  Kah  or  2448  B  C  It 
must  be  noted  that  Kalhana  postulated  that  Kahyuga  began  in  3102 
B  C  but  premises  that  the  synchronism  of  the  tradition  between  the  war 
and  the  Kahyuga  was  erroneous  But  orientalists  would  not  brook  thi« 
too  For,  vxhy  should  the  war  and  the  necessary  civilisation  of  India  be 
put  back  to  an  ancient  age  as  25  centuries  ?  So  the  attack  was  planned 

from  the  rear  The  verse  gives  the  name  '  Saka  kala '  Then  began 
the  speculation  on  what  v*  as  the  iakakUla  meant  here 

According  to  Gopala.  Iyer,  it  was  the  era  of  Buddha  Nirvana,  for 

"  Garga  lived  in  the  1st  century  B  C  and  by  that  time,  the  Saka  era  of 
78  A  D  could  not  have  been  known."  The  reading  laka-kala  is  a  mis- 

take for  Sakya  hala  and  the  phrase  ' Sad-ivika-pancadm'  means  not 
2526  but '  26  times  25 '  or  6j0 ,  the  correct  interpretation  is  that  650 
years  had  elapsed  from  the  time  of  Yudhisthira  to  the  beginning  of 

Sakyakala  or  the  era  of  Gautama's  Nirvana  Gautama  Buddha  died  in 
543  B  C  and  the  addition  of  543  and  650  gives  the  date  of  tha 

MahabhSrata  War  as  1194-3  B  C  *    Apart  from  the  meaning  given  to 

I  As  traaslated  by  Hultzch  (J A,  XVIII  99),  For  other  similar  translations, 
see  Trover,  I  338,  II  7  and  Wilson's  Essays,  97  Regarding  the  theory  that  the 
Saptarsis  (Great  Bear  or  Ursa  Major)  move  within  each  lunar  mansion  for  one 
century,  see  Brhat  Samhtta,  XIII  4 ,  Alberum's  India,  I  391 ,  Cunningham's 
Imkcm  Eras,  II ,  T.  S.  Narayanasastn's  Age  of  Sankara,  App  II. 

a.    V  S  Gopala  Iyer's  Chronology  of  Ancient  India,  68-77     At  48  he  admits 
that  his  interpretation  b  new  and  original     See  also,  Rajatarangim  (Teluga, Translation  by  K  R.  V.  Krishna  Rao  (Cocanada  1903)     According  to  Gopala' 
Iyer,  Kahyuga  originally  comprised   only  loco  years  or  at  the  most  only! 
1200  years,  it  commenced  at  the  winter  solstice  occurring  m  the  latter  part  08 
the  year  1177  B  C    "As  Megasthenes  gives  6451  years  for  the  period  between^ Ikshwaku  and  Alexander  the  Great  and  as  5,600  years  were  supposed  to  hart 
expired  at  the  beginning  of  the  Kahyuga,  6451-5.600,  or  a  deviation  of  85} 
years  must  have  been  the  period  represented  to  Megasthenes  as  having  expire* 
since  the  commencement  of  the  new  era     Since  Alexander  left  India  in  325  Bug 
the  Kaliyuga  must  have  commenced,  according  to  the  informants  of  Megasthenfli 
in  the  year  851+325  or  1176  B  C  '*  (at  page  45)     See  for  a  full  discussion  of  this 
IS   Narayana  Sastn's  Age  0/  Sankara,  15  note     Tilak  (Arctic  Heme  to  M Veda.*,  422)  approves  of  Gopala  Iyer's  news  on  Kaliyuga. 
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the  phrase  Sa4-dvika-panca-dvi,  -which  offends  against  the  fundamental 
principles  of  Sanskrit  notation  and  apart  from  the  uncertainty  of  the 
date  of  the  death  of  Buddha,  on  which  opinion  is  as  varied  as  on  any 

other  question  of  chronology,  there  is  the  detection  of  the  error  m  the 

reading  of  ffi&a  into  iaija,  for  if  the  word  &a.kya  is  substituted  for  the 

word  iaka,  the  line  goes  wrong  in  prosody  * 

G  Thibadt,*  and  Sudhakara  Dvivbdi  assume  the  '  dakakala  i 
herd  mentioned  to  be  the  same  as  the  Salivahana  6aka  which  commen- 

ced in  78  A  Di 

Sbisa  Chandra  Vidyarnava  later  on  reviewed  his  position  and 

fixed  the  1922  B.  C.  as  the  year  of  the  Great  war  *  Dhirbndranath 
Pal  gives  the  date  of  the  War  as  15th  or  16Ua  century  B  C  and  says 

the  story  was  immediately  written* 

Other  scholars  took  "the  anchor  of  Indian  Chronology  that  is 
the  year  315  B  C  as  the  date  of  Chandragupta  Maurya's  accession*  as 
the  starting  point  for  computation  and  by  taking  the  interval  of  time 

between  the  Mahabharafa  war  and  the  accession  of  Chandragupta  as 

variously  stated,6  to  be  1604  to  1115  years,  place  the  date  of  the 
Mahabharaf  a  war,  (and  the  beginning  of  the  Kahyuga)  between  the 

year  1919  B  C  and  1430  B.Ci  and  the  year  1415  B.C  (which  is  some- 
how arrived  at  by  adding  1015  to  315  B  C ),  for  the  vemal  equinox 

would  be  in  the  Kj^ikas  about  that  date  * 

Pargiter  who  originally  put  the  commencement  of  the  Kahyuga 

at  about  1733  B  C  T  later  on  arrived  at  the  year  1810  B  C  as  the  date 
of  the  Great  War  This  is  the  reasoning  From  Soma^hi  to  Ripunjaya 

there  were  22  kings  in  the  Barhadratha  dynasty  -who  reigned  for  920 
years     The  Pradyo^as   after  Riponjaya  were  5  kings  who  reigned  for 

I  For  a  refutation  of  this  theory,  sea  T  S  Narayana  Sastn's  Age  of  Sun-' 
iara,  p  23  notej  App  II 

2j    Int  to  PMca Stddh<tnttka,hXk 
3,  Int.  to  Edn.  of  Matsya  Pura**,  (Sacred  Books  of  the  Hindus  Series) 

App  II  xxiv 
4.  Int  to  Sft  Krishna,  his  life  and  teachings 

5  As  to  these  variations,  see  T.S.  Narayatia  Safitn*B  Kings  of  Migaiha 
(Madras,  1918),  147  pp 

6.  As  to  a  complete  discussion  6f  the  vernal  equinox,  See  V  S.  Gopala 

Iyer's  Chronology  of  Ancient  India,  Vaidya's  Mah&bhardta,  and  T  S.  Narayana 
Sistri's  Age  of  Sankara,  App   II 

7     See/545,  (1910) 
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138  years  The  Sai8"unagas  were  10  kings  and  reigned  for  330  years 
Adding  up  the  above  three  figures  920+138+330,  we  gat  1388  years, 
which  is  the  interval  between  the  installation  of  Mahananda  and  the 

birth  of  Parik?it  or  the  Great  War  Adding  422  BC  the  year  of  the 

installation  of  Mahapadma  Nanda  (whose  date  fixed  at  100  years 
before  Chandragapta)  who  is  postulated  to  have  ascended  the  throne 

in  322  B  C  we  get  the  year  1810  B  C   as  the  date  of  the  Great  War  * 

Arguments  on  astronomical  calculations  have  been  based  on 

(l)  the  reference  to  the  Sap$am  cycle  and  (2)  the  vernal  equinox  and 
the  seasons  and  these  are  explained  by  each  theorist  as  supporting  his 

Own  date  * 

These  astronomical  arguments  are  based  on  the  Paras'ara  Sid* 
dhan^a,  Garga  Siddhanta,  Vedanga  Jyautisa  And  the  period  of  the 
war  has  been  closely  connected  with  the  real  determination  of  the  date 

of  the  commencement  of  the  Uttarayana  in  Magha  Sukla  SaptamI  or 

the  then  Rathasaptami  and  the  death  of  Bhlsma  in  the  same  month  * 

•    •    • 

*?Nts3H£  STpjaF^r  ura^Nt  gfartt 

Bttt  the  advocates  of  the  orthodox  tradition  are  themselves  not 
wanting  in  their  capacity  to  interpret  these  astronomical  date  as 
supporting  the  origin  of  the  Kali  Yuga  in  3102  BC  and  the  latest 
reasoning  of  T  S  Narayana  Sasln  will  be  of  interest , 

"  Yudhisthira  observes  the  change  in  the  course  of  the  sun,  collects 
all  the  necessary  materials  for  the  cremation  of  Bhishma,  and  goes  to 

1  See  Dynasties  of  the  Kali  Age. 

2  For  a  detailed  discussion  of  these,  set  V.  S  Gopala  Iyer's  Chronology  of 
Ancient  India  and  T  S  Narayana  Sastn's  Age  of  Sankara,  App  II 3  See  Man.  XIII.  273,  27-28 

4  Mah  Anu  167,20-27 

On  this,  see  Tilak*s  Orion,  36-7    Lale,  Modak,  Kelkar  and  other  have  tried to  determine  the  date  of  the  war  from  such  references  and  they  hold  that  the 
vernal  eqinnox  was  then  in  the  Kjttikas    See  also  Maxmuller,  Pref  to  Sji    VedaJ IV  xxxi.  

^^ 

S    See  also,  Sree  Kalyanananda  Bharati  Swam/s  Introduction  to  the  Chrono- 
logy of  Sanskrit  Literature  (Beswada,  1930) . 
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him  with  all  his  relations  on  the  morning  of  Magna  Sukla  Ashtami,  and 
Bhishma  breathes  his  last  just  at  noon  at  about  15  Ghatikas  after  the 

sunrise  on  the  same  day  in  the  constellation  of  Rohini  It  is  stated  by 
the  dying  Bhishma  himself  that  three-fourths  of  the  month  still  remained 

unexpired  It  follows  from  this  that  at  the  time  of  Bhishma's  death 
which  took  place  immediately  thereafter  7}£  Tithis  out  of  the  total 

number  of  thirty  had  already  passed  away  In  other  words  Bhishma 
died  just  in  the  middle  of  Ashtami  Now  it  is  also  stated  that  at  the 
time  of  the  death  of  Bhishma,  the  moon  was  m  the  constellation  of 
Rohini,  and  according  to  the  calculations  of  Brahmasn  Varahur 

Sundaresvara  Srauti,  the  Rohini  on  that  day  should  have  ended  at 
about  32  Ghatikas  after  sunrise  A  perusal  of  the  ei.act  moment  when 
the  constellation  of  Jyestha  commences  on  Kartika  Amavasya  of  the 
coming  year  Kalayukti  and  of  the  precise  moment  when  the  constella- 

tion of  Rohini  ends  on  Magha  Sukla  Ashtami  of  the  same  year,  which 
we  have  chosen  as  a  typical  year  for  purposes  of  comparison,  will  show 
at  a  rough  glance  that  the  constellation  of  Rohini  could  not  have  lasted 

for  more  than  32  Ghatikas  on  that  particular  Magha  Sukla  Ashtami, 
when  the  great  Bhishma,  of  the  Mahabharata  cast  off  his  body  By  the 
time  of  the  passing  away  of  Bhishma,  who  died  just  at  mid-day,  as  IS 
Ghatikas  had  expired,  the  Rohini  Nakshattra  lasted  only  for  17  Ghati- 

kas more  after  mid-day  Soon  the  moon  was,  more  definitely  speaking, 
in  the  3rd  quarter  of  Rohini  at  the  tune  when  Bhishma  actually  passed 
away  to  Heaven ,  and  even  in  this  3rd  quarter  which  consists  of  15 
Ghatikas  on  the  whole,  13  Ghatikas  had  already  passed  away,  so  that 
there  remained  only  2  Ghatikas  in  the  3rd  quarter  of  Rohini  when 

Bhishma  actually  breathed  his  last  The  third  quarter  of  Rohini  com- 

mences at  46°-40'  of  the  Ecliptic,  and  ends  with  50°  So,  at  the  exact 

moment  of  Bhishma's  death,  the  moon  must  have  been  at  46°-40'  pita 
13/15  (3°-20')  or  46°40'^»«  2°-53 -20"  equal  to  49°-33'-20' 

"  As  the  distance  between  the  Sun  and  that  Moon  at  the  moment 

was  separated  by  7  J£  Tithis  or  7}£  times  12-  or  90°  the  sun  must  have 
been  at  the  moment  of  Bhishma's  death  at  49°-33'-20»  mmus  90°  or  31 
&>~Z3,'-2(f  or  in  other  words  in  the  4th  quarter  Satabhisha  As  the 
winter  solstice  or  Uttarayana  had  already  commenced  with  Hatha. 

Saptam,  which  must  have  ended  at  about  the  mid-night  on  the  previous 
day,  there  will  be  a  difference  of  1U  degrees  between  the  actual  com- 

mencement of  the  Uttarayana  and  the  actual  moment  of  Bhishma's 

death,  with  the  result  that  the  Uttarayana  in  Bhishma's  time  or  soon 
after  the  close  of  the  Mahabharata  War,  must  have  commenced  when 
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the  sun  *as  in  319°-33'-20"  minus  l°-30'-O»  or  in  318°-3'-20v  or  in 
other  words  at  about  the  middle  of  the  fourth  Pada  of  Satabhisha  Now 

the  Uttarayana  commenced  in  1917  (as  already  shown)  in  the  first  part 

of  the  3rd  Pada  of  Mula  in  247°-28'  There  is  a  difference  of 
318°-3'-20*  minus  247o-28'-0"  or  750-35'-20"  or  254120"  We  thus  find 
that  since  the  time  of  Bhishma's  death,  the  date  of  the  Winter  Solstice 

or  Uttara)ana  has  been  thrown  back  by  700*35'-20f'  or  254120",  on 
account  of  the  precession  of  the  equinoxes* 

"  What  then  is  the  period  of  time  within  which  so  much  change  in 
the  date  of  the  Winter  solstice  may  take  place  ?    If  we  take  the  rate  of 

precession  at  50  26"  of  angle  In  a  }  ear,  254120"  will  take  a  period  of 100  54+ 

254120  X  g^gg  or  5056  g^  years,  or  in  round  figures  5056  years, 

as  the  measure  of  time  needed  for  the  change.  In  other  words, 
Bhishma  must  have  died  in  the  year  5056-1917  AJ).,  or  in  the  year 
3139  B  C ,  just  3?  years  before  the  commencement  of  the  Kali  Yuga 
and  the  Mahabharata  War  must  have  commenced  on  Tuesday  corres» 
ponding  to  the  last  day  of  the  month  of  Kartika  on  Amavasya  m  the 
constellation  of  Jyeshtha  of  the  year  Corresponding  to  3140  B.C  "* 

Mahabharata  War  is  mentioned  in  grants  dated  in  the  Gupta 
9amvat  era*  Buchanan  mentions  an  inscription  in  the  temple  ol 
Madhukesvara  at  Banavasi  in  North  Canara  dated  in  168th  year  of 
Yudhisthira  era  and  two  inscriptions  at  Belgaum  m  Mysore  dated  in  the 
reign  of  Yudhisthira  himself*  The  Tirthahalh  plates  of  Mysore  State 
record  that  King  Janamejaya  granted  to  the  ascetics  of  the  locality  for 
worship  of  the  God  Sitarama  some  land  constituting  a  property  name 
MuniVfhdaketra  m  the  place  called  Vtkodara  on  the  west  of  the 
TungabhadrS  in  the  Plavanga  year  corresponding  to  year  89  of  Yudhis- 

thira Baka  (3014  B.C)  In  a  Siva's  temple  at  Ibalh  in  Dharwar, inscription  is  dated  3730  years  after  the  great  war  and  in  Saka  506* 

an 

1    Age  of  Sankara. 

2.   Fleet,  Git,  120, 124, 129, 134,  139. 

3    Mmey  through  Mysore,  Cdnara  and  Malabar,  lit  tit,  +11. 

rfateJiS?  2I9"20    to  *****«««*»«  (Vo  IX)  Ell*  notices  a  coppe, ?« !n nt°f  Jaoamejaya    Gibbons  and  Airy  calculate  the  date  a9  7thApn 

22  if  5?S  ?&)  to  ̂  **  **  Mahabharata  *»  *>mP<>"<*  *ft*  ** 
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In  the  inscriptions  in  Combodia  we  have  "  the  fragment  of  an 
inscription  of  the  beginning  of  the  7th  centary  which  informs  us  that, 
as  early  as  that  tune,  both  the  epics  w  ere  considered  sacred  on  the 

border  of  distant  Laos,  and  that  records  that  king  Somasarma  present- 
ed a  temple  with  copies  of  the  Ramayana,  the  Puranas  and  the  Bharata 

complete  and  had  them  recited  every  day  "* 
Latest  about  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era,  Perunde\anar 

known  as  Bharata  Padiar,  wrote  his  classical  work,  the  Tamil  Maha- 

hharata  • 

The  Aihoijp  Inscription  of  Pulikesin  II,*  has  not  yet  been 
correctly  read 

In  the  Indian  Antiquary  (V  67-71),  it  was  originally  published  thus  — 

f^g  ferai%S  »»r<did^  srr^r^  fcr 

T^RRS  ̂   W  ̂ 5  7aJ%idlg  ̂   l 
?mn  twd?drti  %+wwft  lipps;  li 

Fraanalckhamula  (I  68-72)  reads  the  second  line 

Granting  that  the  Sakabhupa^ikala  here  mentioned  is  the  &aka 
era  commencing  in  78  A  D ,  and  not  any  other  Saka  era  of  550  B  C , 

as   propounded  by  T    S    Narayanasastn,*  the  inscription   does  not 
Ellis  relies  for  this  conclusion  on  the  Gawja  agraharam  grant,  translated  by 

Colebrookein  1806  (see  I  A,  I  377;  and  pronounced  by  him  to  be  spurious.  On 
Ellis'  correspondence,  see  Bhandarkar,  JBRAS,  X.  89  For  the  Iballi  ascrip- 

tion, see  JASB,  IV  376,  V  725,  VLS&.JRAS,  (NS),I  273,  TBRAS,  DC.  3J5- 
I  IA,  XVII  31  M  A  Barth's  review  of  Inscriptions  Sanskrites  Der  Com- 

bodge,  (Pans,  1885) 
2  A  Sangam  work  on  Mahabharaja  was  undertaken  in  the  8th  century 

under  the  patronage  of  the  Pallava  king  and  a  third  work  was  written  in  the 

13th  century  in  the  reign  of  Kulottunga  III.  See  M  Raghava  Iyengar's  Lectures 
in  the  Madras  University,  1929,  on  Epigraphy  and  the  South  Indian  Literature. 

3  7.4,  VIII  237 

4  For  a  discussion,  see  T  S  Narayanasastri's  Age  of  Sankara,  Part  I— D, 
pages  224-8.  Macdonell  [SL  318)  dates  this  inscription  in  634  AJ>  and  R.C 

Dutt  (Ck>  III  219)  in  637  AD  For  *aka  556  (=634-5  AD),  see  I  A,  VIII 

237 ,  For  faka  507  (=585-6  A.D )  see  I  A,  V  67  and  Weber's  1L,  196  For  Hiuen 
Tsang's  account  of  Pulakesin  II,  see  I  A,  VII  290  See  also  Hemehandra  Roy 
Choudhry's  Political  Hutory  of  India  from  Pankshtt,  Journal  of  the  Dept  of 

Letters  Calcutta  University,  Vol  IX 1926  For  a  review  of  Weber's  paper  on 
the  influence  of  the  Greeks  and  Homeric  poems  on  the  Mah9bhara$a  see  IA, 

XVM,  3C«     On  the  era  of  Yu4htsrtnra,  see  Bhagvat,  JBRAS,  XX.  15a 
9 
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militate  against  the  view  that  the  MahSbMrata  war  occurred  some- 
where before  the  beginning  of  the  Kahyuga  in  3102  B  C 

In  his  commentary  on  the  Byhajjataka  (VII  9),  composed  in  Saka 
888  (=966  A  D )  Bhattotpala  writes  thus 

p  ?<jf*R3ifci  <«<M>r<*KqT*  (1044)  irr#  II 

This  \erse  may  help  to  fix  the  date  of  fkkakala  and  of  the 
astronomer  Sphujidhvaja  as  posterior  to  it,  but  its  meaning,  particularly 
how  the  number  is  armed  at,  is  not  ascertainable 

SECTION  IV 

The  Epics  Compared 

"  While  the  Ramayana  generally  represents  one-sided  and  exclusive 
Brahmamsm,"  says  M  Williams,  "the  Mahabharata  reflects  the  molti- 
lateral  character  of  Hinduism,  its  monotheism  and  polytheism,  its 
spirituality  and  materialism,  its  strictness  and  laxity,  its  priestcraft  and 
anti-priestcraft,  its  hierarchical  interference  and  rationalistic  philo- 

sophy, combined.  Not  that  there  was  any  intentional  variety  m  the 
ong-nal  design  of  the  work  but  that  almost  every  shade  of  opinion found  expression  in  a  compilation  formed  by  a  gradual  accretion 
through  a  long  period  In  unison  with  its  more  secular,  popular,  and 
human  character,  the  Mahabharata  has,  as  a  rule,  less  of  mere  mythi- 

cal allegory,  and  more  of  historical  probability  mits  narratives  than 
the  Ramayana  The  reverse,  however,  sometimes  holds  good  lor example,  in  Ramayana  IV,  xi,  we  have  a  simple  division  of  the  world 
into  four  quarters  or  regions,  whereas  m  Mahabharata  VI  236,  &c  we 
have  the  fanciful  division  (afterwards  adopted  by  the  Puranas)  into 
seven  circular  Dvipas  or  comments,  v*„  l  Jambu-dvipa,  or  the  Earth, 
2  Haksha-dvxpa  3  SalmaU-  dvxpa,  4  Kusa-dvipa,  5  Kraunca-d^pa, 6  Saka-dvipa,  ,  Pushkara-dvrpa ,  surrounded  respectively  by  seven oceans  m  concentric  belts,  viz ,  1  the  sea  of  salt  water  (Lavaca),  2    6i 

SXVTifrV,  °f  W1M  (SDRA>'  4  of  clarified  butt« 
f^fu  5*curdIedmlMDADHi),  6  of  milk  (Dugdha),  7  of  fresh water  (Jala),  the  mountain  Meru  or  abode  of  the  gods,  being  in  tk 
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centre  of  Jambl  Dtipa,  which  again  is  dmded  into  nine  Varshas  or 

countries  separated  by  eight  ranges  of  mountains,  the  "\  arsha  called 
BH4BATA  (India)  lying  south  of  the  Hima\at  range 

"  Notwithstanding  these  wild  ideas  and  absurd  figments,  the  Maha- 
bharata  contains  many  more  illustration*  of  real  life  and  of  domestic 

and  social  habits  and  manners  than  the  sister  Epic  Its  diction,  again, 
is  more  varied  than  that  of  the  Ramayana  The  bulk  of  the  latter  poem 
(notwithstanding  interpolations  and  additions)  being  by  one  author,  is 
written  with  uniform  simplicity  of  style  and  metre  (See  p  335,  note  2) , 
and  the  antiquity  of  the  greater  part  is  proved  b\  the  absence  of  any 
studied  elaboration  of  diction  The  Mahabharata,  on  the  other  hand, 
though  generally  simple  and  natural  in  its  language,  and  free  from  the 
conceits  and  artificial  constructions  of  later  writers,  comprehends  a 
great  diversity  of  composition,  rising  sometimes  (especially  when  the 

Indra-vajra  metre  is  employed)  to  the  higher  style  and  using  complex 
grammatical  forms  and  from  the  mixture  of  ancient  legends,  occasional 

archaisms  and  Vedic  formations  "* 

"In  the  Mahabharata  (Vana-parvan  15872-16601)  the  Ramopakh-> 
yana  is  told  very  nearly  as  in  the  Ramayana,  bat  there  is  no  mention  of 
Valmiki  as  its  author,  and  no  allusion  to  the  existence  of  the  great 

sister  Epic.  Markandeya  is  made  to  recount  the  narrative  to  Yudhish» 

thira,  after  the  •recovery  of  Draupadi  (who  had  been  earned  off  by 
Jayadratha,  as  Sita  was  by  Ravana),  m  order  to  show  that  there  were 
other  examples  m  ancient  times  of  virtuous  people  suffering  violence  at 

the  hand  of  wicked  men  It  is  probable  (and  even  Proressor  Weber 
admits  it  to  be  possible)  that  the  Mahabharata  episode  was  epttomued 
from  the  Ramayana,  and  altered  here  and  there  to  give  it  an  appearance 

of  originality  There  are,  however,  remarkable  differences.  The  story 
in  the  Mahabharata)  although  generally  treating  Rama  as  a  great  human 
hero  only,  begins  with  the  circumstances  which  led  to  the  incarnation 
of  Vishnu,  and  gives  a  detailed  account  of  what  is  first  mentioned  in 
the  Uttarakanda  of  the  R&mayana  the  eafly  history  of  Ravana  and  his 

brother.  The  birth  of  Rama,  hiB  youth,  and  his  father's  vdsh  to  inaugu* 

arate  him  as  heir-apparent  are  then  briefly  recounted  Dasaratha'a 
sacrifice,  Rama's  education,  his  winning  of  Sita  and  other  contents  of 
the  Bala-kanda  are  omitted  The  events  of  the  Ayodhya-kanda  and  much 
of  the  Aranya  Kanda  are  narrated  in  about  forty  verses  A  more 
detailed  narrative  begins  with  the   appearance  before  Ravana  of  the 

I    M.  WtLLtAUS'  Mian  Wtsdm,  413-20. 
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mutilated  Surpanakh  i,  but  manj  variations  occdr ;  for  iristance, 
Kabandha  is>  killed,  hat  not  restored  to  life,  the  story  of  Savan  is 
omitted  and  there  is  no  mention  of  the  dream  sent  by  Brahma  to 
comfort  Sita 

"There  are  other  references  to,  and  bnef  epitomes  of  park  of  the 
story  of  the  Ramajana  in  the  Mahabharata,  eg,  m  Vanaparvan  11177- 

11219  »  in  Drona  panan  i224-^46  ,  in  Santi  parvan  944-955  ,  in  Han- 
vamsa  2324-2359,  867i-SG74,  16232  These  and  other  differences 
have  led  Professor  W  eber  to  suggest  the  inquiry  whether  the  Maha- 

bharata  version  may  not  be  more  primitive  than  that  of  the  Ramayana, 
and  possibly  even  the  original  version,  out  of  which  the  other  •«  as 

developed  '  Or  ought  we,'  he  asks,  'to  assume  only  that  the  Maha- 
bharata  contains  the  epitome  of  an  earlier  recension  of  our  text  of  the 
Ramayana  ,  or  should  both  te\ts  the  Ramopakhayana  and  the  Rama- 

yana, be  regarded  as  resting  abke  upon  a  common  groundwork,  but 

each  occupj  rag  an  independent  standpofnt  •"  "* 

Weber  has  thus  advanced  the  theory  that  the  composition  of  the 
Mahabharata  must  have  preceded  that  of  the  Ramayana.  So  also 

R.C.  Dutt  •  "  We  must  premise  even  as  a  picture  of  life  the  Ramayana 
is  long  posterior  to  the  Mahabharata.  A\  e  miss  in  the  Ramayana  the 

fiery  valour  and  the  proud  self-assertion  of  the  Kshatriyas  of  the  Maha- 
bharata and  the  subordination  of  the  people  to  the  priestly  caste  is 

more  complete." 

The  traditional  belief  of  the  orthodox  Hindus  in  the  priority  of 
the  Ramayana  is  apparently  shaken  by  the  acceptance  of  these  the- 

ories But  there  is  ample  external  and  internal  evidence  to  falsify  the 
modern  theory  and  corroborate  Indian  tradition. 

There  are  dear  references  to  the  story  of  the  Ramayana  in  the 
Mahabharafa.  Smgiberapura  is  considered  a  place  of  sanctity  and 
pilgrimage  because  of  Rama's  visit  to  it.  Not  one  of  the  heroes  of  the 
MahSbharafa  is  named  in  the  Ramayana  whereas  the  story  of  Rama  is 
very  frequently  referred  to  in  the  other.  In  the  Vanaparvan  where 
Ramopakhyana  is  related,  some  of  the  verses  closely  resemble  ih.e 
original,  and  Vyasa  postulates  that  the  story  of  Rama  was  too  popular 
to  need  any  detail  * 

l     M.  WILLIAMS'  Indian  Wisdom,  366-7 
a.  Vanaparvan,  275-292, 149-75.  The  FurSnat  contain  numerous  allusions 

to  the  RSmSyaoa  The  Agni  PurSna  has  an  epitome  of  the  seven  Books  m  seven 
Chapter*.    The  PS<}ma  and  SkStada  also  devote  several  chapters  to  the  same 
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Such,  direct  references1  must  amply  prove  the  priority  of  the 
Ramayana  But  the  negativisls  try  to  explain  it  away  bj  the  plea  that 
Oust  are  later  ititerpolations,  What  do  the  orthodox  Hindus  gain  In 

purposely  interpolating  unimportant  references  and  arguing  the  feigned 

priority  of  the  one  epic  to  the  other'  If  the  original  of  the  Mahlbharata 
did  not  contain  any  references  to  the  Ramayana,  the\  had  no  business 
in  such  interpolation  The  Mahabharata  loses  not,  nor  does  the 

RSmayana  gam,  a  particle  of  belief  or  regard  by  a  consideration  of 
chronological  priority  or  posteriority  ,  for  it  is  in  the  inherent  nature  of 
the  Hindu  mmd  to  disregard  all  questions  of  history  If  the  Ramayana 

had  really  been  composed  later,  how  is  this  fact  accounted  for — that 

the  Mahabharata  war,  the  most  important  incident  as  it  is  in  the  world's 
history,  fails  to  have  the  least  reference  to  it  in  Valmiki's  work' 
Valmiki's  ignorance  of  the  Great  War  cannot  be  the  answer  Nor  can 
the  sanctitv  of  Kurukjetra  be  less  conspicuous  than  that  of  (Srngibera- 

pura,  so  as  to  lose  mention  of  it  in  a  religious  work  «i-.  the  Ramayana 
The  argument  of  interpolation  has  neither  purpose  nor  probabilit} 

subject  The  Visnupurapa  has  ilso  a  section  [IV  a)  about  Rama  and  in  III  3 
describes  Valmiki  as  the  VySsa  of  the  24th  DvSpara  The  BrahmSndapurSna 
has  a  RSmayana  MShajmya  and  embodies  the  AdhyStma  Ramayana.  For  full 
account  of  these  references  and  later  Jam  and  Buddhist  modifications,  see  Int  to 
UttararSmacarita  by  S  K  Belvalkar,  HOS,  No  4. 

1  HOPKINS  (The  Great  Epic  of India  62)  says  "The  individual  allusions  prove, 
therefore,  nothing  in  regard  to  the  general  priority  of  Valrniki  as  the  first  epic 
poet  They  prove  that  the  Mahabharata  was  only  not  completed  before  Val- 
ttuki  wrote,  just  as  the  mention  of  the  Vayu  Purana  in  the  Mahabharata  shows 
only  that  there  was  a  Purana  of  that  name  not  before  the  Bkarata  begmnmg  bat 

before  its  end  They  show  also  no  antipathy  or  wish  to  suppress  Valbmi'a 
name  influenced  the  Bharata  poets,  who  therefore,  had  they  simply  retold  or 
epitomised  a  poem  recognised  as  Valmiki's  would  probably  have  mentioned  his 
name  in  connection  with  the  Rama  Upakhyana "  Apart  from  VII   145 
67,  the  Mahabharata  knows  the  poet  Valmiki  only  in  the  12th  and  13th  books; 
whereas  it  knows  everywhere  the  Rama  tale,  a  poem  called  the  Ramayasa.  aw} 
a  saint  known  not  as  a  poet  but  as  an  ascetic  called  Valmuo.  It  gives  the  Rama* 
episode  as  it  gives  other  ancient  tales  handed  down  from  Anfafttity  ***»•£ 
having  been  assigned  to  a  specific  author  The  Rama  Upakhayana  stands  to  tab 
Ramayana,  somewhat  as  the  Nala  Upakhayana  stands  to  tfee  Natsaat!ta>  hi  that 
it  is  an  early  tale  of  unknown  authorship  which  a  poet  made  hfe  own  Long 
before  there  is  any  allusion  to  Valmiki's  Ramayana,  the  base  of  the  great  eptc,  the 
substance  of  the  Bharata  Katha  is  recognised  in  Hindu  Literature  ,  while  the 

latest  additions  to  the  great  epic  refers  to  Valmiki  himself  as  a  man  who  is  to  be 

that  is,  who  is  already,  famous,  W&2M  •Tfo'Sffit  (VIII,  18  49,  S  Ind  Edn ) 

Between  these  extremes  lies  &e  Ramayaha.,,  For  a  hat  of  parallel  passages  in 
the  Ewes,  see  App.  A  to  ins  book. 
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The  Rama}  ana  represents  its  actors  as  often  moving  bejond 

earthlj  sphere  The  Mahabhara^a  deals  -with  men  and  not  bears  or 
monkejs  "  In  the  latter  "  says  W  eber  himself,  "  human  interest  every- 

where predominates  and  a  number  of  -well-defined  personages  are 
introduced,  to  whom  the  possibility  of  historical  existence  cannot  be 

denied  "  No  scholar  can  discern  anv  improbability  in  gambling, 
loss  of  kingdom,  exile  and  war  An  advanced  race  of  men  can  place 

no  confidence  in  the  story  of  a  ten-headed  monster  R^yaSynga  is 
represented  in  the  Ramayana  as  a  sage  ever  in  solitude  and  unseen  by 
men  or  women.  He  was  born  of  a  hind  and  had  a  horn  on  his  head 

The  earlier  we  peep  into  the  world's  history,  the  world  is  more  simple 
and  credulous  The  Ramftyana  must  have  been  composed  when  India 
was  jet  in  very  early  stages  of  theological  evolution 

In  the  Mahabharata  Adiparvan  a  house  of  combustibles  is  erected 

by  a  Mlecha  called  Purocana  at  the  bidding  of  Puryodhana  Again 
Vidura,  trying  to  reveal  the  conspiracy  of  the  lac  house  to  his  friends 

the  Pandavas,  talks  to  them  m  a  Mlecha  tongue  understood  by 
the  accompanying  populus  The  war-portion  of  the  same 
epic  names  not  less  than  half  a  dozen  Mlecha  Kings  taking  part  mthe 

war  itselt  (£>rona  Parvaa,  26, 93, 119, 122).  On  the  contrary  the  Ram&yana 
makes  no  such  references  at  all  and  the  only  few  allusions  to  the 

Yaranas  do  not  prove  alien  interference  in  politics  The  signification 

of '  \avana '  is  not  the  same  as  that  of '  Mlecha  '  It  is  therefore  safe 
to  deduce  that  at  the  tune  of  the  Ramayana  foreign  influence  was  not 
felt,  at  an>  rate  not  enough  to  give  the  foreigners  a  territorial  dominion 
in  the  international  policv  of  Indian  States 

The  geographical  account  of  Valmiki  regarding  Southern  India 
denies  the  existence  of  any  civilized  kingdoms  there  On  the 
other  hand  the  country  south  of  the  Vindhya  range  is  the  haunt  of 
savage  demons  like  Viradha  and  Kabandha  In  the  royal  invitations 
at  Pasaratha's  Court  no  one  King  of  Southern  India  has  a  summons, 
nor  does  Rama  m  his  journey  southwards  make  alliance  with  a  Civilized 
prince.  On  the  other  hand  the  Kings  of  Southern  India  have  a 
prominent  reception  at  the  Ruja&ya  sacrifice  of  Yudhisthira.  The 
geographical  sketch  of  Bhara^a-varsa  as  given  m  the  Bhisma-parva 
shows  a  very  intimate  acquaintance  with  the  advanced  states  of  the 
Dekhan  Hence  since  the  days  of  the  Ramayana  the  country  appears 
from  a  political  point  of  view  to  have  made  a  decided  advance. 

The  test  of  archery  at  the  marriage  of  SI$a  had  better  be  compare4 
with  that  at  Praupadi-Swayamvara.    The  latter  indicates  an  obvious 
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advance  in  the  dexterity  of  the  test  Likewise  is  the  impro\ement  in 

the  art  of  war  Rama's  army  knows  not  of  varied  dispositions,  whereas 
In  the  Bhftra^a  war  the  plan  of  Vyuhas  or  arrays  has  alreadv  been 

devised,  by  means  of  which  a  small  force  can  -withstand  a  powerful  one 
The  ordered  supervision  of  the  commandants,  the  regular  signals  of 
colored  standards,  the  applausive  roars  of  \ictonous  combatants — all 
these  never  mis»s  a  detailed  delineation  in  the  battles  of  the  Great  \\  ar 

The  complexity  in  the  development  of  martial  tactics  shows  a  sign  of  a 
later  age 

The  encyclopsediac  variety  of  the  contents  of  the  Mahabharata 
together  with  its  vastness  of  knowledge  in  every  line  of  science  or  art 
shows  a  rapid  progress  from  the  age  of  Valmlki  Vi.lsa  notes  law  and 
science  reduced  to  a  system,  whereas  no  idea  of  codification  is 
discernible  in  the  RSmayana 

The  character  of  SI$a  is  advantageously  compared  with  that  of 
Draupadi  Sita  is  simpler  and  more  cowardlj  She  exhorts  the 

reluctant  R&ma  to  permit  her  company  to  the  woods  Draupadi 

musters  her  strength  to  argue  the  justice  of  Yudhisthira's  authority 
to  pawn  his  wife  when  once  he  has  enslaved  himself  Sita  belongs  to 
an  age  of  ignorance  and  timiditj  ,  Draupadi  of  wisdom  and  courage 

Draupadi's  religious  convictions  are  looser  than  the  god-fearing  instincts 
of  the  daughter  of  Janaka 

The  rigour  of  patriarchal  ties  and  institutions  is  palpably  visible 
in  the  history  of  Rama  The  disintegration  of  the  presby tenan  respect 

enjoined  bj  Hindu  canons  of  conduct  has  set  in  by  the  time  of  the 
Mahabharata  R&ma  is  a  model  son,  mnocentl}  submissive  to  paternal 

mandate,  Bharata,  the  paragon  of  a  brother,  Sugrlva,  the  standard  of 

a  friend  A  sense  of  sincere  duty  animates  Valmlki's  characters  and 
the  pivot  of  Rama's  victory  is  the  truthfulness  of  his  adherents  The 
reverse  is  the  age  of  the  Mahabharata  Bbima  is  ready  to  revolt  against 

Yudhisthira,  if  only  he  should  consent  to  a  conciliation  ,He  is 
impatient  to  throw  off  the  Kaurava  princes,  despite  their  promise  of 
self-slavery  on  a  failure  at  dice  $alya  readily  takes  the  side  of  the 
Kurus  Business  and  self-seeking  overrides  the  feeling  of  truthful 

responsibility  For  victory's  sake  every  crime  is  readily  committed — 

from  false  evidence  and  forgery  to  robbery  and  murder  Duryodhana's 

attempt  to  poison  his  own  kinsmen  or  Yudhisthira's  abetment  at  Drona's 
murder  are  sufficient  instances  This  state  of  corruption  and  degeneracv 

clearly  points  to  a  later  sceptic  state  of  society 
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Ravana  carries  off  Si$5  by  force  and  she  would  not  allow  her  to 

he  touched  by  Hanaman,  -when  he  proposes  to  take  her  on  his  back  to 
Rama's  abode  Even  after  victory  she  has.  to  pass  through  an  ordeal 
of  fire  for  admission  to  the  queenship  Similarly  in  the  Kamjaka 

forest  Jaxadratha  abducts  Draupadl  bv  force  and  is  easily  received 

again  without  an\  test  of  good  conduct  b>  her  husbands  Apparently 

Rama's  contemporaries  had  a  stricter  notion  of  morality  and  wifely 

duty  and  stronger  was  the  faith  in  the  interposition  of  Providence  The 

relaxation,  in  such  religious  and  ethical  beliefs  proves  an  advance  in 

the  age  of  the  Mahabharata 

It  has  been  said,  "The  heroes  of  the  Ramayana  are  somewhat 
tame  and  common  place  personages,  very  respectful  to  priests,  very 

anxious  to  conform  to  the  rules  of  decorum  and  etiquette  •  •  "  This 

is  a  negativist's  argument  But  that  very  tameness  of  heroes  and  pnestly 
domination  is  a  sign  of  antiquity,  for  when  people  learn  to  reason  and 

argue,  priests  can  no  longer  claim  predominance 

Regarding  the  oompartive  merits  of  the  two  great  epics,  says 

Aurobtndo  Ghose,1  "  Valmlki's  mind  seems  nowhere  to  be  familiarised 
with  the  stern  intellectual  gospel  of  Nihkama  Dharma,  that  morality 
of  disinterested  passionless  activity,  promulgated  by  Krishna  of 
Dwaraka  and  formulated  by  the  Krishna  of  the  Island,  which  is  one 

great  keynote  of  the  Mahabharata  Had  he  known  it,  I  doubt  whether 
the  strong  leaven  of  sentimentalism  and  feminity  in  his  nature  would  not 

have  rejected  it,  such  temperaments,  when  they  admire  strength,  admire 

it  manifested  and  forceful  rather  than  self-contained  VSlmiki's 
characters  act  from  emotional  or  imaginative  enthusiasm,  not  from 

intellectual  conviction ,  an  enthusiasm  of  immorality  tyrannises  over 
Ravana  lake  all  manly  moral  temperaments,  he  instinctively  insisted 
on  an  old  established  code  of  morals  being  universally  observed  as  the 
only  basis  of  ethical  stability,  avoided  casuistic  developments  and 

distasted  innovators  in  metaphysical  thought  as  by  their  persistent  and 
searching  questions  dangerous  to  the  established  bases  of  morality, 
especially  to  its  wholesome  ordinariness  and  everydayness  Valmlki, 

therefore,  the  father  of  our  secular  poetry,  stands  for  that  early  and 
finely  moral  civilisation  which  was  the  true  heroic  age  of  the  Hindu 
spirit  Vy&sa,  following  Valmlki,  stood  still  farther  on  into  the  era  of 
aristocratic  turbulence  and  disorder  If  there  is  any  kernel  of  truth  m 
the  legends  about  him,  he  must  have   contributed  powerfully  to  the 

I     Age  of  Kalidasa,  Tagore  &  Co ,  Madras. 
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establishment  of  those  imperial  forms  of  go\ernment  and  society  which 
Valmiki  had  idealised  It  is  that  he  celebrated  and  appro\ed  the 
policy  of  a  great  aristocratic  statesman  who  aimed  at  the  subjection 
of  his  order  to  the  rule  of  a  central  imperial  power  which  should  typifj 
its  best  tendencies  and  control  or  expel  its  worst  But  while  Yalmlki 

was  a  soul  out  of  harmony  w  ith  its  surroundings  and  looking  back  to 
an  ideal  past,  Vyasa  was  a  man  of  his  time  profoundly  in  sympathy  with 
it,  full  of  its  tendencies,  hopeful  of  its  results  and  looking  forward  to  an 
ideal  future  The  one  was  a  conservative  imperialist  advocating  return 
to  a  better  but  dead  model,  the  other  a  liberal  imperialist  looking 
forward  to  a  better  but  unborn  model  Vvasa  accordingly  does  not 
revolt  from  the  aristocratic  code  of  morality  ,  it  harmonises  w  ith  his 
own  proud  and  strong  spirit,  he  accepts  it  as  a  basis  for  conduct,  but 
purified  and  transfigured  by  the  illuminating  idea  of  the  Nijkama 
Dharma  But  above  all  intellectuality  is  his  grand  note,  he  is 

profoundly  interested  in  ideas,  in  metaphysics  in  ethical  problems ,  he 
subjects  morality  to  casuistic  tests  from  which  the  more  delicate  moral 

tone  of  Valmlki's  spirit  shrank ,  he  boldly  erects  above  ordinary  ethics 
a  higher  principle  of  conduct  having  its  springs  in  intellect  and  strong 
character ,  he  treats  government  and  society  from  the  standpoint  of  a 
practical  and  discerning  statesmanlike  mmd,  idealising  solely  for  the 
sake  of  standard  He  touches  m  fact  all  subjects,  and  whatever  he 
touches,  he  makes  fruitful  and  interesting  by  originality,  penetration 
and  a  sane  and  bold  vision  In  all  this  he  is  the  son  of  the  civilisation 

he  has  mirrored  to  us,  a  civilisation  in  which  both  morality  and. 
material  developments  are  powerfully  mteUectuahsed  Nothing  is 
more  remarkable  in  all  the  characters  of  the  MahabhSrata  than  this 

puissant  intellectualism ,  every  action  of  them  seems  to  be  impelled  by 
an  immense  driving  force  of  mmd  solidifying  in  character  and  therefore 
conceived  and  outlined  as  in  stone  This  orgiastic  force  of  ihe 

intellect  is  at  least  as  noticeable  as  the  impulse  of  moral  or  immoral 
enthusiasm  behind  each  great  action  of  the  RSmSyana  Throughout 

the  poem  the  victorious  and  manifold  mental  activity  of  the  age  is 
prominent  and  gives  its  character  to  its  civilisation.  There  is  far  more 
of  thought  in  action  than  in  the  Ramayana,  far  less  pf  thought  m 
repose ,  the  one  pictures  a  time  of  gigantic  ferment  and  disturbance , 
the  other,  as  far  as  humanity  is  concerned,  an  age  of  equipoise,  order 

and  tranquillity  " 

10 
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SFCTIO\  V 

Puranas 

"  The  Puranas  constitute  an  important  department  of  Sanskrit 

literature  in  their  connection  with  the  later  phases  of  Brahmamsm,  as 

exhibited  in  the  doctrines  of  emanation,  incarnation,  and  triple  mani- 

festation (TRrvitRTi)  and  are,  in  real  fact,  the  proper  Veda  of  popular 

Hinduism,  having  been  designed  to  convey  the  e\otenc  doctrines  of  the 

Veda  to  the  lower  castes  and  to  women  On  this  account,  indeed, 

they  are  sometimes  called  a  nfth  Veda  Their  name  Plrana  signifies 

'  old  traditional  storv, '  and  the  eighteen  ancient  narratives  to  which 

the  name  is  applied  are  said  to  have  been  compiled  by  the  ancient 

»age  Vyasa  (also  called  Knshna-dvaipayana  and  JBudaifyana),  the 

arranger  of  the  Vedas  and  llahabharata  and  the  supposed  founder  of 

the  Vedanta  philosophy  Thev  are  composed  chiefly  in.  the  simple 

Sloka  metre  (with  occasional  passages  in  prose),  and  are,  like  the 

Mahabharata,  verv  encvclopaedical  m  their  range  of  subjects  fhey 

must  not,  however,  be  confounded  with  theltihasas,  which  are  properly 

the  histories  of  heroic  men,  not  Gods,  though  these  men  were 

afterwards  deified  The  Puranas  are  properly  the  history  of  the  gods 

themselves  interwoven  with  every  varietv  of  legendary  tradition  on 

other  subjects  Viewing  them  as  a  whole,  the  theology  they  teach  is 

anything  but  simple,  consistent,  or  uniform  While  nominallv 
tntheiMic — to  suit  the  three  developments  of  Hinduism,  the  religion 

of  the  Puranas  is  practicallj  polytheistic  and  yet  essentially  pan- 
theistic Underlying  their  whole  teaching  may  be  discerned  the 

one  grand  doctrine  which  is  generallj  found  at  the  root  of  Hindu 

Theology,  whether  Vedic  or  Puramc — pure  uncompromising  pan- 
theism But  interwoven  with  the  radically  pantheistic  and  Vedantic 

texture  of  these  compositions,  tinged  as  it  is  with  other  philosophical 

ideas  (especially  the  Sankhyan  doctrine  of  Praknti),  and  diversified  as 
it  is  with  endless  fanciful  mythologies,  theogonies,  cosmogonies,  and 

mythical  genealogies  we  have  a  whole  body  of  teaching  on  nearly 

even-  subject  of  knowledge  The  Puranas  pretend  to  give  the  history 
of  the  whole  universe  from  the  most  remote  ages,  and  claim  to  be  the 

inspired  revealers  of  scientific  as  well  as  theological  truth  They 
dogmatize  on  physical  science,  geography,  the  form  of  the  earth, 
astronomy,  chronology  ,  and  even  in  the  case  of  one  or  two  Puranas, 

anatomy,  medicine,  grammar,  and  the  use  of  military  weapons  All 

this  cycle  of  very  questionable  omniscience  is  conveyed  in  the  form 
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of  leading  dialogues  (connecting  numerous  subordinate  dialogues), 

in  some  of  which  a  well-known  and  supposed  dmneh  inspired  sage, 
like  ParaSara,  is  the  principle  speaker,  and  answers  (he  inquiries  put  to 
him  hs  his  disciples ,  while  m  others,  Loma-harshana  (or  Roma- 
harshana),  the  pupil  of  Vyasa,  is  the  narrator  being  called  Suta,  that 

is,  'Bard'  or  '  Encomia  it, '  as  one  of  an  order  of  men  to  whom  the 
reciting  of  the  Itihasas  and  Puranas  were  especially  interested  "  1  his 
passage  taken  from  the  Indian  Wisdom  of  M.  William?  may  be  taken  to 
be  a  fair  description  of  the  Puranas 

The  origin  of  the  eighteen  Puranas  is  thus  stated  in  the  Wnu 

Purana1  Accomplished  in  the  purport  of  the  Puranast  Yvasa  compiled 
a  Puranik  Samhita,  consisting  of  historical  and  legendary  traditions, 

prajers  and  hjmns  and  sacred  chronology  He  bad  a  distinguished 
desciple  Su$a,  also  termed  Romaharjana,  to  him  the  great  Mum 
communicated  the  Puranas  Suta  had  six  scholars,  Sumati,  Agnivarcas, 

Maifrera  Samsapayana,  Akj|avra^a  and  Savarm  The  three  last 
composed  thfee  fundamental    Samhi$as    and    Romaharjana    himself 
JB1      r  i        ■■    im  *■■■  ■«■■«■  i  ■■  i  ■    in    ■        ii         i  ■nun  ■      n   i    — —  ■"  ""    ■'        '      '  ■  ■■'  '  "  '       '  ..—  ■■■» 

I  Visnu  Pur5;aa,  III  vi  and  Wilson's  Translation,  III  63-66  See  JAbB, 
L  84.  and  Burnoufs  Bhagavata  purana,  preface     For  similar  accounts! 

1     The  Atharva  Veda  (ISJI6)  says,  "ItihSsa,  PurSoa,  GStha,  and  others  Ste  " 
il     Satapatha  Brahmana  (XIV  vi-10-6)  says  1  "  The  Rig-Veda,  Yajur-Veda( 

SSma-Veda,  Atharva- Veda,  Ijihasa,  PurSna,  Upanshads,  Sutras,  slokafr, 
their  explanations  &c 

lil,   Taittiriya  Aranyaka  (ii*9)  says,  "The  Veda,  Itihafca,  ?urana»  Oatha 

&c" 
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Sridharaswamm  (in  commenting  on  slbka  XH-vu>  6)  says,  "At  first  VySsa 
wrote  sir  Samhijas  and  taught  them  to  my  father,  Romaharsana.  From  him 
Aruw  and  others  learnt  each  one  Samhita*  I  am  tbssr  pupil ,  from  me  Rurba 
has  learnt  them  " 

Agmpur3na  says,  ".The  Suta  Lomaharsana  received  the  parSna  from  VySsa. 

Sumati,  Agmvarca,  Maijreya,  SamsapSyana,  Krta-wata,  and  SSvarni  became  his 
pupils     SamsapSyana  and  others  wrote  the  purSua  «amhi$&$ 
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compiled  a  fourth,  called  Romaharsaraka ,  the  substance  of  which  four 

Samhitas  is  collected  into  this  (Visnu  Purana)  The  first  of  all  the 

Puranas  is  entitled  the  Brahma  Those  who  are  acquainted  with  the 

Purands  enumerate  eighteen  It  will  thus  appear  that  an  original 

Samhita  of  V>asa  was  expanded  b\  his  desciples  into  eighteen  separate 

works  at  his  direction  In  Visnu  Purana,  (VI,  in,  16)  it  is  said  V)asa, 

learned  m  the  Vedas,  wrote  a  purana  samhita  with  Akhyana,  Upakh- 

yana,  Gatha,  and  Kalpasuddhi  The  commentator  explains  these  four 

Mibjecte  —  "W  bat  is  seen  with  one's  own  eyes  is  called  Akhyana  by  the 
learned  men,  w  hat  is  heard  from  different  persons  is  called  UpSkh- 

>ana,  songs  about  the  ancestors  are  called  Gafha  ,  and  the  treatment 

of  the  sraddha  ceremony  is  called  Kalpasuddhi "  Amarasimha  gives, 

the  word  Pancalaksana,  characterized  by  five  topics,  as  a  fajnonym  of 

Purana  These  topics  are  (1)  the  creation  of  universe  (Sarga) ,  (h)  Its 

destruction  and  recreation  (Pra$i-Sarga) ,  (m)  the  genealogy  of  gods 

and  patriarchs  (Vamsa) ,  (a)  the  reigns  and  periods  of  the  Manus 

(Manvan^ara)  and  (v)  the  history  of  the  solar  and  lunar  race  of  kings 
(Vamianucan^a) 

The  fact  that  Very  few  Puranas  now  extant  answer  to  the  title 

PancalaksaBa,  says  M  Williams,  "  add  that  abstract  given  in  the  Matsya- 

purana  of  the  contents  of  all  the  others  does  not  always  agree  with  the 

extant  worksj  either  in  the  subjects  described  or  number  of  verses 

enumerated,  proves  that  like  the  Ramayana  and  Mahabharata,  they 

were  preceded  by  more  ancient  works1  In  all  probability  there  Were 

Mula  Ramayana  and  Mula  Mahabharata."* 

The  Puranas  aim  at  exalting  one  of  the  three  members  of  the 

Tft-mfirti,  Brahmaj  Vijnu,  or  Siva,  those  which  relate  to  Brahma 
being  sometimes  called  Rajasa  Puranas  (from  his  own  peculiar  Guna 

Rajas) ,  those  which  exalt  Vi&nu  being  designated  Satfcvik  (from  his 
Guna  Saf tva) ;  and  those  which  prefer  Siva  being  styled  Tamasa  (from 
his  Guna  Tamas) 

I  For  instance,  Matsya  purana  gives  the  following  description  of 
Brahma  Vaivarta  Purana  —The  Purana,  which  is  recited  before  NSrada  by 
SSvarm,  and  which  contains  the  glory  of  Krsna,  the  accounts  ©fRddhanJara 
Kalpa,  and  the  story  of  Brahma  in  eighteen  thousand  slokas  is  called  Brahma 
Vaivarta.  But  the  present  Brahma-Vaivarja  Purana  does  not  mention  its 
recitation  by  Savarvi  before  NSrada  and  does  not  contain  the  stones  of  Brahma 
VarSha  and  Radhanjara  Kalpa 

2    Indian  Wisdom,  492*3- 
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The  Puranas  have  been  thus  classified  — 

A     Rajasa,  or  those  vthich  relate  to  Brahma,  are 

1    Brahma,  2   Brahmanda,  3  Brahma- Yaivar$a    4  Jlarkaadeva, 
5  Bhavisya,  6.  V&mana 

B     Siiftvila,  or  those  which  e\alt  \  i-.nu,  are 

1   Vijnu,   2.  Bhagavata,  3   NaradJya,    4   Garuda,    3   Padma, 
6  Varaha     These  sis  are  usually  called  Vaisnava  Puranas 

C      Tamasa,  or  those  which  glorify  Siva,  are 

1    Siva,  2   Linga,    3  Skanda,  4   Agni,   o   Matsya,   6  Kurma 
These  six  are  usually  styled  Saiva  Puranas 

There  are  eigteen  Upa-Puranas  or  Secondary  Puranas.,'  sub- 
ordinate to  the  eighteen  Maha  or  principal  Puranas  — 1  Sanajkumara , 

2  Narabimha  or  Nf simha  ,  3  Naradiya  or  Brhnn-naVadlya  ,  4  fcjiva, 
5  Durvasasa  6  Kapila ,  7  Manava ,  8  Auianasa ,  9  Varuna , 
10  Kahka,  li  Samba,  12  Nandi,  13  Saura,  14,  Para&ura, 

15  Adifya  16  Maheivara,  17  Bhagavata  (thought  to  be  a  mis- 
reading for  Bhargava) ,  18  Vftsistha  Another  list  given  by  Professor 

H  H  Wilson  vanes  a  little  thus  — 1  Sana^kumara ,  2  Narasimha , 
3.  Narada ,  4  Siva*-Dharma ,  5  Durvasasa ,  6  Bhavi^j  a  ,  7  Kapila , 
8  Manava,  9,  Ausanasa,  10  Brahmanda,  11  Varuna,  12  Kahka 

13  MaheSvara,  14  Samba,  15  Saura,  16  Para&ira,  17  Bhagavata, 
18   Karma 

It  is  a  matter  of  controversy  whether  by  Bhagavata Purana  is.  meant 

the  Sri  Bhagavata  or  the  Devi  Bhagavata,  that  is,  a  Vaiinava  or  a 

Saiva  composition  By  the  advocates  of  Devi  Bh5ga\ata,  it  is  said 

that  Sri  Bhagavata  was  composed  by  Bopadeva,  son  of  Kefeva  poet  of 

the  Court  of  Hemadn,  Raja  of  Devagiri  (1^60-71  AD)1  On  the 

names  of  the  eighteen  Purfinas  there  are  a  fen  variations  Kurma 

omits  the  Agra  and  substitutes  Vayu,  Agm  omits  feiva  and  inserts  Vayu, 

Varaha  omits  Garuda  and  Brahmanda  and  has  Vayu  and  Narasimha 

instead  Markandeya,  Visnu  and  Bhagavata  omit  Vayu  Mai$reya 

like  Agm  gives  up  fifiva     Mulastamba  Parana  gives  an  account  of 

I  For  this  discussion,  see  Wilson  Preface  to  Vishnu  Purana,  txxn.  and 

Burnout's  Int  to  Bhagavata  Purana  I  seti  *ni,  xcvll  and  bit  to  the  Telugu 

Edition  (Madras)  see  LyaD,  As  Res  VIII  967,  Lassen,  Ind  Ant  IV  599.  Bel- 

walkar,  System  of  Sam.  Grammar,  104,  Bhandarkar,  EHD,  89  There  is  a 
Jaimimya  Bhagavata  (QML,  R  Noi  Itji)* 
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Yisvakarma,  the  divme   architect,  his  human   descendants   the  artisan 

class  and  of  their  customs,  rite's  and  ceremonies  in  2J  Adhyavas  * 

Prof  Wilson  assigns  the  composition  of  these  works,  to  a  period 

later  than  the  6th  centurv  AD  " The}  offer  "  he  says  " characteristic 
peculianties  of  a  more  modern  description,  in  the  paramount  import- 

ance which  they  assign  to  individual  divinities,  m  the  variety  and  pur- 

port of  the  ntes  addressed  to  them  and  in  the  invention  of  new  legends 
illustrative  of  the  power  and  graciousness  of  those  divinities  and  of  the 

efficacy  of  implicit  devotion  to  them  "  The  Professor  further  discovers 
allusions  to  circumstances,  which  make  the  assignment  of  a  compara* 
ti/ely  recent  date  indisputable  As  a  culminating  remark,  he  adds 

"thev  were  pious  frauds>  for  temporan  purposes  "" 

The  deductions  which  occasioned  the  learned  scholar's  remarks 
are  bdsed  on  internal  evidence,  the  authont}  of  which  modern  research 
question*  on  all  sides  Sectarianism  consists  in  the  exclusive  and  not 
merely  preferential  worship  of  any  divinity  The  Puranas  as  a  whole 
do  not  prohibit  the  worship  of  an}  god,  but  the  sectarianism  goes  to 
the  extent  of  recommending  a  particular  deity  m  preference  to  all 
others  Passages  are  not  rare  in  the  Puranas,  where  all  the  deities  are 
described  as  occupying  an  equal  scale  in  the  Hindu  pantheon  Again 
the  Professor  seems  to  have  given  greater  weight  to  the  internal  testi- 

mony from  those  passages,  which  he  thinks  have  a  modern  appear- 
ance, than  to  that  which  results  from  those  parts  which  the  Puranas 

must  have  contained  from  their  first  composition,  in  order  to  entitle 
them  to  a  sacred  character  and  to  that  reverence  with  which  these 
works  have  been  regarded  bj  the  Hindus  But  the  fixing  of  a  possible 
date  when  the  Puranas  received  their  present  form  is  a  question  of 

t.    TC,  III  4002  ~    ™~ 
On  the  mem  of  the  Chronology  of  the  Puranas,  see  introduction 
On  the  PurSnas,  generally,  see  Introduction  to  Wilson's  Translation  of 

VjRiu  Parana    Bose,  Sri  Krishna,  his  life  and  teachings,  R  C    Dutt,  Cm  II  v Holteman  Uas  Mahabharata,  IV  29-58    Pargtter,  The  Purantc  Text  of  the  Dyna- ties  of  the  Kali  age ,  T.  S  Narayana  Sastn,  the  Age  of  Saniara  (Ind  Rev.  X  585) 
Macdonei,    SL,     K.  C   Kangilal,  Philosophy  of  the  Puranas,    K    Narayana 
swamx  Iyer  The  Puranas  in  the  hght  of  modern  science,  (Adyar,  Madras)     (Thi« 
1L*T    a       W°«    If  Whlch  much  of  the  ™y*oiogy  of  the  Purjnas  » 
TSlffT^fZ  lnte^reted)     Paran*n  andBharati's  Sri  Krishna 

I^SttJSL?'  *  933>'  tt  **■**«>.  
**  ̂ishna  Par. 

2    Preface  to  Translation  of  Vifnu  PurSta. 
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little  or  no  consequence,  when  it  is  admitted  that  there  is  abundant 

positive  and  circumstantial  evidence  of  the  prevalence  of  the  doctrines 
which  thev  teach,  the  currency  of  the  legends  which  thev  narrate  and 
the  integrity  of  the  institutions  which  thev  describe,  at  least  three 

centuries  before  the  Christian  era  They  cannot,  therefore,  be  pious 
fraads  in  subserv  lence  to  sectarian  imposture  What  more  conclusive 

evidence  of  their  antiquit}  can  he  required  than  their  containing  a 
correct  description  of  the  doctrines  and  institutions  of  the  Hmdu 
religion,  which  were  prevalent  in  India  centuries  before  the  Chis- 

Uan  era  ?  For  it  is  more  probable  that  the  present  Puranas  are  the 
same  w  orks  as  were  then  eslant,  than  that  eighteen  persons  should 

have  each  conceived  1300  years  afterwards  the  design  of  writing  a 
Purana  and  should  have  been  able  to  compile  or  compose  soaccuratelv 
18  different  vv  orks  which  correspond  so  exactly  m  most  of  their  minute 

particulars  Within  the  short  compass  of  this  work,  it  is  not  possible  to 

discuss  the  Professor's  views  m  greater  detail  Suffice  it  to  saj,  that 
Vans  Kennedy  has,  in  his  letters,  vshich  are  printed  as  appendix  to  the 

Vth  volume  of  \\  ilson's  Translation  of  the  Vishnu  Purana,  demonstrated 

that  Wilson's  remarks  are  completelv  erroneous  and  '  his  reasoning  is 
altogether  ineffectual  to  prove  that  the  Puranas  are  modem  compi- 

lations The  reader,  if  he  has  any  real  interest  in  ancient  Indian 

Literature,  is  referred  to  the  masterly  criticism  of  Vans  Kennedy  and 
he  will  immensely  benefit  by  its  study 

There  is  a  Purana  Sarvasva,  anonymous,  giving  a  bnef  sketch 

of  all  the  Puranas  in  the  library  of  the  Calcutta  Sanskrit  College*  The 
same  library  also  contains  a  Purana  SSchi  being  a  list  of  the  contents 

of  all  Upapuranas  and  the  Mahabharata  *  Bhuvana  Kosa  is  a  collection 
of  passages  from  the  Puranas  bearing  on  the  geography  of  the  world* 

So  is  BhOgolanironaya  by  Ramaknshna  Yajvani* 

1  Cal  No  si 
2  Ibid  No  52 
3  Ibid  No  106 

4.  /ftuf'Noi  rt#«- 
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SFCTION  VI 

Tantras  * 
T  antras  represent  a  later  phase  of  the  Puramc  religion  Tantnka 

doctnnes  are  inculcated  in  the  Puranas  As  distinct  books  they  are  of 
later  age  but  ne\er  of  an  age  later  than  the  Christian  era  Sakti  is 

the  dctne  energising  -ft  ill  of  a  god,  personified  as  his  wife  The 
tantras  are  numerous  and  to  Saktas,  or  worshippers  of  j-Jakti  they  take 
the  place  of  the  Puranas  The)'  embrace  much  that  is  said  in  the 
Puranas  and  contain  formulas  of  magic  and  witchcraft  and  charms 
for  a\ertmg  and  producing  evils  Among  Tantras,  are  Rudra  Yamala 
Kahka,  Mahamrvftna,  Kularna\a  etc 

Tantnc  literature  is  usually  designated  as  Vaidika  and  non-vaidika 
indicating  whether  they  recognise  the  supreme  authority  of  the  Vedas 
or  not  In  the  latter  class  all  the  Buddhist  and  Jain  tantras  are 

included  while  the  Vaidika  tantras  are  again  Sfaiva,  &fakteya,  Yamala, etc  The  last  of  this  class  are  practically  encyclopaedias  of  knowledge 
in  all  branches  of  human  exertion  as  developed  till  the  time  of  their 
composition  These  wonderful  and  interesting  works  once  existed  in 
the  library  of  Ka\Indracharya  Sarasvati  of  Benares*  A  few  of  his 
manuscripts  are  found  scattered  all  over  India  and  Yamalashtaka,  the 
3tst  of  the  Yamala  Tantras  which  are  altogether  32,  found  in  the  Tanjore Palace  Library,  professes  to  give  the  name  of  the  authors,  extent  and 
contents  of  all  works  before  the  seventh  or  eighth  century  The  vedic 
nttt  are  analysed  and  classified  according  to  the  subject  or  the  govern- 
iag  deity  Details  of  the  four  Upa-vedas  and  of  32  Yamala  Tantras 
throw  an  astonishing  light  on  the  extent  of  perished  literature  proclaim- 

ing man's  utter  incapacity  against  the  cruel  hand  of  Time  Arthaveda for  an  example  extends  over  30000  slokas  and  treats  of  all  branches 
of  state  politics,  industrial  development  and  mineralogy,  that  is  every- 

thing of  m  (ha  J  '        } 

wooDkoLtTc  z^oS^r- Indm  mdm'm-> andwori®  * 
2    ̂tbeEamdracharya'shstpubMeduiGaekwadSanskntsenes. 
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CHAPTFR  E 

Kavya 

1  The  term  K&vj  a  literally  and  in  us  widest  sense  connotes  all 

that  is  the  tvoil  of  a  poet  In  that  sense  Kavya  is  the  subject  of  Classical 
Sanskrit  Literature  The  science  of  poetics,  embracing  in  it  dramaturgy, 
music  and  dancing,  i&  a  concomitant  of  Kavya  or  Poetn  In  the  w  ords 
of  Mammata,  Kavya  is  thus  described 

"  Kavya  is  thai  which  touches  the  inmost  cords  of  the  human  mind 
and  diffuses  itself  into  the  crevices  of  the  heart,  working  up  a  lasting 
sense  of  delight  It  is  an  e\pression  in  the  beautiful  form  and  melodious 
linguage  of  the  best  thoughts  and  noblest  emotions,  which  is  the 

spectacle  of  life,  awakening  the  finest  souls  " 

KSvjais  iravva  or  dtiya,  literallj  audible  or  visible ,  these  are 
respectively  Poems  or  Plays  In  its  narrower  sense  the  term  K3vja  is 
used  as  an  equivalent  to  poem  (prose  or  verse)  and  the  term  Rapaka 

denotes  a  play  The  different  kinds  of  Riipakas  and  then*  characteris- 
tics will  be  described  in  a  later  chapter 

$rav}a  Kavya  is  of  two  kinds,  verse  or  prose  Thus  sajs  VisVa- 

nfyha     st-tt  w-WtM  dOTfiW  f§W  I 

Rhetoricians  distinguish  between  the  body  and  embellishments  of 

poetry  The  theories  of  poetical  embellishment  will  be  noticed  in  the 

Chapter  on  Poetics  Dandm  in  his  KavySdarSa  says,  "  The  '  body ' 
consists  of  a  series  of  words  calculated  to  aptly  convey  a  desired 

meaning  This  (body)  is  adequately  divided  into  just  three  sorts 
metrical,  prose,  and  mixed  The  metrical  consists  of  four  feet,  and  this 

again  falls  into  two  classes  Vjtta  and  Jati "  These  are  described  m 
the  Chapter  on  Metrics  Gadya  or  prose  romance  is  treated  m  a  later 
chapter 

2  Poetry  m  verse  follows 'generally  the  manner  of  Rama*,  ana 
Some  call  Kavyas,  artifical  epics.    They  are  either  long  or  short,  called 

respectively  MahSkavyas  and  Laghnkavyas  or  Khanda  Kawas    Raghu- 
vam^a  and  Naisadha  are  instances  of  the  former  and  Meghadu|a  and 

11 
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Bik^atana  of  the  latter     Vis\anatha  m  his  Sahi^  adarpana  (VI  31S-325) 

descnbes  the  characteristics  of  a  Mahakaua  thus  — 

"ra^r  3ri?r%  Tift  sfiforagrrfafT  II 

«ffiqw«n  *$n  f55irr  3^%sfr  err  I 

sjSRtRr^dHrH'+i^r  w  fc^r  II 
siffrft  #sfa  ̂ srr  hsttowft  I 

sn^r  wl^Rrefaf  3*gft%  qw  err  II 

psflpnapj  M§Wtt«Wi'44tf*    II 

JiT^^'Tr  =TTfrT^Nt   ?pft  3rgT$PJT  ??  I 

srRifWtPT  anft  stf  ̂ jw  ?w  II 

^t^T  3T  TOT  fTf^F^cl^r  3T  I 

tow  w%far*w  *pfam  <j  II 

Dandm  in  his  Kavyadarfe  p  14-19)  says  • 

^Wfld  -«<d,<kw«tM«M[  II 

^w^lft^'i^i^^mwidi^  ll 

««M$jiJHH«l  ifiWH+T^tft  11 
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^M  *<rqH<^lR  3TPtcT  tX^ft    II 

"  Composition-m-Canlos  is  a  long  poem  (Mah&kavja)  and  its 
definition  is  being  given  [now]  Its  opening  is  a  benediction,  a 
situation,  or  a  naming  of  the  principal  theme ,  it  springs  from  a 
historical  incident  or  is  otherwise  based  upon  some  fact ,  it  turns 

upon  the  fruition  of  the  fourfold  ends  and  its  hero  is  clever  and  noble  , 
by  description  of  cities,  oceans,  mountains,  seasons,  and  rising  of  the 
moon  or  the  sun  through  sporbngs  m  garden  or  water,  and  festivities 
of  drinking  and  love  i  through  sentiments  of  love  in  separation  and 
through  marriages,  by  description  of  the  birth  and  rise  of  princes,  and 

likewise  through  state-counsel,  embassy,  advance,  battle,  and  the  hero's 
triumph ,  embellished »  not  too  condensed,  and  pervaded  all  through 
with  poetic  sentiments  and  emotions  with  cantos  none  too  lengthy 

and  having  agreeable  metres  and  well-formed  joints>  and  m  each  case 
with  an  ending  in  a  different  metre*  furnished ,  such  a  poem  possessing 

good  flgures-of-speech  wins  the  people's  heart  and  endures  longer 

than  (even)  a  Kalpa  "* 

Shortly  stated,  a  Maha-K3vya  is  a  writing  of  considerable  length, 
varjing  description  and  elaborate  construction)  embracing  a  narrative* 
theological  or  historical  and  is  divided  into  Sargas  or  Cantos  for 
convenience  of  narration  A  poem  that  falls  short  of  the  several 

particulars  that  are  required  to  make  up  a  Maha-Kaw  a  is  called  a 
]Laghu-Ka\ya  or  a  Minor  Poem  Among  these  Minor  Poems  man}  are 
lyrical  or  didactic!  and  these  are  treated  in  a  later  chapter  In  the 
following  chapters  the  history  of  poetry  is  traded  by  a  chronological 

mention  of  writers  of  Kavja  and  Rflpaka  Poems  by  women,  biographi* 
cal  poems  and  anthologies  have  been  treated  in  separate  chapters. 

I    As  translated  by  S.  K  BelwaHcar. 
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CHAPTER  IH 

Maba-Kavya 

3  Rama>  ana,  the  Adi-kSv}  a,  is  the  first  poem  It  is  a  Mahakavj  a 

angering  in  e\ery  detail  to  the  description  given  by  rhetoric
ians, 

The  Mahakav)  as  are  modelled  upon  Ramayana,  but  the  interval  be
tw  een 

the  composition  of  Rama}  ana  and  the  earliest  available  poem  is  
so  great 

that  it  is  not  possible  to  e\plam  the  \oid  or  paucity  of  such  worLs  f
or 

long  centunes  even  bv  imagination  When  we  find  that  poetry  w
as, 

practiced  and  appreciated  m  all  ages  in  India  as  an  art,  the  
loss  of 

those  w  orks  which  must  have  been  mam  is  indeed  deplorable  In  h
is, 

Ivavjamtaamsa  Rajasekhara  mentions  ancient  sages  who  have  wr
itten 

works  on  poetr}  and  poetics,  but  be}ond  the  mention  of  names
  <md 

stra}  quotations  these  works  are  not  now  available 

arro.  tw%  tfrniftFTRRE  Wift&r  «fa*5  q^rf^wsrfe^I  "raft 

$ftw<  ffif  I    (Kavyamlmamsa,  I  1 ) 

\aska  speaks  of  Upama  or  Simile  and  its  varieties  and  he  quotes 

(UI  13)  Gargya's  definition  of  Upama  Panini  came  after  Yfiska  and 
he  wrote  his  aphorisms  which  are  the  grammar  of  Classical  Sanskrit 
Panini,  as  we  shall  see,  was  himself  a  great  poet  and  many  of  his! 

verses,  probably  from  his  poem  JdanbtmaTi-haiaiiam?-  delight  us  by 
their  merit  Vararuci  or  Kaf }  ayana  came  after  him  and  is  said  to  have 
written  a  poem  Kanthabharanam  Patanjali  is  more  profuse  in  his 
references  to  plays,  romances  and  poems  These  grammarians  who 
had  before  them  a  current  literature  of  Sanskrit  poetry  long  preceded 
the  Christian  era     In  the  chapter  on  REpaka  or  drama,  we  shall  see 

I  EifOa-LilSfoka  in  bis  commentary  on  Bhoja's  Asta4hy5yi  called 
Er§<alflSvmo4a,  quotes  from  PSmni's  jambavajlharana  and  in  his  PurusakSra 
the  first  verses  of  the  2nd,  17  &  18th  Sargas  of  the  same  work. 
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that  far   earlier  than   the   beginning  of  the   Christian   era,  Sanskrit 
Literature  on  drama  and  poems  was  perfect  and  abundant 

4  Panini  was  the  son  of  Dakil,1  and  lived  at  SSlatura  "  Accord- 

mg  to  Ka^hasantsSgara,8  Panini,  Vvadi,  Kafyajana  and  Indrada^ta 
studied  together  under  Upadhyaya  Upavarsa  and  being  dull,  he  practised 

penance  and  received  from  God  Siva  ihapiafya/idra  sufras  According 

to  Pancatantra,  he  was  killed  b)  a  lion  *  Panmi's  age  is  verv  uncertain 
and  scholars  have  varied  from  thousands  of  years  before  the  Christian 

era  to  J50  B  C  " 

"Quite  on  a  line  with  the  statement  about  the  400  vears  is  another 

traditional  statement,  reported  bj^  Hiuen  Isang  m  his  slorv  about 

Panini  under  his  account  of  oala^ura*  which  has  been  held7 
to  place  500  years  after  the  death  of  Buddha,  not  simpl;  an  alleged 
contemporary  of  Kanishka  himself  W  e  are  told  that,  500  vears  after 
the  death  of  Buddha,  a  great  Arhat  from  Kashmir  arrived  at  Salatura, 
and  saw  a  Brahman  teacher  chastising  a  young  pupil  He  explained 
to  the  teacher  that  the  boy  was  Panini,  reborn     And  he  told  to   the 

1  Patanjah's  Mahabhatya,  I  75,  calls  him  Dak§ipu$ra,  and  so  too  a  verse 
in  praise  of  Bhavabhuji  in  SaduktikarnSmrfa  quoted  infra 

2  He  is  called  Salaturiya,  (see  Ganarajnamahodadhi,  81-2  and  BhSmaha- 
labkara,  Ch  VI)  Saiatura  is  identified  by  Cunningham  with  the  present  Lahaur 
m  the  Yusufzai  Valley  near  Attock  in  N  W  Fr  Province 

3  Taranga  IV 

4  RfET  »IPWrer  ̂ <^l"ll^  8WK  Tf^  — Tantra,  II.  8I-& 

5  Satyavraja  S6m5lranu  m  his  introduction  to  YSska's  Niruk{a  says 
that  P&nuu  lived  in  2400  B  C  Goldstucker  [Pantni,  his  place  in  Sanskrit  Literature 

f  243)  and  Belvalkar  (System  of  Sanskrit  grammar),  give  700  BC  Bhandarkar 
and  Pischel  (ZDMG,  XXXIX  95)  place  him  earlier  than  500  B  C  Max  Muller 

(JL8L)  makes  Pacini,  contemporary  ofKajyayana  and  gives  the  date  350  BC 
Macdonell  {SL  431)  gives  350 BC  Dahlman  gives  3rd  century  B.C  Peterson 

[Rep  (1882-3),  39]  fixed  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  B  Liebich,  (Panini, 

Leipzig,  1891)  says  in  all  probability  he  came  after  Buddha  and  before  the 
Christian  era  and  that  he  was  nearer  the  earlier  than  the  later  limit  (see  Review 

by  Grterson,  I  A,  XXII,  222)  Jayaswal  [Dates  ofPamnt  and  Katy&yana,  IA,XLVU 

H2, 138,]  says  PSmni  lived  before  Chandragupta  and  places  him  75  BC.  and 

Kajyayana  below  248  to  200  B.C  For  his  references  to  Afghan  geography,  see 
I  A,  I  21,  for  his  technical  terms,  I  A,  VI  107,  and  for  bis  reference  to  Buddhist 

Sramanas,  IA,  L  82  For  a  long  account  of  F&nini's  school  see  Belvalkar's 
Systems  of  Sanskrit  Grammar,  I2flf. 

6  Julien,  Memotres,  I   I27ff ,  Beal,  Records,  I,  H5f  ,  Watters,  On  Yuan 
Chwang,  1  222 

7  e  g ,  to  quote  what  is  probably  the  latest  mstanee,  by  Watters,  On  Yuan 
Chwang,  I.  222. 
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leather  the  story  of  500  bats,  which,  xn  a  subsequent  birth  had  as  the 

result  of  their  merit  become  the  300  wise  men  whom  "m  these  latter 

times  "  (Juhen),  "  lately "  (Beal),  "  in  recent  times  "  (Watters)r  kmg 
Kamshka  and  the  reverend  Parsva  had  con\oked  in  the  "  Council " 
held  in  Kashmir,  at  which  there  was  drawn  up  the  Vibhasha-Sastra. 
The  great  Arhat  asserted  that  he  himself  had  been  one  of  the  500 

bats  And,  having  narrated  all  this,  he  proved  his  divine  power  by 
instantly  disappearing  Having  been  one  of  the  500  bats,  this 
great  Arhat  was  necessarily  also  one  of  the  500  members  of  the 

"  Council "  of  Kamshka  And  the  storv  certainly  places  the  greai 
Arhat,  at  the  lime  when  he  was  telling  it,  in  the  500th  year  after  the 
death  of  Buddha,  But  the  plain  indication  that  he  was  a  somewhal 
miraculous  being  entitles  us  to  at  any  rate  credit  him  w  ith  a  certain 
amount  of  longevity,  e\en  to  the  occasional  Buddhist  extent  of  120 

S  Tradition  identifies  PSmni,  the  grammarian,  with  Pamni,  the  poel 

and  author  of  the  poem  Jambavatija}  am  In  the  Saduk$i-Karnamr$a 

Sridharadasa  refers  to  the  poet  as  Dakslpu^ra,*  and  Rajasekhard  u 
more  explicit  *  Aofrecht  refers  to  this  verse  and  says  "  we  may  lister 
to  what  the  sage,  bent  double  over  grammar  and  who  had  foresworr 

all  worldl)  joys  has  to  say  and  sing'*  K?emendra  in  his  Suvr$$a$ilak< 
sajs  that  Paoini  excelled  in  Upajati  metre  Namisldhu  m  his 

commentary  on  Rudrata's  Kavyalankara  (BE.  8)  quotes  a  line  from 
"Panini's  Mahakavya  Patalavijaya."  This  poem  Jambava^Tjayam  oi 
PatalavijaUm  is  said  to  be  still  extant  in  a  corner  of  Malabar  and  mj 
inquiries  show  that  the  manuscript  may  soon  be  recovered.  Jambavat 
was  the  daughter  of  Jambavan,  Rk^araja  of  Patala  Kpsna  conquerec 
kirn,  got  the  Sjamanfakamam  and  won  the  hand  of  Jambava$I.  Th< 

Blory  of  Jambavattf's  marriage  with  Kj$>na  is  described  in  the  MahS 

1     Fleet's  Traditional  date  of  Kantshko,  URAS  (1906),  9?9&). 

3  sfa  qifoft  3^  fa  wraths  I 

3?r^  «ri'sHui  sfNu  citr 
4-  pr,  1.5 
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bharata,  Bbagavata  and  Yisnu  Purana  *  The  same  storj  ib  descnbed 
in  a  poem  called  Jambavati-Parinaj  am  h\  Ekamranatha,9  and  in  a 

drama  0ambavatlkalvana)  by  Knshnaril}  a  of  Yrja\  anagar  s 
Of  the  verses  quoted  in  the  anthologies  as  Panmi's,  there  are 

mdny  and  the\  are  of  exquisite  beauty  *  In  Kpnalilasuka's  commen- 
tary oa  Bhoja's  grammatical  treatise,  Sarasvatl-Kanthabharana,  Paiuru's 

verses  are  quoLed  freely  as  illustrations"  It  looks  therefore  as  if 
Panim,  who  composed  his  aphorisms  for  classical  Sanskrit,  illustrated  h« 

aphorisms  by  a  poem  of  his  own  composition  Ravamukuta  in  his 

commentary  on  AmarakoSa  quotes  fragments  from  Pamni's  poems 

I  Mali  Sabha,  57,  Bliag  X  56,  Fi*»i,lV  13  For  JSmbava$I's  agnipravefia, 
see  Mah  Mausala,  VII   74  > 

3  He  composed  his  poem  at  the  instance  of  King  Ankusa  of  R2na  family. 
The  poem  in  manuscript  is  available  {DC,  XX  7732)  where  extracts  are 

given,  and  breaks  off  in  the  5th  canto 
3     See  Chapter  on  SANSKRIT  Dra.\£A  post 
4.  For  verses  of  Pamm,  see  Aufrecht,  ZDMG,  XIV  581,  XXVII,  46 

XXXVI  365,  (where  verses  are  translated  into  English),  Pischell,  ZDMG, 
XXXIX  95,  Peterson,  7RAS  (1891),  3 ,  Rep,  IV  lxxvi,  Int  toSiM  54,  Bhan- 
darkar,  Rep  (I883-4),  xvii,  xxxu,  62  479 »  Thomas  (Int  to  Kav  $1)  gives  a 
complete  list  of  the  verses  in  the  anthologies  Bhandarkar  (JBRAS,  XVI,  344) 
does  not  accept  the  identity 

5     As  instances  of  PSmni's  imagery  and  expression  we  have  ,— 

q*rr*nrer  fnfiKfe?  ?prr 

5R^:  <c%f&Rrar  Raiir 
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6  Vararuci  also  called  Katy&yana  was  the  son  of  Soinadatta 

of  Sankjti  gotra  He  -was  born  at  KauSambl  on  the  Jumn&  He 
studied  along  with  Panini  and  Vyadi  under  Upavarsa  m  Pataliputra 

and  married  his  daughter  UpakoSa  *  He  composed  the  Vartika  on 
Panini  and  the  slokas  called  Bhajas  Patanjah  m  his  Mahabhashya 

(1  23)  mentions  a  poem  b\  him  (IV  id )  According  to  the  Avanfo- 

bundarl-Kathasara  (IV  17)  \araruci%\as  born  m  the  reign  of  King 

Mahapadma,  son  of  King  Mahanandi,  who  ruled  at  Visala  Accord- 

ing to  the  Puranas,  King  Mahanandi  son  of  Xandivardhana,  ruled 

for  43  j  ears  from  1678  to  1635  B  C  Mahapadma  his  son  (born 

of  a  Sudra  woman)  known  as,  Nancla,  ruled  over  Magadha  for  88  years 

from  1635  to  1547  B  C  a  According  to  the  Hindu  tradition  therefoie 

Katyayana  must  have  lived  sometime  betw.  een  the  16th  and  17th  Centun 

B  C  To  Panim's  sutra  (VIII  u  50)  Katyayana  adds  a  vartika  to 

explain  the  term  Ninana  and  says  it  means  '  to  blow  out  '  Patanjah 

e\plains  this  by  various  illustrations  such  as  '  the  lamp  is  blown  out  by 
the  wind  etc  '  \ir\ana  is  a  well  known  Buddhistic  term,  meaning 
absolute  es-emption  from  the  cycle  of  transmigration,  state  of  entire 

freedom  from  all  forms  of  existence  etc  If  Katyayana  and  Patanjah 
had  lived  after  the  advent  of  Buddhism,  the>  would  not  have  failed  to 
mention  the  technical  use  of  the  term  It  is  therefore  inferred  that 

they  must  have  flourished  before  the  days  of  Buddha  On  the  date 
of  the  Nirvana  of  Buddha,  there  is  great  divergence  of  opinion,  and 

according  to  Chinese  chronology  it  is  944  or  973  B  C  *  If  Patanjah 
lived  before  that  date  and  Katyayana  before  Patanjah  with  an  interval 
of  time  sufficient  for  the  language  to  develop  and  change  to  an  extent 

that  needed  Pafcanjah's  explanations,  the  Puranic  date  for  Katyayana 
does  not  appear  improbable  * 

1  This  is  the  account  given  in  Somadeva's  KathSsantsagara,  {Tar  I-V) 
This  account  is  supported  by  Bhoja  In  Chapter  27,  DutSdhySya  of  Srng5ra- 
prakSfa,  Bhoja  enumerates  various  mediators  between  lovers  and  among  them  he 
mentions  as  an  illustration  Upavarsa,  Guru  of  Vararuci,  as  arranging  the  marriage 
of  his  own  daughter  UpakoSa  with  Vararuci  According  to  the  Avanjisundan- 
kathSsara  (chapter  IV)  Vararuci  was  the  son  of  a  virgin  KStyayanl,  daughter  of 
a  brahin  KalSpi,  who  became  pregnant  by  contact  with  Agm  and  suspected 
of  unchastity  she  was  abandoned  and  Vararuci  was  horn  to  her  on  the  banks  of 
the  Godavan,  when  Agm  removed  her  The  poem  refers  to  the  association 
with  VySdi,  Indradatta  and  Upavarsa  For  the  story  of  Vararuci  see  IA,  XI  I46 

2  For  Puranic  dates,  see  Introduction  and  T  S  Narayana  Sastn's  Age  of Sanlara,  App  I,  25 

3  Beal's  Catena  of  Chtnese  Scriptures,   116  note ,  Max  Muller's  ASL,  267 
4.    Weber  (1L.  222)  says  "  with  regard  to  the  date  of  Katyayana,  the  state- 
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Vararuci  is  mentioned  m  the  well-known  \er»e*  as  one  of  the  nine 

gems  of  the  Court  of  King  Vikramadit}  a  In  the  absence  of  certaintj 

on  the  date  of  that  King  Vikramadit%a  it  is  not  possible  to  sav  an\- 
thing  definite  about  the  poet  Vararuci  of  his  Court  It  is  probable  he 

was  different  from  KSfrva-vana  Katjajana  knew  of  a  work  dealing  with 
the  wars  of  gods  and  demons,  DanaSuram  Patafljali  mentions  a  Vara- 

rm-am  Kavvam,*  and  the  anthologies  quote  verses*  under  the  name  of 

Vararuci  Jalhana  in  his  Suktimuktavah  quotes,  a  \erae  as  Rajasekhara's* 
which  gives  the  name  of  the  work  called  Kanthabharanam  It  is  con- 

jectured that  it  was  a  poem  with  acrostic*  and  alliteration  as  Vararuci  is 

known  to  be  fond  of  them*  Vararuci's  Bhana  Lbha\abhisanka  shows 
the  beauty  of  his  poetry  and  the  antiquitj  of  the  composition  and  m  the 

colophon  to  the  available  manuscript  he  is  described  as  mum  A 

manuscript  of  Vallabhadeva's  SubiasitSvah  seen  in  the  O  Mss 

Library,  Madras,  says  that  the  verse  printed  (1740)  as  Vararuci's, 

  ^a   

ment  of  Hiuan  Thsang,  to  the  effect  that  300  years  after  Buddha's  death,  1  e ,  in 
B  C  240,  "  le  docteur  Kia-to-yan-na  "  lived  at  Tamasavana  in  the  Punjab,  is  by 
Bohtlmgk  referred  to  this  Katyayana ,  but  when  we  remember  that  the  same 

traveller  assigns  to  Panini's  secord  existence  a  date  so  late  as  500  years  after 
Buddha,  such  a  leference  of  course  becomes  highly  precarious  Besides,  the 

statement  is  in  itself  an  extremely  indefinite  one,  the  "docteur"  in  question  not 
being  described  as  a  grammarian  at  all,  but  simply  as  a  descendant  of  theKaJya 
family  Even  admitting  however,  that  the  reference  really  is  to  him,  it  would 
still  be  in  conflict  with  the  tradition— m  itself,  it  is  true,  of  no  particular 
authority— of  the  KaJhSsantsSgara,  which  not  only  represents  KafySyana  as  the 
contemporary  of  PSnim,  but  identifies  him  with  Vararuci,  a  minister  of  King 
Nanda,  the  father  of  Chandragupja,  according  to  which,  of  course,  he  must  have 
flourished  about  B  C  350  As  regards  the  age  of  the  Mahabhashya,  we  have 
seen  that  the  assertion  of  the  Rajatarafigiru  as  to  its  introduction  into  Kashmir 
m  the  reign  of  Abhimanyu  the  successor  of  Kamshka,  i.e ,  between  A  D 

40  and  65,  is,  for  the  reasons  above  assigned,  m  the  meantime  discredited  " 
Macdonell  {SL  432)  gives  3rd  century  BC,  Belvalkar  [SSG  29)500—850  BC. 
and  Bhandarkar  and  R  Mukerji  {IA,  LVI  21)  350  B  C  Goldstucker  gives  to 
PSnini  700  B  C  and  says  there  was  a  long  interval  of  time  between  Pfinun 
and  KStySyana  who  followed  P5mm  See  Jayaswal,  Dates  of  Pamnt  and 
Katyayana  (I A,  XLVII  112, 138) 

1  On  this  verse,  see  under  Kalidasa 

2  IV  m   191     Goldstucker's  Panmt,  146  note,  Weber,  ISt,  XIII  450. 
3  Peterson's  Subhasitavali  {Int  108-110),  Aufrecht,  ZDMG,  XXXVI  524, 

Pischel,  ZDMG,  XXXIX  98  ^ 

5     See  IA,  X.  366. 
12 
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is  from  Carumati  of  Vararuci  and  Bhojadeva  quotes  the  following  \erse 
in  his  SpfigaraprakaSa  from  Carumati  as  spoken  b\  a  pair  of  ICinnaras 
before  the  hero  on  an  amorous  embassy 

The  editors  of  A\antisundarlkatha  say  that  Criruma$l  was  an 

akh}a)ika(m  prose)  and  Pa^afijali  mentions  the  e\istenre  of  Akhydjilas 
in  hib  da\s      The  name  Carumati  indicates  it  might  be  so 

There  is  a  collection  of  eight  \erseb  called  Marya-4akam,  lauda- 
tory of  Durga  in  the  terrific  pose  and  the  pictures  dehnated  in  the 

\erses  are  ven  graphic 
According  to  a  tradition  in  Malabar  Vararuci  married  girls  in  all 

IS  castes  and  consequentlj  he  was  treated  as  a  svapach  or  a  chandala 

Bhoja  has  quoted  a  verse  (SJj  Prakasa  XI)  probably  from  the  prologue 
of  a  drama  which  confirms  the  latter  part  of  the  tradition, 

ISRlFcrf^Hi^ffrR  HfflT  tfrtt'eWd'flta^  II 
Bhantt  was  a  Maukhan  king  and  teacher  of  Banabhatta  Prabhakara,  a 

contemporary  ofKumarila,  if  not  his  pupil,  interpreted  Mimamsabhasya 
aniagomstic  to  Kumanla 

7  Pataajali  came  after  Katva}  ana  *  There  is  no  indication 
of  any  poetic  composition  by  Patanjah  But  he  makes  numerous 
references  to  poems,  romances  and  plays  m  his  Mahabha&ya  Kiel- 
horn  has  collected  the  poetic  citations  from  the  Mahabhasya  and  says 

that  they  show  that  the  Kavya  prospered  in  Patanjah's  times  "  Many 
of  these  verses  exhibit  metres  characteristic  of  the  artificial  poetry, 
such  as,  Malati,  Pranutaksbara,  Praharshim  and  Vasantatilaka  These 

verses  as  well  as  man}  others  in  the  heroic  Anushtabha-Sloka  agree, 
in  point  of  contents  as  well  as  the  mode  of  expressions,  not  with  epic 

works  but  with  the  Court  Kavyas  "* 

1  For  Patafijah's  date,  Bohthngk  gives  250  B  C ,  MaxMuller  (ASL),  200 BC  ,  Weber  (1L,  224,  I  A,  II  206)  140  to  60  BC  ,  Goldstucker  (Panini,  234) 
140-120  B  C  ,  N  Bhashyacarya,  (Age  of  Patatijetli)  loth  century  B  C  ,  Peterson (IA,  XII  3S3)  2nd  century  A  D  and  Bhandarkar  [IA,  I  299,  LII  21)  144-142  B  C 
°nRaiayghstei?JJ  141,157./^, I  SW9.II  17, 69,  94.206-10.  238,362,  III 
14,285,  IV  247,  XIV  40,  XV  80-4,  MSB  LII  269  On  a  Maurja  pasWge, 
see  XVI   156-172     On  his  mention  of  Sivabhagavata,  see  IA,  XLI  272 , 

2  IA.XV?  336    See  MahSbhasya  (Kielbom's  Edn)  I   426,  435,  II.  UQ, 
HI  143,  338.    On  Kielborn's  Edn ,  sle  IA,  XVIII.  138.  W '     '     V 
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8     Theory  of  Renaissance  —Max  Muller  propounded  the 
theorv  of  Renaissance    His  main  thesis  is  "  that  in  the  middle  of  6th 
century  A  D  the  reign  of  a  King  Vikramadit) a  of  Ujjam,  with  whom 
tradition  connected  the  names  of  Kahdasa  and  other  distmguis>hed 
authors,  was  the  golden  age  of  Indian  Court  Poetr}     This  Renaissance 

theory  is  based  on  Fergusson's  ingenious  chronological  hypothesis  that 
the  supposed  King  Vikrama  of  Uyain,  having  expelled  theSc>thians 
from  India,  in  commemoration  of  his  victory  founded  the  Vikrama  I  ra 

in  544  AD,   dating  its  commencement  back   600  j ears  to  36  BC 

Fergusson  arrives  at  the  following  conclusions  (i)  that  the  Yikramadi$ya 
who  conquered  the  feakas  at  the  battle  of  Karur  was  Harsha  of  Ujjam, 
(u)  that  he  died  about  550  A  D ,  (lii)  that  before  1000  A.D  ,  when  the 
struggle  with  the  Buddhists  was  over  and  a  new  year  was  opening  for 
Hindu  religion  the  Hindus  sought  to  establish  some  new  method  of 

marking  time  to    supercede  the  Buddhibt  Saka  Era  of  Kanishka,1 
(iv)  that  the  Guptas   and  Kings  of  Valabhi  having  then  passed  away, 
in  looking  for  some  name  for  an  event  of  sufficient  importance  to  mark 

the  commencement  of  Ne«\  Era,  the}  hit  on  the  name  of  Vikramadifya 
as  the  most  illustrious  known   to  them  and  his  victory  at  Karur,  the 

most  important  event  of  his  reign,  (v)  and  that,  since  the  date  of  victory 
in  544  A  D  ,  was  too  recent  to  be  adopted)   they  antedated  the  epoch 
by  ten  cycles  of  sixty  years  thus  arriving  at  56  B  C  ,  and  not  content 
with  this  they  devised  another  era  which  they  called  Harsha  Era  from 
the  other  part  of  his  name  the  epoch  of  which  was  fixed  at  456  BC» 

by  placing  it  ten  even  centuries  before  the  date  of  the  battle  of  Karur  " 
On  the  basis  of  these  deductions  Mai  iluller  asserted  that  the  Indians 

in  consequence  of  the  incursions  of  the  fcakas  and   other  foreigner* 
ceased  from  literary  activity  during  the  first  two  centuries  A.D.  and 
Sanskrit  poetry  having  been  donnent  for  five  centuries  was  revived 
and  flourished  in  the  reign  of  a  King  Vikramadifcva  of  Ujjain  in  the 

6th  century  AD* 

"The  eplgraphical  researches  of  Mr.  Fleet,"  says  Macdonell,* 
haVe  destroyed  Fergusson's  hypothesis  h  rom  these  researches  it  results 
that  the  Vikrma  era  of  57  B  C,  far  from  having  been  founded  m  544 

A  D  had  already  been  m  use  for  more  than  a  century  previously 
under  the  name  of  Malava  Era  (which  came  to  be  called  the  Vikrama 

Era  about  800  AD).     It  further   appears  that  no  S&kas  (Scythians) 

1  IRAS  (l88o)>  "  On  the  Saka  and  Gupta  Eras  " 
2  India,  What  can  it  teach  us  /  281,  284 ,  Weber,  1L,  203  note, 
3  SZ.,323. 
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could  ha\e  been  driven  out  of  western  India  in  the  middle  of  the 

si\th  cenlurv,  because  that  country  had  already  been  conquered  bj  the 

Guptas  more  than  a  hundred  j  ears  before  Lastly,  it  turns  out  that 
though  other  foreign  conquerors,  the  Hunas,  were  actually  expelled 
from  western  India  in  the  first  half  of  the  srrth  century,  they  w  ere  driven 

out,  not  b}  a  "Wkramadifrva,  but  bj  a  king  named  lasodharmdn 
Vishmtvardhana  " 

The  inscriptions  that  have  been  discovered  at  Krle,1  and 

Mandassor*  by  Fleet  have  completely  belied  frergusson's  hypo- 
thesis and  with  it  the  theory  of  Renaissance  Thej  have  been  fully 

examined  by  Buhler  and  his  essa>  has  been  rendered  m  I«nglis,h 
bv  V  S  Ghate  of  Poona8  Buhler  himself  augmented  the  list  of 

Fleet's  IS  inscriptions  bj  the  inclusion  of  many  other  documents  such 
as  the  Meherauli  Pillar  inscriptions  of  Emperor  Chandra  and  the 

poeticallv  coloured  genealogy  of  the  Maukhans  on  the  Asirgddh 

Seal  Ihese  inscriptions  show,  says  Buhler,  that  the  use  of  Kavya  style 

m  the  inscriptions,  especially  in  the  longer  ones  was  in  vogue  dunng 

the  period  from  350-550  A  D  and  from  this  very  circumstance  it 

follows  that  Court  poetrv  was  zealouly  cultivated  in  India  After 

dealing  with  the  merits  of  inscriptions  Buhler  proceeds  thus  to  refute 

the  theory  of  Renaissance 

"His  first  proposition,  tha.lt/ie  Indians  did  not  show  any  htm  my  aclwily 
during  the  first  and  second  an  tunes  of  our  <.ta,  in  conn.qui.nu.  of  the  inroads  of 
JL      I  ■  ii        .ii.i  —     ■     — —— ■  -  -'I—   ii  '■■  '"'      —    ■  -  i    .n 

1  IA,  (1876),  153 ,  see  on  this  Mat  Muller  (c  c  286  note),  Fleet's  commen- 
tary in  I  A,  XII  152,  III  393 

2  Corpus  Inset iptionarum  Indtcarum,  III  65-69,  Ini  55,      *ll«=IMl  ̂ f^fr 

sift  wcNtja't  I  foM'«i<sfM»s85isn  ̂ r  &ara»ra*r  II 
"When  by  the  tribal  constitution  of  the  Malavas,  four  centuries  of  years, 

increased  by  ninety-three,  had  elapsed  ,  to  that  season  the  low  thunder  of  the 

tfauttenng  of  clouds  is  to  be  welcomed  " 
Fleet  translated  this  as  "when  493  years  had  elapsed  by  the  reckoning  from 

the  tribal  constitution  of  the  Malavas  "  {Gupta  Inscriptions,  79-87)  or  "  in  accord- 
ance With  the  reckoning  followed  by  the  Malava  tnbe"  [JRAS,  (1913)  995 ,  (1914), 

745  .  (W5)  *381>  Thomas  [JRAS  {1914),  4*3.  ">I°,  (I°I5)>  533]  says  it  means 
continued  existence  See  also  Jayaswal  [Mod  Rev  1913,  May  to  September) 
R  C  Dutt  (Ctv  II  5I)  and  V  S  Gopala  Iyer,  Chronology  of  Ancient  India,  153 
JMy,  VIII   275  In  IA,  (1913),  161,   Bhandarkar   notes  the   use  of   the  word 

3  IA,  SUI  29, 137  etc  See  further  on  these  inscriptions,  Apte,  Age  of 
Kalidasa,4,  Nandargikar,  Int  to  Raghuvamsa,  48-60,  V.  Smith,  EH  327 , 
Fleet,  IBRAS,  XVIII  71 
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{Ik.  di^n/it/oragmaits,  is  contradicted  bv  the  clear  proof  provided  bj  the 
Prasasti   of  the  Sudariana  Uke  and  the  Nasik-inscnption  No     IS    I 
think,  I  must  further  add  that  the  extinction  of  the  intellectual  life  of 
the   Indian  during  the  first  two   centunes>  bv  the  Scvthians  and  other 

foreigners  is  improbable  for  other  reasons  also     In  the  first  place, 
never  had  the  foreigners  brought  under  their  swaj  in  the  long  run  more 
than  fifth  part  of  India      To  the  east  of  the  district  of  Mathura,   no 
sure  indications  of  their  rale  have  been  found,  and  the  reports  of  the 
Creeks  ascribe  to  the  Indo  Scvthian  kingdom  no  further  extent  in  the 

east   or   south     In   India  proper,  their  Kingdom  could  permanently 
possess  only  the  Panjab,  besides  the  high  vallej  s  of  the  Himalaya,  the 
extreme  west  of  the   North  W  est ern  Provinces,  the  Eastern   Rajputana, 
the  Central  Indian  Agency    with   Gwalior  and  Malwa,    Gujarat  with 
Kathiawar,  as  well  as  Smdh     No  doubt,  temporarily  these  limits  are 
further  extended  in  several  cases,  as  the  inscriptions  from  the  reign  of 
Nahapana  prove  for   the  western  border  of  the   Deccan,  and  several 
traces  of  war  might  present   themselves  in  further  removed  districts 
The  rulers  of  such  a  kingdom  could  indeed  have  exerted  a  considerable 
influence  on  the  east  of  India,  but  they  would  never  have  been  able  to 

suppress   the   literary   and  scientific  life   of  the  Indians     Secondly, 

however, — and  this  is  the  most  important  point — the  very  will  to  show  a 
hostile  attitude  towards  the  Indian  culture,  was  w  anting  in  the  foreign 
kings  of  the  time,  as  the  sayings  and  authentic  documents  inform  usi 

They  themselves,  as  well  as  then*  comrades  of  the   same  race,  were  far 
inferior  to  the  Indian,  in  point  of  civilisation  and  culture  and  the  natural 

result  was  that  they  could  not  escape  the  influence  of  the  Indian  cwih- 
sation,  but  were  themselves  Hinduised   Their  willingness  to  appropriate 
the    culture  of  their  subjects    is  shown  by    the  very  fact  that  the 
descendants  or  successors  of  the  foreign  conquerors  immediately  began 

to   bear  Indian   names,  even   in   the  second  generation     Havishka's 

successor  is  indeed  a  Shahi,  but  he  is  named  Vasudeva     Nahapana's 

daughter  is  named  Dakshamitra  and  his  son-in-law  the  son  of  Diaika, 

a  Saka,  is  named  Ushavadata  or  Usabhadata,    1  e,  Rishabhadatta 

The  son   of  Chashtana  is  Jayadaman     The  leaning  of  these  kings  to 

the  Indian  systems  of  religion  is  equally  indisputable     Accojdw»  U>_ 

the  Buddhist  tradition,   Kamshka  is  one  of  the   greates^aJ^Ms  fc?C 

Buddhism  and  even  a  Buddhist  himself   The  latter  fact  is^ncraea'snowtt 

to  be  improbable  by  the  inscriptions  on  his  coins     On/the  dther  hand, 

there   is  no  doiibt  that  he  built  a  Stupa  and  a  Viharajin  Yuraehapora, 

Peshawar     So  also  it  is  proved  from  the  inscriptions  th$t  BuyisTika  had 
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founded  a  Vihara  in  Mathura  *  Ushavadata  and  his  consort,  according 
to  the  Xasik  and  Karle  inscriptions,9  made  grants  to  Buddhists  and 
Brahmanas  without  distinction,  and  the  former,  just  like  a  pious  Indian, 
carried  out  numerous  works  of  public  utility,  for  the  sake  of  merit  rhe 

Mathura  inscriptions  further  show  that  under  Kanishka  and  his 
successors,  bj  the  hide  of  Buddhism,  man}  other  systems  of  religion 
also,  like  Jainism,  w  ere  not  onh  tolerated,  but  enjoyed  a  high  prosperity 

J  hese  inscriptions  as  well  as  numerous  archaeological  finds  also  prove 
that  the  national  Indian  architecture  and  sculptures  in  Mathura  were 

on  a  high  level,  and  one  of  the  newest  discoveries  of  D  Fuhrer 

permits  us  to  conclude  that  even  the  dramatic  art  was  cultivated  in  the 
cit}  of  gods  Ihe  inscription  No  lb,  out  of  the  collection  prepared 

by  me  for  the  ne\t  number  of  the  Jpigraphia  Indica,  says  that  'the 
sons  of  the  actors  of  Mathura  (Mathuranam  Sailalakanam),  who  w  ere 

known  as  Chandaka  brothers,  dedicated  a  stone-slab,  for  the  redemption 
of  their  parents,  at  the  holv  place  of  the  adorable  Naga-pnnce, 

Dadhikarna  '  If  Malhura  had  its  companj  of  actors,  then  it  would  not 
have  been  in  want  of  dramas  All  these  circumstances  make  it 

impossible  m  my  opinion  to  look  upon  the  times  of  the  Indian  popular 
migration  as  a  period  of  wild  barbarism  The  conditions  appear  to  be 
m  no  way  essentialb  different  from  those  of  the  times  when  there  were 
national  rulers  The  Indians  of  the  north-west  and  the  west  had  indeed 
to  obey  foreign  suzerains  and  to  pay  them  tributes  and  taxes  ,  in  return 

for  which,  however,  thej  had  the  triumph  of  e\ertmg  sway  on  their 
subjugators,  through  their  high  culture  and  of  assimilating  the  same 
with  themselves.  The  conditions  necessary  for  literary  activity  must 
have  been  in  e\istence,  when  Ushavadata  noted  his  great  deeds  m  a 

mixture  of  Sanskrit  and  Prakrit  itself8  He  would  certainly  have  lent 
his  ear  and  opened  his  purse  to  bards  and  Kavis  who  would  glorify 
him  These  considerations  appear  to  be  of  importance,  for  the  stale- 

ments  in  the  Girnar  Pras"as$i  heighten  then  sigmficancei 

"  A  second  proposition  which  Professor  Max  Mullet  in  addition  to 
Other  scholars  advocates,— $<*  the  period  of  the  bloom  of  artificial  poetry  is 
to  Itplaad  in  the  middle  of  the  sixth  century  of  the  Christ,— is  contradicted 
b>  the  testimony  of  the  Allahabad  Prasasti  of  Hanshena,  of  other 
compositions  of  the  Gupta  period  and  of  the  Mandasor  Prasasti   These 

1  Cunningham,  Arch  Surv  Rep  VoL  III,  plate  XIV,  No  li 
2  Arch  Surv  Rep  West  Ind ,  IV  99a* 
3  Arch  Surv  Sep  West  Ind  ,  LC.  No  5  1  3.  ff 
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leave  no  doubt  about  the  fact  that  there  w  ere  not  one  but  several  such 

periods  of  the  bloom  of  the  Kavya,  of  which  one  fell  before  the  time 
of  Samudragupta,  and  they  also  make  it  probable  that  Kahdasa  wrote 
before  472  A  D  The  same  conclusion  is  favoured  b\  the  fact  that 

Dr  Fergusson's  bold  chronological  combinations,  on  which  is  based 
the  theory  of  the  Indian  Renaissance  in  the  sixth  century,  have  been 

shown  to  be  insupportable  b)  the  researches  of  Mr  (Dr)  Fleer  The 
authentic  documents  going  down  to  the  vear  333  A  D  know  absoluteh 

nothing  about  the  Yikramadilya  of  Ujjain  whose  existence  is  inferred 
or  set  up  by  new  interpretations  of  the  different  legends,  and  who  is 

reported  to  have  driven,  away  the  Scythians  from  India  and  to  have 

founded  the  Vikrama  era  in  the  year  "44  A  D,  dating  it  as  far 
backwards  as  600} ears  On  the  contrary  they  prove  the  following 

facts  concerning  western  India  Samudragupla-ParakaramLa,  according 

to  (Mr)  Fleet's  inscription  No  11,  had  extended  the  kingdom  of  his 
father,  at  any  rate  as  far  as  Eran  in  the  Central-Provinces  His  son 
Chandragnpta  II  Vikramaditya,  according  to  No  III,  conquered  Malwa, 

before  or  in  the  year  400  and  also  possessed  Mathura  Chandragupta's 
son,  Kumaragupta-MahendrSditja,  held  fast  these  possessions, 
because,  according  to  No  XVIII,  he  was  the  suzerain  of  the  rulers  of 

Dasapara-Mandasor,  in  the  year  437  His  son,  Skandagupta- 
Kramaditya  or  Vikramadit}  a,  according  to  No  XIV,  ruled  over  Gujarat 
and  Kathiawar,  about  455-457  or  456-458  In  his  time,  the  Hunas  came 
forth,  against  whom  he  made  a  successful  stand,  according  to  No.  XIII 
Later  on,  however,  whether  it  was  in  his  own  reign  which  lasted 

at  least  till  the  year  467  or  468,  or  under  his  successors  Paragupta  and 

Narasimhagupta,*  the  most  western  possessions  were  lost  and  went 
over  to  the  foreign  race  In  No  XXXVI  and  XXXVII,  there  appear 

the  kings,  Toramana  and  Mihirakula"  as  rulers  of  Eran  and  Gwalior, 
and  in  No  XXXVII,  the  latter  is  said  to  have  reigned  for  fifteen  years 

"The  end  of  the  rule  of  Mihirakula  in  these  districts,  is  made  known 

to  us  through  Nos  XXXIH,  XXXIV  and  XXXV,  according  to  which, 

he  was  defeated  by  a  king  Yasodharman-  Vtshnuvardhana,  before  the  year  533 

AD  These  inscriptions  represent  Yasodharman  as  a  very  powerful 

ruler  who  had  brought  under  his  sway  not  only  Western  India  from 

1  See  Dr  Hoernle,  JBAS,  158, 89,  and  Mr  Fleet,  IA,  XIX,  p  224, 

2  See  also  Mr  Fleet's  articles  on  Mihirakula,  IA,  XV ,  p  245ff  and 

on  Toramana,  IA,  XVIII  p  225  With  Dr  Hoernle  (I  c  p  96,  Note  2)  I  hold 

that  Vishnuvaf dhana  is  a  second  name  Of  Yasodharman,  as  is  shown  by  the 

grammatical  cdflStmctlon 
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Dasapura-Mandasor  down  to  the  ocean,  bat  also  large  parts  ia  the  east 
and  north     In  his  possessions  Malwa  v as  naturally  included,  whose 

capital  Ujjam  lies  onl}  something  like  70  English  miles,  to  the  south 

of  Dasapura     In  No  XXXV,  and  m  tw  o  considerably  earl)    inscrip- 
tions Xos  XVII,  and  XVIII,  the  Malava  era  is  used,  which  is  identical 

•with  the  so-called  Vikrama  era  beginning  with  56-57  B  C      These 

exceedingly  important  discoveries  which  we  owe  to  Mr  Fleet's  zeal  m 
collecting  and  his  ingenuity,  prove  the  absolute  untenableness  of  the 

Fergussoman  hypothesis     Because  thej  show  (1)  that  the  era  of  56-57 
BC  was  not  founded  in  the  sixth  century,  but  was  m  use  under  the 

name  of  the  Malava  era  for  more  than  a  century  ,*  (2)  that  at  that  time, 
no  Sakas  could  have  been  dm  en  from  Western  India     Inasmuch  as 

the  countrj  had  been  conquered  bv   the  Guptas  more  than  a  hundred 

years  ago,  (3)  that,  on  the  contrary,  other  foreign  conquerors  the 

Hunas,  were  dm  en  out8  of  western  India  in  the  first  half  of  the  sixth 
century,  not,  however,  by  a  Vikramaditya,  but  by  Yasodharman-Vishnu- 
vardhana,  and  (4)  that  therefore,  there  is  no  room  at  all  in  the  sixth 

century  for  a  powerful  Vikramaditya  of  Ujjain,  whose  e\ploits  called 

forth  such  an  upheaval  in  India." 

9  These  inscriptions*  are  dated  either  in  Gup|a-Samvat  or  m  the 
Malava  Samvat  or  merely  in  Samvat  There  is  a  wide  difference  of 

opinion,  which  will  be  referred  to  in  the  Introduction,  on  the  meaning 
and  the  beginning  of  these  Eras  In  some  of  these  inscriptions  the 
names  of  the  Gupta  Kings  Samudra  Gup|a,  Candra  Gup^a,   Kumara 

1  Fee  also  U,  Vol  XV,  p  1945  and  XIX,  p  56,  in  which  latter  place 
Prof  Xielhorn  has  given  the  right  explanation  of  difficult  expression  Mala- 
vanam  or  Malava-Ganasthitya 

2  As  is  quite  clear,  the  Malava  era  has  suffered  the  same  fate  as  the  Saka 
era  and  came  to  be  known  by  another  name,  as  its  origin  was  forgotten  The 
change  of  name  appears  to  have  come  in  about  800  A  D.  The  latest  known 
Malava  date  is  the  year  795  which  appears  in  the  Kanaswa  inscription,  IA,  Vol 
XIX,  55ff  Apart  from  the  two  doubtful  documents,  the  oldest  known  Vikrama 
date  is  found  m  Dr  Hultzch's  Dholpur  inscription  and  corresponds  to  16  April 
842,  as  Prof  Kielhorn  has  shown,  I  A,  Vol.  XIX,  p.  35  ' 

3  If  it  occurs  to  any  one  to  conjecture  that  the  Hunas  had  caused  an 
interruption  in  the  literary  activity  of  India,  I  bring  to  his  notice  the  fact  that  both 
the  inscriptions  of  the  age  of  Toramana  and  Mihirakula  contain  no  mean 
composition  and  that  their  authors  glorify  the  foreign  kings  as  highly  as  if  they had  been  the  national  rulers 

4.  For  texts  of  many  of  these,  see  Pracraalekhamaia  (KavyamSla  Series) 
and  D  R  Diskalkar's  Selections  from  Sanskrit  Inscriptions  (Rajkot). 
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Gupta,  Bhanu  Gupta  and  Skanda  Gupta,  are  menh.  >ned,  and  the  \  ears 
are  in  the  reigns  of  these  kings  Whether  the  Gupta  Dynast*  ruled 

before  or  after  the  Christian  Ira,  as  the  opinions  differ,  tl^e  inscrip- 
tions disclose  a  Uteran  composition  in  prose  and  in  \erse  of  great 

merit  and  show  that  "the  use  of  Kavya  stvle  in  inscriptions  especialh 
m  the  longer  ones,  was  in  vogue  and  from  this  verv  circumstance  it 

follows  that  court-poetry  was  zealoush  cultivated  in  India"  So  sa}s 
Buhler,  but  he  would  date  this  period  as  350-550  k  D  though  accord- 

ing to  the  Puranas  fen  Gupta  drnash  ruled  between  ^28  and  S3  B  C 

10  Yatsabhatti  — The  Prasas$i  in  the  Sun  Temple  in  Mandasor* 
was  composed  by  \  atsabhatti  in  Malava  Sanuat  529,  which  according 

to  Buhler  equals  471-4  AD  The  44  verses  in  this  Pra£as$i  or  pane- 
gyric begin  and  end  with  Mangalas  or  blessings  in  prose  and  in  the 

intermediate  verses  there  are  exquisite  descriptions  of  the  sovereign 

Kumara  Gupta  and  his  vassals  Yi&vavarman  and  Bandhuvarman,  of 
the  temple  then  built  and  of  the  winter  season,  m  a  vanen  of  metres, 

and  it  is  said  that  the  diction  shows  many  marks  •which  characterise, 
according  to  Dandm,  the  poets  of  the  Eastern  School  The  who'e 
piece  incarnates  fluid  poetrj  and  the  description  of  the  winter  is 

enchanting*  On  this  appreciation,  Buhler  ma\  not  agree,  but  his 
remarks  are  interesting 

I  I  A,  XLII  32,  I37,  I46,  175,  244  Fleet's  Gupta  Inscriptions,  No  18 
Here  the  words  JJR53RT  TTPTM  is  used  See  also  I  A,  XV  I94  On  Kum5ra- 

gupta  see  1A,  XL  170,  and  his  possible  name  CandraprSkSsa  sae  Ibid  XL.  I74, 

13  •       , , 
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"  In  the  second  half  of  the  fourth  centurj  in  Vatsabhatti's  Prasasti 

of  the  sun-temple  of  Dasapura-Mandasor  ?ve  see  traces  of  the  e\istence 

of  the  school  of  the  Gaudas,  the  poets  of  eastern  India     This  *ork 

should  be  called  rather  the  exercise  of  a  scholar  who  busied  himself 

with  tne  study  of  the  Kawa  literature,  than  a  product  of  an  actual 

poet     We  can  see  therein  that  its  author  had  studied  the  Kavyas  and 

Rhetorics,  but  that,  in  spite  of  all  the  troubles  he  took  lo  produce  a 

real  Kawa,  he  possessed  little  of  inborn  talent     Small  offences  against 

good  taste,  such  as  the  use  of  expletives  and  taulologous  words,  are 

more  frequenlb  met  with     In  one  place,  the  author  is  led  to  forget 

one  of  the  most  elementary  rules  of  Grammar,  b>  the  exigencies  of  the 

metre ,  m  another  place,  in  his  zeal  to  form  long  compounds,  he  is 

tempted  to   disregard  the  rule,   ahvajs   observed  by   good  writers, 

according  to  which,  the  week  pause  can  never  come  at  the  end  of  a 

half-verse     In  a  third  place,  he  jumbles  together  two  ideas  m  a 

manner  the  least  permissible ,  and  his  attempt  to  bring  out  a  new  com- 

parison  between  the  clouds  and  the  houses  leads  in  no  v\ay  to  a  happy 
result 

•'These  defect-,  in  Vatsabhatti's  Prasasti  make  it  the  more  important 

for  the  historian  of  literature,  inasmuch  as  they  bear  testimony  to  the 

feci  that  everything  worthy  of  attention  in  the  Prasasti,  is  gathered 

from  the  literature  of  his  lime  and  compiled  into  a  whole     Thus    on 

and  also  the  following  verse 

^  jpwfc»fl«rt  Jft^flW  wwtSw  II 
Regarding  verse  [d)  Kielhorn  notices  close  similarity  with  a  verse  m  KSh- 

dSsa's  RjusamhSra. 
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the  one  hand,  we  are  assured  of  the  fact  that  about  the  }  ear*  472  A  D  , 
there  was  a  rich  Kavya  literature  in  eiistence ,  and  on  the  other  hand 

greater  weight  is  gained  bv  the  points,  of  accordance  w  ith  the  w  urks 
handed  down  to  us,  which  the  Prasasti  presents  It  has  been  already 

pointed  out  about  that  verse  10  of  the  Prasasti  only  repeals,  for  the 

most  part,  the  comparison  contained  m  \erse  6"  of  "Ueghaduta,  with 
some  points  added  ma  very  forced  way,  while  the  remaining  point*- 
contained  in  that  verse  of  Kahdasa,  find  themselves  repeated  in  ver&e  11 
of  the  Prasasti  Further  it  is  to  be  noted  that  Yatsabhatti,  like  Kahdasa, 

shows  a  special  predilection  for  the  word  Subhaga,  and  that  while 
describing  the  king  Bandhuvarman,  plays  upon  his  name  just  in  the  same 

way  as  Kahdasa  does  with  the  names  of  Raghut-,  whom  he  describes 
in  the  beginning  of  Sarga  XVIII  of  Raghuvamsa,  These  facts  make 

the  conjecture  more  probable,  that  Vatsabhatti  knew  and  made  use 
of  the  works  of  Kahdasa  The  same  view  is  advocated  by  Prof 

Keilhorn  in  a  publication  *  just  appearing,  which  reached  me  after  this 
treatise  was  nearly  finished  He  reads  verse  51  of  the  Prasasti  (otherwise) 

and  shows  that  the  verse  suffiuenlh  agrees  with  Ritusamhara  V  2-3,  in 
both  words  and  thoughts,  as  there  are  onlv  two  new  points  added. 

Although  I  am  not  in  a  position  w  ithoul  examining  a  good  impression 
of  the  inscription,  to  give  a  definite  opinion  regarding  the  proposed, 
and  no  doubt  very  interesting  alteration  of  the  text,  still  the  truth  of 
his  assertion  that  verse  51  of  the  Prasasti  is  an  imitation  of  Ritusam- 

hara, V  2^i,  appears  to  me  quite  undeniable  If  we  may  believe  in 
the  tradition  which  ascribes  Ritusamhara  to  the  author  of  Meghaduta, 

then  the  point  overlooked  by  me,  which  Prof  Kielhorn  has  made  out, 

strengthens  the  probability  of  the  supposition  that  Kahdasa  lived 

before  47i  A 1)  ,  which  is  verv  significant  In  that  case,  however,  it 

will  have  to  be  assumed  that  Vatsabhatti  knew  the  Ritusamhara  also." 

11  fiarisena's  panegyric  of  Samudra  Gupta*  inscribed  on  the 
Allahabad  Pillar  is  undated,  and  according  to  Buhler  must  have  been 

composed  between  375-390  AD  It  has  8  verses  with  a  long  prose 

passage  and  a  verse  in  conclusion  Harisena  calls  it  a  Kavya  Partly 

in  prose  and  partly  in  verse  it  may  be  called  a  Champu  He  calls  bis 

patron  the  Prince  of  Poets,  In  describing  his  greatness,  he  says  in 

the  8th  verse  "His  is  the  poetic  style  which  is  worthy  of  study   and  his      i  -  ■    *     *   i 

1  'The  Mandasor-inscnption  of  the  Malava  year  $1Q  (-47a AD) and 
Kahdasa's  Ritusamhara '  Gottmgen  I890,  p.  351  ff 

2,  meet  Gupta  Inscriptions,  No.  32.  D.  B»  DiskalSar  (Sctedtoiis  frsm  Sonant 
Inscriptions)  gives  date  about  360  A.D. 
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is  the  poetic  verse  which  multiplies  the  spiritual  treasures   of  poets  'n 

On  this  composition  Buhler  savs,  "  It  naturallv  follows  that,   during  the 
reign  of  ̂ ainudragupta,  the  Kav  \  a  literature  v\  as  in  full  bloom,  and  that 
the  conditions  tit  his   court  were   absolulelv    similar  to   those  which 

are  reported  to  have  prevailed  in  later  times  at   the   courts   of  Kanauj, 
Kashmir,  Ujjam,  Dhara  and  Kaljani,  and  which  are  found  to  e\ist  even 
to  this  da\,  here  and  there   m  India     The   cultivators   of  Sanskrit 

Poelrv,  who  were  called  by  the  name  of  Kavi   or  Budha   or   Vidvat, 

were  not  born  or  self-taught  poets,  but  were  professional  learned  men 
or  pandits  who  studied  in  Sastras,  1  e ,  at  the   least,  Vyakarana,  Kosa, 
Alamkara  and  Chandas,  and  who  wrote  according  to  the  hard  and  fast 

rules  of  poetics,  as  is  shown  bv  the  form  of  Hanshena's  little  composi- 
tion    The  Sanskrit  Kavya,  which  owed  its  origin  to  the   court-patro- 

nage, and  which  can  e\ist  onlv  bv  means  of  the  same,  was   assiduously 
cultivated  at  the  courts     The  King  supported   and  raised   to   honour 

such  poets,  and  even  he  himself,  and  with  him  his  high  officers,   too, 

emulated  with  their  proteges     Perhaps  he  had  ev en  a  Kaviraja,   or  a 
poet-laureate,  appointed     At  am  rate  the  title  as  such  w  as  m  use  in 

the  da>s  of  hamudragupta — the  title  which  in  later  times  occurs   very 
often  in  Sanskrit  literature,  and  which,   even  at  present,   is   given  by 
Indian  pnnces,  associated  as  it  is  with  many  benefits     His.  court  could 
not  thus  have  been  the  onlj  one  which  patrunized  the  exertions   of  the 

Pandits  in  the  domain  of  poetrv  " 

The  inscription  on  Dhama-Visnu's  Boar  statue  at  Eran,*  dated  in 
the  year  one  of  King  Toramana  is  also  partly  In  prose  and  p.trtly  in 
venae  of  high  flight  Yasula's  panegyric  of  King  Yafjodharinan,8  though 
Undated  inscribed  on  a  pillar  oFMandasor  is  spoken  of  as  &hk&h 

Among  earlier  inscriptions  Buhler  selects  two,  and  describes  thei* 
literary  merit,  the  Kasik  inscription*  dated  in  the  19th  year  of  gurl 
Pulamayi,  and  Girnar  inscription,5  of  the  reign  of  Mahaksatrapa 
Rudradaman     For   these   inscriptions  Buhler  gives    dales    between 

3    Fleet's  Gupta  Inscriptions  No  30 
3     26W,No  33     DJ8  Diskalkar  op>at  gives  date  about  532  A  D 
4>  According  to  the  PurSuas  this  king  reigned  409-377  B  C.  as  Pulomayi  11 of  the  Andhra  dynasty 

5  Bl,  VIII  4?,  The  date  is  <&&&  $  ftsrafcfcfo  It  is  said  to  be  dated 
In  Saka  n  or  ISO  A.D  This  lMtaption  refers  to  Maurya  Kings  Chanirazupf  a andAfoka. 
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150-170  AD  In  ihe  Giraar  inscription  the  poet  praises  Rudradainan's 
skill  in  poes\  and  e\]  tresses  (he  \iews  of  the  author  on  the  charac- 

teristics of  good  composition1  IheNasik  inscription  shovs  great 
affinitt  with  Gad\a  ka\} as 

12  Kalldasa  i-.  a  name  which  is.  the  ni.igic  wand  of  India  in  the 

w  nrld's  poetic  literature  But  as  untold  tune  had  past,  all  that  sur- 
rounded the  life  and  times  of  that  great  poet  have  been  forgotten  and 

bejond  the  name  e\ en  thing  connected  with  him,  his  age  and  nativm, 

is  onlj  a  mailer  oi  \ague  conjecture  In  this,  reaped  Kahdasa  maj  be 

compared  with  Homer,  while  howmer  the  tradition  is  that  "Living 
Homer  sought  his  daily  bread  "  Kahdasa  wis  in  affluence  and  beloved 
of  Kings  While  "stAen  uties  claim  (he  birth  of  Homer  dead,"  the 

birth  of  Kalldasa  is  claimed  b\  different  parts  of  India,"  and  bj  Cexlun 
J  radition  generally  does  not  lie  and  it  is  possible  that  KSluISsa  \\  ns 

personal!}  known  in  the  se\eral  places  where  he  is  taken  solelj  as 
their  own  In  spite  of  the  pre\dlence  of  a  \<ist  body  of  poetic  liter- 

ature .is  indicated  in  the  carh  writings  it  is  surprising  and  not  easily 
accountable  that  no  complete  \vx>rk  of  poetrj  has  come  down  to  us  as 

prior  to  Kahdasa  be^  ond  dispute  Kahdasa  therefore  leads  the  long 
list  of  classical  Sanskrit  poets  like  Knghsh  Caedmon  If  Caedmon 

sang  of  philosophv  and  cosmogony,  Kahdasa  retold  mythical  tales 
of  love,  and  theologj  If  Caedmon  appeared  almost  at  the  dawn 

of  the  Anglo-Saxon  literature,  Kalldasa  flourished  when  the  Sanskrit 
literature  was  in  perfection.  As  is  common  in  all  cases  when  the  troth  » 

forgotten,  tales  spring  up  which  ma\  or  ma\  not  ha\o  a  tinge  of  reality 

and  to  such  tales  the  life  of  Kalldasa  is  not  an  exception  *  Manr 
lories  c  f  his  reacU  wit,  pleasant  life  and  delightful  associations  with 
soccasions  of  vicissitudes  are  found  told  in  various  books,  for  instance,  in 

Ballala's  Bhoja-Prabandha.  A  tradition  is  current  that  though  a  boor  in 
birth  he  was  by  chance  wedded  to  an  obstinate  princess  and  when  m  her 

i  Haraprasadsastn,  Kalldasa,  his  home  [[BOS  (1916}  15,  /i.  xhrlL  264 ,  fg 
».  393]  says  his  birth  place  was  Dasapura  in  Malwa  According  to  AC 
Chatterjee  (Kalidasa  hts  poetry  and  mind,  148)  it  is  Ujjain  ,  according  to  Bhau 
Daji  (1  c )  It  must  be  Kashmir  ,  and  according  to  Majumdar,  Home  of  Kahdasa, 
IA,  X£.VII  264  it  was  Vi4arbha  The  following  verSe  in  Avanjisuntfarikatlia 

of  Dandin  supports  Majumdar's  view  — 

ri%  s$  tfo?  *ifoxi^  tifaa^  H 
3.    See  Gnerson,, Tr&ttiens  afarf  Kdtdasa  {JAMB,  xlvn  April). 
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firxl  coinpan\,  she  put  hiin  the  question  srf^T  $fc*H;  3TW  to  ascertain 

if  he  was  a  man  of  letters  He  displayed  his,  ignorance  and  being 

ashamed  or  abandoned,  he  left  her,  and  de\oled  himself  to  the  service 

and  worship  and  contemplation  of  Goddess  Kali  In  time  Kah  appeared 

before  him  in  Divine  Form,  blessed  him  with  literacy  and  poesy  and 

made  him  her  own  It  is  said  that  thn>  brought  him  the  name  of  Kah- 

dasa, his  real  name  being  forgotten  and  for  all  his  life  Goddess  Kali 

was  his  guardian  and  protector  at  his  invocation  Having  thus  become 

a  poet  he  sought  his  princess  who  received  him  with  pleasure  and  in 

remembrance  of  the  three  words  of  her  question  he  composed  hib  three 

Poems  Kumarasambhava,  Meghaduta,  and  RaghuvamSa  beginning  with 

those  words 

13  Kahdasa's  date— Hii'i'OiVTE  Fat. cas  considers  Kalidasa  a 

contemporary  of  the  posthumous  son  of  Agmvama,  the  last  Ling  men- 

tioned in  the  Raghuvamsa  and  assigns  to  him  a  date  about  the  8th 

century  BCl 
Lassen  assumes  that  Kahdasa  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  Samudra- 

gupta,  chiefly  on  account  of  the  title  "Fnend  of  Poets,"  applied  to 

that  king  m  inscriptions,*  and  places  him  m  the  commencement  of  the 
3rd  centurj  A  D 

Wiword  discovers  a  Vikramaditya  in  the  5th   century   A,D  ,*   on 

l  Collective  works  of  Kaltdasa,  Pans ,  Bhau  Dan's  Essay  on  Kalidasa 
{Literary  Remains,  Calcutta)  7 ,  Saturday  Review,  January,  i860,  JBRAS,  (1861) 

25  S.P  Pandit  {Introduction  to  Roghievamsa,  27-28)  refutes  this  theory  "If 
Kalidasa  were  to  be  a  contemporary  of  a  reigning  king  his  omission  to  give  any 
history  of  his  own  ruler  is  unaccountable  Besides  Raghuvamsa  cannot  be  said 
to  be  a  complete  poem  Traditio  1  sa>s  that  the  sequel  to  the  history  of  Solar 

kings  has  been  yet  unreco  /ered  The  simple  fact  that  Kahdasa's  account  closes 
there  cannot  conclusively  prove  the  end  of  the  dynasty  itself  The  Vishnu 

Parana  mentions  a  list  of  thirty-seven  kings  after  Agnimitra  " 
2.  IA,  II  451,  1158-1160,  ISt,  II  148,  4IS-417.  M  Williams  (Tndhm 

Wisd«m,  494)  accepts  this  date  S  P  Pandit  (op  cit  66)  says  that  this  argument 
is  not  conclusive,  as  many  other  fangs  like  Siladitya  of  Malwa  and  Harjavar- 
dhana  of  Kanouj  have  similar  titles  See  also  Hall  (Introduction  to  Vasavadatta, 
15) ,  Nandargikar  (Int  to  Raghuvamsa,  66),  and  Bhau  Daji,  op  at  7.  Weber 
(lialavtka  and  Agnimitra,  Berlin)  gives  date  between  2nd  and  4th  century  A  D. 
T  S  Narayanasastn  (Age  of  Sankusa,  app  I  114)  gives  to  Samudragupta  the 
dates  321-270  B.C  according  to  the  Puranas  On  inscriptions  of  8amudragupta, 
see  paras  8  to  10  supra. 

3  AR,  IX,  142, 156  See  Wilford's  Essay  on  Vtkramadtfya  and  Salruahana 
(AS,  TX  117)  and  Nandargikar  (op  at  66)  S  P.  Pandit  (op  at  67)  and 
Nandargikar  (op  at  66)  think  that  there  are  many  VikramSdifyas  and  this  re* 
ference  in  the  Satrunjayamahajmya  is  not  conclusive  on  the  date  of  Kahdasa. 
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the  authority  of  the  8a$runjayamahatmj  a*  which  sa\s  that  after  466 
j  ears  of  the  era  are  elapsed  there  would  appear  the  great  and 
famous  Vikramadi$)  a,  and  his  era  W  llford  understand*  to  he  the 
Samvat  era  which  began  in  36  B  C  In  his  opinion  ]  Privcfh  and 
H  H  Witson  concur 

R  C  Dutt  places  Kahdasa  between  "00  and  556  AD3 
Bhau  Dajj  identifies  Alatrgupta  with  Kalidasa  and  places  him  in 

the  reign  of  King  Harsa  \  ikramadi^ja  of  Kasmir  m  the  middle  of  the 

6th  century  AD" 

His  data  have  been  thus  summarised  bj  Apte*  (i)  The  fact  of 
Malrigupta  being  King  of  Kashmir  is  in  accordance  w  ith  the  tradition 
that  King  Vikrama  bestowed  half  of  the  kingdom  on  Kahdasa 

(li)  There  is  no  objection  on  the  ground  of  the  names  Matngupta 
and  Kahdasa  being  different,  because  names  are  often  titles,  and 
Matngupta  may  be  taken  as  Kahgupta  or  Kalidasa  (in)  The 

author  of  Rajatarangmi  mentions  other  poets,  e\en  Bhavabhuti, 
but  does  not  mention  Kahdasa  (iv)  Kalidasa  was  in  all  likelihood 

a  native  of  Kashmir  or  a  neighbouring  province,  because  his  illus- 

trations are  chiefly  deroed  from  the  natural  history  of  those  pro- 

vinces (v)  Meghaduta  is  simply  <i  faithful  picture  of  Kahdasa's  feel- 
ings caused  by  separation  from  his  dear  wife  and  home  a   fact  related 

1.  The  Satrunjaya  gahatmya  was  a  Jam  work  by  Dhanetfvarasun  The 
work  was  composed  as  it  says  under  the  patronage  of  King  Sfladijya  at  Valabhi, 
who  lived  477  years  after  Vikramarka,  who  is  placed  470  years  after  the  Vlra- 
mrvSna ,  Vira  or  VardhamSna  relates  the  legends  connected  with  the  mountain 
sacred  to  Rsabha,  the  first  Jina  The  narrator  does  not  confine  stnctly  to  Jam 
mythology,  but  includes  the  stories  of  the  RSmayaria  and  Bharaja.  The 
language  is  noble,  powerful  and  compares  worthily  with  that  of  Bhatti  K2vya 
The  date  of  the  Vlrarurv5na  is  very  uncertain  V  Smith  {EH,  46)  makes  Vira 
and  Buddha  contemporaries  with  one  another  and  with  BimbisSra  and  AjSf  a<atru 
and  dates  Buddha's  death  at  487  B  C  (See  I  A,  II  139,  *93»  3*3 ,  IX,  158;  30, 
245,  XII!  279,  XX  360,  XXI  57,  XXIII  169  Merutuftga  dates  Pusyanafra 
in  the  period  323-53  after  MahSvira  (Weber,  Sacred  Ltitratxre  of  He  Jams,  133). 
For  a  full  review  of  the  date  of  MahSvIra  alias  Vardbamana,  see  S.  EL.  Venka- 
teswara  [TRAS,  (1917)  1223  >  T  S  Narayana  Sastn  (Age  ofBankam,  134  note) 
places  VardhamSna  between  1862-1782  B  C  see  M  C  Gaims,  life  of  Mahwotra 
(Allahabad) ,  Jacobi,  Introduction  to  BBS,  XXn  and  XLV;  RockhiH,  Life  of 
Buddha,  104 

9    Cw  I  25 

3  Literary  Remains,  18  et  seq  ,  JBXAS,  YE.  19, 207  (Bhau  Dan  calls  him 
the  author  of  Sejubandha) 

4  Date  of  KahiaSa,  (Central  Press,  Bombay),  8 
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also  of  Matngupta.  (\i)  The  252nd  verse  of  Rajatarangmi  atlnbuted 

to  Matngupta  contains  exacth  the  same  sense  as  is  found  m  nearly  the 
same  words  in  the  ll.Hh  \erse  ofMeghaduta  When  Malngupta  wa* 
installed  king,  with  hi&  ejes  filled  with  tears  through  gratitude  he 

wrote  to  Vikrama  "  Thou  givest  not  one  sign,  thou  squanderest  no 
praises ,  thou  dost  not  even  announce  thy  intention  of  giving,  and 

nevertheless  thou  sendest  beautiful  fruit"  (vu)  After  the  death  of 
Vikrama,  when  Pravarasena  came  to  the  throne  of  Kashmir,  Matngupta 
retired  to  Benares,  and  there  is  a  poem  in  Prakrit,  called  Setukajva, 
which  tradition  savs  was  composed  bv  Kahdasa  at  the  request  of  Pra- 

varasena rhia.  poem  is  piai&ed  b\  Pratapendra  and  Dandm  and  Rama- 
shrama  as  that  of  lvahdasa  Tradition  also  sajs  that  Pravarasena 

Lonitructed  a  well-known  bridge  of  boats  across  the  Vitasta,  rind  that  it 

was  in  connection  with  this  bndge-poem,  Bana,  a  conlemp  iran  of 

Hiouen  Thsang,  says  in  his  Harsacanta  — 

mm  <k  tr  *PPre$r  %&n  ll 

(vin)  jtfatngupta  being  thus  identified  with  Kahdasi,  the  Kilter  mus(  be 
placed  in  the  6th  century  A  D  with  Pravarasena  and  Vikr.una  Bhnu 

1)  iji  savs  that  Hiouen  Thsang  was  the  guest  of  Pravarasena  * 

14  MR  William  Jones  relies  on  a  verse,"  which  records  the 

tradition  that  nine  poets,  'nine  gems'  nourished  at  the  Court  of 
kind  Vikramaditya  and  calls  him  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  a 

King  who  founded   the  era  of  Vikrama,"    or  the    Samvat   era,  in 

1  Max  Muller  shows  the  inconsistency  of  this,  and  suggests  that  it  was  not 
Pravarasena  but  Bal  iditya  who  was  most  likely  the  host  of  the  Chinese  traveller 
As  Apte  rightly  remarked,  (op  at  11),  Raghavabhatta  in  his  commentary 
on  the  fiakunjala  quotes  from  MSfagupta  and  KShdasa,  as  diffeient  poets 
and  gives  the  name  of  a  work  by  Ma{rgupta,  as  a  commentary  on  Bharata. 
KsemendramhisAuchijyavicaracarca,  also  quotes  similarly  from  these  poets, 
as  distinct  See  Peterson's  Paper  on  Anch  21  and  paper  on  Palanjalt,  21  and Int  to  Swift  89  Here  Peterson  suggests  that  MStxgupta  was  identical  with 
MS$rgupJ5carya,  a  writer  on  Alankara.  For  a  criticism  of  Bhau  Daji's  view,  see 
also  S  P  Pandit  [op  at  68-75),  Max  Muller  (India,  133,  3I4)  and  Nandargikar 
{op  at  68-76) 

^Iffl  W«£ftlS?r  ̂ Hrt  Wrf  WTftf  5R3l%fo  ffoffgf  || 
This  verse  is  found  in  Jyotimdabbaraija,  a  treatise  on  astrology,  attributed 

toKahdasa  (See  1BRAS,  VI  25,  A.R,  VIII  242.x  402)  The  extracts  necessary 
for  reference  are  translated  by  Bhau  Daji  {0  c  10)  Verse  21  of  Chapter  XXII  says 
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56  6  0*111   commemoration  of  his   \iclor\    o\er   the   f5akas   or   the 

tint  the  work  was  completed  m  the  month  of  Kartika  of  the  year  3068  of  Kali,  that 
IS34BC  Bhau  Daji  and  others  saj  that  this  is  a  hteiarv  foiger>,  [Kern  (Br 
Sn  x  12, 17),  Wilson  Int  to  Vit»  t  Puraft,  vm)  Weber  (SL,  228) ,  Max  Muller 

India,  327) ,  Apte,  {op  ctt  43]  He  adds  "  In  framing  a  rule  for  finding  out  the 
avmSmsa,  we  are  told  in  the  work  that  from  the  number  of  jean,  after  §aka  (the 
era  of  §21iv2hana,  78  AD)  445  jeais  should  be  subtracted  and  the  remainder 

chvided  by  60  This  alone  pioves  that  the  treatise  was  written  at  best  se\en  cen- 

turies after  Vikrama  Samvat  Also  as  Jishnu,  the  father  of  Brahmagupta  who 

gives  the  date  of  his  work  is  628  A  D  is  stated  to  have  gracul  the  Couit  of 
\1k1amad1tyam  addition  to  the  nine  gems,  it  is  clear  that  the  author  of  the 

Jyotirvidabharana  is  sufficiently  modern  to  have  confounded  Harsha  Vikrama- 

ditya  of  Ujjain  in  the  6th  centu  t  with  the  founder  of  the  Simvat  era  " There  is  a  commentary  on  this  work  bj  Bh  uarajna  He  was  the  son  of 

BShl5  and  Mandana,  a  disciple  of  Mahimapiabhasun  of  Paurnamiya  gaccha  It 

was  written  at  gnpattana  (Snnagar)  in  Saka  1633  (171 1  AD)  See  the  Prasasti 

in  the  Ulwar  catalogue,  page  182 ,  TC,  III  3556 

I  K  G  SankaRa  Iyer  {JMy  VIII  279)  sums  up  the  view  that  the  so- 

called  Samvat  era  was  not  connected  with  the  name  of  Vikramaditya  till  hie  in  the 

10th  century     In  343  and  371  A  D    the  era  was  called  Krta ,  ̂ RPJ  =*fgf  fcjf 

^^^^I^TxOTIs  Sf^raftf  (Gupta  Ins  75),  fol  ̂ 5f  #3&?  3f5Il3% 

(Ibid  253)  In 404  and  424  A  D ,  it  was  called  both  "Kntaa"  and  'the 
 era 

traditionally  handed  down  by  the  Malava  tnbe  "   ̂ n+HtfWir+'llcl    75T#    frRJ- 

fffi  I  <£5K*rB*rf^  rrrff  *W*lcNdg>  "  lIb,d  *7' I58)  The  earhest  inscri
ption 

of  the  era  being  called  Vikrama  is  dated  842  A  D  (I A,  XX  406)  and  that  being 

connected  with  a  king  Vikramaditya  is  dated  971  A  D  (JB&AS,  XXII,  166)  and 

earliest  liteiary  date  is  973  A  D  in  Amijagati's  SubhSsitaratnasandoha  [IA,  XX. 

406)  Fleet  collects  these  dates  and  says  {Im  Gas  JX.  4)  that  the  era  "was 
founded  by  Karushka  in  the  sense  that  the  opening  years  of  it  were  the  years 

of  his  reign,  that  it  was  set  going  as  an  era  by  his  successor,  who  connnue
d  it 

and  that  it  was  accepted  and  perpetrated  as  an  era  by  the  Malava  people  and
  so 

was  transmitted  to  posterity  by  them"  R-D  BanerJEE  [TRAS,  (1917)273-289] 

tries  to  prove  that  in  the  first  century  B  C ,  Malava  was  ruled  by  Nahapana  
and 

not  by  any  king  entitled  Vikramaditya     See  para  8  note  supra 

Gopala  IYER  [Ind  Rev  (1910)  505]  considers  that  the  era  commemorated
 

the  consobdation  of  the  tnbes  of  Malwa  into  the  great  nation  by  King  Chasta
na, 

the  founder  of  the  Kshatrapa  dynasty  in  Malwa  and  Gujarat  HOERNLB  [JRAS, 

(1909)  100]  says  that  Yafiodharman  changed  the  name  of  the  Malwa  era
  into 

Vikrama  era  V  SMITH  [EH)  and  BHANDARKAR  [Ind  Rev  (1909)  405]  say  that 

Chandra-supta  I  of  the  Gupta  dynasty  first  assumedithe  title  of  Vikramadity
a  and 

changed  the  name  C  V  Vaidya.  [Ind  Rev  (I909)  9°3l  relies  on  H
ala's 

SaptaSati  (V  64)  of  the  1st  century  A  D  praising  liberality  of  Vikramadi
tya  He 

draws  attention  to  a  tradition  rejected  by  Kalhana  II  5)  that  Pratap5d,t
ya  was 

a  relative  of  Vikram5dijya  SakSn  and  asserts  its  truth,  so  that  h
e  considers 

that  there  were  two  Vikramadrfyas  connected  with  Kashmir,  the  prior  of
  them 

14 
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Sr\  thians  x 

15  T.  b.  Naka\an\  SAbrm  shovvs  that  Sri  Har<sa  Vikram*. 

di$>a  of  Xvasmir  defeated  the  Sakas  or  the  Persians  and  in  comme- 
moration of  his  victon  founded  the  Harsa  era,  in  the  year  457  B  C 

and  assigns  Kahdasa  to  hi-'  Court ' 

Ai'TE  inclines  to  ibe  \iew  of  Sir  William  Jones  He  considers  that 

As\aghosa's  Buddhacan^a  vas  modelled  on  Kahdasa's  Raghuvamea, 
and  as  As\aglw>a  was  a  contemporary  of  Kanaka,  the  highest  limit 
for  Kahdasa  is  placed  at   78  AD,  on  the  other  side,  is  mentioned 

connected  with  Prajapadij}  a,  being  separated  from  the  latter  connected  with 

M2$rgupja  by  several  centuries  He  says  "  Though  the  era  is  mentioned  in  old 
documents  as  the  tra  of  the  Malwa  people  or  princes,  this  does  not  negative  the 
idea  of  its  being  started  by  a  particular  fang ,  secondly,  the  idea  that  any  subse- 

quent king  utilised  this  era  to  commemorate  his  name  is  absurd  and  improbable  " 
thirdly,  that  the  identity  of  Vikramadijya  of  the  1st  century  BC  is  proved 

beyond  doubt  by  the  mention  of  his  name  in  Hala's  Sapjafati ,  fourthly,  that  he 
was  m  ancient  tradition  recorded  by  Kalhana  himself,  regarded  as  Sakan  and  that 

he  must  have  fought  the  batt[e  of  Karur  as  mentioned  by  Alberuni ,  fifthly,  that 
the  Sakas  whom  he  overthrew  most  probably  have  been  the  Saka  Satraps  of 
Mathura  and  Taxila,  whose  disappearance  in  the  1st  century  B  C  has  not  been 

otherwise  accounted  for,  sixthly,  that  the  Takht-i-Bahi's  inscription  must  be 
interpreted  as  giving  the  figure  103  in  the  era  of  57  B  C  as  Guduphares  is  con- 

nected by  general  tradition  with  the  Apostle  of  St  Thomas",  and  lastly,  that  this 
era  could  not  have  been  founded  by  Kamshka  "  In  his  paper  on  Pandyas  and 
the  date  of  Kahdasa  he  refers  to  the  mention  of  Uragapura  in  Raghu,  IV,  49  and 
VI  59-60  and  says  because  Uragapura  (Uraiyar)  was  abandoned  by  Kankala 
as  a  Pandya  capital  in  the  1st  century  A.D ,  Kahdasa  must  have  known  the 
capital  in  a  flourishing  condition,  Kahdasa  must  have  lived  earliest 

1  Somadeva  in  his  KathSsanJsf  gara  (XVIII  1)  says  that  VikramSditya 
destroyed  the  Iflecchas    For  a  similar  account,  see  Kalhana's  Raj,  III  125-8 

See  the  discussion  by  Hultsch,  IA,  261  and  Stem's  notes  in  his  edition  of  Raj,  n 
6    41*1  RR»WI fog.  etc 

2  Srt  Bar  Ait,  tlie  dramatist  (Madras),  Age  of  Sankara,  (Madras)iPart  I,  Oh  h 
24  and  Introduction  to  Hat&vnba-Tatdagdhya  (Madras,  1917)  The  Sakas  vanquished 
by  the  tang  ate  saidlo  be  the  Persian  hordes  that  Invaded  India  from  the  provinoe  of 
Same,  under  their  monarch  Gyrus  the  Great  m  850  B  0  Narayana  Sastri  calls  this 
VikcamSdjjya  the  patron  of  Bhasa  so  that  ESlidasa  is  according  to  him  his  younger contemporary 
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144  BC,  as  that  of  Patanjah,  who  refers  to  Pimamitra  ,    .Agnnntrrt 

was  the  son  of  Pusymitra  and  the  hero  uf  the  MPllavikSgrumitra  * 

16  KB  Pathak  disco\ers  \  lkrama  in  king  bkandaguptr1,  the 
conqueror  of  the  Huns,  who  flourished  about  430  \D  and  n.dkes 

Kalidasa  a  contemporary  of  Kings  Kumaragupta  and  Skandagupfca, 

the  latter  being  Vikramadit}  a  II  of  the  Gupta  d\  nasty  * 

1  Apte's  Date  of  Kalidasa  (Bombay)  This  essay  contains  an  elaborate  review 
of  the  several  opinions  held  on  KSli4 5 sa  Apfce  says  "  Pnsyamitra,  the  Sucga  lung, 
pub  the  last  Maurya  King  to  death  and  came  to  tne  thtone  of  Magadha  in  188  B  0 
His  eon  Agmmisra  is  mentioned  in  this  play  as  the  king  of  Vidisha  Ualavika  is  the 
sister  of  Madhavaseua  and  consin  of  Yajnasena,  the  king  of  Berars  A  quarrel  arose 
between  Madhavasena  and  Yajnasena  about  the  succession  to  the  throne,  and  the  latter 
for  a  time  took  possession  of  the  seals  of  the  kingdom  Madhavasena  thus  humbled  by 
misfortune,  and  aware  of  the  danger  whioh  threatened  him,  secretly  inarched  off  with 
JIalavika  and  his  counsellor  Sumati  He  was  taken  prisoner,  however,  on  the  frontier, 

by  a  general  of  Yajnasena,  Chough  Malavika,  escaped  How  the  prime  minister  of  the 
Maurya  king,  who  was  a  brother  in  law  of  Yajnasena,  was  kept  in  custody  by  Fusya- 
sutra  and  his  son  Agmmisra  When  Agnurutra  demanded  the  release  of  Madhavasena, 
Yagnasena  proposed  an  exohange  of  prisoners  This  provoked  Agwmitra  to  a  severe 
retaliation.  He  sent  an  army  against  the  king  of  Vidarbha  and  subdued  him,  and  the 
kingdom  of  Vidarbha  was  divided  between  the  two  cousins  From  these  historical 
incidents  it  is  olear  that  Kalidasa  cannot  be  put  as  v>e  have  seen,  before  the  first  king 
of  the  Sunga  dynasty  Very  little  is  known  about  these  kings  from  the  Puranas  and  it 
is  probable  that  thuse  events  must  be  quite  fresh  m  the  memory  of  our  poet,  as  the 

history  of  the  Peahawas  is  in  the  memory  of  the  Marathas  of  to-dty  " 
Arguments  based  on  principles  of  law,  mediome  and  geography  are  also  added  On 

similar  points,  see  S  P  Pandit  (op  out  82)  Nandargikar  (op  ctt  201)  on  a  very  similar 
argument  places  Kalidasa  somewhere  between  300  and  100  B  O  Duffs  ludtan 
Chronology  gives  date  178  BO  for  Pusyamitra  and  140  B O  for  Pataojah  On 
Pusyamipa,  see  V  Smith  (op  cit  201,218),  Weber  {op  ctt  224  note) ,  Goldatncket 
(Pantnt,  228  288) ,  lA,  I,  299,  II  57,  69,  94,  206,  288,  862,  XV  80,  XVI  156, 173); 

JBBAS,  XVI  181,  199   Bhandarkar's  Marly  History  of  Deccan,  189,  1A,  (1872)  229 
3  Introduction  to  Meghaduta  (Poena)  and  IA,  XLI  265  Fathak  refers  to  Huns 

mentioned  m  Baghu,  IV  66  63  He  says  that  Hunas  crossed  the  Osus  (or  Vanksbu) 
about  A  D  425  and  defeated  the  Sussauian  king  Pheroz  m  484,  but  their  empire  was 

entirely  destroyed  by  Khusru  Anushirvan,  grandson  of  Pheroz,  between  668  and  567 
A  D  The  defeat  of  the  Huns  by  Bkandagupja  is  recorded  m  Junagad  Book  Inscription 

dated  m  Qupta  Samvat  186  (or  A  D  455  456)  V  Smith's  statement  that  Skandagupta 
mod  about  480  A  D.  (EH,  810^  ssems  to  be  oontradioted  by  the  inscriptions  (T1,  XV 
142)  which  show  Kum&tagupta  as  reignmg  in  Gupta  Samvat  154  (478  '  D )  and 
Bu44hagupta  as  reigning  m  Gupta  Samvat  157  (476  AD)  T  S,  Narayana  Sastn 

assigns  to  Skandagupja  BO  192  to  167  (Age  of  Sankara.  App  I  125]  Apte 

(op  att"  24)  and  Nandargikar  (op  at  88)  considers  that  the  Hunas  referred 
to  in  this  verse  are  the  Indo-S<sythlaiis  who  established  a  vast  empire  on  the  threshold  of 

anoient  India  and  on  the  borders  of  Bacteria  from  the  middle  of  the  3rd  century  B  C 

to  the  close  of  the  1st  or  2nd  century  A.D     Jayaswal  (1A.,  XL   265)  thinks  that  the 
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R  HoMUfLE  accepts  this  Har>-a  Vikrarnadit}  a  of  Kasrnir  and 

goes  farther  m  identifying  him  with  \as"odharman,  King  ofC  India, 
<it>  the  conqueror  of  Rasmir  and  the  Huns  about  490-550  AD1  and 
saMs  that  the  memor}  of  this  great  achievement  survives  in  the  Indian 

tradition  which  changed  the  name  of  the  Malaga  era  into  that  of  the 
Vikrama  era 

Huna  occupation  of  Kashmir  was  after  Hihirakula's  defeat  in  A  D  580  and  places 
KalidSsa  therefore  about  540  or  550  AD  On  the  Huna  argument,  see  also  Pathak 
[JBRAS,  MX  35)  and  Chakravarti  [JRAS,  (1904)  158,  (1908)  188],  Blooh 

IZDUQ,  (1003)  671]  ,  Seh-ieber  {Das  Datum  Cxudragomm's  w\d  Kalidasa' a, 
Brcslau) ,  Hoeinle  [JRAS,  (1903)  89,  144) ,  Kennedy  {JRAS  (1908),  879)  Telang's 
lnt  to  Mudraraishas>a,  Cunningham's  paper  on  white  Hunas  in  the  Tr  of  the  9th  Oon 
gress  of  the  Orientalists  and  G  Huth  {Die  Ztct  des  Kalidasa,  Berlin)  Pathak 
{JBRAS,  XIX  85)  also  brings  the  tune  of  Kalidasa  being  contemporary  of  King  Kumira 
ilasa  of  Ceylon  in  support  of  his  date  and  concludes  that  Kalidasa  must  be  placed  in  the 
arst  half  of  tha  6th  century  or  about  5  J2  AD  (As  to  thi  s,  see  the  life  of  Kumarad«* 

post)  Tanna  Lai  [Ditcs  oj  SI  nndagupta  and  his  suocessors,  Hindustan  Review, 
(Jan.  1918)  JRAS,  (1919)  260]  gives  to  Skandagupts  455  467  A  D  Pathak  also  relies 
on  the  allusion  to  Dingnaga.  in  MeghadQta  and  assigns  him  to  tho  5th  century  A  D 
[V  Smith,  op  ott  829,  JASB,  (1905)  227]  For  a  similar  opinion,  see  Maodonel, 
{SL,  824),  804),  Keitb  [JJ34S,  (1909),  438  9]  and  B  0  Majumdar  [JRAS,  (1009) 781] 

1  3BAS,  (1903),  549 ,  (1901)  639  ,  (1909) ,  89 ;  Hoernle's  arguments  ore  summed 
up  by  J  J  Modi  {Asiatw  Papsrs,  II  843-6)  Hoernle  relies  ou  lasonptiona  on  two 
Sana  stambhas  (colnmns  of  victory  in  war),  recorded  in  Oil,  11  147  8  (Inscriptions 
tfos  33  and  34)  wherein  the  subjugation  of  king  Mimrakula  and  other  Huna  kings  is 
expressly  stated  He  also  refers  to  the  tradition  of  the  "  Nine  Gems  "  and  infers  that 
KSlidasa  and  Yarabamihira  flourished  at  Yasodhorman's  Court  For  this,  see  also 
Pathak  {JBBAS,  XIX  39),  V  Smith  {EH,  319)  oites  the  authority  of  Hiyuen  Tsang 
\BtaVs  Records,  I  165  72  ,  Walters,  1,  l  288)  and  says  that  Yasjdharman's  boast 
was  unfounded  and  gives  the  real  credit  of  the  defeat  of  the  Huns  to  Narasimhagupta 

Btfaditya  (486-685  AD)  M  Chakravarti  [JRAS,  (1908),  188",  (1904),  159]  assigns 
the  victory  over  the  Hunsto  Skandagupja  For  a  summary  of  Ohakravarti'ts  views  and 
criticism  thereon,  see  J  J  Modi  (At\atw  Papers,  I  347)  Haraprasada  Sastn  adds 
additional  arguments  to  this  view  — 

(i)  KSlidasa's  limit  of  geography  18  Persia  and  he  does  not  desoribo  the  western 
Empire  of  Borne  Persia  was  powerful  in  the  6th  century  A  D  and  the  reference  to 
Persia  (Ragh  IV  60)  shows  that  it  was  powerful  at  that  time 

(u)  The  description  of  Skand%  in  the  Meghaduta  (1. 27)  is  of  a  statue  of  Skanda  on 
horeebaok  on  Devagbi  Hill  on  tho  road  from  Ujjam  to  Mandasor  supposed  to  be  ereoteel 
by  king  Skandagupta 

(hi)  Yafodharman  made  the  Himalayas  for  the  first  time  accessible  and  Kahdase 
describes  the  Himalayas 

These  arguments  about  Yafodharman  &o  of  Haraprasad  Sastn  are  quoted  anc 
refuted  m  detail  by  B  G  Sankara  Iyer  {JUy,  VIH  282)  and  D  Baneqi  {Ibid,  X  77 
163), 
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17  Fergussok  started  a  theorv  that  the  \ikrdmadif\a  of  the 

bamvat  era  was  Har^a  Vifcramaditva  of  Ujjain  ̂ ho  defeated  the 
Mlechas,  at  Karur  m  344  AD  and  to  give  an  air  of  antiqum  io  an  era 
of  his  own  started  in  commemoration  of  his  victon,  it  was  thrown  back 

for  600  years,  that  is  10  cvcle&  of  GO  Aear»,  so  that  the  Sunn  at  era  was 

imagined  to  have  begun  in  56  B  C  This  is  known  as  the  Renaisance 

theory  made  much  of  by  Max  Muller l 

Max  Muller  took  up  the  idea  of  Fergusson  and  was  reach  with 

other  arguments  in  its  support  He  refers  to  the  commentarv  of 

Jlallmatha  on  a  \erse  in  the  Meghasabdes"a  alluding  to  the  poets 
Dingnaga  and  Nicula  as  contemporaries  of  Kalidasa  and  in  fixing  the 

dale  of  Dingnaga  as  the  pupil  of  AsZnga  gives  the  date  of  K5hdasa 

as  the  6th  century  ADS 

1     See  para  3  supra 

Uegha,  I  14 
"  From  (his  place,  abounding  in  wet  canes,  rise  into  the  sky  with  thy  face  to  the 

north,  avoiding  on  the  way  oontaot  with  the  massive  trunks  of  the  quarter  elephants, 
thy  movements  being  watohed  by  the  silly  wives  of  the  Siddhas  with  their  uplifted 

faoes,  full  of  surprise,  as  if  the  wind  were  carrying  away  the  crest  of  the  mountain  " 
"  From  this  place  where  stands  thy  champion  Niohola,  ascend,  0  Muse,  the 

heaven  of  invention,  holding  up  thy  head,  and  avoiding  in  the  course  of  thy  effort  lie 
salient  faults  indicated  by  Dingnaga  with  his  hands,  while  thy  flight  is  admired  by 

good  poets  and  fair  women  filled  with  surprise  and  looking  upwards  as  if  the  genius 

of  the  almighty  Dinguaga,  were  eolipsed  by  these  "    Pathak's  Meghaduta,  77 

Ganapati  Sastti  (Int  to  Pr»Jim5n2taka,  TSS,  No  42  xi;  refers  to  a  passage 

Dak§in5varja's  oommontary  fef^FT  ?f<T  ̂ ^rp^  ^i!«K^l«Ji«t«ll<  3R5iT- 

#SWJ  ffcf  ̂ ^cHfifc-fr  1^  H  and  says  that  Kalidasa  was  guilty  of  pl
agia- 

rism from  BhSsa 

&pte(op  ait  7),  says  that  MallinStlia's  commentary  is  at  best  based  on  tradition 

and  oannot  at  best  be  placed  with  the  tradition  of  Kalidasa,  as  a  poet  of  king  Vikrama- 

ditya's  Court  in  56  B  0  Seshagin  Sastn  {11, 1  840)  says  Nicula  wrote  a  commen- 

tary on  lexioon  Nanarthafebdaiajnavall  written  by  one  Kalidasa  at  the  Court  of  King 

Bhoja  (See  DO,  111  1171-1174)  and  this  must  be  a  different  author  of  a  very  late  age, 

as  this  lexioon  is  not  referred  to  by  the  author  of  the  Medim,  who  is  particular  in 
enumerating  all  the  names  of  authors  and  works  on  lexicography 

There  seems  to  be  much  merit  m  the  tradition  of  an  allusion  to  Dingnaga  u  this 

ferse  and  the  recent  discovery  of  a  work  called  BaetavSla  by  F  W  Thomas  makes  the 

quotation  more  interesting,    fcefertihg  to  the  above  work  of  which  a  Tibetan  translation 
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18  P  V  Kane  thinks  thctt  KSmandaki  in  the  Nitisara  appears 

to  criticise  the  advantages  of  hunting  as  depicted  bv  Kalidasa  and  that 

Yarahamihira  took  his  list  of  poisoned  kings  from  Kamandakl     On 

now  exists  (Tanlur  ildo,  STU  312,  XVIII  21)  ascribed  generally  to  Aryadeva,  a 
predecessor  of  Dingnaga,  Thomas  conjectures  that  the  commentary  on  it  might  be  the 

work  of  DingnSga  He  says  [JRAS  (19JSj  118],  *'  It  might  have  seemed  to  Kalidasa 
to  deserve  the  epithet  s\Mla,  '  coarse,'  O'  unsubtle  the  standing  epithet  whioh  philoso- 

phers affix  to  what  they  regard  as  merely  prima  facie  views  And  pro  tanto,  we  should 

have  an  argument  in  favour  of  Slallmatna's  suggestion  of  a  slighting  allusion  to  that 
philosopher  in  the  ver-e  quoted  snpra  It  is  ceitainly  noticeable  coincidence  that 
Dingnaga  shouH  be  a  reputed  author  of  a  wor*  so  called  and  there  is  a  further  coinoi 
deuce  with  the  fact  that  the  fifth  of  the  six  Karikas  comprising  the  test  appears  to 
the  subtle  (sukshma)  minded,  who  ate  1 3  foiege  belief  m  coarse  (sthala)  things  But 
unfortunately  the  Chinese  tradition  appears  to  fluctuate  regarding  the  authorship  which 
is  soinetlttVB  ascribed  in  fact  to  Aryadeva  I  have  advanced  the  suggestion  that 
Aryadeva  was  author  of  the  test,  Dingndgi,  who  often  functfons  as  a  commentator,  of 

the  commentary  If  so  the  fact  has  certainly  some  significance  The  Sand  treatise, 
an  extremely  compendious  demonstration  of  the  vignana  or  else  the  iunyaiu  doctrine 
(the  latter  term  is  not  mentioned)  may  well  have  been  a  familiar  as  controversial 

Weapon  and  so  have  provoked  a  slighting  mention  bv  Kalidasa." 
Dmgnaga  is  a  celebrated  author  on  Pramana  Sastra  See  Weber  (op  at  209  note)  } 

Watanabs  "  On  the  life  of  Dingnaga  (Japanese  Oriental  Philosophy  (1904)  No  5, 
Oowell,  Prejaw  to  Ktisumanjah,  vn,  Hall  {op  cut  9),  JBRAS,  XVIII  229, 
XVII  51 ,  Taranatha,  History  of  Buddkwn,  118  8  P  Pandit  (op  wt  76  82) , 
Gold8chmidt,  ZDMQ,  XXVI  808  ,  Liebion,  Das  Datum  des  Kalidasa  (Strassburg) 
301,  1A,  XIjI  244  fltsffig  refers  to  Dingnaga  as  later  than  Vasuhandhu  and 
places  him  between  475  and  52S  and  Vasubandhu  was  a  contemporary  of  Candra. 
gupta  II  and  hia  literary  career  occupies  the  first  three  quarters  of  the  fith  century. 
See  Meghasandesa  vnnarii,  page  16     Peterson's  Int  to  Sub  46, 

Pathak(14,XLI  244)  and  V  8mith  (JSS  829)  and  K  0  Sankara  Iyer  ( JMy  VHI 
85)  peace  Dingnaga  in  the  5th  century  A  D  These -opinions  of  DingnSga's  date.are  based 
on  the  Tibetan  tradition  IJASB,  (1206)  927]  that  DingnSga  was  a  disoiple  of  Vasu* 
handhu  According  to  Chinese  tradition,  Vasubandhu  and  his  elder  brother  Asanga  lived 
900  year3  after  the  death  of  Buddha  This  starting  point,  namely  Buddha' s  death,  is  so 
Uncertain,  that  the  fabrio  constructed  on  suoh  basis  must  necessarily  be  unreliable  and 
inconclusive  For  instance,  Buddha's  Nirvana  is  placed  by  Northern  Buddhists 
in  2423  B  O  ,  Ami  Akban  at  1246  B  C  ,  Southern  Buddhists  548  BO,  Bhys  Davids 
412  B  0  ,  Kern,  888  B  0  ,  Max  Mailer,  477  B  C  ,  Meet  [JBAS,  (1908)  179,  669]  488 
B  O  ,  Oldenburg  and  Barth  (I,«*  Bev  VIII  561) ,  Gopala  Iyer  ttitdl  Bev  1908,  884) 
487  B  C  ,  Eirtikar  (Ind  Rev  1903, 101)  500  B  0„  V  Smith  (Asoka  SB.  473)  finds some  coincidences  and  fixes  the  date  487  B  O 

On  Vasubandhu's  date,  see  ParamarSha's  Life  of  VasubaDdhu  ,  Maodonnel  tSL, 890)     S    O   Vidyabhushan     [JASB  (1905)    227]  ,  N    Peri  Bull  de  I  Ecoia   ft, 

r^M^^EVL"990,  M-k    ̂ ,(1911),  170,   (1912)  ,344],   Hoernfc 
14,  (1911)  264] ,  B    Narasimhaoharya,   (find  812)     DB  Bhandackar  (14  1912  1)' 
aaraprasad  Sasta  (ZhA  15) ,  Watters  (I    210)  ,  Takkkasu  [JBASt  (1905),  44]  «tf 2Afe  of  Vasubandhu  '         "     * 
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thi^  reasoning-  he  sa^  s  that  K&mandakft  being  older  thai  Bha\abhuti, 

Kalidasa  miut  be  earlier  than  6th  centurj  AD1 

19  Kern  and  Bh  \Nrr>  \rka.r  accept  the  tradih..n  of  the  "Nine 

Gems"  that  Varahamihira  and  Kalidasa  were  contemporaries  and  while 

fixing  the  date  of  Varahamihird,'s  w  ork  from  a  statement  of  Amoraja  as 
387  A,D  ,  they  say  that  his  friend  Kalidasa  mu*t  ba\e  li\ed  about  the 

latter  part  of  the  6th  century  AD* 

Tod  says  "while  Hindu  literature  survives,  the  name  ofBhoja 
Paramara  and  the  nine  gems  of  his  Court  cannot  pensh  though  it  is 

difficult  to  say  Tnho  of  the  three  princes  of  his  name  is  particular^- 

alluded  to  op  at  as  they  all  appear  to  ha\e  been  patrons  of  Science  ' 

1,  (14,  XL  236  note)  This  conclusion  would  show  that  Varahamihira  and 
Kalidasa  wars  not  oontemporaues  But  A  F  Hoerole  {IA,  XLI  156)  controverts  this 

View  Carlo  Formiohl  in  his  paper  on  Kamandaki's  Nifcisara  before  the  12th  Congress 
of  Orientalists  of  Borne  argues  that  KSLmandati  was  either  a  contemporary  of  or  earner 
than  Varahamihira  who  flourished,  as  he  said,  between  SOS  and  S87  A  I)  3aeobi  how- 

ever in  his  paper  on  Indian  Philosophy  (Siizungsberichte,  XXXV)  places  Karaandaki 

earlier  than  the  4th  century  'Weber  (ISt,  III  145)  and  [1L,  271  note)  inclines  to  the 
same  view  and  says  {op  at  825)  that  the  Kavi  Translation  of  the  work  probably  belongs 
at  the  earliest  to  about  the  same  date  as  the  translation  of  the  Mahabb.Sra$a  See  also 
Int  to  the  book  edited  in  Trivandrum  Sanskrit  Series  No  14,  with  the  commentary  of 
Sankararya  and  Bibl  Ind  (1849  61)  The  lists  poisoned  kings  in  Kamandaki  was 

taken  from  Koutalya's  Arbhss'iSrra  acid  hence  VarShamihira  need  nob  be  indebted  to 
Kamandaka 

2  Kem  {Preface  to  BrtliatsamMta  ,  20)  Bbandarkar  {Early  Btstory  of  the 
Decently  12 ,  JBBAS,  XIV  24)  Bhau  Daji  {op  tnt  45)  Arnoraja  wrote  a  commentary 
on  the  Khanda  Khadya  of  Brahmagupt>,  who  lived  in  628  AD  On  these  astronomer?, 

gee  Bhau  Daji's  {op  at  222-163)  Oolebroke  {Essays,  II  434)  assigned  YaiShamihini 
to  the  end  of  the  6th  oentury  A  D  See  also  Fleet,  OH,  HI  App  143,  JA08,  VI 
Art  8  ,  and  JBAS,  N  8  I  407,  892  This  opinion,  says  B  P  Pancut  (op  tit  69),  also 

rests  on  the  unreliable  authority  of  the  memorial  verse  on  "Nine  Gems"  On  this 
question  see  also  Apte  {op  cut  2)  M  Duff  (Ind  Chr  )  gives  date  587  AD  See  also 
Vhe  Pandit,  NS  XIV  13  Kem  also  relies  on  an  inscription  in  the  Buddhist  Temple 
at  Gaya  which  aooording  to  Cunningham  shows  that  that  temple  was  built  by 
Amaradeva,  one  of  the  nme  gems  of  Vikraraa  Kern  also  says  that  Jishnu,  the  father  of 
Brahmagnpta,  was  a  contemporary  of  Kalidasa  and  m  638,  Brahmagupta  was  80  years 

of  age  and  Varahamihira's  date,  587  A  D  ,  confirms  this  tradition  See  Max  Muller, 
op  eri  827 ,  Apte,  op  cii  2 

Bhandarkar  [Ind,  Btv  (1909)  405]  says  that  Chandragupta  II,  Vikramadijya,  put 
an  end  to  the  Sika  dynasty  ruling  over  Uyain  and  also  the  Kushana  dynasty  and  be 
was  probably  the  famous  Vikramadijya  Sikari,  the  patron  of  the  learned  poets  and 
fixes  his  dates  388  412  A  D. 

8  AtmaUof  Bajasthan,  I  92,  Tod  gives  for  the  three  kings  of  that  time 

Samvat  631  721,  1100,  that  IB,  576,  665  and  1014  A  D,  respectively  See  also  Bhau 
Daji  (op  e*t  8) 
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Be^tlet  relies  on  the  authority  of  the  Bhojaprabandha  and  makes 

Kahddsa  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Bhoja  of  Dhar  in  the  11th 

centun  AD1 
20.  Of  direct  references  to  Kalidasa  the  Aihole  inscription  of 

Pulakesin  II  is  the  earliest  and  it  is  dated  634  AD9  1  he  famous 
Mandassor  inscription  contains  an  exquisite  paneginc  bv  Vatsabhatti 
and  several  \erses  in  it  h.i\e  i  \en  close  resemblance  to  some  m 

Kalidasa's  Meghasandesa  -md  Rtus  tinhlra  8  This  Panegern.  %as 
composed  in  472  AD4 

21  The  theorj  of  the  "\ine  Gems"  of  Vikrama's  Court  mqj  not 
be  accepted  as  real  hision  J\o^ir\idnbharana  m.i\  be  a  forgen  of  a 
late  date  or  the  \er&e  ihnt  embodies  the  story  ms\  be  an  interpolation 

But  the  fact  remains  that  the  tradition  was  current  as  eailj  as  the 
7th  or  8th  century  A  D  Subandhn  alludes  to  it  and  the  allusion 

cannot  be  easily  explained  min"  The  tradition  has  become  so 
saturated  with  the  Indian  sentiment,  tint  it  is  impossible  for  an} 
orientalist  to  shake  off  the  impression  The  feeling  has  become  so 

intuitive  that  whenever  any  researcher,  sceptic  as  he  is  towards  anything 
save  bare  historical  evidence,  discovers  a  King,  as  the  patron  of 
Kalidasa,  be  he  Samudragupta,  Kumiragup^i  or  Candragupta, 
Yaiodharman,  Harsa,  Sudrala,  of  the  centuries  before  or  after  the 
era  of  Grace,  the  theorist  always  seeks  to  trace  an  association  of  his 

name  with  the  appellation  of  Vikramadij} a  If  in  fact  the  tradition  is 
false  or  unreliable,  why  should  this  anxiety  be  evinced  everywhere 
to  connect  the  name  with  a  Vikramaditya  at  all? 

1  Astatic  Beuarohes,  Ym  348  BhauDaji  (op  ett  6  and  JBSAS,  VI  28  note) 
and  S  E  Pandit  (op  eit  63)  and  Nandargikar  (op  at  68)  say  that  Bhoja  Prabandha 
1b  a  medley  ana  is  of  little  valae  as  history     On  this  wort,  see  under  Bhoja  post, 

IA,  YIH  237 
8  On  this  similarity,  see  Apte  (op  ott  14)  Kielhorn  [Oot  IT  (1890),  257  ,  IA, 

XIX  285]  S  P  Pandit  (op.  nt  127)  and  Leibioh  (Annual  Hop  of  the  Sck  Ges  far 
Vaterlandnohe  Kultur  Breslaw,  1908,  6-7)  rely  on  the  identity  of  the  verses  in 
Htusamhara  (V  2  8)  and  fix  KahdSsa's  date  before  478  A  D  See  Jaeobi  (70J,  m 
127)  Hoemle  C/JB4S,  (1909),  tfl]  ontioises  this  view  "' ' 

4     Pleat's  CU,  III  65  69  ,  see  para  10  supra 

Wtfft  tfff&S  fffiErfcr  ijfa  ffrwlfift  ||     Vasavadatta 
HomqIb  and  Haraprasad  Sasta  take  this  verse  to  refer  to  Oandragupta  Vikramaditya (See  IA,  XTiI  1,  IS)  who  died  aooordrag  to  them  about  418  A  J)  ,  but  they  ignore  the 

effect  of  the  word  navaka,  whioh  ounonsly  alludes  by  the  pun  on  it  to  the  nine  gems. 
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22  Among  the  several  data  thai  ha\e  fonned  the  basis  of  discus- 
sion, it  ma}  not  be  possible  to  make  Ught  of  at  least  a  few  The  idea  thar 

the  hero  of  the  Mala\ikagmmitra  was  the  king  \gmmitra  of  the  Sanga 
d\ nasty  and  the  allusion  to  the  successive  names  of  Gupta  Kings  or 
the  reference  to  the  names  of  pingnaga  in  his  w  orks,  are  all  express 
pieces,  i  if  material  evidence,  which  must  oomraind  a  serious  consider- 

ation in  the  determination  of  dates  But  -when  an  argument  as  to  age 
is  to  be  invoked  fin  internal  evidence,  it  necessanl>  follows  that  the 
conclusion  <  in  hold  good  onl}  m  respect  of  the  particular  work  that 
shows  the  evident  e,  and  it  is  i  mistake  to  follow  an  a  prion  reasoning 
and  to  assert  that  the  conclusion  is  good  as  the  standard  for  all 
works,  fathered  on  the  name  of  Jvtlidasa 

Of  external  evidence,  1here  is  nothing  safe  to  go  by  Vikramudit\a 

or  the  '  Sun  of  Valour '  is  more  an  appellation  than  a  name  and  the 
title  has  come  to  be  a  formal  attribute  to  an}  ruler  in  India  irrespective 

of  distinction  *  The  literature  of  the  inscriptions  abound  in  such 
instances  Of  Vikramaditya,  was  he  a  reality  and  if  he  is,  where  is  his 

identify  ?  Of  the  Makas,  were  they  the  Persians  or  the  Indo-Scythians  "•> 
Of  the  Huns,  w  ere  they  the  mirauders  of  the  countries,  before  or  after 

the  Christian  era'  Of  Dingnlga,  when  did  he  flourish  '  It  is  dependent 

upon  Asanga,  that  on  Vasub'indhu  and  that  on  Buddha,  which  still 
hangs  in  the  air  Of  AsVaghosa,  was  he  a  contemporary  of  Kaniska 

and  when  did  Kaniska  rule  over  Indian  dominions  '  Of  Agmmitra, 
was  he  the  ion  of  Pusyami^ra  and  if  he  was  referred  to  in  the 
Mahabhasya  of  Patanjah,  when  did  Patanjah  flourish?  Of  Greek 
astronomy,  did  K.lhdasa  copy  from  Axyabhata  and  when  was  the  Greek 
astronomy  brought  into  India  ?  These  are  questions  that  are  }  et  to  lie 
answered  with  unanimity  and  until  then  such  external  evidence  can 

only  beget  a  diversity  of  conclusion. 

1.  Kielhorn  (J A.,  XX  409)  as  summed  up  by  Fleet,  [U,  XXX  4),  says 
"  The  word  Yikrama,  from  which  the  idea  of  the  King  Viirama  or  Vikram54ijy» 
was  evoked  most  probably  oame  to  be  connected  with  the  era  by  the  poets,  beoaase 
the  year  of  reckoning  originally  began  in  the  autumn  and  the  autumn  was  the  season 
of  commencing  campaigns  and  was  in  short  the  VikramakSla  or  war  time  " 

On  VikramSditya,  see  Seshagin  Saata,  IA.,  I  814  ,  Lassen,  1AU,  II  800,  Weber, 
ISt,  II  410,  Wtlford,  A.B,  IX  ,  Prmoep,  Btsayt,  II,  249,  JBRAS,  VI  27, 
Y.  Smith,  EB,  332  note,  431 ,  A  0  Chater|ee,  Kaltdaaa,  Sis  Poetry  and  Mind,  90 

Kshetreiiaohandra  Ohattopadbyaya  [All  TJn  8todus,U  80  it  *■  <?)  elaborately  dis- 
cusses the  date  of  KaildSs*  and  says  VtknwnS&itya,  who  was  KSlidaia's  patron  was  son 

of  Gardabhilla     Ha  refers  to  passages  from  E31ak3carya  KathSnaka,  from  which  ex- 
tracts are  given  by  Rapson  in  Oambridge  History  of  India  (S82  5). 

15 
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23  la  this  state  of  uncertaintj  the  student  of  research  is,  bewil- 

dered and  if  the  arguments  advanced  bv  various  scholars  are  all  accepted 

it  w  ould  be  impossible  to  foist  all  the  works  that  go  by  the  name  of 

Kalidasa  on  one  Kalidasa  As.  earlj  as  8th  and  9th  century  A  D  the 

existence  of  three  Kahdasas  in  the  past  age  appears  to  have  been 

noficed  Davendra  author  of  Kavikalpalata  refers  to  it1  and  Raja- 
sekhara9  and  Abhmanda8  seem  to  sav  so 

24  T  S  Naravana  Sastn  m  his  introduction  to  Haidimba 

Yaidagdhva,  an  epitome  of  Bhasa's  Madhvamawavoga,  classifies  the 
works  under  several  Kahdasas  thus 

i  Kauuvsa  (I)  alias  Matrglpia  of  the  court  of  King  Har-,a 

"\  lkramadi^a  of  Ujjam  who  lived  in  the  6th  Century  B  C  He  was  the 
author  of  the  three  plav  s  and  the  Mahakawa  Setubandha  * 

H  Ivatidasv  (II),  alias  MEDH4RLDRA  of  the  Court  of  King  Vikra- 

marka  of  ilalwa  the  founder  of  the  Malava  era  in  57  B  C  He  wrote 

the  three  poems.  Kumarasambhava,  Raghuvamia  and  Meghaduta  and  a 

treatise  on  astronomj  jvotirvidabharana  B 

1     See  GO,  I  99 ,  Kavyamaia,  I  8  
~~ 

>Zf(k  sft'dftft  ̂ [foKOTspft  f^JJ  || — StiTcpmuitiivah 
It  nuv  be  that  this  verse  has  been  misunderstood,  for  ̂ iRKI^^  means  generally 

his  three  poems  and  Rajisskhara  might  have  punned  upon  the  word  ̂ jff       ]%E[  and 
g?5  mean  that  it  is  frf^r  or  ptin 

*?7lfrJ  3>Wfa  ̂ rfe^Rf^T  sftcfT    SfWrfcHT  I     Ramacartta 
i     In  his  commentary  on  this  posm  King  RamadSLsa  of  Jayapura  who  lued  in  the days  of  King  Akbar  says 

Setnbandha  or  RSvanavadha  m  16  Ssvasas  desonbes  the  story  of  Rama,  the  build- 
ing of  the  Seta  and  the  defeat  of  RSvana  It  is  perhaps  the  best  poem  in  Prakrit literature  and  nisv  certainly  have  been  the  production  of  KaiidSsa.  There  ara  oommen 

tanas  by  RamadSsa,  written  at  the  instance  of  Emperor  Akbar  in  1595  A  D  and  by Kalangtha,  Sri  Krjna  Madhavayajvan  Ed  Bombay  with  Ramadasa's  commentary Eil  Gottingen  and  translated  by  Gcldsohmidt  (Strassburg)     See  Stein  Konow'a  Int  fei 

Kalt&asa,  41  Danira  calls  it  an  ocean  of  jewels  of  beautiful  sentences  "  Bana  praises 
Prav»r«ena.and  his  poem  Setn  "VidySnatha  oalls  the  poem  MahSprabandha  and  quotes an  arya  from  it.  *    H 

6     This  bears  date  3068  Kali  or  34  B  0     In  the  SesadhySya  the  poet  says  - 
«M°<h4  STltHhS^W^  511?  0%  ST5  ftVolfJ^cll^    | 
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m  Kaiidasa  (HI),  alias  KorijiT  a  de&cipla  of  "tffika  feaakar  nf 
Kamakoti  Peetam  (1397-430  AD)  rfe  wrote  Hai&amaara,  Smgara- 
$ilaka,  S>  amaladandaka,  Na\  aratnamala  and  manj  minor  poems  and 
oru^abodha  (on  prosody) 

\Thesetluee  ai  e  said  to  represent   t>il«^*ll<fl  mentioned  h  R'ija^tkhai  a~\ 
iv   Parimala  Kai  idas  v  (IV),  alias  Padiiagcpta,  contemporary  of 

King  Munja  of  Dhara  and  author  of  Na\asahasankacanta 

v  Kvlidasa  (V)  known  as  Yuiakakam,  author  of  the  poem 
Nalodaya 

vi   Nv\A  Kalidasv  (VI),  author  of  Champu  Bhaga\a$a 
vu   Kalidasa  A.JkBARi\A  (VII)  contempon    of  King  Akbar,  com- 

posed a  number  of  Samasyas  * 
viii   Kalidasa  (VIII),  author  of  Lambodara  Prahasana 

is  Abhinava  Kalidasa,  alias  aIadhaa  \,  author  of  Sanksepasan- 

karavrjayam 

25  Raghuvamsa  in  19  cantos,"  narrates  the  histon  of  the  race 

of  Raghu  and  in  five  cantos,  10  to  15,  the  storv  of  Rama's,  life  is 
recounted  Then  follows  an  account  of  the  successors  of  Rama  until 

^gnivarna  The  last  canto  presents  to  us  the  coronation  of  his  posthumous 

prince  then  m  embryo  and  the  \erse  it>  enchanting  *  It  is  said  that 
his  object  might  have  been  to  connect  some  one  of  the  dynasties  of 
kings  existing  in  his  time  w  ith  the  race  descended  from  the  bun  and 
others  think  that  Kalidasa   was  a  contemporary  of  Agnivarna,  with --  —  ...  ...  —  ,.,  ..         ...  ...  —  . 

1  He  is  quoted  by  Han  m  his  8ubhasitabar2vah     See  Thomas,  Kav  li 
2  Translated  by  S  P  Pandit,  Bombay ,  by  Nandargikar,  Bombay ,  by  K  M 

Joglekar,  Bombay  ,  by  Loais  Renous  (into  French),  Pans  See  Analysts  of  Raghn 
Vauiia,  JASB,  XXI  445  Ed  with  eight  commentaries,  Bombay  D  T  Tatacharya 

'  1st  verse  of  Baghnvamsa '  (Paper  read  at  3rd  Oriental  Conference,  Madras) 

For  comparison  of  verses  in  BaghuvainS*  and  other  poems  of  Kalidasa  with  As"va- 
ghosa's  verses,  see  references  under  ASvaghosa  For  a  histonoal  appreciation  of  the 

kings  and  kingdoms  mentioned  in  Ksghavairs'a,  see  Kshetresa  Ohandca  Chattopadh- 
yaya's  Date  of  Kalidasa,  {All  On  Studies,  II  76  et  seg)  There  he  says  that  the 
poem  was  complete  and  that  Agnivarna  was  probably  Devabhumi  of  the  Sanga  dynasty 
who  was  slaughtered  by  his  indignant  Brahmin  minister  Vasudava  (I  a,  154)  S  Bay 
[Int  to  Sdkuntala,  28)  says  Kaiidasa  could  be  contemporary  of  Agmmitra,  the  bero 
of  M&lavikagmmijra 
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whose  death  the  poem,  as  it  is,  ends    Either  Kalidasa  did  not  finish  his 
poem  or  the  rest  of  the  entire  puem  h.is  not  come  down  to  ub 

I  he  following  21   Kmgo  are  mentioned     Dillpa,  Raghu,  Aja, 
Dasdratha,  Rama,  Kusa,   Afithi,   Nisadha,   Nala,   Nabha,  Punddrika, 
Ksemadhanvd,  Devanlka,  Ahimanvu,  Panvatra,  fella,  Unnabha,  Vajra- 
ghosa,     bankhanu,   Vv  usi-fcasva,  ViSvasaha,     Htranvanabha,  Kausalyd, 
Brahmuha,  Putra,  Turn  a,  Dhruvasandhi,  Sudarsana,  Agmvarna     S  P 
Pandit  examines  these  lists,  as  gi\en  m  the  Ramavana  and  Vayu  and 

Visnu  Puranas  and   concludes,   "  1  he  list  of  the  kings  as  given  by 
Kalidasa  m  his  Raghuvamsa  does  not  at  all  agree  with  that  given  in  the 
Ramayana  Imt  it  generally  agrees  w ith  those  which  are  found  in  the 
Vavu  Parana  and  the  Vishnu  Purana     Some  difference  of  course  is 
ubserved  even  between  the  list  of  Kalidasa  and  those  of  the  Puranas 
From  these  lists  of  the  kings  it  is  clear  that  Kalidasa  has  not  adopted 
the  Ramayana  as  the  basis  of  his  Raghuvamsa     It  also  appears  pro- 

bably that  the  author  of  the  Raghuvamsa  and  of  the  Vay  u  Purana  had  a 
common  source  to  draw  their  materials  upon  which  is  now  beyond  the 
hope  of  recover}      1  he  Ramavana  gives  two  kings  between  Dihpa  and 
Raghu  and  between  Rdghu  and  Aja  are  mentioned  eleven  kings ,  while 
in  the  Vaju  Purana  between  Raghu  , in  d  Dilipa  intervenes  Dirghabahu 
and  \ja  is  mentioned  as  the  son  of  Raghu     And  this  statement  tallies 
well  with  Vishnu  Purana  " 

26,  Kumarasambh&va,  a  poem  a  17  cantos,  describes  the 
birth  of  Kumara,  the  War  God1  As  antecedent  history,  the  poem 
narrates  the  supplication  of  the  Gods  to  Lord  S&va  for  the  creation  of  a 
general  for  the  forces  of  the  Gods,  capable  of  destroying  their  enemy 
jataka,  whose  depredations  they  were  then  unable  to  bear  1  hen  follow 
the  birth  of  Parvati  as  the  duughter  of  Himacala,  fcnva's  penance  in  the 
Himalayas  and  his  marriage  with  Parvati  With  the  union  of  Siva  and 
PlrvatX,  the  8th  canto  closes  and  the  remaining  cantos  describe  the 
Btoty  of  the  brfth  of  Kumara  and  destruction  of  Taraka  Kalidasa  was 
a  great  votary  of  Valmlki  and  named  his  poem  after  the  verse  of 
kamayana  > 

Balakauda,  xxxvn,  32 

"the  birth  of  the  Wat  God,"  says  Griffith  "was  either  left  unfinished 
1     tea  with  notes  and  Sagltsh  translation  by  M  B  Kale  (Cantos  1—8)  Transit 

ed  into  English  poetry  by  Griffith  (Oriental  Tr  Fund  SetJ, 
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or  time  has  robbed  us  of  the  conclusion  The  latter  is  the  inure  pro- 
bable supposition,  tradition  informing  u»  that  ibe  pi  era  onginrtlh 

consisted  of  22  cantos  "  1  he  language  of  canli «9"i  1 7  r»  inferior  to 

the  language  of  cantos  1  to  &,1  and  commentfttnrs  hue  noticed  unh 
cantos  1  to  8 ,  it  is  therefore  said  that  cantos  9  to  17  are  jij'  he  work 
ofKalidasa  There  are  some  who  sav  that  canto  S  in  \  hich  the 

amorous  pleasures  of  actual  union  between  bi\a  and  Par\  itl  are  des- 
cribed la  also  not  the  work  of  Kalidgsa,  because  it  is  a  sacrilege  and 

kahdasa  would  not  ha\e  been  gutltj  of  it  These  objections  are 

answered  bv  Narajana  Pandita  m  his  commentary  Ynarana  * 

1     E.  V  Knshnamaeaiya  (Sah  ix  151)  oolleots  detects  of  language  and  expression 
in  oantos  U'to  17  and  generallv  says 

Sira  Prasad  Bhattaoharya  discusses  the  question  and  says  uantos  9  2J  are  Kali- 

dasa's  only     (Paper  read  at  1th  Oriental  Conftrenoo,    .Allahabad) 

&  f^r^wra^  sun  jtRt  Jufawn  i    di<*«i<ft*wsi  f^rswcw- 

s  *f  gragis  1NP*  *S? 
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27     Ihere  are  commentaries  *  on  Raghuvamsa  by  Narayana  *  bv 

jwhi^w  f^K'Wifi-tT^rsfcr  f?r  eft  *ww^  I  ??T^r  aK«i>HA<.fl*^MJre 

sfct  i   ?Nr  arfS[  wTw^uft*    ̂ i+i^i^Ri    tfwii?RTr%  w%  mt 

srfewn^  I  flrf^rr  ft  si%  awr  — itrt  ,  55^  i  ?raifcn!r  I  enr  fsRi 

>"fM=!>i<tfj— '  ̂«rofd>  sfa   mat  dsnra"  # '  i?pRsrr,  '  $$)<#%■ 

1     See  S  P   Pandit's  Int   to  Bagh ,  9  et  seq    Nandargikar's    Int    to  Baght 
8ivada{ja's  2<ii  to  Natshadha  and  Durgaprasad'B  Int  to  Height 

3.    DO,  3X.  7720 ,  TO,  II  2693 ,  Oy,  2651.    H«  was  a  disoiple  of  Krjna  and 
lived  is  Malabar. 
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Sumativija}a,*  l>\  Udayakara,9  In  Hemadn,8  bv  Vallabha,4  In  Ilanda*?,* 

b\  Caritra\ardhana,s  bj  MaHinatha,*  bv  Dmakara,8  bi  \ijavagam,* 

b\  Dharmameru,10  three  anom  mous,"  b\  Bharafisara,10  b>  Bnha&pati- 

fflifea,Mb  Kysnapatisarma,14  Gunavyajagam,"  Goplnatha  Kauraja," 

Janardana,**  Mahesvara,18  Nagnadhara,19  Bhagiratha,09  Bha\ades  t- 
misra,**  Ramabhadra,"  KrMiabhaUa,*8  Tndivakara,9*  Io-.taka96 

Snnatba,"  Arupagmtiatha,ST  Ratnacandra,as  Bhagi  aham«a,*0  jnanen- 

1  PR,  IV  28,  84,  Deo  Ool  No  46,  Kaah  Gat  72  Ha  was  a  native  of  \  drama 

para  (Bikaneer  *)  and  composed  his  work  between  A  D  1635  48  He  quotes  Vallabha 
and  Krsnabbatta  The  manuscript  contains  all  the  19  Cantos  S  P  Pandit's  I  c  11, 
Nandargikar  1  o  34 

2  PR,  IV  23,84 
8     PR,  III    895 ,    B,  II    100 ,  TO,   IV    5574      He  refers  to  commentators 

VibJarakSca,  Dak§mavarta,  Krsna  and  Vallabha     S    P  Pandit  I  c  10,  Nandargikar 
o  12 
4  PR,  I  118,  IV  23,84  S  P  Pandit  I  a  10,  Nandargikar,  J  e  10  ana 

Dargaprasad  1  \U  to  Saj\u  5  He  is  quoted  by  Hemadri,  Canttavardhana  .Malluaajha 
and  Sumativijaya 

5  PR,  IV  29     He  was  son  of  VisnadSsa 
6  PS,  II,  189  m  210,  IV  App  210  xxvui  Rash  Oat  72  Ha  was  a  Jam 

and  wrote  at  the  request  of  SSdhn  Aradakvamalla  of  Snmata  race  He  mentions 
oommsntaries  by  Bhoja  Vallabha,  Yistarakara,  DaksmSvarta  and  Kr§nabhafcta 

7  Ed  Bombay,  Madras  and  elsewhere 
8  B,  II  100  He  was  son  of  DharmaDgada  and  Kamala  He  wrote  his 

commentary  in  Samvat  1441  (=1885  A,D,)  He  was  probibly  a  contemporary  of 
Mallinatha  and  copied  0h2nfravardhana  He  refers  to  a  commentator  PrsbhSiara 

For  S  P  Pandit's  remarks  see  I  e  17 
9  Deo  Ool  No  44  He  was  pupil  of  RSmavijaya  of  Tapagaocba  The  manus- 

cript is  a  fragment  and  breaks  off  in  10th  Canto 
10  PO,  I  487     See  S  P  Pandit,  I  c  26 
11  !Ehe  author  of  one  was  pupil  of  VijaySnandasun   See  NP,  VH  44 ,  Radh,  28, 

Op  297S 
12  TO,  561,  VII  1416,1430  He  was  son  of  Gaurangamalhka  of  Amhajta 

Vaidya  Hanharkhan  family  and  lived  m  the  18th  century  He  has  commented  on 
other  MahSkavyas  also     (See  CO,  II  418) 

18     10,681,  997,  VH  1420 
14 Ultra  Rap  VII,  L  2404 
15 L  8060                                               16     L  1184 
17 B,  11  100                                          18     Op  6166,rC,I\  5648 
19 JTW  630                                                20     L  1421 
21. L  2874 
22 

Ultra  Rep  VH,  L  2505   He  was  Nyayalaflkara 28 
Rgb  895                                             24     Rgb  396 

25 Kash  Oat,  11                                      36     Ov,  1806 
27 BO,  811 ,  Bd  Trichur                           28     Bd  446 
29 Bd,  447 
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dra,1  Bhoja,3  Bhara^amalllka,11  Jibanaada  Vid\  asagara,*  SaniudrasSn,6  a 
pupil  of  Yijavananda,8  J?aksin5vartana$ha,T  bamavasundara,8  Kanaklal 

Thdkur0 
28  There  are  commentaries  on  Kumara-Sambhava  by  Kysnapati 

^arma,"  Kpsiamitracaxya,11  Gopalananda,19  Govmdarama,18  Cantra\ar- 
dhana,"  Jiaabhadrasun,13  Narahan,"  Pmbhakara,17  Bihaspa^i,18  Bharata- 

sena,"  BalMnamiSra,20  "\Iunimatiratna,!tt  Malknatha,88  Ragnupati,*8 
Vatsa  or  \\isa  Vafa,**  Anandadeva^nuallabha,85  Vnllabhadeva,*8 

Vindhyesvarlprasdda,97  Hancaranad5=sa,S8  Na\  anitaramamisra,89  Bhara$a- 
malUka,80  Ja>abimha,8*  LakMnivallaohd,8'  DakMnavartanatna,83  Vuha- 
madha\a,3*  Nandagopfila,88  SItdr3ma,80  Narnjana,8'  Handasa,88  Aruna- 
gInnathu,aB  Gupalada^a,*'  rarka\acaspati,**  Sarasvatltirtha,*"  Rama 

Porasavvi,48  (lbananda  Vid)  asagara,44  Kumarasend**  and  t\\  o  anon}  mou«  *e 
1     BO,  410  2     S   P  Pandit,  Int  to  Bagli  26 
3     10,  651  4     Ed  Oalontte  5     Lah  4 

C  Deo  Col  So  65  Ha  quotes  Yallabha,  Daksm5varta,  Krsnabh.atta  and 
CSnjjiavardbaua.    S  P  Pandit  says  he  was  a  contemporary  of  Dinakara 

7  The  manuscript  is  in  Madras  library  He  is  quoted  by  Arunagirmajha  and 

h.9  quotes  KesAvaswdinin's  N5n2r{h2rnavasamksepa  composed  m  the  12th  century,  He 
was  a  native  of  the  Cbola  country,   (See  Int  to  Meghasande**,  Tr  S  Senas  Ho  64) 

8  KasJi  Cat  71  9     Ed  Benares 

10  L  2408,  Mtlra  Rep  VII     This  comraontary  refers  to  earlier  volnminons 
commentaries  by  J%'addhari  and  Prv3k»i. a  now  unknown 

11  OtidJi  XG  13     TO,  332,  AS,  47 

IS  L,  7ol  14  Kh  05 ,  Ed  Bombay ,  Benares 
15  Lah  1,Btjb  337  16  B  150,  De,  171 
17  B  3  18  10,  238.  1073 

19  10,  S2«!  20  Oudh  XIX  42 
21  PB,  XI   Si  22  Ed  everywhere. 
23  L  1964,  ou  8  cantos  24  B  3,  78 ,  Br,  17 
25  Owdfi,  XIV  38 ,  PB,  I  114  26  PB,  1 114 ,  NW,  614 
t7     NW  620     He  was  the  pupil  of  Kisna     He  refers   to  another  commentary 

ivfi  Dajsa  which  he  proposes  to  follow  ' 
28     PB.I114  29     AS.  47 
80  AS,  47    He  is  older  than  §aka  1650,  the  date  of  a  manuscript  of  his  oommen 

tary  on  Ghatakarpara  {Ultra  IS  No.  4172) ,  see  J  ABB,  (1917)  9 
81  TG,  IV  4715,  4718  33     Sah  XIX  106 
33     TO,  HI  3863 
84  10,  II  2592  ,  Kup  Rep  C1916  19)    85  10,  228 
36  L.8289    Ed   Bombay  (Cantos     87  DO,  XX    7720  2,  TO,  IV    6014, 817)  5543     Ed  Tnvandrnra 
38  AS.,  476  (1-8)  39  m  Tmandrum. 
40  PB,  IV  26  41  Ed  Oaloutta 
42  Sa>h  Oat  67,  43  Ooomn  State  Library,  no 
44  Ed  Calcutta  «  B  Or  Bl,  Oat,  46  {3  cantos) 

46  Ibid  14-15  (7  and  8  cantos). 
 t«u«»; 
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R  Knshnainacharra's  Raghuvamsa-vimaria  and  Kumarasambh-ua- 

Umars'a  are  running  critiques  on  these  puenia  commenting  on  their 
innate  excellences1  Raghu«anksepa  gnes  a  succinct  account  of  Raghu- 
vamfia  *  Kumarauja)  a8  of  Bha-kara^aj\an,  s.m  of  ISAaraiuna,  of 
Yatsagntra  and  Kumlrodnj  a*  by  korada  Ramachandra  relate  the  same 
ston     Kumdrasarabh-ua  of  Taraiekharasfln  is  n  Tint  work* 

29  The  commentators  — Y  vliahtta  w  ts  the  son  of  Ananda- 

de\a  and  was  a  follower  nf  Kashmir  s-uusm  '  He  criticises  Hema- 

candra's  opinion  expressed  in  his  Sanskrit  grammar  and  is  attacked  in 
Ganaratnamnhodadhi  completed  m  1141  AT)  Hemacandra  lned 

mjayasimha's  reign  (1094-1141  AD  )T  K  B  Pathak  therefore  sajs 
that  Vallabha  must  ha\e  finished  his  commentan  on  Kumara- 

sambhava  about  1120  or  a  few  jears  before  1141  AD*  S  P  Pandit 
sajs  he  must  ha\e  lived  long  before  Dmakara,  that  is,  13S3  AD* 
Durgaprasad  identified  him  with  Yallabhade\a,  grandfather  of  Km^ata, 

who  wrote  in  977-8  A.DM  and  Hultzch11  and  Peterson1*  agree  with  him, 
and  the  latter  sa>s  that  the  verses  quoted  in  SubhiiMta\ali  and 
Sarngadharapaddhati  under  Yallabhadeva  must  ha\e  been  by  the  com- 

mentator Vallabhadeva     1  hese  \erses  show  excellent  poetry1* 
Kayjata  was  the  son  of  Candradi$\a  and  wrote  a  commentary  on 

Anandavardhana's  Devliataka  m  977  AD  He  Is  different  from 
Kayyata,  son  Jayyata,  author  of  Bhasj  apradrpa 

1  Eel  Madias 

3  8  P  Pandit's  Int  to  Bagh,  15  17 
3  TO,  IV  6818  (f)  Ha  is  the  author  o£  AkhilandanayakliJandaka  (TO,  TV  J81fl) 
4  Ed  Masulipatam 
6  Ed  Bombay 
6  For  a  diBtmotion  of  this  author  from  the  antholigist  Vallabha,   see  S   K    Be, 

JRAS,  (1927),  471-7,  (1926),  408  and  D  0  Bhattacaiyi,  JRAS,  (1923),  135 
7  See  for  bis  hie,  later  m  this  Chapter 
8  Int  to  Uegka 
9  Int  to  Ragto.  10 

10.    Int  to  Vakrdkt*-pancRtiJca 
11  Int  toMegJta 
12  Int  toSnbh 

•^rPT  =?  >$m*fft  f^  9TT  *$*<{*!£&  II 
qt*R51^RPWtr  ̂ T  wn^Mw  I 

<rafir  stf°rt  %ci%  ENftdflH  trrftan^r  It 

qifllHsH^M  t^rt  *fw%  'ftf&wsft  *&  I 

16 
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30  H^jiadri,  known  as  Makkibhatta  was  the  son  of  IsvarasQri 
He  mentions  Mahrati  si  nom  m&  of  Sansknt  v  ords  and  he  might  therefore 
ha\e  been  a  Mahratta  brahmin  He  came  after  Vallabha  Vamana- 

c5na  in  his  introduction  to  Kauaprakasa  sais  that  he  must  ha\e  been 

a  resident  of  Gajengraghad  m  Dharwar  Distnct  His  commentaries 
are  replete  \uth  innumerable  quotations  He  was  counsellor  of 

Mahade^a  and  Rainaraja,  the  \ada\a  kings  of  De\agiri  who  ruled  from 

1271  to  1009  AD  Bopade\-t  was  his  protege  a 

31  AlAXUXArH\,*Telugu  Brahmin,  of  Kas\apagotra  ofKolacala- 
famih,  was  the  grandson  of  Malhnatha  and  &on  of  Kapardm  Peddi 

bhatta  or  Pedda}  an  a  and  Kumara&wamin  were  his  sons*  The  latter 
v  as  the  commentator  on  Prataparudrfi  a  Malhnrf  ha  had  Kanakabhi- 

<5eka  (bath  m  guld  and  pearls)  at  the  hands  of  Sarvajna  Smgabhupala, 
evidenth  of  Recharla  fanulv,  on  the  occa&ion  of  sodasa  sacnfice  which 
he  performed  with  the  help  of  his  four  brothers,  four  sons,  four  sons- 

in-law  and  four  relatn  es  *  He  \i  as  incited  by  Devaraja  (1  <>)  of  Vrjaya- 
nagar  to  settle  some  conte-ts  about  the  terms  vaitya  and  vyapari  in 
connection  with  a  stone  inscription  found  at  Conjeevaram  Ihe 
manuscript  containing  his  judgment  is  found  in  the  G  O  Library, 
M)>-ore  This  gne»  him  a  date  of  1400-14  A  D  Mallmrtba  quotes  from 
SahitvnumJmiani,  a  work  ot  Koma'i-'N  ema  of  1409  A  D 

K  B  Pathak  sa)  a  "  Malhoalha  frequently  quotes  the  Sangi^aratna- 
karaawork  composed  m  the  time  of  Yadava  king  Smghana  who 
reigned  from  baka  1133-1150  In  his  commentary  on  the  Kumara- 
sambha\a  (II  s  1,)  Mallmatha  mentions  Bopadeva,  the  author  of  the 
Mugdhabodha,  who  was  contemporan  with  the  Yadava  king  Maha- 
deva  and  his  successor  Ramachandra  The  last  mentioned  long 
reigned  from  AD  1271  to  1309   Another  work  quoted m  Malhnatha's 

1  Sea  S  P  Pandit's  Int  to  Baghu    2, 13  ,  BSD,  117, 120,  JBAB,  V. ; 2  See  Section  T,  Ch  I  tufra 
9     Mallinajha    father  of  Narahan  alias  SarasvaJiJIrtha,  who  commented  on 

ktvyapraiaia,  is  a  different  person  and  is  not  known  to  be  an  author  Narahan  says 
be  was  born  in  1242  A  D  For  particulars,  see  Chapter  on  Poetics  under  Mammata  , 
see  VimanScarya's  Int  to  Kavyaprakala,  27  9 

i  NSrSyana  in  his  commentary  on  CftmpnramSyarjta  {DC,  XXI  8212)  gives 
the  genealogy  Jcbording  to  h  m  Kumaraswaml  was  the  son  of  Peddnbhatta  and 
Peddnbhatta  and  AlillmSiaa  were  brothers  Here  the  genealogy  differs  from  that  given 
above  by  Kumaraswamm  himself  which  must  be  more  authentio  NarSyaaa  traces  his 
genealogy  thus,  Kuro5raswamin,  Simbbu,  Bhaekara,  Nagelvera  Kondubhatta JTSgtivara,  Narayana 

5     So  says  KnmtraawSmin  in  his  commentary  on  Prajaparudrfya; 
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LOinmentan  en  the  Meghadflta  i&  the  1  ka\du  >if  Vid\tdh.tra  who 

frequently  speaks  of  king  VIranarasimha  as  hauny  hummed  the  pride 

of  Hammira  who  w  as  contemporary  v  ith  Smghana  x  Ivintr  VIranara- 

simha reigned  up  to  1314  A  D a  Malhnatha  ha»  aNo  \  mien  a 
commentar}  on  the  Ek&ali  His  son  Kumarastanun  has  vrmtn  a 

commentary  on  the  Prataparudrn  a,  a  treatise  on  Alankar  Jae  last 
named  work  frequently  mentions  the  Kakatna  king  rrataparadra  v>hr> 
m\aded  the  kingdom  of  the  Yadava  king  Ramichandra  and  reigned 

from  A  D  1295  to  1323  *  The  second  \erse  m  Malhnatha's  introduc- 
tion to  his  commentaries  on  the  Raghm  anisa,  Meghaduta  and  Kuinara- 

sambhava  is  quoted  in  an  inscription  dated  in  Saka  1433  or  \  D  1533  * 
Jrom  these  facts  it  is  clear  that  Malhnatha  must  ha\e  flourished  in  the 

latter  half  of  the  fourteenth  century ' 8 

Malhnatha  commented  on  the  sis  mahakSvyas,  on  Lkawli  of 

Vidjadhara  and  on  Tarkikaraksa  of  Varadaraja  and  is  said  to  b^e 

wntten6  the  poems  Udarakavya*  and  Raghmlracanta*  \\owedh  his 
learning  was  varied  and  his  commentaries  are  held  e\ en  where  in  the 

highest  esteem 

32  Kunteavaradautya"  is  a  poem  apparently  describing  an 
embassy  to  the  court  of  Kun^ala,  It  is  expressh  ascribed  bj  Kfcemeu- 
$ra  to  Kalidasa  Kalidaba  was  himself  the  ambassador  The  King  of 
Kuntala  f eceived  him  w  ith  the  honour  due  to  the  representative  of 

King  Vikramaditya  and  once  by  chance  when  K3hdasa  squatted  on 
the  floor  and  the  King  of  Kuntala  appeared  net  to  relish  it,  Kalidasa 
humorously  answered  that  on  the  floor  stood  the  Great  Meru  and  there 

1  BED,  83 
a  14,  XXI,  ltd 
3  KG  Bhandarkar's  Int.  to  Bkavali 
4  U,  V  (19) 
6  Int  to  Mtghz, 
6.    Eta  works  of  MalHnStha,  see  CO,  1  134 
7  B,  II  72  Ud&rakavya  was  probably  mistaken  ft*  tMaracaghavft  <rf 

Kavimallamalla  who  was  a  different  poet, 
8  A  poem  of  this  name  is  printed  in  Tiavanoore  (TV  Sons  Sews  No  fi7). 
It  is  In  17  oantos  and  has  good  poetry  but  Is  afionynious  as  it  is  Bo  is  the 

Manuscript  TC,  III  8953  The  poem  begins  with  She  enirjTdt  ESmi  into  Daadaka 

and  relates  the  whole  story  of  B&m&y&na.    Clan,  It  be  MalHoStha's  » 
In  the  Travanoore  State  Library,  there  is  a  Baghuviraoarita  by  Bfaatta  SukumSn 

(Gat,\B6)  which  is  a  atama 
9  Bangaswanu  SarasyaU  says  it  must  hare  been  a  drama  (JMy,  XV  274) 
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ro&led  the  ̂ *e\  en  Ocean-.  *  On  returning  from  the  errand,  Vikrama- 
dat\a  asked  him  what  the  King  <. if  Kant ala  was  dumg  and  Kahdasa 

g.i\e  a  fcitilioub  answer  in  indirect  praise  of  his  King  and  parod)  of 

King  of  Ktmtala  a 
Kpua  in  his  Bharatacanta  ascribes  Setubandha  to   a  King  of 

Kuntala 

In  the  introduction  to  Haif>H.canti,  Bana  thus>  praibeb  Selubandha 

^  vR&m  war  &|<M*«t<!>l  I 
wm  <rc  Tit  *mw  ept  II 

1     So  says  K§emen<jca 

ftf  ̂ f^WRT    HTHTT  HS  STF?  I 

f«Wf||'ll^(^t(itf**jR,t(|,a|4lW 

S     This  passage  is  in  Bhoja's  SrngSrapral.aSi,  VIt£. 

afr  ftfoltgqrc  °Fa^ffw«ftsr  II 

This  veree  is  also  quoted  in  RSjaiekara's  Kavyamlmamsa  and  Bheja's  Sarasvatt KanthSbharanam 
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It  ib  therefore  a  safe  inference  that  Pra\  ira-en  i  mentioned  i* 

ihe  .mlhur  of  sefubandha  was  a  king  of  Kurf  da1  lhe  ascnptmn 
of  it*  authorship  to  Kiilidasa  h\  lhe  commentator  andihe  *'rong  tradi- 

tion m  support  of  it,  when  considered  wiih  the  cmba-»i  cf Kahdasa 

tu  the  Court  of  Kuntala  (as  described  in  Kuntes\ara-daut\a'  can  t.nl\ 

suggest  that  either  the  poem  written  bv  Kahdasa  at  \  ikrun,adit\ d'» 
direction  was  dedicated  later  to  Pravarasena,  or  a  poen.  written  in 
Pravarasena  was  reused  b\  Kahdasa  and  this  created  a  talk  that 
Kahdasa  was  realh  the  author  of  it 

Who  was  the  King  of  Kuntala  ~J  Pravaraena  was  considered  bj 
man}  scholars  as  a  king  of  Kashmir,  who  composed  the  poem  in 

commemoration  of  the  construction  of  a  bridge  on  the  Yitasfca  *  1  his 
has  now  come  to  be  doubted,  as  m  some  old  manuscripts  recentlr 

acquired  for  the  Oriental  Manuscripts  Libran,  Madras,  the  colophon 

ascribes  the  authorship  to  the  Vakataka  king  Pra\arasena,  of  Kuntala* 
lhe  Kuntala  Kingdom  was  conquered  bv  Pjthvisena  I,  and  this 
Pra\arasena,  it  is  said,  must  be  Pravarasena  II,  who  came  to  the  throne 

about  the  j  ear  400  A   D  * 

Speaking  of  the  Chamak  plates  of  Pravarasena,8  Heet  said  "Thei 
date  of  the  Vakataka  inscriptions  is  determined  by  the  marriage  of 
Hudrasena  II  with  Prabhavaligupta,  the  daughter  of  the  paramount 
sovereign  Devagupta,  who,  it  can  hardly  be  doubted,  was  Devagupta  of 
llagadha,  the  son  of  Adityasena  mentioned  in  the  Dev  Baranark  Jus 

(Noi  46,  p.  213,  Gupta  Ins)  and  belonging  to  the  period  of  about 
AiD  680  to  700  From  another  set  of  copper  plates,  it  is  seen  that 

Rudrasena   married  Prabhavatigupta,  a  daughter  of  Candragupta  II 

1     So  says  the  commentary  of  RSmarSja  on  Sojubftndha  ' 

ts^TcTT  CRT.  WSFR  cf^f^-  %&mt  II  Bagu,  HI  SU 
8  KuBjata  is  the  country  between  tie  rivers  Bhima  and  VedaV&li,  bounded  on 

the  west  by  the  Ghats  including  Shimoga,  Ohitaldoorg,  BelUry,  JMiarwar,  Bijaptir,  and 

adjacent  parts  to  the  north  in  Bombay  and  Nizam's  dominions   Mywre  Qaxette,  I  289 
Kuntala  was  the  empire  of  tha  K&damba&j  and  adjoined  the  territory  of  the 

Vakatakas  ffl,  Kill  299  The  Kuntala  kingdom  was  conquered  bj  the  VSkStaka 

kuigPnthivlBenal  BessO  J  DnbreniTs  Awnemt  Stskry  of  Ducan,  72-74  See 
also  Buhler,  ?A,  XVM  Si. 

1     JMy.XY  272 
6     Int.  to  Gupta .  Inaoriplaons 
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As\aghosa  accompanied  Kanaka  to  Kasniir  and  was  treated  tn  hun 

with  great  veneration  and  in  Kanaka's  Council,  he  took  a  leading  part 
As  a  contemporary  of  King  Kamska,  As\  aghosa  may  have  flounsh- 

ed  at  the  latest,  m  the  1st  centur}  \D'  His  biography  was  translated 
into  Chinese  under  the  d^nastj  of  Yao-tvune  (384-417  AD)  by 

Kumaras^  a  9  ITsmg  mentiuns  him  as  an  old  teacher  and  places  hua 

before  Xagarjuna  and  \rjade\a  He  praises  his  poems  and  collects 

his  h)mns,  which  were  used  in  the  Buddhist  ritual* 
34  His  BuDDHACUvnA  is  a  Mahakavsa,  with  17  cantos  now 

extant,*  celebrating  the  histoi}  and  teachings  of  Buddha  From  the 
middle  of  the  14th  Canto,  the  poem  duerges  widely  from  the  Chinese 

translation,"  probabh  because  Cantos  14  to  17  were  lost  and  had 

to  he  made  up  In    poet   Amrtanaada,   about   the   3  ear    1800  *    IIis 

748 ,  Beal'e  Si-yv  Jci  I  151 ,  U«,  M  to  Tiscshika  Philosophy ,  DaB  Gupta's  History 
0/  Indian  Philomty  (Calamti). 

1  On  ki  aghosa  being  contemporary  of  Kamska,  pee  Journal  of  Buddhist 

Tent  Society,  III  18  ,  Schiefoer's  Taranath,  Oh  XII ,  Watters,  I  200 ,  H  104 , 
Baron  Stool  Eolstain,  Was  thire  a  Kushana  race  f  {JRAS,  (1914),  80]  Levi,  Notes 
SurUs  Iado  Scythes,  86 ,  B  D  Baneqi,  The  Scythian  period  of  Indian  History 
[IA  (1903)  a5  75],  Hoerale,  IA,  X,  324  ,  V  Smith  [EH,  355  270]  thinks  that 
78  AD  macks  either  the  accession  or  ooronafcion  o£  Kam§ka  Fleet  (JRAS,  1903, 
1905, 1906, 1913)  says  that  Kamska  founded  the  era  of  55  B  0  Tradition  places 
Kamska,  700  years  after  Buddha  [IA,  XXXII  332)  See  for  date  of  Kaniska,  IA, 
XIII,  182,  and  XLVI,  261  Kalhana  places  Kaniska  150  years  after  the  NirySna  (Raj 
I  168-172)  Htaen  Tsang  (I  131)  placed  Kamshka  960  years  after  Buddha,  and  Max 
Hulks  [India  306)  400  years  aftec  Buddha  Aooording  to  Narnandan  Prasad  [Mod 

Rev  (1920),  889]  andtoFouoher  IL'Art  greoo-bouddhigue,  I  623],  Asvaghosa  lived 
111  2nd  oentary  AD  So  also  says  Marshall,  Direotor  General  of  Archaeology  on  the 
evidence  of  stratification  of  the  remains  of  Taxila  Bhandatkar  gives  date  278  A  D 
The  name  of  Kamska  is  discussed  in  IA,  XLH,  58 

2.     IA,  IV  141 ,  Max  Mailer's  India  312 ,  Nanjio,  V,  1329 

8     IA,  (1888),  425     Hlaen  Tsang  also  refers  to  him  (Julian's    Translation,  II, 314) 

4  Ed  by  Cowell  (Clarendon  Press,  Oxford).  Tr  Into  Italian  by  0  Formiobi, 

Bee  JBA3,  (1914),  105  and  ZDMQ,  XLVI,  517-19  for  reviews  I  Tsing  says  that 
the  poem  was  of  considerable  length  about  3000  Slokas  [Takakusu ,  Rec  of  Buddhist 
Religion,  (Mi,  181, 153)]  For  oKtioal  notes,  by  J  S  Spayer,  see  JRaS,  (1914),  10S 
There  is  a  commentary  on  the  8th  canto  by  Jagaanath  Prasad. 

5  The  poem  was  translated  by  Sanghavarman  into  Ohinese  in  414  421  AD  and 
into  Tibetan  in  the  7th  or  8th  oontnry  A  D  and  into  English  (SBS,  No  49)  The 
Ohinese  translation  has  23  ohapters 

6  The  Cambridge  Ms   says   so     yStfl'j^rflicyoSfr  ■qjpspft  ̂   j3tf%( AmrJSnanda  is  mentioned  as  a  poet  and  author  between  years  1796  and  1880     Set 

Mitra's  Nepalese  Buddhist  Literature     In  the  colophon  Aivsghosa  is  called  Bhadaa$ (venerable) 
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ioiNDiRANAVDA*  is  an  exquisite  poem  of  18   cantos     It  describes  the 
ton  of  the  conversion  of  King  Nanda  of  the  Iksvaku  race  and  his  re- 
lemplion  from  the  ocean  of  worldly  pleabures  m  which  he  v\  as  immersed 
n  the  company  of  his   consort  Sundarl     Asvaghosa  avovs   that  this 
loem  was  intended  to  teach   philosophv  by   the   detectable  means   of 

illurmg  poetn      "  The  Soundarananda   has  been  somewhat  neglected 
iy  students  of  Buddhism  in  the  past,  surpnsmgl}  perhaps,  because  apart 

rom  its  interest  as    an  example  of  early  Buddhist  poetrj,   it    is,"  as 

Mr  Johnston  tells  us  in  his  preface,  "  The  earliest  work  presenting 
to    us    a    logical    and    (arefull}    thought    out    description    of    the 

path  to   Enlightenment  It  enables  us  to    see  the  force   and 
bearing  of  technical  terms  and  arguments,   wbi<h   are  enunciated  m 
earlier  Buddhist  literature  in  a  manner  liable  to  cause  misconception 
further,  as  Asvaghosa  is  qenerall)  agreed  to  have  flourished  early  in 
the  second  centurv  AD  ,  the  indications  he  gives  i>f  developments  in 

doctrine  deserve  consideration" 

35    These  two  poems  supplement  each  other  on  the  life  of  Buddha 

Aivighosa's  plays  will  be  referred  to  in,  the  chapter  on  Sanskrit  Drama 
If  "  to  the  ordinary  critic  the  fame  of  Kahdasa  rests  on  the  charm  of 

his  similes,  Asvaghosa  certainly  excels  him9    His  vocabulary  is  very 
ancient  and  several  of  his  words  have  now  become  obsolete  in  their 

1  Ed  by  HataprnsiKl  Saufcn  TiiU  Tnrl  (Calcutta),  where  the  introduction  gives 
summary  of  the  poem     Ea  by  E  H  Johnson  (Oxford)  with  critical  notes  and  readings. 

2  For  verSBs  containing  parallel  ideas,  sea  S.  P  Pandit  and  NWjdargifcar'fi 

Introductions  to  RaghuvamSa,  Haraprasad  Sasfcn's  Int  to  Sstvodaraoanda,  np.eit  iyvi 
and  Kshetresa  Chandra  Chattopadhy&ya's  Date  of  Kaiviasa  {AU  Vn  Slitiiet,  II. 

79).    For  instance,  compare  the  following 
ASVAGHOSA  KAUDASA 

df^^lto  tlftN^  II  **%  I^W  ̂ ^  **&"«k  H 
Sounda.iv  7  Bagiu  vu  14 

tot  31 .  *&m  wfl*  SRTT  *&  #WRI  51%- 

Buddha,  xiii.  73  2«™>  **•  87. 
1* 
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peculiar  meamr^  *  His  philosophj  was  of  a  high  order  He  belonged 
to  a  school,  probablj  of  \ogacara,  which  preceded  the  Mahaiana 

school  with  its  theorj  of  Sumata  propounded  b>  Xagarjuna  two 

generations  later'  '  "As\agho>-ha,"  savs  Cow  ell,  "  seems  to  be  entitled 
to  the  name  of  the  Ennuis  of  the  classical  age  of  Sanskrit  poetrj  His 

style  is  often  rough  and  obscure,  but  it  is  full  of  native  strength  of 

beauty,  his  descriptions  are  not  too  much  laboured,  nor  are  ther 

purptaei  paniu ,  they  spring  from  the  narrative  growing  from  it  as 

natural  blossoms,  not  as  external  appendages  " 

On  the  identity  of  Aswghosa  with  Arya-Sura  and  Matrceta, 

scholars  are  not  agreed3  These  names  appear  on  their  reading 
genuineh  distinct  proper  names  and  not  titles  and  ma>  designate 

different  individuals  *  It  seems  therefore  not  easy  to  assign  to  Ai\a- 
gho^a  all  works,  in  t>ansknl,  Chinese  or  Tibetan,  going  under  any  of 
these  names 

ASVAGHOSA  KALIDASA 

fflllwww  fer«  *ra?  II  ^i^?^ra#rr  ?w  II 
Buddha  l  32  Bagh  m  15 

SrSjft  e^T  Iff  mm-  ^#PRT  S^i^RcT  5  ̂H+l-clrtr  stf 
^Rrarawsftfc  ̂ i%  1  «fi^«Nw^qft  ̂   53fr  ̂ ^lilw  I 

Sffitsfa  3foFcnS#S%  #&•-  Megha  Ii  48 
$+M4  ̂   P^  ?I^T^  II 

Buddha  xi  43 

The  extreme  similarity  o£  the  ideas  and  diction  has  given  rise  to  a  controversy 
as  to  the  relative  priority  of  ESlidSsa  and  Aivaghosa 

1  For  msfcante  fSp^RT  metals  dwelling ,  TF$,  oart ,   and  srtf^  custom 
2  It  is  pouted  out  in  JBdS  (1914)  747  by  VidhuSekhara  Bhattaoharya  that 

though  Asyaghosa  preceded  Nagaqona,  he  still  refers  to  the  theory  of  Sunyata  in  the 
SoondartTOanda, 

3  See  Album  Kern  (Leiden)  405-8  ,  Id,  (1903),  845-60 
4  Other  works  direotly  attributed  to  AsVaghosa  are  Gamdi  Stotra  {Bib  Buddhiea, 

No  XV  St  Peterburg,  [(1913)  ,  JBAS,  (19U),  752]  ,  Vajrd*<ia%  (Weber,  op  at 
205-64)  Tbtese  are  in  Sansknt  Datadvttakarmamarga  Sutra,  MahayttKatrudclhot 
1  ttdata  fa  (Translated  by  Suzoki,  Ohikago)  and  SvtralMihara  (asp  a  (Translated  into 
French  by  Huber,  Paris)  These  are  m  Chinese  Bee  Nanjo's  Catalogue  of  the 
Buddhist  Tnpifaia  (Oxforc.)  For  a  full  list  of  the  worfis  in  thetnatkies  oM&{rioe£ 
and  Aryasnra,  see  Thomas  Int  to  Kav  (Bibl  Ind  Calcutta  SiS  2«3>  '" 
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36  "  Buddhaghosa  was  a  Brahman  bora  in  J  aalon*  He  was. 

an  mmate  of  the  Kelaaa  monasters-,  and  in  A  D,  3S7  he  \\a«  deputed  to 

Ce\lon  bj  King  Ihim  G-\aung  (Dhainmapala)  in  order  to  bring  awa> 
a  cop\  of  the  Buddhist  Scnptures  At  Bassein,  he  tuok  ship  for 
Tamalitti,  the  Indian  port,  and  first  w  ent  to  Gava  b\  the  Gangetic 
route,  to  obtain  drawings  of  the  principal  sacred  sites  He  returned 
by  the  same  route  and  proceeded  to  Ceylon  where  he  stayed  for  three 
\ears  He  composed  the  Visuddtmagga  while  at  \nuradhapura,  and 

on  his  return  to  Thaton,  brought  a  complete  cop\  of  the  Pitakas  -with 
their  commentaries  as  w  ell  as  other  w  orks  in  the  Telaing  characters  "* 
This  is  the  account  gi\en  by  James  Gray  in  the  Buddhaghosuppa^t, 
but  an  earher  date  is  not  impossible  1  he  name  of  Buddhaghosa  is 

held  in  high  reverence  In  the  bouthern  Buddhists  and  he  w  as  the  pro- 
pounder  of  Buddisism  as  current  in  the  south 

His  PADYACUDAiiiNl,  a  poem  in  10  cantos,  discnbes  the  birth, 
marriage  and  other  incidents  in  the  life  of  Buddha  The  story  differs 
m  some  details  from  the  narrative  m  the  Lahtavistara  and  Buddha- 

canta     The  plot  of  the  poem  hat.  thus  been  summarised  by  Prof. 
S  Kuppuswamy  Sastn 

"  There  ruled  at  Kapila,  a  king  named  Suddhodana  of  the  Saki  a 
rate,  with  his  queen  Majadevi  As  he  had  no  issue,  he  performed 

penance  Meanwhile  the  Lord  of  the  Tusita  world  resolved  at  the 
instance  of  the  Devas  to  incarnate  m  this  world  for  enlightening  it  and 
entered  the  womb  of  Mayadevi  The  birth  of  the  son  Siddhartha  was 
attended  with  supernatural  phenomena  After  the  due  performance  of 
the  natal  ceremonies,  arrangements  were  made  for  bis  bovish  sports, 
and  for  his  education.  In  due  lime  as  he  grew,  he  was  installed  as  the 

heir-apparent,  and  his  marriage  was  thought  of  He  was  formall} 
married  to  the  daughter  of  the  king  of  the  Kolija  country     Then  the 

1  On  Buddhaghosa,  see  B  0  Law,  Ltfe  and  work  of  Budghag'hcta  (Oalenfcta) , 
FoulkeB,  14,  SIX  105  l'J2  and  S  Kuppuswamy  Sastn,  Introdjctaon  to  raSiyaeuia- 
mam  Ta&akusu,  Paramartha's  Life  of  Vasubandhtt  [JB4S,  f»905j]  says  that 
SamantapSsSdiia  of  Buddhaghosa  was  translated  into  Chinese  Jiy.Saijgbabhidra  in  488 
AD  For  .2Esopio  fable  in  Buddhaghosa,  sea  Li,  I  380  For  date  and  legends,  see 
24,  XIX  106 

3  T  Foulkas  (loo  ott )  gives  a  summary  of  the  dates  assigned  to  Buddhaghosa 
and  "  it  is  stated  that  living  in  the  extreme  usprojbabje  date  thoy  extend  from  386 

to  557  AX>  and  group  themselves  about  the  refgn,0f  Wog  Mahaaama  of  Ceylon." 
S  Kuppuswamy  Sastri  says  that  the  oonsensus  of  opinion  is  in  favour  of  assigning  the 
poet  to  the  latter  part  of  the  fifth  oentory  A  D  Benavaratne  {CeyJon  Xni%g.wtry  and 
Literary  Begister,  1  Pi  5)  Bays  Bn^tffcag&osa  visited  Oeykm  in  483  A  D 
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prince  with  his  wife  returned  to  his  own  ut\  amidst  great  rejoicings 

lhe  king  tonk  particular  care  to  make  ample  provision  for  his  son's 

eniojmenu  in  the  ■various  seasons,  of  the  vear  Dunng  the  autumn  the 

prince  practised  the  use  of  martial  w  eapons  and  mastered  it  in.  seven 

dd)s  One  day  in  the  spring  season  when  he  started  for  the  pleasure 

garden,  he  saw  on  the  roval  mad,  as  arranged  by  the  Devas,  visions 

of  an  old  man,  an  afflicted  person  and  a  corpse  lie  was  greatly  im- 

pressed with  the  sight  and  questioned  the  attendants  of  the  chariot 

On  learning  from  the  charioteer  the  nature  of  the  ills  to  which  the 

human  bod}  is  liable,  he  desired  to  return  home  On  his  wa\  badk, 

he  perceived  some  ascetics,  who  were  reported  to  have  found  the 

means  of  deliverance  from  the  ills  of  human  existence  lie  again 

started  for  the  pleasure  garden  where  he  spent  the  da>  very  agreeably 

in  -various  pastimes  He  returned  home,  where  formal  rejoicings  were 

conducted  buddenlv  he  look  his  resolve  to  renounce  his  rojal  home, 

travelled  30  \ojanas  crossed  the  mer  Anavama,  dismissed  his  attend- 

ants and  put  on  the  ascetic  robe  He  practised  se\ere  austerities  and 

lived  l>>  begging  his  food  in  the  Bimbasara  city  1<  ailing  to  attain 
salvation  he  thought  over  the  means  of  securing  it  Dunng  the  night 

he  had  iive  dreams  and  in  the  mornmg  after  making  out  the  significance 

of  these  dreams  he  decided  on  the  means  of  attaining  Kirvana  bitting 

under  a  banyan  tree,  he  received  Pavasa  from  a  woman,  proceeded  to 

the  Nairanjara  river  and  ale  the  food  After  spending  Ihe  day  in  the 
dense  *>ala  forsl,  he  went  to  the  Bodhi  tree  in  the  evening  and  sealed 
himself  there  on  a  miraculously  provided  seat  Ihe  devas  eulogised 
Buddha,  and  Manmatha,  learning  the  news,  resolved  to  conquer  him. 

Manmalha's  army  first  delivered  the  attack  but  failed  to  make  any 
advance  Manmatha  then  made  a  personal  attack  which  was  repulsed 
As  a  last  resort  he  sent  his  women,  who  performed  dexterous,  dances 

Ijefore  Buddha  and  tried  their  utmost  to  captivate  and  overpower  hinn 
lnndmg  their  efforts  wholly  futile,  they  ran  away  Ihus  came  to  be 

firmly  established  the  supreme  sovereignty  of  the  great  Siddhartha 

over  the  empire  of  salvation  " 

Being  a  Mahakavya,  the  poet  adheres  to  the  canons  of  poetics  in 
describing  the  various  phenomena  of  nature,  such  as  courses  of  sun 

and  moon,  the  seasons,  cities,  oceans  etc.  He  appears  to  have  studied 
the  works  of  Kakdasa  and  AsVaghopa  and  become  so  familiar  with 
them  that  his  own  verses  so  closelv  resemble  theirs  that  without  fear  bf 

detection  the}  could  be  interpolated  in  Kumarasambhava  or  Buddha. 

tan$a   Buddhagosa  is  resourceful  in  finding  series  of  similes  and  fancies 
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in  description,  where  the  idea  ia  often  continuous  from  \erse  to  \erie  In 
describing  the  moon,  for  instance,  in  the  eighth  canto  all  the  22  \er«-es> 

depict  the  internment  of  the  moon  under  the  sen,  the  gradu.il  ascent 
and  descent  in  the  hon/on  and  disappearance  in  the  dark  fortnight,  as 
■m  e\olution  of  a  child  from  Inrth  to  end  I  he  whole  poem  reads.  as 

a  garden  of  poetic  blossoms,  where  to  cull  one  for  show  ia  well  nigh 

impossible  * 

37  Mentha  belter  known  as  Bhartr  Mentha"  has  been  held  \>\ 
rhetonciana  ia  high  ealeem  probabh  higher  than  Kdhdasu  The 

word  Mentha  means  elephant-dn\ er  and  there  is  a  reference  to  that 

1  Bead  the  tollowiag  — 

gSTRRT^R"  W!\W^  iwiMtWW   *W'sWH  I 

finoJ^^i^'r  wiMspfgtg foggai^r  II  u  15 

flR5racFfeFF^F^!wn^wr^  II  a  3 

sptf^i^tf«i<£i*KPd«'<iiif;u  $#rara£Hr  II  m  6i 

sfffR^N^^T^^/N^taWfw^f  II  iv  28 

gifl^RtR^ag^  AFFw^rfa  w  w  II  w  is. 

fsfauwii'  ̂   t*KM*|«fogdJ  wf%  '"t&Wl^'  II    y  11 

2  la  Aufceoht's  Ma  the  name  isM$ett  m  B&artrmwuiia  (Peterson,  Subh,  98J 
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sense  m  a  \er*e  of  Raja£ekhara  qnnted  bv  J.ilhana  in  his-buktunukta- 
vali*  Ihe  anthologies  quote  ihe  same  ^6r&e  under  name  Mentha  or 

Hastipaka  and  some  of  the  extant  \er»es  gi\e  an  exquisite  description 

of  wild  elephants  just  caught  m  pit*  *  This  confirms  a  doubt  if  Mentha 
was  really  engaged  m  that  pursuit  Kalhana  mentions  him  as  attached 

to  the  court  of  Mafcrgupta  of  Ka-mir  *  If  Matrgupta's  date  is  taken  as 
430  AD  ,  Mentha  mustha\e  lned  about  that  date  The  well-known 

\erse  hmpaftva  tamongum  which  occurs  mthe  Mitchakahka,  in  Avima- 

raka,  in  Balacanfn,  and  m  KSvj  5darsa  is  found  quoted  in  Sarngadhara- 

paddhati  as  the  joint  composition  of  Vikramadifrt  a  and  Mentha  and 
this  increases  the  cloud  surrounding  the  authorship  of  that  verse, 

bat  it  may  t>ugges>t  that  Mentha  was  connected  with  the  court  of  a  Kong 

Vikramaditva  Mankha  in  his  brikanthacanta  mentions  him  with 

Subandhu,  Bharavi  and  Bana  Rajasekhara  calls  him  an  incarnation  of 

Valmlki,  and  Bha\abhuti  and  himself  as  his  later  incarnations*    This 

rfitMMd  Wfafo  ̂ rfef  3F*PT  V5  *s- 

^cf  ̂C  $m  §51%  ■srfo*<f£«MKI*«l    II 

3  ^jfiiMW  Wy^il  *V*W»W^  I 
siRmrfif  frat  -niH^i^wil^iici  3T  ̂   II 

aw  mft§  flfcrc;  $$&  ircgcr  ̂ ^ricj;  I 

55i^nfMBT#nn  cP?«r  ̂ mraq-fl;  ll 

«^"5  s^ft  <F5rf>  fi^sfrw;  II  &tf  in  360  a 
See  Max  Mailer's  Ind%j,  314  note 

cTcT  JPT$  gfa  M$UMH  I 

sr  ms  wffi  <\^<  II 
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lends  support  to  the  tradition  that  Mentha  \er»e  a  long  poem  Rlmacanfa 
m  100  cantos  and  it  is  belle\ed  a  cojn  of  it  i»  still  a\  ulable  at  Benare« 

His  poem1  Ha\  v.gm\  uadh\  is  lost  The  first  \erte  of  it  is 
quoted  b>  Rdjasekhara  m  his  KSva  amlmlmsa  cind  K-emendra  m  his 

Smrttatilaia,2  and  another  1>>  Ragha\d  m  his  ci-mmentan  of 

b'akuntald8  Many  verses  are  extracted  In  Bhoja  and  in  .he  antholo- 
gies as  Mentha's  or  Hastipaka's  and    rightly  merit  their  appreciation* 
38  Kumaradasa  was  a  King  of  Ceylon"  He  i\ as  the  son  of 

King  Kumaramam  who  died  on  the  battle  field  and  on  that  day  Kumara- 
dasa was  bom  He  was  bred  up  br  his  Uvo  distinguished  maternal 

uncles  Sri  Megha  and  Agrabodhi  with  paternal  affection' 

1     PR,  I  0    Heinaoandra  in  bis  ka\y§nusasana  (p  IS)  mentions  it  aa  a  poem 
(BKB,  i'i)  For  references,  see  CO,  754    Troyer  thought  it  was  a  drama  (JBBAS,  XII) 

33*5  <wm{Qi  II 

*  crer  *)HK^Tiuit  f^rsim  *w#or  t  I 

w  5W#t  frnfJr  Jtr^#lai^  II 
5  There  are  poets  by  the  names  Kom5ra,  KnmSradatta,  KnmSrabbalia  and 

Rhatfet  Kumara  mentioned  in  the  anthologies    Are  these  identical ' 
6  So  says  he  himself  m  the  last  four  verses  of  JSnakiharana  (TC,  IV  4248  9) 

sftStsfrssr  *&mi  fey  t^w^i  irts^r 
ggwre  ItowfoidM&toi  fcntt  ii 
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Writers  on  the  Indian  literary  histon  now  take  it  for  granted  that 

Kumaradasa  whose  name  as  such  appears  in  the  colophon  to  the  poem 

is  the  same  as  king  Kumara  Dhatusena  who  ruled  over  Ce\  Ion  accord- 

ing to  Mahavamsa  in.  the  jear  after  Buddha's  Xirvana  which  corres- 

ponds, as  worked  out  b\  European  Chroniclers,  to  A  D  51  =5-524  In  the 
last  four  verses  of  canto  20  of  the  poem  Kumaradasa  gives  his  father's 
name  as  Kum.lramam  and  sav  s  th  it  on  the  dn\  his  father  died  m  the 

battle-field  he  was  born  and  thenceforward  he  was  brought  up  by  his 

mother's  brothers,  Sn  Megha  ind  Agrabodhi  In  the  last  verse  there 

is  also  an  indication  that  as  a  child  he  was  troubled  bv  disease  What 

the  disease  was  we  are  not  told ,  but  RajaSekhara  in  his  Kavya-Mimdmsa 

instances  Kumaradasa  as  a  poet  born  blind  *  Is  it  possible  that  the 

disease  was  congenital  blindness  '■> 

39  The  Mahavamsa*  thus  notices  the  acts  of  this  celebrated 

Pnnce  — "After  hib  (Moggalana's)  demise,  his  son,  who  was  known  as 

Kumara  Dhatusena,  (both)  mighlv  and  godlike,  became  king  He  re- 

paired the  temple  which  had  been  built  bv  his  father,  held  a  com  ora- 

tion of  (Dhamma)  the  Baudda  Scriptures,  and  purified  the  religion 

He  pleased  the  priesthood  with  the  four  pachchya  ,  and,  having  done 

many  meritorious  actions,  passed  aw  av  m  the  ninth  year  Kittisena  his 

son  then  became  king  " 
This  account  given  m  Mahavamsa  shows  that  the  name  of  the 

king  was  Kumara  Dhatusena  and  not  Kumara  Dasa,  that  that  king's 
father  was  Moggalana  and   not  Kumaramani,  that  Kumara  DhStusena 

gk  dR*HKMwR*cifl<$  wvf$i  wm  I 

These  four  verses  are  found  in  the  above  manusoript  but  not  m  the  other  ramus 
oript  But  the  last  two  lines  are  found  in  the  poem  as  originally  restored  by  Dharma- 
rSma  as  the  end  of  the  35th  oanto  which  ought  to  be  90,  for  there  are  only  20  cantos 
in  the  complete  manuscripts  now  available  This  would  show  that  the  four  verses  must 
have  been  part  of  the  original  poem  and  not  any  suspicions  later  addition 

The  colophon  in  the  manuscript  is     fffi  fft|55W  PTOW  ?ct   STCT^I^"! 

1     GaekEd  page  12, 
3     Translated  by  L  0  Wijesfmha,  1889, 
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was  a  mighty  king  and  ruled  well,  that  he  was  not  incapacitated  b\  am 

disease  or  that  his  father  died  on  the  batt'e  field  when  he  vas  just 
born,  and  that  there  i&  no  mention  there  of  his  maternal  uncle  Sn 

3Iegha  and  Agrabodhi  The  latter  names  occur  40  Tears  la'er  m  the 
list  of  kings  m  Chap  er  44  of  the  Mah  avamsa  as  the  76th  king  After 

his  death  after  a  reign  of  nine  years  his  son  Kittisena  succeeded  him l 

It  will  therefore  be  observed  that  the  account  j,iven  by  the  poet  of 

himself  m  the  poem  differs  in  every  respect  from  JlahavamSa's  descrip- 
tion of  King  Kutnara  Dha^usena  This  name  KumSra  Dhatubena 

when  read  with  his  son's  name  Kittisena  shows  that  the  mam  part  of 
the  name  w  as  Dhatusena  and  the  w  ord  Kumdra  was  prefixed  to  it 

Ihe  identity  therefore  of  the  poet  with  that  particular  king  cannot 

possibly  be  accepted  The  language  of  the  poem  which  in  its 

merit  i&  very  akin  to  that  of  Kahdasa  and  the  earliest  poets,  when  read 

with  the  tradition  .that  Kahdasa  and  Kumaradaba  were  fhends,  suggests 

the  conclusion  th.it  Kumaradasa  must  have  been  a  far  earlier  poet 

than  the  5th  or  6th  century  A  D ,  which  is  induced  by  the  wrong 

identification  Even  in  Ceylon,  it  is  not  now  generally  accepted  that 

the  author  of  the  poem  was  this  king  of  Ceylon  * 

1     In  the  ohronologioal  table  Fart  EC   Oh  xn!  in  WijesimWs  Mahawamsa,  we 
have  a  list  of  Kings  and  there  we  find, 

37     Kumara  Dhatnseaa  SIS  24  A  D 

74     Kittisri  560  I  A  D 

76     Aggabodhi  I  564  A  D 

2,  Mr  S  Paranartana,  Assistant  to  Arohaelogioal  Commissioner,  Ceylon,  writes  to 
me  so  and  was  kind  enough  to  give  this  following  information,  which  is  at  best  available 
now  King  Kumaradasa  is  mentioned  in  the  Mohavaimisa  by  the  epithet  of  Kumaraj 
DhStusena  (KumSra  DhStusena)  Bub  in  Sinhalese  historical  works  this  king  is 
always  referred  to  as  KnmSradSsa  In  the  chapter  dealing  with  the  history  of  Ceylon  in 

ihe  PujZvah  a  Sinhalese  work  written  about  1266  A  D  ,  it  is  said  that  Mbggallana  I's 
son  was  KumSradasS  and  that  he  was  a  great  scholar  and  a  contemporary  of 
KSlidSsa,  the  Indian  post  Other  Sinhalese  works  sooh  as  the  Nikaya  Saiftgraha, 
Sadrlliarmma  Bataakara,  Raiaratnakara^and  BSjavaZt,  also  mention  ihe  same 
The  Perakumbu  Bvrita,  a  Sinhalese  poem  composed  in,thsIE>ih  oerrtw.j  attributes  to 
Lug  Kumaradasa  the  authorship  of  the  JanaTctharama  TheideBtofJoafaQti  of  Kumara- 
dhatasena  with  Kumaradasa,  by  Tornoui  an^  p|hers,  is  evidently  based  on  these 
Sinhalese  authorities  There  is  an  inscription  of  Kttfif  Kum5Wflasa  at  a  place  called 
Ksginkanda  In  this,  the  king  is  styled  5? aha  Hnmaratasa  raja,  the  Sinbalefie  form  of 
M5ha  Kumaradasa  rSja  This  imSiwrntfrin  is&tt  tettfj^itafehed  by  Muller  in  bis  AnaUnt 

B^vptci*sofO*iMrM#i^V'tmmmm  tf'WHa  Somewhat  weathered  he  has 

is 
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40  Trad'tion  makes  him  a  contemporary  of  Kahdasa  and  the 

following  s'or>  is  current  KumarndaVa  had  a  fair  courtesan  and  in  one 

of  his  usits  to  her  he  ̂ rote  a  line  ̂ JT^  r^r"^  ̂ #  ̂   ̂   %%% 

and  promised  a  rew  ard  for  the  completion  of  the  verse  Kahdasa  ■was 
then  on  a  \isit  to  the  rcnal  court  and  happened  to  lodge  m  the  same 

mansion  and  seeing  the  incomplete  verse  added  ̂ R5  rW  WF¥FI3T  esfjRft- 

TOCW  On  learning  tLis  the  courtesan  made  away  with  the  poet  and 

concealed  the  bodj  «nd  demanded  the  reward,  but  the  king  suspected 

that  the  real  poet  v\a«.  elsewhere  and  made  her  confess  the  crime 

Aggrieved  by  the  loss  of  his  friend  the  king  consigned  himself,  in  des- 

pair, to  the  fire  on  the  funeral  file  of  Kahdasa * 

Perakumba  Sinla  thus  notices  both  author  and  work  — "King 

Kmnaradasa,  who  on  the  very  same  day  celebrated  a  three-fold  feast  in 

honor  of  the  inauguration  of  the  queen-consort,  the  installation  into 

office  of  a  number  of  priests,  and  the  founding  of  18  temples  and 

18  tanks ,  and  who  id  masterlv  and  elegant  strains  composed  Janaki- 

harana  and  other  (maha  ka\u)  great  poems  offered  his  life  for  the  poet 

Kahdasa "  Apart  from  the  merit  of  this  story  for  the  purpoes  of 

chronologv,  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  Kumaradasa  was  a  devout 

admirer  of  Kahdasa  and  his  works 

41  His  Janakiharana,  a  poem  m  20  cantos  describes  the 

story  of  Rama  and  the  abduction  of  Slta  by  Ravana  * 

published  in  the  Epigraphs  JBcylantoa  at  an  early  date    I  attaoh  herewith  a  transoript 
in  Nag«i  of  the  verses  dealing  with  Kumaradhatusena  in  the  Mahavatrna 

lefts  ftgprs$#  %ft  «h*^* 

m^s  v^m  <ra^f|  *&$&$ 

Mahavctttnsa,  Ch  41,  verses  1  3 

1  A  description  of  Ctylon  by  J,  Corfimat,  (1907),  Ceylon,  anctent  and  modern, 

by  an  officer  of  the  Ceylon  Bints  mentioned  in  EesJiagiri  Saatri's  Rep  II  (1899),  20  , 
Nandargikar's  Int  to  Bagh  122  This  story  is  attributed  also  to  Kalidasa's  wife, 
Kamaia,  in  Bbau  Daji'a  Literary  Remains,  SI 

2  On  Knm2r\dasa  and  his  work,  gee  D'Alwis  Des  Cat  of  Sanskrit,  Pah  and 
Singhalese  ilanusortpts  (Ceylon) ,  Aufreoht,  ZDMQ,  XXTII,  17  and  CO  I  110, 
TekKon  PR,  IV  24  ,  JBRA.S,  XVI  10,  and  Int  tq  8uhh>  24 ,  BR,  (1897),  3fy 
Laumann,  2vm4anaTt^ihtirana  &>«  jttmaradata  IVQt,  itfc    236'ftfl.    S    K    Z& 
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The  poem  was  not  available  fLr  a  loner  nni3,  ,\liin  Dhar^ram 

reclaimed  15  cantos  from  a  Smcjha'ese  sanru1  (par-  ilr?»e)  ,,[  KZr- 
sundara  and  edited  the  poem  so  far  Nandargikar  rnd  Har^pnsad 
Sastn  brought  out  other  editions,  but  their  erii  ions  A<o  e^'eided  en]} 
to  10  and  14  cantos,  respectively  The  16th  canto  \  as  edited  bv 

Barnett  for  the  London  School  of  Oriental  S'lidies  recendv  There 
are  new  manusenpts  of  the  whole  poem  in  tact  and  thev  show  t-\o 

recensions  of  the  poe.n  In  the  manuscript  recentlj  ootamed  bv 
Mr  Ramaknshna  Kavi  of  Madras,  the  number  of  \erses  in  etch  canto 

is  far  more  than  m  the  manuscript  of  the  Oriental  "Manuscripts'  Library 
of  Madras  and  m  the  published  editions 

"  The  first  chapter  treats  of  the  histon  of  Dasaralha ,  the  second, 
of  the  visit  of  Indra,  and  the  gods,  to  Vishnu  in  the  Nagaloka,  after 

they  were  defeated  by  Ravana,  and  v  lshnu's  promise  to  be  born  m  the 
human  world ,  the  third  is  on  Ritu  Varnana ,  the  fourth,  on  the  wor- 

ship of  Agni,  and  the  birth  of  Rama  in  the  \v  omb  of  Kausah  a,  the 

Queen  of  Dasaralha — his  education — his  departure  with  Lakshmana 
on  the  application  of  Vasishtha  to  fight  with  Rakshasa,  etc  ,  the  fifth 

gives  a  description  of,  and  particulars  connected  Tvith,  the  jungle- 
residence  of  Vasishtha  ,  the  sixth  treats  of  the  departure  of  Rama,  etc 
to  Mithila,  where  a  marnage  was  concluded  for  him ,  the  arrival  there 

Some  readings  of  Jandkilwrana,  XVI  (Bull  of  Sah  of  Or  Sivdtes,  London,  VI., 
611  2  ,  Kahdata  %n  Ceylon  IJBAS,  (1891)  397J  ,  Kumaradasa  [J3AS  (1901)  678, 
aS3,  128] 

Ed  by  Dharmarama  Colombo,  (1891) ,  by  BUraprasadi  Sastri  (GalanHft,  JMWi 
Nandargikar  (Bombay,  190T,  10  cantos  only)  For  quotations  of  Kumarwjffsa  s  y«** 

ia  ths  anthologies,  and  in  UjvaladaUa's  commentary,  see  Thomas,  Tit  to  Km  85  and 
Peterson,  Int  to  Siibh,  26  There  is  a  oontroverey  ok  the  original  of  the  versa,  quoted 
by  Ksbeixpndra  m  his  AuoijyavioaraoaroS 

Wed  on  the  last  line,  Lund  in  Pafanjvli'a  Mahabhasya  (T  183)  Seshagirl  Sasttrl 
(Sep,  II  20)  Bays,  "  The  verse  is  not  found  in  the  present  edition  of  Jaoakibaraua  and 
the  full  stanzi  as  quoted  by  Kseman4ra  is  quite  dittant  from  that  quoted  in  P*4»- 
margari  exoept  the  last  lines  whioh  are  identical 

SPRT  M[ck«d^tct   f^T^RR"  HlgsWlf  ̂ itcll^  I 

On  this  question,  sea  BR,  1888  84,  58  sad  /ffitJiS,  XVI    170  199 ,  Vindargikar, 
lot  to  Rttgh,  196    It  seams  as  if  the  tost  »»»*»  taken  from  Pajanjali  and  the  rest 
of  the  verse  was  made  np  by  way  of  scmaijfa  paro*t 

1    Oat  of  iOatoetftt  atasWrti  Bttt-dry,  page  11, 
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of  Dasaratha  etc  ,  the  seventh  on  Rauia's  marriage  with  Sita,  the 
daughter  of  king  Janaka  ,  the  eighth  treats  of  their  hone\  -moon ,  the 
ninth,  the  departure  of  Dasaratha  and  the  new  married  couple  to 

Ayodhya — the  battle  fought  during  their  journev,  etc  ,  the  tenth 

relates  the  circumstances  attending  Ramd's.  expulsion  b)  the  infirm 
Dasaratha,  owing  to  the  application  for  the  throne  bj  Kaikeji  for  her 
own  son,  the  invitation  of  Bharata  to  Rama,  and  the  abduction  of  SiL- 

by  Ravana,  the  eleventh  contains  the  figh+  between  Garuda  and 
Ravana  to  pre\ent  Sita  being  earned  away,  the  death  of  Garuda,  the 
flight  of  Ravana  with  Sita  to  Lanka,  and  the  acts  of  Rama  in.  connec- 

tion with  the  battle  of  Sugma  and  Vali ,  the  t\\  elfth  gives  a  description 

of  Autumn  or  Sarat  Varnana,  and  Sugnva's  \isit  to  Rama ,  the  thirteenth 

records  Rama's  lament  for  the  loss  of  Sita,  gives  description  of  Varsha, 
or  the  rainy  season,  Sugnva's  attempt  at  consoling  Rama  etc,  the 
fourteenth  mentions  the  construction  of  Adam's  bridge ,  and  the 
fifteenth  (which  is  called  the  twentt  -fifth,  and  which  is  evidently  difi- 
cient  in  matter)  gives  a  glowing  picture  of  .the  blessing  of)  Barce,  as 

opposed  to  (the  ravages  of)  war,  which  is  introduced  as  a  message 

sent  by  Rama  to  Ravana  "*  The  remaining  cantos  continue  the  story 
of  Ramayana 

Kumaradasa  follows  Kahdasa  in  every  line  of  his  description  and 

if  imitation  is  not  laudable,  he  is  at  least  a  worthy  compeer  The  poem 
has  been  held  in  high  estimation  and  Jalhana  praises  bim,  in  the  name 

Of  Rajasekhara  as  an  adept  m  relating  the  story  of  R3  na,  next  only  to 

Kahdasa  a 

1     As  summarised  by  D'  Alms  (1  o  )  194 3     In  SnktimuktSvali 

Ibr  illustration  of  his  language 

tsrrcmfrjft  ̂ r  itmiFs  <re  q^  ll 

zms  m&  ̂ r^T  ST<ri%  qft^r  ft*rfg;rr  I 
fir^RpraMf  sw  ym^  f^pr  ̂   aftsrnF^  ll 
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42  Bhatti  was  the  son  of  tirisvieLmin  or  Srldharaswamin  Bhatti 

has  been  identified  viih  Bhartrhan  and  Bhatti  is>  said  to  be  a  prakntised 
form  of  Bhatn  The  fact  that  Bhatti  and  Eharfrhan  were  both 

grammarians  and  tie  tales,  that  sprang  up  about  their  connection  with 

^rfcf  '%%  Tfcrsfcrr  qfrf  m?&  ̂ w^fTR^r  i 
«w*re  fff^rfr  pre  f^rs?rR.-^rr  5%r  ll 

f^it^^P^^  *rraT  *rprat  sreg^srpsf  II 
?nf*nT^4  ̂ r  tftft  wnmm  I 

qrf3^  <rrf^  ̂   ̂ **r#sjfhl 

f^rra^tf n^r^cFFsrr  f*r  ra^  ?R«r  s^rr  ll 

q-iET^W  €?  $  ITcf  fWs4S<*3l  *ftdlfiUlMtl.  I 
PMfeWi<lH«ft  ̂ ^s  <fl*fcfl«wfo.  II 

qrew&Htqtr  font  z&Rgzfe&m,  n 
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kingship  and  King  Vikwrarka  lent  colour  to  this  confusion     But  on 

the  literary  evidence  now  available  the  ide  itity  is  uncertain  *     l  here 

pftgsrTnFT  ̂ pr  *$  nrft  ft  =t  ̂ "frfr  arfacrrf  I 

1     Amang  tha  oono.  ueatitDr-,  Jay-imin^'als  "nd  Hanbara  e*vll  bun  Bbatti,  son  of 
swamm  sfr^rftm  ̂ ^•frflf  TPEnprr^nr  sirrah  ̂ nr  I  Kandarpi  c»k» 

varfcia  calls  the  work  Bhatti  and  author  Bhirjrha'-i  3^  cH^+T^I'+vO^I'  ̂ JFT^THf 
^^I^TT  ̂ P^BPI^M^rT  I  Niirayanavidyavuioda  makes  the  author  Bhartrhan, 

sm  ijI  Sn4b-Mafe.wa.wa  apf  ̂ ftnT  ̂ ftSTC^il^gHT  *Tf gfrlT  fffafl?  I  Bbaraja- 

mallika    names    the  author    Bhartrn-wi.      JttjgffaWcb'Pf    sfftHWHSPT  *T§T$H 
^m  I 

Colebrojko  {Essay,  II  116)  S'iys  "  The  author  was  Bhatrihan,  not,  as  sugbt  be, 
suppose!  torn  (he  name,  the  oelebratBd  brother  of  Viktamaditya  bat  a  grammarian  and 

paat  who  was  soa  of  Sridhara  Swami,  as  we  are  informed  by  one  of  biB  soholiaats,- 
Vidyavuioda  "  Professor  Aufrcoht,  in  Ms  JfoVtcm  Catalogue,  (p  175b)  Bpeaks  oi 
Bhartnhan,  "  atyits  hber  grammatKus,  mvnme  v»o  Bhttbikavyam  memoratur,'* 
but  in  his  rotates  of  the  Prmdha.  tnmaram i  (p  132  b),  and  of  the  SarascatikafAhB* 
bhara^i,  he  oites  Bhatti,  and  ra  the  last  named  work  both  Bhatti  and  Bhatnhan  hav< 
been  separately  cited 

Two  vises  attributed  to  Boivrtrban  in  SabhSsitSvali  are  shown  as  Bhattat 

swamin's  or  BhartrbWloaia's  in  S«ngdharapa4dhaji     Jayamangala   oalls   the  worl 
Bhartr  KSyya  and  author  Bharfy    Anfreoht  says  Bbatti,  oalled  also  Bhartrswamin  oj 
Bhittaswamin  or  SwSmi  Bhatta,  was  the  author  of  Bhatti  Kavya  and  was  the  son  o 
§  idhw»<iwdmin  or  Srfswjmvi     Bhatth  is  said  to  ba  a  prafexitised  form  of  Bharj? 
Mitra  Wattces,  VI  1  1«)  says  Bhatti  is  a  diminutive  of  Bhacfea,     Ksemendra  am 
ValUbhadwa  quota  distiaotly  from  Bhatti  and  Bhartrhan  (Baa  Pftorsoj,   PR,  I  9 
Subh  73  ij  Bhaa  Daji  <?Mh»uri  Sistn,  Hoernle  [/B4S,   (i909)  119]  and  Klelbor 
(M,  III  218)  distinguish  them     B  0  Wujuradae  [JBAS,  (1901),  897]  and  probablj 
Hoernla  [JB&S,  (1909),  112]  identify  Bbatti  with  Vatsabhafcti  of  the  insonptlons    Btd 
Mu]Undar  [JRA.S,  (1303)  753]  seems  to  waver  and  withdraw    S<se  also  Keith  [JRA$i 
(1909)  435],   S    Bay,  Introduction,  to  JSMu    Oalentta,   BO    Dutt,   0*v    I    96! 
A  B  Keith,  OSL,  58 ,  Webar,  8L,  196,  S.  K,  De,   SP,  50  ,  Jfcoobi,  8%i$ungib»  A 
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are  other  stories  which  make  BhatU  son  of  Bhaitrihan  or  brother  of 

Bhartjhan,1  a  minister  of  Vikrama  or  \  lkram.irka  *  Tae  stones  are 
nvn>  (1)  A  Brahman  named  Chandragupta  had  four  \\i>es,  one  of  the 
Brahmin  caste,  another  of  the  Ks»hatn\  a,  the  third  of  the  Vaisi  a,  the 
fourth  of  the  Sudra  caste  Thev  w  ere  called  Brahmam,  Ehaaumati, 
Bhagva\ati  and  Smdhumati  Each  of  the  four  bore  him  a  s>on 
Vararuci  was  born  of  the  first  wife,  Vikramarka  of  the  second,  Bhatu 

of  the  third  and  Bhartnhan  of  the  fourth  Vikramarka  became  King, 
vhile  Bhatti  served  him  m  the  capacity  of  prime-minister  (u)  There  is 
yet  another  version,  that  Bhattarka,  a  king  of  Valdbhi,  n  as  the  real 
Bhatti  and  Bhartnhan  a  poet  of  his  Court,  composed  hu>.  poem  Ra\ana- 

vadha  and  let  it  pass  in  his  patron's  name*  (m)  Bhatnhan  was  him- 
self a  king  Once  a  Brahmin  brought  to  him  a  present  of  a  pnceless 

fruit,  he  gave  it  to  his  queen,  and  she  ga\e  it  to  her  paramour  The 
discovery  of  this  infidelity  mads  him  distrust  the  vorld  and  he  left  the 
household  and  turned  an  ascetic  It  is  said  this  is,  indicated  in  his 

composition  of  the  three  Satakas  m  a  verse  m  his  subha-ata* 

m  ?*r  1*1$  v®%  tr  ̂ rrlr  wwr*  ?  ar- 

*PIWT  cl^fW   li 

In  the   last  verse  of  his  Ravanavadha  he  mentions  his  patron 
King  Sri  Pharasena  of  Valabhi 

#f&pr  fr^rrat  i?n?r  $w  f^rfcrat  *ra.  snrrcr^  ll 

"  May  this  poem,  wntlen  by  me  in  Valabhi,  the  protected  of  the 
Great  King  Sridharasena,  be-  to  the  glory  of  the  king,  since  the  king  is 

the  well-doer  of  the  people  " 
Valabhi  was  the  capital  of  Sajirastra  (Gujrat)  Kingdom  and  has 

been  identified  with  Walleh  *    There  were  four  Dharasenas,  the  first 
Prensstschen  Akadamie  (1922),  316  ,  Anderson,  Soms  account,  v$  JShgHt  Kavya 
[JBBAS,  in  it  20] 

On  Bnarjihan,  see  Eiethorn,  IA.  Xtl  226  ,  K  P  Patbak,  BhTtrJutrt  and 

Kumanla,  JBRAS,  XVIH  213  ,  Was  Bhatp-thart  a  Buddhist*  V»&  XVIII  341 , 
and  Telang,  Lit   to  Satakas,  and  IA,  IX  308     On  his  Vskynpadiyft  sas  IA,  III  236 

1     Bhau  Da]!,  JBBA8  (1862)  2X4 
3     Bohlen,  Prtt  to  Salakas,  6 
8     Seahagiri  SSffci  IA  I  81drt 

5    U,I*tm 
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about  Valabhi  Samvat  183  and  the  last  330  Valabhi  Sam\al  appears 

to  be  identical  iMth  Gupta  Valabhi  Sanual1  and  the  epoch  of  the 
Cupta  era  vanes  according  to  different  scholar*.,  167,  190,  319  AD* 

It  is  not  possible  to  sav  which  of  these  four  Dharasenas  was  the  patron 
of  Bhatti  and  it  is  hkeh  Bhatti  flourished  m  the  4th  or  5th  cen- 

tury AD* 

1  See  11,  XV    187  and  XIII    160,  when  teese  toima  are  used,  mdieiting 
ilentity  of  meaning 

2  The  Gupta  em  is  placed  by  different  writers  in  diffeient  yearR,  (see  TA  XV  888} 
by  Cunningham  as  lt>7  A  D  ,  by  Bayley  in  190  A  D  and  A'beram  in  819  A  D  For 
his  Kaira  grant,  see  Fleef,  Oil  134  98  date!  Gupta  Vnlabhi  380  whioh  according  to 

Fleet  is  319  20,  plus  330  or  649  50  K  D  Seo  also  Tol's  Btjasllian,  I  703  ,  Pban 
dariar,  BSD  18 ,  Dosahu's  Biliary  of  Chisarat,  825  ,  Lassen  (See  Max  Volte, 
I  «i»a,  851)  sayB  that  Bhatti 's  patron  was  Dharasena  II  \JtA,  VII  68,  VIII  801,  XV, 187,  dated  Vol  Sam  252  ]  Tbs  ramc  Bhatti  u  founl  m  Uo  graots  of  Dhruvasena  I 
{Sam  221)  and  Dhravasem  III  (Sam  884)  as  Superintendent  of  the  Kitchen  (See 
Arohaelogioal  Survey  of  India,  86-96  ,  TriTedi's  Int  to  Bdn   xxi)  , 

3  The  following  grants  and  inscription  with  dates  will  be  useful  for  r.seatoh 
Dhruvasena  I  1  i,  V  204  Vol  B   207 

„    IV  104 
Gnhasena  „    VII  266 

„    V  206 
DharRaenal  lf    VI  9 
Dharaseuall  „    XV.  187 

„    Xni  160 
,     VII  68,  721 
„    VIII  801     J 

DharasenalV  I  4g 
,!  VII  78  \ 
„  XV  835J 

Dhatasen*  IV  I  ̂ j 

and  8Jl5ditya  I  ,"  XIV  327 Bflad.tyal  >(  XK  2871 
,,  SX  305}- „  XI  327  J 

Dhruvasena  II  „  vi  12 
Kharagwha  II  „  YU.  76 
ai5d!jyan  ,  xi  805 
SflSdifyaV  „  VI  16 
Sil5di{ya  ni 

(Dhravabbatta)  „  vil  79  „         U7 

211       ?    f ***"*  °f  Utdwal  I  "*«•  *  95°     Bn*  *  the dates  given  inJ insonptions,  the  order  of  these  iiaga  reqaaea  reQorWderatwn  ^ 
Bbr  a  dieouseion  regarding  VaUbhi  chronograms,  see  J  A,  VII  808 

11 

216 

,1 

240 
II 

268 

II 

269 

Gupta  Yal 
8  252 

Val 

8  252 

ii 

252,  270 

ii 

272 

ii 

880 

ii 

286 
ii 

272 

»» 

390 

ii 

310 

i> 

387 

ii 

852 

ii 

441 
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There  is  a  tradition  that  one  da>  when  Bhar^rbari  ̂ as  lecturing 
on  grammar,  an  elephant  passed  betft  een  him  and  his  pupils  and  as  a 
result  of  the  evil  omen,  the  lectures  had  to  be  suspended  for  a  jear 

Bhar^rhan  could  not  forbear  so  long  and  resorted  to  the  device  of 
teaching  grammar  through  the  medium  of  poetry  and  at  the  end  of  the 

year,  the  poem  was  complete1  True  or  untrue,  the  method  so  adopt- 
ed has  really  served  to  achieve  the  end  and  to  this  day,  a  stud}  of 

Bhatti  helps  the  teaching  of  language  with  felicity 

43  Bhattikavyam  is  a  work  of  great  renown  a  In  four  parts, 
Praklrna,  Prasanna,  Alankara  and  Tinanta,  it  illustrates  the  grammatical 
formations  according  to  the  aphorisms  of  Paanu,  figures  of  speech  and 

other  rhetorical  devices,  but  often  we  see  verses  of  real  poetic  merit  * 

In  Canto  X,  there  are  illustrations  of  Alankaras*  and  from  their  number 
and  their  significance,  it  is  conjectured  that  Bhatti  came  after 

Bhamaha  * 

1  S  Bay,  Itii  to  Edn  ,  vui. 
2  Ed   Bombay  [.BSS,  56,  57],  Madras  and  Caloutte.    On  works  aeorlbed  to 

Bhatti,  see  IA,  XI  235 

ar%  WRd^sii'MB  ft^rar^  www  Wff,  I 

fqTR;  *KTT  ̂ Tfi!  n"  ̂ HHtR^f  $ft   II 
i     Pok  the  list  of  alar&Sras  illustrated  in  Oanfco  X,  see  JBdS,  (1939),  830  el  »$ 

5     On  this  question  theia  is  a  difference  of  opinion     It  mainly  tains  on  the  two 
verses 

<mi  s^wra- 5=^  ̂ t^r  far  II 
SkSmaha,  Q.  30, 

and 

Bhatt*,  xxu.  94 
19 
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44  Dasananavadaakavyam  of  Yogmdranat&a  TarkacudamanI 

embraces  the  &ame  theme  * 

There  are  commentaries  on  Bhattilivyam  by  [Kandarpacakravartm 

Bharataseaa,  Narayana  Vidyavmoda,  Puijdankaksa,  Kutrmdanandana, 

Puru5oftama,    Romacandra-vacaspati,     Ramananda,    Hanharacarya],a 

"  Even  if  these,  which,  like  scientific  treatises,  can  be  understood  only  by  com 

mentanes,  be  poems,  it  is  onlv  a  festival  to  those  who  have  a  fine  intellect,  but  alas 

undone  ate  the  dull  witted  " 
««  This  poem  is  explicable  by  a  commenlary  It  is,  however,  sufficient  that  it  will 

be  a  festival  for  the  intelligent,  and  it  is  because  I  like  the  wise,  that  I  have  not 

thought  much  of  the  dull  witted  " 
Whioh  of  these  could  be  the  earlier  1  Either  Bhamaha  ont'oised  Bhatti  [Jacob, 

#JDM<?,  lxiv,  s&  dcr  preaes  A  AD  (1922),  210  8  ,  Keith,  SL,  SI]  or  Bhatti  wrote  in 

anticipation  Of  the  rhetorical  objection  as  already  set  out  by  Bhamaha  The  former  seems 

more  likely  S  K  Be,  [SP,  60],  H.  B  Diwekar  {JBAS  (1924),  880]  says  "  It  is  not 
thus  a  boast,  but  rather  an  excuse  If  a  poet  is  to  boast  of  his  poem  as  being  a  hard  nut 

to  crack,  be  will  boast  that  the  learned  and  not  the  dull  witted  will|find  it  difficult  To 

puzzle  the  dull-witted  is  not  a  thing  to  be  proud  of,  and  this  is  why  Bhatti  gives 
vidvatpnyata  as  an  excuse  Cor  that  It  will,  therefore,  be  not  wrong  if  it  is  said  that  the 

verse  of  Bhamaha,  whose  conception  of  a  poem  is  3Tl«IS.<W1l«H<!»lCUai«l  M'Wf^  | 
must  be  the  original,  and  the  verso  of  Bbattl,  was  also  accepts  that  conception,  is  based, 

on  Bhamaba's  words  The  wor3  eva  which  eigni6es,a  prajisedha  (contradiction),  and' 
the  reason  vidvatpriyaja  pat  forward  makes  this  position  quite  clear  in  the  minds  oil 

the  readers." 
For  striking  resemblanoes  between  Bhamaha  and  Bhatti  compare  also 

£r  m  %&&  iMtW+w+fi  srfir  II 
Bhamaha,  u  10 

and 

and 

Bhath,  x  27 

fjflw^pr  5tw  cF^t  5$m  55crr  w  ll 
Bhamaha,  11  81 

3tft«v«iR+i  era-  zffi®  prrrM  I 

4^™  ********* Bhatt*,  v  18 

1  Ed  Calcutta 
2  For  these  commentaries,  see  10,  544  5  ,  CO,  I  418 
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Bharata   or    Bharatamallika,1    Jayamangala,"    Jibanandrtvuh  a* jgar.t,* 

Malhnatha* SVidhara,5  Sankaracan a ' 
s 

45  Bhatti  s  example  has  been  fruitful  iu  similar  co*nposilions  In 

Ra%anarjunl\am7  in  27  cantos,  Bhuma  or  Bhaumak«t8  relates  the  ston  of 
Karfcaurya  and  illustrates  almost  the  whole  Astadlnavi  of  Pdnmi  He 

is  quoted  by  Jayaditja  in  his  Kafeka  and  bj  Ksemendra  in  ̂ u\rttitt- 
laka  and  may  have  lrved  about  7th  century  AD  In  Ms&  available  In 

Malabar  the  author's  name  is  given  as  Bhosa  and  the  colophon  runs  as 
SJcf  2ft  ̂ cWr^reR*TSffFrf^t%af  There  is  a  commentarv  on  iL  bv 

Paramesw  ara 

Similarly  in  LakNanadaria,  Mahamohopadhv  2v  a  Di\3kard,"  narra- 
tes m  14  cantos  the  story  of  Mahabharata,  with  expressions  illustrative 

of  grammatical  rules  of  Panini M 

46  Kaslnatha's  Yaduvamsakavyam,  describing  the  history  of 
Yadus,11  Panmisfitrodaharanam,  of  unknown  authorship  dealing  with 

the  story  of  Bhagavatam"  illustrates  the  aphorisms  of  Panim     So  also 

1  Ed  Calcutta  DO,  XX  7788  He  was  the  son  of  Ambasjha  GanrSnga 
Halhka  and  lived  about  1800  He  mentions  KavEkalpadroma  of  Bopaeteva  See 
M*tra,  VI  144  ,  00, 1  899 

2  Ed  Calcutta  Jayamangala's  definitions  of  Alaokaras  in  Ganti  X  show  fchn 
to  be  older  than  Mammata  (see  Taveck's  ltd  to  E#»)  Thete  is  a  erftkJigtn-  of  this 
commentary,  TO,  IV  5467 

3  Ed  Calcutta  4     Ed  everywhere  6     iXJ.'XX  7787. 
6  00, 1  418,  quoted  in  Mddhaviya  DhStuvrf  {I 

7  Ed  Bombay     BKB,  62  ,  Tnvedi's  Int  {op  nt ) 
8  There  is  an  Angada  nStaka  by  BhubhaOa  (B,  II  116  r  00,  L  4}  which  seams 

to  be  a  mistake  for  8ubhata     Bhiraata  (00,  I  413)  and  Bnima  Kavi  (II,  XXXI 

229)  are  different     The  other  variants  aean  in  Mss    are  Bhtma  Bhatta.Bhu  Bhatta, 
Bhomabhatta     See  Peterson,  §uWt    83,    There  are  verses   quoted  in  SSrangadhara. 

paddhji 

9  TO,  IV  5664,  XaVfndiaoSrya,  also  taown  as  ttevakara  Bon  of  Vaid'yei'vara 
and  Ounavatl  of  Bharadvaja  go{ra  hved  in  the  oenri  of  Kmg  Ecs^araya  of  Vizianagar 
and  wrote  the  poem  Bhara\amr tarn  m  30  cantos  (TO,  IV  5503).  Hie  taptbef  Uatjhu 
sadana  wrote  Dhiirtaearitabhana 

10     The  following  oolophon  will  show  the  object  of  the  poem . 

r 

U  NePyOoU  IL  *229  }  (Mfc.i  II.  «",  .£&,  SiBL  895.  ESsaajha-  was  son  of 
oaofcava  and  Haigrail ' 

12.  TO  IV.  4643  A  commentary! Jon  j*.  ly  Ji;ftsn*wa  at  tna  uoms  «  lung 
Bavivarma  of  Malabar 
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are  Subhadraharanam  (in  20  cantos)  of  Narayana,  son  of  Brahmadatta 

of  Kudalur-mana  of  Malabar1  and  Vasudevavijayam  of  Vasudeva,* 
treating  of  the  marriage  of  Subhadra,  and  story  of  Ky^na  respectively 

Narayana's  Dhatukavyam  is  a  sequel  to  the  latter,  m  illustration  parti- 
cularly of  verbal  forms,  as  dealt  with  by  Bhimasena's  Phatupatham 

and  Madhava's  Dhatuvn$tis  Yakyavali  illustrates  in  four  cantos 
grammatical  peculiarities,  figures  of  speech,  prosody  and  poetical  tncks* 
fericihnakavyam  in  12  cantos  relates  the  life  of  Kpna,  the  first  eight 

cantos  were  -written  by  KpualHa&ika  in  lllustranon  of  Vararuci's 
Prakrtaprakasa  and  the  rest  by  his  pupil  J?urgaprasSdayati,  in  illus- 

tration of  fnvikrama's   Prakrta  grammar  5 
47.  Bhattara-Hanchandra,"  is  praised  b}  Bana  in  his  Harsa- 

canta  It  is  said  that  he  wrote  a  romance  Malawi  H  i  may  therefore 

be  assigned  to  the  5th  or  6th  century  A  D  In  Sadukti-Karaamr$a 

(5139)  he  is  mentioned  as  an  "  enchanting  poet "  and  classed  with 
great  poets  *    His  verses  are  quoted  in  the  anthologies 8 

Hanchandra,8  a  Jam  poet  of  the  Digambara  sect,  was  the  son 
of  Ardradeva  and  Radha  and  brother  of  Laksmana  of  the  Kayastha 

Sanomaka  family  He  bore  the  title  of  Sarasva$Tpu$ra  *°  He  is  men- 
tioned  by  Rajasekhara  in  his  Karpuramanjari 

1  VO,  III  8883,  There  is  a  oommentary  by  the  author  himself  for  16  cantos 
He  is  different  from  N5rayana  Bhatfcaf  Jin,  who  wrote  Narayaniyam  in  1587  A  D 
See  JBA8,  (1900),  763  ana  Int  to  Narayaniyam  (Tr  Sans  Series) 

3  Ed  Bombay,  KSvyamSla  Fart  X     See  on  this  author,  post 
8.    DO,  XX,  7744     There  is  a  commentary  probably  by  the  author  himself 
4  Kttp  Sep  (1919),  39 
5  TO,  V  B  No  4166 
6.  Hobsoh  (JMy,  XII,  818)  denies  and  Peterson  is  not  certain  about  his 

identity  [PB,  II  77)  with  the  other  Hanoandra 

8  ZDM  Gt  XXXVI  369  ,  Siibh  161 

9  He  is  called  Harlsoandraj  by  laksmana  in  his  Commentary  in  VadlrSja's 
Yofodharaoanta  (JO,  III  8824 ) 

A  poet  Hanoandra,  son  of  Budrap»ndit,a,  lived  m  the  court  of  Bhillama  HI  of 
Devagul  and  composed  an  inscription  in  1025  (Saba  ?j  (IA,  XVH  120 ,  XXIII  129). 

Another  Hanoandra  known  as  Vaidya  Hanoandra,  an  ancestor  of  Maheivari,' 
author  of  Visvakofa,  was  a  poet  and  he  Is  quoted  in  Subha§itvail.  See  Aw/  Bod  Oat. 
167,  857,  Sesh  Bep   II    45-6,  Peterson,  Subh,  186,  Buna,  Hw  predecessor  tm* 
Contemporaries,  [JBBAS,  XVX  app.  II  p.  HI) 

10.    PB,  II  77. 
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His  Dharmasarmadhvidayam1  is  a  poem  m  21  cantos  describing 
the  life  of  Dharmanatha,  the  fifteenth  TIrthankara  from  his  birth  to 
nirvana  The  hero  was  born  as  the  son  of  Mahasena  of  lk>.\aku 

family  and  king  of  Ra$napura  b}  his  wife  Suvrata  His  \erse  is  full  of 

melody  and  his  expression  noted  for  its  luciditv  * 

In  his  JrvANDHARACAiiPLi8  he  relates  m  13  lambhas  the  story  of  a 
Jama  prince  JIvandhara,  son  of  king  Satyandhara  as  related  bv  Sudhanna 
to  King  &renika  The  language  is  charming  and  takes  rank  with  the 

best  of  its  kind  T  S  Kuppuswami  Sastri  mentions  a  drama,  JI\an- 
dharacantam  by  Hancandra 

48  Bharavi,  known  also  as  D  amodara,  was  the  son  of  Nara>  ana- 
swamm  of  Kausika  go^ra  His  ancestors  lived  at  Xnandapura  m  N  W 

India  and  migrated  later  into  the  countrj  of  Nasik}  a*  (Dekhan)  Once 
accompanying  the  local  prince  Visnuvardhana*  on  a  hunting  expedition, 
in  dire  distress,  he  was  obliged  to  eat  meat  and  he  set  out  on  pilgri- 

mage to  expiate  the  sin  On  his  way  he  made  acquaintance  with 

jpurvini^a9  (a    Ganga   pnnce)     Having  heard  his   glory  sung  by  a 

1     Ed  Bombay 
a.    He  himself  says  bo  in  his  concluding  verse 

8  Ed  Tanjore,  DC,  XXI  8219,  T  S  Kuppuswami  Sastri  says  Out  he  lived 
after  900  AD  on  the  analogy  of  story  and  language  and  with  VS^fHmnimhn'n 
Esa{  raoudSmani 

Other  works  about  Jivandhara  edited  by  I  S  Euppaswami  Sastri,  Tanjore,  ace 

Gunabhadra's  Jivandaaraoarijram,  and  Vadibhamniha's  GadyaorotSmsni  On  the 
story  of  Jivandhara,  by  E  Holtzosh,  see  JUY,  XII  817 

i  The  word  probably  means  Peninsula  Dandm  uses  this  word  in  the  sense  o£ 
South  India  where  KSnoi  is  situated 

5  Visnuvardhana  here  referred  to  might  be  Kubja  Vignuvatdnana  of  the  ins- 
oriptions  He  was  the  younger  brother  of  Saf  ySfoaya  Pulafeesm  U  who  asoended  the 
throne  in  608  AD,  As  a  general  under  the  latter  he  captured  Vengi  from  the  PaHavtf 
and  oonquered  king  Harsavardhana  He  was  viceroy  of  a  province  with  the  capital  at 
Pistapura,  now  Pithaputam  in  Qodavan  District  Later,  he  declared  his  independence 
of  his  brother  and  founded  the  dynasty  of  Eastern  Qhalukyas.  On  Pulakestn  and 
Visnuvardhana,  see  V  Smith,  BH  426,  486,  iiep  of  Epigraphy  {Madras}  Q  O 
No  674,  Ubh  July  1906,  KeUhorn,  JB2  VIII  App  11  Wat  grants  of  Visnuvardhana  I 
(E.0halukya)fleeI4,  XIX  308  (539  40  Saka  =608-9  AD)  and  XX  15  (683  AD,) 
and  of  Visnuvardhana  V,  eee  IA,  Vn  186  (540  Bafca=668-9  A  J) )  and  VTJ  191 
(881  Saka=859-60  AD).    JABS,  I   86 

6,  Durvuu>  was  the  son  of  king-  Avuu|a  of  Kongaol  and  daughter's  eon  of 
Poonaaaraja.  Dacviail*  was  diainhentacl  by  his  father  and  in  his  baniahnwai  wandered 
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Gandharva  m  a  couplet,  king  SmhaviMiu,1  of  KanchI  invited  the  author 
of  it  and  that  was  Bharavi  1  here  he  h\ed  happily  in  the  company 
of  the  royal  prince  Mahendravikrama,  the  &on  of  Simhau  nu  He  had 

a  son  Manoratha  and  Dandm,  as  Vi  e  shall  see,  v,  as  the  son's  son  «f 

Manora^ha     This  is  the  account  gi\en  m  the  A\antisunddnkatha 

over  distant  countries  Hs  wt  %  Teat  scholar  and  wrote  a  commentary  on  15  cantos 

of  Bharavi's  KirStSrj  iuiy»  a  5t>a°krit  version  <  i  the  BrbalkijhS  \txi  the  work  called 
Sibd5va{3tA     See, 

[My  Aroli  Bcp  (1916)  86j ,  iLo  EC  (Tumkur)  28,  1A,  XLII  20a 

Oa  the  genuineness  of  the^e  inscriptions  doubts  were  expressed  but  there  is  no 
reason  to  suipeot  &  forgery  Time  13  a  lenrned  diswsion  by  R  Nirasimhaohar 

Durvmlta  is  mentioned  m  Nrp\{unga's  Kavirajamarga  as  a  great  Kanarece  author 
1  Simhavisnu  was  the  Ptllava  'ting  who  ruled  between  575  and  600  A  D  at 

Kauei  He  vanquished  the  Mulayi,  Pandya,  Choli  eto  kings  and  took  possession  of 
the  banks  of  the  K2veri  Hissjn  was  Miheud  avarmau  or  HahendravikLamavarman  I 

(600  625  AD)  H9  bare  the  titles  S^ramiHa  and  A  van  bhajana  He  was  the 
author  of  the  Uajtavilasi  Prahaianam,  a  faroe  knjwn  after  his  own  feillo  MaJtavilSsa 
(Ed  Tr  Sanskrit  series,  No  55)  Iu  this  play  ai.e  desonbed  the  drunken  rivelryot  a 
KSpalika  with  his  female  oDinpamou,  his  qtruul  with  a  hypoontioal  flakya  Bbiksu 
for  alleged  theft  of  a  bowl,  the  mediation  by  a  degenerate  P5supa$a  and  the  final 
recovery  of  the  bowl  from  a  mwtman 

The  geneology  from  Simhavisnu  is  given  by  V  VBnkayya  m  Mod  Bev  VIH  185 
In  this  order  — Simhavisnu — ilaheudravarmau  I — Narasimhavarmart — Mahendravar 
man  II—  Paramesvaravarman  (defeated  Ohalukya  Vikramaditya)— Rajasimha— Mahen 
dravarman  II  and  Param'svar4v«man  II— Nandivarman  (about  760  4  D ) 

In  the  Mamandoor  inscription  we  find      T^^+W  RliiR)  I  fc      and  the  rest  of 

the  msonpbon  is  mutilated     If      iRc^pp  means  JhRt^f5^,  *be  coupling  of  It  with 

+ftll<l0Kl  would  moan  that  their  author  was  the  same   There  is  also  a  broken  line  in  the 

Avanjisuadarf  katha  % ̂   ft®  ̂ IWR^ WT5?PPjfiri%  *fcR?st  ̂ dMI'tdMI  =? . » 
Srivara  is  the  general  name  of  Pallava  kings,  used  in  inscriptions.  It  is  possible 

that  thiB  verse  may  refer  to  a  work  called  Gandhamadaua  by  Mahendravikramar 
varmin  See  also  the  following  verse  of  Rajasekhara  quoted  in  Jalhana's  SuklimuktS Tali. 

Here  the  word  SahasSnki  may  refer  to  this  king 
Eor  relevant  msonptione,  see  El,  IV  152  and  8U  ,  I  29*80 ,  aad  Tfenkajrjw,  Jn»; 

enptvmg  %n  tho  Trwhvnoyoly  oave  {Aroh  Bur  Annual  1808-4,  270  ft )  j  G.  Sotmtim 
Dubreuil,  Anctcnt  Bistory  of  tlw  Dcocan(  Pondioherry),  68,.  and  The  PaZZaww  (amrBj; 
cherry),  39  ,  PaUava  Ant^wtttes,  I  Oh  11 ,  T  Ganapati  Ssfltri,  Int  t0  MaQtiMliiar pruhtwna 
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There  is  a  doubt  whether  Bharau  and  DSniodir.i  nere  idemicc1 

and  Bharavi  was  another  name  of  Damodara  A\an$ibundcirlka{h2- 

sara  is  a  \ersion  in  \er&e  of  A\  antisundarikatha  in  pro*e  and  the 

version  is  almost  a  faithful  reproduction  In  Kd$ha»ara  ̂ 23)  *he 
verse  is 

The  corresponding  prose  passage  in  Katha  as  printed  b\  M  R 

Kavi  is  mutilated  and  indistinct 

G  Hanhara  Sa<s«n  has  made  an  extract  of  this  passage  from  another 

manuscript  obtained  from  the  Department  of  Publication  of  Sanskrit 

Manuscripts  in  Tmandram 

That  is,  this  passage  reads  Bhuraii  and  the  adjectnes  attached  to 

it  m  the  objective  declension  so  that  the  vord  becomes  an  object  of  the 

verD  anunMhya  Hanhara  Sastn  sajs  '  what  we  learn  from  the  prose 
and  metrical  versions  is  that  Bharavi  was  a  sarvaite  (mahasama)  and  great 

poet  (giramprabhavah)  attached  rto  the  Pnnce  Visnuvardhana  and  that 
Damodara,  who  was  also  endowed  with  poetical  gifts  of  a  high  order, 

secured  the  friendship  of  the  Prince  through  the  medium  of  Bharavi m 

This  does  not  however  affect  the  date  to  be  assigned  to  MaraM.* 

Besides  tbese  synchronisms,  the  name  of  Bharavi  is  mentioned  in 

the  Aihole  inscription  8  of  Pulekesm  U,  dated  Saka  556  (=AD  634) 

Bharavi  may  therefore  be  taken  to  ha%e  lived  on  either  side  of  the 

beginning  of  the  6th  century  A  D   
1  WQ.III  169 

2  S  K  Da,  {IBQ,  I  31,  III  169)  oancurs  in  this  view  S  K  De,  aligns
 

BhSravi  to  tbo  ona  o£  the  6th  or  beginning  of  the  7th  Century  A  D 

3  1A  V  67  71  where  the  whole  inscription  is  published 

'May  this  RavAirti,  who  has  obtained  the  fame  of  Kalidasa  and 
 Bharavi  who 

flowed  the  noble  path  of  poetics  be  victorious  I  May  he  flourish 
 forever,  whom  his 

great  wisdom  had  this  temple  of  Jraa  constructed,  as  firm  as  rock  itsel
f  on  a  costly  ana 

For  adiaeuBsion  of  this  t  inscription,  -see  page  68  snpra,  and  W,  VI 
 73,  XYI 

109 ;  OH,  III  79  note 
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49     Stones  of  Bharavi's  po\ertj  and  affluence  are  current  ma 
vanetv  of  versions     Pargankar  gnes  aversion 

"  Bharavi  was  ground  by  poverty  and  being  ever  immersed  m 
poetic  life,  was  often  troubled  b>  the  furious  remarks  of  his  wife  She 
once  reproached  him  for  his  dullness  in  as  much  as  he  did  not  stir  himself 
about  monej,  and  the  poet,  goaded  b)  necessity  and  the  constant 
reproaches  of  his  wife,  did  set  out  to  trj  his  fortune  to  seek  ro\al 
support  \\  hen  he  had  gone  a  few  miles,  he  saw  a  beautiful  tank 
Fatigued  by  the  labours  of  the  pumej,  he  stopped  there  and  wrote 
the  following  verse  on  a  lotus-leaf 

IScf  ft  R^WlftT  W1WW   WFft  WK    II— Kvrata,  II  80 

The  king  of  the  countrj  who  happened  to  be  on  the  very  spot  as 
as  he  had  left  his  palace  for  hunt,  -was  so  much  delighted  with  it  that 
he   ordered  the  poet  to  see  him  m  his  palace  at  a  particular  time  and 

then  galloped  off     The  poet,  mean  looking  and  dressed  m  rags,  found 
no  admittance  to  the  ro)  al  presence,  and  had  m  despair  to  go   back 
The  king,  however,  had  the  verse  painted  m  gold  in  his  private  cham- 

ber    A  )ear  silenllv  passed,  when  the  ling  set  out  with  his  chosen  few 
to  hunt,  declaring  that  he  w  ould  return  after  a  week     On  the  second 

night,  however,  his  camp  not  being  far  off,  he  rode  alone  to  his  private 
chamber  and  to  his  extreme  wonder  and  rage,  found  the  queen  lying 
with  another  person  on  his  bed !  Suddenly  he  drew  out  his  sword  and 
was  about  to  strike  both  dead,  when  the  verse  in  golden  letters  atrac- 
ted  his  attention     His  rage  abated  and  he  resolved  to  awaken  both 
and  tell  them  of  their  heinous  offence  and  then  to  pass  the  sentence  of 
capital  publishment  on  them     But  what  was  his  surprise  when,  on 
awakening  them,  he  was  told  that  the  youth  was  no  other  than  his  son, 
who  being  stolen  away  by  a  nurse  from  cradle,  was  discovered  that 
very  evening '  The  king,  immediately  m  tears  thanked  God  that  he  had 
not  rashly  murdered  his  wife  and  his  only  son  the  sole  heir  to  the 
throne     It  need  hardly  be  added  that  the  king  afterwards  sought  out 
the  author  of  the  verse  that  had  so  curiously  preserved  the  life  of  his 
son,  and  rewarded  him  suitably  "* 

1  The  verse  was  so  popular  that  it  1B  frequently  quoted  in  Sastno  chsousswns 
PrabbSiara  in  his  BrhatI  {I  ]  )  reaioules  his  opponent's  want  of  sense  by  the  2nd  line. 

2.  Hoe  anodher  version,  see  M  Suryanarayana  Bastri,  Life  oj  Sanskrit  VoeU (Telugu)  Amalapuram,  93-6 
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50  Kiratarjuniyam  *  is  his  only  poem  known  to  us  In  eigh- 
teen cantos,  it  describes  the  fight  between  Arjuna  and  &va  in  the  garb 

of  a  mountaineer  On  the  advice  of  Vyasa  to  seek  celestial  arms  bv 

penance,  Arjana  engages  himself  in  severe  penance  in  the  Himalayas 
Siva  cones  to  meet  hun  as  a  Kirata,  wild-hunter,  and  a  mighLy  boar 
which  came  to  attack  Arjuna  is  slain.  Both  Arjuna  and  the  disguised 
god  claim  the  merit  of  having  slam  the  animal  and  a  quarrel  is  picked 
up  and  fight  ensues  When  fighting  in  the  air  Arjuna  holds  the  god  bj 
the  feet  and  on  his  appeal,  Siva  reveals  himself  and  blesses  the  warrior 

with  the  gift  of  arms  with  which  he  was  to  win  back  his  lost  kingdom 

The  poem  bears  Laksmi-pada-anka  *  The  poem  displays  a  vigour 
of  thought  and  language  and  a  lofty  eloquence  of  expression  rarely 

equalled  in  Sanskrit  literature a  In  a  well-known  verse  in  Sadukti 
Karnamrta  his  words  are  said  to  possess  a  natural  grace  *  On  account 
of  the  beauty  of  a  particular  verse,  the  poet  became  known  as  Chatra 

Bharavi8 
1.  Ed  Bombay,  Calcutta  and  Madras  and  elsewhere  and  in  Hat  ward  University 

Series  No  15,  with  a  German  translation-by  0  Csppeller,  [reviewed  in  JBJ.S  (1917) 
869  by  F  „W,  Thomas]  Translated  into  English  (Cantos)  1  to  i)  by  B  N  Nanii 
(Calcutta)  ,  (cantos  1  to  6)  by  Subrahmanya  Sasiri,  Madras  J  (cantos  1  to  10)  by  L  B 
Pangarkar,  Bombay ,  (cantos  1  to  8)  by  M  B  Kale,  Bombay.  Cantos  1  to  8  by 
M  B  T^a  with  an  elaborate  introduction  ,  Cantos  1  to  10  by  Faogaikar  (with  an 

introduction)  Abridged  m  verse  in  Dntt's  Layt  of  Aadent  Indut. 
On  BhSravi  generally,  see  Peterson,  Subh  79  B  0  Dutt,  OX,  II  387-92,  Bbatt 

Ba&  3BBJL8.  TX  815  ,  Bhandarkar,  JBBA8,  XIV  2* ;  Fleet  U,  V  «?,'  YtO,  flf  j 
JEBJS,  XVm  148  ,  JBAS,  (1917),  S69  ,  Oaoobi,  VOJ,  in,  14*;  OoJebroka.  AB^Xt 
389  K.ieth(Ck  61)  plaoes  him  before  BSna  A  Bangaswaml  Sarasvatt,  The  &f$tsf 
Bharavt  and  Dandin,  JMy,  XTTT  870  88 ,  JOB,  (1927)  198,  Bah  XVI  88,  Elan's 
Bibliography  appended  to  Edn  in  Harward  University  series. 

9  B  V  EMsanamaobarys  ooUeeto  such  mads  or  «n*«  m  several  poets 
[8ak,  XVtn  .998) 

3  It  was  Magba's  ambition  to  view  with  BhSravi  and  both  chose  their  plots 
tram  the  MahSbhSraJa     For  parallel  passages,  see  C  Oapeller,  I  o 

There  is  this  traditional  verse 

cjrasr  *rcMfa  trrptot  for  I 

Bee  the  verse  anoted  *upty». 

B.  vt^BWkWfe«fl«MI'>W*»4itl   atfiTOFW'  TOT-  1 

EirSta,  V  89. 
See  Bah.  XV1H  89 1 or  similar  atles. 

20 
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His  work  is  compact  and  meaning-leaden  "  He  is  a  hard-thrak- 
mg  poet,  m  whom  we  feel  at  work  a  certain  intension  of  will  "  * 

I  his  poem  has  been  the  standard  text  book  for  ages  for  students 
of  literature  I  he  first  three  cantos  are  particularly  hard  and  came 

therefore  to  be  known  as  pa^anaprayam  and  m  the  15th  canto,  there 
are  verses  in  a  variety  of  meanings  and  alliteration 

51  In  the  richness  of  a  creative  fancy,  in  true  tenderness  and 

pathos,  Sdjs  R  C  Dull,  and  even  in  the  sweetness  and  melody  of  verse, 
Kahdasa  is  incomparably  the  greatest  poet  But  neverthless  Bharavi 

boasts  of  a  vigour  of  thought,  <md  of  language,  and  lofty  elequence  m 

expression,  which  Kahdasa  seldom  equals  Bharavi's  dramatic  expres- 
sion is  the  subject  of  approbation  when  Saradatanaya  says  — 

Malhnatha  describes  Bharavi's  language  as  nankelapaka  and  says 
that  the  sweetness  of  his  poetry  is  enveloped  in  a  garb  of  apparent 

ruggedness  x  The  saying  of  pandits  ranks  Kahdasa's  similes  along  with 
Bharavi's  pregnant  expressions  * 

5  2  There  is  a  prose  abidgment  by  a  Pandit  Ayurveda  Bhushaaa 

M  Daraisw ami  Iyengar*  The  same  story  of  the  flght  between  Arjuna 
and  Siva  ■  is  related  in  the  Sankarananda  Campn  of  Gururama'  in 
Partoalila*  a  poem  of  unknown  authorship  and  is  dramatised  in  the 

Kiratarjunlyavyayoga  of  Ramavarma,8  and  in  Phananjayavrjayai 
vyayoga  of  KancanScarya  T 

1     BhSravi's  3$jfU'4^  «  proverbial    Krsnafawi    m   his  Bhara$a  Canja  (Tr 
Sans  Series)  wrote 

HiUlttqifir  W£FcwJ  SRsNRft  Wfft^TRT  I 

Colebroke's  M*$    Essays ,  84,    Manning's  \Aneient  and  Mediaeval  India,  JI 184  5 

3  Ed  Madras 

8     In  the  oave  temple  of  Mahabalipuram    there  is  Boulntae  ret>resenfcine  KuBia 
and  Arjuna.  See  Kala,  I 

4  DO,  XXL  8803 
5  TO,  HT  8450 
6  Ed  Sahridaya,  IV 
7  Ed  Karyamala,  Bombay 
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S3  There  are  commentaries  on  the  poem  bj  Mailing  ̂ ha,1  bv 

Vidyamadhava*,  by  Mangala,8  by  De\arajabhatta,*  bj  Ramacandra,8  b% 

Ksitipalamalla,*  by  Praka6a\arsa,7  bj  Kpnakavi,8  bj  Gtrabhanu,"  bj 

Fkana^ha,"  by  Jonaraja,"  b)  Hankantha,"  b\  Bhara^asena,18  b% 
Bhaglralhami^ra,**by  Peddabhatta,™  b>  AlladaXaraban,"  In  Handasa,17 

by  Kasinatha,18  by  Dhdrmavyayagani,18  by  Rajakunda,40  b)  Gada- 

simha,81  by  Damadaramisra,"  by  Manoharasirman,08  b>  Madha\a,S4 

b}  Lokananda,*8  b)  Vankidasa,88  b>  Vijavarama  or  Vijd\  asundara,07 

and  Sabdarthdlpika,*8  and  Pra&anna  Sanity  acandika  of  unknown 

authorship,*9  by  Nrsimha,"  by  RaviktrfT.,8*  by  6rrrang.ide\a,a9  by 

Srikantha,81  by  Vallabhadeva,88  by  Jibananda  \  id j  jisagara,88  by 

KanakalHasarma  and  by  Gangabharamisra 3J 

1,    Ed  everywhere 

2     DO,  XX  77t>9 ,  TO,  III  3924     He  was  m  the  court  of  Bhulofcunalla  Somes" 
vara  HI  who  ruled  about  1125  AD     See  Y  Smith,  EH,  437 

8     TO,  III,  8830 

a     DO,  XX  7883  ,  TO,  II  2594;  III  3319,  8831     Ha  ww  sou  of  Kr#}a4rol- 

6     ME,  X 
6  £B,  IV  22 ,  CASB,  47 ,  10,  5*3 
7  DO,  XX  7708 ,  Taylor,  I   1174 
8  DO,  XX  7701 

9  Ed,  Tr  San  Series  No  63  with  a  short  msbroiadtion  byT  Ganapatht  S<Wtri 
■Che  commentary  is  very  elaborate  bat  embraces  only  3  cantos  and  is  therefore  called 
fraiaargika  He  says  that  his  objaot  was  only  to  show  the  standard  of  what  a  coaHnea- 
tary  should  fas  and  that  he  did  not  therefore  pcoosad  further  NoShinj  la  Iwwn  about 
Ol  JrabhSnu,  bat  he  is  also  the  author  of  two  pcranu  BhSei^ody^a  anl  B  i3$»**to4yot* 
There  is  one  0ijrabh5nu,  father  of  B£n»  bat  he  is  a  different  person 

10.  P.  9 
11,  BR,  (1887)  It  Wis  oompqSsd  in  1418  A  D  the  raiga  of  ZuaaUbhJ  of 

Kaspum  (1422  72  A.D )  tfonaraj*  is  ths  author  of  a  Blj*t«aa3tai  BP,  51,  2H, 
866  (AD  1449) 

12 C1SB,47,  JO,  548 
18 10,  843 

14 10,  884,  648  5 15 DC.Xt  7878 
16 P,9, 17 DC,  XX  7888 18 

Kh,  65 ,  EulM,  III  4 

is, 

£,8806 20 
Bep,  VH  ,  £,  2806 

21 
L  2140, 

22 
£,2986 

28 

£,2293 
24 

Op,  279S 

25v 
Bht.tttl 

26 
£,  1614, 

37 

s&.vrs.m, 
28 Crf,  6988,  TO,  IV  6597 

29 See&ft  XIV  101 

80 DO,  XX  7885 ,  TO,  IV  5588 

81 

TO,  IV.  4722 

32 2-0,  IV,  6649.  4716 

*SS 

m  Oafoatk. 
34. Ed'  Bettaws 
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S4  Magha  is  one  of  the  most  popular  among  Sanskrit  poets 

Mediaeval  tradition1  has  recorded  that  he  was  patronised  by  King 

Bhoja  of  Dhar  Pressed  by  want  the  poet  sent  his  wife  to  that  king's 
court  with  a  verse*  describing  the  rising  sun  but  indirectly  deploring 
the  sports  of  chance  Delighted  With  its  merit  the  king  gave  her  a 

present  of  money,  but  on  her  way  back  the  generous  woman  distributed 

it  among  the  wandering  beggars  whose  needs  she  thought  were  worse 

than  her  own  So  she  came  home  just  a&  she  left  it,  with  a  further 

throng  of  beggars  behind  her  The  poet  saw  the  scene  and  became 

desperate  He  cursed  poverty  in  a  few  verses  and  drooped  down  dead 

on  the  spot  The  king  heard  the  story  and  with  great  grief  himself 

performed  the  poet's  funeral  ceremonies  To  preserve  his  memory  he 

named  the  village  Bhmnamala  a 

Magna  was  the  son  of  Dat^a  or  Dattaka*  His  grand-father 

SuprabhSdeva  was  the  minister  of  king  Sri  Varmalata8  whose  capital 
was  the  city  of  Srimala  in  Guzarat  Magha  was  a  great  gram- 

marian* and  his  knowledge  of  grammar  and  lexicon  is  often 

apparent  in  his  poem  T  He  is  mentioned  by  Somadeva,8  Rdjasekhara,1 
Anandnvardhana10  and  by  Bhoja "  Nrpatunga  who  became  king  in 

1814  A  D  refers  to  Magna  in  his  Kavirajamarga1'  as  an  author  of 

» 

1     Bhallila's   Bhojaoatijra ,   Meffujunga's  Prubandha  Ointamam  and  PrabhS 
oandra's  Prabhavaka  oarua     For  a  full  account,  see  Durgaprasad's  Int.  to  SisupSlft. 
va4ha  (Bombay) 

*«wi(iL*Kfin*flfti  tffatwcr  fnftftsfeawf  sr  ftMr  faTw  it Bit  XI  64, 

8  Probably  because  Magha  Was  a  poet  of  Malwa  There  is  a  village  named 
Binna  Malava  now  known  as  Binnamala  on  the  boundary  Hue  between  Guzarat  and 
Mar  war. 

4.    Peterson  gives  the  name  as  Vattaka  or  SarvSSraya,  {Iih  to  Svhh  88). 
5  See  the  description  of  the  poet's  family  given  by  himself  at  the  end  of 

SisupSlavadha 
6  Dargaprasad  (op  olt  S  note)  gives  the  oolophon  of  a  manusoript  whloh  reads 

&r*  Bhrnnamalava-vas  avya  Da'\aika  sooner  mahavaayakara*isya  liBghasya  fcttteu, 
7>    It  is  a  saying  ̂ ^frfcr  flT^  *ffi  SP^  T  fNcf 
8.    In  the  KSvyamlmSmsd  (composed  about  900  A  D  )  Oaek  Or,  Series  Int.  xsll 
9  In  his  yafestilaka  oampu  (oomposed  in  960  A  D  )     See  PB,  1383-84,  IS, 

10  Contemporary  of  Avanjlvarmia,   king  of  Kashmir  (8S7  to  88*  A  D.)     See  bis 
DhvanySloka,  114,  US 

11  In  the  Sarasvati  KaaihSLbharana  (Sis  IX.  6  )■    See  00, 1  440, 

12  Int    to  K  B.  Pathak's  Edition.    Magha  is  also  referred  to  In  a  Oanarese 
inscription  TA,  V,  46)  dated  Saka  1102=1180  A.D. 
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acknowledged  excellence  and  ranks  him  with  the  immortal  author  of 
Sakuntala  These  references  distinctly  prove  that  the  tradition  of 
Magha  being  a  contemporary  of  Bhoja  connot  possibly  be  true 

In  a  well-known  verse  of  fcisupalavadha,1  Magha  refers  to  the  two 
grammatical  treatises  the  Kasikdvri^i  and  its  commentary  the  Nvasa 
The  Kaiikavrit^i  was  the  joint  production  of  Jayaditya  and  Vamana, 

and  according  to  11  sing  Jayaditya  died  al  out  661  AD*  The  real 

difficulty  in  determining  Magha's  date  lies  in  the  obscurity  of  the  cor- 
rect name  of  the  king  he  refers  to  in  his  geneology  It  is  possible  that 

the  correct  reading  is  Varmalata8  Ihis  king  Varmala^a  is  mentioned 
in  an  epigraphic  record  dated  Sam  6S2  (625  AD)*  and  in  collation 
with  the  references  to  and  by  the  poet  aforesaid  we  may  not  be  wrong 

in  relying  on  this  inscription  as  giving  the  real  clue  to  Magha's  age 
Magha  was  the  grandson  of  Suprabhadeva,  the  minister  of  this  king 

He  may  therefore  be  placed  in  the  latter  half  of  the  7th  century  AD" 

sn^ifr  sit  mfa  Wapflffarcw  ll 
S     MaxMuller,    What  cm  Ind%a  teach  us?,  343,    English    Translation  of 

ITsmg's  work,  ohap  xxxw,  176     ITsing   does  not  however  refer  to  the  commentary 
NySsa  and  from  this  silence  E  B  Pathak  (JBBA.S,  sx  303)  oon<sludes  that  Jinendra- 

buddhi  did  not  flourish  during  the  interval  of  44  years  that  elapsed  between  JaySdiJya's 
death  and  that  of  ITsrag's  departure  from  India  ia  A  D  696.    He  therefore  plaoes  the 
composition  of  Ny3sa  in  the  first  half  of  the  3th  century  and  consequently  assigns 
Magha  to  the  latter  part  of  it,  but  it  mast  be  remarked   that  the  argumenhm  ee 
stlmho  cannot  be  of  muoh  merit  and  to  the  mind  of  ITsing  the  commentary  might  not 

have  struck  as  important  as  the  original  work     But  Kielhorn  adds  "  An  Interpretation 
of  this  verse  to  denote  the  NySsa  of  Jwendrabuddhi  is   based  solely  on  the  outward 
form  of  the  word  and  its  proximity  to  the  word  Yr*Ji  and  would  completely  disregard 

the  meaning  and  context  of  the  poet's  interesting  and  scholarly  statement     Jinendra- 
buddhi  had  freely  oopied  from   HaradaJia's  Padamanjan  ana  this  would  make 

Jinendra  much  later  than  Magha  because  that  poet  Is  quoted  by  name  more  than  once 

inthePadamaniari",  JRA8  (1908),  499 
3  The  name  appears  tn  several  forms  Dharman5bha,  Dharmanada,  Dharma 

labha,  Dharmatfeva,  GharmalSta,  Oarmaiata,  Varmalakhya,  Varrcanama  and 

NlrmalSnfs,  varying  aooordlng  to  the  sorlbe's  ingenuity.  Prabhaoaodra  mentions  the name  as  Varmalata 

t  Bee  Kdlhorn's  article  in  Gottinger  Naohriohten,  (1906),  Partjn,  1436, 
JBA8,  (1908),  728 

5     PrabhSoandta  mentions  Siddhar.,i  (riv,  10-16)  as  the  first  paternal  oousin  of 

MSgha.    Siddhar* i  was  the  author  of  apanutibhSvaprapanoakatb.5  composed  in  Bam 

962     Belying  on  this  Dr    V   Klatt  assigns  Magfas  to  the  beginning  of  the  10th 

century  A.D     Eurgaprasad  refers  to  Ariandavatdhana'g  quotation  and  disposes  of 

Prabhavaka-oarita  as  based  on  pure  hearsay  and  as  of  no  authority.    He  agrees  with 
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55  The  only  work  of  Magha  that  has>  come  down  to  us  is  the 

Sisupalavadha  *  A  Mahakavya  of  20  cantos,  it  relates  the  episode  in 

the  Mahabharata  of  Kpna's  slaying  of  bisupala  Hie  Raj.isuy.i  sacri- 
fice of  Yudhisthira  is  described  and  m  it  Sifapala-'b  misbehaviour,  the 

immediate  cause  of  the  conflict,  is  well  delineated  Ihc  last  three 

cantos  are  devoted  to  the  description  of  the  actual  ̂ ai  fare  Asa 
classical  poem  it  has  always  maintained  its  popularity  and  though  the 
thoughts  are  sometimes  voluptuous,  a  profound  learning  is  everywhere 

apparent"  His  ideas  reflict  his  life  and  the  sullenngs  he  had  lo 
undergo  are  often  alluded  to  With  a  tinge  of  the  consolation  of 

fatalism  *  The  anthologies*  quote  some  verses  under  Manila's  name 
These  are  not  traceable  in  any  known  work  and  it  is  possililo  that 
feisupalavadha  was  not  the  only  poem  of  hit.  composition 

Some  of  his  fancies  are  quite  original  and  it  w.is  one  oi  them8 
that  brought  him  the  name  of  Ghanta-Magha  Wo  connot  be  t  ortam 
of  the  line  of  his  religious   persuasion,   though   the  invocation  in  the 

Prof  Jaoobi   who  OHmot    plaoa    Magha    later  than  about  tho  mrldla  of    the  Oth 
century ,  [VOJ  IV   61,  286)   R    0   Dufct  assigus  him  to  tho  13th  oontury  (0»e 
II,    291}  Mi*   U    Dafl   (Chronology)  to  about  8b0  A  D      Mtulonoll  (S/V    820) 
gives  as  the  ninth  oantury,  undoubtedly  before  tho  10uh  oontury  A  D     WobM,  (XL 
198  note)  places  Migha  prior  to  Halayudha  of  tho  10l>h  contuiy  A  D    (sao  IStr,  I 
193)    Taranafehi  in  his  Encyclopaedia  qaotoa  a  lino  of  Udhhatt,  Tavat  &'*«  Jiharauor 
bhat*  yfioaii'Maghayaa  nodayah     Udbhati  wis   a  oontoraponry  of  Jiyapiliv,  king 
of  Kashmir  (779  818  A  D )    Bat  Di   Klatt  oannob  disoovoe  thiH  lino  in  Udbhata's 
work  and  draws  attention  to  the  gloss  by  Titinalha  himsolf  on  tho  word  Udbhata 
where  Taranatha  says  that  the  lino  is  of  unknown  authorship     803  aUo  Aufrecht, 
ZDMG,  xxvh  72,  00,1,  448,  3BBA8,  XVI  176,  Blradarkw,  Rep  18')7,  ],p  xvlii 

and  xxxix,  E1    Thomas,  Ut    to  Kit)    69  (whom  ill  vowos  quolol  in  the  anthologies are  oolleoted) 

X  Bhimasena  in  his  oommontary  Sudha^khata  on  Klvyapralc'Wi  says  that 
Magha  was  only  the  pnrohaser  of  tho  authorship  of  tho  bojk  from  soini  poot  whose 
name  has  baan  enppressed  He  says  Magha  waa a  Viisya  an!  givoithi3  woik  as  an 
Illustration  of  a  poam  oaimased  for  nmey  (artaitonto)  Sjo  Vamrtnohvyi's  titt  to 
Ravyaprdkafa  (Bombay),  9  Prabhavakaawija  also  o»lh  Mtjhi's  unolo  Subhan« 
karaas    Sresthi',  (xiv  15) 

2  He  illust)ata3  Sibia  oitn  in  Oaato  IV,  with  miilnl  dimIh  of  n,  vory 
complex  choraoter 

8     See  for  instanoe,  Sis  xvi,  64  , 

4     Subhantavah  (Int    87,89),    Iwnywuut  lairoil  of  ICo'nw.Ju    Zqffi 
&o     See  Dargaprasod  (op  at  6) 
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SiB*up31avadha  indicates  that  he  was  a  votary  of  Visnu  He  must  have 
all  the  same  been  much  m  the  company  of  Buddhists  and  had  a  great 
regard  for  the  teaching  of  Buddha  He  describes  his  grand-father 

Suprabhadeva  as  prime  minister  to  a  king  "■who  listened  to  his  advice 
with  as  great  respect  as  the  enlightened  public  received  the  words  of 

the  revered  Buddha"  and  with  a  similar  desire  he  compares  Han  with 
Bodhisatva  and  the  allies  of  bisupala  with  the  host  of  Mara  or  the 

Satan  of  the  Buddhist  legend  x  To  a  certain  extent  he  adopted  the 
style  of  Bharavi,  but  in  general  merit  M&gha  takes  a  higher  plnce 

I  here  are  commentaries  on  Sisup&lavadha  by  Cantravardhana,8 

Pedda  Bh.itta,8  Devarftja,4  Handasa,8  Srirangadeva,8  fcWantha,7 

Bharatasena,8  Candrafi'ckhara,0  Kavivallabha  Cakravarti,10  Laksmi- 
natha,"  Bhava(ga)datta,18  Valldbhadeva,"  MaheSvarapancanana,1* 
Bbaglrathn,18  Jlbannnda  Vidyaslgara,"  Gaiuda,"  Anandadevayam,18 

Divakara,"  Prhaspti,88  Rajakunda,81  Jayasimhacar}  a,88  Mallmatha,98 
[fenrangadevi  and  Padraanabhadatta,  Vnsakara,  Rangaraja,  Ekanatha, 

Bhara^amallika,  Clop.ila]8*  and  one  Anonymous '" 

I  See  the  oonoluclmg  verses  in  oanfeoa  II  and  XV  68 
Thore  ib  a  trticlional  anonymous  verse  to  Bay  so 

xffiti s^  *tr*M  ?t>fa  ll 
3     Tarn?  Cat,  VI,  2506. 
3  DO,  XX,  7893 
4  DC,  XV  7382 
5  DO,  7883  Ho  was  son  of  Visnndasa  and  Muladevi  His  grandfather 

Baltiimfra  ard  Iho  son  of  Jycffcha  of  Rudra  i irmly  and  of  Kafiyapagofwi  and  resident 

of  LSbhapura.     Handasa  quotes  Kavysdarpnna 
0     DO,  X\  7885 ,  10,  IV  6588 

7  TO,  III  8004 ,  IV  4721  He  was  Vanot  by  oaste  and  lived  in  Jayasimha- 
mangala  on  the  banks  of  Daksinaganga  in  Malabar  All  the  members  of  hia  family 
were  known  by  the  name  of  Snkantha 

8  10,  8222  8 ,  L,  8176 
9,  10,  0282,  82  23 ,  L,  8040        10  10,  686 
II  10,173  12.    2,62 
13  Ed  Kasi  Sawknt  Series,  Benares ,  TO,  IV  4714,  6649 
14  10  3222  8  15-    ■&.  1689 
16  Pnnioa,  <U«m»ta                                 17     B,  296 

18  B,  294  19     NP,  1B1 
20  10,8222                                                21     Ou,  2287. 
22     Cochin  Stats  Munusonntg  23     Printed  everywhere 

24  Safe,  XIX  208 
25  Ton},  Oat,  VI  2510  (7th  canto  only ) 
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56  Sivaswamin*  was  a  poet  of  the  court  of  King  Avantivarman 

■who  ruled  over  Kashmir  between  855  and  884  A  D  8  He  was  a  follower 
of  Buddha  and  an  ardent  admirer  of  his  religion  His  only  poem 

KAPPHANABHiruDAYAM  opens  with  an  invocation  to  Buddha  In  twenty 
cantos  it  describes  the  expedition  of  Kapphana,  the  king  of  Daksina- 

patha,  against  the  country  of  king  Prasenajif  of  Sravasti  and  in  the 
course  of  the  march  through  the  Malaya  mountains  several  seasons  are 

passed  and  parties  of  lovers  do  not  miss  pleasant  excursions  m  regions 
of  sylvan  beauty  Though  successful  in  his  o\pedition,  Kapphana 

turns  philosophical  and  renouncing  his  worldly  attachments  he  becomes 

a  pious  follower  of  Buddha  The  poem  in  general  follows  the  plan  of 

Sfisupalavadham  and  Kiratarjunlyam  and  verbal  beauties  of  composition 

such  as  yamakas  and  bandhas  are  not  rare  * 

The  following  verse  illustrates  his  prolific  writings  in  Sanskrit 

though  most  of  them  have  now  become  extinct 

f^r  srriii'Hifc+iwiiiiii^  jfp^f^fj; 

1     Ha  is  also  known  as  Bhattasivasw3rnm  or  Bhatfasri  SivaswSratn 

suit  qtrww'n«win*MPn#T  u  *«/,  v  34 
8  For  analysis  of  the  poem,  see  SB,  II  (1899)  40,  see  also  BB,  (1807),  xvili , 

Aufcustafi,  ZDUG,  xxvh,  92  ,  00  I  65i,  rcterson's  (Stibh  129)  Thomas  (Kav  m) 
oollaotB  all  quotations  in  the  anthologies  Rayamukuta  and  SarvSnanda  quote  frag 
raents,  not  traceable  in  this  pOero     For  the  beauty  of  his  poetry  boo  tho  following 

far  v*  fog^rfa^fa  #*pfa^r  ?*t  w^i  %RfcRsrf§t«r  "frafat  I 

fai^^wrntfiuhJr  itaiffl<n  foftssfapOT  II 

UlSTCftfa   <MW<Mf)  Wf  •ll4<M(i|<|^«flsnfH  II 
fonr  <^R^  f^ffiTft  jfiwrft  inPFr,  ̂ rti%  %*(%  I 

m$®  W<irfi  f #*rcw  #r  11%  spfrrq;  11 

iff  If^fC!  gf  •  TfaffSft  FP#?fr  Ml  ft^TrW:  U 
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57  Jraasona  was  the  pupil  of  Vlracarya  and  was  at  the  head  of 

those  who  were  proficient  in  the  fragment  of  the  sacred  texts  left  after 

the  time  cu  Subhadra  and  Loharya,  sages  who  were  conversant  with 

the  acaranga  of  the  Svetambara  Jain  religion  l  Vlracarya  and  Jinasena 

converted  the  R/Lstrakuta  king  Amoghavarsa9  into  Jamism  and  the  king 
abdicated  his  throne  in  favoui  of  his  son  m  875  \D  Vlracarya  was  an 

illustrious  mathematician  and  alludes  to  the  king  in  the  prasasti  of 

Ganitasarasangraha s  Jinasena's  pupil  Gunabhadra  was  the  preceptor 

of  king  Kr-na  II,  Akalavaria  *  Among  his  works  HanvamsV  was  com- 

posed in  the  reign  of  Kisnaraja  I,6  grandfather  of  Amoghavar«.a,  m 

793  A  D  and  Pavsvabhyudaya,7  in  81 4  A  D  Of  Xdipcrana,8  42  chapters 

weie  written  byjmaseni  and  the  last  five  were  completed  by  his  pupil 

Gunabhadn  avoiding  to  his  instructions  as  Uttarapuranam  This 

was  consecrated  by  his  pupil  Lokaseaa  m  the  reign  of  Rastrakiita  king 

Kr?na  11,  AUlavarsa,  on  23rd  June  897  (Saka  828) 

Parsvabhyudaya  is  a  poem  in  imitation  of  Kalidasa's  Megha- 

sandeiam  The  last  lines  of  the  verses  of  the  latter  are  taken  and  the 

first  three  lines  are  added  The  poem  deals  with  the  story  of 

Parsvanatha,  the  2.3rd  Tirfehankara  8 

Jinasena's  poetry  is  of  a  high  order  and  often  equals  if  not 

surpasses  the  beauty  of  Kalidasa's  expressions10 

1  Bee  Padousuudira's  Bayamdldbhyudaya,  J?B,  III  and  IA,  XX  849, 

App.  250  (whioh  oontains  a  pros' tfti  at  the  end  of  Hanvamk)  See  also  BB  (188884) 

118',  PB,  IV    16?  177,    xli,   1C  B     Pathak,    JBBA8,  XVXtl.  228  6,  Bhandarkar, BSD,  Sup    1 
2  For  his  msorjptions  dated  Saka  765,  765,  788,  789  A  T> ,  see  IA,  XII.  216 , 

XIII  128, 188,  215  See  Fleet's  Dynasties  of  Kanareso  Distrusts,  407  ,  K  B  Pathak*s 
paper  in  U,  XIV  101  and  XV.  Ul 

8     See  his  A^manuJasana,  verse  102. 

4  For  his  inscriptions  dated  Stika  822  and  831,  see  14  XII    220,  222,  IA,  XV 
141 

5  Printed  Bombay 

6  For  his  inscriptions,  dated  Saka  675,  see  IA,  XH.  238 
7  Ed  by  K  B  Pabbak,  Poona 

8  Printed,  Indore  wJ8  Vols  There  is  a  doubt  U  Adipnrana  and  Barivamfe 

are  by  two  different  Jinasonas 

9  For  fuller  account,  see  under  Meghas*ndos"a  to|the  Chapter  on  LaghukSvya  post 
10  For  Instance,  the  following  — 

21 
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58  KaSaaknrn1  was  the  son  of  Airrtahhanu3  and  descendant  of 
Rajanaka  Durghata,  A\ho  lived  .it  Gnngihrada  Ho  began  his  poetic 

career  in  the  reign  of  King  Cippala  Ji}  "ulitya,*  and  became  famous 
during  the  reign  of  his  siccessor,  King  Av.intm.rman,  \vho  ruled  over 

Kashmir  between  S3S  and  884  A  D  *  He  boio  the  title  of  Vidyapafci 
VaglSvara  He  was.  praised  by  RnjaSekhara  as  a  poet  of  vast  learning 

and  imagery"  and  is  popular  with  rhetoricians 

His  Haravij^a  is  °  lontf  poem  of  10  ranlos  describing  the  tales 

relating  to  Siva"  From  the  beaut \  of  iparluulai  \erse  he  has  been 

known  as  Tala-Ratuakaia  T 

■»fH«.jsVWrs3w  #r»nnft  I  *,t8svn  ̂ w^ftHwr  s*r  ftm  II 

^erc^5^?<rnfttffciTft£  I  Tra*Rfr&«r  srrftufSfelwafitaT  II 

tftsreROTlwif^asWV^  I  itfErafirsiT  <swr  «r^r(!r^>i%  ii 

aroteRPcsr  TT^r*RFfq?  «p$  I  %sim  sr?fr  ̂ ^mpm^^  il 

5^Kld^H<i<44JKtaf^ft   |l 
1  KitmsiuiUa,  who  wrotj  Piudynmn  icnutt  MaMklvyn  in  Simvut  1071,  when 

Hemaaoma  was  ohiof  Sua  of  llio  Tijn<ja<Hit  is  a  rlifforonfc  poison— sco  PR  IV  List 

of  suthois,  and  Pi?,  \   15* 
3  This  person  is  diCferenli  from  tho  pne+s  Amrttd  ifti  (a  <tfiuit  poet  of  Shahn- 

buddmof  1362  AD)  inlAmrtwaidhajm, -iiid  Amrtidov*  quoted  m  the  Subba&ja 
vali     See  Peterson  Int.  to  Siil,  <*,  4 

8  He  borethetHleof  rain  Lrhaapatiawl  Ritnalnra  calls  himself  Brhaspaj 
yanujivin,  "aservaniof  ynun«  r.rhaapap  "  (SreTJtf  IV  (175)  Ho  reigned  832  844 
AD  Between  him  and  \vaiitl\  arma  l  tUroworo  lUioammnr  kings  of  tho  Karkota 
dynasty     See  Buhlor,  KB,  42  and  rotorson  lat,  to  Subh  % 

5  JTRT  *Fg  ft  T<m  n#  career  &  l 

as  qaote.1  in  Haravali  and  SfityimuktSvah 

6  rnntefl,  Benaies  with  Atoka's  commentary  J*'or  a  full  nooount  of  the  poom 
soe  Buhlcr's  KB,  42,  and  Aufreoht,  ZDMG,  XXXVI  378  M  Dull  {Chronology)  gives dafco  for  Eata3ka»  as  840  800  A  D 

ril?^?iWWr^^at^  II— llanvvljaja,  XIX.  6, 
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There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Valldbhadevi,1  an  incomplete  com- 

mentary by  Alakd,a  son  of  Rajfinaka  ],n  ".ndki,  vmrh  clops  in  the  middle 
of  46th  canto  ALika  vui3  a  contemporary  and  pupil  of  Rafmakara 

Haravijaya  was  loft  unfinished  by  Ratn"iL'  a  <tiid  completed  by  Gana- 
pa$i  It  i!»  possible  therefore  from  the  limit  of  Alnka's  commentary  to 
say  that  s>o  far  Rdtnakara  wrote  loo3 

Vakrokji-Panctlsika  is  «i  '■mall  poem  of  My  verses,  being  an 

imaginery  dialogue  between  Siva  and  Pars'Tfcl,  of  ingenious  intricacy,4 

and  Dhvanigadhapam  ik"i  is  a  similar  poem  ° 

59  Abhmanda  was  the  -»on  of  Sa^anand.i a  Soddhala,  in  the 
Introductory  verses  lo  his  Udayasundarl,  praises  \bhinandi  and  Raja- 

sekhara  7  The  sequence,  it  is  \ery  bkel),  shows  tbat  Rajasekhara  came 
after  Abhinanda 

Soddhala  lived  mostly  in  the  first  half  of  the  11th  century  AD 
Abhinanda  mentions  his  pation  King  Haravarsa  Yuvaraja  by  whom 
he  was  well  honored  and  in  appreciation  ol  his  talents  the  King  ac 

corded  to  him  a  seat  on  his  throne  8  Ahhinandi  and  Soddhala  class 
King  Haravarfaci  along  w  ith  famous  royal  patrons  of  letters,  Vikrama, 
Hnla  and  Sri  Harsn  In  the  v.uious  verses  m  Ramacdnfi,  Abhmanda 

refers  to  king  ll,1rav.ir-.h,t  \uvuaj,idev.i  as  the  son  of  Vikramallla,  a 
scion  of  the  house  of  King  Dharmapfilu  of  the  Paid,  dyanasty 

1     Stein's  Kaah  Cut,  fftgo  76 
3     He  is  not  to  bcocmbuudol  with  Allitt,  who  oomplefeJ  the  TvavyaprakSfe  of 

Mnramala     Sco  Stem  lid  to  Haj,  xtvi 
3     PR  I  13 ,  Bh.R,  4S 
i     Prralod  Kavyauul.i,  Bombay     Tbcro  is  a  oonim'nUry  on  it  by  Vallabhadeva, 

son  ol  Anandadova     Boo  MR,  X  ,  PR  I  14  Tho  poem  has  ?H|^ 
5     Sao  PR,  IV  oiv  ,  00    401  BKB,  4.2,  08,  Sao  al  o  Slem  hit,  to  Raj  (foot 

notes  to  V  31) 
8     So  says  Abhinanda  himself 

Abhuiandi,  son  of  JayanU,  and  autba  of  j^ad*nb«l  Kajha'sa'M  isa  diffsreat  poet 
Bahler  wrongly  identified  those  Wo  poets  (II,  U  102)  They  weie  soas  of  diSerenS 

persons  AufreobA  distinguished  thura  (00,  2'o)bco  alai,  Kjaaw's  Infc  to  Karpura 
nwnjwi,  197  Is  this  §at3na»dt  ilontiotl  with  th3  rhotttiolan  Radnta  Si{Snani», 
author  of  KSvyalankara  ? 

8.    So  says  Soddhala 
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In  the  Pala  dynasty  of  Bengal  King  Dharmapala  was  famous  and 

he  had  two  sons  Tnbhuvanapala  and  Devapala  In  the  Monghyr  grant,1 
Tribhuvanapala  is  mentioned  as  the  Yuvaraja,  but  Devapala  succeeded 

his  father  and  became  famous  in  the  second  half  of  the  9th  century 
AD  K  S  Ramaswami  Siromam  compares  verses  in  this  grant  with  verses 

m  the  Ramacanta,  to  show  the  punrty  of  ideas,  and  expressions  relating 
to  King  Devapala  and  concludes  rightly,  that  king  Devapala  was  the 

King  Haravarsa  Yuvarajadeva a  He  says  "The  question  m<iy  be  raised 
as  to  how  a  king  of  the  Pala  Dynast},  instead  of  bearing  a  name 

ending  in  Pala,  should  prefer  to  the  called  Haravarsa  a  name  quite 
foreign  to  the  Pala  tradition  The  reason  for  this  is  not  difficult  to 
discover  It  is  well  known  that  Dharmapala  married  a  Rastrakuta 

princess  known  by  the  name  of  Kamadevi  Rastrakuta  pnni.es 

were  very  fond  of  adopting  names  ending  on  "  V.usa  "  and  it  is  very 
probable  that  king  Devapala  during  his  stay  in  his  maternal  uncle's 
household  was  known  by  the  name  of  Haravarsa,  while  his  elder 
brother  Tnbhuvanapala  was  Yuvaraja  in  the  Court  of  his  father 

Dharmapala"  Abhmanda  must  have  therefoie  lived  in  the  earlier 
half  of  the  9th  century  A  D 

His  RAMACARirA8  is  profusely  quoted  by  Blioja,  Mammala  and 
Mahima  Bhatta  and  must  have  therefore  ver>  soon  attained  high 
celebrity  It  is  a  long  poem  relating  the  story  of  kauifiyaua  In  the 

Baroda  edition  recently  published  the  editor  says  th.it  "  1  hese  four  cantos 
have  two  definite  recensions,  one  attributing  the  authorship  to  Abhi- 
nanda  and  the  other  to  Bhimakavi  a  fairly  unknown  author  Hut  this 

latter  definitely  says  that  Abhinanda  left  the  work  incomplete  and  it 
fell  to  his  lot  to  complete  the  book  by  adding  four  more  i  antos  Most 

of  the  36  cantos  which  are  undoubtedly  Abhm.md.t's  own  contain 
besides  the  subject-matter  of  the  poem  additional  versos  wnllon  ob- 

viously in  praise  of  his  patron  king  and  describing  the  uionls  of  his  own 

composition"  1  he  ease  of  narration,  the  melody  of  versilic  ation  and 
the  grace  of  poetic  fancy  are  apparent  everywhere  * 

1     1A  XXI,  258 

3     JOB,  lit,  57  et  seq  whloh  contains  a  loirnad  dtaoufMon  on  thi«i  ldoufcilicafciuu 

8     Ed  by  K  S  Bauwswimi  S  vstn  Siromam  m  Clack  Or  soricw    'Pho  manuscript 
in  the  Madras  Ononial  Manuaonpfcs  library  brcukaof  in  tna  d.0tU  oauto  (SO,   IV  01*71;. 
There  is  a  manusoript  with  M  B  Kavi  of  Madras  whioh  stops  with  tho  07th  vorao  in 
the  60th  oanto 

i     There  is  a  BSinaoanta  by  KaSmatha  (10,  1181,  00, 1    IOC),  and  anotho*  by 
San4hy5kaMoancJin  (Ed  by  Haraprasad  fcastn  for  Asiatic  Eowofcy  of  Bengal) 
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60  Abhmanda  also  called  Gaudabhmanda,  was  the  son  of 

Jayanta  His  ancestors  h\  ed  in  the  Gauda  Country  until  one  of  them  named 
Sakti  went  to  Kashmir  and  married  there  in  the  town  of  Darv^bhisara 

Sakti's  grandbon  Saktiswamm  was  a  minister  under  King  Lalifaditj  a 
Muktapida  of  the  Karkota  d>n.istj,i  who  ruled  at  Kashmir  about  the 
year  726  AD  From  Saktiswamm,  \bhmanda  was  the  5th  m  descent 

Jalhaaa  m  his  Suktunul  tavali  mentions  Abhmanda  as  a  contemporary 

of  Rajasekhara,  and  Abhinanvagupta  quotes  him  m  his  Locana  *  From 
these  references  it  appears  that  this  Abhmanda  lived  in  9th  century 

AD'  But  Jayanta,  tlie  father  of  Ahhimnda,  ridiculing  in Nyaj amanjari, 
the  iungiua  idea  in  Kuttinimata  of  Dainodaragupta  incidentally  men- 

tions binkaro.irinan  as  the  King  of  Kashmir  in  his  tima  (Nya  p  279) 
Sankaravarman  ruled  from  884  AD  This  allusion  brings  down 

Abhmanda  to  a  generation  later,  to  the  first  half  of  the  10th  century 

His  Kadambari-Kathd.b3ra*  epitomises  in  8  cantos  the  story  of  Bana's 
Kadamban  in  verse  Uis  poetry  has  been  held  in  high  estimation 

by  later  rhetoricians  * 

61  Padmagupta,  otherwise  known  as  Panmala  Kab.da.sa,6  was 
the  son  of  Mpgankagup^a  He  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  Kmg  Munja 
of  the  Paramara  dynasty,  who,  among  several  other  titles,  bore  also  the 

name  of  Navasahasanka T  His  literary  activity  extended  through  the  last 
and  first  quarters  of  the  10th  and  the  11th  centuries  He  was  a  devotee 
of  biva     He  was  an  admirer  of  Kahdasa  and  in  descnptive  imagery,  he 

1  Theso  fools  arc  given  by  the  pool  himself  in  the  introduction  to  his  KSdam 
baukafchSsara 

2  See  Kavytimftla  Edition,  p  142  But  he  mentions  farther  Jayanta  as  the 
author  of  the  poom 

8  On  Abhinaudiv,  seo  Aufrechfc,  ZDMG,  XXVII,  6,  27  ,  00, I  24  ,  PB,  IV.  7, 
(1887-91)  21  and  F  W  Thomas,  hit,  to  Kav  ,  20  22,  where  all  verges  quoted 
in  the  anthologies  aro  collected 

4  Tnvikrama,  rnipil  of  Sakala  VidySdharaoakrayaitin  wrote  a  poem  KSdam 
bariaSra  in  17  cantos  in  about  the  14 th  oentury  {TO,  IV  429i) 

5  Rayimukuta  in  his  commentary  on  AmarakoSa  and  Ksemendra  in  his 
Suvtttatilaka  quote  him  and  Somesrarn  in  his  Kirtikaum  udl  (X  26)  enlogises  him 

6  DO,  XXI,  86  70 ,  See  Buinell's  Tan  Oat  163  ,  Peterson's  Int.  to  Subh  51 
7  King  Munja  boro  the  names,  VSkpafiritja  I,  Sahasinka,  SindhorSja,  UJpala 

rag  i,  Snvallabha,  Prfhvivallabha,  Amoghavarja  He  ruled  between  974  994(977) 
aDd  was  flaally  defoatod  and  beheaded  by  Taila  II  of  the  Ohalakya  dynasty  of  Kalyan 

See  Prabaudbaointamani  (Tatoney's  Tr  ),  V  Smith,  ED,  80  6  ,  89B,  431 ,  also  Buhler, 
EI,  I,  222  294,  802  ,  Fleet,  Dynasties  of  Kanartse  Dxstrwts,  482,  Bhandarkar,  BED, 

214 ,  Haas,  Dasarupa,  OU8,  xxlt,  note  4 ,  Elliot,  Oarnatadesa  rnsoriyftow,  I 

870,  418  ,  1A,  XII  270 ,  XXI  167  ,  XIX.  28  ,  XIV  160  ,  He  was  himself  a  great 

post  and  for  his  vorses  oolleotea  from  anthologies,  See  F  W  Thomas  Int  to  Kav  103t 
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was  a  successful  second  to  him  It  is  possible  that  his  influence  et 

tended  through  the  reign  of  lung  Blu>j  i,1  the  successor  of  King 
Munja,  and  that  the  poet  of  the  name  of  Kahdasa,  so  often  said  to  be 
a  friend  of  that  king  is  Padmagupt i  himself,  as  shown  by  his  iha< 
Panmala  Kahdasa  His  only  poem  that  his  cume  down  to  us  if 
Navasahasanka.cariia  In  18  cantos  it  describes  the  mam  ige  of  his 

king  Smijhuraja,  with  the  Naga  princess  fcias'iprabba  In  one  of  hi' 
hunting  excursions  he  shoots  a  deor  with  a  golden  ihnu  on  its  neik 

The  deer  escapes  It  is  a  pel  of  oaSiprabh.1  and  from  the  m  irk  on  the 
arrow,  she  recognises  the  name  of  tho  king  So  m  pursuit  of  the  deer, 
the  king  in  his  turn  sees  a  swan  on  a  lile,  with  a  pearl  necklac  e 
hanging  in  its  beak  and  when  he  tikes  hold  ofil,  ht  sees  the  name  ol 

jJ3as*iprabha  engraved  on  the  pearls  lhus  the  lo\e  dawns,  Miilprabha 
sends  her  maiden  in  search  of  the  necklace  and  she  interviews  tho  king 
To  get  at  her  the  king  is  asked  to  invade  Nasjaloka,  i  apturo  and  lull 

the  demon  Vajrankuia  at  his  capital  at  Bhogav  it*  and  bring  the  golden 
lotus  from  his  pleasure  pond  1  his  the  king  easilj  accomplishes  and 

the  lovers  are  married  a 
Among  later  references  to  Padmagup^a  .ire  some  b>  Hhoj.i  in  his 

Sarasva^-Kanthabharana,  by  Kseuiendra  in  his  Au<  it)  avii  ,"irai  .in  a,  by 
Mammala  m  his  KavyaprakaSa  and  by  Vardhamana  m  his  (i.in.iratna- 

mahodadhi  Some  of  tho  verses  quoted  there  ns  Padm.igupl.i's  .ire  not 
found  in  the  Navasahasankacanta  From  some  of  those  verses,*  it  is 
inferred  that  the  theme  of  another  poeni  must  have  boon  th.it  ovpedition 
into  Gujarat  despatched  by  lailapa  under  a  gonor  il  of  tho  name  of 

Basapa  against  Mularaja,  the  founder  of  the  Chalukya  dj  nasty  at 

Anhilapattana  * 

Padmagup^a's  language  is  highly  ombelhshod  and  though 
oftentimes  he  appears  an  imitator  of  Kahdasa,  whom  ho  holds  in  high 
esteem,  his  expression  is  original  and  verse  melodious 

62  Bilhana  was  born  at  Konamukha'  near  Pravanipura,  the 
capital  of  Kashmir    He  was  the  son  of  Jyesthakalasa  and  N.ig.idevl    II« 

1     Ha  ratal  betaeon  1018  10C8  At)     See  for  a  fuller  account  under  Bhrg  i 
3     Ed  BSS,  No  63      For  an  elaborate  account  of  the  pooin,  Soo  Bullor  la, 

XXXVI  149,  based  on  Zucharlao's  Essay  in  German  ,  also  Maodonoll,  8T,,  98t 
8     See  Peteisons'  M  to  Stibh   SI— 63 ,  Aufreeht,  ZDMG,  fXVVL,  617 
&     On  Mulara]*  who  lived  about  97  J  A  D  ,  wo  XI,  X  70,  J  It  18,  (1900)  209  He 

was  killed  by  a  Ohouhan  Rjja  VigrahatSja  II  Seo  JRAS  (1918)  26(5,  207,  269,  V.  Smith Bit,  381 
6    This  is  tho  modern  village  o£  Khutimoh  3  miles  north-west  of  P-tttpw.  Seo 

Ounalagham,  AQ,  98 ,  BKB,  40  and  Stem's  Int.  to  llaj 
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grandfather  was  Rajakabiba  and  his  great  grand-father  w  as  Muktikalasa 
His  family  belonged  to  the  sect  of  Madhyadesi  biahmms  ofKaus"ika 
gctra  His  father  -\  'rote  a  commenlar}  on  Mahabhasja  His  brothers. 
IstSrama  and  Ananda  were  poets  Fducated  in  Kashmir  and  particul- 

arly proficient  m  grnmmai  and  poetics,  he  commenced  a  tour  At 

Mnthma  he  stayed  for  some  time  engaged  m  plajful  disputations  -with 
the  learned  of  Brind.u  an  He  visited  Kanouj,  Prayag  and  Benares  He 
was.  received  well  in  the  Court  of  King  Kpna  ofDahala  (Bundelkhand) 
and  in  that  Court    probably   composed  a  poem  in  honour  of  Rama 1 

He  intended  to  see  Bhoja  of  Dhar,  but  he  could  not  He  went  to 
Anhilw id  in  Gujarat,  but  he  was  not  heartily  welcomed  there  and  he 

complains  of  this  indifference 9  He  offered  his  devotions  at  Somnath 
and  setting  out  southward,  he  visited  Rameswara  On  his  way  back, 
he  reached  the  Court  of  Kalyan,  where  Vikramaditya  VI  Tnbhuvana- 

malla  (1070-1127  AD;3  admired  his  learning  and  made  him  his  Vidya- 
pati,  or  Director  of  Instruction,  and  his  parosol  when  he  travelled  on 

elephants  through  Katnati  land,  was  seen  borne  aloft  before  the  king* 
Of  the  Kings  of  Kashmir  Ananta  had  been  dead  and  he  probably 

knew  Kalasa  He  lived  to  see  Harsa  (1084-1101  AD)  *  From  the 
last  verses  of  Viknmankadevacanta  and  some  other  verses  attributed 

to  him,8  which  are  really  characteristic  of  his  self-conscious  spirit,  it  is 
conjectured  that  latterly  he  fell  into  disfavour  with  Vikramaditya  and 
had  to  leave  his  territories  probably  on  an  order  for  confiscation  of 

his  estates  J  his  may  account  for  the  incomplete  narrative  of  Vikrama's 

history  in  BHhana's  poem,  for  it  stops  with  his  Chola  war  and  does  not 
refer  to  the  expedition  beyond  the  Narbada  in  1088  AD' 

1  So  ho  wye 

tfcrmsHw^  <i*wi»nwNm  il  nft  xviu,  94. 
2  Vik,  XVIH  9T 
3  See  I  A  VIII.  10  (Snka  99  9),  Ttll   21  (Sato*  1018),  VI  187  (Safca  1018) 

X  2d9  (Saba  1080) 
4.   Bai,  Vll  937 
5     Ba],  VII  1781  et  stq  and  JBBA8,  in  208  11 

55^l,feW^cIT«l^ii,Wf^Tf^35r   far   H 
7    JBAS,  IV.  15. 
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63  His  Vikramankadfvacarttaai  is  a  poom  in  18  cantos,  des- 

cnbmg  the  glorv  of  King  Vikramaditya  Tnbhuvanamall.i  of  Kalyan 

"  1  ho  mam  theme  of  this  laudator}  poem  is  royal  wars  and  royal 
marriages  The  poet  begins  with  a  short  account  of  (he  Chalukya 
race  and  the  kings  of  the  restored  dynast)  which  begins  with  lailapa. 

he  dwells  at  some  length  upon  the  exploits  of  Vikrnmadit)  a's  father 
and  describes  with  all  customary  amplifications,  the  conquests  of 

Vikrainaditya  before  his  accession  to  the  throne,  his  dethronement  of 

his  elder  brother  Someswara  II,  his  defeat  and  capture  of  his  younger 

and  his  numerous  wars  with  the  faithless  Cholas  "* 

His  Karnasundari,*  a  piny  in  four  acts  alter  (he  manner  of  Katna- 
vah,  must  have  been  composed  in  the  Chalukja,  C  ourl  It  describe^  the 

secret  intrigues  of  a  Chalukya  prince  Karnadevn,  son  of  BbJmadeva, 
with  Vidyadhara  pnncess  and  their  evential  marriage  wilh  the  consent 

of  the  queen 

His  fonASiUTi  is  a  small  poem  m  praise  of  Siva8 

64  His  CAtfRAPANCASiKA,*  is  >i  poem  of  fitly  verses  nfamalorj  im- 
port, attributed  to  Bilhana  By  itself  it  describes  only  Iho  ro<  oik  ( linns  of 

a  lover  of  the  company  of  his  darling  princess  But  in  some  m.nmsr  npts, 

there  is  an  introductory  part,  relating  its  romantic  origin  *  Bit  liana  was 
the  tutor  of  Candralekha  or  Sasikall,  the  daughter  of  King  \  ainsimha 

of  Guzarat  The  pupil  fell  in  love  with  the  teacher  and  the  intrigue 
went  on  undiscovered  When  at  last  when  the  sec  ret  was.  out  and  Bilhana 

was  condemned  to  death  b>  the  incensed  father  and  taken  to  the  place 
of  execution,  he  repeated  these  verses  in  remembrance  of  Iho  graces  of 
the  princess  and  the  joys  of  her  company  ihe  e\eiutionors  were 
moved  and  when  they  conveyed  to  the  king  the  last  invocation  of 

Bilhana,"  the  King  was  moved  and  the  result  w.is  a  pardon  and  restora- 
tion to  favour  and  a  formal  bestowal  of  the  hand  of  Ihe  pnncoss 

1  For  a  full  account  of  Bilhana  and  this  poem,  see  Bublor'B  Int  to  Edn  anil  IA 
V  817,  IA,  V  824,  IA,  X  817  Durgapranad'fl  Tut  to  KarnnFurdan  (Bombay)' Peterson  Int  to  Subh  66,  where  verses  quoted  m  tho  anthologies  aw  collected 

3     Ed  Bombay  (Kavyamala,  No  7) 
8     OUy,  285     There  is  n  Bilhanasjavam  (T  0  II.  186)    Am  thoso  identical  ? 
i     Ed  Madras,  Bombay  and  Calootta  and  etanrhoe    8co  Oolobroko  Jtfw  Jfo  n 

95  ,  Bohlen,  Introduction  to  Edn   Berlin ,  ERR,  d8,  0  Bod,  No  8<t6      '  ' 
6     See  Bilhanwantn,  TO,  It  1196  2622    Ed  by  V  Venkftttayafiasli  i ,  Madras 
6  war  as*5  w^  star  te^  gsr 

sjtoW  jtPiw  wsxfts.  «n%  (^Fsnri^ 
351%  iHw<(Hy«K  #itsr«fr«nf St 
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A  similar  story  is,  told  of  a  poet  Caurasundara  ind  in  the  Beng-ih 
version  Caurapaachasikti  is  attributed  to  that  poet  Sundara  l 

It  is  apprehended  that  Caura  was  not  identical  with  Bilhana, 
though  many  scholars  have  fallen  into  that  error9  and  this  suspicion 
has  almost  become  a  certainty  when  we  see  that  Bhoja  quotes  two 
verses  from  PancdGika  in  his,  Srngaraprakasa  and  Jakkana,  a  Telugu 
poet,  in  his  Vikramarkacnnta  praised  Bilhana  and  Cora  distinctly 
among  several  poets 

This  introductory  part  is  certamlv  a  later  compilation,  for  it 
contains  verses  of  different  author*  put  together  to  suit  the  description, 
though  indeed  it  is  an  admirable  collection  King  Vainsimha  of 

Anhilvid  died  in  920  AD,'  long  before  Bilhana  was  born  The  name 

of  the  heroine  and  the  king  are  given  in  manv  manuscripts  as  "iamml- 
purnatilaka  and  Madanlibhirama,  King  of  Laksmlmandira,  capital  of 
Pancaladesa  Bilhana  himself  in  his  autobiographical  passages  never 
alluded  to  his  long  sojourn  and  relationship  with  any  king  of  Guzarat 
or  Pancata 

1  here  are  commentaries  on  Pan<  aiika  by  Ganapatisarma  and 

Ramopadhyaya*  and  by  Basavefa  ara  5 

65  Vasudeva*  was  the  son  of  Ravi  and  desciple  of  Bharataguru 
railed  also  Mahabharata-Bhattatn  He  lived  at  Viprasaty ama  (Papana- 
thur)  in  Travancore  I  radition  m  Malabar  gives  the  following  story 

about  his  early  life  "  He  used  to  be  particularly  interested  in  listening 
to  the  te\ts  oSPuranauu  and  Shastras  repeated  by  the  pupils  of  his  master 
As  he  could  not  for  want  of  education  pronounce  words  distinctly,  his 
associates  used  to  taunt  him  by  calling  him  Vathu,  a  lisping  form  of 
Vasu  his.  correct  name  One  day,  as  usual,  while  he  was  coming  back 
from  a  temple  at  I  iruvllakkavu,  where  he  had  gone  to  worship,  it 

rained  heavily  and  the  ferryboat,  on  which  he  was  to  cross  an  inter- 
vening stream  which  was   in  high   floods,  was  on  the   other  shore 

1  CASB,  64  Ed  Kavyasangraha,  Oalnutta     BSna's  mention  In  Harsaoarita 
does  not  refer  to  any  poet  of  that  name,  but  only  a  general  abuse  of  plagiarists. 

2  See  for  instance,  Peterson,  Subli.  66,  Durgaprasad's  Itttrodnotlon  to  Karnasun- 
dari  where  the  whole  story  iB  given 

8     See  Forbes,  Basmala,  I  42 
4    100,  VII,  1888 
6.    T0,U  1622 

6     Etor  other  Vasudevas,  see  Iudes  and  article  on  Rumnhathu— A  Study  by  K  R 
Pisharolsi,  Bull  of  Or  Studies,  V.  it. 

22 
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Bh.iltrft'n  retraced  his  steps  to  the  temple,  where  lie  spent  the  whole 
night  It  was  mining  heavily  and  he  had  only  one  wet  cloth  od  bis 

waist  In  despair  he  appealed  to  his  favourite  deity  who  gave  him 
some  fuel  <md  lire  to  warm  himself  and  a  buuch.  of  plantain  fruits  to 

nppease  hit.  hunger  with  After  eating  of  the  funis  he  became  by 
inspiration  a  poel  uf  a  high  order  The  sweeper  woman  who  came 

early  in  the  morning  to  the  temple  learnt  from  him  where  he  threw 
awnv  the  rind  of  the  fruits  and  ate  it  herself  She  also  became  a 

poetess. ' 1  lie  eulogises  his  patrons  King  Kulafekhara  and  King  Rama 
and  lived  in  the  9th  centun  AD* 

In  \uDHrsinxi4AMjA\  \,  a  poem  m  8  as\asas  in  tlcy.i  metre  Kmg 
Kulafiekhara  is  mentioned  as  the  reigning  king  It  describes  the  story 
of  Mahabharata  from  the  hunting  sports  of  Paudu  to  the  coronation  of 

\udhisthira  after  the  war8  lhereis  a  commentarv  on  it  by  feokkanatha, 

son  of  Acciamba  and  Sudarsana  of  Sattanur  nc  tr  bnrang.im* 

SAURiKArnoni\A,  and  Tru'Uhadviivnv  mention  the  name  of  the 

ruling  King  as  Rama  1  he  former  n.tirntes  the  bfo  oi  Kj  ->na  from 

birth  to  the  conquest  of  Banlsura  as  related  in  Hanvumsa  6  I  here  is 
a  commcntaiy  on  it  1-}  Nil.iknnth.i,  son  of  liana  of  MuktiHhnla  °  1  he 
latter  desenbes  the  story  of  destruction  ol  tho  I  hiee  Cities  b>  SivaT 

There  is  a  cominenlar)  on  it  by  one  who  calls  himself  son  ol  Nit\  apnv.i 8 

1     Travanooio  Stats  Mtiuuil,  II  427 

3  This  King  KuUSltua  cannot  be  tho  autboi  of  tho  Mukund  inula  wbioh 
must  have  been  the  work  of  afu  eiilioi  author,  who  was  tho  fnmonB  KnlafckharSlwac, 
the  saint  of  tho  Vaisnivra  Tlio  pation  of  Vasud  wa  mn>-t  havu  boon  tho  author  of  the 
dramas  Subhadiadhananjiya  and  Tapati<wmvarana  (T»  Salt  bit),  On  several 
Xulafakharas,  see  article  by  A  8  Ramanatha  Ayyai,  Tr  At  oh  J\  1  ol  V  pt  2 

'Fot  detailed  information,  see  under  Kulasokhara  m  the  oliaptor  on  N&trtka  frost, 
Tradition  gi\es  to  the  saint  28th  Kali,  Parabhava  Koralofcputtl  mentions  YSsudova 

as  oontemporary  of  Kul  a"  Mmra  Perumn-1,  v,ho\e  diath  it  givoe  ns  383  A  1>  ,  For  the 
identification  of  Hulas'  khara  and  Rama,  tee  A  S  Raintuatnt  Ayyar,  Nalodaya 
and  Ub  at'thot  (J My,  XlV  802  11) 

8  Printed  Kavyawaln,  Borab»y  There  tho  poet  and  his  patron  oro  wrongly  said 
to  bavo  lived  in  Kashmir 

i     DO,  XX  7808 

5  S'0,11  2689 

6  DO,  XX  788G  Obis  wis  written  cluuiiR  the  roign  of  tto  nSmav»rjn» and 
Gndavarma. 

7  TC,Xl  2589 
8  TO,  III   8873 
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All  these  three  poems  ,ire  illustrations  of  \  ainaka  composition *  It 
has  recently  been  suspected  whether  Vasudeva  was  also  the  author 
of  the  similar  composition  Nalodaya  atttnbuted  to  Kalidasa8 

66  Dhananjaya  was.  son  of  \  asudeva  and  Sride\I  He  was  a. 
Jain  By  his  time  Dvisandhlna,  or  poem  of  double  entendre  narrating 
different  tales  in  the  same  expression  became,  as  it  were,  a  generic  name 
Pandin  inaugurated  it  and  his  poem  of  that  name  is  mentioned  by  Bhoja 
in  his  fermgaraprakasa,  but  it  is  not  now  available  Subandhu  adapted 
the  device  to  prose  and  his  Va.savadat$d  indicated  the  heights  to  which 
a  poet  can  work  upon  the  innate  excellence  of  Sanskrit  vocabulary,  to 

express  his  imagery  m  brief  punning  phrases  Dhananja^  <i  followed'and he  narrated  the  story  of  Ramayana  and  MaMbharafca  at  a  time  zn  his 
Dvisandhana"  in  measures  at  once  fluent  and  heavy  He  is  conscious  of his  merit  and  deems  himself  almost  a  combination  of  Valmiki  and 
Vyasa,  who,  with  pandin,  were  in  his  mind  the  only  three  poets  He 
cla«ses  his  work  as  one  of  the  three  gems,  as  unblemished  as  Akalanka'i. 
NyayaSastra  and  Pujyapadn's  Vyakarana  He  praises  Anandavardhana 
and  Rafnakara,  is  euloguised  by  Somadeva  and  Jalhana  and  is 
quoted  by  Vardhamana  He  must  therefore  have  lived  in  the  9-10lh 

centuries  AD*    He   also  wrote  a  lexicon  Dhananjayanamamala  * 

1  Bee  for  instance  ~  "■ 

ffafftenfa  *flfi>Hl'H'#ffe  ̂ WfrTT  II 
2  This  view  has  bean  elaborately  propounded  and  may  vary  likely  be  oorreot  by 

A  S  Bamanatha  Ayyat  in  Nalodayi  and  its  Authort  JMy,  XIV  862.  tn  a  manus* 
oripb  of  Malabar  {DO,  XX  7886,  B  No  J1852)  all  these  three  poems  are  found  wntten 
together 

8    Ed.  by  |ivida{{a  in  KavyamJla,  Bonibiy  with  a  prefaoe 
&  M  Dull  (Ouronology)  identifies  Dhanaajaya  with  &nj>kirfi  Traividya  and 

gives  him  the  date  1180  A  D  Srujakirf  i  is  mentioned  in  an  insoription  [li,  XIV  14) 
dated  Salsa  1015,  But  this  identification  Beams  to  be  wrong  as  Pampa  says  that 

i3ru{akir{i's  work  though  embraoiug  the  subjeot  of  EamSya^a  and  MShSbharata  was  a 
Gatapr*{ySgaJa  (read  to  and  fro)  poem  In  the  Iofcroduotion  to  Kavyavaloka,  (Bio. 
Cat.  4)  Scuf'ikicjl  is  unatioaed  as  the  author  of  a  ESghivap3ndaviya  ,  this  Pampa 
and  Meghaoan4ra  were  contemporaries  and  Mejh*>»udra's  so  i  wrote  woikmSak* 
1076(14  XIV  14). 

8.  E  V  VeenraghaViohariar  (JABS,  It  181)  plaoes  Dhananjaya  between 
760  800  AD  and  KavlrSja  as  earlier  than  Dhananjaya  in  650  725  A  D  Bhandarkat 
[BR  (1894)  SO]  saya  Dhananjaya  borrowed  th )  idea  from  RavuSji 

6.    Printed,  Bombay 
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67  Atula's  Musikavausa  is  a  poem  of  15th  cantos  About 
Atula  nothing  more  is  known  The  poem  relates  the  story  of  <i  long 
lxne  of  kings  that  ruled  over  the  Musika  kingdom,  which  according 
to  Keralotpatti  was  South  1  ravancore  When  Parasurama  was  slaugh- 

tering the  KSatri)  as  a  queen  of  a  king,  who  was  lulled,  hid  herself  m  a 
mountain  cave  One  day,  a  rat  as  big  as  an  elephant  entered  the  cave 
and  when  it  threatened  to  devour  the  queen,  fire  arose  from  her  eyes 
and  burnt  the  rat  The  soul  of  the  rat  appeared  in  the  form  of  the 

ParvatarSja  with  his  attendants  and  the  Parva$nraja  astonished  at  his 
own  change  said  that  he  had  been  cursed  by  sage  Kusika  to  become  a 

rat  and  his  curse  thus  came  to  an  end  at  her  ■*  jew  1  he  queen  con- 
tinued to  li\e  in  the  cave  and  brought  forth  a  male  child  1  he  Purohit 

who  was  all  this  time  helping  the  queen  educated  the  boy,  When 
Parasurama  was  performing  a  sacrifice  and  was  on  the  look  out  for 

a  Ksa^nya  to  act  at  a  particular  ritual,  this  boy  was  t  ikon  to  him 
and  pleased  him,  he  made  him  the  king  of  Musika  coming  under 
the  name  of  Musika  Ramaghata  because  he  was  consecrated  with 

potful  of  water  He  killed  Madhavavarman,  the  king  of  Magadha, 
m  battle  and  married  his  daughter  Bhadrasena  He  installed  the 

son  of  Madhavavarman  on  the  throne  of  Magadha  Ramaghata 
had  two  sons  lhe  elder  Vatu  was  made  king  of  Haihaya  and 
the  younger  Nandana  of  the  Cola  kingdom  lie  returned  to  forest 

and  spent  the  rest  of  his  days  in  retirement  I  hen  follows  a  long  line 
of  kings  and  their  story,  ending  with  Snkanlha,  Valabha  and  his  son 

In  the  time  of  Snkanlha  the  poet  lived  and  composed  his  poem*  In 
canto  14,  it  is  stated  that  king  Valabha  joined  the  king  of  Kerala  in 
opposing  the  advances  of  Cola  King  towardb  Kerala  It  is  thought 
likely  that  the  Cola  King  referred  to  was  Rajendra  Choladeva  I,  who 

ruled  m  1014-1046  A  D  In  cantos  12  and  14,  the  temple  of  Buddha 
at  fenmulavasa  is  described  as  on  the  verge  of  ruin  an  account  of  the 
inroads  of  the  sea  This  temple  was  in  a  flourishing  condition  and  had 

royal  grants  in  868  A  D a  It  is  conjectured  that  that  the  poem  must 
have  been  composed  in  the  11th  century  AD 

68  Ksemendr&s  surnamed  Vyasarjasa,  was  the  son  of  I'rakaien- 
dra  and  grandson  of  Smdhu    His  father  was  a  great  patron  of  Brahmins 

1  2V  Aroh  Senis  87  et  eeq  la  the  Mahakula  inscription  (liTxiX  7)  it  ia 
stated  that  King  Kirtivar*mm  I  (489  to  5fi7)  ruled  over  the  kings  ol  tfetftliv,  Musak* 
&o     Seo  JMy,  XXI  62 

'i     lbti  I  198  8,  II  116 
8  On  Ksemondra,  see  Bublei  (BKB  46),  JBBAS  (1877),  XII  Extra  No, 

JBBA8.S.Y1  167.  PB  I  4,  75  ,  3 A  Jerw,  VII  100,  YH  216   M  Dufl  (ltd,  Chr  J 
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and  e\pended  three  crores  in  various  benefactions  He  was  himself  a 
devotee  of  feiva  but  latterly,  under  the  teachings  of  Somacar)  a,  it  is  said, 

he  became  a  Vaisnava  Bhagavata  He  studied  under  Abhinavagupta1 
and  was  m  the  court  of  King  \nan^a  of  Kashmir  (1029-1064  AD  * 
He  wrote  manv  works,  and  among  them  are  some  independent  didactic 

poems  and  narrative  abstracts  of  older  poems  8 

His  Rajavall  is  a  history  of  Kashmir  like  Kalhana's  Raja^arangim 

Brha$kabhamanjari,4  Ramilyanamanjart8  and  Bharafamanjan*  are  epi- 
tomes of  Bihajkathd,  Ratniiyana  and  Mahabhfirafca 

Among  his  works  known  only  by  name  are  Sasivainsa-mahakavya 

Amitarangakavya,  Avasaras&ra,  Muktavali,  LavanyavajT,  Dedopa- 

desa,  PavanapantaSika,  and  Padvakadambari ,  and  among  his  known 

and  printed  works  are,T  Avadana-Kalpalata,  Nlfcikalpa^aru,  Lokapra- 

kaiakosa,    Sevyasevakopades*a,    NTtilata,     Vmayavalll,     Darpadalana, 

givos  thti  date  Irak*  12  11  and  A  D  1037  and  notes  the  dates  of  some  works 
Bnhntkathanianjui  (Loka  li),  BaiuayamatrkI  (Loka  25),  DasSvatara  Can^i  (Loka  41) 
Laukika  era  oommenoed  in  year  25  Kali  oi  8076  — G  B  0  A  Laukika  century  oommen- 

oed  in  1025  A  D  Sao  Stein's  Int  to  liaj ,  Maoclonnel  (SL,  290,  376)  calls  Ksemendra 
contemporary  of  Somadeva 

1  Ksomaraja,  the  author  of.  85mbapanoas'ika'  vivarana  says  he  was  a  popil  of 
Abhinavagupta     Ho  may  probably  be  identical  with  Ksemendra    (PR   I  11)     But 
Bublu  (BKR    16)   says  otherwiso     Ho  identifies  him  with  Ksemendra,  author  of 
Spaudamma^n      J\s.emondra  son  of  YadusSrman  of  Guzarat  and  author  of  Hastijana 
prakas  »  is  a  different  porson 

2  The  king  is  referred  to  in  the  oouoluding  verses  of  SuvrtUf  ilska  and  other 

poemb     Ho  was  a  contemporary  of  King  Bhoja  of  Dhar  — 

qjfr  ciferc;  #f  pt  smrf  ̂ rF«r^  II  b*3  vn  255 
3  For  a  list  Of  his  works,  see  S  Levi,  J  A,  (1855),  309,  Peterson's  Int    to  Subh 27 

i  rnntad,  Bombay  DO,  XKl  8105  Bee  the  paper  on  it  by  Levi,  3  A  (1886), 

Fob  April  Buhler  (I  A ,  I  802)  fixes  Souttdeva  1088-82  A  D  and  makes  Ksemendra 

his  contemporary  Levi  does  not  agtee  and  says  that  Ksemendra's  work  was  anterior  to 
Somadeva's  Kajh5san{sagara  and  that  the  latter  was  written  as  a  direct  orrfioism  upon 

or  it  is  a  kind  of  reply  *ddtcssed  by  Somadava  to  Ksemendra  This  being  assumed, 

Levi  refers  to  a  quotation  from  Brhajkatha  in  the  Dafatapa  and  differing  from  Hall 

ooacladeds  that  the  latter  work  is  posterior  to  the  BxhatkajhS  aud  autorior  to  Kajha 

sarifsSgara 
5  Printed,  Bombay 
6  Printed,  Calcutta 

7  Printed,  KSvyamato.  Parts  I,  IV.  ana  VI,  Bombay    C.  Bofi  88b  and  Bcrl Oat  No  801. 
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MumrndtdmlcQamsd  and  Kavikanthabharana  *  Dasavataracant  t  gives 
the  story  of  the  incarnations  and  the  story  of  Buddha  is  related 

according  to  the  Buddhist  -works  Kalavilasaa  m  10  parts  describes 
several  arts  with  illustrations  frcm  traditional  Idles 

69  Carucarya8  is  a  century  of  moral  aphorisms,  easily  expressed, 

each  with  a  sanction  of  the  orthodox  kind  appended,  -which  gives  a 

quaint  and  pleasing  picture  of  virtue's  ways  of  pleasantness  in  the 

Kashmir  of  his  time  Chaturvarga  Sangraha,*  is  a  concise  exposition 

of  the  four  great  motives  of  human  activity,  duty,  wealth,  love  and 

salvation 

SuvRnATlLAKA*  is  a  treatise  on  metrics  and  is  v.ilu  ible  in 

literary  history,  for  its  quotations  fiom  several  works  with  the  names  of 

their  authors  6  In  three  chapters,  it  describes  the  collection  of  metres, 

their  faults  and  merits  and  their  proper  application  *  1  he  particular 
merit  of  this  composition  is  that  the  illustrations  seem  at  once  to  the 

eye  and  the  ear  as  a  versus  memorials  both  of  the  <  haractor  and  of 

the  name  of  the  particular  metre 

In  Samayamatrka,  "one  of  his  most  original  pooms  which  is 
intended  to  describe  the  snares  of  courtesans,  he  gives  us  among  other 

stones  an  amusing  account  of  the  wanderings  of  his  thief  heroine, 

Kankali,  through  the  length  and  breadth  of  Kasmir  I  ho  numerous 

places  which  form  the  scene  of  her  exploits  can  all  easilj  enough  be 
traced  on  the  map  More  than  once  curious  touches  of  true  local 

colour  impart  additional  interest  to  these  references    To  Ksemendra's 

1.    On  this  work,  se^  8  K  D»,  SP  II  361,  and  T  Sohonberg  Wion 
3  It  contains  the  stoiy  of  Muladeva  alias  Karnlauja  rtforrad  to  by  Bana  and 

Subsndhn    On  Muladeva,  gee  page, 
8  m  Bombay,  K&vyamala,  Part  II  PR,  I.  a ,  JBRAS,  XVI  Kxtra  No  Pot 

instance  there  Is  the  version  of  the  proverb,   "  The  airly  bird  oatobes  tbo  worm  " 

strt*  %$&  $*f#  «i%cT  sft&rwr  II 
4  Ed  Bombay,  Kavyamgla,  Part  V  PR,  I  6 
5  Ed  KavyamSla,  Part  I  Bombay,  PR  I  5  11. 
6  Among  the  authors  mentioned  are  Abhinani}*,  Bhabba  ludariji,  Utpalaijla, 

Kalasaka,  KalidSsa,  Gandinnka,  Cakca,  Tuo]Ina  (King,  Bi/  II  16),  Dfpaka,  Bhatta 
jjjSrayana,  Parimala,  Bana,  Bhartri  Mentha,  Bhortrlhari,  Bhuvabhnti,  Bbaravi, 
Mukjabana,  Yafavarman,  RatnSkara,  BajaGekhara,  Bissu,  Lata  DimUna,  Bhabba 
Vallate,  Viradeva,  SShila,  Bhatta  Syamala,  §ri  Harsadeva,  Bhattl,  Bhauinaka 

7  Kshemendra  says  that  Abhinand*  excelled  in  Anastubh,  Panini  in  UpajSff, 
BhSravi  In  Vam iasjha,  BatnSkara  in  Vasanjajilaka,  Bhavabhuji  In  likharmf,  Kail 
d5sa  in  MandkSranJS  and  Kajaiekhara  in  (Jardulavikndita 
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poem  we  o\\  e,  for  instance  the  earliest  mention  of  the  Pir  Pantsal  Pass 
(PancalaJhata)  and  its.  hospice  (viatha),  lhere,  too,  we  get  a  glimpse 
of  the  ancient  salt  trade  which  still  follows  that  route  with  preference 
Elsewhere  we  are  taken  into  an  ancient  Buddhist  convent,  the  Krtyas- 

rama  Vihara,  wheie  Kankali's  conduct  as  a  nun  is  the  cause  of  no 
small  scandal  " 

Lok\pr\kas\  "supplies  us  -with  the  earliest  list  of  Kasmir  Para- 
ganas  Besides  this  w  e  find  there  the  names  of  numerous  localities 
inserted  in  the  forms  for  bonds,  Hundis,  contracts,  official  reports,  and 
the  like  which  form  the  hulk  of  Prakasas  11  and  IV  The  Pargana  list 
as  well  as  these  foims  contain  local  names  of  undoubtedly  ancient  date, 

side  by  side  with  comparatrvely  modern  ones  Some  of  the  latter  in 
fact  belong  to  places  which  were  onl>  founded  during  the  Muham- 

madan  rule  " 

By  far  the  most  valuable  work  of  Ksemendra  is  the  Aucityavi- 
caracarca  l  It  is>  a  book  on  literary  criticisms  and  treats  of  rhetorical 

stjle  His  enunciations  of  literary  canon  are  accompanied  by  discus- 
sions He  has  no  regard  for  individual  fame  or  dignity  and  he  deals 

out  praise  and  censure  as  a  true  critic  His  illustrations  are  sometimes 

his  own  and  often  taken  from  eminent  poets,  whose  names  he  gives a 
1  hese  illustrations  fonn  as  it  were  an  anthology  When  he  gives  the 

date  of  composition  for  instance,  Samayama^rka  as  the  25th  year  of  the 
Kashmir  Cyde,  or  1030  AD  he  furnishes  a  regular  land-mark  m  the 
history  of  Sanskrit  literature 

70  Hemacandra  was  born  at  Dhanduka  in  Samvat  1145  (1088 

AD)  and  was  the  son  of  Chachiga  Sresthi  and  Pahml  When  his  father 
was  away,  a  monk  Devendrasun  of  the  Vajra  Sakha  asked  his  mother  to 

give  away  the  child  then  5  years  old,  to  be  brought  up  in  the  monastic 
order  1  he  mother  parted  with  him  very  willingly  and  he  was  initiated 
under  the  name  of  Changdevu     His  father  was  put   out  at  the  news 

1  Ed  Kavyamala,  Part  I,  Bombay  See  also  reterson'u  paper,  JBBAS,  XYI. 
167  180  ,  8  K,  De,  SP,  II  856  61 

2  Among  the  pets  mentioned  there,  are  Padmagupja  ahas  Paonmala,  Dharma- 

fefrti,  EdjasMshara,  Bbatta  NSrSyana,  Obandiaka,  Medhavirudro,  MSlava  Kuvalaya, 

Syamala,  MStrgupJa,  Pravarasena,  MuktSplda,  Yasovarman,  UtpalarSja,  Amaruka, 
KomSradSea  Cakra,  brother  of  Mukpkana  and  contemporary  of  Ratnakara,  Bhallata, 

Yamana,  YarShamihira,  Yatfovarmadeva,  Magna,  Bhatta  tanta»  Gangaka,  Dipaka, 
Panvrajaka,  £n  Yakra,  Harsa 

The  lost  work  Kuntesvaradautya  by  KahdSsa  referred  to  He  ako  refers  to  three 

plays  by  himself,  and  Ohitrabharata,  and  LahtarajnamSla 
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and  discovered  the  son,  when  it  was  too  Into,  all-engrossod  in  his 
ascetic  serenity  To  demonstrate  his  pow  ers  he  set  his  arm  in  a  bla/ing 
fire  and  his  father  found  to  his  surprise  the  flashing  arm  turned  into 
gold  1  hence  came  the  appellation  Hemacandra  He  studied  under 

Devacandrasiiri  of  Ptirnatalliyagaccha  l  He  Mas  consecrated  m 
Sam  1154  and  made  a  sun  in  thirteen  }enrs  later  At  the  court  of 

AnhiKid  in  Gurerat  he  spent  many  \ears  under  the  p  iti  image  of  kings 

Jayasimha  Siddharaja  (1094-1143  AD)  and  his  suuessoi  Kurn'rapala  * 
He  was  in  facta  minister  at  the  rovnl  durbar  and  hi  his  influence 
jaimsm  became  the  stale  lebgion  Vihnrns  HOO  in  number,  were 
bmlt  and  laws  against  consumption  of  meat  and  <  rueNy  u>  animals  were 
enacted  Though  a  Jam  bv  adoption,  his  reverent  e  lor  the  hrahram 

was  not  an3'thmg  less  He  was  a  genius  o(  gieal  \usalili(\  and  his 
works  embrace  every  field  of  literature  in  Prakrit  and  Sanskrit8  lie 

was  the  ongina'or  of  a  new  school  of  grammar*  His  works  contain 
35,000,000  lines  mall  and  he  w.is  called  the  Omniscient  of  (he 

Kahyuga  Great  Soul  that  he  was,  he  passed  awn)  bv  self-starvation 

m  1173-4  AD8 

His  Koivrapu  acarita,  .i  poem  of  twenlv-eighl  cantos,  describes 

the  history  of  the  Anhilvid  d)  nasty,  particularly  of  Kum.lrapala  The 
first  twenty  cantos  are  in  Sanskrit  and  the  Inst  i  ight  are  in  Prakrit,  and 

1  He  v\as  tho  wthoi  of  §antln5thajiii|->  m  Piakut,  (See  Jtsx  Cat  i(> ,  PB,  I. 65) 

2  On  KumScapSH,  gee  Mango!  msori|>fcion  dato.1  Ram,  1202  in  ImI  oj  A.ni%qua 
ticm  Rma%n»  (Bombay)  180  Kielhorn,  hR,  (1880)110  gives  tho  da  to  of  a  Ms  of 
Kalpaoumi  &a  Samvafc  1218  as  in  tho  tnno  of  KumSrapSla  Roo  also  Manfnnga's 
Prabandhaoir,t5mam  (Tawuy's  Translation,  CnlouttA,  V  Smith,  BTI  181)  ana  B 
Dosabbai,  Eutory  nj  Quzw  %t  (Ahmolabal)  83  30  An  aoooant  of  haroanpain  in 
containod  in  the  Praktit  Kavya  KumAtavaiii  I  rajibrdha,  {TO  Qik  Or  sorios,  Baroda) 
of  SomaprubbSoarya,  about  whom  see  poet 

1  On  Hcmaoandra  gonor  illy,  see.  retortion,  6th  Rep ;  A  K  Forties,  lias  Mala,  I 
189  204  (whiob.  says  thAfc  he  died  in  sirovnt,  1229  1174  A.D.  in  84th  yoar) ,  Lassen, 
lilt  III,  667, 1196  IV  808  ft  ,SK  De,  SP,  I  203  Oolobrookit,  Mis  10$  II  206 ff, 
rattavali  of  Upadeaa  Qaoaha  (mentioned  as  tho  oontompoiaBy  of  Sn  Kakk*  Sun,  Ram 
1154)  Buhler,  Ubct  das  £(.&>»  des  Jama  Vouches  /ft  iiuManaYa ,  M  Ruff,  Chronology , 
Aufreoht  CO  768  ,  Bod  Cat  170, 179,  180,  185a ,  ZDUQ  xllu  848,  1A,  IV  11, 
VI  181  BKR  78  Stevenson's  Beart  of  J«in«»»,184,  '287  Taoobi  (Eno  qfSeh 
andBOuH.Vl  691)  gives  Homacandra's  dates  as  1086, 10391173.  R  Shamashastey, 
JMy,  XIII  668  72  and  Ohandrvprabhasun's  Prabhavakaeharitu  (Ohaptor  22)  givo  in aoooant 

2  Eoe  Peterson,  PR  IV  0,  I,  08  Svbh.  389.  All  works  of  Hemaoacdra  are 
preserved  in  Patau  Library  For  a  lui  of  his  works,  see  Int.  to  Kevyanuaswaua, 
( Kavyamala) 

8     See  Belvalkar,  Systems  of  Sanskrit  Grammar. 
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this  continuation  has  given  it  the  name  of  DvySfSrayakavya *  The 
portion  that  is  in  Prakrit  was  intended  to  illustrate  his  aphorisms  of 
Prakrit  grammar  and  comprises  the  si\  different  dialects  of  the  Prakrit 

language'  Some  say  that  the  poem  was  begun  by  Hemacandra  in 
1160  AD,  and  left  unfinished  by  his  death,  and  was  later  completed 

by  Abhayatilakagani  in  1 255  A  D  ,  but  the  latter  say  s  expressly  that  he 

is  the  author  of  the  gloss  only 

In  Tn-.astisal&kapurusacanta,  a  long  poem,  he  describes  the  lives 

of  Jama  Saints8  So  is  his  Sthaviravallcanta  *  Chandonrtiasana  is  a 
•work  on  metrics8 

Kavyana^asana  with  a  commentary  on  it  called  Alankara- 

cudamam,  in  eight  chapters,  is  a  valuable  work  in  literary  history  *  It 
discusses  the  poetical  theories  of  Bharata,  Lollata,  Dandin,  Bankuka, 

Mammata,  Bhattanay  aka  and  refers  to  several  works  of  which  some  are 

not  extant  * 

Among  his  works  on  I  exicography 8  are  Deslnamamala,9  Abhi- 

dhana    Cintamani,10  and    Anekarthasangraha,11    and  Nighantuieja " 

1  Edited,  Bombay,  BSS,   No   60,  with  an   Introduction  by   8  P   Pandit     See 
I  A,  XVItl  811     These  is  a  commentary  on  some  chapters  by  Abhayajilakagam  (com- 

posed in  Sam  1312)  and  on  one  ohapter  by  Purrwkalasagnm  (composed  in  Sam  1307) 

There  is  another  Kum5rap51a"»ntn  by  (Jinasimhasuri  ?)  JiyasimhaEU-i  (fee  Kirtaae's 
Int  and  Cat   of  Bikaneer  Stabe  Library) ,  J3B,  (1888  4) 

2  On  the  treatment  of  Prakrit  by  Hemacuidca,  see  0  D  Dalai,  Int  to  Hbavi 
sattakatha  (Quale  Or  Series),  63  65  JinamaDdana,  pupil  of  Somasurdvra,  wrote 
Kumarapalaprabandba  in  prose  and  verso  in  Sam*  at  1492,  [P.B  IV  82] 

8  Ed  by  Jaaobi,  Bib  InA  PB  ,  V  4  For  a  summary  and  extractc,  see  USC, 
(1909),  108  et  seg, 

4,    Printed,  Bombay 
8     PB,  V  184 
6  Printed,  Lavyamala,  Bombay     DC  XXII,  8686     See  JBBA8,  XII. 
7  These  are  BSvai.ivijaya  and  Hanvijaya  (Sanskrit  poems)  AVdhrmathana 

(apabramsa  poem)  ,  Bhima  kavya  (G-ramya  apabramsa  poem) ,  Lilavati  (as  a 
Padyamayl  kajha)  Sgdraka  (Sudraka-katha  ?)  a  parikatba  ,  DarnayantSkatha  of 
Tnvikrama,  and  Hayagrivavadha  of  Mentha 

At  p  97,  Hemacandra  quotes  a  conversation  between  OitramSya  and  B5ma  as 

from  a  drama  Unmattaraghava  This  is  not  traceable  in  Bhaskam's  OhmaJta 
rSghava,  and  the  work  quoted  must  therefore  be  a  different  one 

8  See  Int  to  Kalpadrukofo  (Gaek  Or  Series) 
9  Called  also  Bajavari  Ed  by  Pisohel,  Bombay 

10  PB  III  4pp  58,  103  with  a  commentary  by  the  author  (1  c-  1D9,  154),    Ed, 
by  Bodfalingk  add  Eieu,  St  Petersburg 

11  With  a  oomraentary  by  the  author's  pupil  Mahendrasuri,  PB.ail  SI,  App. 
89     Ed  byZaohanao  Vienna 

13     PB,  V  38     It  is  a  botatuoal  glossary 

23 
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Syadvadamanjart1  and  Jinendrastotra,*  are  hvmns,  in  praise  of 
Vardhamfina  £fabdanusasanrt*  is  a  treatise  in  Sanskrit  grammar,  of 

which  the  Prakrita  grammar  is  m  the  eighth  book  \  ogasastr**  is  a 

companion  of  Jain  doctrines     I  inganusasana  is  a  treatise  on  gender5 

71.  1  he  history  of  Kurnarapala  is  narrated  by  Somaprabhacarya 

in  his  Prakrit  poem  Kumarapala-pratibodh.  -Mahakavya  *  Somaprablu. 

was  a  pupil  of  Vijayasimha  and  was  fifth  in  descent  from  Mumcandra 

and  Munadeva  in  the  pontifical  line  His  father  bripald,*  was  a  poet  and 
friend  of  Siddhipala,  a  colleague  of  Hemacandra  at  the  Anhilvid 

Court  The  poem  gives  an  account  of  Kurnarap.lla's  conversion  into 

the  faith  of  Jina*  at  the  teaching  of  Hemacandra  and  was  composed  at 

Patan  in  Sam  1241  (1195  AD)  It  ends  with  a  prasasti  in  Sanskrit 

His  other  works  are  Hemakumaracantd,0  and  Sumatmathacanta,19 
and  fealanfakavya 

72  Mankha  known  also  as  Mankhaka  or  Mankhuka  ivas  born  m 

Kasmir  "    His  father  was  Viivavartha     His  brother  Alank.lra,18  also  a 

1     PB,  IV  127,  III  app  icQS     Webar,  1st   II    040 
9  Bhau  Dap's  Int  (op.  at )  xvm  A  oommantary  on  il>  is  dated  1292  A  D 

PB,  V.  110 
3  Called  also  Siddha  Hemaoandra  Ed  by  Fischel,  Halle  For  nn  aoooont  of 

the  work  and  literature  that  grew  around  it,  seb  Pekison,  PB,  T  14,  Weber,  ISt 

H  208  251  Pischel  De  Qramatuyii  Praartttcia ,  Lassen'B  Imhtuh  Linguae  Piaen- 
Hcze  (Bombay)     Bhau  Daji,  JBBAS,  IX  H24 

4  With  a  oommantary  by  the  author  PB,  II  b5  Eil  yartly  by  K  Wmdisoh, 
ZDUQ,  XXVIII.  (1874)  185  ft,  Weber  IL,  207  note  So  is  hia  Praro3namimamsa, 
(PB,  V  147J 

5  Ed  by  Eranke,  GoMangen 
Of  the  Culukya  dynasty,  the  prafasti  gives  the  following  Kings ,  Mularaja  {Sam 

993—1063),  Ctmundaraja  (Sam  1053—1966),  r>nrlabbaia>  (Saw  1066—1076), 
Bhimadeva  (Sam  1076— 11U0),  Karnadeva  (Sam  1120—1150),  Bidilharaja  aim 
Jayastmha  (Sam  1150-1199),  anl  Kumarapala  (Saw  11991280). 

6  Ed  byMuniraja  Jinavijaya  (QaeTc  Or,  Strtei)  PB,  IV,  V,  Index  Of  authors 
She  author  gave  It  the  name  Jtna-dharma-pratibodha 

7  The  poet  was  honoured  by  Jayasimha  with  the  titlo  cf  K.mnilm  He  is  quoted 
in  Ssrngadhara-Faddhati  as  Sripala  KavirSja     See  PB,  V  38 

8  The  same  story  la  given  m  the  SantinSthnoantara  of  Dov&Rtin,  in  Sanskrit 
verses,  PB,  I  59 

9  PB,  V  24 

10  It  deaonbes  the  life  of  SamatmStha,  the  5th  TirJliankMa,  and  is  ■written 
mainly  in  Prakrit     It  is  preserved  m  the  Bhanflnr  of  l\ilan 

11  On  Mankha  generally,  see  Durgaprasad'a  note  In  AuvyamulU ,  URB,  50 
(where  an  aooount  of  the  poem  is  given)  and  Peturson  Sttbh  88  and  100  The  poem  has 

spfuf^Kf*,  saysJonarSja 
12,    Known  also  ss  Lankana  and  referred  to  in  BSj,  VllI  2058 
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poet,  was  a  minister  of  kings  Susala  and  Jayasimha  of  Kasmir  King 

Jayasimha1  ruled  from  1127  to  1159  A  D  Mankha  went  to  Konkhan  as 
ambassador  His  other  brother  Srngara  held  the  office  of  Byha^an- 

tradhipaji  Ruyyaka  was  his  guru"  Mankha  wrote  his  poem 
Srikanthacariia  about  1140  AD*  In  25  cantos  it  describes  the 

destruction  of  the  Three  Cities  by  Siva  The  last  canto  is  particularly 

interesting  and  it  gives  the  names  of  some  poets,  predecessors  or  con- 

temporaries *  The  whole  of  the  1st  canto  is  devoted  to  benediction 
and  every  deity  has  a  salutation  Many  of  the  verses  have  a  double 

meaning  and  in  spite  of  his  wonderful  mastery  of  language  he  lacks 

lucidity  of  expression  and  is  a  hard  author  for  the  scholiast  A  com- 

mentary on  the  poem  by  Jonaraja*  helps  however  towards  an  apprecia- 
tion    There  is  a  dictionary  called  Mankha  Kola  current  in  Kashmir. 

Alankarasarvasva  is  a  gloss  on  Ruyyaka's  Alankara  aphorisms  and 

is  his  work  *  Besides  commenting  on  the  KSnkas  of  Ruyyaka,  Mankha 
appears  to  have  himself  written  some  Alankara  Sutras  In  Mankhu- 

kasu^rodaharana  these  Sutras  have  been  illustrated  by  a  pupil  of  his, 

probably  Samudrabandha,  who  also  commente'd  on  Alankarasarvasva 
In  these  illustrations  King  Ravivarmabhupa  is  praised ' 

73  Sriharsa*  was  the  son  of  Snhlra  and  Mamalladevj  His  father 
was  a  poet  of  the  court  of  King  Vijayacandra  of  Kanouj  Disappointed 

in  a  poetic  competition  there  with  Udayana,  HIra  retired  from  public 

1     See  Bai 
9     Snkanthaoanta,  XXV — 30 
5  Ed  Kavyamala,  Bombay  la  the  oolopbon  he  1b  (jailed  BajSnaka  Sri 

M&nkhaka 

4.  MurSn,  BSjasekhara,  Jalhana,  Enlhana,  Bilbana,  Alakadatfa,  Ananda  (son 
of  Sambhu),  Padmar3]a  Jalhana  referred  to  here  is  the  author  of  the  poem  SomapSUa- 
vilasa  and  is  different  from  the  author  of  Sukjlmukjavali  of  the  same  name  (JBBAS, 

XVII  57)  Tne  latter  is  oalled  AoSrya  Bhagadatta  Jalhana  See  Durgaprasad's  note 
in  Srikanthaoarita,  page  347.  £ambhu,  the  father  of  Ananda,  is  the  author  of  Anyokp.- 
muktaiajS  and  Eajendrakamapura  [Kavyamala,  Bombay]  See  Ibid,  aoteat  page  351. 

6  He  was  a  contemporary  of  king  Jainulabdin  (1417  to  1467  4  D.)  Dunng  this 

reign  he  oomposed  the  second  Ba]a{arangini,  the  continuation  of  Kalhana's  work  He 
has  also  written  commentaries  on  XiratSquniya  and  other  poems 

6  See  Ttivandrum  Sanskrit  Senas  with  Introduction  by  I  Ganapathl  Saatri,  In 

this  book  the  name  of  the  poet  is  given  as  Mankhuka 

7  He  alsoSrefers  in  this  work  to  Vidyaoakravarfa's  commentary  on  KSvyaprakafa, 
TO,  IV  4307. 

8  The  oorreot name  isStihwfa  andnotHw?s,  seethe  lasblm  ofthe|poera 
.■I r>  ,  fti ...iSi  .Si.        f\ 
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ga#e>  and  with  a  request  to  his  son  to  avenge  the  disgrace  he  soon 
gassed  away  Sbriharsa  at  once  set  out  to  study  and  with  the  aid  of  the 

Qtntctfna'ii-manfram1,  kindly  communicated  to  him  by  a  venerable  sage 
he  attained  the  summit  of  his  learning  in  a  few  years  He  tame  again 

tp  th,e  royal  court  and  was  received  with  distinction  I  here  at  the 

request  of  that  king8  he  wrote  his  Nawidhlyacanta  lhe  work  met 
with  wide  approval  in  the  various  assemblies  of  Kasmu*  and  was 
honoured  by  the  personal  appreciation  of  Saraswtfl  He  was  dignified 

with  the  title  of  NarabhSra-fci  The  jealous  queen,  who  called  herself 
Kalabharatl,  Vv  ould  not  tolerate  this  presumption  Unable  to  bear  her 

persecutions,  Sriharsa  spent  the  rest  of  his  life  in  ascetic  serenity  on 
the  banks  qf  the.  Ganges 

This  is  the  account  that  Rajasekhara  gives  in  his  Prabandhukosa  * 
Jayantacandra,  son  of  Vijyacandra  ruled  over  Xanouj  in  the  latter  half 

of  the  12th  century  AD  *  It  is  elsewhere  said  by  Rajasekhara  himself 
casually  that  the  nrst  manuscript  of  the  Nai  adha  w.is  brought  into 

Gujerat  by  Hanhara  during  the  reign  of  Vlradhavala  aud  his  minister 

Vas^upala  made  copies  of  it  and  gave  it  a  deserved  publicity  °  Candu 
Pandita  in  his  commentary  Dlpika  composed  in  Sam  l*i"  J  (l^9G  AD) 
calls  the  poem  new  and  refers  to  the  existence  of  the  only  commentary 

of  Yidyadhara  before  him 7  oriharsa  must  therefore  havo  flourished 
m  the  latter  half  of  the  12th  century  AD8 

1  Naisadha,  Canto  l.ooncluding  versa 
2  ESjasekhara  gives  the  date  of  composition  as  about  1174  A  I) 
3  Oanto  XVI,  concluding  verse 
4  JDomposed  m  1348  A  D  , 
5  IA  XV,  11 12  Grant  dated  Bamvat  1225  (A  P  11G0)  Various  details  given 

as.  his  surname  Papula,  contemporary  of  Kumacapala,  his  dynasty  destroyed  by  the 
Unsalmana  &o  show  that  Jayanjaoandra  was  tho  same  as  Jayaoowlra,  who  roigiwd  at 
Kanyakubja  4nd  Benares  between  1166  1104  A  D 

S  See  the'  lives  of  SomssTaca  au-1  Vasjuplla,  yost  Int  toNarandrdyioand* 
(Qtksk  Or  Series},  vu 

7  qj|3*r  qw^.    See  Sivadatfm's  Int,  to  Naisadha  (Bombay)  15 
8  Bohler  (JBBAS  X  83,  XI  279  S7 ,  14  I  80),  B*m  Pas  Son  {IA,  HI  81), 

P  N  Furaniya  {U,  III  29)  ana  Sivadattn  {op  <*t  1-15)  adopt  this  Viow  F  K  Hall 
■wa  K  T,  Telang  [IA,  297,  353  and  II,  71)  and  Bhandarkw  (M,  \Lir,  83  noto)  assign 
him-  tothe  9th  or  the  lQbh  century  on  tho  ground  that  vorseB  from  Noiswlua  aro  quotrf 
by  Bhoja  in  the  Saraavatikanthabharana  and  that  Vaoaspajimis'fa  of  the  11th  oentaty 
has  written  a  ontioiem  of  g'Ib.arsV«  Khandanakhandakhadya  SivadaJta  assures  ra 
that  thew  are  no  such  quotations  from  Natsadha  In  tho  SaraavaJikanUnbharana  (see 
Index  of.  authors  quoted  Auf  00.)  and  thattha  Vacaspajimis'ra  rotaod  to  must  be 
some  late  author,    Aufreoht  gives  four  persons  of  that  namq  and  eight  of  tho  oww  of 
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74  Naisadhiyacartta,  or  Naisadha  shorth  is  a  Mah3k3v)a 
of  great  repute  m  India  It  describes  the  story  of  Nala,  king  of 
Nisadha,  his  love  to  Damayanli,  princess  of  Vidarbha,  his  message 
through  the  swan,  the  intrusion  of  the  Dikpalas,  the  marriage  after 
Swa}  amvara  and  the  sojourn  of  the  lovers  at  the  ro3  al  abode  The 

e\t?nt  work  contains  twenty-two  cantos  but  tradition  carries  it  further 

to  the  length  of  sixty  or  one  hundred  and  twenty  * 

The  poem  as  it  is  now  available  and  has  been  commented  upon 
stops  with  the  marriage  of  Nala  and  Damayanti  The  rest  of  Nala's 
history,  as  the  name  should  indicate,  is  not  in  it  Nilkamal  Bhattacarya 
shows  how  the  last  four  vert.es  are  spurious  and  says  that  Srlha^a 

finished  his  poem  but  the  rest  of  it  is  lost  to  us  "  If  a  continuation  of 
the  Naisadha  is  admitted,  we  must  either  say  that  the  sequel  is  lost,  or 
that  the  poet  could  not  finish  the  book  But  when  we  look  into  two 

facts  it  is  well  nigh  clear  that  the  book  was  finished ,  one,  the  mention 

of  the  Naisadha  in  the  Khandanakhandakhadya"  and  the  other,  the 
appreciation  of  the  Naisadha  by  scholars  m  Kashmir  ( Vide  the  con- 

cluding verse  of  Canto  16)  For,  by  the  first,  though  the  priority  of 
the  Naisadha  up  only  to  the  end  of  the  21st  Canto  (which  forms  the 

subjec  t  of  the  poem  referred  to  there)  is  conclusively  proved,  yet  it 
would  be  too  much  to  suppose  that  the  author  could  think  of  leaving 

Vao3spa£i  (See  Sivadatta  op  oi{  11 12)  F  B  Grouse  relies  on  the  order  of  poets 
enumerated  in  Canda's  Prthvirajaraaan  composed  in  the  126h  oen&ury,  in  which  Sn- 
harsa  is  mentioned  before  KSlidtsa  (1A,  H  218)  and  argues  that  BSjafekhara's  story  is 
lnoorreot  He  places  Snhar§»  in  the  10th  century  A  D  But  Telang  remarks 

(Id,  III  81)  that  Sriharsa  alludes  to  KSlidSaa'a  works  in  his  Ehandanaihanda- 
ihldya  All  the  particulars  necessary  to  show  that  RSjaiekhara's  account  most  be  trne 
are  collected  by  SivadaJJa  Bam  Prasad  Ohanda  (14,  XLII,  83, 186)  says  that  BSja- 
i akhara  mentions  the  name  as  Jayanjaoaadra  and  not  Jayaoandra  and  calls  hurt  the 
son  and  not  the  grandson  of  Govindacandra,  King  of  TSranSA  Iff  Dnfl  (Clironolay) 
gives  the  date  11 50  A  D  and  makes  him  contemporary  ot  King  Jayaoandra  of  Kanou] 
whose  initial  data  falls  between  1168  and  1177  A  D  and  of  the  Ghalakya  K^ng 
KumarSpSla  of  Guzerat  (1148  1174  A  D )  Maodonel  (Sir,  880)  and  B  0  Datt  (G*t>,  II. 
291)  adopt  this  date 

1  In  canto  17,  Kali  vows  that  he  would  separate  Nala  and  Damayanji  bat  the 
extant  poem  stops  with  the  marriage  and  the  pleasures  of  their  oorqag&l  life.  Snharsa 
says  aa  usual  that  the  S2ud  canto  was  finished  and  there  are  four  more  verses  added,  in 
praise  of  his  own  work  The  last  verse  appears  to  be  an  unnecessary  repetition.  The 
four  verses  most  have  been  later  interpolations,  the  real  poem  ceasing  with  the  oanto 
enumerating  verse  It  is  therefore  not  improbable  that  the  rest  of  the  poem  is  lost  to 
us,  unless  w»  imagine  that,  Snhars*  left  the  work,  incomplete  in  fact  many  manus 
enpts  do  not  oontam  these  four  verges  at  all     See  DC,  XX  7758 

»•       <m^wpr  ̂ pnferar  m^watft  tft  n 
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book  unfinished  at  an  advanced  stage  reaching  up  to  the  close  of 

Canto  22  (up  to  which  it  is  availaDle)  and  beginning  another  so 
different  in  character  and  so  stiff  and  bulky  as  the  Khandanakhanda 

As  for  the  second,  the  appreciation  of  a  Mahakavya  is  not  possible 

when  there  is  only  a  portion  of  it  (viz  22  Cantos)  there  For  besides 

poesy,  it  requires  character- sketch,  correlation  of  the  parts,  and  many 
others  for  consideration  This,  therefore,  is  our  final  conclusion  that 

the  sequel  also  was  written,  but  is  now  lost ,  and  this  is  probable  loo, 

for,  a  good  many  of  our  poet's  works  whose  names  \v  e  find  are  lost 
to  day  In  connection  with  the  above  conclusion  of  mine,  I  may 
casually  remark,  that  in  my  solicitude  to  learn  whether  tradition  lent 

any  support  to  my  view  I  referred  the  matter  to  manv  of  m}  friends 
and  acquaintances,  and,  among  them,  to  Pandit  Ramagopal  Smnlibhu- 
sana  of  Benares,  whereupon  the  last  gentlemen  emphnlicall)  supported 

my  view  and  said  that  many  years  back  he  had  witnessed  -with  his  own 
eyes  a  manuscript  of  the  sequel  in  Unya  character  with  an  Unya  pupil 
of  his  named  either  Damodar  or  Rudranarayan  (he  did  not  recollect 

which)  He  also  quoted  two  verses  (one  in  full  and  the  other  m  part) 

belonging,  he  said,  to  the  same 

The  late  revered  Mahamahopadhyaj  a  Rakh.iladnsa  Ny.Iynrntna  too  is 

reported  to  have  used  to  quote  a  half  verse  which,  he  said,  bolonged 
to  the  Naisadha,  but  is  not  found  in  the  1wenty-two  « .inlos  t  urront  of 
the  poem 

wm  z  **rwrr  f&F%w$  ̂ i*Ki»flTO*wi<**%ir  I"1 
It  is  hoped  that  it  is  still  lurking  m  some  corner  ofBong.il  and  nw}  one 
day  be  restored  to  us 

The  ideas  though  at  times  far-fetched,  are  yet  fine  and  true     In 

fancy  and  imagery,   his  descriptions  see  no  limit  *    His  vocal  mlary  is 

1  Essays  in  SaraBvafci  Bhavana  socles,  Benares,  HI  \JSOi  Tliera  ha  argues  thai 
Sriharsa  was  a  Bengali 

2  W  fe^W^  is  a  proverbial  expression  Sriharsa  seonu  to  have  wantonly 

made  his  composition  hard  ZpUfflfffi^.,.  .  .This  however  is  one  o(  the  four  con- 
cluding verses  whioh  might  be  an  interpolation, 
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extensive  but  the  language  lacks  lucidity  and  the  reader  can  rarely 

approach  the  poem  with  confidence  Sriharsa  inaugurated  a  new 

model  of  poettc  composition x  He  was  a  logician,  and  philosopher 
and  the  ideas  of  those  sciences  are  often  imported  into  his  descrip- 

tions *  He  has  no  particular  regard  for  the  artificial  precepts  of  poetics 
and  in  many  instances  rhetoricians  discover  faults  of  composition  a 

75  8rlhar-.a  mentions  several  works  of  his  authorship,  but  his 

poems  have  not  come  down  to  us  His  Vijayapraias^i  was  a  panegyric 

of  king  Vijcijacandra,  father  of  Ja}  antacandpd*  and  Chmdaprasasti, 

of  King  Chandas,  the  Chmda  Chief  of  Gaya"  GaudorvlSakulapras'asti 
and  Sahasaakdcan^a  were  probably  of  similar  import e  Arnavavarnana 
is   obviously   a    description  of  the   beauties     and   traditions  of   the 

ocean7  His  Khandanakhandakhadya  is  a  destructive  critique  of 
the   views  of  Udayana,  Sivabhaktisiddhi,   a  religious  work   devoted 

to  the  worship  of  Siva  and  Sthairyavicarnaprakarana,  a  disquisition 

on  philosophy 8  Amarakhandana,  a  critique  on  Namalmganusasana, 
is  also  attributed  to  Sriharsa  A  number  of  lexicographers  are 
mentioned  in  it 

1  See  Cantos  VIII,  IX,  XIX  and  conoluding  veiseg 
2  See  owto  X,  conoluding  verse  ,  XI,  129 ,  III,  64 

8  These  are  notioed  in  propar  pl*ce3  in  Nlrayana's  oonimentary  There  is  a 
tradition  that  when  Snhi«si  was  ab  Kaamir,  the  poem  was  shown  to  Kammata  and  ha 
humorously  remarked  that  he  was  then  writing  bis  KSvyaprakSSi  and  this  poem  saved 
him  the  trouble  of  finding  illustrations  for  his  chapter  of  Kavyadosa  (or  faults  of 
poetry)  Seo  also  artielo  entitled  Naisdhaoanja  auoityaoaroa  by  Sivakamesvara  Bao,  in 
Munansa,  I  5  (Torwli,  I92i)  and  Jl  of  Sam  Sah  Bar,  Vol  XIII 

4  Vijayacandra  rule!  1155  9  AD  Bam  Prasad  Chanda  says  that  this  refers  to 
King  Vijayapala  of  the  PrafihSra  dynasty  of  Kanouj  (Inaomption  dated  960  AD  ) 
Bhandarkar  (BR,  1907)  mentions  that  in  an  old  oatalogue  of  Jayasalmir  Bhandara 
a  poem  named  Vijayaprasasti  is  referred  to  But  it  is  not  found  in  the  published 
oatalogue  in  Gaels:  Or  Series 

5  In  soma  editions,  the  name  of  the  work  is  given  as  Ohtmdas  prasasU,  Eama 
Prasad  Ohanda  says  that  this  refers  to  Lalla  of  the  Ohinda  family,  whose  Dewal 
Prasasti  is  dated  992  AD 

6  Bama  Prasad  Ohanda  siys  that  the  latter  refers  to  the  paramount  king  Smdhu 
ra]a  of  Malwa  and  that  the  formsr  to  King  MahipSla  I  of  Gauds 

7  Bhandarkar  says  that  this  was  nob  a  description  of  the  ooean,  but  of  King 
ArnOraja  of  the  Ohahauxvna  dynasty  of  Sambhar,  oontemporary  of  king  KumSrapSla 
(A  D  1189)  There  is  a  stuti  desonbing  the  vanquishmeut  of  Arnaraja  by  KumarapSla 
(se&Jes  Cat  6i ) 

8  See  ooneluding  verses,  Cantos  V,  VI,  XVIH  Dvirupakofa  also  goes  under 
the  name  of  Snharga  (Ed  Arsha  Prase,  Vizagapatam) 
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76  There  are  many  commentaries  on  the  poem  bj  Ananria  RTiia- 

naka,1  Kanadeva,  Udayanacarya,2  Gopmiitha,*  finfiraja,4  Narahuri,"  Can- 
dupandita,*  Cantravardhana,  Na,rayana,7  BhagiratbA8  Bhnr.itdmalhka 
or  Bharataiena,9  Bhavadatt  i,"  Mut Quriinfttaa, 1 1  Mallirutb.a,i?  Maha- 

deva/"  Vidyavagl^a,  Se->a  Ramacandra,1*  Srlniitha,16  \  amslv.ldana, 

Vidyadhara,'*   Vidyaranya  Yogi,    ViSveswara,17    Srldatta,    Sadauancja, 

1  Author  of  KSvyaprakast  mdarsana  soe  Hi,  I  31,  II  IS  IV  Index  of 
authors,  BKB,  10  ,  De,  181 

2  Distinct  from  Udiyana,  the  author  of  Kirmavuli,  etc 

8     Commentator  on  Ravyaprakasi,  Dasikumrirncanta  and  Raghuvamsa 

4  Also  oalled  Jiniraja  Han  [CDB1,  Katbawate's  oollculion,  No   482) 
5  Ibii,  No  483  Nwahari  savs  he  was  born  m  Saka  1298  (1376  A  D  )  and  was  son 

of  Mallinatha  different  from  the  well  known  oommentator  He  became  an  nsiotio  and 
assumed  the  name  of  Sarasvatitirfcba  His  father  was  a  native  of  Tribhnvanagui  m 
the  Ouddapah  district,  in  Madras  Presidency     See  Nandargikor,  lut  to  Bagh,  S 

6  A    E  Cough's  Bccards  of  Anaicnt  Sanskrit  Liteiatuie,  3  30   Caudupanditn 
was  the  son  of  Ahga,   a  Nagari  Brahmin  of  Dholka  near   Ahiuedahod     He  wrote  a 
commentary  on  Bigveda     He  composed  his  commentary  in  Sam    1513  or  1486  A  D 
daring  the  time  of  Sanga,  Obief  of  Dholka 

7  Ed  Nirnayasagara  Press,  Bombay  Ha  was  the  son  of  Nitosimkabhatta,  who 
bore  a  title  VedSkara 

8  Commentator  on  other  poems  and  Kavyadarsi 
9  CSC,  VII  39 

10  CSC,  X  39C  Oommentttor  ou  S\sap21avadha 

11  Commentator  on  T  uvalaySnanda,  82hi$yndirpan»,  H3ra\ah,  rribodha- 
oandrodaya  and  author  of  Subhasitamuktavah 

12  Printed  everywhere  "  Vaisyavamsa  sudbarnavi  is  one  of  tho  most  intero&ting 
works  written  by  Malima'tbasuri  uudor  the  orders  of  Ka^adhirSja  KfJ]a  Paiamcrfvara Viraprajapa  Prudhadevaraya  of  Vijayanagar  to  determine  whether  or  not  tho  words  suiJi 
as  Vaisya,  Hagaravauik,  Vamja,  Vam,  Vyapan,  Urma,  Tritiyagati,  Svajatiyabhedaja, 
Uttarapatba,  Nagaresvara,  Dovatopasaka,  found  in  an  inscription  in  Kaucbi  (Oonjee- 
varam)  mean  a  Vaisya,  as  distinguished  from  ono  who  is  aallod  Komnti  Krom  this  11 
follows  that  Mallinlthasuri  lived  at  tne  court  of  Praudtu  Pratapa  Dovaraya  1419— 
1446  AD  and  that  he  was  one  of  the  judioial  officers  in  tho  empire  of  Viiayanagar  " 
[Mys  Arch  Sep  (1927),  26] 

13  Commentator  on  Anaud-jlahari 

14  PS,  II  16,  81,  IV  27  Tamil  Cat  2S60  Cat  Bod,  20S  Ho  boloagod  to 
the  Sosa  family  of  Benares  and  was  probably  the  same  as  tho  son  of  LakHimduarn See  under  Seshakrpna  post 

15  Tom  Cat  VI  2656  Probably  thosamo  as  tho  Tolugu  pood  Srhiatha  who 
tianslated  Naisadha  into  Telngu  in  tho  15th  conttuy  A  D 

10     CBB1,  Xathawate's  Colin  No  454,  Jm  Oat  (QOk>),  18,  lfi 
17     TO,  III  d90,  Tanj  Oat ,  2660 
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Gadadhara,1  Lakshmanabhatta,9  Govindamisra,8  Premacandra* 

(•(rldhara,6  Paramananda  Cakravarfi,0  Sarvagna  Madhava,*  Vidya  Sn- 
dharadevasun,8  Peddubhatta,9  Venkata  Ranganatha t0  Some  of  these 
have  been  mentioned  by  Aufrecht  in  his  catalogue 

77.  Story  of  Nala — The  name  of  Nala,  king  of  Nisadha,  goes 

back  to  Vedic  antiquity  **  The  Nalopakhy&na,  or  the  episode  of  Nala, 
Is  related  by  Brhaijasva  to  Yudhisthira  in  the  Mahabharata M  King 
Bhlma  or  Kundina  announced  the  svayamvara  of  his  daughter  Dama- 

yanfci  Several  princes  assembled  and  the  Gods  themselves  were  not 
indifferent  It  was  however  a  foregone  fact  that  DamayantI  was 
enamoured  of  Nala,  king  of  Nisadha  Indra  and  other  guardians  of 

the  quarters  were  anxious  to  press  their  suit  and  they  prevailed  upon 
Nala  to  carry  their  message  of  love  to  DamayantI,  but  the  errand  was 
in  vain  The  bndal  of  Nala  and  Damayan^  was  a  joyous  affair  They 

spent  some  years  of  pleasant  company  and  the  disappointed  Gods 
would  not  forget  the  slight  They  induced  Kali  to  get  hold  of  Nala 

and  brmg.him  to  rum  Possessed  by  the  evil  genius,  Nala  played  at 
dice  and  lost  his  all  He  wandered  out  in  the  woods  with  his  bride, 
ill-clad  and  ill-fed  and  at  last  unable  to  suffer  the  sight  of  her  suffering, 

he  abandoned  her  while  asleep  and  went  his  own  way  She  lamented 

in  vain  and  after  much  distress  reached  the  court  of  her  father  at 

Kundina  In  trying  to  rescue  a  serpent  from  a  wild  conflagration,  the 

serpent,  no  other  than  Kali  himself  in  that  form,  bit  Nala  and  he  became 
deformed    He  entered  the  service  of  the  king  of  Omdh  as  a  charioteer, 

1  This  oommantary  Is  noticed  by  Bhandadtar  Gadadhara  gives  an  account  of 
firlbarsi  and  says  that  he  wrote  his  Naisa^ha  In  the  Court  of  Govindaoandra  at 

Benares  and  not  as  Rajafekhara  says,  In  the  Ooart  of  Jayantaoandra  Gadadhara'g 
aooount  would  therefore  place  Snharsa  half  »  centner  earlier 

3  PB,  IV  27     Kaah.  Cat  69     He  also  wrote  a  poem  Padyaraoana 
8     Kash  Oat  70 

4  TO,  IV  4688     He  was  oalled  NyayavSgifo, 

5.    ffO.V  4730 
6  DO,  178. 
7  He  was  the  son  of  Natay&oarya  of  Vasisthagotra  He  seems  to  be  the 

daughter's  son  of  Kesava,  the  author  of  Kamaprabhita,  TO,  III  8897,  5900 

8.  He  was  the  son  of  Savi];ri  and  Keijva  of  Vasisjhagojra  of  tfarkobhatta 

family.    He  and  his  brother  Govmdawere  poets  of  the  Court  of  SSlYam&Ua    TO, 
111.  8948. 

a    He  was  the  son  o£  Kapardin  and  grandson  of  Mallinajha  of  Kolaohala  family. 
See  DO,  XXI  8213 

10,  Toe  manusoript  is  with  the  Proprietor,  Arsha  Press,  Vizagapatam. 

11.  It  is  mentioned  in  the  Vajaeaneyi  Bamhtta.    See  Weber's  IL,  182 13,    Vana  Parrot,  ohapters  49  70, 

24 
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and  from  the  story  of  his  skill  in  his  art,  Damayanti  recognised  in  him 
her  lost  lover  Soon  they  were  united  His  deformity  disappeared 

He  played  at  dice  again  and  regained  his  kingdom  For  the  rest  all 

was  well  *  The  story  is  very  popular  in  India  and  there  is  not 
a  household  where  its  narration  does  nol  serve  as  a  real  solace  in  many 
a  grievous  calamity  Tradition  has  likewise  accorded  to  it  a  religious 

sanctity  and  a  recapitulation  of  Nala's  tale  destroys  sin  and  ill  luck  a 

78  Nalodaya  of  Kahdasa,  Nalabhyudaya8  of  Vamanabhatta  Bana, 
Damayanfi-ka^ha  of  Tjivikrama,  Damayantipannaya  of  Cakrakavi, 
Raghavanaisadhlya  of  Haradafta,  Abodhakara  of  GhanaSyarna,  Kalivi- 
dambana  of  Narayanasasfnn,  Nalacantanataka  of  Nilakantha  and 

Nala-Haris'candrfya  of  unknown  authorship  are  noticed  elsewhere 
79  Sahrdayananda  is  a  poem  of  15  cantos  and  covers  the 

whole  story  of  Nala  *  The  author  Kpnananda  was  a  Kayastha  of  Pun 
of  Kapinjala  family  and  was  a  Mahapatra  or  minister  probably  to  the 
local  long  His  poetry  is  very  charming  and  in  this  respect  contrasts 

very  favourably  with  the  work  of  fenharsa,  on  which  tradition  says  he 
wrote  also  a  commentary  He  calls  himself  the  mnbter  of  Vaidarbharty 
and  is  not  far  wrong  m  his  own  estimate  He  is  mentioned  m  the 

Sdhityadarpana*  and  must  therefore  have  flourished  about  the  13th 
century  AD 

80  Uttara-Naisadha,6  a  poem  of  16  cantos  by  Vandarubhatia 
(or  Arur  Bhattatlin),  describes  the  later  life  of  Nala,  it  replaces  m  a 

measure  the  lost  portion  of  Sriharsa's  poem  and  must  be  regarded  as  a 
sequel  to  it  Vandarubhatta  or  Vandarudvija  Mudhava  lived  about  in  the 
Kollam  year  1010  {1825  A.D )  He  was  the  son  of  Nilakantha  and 
Srldevi  and  a  brahmin  of  the  aduthlruppada  sect,  of  the  family  of  Arur 
in  the  village  of  Peravana  He  was  educated  by  the  queen  Subhadra 
and  was  tutor  to  the  then  prince  of  Kotihnga  or  Cranganore     lie  was 

1     See  Maodonel's  BL,  296    Nalopakhyana,  ed  with  translation  by  M  Williams 

3  There  is  a  drama  of  this  name,  (DC,  XX  7848 ;  XXI,  8879)  referred  to  as 
the  work  oE  King  Baghnn5cha  of  Tanjore,  In  the  prologues  to  the  drama  of  Raja* 
cudSmam  Dlksita  There  is  a  mannsonpt  TO,  VI  «787  of  a  drama  of  this  name 
domplete  in  8  aots  hut  the  name  of  the  author  is  not  given.  It  remains  to  connect  it 
with  either  RaghunStha  or  some  other  author 

4  Printed,  ZZvyamiila,  Bombay,  and  Vani  Vilas  Press,  Srlrangam  (6  oantos  only). 
5  Nirnaya  Sagam  Press  Edn  page  429. 
6  DO,  XX.  7693.    Bee  JBAS,  (1901),  163. 
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patronised  by  queen  Manoraina  He  had  an  initiation  into  the  Bala- 
mantra,  a  charm,  probably  as  effective  in  promoting  the  power  of 
poesy  as  the  Chmtamam-mantra  of  £rlhar.a  He  came  to  Cochin  and 
at  the  court  of  the  king  composed  his  work  As  a  mark  of  appreciation, 
the  king  bestowed  on  him  a  munificient  pension  For  this  composition 
Snharga's  poem  was  the  model  The  closing  verses  of  each  canto  take 
a  similar  form  and  indicate  the  number  of  the  canto  that  ends  there 
There  are  many  instances,  where  he  has  adopted  the  style  of  Sriharsa, 
but  it  must  be  said  to  his  credit  that  his  poem  is  more  lucid  than  the 
original  he  sought  to  follow 

Kalyaga-Naisadha  celebrates  the  marriage  of  Nala  and  DamayantT 
m  7  cantos  for  the  delectation  of  King  Ravivannan  The  author's 
name  is  not  known  * 

81  An  excellent  poetic  summary  of  the  Naisadha"  is  contained 

in  the  Saras"ataka  of  Kpna  Rama  There  Is  another  summary  called Aryanaijadha  by  Pandit  A  V  Narasimha  Chan,  Tnplicane,  Madras 
Pratinaisadha  is  a  poem  by  Vidyadhara  and  Lak^mana,  composed 

in  Sam  vat  1708,  during  the  reign  of  the  Moghul  emperor  Shah  Jahan  • 

82  The  story  of  Nala  has  also  been  dramatised  Manjula 

Naisadha*  is  a  drama  in  seven  Acts  by  Venkata  Ranganafha  The 
author  was  an  eminent  Sanskrit  scholar  of  Vizagapatam  and  bore  the 
title  of  Mahamahopadhyaya,  He  lived  between  1822  and  1900  A.D. 

He  was  an  exponent  of  the  rational  basis  of  the  tales  in  Indian  mytho- 

logy Among  his  several  works*  must  be  mentioned  a  gigantic 
Encyclopodia  of  the  Sanskrit  Language  and  Literature  which  has  not 

yet  found  jan  editor  In  a  particular  scene  of  this  drama,  a  charmer 
is  introduced  and  by  the  merit  of  his  magic  was  he  presented  before 

Nala  the  condition  of  pamayaatf's  pining  love  in  the  company  of  her 
friends 

83.  Bhaimipakinaya  is  a  drama  in  ten  Acts  by  Ramasas^n  of1 
Mandikal     He  is  the  chief  Pandit  of  ike  court  of  Mysore     His  father 

1.    TO,  IV  4810 

3  Naisadhaoarita  Sara  is  prefixed  to  Slvadatta's  Edition  KrsnSr&ma  Was  a 
Pandit  Of  the  court  of  Jaipur,  of  great  merit!  He  was  the  writer  of  other  poems, 
ArySlankaraSajaka  Ohandasoharibamandana,  Kaooh&vamfo,  Jayapmavllasam 

8     BR  II  (1907) 
&     Ed  Arsha  Press,  VLaagapatem,  1896. 
6  Among  his  other  works  is  a  small  poem,  AngalSdhirSjya  Svagata,  Kumbha* 

karnavi]aya,  two  grammatical  treatises,  a  philosophical  work,  and  two  incomplete 
oommantaries  on  the  Naisadha  and  Anarghargghava, 
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Sn  Rama  occupied  a  similar  position  during  the  days  of  Kysnaraja  H 

The  plot  of  the  drama  covers  the  whole  story  of  Nala  and  in  depicting 

the  succession  of  events,  the  arrangement  of  the  scenes  dis.pla.ys  at 

original  talent  To  descnbe  the  wanderings  of  Nala  after  the  des»erboi 

of  Damayanfcl  the  author  introduces  an  Anta/-Ntit/la,  and  its.  effect  u 

very  impressive  * 

84.  Nalananda  Nataka4  of  Jlvabudha  in  seven  acts  relates  the  storj 

of  Nala  Jiva  was  the  son  of  Konen,  who,  though  a  brahmin,  became  a 

ruler.  He  belonged  to  the  Upadrastj  Vamsa,  the  family  to  which 

Panditaraya  Jaganna^ha  belonged  and  lived  about  the  end  of  the  17th 

century  A  D  Nalavilasa8  is  a  similar  drama  in  seven  acts  by  Ramacandra 

a  pupil  of  Hemacandra  Nalacantanalaka  of  NJlakantha,*  Nala 

Pamayantlya,  of  Kalipada  larkacarya  of  Calcutta,*  Anarghanala 

can$ramahanataka  of  Sudarsanacarya  of  Pancanada,6  and  Nalabhiimi- 

palarHpaka  of  unknown  authorship  embrace  the  same  theme  * 

85  Damayantfkalyana  is  a  drama  probablv  in  five  acts  by  Ranga- 

nl$ha  of  which  only  a  fragmantary  manuscript  is  available  It  was  en- 

acted  during  the  festival  of  Sn  Paramesvara  m  the  town  of  Sucmdram  in 

Travancore  on  the  bank  of  the  I  amrap.irni 8  Another  drama  of  this 
aame  in  5  acts  by  Nallan  Cakravarti  Sathagopacarya  was  to  be  staged 

at  the  festival  of  Padmasahaya,  probably  of  brirangam  a  bathagopacarya 
traces  his  descent  from  Uruputhun  Achan,  one  of  the  &even  desciples  of 

Nadamuni,  the  great  Vai^aava  Acarya  lie  was  of  Vatsagofra  and 

fiounshed  about  the  end  of  the  18th  century  A  D  .uad  among  his 

descendants  are  men  of  repute  and  scholarship  Among  bis  other 

works  now  extant  are  Kalyanaginm.lhatmya,  brinivas«tst.iva,  and  a 

musical  poem  in  praise  of  God  brinivisa  of  lv.Lly."njagm  " 
1     Ed.    Government  Press,  Mysore,    His  othor  works   are  Moghai>ratU*ndes» 

(a  sequel  to  KSLidasa's  MeghasaDdesa)  and  Kumbhabhisckao.Mnt>u  (Sah  XXI ) 
S     BTO,  168,  DOS.  10685,  6284, 
8.  Bd.  Qaek  Or  Bines,  Baroda  On  this  author,  see  chapter  on  Sanskrit 

Drama  Post 
4  Printed,  Balamanorama  Press,  Madras. 
5  Printed,  by  Samskrta  SShtfya  Panshat,  Oaleutta. 
6  Printed,  Ohoukamba  Office,  Benares. 
7  CO,  HI  60" 
8.    TO,  TV  4202. 
9  Ed  Srirangain  with  the  commentary  and  prafaoo  of  Vadhulam  Xattai  SrinU 

fasaohariar  and  an  English  introduction  by  A.  V  Gopalaohanar.  It  in  not  knows 
whether  the  drama  referred  to  in  00, 1  416  is  the  same. 

10     These  works  are  now  with  the  author's  descendants  H  0  NaraelmhachanM, 
High  Court  Vakt],  Earur  and  K.  T,  Parthasatathi  Ayyangar,  Miraswlar.  Velar. 
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86  Kaviraja  was  the  soa  of  Klrtin&rayana  and  Candramukhl 

and  a  brahmin  of  Gautama  Gotra  Kutinarayana  was  the  generalissimo 

of  the  forces  of  Kadamba  kings  of  Vanavasi,1  and  Kaviraja  himself  was  a 
poet  of  the  court  of  king  Kamadeva  of  the  Kadamba  dynasty  a  This  king 
was  a  Mahamandalesvara  and  ruled  over  the  provinces  of  Hangal, 
Banavasi  and  Puhgere  or  Lakshmesvara  He  was  a  feudatory  of  the 

Western  Calukya  kmg  SomeSvara  IV,8  and  began  to  rule  about  the 

year  1104  Saka*  The  city  of  Hangal  was  beseiged  by  the  Hoysala 
king  Vira  Ballala  II  and  after  some  vicissitudes  the  Kadambas  were 

completely  subjugated  and  their  territory  annexed  The  later  history 

is  not  traceable  Tradition  says*  that  the  founder  of  the  Kadamba 

dynasty,  king  fnnetra,*  was  a  worshipper  of  the  god  Siva  installed  at 
Jayantipura  and  brought  with  him  12000  brahmins  of  32  gotras  from 

Ahicchatra7  whom  he  settled  m  the  Agrahara  of  Sthanugadbapura 
From  the  fact  that  Banavasi  in  the  North  Canara  District  i&  still  known 

as  the  Jayanf Ik&etra,   and  Kaviraja  refers  to  this  immigration  of  the 

1  These  details  are  given  in  his  Panjatahara^a  (E  Ns  2960)  where  he  gives  his 
name  as  Kaviraja  only  This  is  also  oonfirmed  by  the  oolophons  of  the  BSghava* 

pandaviya,  where  it  is  said  <t>ftl'l->W>f"k'fcl'2)Cj]r  Itlfl  therefore  seen  that  Kaviraja  was 
not  a  cognomen  KajaSakhara  in  his  KSvyamimSmsS  uses  the  name  Kaviraja  to  denote 
a  olass  of  poets,  who  are  good  in  various  languages  or  in  several  species  of  oomrioslfcion, 
But  the  term  is  also  used  as  a  proper  name  Thare  was  a  Kaviraja  among  the  ancestors 
of  Bajaiakhara  himself  (.See  Balaramaywa,,  1. 18),  There  was  another  Ka?ir5ja, 
friend  of  Jayadeva  (author  of  Gitagovinda)  who  was  probably  Dhoyi,  the  author  of 
Pavanadut*  There  was  a  Kaviraja,  probably  of  the  Qanjam  Distrust,  who  wrote 

KavirSjastuji  m  praise  of  Ktsija  and  Mfg»y£campu  describing  the  hunting  expedition  of 
a  hag  named  Violtravikrama  who  ruled  all  Kalati  in  Qanjam,  Madras  Presidenoy.  (170, 
IV  181fi,  478s) 

2  This  dynasty  must  bo  distinguished  from  the  KSdamba  dynasty,  whose  capital 
was  Palasika  Among  those  kings  were  Santivarman,  Kakasjjhavarman  eta  The  date 
of  their  arst  king  is  given  by  Bioe  as  588  A.D  They  were  Jams  in  xehgion  Sea 
Mys  Arch  Bep  (1923),  26  7,  Ibtd,  (1926),  16 

8.    He  was  also  oalled  Tribhuvaaamalla  etc.    See  Y,  Smith,  JSH,  487 

i,  J"  F  Fleet's  Dynasties  of  the  Kanartse  Districts  of  the  Bombay  Presidency 
p  81  fi  Insonptaon  No  90  m  The  Pali,  Sanskrit  and  Old  Canarese  Inscription*, 
compiled  by  J  F  Fleet  (London)  gives  Ihe  same  information  Ineoriptions  No.  106 
and  107  are  also  useful  One  of  them  is  dated  in  the  16th  year  of  king  KSmadava, 
Nala  samvatsara,  Saka  1118  (1196-97  AJD,).  This  gives  1108  tfaka  (118182  AD) 
as  his  initial  date.    See  Gar.  of  Bam  Presy,  I.  ii  668. 

0    P  8  and  0  0  Inscriptions  (op,  ett )  No  221. 

6     Mayuravarman  I  was  probably  another  name 

7,  Cunningham  identifies  it  with  modern  Bamnagar,  and  Lassen  with  Farokhabad, 
In  the  United  Provinces. 
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Brahmanas  from  the  Madhyadesa*  we  may  safely  conclude  that  the 
Kamadeva  of  his  eulogy  rnust  be  of  the  hue  of  Banavasi  Lastly  m 
his  mtroduUion  to  the  Canarese  Pancnt  in$ra,  Durgasimha  praises 

several  Sanskrit  poets,  of  whom  all  were  brahmins,  except  Dhananjaya, 

the  jam  author  of  another  Raghavapandavlya  This  naturally  makes  us 

presume  that  if  Durgasimha  had  know  n  Ku  vi  i  aja  ruid  his  work  he  woold 
have  substituted  there  his  name  for  Dhauanjaya  Durgas>imh  i  was  the 

minister  of  war  and  peace  at  the  court  of  the  Calukya  king 

Jagadekamalla  II,  who  reiqned  between  Slika  1061  and  1072  It  is 

therefore  probable  that  Kaviraja  flourished  after  8  ika  1072  All  these 
considerations  combine  to  assign  K  lviraja  around  the  yenr  1104  Saka, 

that  is,  the  latter  part  of  the  12th  century  AD8   
1  See  Baghavapanaviya 

stiver  ̂ wRjR^r^n  Swn  wT§r°irci — i  25 
though  the  refecanie  there  is  to  Kamadeva  himself,  whioh  may  thithot  moan  thai  the 

poet  wantonly  attributed  the  pious  aofc  to  hia  protege  oc  that  kamadeva  also  imported  a 
further  eot  oJ  brahmins  from  Madhyadcs  i 

2  Pablished  in  the  Kamataka  kavyamanjan,  6-7  Dnrgasimha  says  that  he 

proposes  to  give  to  the  world  a  Oanarese  translation  of  Vasubhaga  Bhatta's  Sanskrit 
Panoatantra,  who  extracted  five  stones  from  Qmwdhya's  B'hatkajhd.  in  Pn^saohi  and 
translated  them  into  Sanskrit  He  me  ltions  aunadhva,  Vaiaiuoi,  K3Ud3sa,  B3j», 

Mayura,  Yamana  UdbhafcsbhiiiiJ,  Bhavibhati,  Bhjcwi,  B'laUi,  M'igha,  BajassLbara, 
Kamandaki  waH  Dandin  Dargasimha  also  mentions  Iho  Canaroso  poet  Kannamayya 

of  whom  Abhinavii  Parnpa  was  a  contemporary  (adya\ana),  Soo  Karnula  Saibdanu- 

iasana,  Int  88,  To  Pampa's  oonbemporwies,  there  was  only  ono  Rngh»vap2ndaviva 
ana  that  the  Jain  work  was  known  It  is  soon  to  be  so  from  the  way  in  which  Iho  work 
is  referred  to  in  the  Pamparlmayam  aid  the  inscription  at  Sravroa  Bolgola 

3  Maodonnel  (S£,  831)  gives  the  dati  800  AD  Bhandwkar  (BR,  1804  20) 
mentions  that  Kaviraja  and  Dhanaujay*  mast  have  flourished  botweon  990  and  1111 
AD  and  Dhananjaya  imitated  KavirJj  *  Web»  [IL,  190)  places  him  in  any  oaee 

later  than  KSlidasa  {IStr  I  871)  K,B  Pathak  in  his  discussion  of  Kavtraja's 
date  {JBB4.S,  XXIV)  says  that  tho  teal  name  of  KavirSja  was  Madhavabhatta. 
In  a  Kadamba  copper  plate  inscription  (BO  VII  314)  thore  is  a  grant  by  King 

Soma,  a  grandson  of  KSmtdava  This  KSraid  wa  moit  bo  identical  with  the  one  of 
that  name  mentioned  absvo,  and  the  mines  of  the  son,  father  and  grand  father  are  the 
game  (See  also  BO,  III  27anlIA,  X  252)  The  grantoe  is  ono  KavirSja  Madhavs 
bhatta,  This  grant  gives  only  tho  oyolio  year,  Vilambi  Atfadha  AinavSsyv,  on  which 
an  eclipse  of  the  sua  occurred  Rtoa  assigns  this  grant  to  1118  A  D.  Pathak  thiafr 
that  the  date  must  b;  incorrect,  bxsauw  Fleet,  basing  his  opinion  on  a  stone  inscription, 
opines  that  between  1009  and  1129  A  D  ,  the  Banavasi  province  was  governed  by  the 
Kadamba  King  Tailapa  II  and  not  Soon  If  Bios  has  plaood  his  reliance  on  the 

solar  eclipse,  I  find  from  a  o<*loai»tion  from  South  Indian  Ohronologioal  Tables  (Madrai) 
that  Monday,  Ashadha  AmavSsya  of  Vilambi  answers  tho  year  1118  A.D.  as  well  as 
1178  AD  but  not  the  next  oyolo  1238  AD.  Either  Rica  or  Float  must  ba  wrong  la 
their  enumerations  of  the  dates  of  Kamidcva  and  Somes  vara.  Sawell  and  Dikshit  (la&tcm 

Oaltndtxr,  132)  give  the  dates  of  eclipses  as  32  5 1118, 18-9-1178  and  31-8 117  8 
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87.  ParjJATAHARANA,*  a  fine  poem  m  10  cantos,  describes  the  story 
as  told  m  Bhagavata  of  the  focible  removal  of  the  Panjata  tree  by  Krsna 

from  Indra's  garden  Free  from  the  restrictions  of  double  entendre, 
Kavirfljja  here  shows  himself  in  his  best  He  wrote  it  to  please  his 
father  KirtmSrftyana  and  was  probably  his  earliest  work 

88  By  far  the  work  with  which  his  name  is  gloriously  connected 
is  the  poem  Raghavapandaviya  It  describes  at  once  the  stones  of 

Ramayana  and  Mahabhara^a  by  a  resort  to  separable  compounds  and 

punning  expressions  It  bears  Kamadevanka a  In  spite  of  the  limi- 
tations of  the  double  entendre  the  language  is  lucid  and  melodious  • 

He  ranks  himself  with  Subandhu  and  Bana  in  the  style  of  vakrok$i  * 
There  are  commentaries"  on  it  by  Laksmana,*  R3mabhadra,T 

Sasadhara,8  Premacandra  Tatk-ivagiia,9  Cantravardhana,1'  Padma- 
nandi,"  Puspadanta,"  VisVanatha  M 

This  device  of  handling  different  tales  in  the  same  poem  has  been 

very  fruitful  in  later  imitations 

1  TO,  IV  4395     Bhoja  in  his  Sragaraprakas*  refers  to  PSnjataharana 
2  This  colophon  for  mstanoe  is  lnfoimiag 

Some  understand  SR  under  the  word  ̂ oft  making  it  ̂ Vfl^TT  0E  Kailasa,  but  it 

seems  to  be  a  mistake  for  the  origin  given  In  inscriptions  of  the  fist  Kadamba  king  refers 

to  g<C  3T>ft  ana  not  SR. 
8     For  instance,  a  Sarva^obhaora 

oHttftoSRcT  W  HT  M'fckdlWI  3SN  131- 

5.    See  00, 1  50a, 

6  Printed  Bombay  Tmj  Oat  VI  3664 ,  Z  66  Laksmar^a  was  also  the  author 

of  SuktSvali  or  Sukjimnkjavali  {PR,  III.  Ap  54,  IV  ovu)  and  commentary  on  VSdi- 
rSja'a  Yosodharaoarija  {TO,  Til  8834). 

7  Jittra,  X. 

8  Printed,  Bombay  It  was  written  at  'the  instanoe  of  King  Amarasimha  son  of 
Budrasimha     The  poem  is  also  oalled  there  Dnsan^hSna. 

9  OASB,  161  Printed  Calcutta  The  author  was  professor  of  Sanskrit,  Sanskrit 
College,  Calcutta, 

10  Kh  85  U     £«'  80S 
13     B«,804.                                         18     £.108 
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89  Vidyamadhava  in  his  ParvatT-Rukmir^a,1  descnbes  the 
marriages  of  Siva  and  ParvatI  and  Kpna  and  Rukminl  He  was  a  poet 
of  the  court  of  the  Culukya  King  Somadeva,  very  probably  Somei. 

vara  IV  of  Kalyan  who  reigned  about  1126-1138  AD"  He  was  a 
ndtive  of  Nllalaya  near  Gunava^t  He  was  proficient  in  all  the  sciences 

and  the  Vedas  He  wrote  commentaries  on  Kiratarjunlya*  and  other 
poems  Like  Kaviraja  who  says  that  besides  himself  Bana  and 

Subandhu  were  the  only  poets  skilled  in  Vakrokti,  he  says  that  he  is 

the  fourth  of  them  besides  Bana,  Subhandhu  and  Kaviraja  He  was 
probably  a  younger  contemporary  of  Kaviraja 

9D.  Venkatadhvari  treated  the  stones  of  the  Ramayana  and 

Bhagavaja  together  in  Yadava-Raghavlya  *  He  was  the  famous  author 
of  Viivagunadaria  of  the  first  half  of  1 7  th  century  The  language  u 

rendered  extremely  hard"  by  the  introduction  of  alliterations  of  an 

1     DO,  XX  7777 
Pot  a  typloal  verse , 

^wrs crw^TMr^rFTr  m  5%r°fr  ̂ ^itsFq.  | 
mmt  ?rw  pnar  for  far  sftaiT%#r  ?Nr  ll 

a  He  also  bora  tildes  Bhnlokimilla  and  Sarvagaa  (Soe  V  Smith,  EH,  481 
487)  He  wrote  ManasollSsa,  a  work  oa  all  arts  in  100  oantos  (Tanjore  Library)  Sea 
Ii  Eioe  Mysore,  I  880 

There  were  four  Somefiwaras  of  the  Oulnkya  dynasty  of  Kalyan,  whose  epigraphies! 
dates  known  are    (I)  AhavamiUa  anl  failokyamalla   10101063  AD    (£4,1X96)' 
(H)  Bhuvanaikamalla,  1074  (14,1V    208),  (III)  Bhulokamalla,  1127,1180,1141 
A.D  (14,  X  181),  (IV)  Tnbhuvanamalla,  1162  AD  (24,  1.80)   InMys  Arch  Rep, 
(192fi)  pages  58  1  there  is  a  grant  by  a  feudatory  of  Tribhuvanamalla  whoso  date  is 
given  as  1097  A  D     who  is  Vikwrnadltya    VI     See  V.  Smith,  BE,  431,  487 
My&  Avah  Rep  (1928)  pp  112  3,  (1927),  app  E     The  grants  to  Uyt.  Aroh.  Sep.  are 
dated  in  the  Oalukya  Vikwma  ora,   whioh  is  said  to  havo   oommonood  in  107jS  A  J), 
Vikramadijya,  patron  of  Bilhana  (para  62  supra)  was  the  brother  of  Somea>a*a  II  and 
ruled  10,'6  1127  A  D     The  following  is  the  goneology  of  too  Western  Oolukyas  of Xalyaa    Jaila  or  fallapa  I  (978  997  A  D  -son  SatyaSraya  (997  1008  A  D  j-nephew 
VikrarnSditya— brother  Jayasiinba-Somcsvara  I  (1040-1069  A  D )  son  Somasvan  II 
(1070-1095  A  D  )-brother  Vikram5di{ya  (1076  1126  A  D  )-8ome«vata  III  (1126-1188 
A  D  )-J»ya«imha  Tagadekamalla  (1188  1150  A  D  )-son  Jailara  II-son  SomerfvaMlV, 
He  lost  his  throne  by  revolution  In  1189  and  with  him  Western  Oolnkya  dynasty  oame 
to  an  end     Descendants  of  SomeSvara  ruled  as  petty  chiefs  in  Konkan  till  18th aentnry  A  D 

8     DO,  XX  7709 

4  DO,  XX  7956 ,  BR,  II,  as  the  author  see  post  TO,  IV  00J9. 5  For  instance 
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advanced  type  for  which  ha  is  an  adept  and  m  this  respect  lacks  the 
beauty  of  the  work  of  Kaviraja  which  it  seeks  to  imitate  There  is  a 
commentary  on  it,  probably  by  the  author  himself1 

91  Somesvara  was  the  son  of  KrSnasun  of  Vinjiman  family  of 
Gautama  gotra  In  Raghavayadavlya,  he  narrates  in  15  cantos  the 

stones  of  Rama  and  Kr*.na  He  proposes  to  use  words  adopted 
by  Kahdaba  and  Bharavi  and  only  those  monosyllabic  words  used  by 
Amara  The  poem  is  at  the  same  fame  a  work  on  prosody  There  is 

an  anonymous  commentary  *  There  ̂ are  works  of  this  name  by 
Raghuna^hacarya  and  Srinivasacarya  and  by  Vasudeva  *  Rasikaranjana 
of  Ramacandra  is  a  collection  of  verses  with  Sjngara  and  Vairagya 
meanings  Ramacandra  was  the  son  of  LakMnanabhatta  and  wrote 

his  work  in  1524  AD* 
92  A  further  development  of  the  device  was  the  use  of  a  treble 

entendre,  relating  three  stones  at  a  time  Raghava-yadava-pandavlya 
in  three  cantos  describes  the  tales  of  Ram  a)  ana,  Mahabhara$a  and 

Bhagava-$a  at  a  time  s  The  author  Cidambara  was  the  son  of  Ananta- 
narSyana  and  Venkata,  grandson  of  SaryanSrayana  of  Kausika  gotra 
Srlnlvasa  was  his  brother  Sivasurya  was  his  maternal  uncle  His 

Bhagavata  Camptt  relates  the  story  of  K  j ->na  *  He  appears  to  have  been 
a  resident  of  Mullandram,  the  place  of  Dindimas  and  to  have  been 

patronised  by  King  Venkata  1  (1586-1614  A  D )  of  Vijianagar  *  There 
is  a  commentary  on  it  by  his  father  Anan^anarayana,  which  interprets 

every  verse  thrice  to  carry  the  meaning  threefold8  In  his  Panca- 
kalyana  Campu  he  shows  further  advance  in  the  art  and  relates  at  once 
the  story  of  the  marriages  of  Rama,  Kjsna,  Visnu,  fW  and  Subrah- 

mapya  with  a  commentary  by  himself9          
1     DC,  XX  7967     See  also  TO,  IV  6049 
3     TO,  IV  6489. 
8     TO,  IV  6624  ,  Opp,  II  728,  1148,  4118. 
i.    Ed  Bombay  (Kavyamaia,  Part  4)     For  similar  roteroletaTicfas  on.  Amaruka, 

Hameasanijcift,  Glfagovinda,  see  notes  under  those  works. 
5  DO,  XX  7829     Foe  a  typioal  verse 

M<4'W$^1    5Pf$   ̂ FIWWT^rft«n  II 

There  Is  another  work  of  the  same  Ipattem  by  Kajaondamani  rhlrsit**r^fciaU» Mani4arpana  (TSS,  No  84) 
6  Tmj  Oat  VI  2706,12707,  DO,  XXI  8259. 

7  He  oomposed  an  Insoription  of  King  Venkata  I  in  Baka  1624     See  1A,  XLVH 
94.    Bee  VivekapsJramSlS  under  Dirvdlmas,  post 

8  There  is  also  an  anonymous  commentary,  see  DO,  XX  7908 
9  TC,  IV  4267  8 

25 
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Anantacarya  of  Udayendrapuram  of  M)sore  wrote  a  poem 
Yadava-Raghava-PSndaviya.  He  was  the  father  of  1  nveni,  the  prolific 
poetess  of  whom  the  reader  will  hear  ia  the  coming  pages  A  similar 
work  Abodhakara  by  Ghanasyjima  relates  the  stories,  of  Kpna,  Nala 

and  Hanscan<Jra,*  with  a  commentary  on  it 

93  Meghavijayagani  was  a  Jama  monk'  He  was  a  pupil  of 
Krpavijaya  and  5th  m  heirarchical  descent  from  HJr.ivijaya  He  was 
well-versed  in  grammar,  astronomy  and  logic,  and  his  writings  on  these 
branches  of  learning  are  now  appreciated,  As  a  poel,  his  greatness  is 

sufficiently  proved  by  his  Saptasandhaaa,  a  poem  in  which  seven  "tones 
are  at  a  time  narrated,  in  very  felicitous  language  all  the  same  In  Deva- 

nandabhyudaya,  of  seven  cantos,  he  relates  the  life  of  \  ljnyadevasBn 

This  was  composed  in  Samvat  1727  (1671  AD)*  In  Slntinatha- 
can$a  he  narrates  the  life  of  Mntmatha  In  these  two  poems,  he 
has  taken  the  lines  of  Sisupalavadha  and  Naisadhn,  as  for  Samasva,  and 

constructed  his  verses  to  complement  them  * 

In  Sapfasandhanamahakavya,  Meghavijayagam  applies  each  verse 

to  Vyjabhanatha,  SantinStha,  P2rivani"$ha,  Nemmatha,  Mahavlruswami, 
Kfjna  and  Baladeva,  (known  as  Ramacandra)  Of  theso  the  torsi  five  are 
some  of  the  2+ Jain  Hrthankaras  In  nine  <  ante  >s,  the  poet  narrates 
these  several  stones  in  easy  and  flowing  langu  igo  and  has  thus 

illustrated  the  potency  of  expression  in  Sansknt  literature  *  Homaoandra 

1  MB,  Tit  s  and  66 

3  Printed  Bombay,  with  an  Introduction  by  Iiargovuad  Das     Soo  also  IA,  VIII. 
65. 

8  Ed  in  pait  in  8n  Yuiowiaya  JaMaqrant,hamTilti, 

4,  Forinttanoe  — 

cPTPwft  ?nnrc§nfi'^fNN5cJRrr|Tr^R?rf^+iu  &ns  II 

*r*rr  w?r#s  fataawmsraiflp^  *  g«rr  gsrrcft  I 

5     For  a  typloaljVerss 
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was  known  to  have   composed  a  poem   Saptasandhana,   but  as  it  -was 
lost,  Meghavijaja  proposed  to  fill  up  the  gap 1 

Based  oa  MeghasandeSa  is  his  similar  work  Meghadfl$a-Sainas}  a- 
lekha,  being  a  co  nmumcation  from  the  poet  to  the  lord  of  his  Gaccha, 

Vijayaprabhasuri  *  la  his  DigvijayamahakSvya  the  life  of  Vijaya- 
prabhasuri is  described  in  13  cantos*  His  Yuktiprabodha  is  an 

allegorical  drama  intended  to  refute  some  rival  philosophical  theories  * 

94  Somaprabhacarya*  reached  the  highest  degree  of  variable 
interpretation  la  his  lbatar$hakavya  he  interpreted  a  single  verse,6 
in  a  hundred  ways  On  account  of  this  composition  he  got  the 
name  feat^rthika  It  was  written  about  1177  AD  At  the  beginning 
of  its  commentary,  he  has  written  five  ver»es,  in  which  he  has  given  an 

inde^  to  the  hundred  explanations  intended  by  him  "In  the  beginning 
he  has  given  the  meanings  of  the  2+  Tirthankaras  of  the  Jain  religion, 
then  ia  the  middle  he  has  given  ths  explanations  of  the  Vedic  deities, 
like  Brahma,  Narada,  Vishnu  and  others  and  at  the  end  he  has  brought 
out  references  to  his  contemporaries,  like  Vadidevasuri  and  Hema- 

candracarya,  the  great  religious  preceptors  of  Jainism,  Jayasimha^eva, 
Kumarapala,  Ajayadeva,  Mularaja,  the  four  successive  Caiakya  kings  of 
Guzerat,  poet  Siddhapala,  the  best  citizen  of  the  time  and  Amtadeva  and 
Vijayasimha,  his  two  preceptors  After  this,  at  the  extreme  end,  he 
has  elucidated  references  to  himself  and  m  the  final  conclusion  he  has 

quoted  a  short  prasasti  in  five  verses  written  on  himself  by  some 

disciple  of  his  "    His  brngaravairtgyatarangml  is  a  didactic  poem  * 

95  These  poems  so  far  adopted  the  principle  of  differentiation  in. 

reading  to  denote  the  different  stones,  though  the  verse  was  kept  in  its' 

1.    So  he  s*ys 

2     Ed  Bhavnagar     The  last  verse  says . 

*rpsr<Ers?r  ̂ 5tiif«r^r  ww  I 

8     It  was  oomposei  in  Bam  1717  (1691  A  D ) 
4    On  BomaprabhSoatya,  see  para  71  supra 

s<?Hw^rtr^*sfo^  ii 
6  Muni»]»  Jlnavijaya's  Ink  to  Kum Jt4pStep»Mb!)4h<»  (Quit  Of  Serm  vil)« 
7  OR,  Hi  405     Panted  with  oommeataty  KSvyamSla,  Bombay 
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natural  order  A  further  complication  was  resorted  to,  ̂ hich  was  not 

only  a  simultaneous  narratne  of  two  different  stones,  hut  a  feat  of 
verbal  ingenuity 

96  Nala-Hariscandrts  a  was  a  work  m  this  direction  but  with  a 
slight  modification  In  its  natural  order>  the  vorse  relates  the  story  of 

Nala  and  m  the  reverse  order  the  story  of  Hanscandra  Ihe  author's 

name  is  not  known  and  a  commentary  is  added  * 

HaradAtta's  Raghava-Naisadhiva  describes  the  slorj  of  Rama 

and  Nala  Haradattawas  the  son  of  Jayas"ankaia  of  GIrgya  gotra 
In  his  commentary  on  the  work,  he  quotes  Bhattoji  DIksiia  anil  a  list 
of  lexicographers,  Bhattamalla,  Keaava,  RamakrSna,  Rabhasa  and 

Yadava*  It  appears  to  have  been  composed  about  the  beginning  of 
the  18th  century  AD 

Anantasuri's  HariscandrodAya  is  a  poem  of  20  cantos  on  the 
story  of  Hanscandra  and  refers  in  double  entendre  to  Hanscandra 

the  mythical  ruler  and  a  poet's  patron  of  the  same  name  * 

Ramakrisna-viloma-Kavya  is  a  short  poem  of  38  verses  *  If 
the  first  half  of  each  verse  is  read  in  the  reverse  order  in  the  second) 

the  former  narrates  the  story  of  Rama,  the  latter  that  of  Krishna8  The 

author  Suryakavi  or  Suryadasa  also  called  Daivagnap.uidija8  was  the 

1     TO,  II  1718, 
Vox  instance 

refers  to  Nala  and  in  the  reverse  order  to  Hatisoandra 
The  last  verse  is  all  the  more  interesting  in  tb  it  each  plda  rouuius  the  sdme 

though  read  in  the  reverse  order 

W[WTf*rqmrcr  wow  cr^r  arr  ̂ m  II 
2  2C0,  xxx  290     Ths  Ms   is  incomplete  containing  only  3  oaafcos, 
3  CMy,  361 
i  Printed,  Oalouttn  (Zavyasangraha)  and  Bombay  (KaotjimSlS,  XI)  DO, 

XX,  7960  61 ,  Tanf  Oat,  VI  2333  There  is  a  commentary  by  tho  author  MmsoK 
printed  there  and  another  by  Kr^nidasa.  (B,  II   100  ,  CO,  I  608) 

5  For  instance, 

6  Probably  Suryap&ndita,  the  author  of  Xrya  BamSyana  {DC,  X.X.  7909)  and 
Arya  Burya,  author  ot  VijayaViktam*  VySyoga  (TO,  II 1751)  aro  different  persons, 
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son  of  Jnan&dhiraja  of  Bharadvajagolra  and  lived  at  Par$hapura  His 
seventh  ancestor  Rama  was  in  the  Court  of  king  Rama  of  Devagin  x 
As  an  astronomer  he  wrote  SuryaprakSsa  in  1539  and  commented  on 

Lilava$i  in  lo-'-i  A  D  His  Nrsimhacampa  m  5  chapters  and  Bala- 

bodhika  comment  try  on  DevesVara's  Kavikalpalata,  are  available  * 

97.  Anothe.  feat  of  poetic  genius  is  Ka.nkanabandha-Ramayana 

Iheie  is  only  one  ven>e  8  of  32  letters  arranged  m  a  circular  form  (in 
the  form  of  a  bangle)  and  by  reading  them  from  left  to  right  and  right 
to  left,  s  artmg  from  anj  letter  we  have  62  verses  forming,  if  rewritten, 
a  regular  poem  A  commentary  interprets  these  verses  so  as  to 
describe  the  whole  story  of  Ramayana  1  he  author  Krsnamurti  was 

the  son  of  Gauri  and  Sarvagna  of  Vasisthagotra,  probably  of  the 

Circars  and  lived  m  the  19th  century  AD4 

This  idea  of  Kankanabandha  was  improved  by  Charla  Bhashyakara 
Sastri  in  a  similar  composition  He  lives  in  the  Agraharam  of 
Kakaraparti  m  the  Krishna  Dislnct  In  his  Kankanabandha  Rama- 

yanam  he  interprets  each  verse  so  formed  m  two  ways,  by  splitting 
the  compounds,  so  that,  in  effect,  there  results  from  one  single  verse  a 

poem  of  128  verses  in  all r 1  s 

98  Sripala,  son  of  Lakgmana  of  Pragvata  family,  lived  at  Anhilvid 

between  Sam  1151  and  1210  (1095-1154  AD)  He  was  a  poet  of 
great  renown  and  received  the  title  Kaviraja  and  Kavicakravar$i  from 
King  Siddharaja  Jayasimha  of  Gujarat  He  was  blind  In  Sam  1181, 
there  was  a  dispute  between  the  bvefambara  and  Pigambara  Jam  sects 
on  some  questions  of  liturgy  and  m  an  assembly  presided  over  by  the 
King  Kumudacandra  of  Karnata  represented  Digambara  view  and 

Pevacarya  of  Gujarat  the  Svetambara,  and  Sripala  took  a  prominent 

part  in  the  discussion     This  dispute  is  descnbed  by  Yaiascandra  in  his 

1.    Davagiri  (Doulatabad)  was  the  capital  of  the  YSdava  bugs.    Bamaoandta  was 
defeated  by  Allauddm  In  129a  A  D. 

3  100,  VII  U7S,  1519  ,  00,  I  87a,  HI.  19a 

4  10,111  2874 
C.    The  veese  is  this 
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play  Muditakimud  icaadra  *    He  wrote  a  poem  Vairoc  wapykajaya 
and  several  prasastis  printed  ia  Jain  Priiclnalckhaiuala 

&rlpala's  son  Siddhap'ila,  also  a  poet,  lived  till  about  Sam  1250 

(1199  AD)  Siddhapala's  son  Vijayapala  has  been  imn.h  piaisedasa 
poet  by  Somaprabhabun  King  Kumarapal  i  was  his  Incnd  His 
patron,  King  Siddharilja  Bhimadovn  of  Calukvn  dwi  is|\,  nourished  m 

1109-1241  AD  At  his  instance  he  wrote  the  t>l,i>  Draupulisva}am- 

vara1  in  two  acts  on  the  wedding  of  Draup.uII  \  ija\ap  11a  seems  to 
have  lived  till  about  1244  A  D 

99  Mumratnasun  was  the  pupil  of  SimiulraghoM  of  Q& 

Candra  Gaccha  "  Jivasimha,  his  pupil,  wrote  ti  pi.iSasti  in  praise  of  his 
master*  He  wrote  his  Amamasvamicant  i,  at  the  lujucst  of  Tagaddeva 
son  of  Yasodhavala,  treasurer  of  a  Caluksa  king  of  the  ferimalakula  at 

the  city  of  Varahi*  He  had  alread)  distinguished  himself  ,is  aa 
eminent  poet  at  the  court  of  King  Naravarman  at  Dhara6  The  poem 
in  30  cantos  describes  the  life  of  Amnmaswami,  in  melodious  verse* 

It  -was  composed  at  Patan  in  Sam  125-i  and  re.id  in  the  tomple  of 
Sanfinatha  in  praise  of  Purnapala  \asahpala,  (110+  AD)  Mana 
and  Mahananda  His  other  poem  Munisnvr.it  u  uita,  of  2  \  ianlos,  des- 

cnbes  the  lives  of  some  of  the  suns  of  his  dan7 

100  Vidyacakravartin8  In  the  Court  ol  the  llo\sala  Kings, 
flourished  the  lines  of  poets,  three  of  whom  bore  the  name  of  \idya« 
cakravar$in  The  poet  known  as  Cakravarlm  was  called  <is  the  ro}al 

pnestto  the  Court  of  Viraballala  U  (1172-1219  AD)  He  was  tho 
author  of  the  many  poetic  inscriptions  engraved  on  stone  during  the  days 
of  his  patron.  His  son  Vaidyana$ha  was  in  tho  Court  <  >f  V  irauarasmiha  II 

(1220-1235  AD )     Then  came  Vaidyanatha's  son  Vjdyac  akravar$m  11, 

1     Printed,  Bhavnagar     flripala  is  quoted  in  §3l>ang&riharapndil  »ti,  04, 
3     Bee  PB,  IV,  xov 
8  Bee  PB,  III  app  95  He  was  a  pupil  of  Dharmaghcwwun  and  contemporary 

of  Sl44haraja,  king  of  Gujarat 
i     Ibid 

6  Basmala,  185  Tn  tho  oopperplate  grants  (7V  of  HAS,  I  830  89 ,  Oolebroke's 
Mis  Ma ,  297  314  ,  JA.0S,  VII,  21,  MX,  315)  of  tho  rnbr  of  Milwt,  gmoobgy  is 
given  as  Bhoja— Udayaditya— Naravacmra— Yafovurtfun  Yminarmau'b  grant  (14, 
XIX  857)  is  dated  Sam  1191  (1186  A  D  ) 

6  PB,  lit  app  96, 
7  PB,  TO.  app  144 
8  Trmkrama  or  VikranMdeva,   son  of  RljjMjvdova,   wIm  wrote  tho  poem 

KadambMisariSiuigr&ham,    m  10  cantos,  calls  hlmiolf   tho  pnpil  of  SjkkaUvidya 
4h»raoakravarp,  probably  ono  of  thesa  throe  {TO,  IV.  4229  ) 
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the  author  of  the  exquisite  romance  Gadj akarnSmr^a  of  which  we 
shall  know  more  in  the  chapter  of  Sanskrit  prose  He  calls  himself  by 
the  titles,  Saknla  Vidy3cakravarti,  Kavirajaraja  Abhinava-Bhalta-Bana, 
Kah-Kala-Kalidasa,  Kahdla-Ka\i-Sarvabhauma  and  Kalakavikalabha 
His  son  Vasudeva  was.  called  fori  Vallabha  His  son  was  Vid)a- 
cakravar^in  III  He  wrote  commentaries,  on  Kavvaprakatla  and 
Alankarasar\asva  with  illustrations  here  and  there  in  praise  of  the 

Ho)  sala.  kings  King  Ballala  III  (1291-1342  A  D )  was  his  patron  His 

RuxMWiKAn  ana1  is  a  poem  in  16  cantos  describing  the  marriage  of 
Sri  Kri'-na  and  Rukminl  In  the  1st  canto  the  poem  gives  the  geneology 

of  the  Hoysala  Kingt.*  and  a  short  account  of  his  own  family  His 
melodious  poetry  justifies  his  claim  to  rank  with  the  foremost  of  poets 

101  Abhayadevt*8  was  a  Jam  monk  He  was  pupil  of  Vijaya- 
candra  and  son  of  Devabhadpa,  and  was  fourth  in  succession  from  Jlna- 
sekharasun  who  flourished  in  Sam  1204  For  his  eminence  m  learning, 
he  was  given  the  title  of  Vadisimha  by  the  King  of  KaSi  Under  him  the 

Rudrapatljagaccha  rose  to  greatness  His  Jayantavijaya,  a  poem  in  19 

cantos,  relates  the  birth  and  life  of  Jayan^a,*  and  was  composed  m 
Sam  1278  (1222  AD)  It  contains  elaborate  descriptions  of  lbe 
seasons,  sunrise,  sunset,  sports,  and  expeditions 

102  ViranancU's  Candraprabhacan^a*  in  18  cantos,  begins 
with  a  description  of  King  Kanakaprabha  and  describes  the  life  of 

1  10,  IV  5425  The  following  foems  embrace  the  same  theme ,  (l)  Bokminl 
parinaya  of  Mah3p5tra  PatamSnai  da  of  Otissa  (TO,  IV  5632)  m  11  cantos,  (n) 
Rukminiparanayam  of  Govindaratha  contemporary  of  King  Mukurdaof  Onssa,  of  more 
than  5  oantos  [TO,  IV  5687),  (in)     Eukminikalyana  of  Rajaohudamani  Difobifa 

2  Hoysaia- Enyanaga  —  Visnuvardhana  [1101 1141  AD]  He  had  two  brothers 
Ballala  I  ar.aUday2ditya]--Narasimha  I  (1186  1171)-Vf»  Ballala  II  (1173  1312)— 
Namsunha  II  (1320-1285)— Some  svara  (1338  1264)— Narasimha  HI  (1254  1291)— Vlra 
BallSH  III  (1291-1842^— Ballala  TV  (1842 1846)  The  dynasty  onds  here  For 
inscriptions  relating  to  Hoysala  Kings,  See  Mys  Arch  Bep  1923  1928  See  also 

3  E  Iyengar's  So«f7i  India  and  her  Mtthammadan  mvations,  176  tt  scq  and 
M  B  Kavi's  Kalakalabhakavt,  in  Bluvrah,  Feby  1928 

8  Abhayadeva'  pupil  Devabhadra  Is  mentioned  iin  an  Inscription  dated  Sam 

1296  14,  (1894),  178  4 ,  El,  I  112  For  other  Abhayr  devasuns,  ree  TJ  S  Tank's 
Diohanary  ajJaiia  Biography 

4  Ed  Bombay  It  bears  §risabd5cka,  PR,  I  98,  I V  187  90  vu ,  Weber,  ISt 
II  1089  ,  Klalt,  U,  XI  248 

5  Printed  Bombay  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  of  unknown  authorship,  TO, 
III,  8S48  Yasodova  wrote  another  poem  oi  the  same  came  m  Achilwid  in  Sam  1178 

(1122  AD)  SeeJcs  Cat  89  There  is  Oard-aprabtlyakSvya  by  Dhanan]aya  (Opp. 
II  484)  and  CardraprabLSvijayakavya  by  Ravignija  {CO,  1.181) 
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Candraprabha,  a  Jain  Tn^hankara  In  the  last  canto,  tenets  of  Jamism 

are  summansed  and  the  poem  ends  with  Indira's  incarnation  as  Tina 
Viranandi  must  have  lived  not  later  than  the  13th  century  A  D 

103  Manikyacandra  or  Mamkyabun  of  Rajagaccha  was  the 

pupil  of  Sagarendu  *  He  describes  his  geneology  in  his  commentary 
Sanketa  on  Kavyaprakasa,  which  he  completed  in  Sam  1216  (1160 
AD)  He  wrote  his  poems  Parsvanathacanta  and  &antmathacanta  m 

Sam  1276  (1220  AD)* 

104  Purnabbadra  was  the  pupil  of  Jinapati  He  lived  at 

Prahladanapura  He  wrote  DaSasravakacanta  m  Sam  1275  and  Dhanya 
&alibhadracan$ra  and  Kjtapunyacantra  in  Sam  1285  and  Atimukta- 
caritra  in  Sam  1282 

105.  Padmaprabha  was  the  pupil  of  Vibudhnprahh«i  He  wrote 
Kunthunathacanthacar^ra  and  Mumsuvrntacantni  m  Sam  1294' 
These  poets  lived  at  the  first  half  of  the  13th  centurv  AD* 

106  Jinaratna  was  the  pupil  of  finesvara,  who  was  the  pupil 
of  Jinapa$isun  He  lived  in  the  first  half  of  the  13th  century  AD  His 
Nik.vanaula.vati  is  a  beautiful  poem  in  21  Ulsahas  bearing  Jmanka, 
being  a  Sanskrit  version  of  the  prakjt  poem  of  the  same  name  (not 
extant)  written  by  JinesVara  in  Sam  1095  Jinaratna's  pupil  Parna- 
kalaSa  wrote  a  commentary  on  Hemacandra's  Dvyasrnyakav)  a  * 

1.  MSrukyasuri  of  Vatagaocha  who  wrote  the  poem  Nalayana  or  KuborapurSna  in 
lOOoantosoi  10  8tandaB,  a  play  SetunStaka  and  a  rheterical  work,  Sabityae&ra  is  a 
different  author  [Jet  Oat  49,  PJS,  II  887J  One  manusoript  of  NalSyana  was  put  m the  Jessalmero  Bhandar  in  Sam,  1659 

3  yagne^varapanaita  (In  his  4ryavidiSsudhakara,  226)  saya  that  MSu'kya, 
pnpil  of  Devasun,  is  mentioned  by  Meru$unga  in  hia  Prabandhaohlntamani  as  haling 
lived  at  grjpa ttam,  under  King  Jayasimha  about  Sam.  U50  and  as  having  comiosed 
Sanketa     This  oonfllotB  with  the  author'  b  own  statement  in  the  work 

W^f^tfTSftB^  (*=U5)  qn%HT«ra  I 

See  VSmanaoarya's  Int  to  KSvyaprakafa  27  ,  Ja  <Cat  6,49- 3     Jes  Oat  49. 

i  Ibid,,  Padmaprabha,  author  of  Parsvasjava  and  Bbuvanadinika  is  a  differen author 

5  Jes  Oat  60  61  LilSvatikaJha  by  BhusftnabhaJtatanayn  m  prakrl  W*teJ 
olates  the  story  of  the  loves  of  King  Satavahana  and  Lflavajl,  daughter  of  King  of 
limhala  (Ibt&  ,  S6)     For  this  work  see  under  Salivahanaeant*  pott 
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107  Laksmitilaka  studied  under  Jlnarafna  InPratyakabuddha- 
canta,  a  poem  of  17  cantos,  he  relates  the  lives  of  four  saints  Karakandu, 

Dvimukha,  Nairn,  Naggati   It  was  composed  in  Sam   1311  (1255  AD)1 

108  Munidevasun9  and  Satyaraja  wrote  the  poems  Sahti- 

nathacan^a8  and  Pythvlcandracantra*  in  Sam  1439  (1383  AD)  and 
Sam  1534  (1478  AD),  being  Sanskrit  versions  of  the  Prakpt  poems  of 

these  names  by  Devacandra  and  feantisun"  written  about  Sam  1200 
and  in  Sam  1161 

109  Devaprabhasuri  surnamed  Maladhann  was  the  pupil  of 

Municandra,*  and  master  of  Devananda  of  the  Har-^apuriya  Gaccha  In 

his  Pandavacanta,7  a  long  poem  of  18  cantos,  he  describes  the  story  of 

the  Pandavas  with  the  mam  object  of  conveying  lessons  of  virtue  8  He 

was  a  contemporary  of  Udayaprabha,  and  Naracandra,9  and  lived  about 
the  middle  of  the  13th  century  A  D 

110  Amaracandra,  also  called  Amara,10  was  a  resident  of  the 
town  of  Vagata  near  Anhilvid  He  belonged  to  a  heirarchy  of  Jain  priests 

He  was  the  disciple  of  Jmadatta  San  "  Having  been  initiated  with  the 
Mantra  of  Siddha-Saraswa$i  he  attained  eminence  by  penance  and  the 

Goddess  Saraswati  conferred  on  him  the  boon  of  poetry  Once  Vls'ala- 
deva,  the  king  of  Gujarat,  heard  of  his  greatness  and  sent  for  him  to  his 

Court  Dhavalakkaka     He  was  there  examined  by  a  number  of  Court 

1  J«s  Cat  51 
2  VSdidevasun,  who  wrote  Nemina|haoan{ra  in  Saw.  1288  {Jes  Cat  No  1)  is 

a  different  person. 
8     Jes  Cat  46,  PR,  I  50,  Ap  6,  III.  108.  Ap  165,  1A,  XI  254 
4  Jes  Cat  63     Seeing  this  excellent  poem  Munlbhadrasurl  wrote  another  poem 

§antioarit>  In  Sam.  1410  PR,  in  Ap,  167 

5  lb%d  ,  53,  54. 

6  He  gave  diksha  to  Oalukya  king  Anala 
7  There  is  Pandavaoarijakavya  by  LaksmidaMa,  L  2004 
8  He  was  the  author,  PR,  I  98,  III,  app  181 

9  See  PR  III  app.  19  •  IV.  lxnii   He  wrote  a  oommeatary  on  AnarghnrSghava 

andPrakrltadipika  SeeKielhorn'sOolleotions  (13301  Ms  288,  234)  PS  IH,  App  184 

10  Amwaruidra,  author  ot  KiwySmnaya  and  Amitaoaudra  author  of  VanamSia 

NStikS  {Jama  Granthavah)  are  different  .authors  On  other  Amataoan^ras,  see  U  S 

Tack's  Diahonary  of  Jatna  Biography, 

11  Author  of  VlvekavUSsa  and  Sri]lnen4raoftn{a  See  PS,  I  Ap  2,1V  xxxvi, 

118  BB  (1888-9),  6, 156  (where  date  1265-85  Samvat  to  given  )  See  the  Kavipra- 

faB|l  at  the  end  o!  Baiabhara$a  He  died  at  Ajmeer  In  1145  A  D.  See  Elatt's  paper on  Historical  Records  of  the  Jattuu,  tA  (1882,  supra) 
26 
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poets,  Somes"vara  and  Nanaka1  among  them,  and  pleased  with  his  great- 
ness,  the  king  honoured  him  well  *  King  VIsalade\a,  son  of  Vlradha- 
vala,  ruled  between  1243-1262  A  D  8  and  Amaracandra  must  therefore 
have  flourished  about  the  middle  of  the  11th  cenlun  Hib  description 

of  sunrise  brought  him  the  title  Venlkppana* 

Among  his  -works  Baiabhakata*  is  the  most  known  It  narrates 
the  story  of  the  Mahabharnta  in  the  order  of  the  Parvans  and  is 

therefore  a  poetic  epitome  of  it"  His  poetry  is  of  a  high  order  and 
placed  by  the  side  of  the  Raghuvamsa,  it  may  not  be  possible  to 
discern  disparity  in  literary  merit 

He  wrote  treatises  on  poetics,  Kavyakalpalatt  and  Kavisiksa,' 
on  metrics,  Chandorafnavali  and  Muktavali  and  m  toclinu  al  subjects, 

Kalakalapa  and  the  poem  Padmanandakavyn,  otherwise  known  is  Sri 

Jinendracanfa  which  describes  the  life  of  Jina  8 
Amaracandra  completed  the  Kavyakalpaldtd-  of  his  friend 

Ansimha  and  wrote  a  gloss  on  it  Kavisikpavnth  • 

HI  Vastupala"  was  the  son  of  Acaraja  (As\  ir.iji)  and  Kumora- 

devl  of  an  illustrious  family  of  Pattans   His  gre.it  grand-falhor  (  handapa 

1  IA,  XI  206-207  (dated  Sam  1328),  Ibid  102-3  This  pr>iiih$i  was  com 
posed  by  Er^na,  son  of  Rajna,  said  to  be  the  author  of  Kuvuliy  uvaciufv 

3  This  aooount  is  taken  f com  Rajns'okhata's  Prahuidh  ikr>4t  and  Merotunga'a 
Prabandhaointamani  (Tawneys  Tr  p  167) 

8  Sam  1800-1813  SeeB  Dosibhai's  History  ojOvjarat  (Ahmodi.bacl),  45  47; 
Mahipatram's  Short  Swtory  of  Qniarat  19  14,  VI  210-212,  IA,  XI  08-108, 
BR,  (1883-84),  318.  457     Also  SomeSvara's  Suruthot&ava,  Cuoto  \V 

JSulabh~trata,l  i  0 

6     Printed  KSvyamSla,  Bombay     The  poem  is  called  Virlinki 

6  It  imy  be  useful  to  oompace  otitioally  this  abridgement  with  the  original  tozt 
of  the  BhSraja,  and  that  will  give  us  an  Idea  of  the  acta  il  recension  thon  used  by 
Amaraoandra 

7  PR,  n  17 
8  Composed  In  Sam  1297  (1241  A  D  ) ,  PR,  I  2,  58  ,  IV   vn 

9  PR,  IV.  vu.  Ba>s"3khara  In  his  Prab  mdhakotfa  nays  that  Ansimha  aad 
Amaraoandra  were  fellow  students  and  hvel  in  the  thus  of  Vlsalndnva,  boforo  he  oamo 
to  the  throne  of  Pattaa,  about  the  middle  of  tho  13th  oontury     Sue  Bli,  II  6, 

10  "Onoe  apon  a  time,  In  the  august  city  of  Patlana,  on  tho  occasion  of  an  oxposl 
tion,  a  certain  very  beautiful  widow  named  KumScadova,  was  looked  at  again  and 
again  by  the  Beverend  Dootor  Haribhadra  and  so  attracted  the  attention  of  tho  minUtei 
Acaraja,  who  was  present  at  the  oeremony     After  tho  congregation  had  batn  dismissed, 
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was  the  "  sua  of  assembly  of  councillors  "  He  had  four  sons.  Canda- 
prasada,  Sura,  Soma  and  Afivaraja  The  eldest  always  had  the  minis- 

terial seal  Ihe  other  sons  also  held  high  positions  in  the  state  His 

wife  was  the  daughter  of  Abhu,  a  Dandapafi  or  commander-in-chief 
He  was  the  prime  minister  of  VIradhavala,  Ruler  of  Dholka  As  a 

warrior  his  prowess  was  great  and  he  defended  with  his  army  the 
kingdom  against  the  attacks  of  the  allied  forces  of  the  Kings  of  the 

Deccan,  the  Lata  and  the  Godraha.  In  Samvat  1277(1221  AD)  he 
made  his  memorable  pilgrimage  to  Mount  Abu  and  the  temples  of  that 

place  with  the  inscriptions  m  his  praise  are  monuments  of  his  glory 

and  philanthropy  *  He  died  in  1242  AD*  In  his  KIrfikaumudI, 
SomesVara,  describes  the  life  of  Vas^upala  in  all  detail  He  says 

"  Sri  SomesVaradeva  delineates  the  character  of  Vastupala  seeing  that 
that  master's  de/olion  to  himself  is  extreme,  that  his  family  is  illustrious, 
his  personal  appearance  splendid,  his  conduct  excellent,  his  chanty 
accompanied  by  courtesy,  his  elevated  position  such  as  humbles  his 

foes,  his  talents  such  as  defy  those  of  the  Bnhaspati,  his  mercy  such  as 
crushes  all  germ  of  fear,  his  fame  an  ornament  of  the  earth,  his 

administration  regulated  by  justice  " 

Himself  a  poet,  he  appreciated  poetic  merit  in  others*  He 
received  Harihara  at  the  Court  of  Dholka  in  spite  of  the  jealousy  of 
SomesVara  He  established  three  great  libraries,  where  he  collected 

valuable  manuscripts  He  encouraged  good  writing  and  the  Ka$ha- 
ra^nasagara  (15  tarangas)  of  Naracandra  San  and  Alankaramaho- 
dadhi  (8  chapters)  of  Narendraprabha  were  the  result  of  his  incentive 

His  learning  is  of  a  high  order  He  is  called  "the  God-son  of  Saras- 

vati,"*  besides  the   titles  Kavikunjara  and   ELavicakravar$m     By  his 

the  teacher  bang  questioned  by  the  minuter  said  by  a  revelation  of  my  favourite  deity 
I  foresee  that  the  sua  and  moon  will  desoend  and  be  oonoeived  in  her  and  therefore  I 

looked  at  the  marks  on  her  boJyagun  and  again  "  The  minuter,  having  thus  ascer- 
tained the  truth  from  the  holy  mm,  carried  her  of£  and  mde  her  his  wife  In  ooursa 

of  time,  those  two  heavenly  bjdias  desoenied  and  were  oonselvadln  her,  as  the  two 

ministers  of  Vastupala  aad  TojiaptLV'— Meraj ingi's  Prabandaaoin(anuni  (Tawney's 
Translation,  1S5-6) 

He  was  namsl  VasanjapSls  by  3  )m  4«r»  aad  others    See  HtranarSyanSnanda, 

XVl  33     This  nam)  is  adopted  in  BaLmndra's  Visanjwilasa 
1  Qx  Kathavata's  Infcr  to  Kirtiktumudi,  viu,  app  A  ft  B 
2  BB,  (1887-91),  lSui 
3  Kirj;ikaumadi,  I  48  47. 
i     Klejikaumudi,  I    29,    NirwIrSyajSnittla,  XVI     40 ,   Dharmibhyu4»ya, 

XV.  64. 
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patronage  he  earned  the  name  of  Laghu  Bhojaraja  Several  biogra- 

phies describe  his  patronage  *  Among  the  poets  he  patronised  were, 
Someivara,  Ansimha,  Hanhara  and  Nanaka 

In  his  Naranarayanananda,*  a  poem  of  16  cantos,  he  describes 
the  friendship  of  Arjuna  and  Kjsna  who  are  incarnations  of  Nara  and 
Narayana  and  their  rambles  in  Mt  Girnar  and  the  abduction  of 

Subhadra  by  Arjuna  *  The  poem  is  full  of  descriptive  imagery  It  is 
on  the  model  of  feiSupalavadha,  but  the  language  is.  more  easy  and 
melodious  Vas^upala  was  fond  of  stray  poetry  (SiU(is)  and  many  of 

these  are  collected  in  his  biographies  and  in  Jalhana's  Sukfcimukjjavah 
His  ISvaramanorafchamaya  Sto^ra  is  devotional  * 

112  Udayaprabhasun  was  the  religious  preceptor  of  Vastu- 
pala  and  Tejahpala  He  was  great  as  a  poet,  theologian  and  astronomer 
His  Arambhasiddhi  is  an  astronomical  work  and  Upadesamala  KarmiLa, 

a  commentary  on  UpadeSamala  composed  in  Sam  1299  *  His  Dharaa- 
bhudaya  or  Sanghadhrpa$ican$ra  is  a  Mahakavya  composed  on  the 

occasion  of  Vas^upala's  pilgrimage  to  Jain  shrines  of  Western  India 

Narendraprabha  was  a  collaborator  in  the  poem 8  His  Sukj taklrji- 
kallohnl  is  a  panegyric  m  praise  of  Vastupala  and  Tejahpala  com- 

posed on  the  occasion  of  their  pilgrimage  to  oa^runjaya T  The  latter  is 
of  great  historical  value  in  that  it  gives  the  geneology  of  Vastupala 
and  descnbes  the  Capotkala  and  Calukya  kings 

113  Jayasimhasun8  was  the  pupil  of  Virasun  and  the  Acarya 
of  th3  shnne  Munisuvrafa  at  Broach  He  was  a  Jam  &ve$ambara  Once 
when  Tejahpala,  the  brother  of  Vastupala,  came  to  visit  the  shrine,  he 
recited  a  poem   containing   a    request  for  a  donation  for  twenty-five 

1  Other  works  that  treat  of  Vastupala' s  career  are  — Ansimha's  Sukrtasaukirtana, 
(Sea  JBRAS,  X  85),  Memttraga's  PrabandhaoinfSumni,  Bajaiikhara'S  Prabandhakofo, 
Jmav»r§a's  YasfupSlaoarija,  Jinaprabha's  Tirfhakalpa  or  VastupSlalasankjrjana  is 
composed  la  Sara*  1385     Also  App  to  QOS,  No  II. 

2  3d  by  0  B  Dalai,  in  Gaek.  Or  Series  with  an  introduotfon 

8     Sorfleswara's  UllagharSghava,  Act  VIII 
A     Printed  as  app  to  NarauSrayanSnanda  (op  nt) 
8.    PS,  I  83,111  81 

6  Ee  was  the  author  of  Alankaramaho4ftdhi  and  Kaka«$hakelt  (PR,  IIT  28) 
and  immediate  suooasaor  of  Davaprabha,  author  of  TSadavSyana  oantra 

7  Printed  as  app  bo  Hainmicamadamardana  (Gaek  Or  Series  ) 
8  JavasirahasUEi  of  Krjaarsi  Gaohoha,  pupil  of  Mahendra  who  wrote  the  com- 

mentary on  Kumarapaiaoanta  in  1865  A  D  Is  a  different  person  He  was  the  spiritual 
grand  father  of  Nayaca&Sra,  the  author  of  Hammiramahak5vya  and  who  ooinposed  his 
Kumarapaiaoanta  in  Samv.  1422. 
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golden  staffs  in  Sakuir  ka  Vihara  of  Ambada  *  and  as  that  request  was 
granted,  he  compo^J  a  panegyric  Vastupalapraiasti  in  praise  of  the 

brothers,"  and  with  the  same  object  of  commemorating  the  gift  he 
wrote  the  dra  na  Hamnilramadamardana  at  the  instance  of  Jayantasimha 

or  Jaitrasimha,"  son  of  Vastupala,  which  was  enacted  at  the  festival  of 
Bhlmesa  in  Cambay  In  five  acts,  it  describes  the  alliances  of  Vira- 

dhavala,  the  greatnes  of  Vastupala  as  a  politician  and  the  repulsion  of 
Mohammedan  invasion  of  Gujarat  His  poetry  is  charming  and 

abounds  in  choice  similes  *  The  earliest  manuscript  of  the  work  is 
dated  Sam  1286  Vastupala  became  minister  of  Vlradhavala  m  Sam 
1276  and  this  drama  must  therefore  have  been  composed  between  1220 

and  1230  AD"  Jayasimha's  Vastupalapraiasti  gives  an  account  of 
Calukya  genealogy  from  Mularaja  I  and  is  of  historical  value 

114  Naracandrasuri  wrote  several  prasastis  in  Sam  1288 

(1232  AD)  preserved  in  the  Girnar  inscription  in  praise  of  Vastupala ' 
Naracandra  was  the  pupil  of  Maladhan  Devaprabhasfln  of  Harahapuri- 

yagaccha  He  commented  on  Anargharaghava  At  Vas^upala's  request, 
he  wrote  Katharatnasagara  and  his  pupil  Narendraprabha  wrote 

Alankaramahodadhi  He  revised  the  poems,  Devaprabha's  Pandava- 
canta7  and  Udayaprabha's  Dharmabhyudaya 

1  This  was  turned  into  a  mosque  after  the  Muhammadan  conquest 

2  This  is  printed  as  an  appendix  in  Gaek  Or  Secies  No  X  and  summarised  in 
the  introduction 

3  He  was  patron  of  Balaoandra,  author  of  VasantavilSsa  He  was  Governor  of 
Oamb&y  for  Samvat  1379  (See  qvinar  inscriptions)  and  laterly  Governor  of  fetlad 
(Petaladrapuraj 

4  For  instance 
**  in    I.,    ̂ i.  II      ̂ *    i  i    _.^    ill    l 

^dfa  *%%*$  $fo  lift  Hf^  II 

sqRfor  ̂ crr®r«T(^i^nij^r  II 
5  Printed  Gaek  Or  Series,  with  a  valuable  introduction  by  0  D  Dalai 

Singhana  or   Bimhana,  the    YSdava  king   of  Devagin  (1162—1347   A  D.)   and 
iankha  or  Sangramasimha,  king  of  Lata,  are  referred  to  in  the  drama  This  Singhana 
was  the  patron  of  VardhamSna  who  wrote  the  Ganaratnamahodadhi  at  Devagin  in 
iaka  1151  (1529  A  D.).  Similar  accounts  of  wars  are  referred  to  by  contemporary  poets 
in  Kirfakaumu&i  and  Vasantavilasa 

6.  Jts,  Oat  83 

7.  PR,  I  98,  HI.  183.    See  farther  para  108  »W<*,  note  II. 
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115  Balacandrasuri  was   the    pupil    of   Haribhadrasun  of 
Candragaccha     He  was  an  admirer  of  Vastupala,  the  gre.it  minister  of 
King  Vlradhavala  of  Dholka  aud  after  his  death,   at  the  instance  of 
Vastupalas  for  Jaitrpsimha  he  wrote  V.isantavilasa  a  poem  of  14  cantos 

describing  the  like  history  of  the   Vastupala's  mmistrv  *     Vastupala 
died  in  Samvat  1296,  and  this  poem   must  have   been   composed  sam 
1300     In  the  18  cantos,  he  gives,  a  short  account  of  his  life     In  the 

first  canto,  the  poet  has  given  the  account  of  his  earl)  life      "  la  the 
town  of  Modheraka  (m  Kadi  District  in  H  H    the  Gaekw  id's   tern- 
tones),  there  was  a  famous  Brahmaaa,  named  Dhar.idev.i     He  gave 
protection  to  the  distressed  from  all  sides  and  was  acquainted  with  the 

doctrines  of  Jainism     Ihe  mendicants,  coming  to  his  house  always  re- 
turned with  hands  full  of  money  given  by  him      He  had  a  wife  named 

Vidyut     They  had  a  son  named  Munjala,  who,   though    living  m  his 

father's  house,  looked  on  the  world  as  an  illusion     1  Living  got  from 
Hanbhadra  Sun  religious  enhghtenmont,    he  took  the  vow  ol  the  Jam 
mendicant  with  the  permission  of  his  parents      J  tanking  ih.it  he  will 

be  gradually  full-orbed  with  all  phases  of  knowledge,   H  inbhadra  Sun 
made  him  his  pupil  with  the  name  of  Balachandra,  and  at  the  time 

of  his  approaching  death,  put  him  in   his  place      Padmaditya,  whose 
feet  w  ere  emblazoned  by  the  light  of  the   rubies  of  the  crown  of  the 

Chaulukva  king,  and  who  was  the  real  hereditary  abodo  of  learning 
was  his  tutor,  while  Udaya  Sun  of  the  Gaccha  of  V.idi  Dcvasuri  g,m 
him  the  Sarasvata  Charm     The  Goddess  of  Learning  once  appeared 

to  him  in  his  Yoganidra   (contemplation-sleep)   and  told   him    that 
she   was    pleased  with  his    meditation   and   devotion   to   her    from 
infancy,  and  that  he  was  her  legitimate  child  like  Kiilidusa  and  other 

mighty  poets  of  yore  "    The  Prabandha  Cintlmani  says  that  Vastupala, 
pleased  with  the  poem  composed  mhls  praise  by  Balacandr.i  spent 
one  thousand  drammas  for  getting  installed  as  an  Acarya 

116  Somesvara  Deva,  or  Soma&irman,  as  the  poet  at  times 
called  himself,  was  the  son  of  Kumara  and  Lakfiml  His  eighth  ancestor 
Sola  was  enrolled  as  the  State  Purohit  by  King  Mularoja  tho  founder  of 
the  Calukya  dynasty  of  Anbhilvid  This  office  of  Purohit  was  held  by  the 

descendants  of  Sola*  under  the  successors  of  Mularaja,  Kumara  was  in 
the  Court  of  Kings  Kum&rapala,  AjayapMa  and  Mularaja,  Kumara  had 
three  brothers  Sarvadeva,  Munja,  and  Ahada     Kumara  was  made  a 

1     Ed  by  0  D  Dalai,  Gaek  0c  Series  with  an  inteoluobion 

3     Sola,  Lalla,  Munja,  Soma,  Ama,  KumSra,  Sarvadova,  Amiga,  kumara  aad 
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generalissimo  of  the  forces  by  Mularaja  II  and  he  vanquished   King 

Vindbyavarman  of  Dhar 

Somesvara  was  a  friend  of  Vastupdla  An  account  of  Someevara's 

sojourn  in  the  court-,  of  King  "Viradhavala  (1219-1239  AD)  and 
Visaladeva  (1243-127  L  A  D )  is  given  in  Rajasekhara's  Prabandha- 
kosa  Someavara  seems  therefore  to  have  flourished  about  1179  AD 

and  1262  AD  The  poets  Hanhara,1  and  Subhatd9  were  Someevara's 

friends  and  thej  praised  his  poetry  8  In  his  Klrtkaumuiji*  and  Sura$ho$- 

SomesVam  were  in  Older  lbs  Puroliits  o£  the  King  Mularaja.    MularSja's  geneology  is 
there  givtn  in  0  V  Vaidya's  History  of  Mediaeval  Bmdu  India  (III   209) 

Mularaja,  son  of  R»]t  (961  996  A.  D  ) 

Camunda  (997  1009) 
  I    

I  I  I 
Vallabha  (1009)         Durlabha  (1009 1021)  N5garS]a 

Bhima  I  (1021 1068) 

I  I 
Kama  (10G3  1003)  Ins  1019  K§smar5ja 

J-iyasimba  SiddharSja  (1093  1143)  Hanpaia 

Tribhuvanapala 

I  I 
Mahipala  KumarapSIa  (1148  1173) 

I 
AjayapSla  (1178  1176) 

Mularaja  II  (1170  1178)  Bhima  H  (1178  1241) 

TribhuvanapSla  124S 

ForMularap,  see  H.VI  197,  XI  219,  For*  Jayasunba,  see  JBBAS,  (1848), 319,  U,  X  168,  It  253 ,  For  KumaiapSla,  see  SI,  VIII ,  For  Ajayapala,  see  1A, 
XVIII  80,344,  For  Bhima  II,  see  IA,  XI  71,220,  VI  250,  For  JribhavanapSla, 
see  Id,  VI  209  ,  For  an  aooount  of  their  dynasty,  see  Bombay  Qaxeteer,  Vol  I 

Part  II  Hem>w»ndrj,'s  Pvyasiay*  KSvya  and  Merujunga's  VicSrafoni 
1  HanhAKi'ti  works  aro  not  available  Hib  lather  Mohshaditya  is  mentioned  in 

prasasti  of  MahnkiilcS'vara,  Porbundhor  State  dated  Sam  1820,  Vyasa  MoksSdifya, 
author  of  Bhimaparakarma  vyayoga  oomposed  in  Sam  138S  [B«»t<J  Cat  278  and  In 
Baroda  Library  ]  was  pupil  of  Hanhara  and  son  of  Bhiaia  This  Harihara,  is  different 
from  the  author  of  Bhartrbirmirveda  who  was  a  Mythila 

2  Subhata  was  the  author  of  the  play  Duj;auga4a  (Printed,  Bombay) 

Swra\ho\sava,  I.  46 
4     Printed,  Caloutta 
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sava,*  a  campu  and  poem,  lie  sang  the  glories  of  his  patrons  In  the 
latter  in  15  cantos  he  narrates  the  life  of  Suratha  of  Caitra  race  and 

description  of  the  Himalayas  is  superb  In  Ullagharaghavaa  he  drama- 
tised the  story  of  Rama  In  Surathostava  he  eulogised  YuvarSia 

Prahl&dana  author  of  the  play  Parte  aparakrama  His  Ramasataka 

is  devoted  to  Rama*  He  wrote  Kavyadarsa,*  and  gloss  of  Kavya- 

prak&sa  s 

117  Arisimha  was  son  of  Lavanasimha  He  was  a  protege  of 
Minister  Vastupala  He  had  the  appellation  Thakkura  Amaracandra 

was  his  friend  and  coworker  in  literature  It  is  said  Amaracandra  got 
Siddhasarasva^i  charm  from  Ansimha  They  jointly  composed  Kavi- 
kalpalata  sutras  Ansimha  wrote  Kavijarahasya  In  his  Sukrtasan- 
xirtana.,  a  poem  in  11  cantos,  he  describes  the  glorious  Life  of  Vastu- 

pala •  In  the  first  canto,  he  gives  the  geneology  of  Chapotkata  Kings 
beginning  from  Vanaraja  who  founded  the  City  of  Anahilla  Pattana,  in 

the  same  manner  as  is  given  in  Udayaprabha's  Sukrtdkallolml  In 
the  second  canto,  the  reigns  of  Calukya  Kings  from  MSlaraja  to 
Bhlmadeva  II  are  described,  leading  to  the  advent  of  Vastupala  and 
Tejahpala  The  remaining  poem  narrates  the  pilgrimages  and  chari- 

table works  of  Vastupala  At  the  end  of  every  canto,  Amarasimha 
added  four  verses  of  his  own.  The  poem  mentions  the  niche  of 

Malhnatha  built  in  Sam  1278  and  as  the  inscriptions  of  Mt  Abu  are 
dated  Sam  1287,  the  poem  must  have  been  written  in  the  interval 

118  Nayacandra"  was  the  spiritual  grandson  of  Jayasimhasun 
who  lived  at  the  time  of  Vastupala  He  was  a  poet  is  six  languages 
He  wrote  a  poem  on   Kumaranrpaji,  that  is,  Kumarapala,     His  poem 

I.  Printed  Bombay 

3  The  mannsonpb  Is  in  Batoda  Library, 
8  Eh  85,  BP,  263. 
i  Eh  86 

5  Birl  Akad  (1874),  282 

6  Jalhaija  in  his  SukMmuktavali  quotes  font  versos  under  Arasi  Thakkura,  who 
is  probably  idenfcioal  with  Ansimha     Two  of  these  ace  very  fine 

srcrr  wreFRRfflfa  §r$  trtcI  sjftft  Rnftr  II 
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Hammikamahakavva1  in  14  cantos  is  the  result  of  a  revelation  imparted 
to  him  in  a  dream  by  King  Hammlra  himself,  of  the  Chohan  race  of 

Ranastambhapura  Born  in  the  noble  hoube,  Hammlra  tried  to  uphold 
the  mdependonoe  of  his  race  and  was  for  a  tame  well  successful  In  the 

3rd  year  of  his  reign  Allauddm  demanded  the  extradition  of  a  Mughal 
nobleman  who  had  taken  refuge  with  Hammlra,  but  it  was  refused. 
The  capital  was  beseiged  and  in  defending  the  capital  the  king  fell  and 

his  women  perished  on  the  funeral  pile*  Ihe  poem  describes  the 
heroic  deeds  of  Hammira  and  the  advice  of  King  Javjrasimha  to  his 
son  Hammlra  on  politics  ib  very  informing  Hammlra  was  the  last 

of  the  Chohans  He  ascended  the  throne  in  Sam  1330  (1283  A.D ) 

and  died  in  July  1301  A-D  8  Nayacandra  says  he  was  incited  to  com- 
position at  the  behest  of  King  Torama  Virama's  courtiers  that  no  new 

poem  could  be  as  good  as  the  old  King  Torama  Virama  lived  70 
years  before  Emperor  Akbar 

119  Merutanga's  Prabandhacintamani*  is  a  work  of  great 
historical  importance  It  was  finished  at  a  Wadwan  on  the  Vaisakha 
full  moon  of  Sam.  1362  (1306  AD)  It  is  divided  into  five  prakafes, 
and  each  prakaia  into  prabandhas  Each  prabandha  relates  a  story 
It  begins  with  the  story  of  Vikramaditya,  the  traditional  founder  of  the 

samvat-era  Then  follows  a  short  story  of  a  previous  birth  of  Satavahana. 
Then  comes  a  long  history  of  the  Calukya  kings  of  Anilvid  and  in 
their  connection  King  Bhoja  and  Munja  are  noticed  Then  comes  a 
detailed  account  of  the  Vaghela  king  Lavanaprasada  -and  VIradhavala 
with  their  minister  Vastupala  and  lejahpala  The  last  chapter  is 
miscellaneous  of  which  the  tales  of  Lak^manaseaa  and  Umapafi  and 
Bhartphan  may  be  of  interest  His  Mahapurusacan^a  gives  an  account 

of  some  Jam  saints  " .„,.-,.„  -    ■    -.,       r       ■■|-1-|-.r    f   f      ■    -p.,-     ■■■   •      ■    ■  •        *■ 
1     Printed  Bombay     IPor  an  abstraoi,  see  14  VIII  65, 
S     tfor  an  aooount.  of  death  of  Hammlra,  see  lA,  VIII  934 
Another  work  called  Hammiramardana  is  referred  to  by  Battler  in  his  intwdnd 

faon  to  Banana's  Vikraraankadevaoanja  Tod  in  his  Bajasthan  mentions  Hammlra' 
kavya  and  Hammira  Btsa  by  Sarngaijhara,  who  himself  admits  that  his  grandfather 

Baghtmajiha  was  that  prinoe's  guru  In  his  Paddhafci  he  quotes  some  verses  relating  to 
Hammira  not  found  in  this  book  So  does  Appayya  Diksita  in  his  KavalaySnanda  (e  g- 
Atisayokti  Alankara)  not  found  in  this  work     These  works  may  be  different 

The  oolophon  in  a  manuscript  reads  "  The  presonb  oopy  was  made  for  ihe  purpose 
of  reading  by  Nayaharasa,  a  pupil  of  Jayisuulnsuri,  at  Firuzpor  in  Sam  1542', 
(1496  A.D.) 

8  M  Bombay  See  for  an  aooount,  PR,  II  87  Translated  into  English  by 
SCaiwney.    See  JBRAA  (1887),  Extra  No. 

A     PBt  IH.Ap  S6S 27 
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120  Venkatanatha  was  the  son  of  Anantasuu  and  Totaramma 

He  was  bora  at  Tuppal  near  Kanci  in  Kali  437  J  (126S  AD)  He  is 
said  to  be  an  incarnation  of  the  great  bell  (Ghanta)  of  God  Venkatesa 

at  Tirupati  He  studied  under  his  m  iternal  uncle  Atreya  Ramanuja 
His  ability  in  composition  and  disputation  brought  hiin  the  name  of 
Kavitartikasimha  His  exposition  of  Vedanfi,  made  him  known  as 
VedfintadeSika  1  he  versatility  of  his  learning  gavo  him  the  title 

Sarvatantra-sv.itdntra  Many  are  the  talcs  related  about  him  and  his 
supernatural  powers  He  was  bora  poor  and  he  was  pleased  to  be 

poor  and  when  he  was  offered  riches,  he  refused  them  quito  poetically1 
He  lived  for  sometime  at  liru\ahindrapuratn  near  Cuddalur  and  at 
Snrangam  He  visited  the  Court  of  S  irvagna  Smga  During  the 
invasions  of  Malikaufer  he  escaped  to  M>  sore  and  on  the  eve  of  his 

flight  composed  his  Abh?|it>tava  He  passed  away  on  kaitika-l'iiraraa 
in  November  13G9  AD  Vedlnt  i  Desika  is  the  foundei  of  the  Sri- 

vaijnava  sect  of  Vadagalais,  by  whom  he  is  now  worshipped  as  a 
Saint  and  his  image  is  installed  in  almost  every  Visnu  temple  m  South 
India.  His  life  was  one  of  unceasing  literary  activity  ]  lis  collected 

works  numbered  121,  on  various  subjects,  of  ■fthuhmmy  are  on 
Vi&stadvai$a  philosophy  lo  him  goes  the  cicdit  of  preserving  the 
commentary  Sni$.iprdk3Mka 

121  lo  vie  with  Meghasandesa,  Raghuvamsa,  Kum.lrasaml)hava, 
Bharavi  and  Magha,  he  is  said  to  have  composed  Il.unsasandesa, 

Yaduvams"a  (or  Tfadavabhyuiaya),  Murasambhava,  Bharavi  and  Ph.llguna, but  only  the  first  two  are  now  available  Yadavabhyudaja  is  a  long 
poem  in  21  cantos  on  the  life  of  orlkpnaand  the  history  of  Yadurace* 

Padukasahasra  is  a  thousand  versos  in  pr.uso  of  Kama's  sandals 

composed  in  a  single  night  in  a  competitive  literary  duel  • 

Sankalpasuryodaya  is  an  allegorical  drama  in  tho  manner  of 
Prabodhacandrodaya  * 

1.    He  said  < 

3  DO.'XXX  7807  Kd«  partly  un  Nagan  and  partly  in  CiMntho  (Madras  and 
Snrangam)     There  is  a  oommentary  on  it  by  Appayadiksija     DO,  XX  7808. 

3     Ed  Mysore  and  Bombay 
i  Ed  Madras,  Snrangam,  Bombay  ana  Bobbili  Translated  into  English  by 

NarayanaoSrya  and  Raghunathaswami  (8nrangam)  There  is  a  wommentary  oa  it 
by  NSrayana,  son  of  H<w£igiri9»jha  of  Snvajsa  family  (OML,  iNo,  14609)  and  othere 
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Acyut^sataka  is  a  Prakrit  poem  in.  praise  of  Visnu  * 

Among  his  minor  poems  are  Hayagrivastotra,  Devarajapancasat, 
Gopalavimiati,  Dehalistuti,  Yathoktakanstotra,  Astabhujastaka,  Para- 

marthastuti,  Bhagavaddhyanasopana,  Das"avatarastolra,  Abhitistava, Nyasadasaka,  Nyasavimsafci,  Nyasntilaka,  Srlstuti,  BhGstuti,  Nllastuti, 
Godastuti,  SudaflSanasataka,  Sodasayudhaatnti,  Garudapancaka,  Yati- 

rajasaptati,  Dhatipancaka,  Vairagyapancaka  *  His  Raghuviragadya 
and  Garnd.idandaka  are  prose  pieces  m  praise  of  Rama  and  Garuda  * 

Subhashi^anlvi  is  a  didactic  poem  of  wise  sayings  like  Bhartn- 

han's  Nitisafjiaka  * 

1 22  In  AcaryavrjayacampE,  Kavitarkikasimha  Vedantacarya,  son 

of  Venkatac.Trya  of  Kansika  Gotra  describes  in  exquisite  prose  and  verse 

the  advent  and  life  of  Venkalanatha  *  There  are  other  poems  and 
works  dealing  with  the  life  and  work  of  Venkatanltha  Nigamanta- 

c5r}  acantd,*  Vedantadefiikagadja7  Vedantades"ikacanta8  and  Vedanta- 
desika  Mangalasjisana 8 

His  son  Varada  or  Nayanacarya  was  bornm  kali  4418  (1316  A  D ) 
He  was  a  great  scholar  and  wrote  two  poems  Kokilasandeea  and 

feukasandesa  to 

anonymous  (DO,  XXI  804G  49),  one  by  a  disoiple  of  jirjmvaaa  of  Kouiikagofra 
(DO,  XX  7977}  For  a  learned  comparison  between  this  and  Msghasandesa  by 
A  Y  GopalaoSrya  see  artlolos  headed  Sandesadvayaaurasvcidim  in  TTdpanapainka, 
Tirovadi  and  K.   Knahnamaoarya,  Hamaasandosa,  a  study,  JMys,  XVIII   246 

1  Ed  Madras 

2  On  Vedanjadesika,  generally  sac  GurupararnparaprabhavaijMysore,  114  et  seqs 
where  all  works  are  narnod  T  Rajagopalaoarya,  Vawlmavaite  Beformers  of  India 
(Madras)  discusses  on  the  dato  of  his  death  See  Udyanapat%ka,  (Tiravadi)  II 

8,87 
8  These  Sfotras  are  ill  colleofced  m>the  Oriental  Mauuaonpfes  Library,  Madras  and 

have  been  edited  by  R  V  Krishnamaoarya  at  Kambakonam  and  elsewhere  There  are 

oominantaLies  on  Srisfnp,  Gopalavimiati,  Dasavatarasfotra  by  A  V  Gopaiaoarya 
and  on  Yaprajnsapti  and  Dayasajaka  by  RamSnuja,  TO,  I  814,  864 

4  Printed  Kavyamala,  Part  VIII  Bombay  There  is  an  unfinished  commentary 

by  Srimvasa  TaJaoSrya  of  Oonjeevaram  who  lived  in  1860-1904 
5  Printed,  Madras  (in  Telugu)  This  work  shows  exquisite  00inp03ttion  in 

prose  and  poetry     DO,  XXI,  8290 . 
6  DO,  XXI.    8129 
7  DO,  XXI  8409 ,  TO,  I.  922. 
8  TO,  HI   8059 
9  TO,  I.  899.    This  is  by  his  son  VaradSrya 

10     For  his  other  works,  see  GhirapMamparSprabhava  (Mysore))  199, 





CHAPTER  IV 

Mahakavya  (could) 

124  WUh  the  advent  of  the  Empire  of  Vijayanagar  came  a  revival 

of  Sanskrit  literature  in  South  India  About  the  year  1330  AD,  the 

brothers  Bukka  and  Hanhara  founded  the  City  of  Vijayanagar,* 
Madhava  Vidyaranya  was  their  minister  At  the  instance  of  Bukka,  a 

commission  of  learned  men  was  constituted  undar  Madhava  and  fkyana 
to  collect  comment  and  preserve  all  works  bearing  on  the  Vedic 
religion  Hanhara  died  in  1343  and  Bukka  continued  the  work  of 

consolidation  and  within  a  decade  his  sovereigns  extended  to  the 

eastern  and  western  oceans  and  he  became  the  acknowledged  Emperor 
of  Karnata  Bukka  I  railed  till  1374  A  D  and  was  succeeded  by  Han- 

hara II  (1379-1404  AD)  Hanhara  extended  his  sovereignty  to 
Mysore  and  to  the  banks  of  the  Kaven  to  Tnchinopoly  After  Han- 

hara II  came  his  two  sons  Bukka  II  (1404-1406  AD)  and  Devaraya  I* 
(1406-1419  AD)  one  after  another  Then  came  his  son  Vijaya 

(1419-1421  AD)  and  Vyaya's  son  Devaraya  II  (1422-1448  AD) 
Devaraya  had  two  sons  Mallikarjuna  and  VirupSksa  and  their  sons 
were  Virupaksha  and  Praudhadevaraya.  These  ruled  from  1448  to 
1486  AD     Here  ended  Sangama  dynasty 

It  was  in  the  year  1486  A  D  that  Saluva  Narasimha,  a  feudatory 

ruler  of  Candragin,  deposed  the  last  lingenng  ruler  of  Vijayanagar  and 

proclaimed  himself  the  Emperor  He  died  in  1392  A  D  His  son  and 
successor  Immadi  Narasimha  was  killed  by  his  general  Narasa  Nayaka 

m  1505  A  D     This  ended  the  short-lived  Saluva  dynasty. 

Narasa  Nayaka  assumed  sovereignty  and  lived  for  a  year  He  had 

three  wives  and  sons  by  them  Viranarasimha,  Kjsnadevaraya  and 

Acyuja  These  ruled  in  order  1506-9,  1509-1529,  and  1539-1542  A  D 

Acyuta  had  a  brother  Ranga  Ranga's  son  Sada&va  succeeded  him 
and  was  the  last  of  the  Tuluva  Dynasty 

I    Gangafievi  writes     3TOf)t5iqt  m  IfoMJSlflN*  II 
Here  the  name  of  Oijy  is  given  as  VijayS     It  is  also  (railed  by  poets  VidySnagara, 
9.   His  brother  Timpaksa  was  the  author  of  the  play  NSrSyaijiviiasa  IBVH,  68). 
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AUya  Rama  Raya,  who  marned  Tirumalamba,  daughter  of  Krsna- 

devaraya,  was  practically  the  ruler  of  the  State  during  the  days  of 
Fmperor  Sadasiva  During  his  time  there  was  the  war  with  the 
Muhamadan  Sultans  headed  by  the  Sultan  of  Byapur  nnd  at  ihe  battle 

of  Talikola  m  1565  AD  ,  Alnn  Rami  Raya  vns  killed,  Vijayanagar 

was  pillaged  and  SadSsiva  fled  awav  with  Ramarly  i's  brother  I  lrumala 
to  Penugonda  Some  time  later  1  iramali  prorlaimod  himself  the 

Fmperor  and  started  the  Akavjdu  dynasty 

Tirumala  ruled  from  1~70-1">95  AD  He  was  suneodod  In  his 

sons  Sriranga  I  (1  "573-1  ">S3  A  D )  and  then  by  Venkaia  I,  whoso  name 
is  remembered  m  religious  and  literary  history  His  sue  ce->sors  lost 

that  position  and  continued  to  be  R.ij.is  of  C  antlragin,  from  one  of 
whom  the  Fast  India  Company  received  the  grant  of  Madras  in 
1639  AD 

These  emperors  were  themselves  poets  or  patrons  of  pools  <\-iluva 
Narasiraha  and  Kpnadevaraya  have  composed  poems  and  pl.ijs  of 
merit  and  they  will  be  noticed  m  the  coming  pages  hi  tlio  courts  of 

these  emperors,  flourished  many  men  of  lore  and  it  is  Ihcxr  works  that 
adorn  the  field  of  Sanskrit  literature  for  <t  period  of  four  <  ontunos 

For  convenience  of  reference  the  d.ilos  of  Iheso  emperors  are 

given  below  * 
FMPTR1<  OF  VTJAYANAGAR 

I  Sanoama  Dynas  rr 

A   D 
1 Hanhara  and  his  brothers 1336 
2 Bukka  I 13+5-70 
3 Hanhara  II 1.579-1404 

4 Bukka  II 1404-6 
5 Deva  Raya  I 1406-19 
6 Vira  Vijaya 1419-21 
7 Deva  Raya  II 142«2-4K 

8-10 Malhkarjuna 
Virupaksha 
Praudhadeva  Raya 

n  Satuva  Dynasty 

144H-S6 

11 Narsmga  Salnva 1486-92 

12 
Immadi  Narsmga 1492-1  "505 

1     See  History  of  India,  Part  3  by  Garrett  ana  Sivawn,  Chapter  IX 
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III   Tuluva  Dynasty 
13 Narsa  Nayaka 

1505-6 14 Vira  Narsinga 
1506-9 15 Knshnadeva  Raya 1509-29 

16 Achyula  Raya 1329-4,2 

17 Sada&iva 

IV   Aravidu  Dynasiv 
1542-70 

IS Tirumala 
1570-73 

19 Ranga 1573-85 
20 Venkata 

1585 

125 Vidyaranya  was  the  name  assumed  by Madhava,  \f. 
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became  the  head  of  fermgen  Mutt  He  was  almost  the  founder  of  the 

kingdom  of  Vidyanagar  (Vijayanagar)  Kings  Bukka  and  Hanhara 
were  his  favourite  disciples  whom  he  was  helping  with  his  counsel 

in  the  administration  So  he  was  called  Karaataka-simha&ana-stbapana- 
carya  He  was  the  son  of  Sayana  and  Srimati  of  Bharadvaja-gotra 
His  woiks  on  law  and  philosophy  are  too  well-known  for  enumeration 

His  commentaries  on  the  Vedas  are  a  unique  production*  His 
Devyaparahasotra,  a  lyric  in  praise  of  Parvati,  testifies  to  his  poetic 

genius '  His  Sankaravijaya  relates  the  history  of  Sankara  *  He  lived 
85  years  and  died  about  1387  AD* 

His  brother,  Sayana,  was  minister  of  Kings  Bukka  I  and  Harihara  II 

of  Vrjianagar  He  had  three  sons,  Kampana,  a  musician,  Mayana,  a 
poet  and  Smgana,  a  Vedic  scholar  He  died  m  1378  A  D  He  com- 

mented on  the  Vedas  His  Subhasitasudhdmdhi  is  an  anthology  and 

Alankarasudhanidhi  m  10  Unmesas  is  a  work  on  poetics  * 
His  other  brother  Bhoganatha  was  a  companion  of  King  Sangama 

II  He  was  an  excellent  poet  and  among  his  works  are  RamollSsa, 

fnpuravijaya,  ̂ ringaramanjari,  Udaharanamala,  MahaganapatisfjOtra 

and  Gaurina$has{;otra  * 
1  For  an  aooount  of  Vldyartnya  by  S  Vankatadn,  see  Andhrapatnia,  Annual 

Number  (1931-22)  158  9  See  Taylor's  Oriental  Bwtorted  Mammnpti  (Madras},  92 
tA,  XEiV  1  and  Sowcia  ofVijayanagat  History  47  51 

2  873,  SO 
S  Printed  Madras 
4  CO  771 

S '  SB,  II,  7fi  80 
8  X4,XliV,  24     See for  inatanoe 

srcsftg;  ̂   fowr  s"*t.<jf8t  mifikft  at  s^iro^  11 
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126  Agastya  was  d  poet  of  the  court  of  King  Prdtapaniilra  lieva 

of  Warangal  (1294-13^5  AD)  aad  was  probably  patronised  by  King 
Sangama  and  Bukka  1  of  Vijianagar  His  Balahhakata,  a  poem  in 

20  cantos*  relates  the  whole  story  of  the  Mahabharata,  beginning  with 
the  origin  of  the  Kuru  line  of  kings  from  the  Moon  Uis  poetry  is 

highly  musical  and  the  felicity  of  expression  is  remarkable  His  name 

was  admired  by  Rajacudamani  Diksita  * 

As  the  master  of  literary  art  Gangadevi  mentions  him  as  the 

author  of  74  Kavyas,*  and  as  a  poet  of  great  [erudition  1  [is  learning 
brought  him  the  name  Vidyanatha  and  under  that  name  he  wrote  his 

Pratsaparudrayas'obhusana  * 

There  is  a  commentary  on  this  poem  called  Manohara  by  Salnva 

Timma  Dandanatha,  the  famous  minister  cf  Knijadeva  Rjjya,5  king 

of  Vijiaaagar  (1509-1530  AD)e 

His  Kjsijacanta  is  a  prose  work  on  the  life  of  fcsrl  Kpsn.t  *  H« 

NalaklrtikaumudI  is  a  poem  on  Nala's  story  available  only  in  2  cantos " 

1  TO,  II  2228 ,  DO,  XX  7784  Tanj  Oat,  VI  2589  lb  is  not  a  Omnpu  as 
and  by  Burnell  (Ton;  Oat )  or  by  S  Kishnasaml  Iyengar  {87S,  US). 

RukmvSHTtalyaVi,  I.  18 

3PT?5rw  suTstf^pj;  ?£§*fa>T  *  ̂tf^;  tl 
Madhut  avijaya,  I  14 

i     This  identity  is  seen  from  the  following  verse 

Foe  this  work,  see  ohapter  on  Mankara  post  Brataparadradova  wroto  YaySJioanta, 
a  play  in  seven  Aofcs  on  the  searefc  loves  of  YaySjl  and  8»rmisfcha  and  their  ultimate 
anion  with  the  oonsent  of  Qaeoa  DavaySni     See  chapter  on  Drama  post 

6     DO,  XX  7784  5 ,  Tan]  Oat   71   2606 

6  SVB,  143  His  sister's  son  Nadindla  Gopa  Mantnn  was  the  *  author  of  the 
oomrmntary  on  Pralndhaaandrodaya  (seo  tbid  ,  144),  See  S  V  Btarasiraha  Baol 
Srishnaievaraja  and  his  hmes  (Ini  Rev  VII  888)  and  Anclhra  Po4rtft«,  Annua, 
numbers  (1917),  206,  (1914),  181, 195 

7  BIO,  No   10208 
8  The  mwusoKpt  is  with  Pendysl*  Sabramania  S»sM. 
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\mong  his  other  works  are  LaksmTstotra,  Sivastava,*  Lalifcasahas- 
ran-ium,  Mampariksa,  Sivasamhita  and  SakaladhikSra 

127  Gangadevi  was  consort  of  Kampana  or  Kamparaya  the 

second  son  of  Bukka  1"  (1343-1379  A  D  )  who  predeceased  his  father  by 
two  years  In  Madhuravijaya  or  VlrakamparSyacarita,*  a  poem,  now 
extant  only  as  a  fragment,  she  narrates  in  melodious  verses  the 
exploits  of  her  husband  and  narrates  the  history  of  his  expedition  to 
the  south  The  city  of  Vijianagar  with  its  temple  and  suburbs  are 
described  with  all  magnificence  Then  comes  the  moving  army  and 
its  relays  on  its  way  to  Kilnci,  where  it  is  quartered  for  the  winter 
Inspired  by  the  exhortation  of  a  Goddess  in  his  dream  to  exterpate  the 
Musalmans  and  to  restore  the  country  to  its  ancient  glory,  he  advances 
to  the  South,  kills  the  Sultan  of  Madura  and  commemorates  his 

victory  by  munificent  grants  to  the  temples  of  the  country  * 
12$.  Vamanabhatta  Bana  was  the  son  of  Komatiyajvan  and 

grandson  of  Varadagnici^  of  Vafcsa  Go$ra  He  was  the  pupil  ofVidya- 
ranya  In  his  early  days  he  was  at  Vyianagar  and  saw  the  glory  of 

Harfhara's  reign  There  he  wrote  Smgarabhusana  Bhana  enacted  at 
the  festival  of  ViriJpak^a  In  narrating  the  amours  of  Vilasasekhara,  he 
describes  the  advanced  state  of  civic  bfe  there  in  melodious  verses,  and 

fanciful  imajery  *  When  about  thirty  years  old,  he  migrated  to  the  court 
of  Peda  Komati  VemabhOpala,  ruler  of  Kondavidu  (1403-1420  AD)* 

Among  his  poems  are  Nalahbyudaya/  in  8  cantos,  Raghunatha- 

canta,  in  30  cantos,8  dealing  with  the  lives  of  Nala  and  Rama,  and 
Hamsasandeea  an  imitation  of  Meghasandesa 

Parva$Ipannaya,9  a  drama  m  5  acts,  describing  the  marriage  of 

Parvafei  and  S"iva  is  now  believed  by  many  to  be  his  composition,    Jn 
1  00,  I  1 ,  DO,  XIX  7416 
2  EO,  Mysore,  Dfc  No  46  and  see  also  EI    XII   162     But  Sewell   {Forgotten 

Empire,  29)  gives  to  Bukka  reign,  1343  1379  AD     8ee  also  TO  in,  3986 
3  SSJ  By  Hanhitasaatn,  Tnvaatoun,  with  a  historioal  introduction  by  T,  A. 

Qoplnatha  Bow     TO,  III  2985 
i     For  an  aooonnt  of  this  poem  see  Sources  of  7*1aytmagar\H*stor]/, 
5  Ed  KSvySmala,  Bombay  and  Madras  00,  HI  187 
6  The  name  of  VSmana  is  mentioned  in  a  ooppei  plate  grant  dated  Bafea  J38B, 

1441  AD)     On  Vamanabhatta,  see  Prabhakara  Sastci's  Smgar*   Mrmutty,  78, 
E  V  Knshnamaohatya,  Introduction  to  ParvaMparwaya  (Sncangam) 

7  E-l  by  T  Ganapatl  Sastri,  T.  B  'Series     The  manuaonpt  breaks  off  with  the 
3rd  vewe  of  oanto  9 

8  Tanj.  Oat  71,  2684 ,  OA.L,  II .  97 
9  Ed  Araha  press,  Viaagapatam  by  K  T    Telang.  Bombay ;  by  Hatnam  Iyer, 

Kumbakonam ,  by  R.  V    Krishnamaobarya,  Srirangam      For  oritioal  studies,  see 28 
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his  Kanakalekba,*  in  4  acts,  he  describes  the  marriage  of  Kanakalekha, 
the  daughter  of  Viravarman  with  Vyasavarman,  both  of  whom  were 

Vidj adharas,  born  in  human  world,  on  the  curse  of  a  sage 

Of  his  Erhakathamanjari,*  only  the  portion  of  it,  dealing  with  the 
story  of  Kddambari,  is  now  available8 

He  also  composed  two  le\icons  Sal  dacaudnka,*  and  feabdaratna- 

kari* His  learning  was  versatile  and  his  poetry  was  admired  These 
brought  him  the  titles  sadbhasavallabha  and  Kavisarvabhauma  His 
ambition  was  to  emulate  Bana  of  Kadambarl  fnme  in  the  field  of 

romance  and  as  he  says,  his  resolve  was  to  remove  the  deep-rooted 
ill  fame  that  after  Bana  there  was  no  poet  capable  of  a  fine  writing  in 

prose  Bana  was  of  the  Vatsa  golra  and  in  that  same  gotra,  Vamana 
was  born  He  thought  he  had  a  quasi  hereditary  claim  to  gam  a  name 
in  the  same  field  He  thought  he  was  Bana  incarnate  and  called 

himself"  Abhmava  Bhatta  Bana  Bana  glorified  his  patron  Harsha  in  his 
Harsacanta,  and  this  suggested  to  Varna  the  theme,  that  is  the  life  of  his 

patron,  Vemabhupala,  known  also  as  Viranarayana  Thus  came  Vira- 
naradaoacnta  or  Vemabhupalacari$a  Of  this  the  reader  will  hear  more 
in  a  later  chapter 

129  Lolambaraja  1  o  Hanhara's  court  belonged  Lolambaraja, 
son  of  Divakara,  a  descendant  of  Siiryapandita  In  Hanvilasa,'  m  5 
cantos,  and  in  Sundara  Damodara7  he  describes  the  history  of  Kr^na, 
ending  with  the  death  of  Kamsa  He  was  a  great  physician  and  his 

works  on  medicine,8  written  in  excellent  poetry,  .ire  much  admired 

K  T  Telang,  1A,  III  219    Seo  K  V  Krishuamaoharya's  TJie  Autltoralnp  of  Parva\% 
Partftctya  (Kumbakonam),  -where  views  to  the  oontrary  are  answered.   In  the  English 
Introduction  a  play  Usaharana  is  also  given  as  Vamana's,    But  it  is  not  known  where 
the  manaaori.pt  is  available     See  also  Sohuyier,  BM  26 

1.    See  Kuppaswami  Sastn's  Btp  (1010),  41-2 
2  The  manuscript  Is  in  the  Adyar  Library,  Madras     OAL,  II   &     At  the  end  it 

is  said  that  ltwas  this  story  that  was  expanded  by  B2na  is  his  romanoo  of  Kddambari 

?3pfa  3>*iniT>NT  SigoStf  cfT  ̂ ^'SfiwI^T.  In  the  colophon  it  is  stated  that  the 
work  was  written  by  B2na.  It  is  therefore  inferred  that  this  pooh  o  version  (Bnhat- 
kathamanjari)  must  have  boen  written  by  a  B5na,  not  the  author  of  KSdamban, 

and  likely  orajVSroonabhaUa  B2ij  t  This  story  does  not  find  a  parallol  In  Ksemendra'a 
B  rhatkajhamaniari 

3  OMy,  609 
4  TO,  III  3380 ,  OMy,  009 
5  OAL,  II,  16 

6.    Printed  Kavyamala,  Bombay,  Tanj  Oat  Vt  28H,  00,1  760. 
7     OAL,  H  IG  8     00, 1  646. 
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130  Virupaksa  known  as  Udayagiri  Vuupanna  Udayar  I  was 

the  grandson  of  Bukka  and  son  of  ILinhar  1 11*  of  the  Sangarna  dynasty 

ofVidyanagar  *  His  mother  was>  Mutladeu  and  mother's  father  Soma- 
bhupa  He  appears  to  have  been  Viceroy  <it  Marakatxpura  about  1384 

AD  In  his  Naraj auavilSsd,8  a  play  in  5  ads,  he  calls  himself  the 
Governor  of  Karnala,  Cola  and  Pandya  mandalas  and  claimed  to  have 

planted  a  pillar  of  Victory  in  Simhala  In  his  play  Uhmat$a  Raghava,* 
m  one  act,  he  describes  the  lamentations  of  Rama  on  the  loss  of  Slta 

Madhava8  was  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  \  irupak-.a  of 

Vijianagar8  and  was  patronised  by  his  minister,  also  called  VirQpaksa 
His  Narakasuravijaya,  the  poem  of  which  9  cantos  are  now  extant, 

describes  the  story  of  conquest  of  Narakasura  by  Kpna  *  The  language 
is  terse  and  his  appreciation  of  poets  is  a  specimen  of  his  melodious 

poetry 8 

1  Hanhara  ruled  between  1309  1401  A  D  Taylor,  (Or  Ets  Mas  ,  11.  98)  places 
Hanhara  m  1885  1429  A  D  and  Sewell  (Forg  Emp  404)  says  that  Virnpaka  was  Bon 
of  Hanhara  and  gives  their  dates  1470  and  1379  respectively  In  Mys.  Aroh  Rep 
(1937)  Mis  No  189,  155  Viroparwa  is  oallcd  son  of  Bukka 

2  EI,  III  326,  where  he  is  oalled  Vuupaks»  I  For  a  list  of  his  insonptiond, 
seeJM,  VI  823  f  n  His  Ariyar  grant  (14,  XXVflU,  12)  is  dated  Saka  1313 
(1890  A  D  )  The  other  Virupaksa,  the  l*st  of  the  Sangama  dynasty  lived  about  14S0 
See  his  msonption  dates  Sak*  1392  (1471  AD)  24,  XXI  321  On  the  anoestry  of 
Virupaksa  see  Id,  XXXIV   19 

8.    SB,  I  6,  90 ,  CO,  HI  68  ,  SVH,  58    Sohuyler  {BM)  gives  date  1350  A  D 

4  OAL,  II,  97  In  the  Tanjore  Palace  Library,  the  following  books  are  found 
under  the  name  of  Virupaksa,  but  his  identity  id  not  clear ,  SaiadSsirvarf  (a 
commentary  on  Qandraloka),  Qolacampu,  Virupaksacampu    See  Tmj  Cat  7H,  8231. 

5  For  his  inscription  dated  1470  A  D  ,  see  IA,  XXI,  822,  S7B,  6,67 

6  Madhava  and  Madhavapun,  pcrats  quoted  in  Padyavali,  Madhava  of  Tallita- 
nagara,  author  of  Uddhavadata  (printed  m  Haberlin,  943),  Madhava  author  of 
BubhadrSharana  Srigadija  (printed,  Bombay)  and  Praijayimadhavacampu  (Pfl,  HI. 
895,  MSdhava,  son  of  Laksmana,  author  of  DSnahlakavya  (punted,  Bombay)  and 
M5dhavasena,  poets  quoted  in  Skm  are  different  persons 

7  Tan)  Oat  VI  3772  VirupSksi  the  minister  wrote  Oajurmtsyakalpavalli 
fn  whwh  he  says  he  was  the  minister  of  king  Virupaksa 

^  ̂ f¥^<Mw#rrrfo  Trt°rrt  I  ?g*r  $f*l'-sfti*w  3n%n^gti?*WT  II 
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131      Saluva  Narasimha  was.  a  king  of  \  ljianagar  of  the  second 

dynasty  who  ruled  m  1456-14b6  AD      I  lis  father  was  Cunda,    grand- 
father Gautd   (Gautarnara)  and  great-grandfather   baluva  Mangi     His 

mother  was  Mallambika     He  married  Snraugiimbii     He  died  in  1+93 

A  D      Gauta    was    the  chief  of  Kalyana  and  his  descent  has  been 
traced  to  the  Moon     Mangi  was  a  friend   of  prince  Kampana,    son 

of    tmperor  Bukka,    and   accompanied    him    m  his    expeditions  to 

the  south     He    made   evteasive   gifts   to    the   shrino   of   Surangam 
He  was   for   a  long   time    commander    of    the     forces   under  king 

Malhkarjuna   and  his   successors    of  the  tirst  (Saugama)    dynasty   and 
appears   to  have    proclaimed  himself    king  Lite   in    his   life       His 
mother  Mallarabika  had  no   issue     for   a    long   time     Gunda    and 

Mallambika    retired     to     Aholulam     for     porfommg    ponance    near 

God   Narasimha  of  lhat  place      "  Pleased     with   their  devotion  the 
God   appeared   before   the  king  in    a    dream,    and   expressing    his 
satisfaction  at  their   devotion,   promised   them    a   sou    possessed  of 
all  virtues  and  ordained   to  rule  the   whole  world      I  ho  king  awoke 
from  his   dream  and   communicated  it   to  his   wife     After   a  short 

time   a   son   was  bora  to   them   whom    they  called   Narasimha  after 

the  God      The  military   genius  and  excellent  qualities  of  Narasimha 
are  then  described  at  length     He   is   said   to   h.ivc   ruled   over  the 

territory   comprising   the   Kal)an.i,    Kanchi,   Katak,    kunlala,   Choi* 
and  Paudraka     1  he  poets  and  scholars   of  his   court   one  day,  after 
extolling  his  great  qualities,   requested  him  to  display  his    scholarship 

by  the  composition  of  a  poem  (Kavya)  on  the  hie  of  Rama  "    '1  hus  he 
came  to  compose  his  poem   Ramahhyitoaya   in  24   cantos*    In  the 
colophon  to  the  5th  canto,   however,  it  is  said  that  the  author  was 

Sonadnnatha,   sou    ot     Abhirama   and  Rajanatha   and   tho   ivork  is 
called  MahanaUka-agr<ijJ$akavya 

132  Krishna  Deva  Raja  was  the  son  of  Nar.uw  and  Nagiimlw 
and  brother  of  Viranarasimha,  of  the  J  uluva  dynasty  of  Vijianagar 
He  ascended  the  throne,  in  succession  to  his  brother,  in  A  D  1509  and 

after  a  glorious  reign  of  21  years  passed  away  xn  J 529  AD,  leaving 

his  name  behind  him  m  Indian  History  as  '  the  king  'a  lie  was  a  fine 
sportsman,  graceful  artist  and  versatile  scholar     All  South  India  was 

1  Train  Oat  111  ia  For  no«08  and  extaots,  soe  SV II,  7,  10,  82,  83,  86. 
See  also  Enlzeh  Sit ,  131-2  Sawell's  H'arg  Empwt,  108  ,  Taylor's  Stst  ilanm vrtpts,  II  93  Tbete  are  Raoisbbyudayajilaka  Kavya  {Op  1556),  anonymous,  Rama 
bhyttteya  Kavya  in  80  cantos  by  Vontoitesa  (IiTO,  101  with  oommoutary)  and  BamS 
bhyudttyanabaTa  by  Yasovarman,  quoted  m  Dhvanyaioka  and  by  Vyasa  Sri  Ramadevu, (00,  X  52y) 

9     itaylot'Cop,  <nt )  gives  the  date  1509  16J9.    See  also  ffl,  I,  862  ;  U,  1. 78 
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tinder  his  sway  and  under  him  were  his  feudaton  chiefs,  dispersed 

throughout  his  territories  Of  his  military  exploits  in  -wars  against 

Adilsbah,  we  have  glorious*  accounts  in  contemporary  chronicles  * 
His  father  had  two  other  wives  Tippamba,  and  Obamamba  Vira- 

narasimha  was  son  of  lippamba  and  Ac}uta  son  of  Obamamba  His 

father's  father  lb  vara  was  a  companion  of  Saluva  Nara?imha  m  his 

expeditions  s  He  had  a  son  I  lrumala  and  a  daughter  J  lrumalamba  who 

married  Aliya  Rama  Raja  *  He  was  an  ideal  king,  a  great  poet  and  a 
generous  patron  of  letters  The  Telugu  poet  Namdi  Timmayya  called 

him  Sri  Kr>>na  incarnate  * 
He  had  three  queens  of  whom  Tukka.  was  the  daughter  of 

Prataparudra  Gajapati  of  Orissa,  but  the  marriage  seems  to  have  not 

been  happj  8  A  virtuous  lady  that  she  was  she  resigned  herself  to  her 
fate  and  sang  a  few  vers.es  on  her  forlorn,  perhaps,  undeserved 

condition  e  Of  the  works  of  Ki  -.nadeva  Raya,  Usapannaya  is  a  drama 

on  the  marriage  of  Usa,T  and  Jambavatf  Kalyana  is  a  drama  in  five 
acts,  enacted  at  the  Chaitra  festival  of  VirQpak-.a,  the  tutelary  deity  of 

his  Empire 8  It  describes  the  story  of  the  recovery  of  Syaman$aka 
jewel  by  Kr?na,  his  victory  over  Jambavanta  and  his  marriage  with  his 

daughter  Jambavati,'  Other  works  are  mentioned  m  his  Telugu  poem 
Amuk^amalyada,  are  Madalasacantra,  SatyavadhQ-santvana,  Sakala- 

kathasarasangraha,  Rasamanjari  and  Jnanacintamam,10  Rasamanjari,  a 
work  on  poetics,  contains  illustrations  in  praise  of  Ki  -.nadevaraya , 

1  For  an  account  of  his  reign,  sae  Sewell's  Forgotten  Emjnrt  (London,  1900) 
120  J  64  and  tho  appendices  containing  tho  Cnroniole  of  Faes  and  Nuniz  CommenliariBB 
of  AfonsoD'Alboquorqae  (Fd  Hakluyb)  Bellary  Dt  Manual  and  Madras  Christian 
Oollega  Magazine  (1886  Deo  )  andartioles  in  Andhra  Patrika  annual  nnmbe-s  V  181, 
I9fi  ,  X  137,  235 

For  his  inscriptions,  See  ET,  1866,  898  IV  8,  266  TA,  XXTV  203 ,  JBBAS, 
XII  886  ,  Holbaoh,  811, 132 

3  SVH,  8  and  extracts  88  to  40  from  Telugu  poems 
8  He  was  praotioally  ruler  between  1542  1665  AD  and  he  fell  m  the  battle  of 

TaJikota  His  brother  Tirvunala  1  ocame  King  and  texoovod  his  capital  to  Penukonda 
and  his  son  Venkatapati  to  Ohsndragin 

4  Bee  his  Anraktamaiyadii,  S  7E,  133 

5  Sea  the  Introduction  to  Nddiudla  Gopa's  oominentury  on  Prabodhaoandrodaya, 
S7B,  114 

6  S?S,  143,  But  these  vwaes  do  not  soem  to  be  her  composition  One  verse  is 

found  in  Mukula's  Abhidh£vr$$imatrka 
7  The  manuscript  is  Rati  to  be  m  tb£  library  of  Vanaparti,  Hyderabad  State 

There  are  other  plays  of  the  same  name  by  Sriniv5sacSrya  (Bws,  256),  by  Rudradeva, 
(Tani  Cat,  VIII  3849),  analysed  'In  Mitra  NoUcts,  (III  192)  and  TJsSnaraoa  by 
Harsanatha,  (00, 1  71)  and  Poems,  UsSparinayacatnpu  by  Kr^na  A.avi  (DC,  XXI 
8185 ,  Opp,  II  3004)  ind  TJsSharana  by  Trivikrattw  [BTO,  157)  and  Usamruddha  in 
praknt  (TO,  III  4045) 

8  SFH,  143,00, 1  206 
9  For  the  same  theme,  km  PKnmi'g  Jambavfttihawna.   swpro 10  87E,  184 
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it  is  therefore  conjecLured  that  it  was  not  his  own  work  hut  of  a  poet 
of  his  Court 

133  Tirumalamba's  literary  achievements  were  the  subject  of 
universal  admiration  She  began  under  King  Krsna  Devaraya  and 
continued  to  the  days  of  Acyutaraya  of  the  luluva  dynasty  of 

Vijianagar 

1  he  only  e\tant  work  of  hers,  Varadnmbikaparmaya,1  is  a  pleasant 
prose-poetic  composition  It  begins  with  a  short  geneological  history 
and  describes  the  exploits  of  Narsa,  his  marriage  of  Obamomba, 

and  the  birth  of  the  son  Acyuta  9  Then  follows  the  marriage  of  Acvu*a 
and  Varadamba,  a  princess  of  Salaga  and  ends  with  the  installation 

of  their  boy  China  Venkatadn,  as  the  Yuvaraja  * 
1 34  Dmdimas  Connected  with  the  Court  of  Vijianagar  are  the 

poets  of  the  Dindima  family  Their  history  is  recorded  in  a  work  called 

Vibhagara^namala  or  Vivekapatramala,*  composed  about  200  years 
ago  The  author's  name  is  unknown  The  following  account  is  given 
there  Originally  resident  at  Mandara,  a  village  on  the  Ganges,  eight 
Brahmms  of  £?aiva  sect  of  different  Gotras  were  taken  by  a  Cola  king 
from  Benares  to  his  countiy,  and  were  settled  at  the  village  of  Metta- 

padi  (Talpagin),  m  North  Arcot  District,  Madras  In  that  village  was 
installed  the  deity  Rajanajha  after  whom  the  image  was  named  Raja- 
nathapuram  They  became  divided  into  21  families  and  gradually 
expanded  into  seventy  at  the  date  of  that  work  I  hen  the  story 
follows  how  Arunagnnatha  in  whose  time  it  appears  this  work  was 
written  was  refused  the  grant  of  a  garden  ground  by  Praudhadevaraya 

or  Devaraja  11(1422-1448  AD),  how  in  displeasure  he  went  to  Delhi 
and  having  pleased  the  King  there  Saratrana  by  his  erudition,  he 
brought  a  letter  to  Praudhadevaraya  and  as  a  result  of  it  the  garden 

ground  was  donated  to  him  as  an  Agraharam  *  From  the  family 
of  Arunagirmatha  came  poets  of  the  Court  of  ViSyanagar  under 
successive  kings  and  composed  their   edicts  recorded  in  inscriptions 

1     Tani  Oat  VII  3244     For  a  full  acoount,  see  paper  by  Lakshman  Barap  in 
Proceedings  of  Fourth  Oriental  Oonferenoe  II  181 

3     Aoyuta  asoended  the  throne  in  1580  A  D. 
3  S7B,  170 
4  TO,  II  2462  Editled  with  translation  and  notes  b/  0!  Goplnafcharow,  1A, 

SXiVn  83,  83,  94 125.  Wot  a  short  aoooaut,  see  Vetun  Prabhakara  Sastri'e  Srngara 
Naigadha,  Ohaptor  V 

5  Pras3d»vallabha  of  Ka&rapftgojra,  BhSskara  of  Gkutama  gotra^RajanaJba  of 
Savarnya  gojra,  Subrahcaanya  of  SaDdilya  gofra,  Jatadharoda  o"f  Srivajsagotra ; Nilakantha  of  BhaiadwSja  gotra  Somanatha  of  Gofann  (8am»ga)  gojra  and  MaUl 
karjuna  of  8<rakr|i  gotra    Prom  the  first  family  oame  Ty2gara> 
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135  Arunaginnatha  I  was  (he  son  ofRajanathi  T  and  Abhi- 

ramliinbika  of  Gautaru  igotra  of  Samas.lkha  His  mother's  father  Abhi 
rjima  was  a  scholar  in  Srikanthiignma  and  was  known  as  Dmdim  iprabhu 

(Dmdima  I)  Sabhapati  was  his  mother's  brother,  and  Npttar.ij.i,  his 
f.ither's  father,  known  also  l&rlkavi  was  the  head  of  I'ureiidra-agraharam, 
a  poet  in  eight  languages  and  a  victor  of  the  pool  Nan.ina  *  He  married 
Yagnambika*  His  fame  was  always  proclaimed  bj  be  it  of  dindima  and 
he  was  therefore  called  Dindiraakavisarvabhauma  (Dindim  i  ID  He 

graced  the  court  of  Parudh  idevaraya  or  Devar'n  a  LI  of  v  ljianagar 
(1422-1448  AD)'  He  vanquished  K.ivimill.i  in  disputation  His 
Somraavalhyogananda  is  a  prahnsana  roplote  with  humour,  ridiculing 

the  amorous,  overtures  of  an  .isi  otu  to  .i  Fillen  married  woman  * 

136  Rajaaatha  Hwas  Aruiviijina'ith  i's  son  He  was  also  known 
as  Dmdimakavisarvabhauma  (I)mdinia  II)  I  lis  fame  was  oven  greater 
than  that  of  his  father  and  extended  to  the  kingdoms  of  Sera,  Cola 

and  Pandya  when  he  received  honours  or  precedence  He  married 
PurgS  His  proficiency  m  histrionics,  languages  and  philosophy  brought 
him  new  titles  He  was  a  favourite  of  Salva  Narasimha,  sjoncrahssimo 

of  Kings  of  Vidyaaagir,  whose  activities  as  such  begin  in  1436  AD 

as  the  first  of  the  Salva  dynasty  * 

In  grateful  regard  for  his  patron,  he  wrote  SAn)VAi!irvuoAYA,6a 
poem  in  13  cantos,  desi  nbmg  the  achiovomonts  of  his  ancestors  and 
himself  Salva  invaded  Kalmga  and  Dasarna  and  conquered  the 

Bhamtni  Sultan  Mohammad  He  then  proceeded  northward  conquer- 
ing the  Gajapafi  kings  and  having  visited  Benaros,  ho  i  •imo  back  to 

Candragin  which  he  made  his  rosidence  for  the  worship   of  Visnu  at 

1  This  information  is  taken  from  the  prologues  to  Somavalhyogaiiauda,  when 

NrttarSja  is  also  described  as  *)$|<^|3^=b+fa'<$tiM=Md'Mt    I 
O    ■  ■■■■   ■       I         MM  D       ̂ ^  ^^  ̂ ^  ^^  S  I    1 

3  Bee  PSOO,  I  No  128,  227 ,  Sir,  15  79,  83,  162,  100  Sowcll's  Forgotttn 
Empure,  404  ,  Virabhadrarow's  Andhrulacaritam,  til  888  ,  ̂ ndhrapafcnka  Annual 
Numbor  V1II  1(53  In  Mys  droh  Reps  ,  (1927),  20,  dates  tor  l?raudha  Pra{3pa 
Bevaraya  are  given  as  1419  1416  A  D  and  Mallinabha  is  said  to  have  lived  in  hie 
court 

4  TO,  II  2276 

5  Bee  EI,  VII  74  (edited  by  J  Ramayya  Pantulu) ,  Virabhndrarow's  Andhxala 
oaritasa,  III,  410 

6  Printed,  Madras  For  a  short  aooount,  soo  SVE,  su,  SO,  90.  For  extraots, 
see  DO,  XX.  7897 
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T-rfupati     There  he  ruled  in  all  glory  and  greatness  and  there  is  a 
benediction  that  he  may  rule  the  world  for  all  time 

The  poem  makes  no  mention  of  Narasimha's  rule  at  Vijianagar 
For  many  years  he  was  only  commander  of  the  forces  of  Vijianagar 
under  Malhkarjuna  and  his  successors  and  it  was  probably  because 
the  last  of  the  Sangama  dynasty  died  issueless  or  became  powerless 
that  he  assumed  the  reigns  of  Government  and  proclaimed  himself 
king  It  appears  therefore  that  this  poem  was  composed  about  1480 
A  D ,  while  yet  Narasimha  was  only  a  viceroy  with  his  seat  of  Govern- 

ment at  Candragiri 

K37.  Sivasurya  Abhirama's  son  Sabhftpati  had  asonSvayam- 
bhu  and  a  daughter  Kamakoti  or  Abhiramakamaksl  *  Svayambhtt 
married  the  daughter  of  Dindima  II  and  his  descendant  was  SivasHrya. 

of  Srlvatsagofcra  He  wrote  Pandavabhuyudaya,'  a  poem  in  8  cantos, 
on  the  story  of  Mahabara|a  His  son  Bhaskara  was  preceptor  of 

King  Halaghatti  and  wrote  Valllpanaaya,8  a  play  in  five  acts,  staged 
at  Jambunatha's  festival  at  Tiruvanakkdval  near  Srirangam  Abhirama- 
kamfikji  had  two  sons  Kpna  and  Rama  In  her  Abhmava-Ramabhyu- 
<Mya,  a  poem  m  24  cantos,  she  relates  in  exquisite  verse  the  story  of 

Rama* 
138  Arunagirinatha  II,  Kumara  Dindima  or  Dindima  IV,  was 

son  of  Rajanaiha  II  He  lived  at  Parendra-agraharam  and  was  patronised 
by  VIranarasimha  of  Vidyanagar  (1505-1509  AD)  and  Krshadevaraya 

(1509-1 330  5  D  )s  He  was  versed  in  many  languages  and  bore  the 

title  Dmdimakavisarvabhauma  and  Kavirajaraja  His  Virabhadravijaya,* 
a  dima,  describes  the  creation  of  Virabhadra  and  the  destruction  of 

Ddk>a's  sacrifice  and  was  enacted  at  the  festival  of  RSjanatha  at 
BhSpatirayapuram 

* 

139  Rajanatha  III  was  KumSradiadima's  son  His  Bhagavafca- 
campu*  was  composed  at  the  instance  of  king  Acyutaraya  of  Vijianagar 

1     These  particulars  are  f  aroished  by  Vibha"gara}nam515  supra 
3     TO  IV  5818 
3     DO  XXI  8589     Bhaakwa,  author  of  UnmatJa  R»ghava,  was  a  contemporary 

of  VHyaranya 
1.    TO,  IV  8203 
B.    TO,  III  3883 

6  KrsnadevarSya'B  conquests  were  recited  by  EumS-adrndima  in  the  presence 
of  the  king  and  Dharjatt  embodied  the  recital  in  bis  Telugu  poem  Bi-snarayavijayam. 

7  DO,  XXI  8256     For  extracts,  see  SVB,  176. 

29 
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(1530-1542  AD,)*  and  describes  the  life  of  Kj-spa  His  Acycta- 

rayabhyudaya*  is  a  poem  in  twelve  cantos  It  begins  with  a  short 
sketch  of  the  reign  of  the  earlier  kings  of  the  Tuluva  (third)  dynasty 
of  Viuanagar  tracing  their  descent  from  the  Moon  and  rapidly  traces 
the  lives  of  Narsa  and  his  sons  Virdnarasimha  and  Krsnadevaraya 
On  the  death  of  the  latter  in  1530  A  D  Acyutaraya,  his  step-brother 
and  son  of  Narasa,  by  his  third  wife  Obalamba  became  king  The 

mam  theme  of  the  poem  is  a  description  of  Acyu$araya's  South  Indian 
expedition,  the  object  of  which  was  the  restoration  of  the  Pandya  ruler 
to  his  dominions  whence  he  was  driven  awaj  to  the  King  of  Cera, 

The  king  visited  several  places  of  pilgrimage,  Jirupati,  Kalahasti, 
Kanchi  and  Madura  and  made  a  tour  through  1  ravancore  and  the 

West  Coast  The  poem  closes  with  the  seige  of  Bijapur  and  the 

victory  over  the  Snltan  and  the  king's  tnumphal  entry  into  his 
capital, 

140  Kumaradmdima's  daughter  was  married  to  Mallikarjuna  or 
Sphulinga  Kavi  He  was  the  son  of  Laksmana  and  Sdvitri  of  Bhara- 

dvSjagofra  His  father's  father  was  Somanatha  and  was  the  desciple 
of  SabhapatideSika  His  Saiyabhamaparinaya  m  five  acts  descnbes 
the  marriage  of  Kpoa  and  Satyabhama  and  was  enacted  at  the  festival 

at  Mulanda  " 

141.  Besides  the  son  Kumaradindima,  Rdjanatha  II  had  a 

daughter  who  married  Swayambhu,  daughter's  son  of  Rajanatha  land  son 
of  Tyagaraja  of  Kasyapagotra  SwayambhQ  had  two  sons  SwayambhQ- 
najiha  and  GururSma  Swayambhunaiha  or  Guru  SwayambhSnatha 
wrote  SankaranandaiampB  on  the  fight  between  Siva  and  Arjuna  as 

described  by  Bh3ravi*  and  a  poem  Kr^navilSsa*  in  114  cantos  on  the  life 
of  f-Jri  Kpna  Among  his  distinguished  ancestors,  Gururama  mentions 

Aghoraiivades'ika,    Prasadavallabha,  Dhcikkasabhapafi   and  BhSskara 
1  U  IV,  828,  830 ,  V,  19  ,  XXIII,  129  ,  P  8  0  0,  I  No  180,  182 ,  XL, 

I,  898  ,  IV,  8  ,  HI,  147, 16t  EC,  Pact  I,  176,  As  Bea  XX,  26  For  an  aoooant 

cf  his  rsign  see  Sewell's  Forgotten  Empire,  Oh  XIII 
2  For  a  full  summary  of  its  contents,  see  8VE,  103,168.  For  the  extant 

Inscription,  see  DC,  XX  7687  El  J  (the  first  six  oantos)  Brurangam  with  an 
Intcoluotioa  by  K  B\Hsubr»hra>nya  Iyec  and  a  commentary  by  R  V  Krishnama- 
oarya    See  U,  XXXVI,  852 

8  TO,  III  2953,  where  the  poet's  geneobgy  is  also  given  There  is  another 
play  of  the  same  name  by  K?sna  of  Garbhapnra  (70,  III  2987)  Anfreoht  (Q01, 1, 
889)  mentions  a  pliy  of  tint  name  by  Krfnakav!n4ra 

4  DO,  XXI   8808 
5  TO,  III  2826 
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who  wrote  a  Prasannakavya  His  Subhadra-Dhananjaya*  in  five  acts 
relates  the  story  of  Subhadra's  marriage  and  Rataeivaraprasac'ana,9  play 
in  five  acts  celebrates  the  marriage  of  Ralnacuda,  \uth  Rajnavali, 
daughter  of  Gandharva  VasubhQti,  brought  about  by  the  good  graces 
of  God  Ratnesvara  of  Benares,  whom  the  maiden  propitiated  by  her 
devotion  Madanagopalavilasa  is  a  bhana  on  the  loves  of  Kpna  and 
Radba"  Hariscandracan$a-campu  narrates  the  story  of  Hanscandra 
This  work  was  written  as  he  says  on  Monday  m  Tula  of  Nala  of  the 
Cycle  after  Kali  4709  * 

142  Appayya  Diksita  was  born  at  Adayapalam  near  Kantit  in 
the  Kanyl  month  of  Kali  4654  (1554  A  D )  s  He  was  the  son  of  Ranga- 
raja  of  Bharadvaja  Gotra  •  For  many  years  he  lived  at  Vellore  under 
the  patronage  of  Chinna  Bomma  Bhupala7  by  whom  he  was  honoured 
with  a  shower  of  gold 8  Later  on  he  was  invited  to  the  Court  of 
Penukonda  by  Emperor  Venkatadeva  of  Vijayanagar  (1586-1613  A  D ) 
In  the  last  year  of  his  life  he  visited  the  Pandya  country  at  the 
invitation   of  Tirumala  Naik   to   settle    some   sectarian    disputes   at 

1  DO,  XXI  8556 
3.  DO,  XXI.  8183 

8.  DO,  XXI  8440 
4.  TO,  in  2818. 

5.  See  X.  S  Kuppusami  Sastri's  Introduction  to  GanSVafarana  [tavyamaU, 
Ho.  78,  Bombay),  givSnanda  Yogis' a  Dikiijaoanta  and  P  8.  S  SaBtri's  Life  of 
Appayya  Dik§ita  (Madras). 

6  In  the  introduction  to  AlankSra  Oandnka  (VeDkatesvar  Press,  Bombay)  it  is 
said  that  Appayya  Diksita  was  the  grandfather  of  Venk*t5dh7arl,  the  author  of 
Vtfvagunadarfo  This  mistake  originated  in  the  similarity  of  the  names  Venkata- 

dhvari's  grandfather  was  also  called  Appayya  This  error  reoeived  an  apparent  support 
from  the  ououmstanoe  that  VenkafcSdhvan  was  the  nephew  of  Tatarya,  who  was  a 

contemporary  of  Appayya  Dfkgija  VenkatSdhvari  was  of  Atreya'GoJra  and  Appayya Diksita  was  of  Bhara^vSJa  Gojra  In  the  same  introduction  (i  e  )  the  oolophon  says 

Wkmi«ht<t{l*JW^tj{il  meaning  thereby  that  the  father's  name  was  Varads,  *This 

Isawrongreadingfor  sffcf^r^rf^Jffi':   (See  DO,  XSSI  8643) 
7.  See  grants  dated  Saka  1488, 1471  (AD  1566, 1549  ).  Hulfosoh  BI1, 1  69,  81 

and  grant  dated  Saka  1533  [CA  XIH  137  (notes.  17)]  This  Ohuma  Bomma  was  the 
ron  of  Ohinna  Yira  and  father  of  Lmga  Lingamanayaka  This  Ohmna  Bomma  of  Velur 
must  be  distinguished  from  another  of  the  same  name,  who  was  the  son  of  Nalabomma, 

the  minister  of  Ohokkan3{ha  and  the  author  of  the  Prakriyamamdiplka  and  Sangita- 
rSghava  (BTO  61a) 

8.  On  the  valuable  presents  nude    by    that    king  to  Appayya  JDiksitar,  sea 

Samarapungava's  Tlcfchiyafcaprabindha  Oa-npu  {DO,  XXI  8326)  and  SVB ,  350. 
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SJadura  *  He  was  the  tutor  in  Vedanta  to  the  famous  Bhotloji 
Dikjita  a  He  %as  the  first  scholar  that  placed  the  Silkantha  school  of 

philosophy  on  a  firm  basis  *  He  was.  best  in  the  Purva  and  Utyara 
Mimamsa  With  his  eleven  sons  well  read  and  alive  at  his  death,  he 

passed  away  with  pleasure  at  Cidambaram  in  1626  A  D  at  the  age  of 

seventy-two  *  He  is  the  reputed  author  of  10+  w  orks  the  range  of 

which  covers  poetry,  poetics,  dialectics,  philosophy  etc  * 

143  Among  his  poetical  works  are  Atniarpanativfci  or  Sivapan- 

c&sika,*  Aryasafcika,*  Dasakumaracari$asangraha,8  puncardtnastava,' 

Sivakarnamrta,10     Vairagysa^aka,"     Bhaktamaras$ava,"     San$is$ava,M 

1  "In  the  yearS  S  1544,  in  Dundobhi  year,  the  17th  of  Masi  month  Muthu 
Tirumalai  Naioker  came  to  Madura  m  order  to  be  anointed  (or  installed)  to  receives  the 
soeptre  and  other  ensigns  of  royal  authority.  Having  thus  arranged  the  plan,  the 
work  was  thus  began  to  be  oarned  into  exeoution  at  once  on  the  10th  of  Yyasi  month, 
of  Akabaya  year  during  the  inoraase  of  the  moos  From  that  time  forward  as  the 
master  oame  duly  to  inspect  the  work,  it  was  oarned  on  vuth  great  oaie  As  they 
were  proceeding  first  in  exoavattng  the  Teppakkulam  thoy  dug  up  from  the  middle  a 
Ganapathl  (or  image  of  Ganesn)  and  oaused  the  same  to  oondescoud  to  dwell  in  a 

f  emple  built  for  the  purpose  As  tbey  were  placing  the  sculptured  pillar  of  the  Vasanta- 
mandapam  and  were  about  to  fix  the  one  whioh  bore  the  reprosentaUon  of  Yekapada 
murthi  they  were  opposed  by  the  Vyshnavas  Hence  a  dispute  arose  between  them  and 
the  Balvas,  whioh  lasted  for  sis  months  and  was  oarned  in  the  presenoe  of  the 
Sovereign  Two  arbitrators  were  appointed  Appa  Dikshitar  on  the  part  of  SaivaS)  and 
Ayya  Dikshitar  or  Ayyanon  the  part  of  the  Vauhuavas  They  oonsulted  Sanskrit 
authorities  and  made  the  Sastras  agree  ,  alter  whioh  the  pillar  of  Yekapada  murthi  was 

fixed  in  its  place  "     [Taylor's  Orttntal  Siitortaal  UamsenyU,  It,  119,  153], 
3     See  his  SiddhaDjadipaka 

8.    His  commentary  SivSrkamanidipika  has  a  plaoo  equal  to   the  Bh^sja  of 
RaraBnuja  or  Sankara 

4,    It  is  said  he  uttered  this  last  verse  on  his  deathbed  , 

fa^EU  s<c  srf$Rjfog<rw5s  sot  foresaw  ̂ mw  wfirarat  l 

St   So  says  Nilakan$ha  in  his  Siratflarijava  (I,  6).  Foe  his  works,  see  00, 1.  22, 
It.  5,  SZO,  865,  EB  II  xu. 

6.    STO  168. 
7i    OC,  H,  6 

8.  Printed  Kavyamala  I,  Bombay,  91 
9.  Opp,  II  71S2  ,  EB,  II  1089. 
10.  EB,  III  173*. 
11.  Printed  Kavyamala  I,  Bombay. 
13.    TO,  III  3803,  EB,  III,  1728,  1924     There  is  a   Bhakjanwrastotra  ot 

MSnaJunga  tPB,  VI  List  of  authors]     Printed,  KSvyamala,  Bombay, 
18.    Opp.U  7395. 
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RamayanatJtpan  amrnaj  d,*  Ramayanatatparyasangraha,8  Bharatastava,* 

Ramayanasardsamgraha,*  Ramayanasara">tava,B  VarEdaraja«.tava  or 

VaradarajaNtaka,  Ad.tyavtotraratna,8  Sivakamistavaratna,*  Sivamahima- 

kalikastava  B 

He  has  written  commentaries  on  Vedan^ades'ika's  poems,  on  Govxnda 

DikMta'b  HanvamBasaracanta,9  on  Kpnamis'ra's  Prabodharandrcdaya" 
and  a  play  Vasumaticitrabenavilasa11 

His  Ci$ramimamsa  is  a  disquisition  on  the  nature  of  Alankaras  and 

runs  to  the  e"nd  of  Atibayokti M  His  Vrttivartika  is  a  treatise  on  the 

three  modes  of  bonification  "  His  Kuvalayananda  is  a  standard  work 

on  the  subject  of  the  figures  of  speech"  and  is  designed  as  a  commentary 

I     Opp,  II  4884  ,  HB  {U  1019 
3  Opp,  II  5411   9870,10885,35,11  1009 
8  EB  II  1040 

4  Opp,  II.  7266  ,  HB,  II  1982 
5  CO,  II  23 
6  EB,  III  1788 
7  EB,  II   3037,  III  2315 
8.  Hi?,  II  1025 
9  00,1  92 
10  Taylor,  I,  322,  Opp,  II  2070,  8712 
11  Myt  1 
12  Ed  Bombiy,  Kavyamala  No  39  This  was  ontioised  by  JagannStha,  in  his 

Chi{rarnImSmsS.kb.andana  There  is  a  commentary  on  the  Oijramimanua  oalled  SodhS 
by  DhacSnanda  son  of  Ramabala  of  Vasista  gotra,  born  at  Bharafcpur  probably  of  the 
18th  oentury.  He  also  wrote  a  commentary  on  the  Mrifoakatika  See  DO,  XXII. 
8658 

13  Ed   Bombay,  Kavyamala. 
14  Ed  Bombiy,  Kavyamala     For  translation  into  English,  see  Sdh  VIII  5 

VII  67     The  oolophon  says  that  the  work  was  written  at  the  direotion  of  King 

Venkatapati  of  Penukonda     There  are  commentaries  on  it  — 
(l)  Alankuraoangr ika  by  Vav}yanu\ha,  son  of  TatsaJ  Ramabhatta  (1  e  )  Bombay, 

He  was  a  Desasta  biahmtn  of  Verula  in  the  Maharastra  oonntry — probably  of  the  18th 
oentury  DC,  XXII.  8616  He  wrote  also  a  oommentary  on  Kavyapradipa  of  Govinda, 
DO,  XXII  8621 

(h)  Bastkaramjant  by  QangaQharafouarm  He  Bays  that  Appaya  Dlkjita 
wrote  more  than  a  hundred  works  This  oommentator  is  referred  to  by  AppSkavi,  in 

his  Srngaramanjan  Sthajiyam,  composed  in  the  reign  of  the  Tanjore  King  Shahji 
{1684  1711)  and  probably  was  his  contemporary 

(ill)    Oamafkara  Canfriku  by  Ohtfakamarh  Ttrumalcleclrya,  Ban  of  BSmSnuja 

oSrya  of  Ramajirtha  village  near    Kotipalll  in  Qodavari  District  (TO,  II  3696),    Ha 
has  also  oomposed  a  oommentary  on  the  Pra$5pamdrlya  (Ibid  2651). 

(iv)    AlankSrasudha  of  Nagoji  Bhatta  (£,  98,  104) 
(v)    Kavyamanjari  of  NySyavSgisa  BhattSoSrya,  (#P,  II  123 ,  B,  843). 
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[note  on  vidyaranya] 

Alankarasudhamdhi*  is.  attributed  to  Vidyaranya  On  the  identity of  Vidyaranya  with  Madhava,  there  appears  a  doubt,  for  there  is  an 
indication  of  a  contrary  view  that  Sayana8  and  Madhava  composed 
Vedabhasya  and  other  works  at  the  behest  of  Vidyaranya  The  follow- 

ing passage  \Mys  Atch  Rep  1932),  pp,  103-7]  from  Vidyaranyakala- 
jnana  is  instructive  s 

"  (Praise  of  the  sage  Vyasa)  I  bow  to  Vidyatirlha,  the  Mahesvara 
whose  breath  is  the  Vedas  and  who  created  the  whole  Universe  from 
the  Vedas  I,  Vidyaranya  by  name,  am  telling  briefly  what  happened 
to  me  while  I  was  m  the  Vradhya  mountain  May  all  people  listen 
attentively  O  guru,  lord  of  gods,  my  master,  I  am  going  to  Benares 
to  clear  my  doubts  in  the  commentaries  on  the  four  Vedas  May  yon 
be  pleased 

One  morning,  while  dwelling  m  the  Vmdhya  mountain,  I  met  a 
Brahmarakshasa  named  Snngin  of  Pnsm-gotra  suffering  from  thirst 
and  hunger  and  emaciated  I  asked  him  who  he  was  and  *vhere  he  was 

and  why  he  was  wandering  in  the  forest  alone  and  why  he  was  so 
emaciated  He  explained  that  it  was  due  to  his  having  received 
a  gift  called  Tulapurusha  from  Rama  in  the  age  of  Treta  and  not 

having  performed  the  requisite  penance  I  however  pleaded  my 
inability  to  help  him  with  food  since  I  was  an  ascetic  Snngin  replied 
that  he  would  enable  me  to  meet  the  sage  Vyasa  from  whom  I  could 

get  all   the   necessary  miraculous    powers  I  followed  the 
directions  of  Snngm  and  met  Vyasa  in  the  disguise  of  a  hunter  (kirata) 
leading  four  dogs    (which  were  really  the  Vedas)  and  proceeding  to 

1  Mys  Arth  Btp  (1908),  27. 
2  See  para  125  supra. 
8  My*  Aroh  Rep  (1982),  108-7  According  to  this  the  foundation  of  the 

City  was  in  Saba  1258,  Dhatn  Vaisakha  Suddha  Saptami,  Makha  Nakshatra  Owing 
to  faulty  transcription,  the  readings  differ  here  and  there,  lot  the  following  verse 
seems  to  be  in  order 

"In  GaruvamiakSvya,  the  same  date  is  given,  bat  the  week  day  is  added  as 
Sunday  In  an  inscription  quoted  by  Mr  B  Suryanarayanarao  in  his  History  of 
Vijayanagar  the  week  day  is  read  by  him  as  SaamyavSra  (Wednesday)  But  m  the  year, 
month  and  tithi,  all  concur  On  a  collation  of  the  constellation  and  tithi,  it  appears 
that  Vatsakhe  masi  BhasJtare  indioates  that  it  was  VaiSakha  (solar,  not  lunar), 

meaning  Vrsabha  month  This  is  equivalent  to  Friday,  the  17th  May  1886  AD" 
A 
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Benares  I  told  him  thai  I  knew  who  he  was  through  Srmgm  Vyasa 
took  me  with  Srmgm  to  Badan  and  taught  me  how  to  acquire  the 

siddhis  like  Amma  (miraculous  powers  attributed  to  yogis  m  India) 
He  also  instructed  me  m  the  knowledge  of  all  srutis,  smntis,  puranas, 
ltihasas,  arthasastras,  kamasastras  (erotic  science),  and  the  64  samhitas 
of  Siva  and  enabled  me  to  understand  the  events  of  the  past,  to  know 
what  is  going  on  at  present  and  to  foretell  what  would  happen  in  the 

future  To  enable  Snngin  to  be  fed  to  his  heart's  content  the  sage 
Vyasa  directed  me,  after  initiating  me  into  the  mystic  lore  of  Snchakra, 
to  construct  a  city  as  had  been  done  by  Maya  and  Visvakarma  for  the 

Devi  after  she  killed  Bhandasura  and  to  set  up  a  throne  there  * 

After  the   sage   disappeared  1   went  in   the     company  of 
Srmgm  to  Kishkindha  and  worshipped  god  Virupaksha  on  ihe  bank 

of  the  1  ungabhadra  1  he  fgod  bade  me  re-build  m  accordance  with 
the  tauttas  the  city  named  Vijaya  (Vijayanagar)  which  was  once  one  of 
the  eight  great  cities  and  measured  two  yojanas  in  circumference  and 
in  the  middle  of  which  lay  the  hill  Matanga  and  which  had  disappeared 
in  the  course  of  time  Hearing  this,  I  stopped  for  a  time  in  a  cave 
of  the  Matanga  hill 

During  this  time,  two  persons  named  Sa)  ana  and  Mayana  came 
to  me  and  begged  me  to  bless  them  with  offspring  But  I  told  them 

that  they  were  not  destined  to  get  children  At  this  they  became  sad 

and  begged  me  to  make  use  of  the  large  sums  of  money  earned  by 
them  for  performing  Dharma  (chanties)  and  enable  them  to  attain  on 
death  the  regions  reserved  for  those  who  have  sons  Thus  entreated 

I  made  them  my  disciples  and  I  composed  and  got  composed  by  them 
works  named  Sayamya  and  Madhaviya  dealing  with  various  sastras 

"  Vidyaranya  was  a  desciple  of  Vidyasankara  called  also  Vidya- 
bfrtha  He  calls  himself  a  follower  of  Sankaraoharya  He  was  the 
author  of  numerous  works  on  various  sastras  which  are  attnbuted  to 
the  brothers  Sayana  and  Madhava,  including  Vedabhashya  He  was 
given  to  much  travelling  and  went  to  Benares  to  meet  the  sage  Vyasa 
to  get  his  Vedabhashya  revised  On  the  way,  he  met  Snngin,  a 
Brahmarakshasa  m  the  Vindhya  Mountain  From  Vyasa,  Vidyaranya 
learnt  all  the  mystic  lore  and  on  going  to  Hampe  to   pay  his  respects 

1      Details  about  Snchakra  ate  given  in  pp  4-19  (ibtd)  ~ 

*f?fW  fit  cRT^  rorft  stow?-  I  m  gfr  «MgWi!fiWFff  qm*m  II 
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to  god  Virupaksha  he  was  bidden  to  revive  the  ancient  city  of  Vijia- 
nagar  which  had  disappeared  and  to  set  up  a  kingdom  there.  This 

would  enable  the  god  Virupaksha  to  receive  proper  worship  and 

offerings  and  help  Snngm  to  be  fed  to  his  heart's  content  We  find  a 
temple  for  Snngm  called  Malay  ala-brahma  set  up  near  the  Matt  in 
Snngen  and  it  is  said  that  without  propitiating  him  no  entertainment 

or  feast  could  be  organised  at  Snngen  *  Vidyaranya  accordingly 
stopped  at  Hampe  where  he  met  later  Hanhara  and  Bukka,  who  had 
been  defeated  by  the  Ballala  king  With  his  blessings  they  attained 
success  The  spot  for  the  construction  of  a  capital  city  was  indicated 

by  a  hare  turning  on  hounds  during  a  royal  hunt  south  of  the  Tunga- 
bhadra  Vidyaranya  after  careful  study  and  calculations  built  a  city 
there  and  installed  Hanhara  on  the  throne  there  He  also  foretold 

the  history  of  that  city  and  kingdom,  its  rise,  fall,  and  revival  under 
Vira  Vasanta  to  Hanhara  and  this  account  was  compiled  under  his 

orders  by  the  ascetic  Bharatiknshna  The  first  three  Kings  at  Vijaya- 
nagar  ruled  with  his  favour  The  first  thirteen  Kings  were  devotees 
of  god  Virupaksha  and  had  deep  reverence  for  Vidyaranya  and  his 

disciple  Knyasakti  * 

We  may  note  here  that  the  story  of  Vidyaranya's  meeting  with 
Vyasa  is  also  found  m  a  Sansknt  poem  called  Guruvamsa  composed 

about  1740  A  D  giving  a  history  of  the  Snngen  Matt  •  There  Vyasa 
is  said  to  have  assumed  the  disguise  of  a  Swapacha  (low  caste  man) 

The  story  of  Snngenn  and  of  Madhava  and  Sayana  is  also  given  in 

the  same  work  They  are  called  ministers  there  *  But  it  has  to  be 
remembered  that  Sayana  and  Madhava  only  acknowledge  Vidyatirtha 

and  not  Vidyaranya  as  their  guru  Moreover,  Sayana  had  several  sons 

as  stated  in  Alankarasudhamdhi 5    That  Madhava   was  different  from 

1     Mya.Aroh  Hep  (1916),  16 

fNarss's*  *rarect  «nftw  jft^rr  ll 
"  Knyaaakti  was  a  Salva  teaober  of  the  Kalamukha  Sohool.  Madhava-mantn, 

Governor  of  Ohandragukta,  etc.,  speaks  of  him  as  his  guru  m  1347,  Mys  Arch  Sep, 
(1939),  p  172.  Inscriptions  Sown  to  Dandapalli  plates  of  1410,  E I  XIV  speak  of 
Knyasakti  as  the  guru  of  Hanhara  II,  Mnddaaandesa,  Vifcthana  Vodeyar  ana  Vijaya- 
bhupafa,  etc,  Apparently  there  must  have  been  two  gnras  of  the  same  name  at  this 

period  " 8     Mys,  Arch  Rep  (1928),  15, 
i    Qwwcunsa,  V  44. 
S.    Mys,  Aroh,  Sep  (1908),  37 
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Vidyaranya  and  Uial  Bharatiknshna  was  a  disuple  or  junior  of  Vidya- 
ranya and  Vidyaranya  was  the  disciple  not  of  Bharatiknshna  but  of 

Vidyatirtha  and  that  he  was  already  an  ascetic  before  the  foundation 
of  the  Vijayanagar  kingdom  are  facts  of  great  interest  to  he  gleaned 
from  Vidyaranyakalajnana  The  poem  Guruvamsa  makes  Bharati. 

knshna,  a  younger  brother  of  Vidyaranya  before  be  became  a  sanyasi 

but  he  is  said  to  have  become  a  sanyasi  earlier  *  The  journey  of 
Vidyaranya  to  Benares  and  his  sojourn  there,  not  before  1336  but 

very  much  later  is  referred  to  in  a  Kadita  inscription  in  the  Snngeri 

Malt  of  1 380 '  Inscriptions  recognising  Vidyaranya  as  the  head  of 
the  Snngeri  Matt  are  dated  between  1375  and  1386 

As  regards  Vidyatirtha  or  Vidyasankara  he  is  called  Vidyatirtha 

in  inscriptions*  and  the  works  of  Sayana  and  Madhava  Vidyasankara 
was  the  name  of  the  hnga  set  up  over  his  lomb  and  hence  that  of  the 

temple  at  Snngeri  enshrining  the  linga  However  in  later  literature,  he 
is  called  Vidyasankara  Vidyatirtha  seems  to  have  been  different  from 

a  Vidyasankara  who  died  about  1388,*  while  Vidyatirtha  must  have  died 
about  1356,  long  before  the  accession  of  Vidyaranya  at  Snngeri  about 
1375  What  relation  he  had  to  Vidyasankara  who  ̂   as  the  guru  of 

Narahanmantn,  governor  of  Goa  in  1391,  cannot  be  determined* 
Probably  he  was  different 

Bharatiknshnatirtha  is  called  Bharatitirtha  in  inscriptions  and 

contemporary  literature  •  He  seems  to  have  set  up  the  Vidyasankara 
temple  at  Sringen  in  memory  of  his  guru  Vidyatirtha  before  1380 

He  is  said  to  have  died  m  1374  T  The  first  mscnption  of  his  successor 
in  the  Snngeri  Matt  (Vidyaranya)  so  far  discovered  is  that  at  Kudtipa, 

South  Canara  Distnct,  dated  1375  8  But  though  Vidyaranya  succeeded 
him  to  the  pontificate  at  Snngen  he  seems  to  have  been  a  junior  to 
Vidyaranya  as  indicated  in  the  Snngeri  copper  plate  grant  of  1386 
AD  and  the  Kadita  of  1380  •" 

1  Guruvamsa,  IV  23 
9  Myt  Arch  Bep  (1916),  67. 
8  EO,  n  Sringen  i„  Mys  Aroh,  Bep  (1916),  67 ,  EO,  IV  Yedatore,  46  eto. 
4.  JPG,  X  Mulbagalll 
6.  Bp  Ind  XXX  p  17  Ohaudala  giant 
6  EC,  VI  Snngan  of  1846 ,  Sringeri  Kadita  of  1360.    Mys    Aroh.  Bep,  (1916) 

67  Parasara-smnti-vyakhya,  eto 
7.  Myt.  Arch.  Bep,  (1916),  No  460 
8  Madras  Epigraphioal  Report  (1929),  Ho,  460 
9  Myt.  Arch.  Bep,  (1916),  pp.  67-68. 



CHAPTER  V 

Mahakavyas— (could) 

145  The  Naik  Kings  of  Tan jore  *  Chinna  Cheva,  sou  of 

'J  lmma,  was  a  great  warrior  He  ma'rned  MBrt'amba,  younger  sister  of Tirumalamba,  the  queen  of  Emperor  Acyutaraya  ofVijianagar  (1530- 
1542  A  D )  It  is  said  that  the  province  of  Tanjore  was  granted  free  to 
Mmtiamba  as  a  wedding  gift  by  the  Emperor  This  Chmnacheva  Naik 
became  the  first  ruler  of  Tanjore.  He  ruled  about  1549-1572  A  D 
He  built  the  big  gopurani  and  tank  at  Tiruvannamalai,  the  Dhvaja- 
sfambha  at  Vriddh&calam  and  compound  wall  and  steps  to  the  temple 
of&fcailam. 

Cinna  Cevva's  son  was  Acyufa  or  Acyujappa  Naik  He  ruled 
about  1572-1614  AD  He  married  MurttambI  and  by  her  had  a  son 
Raghunatha  Raghunatha  Naik  was  installed  on  the  throne  during  the 
lifetime  of  his  father  about  1614  A  D  Raghunatha  married  Kalavafi 
and  his  son  Vijiaraghava  succeeded  him  and  ruled  till  1662  AD 

Vijiaraghava  describes  his  ancestors  in  his  Telugu  poem  Raghunafhi 

bbyudaya,9 
Chokkanatha  Naik,  the  ruler  of  Madura,  applied  to  Vijayaraghava 

for  the  hand  of  one  of  the  daughters  and  as  the  request  was  refused, 
Chokkanatha  went  to  war  and  in  that  war  Vijayaraghava  and  his  elder 
son  were  killed  One  of  his  queens  managed  to  hand  her  little  son 

Cengamaladas  to  a  nurse  with  all  her  jewels  and  the  young  prince  was 
removed  and  secretly  brought  up  by  a  wealthy  brahmim  at  Negapatam 

The  Sultan  of  Brjapur  was  requested  for  help  and  he  sent  Ekoj'ee,  the 
son  of  his  minister  Shahaji,  to  march  against  Tanjore,  which  was  then 
under  Alagiri  Alagin  was  defeated  and  Chengamala  Das  was  restored 

to  the  throne  of  his  father.  In  the  meantime  the  Sultan  of  Bijapur  was 
killed  in  battle  by  Aurangazeb,  By  the  enemies  of  Chengamala, 

Ekoji  was  induced  to  capture  Tanjore  and  as  Ekojee  advanced  Chenga- 

1,   See  the  Telngn  work,  History  of  To,  yore  Andhra  Rings  extracted  in  SYE, 

819,  336    For  the  geoeologf,  see  SVH,  304,    See  also  T  8  KcppuEanu  Sattn's  Tamil 
pamphlet  Naik  frmoes  of  Tanjore,  Tanjore  Dittrlot  Manual,  960 ,  JUaik  Ktngdcm  of 

Madura  {lA,XIMXLVl)\I>emex's  Portuguese m India,ll  Ch  ym.  The  geneology 
is  given  in  RajaoadSmanTs  KukminikalyStaa  {DO,  XX  7848). 

3,  Ifor  extracts,  see  S7H,  351 366. 
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mala  fied   away   and  was   no   more   heard  of     Thus    came   in  the 
Maharatta  Kingdom  of  Tanjore 

146  Raghunatha  was  the  greatest  of  the  Naik  Kings  of  Tanjore 

He  ruled  between  1614  to  ( >• )  He  was  a  great  scholar  and  patron 
of  letters '  He  constructed  many  temples  and  granted  new  A.graharas  * 

His  minialer  Goviada  Dik~.it  was  a  scholar  and  politician  His- pre- 
ceptor was  Kumara^ati.carya  of  Kanci  *  His  queen  RlimubliadrambS 

considered  him  Rama  incarnate  and  wrote  a  poem  Raghunatha- 

bbyudaya  m  his  glory  * 

He  was  a  poet  and  musician  and  disco\erod  a  new  type  of  Vina 
Called  after  his  name  His  Sdngitisudha  is  a  comprehensive  work  on 

music,  including  instrumental  music  and  dancing  In  the  introductory 
verses,  there  is  much  useful  historical  information  s 

His  Bbara-fisudha  embraced  dancing  Among  bis  other  works 
are  Panjat iharana,  Valmikuanti,  Acyutsmlrubbjudriyn,  Gajendra- 

moksa,  *  Nalabhyudaya  and  Rukmini-Kpna-vnahn,  \<ik  agana, 
Ramayanasarasangraha  e 

Kjsnakavi  who  in  his  rhetorical  work,  Rngunathnbhupaliya,  m 

eight  chapters  has  illustrations  in  praise  of  Raghunatha  * 

147  Madhuravani,  whose  real  name  is  not  known,  flourished 

In  the  Court  of  the  King  Raghunatha  Naik  of  J  anjore  who  came  to  the 

throne  about  1614  A'D  His  son  Vijaya  R.lgh.iVn  Naik  ruled  till 
1662  AD  In  14  cantos  she  wrote  a  poem  on  the  slory  of  R3m5ya0a 

In  measures  as  graceful  as  the  author's  extant  name     I  ler  description 

1  See  SVH,  819  and  Introduction  Danver's  Portugnsc  in  India,  II  Oh  VIH 
Tanjore  District  Manual,  760  8VE,  267 

S     See  Goviada  Diksbita's  SShiJya  SudhS 
8  He  was  the  son  of  VenkafcSoacya,  of  the  famous  family  of  K5nof  He  wrote 

the  PanjSjanataka  a  drama  ia  five  acts,  tho  plot  of  whwh  is  based  on  the  slory  of  the 
bringing  of  the  PSrijata  flower.from  Indra's  gwdan,  by  Krsnt  to  please  his  beloved 
SatyabhamS  (TO,  IH  2874)  His  life  in  deSonbad  in  a  poe  n  by  llmgasami  T5tSoary» (Printed,  Kumbakonsma) 

i  Tanj  Oat,  IV,  2638 
5  TO,  IV  4568     There  is  a  SangitasudhS  by  Bhirai  Narendra,  Oudh  X  12 
6  These  are  given  in  Govinda  DE^iJas  Sahijyuudha.  see  SVH,  297 ,  BO.  XXt. 8879. 

7  Tant  Oat,  VI  3684 

8  TO,  I  896     There  is  a  oommentary  on  it  by  Saahladrayaji,  pupil  of  Vua 
yen^ratirjha,  written  at  the  instanoe  of  King  BagbunStha  [TO,  III,  4037) 
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of  good  poetry  is  lovelv  *    In  the  1st  canto  she  thus  describes  the 
circumstances  under  which  the  poem  came  to  be  composed     Once 
when  the   Prince  Raghunatha-Bhupa  was  seated  on  his  throne   sur- 

rounded bv  the  accomplished  court-ladies,  one  of  them  sang  verses 
from  the  beautiful  Andhra-Ramayana  composed  by  the  Prmce  himself 
while  another  complimented  him  for    his  untiring  devotion  to  God 
Sri  Rama     This,  set  the  Prince  thinking  on  Sri  Rama,  and  he  consider- 

ed within  himself  as  follows     "  Many  are  the  stones  of  Vishnu ,  and 
amongst  them,  it  is  Ram.i's  story  that  serves  as  nectnr   to  me     Though 
enjoyed  thousands  of  times,  it  seems  to  me  ever  fresh  and  pleases  me 
most     Hundreds   of  ladies   are   assembled  here,    who  are  skilled  m 
composing  original  Sanskrit  and  Telugu  works      Who  amongst  these 
could  best  render  mi    Andhra   Ramayana   into   Sanskrit  verse     With 
such  thoughts,    the  Prince  retired  from  the  Court     God  Sri  Rama 

appeared  to  him  that  night  in  a  vision    and  said—"!  understand  nhat 
is  now  uppermost  in  your  mind     Grve  up  all  anxiety  in  the  matter 
Know  that  the  lady,  whom  you  have  honoured  with  the  title  Madhura 

Vani,  is  the  ablest  of  all  the  Court-ladies  "    Next  day  when  the  Court 
assembled,  he  called  Madhura  Vam  to  his  side  and  related  to  her  the 

vision  he  had  the  previous  night,  and  directed  her  to  bring  out  an 
excellent  work  on  Sri  Rama,   which   shall  be  replete   with  beautiful 
alankaras  (figures  of  ipeec  h)  and  rasas  (emotioas)  in  language  that  is 

charming   and    melodious "      She   replied — "  With   the   aid    of  one 
(yourself)  th.it  always  has  Sn  Rama  at  heart,  I  can  say  the  work  is 

achieved"     About  the  end  of  the  1st  canto,  there  is  a  lively  descrip- 
tion of  her  royal  patron  and  his  splendid  court a 

148.  Govinda  Diksita*  was  a  brahmin  of  Vasistha  Gotra 
Nagamba  was  his  wife  Yagnanarayana  and  Venkatamakhin  were  his 
sons  He  lived  mostly  at  Tirunagesvaram  and  Patlesvaram  He  was  the 

prune  minister  of  the  lanjore  Kings,  Chevvappa  (1549-1572  AD) 
Acyuta  (1577-1614  A.D )  and  Raghtmatha  (1614  AD)    At  Paltesvaram 

2     See  My$,  Oliti.  Sup  10     There  is  a  brieE  account  of  it,  by  Naraeimbiengar 
in  the  Indian  Eevisw 

S    Jfor  an  elaborate  aoooont  ot  bis  life,  gee  &  K,  Yenkatjsan  on  Gov«c«}  «  Diksrta, 
4fl$,  II  390-341 

3Q 
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the  images  of  bib  wife  and  himself  m  his  sidle  garb  are  seen  still  stand- 
ing, to  whom  the  ardent  devotee  pays  his  regard  Al  hurae  his  hfe  as  a 

brahmin  was  pious  and  simple  and  in  office  his  greatness  as  a 
statesman  and  administrator  has  become  pro\erbi,il  in  South  India 

The  worthy  friends  Raghun<i$hd  and  Govinda,  King  and  Minister,  have 
been  well  described  thus  , 

He  was  proficient  in  Actvaitl  and  was  known  Advitikarya  Him- 
self a  scholar  and  author,  he  was  a  patron  of  letters  He  admired 

Appayya  DikMta  and  requested  him  to  write  a  commentary  on  Kalpatwru 
Numberless  are  grants  of  agraharams  made  by  his  kings  al  his  instance 

and  the  several  mandapas  and  bathing  ghats  visible  along  the  Kaven 
banks  are  monuments  of  his  administration 

Govinda  had  eight  sons  and  a  daughter  "  1  here  is  a  tradition  that 
his  daughter  died  of  Rajadrtti  (the  look  of  the  king)  One  day  when 
the  king  paid  a  visit  to  the  Great  Minister  at  his  residence,  Govinda 

Diksita's  accomplished  daughter  took  the  harathi  to  the  king,  as  is  the 
custom  on  such  an  occasion  Ihe  king  was  naturally  pleased  with  the 
accomplished  lady,  but  unfortunately  she  died,  it  is  said,  afterwards 

by  the  evil  effect  of  the  look  of  the  king  It  is  said  also  that  one  of  his 
sons  was  an  expert  player  on  Vina  1  he  king,  it  is  staled,  gave  away  all 
his  royal  ornaments  to  that  young  son,  but  a  few  hours  after- 

wards he  died  of  the  effect  of  Rajadrsti  Tradition  savs  that  it  was 
then  that  Govinda  Dikiiti  pronounced  a  curse  on  his  clan,  that 
wealth  and  beauty  should  not  adorn  his  children  at  any  time  and  the 

members  of  the  Dik->hita's  ilan  still  believe  in  the  curse  His 
religious  devotion  has  left  several  institutions  in  the  land  which 
are  bound  to  keep  his  fame  and  name  groen  in  our  memories 
for  ages  to  come  One  story  is  enough  to  show  how  Govinda 

Dikshita  was  ever  ready  to  help  all  to  the  best  of  his  ability — one 
day  while  he  was  taking  a  walk  he  saw  a  young  man  uttering  a  sloka 

and  ardently  praying  to  the  Sun  for  his  grace  J  he  JMshita  approach- 
ed the  young  man  and  heard  him  uttering  a  snngar.i  sloka  (a  piece  of 

poetry  containing  snngara  rasa  01  element  of  love)  and  not  a  song  of 
devotion  as  he  thought  it  was  On  asking  the  young  man,  the 
Dikshita  was  told  that  (he  young  man,  desiring  to  be  married  and 
well  established  m  life,  had  appraised  a  guru  of  his  desire,  that  Jhat 

Guru  had  given  him  that  sloka  for  prayer  to  the  sun,  and  that  he  )m 
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since  then  been  continually  praj-mg  to  the  sun  with  that  sloka,  not 
knowing  anything  as  to  what  it  meant      The  Dikshita  heard  him  and 

was  amused      Seeing  the  young  man's  ardent  de\otion  and  sincerity, the  Dikshita  took  the  }  oung  man  with  him   and  got  him  marned  and 
well  established  m  life     In  social   mailers  Govinda  Dikshita  appears 
to  have  been  a  permanent  court  of  arbitration     One  description  at 
Pattesvaram   shows   how   the  class  of  weavers  known  at>  Patunulkara 
always  went  to  him  to  settle  all  family  disputes  among  them     E\en 
now,  when  difficulties  arise  among  this  class  of  people  they  go  to 
Patteswaram  and  in  the    presence  of  the   image  of  Govmda  Dikshita 
settle   their  differences       Govinda,    Dikshita    was    an    authority   in 
Dharma  Sastra     He  was  a  true  Brahmin  and  performed  all  the  sacri- 

fices  enjoined  in  the  Vedas     He  was   a   master  of  politics   and  he 

steered   the  ship   of  state   very  successfully   and  gloriously  for  nearly 
three   quarters  of  a  century     At  the   end  he   gave  up   all  his   estate, 

palace   etc    to   God  and  resigned  all  Karma-phala  (the  fruit  of  his 
actions)  and  had  for  his  Vibhava  or  wealth  only  his  Advaita  Vidya  and 
realised   his  Atma     He  gave   up  all  and  in  the  last  days  of  his  life,  he 
retired  and  spent  his  time  m  Thapas  in  the  Sannadhi  of  Mangalambika 
at  Kumbakonam  as  is  popularly  boheved  and  left  the  mortal  coil  to 

evolve  from  the  prison  house  of  mortal  life  and  join  the  great  Rishis  of 
Aryavarta  in   the  regions  of  immortality     Thus  passed  out  of  sight  this 
illustrious  sage   of  the  sixteenth  century     Govinda  Dikshita  was  a 
true  hero  while  he  lived  and  became  a  God  after  his  death     As  has 

been  said  at   the  out-set,   Govinda  Dikshita  is  now  worshipped  as  a 
God  m  the  form  of  Ltnga  at  Kumbakonam  and  at  Tiruvadi  and  as  an 
image  at  Patteswaram    Pie  has  beside  him  at  Patteswaram  his  consort,  his 
Dharma  Patni  Nagamba,  the  two  standing  there  today  as  if  to  illustrate 

the  famous  line  of  Milton.    He  for  god  only,  she  for  god  in  him '  "* 

149.  Among  Govmfla's  works"  are  Sahi$yasudha*  which  describes 
in  exquisite  poetry  the  history  of  his  masters  Acyuta  and  Raghunatha. 
Venkatamakhi  in  his  Ca^urdandiprakasika  says  that  his  father  wrote 

a  work  on  music  Sangitasudhftmdhi  and  a  commentary  on  Sundara- 
kanda  of  Ramayana. 

1.    H.  E  Venkafcesan,  I  o  240  ' 
9  Govlndamaatram  of  SSn<3ilyagot»,  who  wcoto  the  poem  HadramsSU&naartla 

was  in  the  Kondavidu  oourd  aad  was  a  different  author  There  is  a  commentary  on  it 
by  Appayya  Dl^a  (Tanj.  Oat ,  VI 

8.    BVB,ffl 
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150.  Govpida  has  two  sons  Yagnanarayana  and  VenkalesVara  or 

Venkatamakbi  *  Venkatamakhi  was  tutor  to  NUakantha  and  author  of 

Sahityasamrajyakavya,  Ca$urdandipraka£ik<\a  and  Vartikabharana 

The  other  son  Yagnanaraycinct8  wa:>  an  .ill  round  scholar  and  of 
special  fame  in  poetry  He  was  patronised  also  bv  Raghun&tha  of 

Tanjore  (under  whom  he  also  studied)  and  was.  presented  with  many 

jewels  as  a  mark  of  his  appreciation  His  Sahityaratnakara,*  a  poem 
of  which  13  cantos  are  now  recovered,  and  RaghunathavilaSa"  a  play 
in  5  acts,  and  Raghunathabhiipavijaya,  a  poem,  describe  the  greatness 

of  the  1  anjore  Niyak  family  and  ot  the  Raghunatha's  conquest  over 
an  island  near  Ceylon  4  He  wrote  a  commentary  on  Venkateivara's 

Citrabandharamayana  * 

151  Snmvasa  Oiksita  (Ratnakheta)  was.  the  s,on  of  Sri 

Bhavaswami8  and  grandson  of  Kpna  He  was  si\th  in  decent  from  Sri 
Bhavaswami,  the  author  of  the  Bhasya,  and  of  \  lSvamitra  Gotra  I  le  had 

three  sons  Ke&iva,  Ar^banarisvara  and  Rajacudam.ini  Pleased  with  his 

description  of  an  evening  horizon,  the  king  of  Chola  (Naik  of  Gmgi) 

called  him  Rd^aakhe^a9  and  &o  he  w  known  to  this  da>.  He  was  a 
contemporary  of  Appayya  Dlksita  and  Govmda  Dlksi|T  He  bore  the 
titles  Sadbhasaca^ura  and  Advai$avidyacarya,  Abhinava-Bhavabhuti,  and 
PantidyotidivapraOlpa  He  was  a  prolific  writer  and  of  versatile 
learning     Besides  his  works   on  philosophy   and  other  sciences,  he  is 

1     See  Ink  to  GaDgSva  Jnxaiv*  (lo) 
3     On  this  work,  see  chapter  of  a  Singita  (musio)  post 
8  Tho  ilenbilloation  of  this  author  with  YagnesVara,  author  of  Alankarartghava 

aad  Alankarasuryodaya  [BTQ,  54)  la  wronj 
4.  8VE,  269  [whore  a  summary  is  given)  Soa  SahityarataSkara  of  DhamjasudM 

is  a  diSeteut  work  on  rhetotio 
5  Tan}  Cat,  VIII  8483     Printed  Sah,  XX 
6  Kaghavendmvijaya  of  NarSyaqii  (a  poem  in  4  oanton)  says  that  Venkata 

Hatha  alias  Saghavendrotirjha  defeated  Yogiunarayaaa  in  disputation  an  1  made  bun 
undergo  oakranltana  ISVH  253) 

7  BTO,  J  58 
8  Also  known  as  Lafcjmi  Bhavesvami  See  DO,  XXII  8017  His  name  iS 

also  given  as  Iak?midhara  in  DO,  XXII,  8265 

9        ̂ -'»rra'gi%?rRffSR!rr%q!'T'rr5j?r^  «fhmwf- 

Balayagneivara, 
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said  to  have  composed  18  dramas  and  60  poems*  S  tikanthavrja)  a  is 
a  poem  describing  the  deeds  of  feiva  Bhaimlpannaya  is  a  drama  des- 

cribing the  marriage  of  Dama}anti "  BhaiMrupanna^a  is  a  campu  on 
the  marriage  of  Rukmml  *  SahityasanjIvinT,  Bhavodbheda  and 
Rasarnava,  Alankarakanstubha,  Ka%jadarpana  Kavyasarasangraha, 

Sahitj  asuksma&.irani  are  works  on  rhetoric  *  Bhavanapuruso$toa,s 
composed  at  the  instance  of  Surappa,  the  Naik  king  of  Gingi,*  is  an 
allegoncal  play 

152  Rajacudaroani  Diksita  ̂ \as  the  son  of  Rataakheta 

Snnivasa  and  Kamaksi  Arthanaribvara  (Sesadnsekhara)  and  Kesava* 
were  his  step  brothers  He  was  patronised  by  King  Raghunatha  of 

lanjore  on  whom  he  wrote  a  poem  Raghunalhabhupavijaya  8  He  was 
the  worthy  son  of  his  father  in  literary  merit  Besides  works  on 
Mimamsa  and  other  sciences,  he  T\rote  poems  and  plays  and  on 

poetics  His  Tan$rasikhainanT  a  commentary  on  Jainuni's  aphorisms 
was  composed  in  1630  AD*  His  Rukraiglkalyana  is  a  poem  m 
10  cantos  on  the  marriage  of  Rulmini  **  bankarabhyudaya,  of  which 
only  6  cantos  are  available,  describes  the  life  of  Jagadguru  Sankara  ** 
Among  other  poems  are  Bharatacampu,  Kamsavadha,  Vrt$aratiiavah,  (m 

imitation  of  Sankara's  laravali),  Sahrjyasainrajya  and  Citramanjarl  and 
Ramakathi ia    He  wrote  a  Yamaka  poem  Ratnakhetavijaya  on  the  life 

1  For  a  bat  of  kin  works,  BalayaguesVara's  aommentary  on  Btikmini  KalySna  of 
BEtjaoadSmani  written  in  1833  A  D  aud  quoted  m  introduction  to  Gangavatarana 
(Kavyamala) 

2  Sice,  234,  336     There  is  another  play  of  the  same  name  by  VenkataoSry*. 
Btoe,  236 

8     DO,  XXI  8261 
4     00, 1  31,  102,  Iliee  282,  214  Opp  3101 ,  BTO,  S& 

6  Opp  8421 ,  BTO  170  00, I  407  (The  anchor's  name  is  how  wrongly  given 
as  SrmivSsa  Tirtha  AUtajrayajvan 

6  S7.fi,  272  Sucappa  was  the  son  of  Pota,  who  assisted  King  Tirumala  I  and 
his  eucowsor  itiranga  against  Mohammadan  invasions  after  the  battle  of  Talikota  in 

1586  A  D    8o3  Swell's  Forgotten  Empire,  214  and  South  Aroot  Dt  Manual, 
7  Kaiiva's  son  was  Patanjali  anl  Pajnojili's  son  was  BSmaoandra  who  wrote 

Bamaoandraoampu  (HB,  II  vu.) 
8  For  his  works,  fee  his  KSvyadarpana  {DC  XXII,  861$)  EB  I  Is.  CO 
9  Ed  T88,  with  mtrodootion  by  %  GKnapati  Bastn 

10  DO,  XXI  7848     Printed,  Artyar,  Madras  with  a  valuable  mtroduotion  by 
£  B  Ohintamanl 

11  Printed  Sah,  Vols,  17-18. 
13     This  is  mentioned  In  Xfivyadarpana 
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of  his  father,  a  poem  with  treble  meaning  on  the  stories  of  Rama, 
Kpna  and  Pandava  (Raghava-Yadava-Pandavij  a)  and  a  work  (in  prose  ?) 
ManjubhSsigi  with  pratyaksarablesa,  on  the  storv  of  Rama,  and 

Yuddhakanda  of  Bhoja's  RamaynacampS  in  a  day  * 

Among  his  plays  are  Sjngarasarvasva,  a  bhana,8  Tnandarlighava8  in 
5  acts,  on  the  whole  story  of  Rama  from  marriage  to  coronation,  aad 
Kamalinikalahamsa,  in  4  acts,  on  the  marriage  of  Kalahainsa  with 
Kamahni,  daughter  of  Kamalakara,  who  was  rescued  from  a  stork  * 

These  plays  are  Stated  to  have  been  staged  at  the  Court  of  RaghunatLa 
at  Tanjore  and  during  his  visit  to  Cidambara 

In  his  KSvyadarpana,  a  treatise  on  rhetoric,  he  cites  his  Alankara- 

cudamani  * 

153.  To  the  Court  of  Raghunatha  belonged  Krsnao1ia\arin  or 

Kysnadiksita  or  Ayyadik»,i$a  In  his  Ndisadhapanjata  he  related  the 

stones  of  Nala  and  Panja^harana  at  a  time6  and  in  his  Raghuna$ha- 
bhupalfya,  he  wrote  on  poetics,  wtlh  illustrations  m  praise  of  his 

patron* 
Mrtycnja\a  was  the  son  of  Ayya  Diksita  and  was  daughter's  son 

ofRa^nakheta  Srinivasa  Diksita  His  son  Rnjacudarnam  Diksita  was  his 
Guru  In  his  Pradyumnottaracant  i  in  11  cantos  he  relates  the  slorv 

of  Pradyurana's  marriage  with  the  daughter  of  demon  King  of 
Vajrapun*  Mjtyunjaya's  son  Anantanarayana  wrote  Gitasankara,  a 
musical  poem  like  Gitagovinda 9 

154  Nilakantha  was  the  sun  of  Narayana  and  Bhumidevi  and 
grandson  of  Accatiksifo  brother  of  Appayya  Diksifa    He  was  known  as 

1  Batted  IRQ,  VI  No.  4  by  T.  E  Ohlntamaui 

2  This  ia  quoted  in  his  Kavyadarpaga  There  is  another  BhSfta  of  this  name  by 
8vSml  Sastri,  brother  of  Snbrahmanya  and  son  of  AnanjanatSyana,  staged  at  the 
festival  of  Matjbhutefvara  at  Triohmopoly  (DO,  XXI  8842)  and  a  third  by  Haute 
tfallabudha  (BO  173   CO,  I  681) 

8  DO,  XXI  8372,  00, 1  48  The  prologue  gives  the  geneology  of  the  author 
and  the  names  of  B-vghunatha's  works  panjataharana,  Naiabhyadaya  oto. 4  Printed,  Madras ,  DC,  XXI  8392 ;  SB,  II,  1680. 

5  DO,  XXII.. 8615,  BTO  64,  00. 1. 101,  Printed  Madras.  Thoreisaoom 
rnentary  on  it  byBavipandita 

6  BTO. 

?.    00  I,  486 ,  RtM,  364 
8.    Tan}  Oat ,  VI.  2571 
9    BTO,  61. 
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Ayjadiksita  *  He  studied  under  Venkatesvaramakhi,  son  of  Govmda 
DikMta  He  commented  on  Kaiyata  He  was  best  m  Srikantha  philo- 

sophy and  wrote  Sivafcttvarahasya  "  His  four  brothers  were  also  poets 
His  Nilakanthavijaya,  a  popular  campu  on  the  story  of  the  churning  of  the 

ocean,  was  composed  in  Kali  4738  (1637  AD)8  His  Sivalilarnava  Is  a 
poem  in  22  cantos,  comprehending  in  it  the  legends  of  64  lilas  of 

Halasyanatba  the  form  of  Siva  as  worshipped  at  Madura  *  His  Ganga- 
vatarana,  a  poem  in  8  cantos,  describes  the  descent  of  the  Ganges  from 

regions  celestial5  Among  his  minor  poems6  are  Kahvidambana, 
Sabharanjana,  Anyapade&abataka,  Santivilasa,  Vairagyasajaka  and 
SnandasEgarastava 

In  his  Citramimamsadosadhikkara  he  answered  the  criticisms  such 

as  those  of  Jagannafha  Panditaraja  and  justifies  the  views  of  his  grand- 

uncle  Appaya  Dik^ita *  Nalacantan.Ttaka  m  7  acts  describes  the  story 
of  Nala  • 

As  a  poet  Nilakantha  is  much  appreciated  His  fancies  are  imagi- 
native, his  sentiments  lofty  and  his  language  natural 

Nllakantha's  third  son  Girvanendra  wrote  SrngarakosabhSnd*  and 

Anyapadesasa^aka  *°     Nflakantha  had  four  brothers,  all  poets11    Of 

1  Nllakantha,  author  of  the  play  Kaljanasaugandhikj  (TO  III  8810)  and 

Kavyollasa  (TO,  IV  8848)  is  a  different  author  So  is  Njiakantha  author  of  Oimani- 
oarija,  B,  II  182 

2  EB,  II  1011 
8  Ed  Madras  with  commentary  For  commentary  PatSka,  see  EB  III  166* 

and  by  Ghanas>ama,  see  EB,  III  3041 
4  Ifld  T88  J!a»i  Oat  2678  Sivaoarita  of  Kavivadiiekhara  is  on  the  same 

theme  {Mya  OUL.  Sup  12) 
5  Ed  Kavyamala,  Bombay,  with  a  valuable  introduction  on  South  Indian  poets 

by  T  S  Kuppusami  Sastri  Tne  same  story  is  found  in  Bhagirathicampu  of 
Aoyu{  <  sarman,  son  of  NarSyaua,  of  the  family  of  Modaka  of  Nagik  In  was  composed  in 
18U  A  D  and  is  printed  in  Bombay 

6  Printed,  Sn  Vanivilas  Press,  Snrangam  and  Kavyamala,  Bombay 
7  Hfl,  II  1281 
8  Printed,  Bombay.  TO,  II.  1699  Opv  II  8869  In  the  prologue  it  is  said  that 

he  wrote  a  poem  MukundavilSsa  and  his  father  -wrote  Mahaviraoarja  and  a  commentary 
on  S5hijyaratnakara  and  his  unole  Appayya  Dik$ita  was  the  author  of  Rukmloiparinaya 
Gururamakavi  is  said  there  to  have  been  a  contemporary  of  Aooadik§'t*,  grand  father 
of  Nilakantha     There  is  a  Nalaoartfakavya  {Op p  2866,  3799  ) 

9  Tanj  Cat ,  VIII  8696  There  is  another  bh3i>»  of  that  name  by  Abhinava 
Kaiidasa,  [Ibid  Vni  8694)  probably  of  KSnoi 
.  10     DO,  XX    8019    Aooanaikfita,  a  member  of  the  family  of  Appayyadiksita 

wrote  Anyoktimaia  (DO,  XX  8020 ) 
U     BTO,  168, 
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tbeSe  At'rntrn.)  sijv.ui  wrote  the  play  Kus,akunindvati"v  a1   ind  Atcadiksita 
wrote  a  commentary  on  his  N  ilacarft  matak  i a 

155  Cakrakavi  was.  the  son  of  Tokinltha  and  \rnba,  and 
brother  of  Ramacindra  and  Patinjah  lie  appears  to  have  been 
appreciated  by  Pandya  and  Ghera  Kings  and  he  mentions  Nliakanlha 
Adhvann  as  one  of  his  admirers  It  is  hkelv  Hi  it  this  latter  was  the  same 
as  the  famous  Nilakanlhi,  grandson  of  Appai  a  Diksit  i  and  he  must 
have  therefore  lived  in  17th  cenlurj  AD  He  wrote  (lowing  poetrj  on 

the  marriages*  of  Rukmini,*  Jlnnki,  G.iuu,"  Dr.mp.'dT "  Of  these 
Janakiparlna>aT  is  a  poem  in  8  cantos  descnlung  the  story  of  Bitlakanda 
of  Ramayana  from  the  birth  of  Rama  to  his  marriage  at  Mithila 
The  other  works  are  of  the  class  of  campus  with  mi\ed  prose  and  poetry 
His  Citrarataakara,  in  six  parts,  is  a  poem  of  humorous  verses  of 
enignatical  composition,  the  first  half  of  the  verses  askimj  a  question, 
the  second  half  giving  the  answer  8 

156  Venkatesa  was  the  son  of  Srihivasa  and  grandson  of  Ven- 

katesa  of  Atreya  Gofra  He  was  born  m  Knh  4697  ()"<)6  AD)  at 
Arasanipalai  near  KancI  In  Ramayamakarnava1'  and  Ramacandrndaya10 
he  relates  the  story  of  Rama  the  former  in  the  \  am  ik.i  stylo 

Suryanarayana"  was  the  son  of  "i  ngiiesvara  and  Ciuaaiinba,  He 
belonged  to  the  Alun  family  of  brahmins  who  did  varieties  of  sacrifices 

1  Taw  Cat,  VIII  83713 
2  See  prologue  to  same 

fcrfrt  w  crtrar  f ftwmfc  prr  II — Cihm  ohiakara 

See  Itttro-taotvon  to  T  8  Kuppanuni  Sastn's  0»ng3vM»rira 
4  DO,  XX,  7851     There  »ro  other  works  of  this  name  by  Vonkataortrya,  eon  of 

NSyanSoSrya  of  TraJlvSiJibhayankara  family  [TO,  III,  3690) 
5  There  arc  otter  works  on  the  same  thorni  by  Ponnlnfr*  Vonkatasnti  {TO  in 

8081),  by  Kaadokun  Bim3«?ara  (CO,  III  4105)  of  the  throws,  an<l  by  Bhnttan-3 rSyana 
{Mys  OML,  Sup  II)  '  w 

6  Printed  8ah  XXII  DO,  XXI  8286 
1    Ed  Tr,  Sam  Serm 
8  TO,  II,  U68 

9  Ta*j  Oat ,  VI  2081  Yaraakarniva  was  composed  m  Safc»  1678  (1B60  A  P ) 
«.  10  Ja!V8l??*WamofaI»at30Mnfe>s  Ifol  2058  Tte.ro  U  commonly  by this  author  himself  1M  VI  200 1     This  w01k  was  composed  m  Kali  4780  (1086  A  D ) 11     SUryanSrayann  Snnuti,  son  of  VifranSthk  Sumaji,  who  wrote  PrSsabharata  to 
a  different  person  tVmi  Cat ,  VI  2131  ]  His  descendants  are  still  living  at  Tqnmty 
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In  the  court  of  Lmgaya  Prabhu*  (1601  AD),  lie  swore  to  compose 
a  poem  in  a  da>  and  that  was  Ekadmaprabandhd*  m  four  cantos  on 
the  story  of  Mahabhardtd 

Mala}  a  was  the  son  of  Ramanatha  of  Bharadviija  Gotra  He  lived 
in  Madura  District  In  Mlnakslparmaya  m  18  cantos  he  describes  the 

stor)  ofSundaresa's  marriage  with  Minaksi,  Goddess  of  Madura,  as  told 
in  the  Halasyamahatmv  a  * 

In  Parvatlpannaya,  m  8  cantos,  Isvarasumati  celebrates  the  marriage 

of  Parvati  after  the  style  of  Kuraarasambhavd  * 

1  Linga  ot  Veluci  Liagi  was  ube  son  of  Ghuina  Bomma  the  patron  of  Appayya 
Ditahita  an<3  was  the  donor  of  VilSpakam  Grant  (Si,  IV  No  39)  of  King  Venkata  II 
(1601  \  D  )  Liogi  was  killol  in^  his  oapital  taken  possession  of  by  Damarli  Ohenaa 

who  granted  Madras  to  Rut  India  Oompiny  "The  oaplinre  ot  the  place  was  postibly 
the  immediate  oause  of  the  change  of  capital  from  Ohandragiri  to  VeJlore  by  Venkata 

paji  Bajja  "    [S7E  31,  351,  805] 
3     T%n]  Oat ,  VI  3698 
3     Tanj  Oat ,  VI    2619 
i     Tan)    Cat  ,  VI  3565 

31 



CHAPTER  VI 

Mahakavya  (rotttJ) 

157  Mahratta  Kings  of  Tanjore.  Ekoji,  whose  earlier 

name  \ias  Venkoji  was  the  brother  of  the  famous  Sivaji  Ihey  were 

the  sons  of  Shahaji  Ekoji's  three  sons  Shahaji  (1687-1711  AD) 
Sarabhoji  (1712-1727  AD)  and  Tukkoji  (1728-1735  AD)  succeeded 
him  one  after  another  Tukkoji  had  five  sons  (1)  Bava  Saheb,  (2)  Saryaji, 

(3)  Anna  Saheb,  (4)  Nana  Saheb,  and  (">)  Pratapsing  <md  of  these  the 
first  two  were  legitimate  and  the  last  three  illegitimate  "  Prntapsmg  died 
In  1763  and  was  succeeded  by  his  son  lulzaji  lie  died  in  1787  after 

a  reign  by  no  means  peaceful  or  prosperous  which  excluding  the  two  or 

three  years  dunng  which  he  was  kept  a  prisoner  in  his  own  palace, 
extended  over  a  period  of  about  twenty  one  years  He  had  no  son, 
but  adoped  one  before  his  death,  and  this  was  Rajasarabhoji  This 

pnnce,  however,  was  at  the  time  set  aside,  and  Amarsing,  half-brother 
of  Tulzaji  (being  son  of  Pratapsing  by  a  sword  wife)  succeeded  him, 
with  the  sanction  of  the  Honourable  East  India  Company  who  had  now 

the  direction  of  the  affairs  of  Southern  India  "* 

Sarabhoji  was  a  child  nine  years  old  at  the  time  of  his  adoption. 
He  remained  under  the  protection  of  Raja  Araarsing  until  1792  On 

account  of  complaint  of  ill-treatment  he  and  his  adoptive  mother  were 
sent  to  Madras  where  in  1798  he  was  recognised  as  the  rightful  heir  to 

the  throne  "After  he  was  placed  on  the  mu/nud,  Raja  Sarabhoji 
consented  to  resign  the  Governmont  of  the  country  wholly  into  the 
hands  of  the  Company,  provided  they  made  a  suitable  provision  for  the 
maintenance  of  his  rank  and  dignity,  and  the  treaty  dated  25lh  October 

1799  was  the  result  Under  this  treaty  Tanjore  became  a  British 
province  and  the  Raja  had  ensured  to  him  a  fixed  annual  allowance  of 

one  lakh  of  pagodas  or  three  and  a  half  lakh  of  Rupees  with  a  fifth  of 

the  net  revenues  of  the  country  Raja  Sarabhoji  enjoyed  his  rank  and 

dignity  with  the  pecuniary  benefits  attached  to  it,  for  thirty-four  years, 
and  on  his  death  in  1832  the  same  honours  and  privileges  were 

continued  to  his  son  Sivaji  until  his  death  in  1855,'  * 

1    Taty  Dt  Manual,  775. 
3,   Ibtd ,  818-4 
3.    2faZ,83«. 
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Ihe  following  geneology  shows  the  line  of  King  M.oji  of  Tanjore 

Venkoji  or  Etoji  (1675  1686  A  D  ) 

J,.  ~  1  ~  1 Shabjt  Satabhnji  Tukkcm 
(1687 1711)  (1712-1727)  (1728—1735) 

Illegitimate  son  Pratapsing 
(1710  1763) 

Tulaail 
(1764  1787) •      f 
Sarabhoji  II 
(1798  1382) 

I Siyaji 

1838-1855 (dted  1865) 

158  The  life  of  SivSji,  the  founder  of  the  Bhosala  dynast),  is  a 
matter  of  history  la  31  chapters  Paramananda  describes  his  exploits 

in  his  Sivabhflrata1  His  expedition  and  capture  of  the  fortress  of 
Parnalaparvata  is  described  by  Jayarama  in  5  ullasas  in  Pamalaparvafca- 

grabakhyana  *  The  life  of  Sivaji's  son  Rajaram  is  sketched  m  Rajar&ma- 

carita,  a  poem  of  5  cantos,*  by  Kes"avapandi$a  where  the  struggle  for 
Mahratla  independence  in  the  Carnatic  is  well  depicted. 

In  the  court  of  King  Ekoji  (1675-1686  AD),  Jagannatha,  son  of 

minister  Balakpna,  wrote  the  play  Ratimanmafha*  and  ̂ risaila,  son  of 
Snandayajvan,  another  minister,  wrote  TripuravrjayacampB  * 

King  Shahaji  wrote  the  play  Candrasekharavilasa  *  In  Kumara- 
sambhavacampS,  King  Sarabhoji  narrates  the  story  of  the  birth  of  the 

War  God  *  King  Sarabhoji  compiled  an  anthology a  Kmg  Tulzaji 
wrote  Sangi^asaramrta  • 

159  King  Sarabhoji  (Sarfoji),  the  second  son  of  Bkoji,  is  re- 
membered as  a  preserver  of  Sanskrit  literature.  To  him  belongs  the 

glory  of  the  collection  and  preservation  of  Sanskrit  manuscripts  m  an 

1,  Printed,  Poona     Tan?  Oat  ,  VH  3251    See  also  SlvacSjaoanJta  (BTC,  162  ) 
2  fan)   Oat  ,  VII  8262 
8  Tani  Oat ,  Til  8268 
i  BR,  m.  1604  ,  Tani  Oat,,  till  8190. 
.6,  SB.  Ill  1605;  Tam  Oat,  VIII.  8011 
6  Tanj  Oat ,  VIII,  S396t 
7  Tanj   Oat.,  VII,  8088. 
8  See  JBBA8,  (a  s.)  I.  262 
8.  32*0,60. 
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organised  library  in  the  palace  of  Fanjore,  rightly  named  Sarasvati- 

mahdl  The  library  bears  the  name  J  anjore  Maharaja  Sarfaji's  Sarasvah 
Mahal  I  lbrarj  and  is  a  monument  of  that  benevolent  King's  reign  * 

To  King  Sarabhoji  is  attributed  the  poem  Raghavacarua  m  12 
cantos  on  the  storj  of  Rama,  also  called  SangraharamJiyana  In  the 
colophon  to  the  2nd  canto  in  one  of  the  manuscripts  it  is  said 

?fd  Wdtrfl'  ?ra^ft&  flcffa  ?T<?  This  may  indicate  that  the  real 
author  was  Pancaratna  and  the  work  was  put  in  the  name  of  the  poet's 
patron  AnantanajayEna,  a  poet  of  the  court  of  King  Sarabhoji  was 
called  Pancaratna  and  Anantanarayana  was  the  father  of  the  poet 

Cidambara"  and  also  wrote  Anandavalli  stotrn  8 

160  Ramabhadra  Diksrfa  was  bom  in  the  family  of  Catur- 
vediyajvans  in  the  village  of  Kandramamkyam  near  KLumbhakonam  His 
father  Yagnarama  Diksita  was  a  specialist  in  grammar  and  his  brother 

Ramacandra  was  a  humorous  poet  *  He  studied  literature  and  philosophy 
under  the  ascetic  BSlak  j  sna  and  under  Cokkanatha,  whose  daughter  he 
married.  He  was  an  admirer  of  the  poet  Nllakantha  and  was  invariably 

in  his  literary  assemblage  It  was  Nilakanlha's  poetry  that  infused  the 
poetic  spirit  in  Ramabhadra  early  in  his  years  and  his  name  reached 

the  ears  of  King  Shahaji  of  1  anjore  (1684-1711  AD)  1  he  munificient 
king  bestowed  upon  Ramacandra  and  others  the  agraharam  of  Shahaji* 
rajapura  (Tiruvasanallur)  and  there  the  poet  settled  in  comfort  and 
serenity  He  was  mm  h  loved  by  his  disciples  and  was  called  Ayya  or 
Ayya  piksita  His  devotion  to  Rama  was  unequalled  He  passed  away 

about  the  first  decade  of  the  18lh  century  a 

His  Pafcanjalicanfa,*  a  poem  in  8  cantos  describes  the  incaranation 
of  Adiiesa  in  the  womb  of  Gomka  as  Patanjali,  his  lectures  on  the 
MahabhSsya  from  behind  a  scroen,  his  curse  on  one  of  his  pupils  to  be 
h  Raksasa  for  transgression  of  his  orders,  and  the  limitation  of  the  curse 

1  For  an  aocotmt  of  this  library,  see  Tmj  Oat  ,  VI  Introduction  by  P,  P  S 
Sasfcri 

2  Tan?  Oat ,  VI  2641  Aufreohfc  {,00,  I  15)  names  the  author  as  Anante- 
sarSyana 

3  BTO,  200  ,  Opp,  II  8716  ,  00, 1,  lfi 
i  He  wrote  KeralSbhatana,  a  oampu  on  the  linos  Of  Vlsvaguijadarfa  (Ton]  Oat , 

Vll  3035)  BSmaoandra,  son  of  Janafdana  and  authot  of  BadhavinodtUEStVyft  Ifimj, 
Cat ,  VI  2848)  is  a  different  post  of  the  Ganjam  District 

6     Ebr  an  account  of  his  life,  see  V  S  Bamaaami  Sastci,  Stth  XXII,  180  and 
u,  xxxm  iae 

6     Ed  Bombay  and  Madras 
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to  the  appearance  of  one  Candragupta  I  he  demon  meets  Candragupta 
and  teaches  him  the  lecture  The  latter  records  them  m  the  leaves  of  a 

ban} an  tree,  but  while  out  to  drink  water,  a  goal  eats  away  some  of  the 

leaves  These  lost  passages  are  still  know  n  as  ajabhahsita  (goat-eaten) 
Candragupta  went  to  Ujjam  and  there  transcribed  the  lectures,  which 
are  extant  today  as  a  monument  of  literary  merit  Candragupta 
married  three  wives,  of  whom  were  born  Vararuci  Vikramlrka  and 

Bhartyhan  The  poem  closes  with  the  ad\ent  of  Sankara  and  his  and 

final  return  to  KancS  * 

By  the  drama  Janakfpannaya,9  which  will  be  noticed  later,  he  is  well- 
known  Sjngaratilaka  or  Ayyabhapa  describes  the  amorous  adventures 

of  Bhujangasekhara  of  Madhura,"  written  nval  Vasantatilakabhana  or 
Ammalbhana  of  his  friend  Varadacarya  known  as  Ammalacarya  * 

Among  Ramabhadra's  other  works*  the  Ramabanastava,  Rlma- 
capas^ava,  and  RamaMaprasa,  Prasasthava  Vishnugarbhastava,  Parya- 

yoktinijyanda,  1  uniras-fcava,  Ramabhadrasataka 

161  Cokkanatha,6  was  the  son  of  Tippadhvari  and  Narasamba, 
of  Bharadwaja  GoLra  He  had  five  brothers  of  whom  one  was  Yagnes- 
vara  He  was  the  teacher  of  Ramabhadra  and  a  friend  of  Nilakantha  He 

lived  in  Tanjore  under  the  patronage  of  King  Shahaji  He  travelled  to 

South  Canara  to  the  Court  of  King  Basavar    His  Sevantikapannaya,"  a 

1  For  an  aaoount  see  8  th  XXII 167-8 
2  Ed  Bombay  Madras     See  Soli  XXII  foe  a  critical  account 
S  Ed  Kavyamala,  Bombay  There  id  commentary  by  RSmacandra  (CO,  I,  660). 

Keith,  SL,  263 
i     Ed  Madras  and  Oalontta 

Var»<Jao5rya  known  as  GhatikSsSja  Ammal  of  jSrSvatsagotra  was  the  son  of 
Sudaravia,  fifth  in  descent  from  the  Varada  or  Varadadesika  or  KadSdnr  Ammal,  who 

was  the  guru's  guru  of  Vedanjades'ika  (See  DO,  XVIII  7262  4  for  verses  in  his  praise) 
Besides  this  bhSna,  he  wrote  Vedan{aniasa  a  play  on  the  incidents  of  BamSauja'* 
history  (DC,  XXV  8680)  Theie  are  other  VaradSoaryas  who  wrote  Oolabhana  (PB, 
I  262),  Anangabrahmavilasabhana  {CO,  I  649),  AnangajivanabhSna  (BVO,  167)  and 
Bukmmiparinaya  (BTC,  172) 

5  Ed  Bombay,  Kavyamala  XII 

6  It  is  stated  in  Trao  Arch  Sep,  V  18,  that  this  Was  different  from  the 
father  in  law  of  Bamabhadra,  bat  no  reasons  areiglven.  The  dates  appear  to  matte  them 

dentaoal  Ohokkanatha,  son  of  Sadarfana  of  BhSradvSja  Got»  who  is  the  author  of  a 

wmmenliary  on  VSsudeva'a  Yudhlsthiravijaya  is  a  different  person 
7,  He  may  ba  Basavappa  Nayak  of  Ikken  (1697  1714)  or  BasavarSnendra  of  1700 

a.  D  see  JMy,  X  257* 
8.  TO,  III  4064 
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drama,  describes  the  marriage  of  Basa\araja  and  Sevantika,  the  daughter 
of  Mi^ravarinan,  a  prince  of  Malabar,  when  the  latter  having  fought  with 

Godavarman  of  Cochin  and  was  defeated,  was  imprisoned  in  the  temple 
of  Mukamba,  north  of  Udipi  Then  they  were  receded  kindly  by 
Basava  by  the  gift  of  a  new  palace  and  presentb  His  Kantimati- 

pannaya,1  a  drama,  describes  the  marriage  of  King  Shahaji  and 
Kantunati     His  Rasavilasa*  is  a  bhana  of  an  amorous  nature 

His  son  badasivamakhm  wrote  a  rhetorical  work,  Raraavarma- 
yaBobhusana  during  the  reign  of  King  Rainavarma  of  I  ravancore 

(1758-1798  AD)" 

162  Among  the  illustrious  desoples  of  Ramabhadrn  were  Venka* 
teBvara  and  BhQminatha  Venkalesvara  wrote  a  commentary  on  the 
Patanjahcarita  Bhuminatha  known  as  Nalla  DIksita  composed  Dhar- 
inavijayacampu  on  the  life  and  history  of  King  Shahaji  wh(  >m  he  called 

the  modern  Bhoja  * 

Among  his  worthy  contemporaries  were  Venkatakrsna,  Srfdaura 
VenkaleBa,  Appa  Piksifa  and  Mahadeva 

Venkatakyna  was  the  son  of  Venkalildn  and  Mangamba  of 

Vadhaia  Go$ra  He  wrote  his  Natesavrjaya,"  in  7  cantos,  describing 

the  story  of  Siva's  vanquishment  of  Kali  at  Cidambaram  by  his  triump- 
hant cosmic  dance,  under  the  patronage  of  Gopala,  a  Governor  of 

Sivaji's  provinces,  near  Cidambaram  Uttaracampuramayana  is  said  to 
be  a  sequel  to  the  work  of  Bhoja  and  Laksmana,*  Ramacandrod  iya 
relates  the  whole  story  of  Ramay  ana,7  and  Kusalavavijayanataka8  des- 

cribes the  conflict  of  Rama  with  his  sons  KuSa  and  Lava  and  the  final 
restoration  of  SI|a  to  Rama 

Sridhara  Venkatesa,  known  as  Ayyaval,  is  celebrated  m  South 
India  for  his  piety  and  evotion  Besides  his  religious  lyrics,9  DayaAitaka 
M%bhu$aSataka,  Taravalisataka  and  Artuharasf,o$ra,  he  wrote  Sahondra- 

1     Tanj  Cat  VIII  8867
  ~~~  .~^^~~~—~

___ 
3,    00,11  116 
8     Sea  2V  Arch  Sencs,  V  18, 
4  Tanj  Oat  Vtl,  8269 
5  DO,  XX..  7747, 
6  DO,  XXI   8188 
7  00,  II,  28 

8  PwbaMythesamaworkasisdoqonbaatn  DO,  X<,  7dli  (whata  Mm  author's name  is  doubtfully  givaa  a j  K<wivaU»b  la)     It  breaks  o!  in  966h  Oanto. 
0.    M.  Sri  Viaya  Press,  Kumbakonam 
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vila«a,  a  poem  in  8  cantos,  describing  the  exploits  of  his  patron,  King 
shahaji  and  !«.  of  great  historical  interest  m  the  annals  of  Hindu 

dominion  in  Tanjore  * 

Appa  Dlkiita  or  Appasatrm  or  Pena  Appa  Sastnn  was  the  son  of 
Cidambara  DiWta  alias  Annan  Sastn  and  brother  of  \  lsvanatha  of 
Srlvotsa  &c  tra  He  In  ed  in  Kilayur  near  Tanjore  His  father  vanquished 
K5made\a  in  a  controversey  at  the  court  of  King  Venkatapa^i  for 
■which  he  was  rewarded  with  a  golden  palanquin  and  an  agraharam 
Frakaran  He  was  the  pupil  of  Kpnananda  and  received  from  him  the 
title  of  Kavjtarkikasarvabhauma,  for  proficiency  in  dialectics  and 

poetics  He  was  a  favourite  or  King  Shahaji  of  Tanjore  *  His  Syngara- 
manjansahajlya,*  is  a  drama  describing  the  life  and  history  of  King 
Shahaji  and  staged  at  the  Chatira  festival  at  Tiruvaiyar  (Tiruvadi)  His 

other  works  are  Madanabhu-,anabhana,*  and  GaurimaySracampu  8 

In  his  play  Adbhut  idarpana  m  10  acts,  Mahadeva,  son  of  Kr->aa- 
siin,  says  that  the  sentiment  of  Adbhuta  reigns  supreme  and  illustrates 

his  theory  bv  the  incidents  of  the  Rama,)  ana  • 

163  tn  the  Court  of  Kings  Shahaji  and  Sarabhoji  flourished 

other  famous  poets  Sumatlndra  Biksu  was  a  poet  of  King  Shahaji's 

court  He  was  the  pupil  of  Venkatanarayana  and  Surlndra$lr$ha *  He 
wrote  a  poem  SumatradrajayagliO'.aan  on  his  patron  and  a  commentary 

on  {nvikrama's  Usaharapa8  Besides  ShahavilSsa  on  music*  and  a 
poem  Abhinavakadambarl  *8  Dhundiraja  Vyasayajvan,  son  of  Lakpmana 
composed  his  commentary  on  Mudrarakgasa  in  1713  AD,  probably 
at  the  direction  of  King  Sarabhoji  who  wrote  his  own  gloss  on  the 

play  w  To  him  goes  the  credit  of  preserving  the  allegorical  poem  of  8 

cantos,  JSnanavilasa1'  of  JagannSfha,  son  of  Narayana  and  Akka,  who 
was  probably  the  same  as  the  author  of  Sarabharljavilasa 

1  Tanj  Oat  VII  8266 
2  See  JOS.  Ill 
8     TO,  Itl,  2575  ,  00,  II  168 
4.  Tmi  Oai.VIII  8582 
5.  Tmi  Cat  VII  4085 
6  M  Kavyamala,  Bombay,  Tanj  Oat ,  VIII,  8584  MabS4eva  KavifeoSrya 

Sarasvati,  author  of  Danakeli  Kaumuai  (bhainka)  (00, 1  248),  Mah54eva  or  Mahei 
vara,  author  of  Dhurfavidambanaprabasana  {00  I,  272)  aud  Mahadeva  Sastri,  author 
of  Uranajtiaraghava  ICO,  I  66)  are  different  poets. 

7  Tmj  Cat.,  VII  8282  10     Opp  II  8821 
8  Ibid  ,  VI  2695  11     Tanj  Oat ,  VIII  8474 
9,    00, 1  316,                                             18     IW ,  VII,  2768 
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la  Kosala-Bhosali)  am,  Sesacalapati  describes  in  6  cantos  the 

reign  of  King  Shahaji  along  with  the  story  of  Rfimayana  in  double 

entendre  *  In  Bhosalavamsavali,  a  campu,  Venkatefia  of  Naidhruva- 
k.lsyapa  Gotra  describes  the  ancestors  of  King  tiarabhoji  and 

particularly  the  glorious  reign  of  that  King  *  Similar  is  the  poem 
Sarabharajavilasa  composed  in  Kali  4822  (1722  AD)  by  Jagannatha, 

son  of  Srlnivasa  of  Kaval?  family,  a  minister  of  that  King's  Court,8 

who  also  wrote  Anangavijayabhana,4  and  Srngaratarangim 

Vancehvara  was.  a  descendant  of  Govmt'a  Dlksita  He  was  of  the 
family  of  Bhosala  and  was  minister  of  King  1  ukkHji  of  Ianjore  (1728- 
1735  AD)  His  Mahisasataka  is  a  manellous  and  pleasant  poem,  in 
which  he  mingled  praise  and  censure,  indicating  by  puns  that  the  King 

was  a  buffalo  ' 
During  the  days  of  King  Sarabhoji  TI  (179S-1S3J  A  D )  the  poet 

Sadaji  composed  the  poetical  work  SahityainanjtiKi  in  1S23  AD  m 

praise  of  the  House  of  Sivaji 8 
In  the  time  of  King  Sivaji  (1833-1853  AD  )  Vlraraghava,  son  of 

Isvara,  wrote  the  play  Valllparfnaya  * 
164  To  this  house  of  Fkoji,  belongs  the  credit  of  continuing  the 

progress  of  Sanskrit  literature  m  S  India,  so  well  inaugurated  by  the 
Naik  Kings  These  kings  were  themselves  poets  and  it  was  a  happy 
chance  that  their  ministers  came  successively  from  a  family  of  illustrious 
Brahmins  of  learning  descended  from  Tryambaka  The  following  list 

of  the  kings  and  the  geneology  of  \  ryambaka  given  in  Dhundhiraja's 
commentary  on  Mudraraksasa  and  AppadikPila's  Aciiranavam$a  will 
show  their  relation 

T  ryambaka 

Gangadhara  (D 
i    

I  I 
Nrsimha  (2)  ^ryambaka  (8)  Bhagavanta 

Ananda  (4) 

Nrsimha 

1  Tanj  Cat,  VII  8376,  3     lb%d,  VII  8391 
2  Ibtd  VII,  3387  4     BR,  III   1770, 
5  Printed  Bombay  BR  III  1579,  In  Tanj  Cat ,  VII  3lfiG  there  is  » 

commentary  by  the  author's  great  grandson  Vanoeirara,  soa  of  Nrwniha,  90a  of 
MSdhava  (BTC,  IS*,  SLR,  II  1528) 

6  Tmj  Cat  VII,  3298 
7  DO,  XXI.  8491  VirarSghava  son  of  j§r|£»ila  who  wrote  Indirfparinaya 

{BR  III  1749}  Is  a  different  author. 
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KINGS MINISTEBS 

'       i 
Eboji 

(lb74— 1687) 

Gan,t5dhara  (1)  and Nrsimha  (3) 

! 
11 Shahaji 

(1637-1711) 
JryambaU  (31 

a 
o 

ill 
Sararbho]i 

(1712—1727) 

Tryambaka  (3)  an! Ananda  (4) 

Tukkoji 

(1728—1735) 

AnarcU  (4) 

(and  Ghanasyania) 

247 

165  In  Bhosalavams>avali,  Gangadbara  wrote  the  storv  of  the 

Bhosalas  *  Tryambaka  (II)  wrote  Dharmak&ta,  commentar}  on  Raina- 

yana  *  Bhagavanta  wrote  Mukundavdasakavya,  a  poem  in  10  cantos, 

on  the  btorj  of  &n  Kpna,s  and  a  pla)   Raghavabhyudaj  a  * 

Bhagavantd  was  the  son  of  Gangadharadhvarm  and  vounger 

brother  of  Tryambaka  In  his  Mukundavilasa,  in  10  cantos,  he  relates 

the  story  of  Krpna,"  and  U^aracampO,  the  story  of  Ufyararamayana  * 

Ananda  or  Anandarayamakhin  wrote  the  plays*  Vidvapannaya  and 
Jivananda,  allegorical  like  Prabodhacandrodaya  In  the  former,  for 
instance,  the  plot  is  the  marriage  of  Jivatman  or  individual  soul  and 

Vidyl  or  spiritual  knowledge 

Ananda's  son  Nrsimha  wrote  Tnpuravyayacampa  8 

1  Tan}  Oat  VII   8373 

Gangadhata  a  post  o£  tha  Oourfc  of  Kama  of  DShala  vanquished  by  Bilhana  (Vtk 
XVUl  95) ,  Gangadhara  quoted  in  Shm  and  Subh  {00,  I  137)  ,  Gangadhara 

(Vajapeyw),  author  of  Basikuanjinl  (Oyv  1  8348,  4806  II  2514,  8773,  5997)  ' 
GangSdhata,  author  of  Anandalaharitika  (K  201),  Gangadhara  (Sasjri),  author  of 
Krsnarajaeampu  {Btoe  248) ,  GingSdhara,  author  of  metrios  (00, 1  188),  Gangadhata 
author  of  Vasmnatloifraseua  Kavya  (Opp,  4714) ,  GangSdhata,  author  of  commentary 

on  8angit«a{nSkara  (BT0,  59)  and  on  Suryasitak*  (Hall's  Ini  to  Vasavatatta,  7) 
are  different  parsons     [Sea  00  1,187-9] 

2  See  pages  28  4  supra 
3  Tan},  Oat  VI.  2S27 

4  BTO,  172,  Qpp  II  4872  (In  the  prologue  his  parentage  is  given) 

6     Tan],  Oat  VI.  2627 
6  Ibid  Vn,  8082 

7  Printed,  K&vyaptala,  Bombay 
8  Tan}.  Oat  VH,  3014  ,  SB,  III  11005 

32 
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166  Ghanasyama,1  onginnll}  known  as  Aryaka,  was  the  son  of 
Knmnld  and  Kiisi  MahSdeva  of  Mauna  Bhargava  family  I  Te  had  a 
brother  Ssa  who  became  as  ascetic  and  under  the  name  of  Cidambara- 

guru  settled  m  Devipallanam  I  lis  father's  father  was  Caumlo  Balaji 
His  mother's  father  limmaji  BTlIji  of  Kaundinyagntra  was  called 
Sakanibhan  Pararaahamsa  He  had  Iwo  wnes  Sumlari  and  Kamala 

They  were  equally  learned  and  composed  another  commentary  on  the 

Yiddhasalabhanjika,'  as  he  did  one  himself  in  three  hours8  Besides  his 
prolixity  in  literature,  he  was  great  m  politics  and  was  the  minister  of 

King  Tukkoji  of  I  anjore  (1728-17  >">  A  I)  )* 

In  his  26th  year  he  wrote  (he  Bh  ma  Madanasanjivana8  and  in  his 
twenty-second  Year  Navagrahacanta*  a  Sattaka  m  Praknl  He  composed 
in  a  single  night  of  Sriramanavaml  a  <  ommentar^  on  the  Uttarariimn- 
canta  and  wrote  also  an  allegorical  drama  PracandariihBdaya  like 

Prabodhacandroda\a*  He  wrote  (54  works  in  Sanskrit,  20  m  Prakrit 

and  25  m  other  dialects  8  Among  his  poems,  are  Bhlgavatpadacanfo 

Venkatesacanta,  Prasangalila,rna^  a,  Snnmanimandan.i  and  Anynpadesa- 
sa$aka8  and  five  Sthalamaha$\  mas  Abodhakara  is  a  poem  with  three 
meanings,  namely,  the  story  of  Nala,  Kisna  and  HariHcnndia  Kahd28a9a 
is  a  poem  which  is  at  onie  Sanskrit  and  Praknl 

In  his  twelfth  year  he  made  up  the  ̂   uddhakanda  for  Bhojacampu  *' 
Among  his  dramas  of  many  classes  are  Ganebacanta,  Madanasanjfvana, 

Kumaxavija}^11  Anubhavacintamani  and  Tfnandasundari,1*  and  Inst  two 
acts  for  Mahaviracanta  which  apparently  vero  then  missing 

In  rhetcri(  he  wrote  the  Rasarnava  He  wrote  commentanes  on 

$akuntala,M  Uttararamacanta,"  Prabodhncandroda)  a,  Candakausika, 
Mahaviracanta,    Venisamhara,    Halasap^asali,    \  ikramorvasi,    Bhoja- 

1    He  himself  made  a  pun  on  his  name 

"  If  he  is  Ghanasyania,  lie  is  not  [blaok  in  ooloi,  bnt  ho  is  a  poet  of  poets  bcoauso 
he  is  himself  a  ouckoo  which  6ings  beautiful  poetry     Why  kill  ourselves  In  vain  with 5. 

SB,  III  1076 0 Torn  Oat,  VU  2DO0 
8 sb,  ra,  mi 

10 

RB,  111  1681 
4 •Eamore  Dlstnch  Manual,  764 

11. 
Ibid  1083 

5 HS.ni  1679 
12. 

Ibid  2143 
6 Ibid.  1671. 

IS 
End  1660 

7 Ibid  1676 

14 
Ibtd.  1000,  Printed  Bomliay. 

8 See  EB,  III  it  Xi, 
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Mahakavyas  {(ontd) 

16  9     Manavikrama  and  Eighteen  and  Half  Poets  *   In  the 
Court  of  Zamonn  Manavikrama  flounshed  what  has  been  known  as  eigh- 

teen and  half  poets  in  the  beginning  of  the  15th  century  AD  The 

Zamonnwas  a  scholar  and  patron  ofhterature  >  lght  brothers  ofPa\yur 

Patten  family  and  a  son,  five  brahmins  of  1  iruvapnra  and  J  lruvegapara, 

Mullapilli  Patten,  Chennasu  Nar<«  ana  Nainl)udn,  Kakassen  Nambudrl 

and  Uddanda  were  the  eighteen  poets  and  Punnattu  Nambudn  was  the 

half  poet,  for  his  poetrj  was  mi\ed  Malayalam  and  Sanskrit  The 

eldest  of  the  Payyur  family  was  famous  as  Mahaisi,  versed  in  Mimiunsa, 

the  fifth  brother  was  Narayana  Patten  Two  other  brothers  were 

Sankara  and  Bhavadasa  Maharsi's  son  Paramesvara  is  quoted  by 
Uddanda  in  his  Malhkamaruta  and  Maharia  is  mentioned  with 

reverence  by  him  in  his  Kokilasandesa  as  Mim5ais%ayakulaguru< 

Works  on  Mimamsa  written  by  the  brothers  are  found  everywhere  In 

Malabar.  One  poet  of  Tiruvapara  wrote  Lakstm-Manavcdacampu  and 

another  Narayana,  son  of  Brahmadalfa,  wrote  the  poem  Subha^ra- 

harana  kavya a 

Chennasu  Nariyana  wrote  Tan$rasamuccaya,  a  work  for  artiKans. 

Verses  satirising  kings  composed  by  him  and  Kakassen  Namlmdn  are 

quoted  in  Malabar,  for  which  it  is  said  they  were  punished  by  the 

Zamorm  by  novel  methods  of  religious  degradation  Kakasseri  Damo- 

4aran  Patten  was  Uddanda's  nval  and  ivrote  the  play  In(]tama#-Raghava" 
Manavikrama  himself  wrote  a  commentary  on  Anargharilghava  *  Samba- 
Biva,  son  of  Kanakasabhupati,  of  Sriva^agotra,  resident  of  the  village  of 

Gopalasamudra,  wrote  Smgaravilasabhana'  to  please  Manavikrama. 

169.    Uddanda'  was  the  son  of  Ranganafcha  and  Rangttmba  of 

1     Sahttyam  (in  Malayalam,)  Tiruohttr. 
3    TO,  IV  8883     Sse  pata  16  supra* 
8    TO,  IV.  4T78 
I    TO,  II  3580 ,  IV.  6018. 
6     TO,  IV  4926 

6    He  was  lraowa  as  t?d4anda  Sagtci    Jiv5u»nda  Vldyasagaifa  (1820-1891  A.t).  ) 
In  his  Oaloutba  Ed  mistook  U44anda  for  Dandin  And  made  the  latter  the  author  of 
MallikamSruJa    Sohuyler  (Bibl,  90}  calls  him  U44andiu  (wrongly), 
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Vadhulagotra  He  lived  in  the  village  of  Latapura  near  KancI  *  Passing 
his  literary  career  at  the  various  seats  of  learning  in  South  India,  he  went 
to  Malabar  m  search  of  fame  and  there  in  the  courts  of  kings  overcame 
his  opponents  Manavikrama,  the  strong  Zamonn,  \i  as  his  patron  His 

success  evoked  much  jealousy,  and  tradition  says*  that  a  pandit's  wife 
vowed  to  beget  an  adversary  and  that  she  did  with  the  help  of  prayers 
and  enchantments  of  the  many  learned  men  of  Malabar  I  he  son  was 
Kakkasen  BhatUltin  As  a  boy  of  twelve  he  \anquished  Uddanda  in 
open  completion  and  composed  a  Malayalam  drama  Vasumati-Vikrama 

and  a  Sanskrit  drama  Indumati-Raghava  *  His  Kokilasandesa4  is  the 
message  of  a  lover  to  his  beloved  at  Calicut  and  is  a  very  fine  imitation 
of  Meghasandesa  of  Kahdasa  This  poem  is  said  to  ha\e  been  written 
m  response  to  a  similar  poem  named  Bhrangasandesa  sent  to  the  author 
by  Vasucjeva,  a  poet  in  the  Court  of  Ravivarma  and  Godavarma,  who 

ruled  at  Calicut  *  His  Mallika-Marufa,  a  prakarana  in  ten  acts,8  follows 
in  all  details  the  plot  of  the  Malati-Madhava  The  plot  relates  the 
affections  of  two  sets  of  lovers,  Malhka  and  Maruta,  and  Ramayantiku 
and  Kalakantha  Mandakmi  answers  to  KamandakT  and  Kalmdi  re- 

sembles Avalokrfca  Uddanda  has  sometimes  improved  on  his  original 
His  language  is  attractive  and  verse  melodious  The  speeches  abound 
in  apt  illustration  and  proverbial  generalisation 

SANi-ARA  Marar  was  Uddanda's  friend  They  met  at  the  temple  al 
Guruvayoor  and  Sankara  completed  a  verse  then  begun  by  Uddanda, 

He  wrote  the  poem  Sri  Kpnavijaya  r 

Sukumara  or  Prabhakara  was  Uddanda's   vounger  contemporarj 

His  Kf  ■•navilasa  Kavya*  is  as  good  as  his  name 

1  lb  is  said  in  Nallakavi's  8ubhadraparinaya  {TO,  I  1040)  that  Uddanda  was  a 
native  of  the  village  of  Kandaramanikka  (Tacjore  District)  in  Cola  country,  and 

Uddanda's  father  KsnganSjha  the  native  of  that  village  was  a  great  writer  and  among 
his  works  are  Kratuv&igunya  Prayaseijtam  (DO,  II  No  1169,  TO,  I  868)  and  com- 

mentaries on  the  Padamanjari  and  Kanmudi  It  is  therefore  probable  that  Uddanda 
Was  born  at  KandaramSrukkam  and  later  in  bis  life  settled  at  Latapura  near  ESnoi 

9     Travanoore  State  Manual  433 

8     TO  IV  *7T8     Only  two  aofcs  are  available.    Iadumaffpannaya  (Opp,  II 
6882)  is  a  different  slay 

i  Ed.  Triohur  (with  introduction) 
6  DO,  XX  7943     See  para  170  post 
6  Ed  Calcutta  and  Mysore  with  commentary    DC,  XSX  8446. 
7.  Ed.  Triohur 

8  Ed  (4  cantos  only)  at  Palghal  with  the  commentary  of  Ramapamvada 
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170  Va sude va  was  the  son  of  Maharsi  and  (_>opali  Maharsi  uas 
the  famous,  scholar  of  the  Pa\jaur  Bh.iUa  Mana  ol  Malabar,  which  be- 

came famous  as  a  cartre  ot  learning  about  the  end  of  the  l~th  century. 
Maharsi  had  nine  sons,  well  versed  in  \arious  In  m« lies  of  Sansknt 

learning  and  a  daughter  The  daughter's  sou  w  as  a  grammarian.  Yasudeva 
Vasudeva  was  the  friend  ot  the  drarmtist  UtManda  .md  tlieiefore  lived 

about  1423  AD  lhe  famous  Miinavikramd,  /amorin  of  Caluut,  was  his 

patron  In  reply  to  Kokilasanclesa  ol  IJddanda  be  wrote  lihrngasandega 

or  Bhramaradu^a l  I  allerly  he  was  in  the  court  ot  Kings  Ra\i  Vaxma 
and  Godavarma  *  His  Vasude\auj  ijas  is  a  poem  m  illustration  of 
the  grammatical  aphorisms  of  Pamm  It  \\  is  left  unlinished  and  com- 

pleted by  Narayana,  veiv  hkel)  his  sister's  son,  undei  the  mine  Dhatu- 

kavja* 

(0  Devicanta*  a  poem  in  \amaka  sl^lo  in  6  a^vasas,  describes  the 
story  of  Goddess  GopiSli  Devi  worshipped  in  Vodaranyaru  or  Kunuan- 

golam,  as  the  eighth  child  of  Devnkl  and  sister  of  tfn  Kysna'  In  his 
batyafcapahkafcha,  he  relates  m  three  Ssvasas  (he  storv  of  Safvatapas 
also  called  Mahargi  one  of  the  ancestors  of  the  author  who  made 

penance  at  Vecl5ran)a  md  on  the  banks  of  tho  Nill  river  now  called 

Bharatappola  *  In  Sivodaya  the  poet  gives  i  history  of  himself  and 
his  eight  brothers  In  his  Ac>utalI1.i,  a  poem  in  Yamaka  forin,  he 

describes  God  Acjuta  worshipped  at  Vediinmyam 8  <  lajendrarnoksa 

appears  to  be  his  w  ork  * 

171  Panda\a.camj  4,  a  poem  of  wliuh  I  5  <  antos  aro  available," 
does  not  mention  the  name  of  the  author,  but  the  poet  salutes  a  Vasu- 

devakaviwho  wroiea\amakapo6in  on  "  Parthaka^ha,"  Arjuna's  story" 

1  DC,  XX,  7943  |  00,  507     For  the  alternative  names  soo  also  JBA8,  (1884), 
162 

2  Vasudeira,   pupil   o£   Kaitunakara  alias  Sahityamallft  who  ooinmontea  on 
Vi^nasSlabhanjikd  u  another  author. 

yo.ni  8878 
8     Printed  Kavyamala,  Bombay     DO,  XX,   7745     Tho  oommontatoi   oallsa 

this  VSsudeva,  a  resident  of  Puruvana 
a.    Ibid  DO,  XX  7745  la  tho  oolophon  tho  whole  poota  la  called  Vrtsudeva 

Vijayara     (TO,  III   4056)  fft  5TftPW?nT  3I#flftaft  *l*mJPrft  JPTO«r>fl 
6.    TO,  IV  4828  8     TO,  IV  4581 
6.    TO,  IV  4529  9.    TO,  IV  5388 
7     TO,  IV  4580  10     TO,  IV  5082. 
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It  is  not  known  what  this  rarthakatha  was  Similarly  Arjuna-Ravaniya,1 
is  a  poem  m  17  cantos  describing  the  tight  ben.  eon  Ravana  andKanta- 

vlrva,  in  illustration  of  the  AslSdhjavi  of  Pamm  There  is  a  commen- 

tary by  Vasude\.i  The  manuscnpt  is  again  found  m  the  same  place  m 

Malabar  as  Pandavacanta  J  he  author's  name  is  not  given  there 
It  is  probable  that  these  two  poems  were  composed  by  members  of  the 

MaharM's  family 

1 72  Vasudeva,  the  author  of  Ramakatha3  was  the  son  of  Uma 

and  NSrajana  and  wrote  that  prose  work  at  the  Court  of  King  Aditya- 

varma,  King  Sri  Vira  Kodai  Aditya  Varma  of  Kilapperur,  Jayasimhanad, 

about  1472  and  1484  A  D  Under  the  patronage  of  King  Ravivarma,  he 

wrote  Govindacantr.i8  Sanksep  tbharat-i*  and  Sankseparamayanam s 
It  is  probable  that  this  Nara>ana  was  the  eighth  son  of  Maharsi,  or 

Narayana,  daughter's  son  of  Maharsi,  more  likely  the  latter ' 

1  TO,  IV   4281 
2  Punted  Madras 
8     DO,  XX  7913 
4  DO  XXI  8324  4  (with  commentaries) ,  TO,  IV  4175  There  it  is  said 

JT^&rasfrf^Rrar  ?f^W  RRra^  K  E  Pishatoti  identities  this  King  as  King  of 

Prakata  oi  Vettat  in  South  Malabar  (Bull  0> ,  Studies,  V  707  9  ) 
5  TO,  III  4805 
6KB  Pisharoti  (op  c%t )  identifies  this  Vasudeva  with  VSsudeva  son  of 

Maharsi  The  Travanoore  State  Manual  (I  277  8)  give  the  following  account  "There  was 
on  tho  1st  of  Kumbhom  647  M,E  (1472  A  D  )  a  king  by  the  name  of  Sn  Kodai  Aditya 
Varma  of  Kilapperur,  Jayasimhanad,  the  Ssmor  Tiruvadi  of  Siraivoy  according  to  the 
temple  ohromolea  of  Sn  Padmanabhaswamy  But  boyond  this  bare  fact  nothing  oould 
be  ascertained  oxocpfc  that  he  might  have  baen  one  of  the  oo  regents  at  the  time  There 
is  another  msortphon  to  piovo  that  Aditya  Varma,  the  Sanor  Tiruvadi  of  Jayasimhanad, 
as  well  as  his  younfler  brother  named  Kama  Varma,  the  Senior  Tiruvadi  of  Siraivoy, 
reigned  on  the  14th  Kumbhom  659  MB  (1484  AD)  This  latter  may  be  identical 
with  Sn  Vira  Kolai  Aditya  Varma  who  flourished  in  Venad  in  1572  A  D  But  he  is 
mentioned  in  the  temple  chronicles  as  the  Senior  Tiruvadi  of  Siraivoy  while  Aditya 
Varma  of  1484  A  D  is  closely  referred  to  in  the  mBcript  on  as  the  Senior  Tiruvadi  of 

Jayasimhanad,  Kilapperur  On  this  basis  the  reign  of  Sri  Vira  Kodai  Aditva  Varma 
may  be  taken  as  having  lasted  up  to  the  year  1484  A  D  His  younger  brother  Bama 
Varma  was  probably  his  oo  regent  under  the  title  of  the  Senior  Tiravadi  of  Siraivoy 

Sbi  Vm  Ea.vi  Bwi  Vabma,  the  Senior  Tiruvadi  of  Tiruppapur,  ruled  over  Venad  for  a 

period  of  thirty  two  yeas  from  654  to  686  M  B  (1479  1512  AD),  for  the  first  five 
years  of  which  he  ruled  probably  as  oo  regent  The  temple  chronicle  records  that  on 

the  3rd  Karkadagam  673  M  E  (1498  A  D )  Sri  Vira  Bavi  Bavi  Varma  made  a  gift  of 
twelve  silver  pots  and  granite  images  as  an  atonement  for  sin  committed  in  a  fight  which 

took  place  at  the  northern  entrance  of  Sn  Padmanabhaswamy  temple,  and  that  he 

granted  soma  lands  adjoining  the  tank  of  Viranarayanaseri  to  the  aggreived  parties 

Itstates  also  that  on  the  24th  Madam  675  M  E,  (1500  A  D )  he  gave  6,000  fanams  as 
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173  Narayana  Battathin.  (Bhatlnpaila)  was  a  Nambudn  brahmin 
bom  at  Melputur  near  Chandanakkavu  De\iktfetra,  which  is  Kurum- 

pattur  desa  of  Ponnani  Laluk  in  Malabar  Of  that  Devi,  Narayana  was 
,i  devotee  His.  father  Matrd.itta  was  a  great  scholar  His  mother  came 

from  the  Payyur  Patten  family  IIo  hved  between  1560-1646  A  I)  He 
was  until  late  in  his  life  unlearned  ,  and  after  his  marriage  in  .i  Piftarou 

family  of  Tnkkanliyur,  he  studied  under  a  Ac  vuta  Pifcaroti,  ,i  learned 
member  of  the  familv  Ac)ut.i  was  not  qualified  to  leach  the  \eda,  but 
«is  he  did  teach  Narayana  the  ved.is,  he  ( ommilted  a  sin  .md  was 

attacked  bj  a  Vataroga  Narayana  got  the  disease  transferred  by  his 
mesmeric  power  to  himself  and  by  the  singing  of  the  Narayaniya,  a 

panegvnc  of  Srlkr^na  of  Guruvayoor  the  disease  disappeared  and  he 

Attained  Ajurarogyasaukhyam,  longevity,  health  and  happiness  *  This 
expression  in  anthmitical  terminology  denotes  1712J10  days  of  Kali 
as  the  date  of  the  completion  of  the  work  which  indicates  7C0  Kollam, 

Vnchika  i3th  day  or  1585  AD  This  poem  is  one  of  the  finest  speci- 
mens of  devotional  poetry 

"  The  fame  of  Bhaltatm  travelled  outside  Kerala  even  m  his  own 
dart.,  and  the  renowned  Bhatloji  Dikshita  of  Benares,  the  author  of 
Siddhanla  Kaumudi  and  the  greatest  grammarian  of  his  ago,  was  so 

much  impressed  with  the  profoundly  of  Bhntlatin's  learning  in 
that  branch  of  knowledge  that  he  proceeded  to  South  India  to  see 
Bhattatin  and  converse  with  him  I  earning,  however  to  his  regret  that 
Bhattatiri  had  passed  away  in  the  meantime,  the  Dikshita  is  known  to 

have  gone  back  observing  that  he  had  no  other  men  to  see  in 
Dakshmapatha.  Bhattatin  was  also  known  to  the  great  Pandits  of  the 
Court  of  Raghunatha  Naik  of  Tanjore,  such  as  Yajnanar.tyana  Dikshita, 
bis  minister,  and  the  author  of  Sahitya  Rafuakar.i  and  other  works, 
with  whom  he  used  to  hold  correspondence  Bhattatiri  appears  to 
have  visited  the  courts  of  the   Zamonn  of  Calicut  the   Maharaja  of 

garvakkattu  togobher  with  a  ailvar  vessel  to  tho  templo  of  Sri  Padmanabhaswamy  to 
expiate  the  sin  of  having  destroyed  soveral  villages  at  that  timet  Ravi  Varraa  having 
killed  several  people  during  the  fights  that  took  plaos  m  tho  year  082  M  B  (1S07  A  D ) 
made  anothor  gift  of  twenty  seven  silver  vessels  to  the  same  templo  together  with  the 
grant  of  lands  at  Voabanur  Iialadt  and  Kuppuka.1  It  appears  from  these  gifts  that  at 
this  period  several  small  bitbles  werefonght  between  tho  years  673  and  682  ME 
(1498 1S07  A  D )  during  whioh  many  people  wero  killed.  The  Inscription  also  makes 
mention  of  several  princes  at  the  time  Of  these  Adits*  Vauma  and  Ujhya  Mmvtaota 
Vuma  ware  reigning  sovereigns  Jayasimha  Deva  (afterwards  Jayasimha  II)  and 

Sakalakalai  (Sirvanganatha)  Martanda  Varma  wore  probably  thoir  eo  regents," 
1,    See  Travanoore  State  Manual,  II  489  3. 
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Cochin  and  the  Rajas  of  Chempakassen  and  Vatakkunur,  and  numerous 
verses  have  now  been  discovered  which  are  the  composition  of 
Bhattatin  m  praise  of  Virakerala,  the  then  ruler  of  Cochin,  as  also 
of  Devanarayana  of  Ampalapuzha  and  Godavarma  of  Yatakkunkur 

Devanarayana  is  a  common  name  for  all  the  rulers  of  Chempakassen 
and  all  that  is  known  of  the  ruler  of  that  countr}  at  that  time  was  that 
he  was  born  under  the  star  Puratam  It  may  be  stated  in  this  connec- 

tion that  Virakerala  of  Cochin  was  a  great  patron  of  letters  and  that 
several  poets  flourished  under  him  The  Raja  of  Chempakassen  w  as 
also  a  distinguished  patron  of  learning  and  several  works  particular^ 
on  Vyakarana  appear  to  have  been  composed  under  his  specia 

direction  Bhattatin  did  not  proceed  to  Travancore  possibly  becausel 
Travancore  and  Chempakassen  were  not  then  on  fnendlv  terms  There 
is  a  verse  in  the  Matsyavatara  Champu  of  Bhattatin  from  which  it  may 
be  inferred  that  Ravivarma  the  ruler  of  Travancore  at  that  time,  who 
was  consolidating  his  position  in  the  south  after  the  reverses  that  the 

country  had  suffered  as  a  result  of  its  conquest  by  Achyuta  Raja  of 

Vijayanagar,  had  even  incurred  the  envy  of  the  Raja  of  Chempakasseri  '* 

Bhattatin  has  written  numerous  works,  on  diverse  subjects  •  Stotra 
CampQ,  MimSmsa,  Vyakarana  and  Vyakhyana 

174  Narayaniyam  is  the  greatest  of  his  stotra  kavyas  "It  con- 
tains more  than  a  thousand  verses,  divided  into  a  hundred  parts  of  tenor 

more  verses  eac  h  and  is  a  succinct  and  soul-stirring  summary  of  Srimat 

Bhagava^a  Every  verse  is  addressed  to  the  presiding  Deity  of 
Guruvayur  direct,  and  easily  reaches  the  high  water  mark  of  perfection 
in  sound  and  sense  Almost  every  astika  in  Kerala  recite  some  verses  of 

this  great  poem  every  day,  and  there  is  no  human  heart  which  it  can- 
not melt  and  mend  The  merits  of  Knshna  worship  have  been  dilated 

upon  by  the  poet  in  a  masterly  manner  in  more  places  than  one 

Bhattatin  points  out  than  even  Sankaracharya,  the  expounder  of  the 

Advaita  Philosophy,  found  consolation  in  composing  Bhashyas  on 

Vishnusahasranama  and  Bhagavatgita  and  composing  Vaishnavite 

hymns   such   as  Vishnupadadikesa     He  takes   to   task  the  Nambudn 

1  On  NarSyana  and  Bis  works  s»  Malay  ala  Bijyam,  Annual  number  Many  of 

these  are  still  unprinted  and  minusoript  copies  are  found  in  Travanoore  Maharaja's 

Library  and  throughout  Malabar  with  the  §*kkiyars  Artiole  by  Ullur  S  Paramee- 

wara  Ayyar  in  Coohln  Maharaja's  College  Magazine,  Vol  XII,  No    S 

2  Printed,  Travanoore  Sanskrit  Series,  and  at  Tnehnr  with  an  introduction  by 

K  Vastideva  Moosad  The  poet  Qnnayl  Variyar  at  a  latar  date  imitated  Bhattatin  in 

his  Ramapanoafetl  in  praise  of  the  Dolty  of  Innjalakkuda 
33 
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Brahmins  of  his  time  who  were  proud  of  their  birth,  but  who  were  not 

de\oted  to  the  worship  of  Krishna  "  The  whole  of  Bunijav  its^iti  hnd 
been  beautifully  summarised  in  a  single  verse  which  runs  as  follows 

fWr  ?f  f> "jrjw.  m  «mg»l  «ppfcr  acw*  I 

$fa«r  ̂ ts^^tit  fffsi  ̂ swt  sftsm  n^ftfartfrr  I 

«nJ  $£  ̂ rt%  nffcUHT-rr  rt^  fawn*  II 

175  He  wrote  a  number  of  prabhandhas,  a  v.inely  of  tampu,  on 

several  themes  Rajasuya,  Dutivakya,  Pancalisvayamvara,  Draupndi- 
pannaya,  Subhadraharana,  Kiriitn,  BhEr<\ta)idclha,  Svargarohana, 

Mat->yavatara,  Njgamoksa,  Gajendramoksa,  Syamantaka,  Kuchela\rlta, 
Ahalyatnoksa,  Niranunasika,  DakBayaga,  Farvatisvayamvarn,  Asldmi- 
campu,  Gosthinagaravarnana,  Kailasasailavarnana,  Surpanakhdpralapa, 

Nalayanicanta  and  Ramakatha  Rajasiiya  reveals  Bhatlatm's  profound 
knowledge  of  Veda  and  Mimamsa  Those  campus  were  written  l>y 
Bhattatiri  mainly  for  the  use  of  $akkiyars  Many  well  known  previous 
works  such  as  Bolabharata  of  Agast)  a,  Bharatacampu  of  Anantabhatla, 
Venisamhara  of  Bhattanarayana  and  Sihupalavadha  of  M.lgha  have 

been  freely  quoted  from,  though  the  best  portions  are  Bhatt.ilin's  com- 
position Kotiviraha  and  Svnhasudhakara  are  line  spec  unens  of  his 

poetry  * 

His  son  Krf  nakavi  wrote  the  poem  Tarnhasanka  * 

176  Manaveda  or  Lralpatti  R<ija,  a  /amorin  of  Calicul,  was  an 
admirer  of  Narayana  and  he  imbibed  hrs  devotion  by  ardent  study  of 
his  works,  and  his  language  displays  the  similarity  He  hvod  m  the  17th 
century  AD  He  wrote  his  Kr^aagiti  or  Krpnanalaka  on  Kali  day 

1736612*  and  his  Manavedacampubharat  i  on  Kali  day  1733111*  besides 

a  commentary  on  Gampuramityana  ■  Rndradasa  describes  the  marriage 
of  Candraleka  and  Manavedariija  in  his  Saltaka  C  atulralekha  or  Mana- 

vedacanta  ' 

1      Printed,  Kavyamaia,  Bombay 
3  Printed,  KavyamSla,  Bombay 
8     Printed,  Tnohur,  \vith    an  introduction     TO,  HI    4082,  the  date  given  is 

rist  ̂ gfipfhro  I 
4  TO,  II    2580,   DO,  XXI,  8267     There  is  a  commentary  by  Kr§na,  TO, 

II  2595 

5  TO,  III,  4020     The  date  given  is  qi^tfra^Wq; 
a   to,  iv 
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177  Ramapaninada  or  Raina  whose  popular  name  was  Kun- 
junni  Nainbiyar  was  bom  of  the  Wanar  caste  near  Kunnankulam,  Cochin 

btate,  and  lived  about  the  middle  of  18th  cenlurv  He  was  a  pupil  of 
Narayauabhalta  He  is  one  of  the  best  poels  of  Malabar  in  Sanskrit 
and  Prakrit  P  or  some  time  he  was  with  the  Zamonn  of  Calicut  and 

latterly  settled  at  Kotihnga  (Cranganore)  where  he  was  performing 

service  as  drummer  m  the  temple  there  In  Vijnuvilasa,1  a  poem  in  8 
cantos,  he  describes  the  deeds  of  Vimiu  in  the  nine  incarnations  In 

Mukundas$ava,  he  sings  the  praise  of  Mukunda  at  the  instance  of  King 

Rainavarma  of  bnkantha  familj  *  While  he  was  living  at  Sendamangalam 
he  wrote  the  poem  Raghavij  a  in  two  parts  puma  and  uttara  in  20 

cantos  on  the  whole  story  of  Raraavana  *  Lalijaragha-viya*  and  Paduka- 
pattabhiseka*  are  plays  on  the  same  theme  His  Candnka  is  a  Veethi 
said  to  have  been  enacted  in  lnvandrum  in  the  time  of  King  Vanci- 
martanda  and  Madanaketucanta  is  a  prahasana  Besides  various  works 
on  other  Sastras  he  composed  in  Prakrit  the  poems  U^amruddua,  and 

Kamsavaho  He  commented  on  Sukumra's  Kpnavilasa,4  Kr?nalilasuka's 
Govindabhiseka,  and  Narayana's  Dhatukav}aT 

Bamavarha  of  Cranganore  was  the  junior  prince,  Yuvaraja  He 

lived  about  1800  His  Ramacanti  is  a  poem  m  12  cantos8  on  the 

story  of  Rama,  and  Rasasadanabhana,*  a  fine  play  Some  of  his  ideas 

are  very  fanciful 10 

178  Sri  (bwali)  Ramavarma  Kulasekhara,  Maharaja  of  Travan- 
core  lived  in  181J-1897  AD  He  was  the  son  of  Laksmi  Ram  and 
mhenled  the  throne  in  the  womb  I  lis  father  was  Rajarajavanna  of 

Chengannasen     He  was  a  linguist  and  his  prohi  leacy  in  Sanskrit  was 

1  TO  IV  5136 
3.  TO,  IV  5077     There  Is  a  oommoutory  by  a  fellow  popil 
8  DO,  XX  7838  ,  TO,  IV.  5T78,  wibb,  oom  na  it wy,  TO,  IV,  5005 
i  DO,  XXI  8512 
5  The  manusorlpfc  is  in  Kalakvtb.  IUotn  ra  Milibir. 
6  Printed,  Tnohur 
7  jDO.XX  7745,  TO,  IV.  5111 
8  Printed,  Poona  DO,  XX  7815 
9.  Ed  KSvymSls,  Bombay 

10    Por  instance 

?ra»r  s%T  sswft  ̂   ̂ ^i^Trsrr 

^OTR^rffiRWrte^  i  **&%  II 
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admirable  Besides  his  poems  Padmanabhasataka,  Ajamilopakhyana, 

Kui.ol(ipakh>ana  and  Bhaktunanjari,*  be  wrote  the  prabandhas,  Utsava- 

varnana  and  S}  anandurapuravamana  *  In  the  latter,  he  described  the 
incarnation  and  stones  relating  to  God  Padmanabha  of  Invandrum 

179  Keralavarma  (Vaha  Komi  1  ambiran)  was  the  consort  of 

Maharani  L.ik^hmi  Bavi  of  1  ravancore  Tie  was  one  of  the  greatest 
of  modern  poets  and  was  held  in  high  esteem  lie  lived  between 

1843-1910 8  He  has  been  called  Kerala  Kahdasa  Of  his.  Sanskrit 

works,  *  0  have  the  Visakharjjam.ihakavj'a,  Kamsavndhacampu,  Si  ngara- 
manjari,  Guruvayupuresa&totra,  Vjaghralayesasntika,  Sonadrlhasatrikd* 

and  K->amiIpannsahdsra  ' 

180  Manavikrama  Lttan  I  ambiran,  the  /amonn,  died  about 

1920  He  was  an  evtempore  poet  and  wrote  several  small  poems 

A  K  Rajaraja  Varma  (Koil  Tambiran)  was  the  superintendent  of  Sanskrit 
Studies  m  1  ravancore  Besides  an  original  commentary  on  Painni,  he 

wrote  Angalasamrajya  Mahalavya  and  a  poem  Vilavibhavan  lie  lived 
in  1863-1918  AD 

J  ola  Nambudn  w  rote  mahakavya,  1  olakavya  Kdnyath  of  Candan- 

palh  wrote  Ramacantikavya  Kunju  Kuthan  Tambiran  wrote  the  poem 
Yiidavavijaya  Nambudnpad  of  Ldavalhikodmana  wrote  Rukmini- 

svayamvaraprabandha  ,  Kunhukattan  I  ambiran  of  Cranganoor  wrote 

Kiratavyayoga  and  Babhruvahanacampu  ,  Koihunni  1  ambiran  of 

Cranganur  wrote  the  poem  Gosncanta,  Banayudhacampu,  Vipra- 
sandesa  and  bhanas  Anangavijaya  and  Vitarajavij  iya  Ramawanar  of 

Kaikolangara  wrote  Aryasaptasati  Unni  Nambudnpad  of  Muthukunsi 

and  Mahijamangala  Nambudn  wrote  bhanas  V<dcalhol  Narayanamenon 

(born  1890)  wrole  Mahiikav\a  I  apatisamvarana,  Devisttva  and  KfSna- 

safaka 

Ihe  poetess  Manorama  died  a  hundred  years  ago  Lakwrn  Rajni, 
a  princess  of  Kadathanat  Kdavalath  palace  wroto  Sunpnagopalakavya 
and  died  about  12  years  ago  Subhadra,  pnncess  of  Cochin,  who  died 
in  1921,  wrole  Saubhadrastava 

1  Ed  It  Sras  Benoo. 

2  Ed  Tr  Saus  Series,  with  coniniontary 
8  Trav  State  Manual,  IX,  188. 
&  Printed,  Tcavanoore. 
5  tTho  manuscript  is  in  Travancoro, 
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Mahakavyas  (contd) 

181     Parvatiyamsavali*  gives  a  list  of  rulers  of  Nepal  with 
the  lengths  of  their  reigns  and  an  occasional  reference  to  dates  of 

accession     It  dales  back  from  1768  AD,  to  seven  or  eight  centuries 
before  Kahyuga     It  consists  of  several  dynasties  of  kings,  and  Bhunu- 

varman,  the  first  king  of  the  5th  of  the  Suryavamsi  dynasty,  is  distinctly 
described  as  having  been  crowned  in  Kali  1389  (1712  B  C )  and  Sivadeva- 
varman  the  27th  king  of  this  Suryavamsi  dynasty  is  placed  about  338  B  C 
For,  it  will  be  seen  that  Amsuvarman,  the  1st  king  of  the  6th  or  Thakun 

dynasty,  is  stated  to  have  been  crowned  in  the  year  Kali  3000  (101 B  C ) 
and  reigned  68  years  from   101  B  C    to  30  B  C    and  in  his  time, 
Vikramadi^ya  came  to  Nepal  and  established  his  Era  of  57  B  C  there 

Amsuvarman  is  described  as  the  son-in-law  of  Visvadevarman,  the  3rd 
and  last  king  of  the  5th  or  the  Suryavamsi  dynasty  who  reigned  for  51 

years  from  152  B  C  to  101  B  C    whom  he  succeeded     Similarly,  the 
30th   king   Vijnudevavarman,    the    predecessor  of  Viivadevavarman 
reigned  for  47  years  from  1 99  to  152  B  C  His  predecessor  Bhimadeva- 
varman,  the  29th  king,  reigned  for  36  years  from  235  to  299  B.C  the 

28th  king,  Narendravarman  reigned  for  42  years  from  277  to  235  B  C, 

and  lastly  the  27  th  king  Sivaijevavannan   abovenamed  reigned  for  61 
years  from  338  to  277  B  C 

"But  a  good  deal  of  confusion  has  been  introduced  into  the 
chronology  of  the  dynasties  of  kings  ihat  ruled  at  Nepal  by  Dr  Fleet, 
and  other  orientalists  by  mistaking  the  Harsa  Era  given  in  some  of  the 

copper  plates  as  referring  to  an  era  supposed  to  have  originated  with 

Hars.avardb.ana  Siladitya  of  KSnyakubja  (Kanouj)  who  is  ascertained  to 
have  lived  (or  reigned)  from  606  or  607  A  D  Thus  m  a  Charter  of 
Paramabhatlaraka  Maharajadhiraja  S^vadevavarman,  the  27th  king  of 

the  5th  or  the  SuryavamBi  dynasty  of  the  Nepal  kings  above  referred  lo 
{who  according  to  Nepalese  Chronology  ruled  from  338  B.C.  to  277 

B.C.  for  61  years),  the  date  of  his  accession  to  the  throne  is  given  as 
Harsa  Samvat  119  These  orientalists  at  once  assume  the  Har^a 

Samvat  to  be  an  era  founded  by  Harsavardhana,  the  patron  of  Bona 
and  contemporary  of  Hraen  Tsang,  the  Chmese  traveller  who  travelled 

1.   Published  by  Bhagavanlal  Iadraji,  U,  XIII,  411-28, 
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m  India  from  629  to  645  A  D  On  this  assumption  they  lake  the 

Harsa  bainval  1 19  given  in  Sivadevavarman's  charter  as  equivalent  to 
1 19-J-606  or  607  A,D  (the  initial  date  of  Harsabardhana  biladilya)  or 
725  or  726  A  D  and  at  once  concluded  that  the  Nepala  Vamsavah 

which  places  feivadevavarman's  accession  about  33S  B  C  calculated 
according  to  the  dates  given  in  Kaliyuga,  must  be  a  mistake,  and  that 
accordingly  he  should  be  placed  about  725  or  726  A  D 

Taking  this  wrong  assumption  as  true  the  w  hole  uf  the  Vamsavah 
of  the  Nepal  Kings  has  been  mercilessly  meddled  with  and  altered 

according  to  this  new  theory,  m  disregard  of  all  the  specific  dates  given 
there  There  is  no  tradition  or  record  that  ILirSav.mlhana  feiladilya 

of  Kanouj  inaugurated  any  era  of  his  own  If  I  Earsavanlhana,  or  King 
Harsa  as  he  is  usually  called,  had  really  founded  any  such  era 

corresponding  to  606  or  607  AD,  it  must  have  been  dated  from  the 
accession  of  that  famous  king,  it  is  unlikely  that  if  such  an  era  had 
been  founded  by  Harsavardhana,  the  contemporary  admirers*  of  the 
King  Bana  Bhatta  and  Hiuen  1  asang,  would  have  failed  to  notice 
it  in  their  works 

How,  then,  is  this  difficulty  to  be  solved  i  What  does  the  Harsa 

Samvat  in  Sivadevavarman's  charter  denote  ?  I  he  answer  is  this  In  the 
HarSa  Era  which  dates  400  years  before  the  Samvat  or  the  Vikrama 

era,  founded  by  Vikramaduya  of  Malava,  lhe  era  of  Sn  Lfarpa  or  the 
Harsa  Samvat  may  be  taken  to  indicate  the  la  minus  ad  f//«v«oflhe 
suzerainty  if  Sn  Harsa  Vikrainaditya  of  Ujjan,  the  <  ontomporary  of 
Hiranya  Matrgupta  and  Pravarasena  II,  the  Jrd,  4lh  and  5th  Kings  of 

of  the  Third  Goanda  Dynasty,  described  in  Kalhana's  R«ij<it,arangini 
It  dates  from  457  B  C  just  400  years  before  tho  Vikrama  ora  of  57  BC 
Alberuni,  the  celebrated  Muhamadan  historian  speaks  of  tho  existence 

of  a  Harsa  era  in  Nepal  and  other  Northern  countries  in  his  time  and 
according  to  him,  it  falls  exactly  about  457  B  C  jusl  400  yoars  before 
the  Samvat  or  the  Vikrama  l<ra 

Now  if  we  lake  lhe  Ilarpa  Samvat  as  referring  to  tho  Harsa  Era 

spoken  to  by  Alberuni  Sivadevavarman  of  tho  Nep.ilese  Charter  in 
question  will  have  to  be  placed  B  C  457,  J 19  or  338  B.C  which  exactly 
tallies  with  the  original  date  assigned  to  the  said  king  in  the  Nepal 

and  the  objection  raised  by  these  authenticity  of  tho  Vamsavah  have  no 
foundation 

1,    Albetum's  Inlia,  lcanslut3l  aaJ  published  by  Dr.  Edward  0.  Baohan,  Vol.  II, 
Oh  XLIX.p  7 
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182.  Vardkamana  was  pupil  of  Govindasun,  .1  Svetambnra 

jam  He  was  m  the  Court  of  Siddharaja  1094-1 143  *  He  composed 

his  Ganaratnamnhodadhi  m  Sam  1197,*  in  which  His  Knyaguptaka 
(where  the  predicate  is  concealed  in  the  verses)  and  his  Siddharaja- 
vamana  describing  the  history  of  his  roval  patron  are  quoted 

183  Sambhu*  was  a  de\otee  of  Siva  and  a  poet  of  the  court  of 
King  Har>>a  (1073-1101  AD)  His  son  Ananda,*  also  a  poet,  was  one 
of  the  assembly  of  distinguished  persons  that  heard  the  first  reading  of 

Srikanthacan^a  In  Mankha  at  the  house  of  Alankara,'  minister  of 

King  Ja>  asimha  (1 129-1 1  "9  A  D  )  His  verses  are  quoted  in  SubhaBita- 
vali  by  Vallabhndeva  He  appears  to  have  travelled  all  over  India 

and  frequently  refers  to  Malabar  and  ̂ outh  India  He  admires  fluency 

of  diction  " 

His  Rajendrakarnapurct7  is  a  eulogium  of  King  HarSa,  his  patron, 
m  the  form  of  an  address  and  Ayoktimuktalat5?  is  a  collection  of 

ingenious  verses  on  various  topics  indicating  an  indirect  meaning  * 

184  Kalhana  was  the  son  of  Campaka  Campaka  was  minister 

of  King  Har^a  of  kasmir  (1089-1101  A  D )  When  that  king  fell  into 
trouble  and  was  finallj  assasinated  he  w  as  faithful  to  him  and  kept  away 
from  politics  Campaka  had  a  brother  Kanaka  to  whom  King  Haifa 

taught  music  Kalyana  or  Alakadatjfca  was  his  patron  "  Kalhana  was 
well-versed  in  all  legendar>  lore  and  was  by  nature  -well-fitted  for 
historical  investigation  His  ambitiOD  was  to  wnle  a  chronicle  of  the 

kings  of  Kasmir  After  Sussala's  son  Jayasimha  (1127-1159  AD)  came 
to  the  throne  and  he  was  in  his  Court     He   began  his  work  m  1149 

1.    See  para  70  miva 
2     Ed  London 

3.    PB,  I  11-12     See  para  72  Supra     CO,  1  686     Ral,  VII  948 
4  Vallabhadeva  m  his  SubhSgitSvah  quotes  poets  Tho  Ananda,  BhafctSnandaka, 

EajanakSnandaka  and  Rsuidauanda  and  it  is  not  possible  to  identify  them  There  is  a 
poet  Ananda  referred  to  in  Padyavali 

^S*fftRWPS  53  fRJPWlft   H    Srikm  XXV  97 

6  He  says  'JOT^W&U'sM  W^  W&ffi  W&t^  I 

7  B!d  KSvyamSIa,  Bombay     He  refers  to  Mnnja  (verse  17) 
8  Ed  KSvyamala,  Bombay,   Bee  PB,  I.  81 
9  See  under  Mankha,  para  79  supra 
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AD,*  and  completed  his  Riijatarangim  m  a  year  with  the  prevailing 
sentiment  Santa 

Kalhana  was  at  once  a  poet  and  chronicler  lie  did  not  forget 

his  poetry  m  the  course  of  his  narration  His  was  a  Mahakavya  in  every 
sense  of  the  term,  with  sunta  as  the  prevailing  sentiment  The  turbulent 

times  of  his  boyhood  and  the  pathetic  ston  of  KingIIar>>a  to  whom  his 
father  adhered  must  have  made  him  pessimistic  and  there  is  a  vain  of 

satire  everywhere  He  was  very  god-fearing  and  his  devotion  to  Siva 

was  extreme  and  Him  he  praised  in  his  Ardhanarisvarastotra a  It 
appears  as  if  his  motive  in  writing  the  History  of  Kings  was  not  merely 
to  record  a  story  of  events  mundane,  to  which  he  attached  little  im- 

portance, but  to  illustrate  the  unreality  of  human  fortunes  and  the 
vicissitudes  of  pompous  royalty  Just  as  Valmiki  did,  Kalhana  realised 

that  the  doctrine  of  fate  was  the  sensible  solution  of  life  * 

Before  proceeding  to  attempt  the  poem  he  rightly  realised  his 

duty  and  when  he  said 

W*f^  *&  3°!^  *Mi*Hf^W  I 

and  he  kept  up  this  ideal  unaffected  by  the  events  of  his  chronicle 

According  to  Kashmir  tradition,  he  wrote  a  poem  Jay.isimhalihyu- 

daya,  apparently  a  history  of  the  achievements  of  King  Jayasimha  * 

185,  Kalhana  mentions  previous  writers  — "Suvrala,*  whose  work, 
he  says,  was  made  difficult  by  misplaced  learning  ,  Kshomendra  who 

drew  up  a  list  of  kings,  Ntpavak,*  of  which,  however,  he  says,  no  part 

1  Kd  by  Darga  Prasad  and  by  Troyer  Translated  into  English  by  Y  0  Datta 

and  by  M  A  Bfcoin  "Kalhana's  Chronicle  of  Kashmir"  with  a  valuable  introduction 
For  editions  and  translations  and  for  notes  on  Kalhana,  see  14, 17  107 ,  VI  264 , 
XVIII  66,  97 ,  XL  07 ,  XVII  801  Bee  also  JBBAS,  Extra  No  1877.  On  the 
olose  logioal  affinity  between  Harsaoanjni  and  Rajaforangini,  sso  70 J,  XII  83  ,  JRAS, 

(1894),  486  and  Bteui's  Int  I  183 

4jfiWl+  siKiw  WIH  PMI'Srawc  II — T  28 
8     Planted,  KavySmSIS,  Bombay 
4  A  verse  of  this  poem  is  quoted  m  Rsjnakitha  Sarasimmuoinya,  lor  verses 

quoted  in  anthologies,  see  Peterson  lut  to  Subh  18 
5.    There  are  poets  Snvraja  and  SuvraJadaJta  quoted  in  Slum 
0  Mentioned  in  KSvyamSia  I,  35  RSjavall  Is  ft  history  of  Kings  of  Hindustan 

from  before  of  Kaliynga  up  to  Warren  Hastings  by  Vijayagovinda  Slmfaa  00, 1  608. 
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was  free  from  mistakes ,  Nilamuni,  who  wrote  the  Nilauatapuraxa  * 

Helaraja,  who  composed  a  list  of  kings  in  twelve  thousand  verses  ,  and 
Snmihira  or  Padmamihira,  and  the  author  of  the  Srichchhan  iri-A  His 

own  work,  he  tells  us,  was  based  on  eleven  collections  of  Rajvkathvs 

or  stories  about  kings  and  on  the  w  orks  of  Nilamuni "  He  verified  the 
traditional  dates  by  reference  1o   grants,  inscriptions,    manuscripts  etc 

1  Ed  by  Kanajilal  with  prefaoe  and  appsudioes  See  Elian  Daj%,  110  ,  Sinn, 
202 

la  the  introduction  to  Rajitarangini,  Stem  says  "Theol&sb  extub  text,  which 
deals  in  detail  with  Kasrmnan  Tirthas,  is  the  Nilamatapwana  This  work  whioh 
Kalhanausel  as  one  of  his  souross  ot  information,  claims  to  give  the  sacred  lagan  la 

regarding  the  origin  of  the  oountry,  and  the  special  ordinanoes  whioh  Nila,  the  lord  of 
Easmir  Nags,  had  revealed  for  the  worship  and  rites  to  be  observed  in  it  It  is 
unnecessary  to  refer  here  to  the  legends  whioh  are  relited  at  the  oommenosment  of  the 

work,  and  to  '  the  nfce3  proolaimed  by  Nil*  '  whioh  are  next  detailed,  and  with  the 
former  oooupy  about  two  thirds  of  the  exfciut  test  These  parts  have  been  fully 
disonssed  by  Prof  Buhler  in  his  luoid  anilyais  of  the  Nilamata  The  remaining 

portions,  howavor,  deserve  special  notice  For,  to  use  Prof  Buhkr'a  words,  '  they form  a  real  mine  of  Information  legardmg  the  saored  plaoes  of  Kasmir  and  their 

legends  ' 
In  the  first  plaoe  we  find  there  a  list  of  the  pnnoipil  Nagas  or  siored  springs  of 

Kasmir  (vv  900  975)  This  is  followed  by  the  interesting  legend  regarding  the  MaJia 

vadma  lake,  the  present  Volur,  whioh  is  supposed  to  oooupy  the  plioe  oi  the  submerged 

city  of  Oandrapura  (vv  976  1008)  The  Puraua  then  prooeeds  to  an  enamerat»on  of  mis- 

cellaneous Tirthas  ohicfly  conoeoted  with  Siva's  worship  (vv  1009-18),  To  this  is 
atfcaohed  a  very  detailed  aooount,  designated  a  BhutesvaramHiatmya  of  the  legends 

ooauoofcei  with  the  numerous  lakes  and  sites  oa  Mount  Haramukufci  saored  to  Siva  and 

Parvati  (vv  10t9  1148)  Of  a  similar  Mahatmya  relating  to  the  Kapafcesvara  Tirtha, 

the  present  Kother,  only  a  fragment  is  found  in  our  esfrint  text  «(vv  1149  68)  The  list 
of  Yishnu  Tirthas  whioh  succeeds  it  (vy  1169  121S),  is  oonywatively  short,  as  indesd 

tho  position  of  this  god  is  a  secondary  one  in  the  popular  worship  of  Kasm  r 

After  a  misodlaneous  list  of  sacred  Sngtroni  or  river  ojnflaences,  Nagis  and  Ukes 

(vv  1219  78) ,  we  are  treated  to  a  somewhat  more  detailed  synopsis  of  the  ohief  Tirthas 

of  Kasmir  (vv  1271 1371)  This  is  of  spooLal  interest,  bsoausa  an  attempt  is  nude  here 

to  desonbe  these  Tirthas  in  something  like  topographioal  order,  and  to  gronp  with  them
 

such  localities  as  are  visited  along  with  them  on  the  same  pilgrim  ige  It  is  thus 

possible  to  determine,  with  more  certainty  taw  in  the  case  of  other  Tirtha  
lists,  the 

particular  holy  sites  mlly  inten  led  bythaaithor  This  synopsis  starts  i
n  tho  east 

with  the  fountain  of  the  Nilanaga  (Vemiga),  and  follows  with  mire  or  lew  w
ourvoy  the 

course  of  theVitasH  and  its  tributaries  do.vn  to  the  gorge  of  VawJiaraiH  
A  short 

Vitaatamahatmya,  describing  the  original  and  mu »alms  powers  of 
 this  holiest  of 

Kasmimvers  (vv  13711401)  qIos>s  the  test  of  the  Nihmttt,  snA  «  it  i
s  band  in 

our  manuscripts  " 34 
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He  used  the  Laukika  era  m  his  computation     "1  he  241  h  year  nf  the 

Laukika  corresponds*  with  the  year  1070  of  S.iknk.il.i '  * 

186  Book  I  treats  of  Gonanda  d>aasl\  Rook  II  bimgs  us  to  a 

new  line  of  Kmgs  and  Book  JH  mentions  the  restoration  of  Gonanda  line 

under  M eghavahana  Book  IV  begins  in  Knrkota  Dv  nasty  '1  he  d\  n  tsly 
was  overthrown  by  Avantivarman,  grandson  of  Utpala  Book  V  narrates 

the  history  of  the  Utpala  dynash  The  Lohara  d\  nasi  v  succeeds 

pepcefullj  in  Book  VI  and  Book  VII  concludes  with  tho  assaswalioti  of 

Kmg  H-usa     In  Book  VIII  there  is  a  long  account  of  the  <i>unlr}  of 

ST^F^  2TTcf  fff¥  qfapW    II 

"  Liukika  era  is  placel  on  Caitra  Buddha  I  of  Kali  yoir  9S  (ovpirod)  or  tho  year 
8070  75  B  0  laukika  year  is  counted  at  present  in  Kosmir  from  tho  fust  day  of  tho 
bright  half  of  the  lum  solar  month  Chitra  Kalhani  follows  the  idoutiual  leekomng, 
In  Raj  VII  811  Kalhani  says  that  UeoaU  was  murderis!  on  Gth  Pauw  Buddha 
of  L:vukika4t87  and  the  detbronem°nt  of  his  suoco-Ror  who  3  months  and  37  days 
later,  that  is,  3rd  Valsakha  Buddha  of  Laukika  4188  Tho  months  arc  rookonol  by 
his  Purnimanja  as  it  is  to  day  in  TQsmir  17or  a  full  disouwiou  of  ths  Laukikt  on, 

soeBuhler's  Rep.  59  et  ssq  anl  Cunniughaoi's  Indian  Eras  0»17  Tho  omission  of 
the  centuries  in  giving  Laukik*  dices  ih  an  anoiont  oustom  " 

"  The  Lok-kil,  or  "  ooinmon  ora,"  oillort  also  tho  Sapi  Bishikal,  or  "  on  of  tho 
seven  Eishis,"  is  a  oyold  of  2700  years  divided  into  twonty  sovon  oontcnary  periods,  a 
new  reookoiung  being  started  at  the  beginning  of  cash  oontnry  The  theory  of  tho  cycle 
is,  that  the  seven  Bishis,  or  stars  of  Ursa  Major  remain  for  ono  ocntary  !u  ouch  of  tho 
twenty  seven  nakshatras,  or  lunar  mansions  All  authorities  agree  in  making  Aswiiii 
the  first  of  tho  Nakshatras,  and  In  sbsting  that  tho  Mahabharita  took  pHco  when  the 
Bishis  wore  in  the  lunar  eonstellation  Magha,  the  tenth  of  tho  sones  Tho  Puranas,  and 
the  practioe  of  all  tho  people  who  still  use  this  oyolo,  etoopting  only  tho  Kashmiris, 
agree  in  making  the  ora  of  Yudhishthira  tho  samo  as  tho  Kali  yug  i  AH,  howovor, 
agree  in  stating  that,  at  the  time  of  tho  Mahnbharata,  tho  seven  Bishis  had  already 
passed  75  year*  in  Magha  Bat  as  Varaha  plioos  tho  (Troafc  war  058  years  after  the 
beginning  of  the  Kali  yuga,  or  in  2440,  B  O  ,  that  year  shoull  have  been  tho  76th  of 
tho  tenth  Nakshatra,  and  the  070th  year  of  tho  oyolo  This  would  hx  tho  licet  year  of 
eaoh  centenary  period  to  tho  35th  year  of  oacih  century  B  0  ,  and  to  the  7Gth  year  of 
eaoh  oantury  A  D  But  to  prevent  the  .oonfnsion  that  would  thus  have  arisen  Varaha 
simply  ignored  the  genorally  aooeptad  bdiof  that  tho  Bishia  had  spont  75  yoars  in  Migha 
when  the  Mahabharata  took  plaoj  and  retained  tho  initial  points  of  tho  Sapfcarshl 
centurios  only  bringing  Magha  down  from  B.O  8177  (or  8102  &  75)  to  B  0,  2477 

Aooordingly,  Varaha's  followers  plaae  tho  initial  point  of  tho  Vrihaspati  OLikra  in 
3377  B  O  in  Aswini  so  that  eaoh  century  begins  in  tho  20th  yoav  of  oitoh  oontury  Of  tho 
Kali  yuga  exactly  as  Dr  Buhlor  was  informal  ThisaUn  aooords  with  the  atatemont 
of  my  Kashmiri  informant  tint  tho  Bishis  had  oomplotod  throe  revolutions  less  25 
years  m  the  Dwapara  yuga  before  tho  Kail  yoga  began  ,  that  is,  thoir  Ohakra  prroadad 

tho  Kali  yuga  by  875  years,  equivalent  to  B  O  3377,  or  810^+278  years."— 
Qufiinngliam, 
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furly  years  from  the  at.cess.ion  of  Uccala  lhe  book  mentions  fa)a- 

bimha,  son  of  Sussaln,  as  the  reigning  sovereign,1  and  concludes  b)  an 
apt  simile  comparing  the  seven  parts  of  his  chronicle  with  the  se\en 

branches  of  the  Godavari  * 

187  Kalhana  critic  ses  the  uew  that  Mahabharala  was  fought 

about  beginning  of  Kali  \  uga  and  fi\es  it  a^  633  years  later  He  equates 

the  24th  }  ear  of  Laukika  era  1070  years  of  Saka  eia  and  places  the  first 

King  Gonanda  m  the  year  653  Kali  There  he  was  in  error  and  his 

attempt  to  go  against  the  tradition  landed  him  in  a  misapprehension  s 

1  la  all,  the  books  treat  of  the  dynasties  of  (i)  Gonanda  (1st  and  2nd)  (u)  Karkofca 
(Duutfabhavatdhana  to  Aoangapida  601855  AD)  (ui)  U{pala  ( Avanbivarman  to 
S.inkatavarman  and  Par|ha  865  to  989  A  D )  dv)  Viradeva  (Yasaskaradova)  and 
Siugi3madeva  940  to  949  A  D  (v)  Divira  (ParvagupJ*  to  Bbima  950  to  1003  A  D, 
(yi)  Lohara  (SangrSuiaraja  to  Jayasiruha  1001  to  1158  AD  For  geneology,  sea 

0  V  Yaidya's  Btstory  of  Med  India,  I  202  21 

ftsrr^  fJrtrf?r  uaradipfton  II 
3  In  the  Intioduotion  to  BSjatarangini,  Stein  says  "Kalhana  takes  as  the 

starting  point  of  the  ohronologioal  oaloulations  the  traditional  date  indicated  by  Varaha 
uuhira's  Bahatawnbita  for  the.  coronation  of  Yudhisthira,  the  Pandava  hero  of  the  epios, 
viz  the  yoar  C53  of  the  Kali  era  The  date  of  this  legendary  event  is  accepted  by  nun 

also  for  tho  aooassiou  of  Gonanda  I,  tho  first  of  the  '  lost '  kings  of  Kasmir,  whose 
name,  as  we  are  told,  was  reoovered  by  tho  Ohroruolee  (or  his  predecessors)  from  the 

Nilainata  Purana  The  ex»ot  reasoa  for  the  equation  of  these  dates  is  nowhere  given. 

But  it  appears  that  the  story  as  oonfcained  in  tho  earlier  version  of  the  Nilamata  which 

Kalhana  had  before  him,  represented  Gonaada  I  in  a  general  way  as  a  contemporary 
of  the  '  Kauravas  and  Pandavae.' 

Kalhana  next  assumes  a  penoa  of  2209  years  as  the  aggregate  length  of  the  leigos 
of  Gonanda  I  and  his  successors  as  detailed  in  Book  I  For  this  statement  Kalhana 

does  not  adduoe  his  authority,  though  it  is  oa9  of  tho  mwn  biais  of  his  chroaohjy 

But  tho  importance  which  he  attaohed  to  it,  is  evident  from  the  trouble  he  takes  to 

provo  its  correctness  He  does  this  by  ehowing  that  if  to  the  figure  of  2263  yeara  are 

aided  the  083  years  from  the  commencement  of  the  Kali  era  to  Gonanda  I 's  aoeessioni 
as  well  as  the  years  (1328)  repi  esenbing  the  rough  total  of  the  reigns  described  in 

Books  1I-V11I,  we  arnvo  at  an  aggregate  of  4249  years  which  corresponds  exactly  to 

the  4249  years  of  the  Kali  Yoga  elapsed  in  Saka  1070,  the  date  when  Kalhana  wrote  his 
introduction, 

Kalhana  himself  tells  us  that  the  ojlculation  of  a  total  of  2281  years  for  the  regnal 

period  Of  the  first  Gonanda  dynasty  had  been  "  thought  wrong  by  some  authors  "  As 
the  ground  of  their  objection  ha  indioates  tho  belief  (according  to  him,  erroneous)  which 

placed  the  '  Great  War  '  of  the  Kuros  and  the  Pandavas  at  tha  olose  of  the  Dvapara 

Yuga,  1  e  at  the  ojmmnujeiinnt  of  the  Ktli  er*     Fun  this  remirk  it  n,  evident  that 
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188  Kalhpna's  Rajatarangim  was  followed  l>y  Jonaraja  and 
Srlvcira      Jonaraja  wrote  the   history  from  King  [aynbimha  to  Sultan 

KalhHria  -was  not  tho  hrst  to  propose  the  aljovo  figure  for  the  aggregate  length  of  the 
reigns  of  Gonanda  and  his  descendants,  and,  further,  that  tho  connection  of  Gonanda  I's 
dato  with  tho  legendary  date  of  the  Bharata  war  was  gcnorally  assumed  by  writers  on 

Kasmir  history  Kalhana's  leticenoe  docs  not  allow  us  to  go  beyond  this  We  know 
neither  the  soutoe  from  which  he  obtained  that  base  of  his  chronological  system,  nor 

by  what  figure  the  outios  he  a  Utiles  to  were  prep-wed  to  replace  it 
Kalhaua's  Introduction  furnishes  us  only  with  two  moro  ohronoloyail  statements 

of  a  general  oharaoter     One  is  tb.it  at  the  time  of  Kalhana's  writing  or  in  Saka  Samvat 
1070,  "  on  tho  whole  2380  years  hal  passad  sinoe  tho  aocession  of  Gonanda  III,"  and 
11  e  other  that  1266  years  wore  "  believed  to  be  comprised  in  the  sum  of  the  reigns  of 
J  (fifty  two  lost  kings" 

In  explanation  of  tho  fltst  statement  it  has  to  be  nolod  that  it  is  only  from 
r  nanda  III  onwards  that  Kalhana  is  able  to  indicate  tho  length  of  individual  roigns, 

With  this  ruler  begins  in  foot  tho  continuous  list  of  kings  which  Kalbiuu  professedly 

obtained  f  Lorn  the  works  of  earlier  ohromoleis  We  havo  already  seen  that  a  '  rough 
calculation,'  as  implied  by  Kalhana's  expression  {pi  ayah,  'on  the  whole'}  of  tho 
aggregate  duration,  of  those  reigns  aolually  gives  us  tho  total  of  2330  yearb  kalhana 
doe3  not  tell  as  distinctly  whether  ho  took  the  figures  for  individual  loigns  summed  up 

ia  this  'rough'  total,  also  from  the  "  works  of  formor  soholars"  which  supplied  the 
dynastio  names  from  Gonanda  III  onwards  It  is  banco  a  ptiori  not  coitain  whether 

these  earlier  sources  already  knew  the  data  of  Gonanda  Ifl's  aocessiouas  indicated  by 
Kalhana's  calculation,  vU  1919  Kali  or  1162  B  0 

As  regards  the  seoond  statement,  allotting  1260  years  to  tho  wholo  of  tho  roigns  of 

tho  'lost*  kings  who  preceded  Gonanda  111,  it  is  evident  that  thisfiguro  could  easily 
bo  oomputed  cither  from  the  traditional  sum  of  2268  years  for  tho  whole  ponod  of  the 

hest  Gonanda  dynasty  or  from  tho  rough  total  of  2330  years  just  discussed  Kalhana's 
Words,  in  faot,  seem  to  imply  that  this  oompiltation  hai  boon  male  by  himself. 

Period  from  the  death  of  Oipiata  Jayapida,  Iiautoka  Samvat  88  (tv.  703),  to  tho 

date  of  Kalhana's  Introduction,  Imukika  Samvat  42  (l  52)  —335    0    0 
Tho  oxiot  total  of  these  figures  would  be  1329  years,  3  months  and  28  days,  But 

if  we  disregard  the  odd  months  and  days  found  in  tho  aggcotjato  of  Books  n  and  lii , 
the  result  will  bo  again  1328  yoius  We  are  all  tho  moro  justified  in  adopting  this 
ntaunor  of  calculation  as  Kalhana's  words  (i  53)  distinctly  imply  that  ho  himself  hod 
arrived  at  tho  flguro  of  2330  years  foi  tho  total  from  donanda  111  to  his  own  liino  by  a 
Similar  '  rough  *  reckoning. 

Total  of  reigns  of  tho  firBt  Gonanda  dynasty  ,  2268 
Daduet  for  reigns  from  Gonanda  dynasty,  to  YulhiBthira  I  1002 

Results  a  total  for  '  l03t '  kings'  years  . ,  iggg 
The  same  result  is  obtained  by  dodaotuig  from  ., 
the  number  of  Kali  years  olapsod  in  Saka  Samvat  1070  —    4249 
tho  aggregate  number  of  years  of  known  reigns,  ,      2880 
&  the  number  of  Kali  years  passed  bofoio  Gonanda  1 1  , ,      058 

2083 
1386 
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jamlabidm  (1417-1+67  AD  )  His  pupil  Srlvai a  continued  the  history 
from  1419  to  1486  AD  The  story  of  a  few  more  \ears  till  the 

annexation  of  Kasmir  by  Akbar  was  told  by  Prajyabhatta  and  his.  pupil 

Suka  m  Rajavahpataka  * 

The  following  calculation  shows  that  the  year  In  whioh  Kalhana  wrote  his  intro* 
duotiou,  was  Laukikn  samvat  4J24  — 

Listanoe  between  Kali  25  (initial  date  of  Laukika  eta)  and  the  initial  date 
of  the  Saka  era  gjg^ 

Distance  between  Sakasamvat  1  and  Kalhana's  time  .    1070 

Total  of  Saptarsi  years  4324 

We  are  led  by  two  calculations  to  the  total  of  1828  years  as  Kalhana's  aggregate  of 
the  reigns  from  tho  olose  of  the  first  Gonanda  dynasty  to  Kalhana's  time  Deducting 
from  the  total  of  2368  years  for  the  reigns  oompnsed  in  Boot  1,  these  1256  years  which 
Kalhana  allows  "  for  the  sum  of  the  reigns  of  the  fifty  two  lost  kings"  (1  51),  thara 
remain  1002  years  for  the  aggregate  rule  of  tho  Lings  the  length  of  whose  reigns  is 
specified  in  Book  1,  (from  Gonanda  III,  to  Nfirendiaditya  I ),  and  of  Yudhisthira,  the 
last  king  of  Book  I,  the  duration  of  whose  reign  Kalhana  has  omitted  to  indicate  If 
we  deduct  these  1002  years  from  the  rough  total  of  2330  years  which  Kalhana  mentions 
as  having  elapsed  from  the  aocession  of  Gonanda  III  to  his  own  time  (1  53),  we  get 
result  of  1328  years  as  the  aggregate  length  of  tho  reigns  in  Books  11  viii 

The  othei  calculation  we  may  follow  is  to  add  up  the  figures  given  m  the  seven 
later  Books     These  ore,  according  to  the  text,  adopted  for  our  translation  as  follow  — 

Years     Months.     Days 

Total  of  reigus  of  Book    li  193  0  0 
i,  ni  589  10  1 

from  Durlabhavardhana  to  Cippata  Jay&pida  212  5  2? 

P  L  Namsimhaswami  says  (lA,Xh  162)  "Tho  fallaoy  of  Kalhana's  calca- 
lition  will  bo  evident  on  a  little  consideration  Ho  says  that  2330  years  have  elapsed 
botween  Gonauda  III  and  himself,  and  1266  years  between  Gonanda  II  and  Gonanda  HI 
Therefoie  (2830  266)  8596  years  must  have  elapsed  between  Gonanda  II  and  himself, 
who  lived  in  1070  Saka  This  assigns  a  date  (8596  1070)  2526  years  before  the  Saka  era 
to  Gonanda  II  But  from  older  authorities,  Kalhana  learns  the  fact  that  king 
Gonanda  II  was  too  young  at  the  time  of  the  Groat  Battle  to  take  part  in  it  According 
to  the  old  view,  the  Battle  of  Mahabharata  took  pljoe  8179  years  before  the  Saka  era 

(i  e,  at  the  beginning  of  the  Kaliyuga),  while  Kalhana's  calculation  makes  the  time  of 
Gouanda  II  (a  contemporary  of  Pandhavas)  to  2526  years  before  Saka  era  So  to  get 
over  this  difficulty,  Kalhana  brings  down  the  Pandhavas  to  635  (8179  2536)  Kali  This 

is  the  explanation  of  Kalhana's  calculation  The  author's  real  mistake  lies  in  th 
statement  that  1206  years  have  elapse!  D3tween  Gouanda  II  and  Gonanda  III.  For  b6 

says  in  his  own  book  Cfgf^SFR^rqrtfr  fRTfeRffcRTPft  Thirty  five  Kings  were 
drowned  in  the  ooean  of  forgetfulaess  Snob,  mistakes  in  his  ohronology  led  him  to  his 

wrong  conclusion  " 

1.    These  are  printed  along  with  Kalhana's  Work  in  Bombay, 
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Jonaraja  was  son  of  Nonanlja  and  grandson  of  ]  ovlaraja1  He 
wrote  commentaries  on  Kirataxjumya,3  lMhuraj  imj  ija,"  ind  Siikanlha- 
carita  on  vara  also  wrote  SubhoiiUivali,  Jauutrajat  iranglm,  and  Katha- 

kautuka  in  verse,  a  historj  ol  Yusuf  and  Zuhka  tr.mslated  from  the 

original  Persian  poem  of  Jami  * 

189  SanuHy  vkaranandin,  son  of  Prajapatmandm,  describes  the 

history  of  KingBamapala  of  Bengal,  who  regained  his  ancestral  king- 

dom which  had  been  usurped  by  Bhima  and  ruled  in  1J04-1130  AD , 

in  the  poem  Ramapaldcarrfca s 

190  Jalhana8  is  mentioned  by  Mankha  with  admiration  as  a 
minister  at  the  Court  of  RSjapun  the  capital  of  King  Somapala,  son  of 
bangramapala  When  Sussala  was  preferred  to  his  oldest  brother 

Uccala  to  the  throne  of  Kasmir,  he  went  away  displeased  to  Rajapun* 

On  the  history  of  that  king  he  wrote  a  poem  bomapalavilasa*  on  which 

Rajanaka  Rucaka  commented  *    His  Mugtthopaitesa  is  elhu  al 10 

i  00,  1  208  ,  bos  Poterson  Xnt  to  Sttbh  48 

2  Composed  in  1149  A  D 
3.  BKB,  101  *>  xui ,  00, 1  8G7„  HB,  (1833  i),  51 

i.  Piloted  (foreign)  with  a  translation  by  Rich,  Schmidt 

5  Ed  by  Haraprasad  Sastri,  Mem  ASB,  III     See  El,  IX  821 

6  Ho  is  different  from  Arohaka  BhagadaJJa  Jalhim  t,   author  of  Suktiniulavall 
{3 BRAS,  XVII  57),  on  which  ace  under  SumiasiSas  post 

7  See  para  72  supra     Peterson,  Hudh,  41  2, 

8  WlfRRf  TR&  afo^T^  #  I 

cHfjiwlMm^i^  f^w  m&fc  II 

? fcf  ̂rrrsR^fs^f «^TT3tg(f  irfir  || 

0  this  is  quoted  by  Rsiuakantha  in  S$titJkut!Uni5u3iili  Sdo  00,  I.  203 
tthore  is  a  Vcise  of  the  poem  preserved  in  K3vyaprSfa  sarasamuooaya 

^r^r  «*  *sfcf  *ftgv  ̂   «rr$i  »#r  *t*ta  11 
10.    Printed,  KavyamSla,  Bombay, 
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191  Jayadratha,1  (Rajanaka)  was  the  son  of  ̂ yngararatha,9 
and  brother  of  Ja-taratia  of  Kasmir  He  was  a  pupil  of  Subhatadatta 
and  Sankhadhara  He  suas  m  his  laatriilokaviveka  that  his  great 

grand-father's  brother  Sivaratha  was  minister  of  King  Uccala  of  Kashmir 
(1 101-1  111  AD  /  Ja>adratha  quotes  from  Pffchvlrajavijava  composed 
in  about  1190  A  D  and  must  therefore  have  lived  about  the  beginning 

of  1 3th  century  AD*  In  poetics  he  wrote  Alankaraumar&im,'1  and 
Aliiokarodaharana  * 

His  poem  Harac\ritacintaaianit  "  relates  m  thirty-two  cantos  as 
many  legends  connected  with  Siva  and  his  \anous  Avataras  Eight  of 
these  legends  are  localized  at  well-known  Kasmirian  Tirthas,  and  give 
the  author  ample  opportunity  of  mentioning  sacred  sites  of  Kasmir 

directh  or  indirectly  t  onnected  with  the  former  Jayadratha's  detailed 
exposition  helps  to  fix  <.  learly  the  furm  which  the  legends  regarding 
some  of  the  most  popular  of  Kasmirian  Tirthas  had  assumed  in  the 

time  immediately  following  Kalhana  The  local  names  as  recorded  bv 

Javadratha,  agree  closely  with  those  of  the  Rajatarangini  The)  prove 
clearly  that  the  forms  employed  by  Kalhana  must  have  been  those 

generallj  current  in  the  Sanskrit  usage  of  the  period  For  the  inter- 

pretation of  the  Nilamata's  brief  notices  the  Haracantacmtamani  is  of 
great  value  Its  plain  and  authentic  narrative  of  the  vinous  local 
legends  enables  us  often  to  trace  the  numerous  modifications  which  the 
latter  as  well  as  the  names  of  localities  connected  with  them  have 

undergone  in  the  e\tant  Mahatmjas  Jayadratha  has  well  earned  the 
honour  unwittingly  bestow  ed  upon  him  by  those  who  brought  his 
fourteenth  canto  which  deals  with  the  story  of  Kapatesvara,  into 
general  circulation  as  the  authoritative  Mahatmva  of  that  Tirtha  at  the 

present  day  "* 

1  The  pubhshod  texts  have  the  name  J  iyawtha  Id  Steia'a  Kasmu  Catalogue, 
the  name  Jayaratha  is  given  as  author  of  AlanhSraviraWbini  and  Jayaratha  and  Jaya- 

dratha are  treated  as  identical  Aufrejht  (00, 1  200,801,754,  II.  167,  764)  treats 
them  as  brothers  and  mikes  Jiyadra^ha  author  of  these  works  given  above  and 

Jayarajha  as  author  of  Tintralokavlveka  and  relies  on  Peterson's  nwuusonpt  of  Ratna- 
kanbha's  SSrasamucoaya 

2  flrugSra's  verses  are  quoted  in  Shm,  V  25 
3  Baj,  VHI  111 

4  Jaoobi  Identifies  Jayadratha's  father's  patron  Ra>ra>  with  RSijodeva  who 
ruled  at  Sa^isaras  in  1203-1296  A  D     (Sea  Joaaraja's  Baiatarang%ni,  79) 

6  This  is  a  commentary  on  Ruyyaka's  Alankarasarvasva  Printed,  Bombay 
6  SRC,  59  (where  the  name  is  fouud  as  Jayarajha) 

7  Ed  by  Sivadattja  and  Parab,  Bombay  00, 1. 754'  BKR,  XIV   Ci,  PS,  II  18 
8  Steins  Int  to  Raj 
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192  Prlhvirajavijaya1  is  an  epu  by  Chnndakavi  on  the  life 
of  Pfthviraja,  the  Chahanian  king  of  Ajmeer  I]e  dcfeiled  Sultan 
Shahabuddin  Ghori  in  1191  AD,  but  was  however  overcome  and 

killed  later  on  Soon  after  the  victory  the  poem  seems  to  have  been 

begun  and  was  left  unfinished  probably  owing  to  his  adversity 
Jonaraja  had  commented  on  it 

193  Veuudevaratha,  son  of  Govindaof  Atre\n£otri,  flourish- 
ed in  the  court  of  Purusotlima  (Annngnbhima)  of  Kallak  about  1423 

AD  His  father's  father  ►Srinivasa  wrote  a  poem  in  20  cantos 
Lahtaraghava 

In  his  Gangavams\nucarita,s  in  prose  and  poeln,  ho  describes 

the  dynastic  history  of  the  Ganga  prim  es  who  ruled  ovor  Kalinga 8  It 
is  mostly  in  the  form  of  dialogue  between  \  idyarnava  and  his  wife 
Lilavati  who  seem  to  ha\e  previoush  \isited  the  Magadha  and  the 

Karnata  conntnes  "  He  at  first  goes  to  a  miserU  Andara  King  He 
then  visits  Sri  Kurma  and  thence  proceeds  to  Pun  1  he  car  festival  of 

the  place  is  desenbed  and  the  history  of  Purusoitama,  the  traveller's 
chief  patron,  is  described  at  length  Anangnbhima,  as  early  Ganga 

prince,  is  said  to  have  founded  Pad  man  ibhapura  as  an  agrahara  for 
South  Indian  Brahmins  Bhimapur.i  was  hkewiso  constructed  and 

called  afler  his  name  Ananga's  great-grandson  boro  his  name  and 
conquered  the  princes  of  Katak  in  1 193  AD  I  lis  lv\  elfth  desc  endant 
established  Kapilendra  of  the  throne  I  he  Gangas  left  the  ( )rlya 

country  and  settled  at  Gudankataka  In  the  eighth  Paru  c  hoda  is  given 
a  detailed  genealogy  of  the  Gangas  down  to  Purusotamadeva  His 
third  ancestor  Padmanabha,  is  said  to  have  killed  one  Mallik,  a 

Muhamniadan  general  sent  by  the  I<  mpen  >r  of  Dolhi,  at  a  plai  o  c  ailed 
Nmdapun  A  more  detailed  examination  of  the  work  will  furnish  the 
historian  with  much  useful  material  for  his  pmposo 

1  Ed  BI,  by  S  K  Balvalkar  with  JonarSja's  oommnntary  OC,  t  84S  Sea 
ffarbilas  Sarda,  JBA.8,  (1913),  250  Thoto  Is  a  l5Tbhvii.lj<MJ(wl{*  (printed,  Bombay). 
One  Prfchvu'Sja  hits  written  a  poam  Bnkminikrsosivalli  in  prakrib,  00, 1  527 

2  TO,  IV  4415 
8     Fo*  Gang*  dynasty,  see  li,  XII,  III,  XIII,  187 
For  insorlptiona  o£  Djvendtavvrmm,  8»  IA,  X  243,  XVI,  204,  XVIII  148,  01 

Indtavarman,jr4,X  243,  XIII  110, 121,  XVI  181,  Sajyavjirmjn,  IA,  X  243,  XIV 
10,  Nandaprabbanjauavawmn,  Id,  X  213,  XIII  48,  Anuitavarraan,  U,  XVIir,  101, 
dated  Saka  1003,  1010  and  1057 

For  a  short  sketoh  of  history  ol  Ivalmgaa  by  S  Rriehnasami  lyongar,  boo  AT1Q, 
I.  111. 

On  Iwleavarmin  phtcs  by  B,  Subbarao,  soo  ATIQ,  III.  183. 
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Vrajasundara  was  the  son  of  Balabhadra  ofCaitnnj  a  school  Ha 

was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Anangabhima  In  his  poem  Sulocana- 
madhava  he  describes  the  story  of  the  marriage  of  prince  Mldbava, 

son  of  Vikrama,  king  of  "Taladharaja  with  Sulocana  daughter  of 

Gunakara,  King  of  Dlvyanti  in  Plalsadvlpa  x 

194  Virupakaa's  Colacampet  contains  a  fii  titious  account  <  >f 
the  Cola  King  Kulottunga  and  his  son  Devacola  This  11  said  to  be 

contrary  to  epigraphical  evidence  Siva  came  as  a  Biahmm  to  him 

and  pleased  with  his  devotion  gave  him  sovereignty  He  refused  it  but 
consented  on  condition  of  repairing  all  Siva  temples  Siva  revealed 
himself  and  went  away  Kubera  then  appeared,  related  the  ston  of 

lanjasura  who  obtained  salvation  through  the  favour  of  Anandavallf  at 
Samivana  (ancient  site  of  Tanjore)  and  crowned  Kulottunga  at  Tanjore 

He  repaired  several  temples,  crowned  his  son  and  went  to  heaven  * 

Sadaksaridfva,  the  well-known  Canarese  poet,  lived  atDhanugoor 

in  Mysore  He  was  a  pupil  of  Uddandadeva  who  flourished  at  the 

beginning  of  the  15th  century  In  his  Kavikarnarasayana  orMahacola- 

rajlya  he  describes  m  10  cantos  the  history  of  a  Cola  King* 

195  Udayaraja  was  the  son  of  Prayagadasa  and  pupil  of  Rama- 

dasa  His  Rajavinoda  celebrates  the  life  and  doings  of  Sultan  Mahommad 

He  calls  him  Rajanyacfldamani  and  says  that  he  surpasses  Kama  m 

liberality  and  in  his  footsteps  attend  Sri  and  Saraswatl  In  seven  cantos 

he  describes  the  genealogy  of  Mahomad  from  Myzaffar  Khan,  his 

Durbar  hall  and  amusements  and  his  exploits  in  war  This  eulogv  by 

a  Hindu  Brahmin  writer  leads  us  to  doubt  whether  all  that  is  said  In 

our  published  Indian  Histories  about  the  cruelty  and  persecutions  of 

Sultan  Mahomad  may  not  after  all  be  true* 

196  P  G  Ramarya  narrates  the  life  Ghazni  Muhammad  in 

Gharni  Mahamadcan$a  * 

Birodavah  is  an  alliterative  poem  in  praise  of  Emperor  Jehangir e 

1  TC,  IV  6665  (breaks  ofl  in  14th  oanto) 

2  BB,  in  2031     Eds  garadasSrori  is  a  oommentery  on  CandrSloka  
(1M 

■1(5171 

8     C3£y  ,  248  (only  two  oantos  are  available),    He  praises  PSrakurfe
i  SomaaStba. 

There  is  a  commentary  by  Vengana,  Telugu  poet  of  Madura 

4.    See  A  B  Gough,  Becords  of  Anient  8a7iskrti  Lxleratti,  e,  1
81 

6    C80,  (1908),  96    There  ale  other  worto  of  fce  samo  name  b
y  Falyiim  ana 

Ri«htideva'(26»d,S6,97). 

3S 
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Akiiarnamah  js  a  Sanskrit  translation  of  the  Persian  work  of  that 

name  relating  the  history  of  Emperor  Akhar1  There  is  the  poem 
j  odarmallakavya  on  the  life  of  Todarmal,  his  financial  minister,' 

Kalidijsa  Vidyavinoda  wrote  Sivajicanta  8 

Laksmipati  was  the  son  of  VisvarQpa,  son  of  fayadevn  He  wrote 
Avaijnllacarrji  on  the  life  of  king-niaker  Abdull.i  who  lived  in  18th 
century  1  he  poem  is  not  divided  into  cantos  or  chapters  and  c  ontains 

many  Persian  terms  * 

197  Keladi  Basavabhupala  was  the  son  of  Somasekhara  and 
Cennamba  The  family  of  Keladi  to  which  he  belonged  traces  jts 
descent  from  Basava  whose  son  Counda  distinguished  himRelf  as  a 
great  warrior  and  was  made  the  Governor  of  Pulladesa  bv  the  King  of 
the  country  His  son  SadSsfva  fought  under  Emperor  RamaRa>aof 
Vijianagar  Under  his  successors  the  vu  ero\  all>  w.is  augmented  by 
presents  conquered  territories  by  the  Emperor  During  Basava's 
minority,  Cennamba  acted  as  regent  and  once  vanquished  the  forces  of 
the  general  of  Pmperor  Auranga/eb  Basava  •w.is  proucient  in  the 
Sivadvaifa  and  worshipped  &iva  in  the  form  of  Vir.ibh.idra  lie  had 
the  titles  Rajadhuuja,  Kotikolahala  and  Parajadav.imur.in 

His  SrvAfATXARArNAKARA*  is  a  unique  encyclopaedia,  said  to  in- 
corporate the  essence  of  all  .iris  and  sciences  treated  in  the  Vedas  and 

the  Agamas  The  work  was  completed  m  Saka  CandragnyrtuksmS  (1631) 
that  is  1709-10  AD  Apart  from  the  valuable  information  it  collects 
on  different  topics,  it  gives  a  history  of  the  House  of  Keladi  and  a 
legendary  account  of  the  foundation  of  the  City  of  Vijianagar  by 
Vidyaranya  and  a  history  of  the  emperors  that  rulod  there  The  work 
is  divided  into  Tarangas  and  Kallolas  after  the  manner  of  Ka(hasaru> 
sagara 

Rajakalanirnaya  of  Vidyaranya,  gives  a  history  ol  Kings  ot  Vijia- 
nagar  from  its  foundation  It  is  said  th.it  Hanhara  and  Bnkka  were 
guardians  of  the  treasury  of  Virarudra  and  after  him  of  Suratrona  • 

1.  0S0,  (1904),  No.  5 
9  OMy,  OUS,  631 
8  31  efSpm  Sph.  Parwliat.Xl 
4  080,  (1904),  No  6 
5,  Print*}  m  Madras.    For  exttaota  spe  SVI1,  1%,  837-304 
6.  DO,  XX.  8587.    On  Vi4ya»nya,  soo  para  125  ittpra, 
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198     Rudra1  was  the  son  of  Ananta  and  grandson  of  Kesa\d 
He  belonged  to  the  Deccan  and  appears  to  have  gone  abroad  to  Courts 
of  Northern  India     In  Mayuragm,  he  was  patronised  by  King  Nara- 
yana  Shah  and  his  son  Pralapa  Shah     In  his  R  vsira.udhav.uisa,  a 
poem  of  20  cantos  he  describes  the  history  of  the  Bdgulas  of  Mayura- 

gm, from  the  first  King  of  the  dynasty,  Ras>lraudha,  King  of  Kanouj 
This  poem  was  composed  in  1596  A  D    Later  he  *  rote  a  work  in  pro&e» 
divided  into  Ullasas,  Jthaugir  Shah  Chcaitia      Fragments  of  this  work 
have  been  discovered  in  Nasik     The  poet  thus  gives  a  m)  thical  origin 
to  the  dynasty  "  Once  Siva  was  playing  at  dice  with  Parvafc  on  the 
peaks  of  lit  Kailasa      One  of  Lhe  dice  accidentlj    struck  the  moon  in 
Siva's  crest  and  a  boy  of  eleven  sprang  from  the  moon     Pleased  with 
his  prayer,  Siva  granted  him  the  kingship  of  Kanyakubja     At  this  time 
Lalana,  who  seems  to  be  the  tutelary  goddess  of  the  kings  of  Kanya- 
kubja,  requested  that  the  boy  should  be  given  to  her  for  the  throne  of 

Kanouj     Siva  granted  her  request     Virabhadra  presented  him  with  a 

sword  of  victory     Latana  then  took  the  boy  and  gave  him  to  the  king 
Narayana  of  Kanouj    of  solar  race,  who  was  praying  God  for  a  son. 
The  goddess  remaining  invisible,  told  the  Ling  that  the  boy  will  be 
known  as  Rashtraudha  as  he  would  support  both  his  kingdom  and  the 

family  "    The  poem  describes  in  later  cantos  the  expeditions  of  King 
Ndrayana  Shah  and  his  son  Pratapashah,  the  last  of  which  was  directed 

against  Balapura  in  the  Virata  country  "*    Eudra's  poetry  is  enchanting 
and  many  of  his  fancies  ajre  rare  and  original  * 

199.     faracandrodaya    of  Vaidyanatha   (Maithila)   given   in  26 

cantos  the  history  of  King  Taracandra  *    Candrasekhara  was  the  son  of 

1  He  Is  different  from  the  post  and  rhetoruuan  Rndra  or  Budrata,  for  whom  see 
Chapter  of  Alankara  post, 

2  Ed  by  Embar  Kciahnamiohariya,  with  summary  of  poem  and  an  elaborate 
historical  introduction  by  0  D  Dalai  m  Qaeic.  Or*  Sertci, 

8.    Eta  instance  see  • 

tonniAtMiifiw  ftoarteft  4WMHWK  *&$$m  11 

aiKwmwr  ?w  wk\H  ̂ Iwmw^lWHrjgt  II  xv,  59  a 
i     CO,  I  229,  JBMASi  XII     The  mannsotipt  is  dated  Sam.  1793, 
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Jmamitra  of  G  mda  country     Hts  Rajasurjanacantra  in  20  cantos  des- 

cribes Ihe  life  of  his  patron  of  King  Sflrjana* 

Visvanaiha  was  the  son  of  Narayana  of  the  Vaidya  family  *  He 
w.is  patronised  by  Kings  Kamadeva  and  his.  son  Jagatsimha  of  the 
Kanaka  race  and  in  their  praise  wrote  his  Jagatprakasakavya  in  14 

cantos 8  Among  his  other  works  are  Satru&alyakavj  a4  and  Kosakal- 

pa$ara  5 
Mallabhatla  Harivallabha  describes  the  hutory  of  Jeypoor  Stale 

m  Ja>  anaganpanraranga B 
Mavuraxarmacariira  m  prose  and  \erse  in  8  parts  is  a 

history  of  King  Mayuravarman,  the  founder  of  the  K&damba  dynasty 

of  Jayan#pura  (Banavasi)7  J&mavijaya,  a  poem  in  7  cantos,  on  the 
history  of  Jama  dynasty  of  Kaccha  and  Navagara  was  composed 

by  Va^inatha  about  the  end  of  16th  century  AD*  Vamsala^a  of 
Udayanacarya  contains  geneologies  of  Kings,  historical  and  mythical' 
Ratnasenakulaprasasti  of  Bhavadatta  contains  a  geneological  account 

of  the  Sena  dy  nasty  of  Bengal M  Yacaprabandha  by  1  ripurantaka  is  a 
biography  of  Kings  Yaca  of  Venkatagin,  who  was  an  ancestor  of 

barvajnasingabhupala,11  Ramacandrayasafprabanda  by  dovindabhalla 
is  in  praise  of  King  Ramacandra  of  Bikaneer  **  Devarajacarrjiacampu  " 
is  biographical  Vellapurivisayagadya  is  a  prose  account  of  yellore 

and  in  praise  of  its  ruler  Kesavesaraja  ** 

200  Itihasatamomam  gives  an  account  of  the  conquest  of  India 

by  the  English  and  was  composed  in  1813  A  D  u  Angarejacnndnka  by 
Vinayakabhalta  composed  in  1801  deals  with  the  British  Dominion  in 

India"    RAjANOArAMAKdDYANA.  of  Rlimaswiiini  Raja,  Angnlasumrajya 

1.  Mttra  (1870)  4.    PR,  HI  342. 
3  PR,  IV  orsi,  5     PS,  II  128 
8  PR,  III    Ap.  851  e,    Printed,  Bombay 
7  10, 1570  2703,  2780. 

8  10, 1510,  2851,  Vaninatha's  sou  Kavltatkika  wrote  Kautakarataakata  Pratt*1 
saoa  [10, 1618) 

9  10,  1517,  2864 
10  10,  1515,  No.  3886 
11  Maah,  08,  soo  Volugofcw»rivajn«»o»r4tMnu  (in  Tolugu)  81.  Soo  Jttttlior  ohaptoi 

of  Alankarayosi 
13  S%h  247. 
18  00, 1 
la  Taylor,  I,  22 
16.  CSO,  XV  188 
16  Oxf,  184. 
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of  Rajarajavarraa  and  Angladhirajvasvagata  of  Paravastu  Rangacar>a 
describe  the  history  of  British  rale  in  India  Vidyalankara  Bbattacana 
describes  the  reign  of  Queen  Victoria  m  VijayiniKvya  Srinivasa 
Vid>  alankara  describes  Dehli  Darbar  in  Delhimahotsava  Kav}  a,  G  V 
Padmanabha,  author  of  Pavanada$a,  describes  the  life  of  King  George  V 
in  his  Jarjidevacanta  * 

The  greatnes-.  uf  Maharaja  Kr?naraja  Odayar  of  Mysore  has  been 
depicted  by  Bhagavata  Rj?na  in  KrSnarajabhyudaya,*  by  Srinivasa  Kavi 

m  Kr^aiajaprabhavodaya,8  by  Trmkrama  Sastnn  in  KpUrajaguna- 
loka,*  and  by  Gitacarya  in  Sn  Kygnarajodayacamptt  * 

201.  Rajaaekharasun  was  the  pupil  of  TilakasSn  He  was  a  Jam 

He  wrote  Praband'iakosa,  a  collection  of  24  stones  in  prose  at  Delhi 
under  the  patronage  of  Mahanasimha,*  m  Sam  1405  (1348  A,D )  Of  the 
stones  related  in  the  Prabandhakosa,  ton  refer  to  teachers  (sun),  four 
to  poets,  seven  to  kings,  and  three  to  laymen  m  royal  service  The 
four  poets  are  Sriharsa,  Hanhara,  Amaracandra  and  Digambara- 
Madanakirli  Among  the  seven  kings  are  Laksmanascna  and 

Madanavarman  *  A  manuscript  ends  with  a  list  of  thirty-seven  Chaha- 
mana  kings  down  to  Hammiradeva,  who  is  stated  to  have  ruled  from 
Sam  1342  to  1358,  and  his  ancestor  Prta.iiaja  from  Sam  1226  to  1248* 
The  list  also  mentions  the  names  of  the  Saltans  with  whom  some  of  the 

Chahamana  kings  were  at  war8 

202  Vikuamodav  a  is  a  senes  of  metrical  tales  on  Vikramaditya  of 

which  the  extant  manuscnpt  ends  in  28th  canto  which  treats  of  Sah- 

vahana  *  Viracarija  is  a  heroic  poem  in  30  adhyayas  by  Anan$a  It 
narrates  the  events  supposed  to  have  taken  place  at  Pratis^hana  (Paitha) 
on  the  Godavan  in  connection  with  Salivahana,  the  conqueror  of 

Vikramaditya  of  Ujjain  and  his  son  Sak$i  Kumara.  The  leading 
features  of  the  narrative  are  the  heroic  achievements  of  Su^raka,  the 

1  Printed  withra  the  last  fifty  years. 
2  Printed,  Madras 
3  Printed  Bangalore 
i  Printed  Madras 

5  Mys  OiiL    He  is  the  father  of  Ohakravarti,  author  of  tie  fomanoe  Sal* 
ValinI,  for  whom,  see  Chapter  on  Sanskrit  Prose,  post 

6  Els  father  Jagajsimha  was  a  contemporary  of  Muhammad  Bin  Toghlak,  see 
JJ3BAS,X  31. 

7  Printed  Bombay,    PR,  HI.  272,  IV  or. 
8  JBB,  III  to, 
9.    tO,  1501, 19S7. 





CHAPTER  IX 

Mahakavya  (cottta) 
Section  1 

205  Alwars  The  traditions  of  l3ri  VaiSnavas  meation  12  Saints 

or  Alwars  *  Garudavahanapandit  i  in  his  Pivyasfincarita,9  and  Ananta- 
carya  tn  his  Prapannilrarti,8  describe  their  story  The  traditional  dates,* 
ascribed  to  many  of  these  Alwars  are  not  accepted  by  "  modern " 
scholars,  probably  because  according  to  them  tradition  cannot  be 

accepted  as  history  It  is  not  known  however  -whs  the  innocent 
Vaisnavas  should  forge  chronology,  for  their  re,erence  to  these  sages 
is  not  due  to  the  time  that  has  gone  by,  but  to  the  intrinsic  merit  of 
their  teachings     Speculation  cannot  displace  tradition 

Of  these  Alwars,  seme  of  whom  were  born  in  Dvapara,8  some  m 
Kali,*  Kuksekhara  was.  the  first,  born  in  Kali  year  27,  Parabhava, 

1.  Sse  Vaislmavite  Refomei  s  of  f<vi*a  by  T  FUjigop&laoarya  ,  Early  htstory  of 
Yawiavwn  vt  South  Ldta  by  S  Krlshnasami  Ayyangar,  Ltfo  oftheAlaSrs  by 
k  Qovmijcavft  V  Bsngao'iariar,  Sucowors  of  RmqriHfa,  JBRAS,  XXtV  10$ and  Gamparamparas  of  the  different  Seats 

2  Prmtol  Sahri iy\,  Madras,  and  Mysore  GwudavShaua  or  SrmivSsa  wag also 
kaown  as  Kav$vaidyapunH*ra  [DC,  XXI  8125,  TO,  17.  5098,  5948] 

3  This  U  a  long  poo  it  in  135  cantos  dealing  with  the  lives  of  Srf  V»Wya 

Alwars  of  India     Printed  Bombay  and  Madras     [S7E,  84,  71,  202,  251]  ' 

i  B'aaktlvaibhiv»pr1k3iiUof  Voakatefj  sou  of  PrajwSdibhayankara,  gives  the 
date,  month,  year,  constellation  of  the  birth  of  the  several  AlwSrs  [TC,  II.  2010)  I\» 

VeckitfSi's  many  other  work-',  seo  TO,  It  2025  2052,  among  whioh  several  arestotms 
5  (i)  Mahif  (PeySlwar)  m  D/lpara,  860300  (862901?) ,  (8idcJb.artM),  Afraynja, 

Sukla  10th,  Guca,  Sifibbist,  at  Mayurapun  (Mylapore)  (n)  Bhuta  (PadaJJalwar)  in 

DvSpara,  860900  (862901?),  (Siddharjhi),  ASvayuja,  Sukla,  9th,  Badta  at  Maliapori 

(MahSbalipuram)  (m)  KSsSn  (Poig-»t)  in  DvSpara  880900(862901?),  (SiddhSfthi), 
Aaroyuja,  Sukla,  8th,  Gam,  Sravaija,  at  KSnoi,  (iv)  Mathurakmi  in  DySjara  86.8879 

(888878?)  (livrtta),  Oaitra,  S*  lkla,  14th,  Siikr*,  OifrS,  at  Tirokkoloor  (Mnnevelly  Dt ' 
(v)  BbaktHSra  (Tirumalisal)  in  DvSpira,  892901,  (8-ddharthi),  PnsyB,  Eahula,  1st) 
Xdi,  Makba,  Juialagna,  at  Tirumaheai 

6  (i)  Pariyalwftr  (Visenioitfca)  was  born  in  Kail  47,  Krodfcana,  Tyestha,  Saila, 
12th  SvSti,  at  Dhampun  (Snvilhputtar),  (ii)  AndSl  born  m  Kali  98,  Nala,  AsSdha, 
Sukla,  14th,  Mangala,  PabbhS,  (lii)  VipranSrSyana  (TondaradippadI  Alwar;  in  Kali 
107,  Prabhava,  Margafiiea,  Jyestha,  at  Mandangudi  (iv)  (TuuppSm  Alwar  in  Kali  162 

(8482?;  (Bihuh  2nd,)  (Durawti)  Kartika,  Sukla,  15th  (Krittika?)  Badha,  (Oraynr) 

Bohial?«»tNioniaparl  (v)  PirjvkSla  (Timmwga1  ̂ Iwat)  m  Kali  217  (899?),  (N-Oa), 
Ktrtika,  15th,  Guru,  KtftM  at  Parirambhapurl. 
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3075  B  C     He  was  son  of  Dydhavrata  *    His  famous  lyric  Mukunda- 

mala  displays  harmony  and  devotion  ' 

Among  Alwars,  Nammatwar  or  Sathagopa  of  Kurukapun,8  also 
known  as  Paraiara  or  VakulSbh.ir.ina  was  the  greatest  He  was  the 

son  of  Kan  and  Udayamangai  and  was  born  at  Tirukkuruhur  in  the 

43rd  year  Kali  of  3059  BC*  Hi-,  original  name  was  Marnn  After 

a  period  of  contemplation  while  yet  a  child,  he  became  inspired  and 

the  result  of  it  was  the  singing  of  the  Tamil  Prd.lwndh.mi  Nilayiram 

This  has  been  rendered  into  Sanskrit  Kurukesrigathanukarana  b> 

Ramanuja,  son  of  Govinda  of  Kasyapagotra,6  and  in  j  atparyaratnavak 

by  Vedantades'ika ' 

Among  the  Acaryas  was  Alavandar  (YamunacSrya)  who  occupied 

the  apostolic  seat  at  Srirangam  He  was  the  son  of  lsvarabh.itt  i  and 

RanganayakI,,,  and  grandson  of  Nathamum  *  He  was  .i  great  devotee 

and  his  lyncs  CS^ussioki,  ftotraratna,"  and  Sri'-tup,10  are  famous  for 

their  piety  and  melody     He  lived  between  915-1040  A  T) 

1  Kutafekhara  wasSaocorcling  to  the  §-i  Vaisnava  tradition  born  at  Kolipat'auam 

in  Karalas,  in  Kali,  37,  (Parabhava)  MSgha  Sukla,  12th,  Guru,  Punarvasu 
 But 

Ganapathi  Sastn  in  his  prefaoe  of  Tapaiisaviiaraua  {TBS),  says  that  thnt  Kula«" 
 kha 

ralwar  mentioned  In  Tamil  Prabaudhas  is  said  to  have  lived  in  Kali  1C80  (1422  B  0 ). 

The  souroe  of  information  is  not  given 

3     Bee  Ohapter  on  Laghukavya,  pott 

8  gitnagopasahasra  is  a  thousand  votBouin  pruiae  of  Satha30tu  by  Vmkatarya 

(TO  IV  4612,  4B60)  Sathagopagiinalankftraparioarya  in  a  treatiso  on  rhetoric  with 

UlnstrationB  in  praise  of  Sathagopa  (7'0, 11  2310,1V  5232)  probibly  by  a  member  of 

the  Bhatta's  family  of  Snrangam  in  17th  oentuty  \  P  For  other  eulogies,  see  TO,  III, 

2035,  IV  5292,  5221,  5222,  4664,  DO,  Will  4842  Foi  a  short  account,  mo  I»d. 

Rev  '(WW).  646. 
i,  He  was  born  in  Pramadi,  V3i«5kha  Buklft  16th,  Sukta,  Vatfakha  (TO,  XVIII. 

6881 

6,    TO,  in.  8492 

6  TO,  III  4152 

7  He  was  born  in  Kali  4017  PhSJu  5s5dbft  Sakla  15lh,  Budha  TTttat3sSoha 

SeeZiw?  Bev  IX  585. 

8,  According  to  Prapancarcrta.  Nattamuni  was  born  iu  Sobakri,  Kali  8C84, 

Ani,  Wednesday,  Krsna  13th,  and  he  ib  said  to  ha\c  lwed  880  (810')  years  Sue  Mi 
Bev  IK.  275. 

9  See  TO,  II  2600 

10     Printed,  Madras     There  is  commentary  by  Vedanjadtsika  {DO,  XVIII  7204) 

and  a  summary  of  this  oommMitary  Ramanujssudbl  (tbtd  7200)     See  also  TO,  Hf. 
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206  Ramanuja  was  Alavandar's  son's  daughter's  son  He 
was  bom  la  Kali  4119  (1017  A  D )  at  Srlperumbudur  *  His  father  was 
Asun  Kesava  Bhatlar  of  Harfingotra  Ramanuja  was  first  named  LakS- 
mana  and  to  this  day  he  is  called  Laksmanamum  and  an  incarnation  of 
Adisesa  He  studied  under  Yadavaprakilsa  at  Kancf,  bit  became 

estranged  from  him  on  account  of  his  jealousy  After  escaping  an 
attempt  at  assassination,  he  lived  at  Kanci,  until  he  was  called  to 
Srirangam  to  take  the  place  of  Alavandar  He  reached  Srirangam 
barely  to  see  the  remains  of  Alavandar  about  to  be  consigned  to  the 

funeral  pile  *  At  Madhurantakam,  he  was  initiated  into  Vedanta  by 
Perianambi  and  soon  he  became  an  ascetic 

He  wrote  his  commentary  on  Vyasasatras  and  a  BhSsya  on  the  GIta 
and  three  works  on  Vedanfa  In  his  tour  in  Ka-Mnir,  his  commentary 
on  the  sutras  was  approved  bv  Sarasvati  and  at  her  bidding  it  was 
called  Ski  Bhasya  He  installed  the  Visnu  deity  at  Melkote,  in  1099 

AD,'  settled  disputes  at  Tirupati  and  arranged  for  the  performance  of 
festivals  in  several  Visnu  shrines  He  passed  away  after  a  hfe  of  128 

years  in  Durmati  1137  A  D  * 

Apart  from  his  works  on  philosophy*  his  literary  merits  are 
indicated  in  his  Gadyairaya  viz  Vaikunthagadya,  Raghuviragadya, 

iiJaranagatigadya  6 

1  The  formal*  is  tftcfcST,  S*k*  939  (Kali  1118)  Pingala,  Cai{r»,  gakl*7lh, 

Goto,  XrdrS,  Karkata  {TO,  XVIII,  6883) 

3,  "  Bamarmja  was  taken  olose  to  tbo  body  to  take  a  first  and  final  look  at  the 
great  master,  when  he  saw  three  cub  of  the  five  Sogers  oi  the  right  hand  folded. 
Struck  with  this,  he  enquired  whether  the  defect  was  noticed  la  life  sad  the  answer 
came  that  the  defeot  waa  not  physical  and  was  not  notioad  in  life  On  farther  enquiry 
Ramanuja  was  told  that  the  master  had  three  of  his  cherished  objeots  unfulfilled , 
namely,  an  easily  read  and  understood  oommentary  upon  the  Brahmasutra  ,  the  giving 
of  the  names  of  Parasata  and  8afchagop3  to  s  ii  table  persons  thifc  would  make  these 
names  live  among  the  people  Ramanuja  promised  to  see  these  fulfilled  end  the  fingers 

straightened  "    Sri  Rammujaoharya  by  S  Krlahnaswami  Iyengar,  page  8 

8  On  this  subject,  see  J-Huotfharakrama,  a  work  preserved  in  the  YafirSjS 
Mutt  at  Melkobe,  summarised  by  N  T  Niraalmha  Ayyiagar,  JBA.S,  {1316)  147 

i.  His  active  life  embraced  the  reigns  of  the  Cola  Bajas,  Kulottnngal  (1070 

lrtB  A±>>,  Yikesrma  (HlI-1138  A  D )  ani  Kulottanga  IT.    10.185-1146  A  D  ) 

5     Bee  00, 1  581,  H.  6,83. 

6,    Ed,  Madras,  tfomhsy, 
36 
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On  the  life  of  Ramanuja,1  there  are  Ramanujasucantaculaka  by 

Ramanujadasa,8  Ya^Indracampu*  by  Vakulabharana,  son  of  SathngOpa 

of  A^Teyago-fra  and  desciple  of  Varada  of  Va^sya  family,  Ramanujadivya- 

canp.,*  Ramanujacan$a,"  RamSnujavijaya  by  Annayacarya,'  Ramanujiya,' 

Siibhasyakaracanta  by  Kaut>ika  Venkatesa,*  Srfsailakulavaibhava  hy 

Njsimhasuri  * 

His  desciple  Sndhrapurna  (Vaduhanambi)  wrote  YatirSjavaibhava 

JJ07,  Kurattalvar  or  Srivateankamisra,  son  of  Rama  Somayau, 

was  born  at  Kuram  near  Kand  in  Kali  4141  (1039  AD)M  He 
was  a  pupil  of  Ramanuja  He  belonged  to  a  wealthy  family  but 
abondoned  his  riches  and  migrated  to  Srirangam  to  join  Ramanuja 

There  he  became  a  mendicant  and  lived  by  alms  His  memory  was 

supernatural  and  it  is  said  that  when  Ramanuja  was  not  permitted  in 

Kashmir  to  make  a  copy  of  BodhSyana's  Vjtti  on  Brahmasutra,  Kuresa 
could  by  a  single  reading  of  it  repeat  the  work  1  hus  he  helped 

Ramanuja  in  his  composition  of  £ribha*ya  of  which  he  was  his 
ananuensis  When  King  Kuloftangacola  I  summoned  Ramanuja  to  his 

presence  to  accept  the  Saiva  faith,  Kuresa  personated  RamSnuja  and 
when  he  attempted  to  argue  the  superiority  of  Vanoava  faith  the 
cruel  king  ordered  his  eyes  to  be  put  out    Kijresa  is  the  founder  of  the 

Lt. ii 
family  of  the  Bhattars  of  ferirangam 

He  was  a  great  poet  and  his  verse  combines  in  it  the  fluency  of 

lay  fancies  and  the  sanctity  of  theological  allusions  His  YaikunfhaMidva 

describes  the  glory  of  Vwpu  in  Yaikuntha,  his  A^imanugasjiava,!W  the 
great  deeds  of  Vi>nu  in  his  incarnations,  his  Sundarababusfavft,  the 

1.  See  also  Lite  ot  Sn  RamSnuja  by  0  E  Srmivasa  Iyengar ,  RamSnuja  Gtantha 
(Opf.ll  t882)  ,  Eainaaujavumlwiul  (CO,  I  532)  For  Stomas  in  his  pratea,  s& 
TO, 1  14,  69S,  708 ,  DO,  XVIII,  6885,  0700,  6840,  6881,  0811,  6869,  6998,  6812, 
6788,  6817 

3     TO,  III  8581 
8     TO,  IV  5210 
1.    Opp  II  8828 
5     rC.III  8081. 
6,  Rvse,  210. 
7,  Opp,  II,  1801,  7722 
8  My$  OML.m 
9  Jfni ,  860, 

10.    JDO»  XVlH,  6382.    He  was  born  in  Saumya,  Makara,  Krsn*  «b,  Pqflbj., 
Hawa- 

ii,   For  a  abort  aeootmt  of  his  life,  see  Saft  XVII  45,  89,  lia,  180 
18.    then  is  a  commentary  by  RSmSmqa  (00,  XVIII,  691% 
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grace  and  purposes  of  idolic  forms  of  Vi«,nu,  his  Varadiraja^tiva 
tbe  particular  ment  of  Varadaraja  of  Kanei  and  Snstava,  the  qualities 

tif  Ldksmf  These  together  go  under  the  name  of  Pantasfavi  J  I 

Kuresavijaya,  probably  by  Kflranarayana,*  relates  his  history  * 

Srivafsanka's  son  was  Parasara  Bhalta,  born  m  Saka  983  (1061 

AD)*  He  wrote  VjsQUSahasranama-Bhasya  and  fenrangaraja&tava s 

Srigunaratnakosa,e  Kfcamaso^asi,*  Tamsloki  and  Astasloki '  Doddaya- 

caryci9  relates  his  histor)  in  his  Paras'aryavijaya  M 

208  VedantaJesika  or  Venkatana^ha  was  the  high  pnesl  of 
the  Vadagalai  $rivai$nava  sect  His  life  and  works  have  been  noticed 

in  a  previous  Chapter  M 

209.  Sattmyajatnatrmuiii  (or  Manavala  MahSmum)"  was  the! 
high  priest  of  the  Tengalat  Sri  Vaijnava  sect  He  was  born  at  KuntJ- 

nagaraand  was  a  desciple  of  Lokacarya M  He  lived  In  1370-1444  AD1* 

1<    Hi  Madras,  with  the  oommentary  of  S"  I  livSea,  son  of  Ramannja  of  Atre^a Gotca, 

3     Kuranarayana  was  the  author  of  SufartcMasaiaka  (Kavyamaia,  Villi 
3.  DO,  XVIII,  695S  ,  Opp  5516,  7909,  H  1052, 1280 
4.  He  was  horn  In  Sobhakrt,  VaiialAa,  Sukla,  15,  Anuiadha  and  <foel  lathi 

yoas  Jaya,  Earfika 
5.  Printed,  Madras    {here  aft  dommMifcwies,  tone  anonymous  audt  anot&er  h/ 

Venk^taoarya,  DO,  SVXII ,  ?118,  T119 
6  Printed,  Madras.  IPbr  oommentary  by  RS  niuujaoarya,  gee  DOt  XVlII  6881 

by  VeerwaghaVa  (T6M ,  6883),  by  VenkitinivSaa  H^hJmiO),  and  by  Jaaannatha 
(TO,  UJftiO) 

7.    JMnted,  Madras.    <HO,  it  4075 
8  Printed,  Madras 

9  Doddayaoarya  of  Vadhulagotra  of 
lived  In  the  days  of  King  Rami  R£yj  of  Vij  ijiu^-n  aaa  y  ««  ui  supra  atj j»»  ms 
other  Wbrks  are  OafcdbBiarat*,  -Ve4an{avWyavi]iya  and  SjKjndyavijaya  He  Wrote 
Ve4anta4ciikaVaibhavaprakS«''M  <ZX?,XIX  7677).    Baa  8Vfft  202 anl  GO,  I  23J 10  Biee%  154 

11  See  para  130  mpta. 

13     He  was  also  oalled  §Aixite£i  (sea  SriSillefasjtaka  by  DaflLOLy*  (4V7,  III,  1146) 
BV)t  other  stojras  m  his  praise,  see  2)0,  XVllI    7301-10  and  Tfft  IV,  8298,5219, 
5228     See  also  YatIn4capravaij'Ki»mpu  by  VakaiaftiMaa*  {Uya  OSlti  Sup.  12) 

18  He  is  known  as  Pillai  LokStaarya  He  lived  -for  38  years  in  1265-1878  A  D  He 

composed  &Ivatianablitfs>tjta  in  Tamil  of  Whiofc'  there  is  a  summary  of  Veni4tc*»  {TO, 
ft  2019)  He  «efl  it  Jyo^iskadt.  He  W\w  a  fcierrd1  of  Ve4int'wMikt  (See  estcaot 
from  Prapannamrfia,  8VH,  84). 

14.  He  was  born  od  3a  l»l£70  A  0  id  &ki  1293,  SS^haunt,  Arpial,  36,  Gum, 
Sukla,  0atnr4a<i,  Mula,  f .  v 
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He  composed  YatirajavimBati,1  in  praise  of  Ra  uanuja  and  Kastuntilaka- 
stava  *  In  Sucantacasaka,  Raghavarya,  son  of  Nrsiraha,  describes  the 
incidents  of  his  life  Kaghava  lived  at  Bhfisara  or  liruinalisai  near 

Chingleput"  His  daughter's  son  Abhiramavara  or  Varavaramum  or 
Saumyavara,  son  of  piprasayana,*  wrote  NaksatramalS,  a  hymn  m 

praise  of  Sathagopa  5 

210  In  the  heirarchy  of  Ahobalam  Mutt  of  which  Am  Van 
SaIha&opa  Swami  was  the  first  pontiff,  there  were  many  poets  of  a  high 

order  *  Am  Van  Saihagopa  swami  of  J  lrunar.lyanapuram  lived  in 
1379-1458  A.D  (Tirumalai  Nambakam)  Naravana  was  his  successor 

(1458-1472)  He  is  known  to  have  written  60  works  on  various  topics 
and  in  the  field  of  poetry  his  Narayanacant*  and  commentary  on  2ila« 

vandars|otra  are  known  (Vangipuram)  Parankusa  was  6th  (1497-1511) 
and  wrote  Narasimhastava  Sathagopa  was  7th  (1512-1522)  and 

wrote  the  play  Vasanjiikaparioaya  *  (Kalyanapuram  Cakravart)i  Paran* 
kosa  RAMANUjAwas  24th  (1762*-1774)  and  wrote  Bnprapaftt,  Narasimha* 
mangalasasana  etc  (Elanagar  Gadadharapuram)  Viraraghava  was 

27th  (1827-1830)  and  wrote  Kypasagarastava,  K"iranadistava,  Vihages- 
vara^ava,  Tpevarajasfava,  Lakj>minarasimhastava  and  Vaikunthavrjaya-' 

campS  in  answer  to  NIlakan$havijaya  (Attipaltu  Madabusi)  SaI'hacIopa 
Ramanuja  was  34th  (1878-1881)  and  wrote  Kavihx4ayaranjini  and 
Ve4agirivarnana  (Tfuragagafi)  (Pillaipakam  llay.ivalli)  Viraraghava 

(1897-1898)  was  «}7lh  and  wrote  SarirakasuprabhSjia  and  $ngosthi- 
&athas$ava 

211«  Amnng^tha  podtiffB  of  the  Parakala  Mtott  of  Mjrsott, 
Stinivasa  was  the   29lh      He  lived  in   1802-1861  A,D,   arid;  Swotd 

Alankarasangraha  • 

$ri  KR9KA  Brahmatanfra  Farakglaswfimi  was  the  31st  tlead  of"  the 
Parakala  Mutt  at  Mysore  His  original  name  was  kfekamScgrya.  He 
was  the  son  of  ̂ gtacarya  and  Krgnomba  of  the  village  of  Amidella  on 
'      '  '  "     ■           -ii        ■  I,  |,|      .  ...IK,         in     iii 

I  Printed,  Madras     There  is  oommenbary  on  it  (TO,  II,  3490) , 
3  TO,  IV  4729  i  DO,  XVWI.  6939,  with  oommentaty. 
8  TO,  III  4127. 

4.  Seeja'C,  II  2010  few  this  relationship 
6.  TO,  II,  3368,  with  oommeutary  by  JagannStba 
6  Bee  OuruparamparS  of  that  Mutt  published  m  Tamil  at  Madras  See  the 

Ahobalam  inscription  of  &>i»nearaia  dated  Sika  1500  M584  SJLDt  extracted  in  SV&. 
283 

7.  See  Chapter  on  Sanskrit  Diama,  post.    DO,  XXI.  86C0, 
8.  See  Guroparampara  of  that  Mutt,  published  in  Mysore 
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the  Pennar  He  was  bora  in  1839  and  passed  away  about  1916  AJ> 

He  was  for  some  time  in  the  courts  of  Vanaparti,  A$makur  and 
Anagondi  He  wrote  67  works  on  various  branches  of  learning  Among 
campus  are  Rangarajavilasa,  Karfcikotsavadipika  and  ̂ rinivasavilasa 
Among  poems  are  Capetahatisiuti,  Uttararangamihatmya,  Rameivara- 

vijaya,  NrsimhaviJasa  and  Madangopalamahatmya.*  His  Alankaramani- 
bara  is  an  elaborate  work  on  rhetoric  with  illustrations  at  praise  of 

the  deity  Srinivasa  of  Tirupati  ■ 
212.  Lakamikumara  Tatacarya  of  Sathamarganagotra  Is  a 

famous  personage  m  South  Indian  YaiSnava  history  He.  was  bora  at 
Kumbakonam  m  1671  AD  He  was  adopted  by  Venkatacarya,  better 

known  as  Pancama^abhanjana*  Ta^adesika  of  Conjeevaram  He 
was  preceptor  and  minister  of  Emperors  Sriranga  and  Venkatapafr  of 

Vqianagar-  and  was  practically  the  ruler  of  the  empire  in  the  later  half 
of  the  16th  century.  .  H«  was  accorded  the  first  honours  in  all  the 
shrines  of  South  India  and  was  celebrated?  for  his  acts  of  chanty.  His 
titular  name  Kotikanyadana  indicates  the  marriages,  of  several  maidens 

performed  at  his  instance.  He  passed  away  in  1631  A.D..  His  Hanu-> 
madvimsati  is  engraved  [on  the  walls  in  Devarajswami  tempi*  at 

Conjeeveram  of  which  his  descendants  are  still  the  tiimees" 
The  greatness  of  his  Tini  is  *■  described  %f  RimahrijaPsk  in 

fa^aryavaibhaVaprakBsa  *  '  His  life  Is  described  by '  his  descendant 
Ranganatha  in  the  p,o§m  l^k^kuinajpijajfa** 

Sec*IOK  2 

213     Sri  Madhva  Acarya  or  AWndatlrtha,*  waTBofn  mlEe 
village  of  Belle  near  Udtpi  in  an  orthodox  brahmin  lamily  in  Ae  year 

Yuva,  +300  Kali  or  1 19§  AD  T  on  the  last  day  pf  Havargfn  .  That  day  w 
now  known  as  Madhvanavamt.    His  mother  wis  Vedavaffi.    His  original 
mil      I   I      in  nWnl.il'imja  .«   i^   »    1    in    r  ii     n        it       ■■ 

1     For  fall  aoMttnt,  see  Onrapawmgaw  (Mysore), 
5  JS&t  My s,  series  < 
8.  Sea  jata  134  «?»"«.  SVM,  MS,  vfaw  an  extant  itm.  aagMafctffWa  #trea. 
4.  DO,  XTX.  7343. 
A.  Mated,  Kumbstotfiaitt. 
6  ̂ ig|aJa*to»toa^a^^ 

giti,  Jnananda,  JntaSiianaagirl.  (00,  t.  46),  See  (hteaotyXBgl.  VBG  Stf  flBhaMar- 
kai,  78,  57  aua  BB ,  (1882-8),  307 

It  &%  S*dmito1**ary«itthfo  £«/*  *f"*r*  MaSmmSb^aeai  t&»  question  -and 
fixes  fl»  y»n  IBS*  fcJMsrtlw  datarf rfeMftMW  Jakintf  tt*  rtfa  S.  Krishna  Saatri 
access  wiaiAimJ  J^thefcsorlpta^Sritaemada^ 
date.  (El,  III.  260  8)   SeB  Intaoiuotioa  to  Translation  oj  Geaiibhaty  1  bf  8<  SuMwiao 
and  A  Sketih  of  tile  Mm*  &  UcMtyttt  #MW»  «*#-  Ybnk>bM»»  (24 ,  3EWII,  S33) . 
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■name  was  Vasudeva  His  early  life  disp^  ed  miracles  of  divine  powers 

By  twenty  five,1  he  became  learned  fa  all  the  sciences  and  Vedas  His 
knowledge  was  so  profound  that  he  was  called  Purnaprajna  At  that 
age  he  renounced  his  family  and  became  an  ascetic  on  the  initiation  of 

Acytltaprakasa  under  the  name  of  Anand  itntba  In  his  tours  through* 

ottt  India  he  engaged*  himself  in  philosophical  controversies  and  became 
the  founder  of  the  Advaita  school  of  philosophy  He  expounded  his 

£>vaita  doctrine  in  his  Bha&yas  on  Vyasa  Sfitras,  the  Upanais.ids,  and  the 
Gi$a  He  spent  his  last  years  at  the  Sandantiram,  the  duab  between 
the  rivers  Netravafc  and  Kuraaradhara  in  S  Canafa  and  he  lived  for 

79  years,  6  months  and  20  days  and  disappeared  in  Pingala,  1278  A  D* 

Of  his  37  Works,*  many  on  philosophy,  his  mastery  of  the  language 
is  displayed  in  his  poem  YamakabhAkatA,  where  he  narrates  the  story 

of  MahSbharata  fa  Yamaka  verse  *  Among  his  s>t«tras  are  Arjastotra, 

Gtirustotra,  KLrsn"astuli  and  pvadasasto^fa  *  Bhagavat  ifatparvanirnaya* 
and  BhHfa|at  itparyanifaayaT  are  loarnod  critiques,  on  Sri  Bbagavafa 

anct  Mahabharata.  Kanaka  mamrfamabarnava,*  Sankaravijaya  and  $an- 

SaraCaryaVa^arakathi  aro  also  attributed  to  him  * 

214  Trmtor  Mf»at  Among  the  immediate  desctples  of  $r| 

]V[adhva  was  1  rivikrama,"  whom  he  converted  to  his  faith  after  a  long 
series  of  discusiions     He  wrote  U}ihara0»*kfiVya  and  Vujusfuti11 

1  rivikrama's  son  was  ̂ arayand  10  aim  we  owe  me  ttrst  account 

of   &rt    Madhva's  life  in  his    poems    Madhvavijaya,1'     Anuma^hva- 
t  —    ■   ■■   *         "  '                 «" 

1    aama  say  ft  was  tbutosn 
a.  mHaOttiag  w  UK  otter  vlsw  ttrts  was  du  iifctbtfamiftty  13(8  A  D»  Sfeo 

ff.  teakd&rtao,  fyfi  4  3H  VvStdrHjd,  XXVIU  B  mgail jw. 

ft.    0-w«l#iatxiaiika»tot»  (TO,  II.  3008)  gives  the  Upt» 
4,  Printed  Bombay  and  Madras  Ihere  aca.  oommeaiacios  on  it  anonymous  {00 , 

XX  7965)  which  refers  to  a  prior  oossttrintaiy  la  ferae  {TO,  II  1M8> 
5  Printed,  Madras,  Bombay, 

6  Edntod,  Madras  and  Bombay  with  aanStdadabhatta's  eoiUDleatery  So*  70, 
It  1161     For  a  short  summary  of  it,  see  TO,  II  1995 

7  See  page  48  supra  For  commaotaneB,  see  TO,  U  1U3;  by  VittatSoarya^O, 

It,  ma} ,  by  Ghetfstt  Ken  (TO,  II  1-649J  ,  by  Inkfttftsrstmha  (TC,  II,  1409H 
8.    BTO,  107,  Bioff,  196. 
9     OO,  I  46 

lft,    Printed,  Bombay  with  fcbe  commentary"  of  SUto«tin4ta     8ooniin4K*  extolled 
King  8bahaji  of  T&njor*  in  his  SuUUtttdcBjayaghosi&i.    Tan}  Oat  .  VII.  8984. 

11,    TO,  IL  IU1,  190*,  with  oommenta»y  (TO,  II    19U)'  by  Kavtfatpaij* 
Yedaagauani, 

11    Printed,  Bombay,  tflth  oommoufcary  by  Binary*,  2*0,  II  1130 
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vijaya,1  and  Maunnanjari  *  His  Parrjityiharana  is  a  Yamaka  poem  * 
He  wrote  also  SivU^ut,  V^.nu'-tut;!,  Nr simhn«.t/>tra  and  Sangraha-Rama*- 

3  ana* 

215  Of  Maduva's  desciples,  four  succeeded  as  pontiffs,  one  after 
another,  PadmanSbha,  Narahan,  Madhava  and  Akjobhya  From 

Aksobhya,8  Jayatutha  got  his>  initiation  He  is  said  to  have  died  in 
1388  A  D  The  life  of  Jayatirtha  Is  described  in  poems  by  V}asatittha 

in  his  Jayatirthavrjaya,*  hv  KpSna  m  Jayajlrthavijayabdhi,*  by  Sankar* 
sana  in  Jayatlrfjhavrjaya,8  and  by  Karkohalh  Srinivgsa  in  Jayindrodaya  " 

216  After  JayatTrtha,  the  most  famous  among  the  Madhva.  Acnr- 

yas  was  Vya*araya,10  He  lived  in  1447-1539  A.D  He  was  practically 
the  moving  influence  in  the  Court  of  Vijianagar  from  the  days  ofSalva 

Narasimha  to  Acyutadevaraya  who  ruled  in  148&-J542  AD11 
The  life  of  Vyasaraya  is  described  in.  the  VyasayogicantacampD 

by  Somanatha,1**  which  was  continued  by  Suvidyaratnakarasvami,1" 
and  the  poem  Vya&avrjaya  Somanatha's  prose  is  enchanting  The 
reader  feels  as  if  it  is  Kldamban  He  is  reported  to  be  the  sister's 
son  of  Anantabhatta,  author  of  CaropBbharata,  who  lived  about  1500 

AD,  Somanatha  was  introduced  to  his  hero  Vyasaraya,  m<the  reign  of 
King  Acyutadevaraya  and  must  have  lived  about  1535  A  D  Soma- 

natha's grand-father  Bhatta  Gayasmukfi  BhSskara,  known  as  Kala- 

meghadhvann,  was  a  great  poet,** 

1  There  is  a  oommentaty  by  VeDtejtabhatta,  WG,  H.  J66fi. 

2  Printed,  Bombay  with  Subrahmagya's  commentary  Them  age  oommen$aries 
by  Ananjaoarya  {DO,  XX.  79i5),  by  Jaiumi  Bhavanasjaoa>y«  («<?,  JI,  794$)  and  by 
VittalacSrya  (TC,  II  20O3J 

8     Printed,  Poona  DO,  XX  7936 
4  Printed,  Bombay  and  Belgaum  In  DO,  XV  7976,  thffle  is  an  anonymous 
oommentary  . 

5  Ak§obhya,  Vidyaranya,  Vidanfa  D  6  ka  and  Jnyatnjha  wore  contemporaries. 
6  Printed,  Mysore 
7  Mys  OML  Sup  10 
8  Printed,  Belgaum 
9  M ye  OM&,  Svp.  JO. 
10.  He  was  dasalple  oil  Brahniauyatf  t»  whose  lifei^  defwlbgd  jn  J&*hmf»aya. 

lfrth»i)a3ia(8«B  Ttofcohwap's  hi*  t*  Br*  7jf«M«*iWi4%*XXp?),-B»hmaoya died  about  1628  A..D 
11  See  para  1 24  supra 
12  Ed.  Bangalore  with  a  long  introduction  dealing  with  the  oonfRmjowtty  hJRfcory 

of  Kingdom  of  Vijianagar  by  B  Venkobarao 
18.    Op  e%t  lxxil. 

14,    See.B,  Venkobarao,  op  at  iili  is. 
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217  PurandaradSsa,  the  distinguished  author  ofKanarese  devo- 

tional songs,  was  VySsaraya's  desciple  So  was  Vadiraja  Vadirajais 

saidto  have  opened  an  oJd  treasury  at  a  crisis,  for  King  Acyutadevaraya 

He  rebuilt  the  temple  at  Udipi,  but  before  the  golden  dome  was  erected 

the  Kingdom  of  Vijianagar  was  subverted  by  defeat  at  the  battle  of 

Tahkota  l  He  was  a  great  poet  and  among  his  poems  are  Rukmmiia- 

vijaya,'  Sarasabharativilasa,"  Tirthaprabamjha,*  Ekibhavastotra,*  and 

Pasavafarastut1  •  His  life  is  descnbed  in  Vadirajavy ttaratndsangraha 

by  Raghunafha T 

Satyanatha^ha's  original  name  was  Raghunathacarya  He  died 

in  1674  AD8  His  life  is  depicted  in  Satyana^amahatmyaratnftkara,8 

in  Sa^yanathabhyuijaya10  by  Sankarsana,  son  of  Sesacarya,  and  in 

Satyanathavilasa  by  Srimvasa  " 

There  are  poems  on  the  lives  of  Dvaita  Acaryas  "  Visvapnyaguna- 

lilavilasa  f  by  Setumadhava,"  Raghavendravijaya  by^Narayana,"  and 

Satyanidhivilasa  by  &r^nlvasa,1,,  Seturayavijaya,"  Satyabodhavijaya," 

by  Kj5na" 
Sechon  3 

218  Basava,  the  founder  of  the  Veerasaiva  cult  of  the  Linga- 

yats1,  was  the  prime  minister  of  the  Kalacari  King  Bhijjala  who  came  to 

the  throne  at  Kalyan  in  1156  A  D  M  The  tradition  is  that  the  sect  was 

founded   by  five  ascetics — Ekorama,   Panditaradhya,  Revana,  Maruta, 

1  See  B  Venkobarao,  op  cit  OLXXIII. 
2  00,1  S6S 
8.  Printed,  Belgaum. 
*.  Printed,  Calcutta. 
6,  Printed,  Bombay. 
6  Printed,  Belgaum. 
7  oal,ji  as. 
8.  00, 1. 838. 
9  00, 1. 689 
10  Mys  OUL.  Sup.  II ;  Tanj.  Oat.,  VI.  3676. 
11  Tan}.  Oat ,  VI  3676,  9680. 
13  On  the  history  of  Ma<Jhva  Aoaryas,  sea  14,  XLIH.  338,  369, 

18  Myt  OMS  Sup  11 
14.  8VB,  352.    Rtghavefldca  wan  contemporary  of  TfaguanacSyana  DIlc§l{».    (S# 

para  160  supra). 
15.  My}  OMS.  Sup,  11. 
16.  OALiTi,  16 
17.  Ibtd, 
18  Mys  OliL.  Sup.  11, 
19.  See  14,  V,  175. 
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VisVaradhya—who  are  held  to  have  sprung  from  the  five  heads  of 
Siva,  incarnate  age  after  age  These  are  regarded  as  very  ancient, 
and  Basava  is  said  to  have  been  but  the  reviver  of  the  faith  *  Yet  the 
early  literature  shows  that  the  five  were  all  his  contemporaries  sbme 
older,  some  younger"  In  the  poem  Basavesavijaya,8  Sankar5rSdhva 
describes  his  life,  and  so  does  Somanatha  in  his  Basavapurana,*  and 
Basavanagadya  Somanatha  also  wrote  a  poem  Pandijarddbyacarita 
on  the  life  of  Pandifaradhya,  the  Lmgayat  Guru  Somanatha  (Palkurki), 
of  Bbrngmtagotra  and  son  of  Gurulinga,  lived  in  the  time  of  King 
Prafaparudra  I  (l  140-1 196  A  D  )  • 

Section  4 

219  Sri  Gauranga,  whose  original  name  was  Nimai,  was  born 

of  Jagannatha  and  Saci  at  Nadia  in  Phalgun,  of  Saka  1407  (1486  AD) 
on  the  banks  of  the  Bhagiratbi  His  childhood  foretold  his  future  great- 

ness He  married  Vipnupnya,  daughter  of  Sana|anamisra  He  was  called 
Gauranga  or  Gour  for  his  fair  complexion  When  he  became  inspired 
and  an  ascetic,  he  took  the  name  Sri  Kpna  Cai|anya  He  sang  the 

glories  of  Sri  Kj?na  and  became  the  founder  of  the  school  of  Bhakfi  or1 
devotion  He  passed  away  in  1527  AD'  Among  his  poems'  are"' 
Gopalacaritra,*  Premamrta,8  Sank^epabhagava^mp^a,9  Hannama- 
kavaca,1*  Danakehcintamani  ** 

220  Rupa"  was  born  m  1490  AD  He  was  a  scion  of  the 
Goswlmi  line  and  Kumira  was  his  father  Vallabha  and  Sanatana  were 

his  brothers    His  sixth  ancestor  Anirttddha  Was  a  Raja  of  Karnat  about 

1     On  Llngayat  legends  and  literature,  see  1A,  IV.  17,  311 ,  V  188. 
5  Farqnhar,  OBL,  260     For  bibliography,  see  Ibid  ,  387, 
8.  flrlntefl,  Mysore 
4     Mys  OML  648  J  Ib%d  ,  Sup.  U 
6  dee  tfeereealingam's  Wotkp,  X  390. 
6.  For  an  aeoowafc  of  Ms  life,  see  S.  K  Ghose,  Lord  Gauranga,  Cafonbta; 

R  B.  Dittwranandta  Sen,  Ohattanya  andfits  age  and  Ohattamya  and  his  companion!! 

M  T  Kennedy,  Ohaitetnya  and  fni  movetmnt ,  Y  Saroat,  Ohattanyo's  j*lgtm<*g<% 
and  teachings  ,  Farquhar,  OBL,  476 

7.  00,1  161 
&    CSC,  (1907),  No.  61  j  (1908)  No,  67.  with  oOBKaentary  by  Vittbala 
9,  00, 1.  864. 

10.    00,1.766 
11     080,  (1908)  67 
13     For  an  aooount,  see  D  0  Seii'tf  SmtfrWf  Bevy&U  Literature  (Oaloufita),  603  , 

Introduotton  to  Ujvalanflamani  (KavyaroalaJ,   WffeOWdtaau  to  Qaitanyfecan4rodftya 
(Kavyamala) 

37 
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$aka  1338,  His  family  was  immensely  rich  Rupa  and  Sana^ana  were 

made  the  prime  ministers  of  Hosen  Sahara,  Emperor  of  Cauda  *  By 
nature,  of  a  religious  disposition,  they  were  attracted  by  the  teachings 

of  the  reformer  Caitanya,'  and  gave  up  home  to  become  ascetics. 
Their  greatness  as  religious  teachers  is  described  in  the  Vaijnava 

literature  of  Bengal  •    Rupa  passed  away  in  1363  AD* 

As  a  poet  and  rhetorician,  Rupa  is  of  a  high  order  •  The  poetic 
instinct  saturated  with  bhatyi  or  love  for  KjSna  manifested  itself  in 
several  forms  of  composition,  always  with  the  life  of  Kpna  as  its  theme, 

Vidagdhamadhava,  and  Lali^amgdhava"  are  dramas  in  seven  acts 
describing  the  loves  of  Kpna,  and  Radha  as  related  in  the  Bhagava^a, 

Panakelikaumudi*  and  is  a  bhana  with  its  hero,  Kr?na  Hamasdttla 

and  Uddhavasandesa  are  poems  of  message,8  on  the  model  of  Megha- 

ditya     Padyavali  is  an  anthology  and  names  the  authors  it  quotes  * 

Among  his  other  works,10  are  Ujjvalacandnka  (a  dialogue  between 
Cai^anyacandra's  sister  Radha  and  her  friend  about  KrPna),  Yamuna- 
s$o$ra,  Gandharvapraithanasfo^ra,  Gaurangasfcavakalpa^aru,  Kusumasfa- 
baka,  Mukundamuktavali,  Catupuspanjalis|dva,  Utkahkavallari,  Lagmi- 

Bhagava^amyta,  Anandamahodadhi,  and  Mathuiumahima  u  By  far  his 
greatest  work  is  the  Ujjavalanilamani  *'  As  a  treatise  on  poetics  it 
describes  classes]  and  conditions  of  loverb  and  the  several  stages  and 
modes  of  their  affection  and  is  profusely  illustrated  with  verses,  all 

1  Rupa  is  mentioned  by  Bajafekhata  In  his  KSvyamfmSmsa  Rapadeva  men 
tioned  in  Skm,  and  PadyavaU  an?  Rupadeva,  author  of  commentary  on  Gijagovlnda, 
are  different  poets. 

S.    Sanatana  lived  between  1481— 1 558  A.D 

8     For  a  fuller  aooounfc,  see  Narahari  Chakravarji's  Bhaktirajnakara. 
4.  Fruited  KSvyamSla,  Bombay.  There  is  a  oommentary  on  it  by  Cakravatji, 

It  ism  fact  Gijagovinda  dramatised  "The  pieoo  is  also  in  its  different  portions 
supposed  to  be  applicable  to  the  different  seasons  of  the  year,  at  which  the  chief 
festivals  in  honour  of  Kr$na  are  held,  or  the  festival  of  Spring  in  Ghaltra  of 
Vaisakha,  that  of  the  birth  of  Krsna  in  Bravana  of  the  rains,  and  the  RSsayStra  or 
danoe  of  Krsna  with  the  Gopis  m  the  autumn."    Wilson,  Wheatre,  II,  898. 

6     For  a  list  of  his  works,  see  00,  I  588. 
6    10,  VII  1179,  CO,  I  842,  HI  115,  also  noto  a  oommentary  by  NarSyana. 
7.    DO,  XI  8406    There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  JivSgresari  and  Raghunatha 

dasa     See  Vaienavadharmaprakasika  (Murshidabad),  Parts  I  to  VI 
8  There  is  a  oommentary  on  JHamsadufa  by  MadhavaraMra  alias  Purasottoma 
9  See  Thomas,  Kav  11 

10.    CC,  1  588,  ni  118 .  TO,  IV  B.  No,  8060 
11     00,1,68.    Composed  in  1560  A.D. 
13.    Ed,  Kavyamala,  Bombay,  95. 
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devoted  to  Krpna  There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  JIvagoswami,*  by 
Visvanathacalravaitm,"  and  three  anonymous  •  His  NStakacandnka* 
is  a  treatise  on  drama  based  on  the  Nalyasastra  and  he  refers  to  the 
viewte  of  Visvanafha  as  opposed  to  Bharata 

221  Rupa  had  two  brothers  Vallabha  and  Sanatana  Sanatana 

commented  on  Rupa's  Ujjvalamlamani  and  wrote  among  other  works,* 
Ha^bhaktlv^lasa•  and  Bhagavatamjta*    He  lived  in  1484-1558  AD 

Rflpa's  desciple  Raghunathadasa  wrote  the  short  but  beautiful 

poem  the  Muktacantn,8  a  funny  tale  m  which  Kjsna  told  Sa^yabhama 
that  pearls  could  be  grown  as  a  crop  and  demonstrated  it  by  sowing  a 

pearl  and  watering  it  with  milk  Then  the  Gopis  sowed  all  the  pearls 
they  had,  but  no  plants  came  out  After  repeated  entreaties,  Kjsaa 
relented  and  returned  the  pearls 

222  Jira  Goswami  was  the  son  of  Vallabha,  Rapa's  younger 
brother  He  was  born  in  £§aka  1445  (1435 ')  at  Ramakeh  near 
Falehbad  He  became  an  ascetic  when  he  was  twenty  and  was  head 
of  a  Goswami  mutt  at  Brndavana,  until  his  demise  in  Saka  1540  (1618 

AiD)  Among  his  works'  are  Gopalacampfl,  Madhavamahotsava> 

Bhakfirasamjtasmdhu,  Govmdabirudavah  and  Jahnavyastaka  *° 
223  Kavikarnapura  was  the  son  of  $ivananda  Sena  of 

Kancanapalh  near  Nadia  His  fathef  was  the  purveyor  of  the  Bengali 

followers  of  Caiftnya  to  Pun,  so  long  as  Caijanva  lived,  at  the  cost  of 

Vasudevaddtt3)  a  milhonare  "  He  was  born  in  1524  A.Dt  He  was 
educated  at  Kumarahatta,  modern  Hadasar,  north  of  Calcutta.  He  was 

a  pupil  probably  of  Jtvagosw&mi.  In  his  Gaurangaganodiejadipika,1* 
composed  in  Saka  1498  (1577  A  D )  he  traces  Caifanya's  followers  to 
their  prior  births ;  for  instance,  Caijanya's  father  Jagannatha  is  traced 
to  Nanda,  the  father  of  KjPna,  and  to  Dasara^ha,  the  father  of 
Rama     Every  follower  of  Cai^anya  is  traced  to  one  of  the  Gopikas  of 

1  Ed  Bombay     Composed  in  1580  A  b. 
2  Ed  Bombay     Ootnposed  in  1695  A  D   He  wrote  a  Commentary  on  Bhagavat* 

In  Kavikernapura's  Alankarak&ustttbha 
5  CC,  I-  62  ,  OSO,  XI  8. 
i.    Ed  Kasitobazar.    DO,  XXHI.  8689. 
6  Bee  CO  I  698. 

6  Bee  00, I  758    There  is  another  Work  of  this  name  by  <3opala  Bhafcfca  2o& 
t  See 00, 1  403  4 
8  *0,  IV.  4880  9i 
9  Eta*  a  complete  Hat  ot  his  works,  Sea  Int.  to  Unvalanllamaui,  he  ott 
io  to,  iv  an  i. 
11     See  CSC,  (1909),  No  86. 
13.    080,  (1907),  46 ,  MPS,  II.  (for  an  aowunt). 
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milkmaids  m  the  Kjfna  mcaraation  and  to  one  of  the  monkeys  in  the 
Rama  incarnation 

In  his  play  Carfcanyacandrodaya, l  composed  in  1543  AD,  he 
depicted  the  life  of  Carfcanya  Besides  Alankarakaustubha,*  on 
rhetoric,  he  wrote  Cama$karacandnka>*  and  Anandabrndavanacampa,' 
on  the  loves  of  Sri  Kpna 

224  Among  the  great  men  of  Goswaml's  order,  Sndasa  wrote 
Uadhakundas^ava,  Raghunajna  wrote  Vilapakusumanjalibtava,  and 

Kpnakaviraja  wrote  Radhastaka,"  and  Govindadasa  (1537-1612  AD) 
Wrote  Sangitamadhava  and  Karnamjta  *  In  his  Bhaktirasamptasindhu, 
•SatiJJtana  describes  the  four  varieties  of  Bhakti  to  Lord  Kpsna  and 

develops  the  sentiment  according  to  the  theories  of  rhetoric  T 

Raghunafha's  desciple  KjsOadasa  wrote  the  poems  GovmdaKla- 

mp^a,8  and  Kjgnalllastava  * 
Sec  noN  5 

225  Vallabha  Acarya,  the  famous  religious  teacher,  was 

the  son  of  Lakamaaa  Bhatla  and  Guru  of  Puru>otama  He  lived  in  1478- 

1530  A.D.  He  commented  on  Vyasa's  Brahmasutras  The  followers  of 

Vallabha  school,  like  Caitanya's,  worship  Kpna  as  the  supreme  being 

Among  bis  works1*  in  poetry  are  PreinarajH*1  MathuramRhatmya,** 
>BIathurastaka,  Yamunas^ava,  besides  discourses  on  Sri  Bhagavata 

1     Printed  Oaloatfca  ttuA  Bombay 

3  '  Ed.  partly  by  Slvaprasad  BnataoSrya  i  On/  209  There  ate.  commentaries  by 
^jokacfUha  {00, I.  81)  and  by  BfndSvanaoandM  (lO,  210), 

"t     tO,  1163  ,  Mitra.  VI  312  and  2160 
i,  10,  192,  645  There  is  another  at  that  name  by  FfttemSnan4»d5sa  (printed 

3enares)  and  another  by  Ketava  [NPj  X.  10). 
6  See!fO,lV  No  80508  Yadanan4ana  wrote  vilSpakosUmlnjali,  OS0,  (19BT) 

Mo,  59 
6     See  Oi  0i  Sen,  History  of  Bengali  Liter  atutet  547* 

1  In  C'C,  I  390  Auiteoht  gives  it  as  the  work  oi  SanSf  ana  composed  in  1512  A  t) . 
(23,  820}     Bat  in  TO,  VI  4184,  it  is  tubed  m  the  work  of  Rupagoswaml. 

8  This  poem  is  described  as  the  work  ot  (i)  ttagtmn£tba43sa  (10,  VII  8876)  j 
(U)  JBaghunSthabhafcta  {Mitra,  II  571)  Bat  the  real  author  of  KfijaadSsa  (JQluar, 
88)     See  artiole  by  0  Ohakravarti  (21,  LVH,  208) 

9  See  TO,  IV.  B.  No  8058 
10  For  Hat  of  his  works  sse  CO,  I  555  C,  Ind  Rev  (1918),  648.  Wot  Stptras, 

seeVftUabhaoSryaatutiratnavahby  Qokttia4hM*  (Printed,  BombayJ.ffor  VaJUabhwarya' 
yamiavali,  see  IM.«  556.  Bhaudarkar,  VS,  16  and  Miliary  4/  VaUabhtcarya  m 
Western  litdta  (London) ;  Grouse,  Mathttra ,  tfarqahar,  ORL*  87  7, 

11  BR,  IV   70  with  oommenfcarr  hv  Vitthala 
12.    BjS.II.46. 
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His.  life  it.  described  by  Gopaladasa  in  Vallabhakhyanaka.l  by 
Babu  SItarama  Saltn  in  Vallabhadigvijaya  * 

Vallabha's  sons  were  Gopinatha  and  Vitlhala     Vitthala  was  born 
in  1515  A  D    and  was  as  great  a  writer  as  his  father   Among  his  poems," 

are  Kr?naPremamrta,*  Yamunas$apadl,5  Rasasarvasva,6  and  commentary 
on  GI|agovinda      Vitthala's    sons  were  Gindhara  and  Raghunatfia 
They  wrote  verses  in  praise  of  Kpna  T 

Vallabha's  brother  Ramacandra,  born  about  1484  A  D  ,  wrote  the 
poems  Kr^nakufciihala,  Gopalalila,  Rasikaranjana  and  RomavaJiSataka 8 

226  Pevaraja  and  Gangarao  describe  the  life  of  Guru  Nanak  in 

Nanakcandrodaya " 
Section  6. 

227  Raviseaa  Aearya  composed  his  Padniapurana  in  Nir- 
vana Samvat  1205  (678  A.D )    Jinasena  m  his  HanvamsapuraUa  says 

"  Padmapurana  is  the  earliest  complete  Jain  version  of  the.  REma- 
yana  unless  the  Prakrit  work  Paumachanya  of  Vimala  Sun  and  anothef 
work  of  the  same  name  by  Svayambhudeva  which  are  said  to  bear  on 

the  same  subject,  really  prove  to  be  works  of  an  earlier  date,  as  is 
alleged  Later  writers  have  all  based  their  works  dealing  with  this 
subject,  on  the  book  of  Raviseaacharya.  The  incidents  xelated  m 
Padma-pUrana  are  said  to  have  occurred  during  the  period  (Tirtha)  of 
Santiaatha,  the  16th  Tirthamkara  The  story  of  Rama  as  narrated  here 

differs  m  many  material  points  from  that  of  the  Ramayaha  of  Valnuki 
Rama  and  Ravana  are  both  claimed  here  to  have  followed  Jain  religion 
Lakshmana  is  stated  not  to  have  been  a  full  brother  of  Satrughna,  but 

son  of  a  fourth  Wife  of  Dasaralha,  Suprabha  by  name  Sita  Was  born 

from  the  human  womb  of  the  queen  of  Videha,  Dasaratha   did  apt  die 

1     Printed,  Bombay 
3  Printed,  Benares 
8  Foe  his  Woife,  see  GO,  I,  573 
4  Mall,  161, 
6  Bdtt,  153. 
6  00,  I  498 
7,    Ball,  146, 182 
8     Printed  Pandit,  VI.   108  and  KalfyaiHala,  Bombay.    BwiWanjaha  Was 

composed  at  Ayodhya  in  1534  A.D 

9.    Printed,  Bombay  00, 't  386, 
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on  account  of  the  banishment  of  Rama ,  he  is  represented  to  have 
become  disgusted  with  the  ways  of  the  world  and  he  retired  to  the 
forest  to  practise  penance  Bali,  Sugnva  and  Hanuman  were  not  of 

any  monkey  race,  but  were  powerful  rulers  of  the  forest  regions  Rama 
never  killed  Bah  The  latter  of  his  free  will  rehnguished  the  throne  m 
favour  of  his  younger  brother  Sugnva  and  himself  became  an  ascetic. 
Ravana  was  not  a  Brahmana,  but  a  Kshatnya,  and  met  his  death  not  at 
the  hands  of  Rama  but  those  of  his  younger  brother  Lakshmana  The 

latter  recovered  from  the  effects  of  Ravana's  Sakti  not  by  life  giving 
drug  but  by  the  presence  of  a  virtuous  lady  Visalya,  who  afterwards 
became  his  wife.  These  ate  some  of  the  points  of  difference  A  com- 

parative and  critical  study  of  the  whole  will  be  interesting  "* 

228  To  Jinasena  are  attributed'  HanvamSapurdna3  and  Adi* 
purana  *  The  former  was  written  m  Saka  705  (783  AD)  "  when  Indra 
Sri  Vallabh  the  son  of  Krishna  was  reigning  m  the  South,  Vatsaraja  at 
Avanti  (Ujjain)  and  Varaha  Vira  in  Saurya  mandala  In  the  Mangala- 

charana,  which  Dr.  Peterson  has  omitted  to  quote  in  full,  Jinasena  pays 
his  tribute  to  Samantabhadra  (the  author  of  Jivasiddhi  and  Yuktyanu< 

Sasana).  Siddhaseana»  Indra,  Chandra,  Arka  and  Deva  (Devanandi) 
the  grammanans.  Vajra  Sun,  Mahasena  (the  author  of  Sulochana- 

katha).  RaVtshena  (the  author  of  Padma-purana),  Varangachanta, 
Kumarasena,  Virasena  and  Jinasena  The  mention  of  the  last  two 

names  has  given  nse  to  a  controversy  as  to  the  relation  between  Jina* 
sena,  author  of  Hanvamsapurana,  and  Jinasena,  author  of  Adipurana  It 
has  been  suggested  that  the  reference  aboe  is  to  the  author  of  Hart- 
vamsapurana  and  hence  he  is  one  with  the  author  of  Adipurana  But 
the  difference  in  the  dates  of  composition  of  the  two  works  is  at  least 

50  years  which  makes  their  authorship  by  the  same  person  very  impro* 
bable,  Again,  the  genealogies  of  the  two  authors  are  different  The 

author  of  Hanvamsa»purana  was  the  pupil  of  Kirtisena  who  belonged 
to  Funnatagan,  while  the  author  of  Adi-'purana  was  the  pupil  of  Vira- 
Sena  who  belonged  to  the  Senagana  Also  the  manner  in  which 

Jinasena  has  been  referred  to  in  Hanvamsa-purana  shows  thai  the 
author  is  referring  to  a  person  other  than  himself.    The  verse  is  {— 

mmi     r  iTinui.-i   -      .,    i    ,.   «-*ha«w^n,  —■■■■■■    i         ■!   <*iiit    >  ii.-.-i...ii.,  — ̂   imiw  ,irw   'man 

1.  Hkalal's,  Cat  0  P.  ,In»,  xii. 
2,  See  par  a  5  twpfa. 
8    3?or  an  analysis  ana  extract,  gee  Mttra,  VI,  H  Pft,  I V.  161 1, 
i,   EV»  an  analysis,  see  BB,  (1888-4) . 
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An  author  indulging  in  these  terms  in  regard  to  himself  would 
certainly  be  accused  of  being  over  presumptuous  But  there  arises 
another  complication  when  we  prove  the  two  authors  to  be  different 

If  we  accept  the  date  of  the  completion  of  the  work  as  given  by  the 
author,  the  mention  of  Virasena  and  Jinasena  cannot  refer  to  the 

authors  of  Jayadhavala-tika  and  Adi-purana  respectively,  for  Jhey 
are  known  to  have  lived  after  the  date  of  Harivamsa-purana  To 
obviate  this  difficulty  we  must  suppose  that  two  other  Acharyas  of  those 

names  lived  before  the  composition  of  Harivamsa-purana  "* 

Adipurana  was  left  unfinished  by  Jinasena  and  was  completed  by 

his  pupil  Gunabhdra,*  under  the  name  of  U#arapurana  GuOabhdra 
also  wrote  Jinadat^acarita "  Among  poets  praised  in  Adi-pnr5na  is 
Kaviparamesvara. 

229  Jinaprabha  was  the  pupil  of  Jinasimha  of  Laghukha- 
rataragaccha  He  was  honoured  by  Emperor  Sahi  Muhammad  at 
Delhi  He  was  very  prolix  in  poetry  and  there  was  no  day  where  he 

did  not  compose  new  s^otras,  of  which  there  are  now  700,  such  as 

Gau$amasto$ra,  PSrsvanathastava,  Srlvlrastava,  $aradastotra,  etc*  His 
Pyagrayakavya,  like  the  one  of  that  name  of  Hemacandra,  describes 

the  life  of  Brenika     It  was  composed  in  Sam  1356  (1300  AD)8 

Kirtiraja  in  his  poem  Nemina|hamahakavya  in  12  cantos  narrates 

the  life  of  Nemina-Jha  who  was  a  Balabrahmacinn,'  with  exquisite 
descriptions  of  the  seasons,  marriage,  etc.  Kirftraja  wrote  the  Pfasasti 
engraved  in  Paravajinalaya  in  Jessalmr  Mandir  in  Sam  1473 

(1417  AD)* 

Somakirti  of  Nandifafagaccha  was  pupil  of  Bhlmasena  He  wrote 

Saptavyasanacareja  and  Pradyumnacanta  in  1474  A  D  and  Yasodhara- 

caii$a  in  1476  A  D  * 

1    See  Hiatal,  Joe.  o»*  xsii 
3  He  la  different  from  Gunabhadca,  author  of  DhanyakumSwoariJa,  Cat.  OP. 

1655 

8     Oat.  OP.  648     From  the  legend  ol  Prinoe  JayakumSta  in  this  work,  Brahma- 
kSmaraja  wrote  JayakomSraoarit*  {.lotd  I  o) 

4  Printed,  KSvyamaia,  VII.  Bombay 
5  See  Jss  Oat.,  58.    Hlralal,  Zoo  oit  xsiv. 

6  Printed,  Bhownagar,  from  a  mamisoript  dated  Sam.  1496  and  written  at 
Sriyoglnjpura  (Delhi) 

7  This  Frafastl  la  printed  in  Jts  Oat.,  64-6 
8  See  Hualal,  Oat,  0,P.  Int,  xssvii. 
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Fadinasagaragani  describes  the  life  of  his  Guru  Ilir.ivijayasSn  In 

his  poem  Jagadgurukavya  II  was  composed  in  bam  1633  (1577 

AD)* 
Ra$uacandra's  Pradyumnacanta,  a  poem  m  lb  cantos,  describes  as 

a  Jam  version  the  stor}'  of  Pradyumna  and  ends  with  the  ascent  of 
Kr?ha  and  Balarama  to  heaven  and  salvation  of  Nemi  It  was  composed 

in  Sato  1674  (1618  AD)' 

230  Subhacandra  was  the  pupil  of  Vyayakir$i  of  Mulasangha 
Besides  Pandas  aporana  also  called  Bharatn  composed  in  Sam  1C08, 

(1552  AD)  he  sajs  he  wrote  Candranathacanta,  Pndmana^hacanfa, 
Manmafchamahima  or  Pradyumnacanta,  Jlvakacanja  and  Nancjbivara- 

ka$ha,  etc." 
231  Padtnasundara  was  the  pupil  of  Pndmameru  of  the 

Tapagaccha  *  He  was  successful  m  a  literary  contest  at  (he  Court  of 

A.kbar  and  was  honoured  with  gifts  of  villages,  etc"  lTe  wrote  his 
B  Syamallabhyudaya  in  Sam  1615,  (1559  A  D )  describing  the  lives  of 

24  Tirthankaras  ending  with  Royamalla  of  the  Agntaka,'  class 

Same  year  later  he  wrote  his  Parsvanatha  Kavya  * 

$rivallabha  Pathaka  in  Vijayadeva  Mahattnya  descnbes  the  life  of 

$rl  VijayadevasBn  of  [apagaccha  m  21  cantos  Ho  was  born  in 

Sam  1634,  and  was  honoured  by  lunperor  fehangir  * 

232  Sakalakirti  was  a  Bhattaraka  of  the  Jain  religion,  HJa 

phanyakumaracantd,*  a  poem  in  seven  Adhikaras,  describes  the  life  of 
Dhanyakumaraj  son  of  Dhanapala,  a  Vaisya  of  Ujj.un,  who  by  his 

devotion  was  regarded  as  a  Saint  He  wrote  poems  Sudursanacafrta," 

^ripalacarita,"  and  Vrsabhanucanfa  M  MahavirapuriJna  is  an  extensive 

work** 
1,    Printed,  Benares     Eleavijaya  Was  bocn  in  Sam,  1588     PB,  IV  26      ™~~* 2  Bh  OBI,  92  The  epilogue  mentions  Jain  priests  honored  by  temporor  A1sbar 

See  Mod.  Boo.  VII 

3  PB,  (1888-a),  118     PB,  IV  143,  149, 156     PB,  V.  list  of  mlboo. 
i     PB,  IV.  tar, 
S     BB,  (1882  8),  18. 

6.  PB,  III  255 
7.  Bod  Cat.  892 
8.  Printed  Jaina-Sahifcya-8am0idhalsft-G«ttil:bariiaia,  Ahmedabad. 
9.  DO,  XXI.  8128- 
10,  Printed,  Bombay, 
11  Mys.  OUL,  260. 
12.    DO,  XX  8103 ,  PB,  IV.  188 
IS.    Printed,  Bombay, 
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233  Vadirajasuri  alias  Sanmuklia,  a  Jama  ascetic,  was  called 
Dvadasavidyapa^t,  probably  on  account  of  his  proficiency  m  twelve  arts. 
His  Yasodharacan^a  is  a  poem  narrating  the  life  of  \asodhara,  son  of 
Yasodhara  and  Candravati  of  Unain,  a  saintly  King  of  Jaina  sect  *  He 
also  composed  Parsvana^hacan^a  * 

234  Somacantragani'8  Gurugunarafnakara  describes  the  life 
of  Lakomisaragani  of  Tapagaccha  It  was  written  in  1485  A,D  and  is 
of  great  value  of  Gujrat  history  * 

235  Other  Jain  poems  are  here  collected 

Prthvicandracantra  of  6antisiln  (Sam    1225)  ,*  Neminathacarifa  of 
Ratnaprabha,  pupil  of  Vadideva  (Sam  1233),*  Kuvalayamal5ka|ha 
of  Rataaprabha,  pupil  of  Paramananda  ,•  Punyasarakathanaka  of 
Vivekasamudragam,  pupil  of  Jmesvara  (Sam  1334),*  Vijayacandra- 
canta  of  Candraprabha  (Sam  1127),*  Harivikramacantra  of  Jayatilaka, 
(about  Sam  1350) ,"  Adinathacantra  of  Vardhamanacarya,  (about  Sam 
1330)  ,*°  V3supujyacant<i  of  Vardhamana,  pupil  of  Vijayasimha,1* 

Prthvlcandracanta  of  Satyarajagani  ,**  Prfshvicandracantra  of  Jaya- 
gagara,  pupil  of  Jmaraja  (Sam  1503)  ,ia  Paramahamsacan|ra  by  Naya- 
ranga,  pupil  of  Gunasekhara  (Sa?n  1624)  M 

Abhayakumaracanta  of  Candratilaka,    pupil    of  Jinesvara  (Sam 

1312),**  Prabhavakacanti  of  Prabhacandra  (Sam  1334),**  Kavyamanohara 
1  Printed,  Bombay  DC,  XXI  8136,  There  is  a  commentary  ou  it  by  Laksmana. 

There  Is  another  poem  of  the  same  name  by  K5imSk*lyan<»,  printed  ia  Bombay  and 
composed  in  Sam  1839  (1783  AD)     See  Jes.  Oat  43,  PS,  17  163 

0     Printed!  Bombay 
5  Printed,  Benares  Mys  Arch  Sep  (1934),  13  It  mentions  the  PragvS&a 

dynasty 

4     Jet  Oat  i  67     Ibis  was  composed  at  KnmSrapSla's  Court 
6  let.  Oat ,  40, 

6  Printed  Bombay,  This  is  a  Sanskrit  rendering  of  Dakjinyaoaritisun's  pr*krb 
work  {Jet  Cat ,  43)  oomposed  about  the  middle  o£  the  13th  oentury  k  D  He  calls  it 
a  oampu  He  mentions  earlier  poets  (now  unknown)  P5s»lipta,  Sajpamska,  Vima 
l&nka,  Devagupta,  Prabhanjana  In  PR,  II  38,  Hanbhadra  is  wrongly  named  as  the 
author  of  this  poem 

7.  Jet  Cat ,  56 
8.  PR,  VI  List  of  authors 
9.  Bid.,  1 

10.    AM,  43 
11  Ibtd,,  34    The  manuscript  was  written  in  San.  1337 
13.  Ibid  ,  47,    This  contains  many  styles  of  poetry  and  prose 
IB,  lb%d„6S 
14.  Ibtd ,  57. 
15.  Printed  Bhownagar,  Jet  Cat ,  4. 
16.  Printed  Bombay     There  is  another  work  of  the  same  name  by  Candraprabha 

(Printed  Bombay) 
38 
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of  Mahesuira  {Sam  1504),1  \  ardhamanacantfi  of  Asaga,  pupil  of 

Naganandia  (Sam  1079),*  Uktira^nakara  of  Sadhusundara  alias  Sadhu-* 

U%n  \,  pupil  of  Devasundara,"  Parsvanlithacanta  of  Bhavadeva,*  Jambil* 

svaiincan^i  of  JmadaMi,"  Parsvasta\ana  of  Padmaprdbhadeva,e  Malll- 

car^  i  of  \  mayacandra,*  Mmaketud  ij  a  of  DevaUatha,  Jagadgurucari|a 
of  SuvaraSnardi,  cjantinlithacanta  of  Munisundara  and  another  of 

BhoVacandra,  CandraprabhaswaniicanU  of  Devendra,*  Amamaswami- 

canti  of  Munira^nasun,0  Upamitibhiivaprapancakathii  of  Siddhar^i,  • 

humitracantra  of  Harflakunjaropadbyaya,"  Parevacantra  of  Deva- 

bhaara,1*  Hantinatara.ahakav\  a  of  Munlbhadra  M 

Vlrollusa  of  Bhrusundi,  and  Nagakumarakavya  of  Malhkena,** 

Munisuvrnfcnkuv)  a  of  Arhntd&sa,"  Pradyunmacanti  (1)  of  MahSsenacaiya 

alias  Pappadaguru,  pupil  of  Caruklr^i,"  and  (n)  of  \  abodhara,"  Bhaflra- 

bahucantt  of  Ratnanandi,18  C  andraprabhavijaya  of  Ravigupta,1* 

NeminirviUja  of  Vagbhala  M 

[Kumarasambhava  of  Jayagekhara  ,  Pan,vana$nacantra  of  Bhava- 

deva,  Dhanyacanta  of  Jihakiitt ,  Prabhavakacanta  of  Candraprabha, 

•Rhaktsmarakatha  of  Rovamalla,  Malayasund-trlkatha  of  MEnikyasundara 

I  lot  to  Apabhramsakavyairayi  (QOS),  85 
a,    PR,  IV  183  s  DO,  XXI  8188 
8  Be  was  anther  also  oi  YS^takalpavntM  written  in  8am,  1450.  See  PR,  IV, 

V  xxvu,  Klatt,  U,  XI,  255 
4  Printed  Bombay  Probably  composed  at  AvanJI  in  Sam  1413  (PR,  17  108 

XV  last  ol  authors)  He  was  also  the  author  of  Kalikaoaryakathanakai  (PS,  I 
Ap  80) 

5  Myi,  OUL  846  ,  PR,  V 
6  PR,  III  Ap  212,  with  oommentary  by  MumWshara 
7.  PR,  IV  144  His  pupil  pharmidasa  was  also  a  poet  Bte  lived  abonS 

Sam,  1286 

8,  Gotiglt,  87,  95,  $6, 106. 

9  PS,  III.  87-39 
10     PR,  III  42,  41  and  App  168  ,  IV  129  gives  the  year  962. 
II  Jet  Oat  51. 
12     Ibui  ,  87 
18     Printed,  Benares 
14  Mys  OML,H7  251  This  latter  work  throws  light  on  NSga  history  See 

Mys  Arch  Rep  (1924),  10 

15  1'nA  ,  ibi  CAL,  II  918  with,  oommentary 
16  Printed,  Bhownagac  TC,  IV  5398  The  same  story  is  told  in  tho  play  Aijha- 

panoaka  (DO,  XXI,  88877)  of  unknown  authorship 
17  DO,  XX  793 
18  PC,  XX  7940 
19  PR,  IV.  oiv     PR,  I   App  08. 





fckAPTER  X 

Mahakavyas  (conld) 
Section  1 

236  Caturbhuja'8  Hancantakiivya  is  a  poem  in.  13  cantos  on 
the  adventures  of  KpSpa  composed  on  1493  A  D  at  Ramakeli,  a  suburb 
of  the  Gauda  capital  of  Bengal,  then  under  the  rule  of  Khojas  and 
Habsis  As  soon  as  he  was  born  his  father  wrote  some  verse  on  his 

tongue  with  a  golden  pen  tipped  in  honey  and  he  became  a  poet  His 

son  Kamalakara  wrote  a  commentary  on  Lolambaraja's  Hanvilasa* 

kavya*  and  Ghatakarpara  ■ 
23?  Divakara  was  son  of  Vaidyesvara  and  Muktamba  of 

Bharadvaja  Gotra.  He  was  in  the  court  of  King  Kjsnadevaraja  of 

Vrjianagar  (1509-1529  A  D )  *  trom  King  Rudra  he  says  he  got  the 
title  Kavicandraraja  His  brother  Madhu&udana  wrote  PhurtdcarifcH 

bhana  *  Besides  the  play  Parijataharana,  Rasamanjdri,  and  pevisfuti, 
he  wrote  the  poem  Bhara$anirta  m  more  than  40  cantos  on  the  btory 

of  Mahabharata  * 

238.  Ekamranatha  was  born  in  Kondavidu  He  came  to  the 

Cdtirt  of  Immadi  Ankusa  of  &ana  family,  of  16-1 7th  century  AsD.  In  his 

two  poems,  Jambavakpannaya  and  Sd^yaparmaya,  he  gives  the1  genealogy 
bf  Ankusa  and  a  running  history  of  his  patron  and  his  ancestors  which 

furnishes  valudble  history  He  also  wrote  the  poem  Virabha^avijaya  * 
At  the  beginning  Of  the  poems,  as  usual  the  poet  gives  a  lengthy  account 

bf  the  family  of  his  patrons .  "  A.mong  the  members  of  the  fourth  caste 
(Sudras)  was  a  family  which  became  famous  as  the  liana  vamsa.  In 

that  family  was  born  fimma  who  married  Mallammat  Their  descen- 
dants are  represented  in  the  following  genealogical  table  !— 

I      ■'     ■"■■    ■'!»      '     '»   
i  8&B,  1.1 .  00,  III,  138. 
3.  PB,  III  As,  896. 
8  I00i  2535. 
4.  Seeyafalfla  JwpW. 
5.  It  is  apparently  diSaeettfe  tram  DMr$addrit»pi!ahteiti»  mentidnoctin  Slhitfa* 

4ai!pana,  536 
6.  TC,  IV.  4808,  6603     The  last  vetse  now  available  ia 

1.   Bite,  343  Whece  andthet  poem  of  this  name  by  Muk$«<vara  is  mention*!. 
B,   D0%  XX,  7783,  im. 
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Timma-  Mallamraa 

Singa  GaDgamma 

Jagadeka  Raya  or  Pedajagadeka  Raya  Giryamba 

JagatapaRaya         Jagadeka  Raya        JagatapaRaya        Ankusa 
  ,   L 

m  Iilngamma  m  Vltthalamma       m  Lakshmamraa 
daughter  of  Virappa  |  daughter  of  Raghuvara 
i  Venkatapathl 

KumaraSagadcka       Immadi       Nraimha  Kastun  liva 
Raya  Ankusa 

Of  these  chiefs  Jagadeka  Raya  or  Pedda  Jagadeka  Raya  is  said  to 
have  fought  with  the  ruler  of  Burana  Nagan  (the  Cit>  of  Burhan,  Nizam 
Shah  and  defeating  him,  to  have  captured  innumerable  horses  and 

elephants  Of  his  sons  Jagadeka  Raya  -was  the  most  famous  In  a 
battle  he  is  said  to  have  captured  as  prisoner  a  Muhanimadan  chief 

Chittakhan,  defeated  the  troops  of  Nuru  Khan  and  Murbja  Khan  and 

killed  the  chief  Sujata  Khan"1 

239.  V«nkate««  was  the  son  of  Brinivasa  of  A$reyago$ra  * 
Born  near  Kanci  in  1593  A.D.,  he  hvedfor  more  than  fifty  years  *  His 
Rimacan4rodaya  is  a  long  poem  of  thirty  Cantos  describing  the  history 

Rama  and  was  composed  at  Benares  in  1635  A.D  So  is  his  Yama» 

karnava  composed  in  1656  AD* 

240.  Utpfeksavallabha,  whose  real  name1  appears  to  be 
Gokula(  Was  a  votary  of  Siva  and  Was  also  known  as  Sivabhaktujasa  He 

lived  in  Malabar  about  the  16th  Ctotdrj  AD  His  BhiksAtanaxavya,* 

in  40  Paddha^is,  is  a  fine  poem  describing  *  how  Siva*w@nt  about  as  a 
mendicant  for  alms  from  Ritjafftja  Cola  King  to  test  his  liberality  and 

how  the  appearance  of  Siva  infiuencied  the  women  of  the  City  "  Thtt 
poem  is  replete  with  descriptions  of  high  fancy,  interspersed  with 

didactic  matter  He  wrote  Sundarisaiaka*  at  the  request  of  King 
Madana 

i     BV&,  3d7  86 
ft,   timj  Oai ,  VII.  rsxl 
8.   tiani.  Out  t  VI.  S6SB. 

fi     Printed  KSvyamSia,  SomW 
6     Printed,  KaryamSla  Bombay    ̂ "3m  this  pdetf,  it  appears  that  Gokula  was 

tailed  Utpreklavallabha. 
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241  Venkatekranayajan  was  the  son  of  Venkatadn  of 

Vadhaidgotra  and  wrote  at  the  instance  of  King  Gopilla,  son  of  Diidaji 
and  grandson  of  Balaji,  brahmin  of  Vasislhiigotra  <ind  Metukan  family 
King  Gopala  ruled  as  a  feudatory  of  Sivacchatrapati  near  Chidambaram 

in  17th  century  AD  His  Natisa\ija\a*  in  7  cantos  describes  the 
story  of  the  vanquishment  of  Kali  at  Cidambar.im  by  fcUva  bj  his 
cosmic  dance 

242  Srinivasa,  son  of  Varada  of  Viravalti  famil)  and  Kaun- 
diayagotra,  lived  at  ̂ rimusnam  early  in  the  17th  century  AD  In  his 

poem  BmrvARAHARijAYA,8  m  eight  cantos,  he  describes  ihe  VarSha 
incarnation,  the  sacrifice  performed  at  Srimujnam,  the  destruction  of 

demon,  Dandaka's  father,  and  Bhuvaraha's  marriage  with  Laksinl  He 
wrote  several  other  works,  of  which  Ambujavallid  indaka,  Srivaraha- 

cflruika,  Phyanacflrnika,  and  Srirangadandaka  are  in  prose  Among 

his1  poems  are  Arabujavalliparmaya,  Varahavijaya,  VarabacampQ, 
Vakulamahnigltapaririaya,  Srfcadivyacantra,  and  commentaries  on 

MSgha,  Raghuvams'a,  Naisadha,  and  Amaruka. 
His  son  Varadadesika  was  equally  great  Besides  Lakjmfnarayana* 

Cari$ra,  Raghuvaravijaya,  RamayaUasangraha,  Aalbujavalljhdtaka,  and 
ijfrivarahasataka,  he  wrote  Gadyaramayana,  narrating  in  prose  the  story 

of  the  Ram&yana  Varadadesika's  son  was  AppalScSrya  and  the  latter's 

Bon  Yenkatavarada  wrote  the  drama  Kfsnavijaya*  and  in  the  prologue 
the  works  of  many  of  his  ancestors  are  described 

243  Gangadasa  was  son  of  Gppaladabd  of  Vaidya  Caste  la 

six  chapters^  he  describes  in  his  Chandomaajan,*  the  varieties  qf  metres 
and  illustrates  them  by  Verses  in  praise  of  KfjUa  He  also  wrote 

icvuTACAfelTA,  a  poem  in  1<5  cantos  and  DinjiSVcariia  in  praise 

of  the  Sun     His  father  wrote  a  play  Panjafaharana  * 

244  AWwumta  Btunannjacarjra  bore  the  title  of  MSyEv^* 

Ijia4agaja--Kanttiiravacarya  tie  was  the  son  of  Venkatiraya  of 
Jfa^hruyakSsyapagofra  of  the  family  of  Va^bhakesarin,  He  was 

ptofcdbly  a  Contemporary  6f  rimraa$aga$pdU  (of  Karvatnagar)  of  $j» 
10th  century  His  $r.inivasaOunakaka  is  a  poem  in  seven  cantos  djsp 
Criblngthe  greatness  of  $rf  Venkatesa  of  Tirupati     He  wrote  his  owa 

i.  do,  is  ??4f. 
9     DO,  tt  t?08 
s  D0,tti  $m-n 
i     Mr  evecjWhere  vrtth  ooratUotitswy,  tOG,  S04» 

0.  -06,1,  389 

in  m.  *»w  wt.ii—n 
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commentarv    on  the   first  8   cantos  and   hit.  brother's   son  Yaradaraja 
wrote  a  commentarv  ,on  the  rest  of  the  poem  l 

245  Krsnarama  was  a  professor  in  A)  urv«da  in  Jaipur  Slate 
about  1 900  A,D  in  his  Kacchavamsa  and  Jayapuravilasa,  he  descnbed 
the  greatness  of  the  rulers  of  Jaipur  Among  man>  poems  he  wrote  are 
Aryalankarasatika,  Palandusajnka,  Muk|aka,  Muktavah,  Holamahotsa\a 
and  Sarasrttika,  a  poetical  epitome  of  several  important  Sanskrit  Works 
In  metru  s  he  Wrote  ChandaschaUmard-raa s 

246  Lakscnanasuri  was  the  son  of  Muthusubba  Iyer  of  Punal- 
veli  near  Srivilhpu^ur,  m  Ramnad     He  lived  between  1859-1919  A  D 

He  was  well- versed  m  all  the  feastras  and  was  given  the  title  Mahamaho- 

padhyaya     He  was  Professor  of  Sanskrie  in  the  Pachayappa's  College, 
Madras     His  KRSNAxitAliRTA  is  a  long  poem  on  the  story  of  Kj^na 
Among  his  minor  poems  are  Viprasandasa,  Mlnasasandesa  and  Venka* 

tesastava     His  play   Delhi-Samrajya  represents  the  story  of  Durbar  of 
King  George  V  at  Delhi  and  Paulastyavadha  the  story  of  RamSyaaa 

His  commentaries  on  Anargaraghava,   Uttraramacanfa,  MahavTracarifa, 

Veiifbamhara,  Balaramaya^a  and  Ra^navali  are  well-known."  He  revised 
the  broken  fragments  of  Madana's  Paryatamanjari 

In  the  field  of  simple  prose  he  has  set  ah  example  Hid  BhisjIa- 
vijava  narrates  the  life  of  Bhfsma,  the  great  Kaurava  warrior  ahd 
imports  the  ideal  of  virtue  and  discipline  His  Bharatasangraha  alid 

Raraayanasangraha  are  easy  epitomes  of  Mahabaraja  and  Ramayana  8 

247  Ganapati  Sastri  was  the  son  of  Ramasnbba  Iyer  He  was 
born  at  Taruvai,  in  Tmnevelly  distnct  in  1860  AD  He  attained  high 

proficiency  Sanskrit  study  very  early  and  m  his  seventeenth  year  wrote 
a  drama  Madhavfvasanta  He  was  principal  of  the  Sansknt  College. 
Tnvandrum  and  latterly  Curator  of  Sanskrit  publications,  in  Tnvandrum, 

under  the  patronage  of  the  Maharajah  of  Tray^BfCore  ,The  title  of 
MahamahOpadhyaya  was  conferred  on  him  HesSaiss^iJ^way  a  few 

yea*  ago  His  name  has  bedh  knc-wn  W  thfPdki&raS  the  discWeror 

of  BhSsa's  lost  dramas  His  researches  in  llevtft  history  ate  of  high 

mdrft-and  they  are  embodied  in  the  introduclc«t6  TEfHtftioprbf  works 

in' the  series  His  Original  works  are  mai%  WJ^e  has  commented  on 

the  plays  or  Bhfisa"  and  edited  them  himself 
  xi~ — ,-*h   i-u — .Mi..         t   '■"  'i'  "ii  -^l'  'jm»  r  -—■*»  i«— ■  ■  ■  '  ■  ■ 

9     See  Sivadatta's  Introduction  to  Naisadha.    Anotber  'W*i*  <»•  -a*tiptfir  is  Jaya- 
nagatapanoaranga«efrarftUftJJlifttt»ffl[arlvall8.Hia  {Ptntted,  Bdmbayj 

8     Some  o$  M*,jMrks>  hjWe  been  printed  in  MWraa. 
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Among  his  poems  are  Srimulacan^i,  a  history  of  Kings  of  Travaa 

core,  Bhar4*ivarnana,  a  description  of  India,  Tulapurusadanakavya,  on 
the  Tulabhara  ceremony  in  the  palace,  Aparnastnva  in  praise  of  ParvaK, 

and  Cakravartinigunamanimala,  on  the  greatness  of  Queen  Victoria, 

His  Arfchacitramanimala  is  a  rhetorical  work  with  illustrations  in  praise  of 

King  Visakha  Rama  Varma,  Maharaja  of  Travancore 

By  far  the  most  appreciable  of  his  works  is  Se  i  cyatr  vni'\  arnana, 
a  romance  in  learned  but  easy  sansknt  prose  with  its  theme  the  descrip- 

tion of  a  pilgrimage  to  Rnmesvaram  It  des<  nbes  and  decries  many 

of  the  social  evils  of  the  dav  and  impresses  on  the  render's  mind,  the 

sauclitj  and  utiht)  of  Hindu  ideals  l 

248  Nilakantha  Sarin*  is  the  son  of  Punnassen  NamW 

Narayana  Sarma  He  was  born  in  185R  and  is  one  of  the  famous  living 

authors  of  Malabar  He  maintains  the  Sanskrit  College  at  Pattarabi 

and  edits  a  journal  in  Sansknt  Vijnana-Cnvpmani  Besides  works  on 

astrology,  he  wrote  poems,  Pa$nbhisekaprabamlha,  Sailabdhtsasa^aka 

and  Aryasafcika 

249  Vidhusakhara  BhattatSrya  of  Santimketan,  Bengal,  is  a 

great  Sansknt  and  Bengali  scholar  Besides  works  in  P5h,  he  wrote 

poems  in  Sansknt,  Yauvanavilasa,  Umapannaya,  IlanBcandracanf.!  and 

Cr^ivilasa  and  romance  Candraprabh»  He  is  the  editor  of  Mi^- 

gojthi,  a  Sansknt  Journal  m  Benares 

Section  2 

250  Poems  on  the  story  of  Mahabharata  are  PandavS- 

bhyudaya  (R  No  391),  Tarunabharati  (TC,  IV  5116),  Abhinava- 
bharata  of  Narasappamanfrm  (DC,  XX  7690),  Pandavavijaya  by 
Hemacandraraya  Kavibha^ana  (Puttied,  Patna) ,  PSndavacanta  by 

LaksmidatH  (CC,  I  537)  ,  Vikramabhara^  by  Srlsvar  Vidjdlakara 

(Printed,  Calcutta),  Bharatodyofa  of  Citrabhanu  • 

25 1.    Poems  on  Sri  Kruna  are  Radhavinoda  by  RSmacandra, 

son  of  Janardana  (PR,  II  396,  Tauj  Cat„TH  2829)  with  commentary 

by  "Tnlokanatha  (CC,  I  505)  and  by  Bhatta  Narayana  (Mitra,  IV  299) , 
Kf  snabhyudaya  (1)  by  Flayavalli  S§rinivasarSghava,  son  of  Venkatacarya 
of  Kausikagotra  (TC,  IV  5962 ,  Mys  OML  244) ,  and  (u)  by  Varada- 
desika,  son  of  Appayarya  of  Atreyagofra  (DC,  XX  7726) ,  Kj  >uarjunlya 

(Ibid    7731),    Yadunathacarrja  (Ibid    7795),  KpShabhaktlcandnkfi   of 

1,    The  manuscripts  of  these  works  ace  now  in  the  author:' «  home. 
3,    The  manuscript  is  with  M.  Ramaktishna  Kavt,  M.  A.,  Madras, 
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Anantadeva  (PR,  II  23. 103)  KpSaacanta  (TC,  IV  5893) ,  Kjsnavmoda 
by  Motirama  (Oudh,  IV.  9) ,  Kr.nakndrta  b)  Kesavarka  (Ox/  [341) , 
Kr^abhavanamjta  (CC,  I  121) ,  Kpsnacanti  by  Manaveda1  (TC,  III 
4032)  ,  Kj.?nalila  by  Madana  (CC  I  123) ,  Kpnalllabhusana  and 
KrWalilasara  (Opp  II  3329,4538),  Kisnavilasa  (i)  by  Prabhakara  {Opp 
1427,  2590) ,  and  (n)  by  $§sadlksita  (Rue,  230) ,  KrSnavuasacantama- 
harnava  (Opp  II  4539) ,  Kr?nacandrodaya  by  Govinda,  son  of  Srim\asa 
of  Atreyagotra  (TC,  IV  5677) 

Govmdalila"  by  Ramacandra  (Printed,  Benares),  Aisvarjakadambral 
by  VidyabhSsana  (CC,  I  76) ,  KjSnacanfamrta  and  Krsnabhavandmr{d 
[CSC,  (1907),  17]  ,  Krsnamr$amaharnava  (Opp  II  65),  and  Vrajavilasa 
[CSC(l908),  76] ,  Vilapakusumanjah  of  Yadunaadanadasa  [CSC  (1908), 
72]  ,  Kygaabhaktikavya  of  Anantadeva  (PR,  HI  App  394)  ,  Bhaga- 

vatodyota  of  Citrabhanu  ,"  [Kr^alllabhOsana  of  Dajtafreya,  KjSnavilasa 
of  Panyakoti,  KfSnabhyudaya  of  Timmayajvan  and  of  Varadarajayajvan, 
Balabhagavata,  and  Bhagava^Smrta,  Mukundavilasa  of  Nilakantha, 
Govindacanta]  (CAL,  U  4,  510,  66) 

Premendusagara  by  Rupagoswami  (CC,  I  36) ,  Premoktyudaya 
(CC,  I  365) ,  Premamracampu  by  Candradasa  (CC,  I  365) ,  Radhfi- 
sudhakara  (Opp  6165) ,  Radh5mana$aranginl  (composed  in  Sam  1696) 
by  Nandakumarasarma  in  the  reign  of  King  Candra  of  Navadvfpa  and 
Radharasamanjari  by  Carfcanyacandra  (CC,  I  504) ,  Radharasasudhanfdhi 
by  Hita  Hanvamsa  Goswamin  with  commentary  by  Naroftama  (TO,  146), 

Radharahasya  by  Kpnadatta  (PR,  III  362) ,  Radhavinoda  by  Dinesa 
and  with  commentary  by  Narayana,  son  of  Ranganatha  (CC,  I  505) , 

Radhayilasa  (CC,  L  505) ,  Radhasoundaryamanjari  by  Subalacandra- 
carya  (CC,  I  505) ,  KrSaavijaya  by  Ramacandra  (CC,  I  511) ,  Gopalalfla 

by  RSmacan^ra  (Printed,  Bombay)  and  Brndavanamanjari  byManasimha 

(CC,  I  899) ,  Brndavanavmoda  by  Rudranyayavacaspati  (CC,  I,  599) , 
Vrajavihara  by  Sridharaswaml  (Printed,  Haberlm) ,  Vrajendracanta  by 

SadSnanda  (Bik,  249) ,  Krpnsbhyudaya  by  Varadaiajayajvan  (CAL,  II 

4) ,  Mukundavuasa  by  Raghuttamatirfha  (CC,  II  106) ,  Harilila  by 

Bopadeva  (CC,  L  760,  OR,  HL  390) ,  Hankehlllavati  by  Kavikesari 

(HPR,  I  421) ,  Hanvilasa  by  Kavisekhara„son  of  Yasodhacandra  (10, 

1177) ,  KrPnHla  by  Kr?namisra  (HPR,  II  41) ,  Krgnabhavanamyta  (TO, 

1180) ,   Kr§ttdHla   by  Madana,  son  of  Kjsna  (IO,  2538) ,  KrgnalilS- 

1     See  para  176  sopra 

3.    "The  mannsoript  is  with  M.  Bamakrishna  Kavl,  M  A  ,  Tirapati,  more  than  400 

years  old     Bee  Oipabhaira's  commentary  on  Kiaravi  CC88  Trlvandraro) 
39 
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t-irangl"!  In  N5r3yanatlrlba  (CC,  III  27) ,  Gopalacarita  by  PadraanSbfca 

Bhatta  (CC,  HI  35) ,  Gopalaviveka  (PR,  \  I  333) ,  MadhukeUvaW  by 
Govardhana  (Uhvar,  1066),  Camatkaratai)dnkil  bv  Kavikarnapum  (10, 

1177),  RaBakalpalata  bj  Mohanananda  (HPR,  II  176),  Rasakalpa.- 

sSwtrtttva  by  BrmdavanadSba  (HPR,  I  307) ,  R-ibakrsnainadhhuTj  by 
Aqanvadasasvamm  (CC,  III  105),  Rasarasodaya  (0-^//,  164) 

Vasudevacanja  In  A  evidatta,  son  of  Jagjjiram.i  (IOC,  SS^l^);* 
IlanvamsakSvya  (CC,  I  750),  Balahanvamsa  by  Sankara  Narnyana 

(Mys  OML  250) ,  Kamsamdhana  to  Rama  (PR,  III  Jfi  393) ,  Srl- 

kpWanta  (TC,  IV  5406),  Gopikonmada  (rC|V[56t6),  KjFamr|ata- 
rangika,  by  Venkatesa  (Punted,  Bombay),  Gopalavijaya  b\  Ginsundaia.- 

d^sa  (HR,  II  No  1155),  K}SDodan$a  by  Bhaskara  (CAL,  IL  5), 
Sundaradamodara  by  Lolambaraja  (CaL,  LI  16),  Kjsnabhavanamfja 

by  Vis,van$tba  [Printed,  Bnndabun,  Mi// a,  VI  26<J  Composed  in 

1786  A T>~\,   Kjsavijava  bv  Sankariiulrya  (Oj>/>  3715) 
K^snayana  is  a  work  on  the  life  of  KjH»»a  in  imitation  of  Ramayatta 

As  the  latter  was  called  Adikavya,  this  is  called  Anantarukavya  The 

style  is  charming,  but  the  manuscript  breaks  off  in  the  7th  canto  It  Is 
stated  to  have  been  related  by  Bharadvaja,  and  musst  have  been  a  pro- 

duction of  the  1 2lh  or  J3th  century  by  a  follower  of  Ramanuja  cult 

He  says  he  describes  the  origin  of  the  world  according  to  Puranas,, 
Smr|is  and  Ramanuja  (DO,  XX  7720) 

252  Points  on  Raraayana  are  Riimaviiasa,  Ramacarrtra  of 
RaghunS^ha,  Udarar§ghava  of  Candisflryakavi,  KalyanaramSyaBa  of 
$esakayi,  BhadrSdr^Raraayana  of  VirarSghava,  Rttiua.kath5wdho.daya  of 
Srl4aita  Sriniivasa,  Ratnamrta  of  VenkatarangFi,  and  YSdavarigbaviya  of 

Nwahan  (Mys  QML  253-5) ;  Raghuvlravaryacan^a  of  'rtrumalakona- 
ywya  kIM  Sup  It),  ̂ aananavddha  by  Yogindranatha  {Pntttedi 
Calcutta.) ,  Raghuviracarr|a  by  Sukumara  {Ttav  Oat,  86) 

Si^arSmavihara  by  Laksmanasomayaji,  son  of  Organti  Sankara 
(70,1481),  RamagunSkara  by  Ramadava  [Mitt  a,  (1872)  315,  CC,  I. 

510]  ,  Ramakhetakavya  by  Padmanabha  (CASfi,  163,  composed  188* 
AD  ),  Ramavilasa  by  (i)  Rlmacarana  and  («)  Hannatha  (0\,  132,  214) 

Ramacandrakavya   of  Sambhu.   JCalidlfea   (Tauj  Cat,  VI    Z83-1 

Udararaghava  (DC,  XX    7v94\) ,  Prasannar^m^ana   of  pflvaradikftia, 
son  of  Sripala  (DC,  XII    7780) ,  Ramacandrodaya  of  Kavivallabba 

'Ibid,  7844) ,  Ramacanta  of  Visvaksena  (Hid  7846)?  Raghavoliasa  (i>  by 

1,    See  undee  SubhSsffa  post 
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Advarta  Rama  Bhiksu  (CC,  I  500, TO,  1138, 1+79)  and  (11)  In  Pujyapada 
Devananda  (CC,  I  300),  As^aryaramayana(0//,ll  3108),  Balarat,ha\iya 
by  Sathagopacarya  (Opp,  II  590),  Sitaraghavlya  (CC,  I  485),  Ramatf\a- 
faghava  by  B-ahmadatta  (Rice,  2+0) ,  Abhiramakavya  bv  Ramanltha 
(CC,  I  26) ,  Raraakuluhala  by  Ramesvara,  son  of  Govmda  (composed 
in  1680  A  D  Ox/,  198) ,  Ramakautuka  by  Kamalakara,  son  of  Raraa- 
kysna,  (10,  107,  1+87) ,  Bamakathamrta  by  Gmdaaradasa  (.VII,  +56, 
+88),  Ramagunakara  by  Ramadeva  Nyaj  alanLara  (CC,  I  510),  Ranw- 
vflasakfivya  by  RamacaraOa  'farkavagisa1  and  by  Hannltha  (CC,  I  179, 
ol8) ,  Ramacanta  (1)  by  KSbinataa  and  (n)  by  Mohanas,wami  (TO,  978, 
il8+),  RamalilSdaya  by  Ramiikanta,  son  of  BSnesvara  (CC,  I  518), 
RamSbhiSeka  by  Kesava  (BTC,  161) ,  Ra.nakav>a  by  Ramananda- 

tirfHa(CC,  I  507),  Ramabnyudai  a  by  Venkatesa"  (BTC,  161,  21+) 
Ramabhyudayatilaka  (Opp,  1355) ,  Sitikantbaramayana  by  Sltikantha 
(Opp,  6683) 

Srfcaramavijaya  (Opp  6693) ,  Raghuvirayilasa  by  Laksmaua,  son  of" 
]?amodara  of  Bharadvajagofra  (TC,  IV  5+60) ,  Raghupafcivijaya  by 
Gopingftaa  (CC,  III  10+) ,  Ramacanta  by  Mohanaswami8  (IO,  978, 
1+81) ,  Ramacandrodaya  (i)  by  PttfusotfamamiBra  (Opp,  H  3780 ,  TQ 
IV.  +805) ,  (if)  by  Ramadasa  (TC,  II  23J3) ,  RSmacandramanodaya  by 
Saccidananda  (CC,  I  587),  RImakavya  by  Balakj-spa  (00,  HI  108}, 
Ramaratnakara  by  Madnuvrafa  (Oudh,  V  6),  RImarasamfja  by  Sridhara 
(CC,  I  312) ,  Ramacandrodaya  by  Kavivallabha  (Troo  Cat  156) 

Raghunandanavilasa  (i)  by  VenkalJcarya  (CAL,  II  12)  ah<f  fs)  By 
Patracirya  son  of  Sathagopa  Tatacarya,  probably  of  KumbakoifanSA  (TC, 

III  2931) ,  Vikxamaraghava  by  Natanakalidasa  (CAL,  II  15 ,  STflpati- 
vfjaya,  (Ibtd,  16) ,  Panlastyaraghaviya  by  Ramacandra  of  Pulyela 
family  (TC,  II  2410) ,  Srframavijaya  by  a  pupG  of  Anntftcalanltha 
(TC,  IV.  51+0),  Uttararagbaviya  (DC,  XX  769+),  RaghnnffQla 
gunodaya  by  NavyacandisabSya  (SKC,  71,  composed  m  1570  A.D) , 

BaiaramarasSyana  by  Kjjrta  Sastri  (CAL,  II  8) ,  RamSyan^aradaagrana 
by  Isvarafllk^a  (CAL,  II  1+),  Lalrfcaragnava  by  Srimvasa  Ratio, 
Janakylnandabodaa  by  3npafi  Govlnda  (Mdra,  II.  193 ,  10,  1489) , 

RamalingStaffca  by  Advaifca,  son  of  Bayabhatta  of  Benares,  composed  m 

1.    He  wrote  his  Sa^ityadatpa^*vi-$Ti  In  1701  A,t>  (10  818) 
3     He  also  wrote  poems  Venkateivaravijaya  and  Krs^atajavijHja   (0p£    8863) 

8863)  and  ̂ laya  Uamvjfapr&iasana  and   Bh5naprahandhapnihasair»  and  Kaghava 
nandanajaka  (pPC*,  17^ 

8    It  was  probably  he  that  wrote  Mohanasapta*  \\\  (GO,  I  168) 
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Snka  1530  (10,  1483) ,  Sitaramavihaxa  by  Lak&mana,  s,on  of  Sankara 

of  OrganU  family  (TC,  111  3215  IOC,  3918-19) 

253     Miscellaneous  Poems  on  Weddings  are  hero  collected 

Padmimpannaya  by  Veddn^ararya  and  Malayajapannaj  a  (CAL,  II  8), 
Parva^ipannaya  by  SSvarasura$i  (BTC,  159) ,  Jnanamudrapannaya  (Opp, 
II  3648) ,  Savitripannaya  by  Varadacarya  (Riu,  244) ,  Sundaruvayam- 
vara  (Opp,   3077) ,   Rukminiparmaya  by  Govinda,    son   of  Laksmana 

(CC,  II  34),  Saflpannaya  by  Candrakan^a  Tarkllamkara  (Puttied,  Dacca), 
Madrakanyapannaya  (Mys  OML,  251) ,   Tatatakapannaya  of  Sankara- 
subrahmanya   (Ibid,   247 ,    TC,   IV    5466) ,    Ruktmnipamgrahaua   by 

Govindanfcarvam  (Pi  mted,  Bombay) ,  SaugandhikapanUaya  (Gough,  187) , 

SfyapanDaya  by   SBryanarayanaAhvann  (DC,  XX  7904 ,  TC,  II    1206, 
1603) ,  Sitakalyana  (Opp    2487,  6692) ,  Gaunkalyana  by  Govindanatha 

(TC,  IV.  4204-8) ,  Sitaavayamvara  by  Kamaraja  (Punted,  Bombay ,  see 

also  QAL,  16  where  author's  name  is  not  given) ,   Vaidobipan»aya  by 
Kasinataa  (CC,  I  660) ,  Sa$yabhamaparmaya  by  RamJicarya  (Rice  244) 
and  by  Kfsna  (QAL,  IL  141) ,  Ramesvaravivaha  by  Raghunatha  of  the 
Court  of  Muthuramalinga  Se$upati  of  Ramnad  (TC,  II.  1805) ,  Hemod- 
vaha   by    Srisvar  Vidyalankara  (Ptmled,   Calcutta)*    Ambikapannaya 
(BTOi  156) ,  Vakulamalmlparirjiaya  (TO,  IV    4675)  ,  Vedavulliparmaya 
by  Ramanuja  (QAL,  II    141) 

Laksmikavja  of  Utlamariha  I  irumaladhl«a  in  18  cantos  describes 

the  marriage  of  Laksmi,  daughter  of  a  Cola  king,  with  God  Ranganatha 

of  Srirangam  and  a  festival  relating  to  it  * 

254.  Miscellaneous  Poems  on  Puranic  Themes  Kama- 

ksivilaaa  (Opp,  II  8832),  Indirabhyudaya  by  Raghavai  arya  (Rue,  226)  and 
Raghunatha  (QAL,  II  136),  Cakrapariikavya  by  Laksmidhara  (CC,  I  175), 
Paacatan$rakSvya  by  Dharmapandita  (NP,  IX  14) ,  Sisupalakatha  (Opp, 
7420),  Draupadyupatti  (Rut,  230),  Praupadivas$raharaua  by  Govardhana 

(PR,  III  394),  TIrakasuravadha  (Opp,  5986),  Candraprabhavijaya  by 
Ravigupta  (CC,  I  180),  Candraprabhiya  by  Dhananjaya  (Opp,  II  434), 
Citrabhanuklvya  by  Hanhara  (CC,  I  762),  Mmaketudaya  by  Devanafha 
(CC,  I  455) ,  Yakjadigvijaya  (CC,  I  469) ,  Kakusfhavijaya  (CC,  I  550), 
Syainan$akaprabandha  (Opp,  6292) ,  Usaharana  by  Haipanajha  (CC,  t 
764) ,  Haihayendrakavya  by  Han  (CC,  I  769) ,  Kumarivilasrfca  by  Sudar- 
*ana  am  Ike  story  of  Kanyakuman  (TC,  IV  5638) ,  Vajrei5vdrikavya  by 

JagaanSflla  {Radh,  22),  Rukraaagadiya  by  Padmanabha  (CC,   I  527) ; ,-lj.         B«m>      l«       Mill      JIW*I      Hill  .1.   ■  I  ,_    ■  i      -       ||  ■  I    n  II  I        .  I 

1     1G,  IX    1768     The  prefeoe  gives  the  names  ol  StI  Vaijnava  teaohew  of 
(■Srirangam 
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Jagannathavijaya  (1)  by  Rudrabhatta  {CC,  I  528) ,  and  (11)  by  Venka- 
niatya  {Mys,  OML,  633) ,  Karpuramanjari  by  Rajanivallabha  {CC,  I 
82),  Cakrapanivrjaya  (CC,  I  123),  Candikantamahakavva  (CC,  I  176), 
Prahladavijaya  by  Kathana$ha  {Mys  OML  634),  Kumaravijaya  by 
Ramasun  {Mys  OML,  9),  Kartikeyavijaja  by  Girvanendra  {Ibid,  243), 
Kharamdhand  {DC,  XX  7816) ,  Kira$aprabandha  on  the  story  of 
Kira^arjuniya  {DC,  XX  7913) ,  Karjaviryodaya  by  Candracflda  [Mitra 
Bik  series,  296 ,  CSC,  (1904)  13],  Banavijaya  bv  Sivaramd  {CC,  III  78) , 
Narakasuravijaya  by  Madhavamatya  {Tan;  Cat  IV  2772) ,  Pevava$arana 
by  Sivarama  on  the  myths  of  the  shrine  at  Tirukkandiyur  {Tanj  Cat  VI 

£778) ,  fearadatilaka  by  fe'esagin  describing  the  festival  at  Snrangapatam 
{Mys  Library) 

Lingalllavilasacanta  by  Mahalinga  {Rue,  322),  phruvacanta, 
Prahladdcarr&a,  Vamanacr&racanfa,  Govardhanadhrtakri>nacan$a,  and 

Ajamilopakhyana  by  Jayakt->na  {CC,  I  199) ,  Hanscandracan^a  {CC,  I. 
761),  Candracudacarrfca  by  Um&patidhara  {CC,  I  180),  Varasavi$ri- 
carrja  {Opp,  7392) ,  Haradafyacantra  {Opp  3896),  Kalyanarajacanta  by 

Madana  {0.x/,  127),  Kartaviryacanta,  Nandicarr&a  and  Prajapaticanfa 
by  Kp?na  (NW,  442,  478) ,  Usacari$a,  Kuberacanta,  Gauncanta,  Val- 
mikicarr&a,  Sambacan{;a,  Markandeyacan$a  by  Bnndavana  Snkla  {NWt 
440),  Padmapadacanta,  Mamkyavakyacanta,  Vidyaranyacanta,  Sudlma- 

carr&a  by  3rimvasa  {CAL,  II  25) ,  Sivabhaktacanf  a  {HR,  M.  2189) , 
Vancfpuranathacanfa  by  Navanf^akavi  {Ibid  2186) ,  Ambarljacanfa 
{Mys  OML  Sup  91) ,  &vacarita  by  KavivadisSkhara.  {HR,  n  1094) ; 
Uddhavacarrfca  by  Raghanandana  {10,  823) ,  Candravamsa  by  Candra- 
kanta  Tarkalankara  {Printed,  Calcutta) ,  KyPGarjunfya  {DC,  XX  7731) , 

Candramgadacan$ra  by  ̂ankarakavi,1  and  Surendracanfca  on  the  story 
of  Indra  and  Ahalya  {DC,  XX  7905) ,  Sivamala  by  Rajanaka  Gopala 
(CC,  I  651),  Gangava^ara  by  Sankara  {10,  119),  Ma^syapraban^ha 
{TC,  IV.  4436) 

SSinbhuvilasa  by  Visvanatha  {10,  1148)) ;  GangSdharavfjaya 
by  Venkatasubba  {CAL,  II  8)  ,  Vikramankacanta  by  Hamsakavi ; 
Hanscandrodaya  by  Anan^asari,  MarkandeyoJaya  by  Venkatasan, 
Sudarsanavijaya  by  Sundarabahu  ,  Ambari?acan^a  ,  Kucelavj  #a  by 

Bhatta  Narayana ,  Kartikeyavijaya  by  GIrvanen4ravajvan ,  Kumaravijaya 
by  SivacaraParenu ,  Srlnivasakavya  by  fryambaka,  son  of  Sridhara, 

GuruvamSakavya  by  Laksmanasuri ,  Virollasa  by  Bhrusundi,  Visvadesika- 

1     This  port  is  nob  the  sams  as  author  of  Krjnavilasakavya  (See  para       sapca) 
He  die!  1  years  ago     Mauuswipt  is  with  BhSskwa  fiUJn  of  Afloat. 
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254- A  Navilpakam  Ramanujacarya  (Catunedi  Sajakratu)  wrote 
Padmanabbakhadga  and  Ramanujakhadga  He  passed  aw  ay  about  1935, 
His  son  Sundaracarya  wrote  Hanumadvilasa,  Astaprasa,  and  Komalam- 
bakucasafaka 

Valathur  Varada  Visiiu  Acarya  Jived  near  Ayyampet,  Tanjora 
and  wrote  Bharatakhadga  * 

Mahamahopadhyaya  Kamalakjf  na  Smrtitfrfcha  was  born  in  March 
1870  in  a  family  of  Pandits  at  Bhatpara  near  Calcutta  and  died  on 

January  25,  1934  He  edited  several  smrti  texts  and  composed  poetry 

mostly  of  panegyric  and  topical  character,* 

254  B  Kesavasuri,  popularly  known  R.  Kesava  Aiyangar,  m  a  , 
b  L ,  is  the  son  of  Rajam  Aiyangar  of  Bharadvajago^ra  He  was  born  in 

Nandana  (1892-1893)  at  Chakravalanallur  near  pevlpatnam  in  Ramnad 
District,  (Madras)  He  is  an  Advocate  of  the  Madras  High  Court 
His  heritage  of  poetry  has  manifested,  itself  m  a  series  of  devotional 

poems,  which  in  point  of  grace,  piety  or  eloquence  vie  with  similar 
eulogies  of  our  great  religious  teachers  Among  his  sfcojras  are 

jSrikesavas^ava,  Srisatyadnnathastava,  £rilakgmniarasimhas$ava ,• 

254  C  Ramakrsnasarman  known  as  Kuppnsami  Ayya  (Naga- 

pBdi)  was  born  about  1854,  He  has  now  retired  from  practice  as  a 

lawyer  and  lives  at  Tirupali  His  Stavarafnavali,  a  lyric  m  praise  of 

various  deities,  exhibits  an  ardent  devotion  * 

254-D.  Somakam  (Allamrlju)  is  son  of  Sr&aramajya  and  lives  at 

Chebrole  near  Pittapuram  He  wrote  Catudhara,  Camasakarasarani 

and  Adityakarnamrta 

254  E  Vakadacarya  is  son  of  NarSyana  of  Srivatsagotra.  He 

was  born  in  Durmukhi  (1896)  and  lives  at  Tanapalli  near  Tirupati. 

He  wrote  Karnabhaskarasamvada,  Bhagavaddhyanasopana,  and  Sayant 

janisagaravela  and  has  translated  Tagore's  Rmunaaiim  into  Sanskri verse 

254  F  Vijayaraghava  Acarya  (Viravalh)  is  the  son  of  Vara- 

darya  of  Kaundmyag6p:a    He  was  born  at  Maiyttr  near  Kanci  in  1884 

1  Printed  Vamvuas  Press,  Snrangam 
2  2nd  Rev  (1984),  617 
8     Printed.  Madras. 

i     Printed,  Madras  by  his  son,   N.\  Candrasefchara  Iyer,  now  District  Judge, 
Madura 
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254  G      Sadaksara  was  the  son  of  Mahadeva   and    Gangadeu 

He  was  born  at  \  alandur  in.  Mysore  State  m  Saka    1536   (1614  AD) 
He  was  one  of  the   famous    galaxy   of  poets  w  ho  graced  the  Court  of 
Karnata  King  Okadevaraja     Blessed  w  uh  a  divme  poesy   by  birth  his 
name  soon  became  glorious      Sadaloaru  bore  the  title  of  Kavikunjara 
Besides  several  poems  in  Canarese  he  wro  e  in   Sanskrit  a  major  poem 
Rasarnava  or  Kavikarnarasjfa  ana  (24  cantos)  rind  minor   poems    Ratpa- 
vah,  Kavikoti,  Ambastaka,  and  Bhadrastava      He  passed   away  m  his 
22nd  year  in  Saka  1556     He  studied    under    Vasavaraja  and   admired 

Vasavaraja's  Kavyamimamso  on  which  Padmakavi  wrote  a  commentary1 

254  H  Banesvara  Vidyalankara  (Sobhakara)  was  tbe  son  of 
Ramadeva,  the  great  extempore  poet  He  lived  at  Gup$apalh  in 

Hughli  about  the  end  of  the  18th  century  His  Citracampg  was  com- 
posed in  1744  His  Kalidasastava  is  pnnted  in  ovamakalpalafika  His 

verses  are  often  quoted  in  Bengal  * 

25  M  Yagnasubrahmanya  or  Swarm  Dikgita  was  the  son  of 
Anna  piksrfca  and  Valhyamba  of  Kaundmyagojra  He  lived  in  about 
1832-1879  He  was  born  at  Ettiyapuram,  Tinnevelly  District  and  with  a 

high  proficiency  in  all  the  Sastras  and  in  poetry,  he  was  the  State 
Pandit  in  the  Ettiyapuram  Samsthanam  and  was  called  Kavikesarin 
Besides  works  on  other  topics  he  wrote  poetic  descriptions  of  the 

Imperial  Assemblage  at  Delhi  of  1875  and  of  the  visit  of  the  Pnnce  of 
Wales  in  that  year  and  a  campu  Vallipannaya  which  is  (in  12  farangas) 

quite  familiar  in  South  India  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  IlathQr 

Sundararaja  Aiyangar  * 

254  J  Candamaruta  Acarya  was  son  of  Panmalaranga  of 
Vatsagofra  He  was  born  at  Alisur  near  Kanci  He  studied  under  his 

father  and  visited  various  States  and  received  honours  He  was  patro- 

nised particularly  by  Ravivarma,  Chief  of  Itabalapun   on   whose  poem 

1  This  information  is  from  an  article  by  Ganrisjnkara  Banna  in  j35radd,  I  29 

See  para  531  post 

2  See  para  516  and  B  B  Jl     Here  ib  a  verse  of  his 

fasrr  trwu  firewRftdr  mift  fli  g^rfa  II 
8  These  works  are  printed  and  the  unptinted  works  are  with  his  nephew  Mr  V 

Snbrahmanya  Iyer,  ma,  Pnnoipal,  Rameswaram  Devasthanam  Sanskrit  College, Madura 

B 
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Vidhuravil&pa  he  -wrote  a  commentary  *  ITe  was  lasth  Professor  of 
Sanskrit  in  ̂ an  rhome,  Madras  Besides  writing  Laghurasakusuma- 

vah  on  poetics,  he  answered  Jagnnnatha's  ( ntique  on  Citranrimamsa  m 

a  work  named  Citramimamsoddb  "ira  His  poem  Aim  iriij  ikatha  was 
left  incomplete  in  6  cantos     He  passed  <w  ay  in  1900  • 

Candamarufca  had  a  literary  rival  Venkalavarnda  Ac1r)a  of  Alavoor 

(near  KancI)  of  Srivatsagotra  lie  was  born  in  1S79  and  lives  at 
Kanci  He  wrote  under  the  name  Ivomalamaruta  nml  his  poems 

and  stray  verses  appeared  in  Manjubhasnu  and  Vijaiinniint'imanl 

Journals 
254-K  Srimvasa  Sastrin  was  of  Kaundinyagotra  His  brother 

NarayanaBastnn  is  a  renowned  writer  whose  works  will  he  noticed  (in 
para  727  post)  He  studied  nuder  the  famous  Mahamahopadhyaya 

f  yagaraja  Gastrin  (Raja  Gastrin)  of  Mannargudi  (Tanjore  District)  He 
upheld  the  doctrine  of  Sivadvaita  propounded  by  Appa>ja  Diksita  by 
commenting  on  all  the  Upanisads  His  erudition  in  Sas^ras  was 
unique  and  he  edited  a  Journal  Brahmavid)  a  His  works  y>  ere  many  and 
his  titles  were  equally  so,  marks  of  honoui  bestowed  on  him  every- 

where Among  his  minor  poems  are  Vijnaptigataka,  Yogibhogi- 
samvSda^ataka,  ̂ aradasa^aka,  Mahfibhairavasataka,  I  letirajasataka, 
Srigurusaandaryasagarasasahatnkri  olc ,  and  a  play  Saiw  asomam 
He  is  known  to  have  written  a  several  poems  and  plays,  but  information 

is  not  available     He  passed  away  about  1900  • 

254-L  A  rabikadatta  Vyaaa  was  the  son  of  Durgiidatta,  a  Cauda 
brahmin  of  Bhanapura  in  Jaipur  Stale  Ho  was  born  in  1859.  He  was 

an  extempore  poet  and  his  protiuency  in  avndaanam  was  unique  He 

was  awarded  several  titles,  Vyasa,  ̂ ahityatarya,  Ghulikasaja,  Bh&rala- 
bhaskara  etc  He  was  for  some  time  Professor  of  Sanskrit  in  Bhagalpur 

Among  his  several  works  on  Sivarajavijaya,  a  long  work  m  prose  on 

the  life  of  Lmperor  Sivaji,  and  minor  poonib  Ratnagtaka,  Prasfaradi- 

pika,  Ganesasa$aka  and  Sivavivaha     lie  passed  .tway  m  190 J  * 

254-M  Venkataraghava  Acarya  (Sellur)  was  son  of  Ranga- 
na£ha  of  Kausikagotra  and  lived  at  Snrangam  in  1849-1906  He  was 
head  Sanskrit  Pandit   in  S  P  G    College,   Tnchinopoly     Besides  the 

1     Feinted  Gonjeevaram 
3     Rot  a  short  account  seo  Samskrta-GandnkS,  Vol,  VIII, 
3  For  a  short  account  o!  his  We  and  works,  see  Samskrta  CandnkS,  Vol  IX  X 
4  lor  a  short,  account  sco  Sanwkrja  Oandrlka  Vol.  VIII     SivarSjavijaya  is 

printed  in  that  Journal. 
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pooms     Ramastaprasamanjan,     Ranganathastaprl&a,     Sriranganajika- 
nakhaj|ramahka  and  Aryasaptaia,  he  wrote  the  plays  Manma$havijaya  * 

254-N  Ganapati  Sastrin  was  the  son  of  Subrahmanya  and 

Sitalaksmi  of  Moudgalyagotra  of  the  village  of  Pamganadu  in  Tanjore 

Distnct  and  lived  in  1871-1913  He  wa*>  the  chief  Pandit  of  the  Advaifa- 
Sabha  of  Kumbhakonam  and  latterly  of  the  Sankara  Matt  there  He 

bore  the  titles  Mahamahopadhyaya  and  Vedanfakesari  Learned  in 
all  the  Sastras,  he  has  had  illustrious  pupils  among  whom  is  Kadalan- 
gudi  Natesa  Slstn,  whose  labours  in  connection  with  Sanskrit  Litera- 

ture are  now  well  known  Besides  several  w  orks  on  other  topics,  he 
wrote  the  poems  Kataksasataka,  Anyapadesa,  1  atatakapannaya,  Phruva- 
carifa,  Rasikabhusana,  Gururajasaptati  and  some  scutes  mentioned  m 
the  Index)  and  Vjt?tamanimala  on  prosody 

Pancapagesa  Sastrin  (Kaviratna)  is  his  brother  He  was  born 
in  1874  Like  his  brother  he  was  chief  pandit  at  fcsankara  mutt  in 
Kumbhakonam  for  about  20  years  and  u>  now  retired  and  lives  in 

Tyagarajanagar,  Madras  Besides  works  on  Sasjras  he  wrote  campus 
Hanscandravyaya  and  Tatankaprafisthamahofsava  and  the  poems 

Kavyakolahala,  Gauricaranasaptafa,  Vyasapujlmahojsava,  Sankara- 
gurucantasangraha  and  several  t>tu$is  which  are  mentioned  in  the 
Index. 

254  0  Srisvara  Vidyalankara  was  the  son  of  Ksitfsvara 
Bhattacarya  of  Rangpur,  Bengal,  of  Va$syago$ra  and  a  poet  of  Bengal 
of  great  renown  He  passed  away  in  1905  His>  poem  Vyayinfkavya 

(m  12  cantos)  describes  the  life  of  Queen  Victoria  and  Delhi-Mahof- 
sava  (m  5  cantos)  describes  the  Delhi  Darbar  of  1901  and  Sakjisajaka 
is  in  praise  of  Purga 

Srisvara's  son  is  Kokilesvara  Sastrin  (now  Professor  of  Sanskrit 
m  the  Calcutta  University)  was  born  in  1871  and  was  greatly  honoured 

by  the  Maharaja  of  Cooch  Behar,  m  whose  College  he  was  Professor 
of  Sanskrit  for  a  number  of  years,  and  he  delivered  Sree  Gopal  Basu 

Mulhck's  Fellowship  Lectures  in  1930-31  His  exposition  of  the 

philosophy  of  the  Upanishads  has  had  a  wide  appreciation  * 

254-P  Gapalasastrin  (Nadimmty)  was  the  son  of  Bhagavat 

Patanjah  Sastn  and  KSmak§I  of  Kaundmyagotra  He  was  bom  at 

Nagur  Agraharam  near  Parvafipuram,  Vizagapatam  District     He  Uved 

1     The  drama  is  printed  in  Bombay  and  the  poems  are  with  his  son  V   Kaja 
gopalaaarma  B  A  ,  West  Ohltea  Sheet,  Srirangam 

2.    He  has  eeoenfly  published  A  Ststory  of  Sanskrtt  Ltteraturo. 
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u£l853-1928  Like  his  father  and  grandfather  he  was  initiated  in 
^rividya  and  he  wrote  the  poems  Siragauripannaya  and  Sitarama- 

bhyudaya  His  father  Bhagavat  I'atanjah  ̂ astri  was  a  State  Pandit  in 
Nepal  and  was  the  recepient  of  agraharams  from  Kurnppam  Sams- 
thanam  His  poem  Paramapurusadhyanam  is  now  available  in  part 

Patanjali's  father  was  Sarvamangalesvara  6as$nn  (1759-1839)  He  went 
to  Benares  and  became  famous  enough  to  be  called  Abhmavakalidasa 

His  poetry  was  oft  times  satirical  and  had  full  vent  in  the  Court  of 

Maharaja  Anandagajapati  of  Vi/ianagaram  Besides  works  on  the 
Sastras,  his  poems  Lalrjastaka,  Suryasjaka  and  Jaganna$haslaka  are 
now  available  and  many  stray  verses  of  extempore  vanet)  are  now 

preserved  and  are  of  a  high  order  * 
254  Q  Ramavatara  Sarma  was  the  son  of  Devanarayava 

Pandeya  and  Govmdadevi  of  Bharadvajagotr.i  lie  was  born  at 

Chapra  (UP  )  in.  1878  and  passed  away  in  1929  Having  studied  at 
Benares  he  became  Professor  of  the  Hindu  College,  Benares  and  was 

later  on  in  the  College  at  Patna  He  was  a  literary  prodigy  and  his 

contributions  to  literary  and  historical  criticism  are  well-known  and 

unique.  Besides  several  works  on  darsanas,  he  wrole  poems  Mdraft- 

nadakam,  Mudgaradflta  and  a  play  Iiarsa-Nai».adhiyam  His  Bharatf- 
yamitiVftfam  is  a  small  literary  history  of  India  written  in  Anustubh 

metre  "  It  reads  like  the  Kashmir  Rajaf  arangini  It  form  a  very  small 
part  of  a  huge  work,  the  history  of  the  whole  world  Had  this  huge 
work  been  published,  it  would  have  been  a  Mahabharata  of  these 

days."  Above  all  he  prepared  a  gigantic  lexn  on  Visvakosa  which 
awaits  an  editor  * 

254-R.  Mahesecandra  Tarkacudamam  lived  a  few  years 
ago  at  Rajarampuram,  Dmajpur,  Bengal  Among  modem  poets  and 
rhetoricians  he  is  one  of  the  foremost  Besides  several  minor  poems 

like  Kavyapetika  on  various  topics,  he  wrote  yinajapurarajavdmsa  (in 
17  cantos)  and  BhQdevacantra  (in  24  canlos)  and  an  elegy  on  the  late 

Maharaja  of  Darbhanga  and  a  poetic  criticism  KSvyatatvavali' 

1.  His  SamasatmsumSnjitli  is  printed  His  VibhaktivilSsam  and  the  rest  ace 
with  his  grandson  Mr  N  Pafcanjnh  Sastri,  BA  B  L,,  Parviiui>ac,  Vuagapatani 
District 

3.  Exoept  the  play  the  iioums  have  been  printed  The  mauuuonpts  of  his  un 
printed  works  are  with  his  son  N  V  Sarma,  Exmbtfcnn  Koad,  Patoa  to  whom  lam 
Indebted  for  this  information 

8  Many  of  his  minor  pnonw  aro  printed  in  8amBkrj;ii  Candnka  and  Mitragojthi 
Journals  Din5]pnrar§]RViimsa  has  illustrations  of  several  pootio  Ban4has in  eajniBifc 
form 
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Mahesacandra  Nyayaratna  who  wrote  a  gloss  of  Kavyaprakase 
was  son  of  Hannarayana  of  Nanja  village,  Havida,  Bengal  and  lived  in 

1836-1906  * 

254  S  Sn  Kalkisimha  or  Sri  Kalki  (T  Narasimha  (Aiyangar) 
Acirya)  was  the  son  of  Pra^ivadibhayankara  Tondanur  SmgalacSrya  of 
$rfvatsagotra  He  was  born  at  Melkote  in  1867  AD  He  was  Sanskrit 
Professor  in  the  Central  College,  Bangalore  for  23  years  He  received 

Inspiration  Divine  from  Heaven  through  his  Yogic  meditation"  early  m 
1915  and  along  with  his  brother  Mr  T  Narayana  Aiyangar  devoted 
himself  to  literary  service  He  was  versed  m  all  branches  of  Sanskrit 
learning  and  besides  his  works  which  are  still  in  several  volumes  of 

manuscript  in  ̂   edanta  Book  Depot,  17  East  Park  Road,  Mallesvaram, 

the  Sanskrit  rendering  is  Tiruvoymuli  (printed  at  Bombay)  and  Gani- 
mrta$arangini  (variety  of  songs)  are  classical  His  several  disciples 

revered  him  as  Kalki-avajara  and  he  was  conscious  of  that  divine  ins- 
piration    He  passed  away  in  1935 

254  T  Annadacarana  was  the  son  of  kulikinkara  Thakura,  a 

strotnya  Brahmm  of  Radhiyasreru  of  Bengal  He  was  born  at 

Sompada,  Noakhali,  Bengal  m  1862  A  D  (1268  B  S )  m  the  family  of 
the  well  known  Ttmtnka  Saint  Sarvanandasarvavidya  (who  lived  about 

1426  A  D  )  Educated  at  Calcutta  and  Benares,  his  erudition  was  great 

and  he  was  f/arkacudamani,  Mahamahopadhyaya  etc  He  commenced 

a  Tol  (now  a  Sanskrit  College)  at  Noakhali  and  later  became  Professor 

of  Mimamsa,  b'ankhya  and  Yoga  in  the  Benares  Hindu  University,  He 
was  editor  of  Suprabhaf  a,  Benares  His  writings  began  when  he  was  yet 

young  Besides  several  works  on  different  Sasftas,  he  wrote  the  poems, 

Ramabhyudaya  and  Mahaprasthana  (mahakavyas),  Sumanonjah  and 

Rfucitra  and  KSvyacandnka  on  a  poetics  A  combination  of  attain- 

ments in  Sas^ras  and  poetry  is  rare  and  in  hit,  retirement  he  pursues  his 

service  to  Sarasvaji,  being  an  agnihotn  in  true  orthodoxy  * 

254  0,  Ganpanatha  Jha  (Mahamahopadhyaya  MA.)  is  the  son 

of  llrjhanatha  Jha  and  Indoma£  pevl  of  Va$sago$ra.  He  was  born  in 

1871  A  unique  scholar  in  Sanskrit,  he  has  been  connected  with 

various  educational  institutions  as  a  Librarian  of  Darbhanga  Raj,  as 

Principal,  Sanskrit  College,  Rewa,  and  as  Vice-Chancellor  of  Allahabad 

1  See  para  864  He  wrote  an  essay  in  SanBknti  on  the  authorship  Of  Mrtoha- katda  [MS  Jl  in  28  ] 

3  ffor  his  stray  verses  and  poems  suoh  as  Franatikavya,  ErarthanaKvya,  A*S, 
AtmaniN  e4ana,  see  Journals  Vi4yo4aya  and  SamBkrtaoan4nka 
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Umversitv  for  a  full  decade  from  1923-1932  His  commentary  on 

Prasannaraghava  is  a  lucid  evposition  and  his  various  other  \*  Tilings  on 

other  brcinches  of  Sanskrit  learning  are  still  appearing  in  press. 

254  V  Batuknatha  Sarma  is  the  son  of  Isvariprasada  Misra  of 

Bharadva,jago$ra  Bom  in  Benares  in  1895  and  educated  there,  he  is 

now  Professor  of  Sanskrit  in  the  Benares  Hindu  University  Besides 

editing  Bhara$a's  Natyasaspra  and  Bhamaha's  Kavjalankaxa  and  other 
rare  works,  he  wrote  the  poems  Vallavadulam,  Satakasaptakam,  Kahka- 

satakam,  Atmamvedanasatakam  ant!  Sitaswaj  amvaram  (uiahakavyam) 

and  a  play  (Prahasana)  Pandityatandavita1  which  displ.i>s  an  elegance 
of  diction  in  a  vein  of  the  ardent  failh  and  devotion 

254  W  Guruprasanna  Bhattacarya  was  born  in  1882  He 

is  the  son  of  Rakhaldasa  Bhattacarya  and  Kpbnasakhi  Den  of  Maud- 

galyagofcra  of  Bengal  and  a  descendant  of  the  renowned  Kasirama- 

vacaspafi  a  very  respected  author  on  Smytis  1'  ducated  at  Bhatpara, 
the  famous  seat  of  learning,  he  studied  in  the  Calcutta  University  and 

after  a  period  of  service  in  the  Benares  Hindu  University,  he  has  been 

since  1921  Professor  of  Sanskrit  in  Dana  University  Among  his 

several  works,  are  the  poems  Sri-Rasamahakavya  and  Mathuram  and 

Varu$hinicampa,  and  plays  N  "ibhagacanta  (6  acts),  Madiilasa-Kuvala- 
yasva  (7  acts)  and  Bhamimvilasa  (6  acts]  and  these  contain  poetry 

of  exquisite  grace  and  varymg  interest  • 

254  X  Pramathanatha  Tarkabhusana  (Mahamahopadh- 

yaya>  was  the  son  of  T/aracandra  and  Ramarangi"!  Dew  lie  was  bom 

at  Bhatpara,  Bengal  in  1866  in  i  Pasca$ya  Vedic  Brahmin  family  of 

VSsipthagotra  He  studied  under  tho  great  veterans  of  Sanskrit  learn- 

ing like  Rakhaladas  Nyayarafna,  Silacandra,  Sarvabhauma  and  Kailasa- 
candrasarma  He  became  Professor  of  Vedlnta  in  Sanskrit  College, 

Calcutta  and  is  now  the  Pnncipal  of  the  College  of  Oriental  Learning 
in  the  Benares  Hindu  University  Besides  several  works  on  Sastras  he 

wrote  the  poems  (pnnted),  KokiladSfa,  Rasarasodaya  and  Vijayapra- 
kasa  His  father  Taracandra  was  the  State  Pandit  of  Benares  Raj 

Among  his  poems  are  Kananasataka,  Raraajanmabhana  and  SyngSra- 
ratnakara 

1  Two  Aots  have  been  published  in  the  Valium  His  sovoral  oBsays  on  literary 
topics  axe  appearing  in  Oriental  Journals  His  unpnntod  manuscripts  are  with  him 
at  E  81-50,  Sal  Bhairava,  Benares  Ufcy 

2  The  matmsoripts  are  with  him  at  Pa^ui  or  at  Uin  residence  ut  No  6,  Ram* 
kriahna  Das  Lane,  Oalontta. 
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254- Y      Ranganatha    Tatacsryt   of  Royadurga  was  born  m 
1894  He  is  the  son  of  Raghunatha  of  i§athamars>anagotra  He  is  the 
senior  Par dit  of  Saras\ati  Mahal  Librar},  Tanjore  Besides  Sukasan- 

desd*  and  Hanuma$prasadasataka*  and  Vakyaratnavali  (a  book  on 
Sanskrit  idioms),  he  wrote  short  plays.  Nyajasabha  and  Kutsijakusida* 
and  prose  stones.  Kamyan-Gramanl,  Jarati-Nagarapalanasabha-ca  and 

Navinajamata  * 

254  Z  Tirumalai  (Snsaila)  Talacarya  was  the  son  of  Desika- 
carja  of  Sathamarjanago^ra  He  was  born  in  1802  After  service  in 
the  SaDsknt  College  at  Tiruvadi,  Tanjore,  he  is  now  Principal,  Sanskrit 
College,  Tirupati  His  critiques  on  Alankara  and  MimamsS  have  got 
him  a  wide  recognition  at  Panditaraja  etc  Besides  his  commentary  on 
Bhamah alankara  and  Slesapansuddhi  (on  slesa}  he  wrote  the  poem 

Drutacanta  and  the  novel  Menaka  * 

255  A  Venkatacalamayya  is  otherwise  known  as  Chelamayya 
gastrin  (ParupQdi)  He  was  born  at  Magam  village  near  Muk|esvaram 
in  East  Godavan  He  was  honoured  by  several  States  in  and  about 

Nizam's  dominions  and  he  is  proficient  in  several  languages  Besides 
some  minor  poems,  his  play  Gopicandracanfa  in  7  acts  is  a  quasi- 
philosophual  work  on  the  plan  of  Jain  poems  in  which  ethics  are  well 

combined  with  humour  and  poetry  • 

255-B  Srinivasa  Acarya  (Mudumbai)  is  the  son  of  Raghava- 

cgrya  of  Sriva$sagotra,  He  was  born  in  1887-8  at  Agaram  near  KancI 
and  was  educated  at  Bha^apun  Besides  summanes  of  the  epics  and 
Bhagavafa  and  some  minor  poems,  his  Manimekhala  and  Pravalavallf 
are  romances  based  on  the  Tamil  Tales  and  Kairavuji  is  a  prose 

narrative  of  the  theological  tradilions  of  the  Deity  at  Tnplicane, 

Madras  T 

255-C  Raja  Kailindra  Deb  Rai  Mahasay  of  Bansbena  Raj 

(Vamsavati),  Bengal,  was  born  in  1876  He  was  the  eldest  son  of  Raja 
Purnendra  Deb  and  Sacala  Debi  of  Kasyapagotra  Ksifindra  is  among 

the  foremost  of  Bengali  noblemen,  whose  houses  have   devoted  their 

1  Soe  para  328  tupra 
3  Printed  J8SP,  Oaloutta 
8  Ibid 
i,  Manjusa  Journal 
1  He  ie  the  editor  of  the  Journal  UdjanapatriH 

1  The  manusonpt  is  with  the  author's  son  P  Snbharao,  Saneknt  Pantlit,  Oooa- nada 

1  See  para  878  supra,  note. 
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all  to  the  good  of  society  The  first  ancestor  of  his  family  was 
Devaditya  who  was  a  contemporary  of  Ballala  Sen  whose  cult  of  Kuu. 

msm  he  opposed  The  seat  of  the  Raj  was  moved  from  Patuli  to 

Bansbena*  by  RamSbvar  Deb  about  I6b0  Ramesvar  wab  a  j)atron  of 
letters  and  he  brought  in  scholars  renowned  in  different  branches  o^ 
Sanskrit  learamg  from  Benares  and  elsewhere  and  founded  several  Tols 
or  Sanskrit  Colleges  [agannatha  Pancanana  (the  famous  scholar  of 

Bengal)  was  one  of  its  first  pupils  PurUendu,  father  of  Ksitindra,  was 
a  worthy  scion  of  thib  house  and  he  maintained  and  improved  the 
Tols  and  had  the  Sanskrit  work  Kalyarcanavidhi  compobed  by  eminent 

pandits  on  the  nlual  of  Kali  worship  Surj  ndra  Moiiana  Deva 
Sakma  and  Dharmaditya  Dharmacarya  wrote  paneg>ncs  on  the 

greatness  of  this  ancient  house  along  with  the  Mughal  kmperors  who 
have  honoured  them  from  lime  to  time  Ksifindra  is  a  poet  and  has 

composed  minor  poems  He  is  known  as  the  Grandfather  of  the  Library 
Movement  in  India  He  ran  the  nr&l  Bengali  Journal  Purnima  True 
to  the  lineage  he  is  devoutly  attached  to  Kali,  and  he  lives  near  the 

temple  of  Kali  in  Kalighat,  Calcutta  Hamsesvari  temple  renowned  in 
Bengal  for  its  architecture  was  built  by  Rani  Sankarl  in  lbl4 

255-D  Tiruvenkata  Tatadesika  was  son  of  SingaracSrya  of 
&athamarsanagotra  He  was  born  in  1892  and  lives  at  Tekkallapadu, 
Nellore  District  True  to  his  traditions,  he  is  an  authont)  on  Mantra- 

sasfra  and  wrote  the  poems  Nakharasataka,  Nrsimhnsataka  and  bjuji- 
malika,  all  printed  at  Ongole 

255-E  Ramanatha  Sastrin  (S  )  is  the  son  of  KySna  Bhattar  of 
Kausikago^ra  He  was  born  in  Palghat  and  became  well  versed  in  all 

the  Sastras,  In  Mimamsa",  his  learning  is  unique  and  that  has  been 
recognised  by  the  several  titles  conferred  on  him  and  he  is  now 
Professor  of  Sanskrit  in  the  University  ot  Madras  Beudes  works  on 

other  subjects,  his  drama  Manimanjusa  in  7  acts  contains  exquisite 
poetry  and  is  mtersperced  with  songs 

255  F  Vidyadhara  Sastri  is  the  son  of  Vidyavacaspati  Devi- 
prasada  Pastel  and  grandson  of  Bhasyacarya   Hannamadatfa  Sas^nn  of 

1.  Oq  Bansberia  Raj,  see  W  K  Tnmmger,  Note  on  Bansberia,  its  Ba],  its  temples, 
Its  missions  and  schools  ,  in  Bengal  past  and  present,  Journal  ot  Calcutta  Historioal 
His  society,  1908  ,  Imperial  Qaxeteer  Hughly  ,  B  V  Boy— Links  with  Calcutta  , 
Bbambhoo  Chandra  Dey,  Hoagly  Past  and  Present,  Rao  Bahadur  B  A  Gupte, 
Ethnology  in  Ancient  Etstortcal  Records,  Calcutta  Original  Sanad  granted  by 
Emperor  Aurangazeb  in  1673  is  exhibited  m  the  Viotoria  Memorial  Hall,  Oalontta 
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Bharadvajagotra  He  was  bom  in  an  illustrious  house  of  scholars  at 
Churu  (Bikanir  State)  m  1901  and  is  now  Professor  of  Sansknt  in  the 
College  at  Bikanir  His  father  was  proficient  in  all  the  gastras  and  his 
extensive  work  Satcandividhana  is  an  authority  on  ntual  and  his  great 
work  Gangasamha-Kalpadruma  still  unpnnted  is  lying  in  the  private 
library  of  Maharaja  Ganga  Singh  Jee  of  Bikanir.  Vidyadhara  bears  a 
number  of  erudite  titles  and  among  his  poems  are  Sivapuspahjah, 
Suryapraithana,  Vidyadharasataka  (on   niti)    and   an   original  drama, 
PURNAMALLAM. 

255-G  Paramananda  Sarma  (Eavindra)  belongs  to  Rjikula 
Lakshmanagadh,  Jaipur  Besides  the  poem  Kamarjunrya  he  has  re- 

told the  story  of  Ramdyana  in  separate  poems,  Man$haradurvilasita 
Pasarafhavilapa,  Maricavadha,  Meghanadavadha  and  Ravanavadha  * 

255- H  Ksititacaodra  Cattopadhyaya  is  the  son  of  &ara$- 
candra  and  Ginbala  Pevi  of  Kasyapagojra  He  was  born  in  1896  in 

Calcutta  He  is  now  Professor  of  Sanskrit  m  the  Calcutta  University 
and  edits  two  Journals  Manjusa  (in  Sansknt)  and  Calcutta  Onental 
Journal  (in  English)  which  are  well  known  Besides  various  essays  on 
topical  subjects  his  sixty  stones  (Sastitantram)  original  and  translated 

exhibit  a  graceful  style  which  m  his  own  words  '  don't  smack  of  the 
midnight  all  but  are  all  palpitating  with  life  '  For  instance,  they  are 
Basamayi,  Vayuparivartanam,  Mjdusarvatrabadhyate,  Dimbhasya- 

duscetif  am  * 
255-1  Vidhuaekhara  Bhattacarya  was  the  son  of  Trailokya- 

nafha.  He  was  born  at  Hanschandrapura,  Malda,  Bengal  m  1179 
After  spending  some  years  at  $anfinike$an  he  is  now  Professor  of  Sans- 

knt in  the  Calcutta  University  He  has  been  honoured  by  vanous 

titles  for  his  versatile  learning  His  Sanskrit  rendenngs  of  Miknda- 
prasna  is  a  splendid  performance  He  was  the  Editor  of  Mrjragosthi 

Journal  There  and  in  the  Samskfta-Candnka  his  several  minor  poems, 
songs  and  his  prose  essays  on  Sansknt  poets  appeared  from  time  to 
time  Besides  the  poems  mentioned  in  para  249  supra,  he  wrote 

Nagila,  Baddhavihaga  and  Ksfcrakafha  (Buddhist  stores)  and  Bharata- 
caritra  (in  prose)  and  £>urgasaptasa£  in  praise  of  Kali 

255-J  Ratni  Devi  is  a  young  girl  of  13  years  of  Hatharsa 

(Hathras)  Her  prose  nanative  of  Raghuvamsa  is  remarkable  {Stay  Jl 
1X286) 

1     See  JS8P,  Calcutta ,  Saraga  Jl.  Bury-  & 
1.    Published  in  J8SP  and  ManjiuS  Journal,  Calcutta 

c 
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Lagbukavya 

Seciion  I 

255  Laghu  Kavya  or  Minor  Poem  is  one  that  is  not  a  Mdh'i. 
kavya  in  the  sense  described,  viz  ,  "  a  writing  of  considerable  length, 
varying  descriptions  and  elaborate  construction,  embracing  a  narrative 
theological  or  historical,  divided  into  cantos  for  convenience  of  narra- 

tion "  In  theme,  many  minor  poems  are  narratives  of  lesser  length, 
such  as  Nalodaya,  and  in  sentiment  they  are  erotic,  religious,  gnomic 
or  didactic 

256  NiH  or  the  ethical  or  didactic  poem  has  a  verv  ancient 
origin.  Long  before  the  composition  of  Mahabhara^a,  which  is  a  mine 
of  such  literature,  there  was  aphoristic  ethical  poetry  of  which  only 
relics  have  come  down  to  us  * 

The  philosophiciat  turn  of  the  Indian  mind  developed  the  science 
of  ethics  from  the  earliest  times  and  the  keynote  of  all  didacbc  poetry 
in  nlfi,  ifatt,  rirakti,  1  e  the  vanity  of  earthly  pleasures  To  attain  a 
mind  tranquil,  to  gat  out  of  the  trammels  of  birth  and  living,  to  discard 
pleasure  and  pain,  to  discriminate  virtue  and  vice,  to  discover  the 
I  ruth  and  the  Divine  and  to  imbibe  the  love  of  tolerance  and  brother- 

hood, these  are  the  ends  of  Indian  ethical  poetry  "Scattered 
throughout  the  most  various  departments  of  Sanskrit  literature,"  says 
Macdonell,  "  are  innumerable  apophthegms  in  which  wise  and  noble, 
sinking  and  Original  thoughts  often  appear  in  a  highly  finished  and 
poetical  garb  These  are  plentiful  in  the  law  books,  m  the  epic  and 
the  drama  they  are  frequently  on  the  lips  of  heroes,  sages  and  gods , 
and  fables  are  constantly  uttered  by  tigers,  jackals,  cats  and  other 
animals  Above  all,  the  Mahabharata,  which  to  the  pious  Hindu 
constitutes  a  moral  encyclopaedia,  is  an  inexhaustible  name  of 
proverbial  philosophy  It  is  however  natural  that  ethical  rrfaxims 
should  be  introduced  in  great  abundance  into  works  which,  like  the 
Panchatanlra  and  Hitopadesa,  were  intended  to  be  handbook  of 

practical  moral  philosophy  "* 
257*  Stolta  Religious  poetry  in  India  is  as  old  as  Indian 

thought     SamhitaS   of  the  Veclas,  particularly  of  Atharvan,   contain 

1  See  Bdbtliijgk'B  aritHast  gfttionla  IntH^y  SpHuht  ao9  Adfeeohtfa  ZDMG, 
XVH.  1  Bettm  J.TBlWt,  m  TV&entii  Oharidlfyte  Stntito  mi  Mule's  Bsl^ioui 
and  V0<A  S*nhmeAt$/rm  Banifcti  WM«*. 

9.    SL.ffft 
40 
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eulogistic  invocations  of  various  deities  and  these  eulogies  abound  in  the 

literature  of  Upanisads,  hpies  and  Puratias  Thev  are  known  as  Stufra 
Phey  are  either  epithets,  descriptive  of  the  powers  and  greatness  of  the 

deity  addressed,  or  collections  of  names,  at  limes  strung  inti  >  verses  They 
are  called  nSmas^rojsras  or  namavahs  J  he  number  of  the  epithets  are 

generally  108,  1000  or  1008,  a'totfaicdata  or  whan  a  or  apotlanuahasra 
or  shortly  called  as/offa/a  There  are  also  prayers  in  amulet  form 
Which  to  this  day  are  believed  to  be  very  efficacious  I  hey  are  raised 
to  the  status  of  mantras  and  some  of  them  are  prefacod  by  the  mention 

o?  phi,  chandas  and  deva^a  and  followed  by  the  benefits  of  recitation 

Many  of  these  stomas  are  treasures  of  lyrical  beauty  and  poetic 

imagery     For  instance,  there  are  these  lines  in  Lah^asahasranama  * 

tf <  wi Wfl ̂ "T^Twf^f^ir  I  ̂f^F^rcfai^ewflHWdHifr  II 

qq^*ti'tii55qj¥fjrnFrR^Ri<if4dr  I  ciw^rp^^fft!TRiT5tn!:(wrg^r  II 

^KWHtfp*«r^wft£fl'  l  n^i'tip'^^wr^wsr  II 
WT#BTOW^fopflc55£.  I  !T^ff*rf^'2fl'<i*lR«'l*«<l'  || 

asf^n^fxranilispif^s^s^T  I  «F^Pftft«bi'Ml^*i,*n,^(^inH,r  II 
ft  ̂y*' wtrg^rt^lcwd ***Mt  1 5^%r^r$w*3r^iircRri'iHr  II 
iWH»fecmit^^tf»*ftftRf5Rrf  I  s&msn fiim^t^^sm  II 

*w*ifltf^<+,n'«frrg3n,P«Rn'  I  '^^fa^r^wH^ro^P^cn'  II 
^^SR^TrJwfSrq^nVrspft  l  fn^w"4i<*'<i  wf&sai'fiWsH &»ft  II 
©wfrescrr^reaitraJiww  I  w *w  i  wi*wg«iW'Rr§4Pir  II 

3reorR«rlrg|:5fr^ra[^52fhtil'  I  *^i%ft*'RWWi'<w<jjfltif  II 
*PffiWfffihimq*ntw^(%r  1  ̂nf^'wti'iwwrsjM fairfarar  II 

^fhqq-ft^a^R^wsrff^  1 5^g5*rr  f^gaffewpflfaar  II 
jr^Wcw^rcH^jrawrr  I  m^nsTMigWitdmlHi  II 
ft*H*lPl*flftari^Rr«FlTO«pir  I  TOoff*RCT»R(  ̂ r<snn#4fa  II 

I  Ed  everywhere,  and  with  English  translation  of  Bhaukoraraya'a  commentary 
by  B  Anantakrishnaeastry,  Madras,  Bhaskararaya  or  Bhasurtnanda  was  son  of 

Gambhlraraya  Difcjifa  of'Benaros  and  lived  about  1699  A,  D.  In  CO,  I,  411,  his  other works  are  enumerated 
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Later  literature  abounds  in.  short  pieces  of  eulogical  poetry,  also 
known  as  stomas  1  heir  number  is  a  legion  1  here  are  se\eral  collec- 

tions printed  everywhere  according  to  the  taste  and  persuasion  of  the 

editor  lhere  are,  for  instance,  Brhatstotraratnakara  (Madras)  Stotra- 

rafmakara  (Bombay),  Stavavall  (Calcutta)  and  Stotraguccha  (Bangalore)  * 
Ihey  are  saturated  with  expressions  of  devotion  and  philosophy, 
often  illustrated  by  allusions  to  tales  of  theology  and  are  none  the  less 

fine  specimens  of  melodious  poetry  * 

258  Srngara  or  erotic  poem  is  amorous  'Amorous'  m  its  widest 
sense  is  the  innate  and  ultimate  idea  and  whatever  contributes  to  the  story 
of  love,  its  origination,  dissimulation  and  culmination  is  a  necessary  ad- 

junct to  the  poetic  description  Nature  therefore  pla)  s  a  prominent  part. 

"Various  birds"  says  Macdonell  "to  which  poetic  myths  are  attached 
are  frequently  introduced  as  furnishing  analogies  to  human  life  and 
love  The  Chataka  which  would  rather  die  of  thirst  than  drink  aught 
but  the  raindrops  from  cloud,  aflords  an  illustration  of  pride  The 

Chakora  supposed  to  imbibe  the  rays  of  the  moon,  affords  a  parallel  to 
the  lover  who  with  his  eyes  drinks  in  the  beams  of  his  beloved  face. 
The  Chakravaka  which,  fabled  to  be  condemned  to  nocturnal  separation 
from  his  mate,  calls  to  her  with  plaintive  cry  during  the  watches  of  the 

night,  serves  as  an  emblem  of  conjugal  fidelity  In  all  this  lyric  poetry 

the  bright  eyes  and  beauty  of  Indian  girls  find  a  setting 'in  scenes 
brilliant  with  blossoming  trees,  fragrant  with  flowers,  gay  with  the 

plumage  and  vocal  with  the  song  of  birds,  diversified  with  lotus  ponds 

steeped  m  tropical  sunshine  and  with  large-eyed  gazellea  reclining  in 

the  shade  "* 

SkCTION  11. 

Niti 
259  Sundarapanclya  (Acarya)  belonged  apparently  to  Madura( 

the  capital  of  the  Pandyas  His  Ni$idvi8astika*  is  quoted  iu"  Panca- 

tantra,  m  Janasrayl  and  by  KjSnalilasuka.  Sundarapandya  is  mention- 

ed as  an  ancestor  of  Arikesann  in  an  inscription  of  about  ?50  A.D  ,* 

1.  For  oolleottona  of  sjotcas,  see  DO,  xVlII  to  tit  and  Oat.  Mys,  35,  133, 
Myt  OliL  and  OA.L  17,  34 

3  See  also  Bfotr a  Literature  «»  Old  India  by  gtvaprasada  BhattaoSrya,  Papec 
read  at  the  Oc  Confetenoe,  1924 

8,    Si,  843. 

A.   JJd.  by  Maikandeyaaastai,  MadaS,  with  prefaces    by  M    E    Kw  and  by 
Prabhakara  Sasfcrl, 

5.    Madras  Kp  Rap  1930, 
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and  mast  have  flourished  earlier  than  ~th  century  AD  1  he  verses 

in  Ana  metre  are  pretty*  The  poet  bays  that  it  received  unique 
honors 

250  Candragomin  or  Candra"  was  the  celebrated  authol 
of  the  grammatical  treatise  Candra-Vyakarana  1  hih  treatise  was  used 
profuseh  by  Jayadit\  a  m  Kibika  He  w  as  a  Buddhist  Va*>ura$a,  the 
preceptor  of  Bharfrhan,  was  his  pupil  According  to  Uelvalkar,  Candra 
refers,  to  Ilunas,  probablv  to  their  expulsion  by  \  a&>dharman  in  544  A  D. 

and  he  irses.  the  date  of  Candragomin  as  about  470  \D  But  it  is  pro* 

liable  that  he  lived  far  earlier*  Like  his  predecessors  m  grammatical 
literature  he  was  also  a  poet  of  no  mean  merit  I  le  fell  into  dinfavour  at 

the  court  of  a  prince  Ratnaktrti  and  seeing  the  print  e  infatuated  by 
wealth  and  power,  he  addressed  him  a  letter  in  the  form  of  <ii  poem 

tiisyalekhadharmakavya*  on  the  evanescence  of  worldh  treasures  and 
made  him  forsake  the  world  "  It  is  a  poem  of  114  verses  After  an  intxo* 
duction  of  18-  verses  in  praise  ot  the  1  hree  Jewels,  the  author  begins  by 

saying  '  entering  this  ill  smelling  abode  of  birth  which  is  filled  with  heaps 
of  impurity,  is  very  narrow  and  is  pervaded  by  dense  darkness  as  into 

some  hell,  he  has  to  endure  great  misery  with  crushed  limbs.'  Then 
follow  verses  about  the  miseries  of  age  when  man  will  repent  what  he 

did  or  did  not  do,  for  '  then  messengers  of  Y.ima  will  Like,  him  b>  the 

hair  and  carrying  before  the  fudge.'  The  tortures  of  pratas  und  the 
river  vaitarani  are  described  Then  comos  the  admonition.  Thus 

ends  the  poem .  "  To  exert  oneself  in  the  interest  of  others  is  the  true 
way  of  salvation,  for  those  that  are  overcome  by  thirst  in  the  desert  be 

thou  a  tree,  a  cloud,  a  pond  "  A  prayer  follows  that  all  the  world  may 

obtain  omniscience  *    Five  stray  verses   are  given  in  VallabhtfjUva's 

I.    For  lastauoe, 

3  Thera  are  Variations  an  Candragomin,  Oan^wyogin,  QfHxjra,  the,,  dcAntt&t 
In  diflereat  person. 

8    Hyslems  of  Sanskrit  Grammar,  08 
4  Published  in  the  memoirs  of  tho  Imperial  Russian  Arohaealogital  Jftautft  IV. 

1189  ,  Keith;  {$L,  7i»)  meuiiana  Suhflley»  oi'Nag&faun  [2V»  H.  Weussl,  JiWS. 
(1886),  1]  ,  see  Vitfyabhusaua,  JdSU,,  (1007),  No  9  ,  WhHomlU,  ZL,  II.  irffift, 5.    Sco  Jit  AS,  (18801  1183 
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Subbasitavali     These   are  probdblv  found  m  that  poem  *    He  ako 
wrote  Tarasadhanasataka  " 

261.  Bhartrhari  is  by  tradition  knov\n  to  be  the  son  of  a 

Brahmin,  Candragupta,  by  his  S&dra  wife  Smdhumati  His  step- 
brothers were  Vikramarka  andBhatti  Bhalti  is  said  to  be  d  practised 

form  of  Bharfyr  and  Bhatti  and  Bhartp  have  been  sometime*  considered 

to  be  identical  *  Their  proficiency  m  grammar  is  probabl)  a  cause  of 
the  identity  Bhartrhan's  grammatical  treatise  Vak>apadl>a  is  well- 
known  *  ITsing  says  that  Bhartjhari  became  an  ascetic  and  for  a  long 
lime  wavered  between  the  world  and  its  renunciation,*  and  passed  a\\  ay 

in  600  A  D  *  though  it  io  probable  he  lived  earlier T  He  has  been 

called  a  Buddhist,  a  Brahmin  and  a  Saivite,*  as  the  reviewer  pleases 

262  His  Subhasltas  or  Satdkafraya  on  Nitt,  Srngani  or  Vai-> 
ragya  are  d  specimen  of  sententious  poetry,  enveloping  lofty  ideas  for 

the  guidance  of  mankind*  ihey  have  suffered  from  interpolations 
and  the  editions  of  the  work  differ  therefore  to  some  extent  m  the 

contents l0 

*ra*jw  fat  ©%  faptr.  ̂ w^ft  ll 

%^i#r  feqsfrr  Mltmn*A  m  fimibmmsft  I 

a.    Farquhar,  OBL,  399  ,  Winternitz,  1L,  II  l.  369 
8     For  these  stories,  see  para  42  supra 
4  See  14,  III  S85 
5  See  A  B  Keith,  SL,  Vt6 

6  Records  of  Buddhist  JReUgwn,  178 ,  Max  Mailer's  Indta,  847 ,  Belvattcat, 
88Q,  40 ,  Maodonell,  8L,  840. 

7  Tela,ng(2»S  to  Sataftas)  places  hiraia  1-2  Century  A.D 
8  See  Efiithj  8L,  178 ,  K.  B.  Pathak,  Was  BlMrtrihan  a  Buddhist  ?  JBRAS, 

XVHI  841     On  Bhartrhari,  see  Eeuhom,  14,  XII.  336. 

9  CO,  I  896,  II.  90,  III  86.  Ed  Bombay  by  Gopinath  with  as  analysis  of 
Bhafcrhannlrveda  Ed  Madras  with  notea  and  English  translation  by  MiC.  Alasingara- 

oarya  ,  Ed  Bombay  with  oommentary  by  M  B  Kale ,  Ed  by  P.  Bohlen,  Berlin , 

Ed.  JBSS,  Bombay  by  Telaug  ,  Ed  Bombay  wtfh  notes  and  English  translation,  (See 

Oat  of  Or  Book  Agency,  Poona,  108)  Tr  into  English  verse  by  Tawney  (Oaloutta) 

and  With  introduction  and  translation  by  B  H  Wartham  (Trvbntr  Or  Series, 
London) 

10    Eor  lut&tnoo,  in  VaiyagyaiAtAka,  Tehng'u  alibwtt  contains  113  verses,  whilo 
Bohlen' s  100  verses  only. 
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It  has  been  thought  sometime*,  that  all  the  verses  m  these  Satakd'' 

are  not  the  work  of  Bhartrhan,  and  th.it  they  include  verses  of  othei 
authors,  chosen  by  Bhartrhan  Opinions  are  \anous  and  A  13  Keith, 

for  instance,  says  that  "  it  seems  unnecessary  to  e\clude  the  probabi- 
lity that  in  his  collections  Bhartrhan  may  ha\e  included  work  not  his 

own,  as  well  as  verses  compiled  by  himself,"  but  he  thinks  that 

irfrngarabatdka  is  the  work  of  a  single  author,  for  "  unquestionably  there 
is  a  definite  structure  which  may  be,  of  course,  the  v\  ork  of  a  skilled 

compiler,  but  which  more  naturally  suggests  the  product  of  a  creative 

mind "  Bhattrhan's  Subhasitns  have  been  held  in  high  esteem  for 
several  centuries*  and  Indian  tradition  accepts  these  Satikas.  as 

Bhnrfthan's  own.  There  are  in  the  modern  recensions  and  editions 
verses  included  in  the  Satakas  that  .ire  attributed  in  the  anthologies  to 

other  authors,  but  these  must  onl>  be  interpolations,  which  are  easily 
made  when  the  verses  are  isolated  in  ideas  and  oach  vorse  e\presses 

by  itself  a  moral  or  a  sentiment  * 

Ihere  are  commentaries  on  Nltibufiika  by  Mahabala."  and  all  the 
^a^akas  by  Avanu  RSmacandra  son  of  Kundopandita  of  fcjandilya 

gotra,*  by  Phanasara,*  by  RSmarM,*  by  Gunavmaya T  by  MInanatha,"  by 
Indrapt*  and  two  anonymous,10  and  on  NI$i  and  Vairiig} a  bv  M  R. 

Kale" 
There  is  a  fourth  Faddhah  called  Bant-ipa<Jclhaia  with  a  Gu/rati 

introduction  printed  in  Bombay. 

1.  for  a  good  appreciation,  See  A  5  Keith,  git,  178  183 

2.  Peterson  oolleots  veiaes  of  Bharjrharl  la  SubhSsitavaU  (Int.  74)  aud  details 

the  ascriptions  He  says  "  Of  the  110  verses  given  in  Telang's  edition  of  Nifcisataka  8 
arc  in  our  book  expressly  assigned  to  Bhartrhan,  39  aco  given  anonymously  aud  13  ata 

expressly  assigned  to  other  authors  Of  the  118  Verses  given  in  ielang's  oditiou  of 
Varfagyasafcaka,  11  are  in  one  book  expressly  assiguol  to  Bhartfaan,  ll  are  given 
anonymously  and  6  are  expressly  assigned  to  other  attdhora  Of  the  100  verses  given  itt 

Sohien's  edition  of  Vairagyasatiaka  only  one  Is  one  book  asorlbel  to  BhartfhMl,  1?  are 
given  anonymoasly  and  8  are  expressly  asonbod  to  other  authors," 

8,  Printed,  Bombay 
*  DC,  XX  8078 
6  Mdok,  102, 
6.  00,  897 ,  PB,  IV  80 !  10,  2555. 
7.  10,156a. 
8i  00,11  90. 
0     PB,  V.  887 ,  QC,  III  8(3 
10.  DO,  XX  8083,  6084  ,  Opp.  3034* 
11,  Printed,  Bombay 
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Vitavrtta*  is  a  small  poem  describing  the  conduct  of  licentious 
people  Madhava  atlnbuted  it  to  Bhartjhari  in  his  Jadavntta  which 

in  four  chapters  is  a  similar  work  on  mad  lo\  ers  and  fools  * 

263  Harihara' a  BhartrharirjirvedV  i>  a  play  which  is  "  m 
great  part  a  glonfication  of  the  Yoga  philosophy  which  teaches  that 
the  summum  bonum  is  the  discrimination  and  separation  of  soul  from 
matter,  thus  leading  through  renunciation  of  the  w  orld  to  isolation  of 

the  ego  "  It  has  iatifa  for  its  sentiment  The  leading  man  is  the 
famous  ascetic  Gorak&anatha  or  Goraknath  (regarded  as  the  incarna- 

tion of  Siva),  the  founder  of  the  &uva  sect  of  Kanfat  Yogis  in  the  early 
part  of  the  15th  century  AD  His  chief  temple  is  at  Gorakpur,  less 

than  300  miles  from  the  house  of  Harihara  *  It  is  said  that  Bhartphan 
became  upset  by  the  sudden  demise  of  his  consort,  on  bearing  a  false 
news  of  his  death.  He  was  consoled  by  a  Yogin  and  he  attained  such 
a  condition  of  renunciation,  that  even  when  his  dead  wife  was  recalled 

to  life,  he  had  lost  his  attraction  for  the  world* 

Harihara  is  mentioned  as  the  author  of  the  play  PrabhavatTpan- 

naya.* 

264.  BhallataT  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  ̂ ankaravarman 

of  Kdsmir  (884-902  AD)*  His  Sataka*  is  a  hard  but  pleasant  poem 
on  morals  and  quotations  by  Abhinavagap^a,  by  Kgemendra  and 

Mammata  attest  the  appreciation  Bhallata's  other  verses  are  quoted 
in  the  anthologies 

10 

1     DO,  XX  8010 
2.  DO,  XX  8000. 

3.  Bd.  KSvyamaia  Bombay.    Translated  into  English  by  L.  H  Gray  (JAOS, 
XXV  197  280).    Keith,  SL,  248 

4     See  Goldstucker  Lit    Btmains,  I.  161,    Wilson,  Seek  213,  M  Williams, 
Buddhism,  198.    Efcrfuhar  {ORL,  847)  gives  1200  A  D 

6     U%tra,  VII.  No,  2895 ,  Ltvt,  II  77,  88 ,  00, 1  854,  762 
6  00  I  354 

7  In  some  editions  of  Sarogaa^harapaddhatl'the  name  is  given  as  Mallabbatfa  and 
Bhafctamalla 

8  Raj  V  128.    There  is  a  KavibhaUata  referred  to  m  Nannaya's  Andhia- 
fat)4aointamani 

9  Ed.  Kavyamala,  Bombay.    DC,  XX.  8085     Bee  PR,  HI.  895 ,  SR,  I  7,  91. 

10    ZDM&,  LVI.  405 ,  Keith,  SL.  281 ;  Peterson,  Subh,  76-77 
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There  is  another  Bhallata,  of  a  later  dale  Hib  Sa^iaia  in  praise  of 

Ihe  Devx  (Perundeu)  of  Conjeevaram  shows  dexterous  poetn  * 

265  Silhana  is>  a  poet  of  Kasmir  He  often  imitates  Bhartrhan 

IIis  Hiin^isataka  is  quoted  in  Saduk$ikarn2mrt?a  composed  in  120"}  AD* 

266  Dhanadaraja,  son  of  Dehala,  wrote  three  Sttyakas  like 

Bhartphan  in  1434  AD*  Jaganna$ha  (Panditaraja)  has  four  chapters  on 
Pras^E vika,  Srngara,  Karuna  and  San$a  in  his  poem  BhriminivilSsa* 

So  does  Ca^urvargaslra  of  Radhamangalani  Naratanasas^ri' 

267  Somaprabha  was  desciple  of  Vajrasimhacarya,  the  Jain 

ascetic  *  In  his  Smduraprakara  he  describes  the  good  and  bad  quali- 
ties mostly  according  to  the  tenets  of  the  fain  religion.  He  wrote  also 

Srngar<ivairagya$arangmi T  Narabharana  is  a  collection  of  moral  and 
wise  sayings  and  stales  what  are  the  ornamental  qualities  of  men  * 

268.  Among  other  didactic  poems  are  —  Santysataka  by 
Silhanamisra  (Printed,  Calcutta)  with  commentaries  (CC,  I  641) , 
S-tentivilasa  (i)  by  Subrahmanya  (u)  by  Handasa  (A/n  OWL,  259) 
(in)  by  Nilakan^ha  (Pnnled,  Bomba>)  ,    Vairagyasataka  (i)  by  Padma- 

1  The  manuscript  is  said  to  be  ra  the  village  of  Navilpakkam  near  Conjeevaram 
Here  are  some  verses 

?fcf  ft®  ?3ratffcr-  wfcjqKra  *m  fasrat  I 

«re*  s^rawn^  aft  tfr  $rf*mt  wft  n 
ffi  OT  SRftRS  for  f^TRfar  qRri*i$e61*qrc[  I 

2  CO,  I  647  EcL  by  Sob.on.aeU,  Leipzig    See  Keith,  SK,  381  3  nail  MAS, 
(1911)  287 

3  Pouted,  Bombay 

i,    Printed,  Bombay ,  DC,  8085.    Oa  the  author,  see  chapter  on  Alankara  $otk 
6.    Be  was  bom  in  188^  A. D.    He  wrote  also  Busiapuijaramahakavya,  printed 

partly  in  S  Mb 
6.  DC,  XX  8095. 
7.  Printed,  Bombay. 
fi     DC,  XX  8085, 
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nanda  (fa)  by  AppayadikMfa  (ui)  by  Janardana  (iv)  by  Somanaflia 
(Printed,  Bombay)  (v)  by  SankaracSrya  (Opp  +934) ,  (vi)  by  Nilakantha 
(Opp,  4629) ,  Pancatan^rasangraha  (Mys  OML,  248) ,  Nifimala  of 
Sadananda  (Printed,  Calcutta),  Nltimanjan  (i)  by  Sambhuraja  (STC, 

141) ,  and  (u)  DySdviveda  (IOC,  960)*  ,  Ntysafcaka  (i)  by  Venkataraya 
(Mys  OML,  248)  (n)  of  Srfnivasacarya  (DC,  XX  8038)  and  (iii)' 
anonymous  (Hid  2057) ,  Nifisara  of  Ghatakarpara ,  Nifcisara  and  Nifi- 
sastrasamuccaya  (Ibid  8059-61) ,  [Nlficandnka  of  Swami  payananda, 

Nfysataka  of  Sundar&carya,  Nifivakjamrta  of  SomadevasOn]* ,  Nifi- 
vilasa  of  Vrajaraja  Sukla  (NW,  604) ,  Nltira^na  attributed  to  Vararuci 

and  Ntypradipa  attnbuted  to  VetalabhatU* ,  Ni^isumavali  of  Appa 
Vajapeyin  [Opp  4803),  NfykalpalatS  by  Sahibrama  (SKC,  93), 
Kavikanthabharaua  (Mys  OML,  243) ,  Mugdhopadesa  of  Jalhana 
(Printed,  Bombay) ,  Aryamanjarl  by  Devaraja  (CC,  I  54) ,  Aryavignapti 
(I)  by  Ramacandra  and  (n)  by  ViSvanatha  and  by  Sifarama  (CC,  I  54) 

2S9  Anyapadesa  is  a  peculiar  class  of  poems  where  some 
moral  is  preached  by  an  indirect  appreciation  or  condemnation  of  thS 

natural  qualities  of  particular  objects  * 

There  are  the  following  — Anyoktimala  (i)  by  Accandlksi$a8  and 

1  With  commentary  by  Devaraja  NW,  16  ,  00, 1  298, 
9  Printed.  See  Oat  Or  Bk  Agency,  Poona,  108. 
3  Printed,  Haberlm,  SOS. 

&  For  instance  * 

PlUHdt  Sraft  ̂ TcTT  %«tf%  ̂ ICflfliWid^  I 

f$R  $R  <mwf$  +HA'W4'S"<rjffq  fasfrsfer  ti 

jst3?^!  are?  fa*rfi)r**itf  5F#r?  srri^Prr^  I 
"sjrarc  ̂ t  ̂ rar  qfto<i»n+ft*ra  giftr- 

f§«vrrB3r  ̂ i^fs  ̂ cn%T  ̂ fr  ̂ pit  ̂ °n^  II 

^r  i$  mm*.  nm%  *i3fr  asi^r  I 

5.    DO,  XX,  8330.    He  was  of  the  family  of  Appaya  DJkslta, 
41 
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(u)  by  Lakpmlnarasimha,1  Anyoktisataka  (1)  by  Sonianatha"  and  (n)  by 
Bhalta  Vira,"  and  (m)  by  Darsana  Vijayagani,*  Anyoktik&vya,'  An}okti- 
muktalata  by  Sninbhu,*  Anyoktik.mthabharaiia  by  C.mdracuda,  son  of 

Purusoftaraa  *  Anyoktisangrahadhyiiya  by  Hankj-pna,8  Anyapadesasd^aka 

(i)  by  Nilakantha,9  (u)  by  Jagannath.i10  (in)  by  Ganapatt  Sastn"  (iv)  by 
Ghaaasyamn,18  (v)  Anonymous,**  (vi)  by  Madhusudan  i,1*  (vn)  l<kan3fh<i 
Kasyapa,"  and  (vuj  by  Girvanendra,  son  of  Nilakanln.i,"  Bhavavilasa 

by  Nyayavacaspii^i  RuArakavi,  son  of  Vidyavilasa," 

Sec  iion  III 

Stotra 

270  Sankara1'  was  the  son  of  Sivaguru  and  Sryamba,  of  the 
family  of  Vidyadhiraja  According  to  tradition  he  was  l>orn  at  Kaladi 
on  the  banks  of  the  Alvoi  (Cflrni)  river  in  Kerala  (Malabar)  m  the 
year  of  Kali  2593  (509  B  C )  Before  he  passed  his  eighth  year,  he 
was  proficient  in  all  Indian  Literature  and  he  had  began  to  perceive 

the  unity  of  absolute  existence  on  which  the  philosophy  of  the  advaija 
school  is  based  Not  heeding  the  protests  of  his  parents,  he  got 
himself  initiated  as  an  ascetic  by  Govmda  Bhagavatpiida  and  soon 
began  to  wander  through  the  cities  of  northern  India  with  a  band  of 
devout  pupils  preaching  his  new  doctrines  Uo  founded  five  Peethas 
or  Mutts  in  different  parts  of  India,  as  centres  of  propagation  of  his 
tenets  and  to  this  day  these  Mutts  are  held  in  veneration  **  lie  wrote  his 

1  730,  XX  8031.    It  is  also  called  Kankaumudi     lc  contains  fanoies  on  39 
objeoks  including  birds,  beasts,  etc 

2  00,1  20.  10     Printed,  Bombay  and  Madras 
8     Printed,  Bombay                              U     GAL,  tl   2. 
i     Printed,  Bombay  12     Woo?  Oat ,  VII  3000, 

6     00  I  90  18     Tumj,  Cat  VII.  2901,  2908, 3906, 
6  Printed  Bombay    PB,  I  118  1907 
7  Printed  Bombay.   Ulwtr,  891,  14     Printed,  Bombay 
8  Printed,  Bombay  15,    00,  II    4 
9  Printed,  Bombay  and  Snrangam.       16     DO,  XX  8019 
17  Printed  Bombay  This  was  composed  at  the  instance  of  King  BhavMimha  of 

Jaipur  in  the  beginning  of  the  17tb  century  A  D. 

18.  His  horoscope  says  p^f  $5f  gft  lft$[  <?  3$  5f  $% 
19.  There  are  "  (l)  the  J§,jrada  Pitha  at  Dwaraka  established  on  MSgba  SaUa 

Sapjami  of  the  year  Sadharana  in  the  year  2611  of  the  Kahyuga  corresponding  to  the 
year  2849  of  Yudhishtbirasaka  (430  B  0 )  wuh  Sri  Brahma  Svarapaobacya  (Visvaropa), 
the  brother  of  the  famous  Snreswarioharya  (Mandauamina)  as  its  first  Aoharya  (2)  the 
Jyotlr  Matha  at  Badarikasraina  established  on  Pausha  Sukla  Pornima  of  the  yew 
Rakshasa  in  the  year  2616  K  Y  corresponding  to  2654  Y.  S.  (485  B.O  )  with  Totjjta- 
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commentaries  on  Prastbanatraya,  viz ,  Brahmasifyras,  Gi^a  and  Upani- 
sads  Tradition  gives  us  fabulous  accounts  of  many  miracles  performed 
by  him  and  of  his  practical  experiences  in  transmigration  He  returned 
to  his  native  village  m  time  to  have  a  last  look  at  the  face  of  his 

revered  mother  and  to  set  fire  to  her  funeral  pile,  and  to  this  day  that 

place  of  cremation  is  remembered  and  visited  by  devotees  *  Great 

men  are  short-lived  and  so  was  Sankara.  He  lived  only  32  years  and 

died  in  Kali  2625  (477  B  C  )* 

27 1  Much  has  been  said  on  the  date  of  jWkara  but  with  no 

unanimity  of  ideas  and  the  dates  given  by  them  range  as  wide  as  in  the 

case  of  Kahdasa,  over  a  space  of  14  centuries  • 

oharya  (Anandagm)  as  Its  first  Aohatya,  (8)  the  Govardhana  Hatha  at  Jagannatha, 
established  on  Vaisakha  Sukla  Dasami  of  the  year  Nala  in  2617  E  Y  corresponding  to 
3655  Y.  8  (484  B  0  )  with  Palmapalaoharya  (Sanandana)  as  its  first  Aoharya,  (4)  the 
Sarada  Hatha  at  Snagen,  established  on  Pausha  Sokla  Pumima  of  the  year  Pingata  In 
2018  K  Y  corresponding  to  2656  Y  3  (488  B  0  with  Hastamalakaoharya  (Prithvi- 
dhara)  as  its  first  Aoharya  and  (5}  the  Kamakola  Pitha  at  Kanohi  ertablished  on 
Vaisakha  Sakla  Pucnimi  of  the  year  Siddharthi  in  2620  K.  Y  corresponding  to  2658 

Y.  3  (481  B  0  )  with  Sri  Sankua  Bhagavatpada  hims  Jf  as  its  first  Aoharya  " 
For  the  AoSryas  in  Srngeri  Mutt,  see  Lak§mana  Sastn's  Guruvamiimahakavya 

written  daring  the  days  of  Somas'  khara  II  (1714  1780  A  D  )  of  Kaladi.  (For  a  full 
aooount,  see  Mys  Arch  Rej>  £1928)  15.  This  work  mentions  the  foundation  of 
Vijianagar  by  Vldyiranya  as  in  Saka  128  (naga-isn  arka),  DhSp,  Vaifakha,  Suddha, 
7th  Sunday 

1  In  this  locality,  there  is  now  a  large  Agraharam  with  a  fine  temple,  and  ft 
bathing  ghat  in  the  river  Alwai  a  few  miles  from  Ealadi  Boad  Railway  Station  in  the 
Ooohin  State  Bailway  This  not  of  devotion  was  doe  to  the  perseverenee  of  Mr  Bama> 
obandra  Iyer,  the  ex  ]udge  of  the  Ohief  Court  of  Mysore  and  to  the  munifioienee  of 
Sa  Sankarao&rya  ol  Srcgeri 

2  This  is  aooordmg  to  Kamakotipitha  (Kumbakonam)  According  to  Dvtraka 
Mutt,  Sankara  lived  in  2631-2668  Yudhisthira  Sika  Aeoordingto  Srngeri  Mutt, 
ginkara  was  born  m  Sam  la  (42  B  0  )  But  this  list  gives  Suresrora  the  first  head, 

800  years  ,  this  is  easily  explained  because  Srngen  Mutt  ceased  to  exist  until  it  was 

revived  by    Vidy&ayya     Aocordlng  to  SadSnanda's  Saakarafrjaya  he  was  born  iu 

Madhava's  Sankaravijaya  gives  the  date  of  death  as  5fejPTTls3*Pi«r  meaning  Kail 

2623  (477  B  O  )     The  anniversary  is  on  Mes/v  Sukla  Arudra 

3  Teilb  (Outlbm  of  the  Etstory  of  Anotent  Migvm,  140)  and  Max  Mutism 

(ladxa,  360)  and  M  Barth  (The  Behgvms  of  Ind%o,  89) ,  have  accepted  the  date  788  A  D. 

K  T.  Thiako  [14,  XI  174,  263,  XHI  35,  XIV  64,  185,  XVI  42,  160] 

places  Sinkara  not  later  than  590  AD  (See  also  JBBAS,  XVIH  82,  218,  237). 

Fhh  (14,  XII  850,  XIII  412  and  XIV  880)  says  that  N
ep&lavamsSvall 

(Wright's  History  of  Nepal,  118  128)  mentions  Sankara  as  having  visited  
Nepal  in  the 

reign  of  Vrsadeva  (680  655  A  D  )  whose  son  Sankaradeva  was  named  af
ter  Sankara 

But  B  iHDaui  114,  XIII.  412)  says  that  Vrsadeva  lived  about  260  A.D.  Bha
sdakku* 
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Among  modem  scholars,  many  are  almost  certain  that  Sankara 

flourished  m  the  7th  or  8th  century  A  D      The  real  foundation  of  this 

opinion  ib  traceable  to  the  confusion  that  has  been  introduced  in  the 

Sankaravyayas  or  Sanskrit  accounts  of  the  life  of  Sankara,  »vhich  written, 

as  they  ore,  far  later  than  the  times  to  which  they  relate,  mixed  up  the 

accounts  of  more  than  one  personage  of  the  name  of  Sankara  *   Of  the 
•^   '   '   
(Sep  1882  8, 15)   fixes  tho  date  at  the  end  of  the  Oth  century  A  D    W  Loom  (U, 
XVI  160)  ontioises  the  statement  in  the  Keralojpajti  that  Sankara  lived  aboat  487 
A  D.  during  the  reign  of  Oheramiu  Perumal  and  fixes  his  own  data  the  first  quartet  of 

the  9th  oentury  A  D  (see  also  14,  XL,  116)  M  Dui.»  ana  K  B  P/ltuak  (14,  XI 

174  ,  JBBAS,  XVIII  216)  rely  on  tho  ohronogram  3^$  ̂ PT^r  found  in  Arya- 

viijyasaifhakara  of  YagneSvara  and  give  the  dates  788  635  A  D  See  liharaft  (1926), 
ISO.  TheDABisiAK  (II  111)  brings  down  the  date  to  1819  A  D  R&iiAOANDaiJi 
(Lwti  0/  .Eminent  Hindu  Authors)  plaoes  him  in  G10  B  0  Buunbu,  {Elements  of 

Sottth  Jndtan  Philosophy,  83)  follows  Taranath's  History  of  Buddhism  and  fixes 
060-700  AD  See  also  Pete  son  Int  to  Stibh  136,  Wmdisohmann's  hankara 
YtaBXB,  IL,  51,  audMAOEOraKt,,  SL,  212.  Kavalt  Bamacami  (Dcccan  Poets,  6) . 
CowblIi  (Preface  to  Sarva4»ri  maaangcaha,  vm)  and  Gouaii  (Preface  to  Philosophy  of 
the  Upanashaiss,  vui)  and  Jaaob  (Tr  of  VedanjasarS,  23)  fix  8th  century,  A  D 
M.  Williams  (IMC,  18)  gives  680  740  A  D.  Wilson  {Prejat*  to  Sanskrit  Dictionary 
rffti  and  Essays  I  19l)  says  8th  or  9th  century  A.D  Eton  {Mysore  Qaiet'eer,  I  877) 
Bays  Sankara  was  born  in  677  or  787  A  D  at  Oranganore  K.  Mitba  (Mottoes,  VII  17) 
aooepts  8th  oentury  A  D  T.  Foulkes  {JBAS,  XVII,  HS  196)  gives  650  070  A.D. 
N  Bhasbsaoabsa  {Age  of  Sankara,  Adyar)  renews  the  dates  and  fixes  end  of  6th  oen » 
tnry  or  between  themiddle  of  tha  1th  and  Oth  oentury  A  D  Colbbuooke  gives  1000  years 
ago  ThTim  gives  900  years  ago,  m  Dodwation  to  tho  translation  of  the  Prabodhai- 

ehan&rodaya  See  also  Buchanan's  Mysor*  (III  80,  71 ,  Wilks's  History  of  Mysore, 
I.  4»  v  Madras  Lit  Soa,  31  XXIV  8  and  65,  Mackenzie's  OoUeo'ion,  II 78 , 

S  V  Venkatesvara  [JBAS,  (1916),  151]  roviowB  some  of  theso  datos  and  says  Sankara's' age  was  85  years  and  he  lived  in  805  89  A.D.) 
1,    On  the  life  of  Sankara ,  there  are  the  following  poems  ,— 

'        (1)  Brhat,  S.»nka»vijaya  of  Oijsukhaoarya,  a  direct  disoiple  of  Sankara 
"-*      (2)  Ptaoina-Smkaraviiaya  of  Anan4agid.  Ed  Bib  Ind,  TO,  II    1479.    24,  V. as.  '       > 

(3)  Sankaravljaya  of  VidyS Ankara  or  Sjtnk»rSnao4a 
(1)  Keraliya  Sinkaravijaya  or  Aoaryavljaya  of  Govin4anStha  (Stf,  II  101) 
(5)  Guruvijaya  of  a.oanjanan4agin  {DO,  XXI.  8886     TO,  II.  1170) 

'         (6)  S*nkar5bhyu4aya  of  Rajaoudamani  Diksifa. 
(7)  Sankiiravijaya  ot  VaUisahSya  {DO,  XXI  8807). 
(8)  S*nkara4igviW*sar»  of  Sadanan4a,  disciple  of  Sankara 
(9)  Sankasavijayaviiasa  of  Ci4viiasa.  {DO,  XXI  8145) 

(10)  Sinksipfa  Sinkaravijaya  of  Ma4hava  (Vujyarauya)  W  wilh  commentary  by 
Dhanapa|isori,  Bombay     DC,  XXI  8116, 

See  Bumell's  Pcef  to  VamsabrahmaQa,  xli  ana  Wilson's  Works,  X  961u,  and 
T.S  Narayana  Sasfcri's  Aqt  of  Sankara,  Part  I,  99  N,  K  Vonkatesan,  ScmkarZ- eharya  and  Kamakoli  Pectha  (Kumbakonam).  K.  8  Ramaswami  Sastel,  Sri 
BankaracSrya,  Madras     CO,  I  625  6,  II,  119,  ill.  130. 
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successors  of  Adi  Sankara  there  were  some  who  were  equally  great 
m  the  propagation  of  the  doctrines  Krpabankara,  the  9lh  (27-68  AD), 
Ujjavalasankara,  the  16th  (328-366  AD),  Arbhaka&ankara,  the  20th 

(396-436  AD),  and  Acidanandaghanendra,  the  32nd  (667-671  AD) , 
Dbirasankara  the  38th  (801-839  A  D ) 

272  Dbirasankara  of  Abmavasankara  was  a  miraculous  persona- 

lity He  was  born  at  Cidambaram  in  the  year  of  Kali  3889  (787  AD) 
as  a  posthumous  child,  the  son  of  Visvajit  and  Vibista  He  was  30  months 
in  the  womb  of  his  mother  and  fearing  the  calumny  of  relatives  on  the 
suspected  guilt  of  conception  during  widowhood,  the  innocent  mother 

left  the  infant  on  a  green  leaf  in  the  forest  and  went  away  Picked 
up  by  the  women  of  the  hemitage  of  s>age  Vyaghrapada,  the  child  grew 
up  and  was  initiated  by  the  sage  in  the  sacred  lore  He  was  on 

the  Komakoti  Peetha  for  38  years  (801-839  AD)  He  went  to  Kashmir 
and  after  vanquishing  various  scholars  like  Udbhata  ascended  the 

Sarvagnapeetha  He  ascended  to  heaven  with  his  carnal  frame  by 
entering  the  Da^tatreya  cave  in  his  32nd  year 

The  following  verses  Sa^gttrusantanapanmala  are  interesting 

273      Among  "  Sankaras"  works  are  Stomas '  tr$pR  aWtyHfl 

(^55  i*»wicflvH  gwlhftgi  rrrcm  m*$t  f«nfr>flr  <%i«idK  srcsr  $rcfr. 
faswra  srsfarfl  sfh^traswr  s^tt  sfcpssmra  anuwd*  ^iciio^wH 

tpror    Rnt3H    f^mmh    ft^MKiftftwpwfrr    fiwi^ift^'N^ 

and  Astakas  on      3I*«lT     Tnrftff    ftr«MWf(eS    W&3  «T^cf     t^T 

i.  Pot  a  oolleobion  of  these  works,  See  DC,  XVIII  and  XIX  GO,  I  111,  Bhfaa\\ 
(1935),  156,  SB  II  93  97,  SKO,  888-4  Bd.  Snrangam,  Madras  and  elsewhere 
8anharaitolraaangr%ta,  Poon*. 
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274  1  o  the  20th  Acarya,  Mukarbhaka  Sankara  (396-436  AD)1 
lb  attributed  Pancasa$i,  known  as  Mukapancasa$  He  is  praised  by 
Ramila  in  Maniprabha  and  by  Mentha  in  Hayagrivavadha,  who,  it  u 
said,  were  hit.  pupils  He  was  contemporary  of  Matrgupta  He  was 

born  dumb  and  when  he  was  restored  to  speech  by  a  hypnotic  bath  by 
the  grace  of  sage  Vidyaghana  He  praised  Kamakji  in  his  Pancasafc, 
in  five  sections,  Arya&tuti,  Padaravinda,  Kataksa  and  Mandasmifo 

where  he  poured  forth  his  heart  in  melodious  strains  of  liquid  poetry  * 

275  Samantabhadra  was  a  very  early  Jam  poet  and  probably 

lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  "In  the  Vlravamsavali  of 
the  &vetambaras  he  is  entered  as  the  16lh  Pontiff  who  lived  in  889  after 

Nirvana  In  the  Book  of  Stories,  Aradhana-Katha-Kosa  of  Prabaa- 
candra,  there  is  this  traditional  account  He  wab  a  rebident  of  Kanchi, 

a  sage  of  might  Coming  to  suffer  from  un  abdominal  disease,  he 
roamed  all  the  way  from  Kanchi  to  Paundrapura,  Davirupa  and 
Benares  At  the  latter  place  he  performed  a  miracle,  by  manifesting  an 

image  of  Parsvanatha  out  of  an  image  of  Siva  "* 

He  wrote  Pevagamastotra  and  Svayambhusfotra 

In  A^rpnrana  he  is  thus  praised 

276.  "  Siddhasena  Divakara,  author  of  Nyayavalara,  is  men- 
toned  along  with  Samantabhadra,  1  hey  are  both  recognised  by  the  two 
sections  of  the  Jains,  both  were  great  logicians,  both  lived  probably  m 
the  early  enlunes  of  the  Christian  era  and  the  tradition  of  converting  a 

king  by  manifesting  an  image  of  a  Tirthankara  out  of  an  image  of 
Siva,  Is  reported  about  both  1  hese  coincidences  have  led  some  to 
entertain  a  belief  that  the  two  persons  were  identical.  But  since  they 

are  separately  mentioned  by  such  early  writers  as  Haribhadra  Suri  and 

Jinasena,  the  theory  is  untenable  "*  IJis  mother  was  tyevasika  and 
father    a  Purohit  of  King  Viknima   of  Ujjain      This  led  S.  C    Vidya- 
*"'I',M""      '      ■■'■'I""'  "  .ll-I    -I       I  I  I  MMMHM    I  .,,._,»,»,«,...,  ,.!■»„   .1   II      I  m       'I 

1     See  Guraratnam&hka,  versos  40  60  and  commentary 
2,    Printed,  Bombay. 

3  For  the  same  account)  soo  Malllaonaprafo^jt  (EX,  III),  Samantabhadra'gotbqr 
homo  was  SSnJiwma,  see  Eioo's  Int  to  tho  lusorlptiou  of  Sravana  Belgola  See 
Hlralal's  Introduotion  to  Oat  of  Sanskrit  Mas  of  OP,  and  Bemr,  is  xii.  His  works 
have  been  printed 

4  Seeffiralal,  lo  xiv. 
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bhBsana  to  ideatify  him  with  the  Ksapanaka,  one  of  the  nine  gems 
of  Vikratnidttya's  Court  After  he  met  Vriddha  Vadigum  he  became 
his  desciple  and  was  given  the  mme  Kumudacandra  When  later 
he  became  a  Sun  he  assumed  the  name  of  Siddhasena  DivSkara 

"  Once  he  presumptiously  declared  in  the  presence  of  his  guru  that 
he  would  turn  the  whole  sacred  lore  from  Prakrit  into  Sanskrit  To 

the  explanation  of  the  sm  committed  by  this  sacrelegious  utterance,  he 

was  administered  by  his  guru  the  'Paranhika  Prayaschitta '  which 
required  him  to  remain  dumb  for  t\\  elve  years  and  visit  sacred  places 
In  observance  of  this  vow,  he  once  w  ent  to  Ujjain  and  lodged  in  1he 
temple  of  Mahakah  Here  he  incurred  the  displeasure  of  the  priests 
for  not  making  obeisance  to  the  god  Siva  Thej  called  the  king 
Vikramaditya  who  compelled  Siddhasena  to  bow  before  the  god 

Siddhasena  did  this  reciting  the  Kaxyanamandira1  ode  which  had  the 
effect  of  splitting  the  image  of  Siva  in  twain  and  manifesting  out  of  it 

an  image  of  a  Jam  Tirthankara  Being  impressed  with  his  power  King 

Vikramaditya  and  many  others  become  converted  to  Jainism  "*  Jma- 
sena  in  AdipBrana  praises  him  thus 

277  Asvaghosa  On  the  identity  of  Asvaghosa  with  Mafr  ce$a 
and  AryasEra,  opinion  is  divided  Many  works  are  attributed  to  them 
under  these  different  names  and  all  are  alike  in  the  merit  of  their 

poetry  There  are  Asvaghosa's  GandIs$o$ra,  Aryasura's  Ja^hakamala, 
Matpceta's  $a$apancasatkastotra,  Ekotfankasfcotra,  Tnratnamangala- 
sfotra,  Trirafaas$o$ra,  Misrakastofra,  Suga^apancatriratnastotra  ■ 

278  Kulasekhara,  Kmg  of  Kerala,  was  a  saint  among  f§ri 
Vaisnavas  According  to  the  tradition  he  was  the  son  of  Drdhavra$a 

and  was  born  as  an  incarnation  of  Vigau's  Kaus^ubha  in  Kali  year 
27  in  3075  B  C ,  Prabhava,  Magha,  SOddha,  pvadasi,  Guruvara  and 

Punarvasu  at  Tiruvanjikkulam  *    He  gave  up  his  throne  and  became  a 

1.    Printed  Bombay  EH  and  tcanas  1S(,  XIV  836 
2     Hlralal,  I  a  au 
8  For  a  full  colleotton  with  references,  see  FYW  Thomas,  lot  to  Kav.  25  29  , 

Album  K*n  (Letfen),  U  (1908),  846  60,  Eetth,  8L,  67 

4  For  an  account  by  P  Krsnamurtl,  see  BhSraJt  (1980),  947  In  his  Introduc- 
tion to  Tapatk'ttuvarana  {TSS),  Ganapati  Sastri  gives  dates  as  KaU  1680  (1422  B.O  ). 

See  Bhakjavaibhavadlpika  of  Venkajesa  {TO,  II  2010),  and  para  SOS  supra 
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recluse  and  composed  the  divine  lyric  Mukundamala  *  In  the  history 
of  Kerala,  there  .ire  several  Lings  bearing  the  name  Kulasekhara  and 

in  the  appellationb  of  the  present  Maharajas  of  Travancore  this  is 

one  Stories  current  in  Malabar  says  that  Kpnalllasuka,  author  or 
Kf  iijakarnamrti,  was  a  contemporary  of  a  Kulesekhara  and  Vasudeva 

m  his  Yudhisthiravijaya*  mentions  Kulesekhara  But  the  earlier  Kula- 
sekhara, the  Alwar,  has  been  wrongly  identified  with  later  kings  of 

that  name,  and  has  been  assigned  to  the  9th  century  AD  It  is  not 

possible  to  arrive  at  any  definite  conclusion  on  these  ldonlllies,  beyond 
saying  that  the  author  of  Mukundamala  lived  for  earlier  than  the  author 

of  the  dramas,  Tapatisamvarana  and  Subhadradhanamjaya,  and  Vasu- 
deva  and  Lllasuka  were  in  the  courts  of  some  later  Kulet>ekhara  of 

about  the  9-10  century  AD8 

MBkundamala,*  is  very  popular  lyric  often  repeated  and  inculcates 
the  merit  of  Bhakfi  or  devotion  as  a  means  of  salvation  1  here  are 
commentaries  on  it  by  Venkaftjsa  and  Anandaraghava,  pupil  of 

Kjsnananda  * 

1     Boitsaya  xm  tdl'ffclft'-i  $«S&sftur 

8.  K  B  1/isharotl  mys  thai  these  two  authors  oama  ono  aftor  anothor  and  Kula- 
fekhata  the  Alwar  lived  in  8— 9th  oentury  A  D  and  tho  dramatists  in  8— 9th  oentnry 
A.D  and  that  the  later  was  tho  patron  ot  VJsudeva  and  Lfhsuka  {I3Q,  V  653) 
A  B  Kamanatha  Iyer  in  [JRAS,  (1335),  308  Authorship  of  Nahdaya]  says  that 
VSsudeva  the  real  author  of  NaloUaya,  Ywjhisthiravijaya  uto  ,  lived  uador  king  Kola- 
fekhara  of  the  9bh  century  A  D  Some  molorn  soholars  (soo  Vaishnavmm,  Sawttm 
MdmtnorreUgioiitbjK  Q  Bhanrtarknr  and  flarly  flwfot  y  of  Sri,  Vawnavwm  m 
South  India  byS  Krishnasaml  Ayyangar)  identify  tho  AluSr  with  tho  author  of  the 
dramas  oa  the  ground  that  thoy  are  desorlbod  as  kings  in  ths  the  same  looallty  and  to 
bring  down  the  date  of  the  Alw2r  also  to  12th  oantury  A  D  Koralojpa(ti  give  the  date 
of  the  death  of  Kulalakhara  as  338  A  D     Soe  Trav  State  Manual,  I  338 

InGuroratnamalikaof  Mahadovondrasttajvaji  it  is  said  that  Kulasekhara,  the 
royal  poet,  was  taught  poetry  by  Ujjvalasankaca,  tho  16th  in  auooossiou  (829-867  A  D ) 

4  Printed  everywhere,  Babtrhn,  516  and  Kavyamula,  Bombay,    DO,  XVIIt, 708G 

5  TO,  II  2020,  IV  4383     So  says  AnandaiSghava 
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279  May  lira,  says  tradition,  was  a  friend  and  father-in-law  of 

Bana  *  BIna  and  Mayura  were  rivals  m  poetry  in  the  court  of  King 
Harjavardhana  of  Kanauj,'  and  were  equally  honoured  by  the  King  • 
Ma)  Bra  became  glorious,  very  Sarasva$i  incarnate  So  says  Jayamangala 

Madhava  in  his  Sanksepa-Sankaravijaya  says  that  Sankara  defeated 
Bana  and  Mayura  in  philosophical  controversy  and  this  Sankara  was 

apparently  a  later  aclrya  of  that  name  * 

In  Bhojaprabandha,  Mayura  is  mentioned  as  a  poet  of  Bhoja's 
Court,  but  that  work  is  a  fictitious  compilation  Bhoja  lived  far  later 
than  Mayura 

An  anonymous  Jam  commentator  has  the  following  story  of  Bana 
and  Mayura  .  The  Jam  priests  were  anxious  that  the  King  should  not 
consider  them  and  their  religion  inferior  and  in  order  to  convince  the 

King  that  their  holy  men  could  work  greater  miracles,  they  got  Mana- 
fungasun  tied  up  by  42  iron  fetters  and  when  he  sang  Bhaif amara- 

s$o$ra,  the  chains  came  off  and  he  was  free  * 

1.  See  Madhusudana's    commentary  on  Saryasafeka,    Qoaokenbos,  Sanskrit 
Poem  of  Mayura  {Col  Un  Ssrtes),  Int.  21.    Keith,  SL,  211. 

2.  Btor  Instance,  Padmagnpta  says 

3  So  Jalhana  in  his  Sukjimuktavall  (JBBJ.8,  XVII  607)  quotes  a  verse  of 

Bajafekhara 

sft^ferrasw^  ?r^r  9^°r^%  II 
Dlvakarais  mentioned  as  a  poet  there  m  verse  80,  I  o.  JTRTt  *TftMtufa<!H  (ZDTdG, 

XXVII  77)  This  verse  is  found  in  Sarngadharapaddhatl  also  The  identifloation 
MSjanga  Divakara,  with  MSnatunga  (the  jain  poet)  by  Hall  {Ink,  to  Vasavadatta,  21) 
and  Max  Muller  {India,  380)  is  wrong 

Jayamangala,  a  oommentator,  also  says 

stt^ra  srffaffi  ?wm%  imft  II 
4.    See  Qoaobenboa,  I  o.  1*  IS, 

WWlwfaiBwMK  f^mr^w^uii^+ly+K  tl 
6.    Taken  from  Quaokenbos,  I  o.  31  »2     For  variation  in  Jama  talee,  see  7,«,  25 

et  teg..  See  also  P»bandh*>vn$Sraanl  of  Merujunga  (Tawoey's  Trans,  64, 66), 
42 
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280.  Suryasataka  is  a  centum  of  verses  in  praise  of  the  Sun 

and  invokes  the  grace  and  succour  of  Sarya,  his  rays,  disc,  chariot 
and  other  accompaniments  SBrya  is  described  as  supreme  in  the 

universe  and  identical  with  the  greatest  deities  of  the  Hindu  pantheon  * 
Snryasa|aka  has  been  held  in  high  esteem  by  rhetoricians  and  has  been 

quoted  by  Abhinavagupfa  and  Mammata 

There  are  commentaries  on  Saryasatika  by  Tribhuvanapala,* 

Yagneuvara,*  [Madhusfldana,  Vallabhadeva,  Ja>  amangal.i],*  SSriranga- 

deva,*  [Gangddhara,  Balarabhatta,  Hanvanisa],"  Gopina$h<t,T  [Jagan- 

nnfha,  Ramabhatta,  Anvayamukha],*  Raniac  andra,s  and  some  anony- 

mous,10 
Besides  verses  quoted  in  the  anthologies,  Mnyura  wrote  MaySra- 

staka,11  eight  verses,  describing  the  charms  of  a  woman,  said  by  some 

to  be  Mayura's  daughter  herself1* 

There  are  other  SOryasaJakas  by  Gopalagarman,"  Srisvara  Vidya- 
lankara,'*  by  Raghavendra  Sarasvati,"  Lingalvavi,"  and  by  Kodanda- 

ramaya,1T  and  SBryasjava  by  Hanuinan  and  by  Up.unanyu  M 

281  Among  Stotrsp  of  SSrya  (Sun)  Samiuvancasika  ranks 

supreme  Its  diction,  devotion  and  melody  have  led  to  the  attribution 

of  its  authorship  to  Samba,  the  very  son  of  Sri  Kjfna,  but  thi<3  Samba 
is  a  different  poet     lie  often  imitates  if  not  borrows  the  style  and  ex- 

1  For  a  fine  analysis,  see  Quaokenbos,  la  83  ct  scg  Keith,  SL,  201,  31S  Ed, 
by  Qaakenbos  (Ool,  Un  8er%es)  with  an  elaborate  introduction  and  English  translation, 
Translated  into  Italian  by  Berhomor,  Livorno. 

3  Printed,  KSvyamala,  Bombay 

8  Ed.  by  the  author  (Soe  1A,  I  115)  niontionod  in  the  KavyamSla  edition 
4  00,  I  783. 
5  tO,  III.  783  ,  Trav.  Oat  07,  08 

6  Hall's  Pref  to  VUmc^a^a 
7.  DO,  XIX  7626 
8  CO,  III  360. 
9  DO,  XII.  7631 

10  DO,  XIX  7626  ,  TO,  I  226 ,  TO,  III   2811. 
11  These  are  collected  by  Quaokenboa  and  translated  I  e  339. 
19     Ed  by  Quackenbos,  with  English  translation,  le  et  leg, 
18.  Opj>,  II  8421     Ed  Calcutta  (1871)     He  was  tha  First  Master  of  Sanskrit  in 

Jaynamn  College,  Bonares. 
14.  OO,  I  732     Srtfvara  was  alive  in  1884     See  Mitra,  VII.  118 
15  Vlwar,  2488 
16.  DO,  XIX  7034 
17.  TO,  IV.  4906 
18.  Trail  Oai  ,  64 
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pressions  of  Kalidasa  and  Bhavabhuti  and  must  have  lived  about  the 
9th  century  A  D 

There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Ksemaraja  (Rajanaka),  pupil  of 
Abhinavagupta,  who  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  11th  century 

AD1  Kjemaraja  wrote  also  bivastotra,  Bhairavanukarana  Stofcra,  and 
commented  on  Paramesvarastotravali  and  NarayaOa's  SjavacmtSmani  * 

282  Bana's  Candisataka  is  a  poem  in  praise  of  Parvafl  in 
the  form  of  Candi  or  Mahisasuramardini  It  descnbes  Candi's  combat 

with  Mahisa  and  his  destruction  by  the  goddess's  kick  The  verses 
have  a  majestic  gait  m.  Sardaiavikndita  metre  * 

There  are  commentaries  by  Dhanesvara,  son  of  Somesvara,*  and 
two  anonymous  * 

On  Candi,  there  are  Candikucapancasika  by  Laksmanacarya,* 

Candicantanataka  by  Rudra  Tnpathm,*  Candican{acandnka,  by  Bhaira- 
vanandi,*  Candikucasapta$i,*  Candikacan$a  by  Candasimha,*0  Candi- 
kadandasjofra  by  Kalidasa  " 

283  Manatuuga"  was  minister  of  King  Yairasimha  (825-900 
A  D )  of  the  Calukya  dynasty  of  Malwa  M    He  visited  the  court  of  Har$a 

1  Ed  Kavyamaia,  Bombay  and  TSS  with  introduction  by  K.  Sambasiva  Sastn. 
PR,I  121 

3  OO, 1  131,  826  In  BTO,  30?  there  is  a  Sambamuktavalistotira  In  00, 1. 
Ill,  there  is  also  a  Suryaeapjtrya  by  Samba  Samba,  author  of  Aniruddhaoaropn, 
is  a  different  author  [0C,  I  711) 

8.  Bid  Kavyamala,  Bombay  and  by  Qmokenboi,  I  e  with  introduction  and 
English  translation 

4<    Sid  Bombay 
fi     BB,  H.  82  ,  KB,  (1880 1),  84 ,  10,  IV  2588i  2826  ,  OC,  I  177, 
6     00, 1. 176     Printed  Kavyamala,  Bombay    Keith,  8L,  210 
t     Hail  Pref  to  Dasarupa,  80},  SB.C  77. 
8  OO,  I  176 
9  Opp,  II.  401 

10    Quoted  by  Sunwijavaganl  In  his  commentary  on  tfaladauiprt 
11.    OO,  1. 176. 
13  Manafunga,  the  author  of  Sl^hajayantioacitra  [PB,  Itt.  ip  8?)  Was  * 

diflerent  person  He  was  a  pupil  of  Silagan*  of  the  Vrddha  Gaeoha  and  lived  about 
Sail  1270  (1304  AD)  See  Klatt  [U,  XI  258) ,  BB,  (1888«4),  lit ,  PB,  VT,  xolu. 
There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  his  pupil  Malayaprabha  written  in  Sam.  1361 

13  Valraslmba  was  the  snooessor  of  Opendra  or  Kyjnaraja,  the  founder  of  the 
ParamSra  Dynasty  Of  Malwa  The  PottSvatf  of  Vnddba  Gaooha  says  so  Klatt,  tA , 
Xj  353  i,  Prinoeps,  Tjsefu1  Tables,  251 ,  Weber,  Z8t,  H  983  note.  PB,  IV.  brail  j 
Buhler,  IA.,1  111 ,  Jaoobi,  Irwt,  SV  XlV  859  (It  is  here  said  that  aooordlttj  to  soma 
■lain  Therev&lis Manatnnga Hved in  3rd oetttury  AD}. 
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yiladttj  a  and  in  a  c  ontroversy  with  Bana  and  MayBra  al  Benares,1  he 
overcame  the  evil  effects  of  their  sorceries  that  had  tormented  the 

King,  by  the  composition*  and  recitation  of  the  Bhaktamarastotra,* 
and  convinced  Nagaraja  by  that  of  Bhayaharanastavana  * 

284  Lokeavarasataka  is  a  famous  encomium  of  Bodhisatjtva 
Lokesvara  or  Avalokitesvara,  composed  in  the  9lh  century  AD  ,  if  not 

Sarher  *  "  Each  of  the  verses,  in  Siagdfuiia  metre,  is  m  the  form  of  an 
asin'&da  or  blessing  1  he  description  of  the  Bodhisattva  commences, 
according  to  the  rule  regarding  divine  beings.,  with  his  feet,  or,  rather, 
n  this  case,  with  the  light  of  his  toe-nails,  The  toe-nails  themselves 
emerge  for  a  moment  in  verses  16  and  18)  and  in  verse  26  the  feet 

come  into  play,  to  accompany  us  as  far  as  verse  4~>  Then,  more  dis- 
persedly  we  treat  of  the  lotus  m  Lokesvara's  hand,  his  AmilSbha 
bearing  crest,  his  compassion,  his  name,  his  qualities,  hit.  worship,  love 

of  him,  meditation  upon  him,  his  praise,  his  kindness,  his  grace,  the 
remembrance  of  him,  his  action,  his  universality,  his  titles,  his  constancy, 
his  protection,  teaching,  and  so  on,  as  far  as  verse  83  Then  we  come 
to  his  hand  with  its  lotus,  his  arm,  his  dress,  his  face,  his  tresses  It  is 

not  easy  through  this  thorny  track  to  maintain  the  freshness  of  our 
receptivity ,  but  we  acknowledge  the  thrill  which  the  author  hag 

reserved  for  verse  97,  where  we  meet  the  Great  Being's  eyt,  Or  rather, 
we>  meet  it  not,  since  with  a  momentary  quiver  of  apprehensive  com- 

passion it  is  turned  upon  his  too  terrifically,  Hayagnva !  From  the 

latter  we  pass  to  Bhrkutji-Tara,  saving  goddess,  and  we  end  with  an 
—  ■■■■■  -g    ■  ■  TI       111    I     III  ■!■. 

1,    Bee  PtabhSvafocarita,  Srnga  13 
9  In  Kalpasutra  trantlakd  wto  English,  Luoknow,  the  date  of  this  oomposttlon 

Is  given  as  5dm  800  (714  A.D ). 
St  Ed.  Bombay  Ed  Tr  by  H  Jaeobi,  tnd  Sir,  XIV  859  PR,  ill  App  39,  S3. 

!Cher«  aie  oommentataries  on  it  by  jknfUuri  {PR,  I  Ap  Of}),  by  Chinakarasurl  ram 
feoseS  la  8am  1436,  by  Amaraprabhasurl  {PR,  III.  Ap  338  ;  IV  vu)  and  by  Kanaka 
kufola  (PR,  IV.  109)  Amaraprabha  was  pupil  o(  Devasu«4ara  alias  Dovasurl  who 
became  Suri  at  Fataa  in  i426  (See  PR,  IV  viii,  Kifttt,  [U,  £l  355),  Webtr  tSt.  n 
088  note)  gantisuri  belooged  to  Khandellagaooha  Kanakakulila  was  the  pupil  of 
Bicavigasuri.    He  wrote  in  Sam  1653,    (PR,  IV.  109) 

a  PB,  I  Ap  80 ,  III  Ap  39  Thero  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  J inaprabhasurl 
(PR,  I  53,  88)  written  in  Sam  1865  (1809  A  t> )  at  Sake|apur»  He  was  pupil  of  Jina- 
simbasuci.  Among  bis  other  works  (for  whioh  Bee  Klatt's  Otumaatkon)  are  Panaapanv 
meathistava  (PR,  IV.  91),  Xirjhakalpa  (PR,  XI  70)  and  a  commentary  on  Ajityanjl 
etava  oi  Nan4isena,  who  oomploted  1»b  work  at  Ayo4hya  in  8ctm,  1805, 

Jlnaprabha,  guru  of  Rajafekhara,  the  author  of  P»ban4baoinj5uiani  was  bom 
about  Sam  1400  and  was  a  different  poison     See  PR,  IV,  xsxvii 

6.   See  JRAS,  (1914),  38. 
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obscurely  worded  expression  (v  100)  of  the  truth  that  only  the  words 
of  Sugata  are  adequate  to  the  description  of  the  whole  assemblage  of 

great  qualities  Putting  the  poem  side  by  side  with  the  famous  Ajanta 
picture  of  Avalokitesvara,  if  it  is  indeed  he,  we  can  to  some  extent 

realize  what  it  may  have  meant  to  the  poet  and  his  hearers  "* 

285  Ekanatha  was  the  desciple  of  Janardana  Pant  of  Devagirl 
He  travelled  far  visiting  sacred  shrines  and  performed  many  miracles, 
as  did  other  great  teachers  of  religion  Ekanatha  occupied  a  place 
between  Namdev  and  TukarSm  and  taught  the  Bhakfi  cult  He  lived 

in  1528- 1 609  AD*  Besides  famous  as  a  poet  m  Mahiatti,  he  wrote 
the  philosophical  poems,  Has$amalaka  and  Svatmasukha  and  a  com- 

mentary on  the  lllh  chapter  of  Sri  Bhagavata8 

286  I  he  poems  Suprabhas$otr<i*  and  A^lamahasricaityastotra8 
are  ascribed  to  King  Hasavardhana  Sarvajnamitra  wrote  Sragdhara- 

sjotra B 

Stutikusumanjali  is  a  poem  in  39  chapters  in  praise  of  Siva  by 

Jagaddhara  ,*  so  is  Paramesastotravah  by  Utpaladeva  8  Stavamrtalahari 

is  in  praise  of  Kjf<«na  by  Visvanatha  Cakravarfi  * 

Among  important  sfatras  printed  m  Bombay  are  Madhusiidana's 

Anandamandakini,  Kttranarayana's  Sudarsanasataka,  DSrvasa's  fnpura- 

mahimas$ava  and  Lalitasfavaratna,  Lankesvara's  Sivas£u$i,  Lalladik&i|a's 

Anandamandiras$uti,  Srikantha's  Anandasagarastava,  Avn$ara's  Isvara- 

saiaka,  Loptaka's  Dmakrandanastuti,  phananjaya's  Vi8apaharasto|ra, 

Pasakandhara's  Siva$andavdsto$ra,  Madhavananda's  Hasfamalakastotra, 
Purusot$ama's  Vijnubhaktikalpalaja 
M*J..>I.IIII.       ■  I  II        llll    I  H'll  I.        ■■           ■llM.lt       I       I      -HI  ■  ■-■        I.  I-I.ll  I        '         -■         I     I      ■   ■■■■■■M.   ■■  I  .J.. 

1     The  Bummary  is  by  0  0  Blagden  [JRA8,  (1911),  281J. 
9     See  W  S  Deuning's  Ekanath,  Bombay  and  Beriew  of  his  worka  by  0    B 

SrlmvSsa  Iyengar  in  3indv,  Jan  1 7th  1983     Farqahar,  OBL,  300. 

Ekanatha,  who  wrote  oommentary  on  Bhiravi  (00, 1   72)  Is  a  different  person 

8     Printed,  Bombay  i  Opp,  8592. 
i     Thomas,  3BA8,  (1908)  703  22 

5  Levi,  OO,  X  ii  189 ,  Efctingbausen's  HartMorjhma,  176  ,  Keith,  SL,  215 
6  Hiranan4a,  Mem  of  J.rah.  Surviy,  lndui,  No  20    Keith,  SL,  215 

7  Printed  KSvyamala,  Bombay      OO,  I.  7*8,    This  is  a  oommentary  by 
Bapiakantha. 

8  OO,  I  828     There  it  oommentacy  by  Er$nar5ja    It  is  quoted  by  Katna 
*ntha,  1  o 

9.    00,  III.  158. 
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I  here  are  al&o  bridhara  Venkatesa's  Akhyajagli,  UtpaladevacSrya's 
Sivufctotravah,1  Mahakala's  KarpBr.istava,*  Pusp.id.mt  i's  Mahimna- 

stotra  •  Ramacarya's  Ramamahimn.i*>totra,*  RamakrMta's  Padvapuspan- 
jali  *  Laghubhattaraka's  Vime>atist  iva  * 

287  Maharaja  Krsnaraja  Udayar  III  (bom  1795  AD)  of 

Mysore  was  a  poet  and  palroa  of  letters  and  is  the  father's  father  of 
the  present  Maharajah  of  Mysore  His  Deva^adhyanamallka  gives 
meditative  stanzas  on  various  deities  with  illustrative  pictures  His 

SuryacandradivdHibavatarana*  written  in  1857,  relates  100  episodes 
each  from  Rarnayana  and  Mahabbarata  and  the  adventures  of  the  royal 

brothers  Yaduraya  and  Kr?"araya,  the  progenitors  of  the  Mysore 
dynasty  of  King*  His  Kpnakathapuspamanjari,  Camundimangala- 
malika,  Mrtyunjayastotra  and  Ramayanakalhapuspamanjari  have  been 
published  m.  Mysore 

288.  Kasturi  Sivasankara  Sastri  was  born  .it  Koocbimanci- 

vari  Agraharam,  Amlapur  Taluk,  Godavari  District,  in  the  year  1833  and 
died  m  1917  at  the  age  of  83  He  belonged  to  KastilrivSn  Savaram, 
otherwise  called  Beta  Malhpudi  Savaram,  one  mile  from  Rajole.  He 
was  a  Niyogi  Brahmin  of  Vadhula  Gotra  Ho  was  son  of  Somarfiju. 
His  ancestors  were  ministers  under  Native  Rajahs  and  Nawabs,  and 

were  highly  proficient  in  Vedic  and  administrative  matters  They 
were  made  Desapandyas  which  position  was  continued  to  the  members 

of  his  family  till  the  boyhood  of  his  father,  and  in  recognition  of  services 

the  Government  also  granted  an  allowance  up  to  the  time  of  Veeresa* 

lmgam,  his  father's  elder  brother  He  was  Sanskrit  Pandit  in  the  Arts 
College,  Rajamundry,  for  25  years  Besides  several  works  on  philoso- 

phy, he  wrote  poems  sJivanandalaharl,  Sivapadatifuti,  Stotraka^amba, 
Dvadasamanjarf,  Samudrajtakam,  jSulapSnisataka,  Nrsunhastofra  and 
other  smaller  Stomas. 

289     Bellamkonda  Ramaraya  was  the  son  of  Mohanaraya 
and  Hanumayamma     He   was  born  in  Pamidipadu    Agraharam   in 

1.  Ed  by  tisniiprasad  Bhandari,  OSS  Benares,  with  commentary  of  KEsmaiSja, 
"Sac  other  stotrasj  sea  Trav .  Oat  ,  60  68. 

3  Printed,  OSS,  Benares  with  two  commentaries. 

8.  Printed,  088,  Benares  With  commentaries  [  Translated  by  K,  M.  Banerjl. 
4.  Ottdh,  XIV,  93.    JASBt  Vltt,  836.    D,  0  Bhattaoacya  (U,  XLVfc  164). 
S*  PS,  V.  880 ,  trav,  0a<.«  60. 
8  3Va«.  Oat ,  51 

1.  Mvs,  Arek,  Rep,  (1918)  67. 
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La  ghuka  vy  a— {contd ) 

290  Krsna  Lilasuka  was  the  sou  of  Mmodara  and  Nil!  and 

pupil  of  kanadeva,*  the  author  of  ranfrapaddhatt.  Raghavesdnayati 
the  author  of  commentary  on  Bhagavafii  was  his  friend  He  was  a 
votary  of  God  Mrtyunjaya  of  &ve#ir,myak8e$ra,  otherwise  known  as 
Pakginakailasara  He  lived  at  Muk^isthala,  now  known  as  Mukkuttalai 
in  Malabar  on  the  banks  of  the  BhSrati  He  was  such  an  ardent 
votary  of  Sri  Kr  j na  that  he  went  in  trances  singing  his  praise  and  in 
one  of  those  trances  the  song  was  sang  by  Sri  Kpna  himself  in  praise 
of  his  devotee  * 

1  The  Trav  Oat  (58),  88,  91  mentlone  Islnahhutideva's  poems,  PadmanSbha 
k,\&&,  Bamafejaka,  Kisnaiajaka,  Bblrajasankypa,  RamSyanSmrJa 

3  The  whole  piece  is  printed  here,  as  the  only  manusotipt  of  it  is  with  M, 
Ramakiishna  Kavl  — 

wreR5R^?rarn  II 

I  errffcraircfa  wfcsrr«$Pi>  *%>  il 
affisnn^nsitnTCiwww  II 

I  f md$  ssrefti;  fsrtft  gMsrcr^  tl 
arf&lffa  ?fr  ̂ ifta^^  Wq;  II 

dkan^m ittWKm rronw:  I  wi  &  *nfftrerf%  «rt.  hsw  II 

ctffa  wm^  »wi^«m^  5^  I  ̂ «wr^  fasr  w%  <F?f(^r:  ll 

ftssq?  fcJrrafaf  ̂ Wrft  ft*y*r  ftnrf  I  ms  3rc*fa$  T  ̂  sftfiN  snwft^  II 

"W  «u*il<wl  im  srftar  sf^[  ,.*r  ?  1 srw  f$  q^'imwiT  ww  II 
*rcr  <rfero#  tufauM  i  ffimffi  m  sswt   H 
igr  ̂ $sn^wRuM  w  I  ̂N^K-M'fatfFwft  qm%  II 

snreq  WINIMW%  ; 

ftf$clWir<3[      *PTT. 
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As  an  ascetic  he  appears  to  have  assumed  the  name  of  fiikui- 
ma.w*ala  and  founded  the  Natuvile  Madham  of  1  nchur  The  heads  of 

Mutt  are  known  as  Bilvimangala *  la  Gada's  Sampradav a-Kula-dipika, 
it  is  said  "I  here  were  some  devotees,  one  named  Bilvamangala  m  the 1  avail  countn ,  another  at  Benares  and  a  third,  in  Orissa  I  here  is  a 
stolra  containing  10S  stan/ds  composed  by  him  \11  of  them  were 
Vaishnavas  The  person  w  ho  w  as  born  at  Kasi  w  as  in  his  first  birth 
known  bv  the  name  of  Madhavanala,  in  the  second,  Bilhana,  in  the  third 
Bilvamangala  and  in  the  fourth,  Jayadeva  who  composed  the  Gita- 
govmda  When  Bilvamangala  was  spreading  the  religion  of  Visnu&vami,9 
he  got  many  desciples  ' " 

As  it  is,  this  poet  may  be  taken  to  have  lived  m  the  11th  centun 

AD* 
Ki^na  Lilasuka  is  one  of  those  glorious  men,  whom  every  pro- 
vince desires  to  claim  for  itself,  Bengal,  Orissa,  Circars  and  Malabar  * 

It  is  said  in  the  Circars  that  he  lived  on  the  banks  of  the  river  Krsna 

Venna  (Kr-.na)  aad  founded  a  Mutt  at  Amaresaram  So  in  Bengal  and 
Orissa,  the  storj  is  current  that  he  lived  at  Jagannath  and  he  was 
called  by  the  name  Bilvamangala  on  account  of  the  auspicious  Bilva  m 

his  house  Tradition  gives  a  tale  of  his  conversion  as  a  votary  of 
Kpna  He  had  a  concubine  Cintamani  She  was  very  pious  and 

would  not  allow  him  to  see  her  on  the  day  of  her  father's  annual 
ceremony  But  the  passionate  lover  scaled  the  walls  of  her  house  at 

midnight  with  his  hold  on  a  serpant's  tail  hanging  there  and  bitten  by 
it  fell  down  unconscious  The  kind  woman  attended  to  him  and  when 

he  was  revived,  she  appeared  before  him  in  an  ugly  attire  and  taught 
him  to  give  up  his  carnal  passion  and  to  devote  his  love  to  Kj£>na  He 

learnt  Krgna-man^ra  from  his  guru  Soma  and  became  an  ascetic  His 

sayings  are  recorded  by  his  disciples     He  passed  away  at  Brndavan  " 
291  In  the  field  of  grammar  and  philosophy,  his  proficiency 

was  ever  as  great  as  in  the  field  of  poetry     He  commented  on  the 

1,  A  Govinda  Wariyar  says  that  of  three  Bilvamaogalas  whom  he  mentions 
(IBQ,  VII  334),  the  first,  the  founder  of  the  Matt,  -wrote  K  r^nakarnSmrta  and  lived 
m  9th  century  and  the  author  of  Puru§<&£ra  was  a  different  and  later  person  who  lived 
in  1 8th  centnry, 

9     On  VisausSmi  and  his  seofc,  see  Farquhar  (I  e )  238,  304 
S     SB,  I  U 
i     Farquhar  (OBL,  SOI)  give  the  date  16th  century  A  D 
fi  For  an  aooount  of  this  poet  by  M  Bamaknshnafeavr,  see  Andhra^aUiKa, 

Annual  number  (1922  23)  171  4 
6.    See  SB,  II  67 

43 
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Afctadhjayi  of  Bhoja  (known  also  as  Saras Vc.^ikanthabharana)  and  there 

quotes  several  verses  of  Knim1  He  refers  to  Hemacardra  in  his 

philosophical  work  Puru?aka,ra,*  and  he  is  quoted  by  "Vidyaranja  m  his Dhityivrtti 

Among  his  works  now  available*  .ire  1  nbhuvan  isubhaga,  Gana- 

p„ti  f  ti,  Karkolakasti.ti,  Ramacandrn  tuti,  Abhavastuti,  Krf>na>-tuti, 
Visv.  dhikastuti,  Sum.mgrtlavfc<  t™.  l\pna.car,t',>  Kr^nabalakrulii,  Abhi- 

nava  Kaustabhamala,  Kranndipiki  and  feankarahrdayjingana 

292  In  his  Brndavanastuti,  he  describes  Rasakrida,  in  verses 

which  for  their  charm  and  melody  <an  r.iroly  be  equalled  In  his 

Kalaaadha.  in  3  cantos  he  relates  the  story  of  the  conquest  of  Yama 

by  Siva  to  save  Markandeya  and  the  narrative  is  addressed  in  the 

words  of  Krana  himself  to  the  Gopis  In  his  Goundabhiseka 

(Gopikabhiseka')  a  poem  in  8  cantos  he  illustrates  the  aphorisms  of 

Prakrit  grammar  and  these  were  later  on  commented  upon  and 

supplemented  by  his  pupil  Durgaprasada  Y.iti,  by  4  cantos  The 

whole  poem  of  12  cantos  is  also  called  fericmhakavya  * 

293  By  far  the  greatest  work,  bj  which  his  name  has  been 

commemorated  is  Krsnakarnamrta  *  It  is  a  lyric  in  12  tarangasof 

exquisite  beauty,  famed  for  its  music  and  harmony,  on  the  life  of  Kjsna 

1,    See  para  &  SM£.ra 
2  EUted  TSS,  by  T  Ganapati  Sastn 
3  100,  VII  1*70-5.  Some  of  these  manuscripts  are  with  M  Ramakr^a  Ktivi 

He  says  he  brought  till  the»e  manuscripts  from  Malabar  for  the  Oriental  Manusonpts 
Library,  Madras,  but  that  thoy  were  retumcid  by  tho  authorities  without  oopylng  them 

4  See  Kupposami  Sastn'B  Bop  (1919),  88     In  his  commentary  on  Govindabhi 
§aka,  Durgapratadayap.  giveB  theso  particulars 

»fa"WM'WWiMMdtewfr  cRtwftcT  ̂ |«rr  f%crr=qr  II 

iftr«itflOT8*WB*OT  faisr  sfcsi  fl^rnr  <$«*  I 

fi     Printed  everywhere     Keith,  BL,  218 
The  poet  says 
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Ihe   thoughts,   are   often   expressed   i\  Abhmaja  and  is,   the   poem 
familiar  among  gesture-dancers  * 
r  There  are  commentaries  on  it  called  Karnaianddprakasinf  and 
Spagararangadi  of  unknown  authorship*  and  commentaries  bv  Gopak8 
by  Brndavanadiba,4  by  Sankara,8  by  Palanka  Brahmabhatta,8  by  Pusu- 
pati  Papayailayasun,*  and  by  Avancha  Ramacandra  8 

Ramakarnamrti  of  Pratapasimhd'  and  Ramabhadradlksija,10  Srini- 
vasakarnamrti  of  Bangalore  Siddhauii  Subrahmanyakavi"  are  of  similar 
description 

294  Jayadeva  Vilvamangala  was  reborn  asjayadeva,  such 
is  the  belief  of  the  Indian  devotee  "  Jayadeva  was  the  son  of  Bhoja- 
deva  and  Vamadevi  He  was  born  at  Kindubilva  (Kenduli)  on  the 
banks  of  the  river  Ajaya  m  the  Birbhum  District  of  Bengal  *»    He  was 

1  For  an  instance  of  hi3  natural  desonption  ~"    ̂ ~~~ 

2  Oxf  128  It  is  not  known  if  it  is  the  same  as  the  one  mentioned  in  bOt 
XVII.  6947  and  Opp,  II  54 

5  OUdh,  tl  i 
4     00,1  119, 
6.  Printed,  KSvyamala,  Bombay 
6  TO,  II  1362,  aOol,  Opp  11.64,  He  belonged  to  LohiJ^gofca,  obviously  an 

Andhra 
7,  SB,  II  58     This  eomraentator  suggests  that  the  poet  was  a  native  of  Chlea 

oole     The  oommentator  was  the  son  of  Tirumala  and  Kondamamba     He  gives  varions 
meanings  of  philosophical  significance, 

8  TO,  III  2977,  IV  8748,  tl48S,  4170  He  was  the  son  ot  Kondopandita  and 
GangSmbikS  of  BSndilyagotra  of  the  village  of  Kanjalnra  on  the  GcdSvan  branch 
AJreyi.  He  Was  also  oalled  MohanabilvamangaU  He  commented  on  OampfcrSmSyana 
also  (TO,  II  1648). 

9.    Opp  II,  8384 
10  Prmtad,  Modras     DO  XVIU.  7122 

11  Printed,  lirupati  Sn  Mahant's  Press,  G  T  ,  Madras 
12  See  Gada's  Sampra§ayakuladiptM ,  SB  I  15 
13  Lakstnidhara,  the  oommsntator,  says  that  Jayadeva  was  a  native  of  Guzarat. 

Others  say  he  was  Maithila  In  BhalrtwSia  (Oantos  89-41)  OandwdaWa  aays  Jaya- 
deva was  born  at  Tindubilva  near  Pari  Once  robbers  lopped  off  hU  feet  and  hands  aDd 

they  were  miraoulousy  restorol  In  his  old  ago  he  desirad  to  have  a  bath  in  the  Oanges 
ani  the  rivet  appeared  before  him  in  her  watery  form 
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a  poet  of  the  couit  of  I  akshman  isea.i1  the  \aid\a  king  ol  Bengal 
whoso  (.idVii  inscription  is  ditod  Sanvval  1173  or  1110  AD  and 

whoso  capital  was.  I  aksmavatl1 

A  rambler  in  early  life,  he  visited  Mathui  i  mil  Brrulavan  and  was 

directly  influenced  by  the  enchanting  scenen  and  the  traditional  tales 

of  Raclha  and  Kp»a  lie  became  a  missionan  of  th.it  cult  of  Viisnava 

faith  He  visited  Jagannath  and  there  his  life  u  as  destined  for  a 

change  1  here  a  brahmin  long  childless  had  a  beautilul  gia  Padina- 

vafr  by  the  grace  of  the  Lord  of  fagannath  He  h  id  a  dream  directing 

him  to  bestow  her  on  Ja)  adeva  then  camping  imdei  i  troe  near  the 

shrine  In  spite  of  Javadeva's  reluctance,  the  father  left  the  girl  m  his 

presence  and  went  away  fnynAsva  had  no  choice  and  married  her 

His  married  life  was  very  happ%  She  was  of  his  temperament  and 

his  regard  for  her  devotion  is  expressed  in  his  Gitngovinda,  in  that  "  to 

the  accompaniment  of  his  songs,  she  dances  on  her  feet '  *  ITe  spent 
some  years  at  Kathamkandi  and  then  he  composed  his  Gitngovmda 

When  the  poem  was  neanng  completion,  he  stumbled  on  an  impedi- 

ment Kf  sna  repents  his  illicit  animus  nad  seeks  pardon  of  Radha  He 

thought  of  expressing  that  in  these  words  — "  Deign,  O,  Lady,  to  put 
thy  sprout-like  feet  on  my  head  and  quench  the  all-consuming  fever  of 
love"  But  his  religions  scruples  would  not  permit  it  Sad  aad 

desperate  he  threw  up  his  work  and  went  to  bed  lo  his  surprise,  the 

next  morning  he  found  a  verse  added  to  his  manuscript,  '  giant  the 

1  i/iksmiui'JBoaa  was  tho  patron  of  S"ridbaradasa,  author  of  8ft4uk$il»ro2mrj» Vocsosof  IJakjnia^eaaa  and  hia  father  Baliaiasona  aroquotedtn  SP,  #7iAf,  and  PadyS 
vali  (See  CO,  I  368)  See  Pischell  Die  Etof  Luhtcrdes  JJalnmaxusma,  Qobbvagm, 

N»V*Ben,  ChioftQlooy  of  the  several  kings  of  Bengal,  JASIi,  UV  16  Buhlcr's 
Kash,  Bep ,  64 ,  Prrooep's  Essays,  II  H  Bovendgo,  TA,  XtiVlT  272  His  era  begin 
it  1119  20  AD  bub  on  this  auestion  seo  11,1V  SCX),  167,  II,  XIX  2  See  also 
S  Kumar,  On  the  date  of  Lakshmanasena,  1A,  XLII  186  ,  I>  0  Bhattaearya,  Dots 
of  Lakshmmascna  and  hts  ̂ redeemers,  1A,  XU  145,  XLVIU,  171 ,  XLIX  180 
For  other  papers  see  B  D  Banerjee,  JA8B  IX  271 ,  N  Q,  Mujumdar,  J&8B 
(1013),  27e,  EI,  XV  281,  Lasson,  Ins  Alt  IV  815  Sndhanuiasa  M»yu  however 

that  his  SaduipkarnamrJ*  was  ooinposod  m  21st  year  of  Lab§manaBona'S  rtign  which 
was  concurrent  with  1127th  yeai  of  Snka  That  would  put  the  accession  to  1106  a  !D, 
see  Smith  {BB1,  405)  gives  dates  1170  1200  A,D 

2  Tradition  has  preserved  a  verse,  said  to  be  part  of  as  inscription,  which  says 
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noble  sprout  of  thy  foot  tocbe  the  ornament  on  mv  head,  which  shall 
be  the  antidote  to  the  poison  of  love"*  ]his  he  thought  was  the 
grace  of  KjSna  himself  and  the  poem  was.  soon  complete  Ihe  village 
where  the  Gltagovmdi  was  composed  has  since  been  called  Ja\ade\a- 
pura  His  poem  was  admired  ever} where  He  was  regarded  as 
inspired  Hundreds  flocked  to  him  for  spiritual  instruction  A  noble 
prince  of  Ajmeer  ga\e  him  funds,  for  the  celebration  of  an  annual 
festival  of  Kf  sna,  but  on  his  wa\  home,  he  was  attacked  by  a  robber 
band  and  deprived  of  all  his  possessions  He  was  then  entertained 
for  some  years  at  the  court  of  LaksmaBasena,  Vaidya  king  of  Bengal 
He  died  at  Kenduli  in  happy  retirement  about  1120  A  D  His  anniver- 

sary is  celebrated  by  his  followers  on  the  Sukla  ̂ aptami  of  ihe 

Paush>a  month* 

1  he  poem  was  held  in  much  esteem  in  Onssa  It  was  ordered 

to  be  sung  in  temples  by  King  Prataparudradeva,*  and  King  Puru- 
sottamadeva  (1470-1497  AD)*  composed  Abhinava-GItagovmda 

295  Gitagovinda  is  a  celestial  song  m  praise  of  Lord  Kfpia 
His  wife  Padmavati  danced  with  him  in  accompaniment  to  his  tunes 

The  poem  has  12  cantos  and  24  astapadis  *  The  cantos  correspond  to 
the  Kandas  of  Bhagavata  and  astapadis  to  the  24  alphabets  of  Gayatri 
Each  astapadi  begins  With  a  chorus  followed  by  eight  feet  at  the  end 

of  each  of  which  the  chorus  is  repeated  The  melody  and  time  of 
every  song,  that  is,  raga  and  tala  are  mentioned  at  the  outset.    The 

3  Sah  IX  95  ,  SB,  II  69  On  Jayadsva  generally,  see  D  Sen's  History  oj 
Bengali  Literature ,  M  Doffs  Chronology  136 ,  R  0.  Dufit,  Civ  II  295 ,  Weber, 

IL,  910  note  Lassen,  1A.H ,  IV  81S  ,  Lyall'a  Asialte  Studies,  III  185  Taw-ray's 
Prabandhachmtamani,  xvtit  181  3  B£  OakravarH,  "  Sanskrit  Liter attire  at 
Bengal  under  Sena  rule  ",  JJ.8B,  (1906)  157  Life  of  Jayadsv*  is  fotmd  in  Bhaita> 
Yi:*yam  (Andhra)  (1)  by  Inpada  Subrahmanya  (2)  by  Dnanala  Koyat  Devara- 
radajee  (Printed),  (S)  by  Devarapalli  Oandraya,  Vadlanradi,  BapsMe:  iEalftk  (m^anted) 

an*  in  Oandradajta's  Bhaktamaia  (Printed,  Bombay)  See  Int.  to  KavyamSH,  Eda, 
8     See  MSB,  LXXII   96,  146 
a.    BPB,  (1895-100),  17 
5  Eor  a  detailed  desorfption,  see  SB,  II  (1899)  59 ,  and'  Jayadiva  and  his  Idyll, 

Salt  III  95,  DC.  96  Fruited  everywhere  Translated1  into  lEttgllsh  by  Edwin  Arnold , 
into  German  by  Biakeri  (Leipsig),  into  French  by  Oburtelllar  (Pans) ,  by  Lassen  (Bonn) 

This  poem  is  quoted  ln't&e  8,abhSsij5v»li  ana  &&ngadharap&4dhati  and  by  Potaroya 
in  his  PrasangsralnSvitll  composed  in  1460  A  D  (t>0,  SX.  806B) 
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melody  gives  the  keynote  and  the  other  notes  in  the  gamut,  which  are 

used  in  the  song  * 

296  This  work  marks,  according  to  Macdonnel,'  the  transitional 

stage  between  pure  lyric  and  pure  drama,  — "  .1  lyrical  dranw,  which 
though  dating  from  the  twelfth  century  is  the  earliest  literary  specimen 

of  a  primitive  type  of  play  that  still  survives  in  Bengal  and  must  have 

preceded  the  regular  dramas  lhe  poem  contains  no  dialogue  m  the 

proper  sense,  for  its  three  characters  only  engage  in  a  kind  of  lyrical 

monologue,  of  which  one  of  the  other  two  is  supposed  to  be  an 

auditor,  sometimes  even  no  one  at  all  lhe  subject  of  the  poem  is  the 

love  of  Krishna  for  the  beautifu1  cow  herders  Radha,  the  estrangement 

of  the  lovers  and  their  final   reconciliation     It  is   taken  from  that 

1  The  melody  lor  wstanoe  of  the  first  astapidi  is  Mtlava,  the  notes  of  which  are 

0,  D.  flat,  B,  F,  G,  A,  flat,  and  B  with  0  as  the  keynote 
In  Hindu  dated  16  11 1927,  P  R  Sandara.Iyer,  Headmaster,  Training  School, 

Tnohinopoly  writes  "There  has  been  soma  doubt  among  musicians  here  about  the 

authenticity  of  the  Eagas  assigned  to  eaoh  Ashtapadi  Let  us  examine  the  Rages  of 

Ashtapadis  as  per  Kumbha  The  Baga  assigned  to  the  first  Ashtapadi  as  per  heading  is 
Malava  Kumbha  clearly  states  that  he  is  making  a  change  and  signs  the  first 

Ashtapadi  wMadhyamadi,  (Bhadava)  in  Madhyamagrama.  Heistatcsas  his  reason 

that  the  thought  that  is  oonveyed  has  to  be  adjusted  and  expressed  in  that  Baga  alone. 

He  Bays,— 

jrgjSrrft  jrsfsgt  %  sp^ff  sftugi  |  ;r  g$r  fSrqffjf  ®»W  tfftfjWI^cJH;  It 

whloh  means .  "  The  composition  was  made  by  Jayadova  and  it  is  musically  imperfeo} 
in  so  many  ways  I  shall,  therefore,  provide  it  with  the  Svaras  and  the  other  limbs  of 

mode  and  give  it  its  true  colons "  eto  So,  Kumbhti-a  mosioian  himself,  of  coarse 
an  expert  mosioian  of  the  northern  side  "-clearly  means  that  the  tnusij  of  Jayadeva  in 
the  original  was  bad  and  he  was  constrained  to  effect  a  change  in  the  melody  as  evideno 

ed  by  the  further  statement  in  the  preface— iWeblVdM^ltfcITT  JP"W^W  STI^T  *WT* 

J%T  UsT*nrf^tlM(rf  TT7^.  As  it  is  provided  with  flourishes  and  is  fit  for  sweet 
singing  as  a  Baga,  it  has  to  be  sung  in  M  idhyamail— m  Sidava  Baga  (six  note  B»ga) 
of  the  Madhyami  Grama 

It  has  to  be  noted  that  Kumbha  of  Mewar,  a  mustoian-kinj  as  he  was,  had  the 
necessity  to  ohange  the  original  tunes  of  Jayadeva  even  as  early  as  the  11th  century. 
Perhaps  or  more  than  that,  the  same  necessity  was  felt  by  the  musicians  of  the 
South  and  for  the  very  reason  assigned  by  Kumbha,  the  Southern  musicians  have 
adjusted  the  Ashtapadi  to  the  South  Indian  Bagas  now  ouerent  By  the  way,  there  is 
m  South  India,  a  system  in  which  particular  Bagas  tare  assigned  to  parfcionlar  ideas  foi 
the  expression  of  the  lover  in  particular  stages.  lake  the  Nay  alii  in  sixteenth  Ashtapadi 
— PunnagavaraU  has  been  specially  seleoted  for  the  expression  of  the  same  stage  of  the 

same  sentiment  by  the  musicians  of  the  South  like  Kshettajna  " 
3     Sanskrit  Literature,  844, 
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episode  of  Krishna's  life  in  which  he  himself  was  herdsman  living  on the  banks  of  the  Yamuna  and  enjojing  to  the  full  the  love  of  the 
cowherdesses  The  only  three  characters  of  the  poem  are  Knshna, 
Radha  and  a  cupid  mate  of  the  latter  '  * 

In  the  melody  of  its  diction,  in  the  perfection  of  its  composition,  m 
the  ease  of  its  alliteration  and  m  the  e\pression  of  varied  emotions 
Gifagovinda  has  probablj  the  first  place  in  the  lyrical  literature  of  the 
world  Indian  mind  is  mostly  philosophical  and  so  was  presumably 
the  mind  of  Jayndeva,  full  of  his  devotion  to  the  deity  he  addressed 
The  sexual  ideas,  apparent  m  the  verses,  have  received  at  the  hands  of 
Indian  commentators,  an  allegorical  explanation  of  divine  philosophy, 
as  the  longing  and  union  of  the  supreme  and  the  individual  souls  * 

1     Sea,  for  instance 

IE ftftiE  s^'jfa^K  QdiRift 

MTTtfcr  r«ra^^  qi^^m^  it  |ft 
$rft  +m  Mrjfe  ftffccrr  55%  i%*rft  wi^  l 

$rft  w*  Pw*m*H  zfifs  ̂ %k^  11  ̂  

tFlS^SSfSFTcr  f^istf  $H  5^  II  5ft 

R^fcl  wuft  f^fr  ̂ wft  ̂ »rafir  wrfcf  vm%  l 

fsecwiftft^  sfisrj  faRtg  smfr  qro^  II  3$ 
2  0B  Srlnivasa  Iyengar  says  "There  are  loot  aspects  in  which  the  Gite 

Govmdam  or  Ashtapadi  mav  be  viewed  (1)  Literary  (3)  Devotional  {8}  Magical  (4) 
Mystical  The  mystical  nature  is  hinted  both  in  the  beginning  and  end  of  the  work  but 
a  full  exposition  is  given  in  the  middle  Eadha  is  not  a  woman  but  a  thing  represent- 

ing the  materialism,  and  the  whole  is  a  gradual  story  of  the  pilgrimage  of  the  soul  up 
to  the  path  of  glory. 

The  Ashtapadhi  begins  m  a  way  which  gives  the  whole  key  to  the  mysticism. 
Nanda  who  was  tending  his  cattle  carries  the  child  Krishna.  It  was  a  dark  night  and 
the  sky  was  olerady  He  entrusts  the  babe  to  Badha  and  Ashtapadi  describes  the  love 
affair  between  Badha  and  Knshna  on  the  banks  of  the  Yamuna  or  Jamna.  MyBtioally 
viewed  Jumna  is  that  portion  between  the  two  eye  brows 
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RSmagitagovmda  and  RndhdkrTiavilasa  are  nttrthutod  to  Ja'sadeva1 

297  There  are  commentaries,'  In  Uda\an.icarya,  KiSnadasa, 

Gopali,  NSrayanadasa,  Bh.u aclr>  a,  RJmat/vrana,  Rtmadatti,  RQpadeva, 

Vitlhala,  Yisvesvara,  ̂ ahnltnu,  TT]d.i)  abharana,  I  lrumalHn  a,  JSrikanlha- 

mit»ra,  Gidananda  by  Laksroulnard  also  called  Lakflmanasun*  by 

Kpsnadatta,*  b)  Jagaddaara,*   by  Vanamalilmalta,*  b)  Pit.imbar,i,T  In 
The  flrat  song  among  the  others  is  roaiarknble  in  that  it  montions  the  name  of  the 

E&aga  In  it  Jayadev  tells  us  of  the  ton  Avatars  Kribhna  does  not  fiml  a  place  in  this 

list  but  at  the  end  of  the  chapter  ho  pays  that  Krishna  is  tho  spirit  of  thoso  tan  Avatsrsa 

In  this  work,  Jayadev  gives  the  real  Higoilicinco  of  tho  Buddha  Avatar,  v.hioh  accord 

ing  to  the  Puranas,  have  been  givon  a  wrong  version  by  tho  orthodc^c  Brahminum 
olden  days  and  who  twisted  tho  Vedaa  to  servo  their  own  purpose  Tho  Gita  Goviad  in 

is  (he  best  authority  ot  the  ten  Avatars,  and  specially  of  the  real  nature  of  the  Buddah 

Avatar  " 1     The  first  is  mentioned  in  Prapmcadarpam  {TO,  III    4094)  of  Venkatakavi 
sSrvabhama  For  the  second,  soe  10,  VII  1480,  and  for  the  first,  boo  7303,  Vol  XII 

See  Garom  de  Tassy  Christomathi  hlndie    et   hindine,  p    471  whore  in  the 

Bhaktamal  the  Raja  of  Nilaoala  is  stated  to  hivo  trial  imsucce'ssf  ully  to  pass  off  a 

Gijagovmda  of  his  own  for  that  of  Jiyadova     Soo  IOC,  VII  1480 
3     00,1  IBS,  II  61,111  38 

3  It  is  called  bru(iranfam  {DO,  XS.  7993  If)  He  was  son  of  Tajnes'vara  and 
Sary5mb5  and  grandson  of  Timmayasomayaji  of  Ohornku.ru  family,  a  native  of  the 
Krsna  Dtetriob  He  refers  to  a  poem  of  his  and  was  also  the  author  of  SadbtaSsS 

oandnkS,  Svaramanjari,  AlankSramuktavali  (CO,  I.  33a)  and  oomrn'-nfanes  on 
Prasanna  Raghava  and  AnargharSghava  and  refers  to  his  v,ork  Basamanjan  Hia 

Btep  brother  of  Kondubhattopadhyaya,  whoso  son  rajnesvaradlbsit,a,  wes  tho  author  of 
AlanbSra  raghava  and  AlankSrasutyodaya  (<ne  ohapter  on  Poetics  potf)  On  Laksmi 
dbara,  see  Int  to  Ganjavataram  (KavyamalaNo  70)18,  STl,  11  03,  07,  69,  303, 
and  SVS,  313  In  tho  colophon  to  the  commentary  on  AnarghavSghava  it  is  said 

Laksmidhara  became  an  asoebio  and  assumedWhe  name  of  JSaraananda  under  his  gam 

KrsQSsrama. 
Another  manuscript  {DO,  XX  7989  92)  attributes  tho  commentary  Srutiranjaui 

to  Tirumiiaraya,  sou  of  TiruroalSinba  and  grfrang«aja,  of  Atroya  gotra.  Tirumala 

vras  the  younger  brother  of  Aliya  EamarSya,  tho»son  ln  law  of  KrsnndovarSya  After 
the  battle  of  TaUkota  m  1565,  Ttaimala  changed  his  capital  to  Penukonda  and  ruled  for 

18  years,  He  was  the  patron  oft  he  author  of  Vasuoarlta,  the  Telogu  poem  and  brother 
of  Venkatadri  The  introductory  verses  give  thaw  dotails,  (See  paras  124,  141  supra) 

rjaksmidhara  was  a  poet  of  the  court  of  "JWnala  i  0f  Vijiana((ar  of  Aravtda 

Dynasty  (1667-1678  A.D )  About  the  latter,  see  SeweH's  Worg  Emp  178  404, 

South  Ind  Ins  I  70,  8VE,  xtv,  18  lb  is  therefore  quite  possible  that  this  oomtoea- 
tary  was  written  by  Laksmidhara  under  the, patronage  of  Tlrumalaraja  of  Fenukoada 

4  Ibid.,  oalled  SUilekhS     The  author  was  a  native  of  Mithila.    He  explata 

eyery  verse  as  referring  to  Siva,    Vlvar,  Oat  87,  JO,  187 
5  This  is  called  SSradipikS     The  author  says  ho  referred  t)  several  coalmen 

tarfas  and  wrote  his  owa    DO,  XX  7997 
6  PR,  n ,  188    He  also  wrote*  play  Adbh  JarSghava,  CO,  HI.  3. 
7,    Gough,  87. 
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Se-.akamalakara  and  Stsarataakara,1  b>  Vas>ude\a  Vaca&undara,"  by 
Anupabhupati,*  by  Srfkanlhamisra,*  by  Naravana,"  b\  SSukararaisra,' by 
Bhagavaddasa,7  bj  Kumbhakarnaraja,8  by  Lakimana,9  by  Caitanyadasa 
Pujaka,"  by  Mananka,"  and  two  anonymous,  SangrahadrpikS"  and 
Balabodhim  M 

In  the  Nirnayasagara  edition  there  are  eight  \  erses  in  praise  of  the 
Ganges,  Gangastava,  printed,  It  is  thought  that  is  the  work  of  Dhira 

Jayadeva,  a  later  poet " 

298  Among  other  works  composed  on  this  model  are  Gita- 

gduripati  of  Bhanuda$ta,1B  Kpngi^a  of  Somanatha,"  Gitaraghava  of 

Han  Sankara,17  Gitaraghava  of  Prabhakdra,18  Gitaraghava  of  Rama- 
kavi,"  Gijaguisa    of    Rama,80     Sangitainadha\a    of    Govindadasa,"* 

1     1A,  XLII   252     BTC,  158 ,  B%k    280    Mya  Oat  245 
3  SKO,  261  Composed  at  the  instance  of  king  Ohandrasahi  of  GScJbapurl  in 

the  country  o£  Trlpuri  near  NarmadS 
3  SKO,  280  Pnnoe  Aaupi  seems  to  have  been  only  the  pitcoa  and  not  the  real 

author 
a     8RC,  67 
5     PR,  1, 114 ,  Bod  Oat  221  ,  10,  118 
G     Printed,  Bombay.    The  author  styles  himself  MahSmahopadhyaya 
7  00, 1  164 
8  Printed  Bombay  On  Knmbhakarna,  see  chapter  oa  Musio  $ost  He  was  also 

the  author  of  Sangitasudha  and  SangitarSja  [GO,  I  111) 
9  It  was  oomposed  at  Sri  ParasjJJaaM  K§ejra  (Pun)  w  Silt*  1664  (1586  A  D  ) 

Mys  Oat  245 
10  080  (1917)  500 ,  Mys  Cat.  245 
11  PB,  ITX  230 

12  DO,  XX  7996  probably  by  Jivagoswarai  There  is  another  anonymous  com- 
mentary in  8EO,  67 

13  080  (1907),  83  4 

14.  There  are  Gangasjava  (1)  by  Kavikarijapura  (2)  by  DsvesVara  (3)  by  Hanahae- 
kara  (4)  by  GhMagSdhara  (6)  bp  Satyagh&nauanflatirtua,  printed  in  Bombay,  in 
Brhajstofraratnakara,  344,  and  in  Haberlm,  471     See  CO,  I  140 

15  Printed,  Bombay  There  is  another  poam  Krsoagija  in  mora  than  9  cantos, 
on  whioh  there  is  a  commentary  by  AnaD$anScaya$a  §5stci,  TO,  III  3915 

16  PnnteJ  ,  Bombay 
17  MB,  n  88     See  OO,  III  38 

18.  BB,  (1884),  8,  9 ,  OO,  I  154.  HewaBthe  son  of  Bbudjiara  He  oomposed 
it  ra  1674  A.D 

19  Mys  OML,  246 

20  Oaf,  129  He  was  son  of  flriuStha  There  is  a  oommentary  by  Atmarama. 
HTW,  616, 

21  He  wrote  alBO  Karnamrta  and  lived  in  1537  1612  AD  See  Dinesoandra 

Sen's  History  qf  Bengali  Literature,  647. 
44 
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Gitaularaga  h-\  Abhmavacmilaiti,1  Git  igangjdhara  (i)  b>  Kalyana,* 

(u)  l»y  Rajasekhar.i  and  (m)  by  Caiulnsekhar  i-arasvati,8  Kvaj-ittmahka,* 
bv  l  andasikhamani,*  R.amodahnrananitik'iv).!,*  Hivastapadi  by  Venka- 

lappa  N.uk  of  Mysore,*  Gitas.it  ika  by  Sumlaui  an  a,8  s.insila-Raghu- 

nandana  by  Visvaua$ha,°  Sanijitisumlaia  1>)  Sad"isi\a  Dik  tyi" Mukuudavilasa  in  sis.  c  mlos  dcs<  ribes  Ihc  sports  of  II  in  and  Hara 

as  if  they  were  one"  fci.ink.nis  uu»il.i  of  ],\\  maiii)<ma,  son  of  Kpna- 

candra,  in  12  palalas,  describes  Ihe  m  linage  of  I'lnah  ,ind  Siva" 

299.  Vamsamani  was  the  son  of  Ram  icai  dra  of  (he  Vilva- 

panca  race  of  Maithila  Brahmanas  lie  lived  m  Nepal  and  wrote 
Git  idigarabara  on  the  occasion  of  a  TulapuruwdSna  lij  Pr.itapamalla 

Devi  of  Katmandu  in  Saka  1577  (liV>3  AD)  "It  was  composed  to 
entertain  the  princes  and  pandilas  .isbembled  to  seo  the  1  ulapurusadana 

in  which  the  king  m  his  armours  weighs  himself  against,  gold  and  other 

precious  metals  and  gives  them  away  to  Hrahmans  Pralapa  was  him- 
self a  poet  and  his  Astakas  are  to  be  found  in  all  the  holy  places  in 

Nepal  inscribed  at  prominent  places  on  slono  It  is  meet  that  on  an 
auspicious  occasion  like  this  that  he  should  entourage  a  Sanskrit 

dramatic  performance ' 1S 
300  Venkataramanaiya  (C),  a  principal  of  Sanskrit  College, 

Bangalore,  is  the  author  of  several  works  Of  llit,so  Kamaliivijaja  is  a 

play  in  five  acts,  developed  from  the  story  of  I  ennyson's  Cup,  a  tragedy 
in  two  acts  It  has  no  prakrit  I  ho  pith  of  the  story  is  .is  he  says  the 

victor}'  of  Virtue  over  Vuo  lfis  Navaouakusi  manjai  i  is  meant  "to 
bring  home  to  every  ono  (hat  there  is  only  ono  chvme  power  called 
God  who  is  worshipped  and  contemplated  uudor  various  names  and 

forms  by  diflerent  kinds  of  people  m  the  world  'I  o  include  this  all 
important  truth,  the  popular  Hindu  theology  and  mythology  have  been 
adopted  as  far  as  the  narration  of  the  story  is  concemod,  keeping  at 
the  same  time  the  central  idea  running  throughout  each  part  or  poem 

The  poem  is  of  108  verses  dividod  into  0  parts,  vi?.,  (1)  Ramagrja 

containing  essence  of  R5mayu»a,  (2)  KrPHagitii,  narrating  briefly  the 
story  of  Bhagavata,  (3)  Dasav.fjaragita  explaining  the  objects  often 
avalaras  of  Vishnu,  (4)  Ganesagita  showing  that  God  under  this  name 

1  Mys  OML,  216  8  Printed,  Bombay, 
2  OtcJ,  129  0  tllwar,  980 
3  Mys  OML,  iit  10.  00,1  600 
4  GAL  II  17  11.  M%tra,  X 
6     Mys  OML,  255  18.    TO,  IV    4687,00,1090 
6  Myi  OML,  G35  18.    WW,  1.  18    CO,  III   88 
7  TiTC,  163     Ho  ruled  in  1582  1029  A  D 
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is  also  God  of  Universe  and  none  else,  (3)  Sarlyurugrti  similarly  indicat- 
ing that  all  true  knowledge  proceeds  from  the  gre  it  intelligence,  the 

fountain  head  of  all  knowledge,  (0)  Sivaglta  explaining  the  fcsiva  aspect 
of  God  and  demonstrates  with  convincing  reasons  that  there  is  no 
difference  between  Bramha,  Visnu  and  Si\  a  as  far  as  central  truth  is 

coucerned,  (7)  Vanigita,  (8)  Laksmiglta  and  Gourigita  showing  that 
even  female  aspects  of  Divine  Power  contribute  in  eftect  to  the  same 

central  idea  " 

301  Narayanatirtha  is  said  to  be  the  last  incarnation  of 

Madhihanala  *  He  calls  himself  the  pupil  of  Sivaramanandatlrtha  He 
lived  at  Kuchimanci  Agraharam  m  Godavan  District  about  1700  AD* 

His  Kr-.nalfldtarangim  embraces  the  story  of  Krgna  m  12  tarangas 8 
The  musical  modes  and  rhythmic  lime  are  specified  and  e\planaton 

verses  are  inserted  between  the  songs  The  poem  is  fit  for  the  ljre 
and  showers  sentiments  of  devotion 

KiNnalllatarangipi  of  Bellamkonda  Ramasastn  is  a  work  of  similar 

description  * 

Kr?9abhavanamrta  of  Visvanatha,*  KrSaabhak^icandnka,  Kpsnalila- 
mjte  with  Acyu^arao  Modak's  commentary,  Krjnanandalah  irl  and 
KrSuamyt  i^arangika  of  Venkateda*  have  the  s>aine  theme 

302  Among  the  friends  of  Jayadeva  in  the  Court  of  King  Laks- 

manasena  were  Govardhana,  Sarana,  Umapati  and  Dhoyi  Kaviraja 

alias  ̂ rutjdhara     Jayadeva  mentions  them  thus  in  Gijagovmda  r 

1  See  para  290  supra 

2  I  examined  the  Inam  register  from  the  Collector's  office  The  grant  was  by 
Kolavennu  Baoharm  Rao  and  Timmatlna  Rao  m  Fash  113 1,  BobMquenfcly  confirmed 

byMorgin  Begin  Hizrall57  and  certified  by  the  Collector  on  4feh  May  1715  The 

original  grantees  were  BhSgavaf  ala  Lmganna  and  Gopalaua,  Pedflibhotla  Garnhngara, 
Vedantam  Ramesam  aud  5  others 

8  DC,  XX  7953  ,  100,  VII  1462 
i  See  under  that  author  post 
5  Printed,  Bombay 
6  Printed,  Bombay 
7,  Tradition  siys  so 
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303  Dhoyi  had  the  fuller  title  Gav.u  Dkoyi  Kaviraja l  He  was 
Srutadhara,  because  he  learnt  by  a  single  hearing  His  Pavanaduta* 
describes  the  message  of  Kuvalayavati  to  King  Laktsmanasona  and  is  on 

the  model  of  Meghaflufci  His  Satyabhama-Ktfnasamviida*  is  not  now 
available 

304.  Sarana*  says  Jayadeva  thoro,  -was  quick  but  hard  in  versifi- 
cation. 

30S  Govardhana*  was.  t>on  of  Nilambara  Somajiijin  He  had  a 
brother  Balabhadra  and  a  pupil  Udaynna  I  Ce  calls  himself  an  AcSrya 

His  Aryasaptas<i$i'  or  shortly  Saptasati  is  a  collection  of  700  verses  on 
various  subjects,  erotic  m  character,  in  the  order  of  the  Sanskrit 
alphabets  1  he  flow  of  his  diction  keeps  with  the  running  gait  of  the 

Arya  metre  •  lie  rofers  to  Lakpmaiiasena  in  his  poom  as  a  master  of 

arts T  There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  GokuUcanclrd,8  by  Anan^a, 
son  of  Tryambaka,9  by  Gangarama10  and  one  anonymous  tl 

1  Ketth,  LS,  220  For  quotations  m  anthologies,  see  Thomas,  Kao  122  The 
Kawa>  mentioned  in  the  memorial  verso  ijtutal  page  345  supta  is  therefore  the  same 
as  Dhoyi  This  dispels  tho  suspioion  of  the  identification  of  that  KavirSja  with  the 
author  of  the  RSghavapattfaviya  Oavau  s  a  Hindustani  title  lor  a  loarned  musician 

Kavira>  is  the  8anknt  title  of  an  o-coolleib  poet,  vereol  in  dilbrent  languagos 

*&$&$  «R^fcpFi  inm  fop*  %  $&mm  vftomm  ̂ Rff  i 

Paoatiadtita,  101, 

2  Ed  Oaloutta     See  also  JlSB,  (1000)  41  ,  BPR,  I  227 
8     This  is  referred  to  m  Prapanoad  upana  of  Vonkatakan  SSrvabhauma  {TO,  III 

4094)     See  Kuppusami  Sastn'a  Rep  (1916  19),  80 
i     Referred  to  as  a  playwright  in  Dnitrapa  (Ed  by  Hall,  80  note)  Keith,  SL,  203 
S     W.Bombay     See  Sir  William  Jone's  Works,  XIII  4000     Oolcbrooke's  Mm 

Btsofls,  II  '* »  Wilson's  Pref  to  Dtaiionary,  xxxi 

Here  on  the  pretenoe  of  dese-ribing  the  beauty  of  a  maiden's  eyes,  the  poet  doconnosss 
Jaimsm 

§?i^^5^Tr%7%  ̂ nr^fassr  II 
The  explanation  of  the  commentator  on  this  verso  that  the  king  alluded  to  was 

Pravarasena  of  Kashmir  is  obviously  wrong     See  Peterson's  Int.  to  Svbh.  38. 
8  PS,  II  No  79  ,    IOO,  VII 1687 
9  Ed,  Benares     Tanj  Oat ,  VII,  3981  ,  IOO,  VII.  1637. 

10.  Ouo%,  (1877),  16, 
11.  TO,  III.  4116. 
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The  name  of  the  work  seems  to  have  suggested  itself  from  Hala't. 
Saptasnti  * 

Among  similarworks  are  Srngarasaptae,a€  (anommous)  {BTC,  164  , 
DC,  XX  8013),  ArjasaptasatI  of  Visvesvara,  son  of  Laksmfdhara 
(Printed  Bombay ,  DC  XX  8011),  and  Srngarasaptasati  In  Parama- 
nanda,  son  of  Vrajacandra,  composed  in  1869  (Ed  Benares;,  Ana- 
dvisa^ibyDlrvasas  (Opp  II  4487,  8163,  8119),  Anatribati  bj  SSmarkja 
DIksita  (Printed,  Bombay),  ArjatnsatimuUaka  or  Rasikaranjana  of 
Vrajaraja  (Printed,  Bombaj) ,  Si  vadaj  asahas>ra  by  Nrsimha  (J/jj  OJ/L, 
258)  ,  and  Sivapadakamalarenusahasra  by  Sundares\ara  (Ibid)  ,  Sri 
Kanthatnsati  (Mys  8) 

306  Umapatidhara  was  the  minister  of  King  Laksmanasena 
The  story  goes  that  to  restrain  the  king  from  a  scandalous  alliance  with 
a  MatangI,  the  poet  wrote  some  verses,  indirectly  hinting  at  the  disgrace 
The  king  was  displeased  and  dismissed  the  minister  Sometime 
later,  he  noticed  the  poet  wandering  m  the  street  in  rags  and  when  he 
addressed  him  another  ver^e,  the  king  repented  and  restored  him  to  his 

favour"    His   KjPnacanja   prabably   gives,   the   life   of   KjSna"    His 
1  Ed.  Bombay  No  21  (with  Gangadhara's  commentary)  This  is  a  pwoe  of  most 

exquisite  poetry  It  is  said  that  the  real  author  was  £up31ite,  a  poet  of  the  court 
of  H&la  |T5^fIxWJ3nrr  *F%^farfc5cif  ST^T  (see  para  21  note  supra)  See 

Durgaprasad's  Int  ,  Weber's  Essay  on  the  Saptasatala  of  Bala  with  prose  German 
Translation  (Leipzio)  ,  Bhau  Daji's  Essay  on  Satavahatia ,  Prmoep'a  Essays,  II  1544 
Li,  XII  214  Buhler,  1A,  I  807,  Peterson  Int  to  Kadambari  (BSS,  21,  74) , 
T  Bajagopala  Bao  [South  Indian  Researoli,  I  225}  identifies  ̂ alivahana  with  Sata- 

vShana,  8,  Konow's  Int  to  Karvuramanian  [BOS,  192),  Maodonell  (SL,  844), 
says  it  is  a  noh  treasury  of  popular  Indian  lynoal  poetry)  Bhandarkar,  EBD,  171 , 
Manalik,  JBBA8,  X  127 ,  V,  Smith  {EB  208)  gives  the  date  of  HSla,  as  the  17th 
Andhxa  bug,  about  80  B  0  18  Narayana  Sasfcn  [Sanlara,  Part  I  D,  98)  says  he 
was  the  18th  King  of  the  dynasty  anl  son  of  Arista  slsjakarni  and  assigns  him  to 
TudhisthirS  era  1644  1S49  (496-490  B  0  )  To  this  Hala,  he  asonbes  the  patronage  of 
KihiSm  I,  the  author  of  the  three  dramas  and  relies  on«the  dankaravyaya  of  Citsukha 
and  Jagadguiuratnamaiika  of  Sarasvatl  to  say  that  A4i  Sankara  was  his  contemporary 
The  name  H5Ia  ia  synonymous  with  Sala,  Safavahana,  Silavahana  The  are  com 
mentanes  on  Sapatasaji  by  Ganga4haTa,  Pramaraja,  BhuvanapSIa,  Piiambara, 
SSdharanadeva,  Kulabala4eva  [PR,  HI  ap  896  ,  OC,  I  161)  and  VemabhupSla 
{TO  IV.  6066)  HSla  is  said  to  be  the  patron  of  GnnSdhya  For  several  recensions, 
see  Melkote  Swarm's  Int  to  SrngSiaprakasa 

3  8ee  ESjasekara'a  PrabhanftQacmtcimaw,  (Tawney's  Translation,  181,  183)  , 
Farquhar,  [OBL,  806,  878)  says  Umapajidhara  was  a  oontemporary  of  Vidyapaji  at 
Tirhut of  the  16th  century  AD,  See  JBBA8,  XXXIV,  142  ,  and  ZDMG,  XL, 
some  poems  in  Maithih  are  published  in  JBBA8,  XLHI  76  ,  B  Chatterjee,  Padaval* 
Literature  [Jl,  oj  Dep  of  Letters,  OalvitfcalUnw.XVI.  il) 

8.    It  is  mentioned  is  Prapanoadarpana  {TO,  III  4094) 
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Parijum'Aiiar.yna1  is  a  short  dram.i  .nul  cunl  uns  musical  pieces 
Narada.  presented  a  Paujata  flower  to  ki ->ru  and  this  he  gave  to 
Rukmiui  Satyabbama  grow  jealous  and  when  Imsu.i  sont  word  to 

Indra  for  sonic  more,  they  wore  refused  Kisna  with  Arjuna  as  his 
lieutenant  went  to  war,  defeated  Indra  and  brought  tho  flowers 

Umapatidhara  composed  the  Deopara  inscription  of  Vijayasena,* 
and  his  \erses  aro  quoted  m  Sadul  tikartia-mit  i  and  Suktimuktwah 
barann  called  also  Cir  n  tin. is  irana  is  quoted  in  Saduklikirnamrta 

There  aro  pnujn  on  the  same  theme  h\  K.tviraja  (seo  para  87 

supra),  by  Nariyaua  (see  para  214  supra),  In  Raghuniitha  (see  para  146 
supra,  DC  X\,  784S,  \\1,  b.597) ,  a  oim/>u  b\  Nesakrsna  (Bd  236, 

CC,  I  33">)  and/Aijtf  liy  GopdladflNct*  (<T,  I  5  5")  bj  kavuandrodaya 
and  by  Kuniaratatiiciirvn  called  C.iturvedi  Katakratu  (TC,  II  2374, 
SVH,  254) 

307  Amarukasataka  In  his  visit  to  Mlhismab,  Sankara 

encountered  Mandana  and  sought  a  controversy  Mandana's  wife  was 
BbJiratT,  an  incarnation  of  Saras v.itl  I  he)  sot  her  as  thou  umpire  and 
after  a  long  interval  Mandana  acknow lodged  dofcat  and  became  an 

ascetic  adopting  the  tenets  of  Hankara  1  hen  Bharati  "  begged  the 
favour  of  a  controvers)  with  herself,  for  Sankara  had  as  vet  defeated 

but  one  half  of  Mandana,  herself  being  tho  olhor  half  1  Ie  objected  to 
arguing  with  women,  but  she  quoted  precedents  So,  as  before,  the 

disputation  went  on  for  seventeen  days  Bharati  dying  to  discomfit 
Sankara  passed  from  one  Sastr.i  to  anothor ,  and  finding  at  last  that 
she  could  not  inflict  a  defeat  on  him  in  any  olhor  s<  tone  e  sho  resolved  to 
humble  him  by  means  of  the  Suenco  oH  ovc  or  Kam.vs.mtra  Now 

Sankara  had  not  hud  the  experience  needed  to  answer  questions  on 
this  science,  and  so  found  that  his  reputation  as  s\oll  as  tho  consequent 
victory  of  his  causo  was  at  stake  Se  ho  bogged  of  hor  an  interval  of 
one  month  for  preparation  to  meet  her  in  argument,  which  being 
allowed,  he  went  to  the  banks  of  Narmada,  and  in  the  hole  of  a  tree  m 
some  forest  there  he  left  his  body   in  hiding   and  asked  some  of  his 

1.  JBOBS,  III  20  98 ,  Ed  Onoraon  with  translation  by  Aufceohfc  [CO,  I 
885)  says  it  was  written  in  tho  roign  of  Hinaupap  Hanharadova  (hiorson  says  tbat 
UmSpap  Uvea  afe  the  Court  of  Hand mhaa ova  of  Mithili,  whom  UmSpap  calls  Had haradsva 

2     BX,  I  8Q7  11 
8  Oopala  Bhatti,  author  of  tho  drvna  Snnanih  Owtndi  (CO,  I  707;  Dwi, 

app.  81)  ana  GopalStSya,  author  of  tho  bharris,  etngilrftrSj'*  wvl  grngaraminjari 
(00,  II  168, 1C0)  are  different 
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disciples  to  keep  watch  o\er  it  while  the  mm?  soul  was  awa\  fiom  it 

Then  b}  means  of  his  J  ogn  pow  ers  he  separated  his  sum  from  that  bod\ 
and  lucl.il}  came  upon  the  dead  bod\  of  a  King  Anaruka,  which  was 
about  to  be  commuted  to  flames,  and  entered  it  The  km.*  rose  and  all 
the  town  rejoiced  Howes er,  in  a  short  while,  the  minister  a»  well  as 
the  queens  of  the  late  king  found  some  things  extraordinary  about  their 
restored  sovereign  and  suspected  that  the  soul  of  some  ZHahatman  had 

come  to  live  in  the  bod\  of  their  master  So  messengers  were  secretl) 
sent  to  search  for  a  human  bod}  hidden  in  loneh  spots  or  ca\es,  and  to 

burn  when  found,  so  that  the  "\Iahatman  might  remain  with  them  and 
the  king  continue  to  hve  long  time  Meanwhile  Sankara.  in  the  bod} 
of  the  king  was  acquiring  the  experiences  of  love  with  his  queens  and 
was  recording  those  experiences  in  a  treatise  which  has  come  down  to 
us  under  the  name  of  Amai uka-salaka  And  in  the  midst  of  these  lo\elv 

women  and  their  blandishments,  he  forgot  his  promise  to  his  disciples 
about  his  going  back  to  them ,  and  the  month  agreed  upon  soon 

passed  away  The  disciples  then  began  to  search  for  him  ,  and  hearing 
the  miraculous  resurrection  of  Amaruka,  thej  went  to  his  cit},  sought 
audience  with  he  king,  and  sang  a  few  philosophic  songs  which  at 
once  roused  the  memory  of  Sankara  Then  the}  hastened  to  the  place 
where  the  body  had  been  secreted  But  b\  this  time  the  messengers 

of  the  king  had  found  it  out  and  had  just  begun  to  set  fire  to  it  The 
unattached  soul  of  Sankara  now  hastened  back  ind  entered  his  own 

body  m  this  perilous  condition  He  then  prayed  to  Vishnu  conceived  as 
Nnsimha  to  help  him,  which  he  did  by  sending  down  a  timely  shower  of 

ram  that  put  out  the  flames    Sankara  was  now  in  his  ow  n  body  again  "* 
Apart  from  the  merit  of  this  story,  the  graces  of  Amaruka's  cencep- 

tion  and  expression  are  unique  Vamaua  and  Anandavaidhana  quote 

the  verses  and  that  is  a  worthy  recognition  of  its  quality  and  its  age  • 
308  The  poem  is  a  sutaka  or  centurv,  but  the  four  recensions 

have  only  51  verses  in  common,  these  tore  the  texts  used  by  Ramarudra, 

Ravicandra,  Arjunavarman  and  VemabhOpala  *    Each  verse  depicts  the 
1     0  V  Krishnasami  Iyer,  Sankaraoarya,  45 
9     CO,  I  27,  II  6,  187,  III  7     B  Simon,  Dis  Atnarvoaldka,  Keil,  ZDVQ 

XLIX  577  ,  Maodonell,  8£,  843,  SB.  II  47 

3  Autreoht  (ZDMQ,  XXVII  7)  says  "  The  form  Amaru  owes  its  origin  to 
the  desito  to  make  a  good  Sanskrit  word  of  the  name ,  the  form  Amaru  is  more  easily 
handled  Only  the  verses  written  in  the  Sardulavikndita  metre  appear  to  have  formed 

tbe  original  oolleotion  Some  of  the  verses  attributed  to  Amaru  (in  the  Sarangadhara 
paddhati)  are  not  in  the  present  very  inoorreot  editions  On  the  other  hand  we  find  other 
verses  whnh  m  the  Indian  editions  are  nsonbed  to  this  poet,  in  our  manosonpts  of  the 

Sarangadh«apaddhati  either  given  anonymously  or  ascribed  to  a  different  author  " 
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condition  of  the  Naiikn  ma  particulai  mood  towards  her  Nayaka 

"  I  he  Sataka"  says  Keilh  "is  essentially  a  collection  of  pictures  of 
love,  and  it  differs  from  the  work  of  Bhartihan  in  thai,  while  Bhartyhan 
deals  rather  with  general  aspects  of  Icno  and  women  as  factors  in  life, 
Amaru  paints  the  relation  of  lovers,  and  takes  no  thought  of  other 
aspects  of  life  Possibh  if  the  referonc  e  lo  the  purpose  in  the  title  in 
the  manuscripts  has  an}  value  he  ma)  have  planned  illustrating  other 
sides  of  life,  but  that  is  idle  conjectuie  and  we  have  sufhcient  cause  to 

bo  grateful  to  him  for  w  hat  he  has  given  us  without  seeking  more 

The  love  which  Amaru  likes  is  gay  and  high  spirited,  delighting  in  tiny 

tiffs  and  lovers'  quarrels  but  ending  m  smiles ,  the  poot  hardl>  ever 

contemplates  the  utter  disappearance  of  love"1 

There  are  commentaries8  by  Arjun  ivarman*  bj  Kokasambhavn,*  by 
Sesaramakpiia,*  by  Caturbhujamisra,'  I>)  NantlalTIn,7  by  Rudrnmadeva,8 
Ravicandra,9  by  Kitauirudra,10  by  Vemabhupala,11  by  Hurvn<Usn,iS  by 
Sankaracarya,1"  by  Venkalavaiadu,"  by  llnriharabhalla,18  bv  ])eva- 
sankarabhaUa,•l,  by  Goslhiparerxjra,"  and  two  olhers  anomalous18 
Joanananda  Kaladharasena  explains  the  verses  in  the  senses  of  love  and 

renunciation  M 

1.  Keith,  SL  188,  wharo  bo  gives  a  fino  opposition  of  fcho  poofs  plan  oi  the  poem 
and  oonoeptiou  See  Peterson  Inl  1o  Subh.  2  mid  Thoraat/s  Int  (a  hav  22 

2  See  00, 1  27,  II,  5,  3  87,  III,  7  ,  Uys  OUT,  243  ,  OAL,  IT  3 
8,  Ed.  Bombay  by  Durgaprnsa<l  with  a  valuablo  introduction  Kiny  Arjunavarman 

was  the  son  Oi  Subhatavarrnan  He  ralod  about  mm  1207  (1211  AD)  Sto  for  ineono- 
tlons,  JJ.SB  V  378,  JA.OS,  VII.  32,  30  For  vorsoa  in  tho  anthologies,  boo  Potorson  e 
Int.  to  Subh     He  refers  to  poet  Madvia  whD  was  his  <?um  as  an  author  On  rhetoric 

4  0421,11  3 
5  Int  by  Dorgapraaad,  /  s  3 
6  Oudh  (1877),  16 
7  PB,  III  893 
8  CC,  III  7 
9  Oudh,  XVI,  64   Soo  SKC,  277 
10  00, 1  38  iOO,  VII  1530 
11  DO,  XX    7978,  7981 ,  Tanj    Oat.  VII,  8911-20  ,   TO    HI    270G,   2718 

Vema  is  the  hero  of  VSmana's  ViranSrSy  inicari$a 
12  00,  II.  5 
18.  Tan/  Oat„Vll  2907-13. 
14.    See  DO,  XXI  8673 
16  OO.I  28 
16,  OO,  II  5 
17  OAL,  II.  2 
18  00, 1  28  ,  100,  711 
19.  Prinked,  Oaloutta     Oudh,  XIX,  40  ,  SKO.  66. 
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309  Rtusamhara1  m  six  cantos  is  a  short  poem  of  153  verses 

of  various  metres  ascribed  to  Kalidasa,"  descriptive  of  the  si\  seasons 

of  the  year  "  With  glowing  appreciation  of  the  beauties  of  Nature, 
m  which  erotic  scenes  are  interspersed,  the  poet  adroulj  interweaves 

the  expression  of  human  emotions  " 

On   the    question   whether  Kalidasa  was  the  real  author  of  this 

poem,  opinion  is  divided  *    Among  arguments  advanced  for  the  nega- 
tive are  that  Mallmatha  did  not  comment  on  it  and   rhetoricians  did 

not  quote   from   it     Keith    answers    the  arguments   thus  *    "More 
deplorable  still  are  some  of  the  sesthetical  arguments  adduced ,  com- 

plaint is   made  that  the   poet  begins  with  the  summer  whereas  the 

spring  was  the  usual  beginning  of  the   year  forgetting  that   Kalidasa 

was  not   composing  an  almanac   or  writing   a   Shephard's   calendar 
Again,  heart  or  its  derivatives  (tap)  is  found  seven  times  in  Canto  I  as 

if  this  did  not  accord  with  summer,  as    does   eagerness   (samutsukatva) 

with  the  rams  and  longing  (utkantha)  with  autumn     The  poet  is  cen- 
sured for  asserting  that  the  swans  excel  maidens  m  beauty  of  gait  and 

the  branches  rob  their  arms  of  loveliness ,  later,  he  was  not  guilty  of 

such  discourtesy     He  mixes   a  metaphor  in  speaking  of  clouds   as 

having  the  lightning  as  creeper,  as  we  have  seen,  Vatsabhatti  borrows 

the   phrase,   and   exploits   two   other  verses  of  the  poem,  proving  its 

antiquity  and  rendering  most  probable  its    authorship      It   is    objected 

that  he   uses   here  only   the   construction   amulatah,   in  lieu   of  the 

ablative,   though   equally    once    only  in  the  Kumarasambhava  he  has 

amekhalam ,  the  freshness  and  liveliness  of  the  several  verbal  forms 

(u  19)  is  unparalleled  and  therefore,  not  by  Kalidasa      Even  the  lack 

of  developed  use  of  figures  of  speech  is  adduced  against  him,  and  the 

1  Printed  everywhere  Ed  with  commentary  of  MamrSma  by  Durgaprasad 

with  commentary  by  Gajendragadkar,  Bombay ,  with  commentary  of  Venkataoarya  and 

notes  and  English  translation  by  M  P  Kale,  Bombay,  with  notes  and  English 

translation  by  B  G  Kher,  and  also  by  Sitarama  Ayyar,  Bombay  Tr  into  Latin  and 

German  by  Bohlen,  Leipsio  Ed  by  Herman  Kreyenburg,  Hanover  with  preface  by 
Sir  William  Jones 

2  "Fat  a  short  aooount  of  the  work  see  Maodonell,  Sir  887-9 ,  Stttdtes  of 

Ritusamhara,  Earmoyagin  Journal ,  Apte's  Age  of  Krttdasa,  85  Vrajaraja's  Sadrtu- 
varnana  describes  the  seasons  (Printed  Bombay).    So  does  Sisurarfnvaniana  (CO,  I 
655) 

8,  It  is  not  Hanoband,  Eahdasa,  2iOJ,  Walter,  Indian,  in  6  ,  Nobel,  ZDMQ, 

LXVI  275,  JBA8  (1918),  401  It  is  MaodoneU,  SI. ,  Keith,  SL,  82  JBA8,  (1912) 

1066,  (1918)  410  ,  Hfflebrandt  KtUwlasa,  66 ,  Strenzler,  ZDUG,  XOIV  38 ,  Arabinda 

Ghoae,  KahdaM'e  Seasons,  Madras 
4.    g£,  82 

45 
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use  of  samharain  the  lille  has  been  questioned  as  unique  Poets 

happily  do  not.  feel  themsebes  bound  to  be  p.urots  "  In  dealing  with 
the  date  of  Kahdasa*  it  was  pointed  out  how  vulo  the  divergence  is 
among  scholars  and  so  long  as  standard  of  taste  ind  judgment  differs 
in  nature,  it  is  not  possible  to  assort  the  infallibility  ol  an>  tontlusion, 
until  and  unless  something  certain  is  disiovoied  to  support  a 
view  It  is  again  a  mitter  for  mquir)  whether  the  works  foisted  on 
the  name  of  Kahdasa  are  not  really  the  works  oi  different  IvThdasas  and 

whether  lapse  of  lime  has  not  tended  to  ignore  the  didercnce  m 

identity  *    It  is  likelj  the  work  of  lvahdas  t  LI  I  or  Kotijit 

Sriigaratilaka*  is  another  poem  "  of  kahdasa  "  in  21  verses  of 
fine  sentiments  of  love  and  affet  tion  * 

Puppdbdnavilasa"  is  a  piece  of  line   fincics   and   ljncal   beaut) 
Though  ascribed  to  Kahdasa,   the    roal    author   was    Arkabhatla,  the 

writer   of    S5hit> akaumudi •     There     .ire    commentaries    on    it  by 

Venkatapanditaraya,T    and  by   an    unknown   author   called  Sjngora- 

candnka  8 

Besides  the  poems  Durghatakavyac  ltrakj,,"  Duskaranula,10  Citga- 

ganacandnka  (in  praise  of  J)evi  and  of  o\.qmsilo  gr.u  e)"  and  Bhramara- 
staka,"  and  6rutabodha  on  prosody,18  Aufreihl  mentions  the  following 

works  under  Kahdasa's  [name  Ambastava,  Kiilist,<  t$ra,  Laghustava, 
Vidvadvmodakavya,  Brndlv.inakav)  a,  Hrmgiirasara,  dangastaka,  Man- 

galastaka,  Candikddandaka&totra J* 

1  See'para  13  supra 
2  See  para  Zi  supra 
8    Ed   everywhere ,  Ed    byi  Gudomoistor,  Bombay  and  in  Uacbirhn,  14,  See 

Keith,  SL,  109 

a    Eot  wBtanoa,  q%SRifi^rff  f|  ̂«p    W  ̂ I^f^T^if    I 
5  Ed  Bombay  and  elsewhere. 
6  BeePB,  VI 
7.    TO,  III  B7J9,  4171 
8  TO,  II  1856 
9  Printed  Kd7yakal5pa,  Oaloutta 

10  Thsrn  is  a  manuscript  in  tbo  Oriental  Manuscript  library,  Madras  IThere 
is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Durgayya,  alias  8imhasw3ml,  son  of  Vasudeva  of 
§ithamara§anagojca  oE  about  the  18th  oontuty  A  D. 

11  Mys  Oat,  It  is  quoted  'by  Abbinavagnpja  in  his  oommentary  on  Prajya- 
bhijnSsutra,  and  DSvIrathi  in  his  oommontary  on  DhvSnyalokalocana, 

13     GAL,  II  8 

18    Ed ,  everywhere  ,  by  M  E,  Lanceriau,  I'atw, 
14,    00  I    99, 
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310  Damodaragupta  was  the  famous  poel  of  the  court  oj 

King  Javapida  of  Kashmir  who  ruled  between  751-732  AD1  He  was 

that  king'b  constant  companion  His  Kuttmimatn  or  Sambhallmata 
is  an  amusing  v\  ork  on  erotics  of  peculiar  interest  *  The  scene  is  laid 
at  Benares,  a  ut)  where  even  courtesans  by  their  ornaments  (candra) 
and  troops  of  attendant  lovers  i  (bhujanga)  attain  likeness  to  Sua  A 
gentle  courtesan  of  that  city,  Malati,  once  heard  from  the  terrace  of 

her  house,  an  arya  bung  bv  chance,  directing  -women  to  acquire  the  art 
of  pleasing  lovers  Then  she  sets  off  to  the  house  of  Vikarala,  a 

woman,  the  reverse  of  beautiful,  and  from  her  learns  'wonderful  wais 

of  beguiling  the  hearts  of  men '  The  w  ork  is  full  of  stories  m  illustra- 
tion and  is  a  practical  treatise  in  the  art  For  instance,  the  whole 

story  of  Ratnavah  is  summed  up  Damodaragupta  is  a  loveabie  author 
and  never  misses  a  place  in  the  anthologies 

311  Jagannatha*  was  the  son  of  Perubhatta  and  Laksmi 
He  was  a  Taihnga  of  the  Vegmati  sect  of  the  village  Mungunda, 
in  Godavari  District  His  family  name  was  Upadrasta  He  studied 
poetry  and  rhetoric  under  his  father  and  logic  and  grammar  and  other 

sciences  under  Jnanmdra  Bhik^u,  Mahesacarya,  Khandadeva  and 
Sesaviresvara,  at  Banares  He  was  entertained  at  the  court  of  Emperor 

Shah  Jehan  (1628-1638  AD)  and  Prmce  Dara  was  his  favourite 

patron*  Tradition  savs  he  fell  in  love  with  a  lady  of  the  Muslim 
Court  and  had  secret  intrigues  with  her ,  she  was  dead  and  her 

separation   caused  his   retirement     He  spent  the  rest  of  his  life  in 

Raj.  rV  496 

See  Vaidya's  Med  India,  S02-241,  The  initial  date  is  given  by  S  P  Penaitand 
M  Dutt  as  747  and  749  See  under  Bhavabhuti  and  Udbhata  post  On  Damodara 

gupja,  see  Peterson,  Swb/i,  45,  PB,  I  65,  II  28,  IV  xliv  F  W.  Thomas, 
Rav  46  where  nil  verses  quoted  m  the  anthologies  are  oollaoted  Aufreoht,  ZDMQ, 
XXVII,  85,  XXXVI,  518     00, 1  351     BB,  (1897),  xxix 

3     Ed  Bombay     For  a  fuller  aoooanfc,  see  >PB,  II  23—82     DntlprakSfe  {NP, 
V  126)  is  a  work  of  similar  theme 

3  (l)  Jagannatha,  son  of  N5r3y*na,  author  of  the  poem  JnanavilSsa  (STO,  158) 

(u)  Jagannatha,  author  of  SarabharSjaviiasa  (BTO,  162  )  (lii)  Jagannatha  author  of 

poems  §as*isena  and  Kirtimuktavali  {0A8B,  195,  302,  OC,  III  132)  (iv)  Jagannajha 
author  of  Nramhastotras  (PJR,  V  575),  (v)  Jagannatha  Sena,  quoted  in  PadySvali 

(vi)  Jagannatha  author  of  Sankaraviiasaoampu  {GO,  I  196)  (vii)  Jagann5{ha  author  of 

Va]res>arik5vya  {CO,  I  196)  and  (vm) .  Jagannatha,  author  of  Manaamhakirji- 
muktavall  iOudh,  V  2)  aw  different 
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Mixttra,  where  he  died  in  1674  AD1  It  is  said  he  desired  an  inter- 
view with  ApP'iyadlkigita,  but  the  latter  who  was  verj  orthodox  refused 

to  see  him  as  be  was  a  fallen  outcaste  This  incensed  hiin  and  the 
vent  was  his  scathing  criticism  of  Appayfuliksita  s  Citramimamsa 

Apart  from  his  proficiency  in  rhetoric,9  his  lyrics8  rire  charming  and 
musical  Amrtalaharl  was  in  praise  of  the  Jumna,  LakHmilahari  in  praise 
of  Laksmi  and  Gangalahari  m  praise  of  the  Ganges4  there  are 
besides  Karun&lahari,  Sudhalahari  and  Anylpadesa 

Asaphvilasa  m  prose  is  in  praise  of  Nawab  Asatkhan  a  counsellor 

of  Shah  f  ehan  who  died  m  1646  AD8  Jagadabhara»a0  is  a  poem 
describing  the  splendor  of  his  patron  Dara  Shah  Praiiabharana  is  a 

similar  work  in  praise  of  king  Prananarayana.  of  Kilmarupa  and  abounds 
in  ideas  of  wit  and  wonder  and  \amuniivarnanacanipii  is  probably 
associated  with  the  theological  sanctity  of  the  fumna  These  are 
quoted  in  his  Rasagangadhara 

1  Acyojaroya  in  his  commentary  on  BhamaaivilSsa  and  0  R  Vaidya  in  his 
introduction  of  BhSmuuvildsa  describe  these  biographical  allusions  contained  m  the 
poems     lb  is  said  his  laBl  vorse  was  this 

SnryauSrSyana  Sastri  in  his  Ltfe  of  SansJmt  Poets  (Telugu)  says  that  JagannStha 
lived  between  1575  and  1653  from  the  days  of  Emperor  Akbar  In  tho  trial  of  a  smt 
before  the  Emperor  batweoa  two  Mussalmins,  Joguunatha  was  a  visitor  and  though 
he  did  not  know  Porsian,  he  waB  able  to  repeat  at  once  tho  wholo  proooodingB  Akbstr 
was  sfcruok  by  the  young  man's  roinackablu  memory  md  askod  him  to  dosoribo  his 
daughter  Lavangi,  a  ptinoeBS  bocu  of  a  Rajput  cmoon,  who  vvob  then  p  using  that  way 
with  a  pot  on  her  head  tie  gave  out  tho  verso  with  faoilo  graoo  and  when  Akbur 
aekod  him  what  he  wanted  ho  dosired  tho  hand  of  Lavwifti  Akbar  nsksd  Jagannatha 
to  dm*  with  him  as  n  condition  of  the  alluraao  and  this  dono  ho  was  wedded  to 
Lavangi  He  lived  down  to  tho  days  of  Shah  Johun  and  when  his  patron  Dara  was 
murdoral  in  1659  A  D  ,  he  retired  from  ooart,  wont  to  Bonares  3nd  aftor  praising  the 
Ganges  m  beauiiful  lyrios,  he  and  Lavangi  gavo  up  thoir  mortal  ooil  in  the  waters  of 
the  Ganges . 

2  See  for  au  acoount  of  Jaganna^ha  and  his  works,  S  K.Do,  8P,  t  275  281. 
3  Bid  KSvyamSta,  Bombay,  Madras  and  Vizagapatam.    CO,  1  196 
ft     Ed    Bombay  with  throe  oommontanos     There  is  another  poem  of  the  same 

natare  Ganfiaiahanfejaka  by  Laksmiaarayoija  Kavi  oditted  at  Bonaros. 
5  00, 1  196  There  is  from  quotation  for  it  in  tho  introduction  to  RasagangS- 4hara(166) 

6.   Ed.  KavyamSIa,  Bombay,  with  a  gloss,  DO,  XX.  8071 
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Bhamralvilasa1  is  by  far  the  most  known,  being  a  collection  of 
verses  of  isolated  ideas  meant  mainlj  to  teach  the  four  Purusarthas  and 
practical  ethics  In  four  Ullasas  of  Anyokti,  Angara,  Karuna  and 
Santa,  the  work  might  be  a  collection  of  verges  composed  by  the 

poet  at  stray  intervals  * 

312  Visvesvara  was  the  s>on  of  Laksmidhara  and  brother  of 

Umapafr  of  the  race  of  Rande  of  Almodha  Devesvara,  eighth  in 
descent,  was  said  to  be  living  thirty  years  ago  at  Anupasagar  on  the 

Ganges     He  lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  18th  century  ■ 

His  writings  are  many  and  cover  poetry,  drama,  poetics  and 

dialectics*  Rukminlpannaya*  is  a  nataka  Navamahka.8  is  a  natika 

and  Srngaramanjari/  a  sattaka  (in  prakjt)  Mandaramanjari8  is  a 
romance  in  prose  Vak^ojaSataka,  Holikasataka,  Laksmlvillsa, 

Sadftnvarnana,9  Romavalisafcaka,10  and  Aryasataka,"  are  poems  of  lyrical 
merit  Aryasaptasati"  is  really  a  work  on  erotics  of  considerable 

poetic  thought  Kavmdrabharana1*  in  four  chapters  is  a  Citraka  ya 
and  contains  verses  of  intricate  composition  He  wrote  commentaries 

on  Naisadha1*  and  Rasamanjari 

1  Ed  Bombay  with  the  commentary  of  Aoyu{ar9ya  Modak  of  Laksmlnarayana 
(with  English  Translation)  DO,  XX  8085  with  an  anonymous  gloss  For  a  notice  of 

this  work,  see  JASS,  XXXI,  527  ,  Keith's  8L,  284  There  ib  a  commentary  also  by 
Manlrama  {100,  VH  1526)  composed  in  1802  A  D 

a   naJtowtfRf  «F^n  far  wn  I 

3  (l)  VisVeevara  quoted  ia  SKM,  (h)  VUvesvara,  author  of  CamatkSraoandnka'  a 
poem  on  SarvagnasmgabhupSla  (TO,  III,  8818  ,  100,  VII  1607  ,  S  K  De,  SP,  248) , 
(in)  Vi»7e<vara,  author  of  SShijyasara  (Opy  2728) ,  (iv)  Viivesvara,  oommentator  on 
Oandraioka,  are  different  authors 

4  Bee  00,  H  139,  and  KavyamM,  VIII  52 
5  Ibtd 

6  DC,  XXI  8111  It  describes  (he  amours  of  Vijayaaena  of  Avanti  with 
Navamalika, 

7.    PB,  IV  81     See  KSvyamala,  VIII,  52, 
8  Mentioned  in  KaYyamSla,  VTH.  62 
9  Ibid, 

10  Printed  KSvyamala,  Bombay 
11  DO,  XX  8010 
12  DC,  XX  8011     Printed,  Benares. 
18  Printed,  KavyamaiS,  Bombay. 

14     TO,  HI.  8906  ,  Tcmj  Oat ,  VI  2566    See  TO,  III,  8948,  where  he  is  called 
Sarvajna 
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313  Jaganmohana,1  <m  anihriloirv  in  66  verbes,  describes  the 
dltr<u.Unn  and  qualities  of  women  of  diflforout  castes  and  countries  and 
m  different  altitudes  and  activities 

314  Among  Lskicnt  poems  arc  the  lollowmg 

Candrav.ili   {Uipzn*   No    448) ,    Cdndroday,t\arnana  (BT(\  158), 
Candral.iksmoprektfas.itnk  i  bv  Narahan  (Pun/id,  Bombay),  Kucasataka 
by  A$rey.t  SrlimCis  i(I)( \  W  7S9  i),  Mmank.is.it  ika  and  Manov.ilambika 
by  Kavikankan.i i  (DC,  \X      8008,  rhvai   941,948),     Kucapancawka 
by  Vrttamam    ferlnivlsa   (Jlfn    OUf     224),  Singarakanduki   (Gmigh, 
106),  Rasav.itlsataka  by  Dh  ir.infdbara  (CC,  I    490)  ,  Virdkimod.tsudhd 
(Mrs     OMJ,    11),    Virahimanov modd   by     Vinayaka    (CC,   1    578), 

Srng«"iramanjarl  by  Rayamanobar.i  (IfR,  III    No    (1.S23),  Sumanoran- 
jana  by  ferinivasa  (HR,  III  1726,  CI/,  11   16),  Keklvali  by  Mayura- 

pant  (Kit    40),   Madbuvamana   by   Keli   (A7/     ~»5) ,    Kchr.ihdsy  a  by 
Vidyadhara  Kaviraja  (67;  J   125) ,   Candlkucapancmati  by  Laksmana- 

carya  (Pnnkd,   liombaj) ,  Srngaras.irasi  by  Bluvamiara   (CC,  I  661), 
Rasasarvasva  by  Villhala  (CC,  I  490) ,   Radhisudaakara    (Opp    6168), 
Rasikaranjana  (l)  by  Ramacandr.i  <  omposod  in  J  524   (Pi  mini,  Bombay) 
and  (u)  by  Raghunatha  (IfR,  III  No   1887) ,  R.isabhuM»U  (Mn   OML 
265) ,  Srngarasataka  (i)  by  Narahan  and  (u)  bv  fanardana,  (m)  by  Vraja- 
lala  (Punted,   Bombay),  Rasikajlvann  of  Arjunavarmadeva  (J!  U  100), 
Rasfkabhusana  (Opp  514^) ,  Aisvaryakadambmi  of  Vidyabhupana  (CC,  1 
574),  Rangatarangini  of  felvaramabhalU  (CC,  1  64"),  Srngaramrtalahari* 
of  Samaraja  Diksita  (PnnLd,  Bombay) ,  SpngSrakalika  (i)  by  Kfimaraja, 
(d)  by  Han  (Printed,  Bombay) ,  Srngarasftrasangraha   by   &imbhudasa 
(CC,  II    158),  Srngarasara  by  Kahdasa   (Opp,   II    6614),  S>ngara- 
rasamandana  (Prmhd,  Madras) ,  fernganatalim   by  Bhalticiirya    (BRI, 
76),  Anandamanddkuu  by  MddhusQddn.is.irdsva|i   (PitnUd,   Bombay), 
Srngaratilaka  (l)  by  Kahddsa  and   (u)  by  Giig.ibhdttd  (CC,  I   660), 
SjngSrakallola  by  Royabhatta  (PR,  VI,  28) ,  Smgaramanjari  by  Mona- 
kavi   (CC,  II    158) ,  Brngardmdli!  by  Sukalalnusra   composed  in  1745 

AD  (CC,  11  1-58),   SrngSIrakauttthala  by   Lalamdm  (.VAT,   75,  293), Pramodalahdri  (PR,  V    358),    Vidvanmodatarangim  by  Rudrasimha 
(Mys  OML  2(>7) ,  K.ivitamptakDp.i  by  Gauramohana  (DC,  XX   8024), 
Spngararasodaya   by  Ramakavi,   son   of  Bamakjfnd  of  Kusyapagotra 
(about  1550  AD)  Spng.irauldsa  by  Vagbhdtd  and  Srngarakosa   (Opp, 
6247),  SarasvatmlSsa  and  Devydryasataka  of  Ramanapati  (CC,  I  493), 

1     DO,  XX,  8055. 





CHAPTER  XIII 

Sfctton  I 

Sandesa 

315  Sandesakavya  A  popular  spec  les  of  lyrical  poetry  is 
Sandesakav>a  or  DQtakavya  la  the  Rg  Veda  (X  10R)  S,irama,  a  dog, 
was  sent  as  a  messenger  to  the  Pams  In  the  Pur.inas  and  Ramayaiia,  Ave' have  the  message  Rama  of  through  Hamiman,  of  \udhisthir.i  through 
Kpsna,  and  of  Nala  through  the  s%an  1  he  idea  of  Rama's  message 
was  the  source  of  Kahdasa's  inspiration  and  to  him  the  credit  is  due 
of  the  creation  of  Sandesakavya  His  Meghasandosa  makes  the  allu- sion 

Kalidasa  had  to  justify  the  use  of  inanimate  objects  as  messea- 
gers  of  love  by  the  distracted  condition  of  the  lover's  mind  Bhamaha 
found  fault  with  such  impropriety  and  when  ho  particularly  instanced 
the  employment  of  cloud,  wind,  moon,  bee  or  parrot,  it  was  as  if  by 
bis  time  other  poems  of  this  type  had  been  popular,  though  we  are 
not  now  able  to  point  to  any  such  poem  by  narno*  Bhavabhfita  in  his 
Malaflmadhava  copied  the  Meghasandesa  * 

316.  Gbatakarpara s  It  may  be  that  Ghaiakarpara  conceived 
this  idea  earlier  In  his  small  poem  going  by  his  name,4  he  describes 
the  sad  plight  of  a  bereaved  lady  and  her  appeal  to  tho  morning 
clouds  to  convey  his  condition  to  her  distant  lover     Ghaiakarpara 

*•  ^fa>Wi  ̂ T  5T*sHI#W  I  ~~~~ 
<TCT  tffltftlflcN'MIWWI.  II 

w  sj*  sn^fcT  $m  *  5^  11 
qft  %msm  q^rer  &  m%  I 

m  w%  qfa  gWiftr.  jt^  11   x. 49-M. 

8.   For  the  identity  of  BhSsa  and  Ghatakarpara,  soo  under  BhSsa  post i.    Printed  everywhere. 
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was  one  of  the  nine  gems  of  Vikramaditva's  Court  1  he  name  seems 
to  be  a  cognomen  attributed  to  him  from  the  last  \erse  of  his  poem 
where  he  vows  that  to  him  who  could  e\cel  him  in  \amaka  he 

would  bear  pots  of  water '  The  self-praise  is  veil  desened  and  his 
poetry  m  spite  of  the  Yamaka  is  free  and  exquisite*  Ihe  High 
estimation  in  which  he  has  been  held  is  seen  b\  the  commentaries  that 

have  been  "written  on  it  [of  whom  the  great  Abhmavagupta  was 
oos5],  by  Bharatamallika,*  by  Sankara,*  by  faracandra,*  f u  ananda,T 
by  Govardhana,8  by  Kamalakara,9  b>  Kucalakavi,  bj  Vaidranatha, 
by  Vindhyesvarlprasada,"  and  othe^  anonymous  '* 

His  Nitisara  is  a  short  didactic  poem  m  21  verses  in  the  form 

of  a  dialogue  between  a  hog  and  a  lion     The  ideas  are  amusing  ** 

Madana's  Krsualila  was  composed  m  Sam  1680  (1624  AD)  It 
has  verses  consisting  of  two  pairs  of  rhyming  lines,  one  of  the  lines 

being  taken  from  Ghatakarpara,  so  that  four  consecutive  verses  of  this 

poem  have  an  entire  verse  of  Ghatakarpara." 

317  Meghasandesa  or  Meghftduta  A  Yaksa,  employed 
under  Kubera,   the   Lord   of  Alaka,    is    banished  from   Kailasa  for 

i  ajFi^csq-  w%  fits  5*^1  wsra^ftfl^wftf1*  I 
sfftra  ̂ r  #lrcr  Tut  <ft°r  ?rct  #T3s£  qM?Vi  ll 

2  For  lnstanoe, 

3  00, 1. 174 
4  Jittra,  IX  No  8172    Manuscript  is  dated  Sak*  1650 
5  DC,  XX  7919 
6  DO,  XX  7920. 
7f  Printed,  Calcutta 
8  Ed  Bombay 

9,  Gough,  Records,  87. 
10  00,1  174 

11.  00, 1.  174  ,  Tatl  Oat ,  VI  2719,  3728,  2726,  3728 

13  Bc/berUn,  S04     See  Jaoobi's  Bamaycma,  1S6  ,  Keith  SC    200 
18  WO,  VII  1461 

Btarmstanoe, 

«%<r  aster  *fcf  s^ffawaftt.  I 

46 
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dereliction  of  duty,  away  from  his  consort  and  his  home*  In  his 
rambles,  he  makes  his  abode  in  Ramagm  in  Central  India,  a  spot 

whereof  the  waters  are  "  sanctified  by  the  baths  of  the  daughter  of 

Janaka  "  On  the  approach  of  the  season  of  the  rains  the  pangs  of  the 
forlorn  lover  become  mtenser  and  with  a  maddened  mind  he  thinks  of 

his  beloved  and  fancies  her  m  a  like  condition  of  despair  Then  dawns 

the  idea  of  sending  her  a  message  of  affection  and  solace  He  espies  a 

cloud  hanging  by  the  peak  of  the  hill,  bound  as  it  were  northward,  and 

begins  the  request  with  a  praise  He  takes  it  that  the  cloud  made  a 

response  He  describes  the  route  from  Ramagin  to  Alaka  with  cities 

and  shrines  and  n\ers,  amidst  silvan  scenes  with  allusions  to  tales  of 

mythology,  for  which  the  Hindu  has  a  fascination 

Ujjain  must  not  be  missed,  though  it  may  be  a  little  out  of  the way 

Nor  must   the  cloud  fail    to    console  the   emaciated   (stream) 

Nirvmdhya,  pining  for  its  showers 

sfmFT  ct  w*f  focira^w  ̂ sm^t 
sM  to  srarfct  frf&rcr  ?r  w^mmw  ll 

On  reaching  the  Hymalayas,  the  poet  is  full  of  devotion  • 

CRT  eaifU  ftrft  !?RDRra»#l^% 

1  The  source  of  the  theme  is  now  discovered  to  be  the  story  of  ,a$adhakrsna 
EkSdaft,  Yogini  MahStmyam  A  yaks*  HemamSli  neglected  his  duty  of  culling  flowers 
for  MSnasa  lake  and  stayed  away  with  his  wife  Vi015k§i  Kubera  onrsed  him  with  the 
disease  leucodenna  and  banished  him  In  the  HymSliyas  Hemam3h  met  sage 
Markandeya  and  on  his  advice  ha  observed  Yogini  Vraja  in  the  dark  half  of  AsSdha 
and  he  was  restored  to  health  and  home  This  is  mentioned  by  K  Lakshmana 
Somayajm  in  Vdymtapa^ikh,  II  174 
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The  shady  bowers  of  the  Mandakini'a  shores  present  lo\elj  scene 

A'Wr«u*{!ici«ff  srw  sT^rrr  I 

The  City  of  Alaka  is  reached  Through  the  splendours  of  th< 
City,  the  cloud  is  taken  to  the  residence  of  the  Yakba,  and  th 
presentation  is  enchanting 

*lsta&r  ti^  fit wld  jfta <«Bre>reh  I 
ctr«yfer^t^3Tg*ni^fcr  *N<jr  h 

tw*^  ftTOfWr  ifiaw*t&*  11 

srcftFcT  fei%r,*r#  «^mn1  ̂   ect  I 

There  the  cloud  would  see  Yaksa's  sweetheart  in  a  state  of  lonel 
thought  and  vacant  look,  and  if  perchance  she  was  m  slumber  the  clou 
had  better  not  wake  her  up  for  fear  of  disturbing  her  m  pleasat 
dreams    On  the  approach  of  the  cloud  she  would  have  pleasant  omens 

For  ever  he  has  in  his  mental  vision  her  fair  frame  and  he  sa>  s 

f'f^rvf  sr%ft  M^ri  ̂ ft?  %str;  i 

To  inspire  confidence  in  Hanuman,  Rama  mentioned  the  incideri 
of  the  Jilaka 

^rr  spfe  fcfo5%  <r  fos  *faffit  11 

and  Yaksa  gives  here  a  parallel . 
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HT'cfcfa  ̂ i^s'ws^  T^scrsr  am  *r 
«w$  r%cf^r  *wf*  qroflr  a  wfcr  H 

He  remembers  the  words  of  Slta 

and  adds  a  v.  ord  of  consolation 

5fN'rE«c!<TK  q  ef^rr  WWW  II 

Then  follows  the  assurance  of  reunion.  Here  does  the  poet 
comume  the  sensuous  and  the  divine 

^tr[  irraH  i*w  ?g?r  sfM1  tfteter  ( 
muni  fofrffa  ?r  cwrwrter 
f^CTW  qftTcranfo^  ̂ rrg  II 

The  poem  ends  with  a  word  of  thankfulness  and  benediction : 

m%  ̂ %  sf^c  &&  sa&t  %*m%ftr 
w$fl  w*to  t  d  %ff  tor**,  i 

For  lofty  conception,  artistic  design,  aesthetic  sentiment,  divine 
idealismj  delicate  embellishment  and  graceftil  expression,  the  poem 
stands  supreme  and  it  is  a  momtanent  of  poetic  art  in,  the  architec- 

ture of  letters* 

1  Ed  everywhere,  Ed,  with  notes  and  translation  (i)  by  K  P  Pathak,  Poona, 
fil)  by  B  G  Khare,  Bombay,  (ui)  by  8  Bay,  Calcutta,  (iv)  Ed  with  notes  by 
G  B  Nandargikar,  Bombay  El  with  oommMitary  by  Haripada  Ohattopadhyaya, 
Calcutta  Ed  with  vocabulary  by  Stanzer,  Bresfow  Tr  into  EnglUh  verse,  by 
Wilson,  London,  and  into  German  by  Max  Hollar,  Konigsburg  and  By  Sbhufo, 
Bielefield.  For  aoritioal  appreciation  by  D.  Piohayya  Sastri,  see  Andhrapatnka  Annual 
Number  (1927)  100,  and  by  B  Venkatramayya,  Bharatt  (1927),  22.  See  also 
M  Rangaoharya's  critique  on  Meghaeandfiv  and  A  V  Gopstaoharya's  Sandesadvaya- sarSsvadini  in  Udyanapatrika,  Trivadi 
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318  Commentaries  There  are  commentaries  on  Megha- 

sandesa  by  Kavicandra,1  Laksmini\Ss>a,*  Cantra\ardhana,8K>emab.anisa- 

gani,*  Kaviratna,*  K^nadasa,8  Cmtamani,T  Jamrdana8  Janendra,* 
Bharatasena,10  Bhaglrathanusra,"  Kalyanamalla,"  Mahimabiinhagam,1* 
Rama  Upadhyaya,1*  Ramanatha,"  Vallabhadeva,"  Vlcaspatt  Hara 
Govrada,1*  Visvanatha,18  Visvandlhamisra,19  &asvata,*°  Sanatana-sar- 

man,"  Sarasvatitirtha,*8  Sumativya)  a,88  Handasa  Siddhantavagi&a,** 
Megharaja>ss  DaksinSvarta,88  Purna&arasvati,"  Mallmatha,88  Rama- 
nataa,*8  Kamalakara,80  Sthiradeva,8'  Gurunatha  Kav)  atirtha,8*  Lala- 

mohana,8*  Ranpadachattopadh}  a>  a,**  Jivananda,88  Srivatsa  Vyasa,88 

Divakara,0*  Asada,88  [Ravikara,  MoUjitkavi,  Kanakaklrti,  VijayasSrfj,88 
and  some  anonymous 

B.  Knshnamacharya's  Meghasandesavimarsa  is  a  delightful  dis- 
course on  the  verses  ** 

1     00,1  466 19 Owft,  XY1I  14 
a    ps,  ni  896. 20 00,1  466 

8     PS.m.  895,  VI  345 
21 

Oxf  125 

4     PR,  III  895,  VI   846 
22 

Cambridge  University  Library. 
5     00, I  466 

23 

PR,  I  128 
6     00,1  466 24 Printed,  Calcutta 
7     00,1  466 

25 
CO,  I  466 

8     PR,  III  19,  App  334   Mannsonpt 

26 

Printed,  Tnvandram 
is  elated  Sow*  1406  VI  844 

27. 
Printed,  Srirangam 

9     PR,  VI   344 

28 

Printed,  everywhere, 

10     10,  415,  994 29 
Oxf  125 

11.    00,1  466 
30 

CO,  I  465 
12     10,  529     This  mentions common 

81 
Tanj     CesJ,VH  2685     He  lived 

tary  by  Udyotakara in  Benares     Manuscripts  are  dated  Sam 
18     CO,  I  466 1656 
14     Bios,  23 

32 

Ed  Calcutta. 

16     Oxf,  125 
33 

Ed  Oaloutta. 

16     Ed  byHultssoh,  Madias. PR,  11 
84 

Ed  Oaloutta 
189 

85 

Ed  Oaloutta. 

17.    Ob/,  125 
36 

PS,  IV  28,84 
18     NW,  626, 

87. 
JO,  1516. 

38  PR,  HI  19  ,  App  324  He  was  son  of  Katukaraja  and  Anaiadevi  and  of  the 
Bhillalama  family  He  had  two  wives  and  by  the  second  wife  two  sons  Bajada  and 
Jaitrasiniha  and  by  the  Srst  wife  Arisimha  He  was  called  KavisabhSdrngSra  and  was 
a  cfesoiple  of  ibhayadeva  who  succeeded  Bhadresvarasnn  Be  composed  his  Vivefea- 
manjarf  In  Sam  1248     (PS,  II  101  and  IV  vi.) 

89     00,  n  108,  HI  100,  CO.I  466,  Oua%XV  80,  TO,  HI  4988 ,  8KG,  71 , 
PR,  IV  28 ,  10,  2690 

40.    Printed,  Madras 
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319  The  tale  of  Meghasandesa  stops  with  the  direction  to  the 

cloud  Sequels  have  been  thought  of  by  later  poets  Ki*.namurti,  son 

of  Sarvasastn  of  Vasisthagotra  of  the  Circars,  w  rote  Yak-.ollasa1  at  the 
beginning  of  the  1 7  th  century  He  calls  himself  4bhmava  Kahdasa 

and  wrote  also  a  bhana  Madanabhyudaya  *  Mandikal  Ramasastri  wrote 
Meghapratisandesa  8  Korada  Ramacandra  wrote  Ghanavrtta*  Maha- 
mahopadhjaya  Paramesvara  Jha  of  Mithila  wrote  YakSamilanakavya  * 
Bhatta  Vainana's  Hamsasandeba  embraces  Ihe  same  theme  8 

320  The  poetry  of  Meghasandesa  is»  enchanting  m  the  extreme, 

and  not  merely  the  theme,  name  and  metre  MandakrantT.  were  adop- 

ted,* by  many  poets,  but  the  lines  of  Meghasandesa  were  interwoven  as 
part  of  their  own  verses,  so  as  to  make  up  Samasya  Meghavijaya  wrote 

Meghadu^asamasjalekha  8  So  too  are  SHadQta,9  Cetoduta,**  Nemiduta  M 
In  Nemiduta,  Vikrama,  son  of  Sangama,  describes  the  life  of  Nemi 

after  his  renunciation  and  the  message  of  his  queen  through  a  moun- 

tain In  Parsvabhyudaya,laJmasena  used  a  line  or  two  of  Megha- 
sandesa Nllakantha,  son  of  Janaidana,  w  as  a  tutor  to  the  harem  of 

Alahaviradikhan  of  the  17th  Century  A  D  He  wrote  Cimanicanta, 

with  phrases  taken  bj  MeghadSta  M 

321  In  the  hands  of  Jam  poets  this  form  of  poetry  took  a  religious 
turn  In  conveying  news  to  their  preceptors  in  Vijnaptipatka,  doctrines 
of  philosophy  were  inculcated  and  explained  and  consistent  with  such 

fancies  the  messenger  used  became  cetas,  manas,  bhakji  and  the  like 
Siladuta   of   Cantrasundaragani   composed  in    1431   AD    describes, 

1.    TO,  II   2066 
2     TO,  II  2073 
5  Printed,  Mysore     See  para  88  supra. 
i     Printed,  Madras 
5.    Printed,  Darbhanga 
6  DO,  XX  7972     See  para  128  supra 
7  Fbrsuoh  poems,  eee  0  Ohakravartm,  IBQ,  III  273  ,  Aufreoht,  ZDMQ,  UV 

616,  Paper  byE  V  ViraraghavSoharya,  Vitfanagaram 
8,    Printed,  Bhownagar 
9     Printed,  Benares 

10  Printed,  Bhownagar 
11  Printed,  Bombay    PB,  IV  25 

12  Ed  Poona  by  K  P    Pathak  with    a  valuable  mteodnotion,  and  Ed    Bombay 
Willi  the  commentary  of  SriyogirSt  Panht  aearya  of  Sravan  Belgola   Jinasena's  brother 
was  Narendrasena  ana  the  latter  s  desoiple    Malhsena  wrote  the  poem  NSgakamSra 
oarifaand  Mya  Arch    Rep  (1925)     12     On  Jmasona's  and  Gunabhtidca,  see  M  to CenMd  Provinces  Cat  xsm,  and  alao  para  228  iupra 

18     00,1  189 
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sa*s  C  Cakravarthi,  how  "Sthulabhadra,  a  sreal  faina  prince,  renoun- 
ced the  world  at  the  death  of  his*  father  and  became  a  disciple  of  the 

<rreat  Jama  sage  Bhadrabhanu  ,  how  the  former,  who  (.ame  10  hiscitj  bj 
the  order  of  his  preceptor  w  as  not  the  least  mo\  ed  by  the  persuasn  e 

arguments  put  forw<trd  b)  his  wife  Kosa  against  the  prudence  of  his 
taking  the  order  and  how  in  the  long  run,  on  account  of  the  powerful 
influence  of  his  immaculate  character  (sila)  he  was  able  to  pre\ail 

upon  his  wife  and  persuade  her  to  become  a  nun  and  thus  put  an  end 

to  all  earthly  sorrows  and  sufferings  " 
Jlerutunga  of  Anchalagaccha  composed  a  Jain  IMeghaduta  m  four 

cantos  on  the  life  of  Neminatha  *  He  became  a  Sun  m  Sam  1426 
(1472  A  D )  and  studied  under  MahendraprabhasSn  He  lived  till 

Sam  1471  (1527  AD)* 
322  Some  later  poets  sitnilary  used  this  sUle  of  composition 

for  ethical  and  philosophical  teachings 

In  Kakaduja,5  a  fallen  brahmin  in  prison  sends,  a  message  to  his 
beloved  KMambari  (dnnk),  a  satire  on  society  meant  to  teach 
morals  In  IndudSta  the  poet  embodies  a  devotional  message  to 

Sri  Tapa  Ganapati  from  the  city  of  Yodha  * 

In  HamsasandesaT  (anonymous)  a  person  disgusted  with  the  world 
wanders  in  the  forest  and  sends  Hamsa  as  a  messenger  to  Siva  m 

Dvadasanta  and  to  Mutyikanya  through  the  route  satcakra 

Hamsayogm's  HamsadQta  is  a  communication  between  Bhak$i  and 

fivatman  8 
In  another  anonymous  Hamsasandesa,  "  The  outstanding  feature 

s  the  two-fold  course,  namely,  the  Adhyatmic  and  the  Yogic  which  are 

n  accordance  with  the  significance  of  the  name  '  Hamsasandesa ' 
imong  these,  the  Adhyatmic  course  is  the  attainment  of  Sivasayuja 

>y  a  man  who  is  dependent  on  the  Prarabdha  Karma  and  is  conse— 

uently  passing  through  wordly   existence,   after  he  is  freed  from  all 

1  Printed  Sri  Yasovijaya  Jow»  Gra  ithasnala,  Benares 
2  He  wrote  also  Srikam5rapalaraahakavya  and  Mahlpalaeanja 
8  Printed  Attn  Ser  Bhownagar,  with  an  elaborate  mtrodaotion  There  is  a 

nmnentary  0£  dilarafnasun,  PR,  IV  120     Sea  Nandargikat's  Int.  to  Ragh,  19  note* 
t  Merutnnga,  author  of  Prabandhacinjgraani,  tt  a  different  poet  {see  para  119 

ipra) 
5  Sah,  XXIII  173 
6  Printed,  Bombay  JRAS,  (1884),  460 
7  TO,  IV  8041 

8  The  manuscnpb  is  °aid  to  be  with  theOBaja  of  Ohirakial,  Malabar 
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worldlv   bonds  and  his  identity   destro\ed   by   faith,   understanding, 

hearing,  steadiness,  tranquility,  endurance  and  other  kinds  of  austerity 

Ihe  Yogic  course  is  the  mind's  journej    through  \anous.   stages  begin- 

ning with  '  Susumna '   up   to    '  Dvadasantendumandala '  and  its  final 

repose  along  -with  Bhakti  m  the  state  of  Amntayoga  "* 

323  The  following  are  other  poems  of  this  kind  — 

Uddhavadata  (a)  by  Rupagoswamin,*  and  (Z>)  by  Madhava* 
Uddhava-sandesa,  anonymous  ,*  Viprasandesa  by  Kochunni  Tambu- 

ran  *  Subhagasandesa  (a)  by  Lak^manabUn,8  and  {?>)  by  Narayana  ,T 

Pahthadtrfca  b}  Bholanatha  ,8  Kpnduta  by  Nrisimha  ,B  Garudasandesa 

by  Bellamkonda  Ramaraya 10 

Pavanaduta  (a)  by  Vadicandra,11  and  (6)  by  Dhovi  ,18  VatadQta  by 

Kj-snanatha  Nyayapancanana  , Ja  Marutasandesa  (anonymous)  Li 

Tulasidflta  by  Vaidyanatna  ,l*  Manasasandesa  by  Viujimun  Vlra- 

raghava  ,*•  Manodil$a,,T  (a)  by  Vrajanatha,  son  of  Ramakr?na,18  (b)  by 
Vifnudasa  "  (f)  by  Ramarama,**  and  (d)  two  anonymous,34  Madhurostha- 

1.  Ranted  SV«»    8ansk    Strut    No    103     It  Is  aooompaniei  by  a  metrical 
commentary 

2.  Printed,  Haebarlm,  Bombay  and  Oalou'ta,  DO,  XX.  7910,  7968 
8     Ibid     SEC,  66     He  lived  in  Talitanagan  about  the  beginning  of  19tb 

eentary. 
4     Int  toifcaJama  Meghadu$a 
S.    JBAS,  (1900)  763     He  lived  at  Kodangalur  ia  Malabar 
6  Printed,  Tanjore 

7  JBAS,  (1884),  449     He  was  in  the  oourb  of  King  RSmavarman  of  Jayasiraha 
aa3  (1641 1647  A  D  ) 

8.  10,  VIL  3890 
9.  OAh,  H  4 

10.    See  para  389  sup  a 

11     Ed  Bombay     He  wrote  the  play  Jnanasnryo4iya  on  the  tenets  of  Digambara 
sect.    (Jat»a  Granthavali) 

13     Ed  Madras  and  'Oaioutta. 
13  Ed  Bombay 
14  Printed,  Madras 

15  Samskrfea  Sahitya  Panshat  Library,  -0  aloatte,. 
16  OML,  No  2964 

17  There  is  a  M»nodaf*kavya  (SKG,  70,  287),  a  description  of  the  relate 
between  JlvSJman  and  ParamSjman 

18  Printed,  Bombay     It  was  oDmposed  at  BradSraaya  in  1768  A  D  and  is  a 
message  by  Dranpadi  to  Krsna 

19  IOO,  VH  1470  Mztra,  II  613     It  is  in  VasanMUaka  metre 
20  Bangtya  Sahitya  Panshat,  Oaioutta,  Ho.  1283.    lb  is  in  &khaoini  metre 
21  Jatna  Granthavdti,  832     SSO,  170*  287 
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saodesa,1  Padankaduta  (a)  by  KrSnasarvabhaumE,"  *nd  (/>)  b\  Bhola- 
nntha  *  Bhaktlduta  by  Kahprasada  * 

Candradut  i"  (a)  b\  Kj -.nacandr.t6  (#)  b>  Vmaj  aprabha  *  Induduta 
(a)  bv  Jambukavi  or  Jambunaga  and  (/>)  h\  Vinayavija*  agani,* 

T)rit>  Qhasandesa  by  NSrayana  " 

Kokilasandesa10  (a)  bv  Varadacan  a,  sou  of  Yedant  desika,11  (o)  \>\ 

Venkatacarya,  son  of  Satakratu  Tatarva,"  (c)  by  Gunavardhana,18  (rf)  b} 

UddandaA*  and  (e)  by  Narasimha,15  Kokasandesa  bj  Visnutrata  ,la 

and  Ra$hlngadu$a  w 

Ramsadfi$a  by  Raghunathadasa  ,18  Hamsasandesa  (a)  by  Vedanta- 

deseka,"    (b)   by  Rupagoswamm,80   (c)   by   Bhatta   Vamana,91   {d)   b) 

1  afys  OJfL,  251 
2  Printed  Bombay  and  Calcutta  He  was  in  the  Oourt  of  King  RaghurSma  of 

Nuddea  and  composed  it  in  Sjka  1641 

3  100,  VII  1467 
4  Mttra,  in  27 
5  EPS,  II  153 
6  BB,  (1894),  354 
7  PB,  IH  292,  in  Mali  m  metre  with  anjyayamaka  In  BB  (1907),  thi 

manuscript  is  dated  Sam  1042  He  wrote  also  JinanS^ka,  PR,  IV  90  ,  V.  List  of 
Authors 

8  Printed,  Bombay 
9  Oat  Trav  195 
10  Ed  by  W  IP  Gunavardhana,  New  York, 
11  This  is  mentioned  in  Gwuparamparci  (Mysore),  200,  as  also  his  Hartya 

12     Tml  Oat ,  VII  2863 
13.  See  Ceylon  Antiquary,  IV  pt.  Ill 

14,  SeeOoohm  State  Manual,  61,  73,  Travanoore  State  Manual,  430,  DO,  XX, 
7469,  7910  This  was  in  response  to  Bhrnga6aa4asa  of  Vasu4eva ,  DO,  XX  7914, 
7942.  In  OSO,  1101,  Bhrngasandesa  (BhramatwandeSa)  is  noted  as  the  work  of  Jiva 
goswSnu.  There  is  a  Bhrngasandefe,  pnated  in  SaJirtdaya,  XXV?,  57  See  para  251 
supra 

15  GAL,  H  6 
16  TO,  IV   4487 
17  Printed,  Mysore  OAL,  II  16. 

18  DO  Sen's  Vangasahijya  Panoaya,  860 
19  Ed  Madras  and  Mysore  and  recently  by  Sambasiva  Sastn,  Madras  with  com- 

mentary See  para  121  supra  There  are  several  commentaries  on  it  (1)  by  a  disciple 
Of  Srjnivasa  of  Kauilkagorta  [DO,  XX  7974)  (u)  by  Parakala  Swami  (Ed.  Mysore) 
with  a  philosophical  interpretation,  and  (ill)  by  Eingarajaaarya  (Ed.  with  English 
Tr  and  Notes  ) 

20  Ed  Bombay  and  Oaloutta  There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Nrsimha, 

BSmafenkara  and  Vtfvanajha  Oakravarti    See  JBA8  (1884),  450-1 
21  DC  XX,  7972   This  is  the  same  as  Vamana  Bhatta  Bana 

47 
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Vidyavidhana  Kavindracaryasarasvati,1  and  (e)  by  Venkateta8,   (J)  by 
Pflrnasaiasvati,8  and  (g)  two  others,  anonjmoub* 

Pikasandesa  (a)  by  Rangdnathacarja"  and  (b)  by  Kocha  Nara- 
simhacarya  ,•  and  Pikadata,  anonymous  * 

Sttkasandesd.8  {a)  by  Laksmidasa,9  (b)  by  Rangac3rya,M  and  (c)  by 
Karmgampalli  Nambadn ,"  Kfradutd  (a)  by  Ramagopala1*  and  (b)  by 
Varadacarya,  son  of  Vedantadesika,1*  Bhramaraduta  by  Rudra  Nyaja- 
vlcaspatl  Bhattacarya,**  Catakasandesa  (anonymous),1*  Cakorasandesa  (a) 
by  Perusun,"  {b)  by  Vasudeva,"  (c)  and  by  Venkainkavi  ,M  Padtnadata  u 

Mayftrasandesa  (a)  anonymous,"  (b)  by  Rangac5rya,u  and  (c)  by  Srini- 
vlsacarya  ** 

a 

1.    ETC  163     He  was  the  author  of  Kaviadrakalpadruma  and  in  hia  praise 
Kavindraoandrodaya  was  written     CO,  I  88 

2     00, 1  763 
8     Seelnt  toTrw  Sam  Series,  No  103 
4.    DO,  XX,  TO,  IV  6042 
6  Kd.  Snraogam.  He  was  son  of  Raghunatha  of  Royadurga  of  Sathamarsana 

gofra.  He  lives  at  Tanjore,  He  was  born  in  1884  He  wrote  also  Hanumatprosad 
M»£r&  and*  a  play  Premarajiyam.,  an  adaptation  of  Vxuar  of  Wakefield 

6  Ed     Tirupati     He  is  sod  Sriaiyasaoharya  of  Tirupati  and  a  living  poet  of talent     He  also  wrote  GarudasandeSa 

7  The  manusonpt  is  in  Chmtaharan  Ohaktavartl's  private  library 
8  CA.L,  II,  16 

9  DO,  XX,  7964  There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Dhannagupja  (TO,  II  39gg) 
by  OautidSsa  {llnd,  1049),  and  by  Manaveda  (DO,  XX,  7964)  It  is  a  long  poem  in  U 
chapters  describing  many  parts  of  Malabar  Bee  JRA.S,  (1900)  768,  (1884)  404  8  He 
lived  in  10  and  11th  oent  AD  and  belonged  to  Kanngampalli  Ilom  noarAdoorin Cochin  State, 

ID    Stat,  3260 

11,    Opp.  8731,  6341 ,  JBJ.8,  (1900)  763     It  was  composed  in  1480  A,  D 
12  J48B,  (N  S  )  I  41.  Nottm,  II,  Series  I,  No.  67.  Sansknta  Sahltya  Parisbat 

Library,  Caloutta     He  was  probably  in  the  Oonrt  of  Eamaoandta  o£  Naddea. 
18     This  is  mentioned  in  GnrnparamparS,  Mysore 
14  EPR,  H  158  CO,  IIL  112  He  is  different  from  the  author  of  BhSvaviUIsa 

(Printed,  Kavyamala,  n  111  Bhandarkar's  List,  No  71)  These  is  another  Bhra- maraduta  m  Bikaneer  Library,  see  Bik,  229 
W,  JBAS,  (1881),  451  The  poet  applies  for  the  patronage  of  King  Ramavarman of  Malabar 

16  This  is  mentioned  m  the  prologue  to  his  Vasamangalanfltaka,  DO  XXI 
8497     Tan}  Oat  VII,  2866     Author  had  title  Navina  Pajaajali 

17  He  was  the  author  of  givodaya  etc     The  Ms  is  with  M  Baraatalshua  Katf 
18  Mys  OML.  246  »«««**  i. 
19  OASB,  102  BJdi  Oaloutta,  21     GAL  II  8 
20.    TO,  IV  4298a  39     pm^l,Mfldffl8i 



CHAPrER  XIV 

Citrakavya 

324.  Citrakavya  embraces  all  ingenious  forms  of  poetic  com* 
position.    Hemacandra  says, 

The  ingenuity  is  displayed  in  the  arrangement  of  letters  or  m  the 
combinations  of  letters,  making  different  words  or  different  senses 

These  are  iabdalankara,  or  verbal  figures  of  speech  The  figures  that 
make  up  a  Citrakavya  are  Anuprasa,  Yamaha  and  8le$a. 

325.  Anuprasa  or  Alliteration  is  of  two  classes,  oaUanuprma 
and  Pai&nuprasa,  or  Alliteration  of  Letters  and  Alliteration  of  Words* 

The  former  is  of  two  kinds,  Cheha  and  Vtffi,  meaning  the  repetition  of  a 
single  consonant  and  two  or  more  repetitions  of  one  or  more 

consonants  There  n>  a  special  kind  called  LSldntipr&sa  where  the 

letters  and  sense  are  the  same,  but  there  is  difference  m  amiaya  of 
syntactical  relation 

326  Yamaka  is  a  permutation  or  reverberation  of  words 

called  by  some  '  Chime '  It  occurs  when  the  same  letter  is  repeated  of 
when  the  same  word  is  repeated  with  different  meanings  with  a 
regularity  m  the  places  of  repetition,  the  beginning,  middle  or  end  of 

the  foot  or  the  whole  foot  or  all  the  feet  or  in  alternative  feet  by  altera- 
tions of  caesura  Caesura  are  of  three  kinds  S'ti&hatii  occurs  on  the 

transference  of  the  caesura  by  the  separation  of  an  entire  letter  > 
Parwarfaka,  on  the  resumption  by  a  letter  of  its  own  form  on  the 

cessation  of  its  conjunction  with  another  letter;  'Cannaka  on  the 
disappearance  of  a  word  on  the  disruption  of  conjunct  letters. 

327  Slbsa  or  pun  is  in  letters  or  in  words,  SaHa&leQa  and 

Arfhdlesa.  The  latter  occurs  where  the  form  does  not  vanish  by  a 
change  in  the  position  of  words 

'Srwsrrwiira  wwfispw^  | 

sift  SH&ft  ff^foSrafc.  WW  *  11 
In  the  fofmer  a  series  of  letters  may  or  may  act  be  split  Into 

different  words  to  make  different  senses,  aUiaiiga  and  sabhanga 
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328  Nitivarman  wrote  the  poem  Kicakavadh\m  The  poem 
is  instanced  by  Premacandra  in  his  commentary  on  Kavyadarsa,  as  a  rare 
instance  of  a  poem  opening  with  asih  or  benediction  It  is  a  favounte 
of  Pandits  of  Bengal  It  is  mentioned  by  Bhoja  m  Srngaraprakasa  and 

quoted  by  Namisadhu  and  Sarvananda  and  several  lexicographers  It 
was  probably  composed  earlier  than  the  9th  century  A  D  In  five  cantos 

the  poem  describes  the  episode  of  the  Kicaka's  assault  on  Draupadi  and 
his  assasination  by  Bblma  as  told  in  Virataparvan  of  Mahabharata,  but 

adopts  only  such  parts  of  the  narrative  of  the  epic  as  suit  the  purpose 

of  his  poem,  llmyamdka  "In  the  history  of  Sabda-citra  in  Sanskrit  " 
it  has  been  said  "  Kicaka-vadha  marks  an  important  stage  of 

development  Perhaps  Nitivarman  wrote  this  yamaka-kavya,  to  illustrate 
the  extent  to  which  yamakas  might  be  used  as  accessories  in  the 

delineation  of  a  rasabhasa  like  Kicaka's  Snngara  "*  There  is  a  com- 

mentary on  the  poem  by  Janardanasena*  probably  of  Bengal  and  an 
earlier  gloss  by  Sarvlnanda-Naga  * 

The  benediction  is  m  the  name  of  Siva  and  Kpaa  "  Then  follows 
to  the  end  of  the  first  sarga,  a  eulogy  of  the  poet's  patron,  whose  name 
is  not  given,  but  who  appears  to  have  been  a  king  of  Kalinga,  for 
whose  delectation  Nitivarman  wrote  his  interesting  tour  de  force  in 

yamaka  and  slesha  1  he  narrative  does  not  commence  till  we  come  to 
sarga  11,  which,  like  the  first,  fourth  and  fifth,  is  composed  entirely  in 

yamaka  The  third  sarga,  which  gives  us  Draupadi's  long  speech  to 

Yudhislhira  and  his  brothers,  illustrates  slesha,  with  occasional  lapses' 
into  yamaka  at  the  beginning  and  at  the  end  Considerable  skill 
is  displayed  m  managing  these  verbal  tricks,  and  some  of  them  are  indeed 

very  happy,  and  not  in  the  least  laboured,  like  those  of  Nalodaya  "* 
329  Nalodaya,  a  short  poem  in  4  cantos,  describes  the  life 

of  Nala  "  The  chief  aim  of  the  author  is  to  show  off  his  skill  in  the 
manipulation  of  the  most  varied  and  artificial  metres,  as  well  as  all  the 

elaborate  tricks  of  style  exhibited  in  the  later  Kavyas  Rhyme  even  is 
introduced,  and  that,  too,  not  only  at  the  end  of,  but  within  metrical 

lines  The  really  epic  material  is  but  scantily  treated,  narrative  making 

way  for  long  descriptions  and  lyrical  effusions  " 

!WRTl%  T  afolWS/faSH  II— Dhvanyaldka,  p  87. 
2     Ed.  by  S   K  De,  with  an  elaborate  Introduction  and  notes  for  the  Daooa 

University.    See  also  JRJ.B,  (1989),  109 
3.  he  Z»t.sdv,  10,1184. 

4.  Mitea's  JfeitciS,  No  61fi ,  Haraprasad  Sasta's  Nottottt  1905 ,  tO,  1493 
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There  are  commentaries  on  Nalodat  a,  b}  Mallinatha,*  Prajnakara- 

nusra,3  by  Kr^iia,8  by  "Tiruvenkatasim,*  by  Adit\asuri,e  by  Hanbhatta,8 
and  Nfbimhasarma/ by  Jivananda,8  by  Kesavaditya,'  bv  Ganesa,"  [b> 
Bharatasena  ,  by  Mukundabhatta,  by  Srvadatta,  by  Ravide\a,  bj  Han- 

ratna,  by  Atrevabhatta],*1  by  Prabhakaramisra19  and  others  anon\- 

mous18 
330  Raksasakavya31*  u>  a  short  piece  of  twenty  verses  in  an 

enigmatic  and  alliterative  style,  containing  a  description  of  sylvan 

scenery  around,  by  a  person  roaming  about  in  the  forest  with  his  spouse 

There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Premadhara,  by  Sambhubhaskara,  by 

Kaviraja,  by  KjPacandra,  by  Udayakaramisra,1*  and  by  Balakpna  Paya- 

gonda  " 331  These  two  poems  have  been  attributed  to  Kalidasa  and  the 

latter  also  to  Vararuci  Ramar&i  in  his  commentary  on  Nalodaya  says 

that  it  was  the  work  of  Ravideva,    son  of  Narayana.1* 

{JBAS,  Extra  No  1887,  p  33  7) 

2  Printed,  Oalcatba  DC,  XX  792i  He  was  a  native  of  Mitfitla  and  son  of 
MahamdhopadhySya  Vidyadhara  of  Punyagrama  (Poona)  Earliest  Ma.  b  dated 
£  Ska  1735. 

3  DC,  XX  7936  Tan}  Cat,  VI  2787-94 
i     DC,  XX.  7927. 
5  DC,  XX  7981   Tmj  Cat ,  VI  2795 
6  CA8B,  89 
7  Ibid  ,  Tmj  Cat ,  VI  2807 
8  Printed,  Oaloatta 
9.  PB,  III  89S 

10     10, 2531 
XI.    CC,I  380,11  60,  III  60 
12  PB,  IV  34 

13  DC,  XX  7938-80 ,  TC,  II  2591,  Tan}  Oat ,  VI  3797,  2798,  3800, 10,  8160 
14  Ed  Bombay 
15  Ed  Bombay     DO,  XX  7989  ,  IOC,  1493  contains  a  oojimentary  also 
16  CO,  I  498,  II  117 
17  The  commentary  was  composed  in  Sam.  1664  (1607  A.P  )  3 ASS  (1887)  Extra 

number,  page  p  1387  R5mar§i  was  one  of  the  three  soas  of  Vrddbs  Vy3sa,  who  lived 
at  Dindavana  near  Pathan  during  the  reign  of  Saltan  Salim  and  who  wrote  a  oommen 

tary  on  the  BhSgavata  at  Pattan  See  PB,  111  30,  App  837  840  and  Keilhorn'a 
oaloulationa,  Id,  XIX.  34  A  manuscript  in  Taaj  Oat,  VI.  2782  gives  the  name, 
Bavideva,  sou  of  Bhatta  NSrSyana 
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But  VjSnu,  another  commentator,  calls  the  author  Vasudeva,  son  of 
Bavi 

3PTfraTTi%^TT  fora  r^f?TT  w^t  Tforrcr  II 

A  king  B,ama  is  mentioned  in  the  introductory  verses  as  m  Tnpura- 
dahana  of  Vasudeva  ctnd  A  S  Eamanatha  Iyer  therefore  concludes  that 

Nalodaya  must  have  been  the  work  of  the  author  of  Tripuradahana  who 

lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  9th  century  AD* 

332  Sobhana  was  a  staunch  Jam  and  converted  his  brother 

Phanapala  into  his  faith  after  prolonged  effort  He  was  known  as 

Sobhanamum  He  lived  m  the  Court  of  Dhara  in  the  101b.  century  a  D 

His  stuti  also  called  Cafurvimbatika  consists  of  +  groups  of  verses,  "  the 
first  in  praise  of  24  Tirthankaras,  the  second  in  praise  of  all  the  Jinas, 
the  3rd  in  praise  of  the  Jain  doctrine,  and  the  fourth  in  praise  of 

various  deities "  The  verses  are  so  constructed  that  the  second  and 
fourth  line  of  each  verse  agree  to  the  letter  m  sound,  and  bear  different 

meanings     Dhanapala  wrote  a  commentary  on  it ' 

333  Srivatsanka  was  the  son  of  Rama  alias  VedavySsa,  the 

second  son  of  Kurattalwar8  He  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the 
12th  century  A  D  His  Yamakaratnakara*  is  a  poem  in  irya  metre  on 
Sri  Kp?na  and  is  followed  by  his  own  commentary  ■ 

334.  Dharmaghosa  was  a  sage  who  died  m  Sam  1357  (1301 
AD.)  He  wrote  verses  capable  of  four  different  meanings  His 
Yamakasfcuti  is  well  known,  on  which  his  successor  Somafilaka  wrote  a 

commentary  " 

1     fiaa  para  66  supra.    See  Jttg,  XIV  803  ,  JSAS,  (1928),  868 
8  Translated  and  edited  bj  Jaoobi  [ZDMQ,  XXXII  609)  Oo  the  com  see 

Buhler,  8b  Akad.  Wten,  (1882),  #70-2  See  PB,  I.  69,  app  101,  III  ap  2a,  iy  121, 
Weber,  ISt,  II  941 ,  Santisuri's  PrabhaVftkaoanfa,  xvu,  814 8     See  para  207  supra 

4     Printed,  Madras  DO,  XX,  7797. 
6,    Bbr  instance 

6.    PS,m.l7,  810. 
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335  Mananka1  calls,  himself  a  King  (Mablbhuj)  in  his  gloss 
on  Gifagovmda  *  He  is  quoted  bj  Ra>amukuta  in  his  commentan  on 
Amarako&a  (AD  1431)  Besides  a  commenlan  on  Malatlmadhava,' 
he  wrote  Yamaka  poems  ByndaHana*  and  Meghabh\  uda\  a  * 

336  Venkatesa  was  the  son  of  Srinnasa  and  grandson  of 
Venkateba  of  Atrej  dgotra  He  was  born  in  Kali  4697  (1396  \D)  at 
Arasampalai  near  Kanci  He  was  of  the  family  of  Venkatadh\an  In 

Ramayamakarnava'  and  Ramacandrodaya'he  relates  the  ston  of  Bama, the  former  in  the  yamaka  style  Probably  he  is  the  author  of 

Slesamala  8 
337  Gopalaraya  or  GopSlasam},  son  of  finavalli  Immadi 

Venkataraja,  was  a  descendent  of  Immadi  Ankusa,'  and  must  have 
lived  in  the  latter  half  of  13th  century  His  Ramacandrodaya19  in 
5  Uchwasas  gives  the  story  of  Rama  m  Yamaka  form 

338  The  following  works  are  m  this  stvle  of  composition , 

Dharmaghoga's.  a  Yamakastuti"  Srisayamakasa^aka-1"  AcyutaKla,1"  R5ma- 
lilamrta  of  Ergnamohana,14  Radhaprasada,1*  Yamakasikhamani  of  Kr?na_ 
kavindra,"  Yamakabharata  of  AnandajIr$ha,1T  Yudhisthiravijaja  etc ,  of 
Vlsudeva,1*  Sauncarrfcra19  and  Raghudaya  of  Srikantha  * 

1  00,1  462  
' 

2.  See  PR,  in  11,  380 ,  CO,  I  154 
8  10, 168,  895 
4  Printed,  Kavyasangraha,  Calcutta 
5  PS,  I  119,  HI  11,291 
6  Tanj  Cat ,  VI  2631     This  was  composed  in  feka  1578  (166§  4  D  1 
7.  This  is  a  long  poem  of  about  80  oadtos  Tanj  Gat,  VI  3658  There  is 

a  commentary  hy  the  author  himself  {Ib*d,  VI  2664 )  composed  in  Kali  4736 
(1685  AD) 

8  Mys  OML,  260 
9  See  DO,  XX  7732 
10  DO,  XX  7889 ,  OAL  II  11  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  the  author 

The  manuscript  says  it  was  written  on  the  fall  moon  day  of  Asvayuja  KrJttfcS,  Saka 
1706  (1684  A  0  ) 

11  PS,  III  17,810 
12  Mys  OML,  sup  11, 
18.    TO,  IV  4681 
14     OO.I  878 
15.  100,  VII  1464 
16,  8ee  para  213  flupra, 
17  Opp,  2261 
18  Printed,  Bombay.  SJee  para  66  ««sr a 
19  Mys  OliL,  Sup  ,  10     It  was  composed  In  Malabar  in  1700  A  C 
20.    TO,  IV    6059,  with  commentary  by  En4ww»»<»,  TO,  IV.  4818     The  poet 

praises  the  Yamaka  compositions  of  RavidOTS  and  Ku]a*,khata4eva 
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Slesacadamani  of  Snnivasa,1  Slesollasa  of  Sivaprasada,9  Slesa- 

campuramayana  of  Venkatacarva,'  Slesacmtamani  of  Cidambara,* 
Ramastaprasa  of  Ramabbadra,5  Prasabharata  of  Suryanarayana,  sou 
of  Visvanatha  of  Kasyapagotra  • 

Ci$rarat_akara  of  Gakrakavi,7  Visesanaramayana  of  Yiraraghava,* 

Somakunjara's  Gtrakav)a,*  and  KrSnamohana's  Ramalllamrta  w 
339  Citrakav}  as  appear  in  numerous  forms  In  Nalodaya  and 

Kicakavadha  there  is  the  narration  of  a  single  story  and  the  cleverness 

consists  merely  in  the  combination  of  letters  which  can  form  words  of 
different  senses  In  Dvisandhana  poems,  the  same  verse  gives  two 
different  meanings,  and  thus  narrates  two  distinct  tales  Besides  those 

already  noticed,  there  are  Sandhayakaranandm's  Ramacan^a  which 
depicts  at  once  the  story  of  Rama  and  the  history  of  his  patron  Rama- 

pala,11  andAnandakavya  **  Raghava-yadava-pandaviya  has  verses  of 
three  meanings,  and  relates  three  different  tales  PancakalyanacampQ 
deals  similarly  with  five  different  tales  and  Saptasandhana  with  the  lives 
of  seven  great  men  Somaprapha  has  a  Sa^arthikavya,  where  a  verse 
has  a  100  different  meanings  Ramakpnaviloma  has  the  first  half  of 
each  verse  repeated  backwards  in  the  second  half  and  mrrates  the 
stones  of  Rama  and  Kr^na 

In  Narayana's  NiranunlsikacampQ,  SQrpanakha  complains  to 
Ravana  of  Rama's  assault  and  because  her  nose  and  ears  had  been  cut 
off,  the  poet  aptly  eliminates  all  nasals,   which    SSrpanakha  could  not 

have  pronounced  M _     ______  — _        _     ___________        _____ 

3  00, 1  67T  5     Printed  KavyamaiS,  Bombay 
8  Btee,  254  6     Tan]  Oat ,  VI  2584. 
7.  TO,  IV  •6561    Here  is  another  work  of  this  name    DO,  XX  8054 
8  Tanl,  Oat ,  VI  3671  11     Ed  MASB  III  1  56     See  para  189  supra 
9  Jei.  Oat  54  19     GO,  „  46 

10     CO,  I  518  18     _"0,IV  4206     ffor  in  statue 

Por  Nlrosthya  verges,  see  Tanj   Oat ,  VI    3739     An  instanoe  of  Nirduntya, 
Nirmnrdbanya,  Nirantastha  and  Nirajmaka  is  in  PratSparudrfya  (vi  39) 

d  also  in  SahityaratnSkara,  VI  25  et  seq 
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Poets  have  exercised  their  mtellecf  to  frame  \  erses  of  one  or  m  o 

letters  only.    For  instance 

Sah%tyarafnahara,  YI  81 

ft  M%&  s^ft  *rrer  hmi«hi  »T5  1  g^tsgfr  qg^ft  zfan  &*\dMdi>  11 
Kavyanuiusana,  V. 

340  Nitthala  Upamaka  Venkatesvara  was  son  of  Yis\a- 
na^ha  and  Kamamba  and  probably  lived  near  Yizianagaram  about  the 
middle  of  19th  century  A  D  He  was  a  poetic  genius  of  modern  times  of 
rare  merit  and  has  left  an  instance  of  poetic  composition  at  once  graceful 

and  unique,  a  combination  of  accrostics  of  surprising  mgenuitv  In  the 
apparent  garb  of  a  poem  on  Ramayana,  Rasi«:anasangraha  in  30 
cantos  in  prose  and  verse  (composed  in  1866  A.D  ),  he  has  arranged 
the  letters  of  verses,  so  as  to  form  four  more  poems  out  of  particular 
letters  combined  and  read  together  from  the  verses  It  is  therefore 
described  as  Cafttiatragat  bha  He  has  imbedded  his  own  name  and 

description  in  one  of  such  devices  in  his  BalakSnda 

The  poem  Gauriyivaha  is  formed  by  the  regular  combination 
of  the  first  letter  of  the  verses  of  kandas  from  Avodhya  to  Yuddha  and 

describes  the  marriage  of  Parvaf ! 

The  poem  Sriranoadiksetramahathva.  is  formed  by  the  regular 
combination  of  the  first  letter  in  the  second  plda  of  the  verses  from 

kandas  Ayodhya  to  Yuddha.  Here  thirteen  shnnes  are  described  with 
their  theological  history 

The  poem  Bhagavadavataracarita  is  formed  by  the  regular 
combination  of  the  first  letter  of  the  third  pada  of  the  verses  from 

kandas,  Ayodhya  to  Yuddha,  and  describes  the  incarnation  of  Vijsu 

The  poem  Praupadikalyana  is  formed  by  the  regular  combi- 
lation  of  the  first  letter  of  the  fourth  pada  of  the  verses  from  kandas, 

iyodhya  to  Yuddha,  and  describes  the  marriage  of  Praupadi. 

Above  all  a  combination  of  the  first  letters  of  each  of  the  verses  in 

3alakanda  makes  up  Ramakavaca  * 

341.  Bandha  is  the  name  given  to  verses  in  which  the  letters 

re  arranged  in  the  form  of  sword,  lotus,  car,  serpent  etc.  So  says 
lammata 

  gftrt  *re  3°rfot  q^mntfiftflm   
1.    2*0,  IV.  6081-C087, 

48 
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There  are  BaBdhas  in  v  anous  poems  and  w  orks  on  rhetoric  They 

are  numerous  in  Venkatadhv  an's  Lakjmisahasra  Venkate&vara's  Citra- 
bandharamayana  is  wholly  composed  of  verses  of  various,  designs,  such 

as  Kankaaa,  Cha^ra,  Andohka  etc  a 

Kamalamahkagtotra  of  Venkatacan  a,  son  of  Xrsimha  of  Sri- 

vatsagO'jra,*  is  another  feat  of  alliterative  ingenuity,  a  garland  of  lotuses 
in.  praise  of  Laksmi     It  is  accompanied  h\  a  comraentarv 

irr  *nr  ft  <rrtot  <ftitorc  ̂ jn  il 

Kankanabandha  is  the  most  ingenious  m  this  class  In  it  the 
narrative  is  formed  bv  rewriting  a  verse,  for  instance,  of  32  letters  back- 

ward and  forward  from  a  particular  starting  point  and  thus  making  64 
verses  in  all      The  story  of  Bamayana  has  been  so  related  * 

In  Venkate&a's  Eamacandrodiv  a  the  26th  Canto  contains  Bandhas 
and  there  is  a  Kankanabandha  ■ 

'PWPTraT'Mrcw  SNrnTRrcwircrr  I 

342  Vakrokti  is  a  clever  diversion  or  subversion  of  a  saying 
The  intended  meaning  of  a  word  is  wantonly  not  understood  and 
the  person  addressed,  most  often  reprimanded,  perverts  the  meaning  of 
the  •word  to  avoid  an  inconvenient  answer     So  says  Mammata, 

%w  wm  qr  Itt  m  ̂tl%^rar  fern  II 

There  is  the  first  verse  of  Mudrarab>asa  in  illustration 

'  &  faw  m  |tr.  I 
1.    KSvyaprakafo,  IX.  85  et  seq 

S  Tanj  Oat,  VI  2728  85,  with  YagnitnSrSyanS's  ooramantary  See  also 
Piat5para4aya*ibh0sana  vil  6  3  Sahifyacatnakara,  n.  25  ana  all  books  on  rhetoric in  chapters  on  Sab<jaiaak5ra. 

8     DO,  XVm.  6864. 
4  Bee  para  97  supra. 
5  Tanf,  Oat ,  VI  3658     See  .para  289  supra 
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far  fa&rgfWntft  softer  mwraanflsflt.  n 

There  are  Eataakara's  Vakruktipancabika,1  Rambhabukasaimada,8 
Sivarama's  Lakjml-barasi  atlsamvada8  and  Girijakamalavrvada  * 

On  Vakrokti,  <a>  the  essential  of  poelrv,  Kuntakd  \\rol«  a  treatise 

Yakrotijfuta  * 

343  Dyglott  poemt  consist  of  verses  that  can  be  read  in 

any  two  (or  more)  languages  *  Here  is  an  instance  of  identity  in  Prakrit 
and  Sanskrit : 

fas  teira  trf  m  fttmm  S  H 

344  Srinivasa  Kavisarvahhauma  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of 

Ktsaa  B5ja  Udeyar,  Maharaja  of  Mi  sore,  of  the  last  century  Besides 

Kpnarajaprabhavodaya,  a  poem  on  his  patron,  he  wrote  Kfsnarajaja-* 
yotkar>.a  in  prose  and  verse  in  such  a  wa\  that  with  an  alteration  in 
punctuation  the  w  ork  becomes  Sanskrit  or  Kanarese 

345  Cyuta  fc  a  species  of  composition  in  which  the  main  word 

is  indicated  by  the  -omission  of  a  matra,  half  matra,  binda  or  varafl' 
So  Hemacandra  says 

for  instance  * 

atf  if  vs*  «fen%  *&n  *p*  n 

346  Gudha  is  another  species  in  which  some  w  ord  is  concealed 

in  the  verses     Hemacandra  says  i 

1  Printed,  Bombay  with  commentary 
9  My*  OML,  254. 
8.  CO,  I  MO 
4  PR,  III.  Afp  398 

5  m  by  ft.  K  D«.  'with  «lt}oal  aotos  au4  ltttepdtfotioa ,  2>2,  II.  It,  19. 6.  Afys  4roft.  IUh  (1913),  67. 
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For  instance : 

Krsxakayi,  son  of  Raghunatha  piksifa,  wrote  Kriyagopanarama- 

yaoa  or  Candrakalavilasa,  a  poem  in  14  cantos,  on  the  story  of  Rama- 

yarta  The  ment  of  the  poem  is  that  the  predicate  is  concealed  in  the 

verses  * 

347.  Vidasd^amukhftmanclana  of  pharmadasa,  a  Jam,  is  a 

Collection  of  enigmatical  verses,  in  4  chapters,  on  different  topics  in 

Citra  varieties  There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Taracandra  of 

fovaiajdcjhani,*  by  Purgadasa  and  by  Gaunkanta  and  Narahari  and 

one  anonymous    Visvesvara's  Kavlndrakarnabharana  is  a  similar  work. 

348  Vagbhagana  of  Eamacandra  of  Bhargavagofcra  is  a  group 

of  periphrastic  and  curiously  composed  verses  in  praise  of  various  Gods 

tie  lived  somewhere  on  the  banks  of  Tamraparnl  in  the  Pandya 

country  * 

Purghatakavya  is  a  highly  artificial  poem  of  80  verses  in  praise  of 
various  deities  with  an  anonymous  commentary  There  is  a  poem  of 

that  name  attributed  to  Kalidasa  printed  in  Bombay  * 

1.   TO,  1  10,  898, IV  650b  (with  commentary) . 
Forinsbanbe; 

miniwwfidifrfi*  fusraqr  I  *fa  arn?ro&i  %m  ̂ IWtofo.  ll 
1    Printed,  Bombay    TO,  HI.  8977 ,  DO,  XX.  8090 ;  Mttra,  IY.  294. 

For  instance ; 

8.  $o,m..2W. 
For  instance : 

«nmllKWW<tfti^n«jidii  mfa  ftsr  wf  ftsrfft  ll 
i,  IQQ,YU,im. 
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Kavirakshasfyain  is  a  poem  of  100  verses  of  involved  meaning  bv 
an  unknown  author,  calling  himself  Kaviraksasa  *  There  are  commen- 

taries on  it  by  Niiganarava,  son  of  Devanaradhva,*  and  <wo  anony- 
mous 8 

349  Nagaraja  was  the  son  of  Jalapa  and  grandsun  ofVidja- 
dhara  of  Karpatigotra  He  is  spoken  of  at  the  end  of  his  poem  Bhava- 
sataka  as  a  King  who  was  the  ornament  of  the  Taka  race  "  Taka  race 
here  mentioned  is  probably  the  same  as  that  to  which  Madanapala, 
the  patron  of  the  author  of  the  Madanapanjatha,  (vsork  on  Ian) 
belonged  It  was  a  family  of  petty  Chiefs  whose  capital  was  as  stated 
in  the  introduction  to  the  latter,  a  town  of  the  name  of  Kashtha 
situated  on  the  Yamuna  to  the  north  of  Delhi"  Bhavasataka  "  consists 
of  101  verses,  some  in  praknt  in  each  of  which  a  certain  person  is 
represented  to  be  doing  a  certain  thing  in  a  certain  condition  and  the 
reason  why  he  or  she  does  or  the  minor  sense  of  the  verse  is  meant  to 
be  found  out  by  the  reader  It  is  however  given  at  the  end  of  the 

verses  "* 

CamafikSracandnka,*  (i)  by  Kavikarnapura,  (n)  Narottamadasa  and 
(m)  by  Yisvesvara,  and  Vyajoktisafaka  of  Tnvikrama*  are  similar 

350  Sftaramiya  or  Sabdodaharana  of  BhaskarasQn,  son  of Bama- 

swami  Diksr&a,  narrates  the  story  of  Bama  and  is  meant  to  illustrate  gram- 

matical forms  like  Bhattikavya  f  Sabhyabharana  is  an  anthology  with 
double  meaning,  in  9  chapters,  by  Ramacandra  Bhatta  of  Att&ladesa. 

The  last  verse  interlaces  the  last  sufra  of  Panmi  *%  V  with  ingenuity. 
He  was  a  great  grammarian  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Gomula 

(jyotirvi$),  son  of  Nilakantha,  of  the  familj  of  astrologers  of  Sivapuri  on 
the  banks  of  Godlvari 

1  DO,  XX.  8024.  Printed,  Bombay.  There  is  a  fanciful  reason  given  for  the 
psouhar  name . 

flRifci  5R$i  5T)Tgrl  ?r$  <j*  ffit  Tftrcjp:  I 

fi.    DO,  XX.  8025. 
8.    12)4(2,8036,802?. 
i     Ed.  Bombay.     P&,  m.  21,  888 ,  IV.  69,  SB,  1882-8),  9, 198. 
There  are  BbavavusSa  by  BudrSkavl  (Printed,  Bombay),  BhSvalSJakaby  VeakatS- 

oSrya  (Mys  OliL,  680}  and  BhavSmanjatI  by  RSma,  son  of  KrsaagopaUa  of  Apsya- 
gofra  (B  No  2975) 

5,    CO,  1. 188,  HI.  30. 
6   aa,  ix.  1*7. 
7.   TO,  IY.  6868, 
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Sarvasena's  Ilanvijaya  is  a  poem  with,  double  entendre  descnbmg 
the  victor)  of  Han,  while  the  same  test  directs,  the  movements  in  chess 

nlav* 
Slctiox  II 

Some  Modem  Poets. 

351  In  the  19th  century,  Gangadharasastn  laihnga  of 

Benares  wrote'  the  philosophical  poems  Hamsa^taka  and  Alivilasisal- 
lapa,  Duhkhabhanjanakavi  of  Benares  wrote  a  biographical  poem 

Candrasckharacanta ,  and  Paramesvara  Jha  (Mdhamahopadh)  aya;8 
wrote  Yaksamilanakavya,  a  sequel  to  Meghaduta 

i 

352  Subrahmaaya  Suri,  son  of  Sankara-Naw  ana,  w  as  born 
in  1830  at  Kadavakkudinear  Pudukkota  He  was  7th  in  descent  from 

the  famous  Chokkanatha  Dlksitta  *  He  was  a  Professor  of  Sanskrit  in 

Raja's  College  at  Pudukkota  and  passed  away  in  1913  His  learning 
was  versatile  He  was  very  good  at  poetry  and  grammar  and  proficient 
in  singing  and  painting  His  Hanka^has  attracted  an  enchanted 
audience  and  Were  known  for  their  devotion  and  erudition  Besides 

the  play  Valli-Bahuleyam,  in  seven  Acts,  depicting  the  marriage  of 
Valli  and  Skanda  and  a  bhana  ManmathamaDthana  and  a  prose  piece 

J3an$anucanta,  he  wrote  several  poems  Buddhisandesa,  Padyapancaratna, 

Haiatirfhesvarastuti,  Sukasukfisudharasayana  and  stones  adapted  to 
music,  such  as  Ramava^ara,  Visvamitrayaga,  SllakalyiUia,  Rukmini- 
kalyana  and  Vibhitymahatmya  etc  His  Dolagifcas  and  Ildllisamanjans, 
songs  on  various  deities,  are  interesting,  particularly  those  relating 

the  whole  story  of  Rama}  ana 

By  far  a  very  valuable  poem  is  Ase<.anaka-Ram3yana  In  199 
verses  in  Xrya  metre  where  the  first  three  padas  narrate  the  story  and 
the  fourth  pada  impresses  a  moral  The  work  is  unique  and  represents 

Valmiki's  work  as  a  mine  of  ethical  pfeceptSi 

353.  Krsnarama  was  a  professor  in  Ayurveda  in  Jaipuf  Stale 
about  1900.  In  his  Kachavamsa  and  Jayapuravilasa,  he  described  the 
greatness  of  the  ruler  of  Jaipur  Among  many  poems  he  wrote  are 

Arjalankaras^aka,   Palandusataka,  Muktaka-muktavah,   HolSmahotsava 
J.     See  Ofii,  QP,  Int  lv ,  No  6801,    Ita  verses  on  oatoraaga,  see  B.  No.  1460G*. 
2.    Printed  Benares  and  Darbhanga. 
8     He  also  wrote  a  romanoe  like  Vasavadatta. 
1,  Except  the  works  printed  by  M.  L.  J  Press,  Madras  and  tha.oUija  fflautiBoripts 

ace  with  the  post's  eon,  5  Baukara  Kara/ana  B  A.,  Account  (Joattal's  Qffioo.  Madtas, 
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andSarasainka,  a  poetical  epitome  of  several  important  Sanskrit   works 

In  metrics  he  wrote  Chandaschataniandana.* 

354  Shankerlal  Maheshw  ar  Shasln,  llahamahopadln  a\  a  of  the 

Prashnora  Nagar  community  lived  in  Jamnagar  in  1S44-1916  AD  He 
commenced  writing  poetry  at  the  age  of  15  The  Maharaja  of  Tamnagar 
bestowed  upon  him  the  title  of  Sighrakau  le  an  ex  tempore  poet 
lie  sened  in  the  Rawajiraj  Pathasala  of  Morbi  in  Kaihiawad  for  mam 

veirs  Among  his  many  works  Savitn-cari$ra,  Candraprabhacantra 
Dhruvdbhj  udayanataka,  Gop31arintamani,  Anaslhabhyudaya,  etc 

355  Venkatesa  Vamana  Sovani  was  son  of  Vamana  Vittala 

He  w  as  Professor  of  Sanskrit  at  Meerut  and  Allahabad  and  lived  in  18S2- 
1925  His  son  V  V  Sovani  is  Professor,  Rajkumar  College,  Raipur 

(C  P )  Among  his  manr  works,  all  printed,  there  are  the  minor  poems, 

Indradyumnapavarga  (philosophical),  Divyapraoandha,  Isalaharl,  Rama- 

candrodiya  (in  4  cantos)  and  a  biography  of  Sivaji  Chairapatl, 

Snnvatiraprabandua  Hw  admiration  ofKahdasa  is  illustrated  in  his 

poem  Klhdasaprasamsa 

356  Mudumbai  Venkatarama  Naraaimha  Acharya,  lived 
in  1842-1928  AD  He  was  the  son  of  VirarSghava  and  Rangamba  of 

^rlvas^n-gotra  The  progenitor  of  his  family  was  Mudumbai  Acan,  one 

of  the  72  Srivaisaava  Acarv  as  set  up  by  RSmanujai  One  of  his  ances- 

tors Kfjoamacar)  a  had  two  sons,  versed  in  music  and  literature  and  they 

came  to  be  known  as  Sanglfca-Mudumbai  and  Sahitya-Modumbai  and 

our  poet  was  of  the  latter  line  His  learning  was  all  comprehensive 

and  he  was  honoured  as  a  poet  laureate  in  the  court  ofVijayarama 

Gajapaf i,  Maharaja  of  Viiayanagaaam  (Vizagapatam  District)  He  wrote 

about  1 14  works  in  different  branches  of  literature  Among  his  dramas 

are  GajendravySyoga,  Rajahamsf\anataka,  and  V  asavipasarfr  aprakarana, 

and  his  Ci^uryaloka  dramatises  the  story  of  the  solar  ecbpse  Among 

his  major  poems  are  Ramacandrakathamrti  and  Bhagavafa  which  are 

long  poems  on  the  stones  of  Sri  Kr^aa  and  minor  poems  are  KhalSva- 

helana  and  Niftrahas3a  He  wrote  a  romance  in  prose  a  campa 

Ujj\al5nanda,  and  a  work  on  poetic1?,  KSvjalankSrasangraha 

357  Medepalli  Venkataramanacarya,  was  his  pupil  Born 

in  1S62  at  Anakapalh  in  Vizagapatam  District,  and  educated  under 

different  teachers  of  great  merit,  he  has  been  the  senior  Sanskrit  profes- 

sor in  the  Maharaja's  College,  Vizianagarain  His  GirvSna  Satha- 

gopasahasram  is  a  rendering  in  verse  of  the  sacred  collect  of  Tamil 

1     See  8iva4*t$a's  introduction  to  Nai$a<}ha,  Bombay. 
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Prabandhas  and  is  a  valuable  treasure  of  devotional  lore  and  exhibits  a 

classical  style  rarelj  seen  after  the  15th  century  Above  all  his  narra- 

tives in  prose  of  many  plavs  of  Shakespeare,  on  the  line  of  Lamb's 

Tales  are  specimens  of  elegant  simplicity  *  His  history  of  rhetoric 

written  in  Telugu*,  which  i&  an  epitome  of  the  results  of  literary  research 
in  the  sphere  of  poetics  * 

358.  Hetnacandra  Roy,  KavibhB>ana,  is  the  son  of  Jadunan- 
dana  Roj  of  Yarendra  Kayas^ha  family  of  Gautama  go$ra  He  was 
born  in  the  village  of  KSmanagara  in  Pabna  District  in  Bengal  in  Saka 

1804  (1882  AD)  on  18th  Asvma.  After  a  distinguished  career  in  the 
Calcutta  University,  he  has  been  professor  of  Sanskrit  in  Edward 

College,  Pabna  His  poems  are  remarkable  for  lucidity  of  expression 
and  embrace  thrilling  themes  of  love  and  romance  They  are  Satya- 

bhamaparigraham,  Subhadraharauam,  Haihayavijayam,  Pandavavijayam 

and  ParaBuramacanJram  * 

359  Matriuranatha,  popularly  known  as  Manjunatha,  is  the 
son  of  Dvarak5na$b.a  and  was  adopted  by  Sundaralala,  a  Pandit  of  the 
Court  of  Jaipur  He  is  of  Gautama  Gofcra,  born  on  Asadha  Krsna 

Saptami  Sam  1940  (1890  AD)  His  ancestor  Bavijidiksit  was  a  Teluga 
Brahmin  who  settled  at  Benares,  and  a  later  descendant  Manuladlkgi$ 
came  away  to  Prayag  The  family  was  known  as  Devar^yava^anka, 
after  the  name  of  a  village  Devarsi,  gifted  to  him  by  his  pupil  there 

About  Sam  1700,  &rikr§nabhatta  was  born  His  scholarship  is  highly 
praised  by  Hanharabhatta  in  Kulaprabandha  Having  been  honoured 
by  the  Chiefs  of  Bimdi  and  Amber,  he  was  made  the  Slate  Pandit  of 

Jeypur  There  at  Jeypur  he  wrote  the  poems  Isvaravilasa*,  Padya- 

muktavab.*,  Tnpurasundar^stavar8Ja,,  and  Alankarakalanidhi 

Mathuraaatha  is  the  Supermtendant  of  Sanskrit  studies  in  Jeypur 
State     In  his  Manjukavrjanikunja  (Bower  of  poetry)  he  has   gathered 

Printed  Madras 
1     For  another  rendering,  see  Index, 
3     Printed,  Madras. 
8.    Printed,  Madras 
i.    Printed,  Pabna 
5  PR,  Id  398,  GO,  I  61 
6  For  another  work  of  iMb  name  by  GhSgicSma,  see  00, 1  824. 
7  Taylor,  I  102  For  sjobcas  on  Tripurasundail  by  Jayadeva,  BSghavSoSrya 

etc,  see  00,  I  337  There  are  Tripurasundarikavya  oomposed  by  a  KalldSsa  In 
176a  .A J)  {00,  I.  337)  and  Tcipurasandarlmaaodayai  by  <j»nkarSnand:ui5tn} 
(00, 1.  887) 
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minor  poems  Sahitvavaibhava,  Jayapuravaibhava,  Sam^jagiitbasapja. 
sali,1  Sanslvrtasarvasva,  and  Kavyakalarahasya. 

"The  poem  is  divided  into  several  sections,"  Says  Gopinatha 
Kaviraj,  "with  verses  on  different  subjects  in  each.  The  description  of the  seasons,  the  representations  of  the  various  moods  of  the  human 
mind,  the  delineation  with  touches  of  humour  at  intervals  cf  the  darker 
phases  of  the  modern  social  life,  all  these  have  a  ring  of  fieshness  and 
spontaneity  about  them  which  mark  them  out  as  distinctive  of  true 
inspiration,  The  author  is  at  his  best  in  his  manipulation  of  the  metres 
not  merely  those  which  are  current  in  the  Sanskrjt  classics  but  even 
some  new  varieties  coined  by  him  in  imitation  of  Hindi,  Urdu  and 

360.  Sriwilatatacarya,  better  known  as  D.  I,  laiacarya  Siro- 
mani,  is  the  senior  professor  ofMimamsa,  Sanskrit  College,  Tiravadi, 
TaajoreDt.  He  was  bora  in  1892  at  Tiruvarangam  in  South  Arcot. 

His  powers  of  Sanskrit  elocution  are  remarkable.  Among  his  poems1 
are  Kaplnamupavasa  and  Mugdhanjali, 

1.  This  is  a  literal  reading  of  HaYs  Sapt&safL 
I  Printed,  Kumbakonam. 
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Section  I 

Subha8i'ta 
361  Subhasita,  generalh  spoken  of  as  anthologies,  are 

various  collections  of  verses  as  several  topics,  proverbial,  erotic,  ethical, 
descriptive  and  devotional  etc  They  mav  be  the  composition  of  one 
author  or  selections  from  other  authors  In  some  of  the  collections  of 

the  latter  class,  the  names  of  the  poets  are  appended  and  they  thus 
serve  as  valuable  landmarks  in  literary  history  Many  of  these  poets 
are  now  only  knovin  by  name  and  their  works  are  not  available 

Treatises  on  rhetoric  often  serve  the  purpose  of  anthologies,  for  they 
quote  verses  m  illustration  from  various  poets  and  works  by  name 
Works  of  single  authors  may  be  classed  under  Laghu  Kavya,  while 

collections  maj  stand  apart  as  essences  of  the  whole  Kavya  literature 

362  Kavindravacanasamuccaya*  is  the  earliest  of  antho- 

logies now  available  The  author's  name  is  not  known,  but  among  the 
authors  quoted  Mayura,  Vakpatiraja  and  Rajasekhara  are  the  latest  It 

must  have  been  composed  about  the  end  of  the  10th  century  A  D 

The  value  of  the  work  has  been  enhanced  by  the  excellent  introduction 

of  F  \V.  Thomas  v\hich  contains  information  on  many  unknown  authors 

and  collects  their  verses  quoted  in  other  anthologies " 

363  Nandana'a  Prasannasah^yaratnakara  is  an  anthology  in 

1000  stanzas  "The  compiler  is  very  proud  of  his  knowledge  of 
Pamni  and  Sahitya  He  says  his  work  is  beyond  computation  He 

commences  with  Sivavrajja.  This  work  iu  compiled  m  imitation  of 

Kavivacana-samuccava  in  which  collections  of  verses  on  different 

subjects  are  called  Vrajyas  That  is  Buddhistic,  while  the  present  is 

Hindu"" 
364  Amitagati  was  a  Pigambara  Jain  ascetic  and  pupil  of 

Madhavasena.*    He  wrote  Dharmapariksa8  in  Sam    1070)  and  Subha- 

l     Printed,  Oftloutto  ~*~~      ™"  ~— — — 
3    Snob  work  has  also  been  admitibly  done  in  the  Introduction  to  8ubMsltavaU by  P,  Peterson 

8    Haraprasad's  Sastri  Neo.  Cat.  No.  1574, i.    PR,  IV  ix. 
5.    Wbber,  ISt  H,  mo. 
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sjtaratnasandohd  m  Sam  1030   (994  A  D )  during  the  reign  of  King 

Munja  of  Dhara  * 
365  Sridharadasa  son  of  Vatudasa,  was  a  Uandalika  or  a 

gu\ernor  under  king  I  aksraartasena  of  Bengal  Hi*  Sdduktikarnararid 
composed  in  baka  1127  or  1203  \D  comprises  \anous  topics  from 
select  authors  whom  it  names  * 

366  Jalhana  or  Arohaka  Bhagadatta  Jalhana  peva  was  s<m  of 

Lakgnudeva  The\  were  ministers  of  ihe  "S  adava  King  Krjna  His 
Sukttmuktavdli  was  composed  in  Saka  1179  (1237  A  D )  dunng  Kpoa't 
reign  by  Vaid\a  Bhanu  Pandita  or  Bhaskara  at  the  instance  of  Jalhana* 
The  introductory  verses,  give  an  account  of  Jalhana'*.  family  and  are 
summansed  by  1<  G  Bhandarkar  thus  * 

"There  vat,  a  person  of  the  name  of  Dada  who  belonged  to the  Vatsa  Gotra  and  appears  to  ha\e  been  in  the  service  of  the 
\  adava  king  Mailugi,  called  in  other  places  Mallugi  Tijjana,  of  the 
Kalachuri  race,  who  had  usurped  the  throne  at  Kalyana  in  1157  AD 
was  not  allowed  to  enjoy  it  peacefull)  Besides  internal  disturbances 
he  had  to  face  the  attacks  of  the  surrounding  chiefs  Mallugi  appears 
from  the  above  to  ha\e  been  one  of  those  who  were  hostile  to  him, 
and  Dada,  who  commanded  his  troops  of  elephants,  fought  a  battle 
with  Vijjana  Dada  had  four  sons  named  Mahidhara,  Jahla,  Samba, 

and  Gangadhara  who  contributed  to  raise  the  importance  of  Mallugi's 
kingdom  Mahidhara  succeeded  his  father  in  the  command  of  the 

elephants  and  had  to  conduct  the  war  with  Vijjana,  His  son  Ananta 
appears  to  ha\e  assisted  his.  father  and  captured  many  elephants  from 

his  master's  powerful  enemies  After  Mahidhara's  death  his  brother 
Jahla  succeeded  to  his  office  and  is  said  to  have  restored  Bhillama's 
kingly  power  firm  Bhillama  was  the  son  of  Mallugi  and  acquired 
finally  the  paramount  sovereigty  of  the  Dekkan  for  his  familj-,  about 
the  year  1187  AD  Jahla  led  a  maddened  elephant  into  the  army  of 
the  Gurjara  prince  and  obtained  fame  as  Bhagadatta  Bhagadatta  is  a 
pnnce  mentioned  in  the  Mahabharata  who  fought  with  Arjnna  with 
great  bravery     Jahla  spread  terror  into  the  heart  of  Malla,  frightened 

2  Ibid  SB  (1882-8)  45 ,  ZDilQ,  LIX  326  M.  Kavyamal*,  Bombay  with  a 
jong  introduction  on  the  inscriptions  of  the  ParamSra  dynasty  On  Munja,  See  under 
Bhqja  yosi 

2  Printed  partly  by  Ramflvafaeaearma,  Oaloutta,  050(1903)  106,.Mit»*s 
Notices,  No  1180,  ZD MO,  XXXVI,  36183,609-59  For  author's  names,  sea 
Anfreaht's  Oolleotions,  No  578,  JR1S  (1903),  1028  1063 

8.    DO,  XX   8109 
4.    Bepof  J  (1897) 
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the  forceb  of  Mallugi,  who  must  have  been  an  enemv  of  BhilUma,  and 

vanquished  Munja  and  Anna  Who  these  chiefs  were  we  do  not 
know,  and  a  great  mam  of  them  had  to  be  vanquished  before  Bhillama 

could  acquire  supreme  pow  er  The  Munja  mentioned  here  was  not 
the  celebrated  prince  oi  Dhara  of  that  name  Jahla  captured  many 
elephants  and  gav  e  them  to  his  master  Bhillama  Janardana  was  the 
son  of  his  brother  Gangadhara  and  he  appears  to  have  succeded  as 

commander  of  the  troops  of  elephants  He  taught  Simha  or  Singhana 
the  art  of  managing  elephants  and  thus  enabled  him  to  conquer  Arjuna 
Singhana,  called  also,  Simha  was  the  son  of  Jaitrapala  and  Bhillama 
If  he  was  taught  the  art  of  managing  elephants  by  Janardana,  it  must 

have  been  so  when  he  was  a  j  oung  man  and  during  his  father's  reign 

Singhana  himself  came  to  the  throne  in  1210  A  D  Janardana's  son 
Lakshmide\a  succeeded  to  the  office  and  contributed  by  his  courage 
and  bravery  to  consolidate  the  pow  er  of  king  Krishna  Krishna  was 

the  grandson  of  Singhana  and  ascended  the  throne  after  him  in  the 

year  1247  A  D  Lakshmideva  constructed  a  large-tank  and  had  an 
extensive  and  beautiful  garden  His  son  wasjahlana,  who  with  his 
brother  assisted  long  Krishna  by  his  counsel  and  commanded  the 

troops  of  his  elephants  He  compiled  this  collection  of  elegant 

sayings 

SQkfimuktavali  is  in  two  recensions,  shoft  and  long1  It  is  parti* 
cularly  valuable  for  its  preservation  of  the  famous  verses  of  Eajasekhara 
eulogising  great  poets,  of  whom  some  are  women  It  begins  with  a 
summary  of  the  contents 

367.  Sarngadhara  was  the  son  of  Pamodara,  grandson  of 

Rdghava  and  great-grandson  of  Hammlra  Bhupati  of  Sakarabhari 
country.  It  is  an  anthology  of  4689  verses,  some  by  the  collator,  and 

was  composed  in  1363  AD* 

368.  VallabhadevaV  SubhasifSvali*  has  3327   quotations  of 

1  DC,  X?  8109,  8116 ,  PR  III  No  870  Foe  a  fall  review  and  list  oj 
authors,  see  Peterson,  JBAS,  XVII  67-71  Keith,  8L,  2J2  ,  Quaokenbos,  Poms  of 
Mayura,  9  note 

3  Ed  by  P  Peterson,  B88,  Bombay  and  par(iy  by  Aofceoht,  ZDMQt  XXV,  465, 

XXVH,  1,  77  ,  DO  XX  80M     Sea  Bohtlingk's  notes,  ZDM0,  (1878),  625. 
8  He  is  different  from  Vallabhadeva,  the  commentator  whom  he  quotes  (sea 

para  29  supra  for  further  elucidation) ,  PR,  IV  110-1,  and  Peterson,  In6  to  Subh. 
118-4  AB  Keith,  Bull  Or  Sludiea,  V  (oannot  be  earlier  than  15th  oeatury  A  D.) 
S  K  Da,  JRAS  (1927) ,  D  0  Bhattaoharya,  JRJ.3  (1928) 

4  M  by  P.  Peterson,  B8S  Bombay.  For  a  review  by  Bohler  see  IA,  XV 
240 
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verv  great  value  in  literary  historv  He  was  a  Kasminan  and  his  authors 
are  mostlv  of  Northern  India  lie  must  have  lived  after  Sultan  Zainalab- 

din  of  Kiisinir  (1417-67  A.D ),  for  he  quotes  Jonaraja,  who  was 
contemporary  of  that  Sultan  * 

369  Nilakantha  Diksita  was  betitled  Prabandhasajara  bv  king 
Bamavanna  of  Vanci  (Iravancore)  of  the  loth  centui)  In  a  poem  of 
IS  stabakas  called  YarnanSsarafeangraha  he  elaborateh  describes 

several  objects,  seasons,  countries  and  deities  • 

370  Sri  vara  was  pupil  of  Jonaraja  Jonarftja  continued  Kalhana's 
chronicle  till  1412  \D  and  Sruara  followed  till  1477  AD  Besides 

Kafhakautuka  and  fainarajataranginf,  he  wrote  SubhasijavaU  where  he 

quotes  about  400  poets  * 

Vijaj  asenasun  wrote  Suktiratnavali  in  54  verses  in  Sam  1647 

(1591  AD)4  It  appears  from  the  Prasasti  on  the  Vntti  on  Vijava- 
pragasjikavj  a,  that  another  Suktiratnavali  was  composed  by  Hemavi- 
javagani  Ihere  is  also  a  Suktiratnavali  by  Yaidyaratna,  son  of 

Ramabhatla,  but  authors  are  not  named  * 

371  Haridasa,  son  of  Purusotfama,  of  the  Karana  clan  was  an 

inhabitant  of  the  Maharaja-Kharagada  Purueo$$ama  had  four  sons, 
Kfsnadasa,  Damodara,  Narayana  and  Handasa  Haridasa  was  a 
worshipper  of  Ganesa  and  was  proficient  in  all  sciences  and  arts  He 
composed  Pras$avara$nakara  in  1614  probably  of  the  Vikrama  saravat, 
at  Jalapattana  during  the  reign  of  Varavirasahi  in  21  chapters  on 

various  topics  * 

372  Harikavi  was  a  poet  of  the  Deccan  Cakrapam  was  his 

brother  His  anthology  Haravali  or  Subhasi^aharavali  shows  an  inti- 
mate acquaintance  with  the  literature  of  the  whole  countr}  from 

Kashmir  to  Deccan  *    He  quotes  from  a  poet  of  Akbar's  Court  (called 

1     See  JonarSja's  RS]sJa»ngit}i,  7 
3  DO,  XX  8087,  He  wrote  oominentary  on  SauriUsaJhodaya ,  {DO,  XX  7886  v 

during  the  reign  of  kings  BSmavaroiaa  and  Godavarmau  of  Oaliout  of  the  l&th  century 
A  D  See  para  169  supra 

3     Peterson,  o  a  ,  VI.  ui  BKR,  61 ,  BR,  (1888-4),  54. 
i.   Printed,  Bhownagar. 
6.    ZOO,  1308. 
6  Haraprasad  Sastri,  Nep,  Oat,,  page  313 ,  Otidh,  VI.  i,  OO.I  360. 
7  For  a  full  account,  see  PR,  II  67-64  For  a  synopsis  of  quotations,  see 

Thomas,  Int  to  K#v.  14  authors  u$  named.  Inhere  ta  a  SubhS$ltaau4h&  of  Han 
[00, 1,  738  ) 
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Akbariyakalidasa)  and  from  Jaganna^ha's  Bhauilnhilasa  and  tnusl  there- 
fore be  assigned  earliest  to  the  latter  half  of  the  17th  centurv  AD 

To  the  student  of  literary  historj  this  anthology  presents*  many  points 

of  interest1 

Vrajanatha  was  m  the  Court  of  King  Madhava,  son  of  Jayasimha 

vho  was  a  descendant  of  Prthviraja,  and  lived  about  sam  1809  (I7'i3 

AD )     His  Padyatarangini  with   commentary  in  12  t  irangas  is,  a  large 

collection ' 

Kavyasangraha  is  an  anthological  collection  of  verses  from  various 
sources  enumerating  groups  of  nine,  eight,  seven,  six  and  five  noted 

persons,  things  and  qualities,  possessing  similar  characteristics  • 

373  The  following  are  other  anthologies  Padjainrtatarangini 

of  HanBhaskard,*Padya\ali(i)  of  Rupagoswamin,"  (h)  of  Mukunda8 
and  (ni)  of  Yid)  abhusava7 ,  Pad%  amuktavali  of  (t)  Ghasirama,8  Go\inda- 

bhatta*  and  (ii)  Pad>amr$asarovara  ,*•  Pad}  asangraha  by  Kavibhatla,11 
Padyavenl  of  Venidatta,  son  of  Jagajjivana  ** 

3  He  mentions  a  Bhcrjaprabandha  by  RSjaiekhara  and  quotes  two  verses  from  i i 
and  one  of  these  authors  is  PanoSnana  On  this,  Peterson  (fc  CO}  Infers  that  the 
author  Of  the  BaiurSmayana  eto  may  have  composed  a  Bhojaprabandha  and  says 
Eajatetham  was  a  oontemporaL'y  of  8oma4eva  authoc  of  Yniiitilaka  (oomposed  m 
859  A  D  )  and  of  King  Bhoja  whose  data  of  accession  he  puts  at  966  A  D  There  is  a 
Haravall  by  Parusottama,  (PR,  III  863  ) 

3  PR,  IV.  26-33  Author's  names  ate  not  given  For  refetenoes,  see  Thomas, liii  toKam 

8     -DO,  XX.  8080 
For  Instance . 

4  BS,  (1884-7)  No  856,  PR,  in    895,  080,  (1908)  02,   OC.I  884,  It 
eontains  880  quotations  from  various  Vaisnava  authors,  suoh  as  Yogelvara,  Ufcs'mi- 4bara,  Srtfharaswajm,  SabhSngaeto.  There  is  a  commentary  by  the  author's  son 
JayarSnM  Authors  ate  named  For  list,  see  BR,  (1887-91)  Ixii  see  Aufreoht's  artiole 
in  ZDUG,  XXXVIII,  544-7 

5  Ibid 
6.  PR,  IV  27 
7.  PR,  III  895 
8.  00,1.834. 
9.  BR,  (1881-7 ) 
10.  00. 1  824 
11.  Printed,  Haberhn,  529 

13     BR,  (1884-7)  No    875,  BR,  (1887-91)  U    Authors  ate  mart     It  *as WfliiXMod  in  the  regin  of  Eoij)3cor  Shah  Jbhau  (1036-50  AJD.) 
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(Pra-^thanntaniani  of  Candracflda,  Pra«.ta\atarangipi  of  SripAln, 
Prast^amukjavali  of  Kesa\a  Bhatta),1  Prastava«Srasangraha  i  <f  Rania- 
sarma,*  PraMwasara  of  Lauhj^ravlrasena,*  Prasta\aratnakara  of  Han- 

hara* 
snbhaSitakaustubha  of  Venkatadh\an,*  SubhaS]tamukta\ah  (i)  of 

Purusottamd*  and  (11)  of  Mathuranfitha,7  Subhasita\ah  of  ̂ akaiakirti,' 

Subhasitaratnnbhandiigara  b}  K  P  Parab,*  Subbisitaprabandha  or 
BhojakrtnsubhaSita,"  Subha&itaratnakosa  of  Bhatta  Srikrjna,11  Subhl- 
sitarattiavah  of  Uniamahesvara  Bhatta,1*  Sarasangraha  of  jSambhudjisa,1' 
Sarasangrahasudharnava  of  Bhatta  Ciovimlajit  ** 

Subhabitaratnakosa  by  Bhatta  Sri  Kpna,tt  SubhaMtanlvi  of  Ven- 
katanatha,1*  Subhasitapadavalf,  annonjmous  and  by  Sruma*acarva,w 
Subhasitamanjan  by  Cakravaiti  Venkatacarja  probablv  of  Kalyana- 

puram  ,M  SubhaSitasuradruma  *  (1)  by  Keladi  Basavappa  Naik  and  (fa)  bj 
Khanderaya  Basavayatindra  ,**  Subha\itasarvas%a  V/v  Gopinatha  M 

Subhafitasudhamdhi  by  Savanacarya,**  Saktivandhi  bj  Peddabhatta,** 

1  00, 1  859 
2  EPS,  II  186 
3,  EPS,  I  396 
i  PR,  (1887) 
5  DO,  XX.  8096     On  the  author,  see  Chapter  on  Campu  pott 
6  00, 1 728 ,  PR,  III.  897 IV.  81 ,  IV.  81 ,  VI  887.  SKO,  175. 
7  SW,  696 
8  DO,  XX,  8108 
9  Printed,  Bombay 
10  CO,  I  728     Thomas,  Int  to  Kav,  19  Authors  are  not  named 
11.  CO,  I  728,  HR,  (1883-1),  No  98 ,  66,  360.    Aithors  are  not  named. 
12  00,  II.  174. 
13.  10,  3158,  GO,  I  728 
14  Also  called  SabhyaiankSra  SamyogalrngSra,  BR,  (1884-7) ,  No.  417 ,  BR, 

(1887-90),  lxii     Authors  are  named. 
15  CO,  I  728 
16  Printed  in  part  with  commentary  by  Narasimha  [DO,  XX,  8098) 
17.    DO,  XX.  8099,  8101 
18  TO,  I.  800  He  also  wrote  Muslkapanoaka  (TO,  I  878)  and  Vrsoikapancaka 

(TO,  I  898) 

19  TO,  II  3669,  where  author's  names  are  not  given. 
30     Rue,  346 ,  00, 1.  733 
21.    PB.IV  81. 

32.  DO,  XX.  106 ,  TO,  I  1054 ,  2*0,  IV.  5341,  6644  Written  at  the  Instance  of 

King  Kampa  of  Vijianagar  in  84  paddhati  contains  an  account  of  Ssyana's  family. 
98  DO,  XX.  8117  in  13  fajakas  He  was  of  the  family  ot  MafcamahopSdhySya 

of  Elcfvara  Oity 
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Subhafrtaratnakara  (1)  by  Mumdevacarva*  (11)  M  KpSna,*  (ui)  b\ 

K  S  Bhata\adekar,g  (iv)  b\  Umapati,  son  of  NirraalanStba,*  Sultimukta- 

vah  (i)  of  Visvanataa,  son  of  Vidyamvasa  Bhattacarj  a,*  (11)  of  Puru- 

<50ttama  and  (m)  of  Mathurrmatba8  SubhaSita  bj  Hanhara,7  Sabha^ia- 

nngasara  of  Jagamiatbamisra  ,8  Suktfoah  b\  Laksmana,*  Subb3?ita\ah  " 

SabhnSita,11  Subhas-itamuktavah,"  Subbasitasaraacca}  a,"  Subhafota- 

sudbanandalahali,"  Subhasitasuradruma,"  SubbSsitnratnamala,"  Subha- 

si$-imdnjari,w  SubhaSitarnava,18  Sttbhaafasangraha 19 

Catudhara,'9  Caturajnakara,*1  Catuslokas  *' 

1.   PB,  I  74 

2  PB,  III  85,54 
3  BE,  (1887; 

4,   printed  Bombay. 
5  Bth  Oat 
6  00, 1  758. 
7.  JM 

8.  Mvlra,  V  OC,  I  728 
9     OC,  I  696     Composed  in  1867  AD 

10  Kuppusami  Sastri's  Bep.  (1916-9),  40  Of  the  rare  authors  and  works  are 
VUv84hika,  Purandara,  Udhama  Dandin'BSndrerseof  Avanjisundarikatha,  Taruna- 
avaoaBpati,  Brbatkajha,  VySsa  SSfcakarni,  SnndarapSndya,  ValUbbadeva,  Gajendra 
simha,  Bavigup{a,  Amrjavar4hana,  Cappatodeva,  Siwarnavistara,  AnkSvali,  Rama- 
bhn4aya  It  quotes  Soaselvara  and  must  hare  been  oomposed  later  than  1180  AD 
For  another  work  of  this  same,  see  IOC,  1618 

11  BR  (1888-4),  No  91    Authors  are  named    Thomis,  fat  to  Kav  19, 14 
12  lb*d  No  93,  PB,  VI  S67,  TJlwar,  1094,  Authors  are  not  named.  Another 

larger  work  of  this  name  is  in  Aufrecht'a  oolleotion,  No,  61  in  34  Muktamanta  Authors 
arc  not  named     Bee  Thomas,  Int  to  Kav.  13,  for  contents 

•  13.    OO,  I  738     Authors  are  not  named 

14  DO,  XX  810.3-4;  Taylor,  I  140. 
15  TO,  II.  3569 
16  TO,  I  794,00,  UI  160 

17  OC,  I  738 ,  DC,  XX  8099-8103 ,  TO,  I  800,  871,  II  \  1681  This  u 
prabably  the  same  as  the  work  of  Gakravartf  VenkataohSriar  TC,  I  800 

18.    TC,  I  463 
19     PB,  III  397 ,  EPS,  II  349 
30  DO,  XX.  8033.  This  oontains  6  Paddhatis  with  915  verses.  Then  ia  a 

oommentary  on  it,  DC,  XX.  8035 

31  DO,  XX  8033  This  mentions  Kaka{ia4ra  and  must  be  later  than  Prata- 
parndta 

39    DC,  XX  8036-1083    These  are  different  collections, 
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Padyaracana  by  Laksmanabhatta,1  Ra&ikajivana  by  Gadadhara- 
bhatta,*  Subhasitasarasamucca-vya,8  Sarasangraha  by  Sambhudasa,* 

babhjalankara^a  by  Govmdau  or  Govindjit,*  Sabhabhusanamanjari  by 

Gaufama  * 

373-A  Sundaradeva's  Suktisundara*  was  composed  about  the 
beginning  of  the  17  th  century,  His  anthology  is  valuable  in  that  it 

contains  verses  of  various  poels>8  of  the  16th  and  17th  century  m 
praise  of  the  rulers  of  that  period,  particularly  Mussalman  Among 
these  are  Akbar  (or  Jallaladma  or  Kabilendra),  Muddapharasaha, 

Nizama&aha  and  Shah  Jehan  He  must  have  been  very  familiar  -with 
those  Courts  and  here  is  a  verse  in  ■which  he  has  used  some  Urdu 
terms 

Emperor  Akbar  Is  thus  paised  by  Akbariyakahdfea 

^t  m  3&W4  vt  srcfa&fr  itftr  sparer.  I 

1  Printed,  Kavyamala,  Bombay     ZDMG,  (1888),  545 

2  Annals,  XJX  896-9,    OC,  I  49,  II  116  (composed  17th  century) 
8.    BPS,  Oat  VII  No.  5454. 

4  HPJS,  Oat   VII  No  5448     Here  Huddafar  Shah^who  ruled  in  Gujarat  about 
1561  A  D  is  praised 

5  CoUeoted  Works,  II,  825 

6  TO,  VI  6984 
7  See  Article  by  Har  Datta  Sharma,  GOJ,  III  188 ,  PO,  I.  52 

8  Akbariya  Kah45sa,  KavisVara  I  (CO,  88),  Kefevadiksrta,  Ganapap,  Gauri, 

Candracnda,  Ghana sySma,  Jaga]jivana,  Dbaram4bara,  B513jibbatta,  Bhayyabhatta, 
BhSnukara,  Maum  KanganStha,  Sri  YSgmka,  RSmaoandrabbatta,  Laksmana, 
Vemda^ta,  Sankaramilra,  Hanumat,  HarmSrayanamuni. 

Of  these  OAHDEActroi.  was  son  of  Bbatta  Purujotjama  author  oi  Anyokfokan 

tMhfaaraBS,  Candraaekhara7ivabak5vya,  K3rpiviry04ayA  and  PrBsjavaointamaijl 

(CO,  I  180)  BsA-mBHATTA  was  son  of  Krjnabbatta  and  brother  -of  Advaitabhatta 
The  latter  wrote  Bamalingavanjana  or  TakiarSmayflna  at  Benares  m  1628  A  D. 
(BPR,  Cat.  VII  No.  5214)    Ramaoandba  wrote  Badh5earlta  (CO,  Til  1107  ) 
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and  Emperor  Shah.  Jehan  is  praised  by  Hanniiraj  anamisra 

srrar  ̂ itescft  f^npfr  #ifefr  qwft  I 

»rpn  frsrfa  q^sfi^Rr  ftwra^^  *Nl  II 

Vlraamha  (1500-1540  AD)  and  Ramacandra  (1555-1592  AD), 
Kings  of  Rewah,  are  praised  here 'by  poets  Ramacandra  and  Akbarija- 

KllidSsa  * 

373-B  Acarya  Kavindra  or  Kavmdra  (which  is  onl>  a  title) 

"was  originally  an  inhabitant  of  some  town  on  the  banks  of  the  river 
Godavan  He  had  studied  the  Asvalayana  sakha  of  the  Rgveda  and 
had  mastered  other  branches  of  learning  also  In  his  very  childhood 
he  lost  his  interest  m  the  world  and  having  taken  Sannyasa  made 

Benares  his  abode  The  Sannyasm  must  have  met  Shah  Jehan  when 

the  persecution  of  Hindus  was  at  its  highest  and  the  Pilgrim-tax  was 
re-imposed  on  pilgrims  to  Allahabad  and  Benares  The  Sannyasm 
seems  to  have  exercised  wonderful  influence  on  the  emperor  m  order 

to  make  him  abolish  the  tax,  The  joy  of  Hindu  India  knew  no  bounds 
and  congratulations  poured  from  all  quarters  Addresses  after  addresses, 
verses  and  prose  eulogies,  were  presented  to  the  Sannyasm,  the  Defen- 

der of  Faith  Titles  of  Kavmdra,  Vidyamdhana  and  Acarya  were 
conferred  upon  him  These  addresses  in  prose  and  verse  along  with 
ihe  names  of  their  authors  who  were  scholars  of  repute  or  holy  men 

have  been  preserved  for  us  by  Sn  Krsna  Upadhyaj  a  in  an  anthology 

(Padyavau)  called  the  Kavmdracandrodaya  " 

sRrfcr  wrcsnj;  wn^r^  qsfFstf^  II 
SribwSmm 

11111        ■  i   1 1. ■  .in   ■              .  ■ 
1,  See  Imperial  Gaz,  of  India,  XXI  279  S  King  Vmaeimht  was  patron  of 

RSmacandra,  son  of  tiakjmana  Bhatta,  who  wrote  RadhSoanja,  Rasikaranjana  and 
Bom3valuatalja,  (See  para  supra)  King  VirabhSnu  (1540-1555  A  D )  of  Rewah  was 
patron  of  Bhanukara  and  as  suoh  is  mentioned  by  MohanadSsa  in  his  RaBOdadhi 
)0C,  I  468,  495,  498) 

In  a  small  poem  of  75  verses,  the  last  6  verges  appear  to  be  eulogy  of  Emperor 

Afcba*  for  the  verse  ̂ WtSTrfeTRSr  is  asonbed  to  him  In  Rasikajtvana  Uwiafe, 

XII  896-9)  and  Pad  vara  cana  The  Oolophon  mentions  the  name  of  Gangadhara  as 
having  written  it,  Har  Dutt  Sarrna  guesBas  that  Oangddhara  might  be  the  name  oj 
AJibariya,  KatyZsa 
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ft^T^RT  5Rf5r:  gfRft  ftffcr  OTf^RTf If   I 

^r€itni5rjriT5ffcr3rf5ra?wiC'^*i3 

Hirarama  Ka\i 

Kavindra  was  a  friend  of  Visvanatha  N\  a}  apancanana  He  was 

\er)  rich  and  he  had  a  treasurer  Kpsna  Bhatta  He  utilised  his  wealth 
for  the  enrichment  of  Sanskrit  literature  and  had  a  hbrarj  of  immense 

merit  embracing  all  branches  of  learning  The  catalogue  of  his  library 

has  been  printed  in  Baroda  and  contains  the  names  of  manv  works 

now  unknown  His  asceticism  and  spirituality  commanded  the  respect 

of  Emperors  Jehangir  and  Shah  Jehan  and  Prmce  Dara  and  a  manus* 

cnpt  of  Vamana's  Kav)  alankarasufcra  bears  a  seal  with  the  name 
'Salim '  a  name  by  which  Emperor  Jehangir  was  fondl}  known  to  his 
contemporaries  Kavindra  wrote  works  m  all  branches  of  learning 
His  commentary  on  Pasakumaracanta  has  a  memorable  colophon 

373  C  His  col'echons  of  Ramayana  were  very  valuable  and  his 

list  mentions  Mpkanduramayana,  Saugraharlmayana,  Vyasaramayana 

or  Kakabhfsundiramayana,  Valmiki's  Natakaramayana,  ViblnNana. 

ramayana,  Brahmaramayana,  ̂ lvaramavana,  Agas$iramayana„  Siva- 

ramayana  or  Sesaramayana,  Agamaramayana,  Karmaramayana,  Skanda- 

ramayana,  Pulastyaramayana,  Aruijaramayaiia,  Bharafaramayana, 

Dharmaramayaiid,  Adbhutaramayana,  and  Gayatriramayana  There 

are  also  the  poems  Kjsnavilasa,  Corakavya,  Kalpita-Ksdambari, 

Meghavinuda,  Sekharakavya,  Hasyasanaka,  on  poetics,  Bharatasufca 

with  commentary,  Ratimfimukula,  Kamasammohana,  Kolanayika- 

khjand,  and  in  drama,  Sarasvatikanthabharananataka,  Kpsaabhakjii' 

rasa}  ana,  Bhillana,  Asthanabhusana,  Nepala's  Has}'anataka,  and  Megha- 

dyufi,  Madhavavilasa,    Bhojarajatarangini  and    Prajyabhatta's   Raja- 
tarangmi,  and  vanous  books  on  the  different  arts  (64  Kalas) 
   i  ■  1 1  i  ■■'■             

1     OOB,  Barcda, 





CH\PrER  XVI 

Section  1 

Poetesses 

\mong  ihe  authors  of  the  hvums  of  the  Rg  Veda,  We  have  some 
women  The  Atrev a  house  produced  the  poetesses,  Vis>\a\ari,  (V  28j 
and  Apala,  (VIII  91)  In  the  KnkSivat  house,  there  Mas  a  line  of 

poetesses  and  of  these  Ghosa  was  the  greatest  She  was  the  daughter 
of  Kak^van  She  calls  herself  a  princess  and  probabl)  her  father  was 
a  ruler  She  remained  unmarried  to  a  late  age,  when  she  was  favoured 

with  a  husband  by  the  grace  of  the  Asvms  She  wrote  in  Jagafi  metre 
and  her  verses  are  easy  and  well  balanced  (I  117,  122)  JuhS  (X  109), 
Sas\ati  (\IU  1),  Mandhafi  (X  134),  Madhavf  (I  91),  Sasiprabhii 

(IV  4),  Anulak?ml  (II  78,  III  28,  63,  74  and  76),  Reva  (I  87),  Paha>i 
(I  83)  and  Roha  (II  63)  are  also  poetic  seers  of  the  hvmns  Asvala- 
vana  mentions  Gargi,  Vacalnavi  and  Badava  Pra^theyf  along  with  the 
ancient  venerable  Rsis  L6p5mudr3  is  referred  to  m  the  \nukramani 

(I  179-192)  * 

374     Dhanadeva's  verse  is  quoted  m  S5fngadharapaddba$i  • 

Rajasekhara  praises  some  poetesses,  Sila,  Vijavlnka,  or  Vijji 

or  Vijjika,  Subhadra,  Prabhuden,  Vikatamtamba 

%  tf>jfaci%  PrI  w$ft  ff%rari  l 

o^rftsit  srctofrrf  ̂ ewt  ̂   ftmi  I 

1     See  TTobito  Potfc  o/tfw  Bi0  7«ta  (Ii,  I.  HS)>  Pmms  ty  I»wta  TTp»j#«  by 

N  Maoniool  (Ecr.  o/IwKa  Series) ,  31.  ojSams  8ah.  Pmsliat,\XVl  4 

50 
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sfj?5t?TQ5^o5^nni  ferret  ar  ssrwoT  I 

Vila's  expression  followed  her  imagers' ,*  Vikatamtnmlia's  \erse  was 

elegant  in  simplicity  *  The  sl\  le  of  Subhridra  appealed  to  the  poetic 
mind  and  stuck  to  it  for  e\  er  Mortka  and  Manila  excelled  m  sugges- 

tions of  ideas ■ 

Vina  was  Sarasvriti  incarnate  except  that  she  was  dark  m  com- 

plexion* YyjakS  has  been  identified  with  the  queen  of  Cardradifta, 
son  of  Pulakesin  II,  from  the  Xerur  and  Kochre  grants  dated  659 

AD« 
Bajasekharacanta  mentions  poetesses,  KamalilS,  Sunarda, 

Kanakavalli,  Madhurangf,  I  nhtangi  and  Vlmalangl  (of  Malava)  * 

Ballala's  Bhoiacanta  mentions  some  poetesses  too,  but  it  is  doubtful  if 
these  were  not  fictitious  names T 

The  anthologies  also  quote  verses  of  Taghanacapala  (Padyax), 
Avilambitasarasvati  (Padyav),  Indulekha  (Subh),  Kuntldevi  (Subh* 
Candalavidya  (Skm),  Ndgama  (Sp),  Padmava^I  (Pml),  MadalasS  (S/>) , 
BajakasarasvatT  (Sim),  Laksmi  (Sp),  \7irasaras\<i^I  (Padyav),  fcarasvafl 
(Sim),  and  Si$a  (Bhojapi  abhandha) 

1  VSgbhata  in  his  KavyanuWna  quotes  a  verse  as  of  S"iI5*b     Is  it  Sita  ?  See Peterson,  Subh.  180 

2  See  Peterson,  Subh  117  ,  Thomas,  Rav  104,  Aufreoht,  ZDMG,  XXVII  86 
CC,  I  669  ,  Bhandarfcar  .Rep.  11895)  xix,  xlvii  " 3  Peterson,  Subh  91 

4.  See  Peterson,  Subh.  119  Thomas,  K%v  104  Aufrcoht,  ZDMG,  XXVIJ  86 
CO,  I  671,Bh*ndarkar,  Rep  (1897)  xis,  xlvu  Bhoja  quotes  from  Ybjaiia 'and VikatamfambS 

6  U,  V1U  44,  168.  B  Bhattaoarya  [Brief  Summary  of  Salntya  Sattra 
Journal  of  Dep  of  Letters,  Calcutta,  IX)  says  that  he  *as  contemporary  of  Dandm 

6  DC,  X"SI  8167,  JMy,  XI  7679 
7  Some  of  these  verses  are  very  good     For  instance 

*3  qN  shff  *rp*tpft  i asm 
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islLA 

?r%  mm  i?nr  fosj  ̂   ̂rnsrsrraa  li 
-S/flW    1197 

JAGIIANACAI'ATA 

Kav   olS 

InuulkkhA 

%ft?TPnRtfJraT  fhm%  tffasfa  ̂ srrfo  l 

MARbtA  : 

JTsn^ir  ̂ trR;5^5tfig|  4M+d<ir  l 

*H'fo+*4  %l&f  TT  ?Rt  t^TST  JTf  (%cTr  II .SaM.  132G. 

MORIKA 

qm  irwwHrcR  *raerr  JTrarfcf  fasr  "tcpt,  I 

gssi?^f  ̂ srrey%*3i%T  ft^nwssfT,  II 
Suhh   1053 

VlKATANllAMBA  .' 

Subh   166 

VlDYA  OS.  VWA. : 

*?EfHte5$faf£3  vrsfcc  sgsfiRrtRff^r  II 
Stf&ft  Int  118. 
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BlIA\AJ>Ji\I 

irf «r  jtfct  ̂   wi  ?  fit  fffrfirrcsftwr  I 

f*r«FRffawrt  ir^ffT^'^ftr- 
<cfrsfsftp:  flft?  *pmi  *j>fef3wr  11 

Aire'  62 

375      Priyamvada  was   the   daughter  of  Sivarama  and  wife  of 
Raghunatha    She  lived  in  Fandpur,  ras>t  Bengal,  soon  after  1600  A  D 

She  wrote  the  poem  Syamarahasya  and  her  earliest  verse  was  in  praise 
of  Krjna 

spifaFsftgfe&s  lf&&55*  sffrft^isfr 

ntareflfiRfa|Jr  srsra^^ft^  I 

376.  Vaijayanti  was  the  daughter  of  MOrabhatta  of  the  village 
ofphanuka  in  Fandpur  District  She  married  Kfj>nanatha,  son  of 
Durgaijasa  Jarkavagisa  of  Kotalipada  She  lived  in  the  middle  of 
17th  century  AD  She  learnt  Sanskrit  under  her  father  and  was 
proficient  in  Mlmamw  Once  when  her  husband  could  not  make  out 

a  passage  <n  <J*i  TO  <nlfl«lWJ^  and  taught  his  pupils  wrongly  as  mea- 

nings "Here  too  not  said,  and  there  too  not  said,"  but  dissatisfied 
with  the  interpretation  appeared  to  be  troubled  over  it,  Varjayati  gave 

the  correction  construction  awgsn1  3?R«J  cTt  ari^r  335^  ghe  wrote  fine 
poetry  but  it  is  all  merged  in  AnandaltikacampS  composed  by  her 

husband  KfSnana^ha,  and  her  colloboration  there  is  mentioned  by 
Krsoanatha  himself  StPPSSfaW^ffarfflt  f&IRTf.  Once  it  is  said 
while  KrSnanafha  was  composing  verses  descriptive  of  a  nayika, 
Vaijayanfi  composed  a  verse  at  once 

J\VAVTr  is  mentioned  in  an  article  by  the  editor  of  Visvakos'a  m 
an  old  magazine,  Bangavashi,  Last  Bengal  She  has  written  a  fine 
poem,  said  to  have  been  seen  by  Pandit  Amulyacaran  Vidyabhasan, 
Assistant  Secretary,  Bengal  S5hi$ya  Pansat;  * 

1     For  an  acoount  see  Said,  XXI  113 

'4.    I  am  indehbed  tor  this  information  to  J  N  C  Ganguly,  M.A 
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377  Uppaya,1  Manorama  and  Subhadra  <  if  Malabar,  A\anh- 
sundarf,  wife  of  Rajasokhara,  and  bundan  and  Kamnlii,  wnes  of 

Uhanasv  araa,  w  ere  poetesses  of  renow  n 2 

Gangade\i,  MadhuravanI  and  Tirumalamba  ha\e  alreadv  been 
mentioned 

378  Lakbina  lhakurani  is  the  famous  poetess,  of  Mi^hila  A 
'verse  of  hers  is  repealed 

Here  is  an  indirect  from  of  the  signs  of  the  Zodiac  numbered  in 

serial  order  from  mesa  ■ 

"  Attacked  with  the  severe  onsloughl  of  the  God  of  lo\e  is  she 
Distraught  like  a  craft  or  a  fash  in  a  dr\  place  is  she  Oh ,  Thou  bull- 

mmded  one,  the  damsel  round  of  arms  as  a  w  ater  jar,  v,  ith  arched  ej  e- 
brows  (the  destined  wife  of  thou  who  art  like  a  lord  amongst  kings  and 

who  is  not*  (gross)  like  a  shop-keeper's  wife  who  plies  the  scales  (who 
has  no  equal  )  She  feels  pain  like  that  of  a  scorpion  bite  Surelv, 

let  the  result  of  married  life  relieve  her  "* 

379  Trvreni  was  the  daughter  of.  Udayendrapuram  Ananta- 
cSrya  and  was  so  named  because  she  was  born  immediately  after  her 

father  completed  his  poem  \adava-R3ghava-Pandavfya  She  lrved  in 

1817-1883  A  D  She  was  married  to  Prafivadi-Bhayankaram  Venkata- 
carya  of  $rfperurabud3r  Her  poetic  instincts  manifested  themselves 

even  before  her  marriage  and  after  her  marriage,  she  studied  philo- 
sophv  under  her  husband  She  had  a  son  who  predeceased  her  and  after 
she  became  a  widow   she    wished   to    erect  a  temple   for  some   idols 

1     JBA8,  0  S  I  Index 
3  See  para  166  supra 
8     Pandit  A  M  Srinivasaoharya  of  Agarauuiaar  Conjeevacam  has  a  similar  verse 

$«TR)l1%ifr  WNR  fqtf  *W  OT  WrSfit- 

lUirhlW-taM  ̂ cJI  §**TCrJsfr  #TC^  II 
4  As  translated  by  G  A.  Griersou  14,  XV,  818. 
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discovered  m  her  place  and  presented  to  her  b\  the  Collector,  whu 

was  pleased  with  her  Haratipancaka  }<  or  that  purpose  she  w  ent  to 
the  courts  of  Travancore  and  was  well  received  there  Dewan  Ranga- 
carya  of  Mysore  was  her  admirer  and  by  his  patronage  she  completed 
the  shrmes  She  was  proh\  in  her  writings  and  her  capacity  to  make 

up  samasyas  ex  tempore  was  remarkable  Among  women  she  stands 
foremost  in  poetic  contributions  to  Sanskrit  Literature  Her  poems 

of  devotion  are  Laksmisahasra  and  Ranganathasahasra,  her  lyrics, 

are  Sukasandesa  and  Bhrngasandesa,  her  poems  are  Rangabhvudaya 
and  Sampa|kumaravijaya  and  her  plaj  s  Rangaratsamudaj  a  and  Taftva- 

mudrabhadrodaya,  the  latter  of  which  is  allegorical 

380  Laksmi  Rajni  was  a  princess  of  Kadathanadu,  lkavalam 
Kovilogam,  Malabar  She  lived  about  1890  Her  Santraagopalakavva 
in  3  cantos  relates  a  story  that  a  brahmin  lost  his  ten  children 

successively,  Arjuna  promised  to  save  the  last  and  when  he  was  unable 
to  do  it  and  resolved  to  enter  the  fire  Kpna  intervened  and  from 
Vaikontha  brought  back  all  the  ten  lost  children  The  last  canto  hag 

Yamaka  composition  * 

381  Sundatavalh  lived  about  1900  A  D  She  was  the  daughter 

of  Narasunha  Iyengar  of  Mysore,  and  studied  under  Kastun  Ranga- 
tfirya  She  wrote  Rama)  anacampu  in  6  cantos  corresponding  to  the 

Kandas  of  Ramayana  * 
382  Jnanasundari  was  a  dancing  girl  of  Kumbakonam  She 

lived  there  and  passed  away  about  1910  She  was  the  pupil  of  Kuppu- 
swami  Sastn  of  Srfva$sagotra  and  was,  as  she  says,  the  author  of  several 
works  ,  of  these  however  only  one  Halas>  acampu  in  6  infabakas  has 
been  traced  There  are  old  gentlemen  living  in  the  southern  districts 
who  remember  her  discourses,  dancing  and  recitals,  well  and  with 

delight  and  R  Fisher,  Bar-at-law,  of  Madura  was  her  particular  patron. 
She  visited  the  Mysore  court  and  there  received  the  title  Kamrai^a 
Her  narration  of  the  wedding  of  Minaksi  and  bundaresa  makes  a 

pleasant  reading     In  verse  she  is  fond  of  alliteration  " 

ftawAWfiltytfi'^  ffarrfa  fiSRWrosrf  11 
tm\  55syr2cfl«ndi£mfcRS'  strk^pt.  I 

1     Printed  Tnohur  3     Printed  Srividya  Ptesal  Kambakonam. 
3     Printed,  Bangalore. 
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383  Kamakai  married  G  A,  Muthuknshna  h  er  of  Koundim  a- 
gofa  She  was  born  m  1902  and  is  the  daughter  of  Pancapageiona 
of  Ganapati  Agraharam  in  Tanjore  District  She  is  the  Sanskrit  tutor  m 

the  Girls'  School  in  Cuddalore  X  T  She  has  mastered  Kahdasan 

literature  and  her  RA"\iAC\RirA  is  a  small  poem  composed  with  words 

and  phrases  used  b%  Kalidasa  an  epitome  of  Rama's  ston 
384  Sister  Buajiiu  lives  at  Madras  She  is  a  well-known 

mtionahst  of  South  India  Her  Ar\arama\ana  i«  likewise  a  summan 
of  the  ston,    in  eas^  \erse,  much,  read  b\   beginners  in  Sanskrit  stud\ 

Si  ci  io*  £ 

Royal  Poets 
385  The  earlv  \  edic  literature  has  an  instance  of  a  im  al  hard 

Vis\5mitra  The  epic  literature  describes  kings  as  highh  learned  and  it 

is  not  unhkelj  that  manv  of  these  patrons  of  poets  were  themsehes 

poets  Yikramad  fcva  1S  mentioned  as  a  poet  and  some  of  his  verses  are 

quoted  in  the  authologies,  thousrh  the  identification  of  VikramSdifo  a  is 

impossible  Saraudragupta  is  called  a  Kaviraja  in  the  inscriptions 
Dvnasties  of  kings  of  several  parts  of  India  had  royal  poets,  so  far  as  it 
is  known,  from  about  the  Glh  century  BC  Kmgs  whose  works  are 
now  extant  have  been  mentioned  elsewhere  in  the  several  chapters  of 

this  book  The  authologies  quote  verses  ascribed  by  name  to  ro*al 
authors     Of  these  a  few  are  now  know  n  to  history 

386  Dharmasoka  was  the  third  in  ascent  from  Kamska  of  the 

first  Gonanda  dynasty  of  Kashmir  Kalhana  says  that  this  king  freed 

himself  from  sins  by  embracing  Buddha's  religion  and  built  the  citv  of 

&frlnagarl  with  ninety  six  lakhs  of  houses  resplvndent  with  wealth* 

Ha)  I  104, 

Dharmasoka    appears    to    ha-ve    been  a  poet   and  his  \erse  is 
en<  hantmg 

For  instance 

jratfct  i§  msM  ̂ mp^- 1 

twwifii  %$4i<*i  %$w®  acaf  sspt,  II 

Sadttk  II  1-3 
1     Raj  I. 101,  elitg. 
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387  Gonanda,  the  poet,  w  as  one  of  the  three  earh  Kings  of 
of  Kashmir,  who  lived  according  to  Kalhana  before  240  B  C  Here  is 
a  humorous  verse 

Km<  385 

388  Gopaditya  was  the  son  of  Usa  He  founded  several 
temples  and  agraharams  He  ruled  over  Kashmir  for  60  vears  in  the 
3th  cenlurj  BC  Sunamla,  the  fourth  ancestor  of  Gopadi|\a  wrote  a 

work  on  erotics,1  and  Gopaditva  himself  appears  to  illustrate  it 

zs$m  ̂   w  Jrarftftr  s^smfNcisa^  I 

5>/M  2110 

389  Ranaditya  Tunjina  w  as  the  son  of  Yudhisthira  and  came 

to  the  throne  after  his  brother  Narendradi^ya  ■  He  ruled  over  Kashmir 
somewhere  before  522  AD     He  takes  a  simile  from  an  umbrella  thus 

wpRr«RraisraiPT<jrwrftrcw  35 

SmM  3075 

390  Samudraflrupta  is  traised  by  Harlsena,  where  the  Ling  is 

described  as  a  prince  of  poets  "  His  is  the  poetic  style  which  is 
worthy  of  study  and  his  is  the  poetic  verse  which  multiplies  the  spiritual 

treasures  of  poets  "* 
391  Muktapida  (Lahtaditya)  was  the  son  of  Durlabhawdhnna 

of  Karkota  dvnasty  of  Kashmir  He  ruled  in  699-735  AD  Snkfmnim 
was  his  minister     He  wrote  didactic  poetn  * 

1    ̂ p?i^%  itfa  ̂ f  mfri  dHimMftmiftr  I Saing 

1     Baj  I  836  346     See  under  Kalhana  supra 
3     Ba3  III.  379  et  seg 
3  See  para  11  supra  Id,  XLU  172, 188,  980,  343,  JRA8,  (1897),  20, 
4  Baj  VI  1JC««  sej,  Vaidya,  MI,  303,  8  P  Pandit,  hit  to  Oauclavaho,  l«x 

gives  date  046-732  ,  M  Duff  gives  72T.  760  A ,D    But  Cunningham  give*  dato  694  A  D 
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11     3RR  3R^T  (fTTf^  JTKfa  g*WT  ?«r0 

S«M  934 

f^RT  Tfcfcr  wffir  flr^  1%  *r  f^  "fNrq;  ll 
Sw££  655 

392  Yasovarman,  King  of  Kanouj,  ■was  the  patron   of  Bha\a- 
buti  and  Vakpatt    He  was  defeated  bj    Lahtflditya  Muktapida   Yaso 

\arman's  exploits  are   described   in  Vakpati's  Gauda\aho     So   sais 
Kalhana 

fa<fr  *%  *rcrnfffr  trc3°i?$jf?l?rfcaT3  11 
Raj  IV  144 

Yasovarman's  play  KSmSbhyudaj  a  xs  mentioned  bv  phamka  to 

illustrate  chalana  and  quoted  by  Abhinavagupta  * 
He  compares  himself  with.  Asoka  thus 

5«M  1364 

393  Jayapida  was  son  of  Vajradifca  and  succeeded  his 

brother  Sangramapida  He  ruled  over  Kashmir  in  751-7S2  A  D.* 
Kalhana  calls  him  a  pandifa 

s§^  ̂   fflj  ff  3iq^Il^?cr  ll 

1  Compare  Mentha's  verse  quoted  para  85  mpra 
2  See  Levi,  H  9,  Keith,  SD,  220-4 ,  Avheabb,  ZDMQ,  XXVII  75,  XXXVI, 

521,  CO,  I  174  ana  JBBAS,  XVI  177,  BB,  (1897)  xli  Peterson,  S«Wu  95. 

JOB,  III  267,  (for  extracts).  For  another  Ya«ovarman  ot  ParamSra  dynasty,  see 
under  Bhoja  post 

8     M  Duff  gives  dates  779-818  A.D. 
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In  his  court  flourished  Udbhata,  K*>iraswami,  Manoratha  and  other 

poets      So  sajs  Kalhana  * 

Tig.  $«wwf  3r*ffinrra'  Hp^T'  II 
His  description  of  nature,  says  Kalhana,  was  even  in  his  times 

oft  remembered  ' 

aroifcr  ̂ #TOt^S5t[ft  q^ft  II 

For  instance 

S?r  ̂ r  «tr  mrc'cra^mswi* 

SWA  661 

394  AvantivarmaOt  the  first  of  Utpala  dynasty,  ruled  over 

Kashmir  in  855-884  A  D  In  his  court  flourished  Muk^akaiia,  Sivaswamin, 

Anandavardhana  and  Batnakara*  His  similes  are  often  drawn  from 
nature 

S«3A  1802 

wnffa  ̂ p^cft  srcrft  Tar  sreasrft  ll 
Subh  1693 

I     Ba;,  IV  402,  etarq  IV   489  497,  648 
2,    See  also  BKB,  65,  73  ,  PS,  I   63  II   2£ 
3     i?a/,  V  1—137     See  para  56  sttpru 
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39S  Vakptiraja  II,*  also  known  as  Munja,  Lfpalaraja,  Pnthu- 
vallabha,  bilvallabha,*  was  a  poet  and  patron  of  poets  He  was  the 
son  of  Siyaka  He  ruled  at  Dhara  in  Marwar  in  974-993  (J)  \  D  He 

v  as  defeated  and  executed  by  the  Calukya  king  Tailapa  11 8 

Munja  is  praised  by  Sambhu,  Halaj  udha  and  Kauraja  His  treat- 

ment of  Bhoja,  his  nephew,  is  the  theme  of  the  works  entitled  Bhoja- 

cantra  *  Dhananjaya  and  Padmagupta  flourished  in  his  court  and 
Ksmendra  instances  his  verses  as  of  particular  merit  *  Remnants  of  his 
poetry  now  extant  eminently  attest  the  appreciation 

For  instance  i 

%fc  ft  §  (for  $$fl  ffrcrr  $t&q  %f¥rf  gs. 
jtf  sr  ft  spRfi  ftfa  snTcti  ticff  JT  fatrsrc  I 

tfa  ft  q%ra^*5|sTfcTr  ft#m 

Subh.  20 

•SWtf*   43-2 

Safe*   93-3 

396     Kalaaa  was  the  son  of  Ananjaraja  ]  andJfetfaer  of  Har^a 

He  ruled  over  Kashmir  about  1080-1088  A  D  "  jktfat&ll  description 
of  him  as  a  man  of  letters  is  delightful 
— -^ — .   **t  v**rjL* —  '"'    -    " — * 

L    Vakpati,  authoc  o£  Gaudavaho,  was  a  different  JWiHer.: 

2     IA,  VI  48,  XIV  169    EI,  V  VI,   I  227,  IX  krh  Bflft»*»**i-S5dWgupti 

'Vara  61  supra.    Pot  an  aooount  of  Mun]»f  sea  MartttawiA'tf'FraljaniJbacinf ama?i 
(I  xi )  and  Introduction  to  Dasarupa  (CUS,)  by  Q  0.  fljj,  ttajlg. 

8,    IA,  XEI  270,  XVI   IS,  XXI  167,  EI,  II. ^i* 
4,  See  under  Bhoja  port . 

5,  Snvrtta^ilak*,  u,  6 ,  KavIkauaaH»H?J  p.  125  ,  A3»a&aviclraoarca,  p  16, 
(KavyamalaEdn,), 

"  6    Baf.  Vn..231,  et_  uq, 
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I  "jrw  snrft  ftfift  >tt%  *rr w  ^  i 
<?^I  Jtst  g3RfiH?rr^3t5ff55TcttT3T 

Vikrama—  XVIII  56 

Equally  worthy  ib  Kalhana'b  description 

J&v  VII  259 

Kjemendra  quotes  a  ver&e  as  an  instance  of  prosodial  merit 

The  follow  mg  verses,  besides  others  found  m  the  anthologess 
suggest  that  Kalasa  must  have  written  plays  and  poems  from  which 

they  have  been  culled  for  quotation 

^iftM*^^<RDR5s^»i<Ttii^(»iiHwrfis;4Jndli'fri  I 

SkM  52,  53 

Subh  15  29 

39?  Arjunavarman,  son  of  Subhatavarman,  was  a  successor  of 

king  Munja  He  ruled  in  Malva  about  Sam  1272  (1216  AD),  In  his 

commentary  on  Amaruka,*  he  quotes  a  verse  of  "  his  ancestor  Muaja- 
deva  "    There  he  says  about  himself 

It    See  pua  808  supra.    In  an  inscription  it  is  said  {MO  8,  VII.  34) 
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sTrs^tergw  T^r  sRRrlr  trsrfacf  I 

rl^qfc^FMr^T  *rsfr  f§&  ftffcprn  II 
Feterson,  S«ii7i,  6, 

Jalhina  quotes  a  verse  of  his  about  Amaruka's  poetry 

Here  is  aaother  verse 

sft^TS&T  ̂ 1  STgtff  flfo&T  f  1%  fltfrfjRB?  MS  3?WT  "rSW  | 

Sk&S    1822 

398  Laksmanasena  was  the  Vaidya  King  of  Bengal  who 

ruled  at  Lak-*anava$i  His  era  began  1119-1120  AD  Sndharadasa 

composed  his  anthology  m  during  his  reign  *  In  his  court  flourished 

Jayadeva,  Umapati,  Govardhana  and  Sarana  *  His  descnption  of  Krsna 
is  allunng 

Saduk  57-2, 

sricif  qfsrpn  sr^rfcr  *fiH»d$d«i  #r%af. 

^Ffirrr^^a  ̂ ww^rt^+^willH-  II Saduk.  671, 

399  Anandagajapati,  Zamindar  of  Vizianagaram  (1850-1897 

AD),  was  a  great  poet  Many  stray  verses  are  now  repeated.  For 
instance 

1,    See  para  291  supra, 
3    See  paras  291  802  6  supra, 
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400  1  he  follow  mg  rc«  al  poeU  are  also  quoted  in  the  anthologies. 

Aci^tadeva,  Anantadeva,1  Anuragadeva,  Amp$adeva,  Arthavarman, 
Bhramaradeva,  Bhaskara&ena,  Dhanadadeva,  Kumaradatt  i,  Karnatadeva, 

Nanyadeva,"  Prabhakaradeva,  BQpacleva,  Vasantadeva,  Vrjayapala, 
Vinayadeva,*  Visamaditya,  Vikram&ditya,  Vikrantivarman,  Sankara- 
deva.Suravarman,  Hanharadeva,  Hanvarman,  Vasudeva,  Purusottima- 

deva,'  Harjapaladeva,  Kesavasena,  feankaradeva,  Pravarasena,' 

Kusumadeva  " 

Seciion  d 

Unnamed  Poet* 

401  The  anthologies  ascribe  verses  to  poets  whose  real  names 

are  not  known,  but  who  have  acquired  new  names  such  as  Sabdarpava  or 

Lali-f  anugraha  as  if  thev  were  titles  conferred  on  them  from  attractive 
ideas  exhibited  in  their  compositions  .So  were  other  poets  known  by 

phrases  Dipasikha-Kalidasa,  Ghanta-Maghn,  Chatra-Bharavi  and  the 
like  In  the  case  of  the  following  poets,  for  instance,  it  is  only  the 

titular  name  or  sobriquet  and  stray  vers>es>  that  have  come  down  to  Ub ' 

Dagdhamadana ' 

fffe:  spWTS'T'foT  m  STsrftT  I! 
SM   1255, 

DARbANIYA 

Stibh  1172 

Cakdrod  vya 

!Rffe  ifrtoWT  W3Q  Tr*I5?ft  pf  far!  ?  iftg^fJl  fjTg  f  S'T'WTT  I 
fatftm  f^W  Jffll  flft  +"JfTcqe5  ̂ TftcWM-f  !FS  fowl  ̂ FSteV   \\ 

Subh  2035 

1  There  is  Ananjadeva  SllhUra,  whose  grant  is  dated  faka  1016  {14,  TX  268). 
2  See  chapter  on  Music  post, 

8     Probably  the  same  as  Vimyaprabha  (page  867  supra),   Author  of  Oandraduja, 
CC.TL  86. 

t     Probably  King  of  Orissa  whose  giant  la  dated  1483  A  D   @1,  I  85S) 
5.  See  g«a  38  supra* 

6.  Author  of  DrsbautaS\»taka  or  Drstaatakalika,  printed  Habetfifli  317    CO,  I. 
26s,  Subh.  287  207 
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Dhairyvmijra 

S»M   1208 

NlDRADARIDRA 

5tft  ̂ rqq*r^3^t  frTcrcr  ̂ >s?i  ?gr  *rcr 

it  nf  ftfi'%  qrfar%fcr  * acrft  *r=g  jrprr  crfr  I 

S»M   1362 

PRTVAMRAHA 

qsrrfgf^rRf  %ar  farcrfcr  «^»  ̂ feq- 

SwW   1921 

MURKHA 

for  fcf  sp^s^ra^ik  fa%  sw  %rt  =3w  sssr  fo^TO^  i 

5«M  2107 

Vaga  ina 

s^fst  ̂ ft^t  ̂ 3?Rqv^f55F5WC  fr^rrsip^T  ^r^qrrcr  ̂ jrqfft  11 
.Wn*  3-2, 

ViRASiRsvATi 

Ww*    62-5 
Bheribhramaka 

f?NRrf^:<ri5;rr''T»rg^rR5'!Rcm^Tt 

5*3  srqi^fcqreg'gprat  #ns  Stow  11 
•&<&*  49-1 
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Candalacandra 

3Tf5%  qott  aft  $c*$  TOBrorani  ftmg  aw  ll 
StfaW  36-2 

Jaghanacapala 

A'<w  518 

402  Kankana  may  be  King  Ksemagupta  surnamed  Kankana- 

varpa  who  ruled  over  Kashmir  in  958-968  A  D  (Raj  VI  150-180}  But 
it  looks  as  if  the  poet  got  hit,  name  from  the  following  \erses  and  is  a 
different  author 

S«M  1015 

jiw*  ̂   pft  qifa$farafir  ll 
Saduk,  71-1. 

The  following  verse  attributed  to  him  m  Sarasnmurcaya,  com- 
mentary on  Kavyaprakasa,  (PR,  H,  15)  is  playful , 



CHAP1LR  XVlt 

Desavrtta 

403  Vidyapati  was  the  son  of  Ganapat  and  grandson  <-f 

Javadatta l  In  L  S i  291  (1410  A  D  )  a  copj  of  Km  nprakcu»t  was  copied 
under  Vidvapati's  order  and  m  L  S  309  (1428  AD  )  Vidjupati  himself 

copied  Bhagavata  Purana  *  There  is  a  copper  plate  grant  of  Maharaja 
Sivasimha  to  Yidyapati  dated  LS  293(1412  AD)'  His  Kirtilata,  a 
poem  in  Avahittha  language,  mentions  Ibrahim  Shah  of  Jaunpur  (1401- 

1440  AD)*  Vidyapati  lived  in  the  first  half  of  the  15th  century  AD8 
Vidyapati  was  one  of  the  earlier  Padavah  poets  whose  songs  in  the 

vernacular  charmed  the  people  of  Northern  India  f 

His  Purgabhaktltaranglnl,  is  a  poem  of  one  thousand  verses  <m 
the  ceremony  of  the  autumnal  worship  of  Durga  famouss  m  Lantern 

Bengal  It  was  written  under  the  patronage  of  Dhirasimha  (son  of 

Narasimha)  who  was  the  ruling  king  in  Mithila  mLS  321  (1440  a  D  ) 

Likhanavali*  is  a  Sanskrit  work  on  forms  of  letter-writing  composed 
under  the  patronage  of  Puraditya,  a  Jagirdar  m  North  Mithila  It 

mentions  L  S  299  (1417-8  A  D )  frequently  in  the  letters 

Vidyapati's  name  is  equally  known  b\  his  two  gazetteers  mprose% 
Bhupankrama  and  PuruSaparlksa  Bhapankrama  covers  Balarama's 
journey  round  the  earth,  describing  56  countries  Passing  along  the 
banks  of  the  Sarasva$i,  the  poet  mentions  various  historical  events, 
down  to  his  own  times,  including  the  battle  of  Hammlra  with  Allaudra, 
Purasapariksa  contains  moral  or  political  tales  for  the  instruction 
of  children     It  is  on  the  plan  or  Panca^antra,  but  the  characters 

1.  Sir  G  A.  Grierson  gives  a  genealogy  in  Mcnthtl  Chrestomathys,  39  A  similar 
list  was  published  by  Bajkrsna  Mokhop54hySya  in  Bangadewsan  a  few  years  ago  See 
BasantKiimar  Obatterjee,  Padavah  Literature  [Jl  Dept  of  Letters  Calcutta 
University,  XVI  S3  84]  which  gives  a  oomplete  account  of  VidySpati 

3.  L  S  is  Daksma^asena  Era  whwh  oommeneed  m  1119  A  D. 
8.   India  Govt  Ms  fol.  117  a  See  B.  Obatterjee  1,  c.  86. 
4.  B.  Obatterjee,  l.o  88,  quoting  from  Bangiya  Sah  Part  Pafcrika,  where 

V,  Blmajirtha  gave  the  best 
5  BIphinstone's  Swtory  of  India,  (748  9) 
6  Nagendranath  Gnpta  {Introduction)  thinks  that  VidySpaji  died  in  1448  A.D, 
7.  I  c,  838  There  is  another  work  of  this  name  by  MSdhava  (0C,  I  356)) 
8.  CSC  (1908),  446,  080  (1896),  No.  39, 
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are  men,  some  of  whom  are  historical    It  was  written  under  the  orders 

of  Sivasimha  of  Mithila,  but  the  king  died  before  the  work  was  finished 

404  Pattubhatta  or  Pojaryarya  of  Vadhulagotra  was  born  in 

the  village  of  Kakamraaipura  near  Masulipalam  Hi^  Prasangaratnavah 

written  in  Saka  1338  (1466  AD)  is  a  collection  of  miscellaneous  des- 

criptions  and  comprises  stanzas  on  moral  and  social  duties,  rules  for 

particular  ceremonies  and  personal  conduct  and  sketches  of  individual 

biography  and  character  The  77th  chapter  gives  short  accounts  of 

pnnces  from  the  great  VikramSditya  to  Simhabhupati,  Raja  of  Pitlapur 

Proverbial  expressions  are  abundant  * 

405  Jaganmohana  wrote  Desavalivivrti  at  the  request  of 

king  Baijala  of  Chohan  race  who  died  in  Saka  1570  (1648  AD)8  It 
describes  the  56  kingdoms  of  India  with  the  names  of  rulers,  ancient 

and  modern,  and  contains  much  historical  information  * 

406  Mahesa  Thakkura  wrote  Xkbarnama  or  Sarvadesa- 

vft^antasangraha  in  prose  and  he  was  presented  by  Emperor  Akbar 

■with  the  Parbhanga  Raj  * 

407.  Ramakavi  wrote  Pandavadigvijayas  in  the  court  ofR5]a 
of  SekharabhSmi  m  the  18th  century  AD  It  descnbes  the  conquest 
of  India  by  Pandavas  It  is  very  voluminous,  probably  bigger  than 

MaLSbharafa  "  Like  pesavahvivrfti,  it  is  rather  a  geographical  work 
describing  the  most  noted  places  in  India  with  historical  or  Pauramka 
events  associated  with  them  The  chief  interest  of  the  book  consists 

in  the  accounts  which  it  gives  of  the  manners,  customs,  laws,  religions, 
institutions  and  other  social  particulars  of  different  parts  of  India 

before  and  after  the  Mahomedan  conquest.  The  stories  of  Vikrama* 

dr&ya,  Salivahana,  Bhartphan,  oankaracarya,  Prabhakara  Bhatta,  Jumar 
Nandi,  Jayacandra  (king  of  Kambhoja),  Prataparudra  (ruler  of  Onssa), 
Surabhatta,  etc ,  find  a  place  in  it  The  authorities  quoted  ars 

Bhavisya  Purana,  Skanda  Purana,  Rudravijaya,  Visvagunadarsa,  Maha- 

bhojaprabandha,  S^akavali  etc ," 

1     TO,  III,  8771    DO,  XX  8065,  where  contents  are  given. 
3  CO,  I  840 ,  Big  708  ,  P.  E  in  895     Sae^B  Ohatterjee,  I  e  ,  26 
8  080  (1908),  48-6.  It  oontains  an  interesting  account  of  EJalyanavarman 

tilled  at  Pari  m  Kail  4600  HaraprasadiSastn  {JBOBS,  III  14)  mentions,  Vitanaa- 
sStgara  of  Jaganmohana 

4  See  para  96  supra ,  All  Un  Studies.  Vol  V  Gazetteer  Literature  of 
India. 

6     OSC,  (1896)  No.  73, 
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408  Cambhucandra  Nrpati  wrote  Yikramabharati  at  the 
beginning  of  the  19th  centun,  incorporating  %anous  stones  about 
Vikramaditya  and  from  Puranas  * 

409  Padmanandi  -wrote  Jambadvipapragnapti  m  1 5  chapters, 
describing  the  various  divisions  of  JambQc'vipa  and  their  measurements 
according  to  Jama  Siddhanta  * 

Jambudvipa\arnana  is  a  geography  with  maps  and  drawings 
according  to  Jain  authorities     The  author's  name  is  not  known* 

410  Venkatakavisarvabhuma  was  the  son  of  Togibhukta 
and  Parvati  He  appears  to  ha\e  lived  in  Godavan  District  about  the 
end  of  18th  century  He  says  he  was  a  master  of  all  arts  and  sciences  and 

as  indicative  of  his  w  ide  learning,  he  planned  his  Prapancadarpana  * 
It  is  a  huge  encyclopaedia  m  three  parts,  Dharmakhanda,  Arthakhanda 

and  Kamakhanda  and  under  these  heads  it  embraces  \anous  topics  on 
Mantras,  Puranas,  astrologj  etc ,  poetry  and  poetics  etc  Often  he 
makes  quotations,  but  there  is  much  there  that  is  his  own  composition 
References  to  authors  and  works  seem  to  be  so  incorrect  and  unknown 

if  not  queer,  that  we  are  led  to  doubt  their  authenticity  * 

411  Ramakrsna  Sastri's  BhuvanapradTpika  written  at  Hassan 
in  1808  under  the  patronage  of  Knsna  Raja  Odeyar  HI  of  Mysore  is  an 

encyclopedia,*  "  on  a  variety  of  subjects  such  as  creation  time,  the 
Manvadis,  geography,  astronomy,  history  of  Southern  India  and  of 

M}  sore  with  many  details  about  his  patron  Krishna  Eaja  Odevar  HI, 
the  Puranas,  duties  of  the  four  castes  and  religious  orders,  Yoga  and 

Vedanta  Among  the  Jaina  kings  of  Tundira-desa  are  named  Satvan- 
dhara,  his  son  Jivandhara,  his  son  Yasodhara,  his  son  Gunapala,  his 
son  Yasahpala,  his  son  Prajapala,  his  son  Lokapala,  his  descendant 
Himasitala  who  ruled  from  Kali  1125  Pingala  and  in  whose  reign 

Akalanka  vanquished  the  Bauddhas,  then  followed  Hanvikrama, 
Simhavikrama,   Satyaratha,  Nyajaratha   and  Dharmaratha  whose  son 

1     00,1  669 
3     Cat  0  P,  No  7217 
3  „         No  728 

4.    TO,  III,  4091 ,  See  Kuppuswami  Sastri's  Stp  {1916  19)  36 
5  For  instance,  he  mentions  PrasannarSghava  of  MurSti,  Oandragnp  a's  SxogS- 

rasSra  and  RasasSgara,  Janakiparlnaya  of  GopSla,  SrngSraoandnka  of  SShasanka, 

Bilhana's  Bhojaoanja,  Dandin's  Vasanj;aknsumaiata,  Mayura'a  Vasan|sn£tafca, 
Gonfputra'g  Smaraeandnba,  Allasani  Pecldauua'g  Basamanjarl  and  SajySpanniya  at-;, 

6  Mys,  4roh.  Bqp.  (1918),  67, 









chapieb  XVIII 

Kathanaka 

(Fable*  and  Fairy  Tales) 

Sfchon  1 

412  Closely  allied  to  Gad}  a  Kavja  m  the  style  of  prose  and  to 
Nib  Kav)a  in  import  are  the  Fables  They  are  generally  called  Katha 
But  to  distinguish  thesa  tales  from  the  species  of  Eomance  called 

technically  Katha,  I  have  used  the  term  Kathanaka  In  these  fables 

and  fairl}  tales,  "  the  abundant  introduction  of  ethical  reflection  and 
popular  philosophy  is  characterstic ,  the  apologue  with  its  moral  is 

pecuhary  subject  to  this  method  of  treatment  "l 

"  The  controversj  that  was  earned  on  towards  the  end  of  the  last 
centurj  between  the  advocates  of  the  Eastern  and  the  Northern  origin 
of  European  fiction  had  reference  especially  to  a  particular  class  of 

creations — to  those  of  chivalnc  romance — to  the  marvellous  exploits 
magnified  out  of  the  traditional  achievements  wrought  by  the  compa- 

nion Knights  of  the  Round  Table  or  the  Paladms  of  France  With  all 

confidence,  a  different  class  of  fiction  that,  at  a  later  age,  found  acces- 
sion into  European  literature  can  be  traced  back  to  oriental  sources 

Sir  William  Jones,  m  his  discourse  on  the  Hindus,  obserres  that  they 
are  said  to  have  laid  claim  to  three  inventions— the  game  of  chess,  the 
decimal  scale  of  notation  and  the  mode  of  instructing  by  apologues 

The  universal  prevalence  among  the  Hindus  of  the  doctrine  of  metem- 
psychosis was  calculated  to  recommend  to  their  belief  the  notion  that 

beasts  and  birds  could  reason  and  converse  and  consequently  the  plan 
of  such  dialogues  originated  with  them  Despite  the  questionability 
of  the  evidence  m  favour  of  the  onginaht)  of  the  Hindus  in  the  art  of 

instruction  by  apologues,  the  purposes  to  which  the  Hindus  directed  it 

are  peculiarly  their  own  Fable  is  with  them  practical  ethics — the 
science  of  mti  or  pohLy  Each  fable  is  calculated  to  illustrate  some 

reflection  on  worldly  vicissitudes  or  some  precept  for  human  conduct  " 

The  oldest  Aryan  fables,  dating  from  centuries  before  Christ,  have, 

according  to  Dr  Ehys  Davids,  travelled  to  different  parts  of  Europe 

and  have  assumed  various  modern  shapes     Otto  Keller  maintains  the 
■       ■    ■<  '        ■ — ■  ■ —         - 

1     Maodoneil,  SL.  868 
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Indian  origin  of  fables  common  to  India  and  Greece  and  suggests  an 

ancient  Assyrian  channel  of  communication  The  substantial  lmk  of 

connection  with  the  west  is  the  literature  of  the  beast-fable  The 

Maliaucupulya  sutras  of  the  Buddhistic  literature  appear  to  contain  the 

earliest  Sanskrit  legends  in  prose  styled  Ityttltha  and  V)  aim  ana  (corres. 

ponding  to  the  Itihasa-puranas  m  the  Brahmanas)  or  legends  in  the 

form  of  parables  styled  avadana  exhibiting  many  elements  of  the  later 

animal  fables  and  further  tales  of  presages  and  wonders  adbhuta-dharma 

and  lastly  special  instruction  in  and  discussion  of  definite  topics, 

denominated  upadesa  and  mdana  AU  these  tales,  partly  mvthical, 

partly  didactic  and  parti)  allegorical,  reappear  in  a  more  archaic  dress 

intheBrahmanasmthe//»fl»w  The  poetry  does  not  point  to  any 

close  similarity  with  the  language  of  Kalidasa's  The  prose  passages 
are  devoid  of  all  lucidity  or  simplicity  The  verse  and  the  Aranyakas 

as  well  as  in  the  prose  legends  interspersed  in  the  Mahabharata  which, 

in  the  general  tenor  of  their  language,  present  many  salient  points  of 

similarity  with  the  style  of  the  Buddhistic  sutras  Most  conspicuous 

among  these  are  the  Jataka  tales,  which  treat  of  the  prior  births  of 

Buddha  and  the  Bodhisattwas  " 

In  the  Ilk  Veda  are  the  stones  of  Man  and  the  Fish,  Indra's 

metamorphosis  into  birds  Markala  and  Kapmjala  In  the  Chandogyo- 

paniaad  "we  have  the  allegory  or  satire  of  the  dogs  which  search  out  a 
leader  to  howl  food  for  them,  the  talk  of  the  two  flamingoes  whose 

remarks  call  attention  to  Raivaka  and  the  instruction  of  the  young 

Satyaka  finding  a  bull,  then  by  a  flamingo,  then  by  an  aquatic  bird " 

Fables  were  directly  known  to  Pajanjali  * 

Early  Sutra  works  of  Jainas,  contain  impressive  tales  illustrative  of 

their  ethics  and  philosophy  Sastitanpra  consisted  of  stones  explana- 

tory of  the  subtleties  of  Sankhya  philosophy 

Skction  2 

Brhatkatha 

413  The  earliest  regular  collection  of  Fables  was  Brha$ka$ha  of 

Gunadhya  *  But  to  us  it  is  only  the  name  that  has  survived  Gunadhya 
has  almost  become  mythical  He  was  placed  in  the  same  pedestal  as 

Vnlmiki  and  Vyasa     Gunadhya  was  inspired  and  was  the  third  of  the 

1     See  IS*,  XHI  i86 ,  Weber,  1L,  211 ,  Keith,  SL,  243 

3     See  B  Oldenberg's  Materials  for  the  study  of  Indian  Tales  sailed.  Brhatkatba, 
ft  of  Bun  Or.  Sonety,  1888 
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r  pic  Triad  Govardhana  salutes  them  all  m  a  strain  and  compares 

their  poetry  to  a  river  with  three  branches  He  feels  that  Gun5dh}  a 

was  V)5sa  incarnate  Kahdasa  mentions  old  men  of  Ujjam  \\ell-\ersed 

with  the  stories  of  Udayana  *  Bana  compares  Brhatka$ha  with  Haralila  * 
Subandhu  names  it  in  a  simile B  Dandin  instances  it  as  a  class  of 
Katha  *  Daiarupa  names  Bjhatkatha  and  Dhamka  calls  it  the  source 

of  Mudrarakhsasa  and  quotes  two  verses  as  ' Bjhatkatbayam ' 

Nepalamahatmya  draws  a  parallel  betw  een  Valmiki  and  Gunadhva 
"  Both  come  to  Nepal,  Valmlki  because  Xarada,  instructed  bv  the 

gods,  points  out  to  him,  to  the  north  of  the  hill  of  Changu-Narayan, 

the  confluent  of  the  two  branches  of  the  Virabhadraas  the  'sacred  spot 

worthy  to  be  the  cradle  of  a  poem  as  pure '  as  the  Ramayana , 
Gunadhya,  because  Civa  has  imposed  upon  the  demi-god  of  whom  he, 
Gunadhya,  is  the  human  incarnation,  as  condition  of  his  deliverance, 
after  the  composition  of  the  Brhatkatha,  the  erection  of  a  lingam  on  a 

sacred  spot  difficult  of  access ,  both  before  leaving  Nepal,  Valmiki,  to 
return  to  his  hermitage,  and  Gunadhya  to  heaven,  erect  commemoratrve 

hngams,  the  Vcdmkieoai a  and  the  Blmigicvara* 

414  In  copper  plates  discovered  at  Gummareddipura,  Kolar  Dt ' 
dated  40th  year  of  King  Durvimta  (earl;  part  of  the  6th  century  A  D  *) 

it  is  said .  qfsgjeRiTCcpftq  ̂ TR^T^f??^  &'<ldhi«fl$  •WtfwUl+l+iV'l 

A  Cambodian  Inscription  of  the  9th  centry  A  D.  mentions  Bjhat- 

ka$hS  "  That  inscription  is  one  of  the  five  steles  of  the  Thnal  Bara; , 
consecrated  to  the  eulogy  of  King  Yacovarman  (Bergaigne  Insc 

sanscnles  de  Camp  et  due  Cambodge,  2e  fasc  Nos  LVI-LX) 

TK^W'l*H(lut)  3WF3T  JTTf aft^  I 

*T!ftft$f  iW<il^<M<r*d4toE  II  IVIII  C,  rj 

'A  Paradah  out  of  which  the  Kalyana  subsists  (willing  to  help  but 

always  happy)  Gunadhya  who  did  not  like   the  Prakrit  (rich  on  virtue 

i,  L 

mOflSn  ft  $?t  foi#m  ff?^r  II  Bet&Wtya,  Int. 

i     KSvySdatsS,  I  88 
5  Laoote,  Essays,  14.  S  Levi,  Le  Nepai,  I  828,  887 
6  See  Mys  Arah  Rif  (1919) ,  66  9 ,  I  A,  XUI.  304 ,  JBAS,  (1918)  389. 
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but  not  lovmg  harshness),  Vicalaksa,  a  stranger  to  the  mli  (with  bi<r 
eyes  but  without  the  torments  of  exile)  He  was  Cura  having  humbled 

Bhimaka ' 

Mr  Barth  has  pointed  out  (l  c  p  313)  another  allusion 

ZJX  B,  26 

'  It  matters  not  if  a  virtuous  man  is.  even  vilified  ,  because  he  was 
really  a  virtuous  man  Gunadhya  was  reinstated  in  his  place ,  even 
the  poison  that  is  closely  united  with  Civa  serves  sufficiently  as  a 

graceful  ornament ,  what  to  say  of  the  moon  r" 

I  still  suspect  a  third  allusion 

LVIIT,  C,p 

415  It  is  possible  therefore  that  the  work  was  extant  so  late  as 

the  12lh  century ,  it  is  a  wonder  that  no  trace  of  it  is  visible  anywhere 

Somadeva  and  Ksemendra  have  made  translations  and  epitomes  in 
Sanskrit  Kafhasaritsagara  and  Brhatkafhamanjarl,  and  these  represent 
the  original  Paisachi  text  to  a  great  degree  though  these  poems  read 
by  themselves  disclose  an  originality  of  poetic  narration  These  two 

poems  are  from  KaSnur  Later  has  been  discovered  Budhasvamin's 

Brha$katha-Slokasangraha  representing  the  version  of  Brha^katha 

current  in  Nepal  Vamanabhatta's  Brhatkathatnanjari  is  a  South  Indian 
production,  but  only  the  24lh  Betala  is  available  there 

416  The  stones  forming  Byha^katha  had  a  divine  origin  There 
are  two  versions  of  it,  Kasmerian  and  Nepalese  Somadeva  thus 
recounts  the  story  "Siva  once  narrated  to  Parvati  the  marvellous 
history  of  the  seven  Vidyadhara  Cakravartins  He  was  overheard 
by  one  of  his  attendants,  Pushpadanta,  who  communicated  it  to 
his  wife  Jaya,  a  servant  of  Parvati  The  latter  again  spread  it  amongst 
her  fellows  and  the  indiscretion  of  Pushpadanta  soon  became  known 
to  the  divine  pair  Parvati,  filled  with  anger,  then  cursed  Pushpadanta 
and  condemned  him,  m  punishment  of  his  fault,  to  be  born  as  a 
mortal  His  brother  Malyavan,  who  dared  to  intercede  for  him, 
received  a  like  sentence  But  when  Parvati  saw  Pushpadanta's  wife, 
her  faithful  attendant,   overwhelmed  by   distress,  she  relented  so  far 
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as  to  «et  a  term  to  the  effects  of  her  <.ur>e  She  decreed  that  when 
Pushpadanta,  on  meeting  a  goblm  or  Paisacha  called  Kanabhuti,  m 
the  Vmdhjas,  should  remember  the  great  tales  and  his  former  birth  and 
should  tell  them  to  Kanabhuti,  he  should  be  delis  ered  from  his  mortal 
Imdv  Malvavan  also  should  be  allowed  to  return  to  heaven  when  he 
had  heird  the  \  nhatkathas  from  Kanabhuti  and  had  spread  them  on 
the  earth  Agreeabh  to  this  order,  Piwhpadanta  was  born  in  Kiusambi, 

as  Yararuchi-Kattajann,  and  became  a  greal  grammarian  and  the 
minister  of  Yogananda,  the  last  of  the  \andas  After  an  eventful  life 

he  retired  into  solitude  and  on  a  pilgrimage  to  the  temple  of  Parvau 
Yindhvavasim,  he  met  Kanabhuti  in  the  forest  He  remembered  his  for- 

mer life  and  communicated  to  the  Pisacha  the  seven  great  tales  Having 

accomplished  this  he  re-obtained  his  celestial  nature,  according  to 

Pan  all's  prediction  Malv  avan,  also,  who  in  his  human  birth  had  become 
Gunadhja  of  Pratishthana  and  had  served  King  Satavahina  as  minister, 
Lame  accompanied  by  his  two  pupils  Gunadeva  and  Xandidevn,  to  the 
dwelling  place  of  Kanabhuti  He  received  from  him  the  seven  stones  in 
the  language  of  the  Pisachas  and  wrote  them  down  m  100,000  Slokas 
each,  w  ith  his  ow  n  blood  Bv  the  advice  of  his  pupils,  he  sent  the 
whole  to  king  Satavahana,  hoping  that  the  king  being  a  man  of  taste 

might  preserve  and  spread  them  But  that  monarch  rejected  with  dis- 
gust a  work  that  was  written  in  the  language  of  the  goblins  and  with 

blood  On  receiving  this  new  s  Gunadhv  a  uurnt  si\  of  his  stones ,  the 
seventh  was  preserved  with  difficultv  through  the  entreaties  of  his 

pupils  King  Satavahana,  who  accidentally  'earned  thif  the  recitation 
of  the  remaining  book  charmed  even  the  beasts  of  the  forest,  repented 

of  his  former  conduct,  repaired  to  Gunadhv  a's  hahitition  and  obtained 
the  manuscnpl  of  the  remaining  storv  He  studied  it  with  the  help  «>f 
Gunadeva  and  Manduleva,  and  wrote  the  introduction,  detailing  its 
origin,  likewise  in  the  language  of  the  Pisachas  The  book  then 
became  one  of  the  stories  that  are  famed  in  the  three  w  orlds  1 

Nfpatamahatmvv.  (Chap  27-29)  has  a  different  storv  * 

"It  begins  like  the  Cashmenan  legend  with  a  conversation 
hetweenParvati  and  Siva  The  Goddess  asks  the  God  for  a  storv 
that  has  not  been  told  before  and  while  Siva  relates  it,  all  the  doors 

being  closed,  the  Gana  Lhrngm,  under  the  form  of  a  bee,  enters 

through  the  kev-hole,  overhears  Siva's  tale  and  repeats  it  to   his  wife 

1     F  Lftoote,  Essays,  80  31 
3     Levi,  TTit>  NtpaJ,  I  203  4 

53 
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^  ijav  a      Some  i  ither  dav  Parvali  starts  relating  the  tale  to   her   maids., 

but   Vyav  a   know  s   it   alread)      '  \\  ho  is  guiltv  of  that  indiw  ration  ■» 
Civ.i^through  the  intensity    of  his   meditation,    discovers   the  culpnt, 
sends  for  and  curses  him     Bhrngin   asks   the  God  to    havepilv,  the 
God  complies   and  forgives  him  under  the  following   conditions ,  he 
must  beco ne  .1  man,  learued  virtuous  and  skilful ,  he  must  write  down 

in  900,000  verses,  full  of  poetical  feeling,  tho  story  he  had   overheard  , 
he  must  erect  a  liin*a  in  a  place  difficult  of  access,  and  then  onl\,  will 
he  be  delivered  from  human  condition   and  allowed   to   reascend  the 

Kailasa     In  this  preamble  w  e  find  again  the  notion  of  the   ongmahtv 
of  the  IhhalLitha  and  besides,  a  precise  detail   on  the    nature   of  that 

poem    it  is  to  be  a  love  poem,  the  purpose  of  which  is  to  produce  a 
dramatic    feeling ,    it    must   be    lasaiainanvitah       But   one     can  see 

that  the  Nepalese  version  differs  from   the   other  in  tw  o  particulars , 
the   gana  »\ho   is  cursed    is  called   Bhrngin    and    there  is  only  one 
Bhrngin  is   born  at   Mathnra  under  the  name  of  Gunadhva      Having 
become  an  orphan  he  sets  out  for  Ujjavini   where  King  Madana,  the 
consort   of  the   learned   Iilavati,    daughter  of  the   king  of  Gauda,  is 

ruling      The  Pandit  Carvavarraan,    who  is  in  (he  king's  service,  appre- 
ciates the  tilents  of  dtinadhva   and    obtains   for  him  a  place  of  pandit 

at  the  Court      1  hen  comes  the  storv  of  the  king's  mistake  on  the  w  ord 
modaka     Gunadhva   asks  for   twelve  years  to    teach   him   grammar, 
Carvavarraan  onl}    two     1  here  is  a  bet  as  in  the  other  version  of  the 
legend      Carvavarman  wins,  it,  thanks  to  the  revelation  of  the  grammar 
Kalapa   (lyalantra)     Gunadhya  is  condemned  to  silence ,   he  goes  to 
live  as  an  ascetic  in  a  hermitage     The   ascetic   Pulastva   passing  bv, 
advises  him  to  wnte  his  tales  in  the  Paicaci  language,  he  will  after- 

wards go  to  Nepal,   erect  a  hnga  m  honour  of  Crpa  and   thus  obtain 

deliverance  from  the   curse  which  has  made  him  a  man     Gunadhya 
writes  his  poem  with  minerals  on  the  leaves  of  trees  ,   as  he  composes 
he  recites  the  verses  aloud  ,  the  wild  animals  surround  him  to  listen  to 

htm  and  thej  forget  to  eat ,  the  game  served   at   the  royal  table  is  so 
lean  that  <ihe  king  complains ,   the  cooks   blame  the  hunters  ,  these  m 
exploring   the   woods   meet   Gunadhva    surrounded    by  the  atten'ive 
animals ,   they   themselves,   falling   under  the  spell,  remain  to  listen 
There  is  no  longer  anv  game  for  the  king's  dinner  ,    enraged,   he  goes 
to  see  what  has   become  of  the  hunters,   sees  Gunadhya   and   presses 
him  to  come  again  to  Court ,   Gunadhya  refuses,   '  Sire,  I  have  com- 

posed 900,000  delightful  verses  in  Paicaci,  }ou  must  have  them  written 
in  Snmkrii,  as  for  mjself  I  will  go  to  Nepal '    lie  goes  |o  Nepal,  sees 
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the  Pauipaticvara,  then  setting  forth  fur  the  temple  nl  l'acupali  h« 
performs  around  the  vallev  the ptadakwia  which  the  \epalamahatm\a 
describes  at  great  length ,  it  is  the  guide  book  of  the  modern  pilgrim 
Having  returned  to  the  temple)  Gunadhja  gathers  all  the  mums  who 

live  in  Nepal ,  establishes  the  Bhrngicvara  and  in  an  aerial  chariot 
{ztiuana)  reascends  to  the  kailasa  to  resume  his  plat,  e  among  the  Ganas 
Jiv  an  at  the  present  day,  under  the  form  of  a  bee,  Bhrngin  returns)  at 

each  phase  of  the  moon  to  ha\e  a  look  at  his  hnga  "1 

417  Gunadhja  was  born  at  Pratisthaaa  on  the  Godavar?  ^o 
saj  s  K^-emendra  Somadeva  mentions  the  utv  of  Supratislha,  capital 
of  Pratistbana,  or  at  time*  calls  it  Prafc i>.thana  on  the  uanks  of  the 
Goda\an  It  is  the  capital  of  the  .Sndhra  dvnastv  of  Safivahanas  of 
which  Hala  or  Satavahana  or  Sahvahana  was.  an  illustrious  scion 

According  to  Puranas  Hala  w  as  the  son  of  An^a  Satakarni'  and  ruled 
between  2644-2649  YudhisLhara  Saka,  that  is,  493  to  490  B  0.  On  an 
identification  of  Satavahana  and  Bahvahana  it  has  been  said  Ity  modern 
scholars  that  the  patron  of  Gunadhv  a  lived  about  78  A  D ,  tie  dale  of 

the  Sahvahana  era  • 

418  Budhaavamin's  Brhatkathaslokasangraffa;  comes 
from  Nepal,  and  this  led  lo  lis  being  Called  a  Nepalese  v'ersion  of 
GunSdhva's  original,  a  version  according  to  some  onentalM^  earlier 
than  the  works  of  Somadeva  and  Ksemendra 

1  See  Bssai  sue  Guuadbya  et  la  S-hatkatba  by  F   Laoote,  Pans  (Tianalatsd 

JXLy  XII  XIII)     See  0  H  Tawaey's  Review  in  JBJ.S  (V09),  113 
2  hsemen4»  (i.viu  iS?)  calls  oityof  Prasenajtt  Supra  J  i§tho,  and  Mah\bb.araja 

(111    8J14)  notes   r»jlsth5na  as  a  tlrthi  at  the   confluence  of  tha»Juaina  and  tbc 

F  Laoote  thinks  that  Gou&dhyA  \v*a   born  at  Mathuraand  lived  at  LjjMuor 
Kau&inbi     (Estays,  26) 

3     On  Hala,  see  note  on  para  SOS  stq  t  a 
On  his  Saptafeji  or  Kofo,  Ban*  says 

SarMoarifa,  Int  IS 

On  the  identity  of  Ssjavabana  with  SsiivShana,  see  Wilson's  Co?    Wuths,  111 
181  note  and  Seshagirl  Bastri,  1A  I  811 

Boblec  {Kash  Bep  47 J  places  GunSdhya  in  Jst  or  2nd  century,  and  Weber  (1L, 

213 ,  ISt  I  858)  in  6th  oentury  A  D  (U,  I  807)  Keith  {SL,  2C8  ,  JIUS, 

(1901),  145)  and  Levi  (TI,  817,  he  Kepd,  II,  63)  gire  the  date  itad  or  8rd  century  A  D 

Speyer  (S«««I»«)  says  Brhatkajha  lias  between  400  and  600  A  D  ,  nearer  the  latter 

Tawoey  (JR4S  (1908),  903)  agrees  V  Smith,  {.SB,  19«9  dates  it  m  the  latter  half  of 

1st  oentury  A  D     See  also  S.  Krisanasframi  Iyengar,  on   Bjbatkatha,  JBAS  (1306), 
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Slokasangraha  ib  now    available  as  a   fragment     ll  r>  a    poem  of 

sargas  meaat  obviously  to  be  aa  extensive  book,    but  the  fragment  gets 

us  only  28  sargas   of  about  4,539   verses     Lither   the  work   was  left 

incomplete  or  the  manuscript  has  been  lost  to  us     In  estimating   the 

dimensions  of  the  whole   collection,  I  acote  says,    "  Naravahanadatta 

mubt  relate  the  conquest  of  his    twenty-si\   wives  (IV,  J),  and  vet,   at 

the  end  of  the  twenty-eighth  book,  that  is  of  4,339  verses>   he  has  only 

come  to  the  sixth  one     The  history  of  the  nrst  live  has  taken  up  3,022 

verses  ,  the  proportions  being  the  bame— and  one  does  not  see  that  he 

abridges  more  as  he  goes  on  with  the  narration ,  far  from  it— the  historv 

of  the  twenty-sixth  spouse  would  take  us  into  about   19,000  verses  ,  to 

it  one  must  add  the  whole  history  of  the  conquest  of  the  empire     I  do 

not  think  it  would  be  an  exaggeration  to  estimate  the   whole  length  of 

the  poem  at  23,000  verses  at  least,  divided  into  more  than  100  sargas  Hi 

Ihe  poem  begins  with  an    encomium  of  UjjayinI  and   the  death  of 

MahSbena  or  Pradyota     Gopala,  his  son,  succeeded  him,  but  afflicted 

with  the   talk  that  he  was   a   patricide   he  abdicated   in  favour  of  his 

brother  Palaka     Warned  as  if  b>  a  heavenly   sign,  he  gave   up   his 

throne  an<i  Gopala'D  son  Avantivardhana  ascended    the  throne  ,  Then 

<jomes  the  ston  of  his'  love  with  Surasamanjari     The  28th  canto  leaves 

us  with  NTaravahanada$ta  in  the  company  of1  Bhagirathayasas 
F  Lacote  thinks  that  Budhasvamin  must  have  lived  about  the  5th 

or  6th  century  AD*  He  remarkb .  "  The  differences  with  regard  to 
the  other  two  versions  are  enorniou->  The  subject  announced 
at  the  beginning  of  the  fourth  sarga,  after  the  three  sargas  which 
form  the  introduction,  is  the  history  of  Naravahanadatta,  soil  of  the 

king  of  the  Vatsas,  Udav  ana,  and  emperor  of  the  Vidyadharas  It  is 
the  same  as  thd  principal  subject  of  the  Kathasai  ikagai  a  and  of  the 
Bihdtkathttmanjan,  but  the  arrangement  of  the  matter  and,  in  some 

parts,  the  matter  itself  are  altogether  different  The  spirit  in  Which  the 
subject  is  dealt  with  is  also  quite  new  It  is  no  longer  a  question  of 
slight  differences  in  the  order  of  the  books,  like  those  one  notices 

between  "the  Kathasai  ikagai  a  and  the  ill haikalhaimnfan,  which,  in 
spite  of  the  various  readings,  show  a  common  original  Here  we 
have  a  poem  entirely  different ,  if  it  has  the  same  ancestor  as  the  other 

two,  which  to  me  seems  to  be-  certain,  its  relation  to   them   is   several 

degrees  removed  "* 

■  ■' 1     Ed  and  Tr  by  E  Lierou'c,  Paris 
I     Essays,  110, 114 

1.    Essays,  10-1 1. 
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419  Ksemendra  Brhatkathamanjari  comes  -iei.t*  Kienen- 
dra  vas  in  the    Court  of  King   Ananta   of  Ka&nur  (1029-106+  AD  ) 

Ilis  writings  have  been  noticed  in  a  prior  chapter'    Hi*  three  Manjaris 
are  in  reahtv  distinct  pieces  of  poetrv  and  the\  <an  ue  called  epi'omes 
odI)  in  respect  of  the  narrative  of  their  original* 

k->eniendra's  poem  like  Somadeva's  "is  divided  into  eighteen 
'  lambhakas '  the  names  of  which  are  the  same  as  those  of  the  corres- 

ponding Books  in  the  Kathasantsagara  Besides,  *e  and  in  theBrhat- 
kathamanjan  a  double  system  of  subdivision  Most  of  the  accessurv 

tales  and  some  of  the  principal  episodes  of  the  hero's  histon  are 
followed  b)  a  colophon  which  resumes  the  substance  of  the  tale — 
something  like  the  marginal  sub-titles  found  in  the  translation  of  the 
Kathasantsagara  by  Mr  Tawnev  It  is  a  kind  of  index  of  the  several 

incidents  found  in  the  text,  and  it  is  most  convenient  for  readv  re- 
ference 1  his  method  of  subdivision,  being  found  m  all  the  manus- 

cripts of  the  Manjan,  mubt  be  rather  ancient ' 

420  Somadeva,  son  of  Rama,  Wus  a  Brahmin  poet  of  the  Court 

of  King  Anan $a  of  Kasniir  who  ruled  about  1029-1064  A  D  Ananta's 
son  was  Kalasa  and  Kalasa's  son  was  Harga  For  the  amusement  of 
Suryavafi,  queen  of  Ananta,  Somadeva  wrote  KATHASARiiSAGARUn  lb 
Books  of  124  |  arangas  and  24,000  verses,  the  earliest  large  collection 
of  stones  ettanl  in  the  world,  about  1070  A  D  Somadeva  declares  that 

his  work  is  a  condensed  Sanskrit  version  of  Gttnadhva'a  Paisuci 
Brhatkajha 

In  his  prospectus  of  the  Edition  of  Taw  ne>'s  Translation  of  this 
Work  N  M  Penzer  says  ' 

"  lurning  to  the  work  itself,  one  is  amazed  l>>  the  mass  of  stories 
of  every  conceivable  kind  it  contains    Animal  stories  dating  back  hund- 

1.  DO,  XXI  8165  Ed  Bombay  by  Sivadattj  &  Parab,  byS  Levi,  W,  (1886) 
897  479,  (1886)  178-322  with  translation  of  Bks  I,  VI  and  pact  of  Bk  IX  Translated 
in  pact  by  L  Von  Minkowski 

3     See  para  88  supra 
3  Essays,  81-5. 
4  See  Raj  VII  045 

5  Hoernle  IJItAS,  (1903),  120]  gives  Una  data.  Wilson  {tiL,  I.  15b)  lixte  Uk. 
data  at  1030  A.D  Seshagirl  Sistn  (li,  I,  835)  givea  Somadeva  1050 1071  m  the  Ume 
of  King  Haras     Bubler  (U,  I.  302)  gives  the  date  1063-82  A  t> 

0  Ed  Bombay  El  and  translated  by  H  Brookhaus,  Leipzig  Translated  by 

0  H.  Tawney,  Bthl  Ltd  uo,y  b3ui3.reolited  with  introduction  and  elaborate  notes  by 
lit.  M.  Penzer, 



reds  of  )  oars  u  t  ,  wild  legends  of  Biff- Veda  da\  s  explaining  tHo 
creation  of  the  earth,  harrowing  tales  of  blood-sucking  empires, 
beautiful  and  poetic  lo\e  stones  and  \ivid  descriptions!  of  terrible 

battles  between  gods,  men  or  demon1!  A'1  these  are  lound  in  this, 
storehouse  of  romance  Nor  should  it  be  forgotten  that  India  is  the 

true  land  of  Bomance,  more  so  indeed  than  either  Persia  or  Arabia,  for 

India's  o\\  n  history  is  a  romance  hardly  less  exaggerated  and  enthrall- 

ing  than  the  tale's  themsehes 

The  collector  of  these  stories,  Somadeva,  \\  as  a  man  of  genius 
who  nghtlv  ranks  next  to  Kalidasa  among  Indian  poets  His  power  or 

letting  a  slon  in  a  clear,  entertaining  and  absorbing  \\a\  is  only 

equalled  bj  the  richness  and  diversiH  ot  his  subject-matter  His 
knowledge  of  human  nature,  the  elegance  of  his  sh  le,  the  beauty  and 
force  of  his  descriptions  and  the  wit  and  wisdom  of  his  aphorisms,  are 
masterly  in  their  execution 

On  the  other  hand)  in  most  Eastern  collections  of  tales  (especially 
Indian),  lhe\\a\  in  which  fresh  stories  are  embedded  in  other  ones 
and  the  bewildering  rapiditv  with  which  one  follows  another,  makes 

the  reader  long  for  Ariadne's  thread  to  lead  him  safely  out  of  the 
lab\  nnth  1  he  Editor,  therefore,  has  taken  special  care  to  provide  an 
efficient  thread  in  this  new  edition  A  system  of  numbering  the  stories 
has  been  introduced,  that  not  only  makes  the  reading  easy,  but  acts  as 

a  guide  td  students  of  Comparative  Folk-lore 

The  Katha-Sarit-Sagara  is,  of  course)  a  much  older  book  than 

'/lie  Thousand  Nights  and  a  Xiglil,  and  is  the  origin  of  manv  tales  in  the 
Xiglits  Through  them  it  has  given  ideas  not  onlv  to  Persian  and 
Turkish  authors,  but  also  to  the  western  world  through  the  pens  of 
Boccaccio,  Chaucer,  La  Fontaine,  and  their  innumerable  Imitators 

Mr  Tawney's  excellent  notes,  supplemented  by  those  now  added, 
dftord  an  enormous  amount  of  information  which  will  prove  interesting 

not  onh  to  the  student  of  Comparative  Beligion,  1'olk-lore,  Magic 
(both  black  and  while),  J1  thics,  Sociology  and  Anthropology,  but  also  to 
the  intellectual  lay  reader,  who  wishes  to  increase  his  store  of  out-of- 

the-way  and  esoteric  knowledge"1 

"Its  literal  translation  is  *lhe  Ocean  ot  .Streams  of  Story' 
Somadeva   felt  that  his  great   w  ork  united  in  itself  all  stones,   as  the 

"  Bee  genaally,  J  S  Speyer's  Studies  about  JKatbasarittagura,  J  HAS  (1903) 
907,  Lissen,  Jud  Mi  lit  1034,  IV  871,  Wilson,  8L,l.  156,  II,  109 1  Webeti 
8L,  818,  Keith,  8It,  881-7, 
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o^ean  does  all  rivers  Fverv  stream  of  mvth  ind  ra\sten  flowing 
down  from  the  snow }  heights  of  sacred  Himaiav  i  would  sooner  or 
later  reach  the  ocean,  other  streams  from  other  mountains  would  do 
likewise,  till  at  last  fane}  would  create  an  ocean  lull  offline*  nf  e\en 

conceivable  descnptioa  -tales  of  wondrous  maidens  and  their  fearless 
lovers,  of  kings  and  cities,  of  statecraft  and  m'rigue,  ot  mign  and 
Bpells,  of  treacherv,  tncken,  murder  and  war,  tiles  uf  I »1< •  jd-Mi.  king 
vampires,  devils,  goblins  and  ghouls,  stories  of  animals  in  fn<  i  and 
fable,  and  stones  too  of  beggars,  ns<  etics,  drunkards  gambler-, 

prostitutes  and  bawds 

This  is  the    Ouan  of  Sforj  ,   this    the  mirror  of  Indian  imagination 

that  Somadeva  has  left  as  a  legacv  to  postentv  " 

421      Somadeva  thus  dealt  with  the  original  Brha$k-uha 

In  the  preface  Somadeva  gives  the  following  account  of  hi"  work 
"  The   first  book   in  mv    collection  is  called  Kathapitha,  then  comes 

1  "  As  m  the  original  work,  so  also  m  this  one,  there  is  not  anywhere  the  least 
omission ,  only  the  language  is  more  compact  in  order  to  avoid  the  book  becoming  too 
Urge  I  have  endeavoured  as  mnoh  as  possible  to  choose  the  most  sm'able  e^pres 
fions,  and  while  describing  in  the  stones  the  various  movements  of  the  passions  (was), 
a  work  has  been  produced  whioh  may  be  considered  a  piece  ot  poetry  My  work  dul  not 
spring  from  the  desire  to  seoure  the  fame  of  learning,  but  simply  to  facilitate  the 

memorizing  of  that  many  coloured  net  of  myths  " — BrotUiaiis 
u  This  book  is  precisely  on  the  model  of  that  from  which  It  is  taken ,  then  is 

not  even  the  slightest  deviation,  only  suoh  language  is  seleoted  as  tends  to  abridge  the 
prolixity  of  the  work ,  the  observance  of  propriety  and  natural  oonnexion,  and  the 
joining  together  of  the  portions  of  the  poem  so  as  not  to  interfere  with  tbe  spirit  of  the 
stones,  are,  as  far  as  possibles,  kept  in  view  ,  I  have  not  made  this  attempt  through 
desire  of  a  reputation  for  ingenuity,  but  in  order  to  facilitate  the  recollection  of  a 
multitude  of  various  tales  "—Taioacy 

"  As  is  the  original  suoh  is  the  copy ,  it  does  not  deviate  from  it,  even  by  one 
line ,  I  simply  epitomize  the  primitive  work  and  T  translate ,  that  is  all  the  difference 
Careful  to  observe,  as  far  as  possible,  the  literary  propriety,  and  the  logical  sequence, 
in  doing  my  best  not  to  break  off  either  the  narrative  or  the  spirit  of  the  sentiments 

expressed,  I  am  no  less  careful  to  arrange  a  portion  of  a  regular  poem  "—Laceito 
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Kaihamukha,  then  the  third  hook,  named  Lavanaka,  then  follows, 

Naravahanadattajanann,  and  then  the  book  called  Caturdanka,  and  then 
Madanamancuka,  then  the  se\enth  book  named  Ralnaprabha,  and  then 

(he  eighth  book  named  Sun  aprnhbn,  then  Mankaravati,  then  Saktu  asas, 

and  (hen  the  eleventh  book  called  the  Vela,  then  comes  Sasanka\ali, 

,ind  then  Madiravati,  then  comes  Ihe  book  called  Pania,  followed  In 

Mahabhiseka,  and  then  Surasamanjan,  then  r.idimvah,  and  (hen  the 

eighteenth  book  \  isamasila  " l 

Somade\a  then  gives  the  wonderful  origin  of  Ihe  (ale  at  great 

length  (Kith  I   1-13-lSl) 

"  Tach  book  comprises  a  number  of  stones  loosely  strung  together 

hj  being  narrated  for  the  recreation  or  information  of  some  lndmdaals 
or  arising  out  of  their  ad\entures  There  are  Vatsa,  King  of  Kausambi, 

and  his  sen  Naravahanadatla  The  marriage  of  the  latter  \\  uh  various 

damsels  of  terrestrial  or  celestial  origin  and  his  elevation  to  the  rank 

of  King  of  the  Vidyadharas  a  class  of  heavenly  sprits  are  the  leading 

topic  of  most  of  the  books  but  thev  merely  constitute  the  skeleton  of 
the  composition,  the  substance  being  made  up  of  stones  growing  out 
of  these  circumstances  or  springing  from  one  another  with  an  ingenuity 
of  intneacv  which  is  in  reality  one  of  the  great  charms  of  all  such 

collection  "* 

"The  stones  all  wind  up  at  the  end  of  each  book  or  not  infre- 

quent sooner  The  action  is  never  suspended  for  an)  prolonged 
interval  and  the  complication  is  not  of  such  a  nature  or  extent  as  to 
convert  variety  into  confusion  The  stories  are  alwavs  characterised 
b\  the  features  of  Hindu  nationality  and  are  illustrations  of  Hindu 

opinions,  usages  and  beliefs  Thev  exhibit,  in  a  striking  and  interesting 
manner,  the  pecuhanlies  of  the  social  condition  of  India,  and  in  the 

exposure  of  its  follies  and  vices  furnish  those  delineations  of  the 
similar  imperfections  of  all  civilised  society  of  v\hich  the  general  appli- 

cability and  truth  have  recommended  their  imitation  to  the  satirists  and 

story-tellers  of  Europe  The  greater  number  of  them  turn  upon  the 
wickedness  of  women,  the  inconstancy,  profligacy,  treachery  and  craft 
of  the  female  se\  These  attnbules  no  doubt  originate  in  the  feelings 

which  have  penaded  the  East  unfavourable  to  the  dignity  of  the  female 
character ,  but  we  are  not  to  mistake  the  language  of  satire  or  the 

licentiousness  of  a  it,  for  truth,  or  to   suppose  that  the   pictures  which 

1     CSC,  (1890)  No  143 
1     Wilson,  SL.ili  p  J12-W 
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are  thus  given  of  the  deprauty  of  women  owe  not  much  of  their  color- 

ing to  the  malignitv  of  men  "* 

422  The  well  known  Arabian  nights  are  a  similar  composition 
The\  were  rendered  into  Sanskrit  under  the  title  Aravva-vaminl  In 
Jvovi>b\xdh0  Paxdiia.  at  the  request  of  Sambbacandra,  Zamradar  uf 

Kaknii)  a  *  In  his  introduction  to  the  translation  of  Arabian  Nights,  Sir 
R  F  Barton  thus  sums  up  the  subject-matter  of  KathasantsSgara  in 
comparison  with  the  Arabian  nights  "  The  thaumaturge  of  both  work* 
is  the  same  the  Indian  is  profuse  in  demonologv  and  witchcraft ,  in 
mongers  as  wind-men,  tire-men  and  water-men  ,  in  air-going  elephants 
and  itying  horses  (I  541-543),  in  the  wishmg-cow  ,  div me  goats  and 
laughing  hshes  (I  24),  and  in  the  speaosa  mrcuula  of  magic  weapons 
He  delights  in  fearful  battles  (L  400),  fought  with  the  same  weapons  as 
the  Moslem  uses,  and  rewards  his  heroes  with  a  "  Turband  of  Honour" 
([  266)  in  lieu  of  a  robe  There  is  a  quaint  famih  likeness  arising 
from  similar  stages  of  society  ,  the  cit>  is  adorned  fur  gladness  ,  men 

carry  money  in  a  robe  corner  and  exclaim  "Ha,  Good1"  (for  "Good, 
by  Allah '") ,  lovers  die  with  exemplar}  facility ,  the  "  soft-sided " 
ladies  drink  spirits  (I  61)  and  princesses  get  drunk  (I  476 \  whilst  the 

eunuch,  the  hetrera  and  the  baw  d  (Kupini)  play  the  same  preponder- 

ating parts  as  in  the  lights  " 
JagannaihamisrVs  Kathapraxasa  borrows  the  tales  ofK,itba- 

santsagara  (l-t-xiu  and  vuv-xxwu)  * 

Section  3 

Pancatantra 

423  Pancatantra,*  the  famous  collection  of  fables,  has,  it  has 
been  said,  a  circulation  in  the  world,  next  only  to  the  Bible  Herlel  re- 

cords two  hundred  (and  more)  versions  in  about  My  languages  some  of 
which  are  extra-Indian  During  the  reign  of  King  Chosran  Anosharwan 

(531-579  A  D  )  a  Persian  Physician  Burzoe  or  Burzuyeh  translated  it 
into  Pahlavi  and  incorporated  it  into  his  Book  of  Stones  called  Kara- 
taka  and  Damanaka  This  Pahlavi  translation  is  lost  as  also  its  Sanskni 

original  and  we  have  now  an  old  Syriac  version  made  by  Bud  in  570 

1     Wilson,  SL,U  114 
2.    080,  (1908),  110 
3     10  No  4105 

4.    For  a  fall  history  of  PaQoaJanlsa,  see  Hertel's  Bistoty  of  tin  Btasl  1'able  t» 
Indvxl&OS). 
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A  D  and  an  Arabic  version   made  by   Abdallah  Ibnal  MogafTa  about 

750  A  D ' 

Pancalaatra  is  so  called  because  it  is  divided  mto  live  Tanlras  or 

sections,  aad  is  ab  such  known  also  as  Pancopakhyana  Visnusarman 
evlracled  the  essence  of  all  the  most  celebrated  works  of  this  class  and 

composed  it  as.  Niti  Sastra  for  the  education  of  the  sons  of  King  Amara 
sakti  of  Mahilaropya  in  the  Deccan  The  prefatory  invocation  is 
addressed  to  Sarasvati  and  all  authors  on  ethics,  Manu,  Vacaspati, 

USanas,  Parasara,  Vj  asa  and  Canakya  The  use  of  the  word  dinata, 
it  is  said  points  to  its  date  as  somewhere  after  the  Christian  era,  and 

therefore,  says  Keith,  "  it  is  not  sufficient  to  assign  it  to  the  2nd 

century  A  D,  at  the  earliest  "* 

Speaking  of  the  priority  of  Kautilja's  Arthasastra,  it  has  been  said 
'  The  titles  such  as  separation  of  friends,  winning  of  friends,  war  and 

peace,  the  loss  of  one's  acquisition,  and  hasty  action,  given  to  the  5 
books  of  the  Panchatantra  are  political  ideas  explained  in  no  earlier 
work  than  the  Arthasa&tra  They  are  adumbrated  with  appropriate 
illustrative  stories  in  the  Pancatantra  There  is  reason  to  believe  that 
the  author  of  the  Panchatantra  is  indebted  to  the  Arthasastra  for  the 

use  of  the  word  Prakriti  in  the  sense  of  a  fnend  or  an  enemy  (Mitra- 

praknti  and  Anpraknti)  A  friend  or  an  enemy  inside  a  State  is  called 
abh>  antarapraknti  and  outside  a  State,  bahyapraknti  In  the  15th 
book  entitled  Tantrayukti  of  the  Arthasastra,  Chanakya  says  that  use 
of  the  word  Prakriti  in  the  sense  of  a  friend  or  an  enemy  is  his  own 

device  (svasanjna)  which  he  evplains  as  parair  asamitas-sabdah,  a  word 
not  used  by  others  Besides  making  use  of  the  technical  terms  devised 

and  political  ideas  taught  in  the  Arthasastra,  the  author  of  the  Pancha- 
tantra not  only  mentions  the  name  of  Chanakya  as  a  writer  on  Nripa- 

sastra  or  Nitisastra,  but  also  makes  verbatim  quotations  sometimes 

wrongly  and  sometimes  rightly  from  the  Arthasastra  in  support  of  his 

views  "• 

424     Purnabhadra,  the  pupil  of  Jinapati  Suri,  was  a  Svetanibara 

Jain  monk  *  He  revised  Pancatantra  at  the  instance  of  Somamanjrin  m 

1  Ed  and  Tr  by  G  BiokeU,  Leipzig  See  for  these  other  versions,  Edgerton, 
la  412  W  Norman  Brown,  The  Pancatantra  *»  modern  hiA%an  Folkbre,  JAOB, 
XXXIX.  I 

3  Keith,  8L,  245  ofc  seq.,  JRAS  (1025)  504  There  are  Pancajiwjrakavya  of 
Dharmapandita  and  Panc»fanjrakdvya,4«£Hi^a,  (QC,  X.  314) 

3  Myt  A.rah  Bvp,  (1927),  16 
4  For  his  poam»,  see  para  101  au/jra,    Seo  PR,  IV  !27 
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1199  A  D  *  It  is.  marked  by  the  appearam  e  of  tuenh-one  new  stones 
including  a  famous  one  of  the  gratitude  of  animals  and  the  ingratitude 

of  man  3 

PGmabhadra  used  an  earlier  Jam  recension  whose  author  quotes 
Jftgha  and  Rudrata  must  ha\e  therefore  h\ed  after  the  9th  t  en- 

tun  AD* 

In  Sam  1716  (1600  AD),  Meghavijaja  composed  Pirn akh\ "nod- 
dhara,  a  modified  version  of  these  \  inous  recensions  * 

The  south  Indian  Pancatantra  is  a  careful  and  slight  ahbreuntion 
and  preserves  the  narrative  and  the  language  with  faithfulness *  Ven 
often  Us  sentences  agree  with  Tan$rakhvavikii  and  it  is  liter  than 

Bharavi* 
The  Nepalese  \ersion  has  all  the  ierses,  particularh  of  the  <?omh 

Indian  recension  "\\  e  may  agree  with  Hertel  in  thinking  that  the 
South  Indian  Pancatantra  and  the  complete  text  on  which  the  Nepa- 

lese is  based,"  savs  Fdgerton  "  were  not  identical,  nor  directly  derived 
one  from  the  other,  but  that  thev  are  closeh  related  offbhoots  of  the 

same  archtype  "* 

425  Tantralchyana  or  Tantrakhyav  ikl  is  a  form  of  Panca- 

$antra,  manuscripts  of  which  come  from  Kasmir  and  is  itself  in  two  sub- 
recensions,  in  one  of  which  there  are  more  ierses  and  more  prose 

According  to  Hertel  "  it  is  the  only  version  which  contains  the  un- 
abbreviated and  not  intentionallv  altered  language  of  the  author,* 

which  no  other  Indian  Pancatantra  version  has  preserved,  while  the 

Pahlavi  translation  distorts  it  In  numerous  misunderstandings  * 

But  according  to  Edgerton,  "In  short,  the  difference  between  the 
Tanlrakhyayika  and  the  other  versions,  in  their  relations  to  the  original, 

1  Ed  {BOS)  by  Benfey,  J  Hertel  with  English  translation  by  P  E  More, 
Llepzig  ThePrasasti  gives  the  date  aB  Sam  1255  See  10,  2648,  BR  (1897),  toe 
For  an  analytical  account,  see  Wilson,  SL,  n  1 

3     Keith,  SL,  961, 
3  Keith  (SL  260)  places  it  in  1100  A  D 
4  Keith,  SL,  260.    On  Meghavrjaya,  see  para  98  sttpra 
5  Ed  by  Haberland  it,  and  again  by  J  Hertel,  Leipzig 
6  Bee  Edgerton,  Am  Or  Sents,  III  17  ,  Keith,  SL,  362 
7  Ed  by  J  Hertel  in  Anmertaragen     AOS,  in,  20. 

8  Ed  by  J  Hertel,  Berlin  Tr  Leipzig,  BOS,  Vol  14  See  Abhandrangen  of 
Saxon  8ooiety,  Vol  22 

9  ZDMG,  LXIX  118     See  also  Zftcbarae,  Kl  Schrtften,   170.    Wintermtg 
on  TantrShhyayika,  TO  J,  XXIV  49 
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is  a  difference  of  degree  and  not  a  difference  of  kind  All  are  to  a 

considerable  extent  original  All  are  to  a  not  inconsiderable  extent 
unoriginal  On  the  whole,  the  Tantrakhyayika  contains  more  of  the 

original  than  of  any  other  In  this  respect  it  is  surpassed  1>\  the 
Southern  Pancatamra,  which  has  much  less  unoriginal  material  ihnn 

1  lie  Tantrakhyayika,  and  probabb  less  lhan  any  other  version,  e\<  ept 

the  greatly  abbreviated  and  versified  Somadeva  "* 
426  It  is  said  that  there  has  been  an  unbroken  tradition  of 

narratives  m  the  style  of  Pancatan^ra  from  time  immemorial  with  ramifi- 

cations in  various  times  and  countries  and  these  versions  "  all  go  back 
to  a  book  of  fables  and  stories  consisting  of  five  books  or  sections  and 

a  brief  introduction  1  he  introduction  provides  the  "frame"  or  selhng, 
and  at  the  same  time  suggests  what  must  have  been  to  the  author's 
mind  the  ke)-note  of  the  whole  work  it  was  supposed  to  be  a  kind  of 
Furstaispugel  or  Mirror  for  Magishates  teaching  worldly  wisdom  to 
princes,  by  entertaining  examples,  as  well  as  by  cleverly  phrased 
precepts  The  precepts  are  principally  found  in  the  verses  which  are 

abundantly  scattered  through  most  parts  of  the  work  The  examples 
consist  in  the  stories  themselves,  which  are  told  mainly  in  prose  Each 

of  the  five  sections  or  "  books  "  forms  a  dramatic  unit  in  itself,  and  all 
five  are,  as  I  said,  set  into  the  introduction  as  a  frame  In  the 

introduction  a  wise  brahman  undertakes  to  enlighten  three  ignorant 
princes  He  does  so  by  narrating  to  them,  one  after  another,  the  five 

books  of  the  Pancatantra  Each  of  the  five  books  contains  not  only  a 

primary  storj,  which  we  call  the  "  frame-story  "  but  also  at  least  one, 
and  usually  several,  "  emboxt "  stories ,  that  is,  stories  represented  as 
told  by  one  character  in  the  frame  story  to  another  Sometimes  there 

is  a  double  "  emboxtent  "  ,  a  character  in  an  "  embovt "  story  tells  a 
story  to  another  character  (In  some  of  the  late  versions  of  the 
Pancatantra  this  process  was  earned  even  further,  so  that  we  have  a 

sort  of  "  Chinese  nest "  of  stones)  Most  of  the  stones  are  beast  fables, 
that  is,  their  pnncipal  actors  are  animals  decked  out  with  human 

properties  but  a  number  of  them  have  only  human  characters,  while 
some  have  both  men  and  animals,  and  even  though  rarely — gods  and 
other  supernatural  beings  The  stories  are  m  general  very  "sell  told 
and  of  a  high  artistic  quality  " 

Among  several  scholars   that  have  investigated   the  history  of 
Pancatantra  there  are  preeminently  tsvo,  J  Hertel  and  F  Edgerton     In 

I     EA08,  III  18     See  Keith  8L,  359,  60 
3     Eagerton,  BOS,  III,  4 
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Hertel  s  new  there  are  onlv  two  different  sources  of  Pancatantra 

tradition ,  one  Tantrakhyav  lka  and  another  "  K ",  archtype  of  all 
other  versions  and  an  intermediate  archtype  to  which  the  Southern 

and  Kepalese  and  an  intermediate  archetype  to  which  the  Southern  and 

Nepalese  %  ergons  and  Hitopadesa  go  back  l  But  Pdgerton  savs  there 
are  four  independent  streams  of  the  tradition  flowing  from  one  single 

old  source  Southern  Bjhatkatha  of  which  Soinadeva's  and  Ksemendris 
are  epitomies  ,  (n)  F  antrnkh)  avika  (m)  Southern  Pancatantra  (i\)  (he 

original  of  Pahlavi  version  Purnahhadra's  recension  is  a  combination 
of  Tantrakhtajika  and  Southern  Pancatantra 

Somadeva's  Katha*antsagara  contains  the  five  books  of  Pan- 

t  atantra,  "  separated  from  one  another  bv  extraneous  materials,  but 
preserves  considerably  more  than  Ksmendra  does  of  the  bulk  of  the 

narrative  and  Ksmendra's  te\t  of  Pancatantra*  is  the  most  drasticalh 

abbreviated  among  all  versions  " 

From  a  comparison  of  these  various  versions  Edgerton  made  up 

the  text  of  w  hat  he  considered  the  original  of  Pancatantra  * 

427  Hitopadesa  is  a  far  later  version  of  Pancatantra  and  has 
been  more  popular  with  the  students  of  Sanskrit  Literature  Avowedlv 

based  on  Pancatantra,  Hitopadesa  is  a  w  ork  with  a  plan  original  iri 

itself  of  Narayapa  *  Instead  of  five  books,  Hitopadesa  has  only  four 
Its  third  book  has  as  its  frame  a  story  which  is  only  a  remote  reflex  of 
Pancatantra  Book  III  The  frame  of  its  fourth  book  is  wholly  new, 

though  evidentlv  intended  as  a  companion  piece  to  Book  HI  and 

suggested  bv  the  title  of  the  original  Pancatantra's  third  book  Book  IV 
of  the  Pancatantra  is  wholly  omitted ,  the  stones  of  Book  V,  including 

the  frame  story,  are  included  as  etnbOKt  btones  in  Hitopadesa  Books  111 

and  IV  Several  of  the  emboxt  stories  of  Pancatantra  Book  I  are 

transferred  to  the  Hitopadesa's  new  Book  IV  ,  those  of  Pancatantra 

Book  III  are  impartially  divided  between  Hitopadesa  Books  III  and  IV  , 

1  See  on  this  Hertel,  ZDMQ,  LVI,  817 ,  LlIX,  118, 118  ,  Winternife  DLZ, 
XXXI,  2760 

3  This  h»B  been  separately  edited,  Der  Auszugans  dem  Pancatantra  in  Kse- 

mendra's  BrhatkathSnanjari,  Leipzig 
3  "  Pancatantra  reconstructed,"  3.0S,>  Vol  3  Text  and  onHaal  apparatus  ana 

vol  9     Introduction 

4.  Bd  everywhere ,  by  F  Johnson,  London ,  by  P  Peterson,  Bombay  and  in 

Handbooks  for  th*  study  of  Sanskrit  by  Max  Mailer  with  an  interlinear  translation  On 

Hitopadesa,  see  Edgerton,  A.0S,  HI  30-32}  PS,  III,  897.  There  is  a  Hitopadefe- 
padyasangraha  (00,  III  168  ) 
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not  a  few  stones  of  the  first  three  books  of  (he  Pancitantra  are  omitted 

altogether,  and  various  stories  not  found  in  the  Pincatantra  are 

inserted  m  all  four  books  of  the  Hilopadesa,  presumably  from  the 

unnamed  "  other  worts  "  referred  to  bv  Narayana  "* 

gFCTJON  4 

428  Ananfa  Bhatta  who  describes  himself  as  son  ofNaga- 

deva  Bhatta,  a  Brahmm  of  Kanva  caste  In  his  Pnncopakhjannsnngrnhn 

orKathamytinidhi  he  professes  to  preserve  the  whole  of  the  narrative 

Pancatantra  * 
"Each  fable  is  designed  to  illustrate  and  e\emplif)  some  reflection 

on  wordly  vicissitudes  or  some  precept  for  human  conduct,  and  the 

illustration  is  as  frequently  drawn  from  the  intercourse  of  human 

bemgs,  as  from  an  imaginary  adventure  of  animal  existence  and  this 

mixture  is  in  some  degree  a  peculantt  in  the  Hindu  plan  of  fabling  or 

storj  telling' 

429  Simhasanadvatnmsika  or  Vikramarkacantra*  is  a 

collection  of  thirty-two  tales  The  throne  was  a  gift  from  Indra  to 

Vikramaditya  and  when  Salivahana  vanquished  him  and  killed  him 

in  battle,  the  throne  was  buried  m  the  earth  King  Bh&ja  by  chance 

unearthed  it,  and  as  he  was  ascending  the  throne,  images  of  maidens 

sculptured  on  the  throne  became  animated  and  related  the  tales  m 

praise   of  Vikramadrtya  to  Bboja  and  regained  their  liberty  5 
There  are  various  versions  of  the  work,  attributed  to  Kahdasa, 

Ramacandra,  Siva  and  Siddhasena  Divakara  •  K>emankara,  a  Jain,  who 
'ived  at  the  beginning  of  the  14th  century  AD  wrote  in  prose,  with 

verses  at  the  beginning  and  condensed  the  tales  The  South  Indian 

>ersion  is  generally  known  Vikramarkacanta  There  are  North  Indian 

versions,  one  in  verse  and  are  considerably  diflerent,  and  are  both 

anonymous  In  Bengal,  the  recension  is  ascribed  to  Vararuci  and  is 

mostly  Ksemankara's 

1     Edgerton,  I  e  21-2     Garoln  de  Tassys,  Hut  AelaL%t  E%ndmm,tl  44P. 
3     CO,  I  78     100  VII  1560. 

3  Wilson's  JSssays,  IT  79  Bbpsi  but  las  Fables  Indiennes  by  M  A  Loteelem 
Des  Longohampe,   Pans, 

a  It  is  also  known  as  DvSJrims'ai  putfalikS ,  OAL,  II  1,2  ana  DvS trimly 
sllabhanjika  (CO,  I  717) 

8  100,  TO  1566,  Ed  Madras,  Bombay,  Oaloutta  Pfl.  V  180,  and  Harward 
See  Weber,  I8t.  XV  185,  F  Bdgecton.l^JJ0,  XX XHI  349  ,  Keith,  SL,  292  ,  BBI,  98, 
PR,  IV  81.    B,  P  Burton's  Tikrama  and  the  Vampire,  london. 

6     CO,  I.  717 ,  III  H8. 
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430  Sukasaptatikatha  is  a  collection  uf  70  ck,\er  stories  of 

erotic  nature  but  of  ultimate  didactic  import  It  is  bdid  that  this  blon 

w.ib  rol.ited  ti>  Indr.i  in  his  asberablv  br  N3rada  in  the  formof.i 

parrot  and  thai  <ia\  oae  w  ho  hears  the  slorj  attains  all  endb  <  )n«. 

Devadasa  kepi  a  parrot  and  when  the  King  bent  him  awaj  to  a 

distant  countrj  with  intent  to  seduce  his  wife,  the  parrot  to  whom 

JTJevadabd  entrusted  the  care  of  his  family  began  to  relate  each  night 

one  story  to  her,  keeping  her  interested  in  it  till  dau  a  and  by  the  end 

of  70  stories  the  husband  returned  and  all  was  well  * 

There  are  three  recensions  of  this  work,  oinalioi  and  simphctor  of 

B  Schmidt  (who  has  edited  a  Mahrati  version),  the  first  b}  Cin£»mani 

Bhatta  and  second  later  by  a  Svefambara  Jam,  a  and  a  third  by 

Pevadattt,  son  of  Purufcottamadeva  • 

431  Vetalapancavitnsati  is  a  series  of  J5  stories,  ver>  old  In 

origin  *  Ksemendra  and  bomadeva  relate  the  same  stories  in  their 
poems  Independent^  we  have  versions  by  Sivadasa  in  prose  and 

verse*  and  by  Jambhaladatfca  in  prose*  and  one  anonymous  in  prose  * 

Vallabhadasa's  work  is  an  abbreviation  *  There  is  also  Vefalavimsati 
of  Venkatabhatta  • 

432  Tales  relating  to  Vikrama  are  found  in.  Ananfa's  Viracanfa 

and  Sivadasa's  Salivahanacarita,w  in  the  anonjmous  Vikramodaya,11  in 

the  fain  work  Pancadandachatra-prabandha**  and  Nandisayagnika's 

Vikramarkacarrfcra  *•     Vikramasenacan $a  is  a  collection  of  s-tories  hke 

I      ta  Madras     DO,  XXI  8172     Keith,  SL  359 
3  Ed  AS.M,  X  I ,  ZDUQ,  LIV.  615 ,  LV  1 ,  ABA,  XXI  2  Tt  Kiel  aud 

Stuttgart 

3     Hertel,  Festehrtjt  Wtndtseh,  188  Keith,  Sir  290-3 
i     See  Keith,  SL,  388-90  100,  VII  1653-5   Law  J  A,  VII  191  ,PB,V  886 
5  Ed  by  H  Unle,  Leipzig,  A  KM,  VIII  1  See  Boson,  De  legend*  van  Jtmuta- 

vahuia,  32  ff  KathSrnava  of  Sivadasa  has  35  stories.  Ibr  other  SivadSsas,  see 
00, 1  649 

6  Bd  Oalontta  100,  3108 
7  Ed  A  EM,  VIII  1  See  tor  another  vorsion  BSGW,  (1914),  66,  whew  the 

juanusonpt  is  dated  1187  A  D. 
8  100,  L  1664 ,  PR,  III.  896,  III.  30 
9  Opp  4544 
10  See  para  204  supra 
11  100, 1  3930 ,  Ziohanie,  Kit    Sckftfte*,  153,  198, 
U     Ed  and  Tr  ABA.,  (1877) 
13     GO,  I  757    llys  293    Printed ,  Ma  dras 
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Vikram5rkdcan$a  narrated  to   King  Vikramasena  of  Prathisthana  bj  a 
vampire  stationed  in  a  simsupa  tree  * 

433  Merutunga's  Prabandhdcmtatnani  and  Bajdaekhard's* 
Prabandhak5sa  contains  quasi-historical  narratives  * 

HSmacandra's  \  n&aslisalakapuruSacantd  and  Us  supplement 
Pansistaparva  contain  much  folklore  besides  tales  nylhic.il  and 

biographical  * 

Siddharsi  was  the  pupil  of  Saddarsin  His  Upamitdbhavapra- 
pancakafha  was  wntten  la  the  year  962  (\  iranir\ana  i)  which  would 
mean  Sam  492  (436  A  D)  This  tallies  with  the  date  ofHanbhadra 

(who  died  in  Sam  385)  who  wrote  hisLahtavistarafor  Siddhar^i's  edifi- 

cation *  Peterson  says  (PR,  IV  5),  "  Of  the  fact  that  Siddha  and  Magna 
were  cousins  there  appears  to  be  no  reasonable  doubt  1  heir  common 

grandfather  was  Suprabhadeva,  minister  of  the  king  of  the  time  of 
Snmala  in  Gurjaradesa  Suprabhadeva  had  two  sons,  Datta  and 
Subhankara  Magna  (who  tells  us  himself  that  he  was  the  son  of 

Dattaka  and  the  grandson  of  Suprabhadeva)  w  as  the  son  of  the  one, 

and  Siddha  the  son  of  the  other  " 

Prabhacandra's  Prabhavakacarita  was  revised  by  Pradyumnasun* 
about  1250  AD  It  is  a  collection  of  stones  m  verse,  mostly  biographi- 

cal notices*  in  22  chapters,  probably  based  on  a  similar  work  of 
Hemacandra  * 

434.  Somacandra  was  pupil  of  Ra$nasekhara  of  1  apa  Gaccha. 
He  wrote  his  Kafhamahodadhi,  a  collection  of  126  Jain  stones,  in 
1504   (1448  A  D  )  beginning  with  the  story  of  KarpQraprakara  • 

Bharatakadva$nmsika  are  32  stories  of  Jam  origin,  satirical  of 
Brahmin  usages  M 

1.    DO,XSI  8593 
3.    Ed  by  J  Hartel,  Leipzig 
3.    See  paras  119,  901  supra 

4  Ed  H  Jaoobi,  Bib  lnd     It  3  Betid,  Leipzig  and  by  Helen  to  Johnson. 
G08,  Baroda     See  Keith,  JBAS,  (1908)  110  ,  8L,  201 

5  Kd  BM  lnd  Calcutta     PR,  IV  129,  III.  dpp  146 
6,  Printed  Bombay 

7.  Bee  PR,  IV,  79-81     He  wrote  SamarSdifyaoarija,  m  Sam  1834 
8  Among  suoh  stories  are  those  relating  to  Baga  and  Mayura,  see  Quaokenbos, 

Poems  of  Mayura  {Col  Un  serm),  17-19. 
9  PR,  III.  18,  317 ,  IV,  oxxxiv 

10.    Oc/.  153. 
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435  Jagannathamisra's  Kntbaprakasa  is  a  collection  of  tales 
taken  from  various  sources  and  contains  interesting  episodes  1  he 
fourth  ston  relates  the  sufferings  of  Bharavi  during  his  sojourn  in  his 

father-in-law'e  home  Jagannatha  w  as  the  son  of  Laksmana  of  Badhi- 
vamsa  and  lived  about  the  17th  centurj  AD* 

KatMkosa*  is  a  collection  of  tvventv -seven  tales,  illustrating  in 
simple  prose  the  usual  fruits  of  different  ictions  of  men,  such  a> 
kindness,  worship,  anger,  avarice  etc 

436  In  Citrasenapadmavatlkatha,*  a  small  poem,  Bapvallahha 
palhaka,  pupil  of  Mahimacandra  or  Mnlucindrnsuri,  gives  the  fable  of 

Gtrasena  md  PadmavatI  "These  were  a  pair  of  swans  in  their  pre- 
vious birth  and  dwelt  m  a  lake  m  a  Campakavana  on  the  boundarj  of 

Campa  Once  upon  a  time  in  middav,  a  merchant  came  up  to  the 
bank  of  the  lake  and  put  up  there  with  his  caravan  The  merchant 
bathed  in  the  lake,  w  orshipped  Jina  and  after  having  prepared  food, 
waited  for  a  guest,  when  a  sage  fasting  for  more  than  a  month  hap- 

pened to  pass  bv  him  The  merchant  w  as  e\ceedingh  glad  to  meet 
with  such  a  guest,  and  took  him  to  his  place  and  supplied  him  with 
the  best  food  sufficient  to  satisfy  his  hunger  The  pair  praised  this 
action  of  the  merchant  with  all  heart  and  in  consequence  of  that 

virtue  the)  were  born  as  prince  Gtrasena  and  princess  Padmavati  in 
their  next  birth  and  became  husband  and  wife  This  was  composed  m 

Sam  1524(1580  AD)"* 

437  Kahkacaryakatha*  in  prose  gives  the  tale  ofKalika- 

rivrya,  a  Jam  Sthavira  It  was  composed  by  Samaj nsund-ira,  pnpil  of 
Sakalacandra  It  narrates  also  the  ancient  tales  of  the  establishment 

of  the  Vikrama  and  &aka  era  According  to  it,  Saka  kings  took  their 
name  from  the  Saka  Coast  or  bank  and  were  defenders  of  the  Jama 

faith  until  they  were  conquered  by  Vikramaduva.  But  135  years  after 

that  conquest,  there  was  a  Saka  King  who  destroyed  the  successor 

of  Vikramaditya  and  set  up  an  era  of  his  own 

438  Kavikunjara's  Bajasekharacantra  or  Sabharanjanapra- 
bandha  is  a  poem  inculcating  morals  by  means  of  stones  abridged 

from  those  which  are  said  to  have  been  originally  related  in  the  Court 

1     10,  948, 1426  where  a  summary  of  its  contents  is  given 
a     OSO,  (1909)  No  66,    Tnmelajipa  bj  C  fl  Tawney,  tcncton 
8     Jhid  ,  No  58  PR,  HI.  Ap.  216,  IV  Ixxxix 

4,    CSC,  (1910),  96  gives  date  are  jp  ■?  5%  TOTO0!1^  SftHft  ■3TPl!|'mTC%  =S 
B     rR,lU  82    Sfenlso  Jnrrbl,  #i>Jfc7,  X5X1 V,  266,  CSC,  No  57  (l«n0),  04. 55 
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of  RajaSekhara  and  which  were   afterwards,   repeated  bv  Rajasekhara 

to  Subuddhi x 

439.  Vid\2pa|i's>  Purusaparlksa  is  a  collection  of  44  stones  and 
has  been  noticed*  Ananda's  Madhav5nalaka|ha  relates  in  prose  the 

stun  of  Madhavanala  and  KSmakandala  • 

Muk^acanta  is  anon>  mous  In  simple  prose  it  narrates  the  storj 
of  the  miraculous  power  of  pearls  sown  and  grown  In  Kr^na  on 

arable  fields  for  the  delectation  of  Satjabhama  * 

Sri vara's.  Kathakautuka  gnes  the  story  of  Yusuf  and  /ulaika  from 
the  well-known  poem  of  Jaini  It  w as  composed  during  the  reign  of 

Sultan  /ainulabdin  in  13th  centurj  AD*  The  Sanskrit  translation  of 
"  Aladm  and  Wonderful  Lamp  "  from  the  Arabian  Nights  by  Appasastn 
Rashnadekar  excels  the  onginal  in  narration  Narfiyaoa  Bllakjsna 

has  a  Sanskrit  rendering  of  the  Aesop's  Fables,  Isabanittkatha  • 
Sulematcanta  by  Kalyanainalla  relates  the  storj.  of  Solomon  and  David 

from  Old  Testament  T 

440     There  are  the  following  Jain  stories  in  prose 

Sripalacarrjra  of  Ja}  akirttsun,  Hiraprasna  of  Kirtivijayagaai, 
Amaradattanutranandacanta  of  BhavacandrasQn,  Cauryasiprabandha  of 

RajasSkharasun,  Dhanadattacanta  of  Bhavacandra,  Bhavanabhanukevah- 
cantra  of  Hamsagam,  Rupasenacanta  Kamaghatanakatha,  Rafna- 
sekharacanta  of  Dayavardhanagani , 

And  the  following  in  verse  Amr-alacctnja,  U^tarakumaracanfa  of 
Caracandra,  Padmacanta  of  Sflbhavardhana,  Balabhadracarifa  of  Sttbha-r 
vardhanagani,  Vimalanlthacanta  of  Jnunasagara ,  Vimalabahacarfya  of 

Indrahamsagaru  {all  fruited) ,  Udayanarajacanta  of  Malhsena  (Opp  IL 
421) ,  VasumatSd^rasena  of  Gangadhara  {Opp  4714) ,  Vijayacandra- 
canfca  of  Candraprabha  Mahattara  {PR,  VI  46  written  in  Sam  1127), 
Sahasankacanta  of  Mahesvara  {Ox/  18) 

1  DO,  XI   8167 
9  Sea  paw  408  ttipi  a 
A  Ed  byPavohm     QSA1,  ZZlt  818, 
4  C6C  (1S08),  136     The  story  begins  with  a  query  by  Satyabhama 

S3T&  T^T   tf^  3nF%  VXpftl fa  I 

«rr«r  w^pfFw  smf  g^rm  tsw[  II 
5  Ed  ana  TV  by  R  Sehimdt,  Kiel     8ee  para  188  supra 
0     Trinted,  Bombay 
7     DO,  XXI  81C0 
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441  J  lie  following  are  other  books  of  Hit-, 

K.i^haldtamanjari  of  Xarayana  bdstrin,  Kdthl\  ill  i  if  t>  ll.im  i- 

swami  Sas$ri,  Purugapariksd  bj  Laksmanasava,1  Kdthakusumdmanj.trr 
(anon)  raous),*  Madanasukhacapetika  of  Lakjmlnarih  ana,*  i>iiclanuuintr<i 
of  iSrinivasa,*  'Surj  anaianta  of  Candrasekhara,8  KathSrnava  of  ibrwidasci,* 

|  arakabrahmaka^ha  (anonjmous)7  and  Pramathai antra  of  Brahina- 

vid)  adhvarin  8 

la  Kathapancaka,9  Mrs  Krsnarao  of  Bombaj  depicts  five  careers 
of  sa  Iness  and  despair  and  inculcates  the  high  Indian  ideal  of  pilv 

and  forgiveness  "In  the  pathetic  tales,  of  the  dejected  \oung  widow 
and  the  fisher  folk,  the  blame  seems  to  be  thrown  on  the  hard  tyrannv 
of  social  law  s  and  customs  rather  than  on  the  individuals  The  old 

widow  m  whom  the  motherly  instinct  triumphs  over  vengeance,  and  the 

generous  jouth  who  rises  above  nature  and  self-interest  to  rid  the 

people  of  a  heartless  tyrant  are  full  of  tragic  dignity  " 
Aryacan^a  is  a  symposium  of  stories  illustrating  Hindu  ideals 

selected  from  the  epics  and  Purauas  prepared  at  the  instance  of 

V  Krishnasvvami  Iyer,  Judge,  High  Court,  Madras 10 

442  Bataasimha'?  Maithilegacanta  is  a  poem  on  the  present 

dj  nasty  of  Darbhanga  "  Rudrasimha's  Vignanajarangini  describes  the 
life  of  a  mythical  king  SSnkaradasa  It  was  composed  in  1411  A.D1* 
Sankara's  Sankaracetovilnsa  is  a  poetical  Olograph}  of  /amindar 

Cetasimha**  Panduranga's  Vijayapurakatha,  composed  in  1  SOS  AD, 

contains  an  account  of  Bijapur  and  its  Musalman  sovereigns  L'tfayaraja's 
Rajavinoda  describes  the  greatness  of  Mohammad  Begadha  of 

Ahmedabad,  a  king  of  Gujarat  **   
1  Printed  Madras     For  PurusasrtibjS,  888  GO, I.  340 
2.  Printed,  Srirangam 
3  Fruited,  Oaloutfca 
i  GAL,  II  26. 
5.  32*1,76 
6  Oaf,  158 ,  CO,  II  16  (mostly  in  prose.) 
7  10,   1568  Mys    688     There  is  a  Madhavanalanatak*  by  Anantjwjhara 

(PB,  V  J  aud  another  by  Kavisvara.  00, 1  450. 
8  Myt,  6S8 
9  Printed,  Bahakari  Granthakar,  Bombay 

10.    Printed,  Madras 

11     JajaspraJ'g  Cat.  of  M%tMa,  I.  No.  305 
13    Mys  Arch.  B*p  (1934),  13 
18     Off,  121 

14,    BVw  a  oriiaoal  nofcioe,  see  Bnbler's  Rap.  (1874-75),  9-10     The  lives  of  Gujarat 
kings  (QurjaraksmSpntls)  is  given  in  the  oojophon 
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443  la  Colavamsavalicarita,1  otherwise  known  as  Bjha- 

diB\arainahatm)d,  the  origin,  construction  and  development  of  Brha- 

disvara  temple  in  Tanjore  is  described  Incidentally  the  work  gives 

the  htslorr  of  16  Cola  kings,  of  the  Solar  race  who  ruled  at  Tanjore 

for  about  12  centuries  beginning  with  Kulottunga  Cola  and  ending 

with  Bhadra  Cola 

444  Lkamjara  DiiosirA'is  Virai.hadra\ija\a*  is  a  poem  meant 
to  describe  the  festival  of  Virabhadra  but  contains  also  an  account  of 

the  Kempe  Gowda  Chiefs  of  Mj  sore  Ekambara  w  as  a  poet  of  the 
Court  of  Kempe  Gowda  III,  known  more  fully  as  Mummudi  Kempe 

Virappa  Gowda  who  ruled  in  1705-1728  A  D 

|a}arama's  Radhamadhavavilasacainpu  describes  mainly  the  lives 

of  Kjs&a  aQd  Radha  and  incidentally  the  court  life  of  Sahaji  Bhonsle  * 
There  is  an  mtroductory  essay  in  Mahratti  on  the  rise  of  the  Mahrattas 

and  iheir  kingdoms  Purusoftama's  SivakSvya  describes  the  Mahrata 

rule  from  divan  to  the  abdication  of  Bajirao  E  * 

445  Tritantri.  I  saw  the  manuscript  of  a  work  called  f  nfantri, 

sume  years  ago,  at  Rajahmundry,  bat  I  lost  touch  with  it  It  was  the 
work  of  Yenkatarya  The  first  fcurfcra  is  named  Sraddhatantra  It  is 

quasi-dramatic.  Narada  enters  the  stage  and  saj  s,  I  shall  create  a  war 
between  the  three  worlds  In  the  second  tanfra  there  is  a  story  of  the 
mamage  of  Sukumari,  daughter  of  Rafcnakara,  Emperor  of  Delhi 
Then  there  is  the  story  that  the  emperor  offered  the  hand  of  hib 

daughter  to  one  who  would  bring  a  pearl  of  the  size  of  Amalaka  and  a 

person  who  posed  himself  as  mad  obtained  a  pearl  of  a  bigger  sue 
by  the  grace  of  the  Lord  of  the  Oceans,  when  the  Emperor  proposed 

the  mamage  the  person  said  that  he  had  no  intent  to  marry  the  prin- 
cess, but  only  to  falsily  the  verse  written  at  the  gate  of  the  palace  In 

the  third  tanjra  there  is  the  story  of  Prabhavafi s 

446  Avadanas  of  Buddhist   literature  are  illustrative    stones 

appended  to  ethical  and  religious   precepts     They  were  well-known 

1.    A  summary  of  the  work  is  girou  by  P  P  S  Sastn  in  the  Journal  of  Oriautal 
Research,  Madras. 

9.    For  an  aocount  of  this  dynasty  by  B.  Puttaiya,  see  if  My,  Xm  73s 
8     Ed  byV  K.  Bajavarde 
4.    Ed,  by  J.  B  Modak,  Bombay 
8.    It  is  regretted  that  the  information  given  above  is  very  meagre  perhaps  in accurate,  and  it  is  based  on  mere  leeoUeotion, 
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Gadyakavya 

(Romance) 

5\EC1I0N  1 

447  Romances  Kavjasare  of  two  kinds,  Sravya  aad  Pruja, 

audible  and  visible  Of  the  former,  some  are  in  verse  and  some  m 

pru»e  W  orks  in  \er&e  ha\e  been  noticed  under  the  heads  of  Maha- 

kaua  and  Laghukavn  a,  major  and  minor  poems  Now  come  works 

in  prose— Gadyakavn  as,  commonly  called  Romances 

Gadva  has  been  thus  denned  as  fgipSfff^RT  TfST^  what  is   not  in 

verse,  that  is,  prose  * 

Of  romances  there  are  two  classes,  Katha  and  Akhiayika 

Larher  authors  recognised  a  distinction  between  them ;  and  Bhamaha 

■wrote  in  his  Kawalankara 

i$r  ipr^raraf  tlhwiwi^Tfa-si  *rar  II 

^  imzfs  ?  ffc  wife®  ?  II 

q^#srnrp  fft  tf^Rf^n  I 

W4<ui«$wAM«wft<wrfadr  II 

1  General!?,  see  Keith's  Ongm  of  Tragedy  and  Akhyana,  JRAS  (1913) ,  Grey's 
Literary  Studies  en  the  Sanskrit  Novel  {WZEM,  XVIIT,  40,  CO) ,  Dunhp's  Eatery 
of  Prose  Futon,  MoCalloch's  Childhood  of  Fiction  and  GadySdarfa  of  Yarada 
Kanta  VidjglaBkara,  Calcutta 

Gray,  « TJie  Rmdu  Romanc','  in  Ponoeton  University  Bulletin,  XIII,   99-100 
'  Tlie  Sanskrit  Novel  and  tlw  Arabian  Niglds,'  pp  39-48,  '  TJie  Sanskrit  Novel  and 
the  Sanskrit  Drama,'  pp  68-54    '  Reincarnation  as  a  Novelists  Device,'  pp.  54*58. 

For   reincarnation  in  a  modern  western  novel,  see  Margaret  Potter's  Flame- 
Gatherers  (.London,  1904),  and  Barn's  Descent  of  the  Sun  (London,  1903).  The  earliest 
example  known  is  The  Egyptian  Tale  of  fine-Two  BrotJurs,  written  in  the  nineteenth 
dynasty  (1875-1202  BC.tr  Masparo,  Conies  populates  del*  Brypfce  aaolenne,  3  ed., 
Pp.8-20,  Paris,  1906). 
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^•^if^i  fa  sMrtrt  w?r  n 

"Akhvajika  is  a  literary  composition,  which  is  written  m  prose 
in  words  pleasing  to  the  ear  [t>ravj'a)  and  agreeable  to  the  matter 
intended  {t>rab (anukula),  hut  which  mat  contain  metncil  pieces  m 
vaktia  and  apatavakua  metre,  the  object  of  these  \erses  being  to  give 
a  timely  indication  of  future  happenings  in  the  ston  ,  which  should 
ha\e  an  exalted  substance  {udattaitha)  with  some  charactensticN 

supplied  by  the  poet's  imagination  as  a  special  mark  and  having  for  its 
theme  the  abduction  of  a  girl  (kanya-harana),  a  fight  (sampamaS,  a 
separation  [pihalamhha)  and  the  (final)  triumph  {u&ava)t  apparently  of 
the  hero,  in  which  an  account  of  his  deed>is  gi\en  b}  the  hero  himself 
111  which  the  storj  is  divided  into  several  pauses  called  ucchvasas  In 

the  katha,  on  the  other  hand,  there  are  no  vaktra  or  aparavaktra  \er»es, 
no  division  into  ucch\asas  ,  and  the  storv  should  not  he  narrated  \i\ 
the  hero,  but  by  someone  else  It  ma^  be  w  ntten  in  Sanskrit  or  in 

Apabhramsa,  which  indicated  by  implication  that  the,  akin  aiika  should 

always  be  composed  in  Sanskrit "  * 

But  pandm  denies  the  distinction 

Tif^  irat^  $?n^ftr  11 

cKWHsfllfaifeSl'+r  «nft©r3T3/?T%cfF  I 

"A  saccesuon  of  words  not  amenable  to  division  into  metrical  feet 
is  called  prose.  Chronicle  and  Tale  are  its  two  varieties  Of  these 

chronicle,  w«  are  told,  is  what  is  narrated  by  the  hero  himself  ex- 
clusively; the  other  by  the  hero  as  well  as  by  any  other   person     The 

1     SKDe,  "  AMiy  ay  ik4  mitt  Rath*  m  Classical  Sanvtent  " 
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showing  ff>rth  of  one  s  own  ments  is  not  here,  m  view  of  his  being  a 

recorder  of  events  that  have  actuallv  occurred,  a  blemish  This  res- 

triction, however,  is  not  obsened  m  as  much  as  there  (in  akhvavika) 

also  other  persons  can  mrrate  That  another  person  narrates  or  he 

himself  does  it— what  kind  of  a  ground  for  distinction  is  this*J  If  (the 
metres)  Vaktra  and  Apanvnktra  and  the  having  of  the  title  Ucrhvnsns 

(for  a  subdivision)  <ire  {0  ,ie  tne  dilFerentntrag  mark  of  an  Akhvavika, 

ocrasir.nalh  even  in  1  ithns,  vv  h) ,  ns  in  the  case  of  An  a  and  other 

metres,  should  there  not  be  scope  for  Vaktra  and  Aparavaktra0 

T  irabha  and  other  (titles  for  sub-division)  are  observed  (in  Kalhas)  as 

t  distinguishing  characteristic  Let  Ucchvnsas  be  one  of  them,  what 

matters*  Hence  Katha  and  Akhjavika  constitute  just  one  species 
denoted  bv  two  names  Herein  also  are  comprised  the  remaining 

species  of  narration  The  abduction  of  a  maiden,  battle,  deception, 

somebodv  's  rise  in  fortune  and  such  other  topics  are  common  to  it 

( Akhv  avika)  no  less  thin  to  compositions-in-canlos ,  they  do  not  form 

its  differentiating  characteristics  Anv  peculiar  mark  that  the  poet 

might  afiect  according  to  his  fancv  (m  a  Katha  etc,^  he  could 
without  impropriety  affect  in  other  composition  For  accomplished 

persons,  in  the  attainment  of  their  desired  t  nds",  can  there  be  anv 

occasion  that  mav  not  (just  as  well)   serve    as  an    opening"1 

Rudrata,  sav  s  S  K  De,  "accepted  and  generalized  the  characteristic  s 
of  Bana's  two  works  into  universal  rules  governing  the  composition  of  the 
Katha  and  the  akhvavika  respectively  According  to  him,  we  have  m  the 
katha  an  introductorv  namaskma  in  verse  to  the  devas  and  gurus,  and 

a  statement  of  the  author's  family  and  the  motive  of  his  authorship  , 
the  prose  narrative  written  in  Sanskrit  (or  m  verse  in  other  languages) 

m  light  alliterative  words,  the  plot  including  pura-varnana,  etc  ,  (as  in 
the  case  of  the  Utpadva-kawa,  \vi,  3),  a  kathantara  at  the  beginning, 
which  is  immediately  connected  with  the  mam  story ,  (4)  a  theme 

ronsisting  of  the  winning  of  a  girl  (kanya-labha),  which  bemg  the  main 
issue,  the  sentiment  of  love  is  developed  fullv  in  it  (vinyasta-sakala- 
srngara)  In  the  akhvavika  on  the  other  hand  (1)  we  have  the 
namaskma  to  devas  and  gurus  in  verse  together  with  an  incidental 

praise  of  older  poets,  a  confession  of  one's  own  inability  and  a  state- 
ment of  the  poet's  motive  in  writing  notwithstanding  these  drawbacks, 

which  motive  mav  spring  from  the  poet's  devotion  to  a  particular  king, 
his  addiction  to  the  praise  of  other  people's  ments  or  from  some  other 
special  causes  ,  (2)  the  storv  should  be  written  in  the  manner  of  a  katha, 

2     See  S  K  Belvnlbar's  translation  of  KSvySdnr  fo 
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bat  emphasis  is  put  on  the  injunction  that  an  account  of  the  poet  him- 
self and  his  family  must  be  contained  in  it,  written  in  prose  and  not 

in  verse ,  there  are  divisions  into  ucch\asas  and  t^  o  arva-verses  should 
occur  at  the  beginning  of  each  chapter,  excepting  the  first " 

It  will  be  therefore  noticed  that  the  earliest  traditional  forms  are 
described  byBhamaha,  but  as  later  poets  did  not  conform  to  these  rules, 
— for  instance,  the  definition  of  Katha  did  not  suit  Kadambarf—  *  facts 
had  In  be  faced  Dandin,  an  admirer  of  Bana,  repudiated  the  distinc- 

tions and  probably  offered  an  apology  for  Bana's  indifference  to  the 
accepted  canons  of  classification  Rudrata  submitted  himself  to  things 

as  the}  were  and  adapted  his  definition  to  suit  Hargacanfa  as  an 
Alhyayikft  and  Kadambarf  as  a  Katha  and  later  rhetoricians  do  not 
dilate  on  this  topic,  though  the  orthodox  view  w  as  not  *  et  forgotten 

b}  VisvanS^ha 

Hemacandra  says  KatM  may  be  in  verse  or  in  prose  and  instances 

Lnavafv*  as   qsjtpft    q>srr    and   gives   other  classes  of  Katha  thus  — 

1  Peterson  says  — ' '  This  is  a  description  wholly  inapplicable  to  Kadamhari, 
but  it  is  an  exaofc  description  of  Yasastilakaoampu  I  conolude  that  the  definition  of 
Katha  was  drawn  op  at  a  time  when  the  literary  pantheon  of  India  opened  its  doors  to 
adherents  of  all  oreeds  and  that  Kadamban  was  dragged  into  the  explanation  by  later 
fanatws  who  abhorred  the  Jala  and  Us  works  and  would  find  no  better  illustration 
among  the  books  left  to  them  of  i  definition  which  they  were  too  conservative  to 

abandon  " 
2  Bhoja  in  8?ng5rapraI5sa  (XI)  says 

and  quotes  verses  from  it,  all  in  prSkrt  In  Oh  XtVIl  under  tpft,  he  says 

LilSvaJi  is  mentioned  in  VSgbhata's  Alankarajllaka     On  the  story  oELJigva{i, 
see  M  R  Eavi'a  Lil5vatfkatha,  SharaU  (1936),  3 

In  Vallabhacarya's  NySyalfl5va$i  (p  69}  we  have 

w  ?n  §HHtwwfaft  ?Rfit  iwfimt'Hl  wcrfarfff  mn«wflflft 

In  Jess  Cat  (5051)  it  is  givep  as  the  work  of  Bhnsanabbattajanava  See  para  106 
note  wpra 
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448  Indian  and  Greek  Romance  It  his  been  said  thai 

'  iif  the  Romance  particular^  the  Frotic  Romance  of  the  Milesian 
school  one  finds  likeness  in  the  Indian  novels  written  in  the  7th  cen- 

tnn  ADbi  Bana  and  Suhandhu  '  In  his  introduction  lo  Kadambarl 
Teterson  outlines  a  comparison  in  some  important  points  between  Kadam- 

barl and  Leucippe  and  Cluephon  and  holds  with  M  Goblet  Alviella 

that  the  Indian  Romance  was  dire ctlj  borrowed  from  the  Greeks* 

"  The  romances  of  the  t\\  o  peoples,  "  saj  s  Levi  "  are  totally  different 
both  in  plan  and  spirit  as  even  a  cursor}  reading  will  show  The  least 

part  of  the  Sanskrit  romance  is  the  thread  of  the  storv  or  the  adven- 
tures of  its  characters ,  all  the  stress  is  laid  on  rhetorical  embellishment, 

minute  discretions  of  nature,  detailed  specification  of  exploits  and  of 
mental,  moral  and  ph)  sical  qualities  In  the  Greek  Bomance  on  the 

other  hand  as  in  Latin  the  storj  is  everything  The  reader  is  hurried 
from  one  nd\  enture  to  another,  the  wilder  and  more  improbable,  the 

better,  fine  writing  is  practicalh  disregarded,  description  and  appre- 

mium  of  nature  are  to  all  intents  and  purposes  avoided  " 

M  F  Lacote  discusses  the  connection  of  Greek  and  Indian 

Romances  "In  India  we  have  been  unable  to  render  a  satisfactor) 
account  vt  the  progressive  development  of  the  system  of  romance 
writing  It  had  never  ceased  to  e\ist  but  extended  to  all  the  narratives 
m  prose  and  perfected   itself  in  the  process  so  well   that  the  Kathas 

On  the  question,  see  Q  Banerjee's  Hellenism  *nJ.noient  lndw 
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when  most  rigoroush  constructed  svere  nothing  but  romances 
The  Greek  romance  uti  the  contrary  had  nut  delaved  tu  uulstnp  Us 
primitive  type  and  to  approach  the  ordinarv  s>tand  of  a  narrative  epic 
and  at  the  same  time  the  erotic  element  \\as>  present  in  it  in  a  more 

marked  degree  " •slc-iioj.  £ 

449  Early  literature  The  earliest  passages  in  pruse  that 

have  successfully  survived  "the  ship-wreck  of  Sanskrit  literature  ' 
are  to  be  sought  for  m  the  Samhita  of  the  B'ack  J  a/us  Unlike  Samhi^a 
of  Rik  which  is  purely  a  lyrical  collection  of  hjmns,  larfctima  bamhifa 
contains,  prose  portions  in  it,  which  formed  the  only  Brahmanas  in 
Katha  and  Marfcrav  aniya  Schools  In  the  Samhita,  the  sacrificial 

formula  were  accompanied  by  dogmatic  explanations  and  by  des- 

cnptions  of  ceremonials  pertaining  to  them  These  explanation5!  were 
elucidations  of  the  sacrificial  enigmas  and  embodied  the  speculation  of 

generations  of  priests  These  dnta  theologica  w  ere  imparted  bv  oral 
traditioD,  preserved  as  well  as  supplemented  in  the  course  of  v ears  in 
different  families  or  panshads  The  more  numerous  these  works 

became,  the  more  unsystematic  their  contents  grew.  Harmony  was 
needed  to  bring  them  to  order  To  this  end,  compilations  of  the 

different  opinions  were  uniformly  arranged  under  different  headings 
and  such  digests  were  m  later  times  called  Biahmanas  These  were 

in  most  cases  regular  commentaries  in  prose  on  the  vedic  hymns, 

explanatory  and  analytical  This  practice  of  adopting  a  prose-style 
for  linguistic  explanations  and  traditional  narratives  introduced  Into 
this  Vedic  period  descended  to  the  Puranic  period  Mahabharafca 

and  Puranas  contain  prose  portions  in  them,  which  at  least  in  *the 
former  appear  to  be  directly  descended  from  the  language  of  the 
Brahmanas  This  kind  of  long  prose-work  becomes  too  elaborate 
to  be  preserved  or  got  up  by  rote  The  compilers  now  hit  at  the 

other  extreme  They  would  be  more  concise  and  precise  Refer* 
ences  must  be  facilitated  Thus  braity  took  the  place  of  verbosity 
This  is  the  origin  of  the  literature  of  the  Sutras  The  saying  was 

proverbial  that  "  an  author  rejoicetb.  in  the  economising  of  half  a  short 
vowel  as  much  as  in  the  birth  of  a  son  "  Sometimes  the  sSfras  'vere 
so  meagre  as  to  have  a  single  syllable  in  it,  illustrations  of  which 

Pamm  can  furnish  in  abundance*  Rules  of  interpretation  were  equalh 

hard   and  the  principle  of  destent  and  emotion  of  words  was  the  chief 

1     ffij.Sfsr.YIH.  ir  68 
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meatto  of  construction  Apart  from  any  w  a  it  of  artistic  excellence, 
they  form  an  ingenious  part  of  Indian  literature,  to  which  no  other 
nation  can  offer  a  parallel  In  a  \ery  short  time,  ever}  department 

of  science  or  religion  began  to  have  a  su$ra  literature  of  its.  own,  long 
before  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  Then  came  the  v^tti,  which 
were  the  sutras  Lhemsehes  in  a  more  expanded  form  and  in  some  cases 

thev  contained  hints  at  the  interpretation  of  the  sutras  The  language  of 

both  the  sutras  and  the  Vfttts  ga\  e  rise  to  differences  of  opinion  among 
the  learned,  and  this  conflict  necessitated  commentanes  expressive  of 

the  arguments  in  support  of  the  author's  interpretation  These  were 
the  Bhittyas  Strictly  speaking,  the  'evil,'  which  the  sutra  literature 
was  mtented  to  remedr,  once  more  appeared — evil  in  the  sense  of 
elaborateness  Bhat}a  literature  therefore  mostly  resembles  the  Brah- 

ruands  but  with  a  few  variations  The  aim  is  no  longer  to  explain 
sacniicial  symbols  or  ceremonial  rituals,  but  to  elucidate  the  intricate 

theories  involved  in  the  sutras  of  \arious  departments  of  learning 
Their  language  in  general  bears  no  resemblance  to  the  language  of 
the  romances  The  tone  of  the  former  is  serious  and  scientific,  while 
that  of  the  latter  is  levitous  and  recreative  Bhasyas  are  stuffed  with 
substance  and  technicality ,  they  are  vastu-ptadlmna  Literary  pfose 
proper  is  the  result  of  poetic  art  and  rhetorical  embellishment 

Seciion  3 

450.  Early  Romances  The  literature  of  Romances,  Akhyayika, 

appears  10  have  been  quite  advanced  long  before  the  Christian  era' 
katyayana  mentions  akhyayikas  (in  the  plural)  Besides  naming 
Sumanoitara  and  Bhaimarafhi,  Patanjali  instances  Vasavadafta  as  an 
Akhyayika  and  speaks  of  its  readers  as  Vasavadaftikas,*  but  does  not 
mention  the  names  of  the  authors  In  his  Harsacan$a  BaVa  praises 
writers  on  2kh>a\ika  and  (an  XkhySyika)  Vasava^atja 

i  i.  vfam  #  jfSt,  &n«iiA*i*ft  «i§a^  |  $&$<$  ?%  %%  ̂  
MahSbhSsya,  IV,  iii,  87i 

ii.  mftm.  ....«w%«*r«nflp$l  nartfor  mtiw  ,^€^m- 
pjjpjlH  l — MahabhSsTa,  V,  ii,  95 

fisftft  Wi.,  #  3R5T  3$  II— Kaiyata. 
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?*mMi(Hi+ra  t  ft  ̂ m  qNMrcr  n 

35^  mu^*iiuit  tcptt  ̂ ofrihw;  II 

Haradatta  in  Kasika  mentions  tJrvasi 

Next  to  Vasavadat$a,  we  have  references  to  two  romances, 

Garumati  of  Vararuci1  and  farail&avatiB  of  SrIpah$aB  Sripahfa  was.  a 
distinguished  poet  of  the  Court  of  Hala  and  has  been  praised  by  Dhana* 
pala  and  Abhinanda  Jarangavati  was  probably  in  praknt  Eamila  and 

Somila  wrote  Sudrakakatha  *  Besides  the  mention  of  Caramati, 

Bhoja  refers  to  Manovati  and  Sa|akarniharan<ts  which  muit  Lave 
belonged  to  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era 

Manovati  praised  by  Pandin  was  probably  of  great  merit     He  says 

^pSHll^PFt. ..  Uivantauaaari 

451  Haricandra  (Bhattara)  was  praised  by  Bana  for  his  en- 

chanting prose  composition   "  luminous  in  its  arrangement  of  words  of ■ 

1.    See  pan  6  supra 

Si     g"«n  gtifo  Tifa  If  ttffltft  HW  I  Tdatowwajarl- 

3     Blor  the  versa  of  Abhinan4f»i  see  para  23  note  supra. 
i     (0  Bhoja  mentions  it 

Srngaraprasakasii  ssviu* 

(l&tf,  sas.) 

Vl»yavatl  is  the  beloved  of  Sugraba 

Jalhati, 

(iii)  SubhSf  i^avali  (2227)  quotes  Under:  Kavipa$rau 

Srngacapraskaia,  ssvui,  3. 
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choice  letter* "    His  romance,   probably  known   as  J1alv.ii,   hab   not 
been  traced J 

Slla'b  language  is  extolled  for  simple  grace  like  B.uia's,  but  her 
work  ib  not  named  * 

Bhoja  himself  wrote  a  romance  brngaranianjari  *  Kul«ibekhara 
composed  Ascarvamanjan,*  Vadiganghala  mentions  i  work  Kusum.i- 

manjari*  and  Jayaratha  quotes  from  Anangalekha,*  I  ml  their  authorb 
are  unknown  Hastimalla  appears  to  have  also  written  an  Akh}uyika 

divided  into  Lambhas  T 

Sfco  p*ra  17  supra, 

Jalhaiu's  Hukftmuktavah 

3.    Jms  Got  55    See  Infcroiuofcion  to  Yuktikalpataru 

Jalahana's  8vhtwiul0valt  and  DO,  XXI  8105 

JRrotoffua  fo  (TaflafMiMBsaratii,  2"SS  2)0,  \XI,  8185 
5     In  his  commentary  on  Kavy54ar«a,  I  28 

<»  fffwr  WNHhKti  ?,  «<u«wti  qwrifltesfcr  f ,  ski  spqfir  ̂ ^  ep^r 

5%f^  |  Co»tfw»«ar»  on  iZattftSrajanxMsa,  KSvyamalS  Mn.  p  10 

ii.  fr^is-ii^fa  tfjufaroifo;  i  cfs^n  3R?mfa  jftow  %?pw- 
Wirtlwwiirtiw  tot  I  irmmft  (^TPwrarsi^  I  f ra^gr  sr- 

3P(#W1  ̂ T3ni^#  |  JEM  128. 

miamii  quotes  f^ft?  $*R*tfftfo  f»m  this  wmaitoo. 

Twonavauspan's  eomwontay  on  KSvyadwfc  I  80. 
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Malaj abundarl  of  Manikyasundara1  is  in  verse,  Citralekhn 

mentioned  b)  Rayamnkutd9  and  Guptavati"  are  anonymous 

Rudrata's  rrailokyasundarl  appears,  to  have  related  the  tale  of 

KrSna  Aparajita'b  Mrgankalekha  is  mentioned  b\  Rajasekhara  and 
must  be  different  from  Mrgavatikatha  of  unknown  authorship  * 

Agastvn's  Ki?nacanta,*  Vibvesvara'x  Madanamanjari,9  Tas*anna$ha's 
X'nfulisn10  and  Vasudeva's  Ramaka^ha  have  been  noticed  u 

St-ction  3 

452  Bana  was  the  son  of  Citrabhanu  and  Bajadeu  and  of  Vntsa- 

go$ra  Arthapati  w  as  his  grandfather,  Candrasena  and  Mahisena  his 
half-brothers  and  Ganapati,  Adhipati,  Tarapati  and  feyamala,  his  paternal 

cousins  MayQra  was  his  brother-m-law  w  They  lived  at  Pythukuta  on  the 
banks  of  the  Sona  nver  As  an  infant  Bana  lost  his  mother,  and  his 
father  tended  him  with  maternal  care  When  he  was  fourteen  his  father 

passed  away,  and  with  this  Bana's  life  changed  Well  educated  m 
Sanskrit  and  with  a  competency  uncontrolled  by  elders,  he  became 

self-willed  and  with  the  buoyancy  of  youth  he  planned  travel  He 

gathered  together  a  mob  of  companions  who  with  proficiencies 
heterogenous  could  indeed  have  got  on  gaily  anywhere  But  the 
fortune  was  soon  dissipated  and  he  returned  home  One  day  he  was 

called  to  the  Court  of  Har-.avardhana,  then  encamping  near  Manipura 

on  the  Ajirava^i  There  on  the  commendations  of  Ham's  brother,  he 

was  well  received  and  soon  he  became  the  King's  favourite" 

1  Printed     Btk  685,  PB  I  123     There  is  another  by  Jayajilakastm 
3  OC  1. 180  (an  upakatha) 
3  Opp,  II     8020 

4  gfWfofll  TSr  OTT  %5fcRSr5tf  I— Tuakuminjati 
5  Quoted  fcy  Bhoja  in  grngSraprakasa,  Chap  28 
6  Mentioned  in  prologue  to  Karpnromanjari 
7  PB,  I,  Ap  88 
8  See  para  126  supta  Tanj   VII  2992 
9  See  para  812  supra    Pit    V  mentions  author  as  a  pupil  or  iAksmiahara. 
10  See  para  311  supra 
11  DO,  XXI  8033     See  pata  172  supra 
12.    So  says  MSaaJunga  m  his  Bbak$Sma»6{otra 
18     For  a  fuller  aooounfc,  see  Peterson's  Introduction  to  Kadambaii  (BSS,  No  24), 

463  On  B5na  generally,  see  Hall,  Introduation  to  Vasavadaffa,  122,  Aufreoht,  CC,  I 

368 ,  ZDMG,  XXVII  SO-a ;  Peterson,  PS,  I  IDS  ,  IV  lxsxit  62-6  ,  JBBA8,  XVI. 

175 ,  Bhandarkar,  BR,  (1827)  Xviii,  xxxiii,  Weber  ZDM.G  (1853),  Maodonnel,  SL,    , 

R.  0  Putt,  AC,  II  998    OartelUerl,  Das  Mahabhnrata  dn  SvbanAlm  «n<?  Bona, 
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BSna's  ancestors  were  devout  brahmins  and  votaries  of  Siva 

Blessed  with  a  hereditary  instinct  for  learning  and  himself  well- 

educated  he  had  seen  life  and  world  He  proposed  to  narrate  to  his 

friends  the  story  of  his  patron,  and  that  is  Harshacarila 

453  Harsacarita*  begins  with  an  autobiography  where  Bana 

traces  his  descent  from  padhtca  and  Sarasvati  and  from  Padhka's 

hrother's  son  Va$sa  He  names  his  immediate  ancestors  of  some  genera- 
tions with  veneration  due  to  their  piety  and  learning  ITe  gives  an 

account  of  his  early  life  and  his  sojourn  at  the  royal  Court  Next  comes 

the  history  of  King  Harsa  In  the  city  of  Sthanvlbvara  in  the  country  of 

Srlkantha,  there  lived  a  king  PuSpabhBti  In  his  line  was  horn  king 

Prabhakaravardhana  of  great  prowess  He  has  two  sons  "Rajyavardhana 
and  Har^avardhana  and  a  daughter  Rajyasri  Rajyasri  married  the 

Maukhari  prince  Grahavarman  On  the  death  of  Prabhakaravardhana, 

Rajyavardhana  refused  the  throne,  but  before  he  could  rastal  Harfti  in 

his  stead  news  reached  them  that  the  king  of  Malva  had  slain  Raj}  asri's 
husband  and  carried  her  away  to  his  capital ,  Rajyavardhana  set  oul 

on  an  expedition  against  him,  but  there  he  was  killed  by  treachery  by 
the  king  of  Gauda  Upset  by  this  calamity,  Haifa  marched  on  Malva 

to  avenge  the  disgrace  But  on  his  way  he  learnt  that  Rajyasri  had 

escaped  from  prison,  and  was  rescued  by  a  Buddhist  Saint  from  her 
resolve  to  ascend  the  funeral  pyre  Here  the  book  ends  as  it  is  with 

the  meeting  of  Harsa  and  Rajyasri  and  is  obviously  incomplete  This 

in  short  is  the  story  of  Har&acan$a,* 

From  the  comparison  of  the  account  given  by  Bana  in  Hnrsacnnla 
with  the  description  of  the  life  and  hislorv  of  King  TIarSavnrdhana 

^iladi-tyn*  by  the  Chinese  traveller  Hiouen-Thsang,  it  has  been  possible 

TOJ,  SHI  73 ,  On  the  olose  lexical  affinity  between  Harsartwija  and  Bajajaranglul, 
see  VOJ,  XII.  38  ;  JBA8,  (1699)  185  On  KSdambari  and  BrbtitkiithB,  w»  Man 
kowski,  SOJ,  XIII  No  2 

1  In  Bhoja'a  8rlngarapraksfe  (Ohapter  20),  there  is  a  quotation 

This  shows  the  existence  of  another  Harsaoarita. 

2  Ed.  Bombay.  For  a  more  detailed  aooount,  nee  Peterson's  Introduction  to 
Kacjambari  (BS8.  No  34)  1-88.  Translated  into  English  by  Oowell  and  Thomas 
{0»mbrldge) 

8     On  Siladltya,  see  Dosabai's  Btsfnry  of  Gtixtrat,  8IG, 
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to  identify  Bana's  patron  with  that  king  who  ruled  at  Kanouj  in  610- 
630  AD1  This  certainty  of  date  has  brought  an  additional  value 
to  Harfsacanja,  as  a  land-mark  in  Sanskrit  literary  history,  for  the 
Introductory  verses  mention  the  names  of  some  prominent  poets  whom 
Bana  admired,  Vyasa,  Cora,  author  of  Vasavadatta,  Bhattara  Han- 
candra,  Satavahana,  Pravarasena,  Btnsa,  Kahdasa,  author  of  Brha^katha 
and  Adhyaraja* 

454  Kadambari  By  far  the  work  w  ith  which  Bana's  literar) 
glory  is  associated  is  his  romance  Kadambari  •  He  w  rote  onl}  the 
first  part  of  it  and  what  was  left  unfinished  was  made  up  by  his  son 

Puhnda  or  BhuSanabhatta  *  It  is  a  long  tale  of  complicated  construc- 
tion narrated  by  a  parrot  called  Vaisampayana  to  king  SSdraka  of 

Vidua  It  describes  the  loves  of  Candrapida  of  Ujjain  and  Kadam- 
bari, the  Gandharva  princess  and  interlaced  with  it  the  loves  of 

Kadambari's  friend  Mahasve$a  and  Pundarika  The  marriages  of  these 
heroines  are  interrupted  by  the  sudden,  but  apparent,  deaths  of  their 
lovers,  when  on  the  assurances  of  a  heavenlj  voice,  they  bide  their  time 
The  parrot  concluded  the  narrative  and  flew  away ,  the  woman  that 

brought  the  parrot  told  Sadraka  that  the  parrot's  tale  was  but  a 
description  of  his  life  in  his  prior  birth  and  this  seemed  to  remind  him 

of  his  past  doings  and  that  Candrapida  was  only  his  incarnation 
Thus  the  curse  which  had  caused  these  mpediments  m  the  way  of  the 
lovers  exhausted  itself  and  Candrapida  and  Pundarika  were  revived 

and  were  reunited  with  Kadambari  and  Mahasvefa  at  Ujjain  There 

they  lived  happily  together  in  sublime  felicity  * 

In  literary  merit  Kadambari  is  supreme     The  reader  loses  himself 
in  a  poetic  trance   The  name  is  true  to  the  grace,  for  Kadambari  means 

1  For  a  discussion  of  the  narratives,  sea  Peterson's  Introduction  to  Kadambari 
(BSS,  No  84)600.  For  Hlouen  Thsang's  aooount,  see  Stanislas  Julien's  Memoires 
I.  247  266 ,  1A,  VH.  196  202 

2.  For  a  fall  aooount  of  these  references,  see  Peterson,  I  c  66S  Three  verses  of 
Kadambari  in  praise  of  Vistju,  Siva  and  Bramha  are  quoted  in  a  grant  of  MahSrariaka 
Kumarapaladeva  (Sam.  1397;  Id,  XVII  880}  But  the  introductory  verses  are  not 
found  in  a  manuscript,  DU,  XXX  6816 

3  Ed  Madras,  Bombay  and  Oaloutta-and  Mysore  Translated  into  English  by 
0  Bidding,  London,  and.  TJJJaESrdha  by  V  B,  Nerurkar 

Ed  with  Introduction  By  P.  Peterson,  J388,  and  by  B,  V  Kane,  Bombay,  Mysore 
and  at  Madras. 

4  There  is  a  LilSvaitefb.5  in  prSkrt  poetry  by  Bhnsa^abhattatanaya  (Jess 
Oat.  66)  on  the  story  of  SalivShana.    See  para  106  su^a 

B.    For  a  detailed  aooount,  see  Feterson'introduction  to  Kadambari 
57 
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also  hquor  Ifhquor  makes  one  forget  himself,  so  does  the  Romance  of 

Kadambari  Such  is  the  proverbial  repute  *  Govardhana  days  that  Vani 

(Sarasvati)  became  Bana  *  '  Bana's  words  breathe  a  freshness  of  vigour 

that  bespeak  a  warm  and  sincere  admiration  of  the  profusion  of  nature 

which  the  Indian  Scenery  offers  to  the  poetic  mind  And  in  this  respect 

he  has  very  few  equals  even  among  oriental  poets  "»  trom  his  represen- 

l,  "  *flp^flTO!HPnHftsfo'  =T  fat  I 

wsrflwrcrwfcfa  f  fat  H" 

srnR«Pu%f frg  wnfr  wit  srftfcf  II 

8     For  appreciation  by  many  other  poofs,  see  31  of  Sam  Sah  rm  XIII  88  C 
For  mstanoo 

mi$$t — 

wwfct  w  iPlr  wpn°TW  wM  II 

ft§WT 

"  %  ft  55%T  STFlT  wftsfa  <re*>ir    I 

33;  ft  wft ?  #  «ri%  «rpft  jito  TfPtfte^  II 

^j^pfr 
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lation  of  the  horse  Indrayudha,  he  has  come  to  be  known  as  furanga 
Baiia  His  language  is  chaste  jet  ornate  and  learned  jet  charming 
and  hi!>  descriptions  show  no  end  of  their  resources  The  meeting  of 

SarasvatI  and  Dadhica,  the  last  embrace  bj'  Prabhakaravardhana  of  his 
son,  these  for  instance  in  Hargacanta,  the  beginning  of  the  narrative 

by  the  parrot,  the  advice  of  Sukanasa  to  Candrapida,  the  progress  of 
the  amours  of  K3<JambarI  and  Candrapida  in  the  Gandharva  capital 
and  the  pleasant  association  of  the  lovers  after  vicissitudes,  these  for 

instance  in  Kadambari  are  worthy  of  a  special  appreciation 

455     There    are    commentaries     on    HarSacanta    by   Rajanaka 

iknkarakantha,1  by  Ranganatha,"  by  Rucaka,*  by  Sankara  * 

k  I  "  «rttf  *srafcr%  qitffta 

wpR  *m$tfcxfc{  srr«r.  II" 

m\  #r  iRtcrt  srrsns5^  ll"  tin  II 

**    ̂ ^  in.,  ji.  f*i  n..  ii..^^    i 

^ft  3  #wrr#sfar  n"  <:K 

lt  5^  *w^T  gar  ̂ r  *frwrr§rar  I 
^tor,s^rwB^^f  fre^tfa  ?ifcr%  II" 

1.    M  Bombay,  S*nkKak*util«  was  faLhar  of  R*£a*k*aiiha  who  lived   about 
1660  A  t>, 

3     5PO,  III  8858 

3.    Called  B^rsaoarljavarlika, 

a    PrinteS,  Bombay,   PB,  I.  lfW. 
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There  are  toinnientdnes  on  Kadainbari  by  BhSnucandra  dnd 

Siddhacandra,1  Handasa,"  Sivararna*  Vaidyanatha,  son  of  Bamabhatla,* 
Bdlakpna,8  Suracandra,9  MahSdeva/  Sukhakard,8  Arjuna  bon  of 
Cakradasa,'  Ghandsjftmn,10  and  some  anonymous." 

456  The  story  of  Kadainbari  ib  found  in  Vamana  Bhatla  Bana'b 

Brhd|kalhanianjan,"  Somade^db  Kdihasantsiigard  and  £»andin's 
Avan$ibundarlka$liasara,  and  m  the  latter  the  story  agrees  with  the 
nairative  of  Bafta  only  so  far  as  the  Pilrvabhaga 

Dhundiraja  Vyasayajvan,  son  of  Laksmana,  wrote  Abhmavakadam- 

ban,  and  a  gloss  on  Mudrarakgasa  in  17 13  A  D  M  He  is  probably  the 
same  as  the  commentator  on  Lakimlbahasra,**  and  is  the  author  of  the 

musical  work  Sahajivilasa lS 

Abhinandd's  Kadatnbaiikathasdra,  a  poem  in  8  cantos,  has  been 
noticed I8  Vikramadeva  Q  nvikrama),  son  of  Rajarajadeva,  and  pupil 
of  Vidyacakravarti,  wrote  the  poem  Kadambarlkathasara  in  13 

cantos,"  Kalpitakodambari"  is  anonymous  'I  ryambaka's  Kadambarl- 
kathasara,"  ̂ rikanthabhmava  Sastrm's  Kadambaricampu,9*  and  Nara- 
simha's  plaj  Kadambarikalyana,**  and  Padyakddambari9*  of  Ksemendra relate  the  same  story 

1  Punted,  Bombay 
2  Printed,  Bombay 

8  CO,  II  17 ,  Bhandaekar's  Inst,  Part  I  (1893)     SoS  uuOor  Qtudia  post 4.  SKO,  80,  Uliam,  89S 
6.  PR,  II  58, 188 
6  CO,  H  17 
7  PR,  n  188 
8  PR,  II  188 
9,  llyt  261 
10  See  pars  166  supra 
11  SKC,  80  ,  TO,  IV  5116 
13  See  para  123  supra. 
18  Tan}  Vni  8475 
14  OC,  in  5, 1    Printed,  Bombay 15  See  para  168  supra 
16  See  para  60  supra 

X    £  KS°B  f  °;1V  im '  *****  Sasta's  top.  (1019),  88 18  See  KavindrSoStya's  List  (CtOS)  No   1935, 19  Bara4a,  II,  April  August  1010 

31     TO.  IK  3489     See  on  tbo  author  Ohaptor  on  Sanekrit  l)tu»  post 
-Ph.  ,„-        --«—•—  "-""  »  «■»/<  iiaiw;  au     rt  (3  quoted  ui 
laemanusonpt  is  with  NnHutfbn,  SenlamvigvUm  .Malabar 
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There  are  epitomes  of  Kadambari  ,  Kadambaryarthabara  by  Mam- 

rama,1  Sankjipta  Kadambari  by  KaSinatha,9  Kadanibarlsangraha  by 
R  V  Krisnamacarya,"  Candrapldacantra  bv  V  Anantacarya,*  and  epito- 

mes of  Harjacanta  by  R  V  Kpnamacarya,8  and  by  Srioivasacarya  * 
457  Among  other  works  of  Ba_a  are  Candisataka,  Bivasataka, 

Mukutataditaka  and  Saradacandrika 

Candisataka  is  a  centum  of  verses  in  long  bardula  metre  in  praise 
of  Candi,  a  form  of  Kali,  with  an  allusion  in  everj  verse  to  some 
incident  in  the  fight  between  Kali  and  Mahi&asura  Its  sourse  is  the 

Pevlmahatmya  (ch  80)  of  Markandeya  Purana  This,  "  the  Sttryasalaka 
of  Mayura  and  the  Bhaktamarastotra  of  Manatunga,"  says  Peterson 
"  are  three  opposing  poems  written  by  devotees  of  one  or  other  of  the 

great  forms  of  religion  which  flourished  side  by  side  under  Harsha's 

protection  "  There  are  commentaries  is  on  Candi&afcaka  by  Dhanesvara,* 

by  NagojibhdUa,8  by  Bhaskararoya*  and  another  anonymous 10 
Sivas$uj;i  like  Candisataka  was  in  praise  of  Siva  and  of  his  victory 

over  of  Tripurasura  M 
Of  Mukutataditaka  nothing  is  known  except  a  quotation  by 

Bhoja  in  ̂ pngaraprakasa  and  by  Gunavijayagatu  in  his  commentary  on 

NalacampQ  *  It  has  for  its  theme  Bhimasena's  smashing  of  puryodhana 
with  his  club 
.     _     _______ 

9     IOC,  866,  VII  1558     He  was  a  Kasrmrian  and  wrote  at  the  iostauoe  of 
FadawtSja 

3.    Printed,  Sriraugam 
_     Bah.  XIV 
6     Printed,  Kumbakonam. 
6     Printed,  Trichtnopoly. 

f    Ed   with  the  commentaries,  Bombay,  See  Hall's  Introdactiott  to  VSsata- 
4aJ{a,  8, 49  ,  Buhler,  IA,  I  til, 

8.    PR,  I.  11. 
9     Ibid, 

10     Introduction  to  KadambaU.  97  £  a,   On  this,  G  P.  Qoaokenbos,  Poems  of 
Mayura,  Int  89 

11.    The  name  of  the  author  Is  not  given,  but  verses  from  It  are  quoted  under 
BSna  in  all  the  anthologies 

ia  "Rif  sf^nf^r^n^  ̂ r°r  I 

$pq  $?wgfg*tr  pi  p?  srhytdtiBi  ?«r  h 
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ParvatTpannava  is  a  play  long  considered  lo  he  the  work  of  this 

Ba"a,  but  recent  opinion  has  been  inclined  towards  attributing  it  to 

Vamana  Bhalta  Ba«a  * 

Speculation,  has  been  rife  also  on  a  reading  of  the  parage  of 
Kavjaprakasa  according  to  which  Baua  is  said  to  ha\e  received 
wealth  from  HarSa  in  lieu  of  his  poetn  and  some  scholars  have  there- 

fore thought  that  Ratnavali,  Naganandi  and  Privadarsika  must  be 

Bana's  composition9  There  is  ̂ arvacantanataka  mentioned  m  his 

name* 
Saracjatanay*a  mentions  a  play  named  Mara dacandn la  h\  Bana,  of 

which  the  plot  related  to  Candrapida  4 

Ksemendra  in  his  Aucift  ancSracarca  quotes  a  verse  saying  that  it 
is  part  of  a  description  of  the  condition  of  Kadambari  in  her  separation 
from  Candrapida  and  has  other  verses  mhis  Kavikantbiibharaua,  which 

are  referable  to  similar  situations8  Is  it  possible  that  Baiia  wrote 

Kadambari  m  verse  also  ~J  Some  of  these  verses  are  very  charming  and 
are  as  good  as  verses  quoted  as  Bana's  in  the  anthologies,  leaving  us 
not  m  doubt  that  Ba\ia  was  good  at  verse  as  at  prose  He  was  pro- 

bably also  a  philosopher,  for  Anandajivm,  in  his  commentary  1  aftva- 
viveka  on  Anubhavananda's  Niajaratnadipavali,  gives  a  reference  to  a work  of  BSaa  on  Vedanta 

1  SeeTelang.Ll,  III  219  arid  Peta sou's  Int  to  KSdatnbiwi,  97 
2  See  on  this  subject  onapter  on  Bansknt  drama  post 
8     CO,  I.  868 

BhSvapraLZsa  (008),  252 
Daferupa  mentions  SaJadScandta  as  an  example  of  UjsnftikSuka 

$facj  srssrrfa  mi  wzsfem  11 

■a     „      .  —Bom  Kdn  p  121. 
lor  all  gaoh  verses,  see  Peterson's  Stobh,  62  68  and  Thomas,  Km,  65  50. 

6i 
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458     The  following  passages  from  Harfcacarrfa  are   of  historical 

*n$rspr  sr  i^Pcr  fftrc,  ftp  wf fir^sprt  wi    I  %^5  framfttofot 
ftwft  ?e*w  far  sfotto?*^  l 

i   srpfifsspflFT  flrfaraftw^rtfraTsit  sinistra-  qirasr^  l 

7  arfcfetf^rera    *  ftprewnw  jjj*wfiRsafir  fiifcfoirgsnsft- 

9   wsfa  ■*  ̂ MN5w^$rffreto$*    sfarftoirff  #1  was  fl^i 

is  f#r  I 

n   fnvf  %*rrf^  *t^iw&  fa?$fr  ftfirfcr  n 

1  Bombay  Mn  ,  page  197  200 

2  ThisisSankara*8glofi3.      $1? f^!  ̂J^Tf^    fffo^J  %     'BgWrJWPffife  31 
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crsfgcw  *r3rwtr<TO:>FPre;  I 

18    <3fflTC55ft  ̂   ?fl%  ffffMfa  fflTOTC  W^R  ^Fip??5C%  tfrfaai^  il 

jr*RNi  swa^sf  jRtafT  ̂ tfrrwTcrr  <&  ̂?j}  tot  | 

i   ̂iTOTffaraftqr  t  hj^^dt  iQtn  m$m  fat  *fafc^  i 

c  raft«rc%  f  iNBwffar  graft  aMr  sffefaq  | 
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459  Dandin  was  the  son  of  Ylradatta  and  Gauri  His  fdther 

was  Manoratha  and  Manoratha's  father  was  Bharavi1  The}  lived  at 
Kanci  9  Dandin  lost  his  parents  In  childhood,  but  as  he  has  himself  well 
described  it,  the  place  of  the  lost  parents  "  was  taken  hv  Sarasvafci  and 
Sruta"  After  Kanci  was  beseiged  bv  the  Chalukva  king  Yikrama- 
di^  a  1*  about  the  }  ear  655  A  D  ,  the  cil}  became  deserted  -and  Tandin 
roamed  through  various  seaU  of  learning  and  attained  high  profi-iem  \ 
in  the  Vedas  and  the  arts  When  the  Pallavi  king  Narasimhavarmnn* 
vanquished  his  foes  and   regained   his   capital    Kanci,   Dindm   came 

1  See  para  48  a«2 » « 

2  In  commenting  on  K3  vySd  u  fi 

srfor  wxfcqft  mmoftw  w  II 

This  verso  is  found  io  Maheudiasar man's  Mamanrtur  wsouption  also  Premt 
oandra  interpiets  it  as  Pundt  ala  instead  of  Pallava  in  this  verso  (J My,  X  356) 

Tarunavaoaspati  says  that  this  enigrai  refers  to  Pallavas  luling  at  KSnoi 

«PF#m!  qiwraw  ftftomwtffa  ft^Rf  II 

vqzm  TftTOT  mmt  v$ft  ̂   ii 
Anantmttidat  ika\liui~ira,,  1 

4  Vikramadijya  I  was  the  son  of  Pnlakeira  In  A  D  65*.  lie  eaptnred  the 
Pallava  capital  Kanol  (see  V  Smith,  El,  437,  488  Kielhorn,  EI,  VIII  App  ,  24, 
vn  219 

8  Harasvmhavarman  I  ruled  between  630-666  A  D  After  the  saiga  of  Kanci  he 
regained  his  sovereignty  During  his  reign  Hiuen  Thsang  visited  KSnoi  and  stayed 
there  for  a  considerable  time  (see  V  Smith,  Ell,  178,  486,  G  J  Dabreuil,  Ana 
Eat,  of  Deccan  (Pondioherry),  C7-70,  {The  Pallavas,  70)  If  Hraen  Thsang  visited 
the  court  of  Harsavardhana  Silttditya  of  Kanauj,  it  follows  that  Dandin  and  BSni 

might  have  bean  contemporaries     Were  they  friends  '  Compare  these  passages 

'WWWSf'I  II  — Kadambari 

Peterson  {Int.  to  Das  )  infers  from  this  that  Dandin  must  have  ken  liter  than 
BSnti  and  places  him  in  the  8bh  century  A  D 

58 
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back  and  was  given  a  place  of  honour  at  the  ro)al  court  *    Matrdattn9 
and  Ramasarma*  were  his  intimate  friends.  * 

1     M  Govindapal  (Jl  of  AndhraHR    Soout  VII    I,  146,  VTII  1),   discusses 
the  PaUava  ohronology  from  KaHtbhartri  to  raramcfvtravarma  II  tnd  tabelates  it 
nS  frtll  YTC8 

1    Kalabharfn,  87  107  A  0 

9    Chuta-Pallava,  107  127  A  C 

3  Yirakurcha,  127  147  A  C 

4  Skandasishya,  147 167  A  G 
(alias  Skandavarma  I) 

I 
5  Xumaravishnu,  167  200  A  0 

(alias  Sivaskandavarma) 

fi    Baddhavarma,  200-228  A  0 
(alias  Skandavarma  II) 

7  Viravarma,  928  958  A.G 

8  Skandavarma,  III  258  296  A  0 I   

9   Bimhavarma  1, 396  815  A  0  10  Vishnugqpa  I,  815  340  A  0. 

11    Skandavarma  IV,  840  364  A  0.      19  Simhavarma  II,  864  889  A  0. 

19   Nandivarma  I,  414  487  A.G.  14  Vishnngosa  II,  389-414  A  C, 
15  Simhavarma  III,  487  472  A  C 

16  Simhavishnu,  472-520  A  0 

17  Mahendravarraa  I,  520  555  A  C. 

18  NaraBimhavarma  I,  555  595  A  C 

19  Mahendravarma II  535-080 AC. 

20  Paramesvaravarma  I,  680  GOO  A  0 

91  NaraBimhavarma  II,  600  085  A  0 

32    ParameBvaravarma  II,  035  750  A  C 

9     MairdattaiatheauthorofaoommentaryonHiranyakeii'sgtoutaand  Grhva 
Sutras  (QOS)     He  was  probably  a  Nambudri  Brahmin  of  Malabar 

5    BtajfeairteMteof  A^o^ara  KSvya,    Bbamaba  refers   to  him and  critiolses  bis  verse 

*rfra?rrar  irssfr^f  tfimvfa  ̂ ji  % wr  | 
Wf^^rpgn%PTf  CT^^rq-Rs^a^rw  fo.  II-  or,  58). 
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Dandin  was  d  specialist  m  the  art  of  architecture  One  day  one 
Lahtalaya  requested  Dandin  to  go  to  Mdhamallapuram1  and  inspect  his 
jointure  of  the  broken  arm  of  the  idol  of  Trivikrama  m  the  temple  thai 
touching  the  waters  of  the  sea  Dandin  went  to  Mahamallapuram 
and  appreciated  the  imperceptible  conjunction  of  the  broken  parts  of 
the  aTm  While  he  was  offering  his  worship>  a  full-blown  lotus  was 
Wafted  by  the  waves  of  the  sea,  and  when  it  touched  the  feet  of  the 
Lord,  there  arose  from  it  the  splendid  figure  of  a  Vidyadhara  The 
\  ldyadhard  bowed  gracefully  and  vanished  Dandm's  cunositv  was 
awakened  His>  mind  wab  set  upon  discovering  the  secret  of  the 
occurrence  and  on  returning  to  KancI,  he  sat  in  penance  and  in  the 
trance  of  meditation,  the  story  of  Avantisundarikatha  was  revealed  to 
him  Such  is  the  autobiography  prefixed  to  the  narrative  of  the 

splendid  romance  of  Avantisundarikatha  " 

Dandin  may  therefore  be  safely  assigned  to  the  period  63o-> 

700  AD* 

1     This  is  now  called  Mahabiltpueam  w  Ohiugleput  District,  Madras  Presidency 
3     In  an  anonymous  commentary  on  ESvyadatfc  (I,  28)  this  work  is   mentioned 

as  an  akhyayika  3Trwfa%fcT  $f«F^M*<ISs5*rFfc.'  I 
and  Vadlganghila  says 

and  VadiganghaMa  hved  about  £he  year  963  A  D 
It  is  interesting  to  note  that  in  SvapnavSsavada^a  (Trav  Bdfl>  p,  59)  Vidusaka 

says 

trmrftotf  srarr  %%  srasri  I  f¥*g  ?n%r  ̂ nra^  aw^^'irt 

The  epithet  Yaksmi  for  Avantisun4ari  has  a  parity  in  that  Mandakini  and  fat's 
vali  are  described  here  as  Yaksa  women 

8  R  V,  KrsnamSoSrya  (Sah  XIX  922)  saysDiuidia  lived  in6feh  century,  as  he 
oritioises  BhamSha  and  is  criticised  by  Vamana  He  s»ys  Dafaknmaraoarilia  ia 

Dandin's  work.  R  C  Datt  [0%v,  I  18,  25,  H  298)  says  Dandin  was  an  old  man 
when  £il5dij.ya  (570-620  A  D  1  reigned ,  M.  BangaoSrya  (Int  to  Kavyadarfa,  9)  gives 

date  6th  century  AD  V.  K  Chnplankar,  Essay  on  Dtmdtn  (Bombay)  says  ("  Prom  a 
comparison  of  the  story  in  Chapter  V  of  DaSakumSrSoarita  andAot  Vof  MSlatl- 
madhava,  he  infers  that  Dandin  most  have  been  prior  to  ot  contemporary  with  Bhavat 

bhuti  '*) 
Weber  {IL,  918,  282)  mentions  the  possibility  ot  Dandin  having  lived  under 

an  earlier  Bhoj*  lathe  8fch  century  Foe  a  similar  view,  see  P.  E  Hall,  Presto 

YasasaaZoiUx,  19  fl  Wilson  ffissays,  I  346)  relies  on  the  mention  ol  the  raoe  of  Bhoja 

in  the  DaiakuraSraoanta  and  of  the  rarity  ofallosions  to  Yavanas  and  says  that 

Danim  must  have  Uvel  during  the  tlmjof  one  of  tho  immediate  descendants  of  king 
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460  lhu>  specimen  uf  poetic  art  was  long  lost  in  oblivion  and  the 

fall  of  the  1'alUv  a  kingdom  must  have  been  the  cause  of  it  1  he.  existence 

of  the  work  had  so  far  been  gone  out  of  recollection,  that  e\en  among 

rhetoricians,  it  has  been  rarely  noticed  and  Dasakumaracanta,  almo
st 

an  epitome  of  it,  has  come  to  be  regarded  as  Dandm's  original  wo
rk. 

AvaDtibundankatha  relates,  almost  the  same  story  as  the  Daba 

kumaracanta,  except  that  in  the  former,  the  descriptions  are  very 

elaborate  and  narrative  very  complete,  so  that  v\e  have  it  in  the  tales 

of  &udraka,  Vararaci,  Kadambari  and  Samuilradatta*  and  baunaka  and 

Bandhumati  * 

Onlv  a  iragmenl  ol  the  vv  ork  w  as  till  rei  entl>  av.ulable  in  print, 

but  the  whole  work  has  been  recovered  by  M  R  Kavi  in  Madras  and 

is  now  being  prepared  for  print 

Bhoja  ofDhar,  so  that  heplaoes  Dmdin  about  the  end  of  tho  11th  century     For  a 
on  bios  of  this  view,  seo  Kale  (Int  to  Edu) 

On  IUndm  generally ,  see  Weber,  IL  213,  231 ,  Essays  on  the  namayam,  76 , 
1st  3CIV  65,andl<>'  to  Dis  I  811  ,  F  \Y  Thoma3,  Kav  &i  ,  Peteison,  Stibh  101( 
180,  Masdonell,  SL  832,  Pisjhall.Ij'  tj  br  tjaralUala  (Kiel)  18  ft  Aufwoht, 
ZDitQ,  i.iin.31-5,  CO  ,1  213,  t\t  to  Vas w » Utta  (Ool  On  series),  Buhler, 
fj  IV  88,  Telang,  JBRAS,  \FW  153  Petersii,  Pn'/i  o  to  D  w  alw  f  1  III  82  , 
B  0  Dutt  Otv,  II  298  ,  Maxinuller,  1  i{m,  832,  SOS  Ramakrishnakavi,  Malidkavt 
Vandt  [Ka2u,  I )  which  oontams  the  latest  and  the  most  learned  account),  M  R.  Kale, 
tut  to  Dasaluntat  aehartta  (Bombay),  Agashe,  Inl  to  Datdltuma  raean{a  (BS8) , 
S  K  Be  SP,  II  58, 11  74 ,  Collins,  m  his  Geographical  Data  of  the  Raghuvftiada  and 

Dafekumaraoatita,  (Leipsig)  plaoes  Dandm's  literary  activity  before  D36  A  D  Meyer, 
Datdkumaoartta  (iJeipBig)  B  Bbattacarya  {Jt  Dep  of  Lc ltd  s,  IX,  80-1)  places  bun 
in  the  last  quarter  of  tho  7th  century  A  D 

1  SaniudiradaltaiB  tho  hero  of  tho  diama  Pa$pabb.u(du)sij;aL.h,  soo  chapter  on 
Sanskrit  Praina  %ast 

2  Saunaka  was  the  pupil  of  Soni»tc3{a     Once  when  thoy  wero  on  a  visit  to  tho 
court  of  the  Kosala  king,  Siunaka  fell  in  love  with  the  prmoess  Bandhumaji  and  had 
secret  intrigues  with  her     In  the  meantime  tho  king  of  Trigarja  to  whom  the  htod  of 
the  princess  had  been  promised  oamo  to  take  her,  but  Swimtka  managod  to  elope  with 
her  unseen  In  a  boat  down  the  Sarayu     The  boat  was  wrecked  and  he  lost  sight  of  her. 
Lamenting  her  loss,  he  saw  the  oorpso  of  a  fair  woman  on  tho  banks  and  taking  hor  to 
bo  the  prinoess,  he  ciemated  the  body     Ha  then  resolved  to  give  up  his  life  and  whon 
prepariug  ̂ for  it,  hornet  a  T5pasi  and  m  hor  hormitago  Bandhumajj  was  safo     On 

hearing  Sauuaki's  voiee,  Baudhuniati  came  out  and  the  lovers  mot     Bandhumaji explained  that  she  was  losoued  by  a  oowhoxdess,    but  the  latter  was  bitten  by  a  snako 
and  died  at  once  and  it  was  her  corpse  that  he  had  oremited     Thoto,  by  ohanoo  tho 
father  of  Bandhumiti  oioii,  hiving  bjan  depuved  of  his  kingdom  by  the  king  of 
Jrigarta  rate  at  the  Im  of  Bind  iambi's  hvnl,  kninkt   f jught  nnd  restored  his father  in  law  to  his  kingdom 

It  Is  suspected  that  thew  must  luva  bjau  a  dtamv  somswhovo  ot  tho  uvmj  Bjadhu 
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Brhatkafcha  appears  to  have  been  the  model  for  the  construction 

Vararuci  is  K5t>ayana's  son  and  lived  in  the  days  of  King  Mahapadma 
Saunaka,  the  lover  of  Bandhumati  who  was  reborn  as  SQdraka,  re- 

appears here  as  Kamapala  Likewise,  Bandhumati  Avho  transmigrated 
as^Vmayavati,  queen  of  Sudraka,  is  reborn  here  as  Kantimati  Bandhu- 

mati's  maid  who  was  born  as  the  wife  of  Sudraka  becomes  Taravali 
here  Thus,  Dandin  maintains  an  intimate  connection  with  the  ancient 
narratives  and  attempts  as  if  to  frame  a  sequel 

461  Chronolog)  does  not  make  it  impossible  that  Dandin  knew 

BSua  and  the  proximity  of  dates  suggests  thdt  Dandm  was  Bana's 

jounger  contemporary  and  probably  a  friend  too  In  Avanfisundarf 
Dandin  narrates  the  story  of  Kadambari  and  his  narrative  follows  Bana's 

Purvabhaga  and  diverges  widely  from  the  Puhnda's  (BhQ§ana's)  Uftara- 
bhaga  It  is  therefore  inferred  that  Dandm  wrote  his  Avanjisundarf 

before  Bana's  son  thought  of  concluding  the  narrative 
It  is  fairly  certain  that  Dandin  studied  and  admired  Kadambari 

He  mentions  it  by  name  with  the  usual  device  of  paronomasia 

?w  www,  f^raf^cnw  wiprorft  *  *  *  ftvwnravpnTOtfrproft* 
<rrcftraf3*qfsr  II 

A  reading  of  Kadambari  by  the  side  of  Avanfrsundari  will  display 

a  conscious  elaboration  by  Pandm  of  Bana's  ideas,  fancies  and 
descriptions  Same  situations  are  adopted,  but  the  delineation  is 

unique  and  the  fault  of  the  loan  of  situations  is  excused  by  the  resplen- 
dence of  amending  shots  of  poetic  imagery  blended  with  the  sweetest 

melody  of  expression      Extracts  are  printed  at  the  end  of  this  chapter 

462  Apart  from  the  merit  of  the  Kafiba  as  a  piece  of  literary  art, 
it  contains  a  laudatory  preface  in  praise  of  several  poets  which  furnishes 

a  clue  to  some  lost  works  and  makes  it  a  landmark  m  literary  history 

Reference  is  made  there   to  VySsa,1  Subandhu,   Gunadhya,  Maiadeva, 

m»ti  or  Ban4huma(i-£auttal».    The  conjecture  is  strengthened  by  the  following  verse 
In  Kaunautjirnahotsava 

1,    The  verse  in  praise  oE  VySsa 

tsN^I  %3R  *PgT¥rr'Ccrf%isr«fi  I  anlwrer  a^  :!ra*t  5^  w  Il- 

ls quoted  as  Dartdin's  in  the  anonymous  SttbhSsltavau  (para  873  supra ) 
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Sudrala,  BhiUa,  Sarva&ena,  Pra\araiena,  Kahdasia,  KarSt<uia,  Bharau^) 
BaUa  andMajura,  in  a  manner  very  probably  indicating  <i  chronologi- 

cal order  among  them * 

463     Avantisundari-kathasara  is  a  poetic  summary  of  the   katha> 
which  in  the  merit  of  composition  rarely  falls  short  of  the  original  which 

3#*  %sx  «R;««fr  3r?w3t    *    *    *    h 
*  *    *    *     wnsflftwr  I 

?PTRT'TO?fn?r  ̂ yiarcr  ffcf  I 

^^    *    #    *    *    *    *    || 

gf^fWi^i^ws^TiMir  l 
<tfStsfa  ffcrar  *rrcr  ̂ (RftfTOft  II 

*i?r#w3?w*r    *    *    *    *    i 
*  «  *  *  «  ftori>  II 

f^ar  *npVrrcFW  fiftsterr  f»rc  I 
a^  ̂   *M  wi^crer  snl^  II 

^  $•%*    *    *    *    *    | 
*  *    *    *    *    *    #    || 

g^r  ̂ R^flR!^  I%3r  JrrcrgT*?  (%q;  11 

anfftg  5$  <fas\  ̂   n^c.     *    *    *     *     II *****  m%  *w  1 
^i^hii4  qr  srr^rr  ̂ p^wpreq;  1 

^f^TfRinio^Rr     *    *    *    *    1 
*      *      *      *     5T  <WT*WW3r       II 

S&rvasena's  Hanvijaya  is  mentioaed  by  Hemaoandra  (KS,  886)  NarSyani  is 
probably  Bhattanarayana,  author  of  Vei.usamb.ara  The  verse  beginning  with 

^S  ffi  probably  refers  to  KumSnaasa  The  vera*  V^R[  probably  refers  to 
KSdambari  or  Yijjaka. 
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it  sought  to  epitomise  At  present  the  name  of  the  author  is  unknown 

It  bears  the  Anandanka  at  the  end  of  each  canto1  and  when  we  see  that 

Bhoja  and  Hemacandra  mention  Panca&ikha's  poem  as  of  that  anka,'  is 
it  possible  that  the  author  of  this  poem  was  Pa\casikh4?  The  extant 

work  is  also  incomplete  and  stops  in  the  seventh  canto  * 

464  It  is  a  tradition  that  Dandm  wrote  three  works*  and  if  we 
take  Avanfjisundankatha,  m  the  place  of  Dasakumaracanfa,  the  two 
other  works  are  Dvisandhana  and  Kavyadarsa 

Pvisandhana  is  a  poem  with  a  double  entendre  and  narrated 

the  stories  of  Ramayana  and  Mahabharat^  Except  in  rare  references 

to  it  by  later  writers8   the   work   is   lost     It   served  as  a   model   for 

1     For  instance, 

HTcrR'Stf  PrcfclSFtft  Jfratffal  f^ffflm  II     Canto  I 

$«ft9r^  |1 — KavyanuMsana  335 

^m  3^r  3t#T^mRi  I  — Smgawprakasa,  xi 
3  Vox  a  complete  account  of  the  Ka$h5  and  KafhSsSta,  see  M  Bamakrishna 

Kavi,  T)and%  (Kala,  I)  The  7th  canto  is  a  mtrasarga,  Id  which  some  particular  alpha 
bets  are  avowedly  avoided. 

a.  spTtmsrer  ̂ r$%  ̂ ennqr  prr  l 

Much  thought  has  bean  expended  on  discovering  the  names  of  the  three  works  here 

referred  to  as  Dandin's  Plsohell  thought  the  third  was  MrtoakatM,  because  the  verse 

fifc^Tcffa  rftfiSftlffif  w  fo^nd  there  as  well  as  m  KSvySdari*  (see  Peterson,  Subh  180) 

Others  thought  that  the  thud  work  was  Ohandovieiti,  because  In  KSvyadarfa  Dandm 

BSyS  5??rf^%9Tl  SRSSflsfWTSfr  PflSftcT  •  There  is  no  work  known  as  Chando- 

vioitl  at  all  and  it  may  mean  only  "  a  oolleohon  of  metres  ' '  Chapters  XIV  and  XV  of 
Bbaratasaijira  also  goat  under  the  name  of  Chandovioitl  and  YSdavaprakBla's  BhSsya 
on  it  is  called  Ohandoviolji-bhasya    Even  Varahamihira  (in  his  BThaisamMta]  says 

On  this  question,  see  R  V  Knshnamaoharya,  Int  to  VasavadatIS,  xxxiv  vi 

8     Bboja   in  bis  Sfng5rapraka*sa  says  (in  Prakasa  VII)  ̂ ^[  Vl*)*^^  31 

r^Fsri^T  ana  (">  Prak5*i  IX)   ̂ raTW^TOSr^lt^Hl'fa    »«*  quotes  the 
verse 
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several  compositions  of  that  sl>le  and  even  the  name  was  adopted  l>v 

Dhananjaya  and  KavirSia  * 

Ka\^aimksa,  his  well-known  treatise  on  poetics,  will  he  noticed 

m  a  future  chapter 

bivapancastavi  is  a  small  poem  of  de\otum  scribed  1<»  l,)anchn 

railed  \namav  asfcotra  ' 

465     Da8akumaracarita   is   in  two  parts,  the  iormer  Purva- 

plthika  is  m  5  chapters  and  the  latter  Uttarapithikt  is  in  K  ch.ipters 

Rajahamsa,   king  of  Magadha,   had   three  ministers  and  in  regular 

succession  their  sons  became   ministers  loo     When  a  war   broke   out 

between  Rajahamsa  and  Man a&ara,    king   of  Malwa,   Rajahamsa    sent 

awa\  his  pregnant  wife  to  a  rendezvous   in  the  Vmdhva  mountains 

He  was  severely  wounded  m  battle  and  his  chariot   was  drawn  oft  bv 

the  frightened  horses  into  the  same  forest      I  here  he  rested  until  he 

became  conscious     V\ hen  the  queen  heard  the  news    of  her    missing 

husband,  she  resohed  to  die  and  as  she  was  offering  a  praver  before 

hanging  herself  to  a  tree,  Rajahamsa  recognised  her  \oice,   and  tbey 
were  united     She  gave  birth  to  a  son   Rajavahana     Aboul  the   same 

time,   his  four  ministers  also   got   four   sons,    Pramati,    Mitragupfa, 

Manjragupta  and  Visruja     1  hen  the  slorj  is  related  how   bj    (hance 
hve  foundling  boys  were  brought  to  the   king,  and   were   received  h} 
him  with  kindness     \\  hen  of  age,  he  sent  them  out  on  a   <  ampaign  of 

conquest     'When  the  princes  were  journejing  in  the   \  indh\as,  Raja- 
hamsa  was  met  by  a  brahmin  Matanga  and  was  induced  to  .ic(  ompany 

him  to  Patala  through  an  opening  revealed  to   Matanga  bv  feiva  in  a 

dream     When  they  reached  Pajala,  the  queen  of  that  land  offered  her 

hand  and  kingdom  to  Matanga  and  Matanga   became  king     In  the 
meantime,  not  knowing  the  movements  of  Rajahamsa,  the  nine   princes 

set  out  in  different  paths  agreeing  to  meet  later  at  Ujjain     Rajavahana 
proceeded  to  Ujjain,  and  there  married  Avantisundari,  the  daughter  of 

that  king      The  princes  met  each  other  one  after   another  and  narrat- 

ed their  adventures     At  the  end  of  the  narrative  the    princes  captured 

Malwa  and  proceeded  to  Puspapura  and  paid  homage  to  the  king  and 
queen     The  king  distributed  among  them  the   various  kingdoms  they 

had  conquered     Rajavahana  became  kmg  of  the  United  kingdoms   of 

Puspapura  and  Ujjam     Guided  by  Rajavahana  the  prim  es  ruled  over 

1     See  paras  68  and  80  swpra. 
2.    Ed  Madras  and  elsewhere 
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their  kingdoms  justly  and  "enj<ned  pleasures  not  easily  attainable  even 
bv  Indra  "*■ 

"  Dasakumaracanta  begins  and  ends  in  an  abrupt  manner  and  it 
introduces  (he  reader  at  once  to  strange  persons  and  strange  events 
Purvaplthika,  preliminary  chapter,  is  commonlv  ascnbed  to  Dandin 
himself,  but  as  it  is  somewhat  less  ambitiousl}  written,  and  as  the 
incidents  related  are,  in  one  or  two  cases,  bneflj  repealed  in  the  boch 
of  the  work,  and  with  some  contradictions,  doubts  ha\  e  been  started  as 

to  the  accuracy  of  the  attribution," 

466  Sesa*  or  supplement  to  the  Cariti,  a  continuation  and 
conclusion  of  the  stories,  is  the  work  of  Cakrapam  Diksiti,  a  Mahralta 
Brahmin  It  display  s  an  elaborate  construction  with  an  expression 
fairly  equal  to  ns  precursor  Cakrapam  was  the  son  of  Candramauh 
DIkfrita 

Because  Purvabhaga  differs  in  various  manuscripts  and  m  some 

even  the  story  is  altered  (See  Tanj  Cat  VII,  2998-3007),  the  oldest 
commentaries  are  only  on  U^arabhaga  and  there  is  much  similarity 
between  Uttarabhaga  and  Avantisundari  M  R  Kavi  (Int  to  Edn ) 

thinks  that  Dandin's  work  was  lost  and  the  story  was  re-wntten  as 
Parvabhaga  from  materials  available  in  translations  or  from  tradition, 

He  adds  "  Of  the  translations  of  Dasakumaracanta,  the  oldest  is  in 

Telugu  by  Ketana  of  about  1*250  AD  A  comparison  of  his  work 
with  the  original  shows  that  the  Purvabhaga  corresponds  exactly  f\ulh. 

the  Telugu  portion  except  that  the  story  of  Somadatta  comes  rafter  the 
meeting  of  Rajavahana  and  Avantisundan,  but  before  their  marriage 
and  that  Uttarabhaga  is  very  much  condensed  in  Telugu  Most  of  the 
idioms  peculiar  to  Telugu  are  also  crudely  found  in  Sanskrit  in  the 
Purvabhaga     Ketana  states  that  he  was  writing  in  chapters  the  story 

I,  En  by  H.  H  Wilron ,  by  Peterson  (Bombay) ,  by  Buhler  (Bombij)  ,  by  T, 
Taikav5oaspat.i  (Caioutta)  with  notes  ,  by  G  J  Agashe  (Bombiy)  with  introduction 
and  notes  For  a  complete  summary  In  English  and  notes,  see  Edn  by  M  R  Kale 

(Bombay)  See  also  Meyer,  Dandin's  Disakumaracaritam,  die  Abenteuer  der  gehn 
PrMUin,  Leipmg  Collins,  Geographical  data  of  Baghw,amaa  and  Dasakuntara. 

cartta,  Leipsig  Tr  by  Meyer,  o  o  and  by  Haberland  (Hunioh)  j  by  M  R  Kale 

(Bombay) ,  by  P  W  Jaoob  (.Hindu  Tales) ,  by  Wilson  (Essays  on  SL,  II  160)  ,  by 

Janakinaiha,  (IOC,  VII  1551)  POT  Agashe'n  doubt  on  the  identity  of  the  authors  of 
Daiakumaraearita  and  KavySdarfa,  see  Id.,  XLIV,  67. 

3.    100,  VII  1553 

-M,  R.  Kale  says  that  tbe  ttytirapitbikS.  printed  in  his  edition  is  not  the  same  of 

CakrapSm's  work     But  UttarapSthlka  ib  the  Dasakumaracania  proper  intended  by 

Wilson     In  00, 1  247  It  is  said  that  PadmanSbha  wiote  TJttarapi  hika 

59 
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of  Dasakumaras  (ten  \  oung  men)  as  related  1>}  Dnndin  in  his  prose 
work  These  facts  suggest  whether  the  Purvabhdga  was  translated 

from  Telugu  putting  Somadatta's  story  a  little  earlier  in  the  Sanskrit 
rendering,  Kanarese  translation  has  quite  a  different  story  for  this 
portion  Thus  w  e  are  tempted  to  say  that  the  first  portion  of  Avanti 

v  as  lost  and  was  re-wntten  by  several  unknown  wnters  Perhaps  the 
friends  of  Dandin  might  have  taken  copies  to  Malabar  and  the  ghals 
have  protected  them  from  the  ravages  of  time  and  political  catas- 

trophes"1' 
But  S  K  De  takes  a  contrarj   view  and   sa}  s   that   Dasakumara- 

can^a  is  the  real  work  of  Dandin  and  Avantjisundan  is  the  work  of 

some  later  author     He  says  "  It  is  well  know  n  that  Dandin,  the  author 
of  the   Kavyadarsa,   refuses  to  admit   the  fine   distinctions  made  b\ 

theorists  between  a  kalha  and  an  akhyajika,  but  his  own  definition  of 
these  two  species  of  prose  composition  is  entirely  negative  and  does 
not  help  us  in  fkrag  his  conception  of  them     It  is  not  until  we   come 
to  Rudrata,  who  has  accepted  and   generalised    the   characteristics   of 

Bana's  two  works  into  universal  rules  governing  the  composition  of  the 
katha  and  the  akhyayika  respectively,  that  we  find   these   two   species 
entirely  stereotyped  m  theory     It  is  possible,   therefore,   that  the 
Avantisundankatha  was  composed  before  this  fi\ing  of  characteristics 

m  Rudrata's  time ,  and  this  «v  ould  explain  the   apparent    confusion   of 
the  characteristics  of  a  katha  and  an   akhya)ika   made    b>    its  author 
But  he  could  not  have  been  very  far  from  the  lime    of  the   author   of 
the  Dasakumaracanta  whose  work  he  utilised  and  whose  biographical 
details  •were  not  vet  entirely  lost  in  his  lime  "" 

467     There  are  poetic  versions  of  PQrvapiihika,  one  by  Aitaya 
Diksn  a,  the  author  of  Kuvalayfinanda,  printed  at  Serampore  in  1804  and 
another  by  Vinayaka     Gomnaiha   Mahariljadhiraja  undertook   "the 
bolder  task  of  ameliorating  (samsodhana)  the  text  Like  the  two  preceding, 
his  introduction  is  in  metre  and  in  three  sections,   but  they  contain  sa 
hundred  and  seventy  nine  slokas  and    are     therefore  inmh  more 
diffuse     In  the  body   of  the  work  the  author  reverts  to  pr>se,   where 
his  so  called  improvement -really   a  disfigurement,  consists   m  the 
occasional  amplification  or  explanation  of  the  incidents  of  the  original, 

1     In'  toEdn     See  also  Ag»she  s  Int  to  Dai1kum8»airIta~(Js^| 

!    E?  SUM?  ™  *??*  M  appen<,,X  *°  °°leb">°k,»  *»  of  H.Jnpadefa 
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the  text  of  which  with  such  occasional  interpolations  or  substitutions 
is  given  without  any  alteration  1  he  story  is  also  carried  on  to  com- 

pletion "* 

468  There  are  commentaries  on  Dasakumaracanta  by  Sivarama,* 
Gurunatha  Kavyatirtha,*  Kavindracaryasarasvato,*  Ilandasa  Siddhanta- 
vagisa,"  Haripadachattopadhaya,6  G  K  Ambedkar,7  A  B  Gajen^ra- 
galkar,8  Revatikamja  Bhattacarya,*  Jibananda,"  Taranatha,"  and  some 

anonymous  " 

There  are  epitomes,  Dasakumaracan$asangraha,  anonymous18  and 
the  other  by  R  V  Krishnamacharya  " 

469  The  greatness  of  Dandin  as  a  poet  has  a  traditional  recog- 

nition He  has  been  known  as  Acarya  Dandin  u  It  is  said  that  Saras>- 

vati  declared  him  a  poet18  and  that  with  Valmiki  and  Vyasa  he  was  of 
the  same  rank  M 

1  100, 1850,  VII  1554 
2  Ed  Bombay  This  is  on  the  Purvarlihika  only  He  Was  the  son  of  Kr§ua« 

tama  and  grandson  of  Trilokaoatxji-a!  and  brother  of  Goviu^arSuia,  Makundar5ma  and 
KesjtvarSma  His  oommentacy  Bhufin*  (Ed,  Bombay)  relates  only  to  Dai*knmara> 
oanfa  (8  Uohavasas)  and  not  Purva  and  Utjarapithikas  He  baa  also  commented  on 
KS4ambari  (8ee  R>jagrah  Librvry  Oat,  60}.  Ed  by  N  B  Godabole  and  K  P  Parab 
(Bombay). 

8  Printed,  Oaloutta 
i  Printed,  Bombay 
5.  Printed,  Caloufcfa* 
6  Printed,  Calcutta 
7  Printed,  Bombay  with  glossary 
8  Printed,  Bombay  with  introduction  arid  appendices, 
9  Printed,  Calcutta. 
10  Pcmted,  Caloutta 
11.  SKO,  81 
12     Ed  Bombay  GO,  II  53 
18.    OjJjo,  II.  8165 
14     Printed,  Sruangam 
15.  So  say  the  colophons  of  bis  works,  as  well  as  Bhatta  GopSla  in  tbe  commeu 

tary  on  KavyaprafeMa 
Bee  S  Pattabbiram  Acarya,  Dandin  as  a  cnhe  Paper  read  at  the  Oriental 

Conference,  Madras,  1924 
16.  In  a  rivalry  between  Kah45saaad  Dandin,  Sarasva J i  was  called  to  declare 

merit  She  said  Jpf^J^?  3>f«$"^t  $f^"^t  «T  ?RPT  but  when  Kalidata  asked, 

?rSf  ̂   she  said  ?^p?  ?cmirt  fffa%  *W* 

"  gift  *mft  snstftal  +ftRwfiNTsmn  l 
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470  Subandhu.  The  age  of  Subandhu  as  a  writer  of  bansknt 
romance  hat>  been  a  matter  of  literary  speculation  Lhi>  name  is 

associated  with  Vas  v\  vdati  v,  In  the  introductory  verses  lo  Ilarsacanta, 
Baua  has  a  eulogy  of  poets*  and  poems  and  there  he  mentions  a 
Vasa\adatta  It  has  been  considered  from  this  reference  that  Bana  had 

ij.  mind  ̂ ubandhu's  writing,  so  that  Bana's  dale  being  known,  the  age 
of  Subandhu  was  anterior  to  him 

In  a  similar  preface  to  Vasavadatta,  Subandhu  deplores  the  decay 
of  poetic  aesthetics  after  the  days  of  Vikramaditj  a,  the  generous  patron 
of  letters 

m  w*rar  ftm  *mt  famfai  $  qsf  l 

srorta  *ffi&r  m*tft  $ft  fam$&  II 
On  the  identity  of  this  Vikramaditya  there  has  been  a  displa)  of 

original  research     But  two  considerations   chiefly  lead  us  lo  conclude 

1  On  Subandhu  generally,  see  Hall,  Tut  to  Vasavadatte  EV  Knshnamaoharya 
([nt  to  Yasavadatta)  thinks  Saba  dhu  was  a  Vaishnaute  following  MimSmsa 
philosophy  Weber,  I  371  quoting  OaDmugham  (JASB  XVII,  98-9)  Bays  there  is 
a  legend  that  Subandhu  was  a  Kashmman  Brahnuu 

2,  EV  KnshnamaAarya  thinks  this  vtrao  here  an  interpolation  as  it  is  not 
found  in  some  manuscripts    I  titoduohon  to  Vasavadatta,  ixxix 

Vamans  In  bis  KavyaUanlsata  has  passage 

Some  scholars  have  preferred  the  reading  Itifl'f  to  *%  S^**|.  In  Mb  No  &  B  820 
of  Oriental  Manuscripts  Library,  Madras,  the  reading  is  tho  latter  Tho  d.scoveryof 
Avantisundarlkatha  has  set  the  difficulty  at  rest,  for  it  is  stated  there  that  Subandhu 
was  attached  to  BindusSra,  the  son  ot  Oandragupja 

S^i  ft©  fc^t  fc§SK®  SFSRT^  I  dfo  %Z$  «RT       II 
The  available  ̂   isavadafja  of  Subandhu  is  unoonnsoted   with  Udayana  VaJsarSja 

There  are  no  data  to  connect  thie  Suhindhu  with  Y5sava4at  JS  mentioned  by  Pafanjali, 
Jd:   Bamakrishna  Kavi  [KatZ,  I  70)    however  says  so      B  V    Krishnamaoharya 
(o  e  j.lvu)  says  thit  there  was  one  Vasubandhu,  pupil  of  Minorttjha,  in  tho  court  of 
Vikcauadditya  Candragupf a  II    TakkakuBU  in  his  Paramar tha's  L%Jo  of  Vantbandhtt 
ends  a  passage  that  Ling  Vikramaditya  of  Ayodbya  sent  his  orown  pnnoe  Baiadifya  to 
Vasabandhu  to  learn  Boddhism     [JBAS  [1008),  ai]    Smith   (BE,    299,   820)  and 
Pathak  tike  this  VikramSdifya  to  be  Skanijagupta     But  Bhaodarkar   says  ha  was 
Oandragapta  II  who  lived  in  Gupta  era  93  or  411  A  D  and  identifies  BaiSdiJya  with 
ins  son  GovindaOupta  [sec  also  IA  XDI    15]     Subandhu,  therefore,  It  is  suggested, 
saw  that  the  anoiont  romance  of  VasavadatU  so  highly  praisvl  of  B5na  was  lost  and 
with  oonfidonce  in  his  literaiy  ability,  he  sot  out  to  make  up  this  loss     On  this question,  see  B,  Sarasv>ati,  JMy 
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that  V3savadatt.i  mentioned  by  Bana  was  not   llie  work   of  bubandhu 

Patinjali  instances  Vasa\adatta  as  an  Akh>ajika  and  speaks  of  readers 

as  Vasavadattikas  * 

la  this  allusion  to  Vikramaditya*  there  is  e\press  indication  that 
Vikraraaditya  so  lamented  was  the  patron  of  the  '  nine  gems '  and  if  as 

tradition  savs  the  patron  of  '  nine  gems '  was  the  founder  of  the 
Vikrama  era  in  56  B  C ,  Pa$anjah  who  flourished  far  earlier  than  that 

date  could  not  have  referred  to  this  Subandhu's  romance*  In  his 

S"rngaraprakasa,  Bhoja  mentions  an  Skhvayika  Lilavati,  now  lost  But 
Nemina$ha  Kavirajakunjara,  the  Canarese  poet,  has  written  a  romance 
of  that  name,  probably  an  adaptation  of  the  Sanskrit  original,  It 
describes  the  love  of  Kandarpaketu  and  Lilavati  and  the  story  is  almost 

similar  to  that  found  m  this  work,  except  that  the  name  of  the  heroine 

had  been  altered  from  lilavati  to  VSsavadatya  Is  it  possible  that  the 

source  of  Subandhu's  plot  was  the  original  Lilavati  and  that  he  narrated 
the  same  story  m  a  new  form,  so  as  to  illustrate  the  power  of  Sanskrit 

paranomasia  ?  But  Subandhu,  the  author  of  Vasavadafta,  is  not  a  late 
writer.  He  is  quoted  by  Vamana  in  his  Kavyalankara  An  anonymous 

commentary  on  Vasavadafta  begins  with  a  verse,  which  commences 

Bhamati,  the  commentary  on  SankarabhS'.ya  by  Vacaspa^rmisra,  It  is 
therefore  likely  that  this  commentary  was  the  work  of  Vacaspati, 

who  lived  in  the  9th  century  A  D  and  Vamana  was  m  the  Court  of 

Jayapida  (779-819  AD)  Subandhu  mentions  Bauddhasangati,  Uddyo- 
takara  and  a  story  of  J3akun$ala  (apparently  as  represented  by 

KShdasa)     Bauddhasangati  was  a  rhetorical  work  by  Pharmailrfci,*  and 

1     See  para  450  supra 

2,  For  the  view  that  Patanjah'g  Vasavadajta'  was  not  this  Subandhu's,  see 
Peterson's  InhoJuotion  to  KS4 unban,  73  and  R  V  Kriahnamaeharya,  1  o.  xxxvt 

8  "  The  romance  of  Vasavadatta  referred  to  in  Malatim54hava  as  in  lite  manner 

that  found  in  Kathasarifcsagara  and  which  has  been  dramatised  in  Batnavali  resembles 

in  aoaroely  a  feature,  barring  the  common  appellation  of  their  respective  heroines  "-Hall. 

■i     affiaM'ffl'cPt?  SfSTfTC'J^T^     Sfwaraata  in  his  commentary  says  that 

Bauddhasangati  was  the  woik  of  Dharmakir{i  Hall  (Int  to  Bdn )  accepts  this  statement 

B  V    Kriahnamaoharya  adopts  the  reading    SR^ffoiT5^  1  n&tI«Jf Kf/fal^  and 

says  that  Alankara  was  the  name  of  a  work  by  Dharmikirti     .Levi  sayB  that 

.Dhatmakir{i  has  not  been,  known  to  be  a  shetonoten  at  all,   {BtiUetm  de  *  Bode 
Franeme  d'  Extreme  Orwnt,  III  46)    Thomas  aooep&sthts  opinion  (Int  to  Kav  48) 

S  K  Do  does  not  mention  Dharmakirfci  as  a  writer  of  rhetoric  (SP  48),  but  says  that 

Bh5m»ii*  adopted  Dharinaklrji's  Buddist  doctrines,  plaoing  Dbarmakicti  in  the  middle 

of  the  7tfa  oontury.  A  P.,  because  be  is  not  noticed  by  EQuen  Thsang  1030  843  A.D ), 

but  mentioned  by  I  Xswg  (673  693  A  D  )  as  a  recent  author.    (See  Takakssu,,  Record  of 
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Uddyojakara,*  the  great  logician,   was  the  author  of  Nyayavartikd  and 
these  writers  lived  in  the  6th  century  A.D. 

471  "  Subandhu's  version  of  the  story  of  Vasavadalta  is  quite 
different  from  that  which  Bhamaha  criticises  as  quite  incredible  and  oppo- 

sed to  to  the  usage  of  the  world  and  to  the  dictates  of  political  science 

(lokasastra  viruddha)  concerning  the  conduct  of  a  conqueror  (Vijigishu). 
The  story  of  Vasavadalla  is  as  old  as  Patanjali,  inasmuch  as  he  refers  to 
it  m  his  commentary  on  Pamni  IV  3  57  One  of  the  versions,  of  the 

story  based  upon  the  Bnhatkatha  is  found  narrated  in  Soinadeva's 
Kathasaritsagara  and  it  seems  to  be  the  Bnhatkatha  version  that 
Bhamaha  has  condemned  as  incredible  and  opposed  to  the  usage  of  the 
world  and  to  the  dictates  of  political  seience  Chandamahasena,  the 

king  of  Avanti,  made  a  large  artifical  elephant  similar  to  the  one  reared 
by  Udayana,  the  king  of  Vatsas  After  falling  it  with  armed  soldiers,  he 
sent  it  to  the  Vindhya  forest  bordering  upon  the  Valsa  country  with  a 
view  to  entice  Udayana  to  come  out  of  his  capital  for  capturing  the 
elephant  As  expected,  Udayana  came  along  to  see  and  capture  it, 

was  himself  caught  hold  of  by  Chandamahasena't.  soldiers  and  taken  as 
a  prisoner  to  Avanti  where  he  married  Vasavadalta  Bhamaha 

condemns  this  story  as  incredible  and  opposed  to  the  usage  of  the 
world,  inasmuch  as  no  king  like  Udayana  who  was  well  informed  and 

had  able  ministers  to  advise  him  could  be  believed  to  go  out  with  no 

assistance  to  elephant  forest  at  sunset,  however  fond  he  might  be  of 
elephants  It  is  also  opposed  to  the  dictates  of  political  science  inas> 

mach  as  no  king  like  Udayana  ever  bent  on  making  extensive  conquests 
would  be  foolish  enough  to  enter  upon  a  nsky  adventure  as  he  is  said 

to  have  done     Subandhu's  version  of  the   story  of  Vasavadalta  is  not 

tha  Buddtst  Rehgwn)  Taanatha  (GeachxoMe,  181 5)  makes  him  contemporary  ot  the 
Tibetan  hog  Strong  bstan  ggam  po  who  died  lo  660  A  D  So  does  Kern  {Manual  of 
Indian  Buddhwm,  180)  Peterson  and  Hall  (Su&h  17  hit  to  Vas )  say  that 
Dharmaklrti  the  writer  on  AlankSra,  was  identical  with  the  BuddhiBt  philosopher  of 
that  name  Anandavardhana  quotes  verses  by  Dharmaklrji  Dharmakirti  is  now 
generally  placed  between  the  6th  and  7th  oentaty  A  D  Telang  {JBBAS,  XXVII,  147, 
places  Dharmakfrti  in  the  middle  of  6th  oentury  A  D  See  Aufreoht,  ISt,  XVI,  201  7  , 
ZDVG,  XXVII,  11 ,  CO,  I  268 ,  Feterson  [JBBAS,  XVI,  172  8);  Bhandarkar  [BR, 
(1897)  xxx] ,  Max  Muller  (India,  Index);  Duff,  (Chronology),  JBBAS,  XVIII.  18, 88 
96,  118  160  For  works  and  verses  of  Dharmakirfcl  in  the  anthologies,  see  Thomas Kav,  17  60  and  Peterson,  Subh  46  8) 

1  UdyojakSra's  work  is  meant  to  be  a  refutation  of  Dinguaga's  heterodox  views. If  DingnSga  lived  in  6fch  century,  A  D.  UdyotakSra  musb  have  lived  later  (On  DinguSga's date,  see  para  17  tupra). 
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liable  to  such  charges     If  thai  work  had  existed  m  Bhamaha's  time  he 
would  not  have  failed  to  notice  it  in  this  connection  •'*• 

The  postenontj  of  Subandhu  to  Bana  is  confirmed  by  internal 

evidence  To  Bana's  works  Subandhu  was  indebted  at  times  for 

words,  expressions,  passages  and  situations,  bordering  on  plagiarism  * 
The  use  of  the  word  Indrayudha  indicates  an  allusion  to  the  Candra- 

pida's  horse8  of  that  name  The  resolves  of  Mabasve^a  and  Kadara- 
bari  to  give  up  their  lives  when  their  lovers  were  dead  and  the  sudden 

interruption  of  their  attempts  by  the  intervention  of  a  heavenly  voice 
have  their  counterparts  in  a  similar  situation  created  for  Kandarpakefu 
when  he  missed  his  sweetheart  Vasavadatta  Above  all  Subandhu  has 

appreciated  Bhavabhuti  by  drawing  upon  him  for  his  fine  expressions 

of  poetic  fancy  The  instance  given  below  is  too  glaring*  to  avoid  the 
inference  that  Subandhu  lived  after  Bhavabhuti  and  w  as  a  student  of 

his  plays  Bana  and  Bhavabhuti  were  too  original  in  their  ideas  and 
too  conscious  of  their  genius  that  a  contrary  inference  is  not  possible 

Subandhu  appears  therefore  to  have  flourished  between  Bana  and 

Vamana,  that  is,  about  the  end  of  the  8lh  century  AD* 

1     Mys  Aroh  Rep  (1927J,  25. 

3     For  instance,  see  the  use  of  tbe  phrases    Tf>  ̂fffT,  *N   JTOFfflL;  qfa-d- 

3  q$u*$>4t%ifa  JHUcMWT  3^t°r  ST£  JPRrfSl'&TR  I  (Srimngam  Eta  889 ) 
4  Compare     #fa  JfftftfNq^  R^tt^^T  9T 

fl^l^dlgd^l<dftf^ifagT:Tr  ft®  It— Malalunadhava 

f^r  fafefacrfai-  st^rffar,  a^lim  qftfoafor,  ft*rfocrfa*  ««•>«©- 

SnraogamEdn  1913. 

5  Hoernle  identifies  ViktamS4itya  with  Y;a*,34harman  and  dates  Saban4hu 

about  608  6J2  A.  D  the  latter  being  the  date  of  Harm's  ootonation,  see  JRAS,  (1903) 

848,  (1909)  89, 144,  and  see  contta  Fleet,  [«US,  (1904)  164]  V  Smith,  [ZDM
G, 

LVIII  78196]  plaaes 'S'afo^harmftn,  as  founder  of  Malva  empire,  in  588  688  AD, 

Grey  (Int  to  Eta  )  plaoes  8utan4hu  between  Bana  and  U4yoJ5kara,  at  lea
st  a  century 

latter  than  Dandin  between  550  A  D  and  somewhere  after  60S  A. D.  Fortius
  priority 

see  Weber,  IAX,  I  311  315  ,  R  V.  Knahnaraacharya  puts  Suban4hu  
after  Bana  and 

before  Vamana  Hall  (M  to  Vas  11)  places  Subandhu  before  BS9a  (
see  also  Cowell  s 

Preface  to  Nyayak.rumanjali,  VI);  Cartellierl  {Dot  Mahabharat
a  StAandta  and 

Bana,TOJ,U  115,  IH  145,  JOT  73)  tfyk  BSna  knew  Suba
n4hu  and  oomposodhis 
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472  Prince  Kandarpaketu  son  of  king  CintSmam,  saw  the  image 
of  a  fair  damsel  m  dream  and  enamoured  of  her  he  not  set  w  ith  his  friend 

Makaranda  in  quest  of  the  original  of  that  image  Halting  under  a 
shadj  tree  for  a  night,  he  overheard  the  tale  related  b}  a  parrot  to  its 

spouse,  that  Vasa\adatta  daughter  of  king  Srngarasekhara  of  Kusuma- 
pura  dreamt  of  a  i  oung  man  of  splendid  attractions  and  w  ould  not  there- 

fore choose  any  out  of  the  several  princes  that  were  assembled  at  her 
bwatamvara  She  now  sent  out  her  own  maid  lamllika  as  an  eniis- 

sary  to  gather  news  of  that }  oung  man,  who  had  captured  her  heart 
Kandarpaketu  w  as  delighted  and  made  friendship  w  ith  J  amahla  lie 

accompanied  her  to  Vasavadatta's  harem,  and  to  auud  her  proposed 
marnage  with  Puspakeju,  a  Vidyadhara  prince,  the  lovers  secretlj 
eloped  On  their  way  they  felt  tired  and  fell  asleep  As  Vasavadatyi 
awoke  and  went  out  to  gather  fruits  and  flowers  she  saw  two  rival 

Kira^a  chiefs  with  their  forces  in  pursuit  of  her,  but  in  a  fight  between 

themselves  they  destro)  ed  e-ich  other  But  the  Sage  in  whose  garden 

Vasa'vada^S  had  entered  was  incensed  at  the  havoc  made  b)  the  rival 
armies  and  cursed  her  to  become  a  lifeless  statue,  as  the  real  cause 
of  the  whole  trouble,  but  at  her  importunities  he  limited  the  curse  to 

the  day  of  the  casual  contact  of  her  lover  Kandarpaketu  Kandarpa- 
ketu rose  to  find  his  sweetheart  missing  and  when  in  despair  he 

approached  the  waters  of  the  sea  to  give  up  his  life  a  heavenly  voice 
assured  him  that  he  would  soon  he  united  with  Vasavadrfpt  So  he 
rambled  through  woods  and  awaited  the  uncertain  day,  when 
by  chance  he  happened  to  pass  by  a  statue  and  discovering  in  it  some 
likeness  he  embraced  it,  the  statue  gained  animation  and  V,1sa\a- 

da$5  stood  before  him  in  all  her  original  glory 

473  Subandhu    has  been   praised   by  later   writers,1   Mnnklin, 

Rajasekhara,  VSmabhatta  Band*  and  is  quoted  in  the  anthologies 

work  to  eclipse  8uban(}hu's  fame  Telang  (JRBAS,  XVIil  U7)  puts  Bubandhu  at 
the  end  of  the  Cth  century  or  beginning  of  the  7th  century  and  boforo  BSno  and 
Dandln  also  "At  the  time  when  VaaavndtjjS  was  composed  the  teaohings  of 
KumSrila,  had  already  borne  fruit  against  seats,  but  in  Kadambari,  Hfusaoarija  and 
DaiikomSraoarita,  we  find  allusions  to  MimSmsa  to  Bauddha  and  Jain  systems 
though  there  is  no  allusion  of  contest  between  them"  bio  also  his  introduction  to KludrSrSksasa,  SS  note 

1     And  probably  bv  VSkprti  in  GAularSho    See  00, 1  7JG  ana  R   V  Kruhtia- 
maiarya's  lot  toTCdn  sli 
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In  his  Vasavada^ta,  Subandhu's  sole  aim  was  to  illustrate  the 
potency  of  expression  of  the  Sanskrit  language  and  his  dextentv  in 
framing  discourse  made  of  equi\  oques  in  every  syllable  To  him  the 

choice  of  the  plot  and  ingenuity  in  its  development  was  of  secondary 
importance  In  this  field  of  literature  Subandhu  is  without  an  equal 
All  nature  and  all  art  is  familiar  to  him  There  is  not  one  m}  thologi- 
cal  incident  to  which  he  has  not  alluded,  not  one  word  whose  signifi- 

cance he  has  not  understood,  not  one  style  of  prose  writing  which  he  has 
not  adumbrated  and  not  one  mode  of  expression  which  he  has  not  in- 

vented for  the  glory  of  his  tale  "  What  with  the  comprehensive  range 
of  his  hagiology,"  says  Hall,  "  his  familiarity  with  the  bye-paths  of'elder 
days,  his  matchless  command  of  Sanskrit  vocabularv,  and  his  masten 
over  the  anamohes  of  its  grammar,  he  is  indeed  not  seldom  an  enigma  to 
his  scholiasts  There  is  true  melody  in  the  long,  rolling  compounds, 
a  sesquipedalian  majesty  which  can  never  be  equalled  sa\e  in  Sanskrit , 
and  the  alliterations  have  a  lulling  music  all  their  own  to  ears  wearj 

of  the  blatant  discords  of  vaunted  modern  '  progress '  There  is,  on 
the  other  land,  a  compact  brevity  in  the  paronomasias,  which  are,  in 

most  cases,  veritable  gems  of  terseness  and  two-fold  appropriateness, 
even  though  some  are  manifestly  forced  and  are  actually  detrimental  lo 

the  sense  of  the  passages  in  which  they  occur  "* 

There  are  commentaries  on  Vasavada|t»  by  Jagaddhara,"  Tnvi- 
krama,*  Timmayasun,*  Ramadevamisra*  Siddhacandragani*  Narasimha- 

sena,r  Narayana  and  £§jngaragupta,s  Sarvacandra,*  Sivarama,1*  Prabha- 
kara,**  Sarvaraksita,*9  Kasirama,"  Ranganafcha,1*  R  V  Krgnainacarya," 
and  some  anonymous  ™ 

1  On  Subandhu  generally,  see  Gray,  '  Sivarama's  Commentary  on  the  Vasava 
datta,"  in  JAOS,  XXIV  67  63  Manning,  Anctent  and  MedtaevM  Indta,  II  844-846, 
Mazamdar,  A  brief  outline  Of  the  plot  of  the  Vasavadatta  '  WIio  were  the  Kankas  <" 
(JiUS,  3907,  400)  Strehly,  '  Un  Soman  %ndten,  Vasavadatta  da  Sowbandhou'  in 
Revue  politique  et  htteraire,  LI V,  805  311 ;  lelang,  '  Subandhu  and  Bummr%la ' 

tfBAS,  XVIII,  147-167)  ,  Cartelheri, '  Das  Mahabharata  de%  Subandhu  und  Buna,' 
(WZKM,  XIII  57  J4),    Subandhu  and  Bana  (WZKM,  I  115-132) 

3     DC,  XXI  8582  ,  Tanj,  VH   801     He  givee  his  geneology 
3  DO,  XXI  8829 ,  Tarn,  VII  80i8     He  oalU  himself  Medhavl  Trhrtoama 
4  X>0,  XXI  8880  9.    100,548,996. 
5  OO.'I  566  10     0k2*,XV,  44, 

6.    PR,  IV,  29  11    -HaU's  Bdn  196  214 
7   Ozf  156  iar  sec,  si 
9,    GO  I  866?  OTw*-f  967  •  1»    XOG,  5*8. 
14.  00,  KI  120. 
15.  Printed,  Srhangam  with  a  long  introduction 
16.  DO,  XXI.  8881   100,  MB;  C6,  111  U.0,  Tw,  VII  J020,  E039, 8028 

60 
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In  YlsavadatfeakathSsara,  T  Narasimba  I)  engar  gives  an  epitome 
of  the  slorj' 

474  "  Bana's  reference  to  VSs.avadatta  probably  refers  to  Vasava- 
datta  Nnltapara  of  Subandhu  or  some  other  roraan<  e  of  the  name 
metioned  m  Mahabhash)  a  IV  ui  87  The  available  \  asavadattii  of 
Subandhu  does  not  relate  the  story  of  Udayam.  s  w  lfe  and  has  refer- 

ences to  later  authors  as  Bana,  BhavabMti  etc  "* 

"  Subandhu's.  version  of  the  story  of  Vasavadatta  is  quite  different 
from  that  v\hich  Bhamaha  cntiuses  as  quite  incredible  and  opposed  to 

the  usage  of  the  world  and  to  the  dictates  of  political  science  (loka- 
saslra-viruddha)  concerning  the  conduct  of  a  conqueror  (Vijigishu) 
The  ston  of  Vasavadatta  is  as  old  as  Patanjali,  inasmuch  as  he  refers 
to  it  in  his  commentan  on  Panim  IV  3,57  One  of  the  versions  of  the 

story  based  upon  the  Bnhatkatha  is  found  narrated  in  Somadeva'j, 
Kathasantsagara  and  it  s>eems  to  be  the  Bnhatkatha  version  that 
Bhamaha  has  condemned  as  incredible  and   opposed  to  the  usage  of 

1    (a)  ToKauaasa—
  " 

frfisJfa  4*wwr  f  g  prsrcraiT<Tirg«Pi5  «rf?i$r  | 
Rhetoricians  like  Kuntekka  assert  that  KSlidasn  introduced  the  ourso  of  Durvasas 

into  the  story  oi  Sakontaia 

(6)  to  BMravi— 

Compare 

11  W^TOffFTT  *R#  ̂ RfJPT:  I  ajrqTcfFqr  fowl  <Ffc|qftaifrr  ||' 

ib  found  la  Kadttrabarl 

(d)  to  Udyotakara- 

(e)  to  Jftimim— 

This  refers  particularly  to  KumarUa 
{/)  toBhavabhuti 

ftmfin  rt,  torn  m*        vft  ftftfafa  z&rtfa  jt?p^ 

0/  UltatoUbln  (V-10J  m*  mtNfo  etc.,  quoted  in  ppWnfra 
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the  world  and  to  the  dictates  of  political  science  Chandamahasena, 
the  Lmq;  of  Avanti  made  a  large  artificial  elephant  similar  to  the  one 
reared  by  Udayana,  the  king  of  the  Valsas  After  filling  it  with  armed 
soldiers,  he  sent  it  to  the  Vmdjya  forest  bordering  upon  the  Vats,a 
country  with  a  vie*  to  entice  Udaydna  to  come  out  of  his.  capital  for 
capturing  the  elephant  As  expected,  Udayana  came  alone  to  see  and 
captare  it,  was  himself  caught  hold  of  by  Chandamahasena's  soldiers 
and  taken  as  a  prisoner  to  Avanti  where  he  married  Vasavadatta 
Bhamaha  condemns  this  story  as  incredible  and  opposed  to  the  usage 
of  the  world,  inasmuch  as  no  king  like  Udayana  who  was  well  informed 
and  had  able  ministers  to  advise  him  could  be  believed  to  go  out  with 
no  assistance  to  elephant-forest  at  sunset,  however  fond  he  might  be 
of  elephants  It  is  also  opposed  to  the  dictates  of  political  science, 
inasmuch  as  no  Ling  like  Udayana,  eve*  bent  on  making  extensive 
conquests  would  be  foolish  enough  to  enter  upon  such  j.  risky 

adventure  as  he  is  said  to  have  done  Subandhu's  version  of  the  story 
Vasavadatta  is  not  liable  to  such  charges  If  that  work  had  eusted  m 
Bhamaha's  time  he  would  not  have  failed  to  notice  it  in  this  connection 
As  Subandhu  refers  to  Vikramaditya  (i  e  Chandragupta  Vikramaditya) 
in  Tvhose  court  Kahdasa,  also  said  to  have  been  a  poet,  it  follows  that 
the  capital  of  Chandragupta  Vikramaditya  was  a  haven  of  poets  and 
scholars  like  Kalid^sa,  Bhamaha,  Snbandfatt  and  others  and  that  each 

poet  or  scholar  was-  familiar  with  the  literary  productionr  of  others 
living  in  the  place  Accordingly  Bhamaha  may  be  presumed  to  have 
been  earlier  than  Subandhu  and  a  little  later  than  Kahdasa,  as  he 

refers  to  Kalidasa  and  not  to  Bhamaha,"1 

475.  NafAkanthiraYA  SaatTl  of  Kasyapagofcra  and  of  Valti* 

palli  famfly  was  a  professor  m  the  Sanskrit  College,  Tirupati  about 
1900  A  D  Many  of  his  poems  are  said  to  be  locked  up  at  Kalahasti. 
Besides  stotras  on  Sn  Venkatesa  and  GnSaaj^asOnftmbika,  which  have 

been  printed,  his  summary  of  the  story  Abhnrava-Vasavadatta'  is  Sryl 
metre  is  a  running  narration.* 

476  Anandadhara'c  Madbavatralakafhtt  Males-  the  story 
that  Vikramaditya  regaled' himself  in  an  enigmatic  conversation  between 
his  friend  Mahavanata  and  KamakamJalS,  a  damsel  of  his  Court*  and 
when  the  latter  was  overcome,  she  wag  giffenj  away  to  the  victor     The 

1.    Mys  Arch  Sep.  (19SJT).  ,3&, 
3    His  pupil  B  Seuha  Sastri  has  written  lyrmal  posWy,  and  Uvea  at  Taupati 
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prose  is  interspersed  with  occasional  poetry      It  appears   to  be  older 

than  the  10th  century  AD1 

477  Dhanapala  was  son  of  Sarvadeva  and  brother  of  Sobhana 

of  Kasyapago^ra  Alienated  from  his  family  on  some  domestic  differen- 
ces, he  gave  up  his  home  and  rambled  through  the  Universities  of  India 

In  a  few  years  he  grew  well-versed  in  literature  and  arts,  and  when  he 
returned  he  was  received  by  his  brother  with  remorse  and  affection 
He  calls  himself  son  of  Goddess  of  Learning  He  seems  to  have  been 

a  convert  to  Jaimsm  with  all  his  family  He  was  a  contemporary  of 

of  Halayudha,8  Padmagupfca,  l)hananja\  a  and  Devabhadra4  and  at  the 
durbar  of  kings  Svyaka  and  VaLpafci  of  Dhara  was  hailed  as  the  fore, 
most  of  the  learned  of  his  day 

He  composed  his  romance  of  Tir  akaaiavjari*  to  please  his  royal 
patron,  who  though  versed  in  all  art  and  literature  was  anMous  to  have 
an  idea  of  the  stories  of  the  Jaina  theology  L  his  lung  romance  was 
being  handed  over  part  by  part   to  the  king  and   once   when  yet  it 

X     CO,  II  104,  OIL,  B  139 ,  100,  VII  1558  ,  8K.O,  81,  Tt  of  9ih  oriental 
oonfeoe,  X.  430    There  ace  plays  of  the  name  of  Madhavanala  (GO,  I  118),  by  (i) 
Anandadhara  (u)  Kavisvara  (00,  I  450,  PR  I  113,  V    423)  aid  a  MilaSvanvU 
Kamakandaia  katba  (PR,  V.  439,  00,  III  97) 

2  Sobhana  was  a  staunch  Jam  and  converted  his  brother  DhanapSla  into  his 
faith  after  prolonged  efforts  He  was  snowa  as  Sobhanamnm  He  lived  in  the  Court 
of  Dhara  in  the  10th  century  Hia  sfati  also  oallea  Gaturviinsdtika  oonsists  of  4 
groups  of  verses,  the  first  in  praise  of  24  Jirthankaras,  the  seoona  in  praise  of  all  the 
Jinas,  the  3rd  in  praise  of  the  Jain  doctrine,  and  the  fourth  in  praise  of  various  deities. 
The  verses  are  ho  oonstruoted  that  the  second  and  fonrth  hue  of  each  agree  to  the  letter  in 
sound,  but  bear  different  meanings  Dhanapala  wrote  a  commentary  on  it  Translated 
and  edited  by  Jaoobi  (ZDMB,  XXXII  509)  Oa  the  corn  see  Boiler,  8b  Akad  Wum 
(1882),  570  2  See  PR,  I  69,  app  101,  HI.  app  22,  iv  121  Weber,  ISt,  II  944 
ftSntisun's  Prabhavakaoarita,  xvii,  314 

8  On  Dhanapala  genereally,  see  PR.Ul  Ap  91,138,  IV,  lx.1 ,  Weber  W 
11,1117  Bahler,S6  (1882),  568  72 ,  Hall's  Int  to  Daiarupa  (Ool  Un  series  xxiv-v' 
BhSvadaHa's  Int  to  Tilakamanjarl,  '       T  Y' 

4  Dhanapala,  the  author  of  Bhavisayattakaha  is  different  from  this  author  Ho was  a  member  of  the  Dhakkada  Bomia  family  of  Dtanwid.  See  Int  to  Bhavibavatta, kaha  (Ed  QOS,  Barada,  by  0  D.  Dalai  and  P  D  Gane) 
M  Duff  (Gltrornhgy)  says  he  was  a  protlgo  of  kings  Munja  and  Bhoj*.  See  also 

7™rn  ,166*ndlV  59'and  ̂ 7alaoohi,  277  Meru^unga  in  Prab»ndhaoin*araini (Ed  Oalcutta),  52  62,  mentions  Dhanapala  and  Sobhana  as  at  the  oourt  of  tang  Bhom 
Buhler  calls  this  wrong  (Rep,  IV,  73  75)  8       J 

5.    Author  of  Kavirahasya 
C    Author  of  KathSratnakola,  soe  PR,  HI .  Arm  91 
7     Ed.  Bombay. 
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was  incomplete  the  king  fell  out  and  ordered  the  manuscripts  to  be 
burnt  awav  Dhanapala  was  inconsolable,  but  his  young  daughter 
Tilakamanjari  had  without  his  knowledge  committed  to  memory  every 
line  of  the  story  and  she  accosted  him  with  a  smile  and  could 

transcribe  the  work  by  her  recitation  and  the  beloved  father  gave 
her  name  to  his  work  * 

\  lldkamanjari  is  an  elaborate  Idle  It  describes  the  love  and 

union  of  Tilakamanjari  and  Samarakefu,  and  is  a  regular  image  of 
Kadambari  and  every  occasion  of  note  in  Kadamban  finds  a  parallel 
here  Easy  in  expression  and  full  of  iraajination,  Dhanapala  was  a 
successful  follower  of  Bana  The  prefatory  verses  are  laudatory  of  great 

poeth1  and  the  Paramara  kings,  and  among  these  are  Bana,  Bhavabhaft 
Rajasekbara,  Rudra,  Mahendra,  Kardamaraja  There  is  a  fine  epitome 

of  it  by  R  V  Kyf-namacarya " 

His  other  works  are  in  Prakrit  Rsabhapancasika*  a  collection 
of  50  verses  in  honour  of  Rfiabha,  the  first  prophet  of  the  Jams,  Pal)  a* 

lacchi  Namamala,*  which  was  completed  in  Samvat  1029  (A<D  972-3),  a 
Prakrit  vocabulary  and  Pancamlkaha 

478  Soddhalawastheson  of  Soora,  grandson  of  Sollapeya  and 
great-grandson  of  Candrapati  He  belonged  to  Valabha  branch  of  the 
Kayas^ha  Ksa$riya  caste,  of  which  Kitlacu$ya,  brother  of  Slladitya,  was 

the  founder  He  lost  his  father  when  yet  a  child  and  was  brought  up 
by  his  maternal   uncle   Gangadhara     He   studied   under  Candra,  and 

1     See  Mecujuaga's  Praban4haoin$5m»ru,  PR,  IV  Jjcti, 
3     The  following  reverses  are  interesting 

jRW'fl'+tftowr  'OTffiriJTr^r  I  ;prr  srttfa  Tff^  it  crcsrscfr  $*rr  II 
%3?5Tsfa  ̂ %  TFT.  "HTfrT  l%TCfl[  $#*  I  f$  ̂   1&VraHM!|fe»»taKtRfll.  II 

5fT^^ftlT?rM   ifWcfwlWIHaH.  I  5WT  3RlfSw^^  ̂ InTHtfV&l"?  II 
-  -***»  c^.        _. .?& .  _     ̂   ^s.  I.  I,    I,     i      i  "* r*»       *^r^     r>.  r*.  || 

^Rfl^'S  ?w  fssrcnww  I  *f ■wi »wi h  wftwwww  it 

s*S  ̂ fcrosrsr  m  prr  *  q$n  I  i>ENt#r w^i  w  mftfe*  ft®  II 
Ifewe  last  fcwa  verses  show  ih%i  K%t&ira.wii\  wj*  tha  saa  o£  Ba4*»  who  wrote 

the  romanoe  Trailo)ryasutt4'*ri  ^ 
3     Soli.  XIII 

4.    M.  by  Klfttt  (ZDM.O,  XXXIII  44S;,  PB,  I.  Ap.  85,  92,  III  Ap   38. 
5  Bd.  by  Butatis  (5*  IV  ?0 W8;  tiVas  wntfcaa  as  Dhanapala  s*ys  to  please 

his  sister  8aa4 *rl  'srt»  wjs  walking  ifl'tke  blamslass  way,' 
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then  went  to  the  Court  of  Sfc&naka  (lhana),  (he  capital  of  Konkhaua 

lie  vi  a>  patronised  by  three  royal  brothers  Chittarija,  Nagarjuna  and 
Mummuni  Raja  who  succeeded  each  other  on  the  thn  me  Cnitla  and 

his  brother  lived  in.  the  11th  cenlur)  \.  D  *  He  was  also  honoured  at 

the  Court  of  Vat-saraja,  the  Calukya  King  of  Lata  His  L'dayasundari- 
Kdtha  was  probablv  composed  between  1026  and  1080  \D  during 

the  reign  of  VatsarSja  •  It  seens  that  Vcifsar.ljfl  once  taunted  Soddhala 
that  the  composition  of  stray  verses  was  of  no  merit  and  the  real  joy  was> 

In  the  making  of  a  poem,  '  a  garland  of  precious  pearls."  Soddhala 
took  the  hint  and  in  a  few  davs  composed  his  Katha  He  glories 

in  his  Ksatnya  descent  and  calls  himself  equal  to  Baua  and  Valmlki 
His  ideas  fancies  and  expressions,  all  admirable,  rank  him  foremost 

among  the  writers  of  romances  in  Sanskrit  literature* 
Udayasundarikatha  is  a  tale  in  8  Uchvasas  and  describes  the 

events  that  led  to  the  marriage  of  Udayasundari,  daughter  of  Sikhan- 

dafila,  king  of  the  Nagaloka  and  Malayavahana,  king  of  Pratisthaaa 
In  the  first  chapter  the  poet  describes  his  own  geneology  and  ihe 
greatness  of  his  race,  and  the  occasion  for  his  composition,  and  the 
story  begins  m  the  second  chapter 

479  VacbWia*iniha  was  an  ascetic  of  the  Dlgambara  Jama 

sect,  papil  of  the  Sage  Puspasena  His  real  name  was  Odeyadeva  "  He 
puts  down  his  interlocutory  antagonists  as  the  Hon  does  the  elephant 

and  so  **&  he  Vadibhasimha  "  His  tutor  is  the  sole  object  of  v  orship 
to  hinv"  whose  greatness  transforms  fools  into  geniuses"  He  lived 
in  the  southern  Districts  of  the  Madras  Presidency ,  where  some  of  the 
Tmnevell)  sects  have  such  appellations 

In  his  Gmiyaontamant,  a  narrative  in  11  kmbhas  he  describes 
the  life  of  King  Saftadbara  and  hi*  son  livandhara,  culminating  in 
the  latter  seeking  peace  in  asceticism  Based  on  the  Gunabhadra's 
Utarapuraga  the  plot  runs,  in  easy  language,  in  close  imitation  of  the 
situations  and  descriptions  of  Kadambari  The  ethical  import  is  all- 
supreme,  that   "  vice  ever  faileth "    His  K$$racudamaui  is  a  poem  in 

1  S«  tit  tk»t  ins„nptious  dated  1026  A  D  and  3060  A  I>  ,  IA,  V  377  and 
JUBA8,  Xll  3M     See  also  IA,  IX  88 

2  t/«t*ra>  ptopably  died  before  10SO  A  D    beoaus©  bw  son  Tiiluoanai)ai»  made 
Ritt  m  1050  A  D  as  king  (1A  XII   196) 

$.    Ba  60S  Barodft1wittkav»lu»hteinfaoauQtiQn. 
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li  chapters  oil  the  life  of  Jivandhara  and  is  in  most   places  a  Sanskrit 

rendering  of  the  larml  work  jlvakacitrtamaai1 

1  he  similarity  of  thought  and  expression  between  two  sets  of 

general  advice  addressed  to  the  royal  princes  in  G  .dyacintainani  and 
Kaiamlnri  and  the  close  resemblances  in  the  construction  of  their 

narratives  furnish  a  test  for  the  date  of  Vadibha&iraha  On  hearing  the 

false  news  of  Bhoja's  deuh,  Kalidasa  is  tradition  illv  known  to  have 

exclaimed  3T*I  *Tftr  ftttSTRT  foffiSfljr  ff^rfr ,  these  words  were  repeated 
in  the  tnlk  of  the  mob,  on  the  untimel)  demise  of  the  king  ̂ ajvandhara 
caused  U  the  treacherous  policy  of  minister  Ka-.th5ngara  Kiug  Bhoja 
flourished  in  the  lllh  century  A  D.  and  Vadibhasunha  who  must  ha\e 

therefore  tome  after  him  may  be  assigned  to  the  1 2th  c«nturv  AD* 

480  Vidyfecttkravartin's  Gadyakarnamnta  "deals  with 
the  90  da}s'  battle  of  Stirangam  between  Narasimha  fl,  sun  of 
Tribhuvanamalla  Viraballala  of  the  Hoysala  dynasty  and  the  combined 
armies  of  the  Pandyas,  the  Magadhas  and  the  Kadavas  {Pallavas}  about 

a  few  j  ears  before  VTrasomesvara's  marriage  and  accession  to  the 
throne  in  1234  A  D  Kailasa  the  abode  of  f-hva  is  the  scene  of  the 
narration  and  VySsa  reads  the  work  before  Siva  and  his  followers  in 

Kailasa  "     I fue  to  its  name,  it  is  an  ambrosial  solace  to  the  hearers* 

"  1  he  poet  traces  the  cause  of  the  war  between  the  Pandya  and 

the  Hoysala  kings  to  a  mythical  feud  between  Parasurama,  Siva's 
disciple,  and  Skanda,  Siva's  son,  who,  owing  to  their  mutual  curse  to 
be  born  as  human  beings,  were  born  on  the  earth,  one  as  the  Pandya 

Kmg  and  the  other  as  Hoysala  Narastmhall  and  entered  into  a 
temble  war  with  each  other  The  real  caase  of  tha  war  seems  to  be 

the  rivalry  between  the  Pandya  King  and  Tnbhuvanachakravarti 

Rajarajadevachola  in  alliance  with  Narasimha  I(  of  the  Hoysalas 
Jnst  when  Narasimha  was  about  to  celebrate  the  marriage  of  Somesvara, 
his  son  by  his  first  wife  Kaiavati,  who  died  about  three  years  alter  his 

birth,  Rajarajachola's  territory  was  invaded  by  the  combined  army  of 
the  Pandyas,  the  Magadhas,  and  the  Kadavas  jf.  Before  N«Tasimha 
could  send  his  array  to  help  Rajaraja  against  the  combined  army, 

Rajaraja  was  taken  prisoner  by  the  Kadava  King  and  imprisoned  in  the 

fortress  of  Jayaatamangala.    On  hearing-  the  news,  Narasimha   made 

1,    Ed  Madras ,  TO,  II  1643 
2     Ed  Madras  by  T  S  Kuppusami  Sastxi  with  an  introduction 
3,    Mya  361 
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a  hurned  march  to  Jayantamangala  and  defeating  and  slaying  the 
Kadava  king  (called  \ijahu  i)  released  Rajaraja  1  hen  marching  with 
his  army  to  Snrangam,  he  engaged  the  combined  army  in  battle  for 

90  days  at  Snrangam,  and  routed  it  out  Thenceforward  the  Pand}as 
became  tributary  vassals  to  the  Kuntalesvaras,  I  e  the  Hovsalns 

The  portion  of  the  manuscript  in  which  the  genealogy  of  the 
bride  is  given  is  wanting  m  the  Library  copy  All  that  can  be  made 
out  from  what  is  contained  in  the  manuscript  te  that  Nandideva  and 

Kshemaraja,  sons  of  Vallabha  king  of  Guzrat,  were  driven  out  of 
their  kingdom  on  account  of  their  wickedness,  that  while  Nandi 

married  a  princess  of  Paramaia  dynasty,  Kshemaraja  married  Surapala's 
daughter  and  thai  both  lived  under  his  protection  \\  hen  on  the 
death  of  SurapalT  Guzrat  fell  into  the  hands  of  enemies,  Nandideva 

migrated  to  Kanchi  and  lived  there  The  manuscript  abruptly  ends 
here  It  may,  however,  be  safely  conjectured  that  the  bride  selected 
for  Somade\a  was  a  descendant  of  the  family  of  Nandideva  of  Gurrat 

1  he  information  thus  supplied  by  the  manuscript  regarding  the  fall  of 
the  Pandyas  and  the  revival  of  the  Cholas  corroborates  that  lecorded 

in  the  inscriptions  of  the  Hoysalas  No  inscription  of  the  Hoysalas 
fails  to  mention  the  part  played  by  the  kings  of  this  line  in  piullmg 
down  the  Pandjas  and  rendering  the  power  of  the  Cholas  firm  "4 

481  Agattjra's  Krsnacanta  relates  the  story  of  Sri  Kpsna 
as  narrated  in  BhEgava^a  Agasfya'b  identity  with  Vidyanatha  has 
been  noticed  along  with  his  other  works  Agastj  n\  prose  i&  not  less 
enchanting  than  hi&  poetry    So  it  is  said  at  the  end  of  a  manuscript  ■ 

awrcw  w*m.  gfa  ̂ fafoRTw?  art* 
$fl7  h\M  WftflWWWI  ftp.  I 

\gasjja  lived  in  the  court  of  king  PrabSparudradeva  of  Warangal 
who  ruled  in  1294-1325  AD* 

482  Vamana's  ambition  was  to  emulate  Bana  of  KSdambari 
fame  m  the  field  of  romance  and,  as  he  says,  his  resolve  was  to  remove 
the  deep-rooted  ill  fame  that  after  Bana  there   was  no  poet  capable 

1  Uys  Arch.  Rep  (1994),  12.  On  the  author,  see  para  100  sopra  and  the  Journal Tarupatt  Sn  Venkateavara,  I 
2  Tom},  VII  2991 
8     Bro  para  126  supra. 
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of  fine  writing  in  prose  *  Bana  was  of  the  Vastsagotra  and  in  that  same 
gofra,  Vamana  was  born  He  thought  he  had  a  quasi-hereditarj 
claim  to  gam  a  name  in  the  same  field,  he  was  Bana  incarnate  and 

called  himself  Abhinava  Bana  Bana  glorified  his  patron  Har^a 
and  this  suggested  to  Vamana  the  theme,  that  is,  the  life  of  his  patron, 
Vemabhupala,    known    also    as    Viranarayana       Thus    came    Virv- 

ITARAYANACARITA   Or  VEVABHl  PAI  4.CARITA  * 

Vemabhupala  or  Viranariivana  was  the  Reddi  King  of  Addanki 

He  ruled  in  1403-1420  AD  at  Kondavidu  From  the  progenitor 
of  the  dynasty  the  descent  is  traced  and  the  genealogy  begins  from 
King  Prolla  The  adventures  of  this  King  led  to  his  romantic 

marriage  with  princess  Anan$a,  daughter  of  King  Vikramasimha 
in  Dak&mapa$ha  Among  five  sons  born  of  this  umon  was  Maca 
Maca  had  three  sons  of  whom  Pedakomatindra  was  the  eldest  By  the 
grace  of  the  gods,  he  had  a  son  VemabhBpa  and  he  is  the  hero  of  this 
romance  Then  follow  the  expeditions  of  Vema  in  all  quarters  with 
descriptions  of  situations  full  of  poetic  effusions  in  language  at  once 

melodious  and  expressive  • 

?frt  arret  ̂ 575r?fr  3c?rf^r  ̂ nwt's^rr  irnt  11 
2     See  para  128  supra 
8.  Ed  Srirangam  DC,  XXI  8334  For  an  epitome  in  Sanskrit  by  E,  V 

KrsnamSobarya,  see  Salirulaya,  X  VII,  for  a  antique  by  RSmftlingAsarma,  see  J6«f, 
XIX  170 

The  genealogy  given  by  Vamana  diners  Slightly  from  that  given  by  Sjvahnga 

bhupSla,  a  sown  of  this  house,  in  his  commentary  on  HaradattaoSrya'a  Girifa'nnii. 
sutyimala  (HB,  II  si,  91 ) 

Komati  Pola  (Prolla) 

laoha  (11 
Vema  (I) 

(Viranarayana) Bedda 

1                           1 
Anna                   Malla 

Plna-Xomati 
1 

Brlgirl Vema  (II) 
1 

Maoha  (II) 

1 

1                         1 
Annadeva                Pedda 

Komati 
1 

1 
Bngin 

1 
Somesa  SiValwga 

In  his  Srngara^ipikSf  commentary  on  Amarufejaka,  Komati  Vema  (alms  Yira 

nSrSyana)  says  King  Vema,   built  steps  to  SrSfoila  temple  and  his  eldest  brother 
MSoa  (I)  had  three  sons  Befldipola,  Komatindra  and  NSga  (SB,  X  68  84-5)    SB, 
II  198-4  On  Vema's  (Annautna'B)  imwiptlin,  See  Ml,  III  No  10  and  No  89 

61 
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1  o  one  who  has  studied  Kadambari  or  Harsacanta,  it  may  seem 

that  Vamana's  performance  is>  not  original  1  hat  is  not  Vamana's  fault, 
for  m  the  province  of  prose  Bana  had  probably  exhausted  all  feats  of 

petic  art  and  evpression  There  is  much  that  is  exquisite  and  appreci- 

able in  Vamana's  work  and  if  it  was  imitation,  it  was  an  imitation  hy 
one  who  was  great  enough  to  do  it 

483  Devavijayagam  was  pupil  of  Rajavyayasun  of  Tapa- 
gaccha  His  Ramalarita  in  prose  was  written  at  ̂rimalapura  in 
Marusthali  or  Marved  in  the  year  1652  Sam\at  (1596  AD)  in  the 
reign  of  Akbar  In  the  composition  of  his  work  he  followed  Hema- 

candra'b  Ramayana  and  "  he  wrote  it  in  prose,  though  there  was  a 
Ramacantra  in  verse  in  the  Prakrit  as  well  as  Sanskrit,  to  divert  himself 

and  also  to  put  an  end  to  his  karman  " 

484  SriMila   Diksita  or  Tirumalacarya   was  the  son  of 

Bhas)akara-acarya  and  Tiruvengadamma     He  was  born  in  May  1809 
at  Chinnampattu  in  Chragleput  District     He  belonged  to  the  Sapta- 
gofcra  sect  of  Sri  Vaijnava  brahmins  of  Tirumahaai  and  their  home  is 
traced  to  1  mikandiyur  m  Tanj ore  District     His  father  died  when  he 
was  a  few  months  old  and  his  mother's  father  brought  him  up  as  his 
child     He  studied  at  Triphcane  and  became   proficient  in   literature 
and  philosophy     His  exposition  of  fifnbhasya   earned   for   him  the 
appellation  Snbhajyam  Tirumalacarya     In  his  24th  year  was  born  his 
only  son  Bhasyakaracarya     He  was  tutor   to    the    Kola    brothers  of 
Madras,  Kpnama  Naidu  and  Vijayarangam   Naidu,  and  along  with 
them  he  settled  at  Bangalore     There  he  started  a  Canarese  Journal, 
KamatalSprakasika   under   the   patronage    of   Maharaja     Krsnaraja 
Wodejar     He  flourished  admidst  a  throng  of  admiring  friends  and 
passed  away  on  23rd  February  1877     He  was  a  great  musician  and  set 
to  Ijre  the  verses  of  Amarusataka    He  was  an  admirer  of  BSna  and  his 
ardent  devotion  to  literary  prose  brought  him   the  name   Kadambari- 
Tirumalacaria     He  was   also  good  at  poetry  and  among  his   minor 
poems  are  HanumannaksatramSla,   Vfranjaneyastaka  and  GopSlaryg 
Among  his  minor  prose  works  are  Bhrativilasa,   an  adaptation  of 
Shakespeare's  Comedy  of  Errors,  and  Kaverlgndya,  a  description  of  his pilgrimage  to  Talakgverl  in  Coorg 
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B>  far  the  monument  of  his  glory  is  SR.TKRS\TiBH2'CDVXA1  la 
e\quisite  prose,  he  nanates  m  two  parts  the  whole  story  of  6ri  Kr->na, 
of  whom  he  was  a  devotee,  and  his  inimitable  manner  of  expression, 
rendered  resplendent  by  the  solemnity  of  the  theme,  can  scarcely  be 
surpassed  in  literature  Like  many  poets  who  as  votaries  of  KrMia 

wrote  about  him,  his  prose  seems  inspired  and  by  its  merit  will  make 
up  for  the  scantity  of  the  volume  of  Sanskrit  prose  literature 

485  Timmakavi  was  the  son  of  Jaggakavi  of  Kucimanci 

family  and  of  Kaundmyago$ra  and  lived  at  Candrampaiayam  near 
Pittapur  His  son  Venkatrayudu  died  about  60  years  ago  He 
attained  his  skill  in  composition  by  the  grace  of  Kukkuteswara  (near 

Pitapur)  and  was  profile  lent  in  all  the  Sastras  His  Scjanamanah- 
kumudacandrika  is  a  Sanskrit  rendering  of  a  Telugu  work  Rasika- 

janamanobhirama  written  by  his  great-grand-father  Timmakavi  lhe 
story  is  related  by  lndra  to  Mahabhaga  of  Kerala  in  which  Karalavakjra, 
a  king  of  Kerala,  falls  in  love  with  a  girl  in  the  course  of  a  hunting 

expedition  and  marries  her,  while  attempting  to  pursue  a  parrot, 

which  she  liked  to  have,  into  a  Siva's  temple,  he  fell  down  and  died 
muttering  the  name  of  Sankara  and  thereby  obtained  salvation  * 

486  Ahobila  Nruimha  was  the  son  of  Ramakr^adhwarm 

and  grandson  of  Nayanasun  of  Kasyapagotra  a  brahmin  of  Telugu 
Vegmati  Sect  His  was  a  family  of  poets  patronised  for  seven  genera- 
tions  by  the  kings  of  Mysore  He  was  m  the  Court  of  King  Kp??araja 

Odeyar  III  (born  1795  AD)  of  Mysore  Taunted  by  one  Natayaaa- 
pandita  with  ignorance  of  Sanskrit  poetry*  he  vowed  to  produce  a  work 
equal  to  Kadambari  which  Narayaoa  happened  at  the  moment  to  be 

teaching  his  pupils  and  wrote  hi&  Abhinava-Kadambari  or  Trimurti- 
kalyaoa  In  two  parts  it  relates  the  adventures  of  his  patron  Kr?na 

Raja  and  is  interspersed  with  verses  The  name  Abhinava-Kadamban 
has  no  meaning  except  that  the  poet  expected  to  vie  with  Bana  in  his 

composition  * 

1  The  PurvabhSga  has  been  ©flitted  In  Saivf^a,  XIII  and  XIX  with  an 
inteoiuohon  where  his  letfc3«  ate  also  prints!  The  manosoript  of  the  second  part  is 

with  Mr  B  Bimvoarya,  45,  Hospital  Bjai,  Bangalore  to  whom  the  reader  is  referred 
for  more  details  on  the  author's  life. 

3  TO  II  2274  In  Veetesahogam's  Telugu  Poets  there  is  a  confusion  between 
the  two  Timaii  Kavis  B  BftaiswaymluiBhirati  u  l7>  25)  places  him  In  the 
beginning  of  17th  Century  A,D 

8.    Mys  368     See  para  387  supra. 
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487  AppMastrin  was  bora  at  Rasivade  in  Kolhapur  m  a 

family  of  learned  Brahmins  l.arl\  in  his  life  he  completed  his  studies 

Hi&  first  writings  were  contributions  to  the  Sanskrit  fonrnal  banskr$a 

candnka  of  which  he  later  become  the  editor  Along  with  it  he 

conducted  the  paper  Sunrtavadm  on  general  topics,  in  which  he 

demonstrated  the  capacit)  of  Sanskrit  being  a  general  Venuu  ular 

He  bore  the  titles  Vid^avacaspa$i  and  Vidyalankara  He  passed  away 

in  his  40th  year  m  1913  AD  He  wrote  eas>  commentaries  on 

some  plays  * 

His  H.\anyama\i  is  a  Sanskrit  adaptation  o(  Bankim  Chandras' 

Bengali  romance  of  that  name  * 

488  Krsnamacarya  R  (MA)  was  the  son  of  Paravastu  Ranga- 

cana  of  Srivatsagotra.  He  lived  in  1869-192+  He  was  superintendent 

of  Sanskrit  Studies  in  Madras  His  critiques  on  Kahdasa's  poems  are 
unique  and  well-known  His  Sanskrit  prose  is  enchanting  and  his  writ- 

ings abound  in  his  Sanskrit  Journal,  Sahrdaj  a  Among  his  minor  prose 

pieces  are  PStivrafta,  Panigrahana  and  Varuruci  His  6itsl/a  is  a 
romance  inculcating  social  morals  on  the  standards  of  Hindu  ethics 

489  Anantacharya  is  a  lineal  descendant  of  Mudambi  Nambi, 

one  of  the  seven  spiritual  successors  of  Raraanuja  He  was  born  in 
1874  in  the  house  of  Prativadibha)  ankara  of  Kanci  He  is  learned 
m  all  the  Sastras  and  his  disciples  are  all  over  India ,  for  their 

ministration  he  tours  round  India,  lecturing  on  Vaisnava  philosophy 
ann  theolog>  on  which  he  has  written  a  number  of  works  He  is  the 
editor  of  a  series  of  works  on  Nyaya  and  Vedanta  and  a  literary 

journal,  Manjubhafiul  *  His  Valmlkibhavadipa*  is  an  exposition  in 
verse  of  the  real  spiritual  meaning  of  Ramav  ana  with  a  gloss  of  his 

own  added  to  it  His  Samsakacakra  is  a  Sansknt  rendering  in  easy 

prose  of  a  Hindi  novel  of  JagannSthaprasada  * 

490  Krsnamacarya  (R.  V )  is  the  son  of    Venkatesa  of 
Srivatsagotra  He  was  born  about  1874  and  is  was  the  chief  Sanskrit 

Pandit  in  the  Government  College,  Kumbakonam  At  a  very  early  age, 
he  became  proficient  in  all  the  sastras  and  Vvakarana  is  his  special 

1     For  a  short  aooount  of  his  life  see  Safcidaya,  Will  274 
3     Ed,  Bombay  and  Madras. 
3     He  lived  la  1862-1454  A  D 
4.  for  farther  Information  about  him,  soo  hia  of  touwia  not  from  time  to  tuna 

bomEanohi 

5     Ed,  Gonjeevawrn,    See  page  supra. 
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studv  His  discourses  in  S-inskrit,  Tamil  and  Malavalani  have  been 
htghl)  apprecidted  and  in  one  of  the  assemblies  .of  Cochin  he  was 

awarded  the  Maharaja's  medal  and  a  title  Panditaraja  Above  all  the 
dgiht)  of  his  prose  is  unique  and  bv  appliymg  it  to  critical  and  histon 

cal  essays,  he  has  demonstrated  that  the  Sanskrit  language  is  capable 
of  expressing  modern  ideas  with  as  much  ease,  as  did  the  glossators  in 
their  controversial  philosophical  literature  Trained  in  an  atmosphere 
of  mquir)  and  research,  he  has  enriched  luerarv  bislon  bv  his  tracts 

on  the  authorship  of  ParvatTpanuaya,  and  Priyadarsika,  on  Vamana's 
Kavvalankarasufravrttij  on  Vasavaddfcfca  and  on  Meghasandesa,  prefixed 
as  introduction  to  the  Vani  Vilas  editions  of  these  works  His  abridg- 

ments of  Kadambari,  HarSacanta,  and  Vemabhupalacanta  have  made 
these  romances  accessible  to  the  indolent  adult  and  the  unlearned 

vouth  Besides  several  works  on  grammar  and  logic  he  prepared 

anthologies  MahakavisubhaMf;a,  Subhasifcasa^aka,  Bhar^rhan-subhSsila- 
sangraha,  and  composed  the  rhetorical  works,  Prasjutankuravimarsa 

and  { nluptakauf uka  and  glosses  on  Vfttivartika  and  Citramlmamsd 
and  the  minor  poems,  Vanivilapa,  Anyapadesa,  Kalfipivilapa,  Vaya 

savaisasa,  Sri-Desika-trimsat,  Dharmarajavimbati,  and  Bharatagita  (ode 

to  India)  and  Cakravarticatvanmgat  (India's  coronation  song)  He 
wrote  commentaries  on  Vasavadatja,  Priyadarsika,  Acyutaroj-abhyudaya, 
Vemabhupalacanta,  Kiratarjunfya,  and  Gadyatraya  Of  these,  his 
commentary  on  Vasavadapa  has  evoked  much  praise  and  it  was 

descnbed  ds  "  an  earner  attempt  to  bring  out  what  Subandhu  might 
have  realh  meant  and  to  minimise  the  necessity  for  resorting  to  forced 

interpretation  "  SahityaratnamanjQsa  is  a  treasury  of  chosen  quotations 
from  various  writers  on  the  lines  of  Bartlett's  '  Familiar  quotations  from 

English  Writers.' 

491  Rajagopala  Cakravarjin  (of  Kejandipatti)  was  born  in 

1 882  His  fdther  Cakravarti  GifacSrya1  was  a  professor  of  Mimamsa 
in  Sansknt  College,  Mysore  Rajagopala  inherited  the  poetic  instinct 
and  early  in  life  he  visited  the  courts  of  several  Indian  States  and 

was  honoured  by  them  with  titles  and  presents  *  In  1922  he  became 
the  hedd  of  the  Department  of  Sansknt  Literature  in  the  Central 

College,  Bangalore,  the  chief  institution  of  the  Mysore  Umversitj 

By  the  romances  of  Saivauni*  and   Kumudini,  seani-ongmal  in  plot, 

1     Among  his  works  are  KRiitajod*yat»mpu 
3.    Among  his  titles  are  Saralakavlsuri,  KavyftvifSMdft,  Vldyafchusana,  VidyavS- 

oaspaji,  Mahavidvan,  Gaanagnnakara 
3     Printed,  Mysore 
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parlh  based  on  vernacular  tales,  hi  name  is  well  known  These  are 

also  his  works  m  prose,  Vilasakumari  and  Sangnra,  and  in  verse 

Iripod  (on  the  Oracle  of  Delphi),  Pad<  aharsacanta,  Gangatiranga, 

Madhukaradttta  and  Vnogivilapa,  and  lirthatanam  is  a  poem  m 

4  chapter's  describing  his  pilgrimage  through  India  His  Kaukavia- 

vicara  is  an  original  work  combining  literan  history  and  poetic  cnticism 

and  incorporates  the  results  of  latest  historical  research  He  passed 

away  m  October  1934 

492  Kalyanarama  Sastri  (PK)  is  the  s>on  uf  bubbalakpmi 

and  Panlhiynr  Krjtta  isastn,  the  famous  scholiast  of  Rama\aiu  of 

South  India  He  is  a  retired  officer  the  Reijislratiou  department 

in  Madras,  and  now  lives  at  Tanjore  He  inherited  his  father  s  talents 

and  among  his  works  a  romance  Kanamjaia,1  an  adaptation  of  shakes- 

peare's  Lucrece,  is  a  specimen  of  simple  but  eloquent  expression 

Panthiyur  Krsna  Sastnn,  his  father,  was  the  second  son  of  Rama 
svami  Gastrin  He  was  bom  in  1842  af  Kadagimb  idi,  faniore  District 

His  father  and  grandfather  held  high  offices  in  the  fanjore  Slate  and 
were  well  known  for  their  piet)  and  learning  lie  studied  under 

V^  dyana$ha  Diksrfca  of  Sengalipuram  Learned  in  all  the  saslras,  he 
was  particularly  good  in  poetic  literature.  His  exposition  uf  RSmSyaiU 
and  Puraias  was  exquisite  and  he  was  accorded  the  highest  appreci- 

ation He  passed  away  in  1911  His  Rasamsyandml,  a  commentary 
on  select  passages  of  RSmSyana,  has  preserved  for  us  a  glimpse  of  his 

exposition  His  Katjmudisomam,  a  play*  thetned  on  love,  rellecls 
Ramayaua  in  its  grandeur  His  Minaksisat  ika  M3lroiaat.aka,  llanumat- 
sataka  and  LakBmmf  simhasataka  are  poems  of  devotion  and  Kalivilasa- 
mamdarpana  is  satirical 

493  Kapisthalam  Krsnamacarya  (B  A)  was  the  son  of 

Rangaxarva  of  Kausikagofra  of  Tuupati  His  father's  brother  Kapis- 
ihalam  Desika  Acarya  is  an  authority  on  dialetics  and  philosophy. 
KrPnamacarja  was  born  m  1883  and  among  in  1934  poetic  mstncts 
manifested  themselves  at  a  very  early  age  Besides  crilual  essa}s  on 
various  topics  of  Sanskrit  Literature,  which  have  been  notued  in  rele- 
vent  conteUs,  he  wrote  the  poem  Vilapatfarangini  and  a  bhfina 
Rasarnavatarangini  His  romance  Makoaravaii  is  a  loveable  com- 

position    Modelled  on  the  design  of  the  well-known  romances,  it  has 

1    Printed  partly  in  Sahr^aya  and  partly  m  lanjore 
3     Printed,  Madras 
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an  originality  of  narration  and  description  and  h    graceful    blend   of 
classical  and  modern  imagery      He  passed  awav  in  1933 

His  father  Rangacarya  was  a  great  rhetorician  He  lived  1856- 

1918  His  \idukarasangraha  is  a  lucid  exposition  of  the  principles  of 
poetics,  and  among  his  poems  are  Subhasitngataka,  Srngaranayikati- 
lrtka  and  Padukasahasrav.itarakathisangrakha  On  Go.ia  he  wrote  a 

Curnika  and  like  Bh  ij.igovmda,  his  Rahasya^rayaslraratnavali  and 

Sanmatikalpalata  is  philosophical  * 

494  Jaggu  Alwar  Aiyangar  known  otherwise  as  Kavivara 

Jaggu  Sri  VakulabhuSana  belongs  to  the  family  of  "  Bala  Dhanvi  " 
(Komandur  Elayavalh)  of  Melkote,  Mysore  He  is  the  son  nf 

Tirumlrajana  Alwar  is  a  living  poet  of  high  order  His  Jaiantika 
is  a  romance  like  Kadambari  of  exquisite  beaulj  written  when  he  » as 
20  Of  his  two  dramas  as  Svaman^iika  and  Adbhujamsuki,  the  latter 
is  almost  an  introduction  to  Venlsamhara  Among  his  minor  poems 

are  Karunarasntarangini  and  Ha)  agnvactuti 

His  brother  Singra Iyengar  wrote  SnkrgnarajacampQ,  "iadusaila- 
campu,  Kr?nakath5rahasya,  Citrakutodanta  (Yamaka)  His  uncle 

Venkatacarya  born  in  1873  wrote  poems  Granthijvaracanta,  Rama- 

nujamatabhasavilasa,  Kaverimahimadirsa  or  Srlkr?narajasetubandhana 
(on  Kannambadi  dam),  Yadavagmmahltmyasangraha,  Vyaghratilaka- 

bhavivaravarKana  (on  Huhken  Tunnel  works),  KIkanyokjimala, 

Campakanyoktimala',  Kast«rikanyoktimala  and  some  'totws  His 
DivyasQnvaibhava  is  in  prose  His  grandfather  Smgracar)  a  lived  in 
1831-1885  and  wrote  Sampatkumarastofra,  Kalyaufpancaka  and 

Vr^tamuktasaravali 

495  Rajamma  was  born  at  Bangalore  in  1877  She  is  fifth 
in  descent  from  Pradhani  Gopalayya,  minister  of  1  ippu  Sultan  of 

Mysore  Her  parents  were  Gangadharayya  and  Ramalakjnu  She 
married  A  Sambasiva  Ayyar,  a  lawyer  of  Mj  sore  She  is  the  Sanskrit 

Pandit  in  Lady  Wilhngdon  1  raining  College,  Madras  Her  Candra- 

MAULI  is  a  novel  on  modern  lines  depicting  social  life  and  evils  * 

496  Narayana  Sastri  Khisje,  Sahifyacarya,  is  the  son  of 

Bhairavanayaka  He  is  the  librarian  of  Saraswati-Bhavan  at  Kasi 
He  wrote  the  lives  of  five  great  scholars,  Yidvatcaritapancaka  m 

simple   and   elegant  prose,  interspersed   with   verses   which   make  a 

1.    He  wrote  an  exposition  on  f!J  $f}cjr  verse  of  BSmSyivna 
1     Printed,  Madras, 
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pleasant  reading  of  imaginative  poetry*  These  piet.es>  were  composed 
about  1928 

(1)  Manavalh  Gangadbara  Sastn  C.  I  E  was  an  Andhra 

Brahmin  and  son  of  Nnsimha  Sastn  He  was  born  at  Vasaragatia 
near  Bangalore  in  1854  Nnsimha  settled  at  Kasi  and  wrote  Kav\at- 

ma&amsodhana  Among  the  learned  men  under  whom  Gangadhara 
studied  were  Rajarama  Sastn  and  Bala  Sastri  whose  lives  he  wrote  in 

exquisite  \erse  He  became  a  professor  of  Sanskrit  in  the  C  ollege  at 

Kasi  in  1879  In  a  great  assembly  convened  U>  see  his  Sata/adhana, 
he  was  asked  to  complete  a  Samasya 

He  framed  the  verse  at  once,  displaying  the  regular  senes  of 

Sanskrit  consonants  and  thus  illustrated  the  ductiUh  and  pliability  of 
Ihe  Sansknt  language 

Here  is  the  commentary 

mft&W  f^RRT  STf^f  «RTW  iplfg  *fci  %§k  yg  $\&$&8i,  ara%f?f  I 

This  composition  must  enchant  any  reader,  as  it  did  (hat  assem- 
bly Later  he  wrote  works  on  Grammar  and  a  gloss  on  Rasaganga- 

dhara  He  became  Mahamahopadhyaya  in  1887  at  Queon  Victoria's 
first  Jubilee,  and  a  C  I  E  at  King  Edward's  Coronation  lie  passed aw  a>  in  19 14 

1     Sar  Bhar  Series  (No  27J,  Benares, 
For  uiBfcanoe 

tot  TO«3tfts£  $m®m  *^rf^ft  fNlfaflsmft  li 
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(u)  Damodara  Sastri  was  bom  m  the  village  Arohana  near  Kasi 

m  1848  AD  He  was  the  son  of  Balakrgna  Sasfn  of  Bhfiradvajagofra 
In  1879  he  became  professor  of  Vyakarasa  in  Benares  Sanskrit  College 
and  a  Mahamahopadhyaya  in  1899     He  passed  away  in  1909 

(iii)  Kailasacandra  was   born   m    1830  in  Radhiya  family  of 
Bharadvajagotra  in  the  village  of  Dhatri  in  Bengal      He  was  the  son  of 

Ghanasyama    and    Adaramaru     He   became   professor  of  Nyaya  in 
Benares   Sanskrit   College  in  1869  and   became  Mahamahopadhyaya 
He  was  known  generally  as  Mahasaya     He  passed  away  in  1908 

(iv)  Sivakumara  Sastri  was  born  at  Undi  near  Kasi  in  1848  A  D. 
He  was  the  son  of  Ramasevakamisra  and  Ma^irapl  Lakgmlsvaradeva, 
the  Chief  of  Dvaravanga  was  his  patron  1  he  story  of  the  House  of 
Laksmlsvara  from  the  days  of  its  founder  Mahesa  Takknra  was 

described  by  Sivakumara  in  his  poem  Laksmisvarapratapa.  So  was  the 

life  of  the  great  Yogm  Bhaskarananda  in  his  poem  Yatindrajlvana- 
carrja  He  bore  many  titles,  such  as  Vidyamarflnda  Pandifaraja. 
He  passed  away  in  1919 

(v)  Ramakrishna  Sastri,  known  as  T5tva  Sastn,  was  born  in 
1846  AD  at  Naghur  He  was  the  son  of  Mahadeva  of  Pattavardhana. 

He  lost  his  parents  when  yet  very  young  and  he  was  bronght  np  by 
his  uncle  Nageswara  Bhatta  and  educated  at  Kasi.  He  was  for  soma 

time  in  the  Sanskrit  College  of  Laksroisvaradeva  and  latterly  professor 

m  Benares  Sanskrit  College  He  became  Mahamahopadhyaya  m  1909* 

He  wrote  works  on  Grammar  and  passed  away  in  1916 

497  Sesaaayee  was  a  Sanskrit  Pandit  of  Trivadi  College  and 

Madura  College  and  died  in  1932  at  Kumbakonam  He  wrote  tha 

story  A?$SvakrTyam  in  prose  * 

498  Srisalla  Tatacarya  or  Tfrumalai  Ta^acarya,  son  of 

Venkatavarada,  lived  at  Kanci  63  years  and  died  in  1925-6  His 

genius  was  versatile  Besides  the  plays  of  Yugalangulfya  and  Vedanta- 

deslkacan|a,  he  wrote  Dnrgelanandin?  and  Ksatnyaramavi,  translations 

of  Bengali  novels* 

There  is  Sanskrit  rendering  of  Indranajha's  Bengali  story  Gaura- 

candra  * 

1     Printed,  Kumbakonam. 
3     Printed,  8ak,  Vet  teq,  XTEI, 
8    Ji  of  Sam,  Sah,  Par.,  XV. ; 
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499,  Haricarana  Bbaltacarya,  Vidyaratna,  Kavya-Vyakarana- 
tir$ba,  was  bora  in  March  1879,  of  a  learned  Brahmin  family  of 
Kanurgaon,  Vikrampore  in  East  Bengal  He  is  Professor  of  Sanskrit, 

Metupohtan  College  Calcutta  His  father,  Pandit  Durgacarana  Smfif- 
$irtha,  settled  in  Calcutta  m  1910  and  has  since  been  residing  there 
with  his  family  His  Kapalakondala  composed  m  1918  is  a  Sanskrit 
translation  of  the  famous  Bengali  novel  of  Bankimcandra  Besides, 

his  poems  Karnadhara  and  Rupasururjhara  his  rendenng  of  Fuzerald's 

version  of  '  Omar-Khaiyam '  in  Sanskrit  verse  in  75  stanzas  in  the 
Sardulabikridi^a  metre  is  superb  Haricarana  has  been  graciously 
serving  in  the  Metropolitan  Institution  founded  by  the  illustrious  Pandit 

Iswarachandra  Vidyasagar  * 

500  Narasinaha  (acarya)  is  son  of  Mahabala  of  Kotibvara  in 
South  Canara,  a  Brahmin  of  dvaita  persuation  He  was  born  in 

Subhakrfe  (1902-3)  and  having  lost  his  father  in  childhood  he  was 
bred  up  and  educated  by  his  uncles  He  is  a  Sahityasiromam  of  the 

Madras  University  and  professor  m  Sn  Chamarajendra  Sanskrit 
College,  Bangalore  His  novel  Saudamini  m  8  chapters  descnbes  the 

sticrot  marriage  of  kmg  Surasena  of  Magadha  with  Saudamini,  daughter 
of  king  Kanapala  of  Vidarbha,  the  loss  of  his  kingdom  at  the  hands 

of  a  rival  smtor  Vijayavarman,  the  wandenngs  of  the  marned  couple 
in  distress,  the  unswerving  loyaltv  of  the  princess  to  her  lover  in  his 
woes,  and  the  reconquest  and  restoration  to  fortune  and  pleasure 
Among  other  works  of  this  author,  are  BhSrafakathd  and  a  Vyayoga 
Piatijna-Bhargava  and  an  epitome  of  Kuatarjuniya  of  Bharavi* 

501  Sartabhauma's  Ar|hasangraha  descnbes  the  story  of 
RamSyana,  but  the  peculiarity  of  its  composition  is  that  the  narration  is  in 
the  form  of  qualifying  adjectives  with  instrumental  endings  in  relation 
to  Rama  •    Mahabharafca-Kathanaka  is  a  prose  summary  of  the  slorv  * 

Vinncinathacan^a  is  a  long  work  by  Viriucina$ha  of  the  Dmdima 
family  relating  the  greatness  of  the  Deity  of  that  name  at  Vinncipuram  » 

Ravivarmastuti*  is  a  eulogy  in  prose  of  Mrtyunjayaswami  of Timniva  in  Malabar  and  Ravivarman  was  probably   the  well-known 

1.  Muted  Calcutta  "       ™       "       '    ™~ ~"~ ™ ""*""* 
3.  Printed,  Bangalore 
3.  BTO,  No.  1014. 
4  CC,  III  95 
5.  See  00, 1  878. 
6,  OMJJ, 
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king,   who   patronised  Vasudeva,   the  poet     He  ako  wrote  a  poem 

Damdyanjipannaya 

In  Samyogitaswayamwara  in  6  pairs  Parasurama,  sumamed 

Vaidya,  descnbes  the  marnage  of  Samyogj$a,  daughter  of  Jayacandra, 

a  Rastraudha  King  *  He  also  wrote  a  small  prose  piece  Panhasacarya 
Varadakanta  Vidyaratna  wrote  Gadyadarsa  ' 

Vijayapurakatha,  a  bnef  history  of  the  Mahammadan.  kings  of 

Bijapur*  and  Vellapurisagadya,  an  account  of  Vellore  and  its  ruler 
Kesavaraja*  are  in  prose  So  is  Mahesa  Thakur's  Sarvadesavrttantanta« 

sangraha,  which  contains  a  history  of  Akbar's  reign  • 

Among  short  pieces  published  in  Sahrdaya  must  be  mentioned  the 

story  of  Othello,"  Madalasacarifa,*  Avikrrtacanfca  and  Svarocijacanf a,* 
Amsumalfcanta  (story  of  Hamlet),9  Anuhladacanfo*0  Moghdpatfacanta 

and  Pracyutacanta,"  Snkr?nalilayita,M  Aflrupacanta,M  Ra|rvilapa,M 
Udayanakatha1"  by  Venkataramasarman,  Udayanacartya  by  Ananja- 

carya,M  and  Pythvirajacarifca  by  K.  V  Sabramanya  Sastrra,w  Vidhivilasa 

by  Sankara-Subrahmaflya  Sas$nn,M  Vijayral  of  Para*uramSsa^man1, 

Manmathonmathana  by  Muddu  VittalScarya,**  and  Rajanl  by  B^u 

peviBt 
1  Sah ,  XITX 
3  Printed  Calcutta 
8  20,  VII  1678 
4  Taylor,  I  32 
5  00  I  701 ,  10,  VII  157,8k 
6  in  65 
7  IV  36. 
8  IV  110,  118 
9.  VI  87. 
10  VI  67. 
11  VH  , 
12.  XIV  &  XV,  by  Pandlta  SatSvadhSui  Srinivasaoaeya 
18  XIV  &  XV,  by  Gopala*a$tiin. 
14  XVI  108, 173 
15  XXU.  836, 
16  XXra,  9T. 
17.  XXIII.  116,  XXIV. 
18.  XXIII,  219 
19  XXIII,  XVI.  35. 
ao  xxn. 
31.  Jit,  Sam,  8ah,  Par,  XI, 





CHAPTER  XX 

Gadyakavya— {mitd ) 

502  Curnaka  etc  Among  minor  styles  of  gadya  or  prose  are 
Mak|dka,  Vrttagandhi,  Utkalikapraya  and  Curnaka  or  Curnika.  There 
are  defined  and  illustrated  by  Visvanatha. 

Chandomanjari  divides  Gadya  into  three  classes  (1)  Vy#aka 
(ii)  Utkalikapraya  and  (tn)  Vrttagandhi  and  defines  them  thus 

^  hMftw  m  %m  ̂   II 
fr^^jprnr  srarcrrsr  zzjmi  I 

and  gives  the  following  instances 

(i)  ?r  l|  mw$&  5tw  ifRr  qwgw#  ̂ c^RwtT  wjln# 

(n)  sf^prawr^ifrg^r^w5^ 

(ui)  snr  3R5^  srt^t  Sffarcsasj^f^wqw   T«r«r^pRr  <m« 

503*  Oandakas  are  abnormal  poetic  compositions  beyond  the 
ken  of  ordinary  versification  They  read  like  prose,  but  the  arrange* 

ment  of  the  words  follow  a  melodious'  setting  ~  Vftfarafaakara  defines 
them  thus ,    - 

Mftflqwiftq)  sftotfft.  s#  tot  Mm$w  ##&  II 
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Narayana  m  his  commentany  mentions  other  classes  thus 

sfffcr  RumAhiHhkii  II 

(n)  m  tot  ififo&Fm  Tisww'^ri^Fifm^  wlwirfr  ̂ ^r 
treqrcHfgftgpR  ll 

(in)  sip?  srt  tt  'nr  sr^fcf  sqflStlbtfir  ̂ K^+WHiSi^tt^cf:  II 

(v)  wm  m®  ̂ g  t*  *ra3T%  sr^CFff  pt  fiM^*^  II 

(vi)  ipm  *«fWni<iwrf»P[t:  sriwr  ftisrsw  s^a?  ffisrffo-cMWi  ll 

?fe%T[g?ri^»r  ̂ it  11 

504  Syamala-dandakam  is  a  proso-poetic  piece  in  praise  of 
Sarasvati  Like  many  works  of  that  species,  dandakam,  the  rental  of 
it  is  melodious  The  authorship  is  attributed  to  Kalidasa,  but  in  a 
manuscript  of  the  work  discovered  by  T  S  Kuppusami  Sastn  of 

1  anjore  Plranttaaa  is  distinctly  named  as  the  author  Purantaka  was 
theson  of  Madha\a  He  u  as  the  worshipper  in  the  temple  of  Maha- 
kali  When  King  Bhoja  of  Dhar  vanquished  the  mlecchas  who  were 
plundering  the  treasures  of  the  Sankara  Math  at  £>waraka,  he  saw  this 
work  of  Purantaka  and  granted  him  a  hundred  agraharams  on  the 
banks  of  the  Narmada  and  this  was  in  Saka  923  (1101  A.D  )* 

1    See  Andhra  Patrika,  Annual  number  (1917-8)  334. 
srrctfpat  srcrafHft  srrcrqf  «r^w  i 
%m  w$  jfran?%  scfwrst  m^cir^  11 
*8N»MJSH*ftfc  srwrr  f^iftra^  i 
%i+<wit  ̂ iWoft  jRf^r.  ii 

mm  irfe  fifa  ̂ t=%  szrcR^r  ll 
^wdMtMkflfwg?  Mstfot.  i  TOjrcfa*s^ri  mmtt  fffi  II 

^w^  www  <jsr«  I  s^cptow  sr  acft.  «TWI^  II 
^•ni  Jw^r  roRrara*  sjfsrnj;  l  «rr%ft  tot  wsFTPjsrtr  snWifa  ll 
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3PT  usOd<Ri+  snr  5^c5fg^<^  il 

*  *  *  *  * 

^w^rr^  *nfq*rrf&%  h^^r^^  ff&i-wiRH*  sNifrsirfk^  ̂ ^teffi^ 

mt  $Qwm<$>  qrit  *ri  qrf|  fff  qn%  ̂ft-  5*?t  ̂   ̂   g«r  w.  U 

An  imitation  of  this  work  is  Komaladandakam  by  Varada  Kygnama- 
clrya  of  Valattur,  Tanjore  Distnct  He  died  50  years  ago  He  also 
wrote  Kacasatakam  and  Vidhavasa^akam 

505  There  are  Dandakas  relating  to  Rama  (DC,  XVIII  7125) , 
Njsimha  (Ibid,  6707,  7034) ,  Rangana^ha  {Ibid  6840,  7105) , 
Sriranga  [Ibid  7106),  Laksim  (Ibid  6872),  Komaia  (Ibid  6866), 
Arbujavalli  (Ibid  6862) ,  Kangin  (Ibid  6707) ,  Hayagriva  (Ibid  6844, 

7208,  IC,  IV  4642),  Gopala  (Ibid  6969),  Garuda<2ferf  6705,6893); 

HanSmat  (Ibid  6695,  TC,  III  4129),  "fyagaraja  (DC,  XIX,  7447), 
AcSrya  (Ibid  7265,  XVIII  6707,  6862),  Akhilgndanlyaki  (TC,  IV," 
5820),  Vedairfadesika  (DC,  XIX  7266),  Varadadesika  (Ibid,  7262)  \ 
Varavawmuni  (Ibid  12112,  IC,  IV  4737),  Candi  (TC,  III.  4063), 

Suiya  (TC,  IV  5813) ,  Siva  (Ibid  5451)  * 

1,    a  composition  in  the  Dandaka  metre  in  praise  of  the  goddess  Lak§mi, 

^fjj  ̂ ?f  ̂ §<*if^Mifl^*fow^R'^ii^»ir^f^l'rti^Hii'*f'Jii(*ir*i- 

***** 
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506  Gadyas  Among  Gad}  as  are  those  relating  to  Siva  (DC, 

XK  7567),  Mahade\a  (Ibid  7507),  Namassivaya  (Ibid  7502), 

Malhkesvara  (Ibid  7592),  Laksmi  (Ed  Bombaj  ),*  and  Gadyasatkam  on 
FSrnastni|esa,  Rughuvira,  Admatha,  Sathagopa,  Kurukavalli  and  Sri- 

viresa  (DC,  XIX,  7272,  TC,  IV  46">1),  Candraprabha  (DC,  XVIII, 
6735) ,  Mahavira  (Ibid,  7101),  Srimvasa  (Ibid,  7168)*,  Pancaprakasa 
(Ihd,  6792,  7667),  Tirjhankara  (Ibid,  7648),  Basava  (Ibid,  7439, 

7687  ,  DC,  XVIII  6792,  793,  called  also  Udaharanagadya) ,  Vedanja- 
desika  (Ibid,  7272,  DC,  XVIII,  6873),  Varadadesika  (Ibid,  7261), 
Akgaramala  (Ihd,  6799) ,  Acarya  (Ibid,  6S62) 

507  Curnika  (ffTO)  There  are  Cfirnikas  on  Devi  (DC,  XVIII, 
6815) ,  Srimvasa  (DC,  XIX,  7385) ,  Venkalesa  (Mys  262  probably  by 
King  Tirnmalaraya  of  Vijianagar) ,  Nigamantjficarya  (DC,  XIX,  7272, 
7281),  gvefaranya  (DC,  XXVI,  9771,  XIX,  7637),  and  Anugraha- 

cBrnikS  (DC,  XVIH,  6844,  6815)  * 

508,    Tunaka  fapRs) 

DC,  XVHI.  7169. 

1.  The  author  of  this  piece  Purisai  SrirangSoSrya  of  Tirupati  was  a  great  soholar, 
an  anthorifcy  in  aialeotaoa  and  phylosophy  He  died  about  1927  His  Sanskrit  rendering 
6f  the  Tamil  lyno  TlruppSvai  is  olBsneal,  like  whiob  there  is  another  work  (DO  XVIII 7882) 

q«WCTqg5#Sggfflf^^ 

*  *  *  *  » 

DC,  XVIII  7168. 

3*fe  I 

*!*#  TR^  iW%  IT  II 
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509.  Bhujanga  (i^Hf )  There  are  poems  m  Bhujanga  form  relat- 
ing to  Ravana  DC,  XIX,  753S) ,  Vighnesvara  (Ihd  7559) ,  Virabhadra 

{Ibid  7545,  Siva  (DC,  XVO  7212  TC,  IV  5932),  Vignu  (Ihd  7159, 
7233) ,  Bhavani  (Ibia  6823) ,  Devi  (Ibid  6815) ,  Gaya$ri  (Ihd  6718, 
TC,  II  1195),  Han0ma$  (i&rf  6696),  Njsimha  (Ihd  6862,  7033), 

Rama  (Ibid  7120)  »  Sarngapam  (TC,  II  2043) 

510  Khadgas  (^T)  are  on  Parvafi  (DC,  XIX  7252,  7666)  and 
Draupadi  (DC,  XXI  5323) 

511  In  the  Sanskrit  Texts  available  in  Bali,"  there  are  some 
«tavas  m  prose,  which  may  probably  have  also  a  mystical  value  For 
instance 

fusssTt^nrrag^  ̂   *m  swrJ%  «wrfaf  ̂ profr  H 
2     Baii$v&agrantha  £G0S  67), 

63 



CHAPTER  XXI 

Campu 

512  Campu  A  species  of  composition  with  mixed  prose  and 

poetry  came  into  vogue  about  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  We 

have  passages  in  the  Puranas,  where  prose  comes  amidst  verse,  but 
there  is  no  instance  of  classical  poetry  of  this  recognised  class  known 

earlier  A.  narrative  in  mixed  prose  and  verse  has  been  called  Campi  * 

This  variety  of  composition  enlarges  the  scope  and  ease  of  the  poet's 
expression  and  entertains  the  reader  by  the  presentation  of  combina- 

tive of  varying  melodies  *  B5na  mentions  Haricandra  as  a  writer  m 

prose,'  but  it  is  doubtful  if  the  work  Bana  had  in  mind  is  Jivandhara- 
campu  The  earliest  works  of  this  class  are  not  now  known,  but  after 

the  10th  century  A  D  Campfls  became  very  popular  and  they  were 

largely  composed  in  South  India 

513  Trivikrama  or  Simhaditya*  was  the  son  of  Nemadijya 
(Pevadit)  a)  and  grandson  of  grldhara  of  Sandilyagofra     He  was  a 

1    Bhoja  thus  pauses  Oampu  style  of  composition 

VifranSjha,  m  S3hityadarpan&  instances  Desarajaoarifa  and  defines  Oampa  thus 

wm$  w^r  f^fosfNa*  ll 
3.  '  'Outside  of  India  the  commingling  of  prose  and  poetry  in  the  same  composition 

is  found  in  the  Chinese  romance  P'ing  Chan  Ling  Ytn  (Tr  Juhen),  P'mg  Chan- 
Lmg-len,  (Lee  Loux  Feunes  Mlea  lettreea,  3  Vols.,  Pans,  1660),  In  Sa'di's  Gulutan, 
in  Thi  Thousand  N*ghts  and  0n$  Night,  m  the  Old  Picard  Aueamn  el  Ntcdette,  in 
Morse  8agas  and  in  Middle  Irish  teles  and  histories  (of  Wiudisohon,  Insohe  Texte,  8, 

447-449,  Leipng,  1891 1897) ,  and  in  Baooacoio's  L'Amete,  as  well  as  in  the  Saturae' Menippae  of  Marro  (of.  MacOulloon,  Childhood  of  Ftahon,  London,  3905,  pp  480- 

481  " 3  See  para  47  supra. 

flSTCffaRiSr  iFFFW  %n5#  II 
4  M  Dnff  {Cltromhgy)  oonjeotures  that  he  was  probably  the  sixth  anoestor  of 

the  astronomer  BhSskara  of  thejoourt  of  Bhoja  but  this  seems  to  be  wrong    Trivi 
krama  composed  the  inscription  m  Nausan  grant  (JBBJ.8,  XVtll,  367) 

Tnvikrama,  author  of  KovalaySivaviiasaoampu  (printed  Grautharatnamala), 
Tririkrama,  author  of  Vyajoktifejaka  (00,11  147),  Trivikrama,  author  of  Rama 
kirti-Kumadavali,  (PB,  W,  ap  395),  Bhavata  Trivikrama  (S«W),  Trivikrama,  the 
lexicographer,  Tririkraraa  of  Panyagr5ma,  author  of  PanoaynihaprapancabhSna 
{Opp,  9060)  and  Trivikrama,  author  of  S*ata«lokI  (PB,  I  119 ,  m.  898)  are different  persons. 
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poet  of  the  court  of  the  Rastrakata  King  Indira  III  (914-916  AD)1 
who  captured  Kanauj  aad  gave  the  final  blow  to  the  Pra$Ihara  dynasty 
then  under  King  Mahipala  He  mentions  Bana  in  the  introductory 
verses  of  his  Damayantikatba  and  is  himself  quoted  by  Bhoja  in  the 

SarasvatTkanthibharana  Once  during  his  father's  absence  from  court, 
an  adversary  challenged  competition  The  kmg  sent  for  Tnvikrama 
and  ordered  him  to  answer  Contemplated  with  devotion,  Sarasvati 

blessed  Trivikrama  with  the  poetic  instinct  until  his  father  arrived  and 

with  this  gift  he  overcame  his  adversary  by  composing  Nala's  story 
6k  tempore  The  father  returned  while  yet  the  story  was  incomplete 
and  m  that  unfinished  state,  in  7  chapters,  the  work  has  come  to  us 

and  that  is  Damayantikatha  or  Nalacampu  • 

His  language  is  avowedly  involved  and  ordinary  expression  was 

in  his  view  ndt  appreciable  poetry  *  His  object  was  in  part  to  illustrate 
the  merit  and  potency  of  verbal  forms  in  Sanskrit  and  in  this  respect  he 

approved  of  Subandhu  For  the  beauty  of  a  particular  fancy,  he  has 

been  known  as  Yamuna-Tnvikrama  * 

There  are  commentaries  by  Candapala,*  Ganavinayagam,*  Damo- 
darabhatta,*  Nagadeva,8  and  one  anonymous  • 

1     EI,  t  340 ,  VH  80,  86,  43  ,  IX  18    Mys,  Arch.  Rep  {1931)  63  J  V.  Smith, 
SB,  439,  437 

3     There  is  a  Damayantfparinayakavya  anonymous  (GO,  I.  88), 

<rcsr  $sft  s«f  *r  ̂ T^fil  ifaRc:  it 

*f3%  qfBPWP  TO$t  «fT5!?r  &  W—Ncdacamvv,  t  6, 1 

See  Oam3ap51a's  oomraentary  thereon,  IA,  XH  32* 
5  He  was  the  son  of  YatorSja,  PR,  IV  86,  VI.  8S4-,  8KG,  68  ,  WO,  1530  W 

Bombay.    He  probably  lived  about  1380  a JD     See  W«e«*-'a  Catr  H.  1B08. 
6  'It-wasooraposeamWOOAD    He  is>  the  saewta  the  author  of  the  commen 

tary  on  K(«hu*w»<ft  and  Banumat  Swi's  Khaatos»**s$H$a*J*  (MyJ  344)     He 

waMhe  pupil  Of  Jayasenafort,  n»booompoMd  bis  Vka^nasaagraha  in  Saw,  1669 
(See  PBy  IV.  xxv,  100, 1924, 2W  VII.  8056) 

7.    Mentioned  in  preface  to  Bombay  Bdn 
8   aro,  is* 

Opp,  311. 
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Madalasacampu  is  also  attributed  to  him  a 

Besides  works  noted  in  paras  78-85  Laksmidaara's,  Naldvarnana. 

kav}a,"  Srinivasa  £)iksi$a's  Naigadhananda,  the  plays.  Vidhivilasita  and 
Nalavikrama*  embrance  the  story  of  Nala  * 

"  The  earliest  reference  to  Pragvata  dynasty  of  kings  is  found 
at  the  close  of  Chandapala's  commentary  on  Trivikramabhatta's 
Nalachampu  Speaking  of  himself  the  commentator  styles  himself 

as  the  brother  of  Chandasimha,  the  eldest  son  of  Yasoraja  of  the 
Pragvata  dynasty  The  Guruganaratnakara  furnishes  some  more 

interesting  details  about  the  history  of  the  Pragvata  line  of  kings 
Their  capital  is  said  to  be  Samadhika  m  Guzrat  The  Guruganarat 
nakara  begins  the  line  with  Chaitrasimha,  the  elder  brother  of  the 
father  of  the  famous  Somasundaragam  Their  genealogy  is  stated  to 
be  as  follows  (1)  Chaitrasimha  (2)  Indrajit  or  Ilabutada,  son  of  (1), 
(3)  Kala,  son  of  (2),  (4)  Kala  had  six  sons  called  (t)  Nada,  (u)  Veda, 
(hi)  Sadagangude,  (iv)  Samala,  (v)  Dhira  and  (iv)  Vira  Samala  had 
four  sons  called  (i)  Sajjana,  (li)  Nimba,  (m)  Mana,  and  (iv)  Lampaka. 
(5)  Sajjana  is  said  to  have  migrated  to  Malava  with  the  family  of 
Nimba  when  kings  chased  and  driven  out  by  enemies  to  hills  and 
caves  perished  in  numbers  and  when  Sajjana  was  the  only  protector  of 
the  Atyas  against  the  Mahammadan  invaders  and  thieves  He  resided 
at  Parna  Vihara  His  wife  was  called  Puraadevi  (6)  Karma,  son  of 
(5)  married  Somi  in  A.D  1446  He  became  the  head  of  the  Jama 
Sangha  and  changed  his  capital  to  Agara  He  had  three  sons,  called 
(i)  Ratna,  (u)  Sujesa  and  (in)  Megha  and  also  three  daughters  named 
Khambhi,  Manila,  and  Charuhiru  Of  these  Ratna  married  Revam  and 
had  a  son  called  Karma  and  a  daughter  named  Rahz.  Sajesa  married 
Hyaman  and  had  a  son  called  Jiva,  while  Megha  had  two  daughters 
Dapu  and  Ranji  Karma  is  said  to  have  been  a  more  generous  king 
than  Vastupala  and  others  He  is  said  to  have  been  honoured  even 
by  Khans,  Khojas,  Mirs,  and  Ummars  and  to  have  been  ever  ready  to 
relieve  the  distress  of  the  poor  by  establishing  feeding  houses     When 

1  Ed.  Bombay,  See  Weber's  Oat ,  II  1205.  00, 1  436,  Madaiasa  a  poetess  is quoted  by  SSmgadhara.  On  the  stray  of  Ma4Slwa,  there  are  also  the  plays, 
MadaiaaSparinaya  (anonymous)  and  MadaiasanStaka  by  Eamabhafcta  {00,  I.  436) sndMaaaiasS,  a  romance  by  Bhavadeva  (Printed  Bombay)  For  Madaiasollanana 
see  MarkandayapurSna  (W  480) 

3.  00,1  380. 
8     See  Index  tor  other  works, 
4.  Mentioned  in  ND. 
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Lhere  was  a  drought  4a  Malava,  Megha  is  said  to  have  showered  his 

gold  among  the  poor  and  is  also  said  to  have  received  the  title  of 

Mafer  Malik  from  the  Sultan  Ratna,  Megha,  and  others  are  said  to 

have  obtained  a  Farman  (order)  from  the  Sultan  and  made  a  pilgrimage 

to  Ratnamala,  Iladurga,  the  capital  of  Bhanu,  Jenkapalh,  Arbudachala, 

Sirohika,  and  other  sacred  places  of  the  Jainas "  {Jlfys  Arch  Rep 
1929,  p  14) 

514  Somadeva*  traces  his  spiritual  discent  through  Nemideva 
to  Yasodeva*  and  wa&  a  Jain  He  was  patronised  by  the  eldest  son  of 
Prince  Ankesari  of  the  Calukya  race,  a  feudatory  of  the  RSftrakata 

monarch  Kjjnarajadeva  T  He  wrote  his  Yasastilakacampu  m  Saka  881 

(951  A,D  )e  In  seven  asvlsas  this  book  relates  the  story  of  King 
Yasodhara,  Lord  of  Avanti,  with  his  capital  Ujjain,  the  machinations 
of  his  wife,  his  conversion  to  Jama  faith,  his  assassination  and  rebirth 

The  last  three  chapters  form  a  popular  hand  book  of  devotion  supple- 

mentary to,  and  explanatory  of,  the  sacred  texts  of  Jainism8 

As  a  landmark  m  the  history  of  poetic  literature,  it  is   particularly 

valuable     Somadeva  names  several  authors*9  who  adored  the  religion 

5  Somadeva,  the  author  of  KafliaSanjaagara  and  Somadeva,  the  author  of 
Rassndtaoudain&nl,  PR,  I  81 ,  IV.  oxxxv  and  Somadeva,  the  aathor  of  Alihllafif arfha- 
oloJSmarii  ace  different  persons 

6,  See  PR,  II  83-49, 166  IV  oxxxv. 
7,  Ankesari  was  the  patron  of  the  Oanarese  Jain  poet  Pampa  Bhandarakar 

(BED.  56 ,  PS,  II  47  iff)  gives  the  dates  867,  873  and  875  S5ka  for  this  monarch 
8  l!d.  Bombay  with  the  commentary  of  Srutasaragarii. 
9  The  colophon  says 

mn&^%mir®m&i  sfte«TO3fc$  eft  cRqwr^rsfif^r  d#l^<i- 

For  •  complete  aooount  of  Ute  poem,  see  PR,  tX  38-49, 
10     PB,  IV  ii  118  AJaav*,  BhSUavl,  BhavaMmtl,  Bharjrban,  Mentha,  Kantfea, 

GunSdfcya,  BhSsa,  KaiidSsa,  Bana,  Mayura,  NSrayana,  Kumara  (Kumaradasa?), 

Ma^8ffldB5jafekruBaandtoaar«pteronKavy»mhyBharata     !tH.dMurid*lMil,aIP* 
Be*»lBoriatiro4uotK»  to  fiaTywWiMlawa,  QCS.THo.  1,  *v, 
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of  Jina  and  as  an  incident  of  the  narrative   mentions,   some  ancien
t 

poets,*  ̂   hose  names  we  have  yet  to  hear  elsewhere 

The  colophon  to  his.  Nitivakyamrta  mentions  another  work  of  his, 

Mahendramatahsanjalpa     NitivakySmrta    follows     Canakya's,    Artha- 

t»as|ra  * 

515  Bhoja  was  the  celebrated  king  of  the  Paramara  dynas
ty* 

His  capital  was  Dhara*  He  ascended  the  throne  in  A  D  1018 
 and 

had  a  glorious  reign  till  1063  AD  He  was  the  son  of  Sindh
ula  His 

father  died  when  young  and  on  account  of  his  minority,  his  
uncle 

Munja*  ascended  the  throne  The  young  prince  became  very  popular 

and  learned  in  all  arts,  and  sciences  Aggrieved  by  the  prediction  of  an 

astrologer  that  Bhoja  would  reign  for  55  years*  Munja  conceived  th
e 

idea  of  murdering  him  and  ordered  his  tributary  Vatsaraja  to  carry  out 

the  design  in  the  jungle  1  he  latter,  unwilling  though  he  was,  could 

not  disobej  He  took  the  boy  to  his  house,  and  concealed  him  there 

So  when  he  presented  to  the  king  a  sword  besmeared  with  the  blood 

of  some  animal  m  proof  of  his  act,  the  king  asked  him  if  the  pnnce 

said  anything  before  his  execution  and  he  gave  a  green  leaf  in  which 

was  written  a  verse  in  the  pnnce  s  hand,  portraying  the  hollo wness  of 

l pr,  in  awift^aiftsw,  *WN<N*i  ft*«ni«rf  «ftftfcr>  *im«m«w, 

*IWtfta»  aifafflr5"*!^  3fsm^5#,  TOngw,  5*w*fifar,  anrtwfc- 

&§?lg55,  fforfttfi^wrasra,  trcgrcMiftavj  jftsPwiMtusrafora. 
These  names  seem  to  be  appellations 

3     Cet.OP  sxxi 

8  Bhoja  was  contemporary  of  King  Anauja  of  Kathmir  (1098-1089  AD)  See 

Raj,  VII,  190-198,  259  Oj  Bhoja's  time,  see  inscription  (14,  VI.  58)  dated  Sam. 
1078  (1031  AD)  and  Keilhoci's  calculations,  11,  XIX  861 ,  also  El,  I  383 , 
U  (1907).  170,  ibid  (1912),  301  On  Bhoja  generally,  see  SeBhagin  Sarin,  1A,  I 
840,  Lassen,  Zetttch  fur  dte,  KmdedesMorg,  VII 394,  IAU ,  III  818,  J  A,  (1844), 

230,  854,  tbid  (185 1)  281  Rainaul,  Mem  surl'  Info,  2St  Pot  ooppec  plate 
gcaats  of  rubra  of  tfalwt  s-'e  Transaokom  of  Royal  Asiatic  society,  I  380-389, 
IA0S,  Vn,  1A,  XIX  815,  CiUbr  joke's  Mm  Mssays,  II    397-814,  462. 

4  Abdul  FafI  in  hU  Aim  ikban  says  that  Bhoja  removed  his  oapital  from 

Ujjain  to  Dh5ra     See  Seshagin  Sastri's  aooount,  1A,1  819 
5  On  king  Muiya,  see  para  895  supra 

6  The  predSotlon  ran  thus 

wrewiwp#r  mm  $mni{  I  4utilH  wwr.  softer  «E%rm  II 
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temporal  fortunes  *  The  king  read  the  verse  and  fell  down  struck  with 
grief  and  when  the  secret  was  disclosed,  Bhoja  was  brought  to  him 
he  was  all  repentent  He  installed  the  prince  on  his  throne  and 
entered  the  forest  as  an  ascetic  * 

Like  his  uncle  Munja,  he  cultivated  the  arts  of  peace  and  war 
Although  his  fights  with  neighbouring  powers,  including  the  armies  of 
Muhammad  of  Ghazni,  are  now  forgotten,  his  fame  as  a  patron  of 
learning  and  man  of  letters  remains  undented  and  he  has  been  regarded 
as  a  model  king  according  to  the  Hindu  standards  Works'  on 

astronomy,  philosophy,  architecture,  grammar,  medicine,  trade  secreb, 
law  and  general  literature,  are  attributed  to  him  A  mosque  at 

Dhara  now  occupies  the  site  of  the  king's  Sanskrit  college,  m  a  temple 
dedicated  appropriately  to  Sarasvati,  the  goddess  of  learning*  "The 

great  Bhojpur  lake5  a  beautiful  sheet  of  water  to  the  southeast  of 
Bhopal,  covering  an  area  of  350  sq  miles  formed  bj  masonic  embank- 

ments closing  the  outlet  in  a  circle  of  hills,  was  his  noblest  monument 
and  continued  to  testify  to  the  skill  of  his  engineers  until  the  15th 
century  when  the  dam  was  cut  by  order  of  a  Mahammadan  kmg  and 
the  water  drained  off  The  bed  of  the  lake  is  now  a  fertile  plain 

intersected  by  the  Indian  Midland  Railway  " 

The  literary  merits  and  patronage  of  king  Bhoja  have  been  well 

described  by  Ballala  (Vallabha*)  in  hrs  Bhojaprabandha  An  amusing 
piece  of  proso-poetic  composition,  it  purports  to  commemorate  Ihe 
liberal  patronage  of  Bhoja  and  introduces  a  number  of  celebrities  like 
Kalidasa,  BhavabhQfi,  Dandm  and,  Magha  as  interlocutors  in  short 

dialogues,  in  which  they  display  their  readiness   of  wit,   brilliancy  of 
imagination  and  beauty  of  expression     It  consists  of  two   parts  i  the 

1,1   — — — —   — »        i 

$$fo  m$%$  %ftra  anal  w^kpp  i 

2  The  story  is  drauntissct  in  the  BhojarSjSnfea  a  piece  in  tra&'AO?-  bj>  stUNjara 
ViWrSghara,  TO,  II.  3118 

8,  Bbi  a  complete  list  of  his  woeks,  see  00,1,11,  U  96  See  also  ZOMQ, 

XXVII,  67 ,  BR.  (1897),  XXXVII  ,  SKO.  876  BVw  all  quotations!  from  Bhojs'*wor3s 
in  the  anthologies,  tee  V.Vf  Thomas,  ftn>„  68 

i.    Aroh.  Sue  Bep.  (1909-4),  388, 
6.    Maloolm,  Omitra.1  Indw,  I.  35 ,  Kuolaid,  1A,  XVII  850 
6.    V,  Smith,  SB  896, 
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former  describes  the  events  shoeing  how  Bhoja  succeeded  to  the 

throne  of  Malavas  after  his  uncle  Munja,  and  the  latter  has  a  series 

of  anecdotes  about  Bhoj a  and  his  relations  with  the  many  poets  and 

literary  lights  that  thronged  his  Court  * 

There  are  works  by  the  name  of  Bhojaprabandha  by  Merutunga,* 

Bajavallabha,8  Va^saraja,*  and  Subhasila,*  by  Padmagupta,6  and 

anonymous  poem,  BhojaprabandhasSra T 

Besides  are  Bhojacanfcra8  and  Bhojarajasaccartya,  a  play  m  two 

acts  by  VedantavEgTsa  Bhaltacarya  * 

I  The  author  is  oallsd  Vallabha  pandita  m  a  Ms  (DO,  XXI  8166)  Published 

with  a  Prenoh  Translation  and  commentary  by  T  Pavie  in  J  A,  IV  310  et  s«q  ,  and 

the  composition  is  there  assigned  to  18fch  Oentary  A  D  Ward  [History  of  Religion 
and  Literature  of  the  Hindus,  I.  516)  calls  it  a  work  ofi  Bhoja  himself  which  la 

obviously  wrong  Bee  also  Hall  (Vasavadatta  7) ,  Lassen,  14,  III  886 ,  T  Pavie  (J A, 
LSIV  185  230,  LXV  885  481,  LXH  76105),  L  Oster  (D»  Rezensionen  des 

Bhojaprabandha,  Darmstadt),  Seshagiri  Sastri  (On  some  eminent  aharaaters  m 

8anskni  Literature,  1A,  I  840) ,  Weber,  8L  315,  225  note)  ,  see  also  PR,  IV  28  , 
V»866,GP  Qaaokenbos,  {Sanskrit  poems  of  Mayura,  Ool  tin  Series,  New  York,  42) 
assigns  it  to  16th  century  following  Aofreohfc  (O  Bodl  151) 

II  In  his  Bhojaprabandha,  Merutunga  states  that  in  samyat  1078  when  Bhoja  ruled 
over  the  Malava  circle,  Bhima,  the  paramount  sovereign  of  the  Chalukya  race,  governed 

Guzwat  This  cannot  be  the  date  of  Bhoja's  aooession  According  both  to  Merutunga and  Bajavallabha,  Muaji,  the  uncle  and  predecessor  of  Bhoja,  orossed  the  Godavari 
against  the  counsel  of  his  aged  mmister  Rudraditya  and  invaded  the  domimonBOf 
Tailapa,  the  founder  of  the  later  Chalukya  dynasty  of  the  Dekkan  He  was  defeated 
ana  taken  prisoner.  At  first  he  was  well  treated  by  Mb  captor,  but  when  secret  intrigues 
for  his  release  were  discovered,  Tailapa  subjeoted  him  to  indignities  and  put  him  to  death, 
This  last  fast  is  mentioned  in  Tailapa's  inscriptions  also  Now  Tailapa,  we  know,  died 
in  920  Saka  or  after  919  years  of  the  era  had  elapsed  This  corresponds  to  998*8  d wherefore  Munja  most  have  been  slain  by  Tailapa  before  that  year  A  Jama  author 
named  Amitagati  tells  us  at  the  end  of  his  Subhashitaratnas  amdoha,  as  was  first 
pointed  out  by  Oolebrooke,  that  he  wrote  or  compiled  the  work  in  Samvat  1060  or  994 
ad  while  Munja  was  reigning  at  Dhara,  Munja  therefore  must  have  been  put  to  death 
by  Tailapa  between  994  and  998  a  d.,  or  about  the  year  996  Bhoja  was  orowned  king 
after  him,  and  grace  he  is  said  to  have  reigned  for  fifty  five  years,  he  must  have  died 
about  1061  ad" 

3  00, 1  418 

8.    Oudh,  VDI  8  ,  Taylor,  I,  68, 
4  00,1  418 
S.    PR,  ni  405 

6  It  is  mentioned  in  the  introduction  to  Ynktikalpafcra  (Bombay  Mia), 7»  Opp%  8667 
8  00,  HI.  90. 
9  00, 1.  418. 10,  684, 
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In  Kavisamayavilasa  Revana  Xradhya,  the  great  Vira  £aiva  teacher, 
who  lived  about  the  10th  century  A  D  ,  relates  humorous  stones  about 

poets  m  Bhoja's  assembly  * 

Among  poetic  works*  said  to  have  been  composed  by  Bhoja,  are 
an  Akhyayika  djngaramanjari8  an{j  a  poem  Vidyavmoda,  a  «jotra 
Sivada^a  and  a  commentary  on  Siva^otra  called  Sivatatvaratnakauka 
SubhaMta  is  an  anthology  Sangitapraklsa  and  Spngaraprakasa,  trea- 

tises on  music  and  rhetoric,  will  be  noticed  later  on 

516  Bboja's  Ramayanacampt.*  is  a  very  popular  work  in 
poetic  literature  It  embraces  the  exquisite  story  of  Ramayana  and  the 
composition  with  the  blended  melody  of  prose  and  verse  in  it  has  the 

charm  of  royalty  in  it  It  is  now  acknowledged  generally  that  Bhoja's 
work  extended  only  to  the  Kislundhakandf  *  and  that  there  it  was  left 
incomplete,  unless  the  rest  of  it  has  been  lost  The  story  of  the 

Yuddhakanda  was  made  up  by  Laksmaoakavi  later  on  * 

Is  this  campu  the  work  of  king  Bhoja  of  Dhara  ">  The  colophons  to 
manuscripts7  call  the  author  Vidarbharaja  and  do  not  mention  the  name 

1  Mys,  248 
2  These  woika  ate  mentioned  m  the  introductory  portion  of  Y/uktii»lpa{aru 
3  The  Ms,  is  preserved  in  the  Jessalmea  Library     Bee  para  461  »i$ra 

i     JBd  Bombay  and  Madras  • 
6  There  is  no  truth  in  the  story  that  the  Work  was  oompOBed  jointly  by  Bhoja 

and  K31id3sa,  unless  it  can  be  imagined  that  Padmagupta  alias  Partmala  Kattd»Sa 

had  any  hand  in  it 
6  DO,  XXI  8207,  So  says  LabsmaAa  himself  at  the  end  of  his  work  And 

VenkatSdhvarin  says  In  hU  UiJaracarapa 

3t  wt  mw*&  358iimfardiw-ii<iw*qraG  n 
and  Venkatakrsnakavi  in  Ms  UH»ra«Hapu  Ramayana, 

and  likewise  NSrSyana  in  the  commentary,  Padaytqapa 

gypwgra^r    «mr^crajrflfR*g?OTN^  <tft*jft  wtfei  qzwi 
jr#5    ||     (DO,  XXI  8316) 

ana  KameSrarasori  in  his  oommentary  on  the  Yttdaha-kanda  (TO,  IS  3872)  says 

7  Tanj,  VH,  S120  et  aeq. 

64 
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Bhoja  la  the  manuscripts  of  Sarasvatikanthabharana  &c  *  admittedly  a 
work  of  king  Bhoja  of  Dhara,  the  name  is  so  mentioned  in  the  colophon 
Phara  is  in  Malwa  and  Vidarbha  is  Berar  There  is  therefore  the 
geographical  difficulty  against  the  identification  But  tradition  has 

associated  it  in  the  Bhoja  of  Malwa"  and  how,  if  at  alj,  auy  such  confu- 
sion has  come  in,  it  is  not  now  possible  to  answer  * 

517  Laksmana*  was  the  son  of  Gangadhara,  and  Gangambika 
and  lived  in  Sanagara  village  probably  in  the  Circars  He  wrote  also 

the  Bharatacampctilaka,  on  the  story  of  the  Mahabharata  *  It  is 

said  Anantabhdtta  criticised  this  •work  and  himself  wrote  a  Ramayana- 
campu 

Lakjmana's  father  Gangadhara  wrote  a  campu  Madrakanyapan- 
flaya*  and  GangSdhara's  father  Da^tatreya  wrote  PattatreyacampQ  7 

518.  Besides  Laksmana,  this  work  of  supplementing  the  missing 
story  of  the  Yuddhakanda  was  done  by  Rajacudamani  piknta,8  by 
Ghanasyama8  and  by  Ekamranatha  *8 

sr%  iftasrcrarfaflr  aft  ffufafaffir  ̂ fron^  i 
(TO,  IV  4873),  Tat/,  IX  4099  ,  also  Ekamranajha  {TC,  IV  4985) ,  JEHmgmn* 

[ibid  5180)  Likewise  see  for-other  works  of  his,  {TC,  IV  4881).  KarunSiajra  m  his 
commentary  {TC,  IV  SiSi)  says  that  Bhoja  wrote  this  oampu  to  illustrate  his  views 
on  grammar,  eoatalued  in  his  Swasvajfilrauthabharana  (TO,  IV  4881)  But  as  he 
oouples  the  name  of  Bhoja  and  KalidSsa,  his  ideas  appear  unreliable. 

2     For  instance,  Ghanaa>am»  {Tan)  VII  8149)  says 

arc  fM&nfa4fil  *ftw»r.  w*  qrfl  jfrarrsr.  tp^rj^f  u  *  4. 
8     On  se7oral  BhojaS,  see  B    Mitra,  JA8B,  XXXII   98  ,  Weber,  1L  201  note 

1SI,  I  312 ,  I*ma,  UK,  III  -  ...  m  now, 

4.  Laismsoikavttnhis  Krsgavila^amyu  desoribes  tha  birth  of  God  VilSaa 
krsna  in  Gingee  (S  A  root  Dist )  to  confer  wealth  on  Kr5nar3ja  hug  of  that  nlwa.  He 
was  the  son  of  BamSnuja  {DC,  XXI,  8191)  There  is  another  work  of  the  same  name 
byNarasimha.sonofAnantflDSrayanaofAtreyagotra  in  16  cantos  on  the  story  of Bhgjavatt  with  an  anonymous  commentary  {DO,  XXI  8198) S.    DC,  XXI    S263. 

6  Mys  267,  DC,  XXI,  8263 
7  DC,  XXI  8625 

8,  M/*',n  22 

9.  See  Ut  to  Masidarpana  (T88,  TriVaadrum).    In  hit  Introduction  to  his Kavyadarpann,  he'says  he  composed  it  in  a  day  {DC,  XXtT,  8615  16). 10.    ER,  HI.  No  1681 

It     DC,  XXI  No;  2256 
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5 19  there  are  commentaries  on  Bhojaeampu  by  Narayana,1 
Ramacandra,'  Kamesvara,'  Manaveda,*  Ghanasyama'  and  one  anony- 

mous* 
520  The  sequel  to  this  work  embraces  the  Uttarakanda  of  the 

Ramayana  * 

There  are  other  Uttaracampus  b>  \atiraja,*  by  Sankaracarya,* 
Hanharananda,*0  by  Venkatadhvafm,"  by  Garalapun  Sastnn,1*  and  by 
Raghavacarya  **  They  narrate  the  story  of  the  abandonment  of  Sff  S, 
the  birth  of  Kusa  and  Lava,  the  reappearance  of  Sita  and  the  return 
of  Rama  to  his  divine  abode 

Raghavacarya**  was  the  son  of  Venkatarya  and  Srlsailamba  of 
brivatsagofra  He  lived  at  Tnvellore,  Chenglepat  District  and  was  a 

follower  of  Ramanuja  "  He  was  probably  also  the  author  of  the  Bhadra- 
calacampQ,  composed  at  the  instance  of  a  local  magnate  Sundaresa  " 

1  DO,  XXI  8213  NarSyana  was  the  soq  of  Nagefvar*  and  disciple  of 
Gopaiendrasarsavaji  He  was  the  tenth  ia  desoent  from  Mallmathn  of  Kolaoala 
family  and  mast  have  therefore  lived  about  the  end  of  the  16ch  century  He  says  in 
prefatory  verses  that  Mallinajha  was  honored  by  King  Vlrarudta  of  Warrangal  and 
his  grandson  Pedd*bhatta  (Commentator  onNaishada  etc )  was  bathed  in  gold  by  King 

Sarvagna  (Singa)  At  the  Invitation  of  King  Pr&udhadevaraya  df  Vijianagar  (1414' 
1446}  A  D  MalllnStha  wrote  Vaiayavamfasadharnava,  Mys,  Arch,  Be%.  (1937),  36» 

Peddabhatta's  son  KumSraawamin  wrote  a  commentary  on  the  PiataparudnTaao- 
bhugana     See  para  31  tupra 

2  DO,  XXI  8216  and  TO,  II  139S,  1454  Kamaoandra  wag  the  son  of 
Kondapandita  of  Swduyagotra  He  has  also  oammsnted  on  KrstjakarnJmr|a  (see 
para  393  supra) 

8,  TO,  II  2872  ;  HI  8789  K&melvaia  was  the  son  of  Gtangtdhara  of  Hoda- 

ms4i  family,  and  disoipie  ot  Visnivara,  probably  of  the  Oiroars 
4.  TO,  IIL  4080     See  para  176  SMjpra 
6  DO,  XXI  8219. 
6  BR,  HI,  No  2170 
7.  Printed,  Mysore.    DO,  XVI,  8180. 
8  NW,  802. 
9  NW,  292 
10  NW,  270. 
11.    Printed,  Mysore, 

12     Printed,  Mysore    His  son  K8vy4iUk*  AyyMS*tno  fe  now  living  in  Mysore. 
18     Bice,  248 
14     DO,  XXI.  8184  , 

lfr  KSghava  of  Yhrjimurl  fatuuj,  *aa  author  of  Sragara4iP»1»t>Maa  was  a 

native  otOonjeevaram  and  was  a  different  barton".    See  DO,  XXI.  8^84 

16.  See  DC,  XXI  8683  It  describes-  the  imparting  of  Bha^Soala,  the  4oen« 

of  the-  weB  Known  story  of  •Bamadas  ia  fflte  Andhra  Oonritry 
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521  AlphinavakaUdasa  (of  Vellala  family,  apparently  of  the 

Andhra  country)  has  not  left  us  his  real  name  His  pupil  Kavikunjara 

in  his  Rajasekharacanta  mentions  him  as  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  a 

South  Indian  King  Rljasekhara  whose  capital  Vidyanagara  was  on  the 

Pinakim  (north  Pennar)  Rajasekhara's  queen  was  Bhavanl  and  his 

contemporaries  were  Rajendra  Cola  (1004-1016  or  1016-1064  A  D  )  and 

Vijayavarma  PSndya.  If  Rajendra  Cola  flourished  in  the  11th  century 

AD  Rajasekhara  must  have  also  lived  about  that  time  *  This  Abhinava- 

kahdasa  wrote  Bhagavatacampu,*  Abhinavabharatacampa,1  Bhagavat- 

ptLdasaptjat/  and  Kalividambana  * 

rhus  he  begms  Bhagavatacampa 

$tol«IUM4$tfl  firRw.,<M+«*'Wt!4*JWM4l*r  I 

srpnjfacra;  tss  (W!WI*r»«ifrfltt^  I 

It  «  doubtful  whether  the  poet  was  identical  with  Kpnamur$i  ,son 
of  Sarvdsastnn  of  Vasisthagotra  who  calls  himself  Abhinava-KSlidasa 

and  wrote  the  poem  Yakgollasa4  and  the  bhana  Madanabhyudaya T 

522  Padmaraja  was  a  Niyogi  Brahmin  of  the  Avasarala 
family  of  which  it  is  said  he  was  the  progenitor  He  was  the  minister 
to  Niladn  Rao,  Chief  of  Pittapuratn  (Godavan  Dibtrict)  who  ruled 

about  1800  AD     He  is  also  known  as  Ambhoja  or  Var^adhika  Bhoja.8 

1     See  JMy,  XL.  77 

3     Printed,  Bombay    'jphs  oomtnentatot  Akteyasuri  of  Mofc}gunda  family  oalls 
the  poet  as  of  the  Vellala  family  (DC,  XXI  8262.) 

8     Btce,  216 
i     This  is  in  praise  of  SaokarSoSrya. 
5  Or,  Mb  Library,  Madras 
6  See  para  819  supra.  TO,  II  2066. 
7  T0fVL  2078 

8  Avanchi  Bamafesta  belonged  to  the  family  of  Padmaraja  and  wtot*  oommen* 
taries  on  Bharataoampa,  Krsnakamamrta  and  Bhojacan Ja,  He  died  about  1900  AJ>. 
BSmakavi  the  commentator  also  wrote  Bamabbyadayaoampu  and  Sahijyasfira.  Bis 

brother's  grandson  Subbaroyal&tai  died  12  years  ago  and  wrote  RavuvamfamukS8vftl 
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Hib  Balabhagavajd,*  a  campu  in  si\  cantos,  is  an  exquisite  piece 
of  poetry,  relieved  bv  flowing  lines  of  prose  with  a  tendency  to 
alliteration  which  makes  the  composition  musical 

firw-rofor  ?*  ft®*srr  srfjKrr  il 

wife  wwwkT*fNw  g^^  l 

pfiff  &rc^?  9?srr  srercr  surfer^  K 

There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Ramasvami,  s>on  of  Venkatakrpnd- 
sSn  and  grandson  of  Ramanathasvami  of  Devalapalh  family  and  of 
Kaundmyagofra"  and  by  Raghavacarya  * 

Dharmasudhi  mentions  a  work  of  his,  as  Balabhagavatam  * 

523  There  was  an  Abinavakalidas*  Gopalasastna  in  the  Court  of 
YuvdrSja,  a  king  of  Udayarpalayam,  6th  ancestor  to  the  present  Zarnm- 
dar  He  wrote  a  Bhagd,va$acampQ  Once  dispLeased  by  having  been 
given  a  last  rank  in  a  levee  he  wrote  this  verse 

*rrafcr  w  «wd«wwpff  snct  arfefcr 

*fKWH[M*y^d^,|,fttf**rrii,<riaMd 
yi^-itt^ifelwtiurti^  <S*rt  s£  il 

Other  poets  bearing  this  name  are,  Nrt»imhakavi,  author  of  Nanja- 

rajayasobha?arta,  Madhava,  author  of  Sanksepa-Sankaravifaya*  and 
Kaliyugakalidasa,  author  of  Sfngarasekharabhana  or  Srnglrakpsabhand 
—       , .  r    ■   „ , 

1  Printed  Bajahmnnchy,   jDC,  XXI  9349. 
8.  £G,  XXX,  8261 
8  ZW,  8265, 

i  See  2*0,111  1100 
&  PnntaafiDiSf,  Baroda. 
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of  Kubyapagotra  x  Srlkanlha  son  of  the  Utter  wrote  Kandarpadarpana- 
bhana  They  lived  dt  Kanci  and  were  devotees  of  Sri  Ekamranatha 

there ' 
524  Somasekhara  or  Rajdbekhara  of  KollSn  family  lived  dt 

Perar,  Godavari  District  and  belonged  to  a  family  of  phisicians  He 

was  grandson  of  Narlyana  great  in  Mimamsa  He  was  honoured  by 
Peshwa  Madhava  Rao  (1760-1772  AD)  To  vie  with  Sahityaratna- 

kara  of  Dharmasudhi,  he  wrote  his  Sahityakalpadruma  8  His  Bhaga- 

vatacampu  relates  the  story  of  KrSna  * 

BhagavatacampQ  of  Rajanatha5  and  of  Qdambara6  have  been 
noticed  elsewhere 

525  Kavikunjara,  pupil  of  Abhmava-Kahdasa,  wrote  Raja- 
sekharacanta  It  is  a  work  like  Bhojaprabandhd  Generally  inculcat- 

ing morals  it  collects  stones  said  to  have  been  narrated  by  Rasika- 
uekhara,  a  pupil  of  Abhinava-Kahdasa  to  his  friend  Subuddhi  quoting 

fine  verses  of  NavTna-KShdasa  and  other  poets  of  King  Rajatekhard's 

Court7 

^?^r>  wtoi^  rcre^itr  m  I  era  ̂ s  TB^^rgfrlskp^rnfir  ^tF^ 

g^fr,  crit  I 
a  sriR^^  *ranrf  *g*r  foe  I 
irttawfe<u«ifoift8r  *H$\{$  il 

1     TO,  I  989 ,  III  8891 

3  SB,  III  No  1683  Tans  •  VIII  2875.  He  refers  to  his  father  as  Kahyuga 
KalidSsa 

3  Bel  in  part,  Anulapur  TO,  III  8789  There  is  another  anonymous  work 
of  that  name,  Bik,  237 

1     TO,  III  8145     Introluotion  gives  author's  genealogy 
5  DO,  XXI  8386  The  name  is  differently  given  in  different  maonsonpti 

Ramabhadra  and  Baghunatha  [see  Tan},  VII  8085  8). 
6  DO,  XXI,  8258  ,  Tanj,  VII.  8082 
7  DO,  XXI  8167  ,  JMy,  XI.  76  79 
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tfsrr—  r%n^ ? 

Among  the  poets  that  appear  m  the  course  of  the  narrative  are 

manv  Durjaya,  Sflksmamati  (palmist),  Saranga,  Daivagnavallabha 
(astrologer),  Soma,  Kamallla  (poetess),  Kasipa^i,  Sananda  Ratnakara  (of 

Sriranga),  Kutumbakavi  (of  Madnura),  Loklnanda,  Sakfisagara,  Madhu- 
rangi  and  Lalitangi  (of  Malva),  Vimalangi,  Kanakavalll,  Catucakravartia 

I  lppavadham,  Kaviraja,  Kuppa  and  Lmgabhatta  (of  Kanci),  Sanmina  of 

Kunjala,  Suka,  Vasanja,  Lilakara,  Kanfisindhu,  Sunanda,  LakSmidhara, 
Badhavya. 

"  Like  the  Bhojacharitra  the  Rajasekharachantra  also  wholly  consists 
of  verses  composed  in  various  meters  m  praise  of  the  king  by  local  and 

foreign  poets  named  above  Apart  from  these  poetical  flights  descnb. 

ing  the  fame  of  the  king's-  generosity  and  bravery  there  are  no  other 
incidents  of  the  king's  life  noticed  in  this  Chantra  There  is,  however, 
one  interesting  incident  which  deserves  to  be  mentioned  here,  as 

narrated  in  this  work  — 

\fter  his  arrival  at  Vidyanagara,  Durjaya,  a  poet  of  the  Chola 
country,  seems  to  have  succeeded  m  winning  the  favour  of  Rajasekhara 
and  becoming  the  leader  of  the  poets  at  his  court,  so  much  so  that  no 

poet  would  find  access  to  the  court  without  Durjaya's  introduction 
When  finding  it  hard  to  get  access  to  fta]asekhara's  court  through 
Durjaya,  Saranga,  bomaka,  and  other  foreign  poets  left  the  country  for 
good,  some  poets  headed  by  Navma  Kalidasa  formed  a  plot  to  .bring 
disgrace  to  Durjaya  and  get  him  banished  from  the  Court  of  Raja* 

■sekhara  They  went  in  a  body  to  Durjaya  and  requested  him  to 
introduce  them  to  the  king  as  poets  worthy  of  hearing.  When  asked 

by  Durjaya  what  they  studied,  Kalidasa  said  that  they  all  studied  three 

cantos  of  Raghuvamsa  and  four  SandHis  In  the  Prakriyakamnudt  As  to 

thefr  poetical  skill,  Kahdasa  sang  the  following  verge  «— 
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"  Like  a  white  thing,  like  the  bird,  like  white  leprosv,  like  hen's 
egg,  0  !  Rajasekhara,  thy  fame  is  also  like  the  fasces  of  a  crow  " 

Then  Spngarasekhara  sang 

"Like  the  hip  of  a  monkey  and  like  the  powder  of  a  red  lithri 

thy  valour  shines,  O  king  Rajasekhara  " 

1  hen  pretending  to  be  pleased  with  the  poetical  (light  of  the  poets 
under  disguise,  Durjaya  took  them  to  the  king  and  introduced  them 

as  types  of  poets  that  then  generally  laid  claim  to  the  gift  of  poetical 

talent  In  reply  to  the  question  put  by  the  king  about  their  country 
and  learning     Navma  Kahdasa  said  — 

"  We  have  been  under  the  patronage  of  that  famous  king  who  is 
known  by  the  name  Punyakoti,  devoted  to  the  performance  of  Vedic 

ntes,  learned  m  the  Mimamsa  Sastra,  a  generous  patron  of  learning  and 
now  under  your  protective  care  Having  heard  of  your  generosity 

towards  learned  men  and  having  taken  the  permission  of  our  patron, 
we  are  come  here  O  king  Rajasekhara  to  seek  your  protection.  I  am 
called  Navma  Kahdasa  The  others  are  Snngarasekhara,  Mandara 

Lalitalapa,  Snkama,  Kamalakara,  Gunakara,  Bajahamsa,  Sndhara  and 
Kavisekhara  A»  to  our  learning,  we  are  all  capable  of  composing  a 
drama  or  a  poetical  work  of  the  type  of  the  epics  in  a  day,  and  are  well 
versed  in  the  two  Mimamsasastras,  the  Sankhya  of  Knpila,  the 
grammar  of  Patanjali  and  also  Astron  >my  and  Astrology  " 

Then  pleased  with  the  account  of  the   poets  the  king  asked 
Durjaya  to  read  the  verses  of  the  poets  m  the  paper  which  he  held  in 
his  hand     Accordingly  he  read  the  verses   'suklavat',  etc    mentioned 
above     When  wondering  at  the  difference  in   tone  between  what  he 
heard  and  saw  from  Navma  Kahdasa's  poetical  narration  and  the 
verses  attributed  to  the  poets  as  read  by  Durjaya  the   king  turned  his 
eyes  towards  Kahdasa     The  latter  said  that  but  for  those   wretched 
lerses  they  would  have  found  no  access  to  the  king  and  Durjaya  was  so 
jealous  of  other  poets  that  he  had  no  scruples  to  misrepresent  them  to 
the  king,  he  misrepresented  both  Annan  and  Saranga  as  poets  whose 
verses  would  spell  untold  misery   on  their   own  patron  and  thus  got 
them  out  of  Eajasekhara's  court ,  and  he  succeeded  in   getting  rid  of 
Somaka  also  for  the  latter's  guilt  of  association  with  prostztutes,    Then 
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Rajasekhara  was  enraged  at  Durjaya's  bad  conduct   and  banished  him 
from  his  court  "* 

526  Anantabhatta  is  according  to  tradition  a  rival  of 

Abhinava  Kahdasa,  who  wrote  BhSgavatacampu  *  To  vie  with  his  work, 
Ananta  composed  a  Bhagava$acamptt  himself  and  Bharatacampfl 
The  latter-  was  quoted  freely  by  Narayana  Bhattafiri  of  Malabar  m  his 
Prabandhas  and  was  commented  on  oy  MSnaveda  Narayana  and 

Manaveda  fiounshed  in  the  16th  and  17th  century*  Ananta  must  have 
lived  not  later  than  the  15th  century  and  if  Abhinava  Kahdasa, 
lived  in  the  11th  century  Ananta  must  have  also  lived  in  the  11th 
century  A  D 

Bhara$acampj|*  has  been  held  on  high  esteem     Ananta  is   rightly 
proud  of  his  poetry 

Thus  he  begins 

and  thus  he  ends 

55?  OTW^f  ̂ fc  ftf  m  WRZG5  I 

1     CA.SB,  62  ,  There  Is  a  commentary  by  NSrSyaga 
a    See  par*  if  4->6  supra* 
8.  Atlanta,  author  ol  SahttyakalpavaUI  {00,  I  IS),  Aaanta,  author  of  glass  tm 

Candraloka  (1635  AD  00, 1  18},  Anan$«,  author  of  Kam5«amuh»  (ft),  398;  PB, 
III  866)  are  different  authors 

4     Printed  Madras  and  Bombay     Bare  are  verses  in  Ms  praise 

65 
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There  are  commentaries*  on  CampQ-Bharata  by  (i)  Kura\i  Rama- 

linga,"  son  of  Tirumalaroya  of  Ajreyagotra*  (u)  Malladi  Laksmaija- 

swamin,  (m)  Narayanaswamm,  (iv)  Kumara$atarya,*  (v)  Narasimhacarya* 
and  (vi)  one  anonymous  • 

There  are  other  works  on  the  same  theme  BharatacampEtilaka 

bv  LakSmana,7  Manavedacampabharata  by  Manaveda,*  Bharatacanta  of 

Bhagavata  Kf&9asarraa,9  Abhinavabharata  by  Srikantha  and  Candra- 

sekhara10 

527  Cidambara  was  the  son  of  Anantanarayana  and  grandson 

of  Sfiryanarayana  He  was  patronized  by  King  Venkata  I  (1586-1614) 
of  Vizianagar  His  Pancakalyanacampu  and  RaghavayadavapSndavfya 

(Ka$ha|rayi)w  have  been  noticed  elsewhere  **  Bhagavatacampu  relates  the 

story  of  Bhlgava$a  by  itself18  Sabdarthaontamani  narrates  the  story  of 
Bamayana  and  BhSgavata  at  a  time  **  Gdambaravilasakavya  m  5  cantos 
describes  the  tales  of  Lord  Nataraja  of  Cidambaram  *•  Slejacmtamani 
a  small  poem,  displays  his  skill  in  paranomasia  *• 

His  pupil  Srikantha  alias  Nanjunda,  son  of  jkmayarya  of  Streya- 
gofra.  wrote  MadanaraahotsavabhSna,  staged  at  the  festival  at  Bala- 

vyaghrapurl  (Sirupuhyur) M 

528  Mitramisra,  the  author  of  Virami$rodaya,  wrote  Ananda- 
kandacampa,   on  the  early  hie  of  Sri  Kp8aa     He  was  a  Sannadhya 

1  10,1538 
3.  He  was  a  grantee  under  King  PeSa  Venkata  of   Penuganda  in  TO  II.  1097 

DO,  XXI 8202  1632  AD  '  * 
8.  DO,  XXI.  8203 
1.  TO,  III  8682,  DO,  XXI  8204 

5  Tmf,  VII  8106-15 ,  TO,  I  96,  DO,  XXI  8203.  He  lived  at  Kumbakonam 6.  Opp,  II.  5240. 

7     DO,  XXI  86868.    He  is  the  same   as  the  author  of  YuddhakSnda  seouel  to 
Bhojaoampu  

* "  * 

t  J.    T°' H"  2586 '  DC'  XXI  8167    Thete  Is  a  <**mmto!j  on  it,  TO,  II  2695 In  TC,  11L  8997  there  is  a  GampusanksBpa,  a  summary  in  verse    See  para  17G  supra 9  Printed,  Madras 
10  Mys  26S 

11.  For  Qommentanes,  see  DC,  XXI.  7908 
12  See  para  92  supra 
18.  DO,  XXI.  8258 
U.  Tonj  VI   2840 
15  Ibid  VI  2742 
16  Ibid  VI.  2848 
17.  DO,  XXL  8442 
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Brahmin  and  belonged  to  the  Pancha  Gauda  class  His  patron  Raja 
Virasimhao>v  of  Orccha  ruled  in  1605-1627  A  D  and  was  probably 
identical  with  Bir  Singh  Deo,  who  is  said  to  have  killed  Abul  Fazal, 
the  scholar  of  Emperor  Akbar  * 

529  Venkatadhvarin  or  Venkatacarya  was  the  son  of  Raghu. 
natha  and  Sitamba  of  the  Atreyagotra  His  grand-father  firinivlsa* 
known  as  Appayaguru  was  the  nephew  of  the  great  Tatacharya  (Panca- 
matabhanjana  Ta$dcarya)"  of  Conjeevaram,  a  contemporary  of  Appaya- 
diksita  He  was  a  descendant  of  Pranatar$ihara,  a  desciple  of  Ramanuja. 
The  famous  Vadihamsambuda,  the  teacher  of  Vedan$a<Jesika,  was  his 
ancestor  too  Venkatadhvarin  was  born  at  Arasanipalai  near  Conjee- 

varam (Kancf)  and  lived  in  Conjeevaram.  He  was  a  staunch  follower 
Vedantadesika  His  literary  activity  was  coeval  with  that  of  Nilakantha, 
who  lived  in  the  latter  half  of  the  17th  century  He  was  well, 
versed  in  all  sciences  and  had  a  good  intinct  for  poetry  He  was  for 
some  time  the  chief  Pandit  at  the  Court  of  Pralayakaven  His  versatile 
learning  is  manifest  from  the  various  species  of  his  compositions 

His  famous  work  is  Visvagunadarsanam  *  It  is  a  proso-poettc 
composition  Two  Gandharvas  Visvavasu  and  Kjsanu  are  supposed  to 
take  a  birdseye  view  of  countries  in  their  aerial  car,  the  former 
generous  in  appreciation  of  merits,  the  latter  ever  censorious  This 
work  was  intended  to  expose  the  faults  of  the  manners  and  customs  of 

his  time8 

Thus  it  begins 

1  Boated  Sarasvaji  Bhavan  Series,  Benares 

2  SrinivaBft's  seoond  sou  Varada  Is  the  aathor  of  bhSna  Anangajlvana  and  a 
poem  Krsnabhyudaya  (DO,  XXI.  8842) 

8    Ed  Bombay.    Tr.  in  English  In  part,  Sahrdaya 

4.  See  para  212  sapra.  Ihis  faladefika  lived  in  1609-1591  AD  He  adopted  his 

brother's  son  who  is  now  familiarly  known  as  BtotrkanyafcSdanam  TStaoarya  (1573— 
1682  A  D  ) 

6.  In  Saddarfana-sadarfaua  (To.  IV,  5137)  the  poet's  orlboisms  on  Taengalal 
Vai§nava  seat  are  vindicated 
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fsrrgfa^iraigww^T  'p'=rtg'*r  ti^  *ms  II 

ft ̂qrag^jf^ aurM? ur^^t  II 
and  thus  it  ends 

It  Is  said  that  in  consequence  of  such  censure  on  the  world  around 

him,  he  lost  his  sight  and  his  praises  of  Lak->ml  and  Visnu  in  a 

thousand  verses  called  Lak$misahasrama  and  Snnivasa&ahasram*  cured 
him  In  these  poems,  the  author  has  excelled  in  the  display  of  verbal 
ingenuity  and  poetic  imajery 

There  are  commentaries  on  Visvagunadar->a  by  Kuravi  Rama,  a 
writer  of  the  19th  century  who  was  patronised  by  the  Zammdar  of 

Karvetnagar ,"  by  Prabhakara,  son  of  Laksmidhara  * 

Venkatadhvann's  works  are  many.  Yaddva-BSghaviyam,  which 
relates  the  story  of  Bama  and  Kysna,  at  a  time,  by  reading  the  verses  m 
their  natural  and  reverse  order  ■  Uttaracayita  relates  the  tale  of  the 
banishment  of  Sita  and  the  birth  of  Kusa  and  Lava  and  was  meant  to 
be  sequel  to  the  Rama)anacampu  of  Bhoja*  Varaddbhyudaya  or 
Hasfcgmcampu*  describes  the  greatness  and  religious  glory  of  the 
shnne  of  Pevaraja  at  KancI  Acaryapancasa}8  at  is  a  short  panegyric  of 
Vedantadesika  ̂ ravanananda  is  a  collection  of  verses  on  various  topics 
and  displays  much  originality  •   Subhasita-Kaustubha10  «  an  anthology 

1  Ed  in  Telngu  (Karvetnagar,  1890)  with  the  commentary  by  Kaufika 
GopaiSoSrya  of  Sripenimbudur  There  is  also  a<  commentary  oalled  Snrabhi  by Virefwarasamy,  son  of  Venkataeamy  of  Devarakonda  family     TC,  III  8018 3.  This  work  is  not  now  traceable 

8  HiBdesoendantOhallayaSaaW  washnngin  1898  at  Inamenamellur  in  North 
Aroot  District  He  also  commented  oa  OampubharaK  Dafarupa  and  Kuvalayananda He  wrote  other  works  In  Telngu     Bee  BR,  I  (1895)  xl 

4.  TC,  IV  1626,    The  manusonpt  was  completed  in  §aka  1817 
5  See  parajX)  snpra  DO,  XX,  79B8.  with  commentary  on  It     DO,  XX  7917 

6  DO,  XIX.  7267. 

9     Printed,  Jl  of  Mysore  Sans  College 

10,    DC,  XX   --- 
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m  five  chapters,  describing  the  character  of  ignorance,  vice,  virtue 
etc  Pradymnananda1  is  a  drama  in  six  Acts  and  describes  the 
marriage  of  Pradyumna  with  Ra$i  born  as  the  daughter  of  the 
demon  Sambara  Brmgaradlpika  is  a  Bhana  Subhadrapannaya  ib  a 
play  of  which  two  acts  only  are  found  now  at  Arasanipalai 

530  The  device  of  description  planned  in  Visvagunadarsam  has 
been  adopted  in  some  later  works  1  afvagunadarsam"  describes  the 
comparative  merits  of  the  tenets  of  Saivism  and  Vaisnavism  in  the  form 
of  a  dialogue  beLw  een  Jaya  and  Vyaya  The  author  Annayarya  was 
the  son  of  Srinivasa  Tatarya  of  the  Snsaila  family  He  was  the  brother 
of  SrinivSsacarya,  the  author  of  [at/amarlanda  and  Jijnisadarpana 
and  Pandit  of  the  Court  of  King  Venkata,  son  of  Raghava  of  the 
Kosala  race 

531  Oattatreya  Sastn.  was  son  of  Vasudeva  and  Ambika 

His  grandfather  -n  as  the  famous  Janardana  Nigudakara  He  lived  in 
the  village  of  Pangrada  in  Konkana  in  1863-1918  In  1891,  he 
was  made  Principal  of  Sanskrit  College  at  Rajpur  He  bore  the  title 

Vidyaraflaa  Besides  a  poem  Raghuvamsasftra,  and  glosses  on  Janakl- 
harana,  Buddhacanta  and  Ratnavah  and  a  play  Rukmimharana,  he 

wrote  a  campu  Gangagunadarsa  1  here  on  the  plan  of  Visvaguna- 
darsa,  dements  and  merits  of  the  Ganges  are  espoused  in  a  dialogue 
by  two  Gandharvas,  Haha  and  Hflhu  and  the  greatness  of  Ganga 

finally  asserted  * 

532  Raghavacarva  was  the  son  of  Srlnivasacarva  and 

grand  grandson  of  VenkatacSrya  of  Srivatsagotra  He  was  a 
desciple  of  Ranganajha,  apparently  a  head  of  the  Ahobilam  Mult  The 

poem  teems  with  alliteration  In  Vaikunlhavrjayacampu*  the  gives  a 
description  of  the  various  shrmes  visited  by  Jaya  and  Vijaya  in  the 
course  of  a  pilgrimage 

533  Nilakantha,  was  the  son  of  RSinabhatta  of  Kaundinya 

goflta  and  a  disciple  of  one  who  bore  the  title  of  Pan$idyo$i- 

divapradlpa  *    In  his  KasikS^ilakam,  two  Gandharvas  are   sent  out  by 

1  DO,  XXX  8422  This  was  oomposed  in  the  year  Pra;io$paj;ti  which  Is  likely 
equal  to  1071  A  D 

2  DC,  XXI  8233  There  is  la  commeufcary  on  it  by  the  author  Jtumaelf  {find 
8186) 

8.  Printed  Bombay 
4.  DC,  XXI  8398 
6     TO,  HI  2768. 
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Kubera  in  search  of  &va,  who  had,  as  Narada  informed  him,  gone  to 

Avimnktapuram,  and  in  the  guise  of  mortals.,  they  visit  various  sacred 

shrines,  which  they  describe  as  they  go 

534  Saharpungava  Dikgita  who  was  the  son  of  Venkatesa  of 

Vadhulagotra  and  brother  of  Suryanarayatta  and  Dharma  He  lived 

at  Tiruvalangadu  in  North  Arcot  District,  Madras,  about  the  middle  of 

the  17th  century  His  Tirtha}'at;raprabandham1  describes  the  holiness 
of  several  sacred  shnnes  and  waters  visited  in  the  course  of  a 

pilgrimage 

535  Venkatakmi  was  the  son  of  Viraraghava  of  Balasayana 

or  Ilampalli  family  and  lived  at  Ginjee  in  South  Arcot  District  He 

salutes  Vedantadesika  and  was  therefore  of  the  Sri  Vaignava  sect  * 
In  Vibhudhanandaprabandham  he  describes  various  sacred  shnnes  of 
India  visited  by  two  persons  Balapnya  and  Pnyamvada  in  the  course  of 

their  journey  to  Badarikasrama  to  attend  the  marriage  there  of  Sflavafa" 
and  Makaranda  son  of  Kandarpa,  king  of  a  place  called  Kamahni 

The  story  is  a  fiction  and  is  narrated  in  a  conversation  between  two 

parrots 

536  In  Srutakirtivilasacampu  Suryanarayana  of  Bharadvaja- 

gotra  describes  the  several  places  visited  by  a  Brahmin  Sru^akirti  a 

native  of  Vmnclparam  near  Nellore  ' 

537.  Ramacandra  was  the  son  of  Kesava  and  fifth  in  descent 

from  Rajnakheta  Srlnivlsa*  must  have  therefore  lived  the  latter  half  of 
17th  century  A  D  His  Keralabharanam  describes  the  merits  and  demerits 

of  vanous  countries  and  their  usages  in  a  dialogue  of  two  spies 
Milinda  and  Makaranda  who  were  sent  out  on  a  tour  of  inspection,  in 

the  course  of  a  debate  between  Vasistha  and  Visvamifra  in  the  Council 

oflndra* 

538  Sankara  Diskita,  son  of  Balakrsna  of  Bharadvajagofra, 
was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Sabhasimha  of  Bundlekand     He  died 

1     DO,  XXI,  8226 
3  DC,  XXI.  8285 
8.    DO,  XXI  8598 

4  Tcmf.  VH  |S035  Bajnakheta  had  three  sons  Kefeva,  ArdhanaxilVara  and 

RSjaoudamanl  Keiava's  aon  was  Pajanjali,  his  eon  was  Kefava,  and  Kesava'S  son 
was  BSmaoandra 

6     On  Rajnakheta,  see  para  151  supra. 
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m  1780  A  D     Besides  the  play  Pradyumnavijaya*  he  wrote  Ganga 
vataracampn  on  the  story  of  the  Ganges  and  Sankaracetovilasa,  a  campu 
on  the  life  of  Maharaja  Cetasimha  (Cheytsmgh)  who  Tvas   a  magnate  of 
Benares  in  1770-1781  AD    in  the  time  of  Governor-General  Warren 

Hastings  * 

539  Sonthi  Bhadradn  Ramasastry  (1856-1915)  was  a 
Velanati  Vaidikx  Brahmin  of  Pithapur  in  Codavary  District,  He  was 
the  son  of  Gangaramayya  of  Gautamagotra  A  great  Sansknt  Scholar 
and  poet,  he  adorned  the  Courts  of  the  7amindars  of  Urlam  and 
Lakkavaram  Besides  Muktjavali  a  drama  and  Snramavijava,  a  poem, 
his  Sambarasurawjaya,  a  Campu,  is  a  Favourite  of  pandits  as  a  work  of 
literary  art 

540  In  Jayarama's  RadhlmadhavavilasacampS,  the  loves  of 
Rama  and  Krsna  are  depicted  and  in  the  latter  the  court  life  of  Sahan 
Bhosle  * 

541  On  Ramayana  Campiiraghava  of  Ssfiri  Anantlcarya 
{Prmted,  Bezwada  composed,  m  1868  A  D )  with  the  commentary  of 
AsBn  Venkatanarasimhacarya ,  Rarnayanacampu  by  Sun^aravalli,  dau- 

ghter of  N  Narasimha  Aiyangar,  Mysore  {Printed,  Bangalore  com- 
posed  in  1916  A  D) ,  Campnramayana  of  Anivivilla  Sifaramaiasjnn4 
of  JJakaraparta,  Kj§r>a  Distnct  {Prmted,  Madras) ,  Amogharaghaya  by 
Divakara,  son  of  Visvesvara  {TC,  V  6365)* 

1  CO,  I  852 ,  Wilson's  Thtatrt,  II  402  Sjnkara,  author  of  Sarad&tilakabhSrM 
(CO,  I  642,  Wilson's  Thtatre  II,  884 )  and  gankara,  author  of  GfarStaunhS 
(play,  OC,  III  37)  are  different  authors  

«aurj<jigmaba» 
9     See  Hamilton's  GfoseMear,  II  465 
A     Printed  Bombay     There  is  %n  lnfcroduotory  essay  on  the  nse  of  Maharata 

kingdoms     8ee  also  Pncasotfcama's  SivakSvya  on  the  eobjeot  of  Maharata  hisban 
Ed.  by  J  B  Modak,  Bombay  

™lJ* 
4     He  also  wrote  SlJSramadayaiaharT,  printed  there 
5.  He  was  different  from  Divakara,  son  of  Udb5hosundaia  who  wrote  the  nlav Laksmlmanavedam  [TO,  V  63C1)  AmogharSghafa  was  oomposea  in  Sains  laai 

(1299  A  D  )     There  are  fine  verses  in  praise  of  Valmila  and  Kaiiqa&a 

srrnft*  mw  ^m  srapmft  %$$£&  §r- 

SR*fo3wW  ̂ wrftra;  3$  <&&  s^r 

<«u^NdT  sRn^rp1  %ti«flfc<*rar 

«faHHdmmnmi  wftwhllMr 
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Raghunathavijaya  by  Er^na  Kau  {Printed,  Bombaj),  RamacaryE- 

mfta  by  Kpnayj  angarya  {Printed,  Mysore) ,  Kusalavacampu  by  Venkaya 
Sudhi  (Mys  264),  Ramakathasudho^laya  by  Srimvasa  (Ibid  269), 
Raroabhiieka  by  ̂ evarajadesika  {/bid  269  TC,  II  21) ,  Pitavijaja  by 
Ghantavatara  (Ibid  272) ,  Eamacandracampu  (i)  by  Elmacandra,  son 

of  Pataajah  and  great-grandson  of  Rataakheta  (HR,  II  vii )  and  (u)  by 
Visvaniitha  \Mitra  1870]  ,  Ramabhvudaya  by  Rama,  (TC,  II  1818)  of 
De\ulapalli 

Kakusthavijaya  by  Vallfsahaya  of  VadhQlagotra  (10,  1539)  ,  Sija- 

oampu  of  Gundu  Ramaswami  SSstnn  of  Agastyagotra  , l  Marutivijaya 
ofRaghunatha  (Tan)  VII  3115),  Hanumadapadana  (TC,IV  4397), 

Anjaneyavrjaya  by  Njsimha  (Mys  261)  LakSmanabharaniya  (Opp  II 
3361) 

Uttarakanda  of  Raghava  of  Srivafsagotra  (Mys  Arcfi  Rep  1918) , 

RamacampQ  of  Bandlamadi  Ramaswami  (Platted,  Madras),  Uttara- 
campfl  (l)  of  Brahmapandi^a,  (u)  of  Baghavabbalta,  and  (lii)  of  Bbiga- 

van$a  (Tanj  VII  3031) ,  Ramabhiseka  of  Pevarajd,  son  of  Padmanabha 

(TC,  II  2127  ,  Mys  269) ,'  Abhinava-Ramayana  by  Laksmana  Dan^a 

composed  m  Saka  1 789  (Bhandarkar's  list,  1893,  Part  I ),  Ramayana  of 
Ramanuja  of  VadhQlagotra  (DC,  XXI  8504) 

542  On  Bhagavata  Bhagava$acampS  of  Ramabhadra6  (Tanj 

VII  308) ,  KySnacampB  (l)  of  SS&asudhi,*  and  (h)  of  Parasurama 
(Gougk,  106) ,  Aaaadadamodara  of  Bhuvanesvara  (CASH,  23) ,  Vasu- 

devanandmi  of  Gopalakr?na*  (CC,  I  161)  ,  Pranayimadhava  by 

Madhavabhatta  (Bhandarkar's  List  (1893),  I  110),  MukundacSrrfa  by 
6rInivSsa  (Mys  268) ,  Krgnanandakanda  by  Mitramisra  (CC,  I  258) 
Anandabrndavana  (i)  by  Paramanan<Jadasa  (Printed,  Benares)  (u)  by 
KavikarnapBra  (See  para  223,  Supra) ,  (hi)  by  Kesava  (NW,  X  16)  and 

(rv)  by  Madhavananda  (Oudk,  XXI  92),  BalakifnacampS  by  Jivanaji- 

sarma  (Printed,  Bombay) ,  Madhavacampu  by  Granjivd*  and  Mandara- 
maranda  by  Srikjsna  (Printed,  Bombay)  ,  SrikrPnacampu  (Mys  271) , 
Gopalacampa    (i)    by  Jivaraja  (CC,    I     161),    (u)    by     Kisoravilasa 

1  He  died  at  Velangi  near  Gooanada  in  1918-19  He  also  wro+e  a  play 
tTsSpannAya 

2  He  also  wrote  KirStarjumyaoampn  and  arySnttnjarl  (GASB,  26  ) 
3  Completed  id  Durmaji  year. 
4  The  manusoripfc  is  with  P  V  Subramanya  Saatti,  Bajple,  Godavnn  Dt 
6     Among  his  other  works  there  noted  are  AmbSdvifiaJI,   ArySvarnanamahkS, 

KnmarakarnSmrta,  SaubhSgayalahari,  Panoadafrwarnaraailka  and  other  sjavas, 
6.    He  also  wrote  Vidvannwdataranginl  (Printed,  Oaloutta) 
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(CC,  III  35),  (m)  by  Visvanathasimha  [Mitt  a  (1870)] ,  Krgnavilasa 
(i)  by  Laksmana  (DC,  XXI  8191)  aad  (u)  by  Narasimhasfln,  son  of 
Anantaraya  (DC,  XXI  8193) ,  Yadavacampu  (Opp,  5140) ,  Krjnavijaya 
(i)  by  Vrretsvara  (TC,  II  2260),  (u)  by  KyBija  Sastnn  {Rice,  248) 
RukminicampB  by  Govardhana,  son  of  Ghanasyama  [CC,  I  527), 
San^anagopalaprabandha  {DC,  XXI  8307) ,  Kalindimukunda  (DC,  XXI 

8186,  8567), l  Jayarama  Pande's  Radhamadhavavilasa  (Printed,  Bombay) 

543  On  Mahabbarata  Bakavadha  (TC,  III  0411) ,  Kumarl- 
bhyudaya  (TC,  III  3521),  Subhadraharana  (TC,  JUL  3422),  Pan- 

cendrSpakhyana  (TC,  III  3420)  on  the  marriage  of  praupadi, 
Kumaravijaya  by  Bhaskara,  son  of  Sivasfirya  (TC,  IV  5818),  Knmaro- 
daya  (TC,  IV  5894) ,    Nayamdarsana  (Trav  80) 

544  On  Puranas  Vallipannaya  of  Yajnasubrahmanya  (Printed, 
Madras) ,  Padmavatipannaya  of  Srlsaila  (Printed,  Karvetnagar),  Madra- 

kanyapannaya  of  Gangadhara  (Mys  267  ,  DC,  XXI  8265) ,  Rnkmini- 
pannaya  by  Ammal  (Mys  270)  and  by  Venkatacarya  of  Prativadi- 
bhayankara  family  (TC,  II  3599) ,  Parvatipannaya  by  Bamesvara  of 
KandukQri  family  (TC,  III  4138) ,  Satrajifipannaya  by  Kjsnadasa 

Gangaya,  son  of  Ramesvara  of  Saunakagotra"  (TC,  III  2732) 

KalyaHavalllkalyana  by  Ramanuja  of  Vadhfllagotra  (see  DC,  XXI, 

8275),  Usaparraaya  {DC,  XXI  8185),  Kalyaaacampu"  by  Papaya- 
radhya  and  Gauripanaaya  by  Pinnavenkatasun  on  Parvafc's  wedding 
(TC,  V  6575,111  3081) ;  MInaksipannaya  by  Adinargya?a  (Mys  267); 

RukmmiVallabhapannaya  by  Njsihniatata  (lhd  170) ,  PancaEswayam- 
vara  (DC,  XXI  826),  MInakgikalySna  by  Kandukan  Naganltha  of 
Madura  (DC,  XXI.  8270),  Padmavatipannaya  by  Srlsaila  (Printed 

Karvetnagar),  Damayantlpanijaya  (TC,  V  6415),  Godapannaya  by 

Vedadbinatha  (DC,  XXI  8196)  * 

"Tnpuravijaya  (i)  by  A$iraijrayajvan*  and  (u)  by  Nrsimha*  (Tanj, 
Vtt  3044-6) ,  Karnananda  by  Kjgaadasa  (Ulwar,  1552) ,  KaUikamadl  by 
CakrapSni  (CC,  I    777),  Kavyakalapa  by  Mahanandadhira ,   Kumara- 

1    The  author's  geeatTgrand-father  wrote  a  oommantary  on  Naisadha  of  which 
manuscript  is  dated  1884  AD  '  . 

3  Be  was  patronised  hy  Amaren4»  SabtanSdn,  Zamradar  of  Nuznd 
2,    About  Andal  Qt  SrfvUhputtar  (Sri4hanvinaVyaptKi)     For  a  play  on  the  same 
a,  see  DO,  XXI  8399 
4  flee  para  1  «8  supra     For  fripnra4abana(jampn,  see  Tani,  VII,  8048 
5.    See  para  154  supra, 

66 
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sambhava  by  Sarabhoji1  [Taty  VII  3033) ,  bivavilasa  by  Virupakga 
(Tanj,  VII  3166),  SivacampQ  by  Kavivadisekhara  on  the  story  of 
Markandeya  (DC,  XXI.  8305 ,  Tanj  VII  3163),  Kisoracanta  (CC,  I 

108),  VlracampQ  by  Padmanlnda  (PR,  I  101)*,  Gangavilasa  and 
Jagadamba  by  Gopala,  son  of  Mahadeva  (CC,  II  32,  37) ,  Bhargava- 
campu  by  Ramakpsna  (Printed,  Bombay) 

Nrsimhacampa  by  (i)  BhaltakeSava,  son  of  Ananfa  of  Laugaksi 
family  of  Punyas|amba  on  the  Godavan  (Printed  Bombay,  Tanj,  VII, 

3079,  (u)  by  Daivajna  SQrya  (Tanj,  VII  3073,  see  para  96  supra) , 
(in)  by  Sankarfana  (Tanj,  VII  3076) ,  ̂ambarasuravyaya  by  Bhadn 

RSmasastnn  of  Gaufamagotra ,  Candra°ekharacarapu  by  Bamanltha 

(Printed,  Benares  and  Calcutta)  ,*  DattatreyacampB  by  Dattatreya  of 

Atjreyagojra,  (DC,  XXI  830),*  Banaynddhacampu  by  Kochunni 

Tambiran*  Vikramasenacampu  by  Narayana,  son  of  Gangadhara  (Tanj, 
VQ  3153)* 

Aniruddhacanfa  (i)  by  Devaraja,  son  of  Raghupafi  of  Sahdilya- 
gotra,  (10,  1740 ,  Oudh,  VIII  8) ,  (u)  by  Sambasiva  (Mys  263  ,  Rice 

246),  Banasuravijaya  (SR,  I  77  ,  IC,  III  78),  by  Surapuram  Venkatacarya 

(lhi,  266) ,  AnjanSyavijaya  (i)  by  Npismhakavi  Ibid) ,  Anandakanda  by 
Mitramisra  (Ibid  CC,  I  258) ,  Bhaglra$blcampu  bv  Acyutarbarman 

(Printed,  Bombay  ,  composed  1814  A  D ),  Laksmisvaracampu  by  Anan$a- 
sita  (Printed,  Bombay) ,  Ramesvaravyaya  by  Srikrpna  (Printed,  Madras) , 
Gftjendracampn  by  Panta  Vittala  (Printed,  composed,  in  1864  AD), 

1  This  was  probably  composed  by  Ookkannakavi  (CokkanStha)  eee  BTG,  157, OC.I  HI 

2  It  is  not  known  if  Karjaviryaprabandha  mentioned]  as  Asvmi  Maharaja's  in Trao  Oat  182  is  identical 

9  He  died  at  Oooanadain  1915-16  He  also  wroto  a  play  Mukjavali.  The 
manusoripts  are  with  his  son  Gangadhara  §Ssjci,  Oity  Press,  Cooanada 

4  It  gives  the  story  of  the  incarnation  of  Mahadeva  in  the  house  of  King  Posva of  Brahmavarfa. 

6  See  para  180  supra  He  was  ElayarSja  of  Oranganore  and  died  about  the 
year  1927  He  is  the  brother  of  the  present  Elayaraja  Kunjunni  Tambiran,  who  is  an 
authority  on  NStyaiast»  ,He  wrote  also  KrsnavatSradandaka  and  completed 
Bamavarman's  RSmaoanta  with  TJ{tara-Ramayan.a  of  whioh  tbe  manusoript  is  in  she palaoe  at  Oranganore  On  Ramararman,  see  para  177  supra  He  lived  in  Kollam 
976-1028  and  wrote  also  Vallyudbhava  (poem)  Kunjtmni  Tambiran  wrote  oommentary on  Sitapaaadikefestava  and  died  19  years  ago  Kunhanraja  wrote  oommentary  on 
Srfpadasapjati  and  died  H  years  ago  Kama  Vanna  M  A.  of  Oranganore  wroto  a  poem Kaumudi,  whioh  is  an  adaptation  of  Goldsmith's  Hermit 

8    See  para  164  supra,  Narayana  was  another  son  of  Gangadhara  son  of  Jryanj 
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Sudarsanacampfl  by  Krgnananda  {Pnntsd,  Bombay),  Srimvasavilasa  (i)  by 
Venkate&a  [Printed,  Bombay) ,  (a)  by  SnkjSna  [Printed,  Madras)  [He 
was  latter  Parakalasvarami ,  see  para  221  supra],  Jagadguruvijaya  by 
Yalandur  Srikantha  Sastri  [Printed,  Mysore) ,  Indirabhyudaya  by 
Raghunatha  {Mys  264),  Kumarabhargavlya  by  Bhanudatta,  son  of 
Ganapati  [10,  1340 

Sankaracampu  by  Laksmfpati  [Mys  271) ,  $ankarananda  by  Guru 
Swayambhfinatha  [Hid,  271) ,  Virabhadravrjaya  by  (l)  Ekamranatha  and 

(n)  by  Mallikarjuna  {Ibid,  271,  IC,  IV  6113)  Hayavadanavijaya  by 
Venkataraghava  [Ibid,  272) ,  Sa$yasandhacanta  by  Kalpa\alhkavi  (Ibid, 
271) ,  Cmtamanivrjaya  by  Sesakavi  [Ibid  264) ,  Jnanlnkura  by  Laksmi- 
nysimha  [Ibid,  265) ,  Purusottamacampu  by  Narasimha  [Ibid,  274) , 
\adavasekharacampu  by  Bh&syakara  [Ibid,  269) ,  Vijayavijaya  by  Vajra* 
kanta  Laksmlnarasimha  {Ibid  270) 

545  Local  MargasahayacampB  by  Navanita  of  Vadhaiagotra 
on  the  temple  of  Margasahaya  at  Vinnclpuram  [DC,  XXI,  8265 ,  TQ 
IV,  5828) ,  Pivyacapavijaya  by  Cakravarfl  Venkatacarya,  on  the  myths 

of  parbhasayanam  [DC,  |XXI  8232) ,  VyaghralayesastamimahotsaVa 
[Ibid,  8301),  on  the  shrine  at  Vykkomin  Travancore  ,  Vajramukutivilasa 

(i)  by  Alasinga  and  (11)  by  Yogananda  [Mys  270) ,  and  YadugmbhUsana 

by  Appalacarya  {Mys  270),  and  Sampatkumaravilasa  by  Ranganafha  of 
Srivatsagotra  {DC,  XXI  8850)  on  the  festivals  of  Melkote  ,  Japyesofsava 

by  Venkatasubba  {Mys  264),  Bhadracalacamptl  by  Baghava  of 
Sathamarsanagotra1  [Sah  V),  Padmanabhacanfa  by  Krsna  on  the 
shrine  at  Tnvandrum  [Trav,  81) ,  VenkatesacampS  by  Pharmaraja 

[Ian/  VII  3160),  and  S*rimvasacampu  by  Srinivasa,*  son  of  Venkatesa 
of  KauSikagotra  [Tan/  VII,  3168)  on  the  shnne  at  Tirupati* 
Asvatfchakpefrayaga  {Trav  79) 

546.  Biographical  Puradevacampu  of  Arhafdasa  [DCt  XXI. 

8247 ,  Mys  266)  on  the  life  of  Jam  saint  Purudeva ,  Jamacaryavijaya 

{DC,  XXVI  9746)  on  the  lives  of  Malhsena  and  other  Jam  saints  1 

Xnandaranga  by  Srinivasa  of  ̂rivatsagopra  on  the  life  of  Anandaranga, 

1  On  the  same  shrine,  there  are  poems  Vet&atagirunahajmya  by  Devadaaa 

{00, 1  600)  and  SrfrdvtisakSvya  by  Tryambaka,  son  of  Padmanabha  (00,  IL  160) 

2  Where  are  poems  BhadrSoalapuiavarnS  and  BbadrScalanaksatrainaia  by 

Vedftn&ra  SrirSmas'astrin  [Printed,  Oooanada  and  Beewada).  ' 
8.  He  wrote  also  Sumanoranjana,  a  poem  on  Krsjja  Another  Srinivasa  wrote  a 

poem  f  arakavali  in  27  Verse*  to  whioh  the  epithet  Sapra^Sra  is  prefixed  •*  because  each 
verse  is  composed  in  suoh  a  manner  as  at  first  sight  it  deceives  the  reader  regarding  its 

real  meaning."    ISB.XL,  viii). 
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Dubash  of  Dupleix  (DC,  XXI  8313), l  Mjgayacampu  bv  Kaviraja  on 
the  hunts  of  King  Vicitravikrama  of  Kalati  of  Ganjam  (TC,  IV  3218) , 
Srigivasacampu  by  Venkata  in  praise  of  a  king  Srimvasa  (Printed, 

Granthamala)  ,  Samaradityakatha  (Printed,  Calcutta) ,  Rapiasekb.ara- 

caritra  by  Payavardhanagaiji  (Printed,  Bombav) 

Narayana's  Vikramasenacampu  descnbes  the  adventures  of  King 

Vikramasena  of  Pratisthana  *  He  was  the  son  of  Gangadhara  and 

grandson  of  "Xnyaxab&lsS,  who  was  the  minister  to  King  Shahjl  (1687- 
1711  AD)  of  Tanjore8  la  Anandakandai  ampu,  Samarapungava 
Diksita  treats  of  the  legends  of  Saiva  saints,  male  and  female,  their 

austerities  and  rewards  *  Banegvara  composed  Citracampu  in  1744  A  D 
for  his  patron  Citrasena  of  Vardhamana  He  was  son  of  Ramadasa 

and  was  called  Vidyalankara  Bhattacarya  * 

Kj?nabh5sana  gives  the  life  of  a  merchant  Ky?na  of  Narkedimalli 

family  (DC,  XXI  8189) 

Maifcreya  RamanOjacarya's  Nathamunivij.nya  (DC,  XXI,  8241) 
AhobilasOn's  Yatirajavijaya  (DC,  XXI  8271)  and  Ramanujadasa's 

Ramanujacampfi*  (DC,  XXI  8278)  are  on  the  life  of  Ramanuja  and 
Govmdadasa  and  Srimvasaramanuja  wrote  BrimvSsamuniya$r2vuasa  on 
Srinivasamum  of  the  Munitraya  line  of  VaiSnava  teachers  (TC,  IU 
2885,  2892 ) 

Visakhatulaprabandha  of  AR  Raja  Raja  Varma,*  Visakhasetuya- 
travar^ana  of  Ganapafi8astrmT  and  VisSkhaklrtivilasa  of  Ramaswami 
Sastnn*  relate  to  the  life  of  Visakha  Maharaja  of  Travancore 

On  the  history  and  royalty  of  Mysore  there  are  the  following 

Mahlsurabhivrddhi  by  K    Venkatarama   Sastnn,  MahisuradeSabhuyu- 

daya   by    Sljaramakavi,    Sarava$ijalapa"tavarnanam     (Jog     falls)     and 
Srikrfnanrpodayaprabandha  by   Kukke    SubrahmanyaSdrmff,    KfBna- 

rajendrayasovllasa    by    S    NarasimhScariar,  S'rikrpnarajabhyudaya  by 
1  This  work  g{ves  the  history  of  dynasties  of  Vijlaoagar  and  tho  branches  of 

Gaudragin  etc 
2  TO,  II  3641 ,  Tanj,  VII  8154 
8.    See  para  164  supra 
4.    10,1538. 
6.  10,  VII 1548,  (inalysed)     This  is  oharaoteriaea  by  a  long  dream  and  by  an 

tinmistakeable  Inouloataon  of  Vaishnavite  Vadantism. 
6    Tram,  184 ,  flee  para  180  supra 
7.  Trav,  184 ,  see  para  347  supta. 
8.  Trav,  81, 
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Gl^acarya1  (Printed  m  My  s  Sansknl  College  Journal,  I-IV)  Bhagava$a KrSnasas$nn  wrote  the  poem  Kysnarajabhyudaya  Yadugin  Ananta- 
carya  wrote  Krsnarajakalodaya 

547  Philosophical  Jnanankura  by  Laksminrsimha,  Taftva- 
gunadarsa  by  Annayarya,  1  atfcvarthadarpana  by  Appayadiksifa  (M)s* 

2652)* 
Section  3 

548.  Udaharana  is  a  species  of  quasi-musical  proso-poetic 
composition  It  appears  to  have  been  m  vogue  m  very  early  ages 
KSUdasa  mentions  it  in  Vikramorvafi  and  Raghuvamba 

Vidyanatha  defines  it  thus 

sT^T^y  trnoii^iRiiwR'NRidflt,  I 

Bhara^a  thus  alludes  to  this  mode  of  composition 

%iti*\m\  to  ̂ tfosroi  I 

St^ft  dkuftdHlfiKd,  ̂   WK"  II 

It  is  said  m  (he  Puranas  that  when  Daksa  composed  stutis  called 
Saptagita  the  Gods  improved  on  that  composition  by  the  introduction  of 

btobha-aksaras  and  used  them  to  eulogise  Mahegvara  after  his  fandava 
m  the  form  of  songs  of  varying  talas  In  this  class  of  composition,  we 

have  only  a  piece  extant  Basavodaharana  of  Somanatha  (Palkunfa). 

^NdlW<WW^ItfHiHMN{|lW:  II 

1.    He  is  the  father  of  fiSjagopala  Oakravar$in  about  whom,  see  previous  chapter 

9     DO,  XXI.  8278    He  Wad  son  of  BhavanaoSrya  of  "tfadhulagotra,  His  paternal 
unole  BSmaua^a  wrote  Kalyanavalli-Kalya^a,  Ve4apadai5mayana  eto.    He  probably 
lived  at  Xnrellore,  Ohmglepufc  District. 









CHAPTER  XXII 

Drsyakavya 

(Drama) 

Section  1 

549  "  Manu,  Svayambhu,  the  emperor  of  the  human  world, 
in  days  of  yore,  beseached  his  father  the  Sun  to  suggest  to  him  some 
deversion  of  relief  from  the  cares  of  sovereignty  Then  the  Sun 

related  to  him  a  tale  — The  Creator,  soon  after  creation,  approached 

Mahavishnu  with  a  similar  request  and  at  Vishnu's  direction  the  creator 
went  to  Siva  Siva  commanded  Nandt,  who  has  already  learnt  the 
Gandharva  art  from  him  to  teach  the  creator  the  principles  The 
creator  came  and  when  he  thought  of  an  actor,  a  mum  appeared  before 
him  with  five  desciples  Then  in  the  presence  of  Sarasvati,  Brahma 
told  them  to  adopt  Natya  Veda  They  studied  Natyaveda  m  its 
various  applications  and  delighted  Brahma  with  performances  replete 
with  songs  and  sentiments  Brahma  pleased  with  their  interest  and 
devotion,  conferred  on  them  the  boon  that  they  would  thereupon  be 
known  to  the  three  worlds  at  Bharatas  and  that  Natyaveda  would  also 

be  known  after  their  names,  that  is,  Bharatam  Thns  informed  by  the 

Sun,  Manu  resorted  to  Brahma  and  made  his  entreat}',  Brahma  ordered 
Bhratas  to  go  with  Manu  to  Bharatavarsha  and  at  Ayodhya,  they  put 
on  boards  the  vanous  stones  relating  to  Devarshis,  as  enacted  in  the 
theatres  of  the  Gods  The  art  of  the  stage  was  introduced  into  the 

vanous  countries  of  India  by  the  pupils  of  these  Bharatas  Then  it 
was  that  at  the  request  of  Manu  that  Bharatas  embodied  a  summary  of 
Natyaveda  in  two  works  Devadasasahasn  and  Satsahasri,  and  this 

summary  has  come  to  be  known,  after  their  names,  as  Bharatam,"  This 
is  the  account  given  by  Sarada$anaya  of  the  advent  of  music  into  thi* 
world 

In  the  Satsahasri  itself,  that  is  the  extant  Natyasasjra,  there  is  this 

version  of  the  origin  of  Natyaveda  "  Soon  after  creation  Indra  asked 
Brahma  to  create  a  fifth  Veda,  available  for  all  the  castes,  because  the 

four  Vedas  could  not  be  studied  by  Sudras  Brahma  drew  upon  the 

vedas  for  expression,  music,  gesticulation  and  sentiment  respectively 

and  made  up  the  Natyaveda  He  then  called  apon  Bharata  and  his 

hundred!  desciples  to  put  it  into  practice  and  the  first  play  was  then 

If.,  Ttaa  vat*  WRf  la  2nd  p«s»  plural  ol  the  wot  $ 
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staged,  with  the  plot,  the  destruction  of  the  Dana  vas  b)  the  Devas 

So  the  art  progressed  in  the  divine  world  When  Nahusha  occupied 
the  throne  of  Indra,  it  was  his  desire  that  the  art  should  be  imported 
into  his  terrestrial  dominions  and  as  an  obligation,  the  sons  of  Bharata 

were  sent  down  to  this  world,  when  they  mixed  up  with  the  population 
and  created  a  progeny  well  versed  m  the  theatrical  art.  It  was  then 

that  Kohala,  Sandilya  and  other  Bharatas,  composed  '  this  Sastra ' 
for  the  education  of  men  "* 

"The  dramatic  representations  first  invented  consisted  of  three 
kinds  Natya,  Nntya,  and  Nritta  ,  and  these  were  exhibited  before  the 

gods  by  the  Gandharvas  and  Apscuasas,  the  spirits  and  Nymphs  of 

Indra' s  heaven,  who  were  trained  by  Bharata  to  the  exhibition  Siva 
added  to  these  two  other  styles  of  performance,  the  latidava  and 

Lasya  Of  these  different  modes  of  representation,  only  one,  the 
Natya,  is  properly  the  dramatic,  being  defined  to  be  gesticulation  with 

language  The  Nntya  is  gesticulation  without  language,  or  pantomime , 
and  the  Nritta  is  simple  dancing  The  Tandava  and  Lasya,  which 

appear  to  be  grafts  upon  the  original  system,  are  merely  styles  of 

dancing ,  the  former  so  named  from  Tandu,  one  of  Siva's  attendants, 
whom  the  god  instructed  in  it,  whilst  the  Lasya,  it  is  said,  was  taught 
by  Parvati  to  the  princess  Usha,  who  instructed  the  Gqpis  of  Dwaraka, 
the  residence  of  her  husband,  in  the  art ,  by  them  it  was  communicated 
to  the  women  of  Surashtra,  and  from  them  it  passed  to  the  females  of 
various  regions  " 

"  Music,  dialogue,  gesticulation  and  imitation  were  the  precursors 
of  Sanskrit  drama a  Music  in  its  theoretical  and  practical  aspects  may be  traced  m  India  to  the  Vedic  age  Besides,  the  dull  incantations  of 
Hotrs  or  the  monotonous  recitations  of  Adhvaryus,  there  was  some- 

thing to  charm  the  people,  in  the  chants  of  Udgatrs  of  the  Saman  of 
humns  borrowed  from  Rig  Veda  and  adapted  to  singing  Dialogue 
was  often  employed  in  the  Vedas  and  the  Fpics  In  Rig  Veda  we 
occasionally  find  conversations  between  supernatural  beings  and  R51S, 
for  instance,  the  dialogue  between  Yama  and  YamI  and  of  Indra, 
Agas$ya  and  Maruts1    The  epics  often  contain  dialogues,  the  whole  of 

1     Natyaiatra,  I  1-25, 

3  Bee  Yami  Yama  samvada  (Bg  X,  10) ,  P5?i  earama-samvada  (So  X  108); 
UrvasI  Parttravas-samvSda  (Rg  X  85  ) 

8  "  In  all  HkeOlhood,  the  germ  of  the  dtamatio  representations  of  the  Hindus  as of  the  Greeks  is  to  be  sought  for  In  public  exhibitions  of  danomg,  which  consisted  at 
first  of  simple  movements  of  the  body  executed  in  harmony  with  singing  and  musio. 
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Mahabharata  being  composed  in  the  form  of  a  dialogue  between  Suta 

and  his  disciples  Upan«>ads  contain  many  dialogues  of  which  the 

pathetic  conversation  between  Yajnavalkya  and  his  wife  Maitreyi  on 
the  occasion  of  their  mutual  separation,  is  an  instance  In  the  Mahavrafca 

nte  there  is  "  a  struggle  between  a  Vavsya,  whose  color  is  to  be  white, 
and  a  Sudra  black  in  color,  over  a  round  white  skin,  which  ultimately 

falls  to  the  victorious  Vaisya  "*  "It  is  impossible  "  says  Keith  "  without 
ignoring  the  obvious  nature  of  this  rite,  not  to  see  in  it  a  mimic  contest 

to  gain  the  sun,  the  power  of  lights  the  Aryan,  striving  against  the 

darkness,  Ihe  sudra  "'  Hillebrandi"  and  Konow*  asserted  that  these 
are  indeed  ritual  dramas,  but  that  they  are  borrowed  by  the  ritual  from 

the  popular  mime  of  the  time,  which  accordingly  must  have  known 
dialogue,  abusive  conversation  and  blows,  but  of  which  the  chief  parts 
were  dance,  song  and  music 

550  Gesticulation  or  abhinaya  is  a  natural  and  primary 

instinct  of  the  human  race  Acting  embraces  the  use  of  gestures,  and 

laws  of  gesticulation  deduce  from  observation  what  is  appropriate 

for  the  expression  of  particular  sentiments  of  the  human  mind 

Aristotle  m  his  Poetics  says 

"  Epio  poetry  and  Tragedy,  Oomedy  also  and  Dithyrambio  poetry  and  the  music  of 
the  flute  and  of  the  lyre  in  most  of  their  forms,  are  all  in  their  general  oonoeption 

modes  of  imitation     They  differ,   however,   from  one  another  m  three  respects,  the 

Very  soon  dancing  was  extended  to  inolude  pantomimio  gesticulations  accompanied 
with  more  elaborate  musical  performances,  and  these  gesticulations  were  aided  by 

occasional  exolamations  between  the  intervals  of  singing  Finally  natural  language 

took  the  place  of  musio  and  singing,  while  gesticulation  became  merely  subservient  to 

emphasis  in  dramatio  dialogue  "    (Monitr  Wtlhams  ) 
1  See  Kathaka  Samhija,    XXXIV,  5  ,    Panoavmsa  Brahmana,  V,   6,  14 

Xpaetamba  ,  Sraujasutra,  XXI,  19,  9-12 
•'At  the  great  Mahavrata  oeremony,  one  of  the  most  interesting  features  Off  the 

ritual  is  the  fight  of  a  Sudra  and  an  Arya  on  a  round,  white  skin  which  represents  the 

Sun  (vide  Kathaka  Samhita,  XXXIV,  5  and  Dr  Keith's  Samkbyana  Aranyaka  p.  78) 
Now  the  Kathaka  Samhita,  whioh  narrates  the  strugglt  of  the  Aryan  and  the  Sudra, 

expressly  says  (XI  6)  that  the  colour  of  the  Vaisya  is  white  and  it  is  recognised  that 

the  oolour  of  the  Budra  is  blaok,  so  that  it  is  almost  oertain  that  we  have  here  again 

another  form  of  the  strife  of  winter  and  summer  in  thisoase,  summer  or  spring 

represented  by  the  white  Aryan  prevails  over  the  winter  represented  by  the  dark  Sudra. 

The  Mahavrata  rile  is  one  which  oontinued  late  in  the  Sutra  ritual  and  was  dearly 

performed  throughout  the  VedioAge,  being  in  essence  a  popular  not  merely  a  priestly 

nte  (see  Aitareya  AraDyaka,  I  and  V ,  Srauta  Sutra,  XVII  and  XVIII)  " 2  3D,  24 
3  AID,  22. 
A.    ID,  42 

67 
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medium,  the  objects,  the  manner  or  mode-of  imitation,  being  in  eaoh  oasa  distinct 
For  as  there  ace  persons  who,  by  conscious  art  or  mere  habit,  imitate  and  represent 
various  objects  through  lha  medium  of  oolor  and  form,  oc  again  by  the  voioe ,  so  in  the 
arts  above  mentioned,  token  as  a  whole,  the  imitation  is  produced  by  rhythm,  language, 

oc  '  harmony' ,  either  singly  or  oombined ,  Thus  in  the  musio  of  the  flute  and  of  the 
lyre,  '  harmony'  and  rhythm  alone  ace  employed  ,  also  in  other  acts,  such  as  that  of 
the  shepherd's  pipe,  which  are  essentially  similar  to  these  In  danoing,  rhythm  alone 
is  need  without  '  harmony';  for  even  danoing  imitates  oharaoter,  emotion,  and  action, 
by  rhythmical  movement " 

"  Poetry  in  general  seems  to  have  sprung  from  two  causes,  each  of  them  lying  deep 
in  our  nature  First,  the  instinot  of  imitation  is  implanted  in  man  from  childhood, 
one  difference  between  him  and  other  ammala  being  that  he  is  the  moat  imitative  of 
living  oreatuces,  and  through  imitation  learns  his  earliest  lessons ,  and  no  less  universal 
is  the  pleasure  felt  in  things  imitated  We  have  evidence  of  this  in  the  facts  of 
experience  Objeot9  whioh  in  themselves  we  view  with  pain,  we  delight  to  oontem 
plate  when  lepcoduoed  with  minute  fidelity  such  as  the  forms  of  the  most  ignoble 
animals  and  of  dead  bodies  The  cause  of  this  again  is,  that  to  learn  gives  tbo  liveliest 
pleasure,  not  only  to  philosophers  but  to  men  in  general ,  whose  capacity,  howevor,  of 
learning  is  more  limited  Thus  the  reason  why  men  enjoy  seeing  a  likeness  is,  that  in 

contemplating  it  they  find  themselves  learning  oc  inferring,  and  saying  perhaps,  '  Ah, 
thai  is  he.'  Foe  if  you  happen  not  to  have  seen  the  original ,  the  pleasure  will  be  due 
not  to  the  imitation  as  such,  but  to  the  execution,  the  oolouring  or  some  such  other 
cause 

Imitation,  then,  is  one  instinot  of  our  nature  Next,  thero  is  the  instinot  for 

'  harmony '  anl  rhythm,  metres  being  manifestly  eeotions  of  rhythm  Persons,  there 
fore,  starting  with  this  natural  gift  dovoloped  by  degrees  thoir  special  iptitudos,  till 
their  rude  improvisations  gave  birth  to  Poetry  " 

Pischtl  advanced  the  theory  lhat  Iho  S.msknt  drama  had  its  origin 

in  the  Puppet  play*  and  Luder?  pointed  in  iho  shadow  as  ,m  essential 
element  in  the  development  of  the  Sanskrit  drama'  and  thought*  that 
Saubhikas  mentioned  by  Patanjali  spoke  in  explanation  of  the  moving 
pictures  But  it  will  be  seen  lhat  a  class  of  plays,  tailed  Chayanatakam, 
has  come  to  us  without  being  classified  by  rhetoricians 

551  The  Greek  connection  *  Weber  started  a  theory  that 
the  Sanskrit  Drama  had  its  beginnings  '  in  the  influence  of  the  Greeks 

wielded  on  the  Hindu*  *     E  Brandes,  the  Danish   Scholar  accepted 
1     B  Pisdhel,  Die  Heimat  dos  Puppenapiels,  Halle,  Botnt  of  the  Puppet  play Translated  by  M  0  Tawney,  London 

9  S3  AW,  (1916),  698,  see  Hillebrandt,  to  the  contrary  ZDMG,  LXXtt,  230 
For  Ridgway's  objections,  see  his  Dramas  and  Dramahe  Donee*  oj  rum  European  races 8     Ibtd  Winternitz,  ZDUG,  LXXIV  120 

i     gee  Keith,  SO,  57 

6  IL ,,2l0n  M  XIV  194  note  Zubaiy,  On  tho  dewlopnent  of  the  Indian 
drama  ami  tk  relation  to  the  Greek  drama  (in  Bohomtan)  Tu  Listy  (llologike  of Prague  *IV  1-7,  98-108,  193-208  (Ohiefly  on  the  hetairai  of  the  Hindu  ana  the Greek  drama ) 
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this  hypothesis  and  undertook  to  prove  the  reality  of  the  internal 

connection  between  the  ancient  plays  and  the  new  Attic  comedy  of  the 
school  of  Menandar  as  chiefly  preserved  m  the  Roman  adaptation  of 

Plaatus  and  Terence  *  After  Pischel's  repudiation  of  this  theory,* 
iq  his  paper  before  the  Congress  of  Orientalists  held  in  Berlin  in  1882,* 
Windisch  elaborated  this  view  of  Brandes  and  collected  various  te\ts 

that  attest  Greek  representation  m  the  Orient  after  the  conquest  of 
Alexander  aud  concluded  that  the  Indian  Drama  was  first  developed 

in  the  city  as  a  direct  result  of  the  intercourse  with  Alexandria  * 

Weber  laid  stress  on  the  use  of  the  words  YavanI  and  Yavanika, 

as  indicative  of  the  Greek  influence s  This  is  well  answered  bv 

A  B  Keith  *  '  More  value  attaches  to  the  argument  from  the  use  of 
Yavamka,T  or  its  Prakrit  form  Javanika,  for  the  name  of  the  curtain 
which  covered  the  tiring  room  and  formed  the  background  of  the 
stage  The  word  primarily  is  an  adjective  meaning  Ionian,  the  Greeks 
with  whom  India  first  came  into  contact  But  is  was  not  confined  to 

to  what  was  Greek  in  the  strict  sense  of  the  word ,  it  applied  to  any- 
thing connected  with  the  Hellemzed  Persian  Empire,  Egypt,  Sjna, 

Battria,  and  it  therefore  cannot  be  nghly  limited  to  what  is  Greek 
As  applied  to  the  curtain  it  is  an  adjective,  and  descnbes  doubtless 
the  material  of  the  curtain  (pati,  apati)  as  foreign,  possibly  as  Levi 

suggests,  Persian  tapestry  brought  to  India  by  Greek  ships  and  merch- 
ants The  word  Yavanika  has  no  special  application  to  the  curtain  of 

the  theatre,  as  would  be  the  case,  if  it  were  borrowed  as  a  detail  of 

stage  arrangement  from  Greece  Nor  in  fact  was  there  any  curtain  in 
the  case  of  Greek  drama,  so  far  as  is  known,  from  which  it  could  be 

borrowed ,  Windisch's  contention  merely  was  that  the  curtain  was 
called  Greek  because  it  took  the  place  of  a  painted  scenery  at  the 
back  of  the  Greek  stage 

As  little  can  any  conclusion  of  Greek   borrowing  be  drawn  from 

the  Yavanis,8  Greek  maidens,  who  are  represented  as  among  the  body- 

1  Lergovan  (1870),  III,  V  Smith,  JASB,  LVIII  I  184 
3  On  the  differences  between  Greek  and  HjndU  Dramas,  see  Gauraxiganath 

Beneqee's  Hellenism  in  Anoient  India     Keith,  SD,  57 
5  Dte  Rtcensiomndcr  Sakuntala,  (1670)  III     See  also  BBA  W,  (1906),  602 . 
4  Samshrit  PW,  898 

e.  znm^V*  w,ist,jm  49a, 
6  SB,  61. 

7.  P  Konow,  27),  6  note ,  Le-ri,  I  848 
8  Levi,  Q«W  de  Grows  «'« 
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guard  of  the  king ,  for  this  the  Greek  drama  offers  no  parallel ,  it 

represents  the  fondness  of  the  princes  of  India  for  the  fascinating 
hetaerae  of  Greece,  and  the  readiness  of  Greek  traders  to  make  the 

high  profits  to  be  derived  from  shipping  these  youthful  cargoes  " 

Levi  did  not  accept  the  Greek  influence*  and  Wilson  agrees  and 
has  a  long  examination  * 

"  The  Hindu  theatre  belongs  to  that  division  of  dramatic  composi- 
tion which  modern  critics  have  agreed  to  term  romantic,  in  opposition 

to  what  some  schools  have  been  pleased  to  call  classical  This  has  not 

escaped  the  observation  of  one  of  the  first  dramatic  critics  of  any  age, 

and  Schlegel  observes,  "  The  Drama  of  Sahmtala  presents,  through  its 
oriental  brilliancy  of  colouring,  so  sinking  a  resemblance,  upon  the 
whole,  to  our  romantic  drama,  that  it  might  be  suspected  the  love  of 
Shakespeare  had  influenced  the  translator,  if  other  orientalists  had  not 

borne  testimony  to  the  fidelity  of  his  translation  "  Besides  being  au 
entertainment  appropriated  to  the  leading  or  learned  members  of 
society,  the  dramatic  entertainments  of  the  Hindus  essentially  differed 
from  those  of  modern  Europe  in  the  unfrequency  of  their  representa- 

tion They  seem  to  have  been  acted  only  on  solemn  or  public  occa- 
sions In  this  respect  they  resembled  the  dramatic  performances  of  the 

Athenians,  which  took  place  at  distant  intervals,  and  especially  at  the 
spring  and  autumnal  festivals  of  Bacchus,  the  last  being  usually  prefer- 

red, as  the  city  was  then  filled  with  strangers,  its  tributaries  and  allies 
According  to  Hindu  authorities,  the  occasions  suitable  for  dramatic 
representations  are  the  lunary  holidays,  a  royal  coronation,  assemblages 
of  people  at  fairs  and  religious  festivals,  marriages,  the  meeting  of 
friends,  taking  first  possession  of  a  house  or  a  town,  and  the  birth  of  a 
son  The  most  ordinary  occasion,  however,  of  a  performance  was,  as 
will  be  seen,  the  season  peculiarly  sacred  to  some  divinity 

"Like  the  Greek  tragedy,  however,  the  Nataka  is  to  represent worthy  or  exalted  personages  only,  and  the  hero  must  be  a  monarch, 
as  Dushyanta ,  a  demigod,  as  Rama  ,  or  a  divinity,  as  Krishna  The 
action,  or  more  properly  the  passion,  should  bo  but  one,  as  love  or 
heroism  The  plut  should  be  simple,  the  inudentb  consistent,  the 
business  should  spring  direct  from  the  story  as  a  plant  from  its  seed, 
and  should  be  free  from  episodical  and  prolix  interruptions  The  time 
should  not  be  protracted,  and  the   duration  of  an  act,  according  to  the 

1.  Tl,  I  846  II  CO  "  '  "■"-     '        * 
2.  Theatre,  I  xi  d  w 
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authority,  should  not  exceed  one  day ,  but  the  Safatya-Darpana  extends 
it  to  a  few  days,  or  even  to  one  year  When  the  action  cannot  be 
comprised  within  these  limits,  the  less  important  events  may  be  thrown 
Into  narrative  or  may  be  communicated  to  the  audience  by  one  of  the 
actors,  who  holds  the  character  of  an  interpreter,  and  explains  to  the 
persons  of  the  assembly  whatever  they  may  require  to  know,  or  what  is 
not  conveyed  to  them  by  the  representation ,  a  rather  awkward  contri- 

vance to  supply  the  deficiences  of  the  piece,  but  one  that  would  some- 

times be  useful  to  insinuate  the  plot  into  the  audiences  of  more  polish- 
ed communities  The  diction  of  a  Natdka  should  be  perspicuous  and 

polished  The  piece  should  consist  of  not  fewer  than  five  acts,  and 
more  than  ten 

"  In  many  of  its  charactistics,  the  Natala  presents  an  obvious 
analogy  to  the  tragedy  of  the  Greeks  which  was,  "  the  imitation  of  a 
solemn  and  perfect  action,  of  adequate  importance,  told  in  pleasing 
language,  exhibiting  the  several  elements  of  dramatic  composition  in  its 

different  parts  represented  through  the  instrumentality  of  agents,  not  by 
narration,  and  purifying  the  affections  of  human  nature  by  the  influence 

of  pity  and  terror  "  In  the  expansion  of  this  definition  in  the  "poetics," 
there  are  money  points  of  affinity,  and  particularly  in  the  selection  of 
persons  and  subjects ,  but  there  are  also  differences,  some  of  which 
merit  to  be  noticed 

"  With  regard  to  the  Unities,  we  have  that  of  action  fully  recog- 
nised and  a  simplicity  of  business  is  enjoiaed  quite  in  the  spirit  of  the 

Greek  drama  The  unity  of  place  is  not  noticed,  as  might  have  been 
expected  from  the  probable  absence  of  all  scenic  embellishment  It 
was  impossible  to  transport  the  substantial  decorations  of  the  Grecian 
stage  from  place  to  place,  and  therefore  the  scene  was  the  same 
throughout ,  but  where  everything  was  left  to  the  imagination,  one  site 
was  as  easily  conceivable  as  another,  and  the  scene  might  be  fancied, 
one  while  a  garden  and  another  while  a  palace,  as  well  as  it  could  be 

imagined  to  be  either  The  unity  of  time  is  curiously  modified,  con- 
formably to  a  principle  whi  \  may  satisfy  the  most  fastidious,  and 

"  the  time  required  for  the  fable  elapses  invariably  between  the  acts  * 
In  practice  there  is  generally  less  latitude  than  the  rule  indicates,  and 
the  duration  of  an  act  is  very  commonly  that  of  the  representation,  or 

at  most  "  one  course  of  the  sun,"  the  night  elapsing  in  the  interval 
In  once  piece,  the  Utlara-Rama-Chantra,  indeed,  we  have  a  more 
extensive  penod,  and  twelve  years  are  supposed  to  pass  between  the 
first  and  second  acts     This  was  ths  unavoidable  consequence  of  the 
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subject  of  the  play,   and  affords  and  analogy  to  the  license  of  the 
romantic  drama* 

"Another   important  difference  from  the   classical   drama,   and 
from  that  of  most  countries,  is  the  total  absence  of  the  distinction 
between  Tragedy  and  Comedy     The  Hindu  plays  confine  themselves 

neither  to  the  "  crimes  nor  to  the  absurdities  of  mankind ,"   neither 
"  to  the  momentous   changes,  nor  lighter  vicissitudes  of  life ,"   neither 
"to  the  terrors  of  distress  nor  the  gaieties  of  prosperity"    In  this 
respect  they  may  be  classed  with  much  of  the  Spanish  and  English  drama 

to  which,   as  Schlegel  observes,   "  the  terms  Tragedy   and  Comedy 
wholly  inapplicable,  in  the  sense  in  which  they  were   employed  by  the 

ancients,"     They  are  invariably  of  a  mingled  web,  and  blend  "  serious 

ness  and  sorrow  with  levity  and  laughter  "    They  never  offer,  however, 
a  calamitous  conclusion,  which,  as  Johnson  remarks,  was    enough  to 

constitute  a  Tragedy  in  Shakespeare's  days  ,  and  although  they  propose 
ta  excite  all  the  emotions  of  the  human  breast,  terror  and  pity  included, 
they  never  effect  this  object  leaving  a  painful  impression  upon  the  mind 
of  the  spectator     The  Hindus,  in  fact,  have  no  Tragedy  ,  a  defect  that 
subverts  the  theory  that  Tragedy  necessarily  preceded  Comedy,  because 
in  the  infancy  of  society  the  stronger  passions   predominated,  and  it 
was  not  till  social  intercourse  was  complicated  and   refined,   that  the 
follies  and  frivolities  of  mankind  afforded  material  for   satire     The 
theory  is  evidently  more  ingenious  than  just,  for  a  considerable  advance 
in  refinement  must  have  been  made  before  plays  were  written  at  all  and 
the  days  of  /Eschylus  were  not  those  of  the  fierce   and  fiery   emotions 
he  delineates   In  truth,  however,  the  individual  and  social  organisation 
of  the  native  of  India  is  unfavourable  to  the  development  of  towering 
passion ,  and  whatever  poets  or  philosophers  may  have  insinuated  to 
the  contrary,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  regions  of  physical  equability 
have  ever  been,  and  still  are,  those  of  moral  extremes, 

"The  absence  of  tragic  catastrophe  in  the  Hindu  dramas  is  not 
merely  an  unconscious  omission ,  such  catastrophe  is  prohibited  by  a 
positive  rule,  and  the  death  of  either  the  hero  or  the  heroine  is  never 
to  be  announced.  With  that  regard,  indeed,  for  decorum,  which  even 
Voltaire  thought  might  be  sometimes  dispensed  with,  it  is  not  allowed 

in  any  manner  "  ensanglanter  la  scene,"  and  death  must  invariably  be inflicted   out  of  the  view  of  the  spectators.    Attention  to   lienuanct 

1.    A.  V  W    Jaokson,  Time  Analysis  of  Sanskrit  Plays     \,  <n»  Dramas  of 
XaltfBBa ,  a.  The  Dramas  of  Harsba    J40S,  XX.  Stt>809 ,  XXI.  88-108, 
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is  earned  even  of  a  serious  nature  are,  hostile  defiance,  solemn 

imprecations  exile,  degradations,  and  national  calamity ,  whilst  those 
of  a  less  grave,  or  comic  character,  are  biting,  scratching,  kissing,  eating, 
sleeping,  the  bath,  inunction,  and  the  marriage  ceremony  Dramatic 
writers,  especially  those  of  a  modem  date,  have  sometimes,  violated 
these  precepts  ,  but  in  general  the  conduct  of  what  may  be  termed  the 
classical  drama  of  the  Hindus  is  exemplary  and  dignified.  Nor  is  its 
moral  purport  neglected ,  and  one  of  their  writers  declares,  in  an 

illustration  familiar  to  ancient  and  modern  poetry,  that  the  chief  end  of 
the  theatre  is  to  disguise,  by  the  insidious  sweet,  the  unpalatable  but 
salutary  bitter,  of  the  cup 

"  The  extent  of  the  Hindu  plays  is  another  peculiarity  in  which 
they  differ  from  the  dramatic  writings  of  other  nations ,  and  even  the 
Robbers,  or  Don  Carlos,  will  suffer  m  the  comparison  of  length  The 
Mnchchhakah  would  make  at  least  three  of  the  plays  of  ̂ Eschylus  In 

actual  representation,  however,  a  Hindu  play  constituted  a  less  un- 
reasonable demand  upon  the  patience  of  an  audience  than  an  Athenian 

performance,  consisting  at  one  sitting  of  three  Tragedies  and  a  Farce 

If  the  Hindu  stage  exhibited  a  long  play,  it  exhibited  that  alone  " 

Section  2 

Besides  defining  and  classifying  dramas,  Bhara^amuni  composed 

plays  in  illustration  They  were  Jamadagnayajaya  (Vyayoga),  Kusuma- 
bekharavijaya  Ihamjga)  and  Sarmisthayayati  (Anka )  The  last  of  these 
was  enacted  before  Nanuga  while  he  was  holding  the  position  of 
Mahendra  among  frevas 

To  Pi$amaha  himself  are  attributed  Samudramafhana  (Samavakara) 

enacted  at  Indradhvajamahotsava  and  Tnpuradiha  (dima)  enacted 
before  Paramesvara  on  the  nothem  slopes  of  Hymalayas  SarasvatT 

wrote  Lakpmisvayamvara  (nataka)  and  had  it  performed  m  India's 
theatre  by  Apsarasas  trained  by  Bharatamum  himself 

There  were  other  writers  on  dancing  that  followed  Bhara|a  who 

are  quasi-divine  and  quotations  from  their  works  are  plenty  in  later 
rhetorical  writings  Their  age  is  anterior  to  the  Christian  era,  and 
according  to  Indian  tradition,  some  of  them  are  far  earlier  than  the 

kali  age  *  VStsyayana  mentions  earlier  writers  of  remote  ages  whose 
works  are  lost,  save  m  stray  quotations  In  describing  the  recreations 
of  a  nagaraka,  the  cityman,  he  says 

1     See  ohaptex  on  BHABATA,  post 
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mzm trefr ftpswl ftsr war  i ̂^h^wwhicW  ̂ r^ri^  Ifitffcsgfafcr 

Ramayana  and  Mablbharata  refer  to  nata,  nartaka,  nataka  aad 

sfitradhara  aad  dances  and  theatricals  in  cities  and  palaces  * 

552  Harivamsa  (8672-4),  makes  "  direct  mention  of  a  drama- 
tic treatment  {nataBbrfam)  of  the  Ramayanam  mahakavyam,  without 

indeed  connecting  therewith  the  name  of  Valmiki,  but  with  state- 
ments so  definite  as  clearly  to  show  that  so  far  as  regards  its  main 

elements,  our  present  text  of  the  Ramayana  existed  even  at  that  time, 
and  already  in  its  Vaishnava  form  We  are  informed,  namely,  that  the 
renowned  actor,  to  the  eulogising  of  whom  the  passage  in  question  is 

devoted,  represents  in  a  drama  "the  birth  of  the  immeasurable 
Vishnu  for  the  purpose  of  fulfilling  his  wish  to  put  to  death  the  prince 
of  the  Rakshasas  Lomapada  (and)  Dasaratha  (m  the  drama)  caused 
the  great  mum  Rishyasnnga  to  be  fetched,  by  means  of  Santa  and  the 

courtesans  Rama,  Lakshmana,  Bharata  and  Sathmghna,  Rishyasnnga 

and  Santa  were  personated  by  actors  characteristically  dressed  " 

1  RatnuyoQ*  (Srirangam  Bdn ) 

trrora%  spur  jr^^itqir  l    n  67  is 

ill  4K-i|Pd  cW  5TrPcT  dltHnflfl  trqt  I 

qiwwft:  m&i'MPt  f^rT^r  til    11  69  4 
»  %?*w  sm  $ftfirau%  I    n.  ss  u 

See  also  HopHns,  Great  Ep%c  of  India,  65  ,  Hiiaebrandt,  ZDMG,  LXXII  229, 
n  1 ,  Hugh  Nevill,  The  Ramayana  as  a  play,  (Tabrobaman,  II  150, 170  ) 

2  See  M  Wintemifes,  The  Mahabharata  and  the  Drama,  JRAS,  1908,  571 
aiahabhStata  (Kumbakonam  Edn ) 

1  f^w^^raro^cT  <mrforwn  1   i  5115 

11  «ii«j«?cWiel«i  Sigfottft  Wffl  \     1  319  4 

hi  ̂-"fll  *IAWcl*K  I      I   218-10,    II   88  40. 
iv  JTTtfST  fafaMT   ̂ T5tT   'iWWlPlW'WT    I   11.  1«.<JC 

v  3jRclW  cFTT  $$  HiAfa*M<b\   I     ni  16  13 

Bee  also  XII  69-60,  231  296-5,  IV  22  8, 16,  IV.  16-48, 1  184-10,  III.  20*27, 
III.  88-13  (as  refed  to  by  Hopkins  ) 
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553  Darmg  the  time  of  Gautama  Buddha,  Saugandhikaharana,  a 
riipaka  was  enacted  at  RSjagjha  by  his  desciples  Upatt&ya  and  Maud- 

galyayana  *  Panini  refers  to  NatasQfras  (IV  m  110-1)  composed  by 
Silalin  and  Kp sasva  * 

554  To  Panini  are  ascnbed  the  plays  Kamsavadha  and  Bali- 
bandha  flyamilaka  mentions  Vararuci  as  a  writer  on  dramaturgy 
Patanjah,*  wrote  {Mahabhatjya,  BSS,  II  36) 

*5  si  *w  ̂ n^rasT  3rt  gj^rfir  ̂  «F«ratfHcr,  ftvgs ^r  fast  <% 

^  ̂   3*  Wtftfa  I  I*^  $«r<j( ?  fi^fa  a^jnt  AMftldw  sifTTr  &$%  ̂ m  *r 

$1%^  ̂ nqw  «r#d,  *Ri&i&w<Tt>i  I  ww  ?^g  gprftr  I  +ft*fc(g;yr  *t^cT, 

555  This  passage  has  been  the  theme  of  controversy  among 
some  European  scholars,  a  controversy  that  often  expressed  itself  in  un- 

seemly personal  attacks  While  according  to  Keith  the  drama  there 

represented  is  essentially  religious  in  origin,  Hillebrandt,*  Grosse,*  Gray,* 

and  Ridgeway*  say  that  "the  imitation  of  the  happenings  of  life  may  have 
given  rise  to  comedy,  a  fact,  which  explains  the  failure  of  India  to  rise 

to  tragedy,  the  play  remaining  on  its  original  popular  line  "  So  that 
according  to  them  the  Indian  drama  had   its  origin  not  in  religion,  but 

1  S  F  Oldenburg,  Ukazaniya  na  predstavlemye  bnddiskol  dramy  In  ZapisM 
Voatoonago  Obdelemya  Imp  Russkago  Arkheologioeakago  ObeoeBtva,  (IT  393-894) 
[Mention  of  a  representation  of  a  Buddhist  Drama  Text  from  the  Avadloaiitaka  75] , 
Tjevi,  TI,  I.  819,  Winteraitas,  VOJ,  XXVII  88  ,  Sohiefner,  1ST,  III  483,  Keith,  SD, 
43,  E  Sohlaginbweife,  JASB,  (1866),  71 ,  Buddhism  tn  Tibet,  288  ,  Lalitavisjara, 
XII  178 ,  DivySvadSna,  367,  360  Avadanafataka,  II  24  For  Jain  references,  sea 
Keith,  8D,  44.,*Ayar3nga  Sutta,  II  n  14  ,  RSjapralmlya,  tSt,  XVI  386 ,  Hultesoh, 
ZDM&,  LXXV  69 

di)  stffowsrrJurftfa  II 
8  See  R  G  Subrahmanya,  Patent]  alt  and  Kavya  Literature  (Fr  Or  Confer 

1924),  Swami  Saradananda,  Poetry  and  Drama  tn<ane%eni  ttmes  (Brahmavadin,  HI, 
846-CS) 

4     Tiber  eke  anjan  ge  dds  tnchsahen  drama 
6.    Anfange  der  Kunst,  214 
6  EBE,  IV  868 
7  The  ortgta  of  tragedy  unth  special  rejereme  to  Qrtelt  ttagedtam,  Cambridge, 68 
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on  the  pnvitive  mime  of  the  Indian  popular   strolling  actors  and  their 
wives, 

556.  Ridgeway  propounds  the  theory  that  all  religion  is  to  be 

traced  to  the  reverence  shown  to  the  dead  and  that  all  drama  is  born 

from  such  reverence,  but  Keith  does  not  agree  and  he  answers  Ridgway's 

criticism  of  his  views  *  The  following  extracts  from  an  article  by 

A  B  Keith  m/RAS,  (1916),  335  et  seq  with  enlighten  the  reader  — 

"But  though  the  theory  of  Professor  Ridgeway  must  remain  a  mere 

hypothesis,  which  has  no  probability,  it  is  important  to  examine  his 

criticism  of  the  rival  theory  that  the  Indian  drama  is  an  ofishoot  from 

the  religious  practices  of  early  India  The  criticism  of  this  theory  as 

already  set  out  in  this  Journal  [/HAS,  1911,  1001]  by  me  is  contained 

m  the  following  passage  (pp  140-2)  — 

'  The  slaying  of  Kansa  by  Krishna,  as  we  shall  soon  see,  was  the 
subject  of  the  earliest  dramatic  performance  recorded  for  us  in  Hindu 
literature  According  to  the  Mahabhasya,  which  cannot  be  later  than 
the  first  ceutury  after  Christ,  in  this  performance  the  Granthikas  divided 
themselves  into  two  parties ,  those  representing  the  followers  of  Kansa 
had  their  feces  blackened,  those  of  Krishna  had  their  faces  red,  and 

they  expressed  the  feelings  of  both  sides  throughout  the  struggle 

from  Krishna's  birth  to  the  death  of  Kansa  On  this  story  alone 
Dr  A  B  Keith  rests  his  belief  in  the  theory  of  the  origin  of 

tragedy  still  held  by  Sir  James  Frazer  and  Dr  Farnell,  and  with  which 

I  have  dealt  at  length  on  earlier  pages  (pp  18-21)  '  The  mention  of 
the  colour  of  the  two  parties,'  he  writes,  '  is  most  significant ,  red  man 
slays  black  man  the  spirit  of  spring  and  summer  prevails  over  the 
spirit  of  the  dark  winter  The  parallel  is  too  striking  to  be  mistaken , 
we  are  entitled  to  say  that  in  India,  as  m  Greece,  this  dramatic  ritual, 

the  slaying  of  winter,  is  the  source  whence  drama  is  derived  '  This 
too  is  the  only  reason  that  he  gives  for  his  opinion  expressed  in  the 

same  place  '  Ridgeway's  theory  of  the  origin  of  drama  from  the 
festivals  in  honour  of  the  dead  seems  to  be  still  improbable,  as  an 

explanation  of  the  origin  of  tragedy '  But  Dr  Keith  forgets  that  the 
red  men  who  slay  black  men  are  themselves  led  by  Krishna  '  the  black ', 
and  thus  red  men  led  by  black  man  slay  black  men,  which  on  his  own 

principle  can  only  mean  that  winter  aided  by  summer  slays  winter 

Plainly,  then, '.inter  is  divided  against  himself  and  commits  suicide. 
The  judicially  minded  reader  will   opme   that  m   the  slaying  of  the 

1,    J-RA8,  (WJl),  1608  {  JBAS,  <191Bf ,  421 
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negro  doctor  by  Punch  without  the  aid  of  another  gentleman  of  colour 

we  have  really  more  cogent  evidence  for  Punch  and  Judy  being  a  drama 
of  summer  slaying  winter  than  that  on  which  Dr  Keith  bases  his  theory 
of  the  origin  of  the  Hindu  drama  Moreover,  when  we  recall  the  fact 

admittted  by  Dr  Keith  himself  of  the  conquest  by  the  fair-complexioned 
Aryans  of  the  dark  aborigines  of  Hindustan,  and  their  admixture  as 
time  went  on,  and  when  we  are  further  told  that  Krishna  the  Black 

was  quite  different  m  colour  from  the  rest  of  his  race,  it  is  but  natural 
that  the  Yadavas  should  be  represented  with  ruddy  faces,  and  the 

followers  of  Kansa  as  dark-skinned  abongines  Dr  Keith  might  just 
as  reasonably  see  a  combat  between  winter  and  summer  in  any  of  the 
many  battles  between  British  troops  and  native  armies  in  the  long 
struggle  which  eventuated  in  the  conquest  of  India  Krishna,  who 
eventually  was  made  the  eighth  Avatar  of  Vishnu,  a  god  regarded  by 

Dr  Keith  as  the  sun,  must  also  be  held  by  that  scholar  to  be  the  sun- 
god,  or  at  least  the  spirit  of  light  and  spring  But  as  all  traditions 

agree  in  making  Krishna  black,  Dr  Keith  thus  represents  the  sun-god 
himself  as  a  black  man,  which  may  be  regarded  as  the  wildest  of  all 

the  many  vagaries  of  his  school " 

The  judicially  minded  reader  will  probably  opine  that  this  is 

excellent  fooling,  but  very  bad  logic  la  Professor  Ridgewav's  own 
view  we  Iwve  in  the  slaying  of  Kamsa  merely  a  representation  of 
doubtless  a  real  episode  in  the  life  of  the  hero  Krgna  But  how  on 
this  hypothesis  is  the  difference  of  colour  to  be  understood  ?  The 
account  given  above  by  Professor  Ridgeway  is  plainly  ludicrous  Kysoa 

is  quite  different  in  colour  from  the  rest  of  his  race,  therefore  the 
Yadavas  are  made  red ,  Kamsa  and  his  supporters  black  But  Kamsa 

was  the  uncle  of  Kjsna,  who  was  a  Yadava  on  both  sides ,  his 

supporters  and  he  are  here  represented  as  of  the  colour  of  Kr.sna ;  but 

the  rest  of  Kjsua's  race  is,  Professor  Ridgeway  argues,  quite  different 
from  Kpsfla,  whence  it  follows  that  Kamsa  should  be  red  Accordingly 

the  absurdities  of  my  view  are  even  on  Professor  Ridgeway's  own 
showing  at  least  no  greater  than  those  of  his  own  view  That  he 

should  be  guilty  of  such  a  bad  piece  of  argument  is  undoubtedly  due 

to  his  forgetting  that  Kamsa  is  the  uncle  of  Kp?n?,  and  that  therefore 

he  cannot  be  treated  as  belonging  to  a  different  section  of  the  popula- 

tion Ihe  furgetfulness*  is  the  mpre  amazing  in  that  Professor 

Ridgeway  has  himself  given  the  traditional  account  of  the  origin  of 

KrWa,  an  account  which  he  does  not  and  obviously  cannot  criticize 

But  there   is   a  more   amaziDg   blunder   still  to   chronicle .    at   p  21 
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Professor  Ridgeway    asserts  that  "  Dr     A    B   Keith  finds    the 

origin  of  the  Hindu  drama  in  the  slaying  of  the  dark  Koravas  by  the 

fair  Pandavas  But  Dr  Keith  omits  the  important  point  that  in  the 

Hindu  story  the  fair  Pandavas  were  led  to  victory  over  the  dark  Kora- 

vas by  Krishna,  '  the  Black,'  a  fact  in  itself  fatal  to  his  theory  "  This 
remarkable  assertion,  which  of  course  is  wholly  untrue,  is  due  not  to 

any  deliberate  desire  to  mislead  his  readers  on  the  part  of  Frofessor 

Ridgeway,  but  to  a  confusion  betweem  Kamsa  and  the  Koravas-  a 

spelling  strangely  adopted  by  the  author  for  Kauravas— and  between 

Kr§na  exploits  perse  and  his  connexion  with  the  Pandavas,  who  are 

not,  it  may  be  added,  pale  at  all,  but  descendants  of  a  man  called 
P&ndu 

The  extraordinary  confusion  of  mind  of  Professor  Ridgeway 

explains  his  criticism  of  my  theory ,  he  has  overlooked  the  fact  that,  so 

far  from  not  appreciating  the  question  of  Kjsna's  name,  I  was  the  first* 

to  point  out  the  error  into  which  Levi'  fell  m  ascribing  to  the  followers 
of  KrPJa  the  colour  black,  and  that  I  expressly  on  more  than  one 

occasion  have  refuted  the  theory  that  Kp??a  was  a  sun-god  The  fact 

that  Kjgga  is  an  Avatar  of  Vis?u  no  more  proves  that  he  was  originally 

a  sun-god  than  the  fact  that  the  Buddha  is  also  an  Avatar  of  Visnu 

proves  that  he  was  a  sun-god  The  fact  that  Kr?na's  company  is 
mentioned  as  red  Is  of  the  utmost  importance  as  a  piece  of  evidence  of 

the  real  character  of  the  ritual ,  had  it  not  been  traditional,  the  effect 

of  the  name  Kf  sna  would  undoubtedly  have  carried  with  it  the  dark 

colour  of  his  company,  for  we  cannot  suppose  that  at  the  lime  when 

the  Mah&bh&tya  relates  to  us  the  dramatic  performance  of  the 

Kaalsavadha  there  was  any  longer  an  understanding  of  the  legend  in 

its  primitive  sense  It  was  a  human  drama  to  the  actorb,  understood  in 

purely  historic  sense,  the  slaying  by  Kr?>Ja  of  his  wicked  uncle,  and  I 
have  laid  stress*  on  the  fact  that  the  existence  of  Ibis  drama  is  the 
earliest  clear  proof  we  have  of  the  stories  of  the  infancy  of  Krfga,  a 

fact  which  establishes  their  anteriority  to  the  Christ-child  legend  But 
whereas  if  we  take  the  story  as  a  mere  piece  of  history  we  are  landed 

in  hopeless  difficulties  in  the  explanation  of  the  colours  assigned,  of 

which  Professor  Ridgeway's  account  affords  a  perfect  specimen,  a  very 
clear  sense  and  meaning  are  obtained  if  we  accept  the  natural 
conclusion  that  in  India,    as  in  Greece,  we  find  at  the   source  of  drama 

1.    JBAS  (1908),  p  173,  n  ft 
S     Thiatrt  tndtm,  p  815, 
8     JBAS,  (1908),  pp.  169  set} ,  a  view  now  accepted  by  GarTw. 
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the  old  ritual  of  the  slaying  of  the  vegetation  spirit  in  winter  as  in  India 
or  m  summer  as  in  Greece,  the  differing  choice  of  aspect  being  the 
cause  of  the  existence  in  India  of  no  real  tragedy,  while  in  Greece 

tragedy  is  predominent 

Professor   Eidgeway  argues*   that  if  KrPna  is  a  sun-god,  then  his 
birthday  should   fall  at  the   winter   solstice,  but  m  point  of  fact  he  is 
born  ac<  ording  to  tradition  in  July  or  August     The  argument  seems 

singularly  without  force     Apart  from  the  late  date  of  the  tradition  of 

the  time  of  KrSna's  birth,  it  seems  inexplicable   why  a  sun-god  must  be 
born  at   the  winter's  solstice     Professor  Eidgeway  accepts    my  proof 
that  the   Mahavrata    was  celebrated   at  the   winter   solstice,    but  I 
have  not   suggested   at  any  time  that  this  festival   represents  the  birth 
of  the  sun ,   it  is   a  period    when  the  strengthening  of  the  sun   for  its 

tasks   is   required,   and    is  provided   by     sympathetic  magic   in  the 
ritual  by  which  a  light  takes  place  for  a   symbol  of  the   sur   which  is 
eventually    taken   away   from    the  Sudra     But  this  ritual,  though  it  is 
interesting:  and  though  it  is  rightly  mentioned  in    any  account  of  the 

beginnings  of  drama  as  one  of  the  ultimate  sources  from  which  drama 

developed — not   of  course  as  in   itself   drama   since  the  element  of 

mimesis"  is  absent — is  not  a  Kr§na  ritual  at  all,  a  fact  which  Professor 

Eidgeway  should  have  remembered,   as  he  cites*  with  approval  my 
express  statement  that  the  Mahavrata  has  no  vegetation   spirit  m  its 
ritual  and  that  the  prominence  of  such  a  spirit  may  have   been  due  to 
the  influence  of  the  aboriginal  tribes,  even  assuming  that  it  was  also 

Aryan  in  character     In  the  case  of  Kj 3na  we  have  a  real   vegetation 

spirit  ritual,  the  killing  of  a  representative  of  the  spirit  of  vegetation 
But  we  s>ee   more  than  this ,  we  see  a  conflict  in  the  process  of  the 

killing,  and  curiously  enough   Profesbor   Ridgeway,   who   credits*  me 
with  following  Dr  Frazer  in  my  views  of  the  vegetation  spirit,  is  ignor- 

ant still,  it  seems,,  as.  he  was,  in  1910,  of  the  contents  of  the  paper    of 

Usener,  on  which,  as  I  have  expressly  stated,  my  views  of  the  origin  of 

Indian  drama  which  were  first   formulated   by  me  in  1908  are  based  * 

The  paper  of  Usener  cites  instances  in  which   there   occurs  a  mimic 

fight  intended  clearly  to  secure  sunlight  and  to  prosper   vegetation 
In  the  case  of  the  Mahavrata  we  have  this  fight  m  a  solar  form,  in  the 

1  p  144 
9  On  this  point  Professors  Mdgeway  agrees  with  me ,  see  pp.  184,  166 
8  p  146     Of  JBAS,  (1909),  pp  303,  20*. 
&  p  142 
5,  JBAS,  (1908),  p  172,  n,  fi 
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case  of  Kamsa  ia  a  vegetation  form,  but  the  fight  is  an  essential  feature 

of  both,1  and  It  is  an  essential  feature  of  the  drama  which  is   an   agon, 
a  contest     Therefore  the   essence  of  drama  is  revealed  to  us  m  the 

very  drama  of  which  we  have  the  first  distinct  record  in  India,  and  it  is 

idle  sophistry  to  wave  aside  this  most  striking  piece  of  evidence  " 
557     Elsewhere  A  B  Keith  says  [fRAS,  (1912),  411] 

"The  clear  evidence  of  the  Mahabhasya  proves  the   connection 
of  the  earliest  Indian  literary  form  which  was  clearly  dramatic  with  the 
contest  of  the  two  figures   Kamsa  and  Kpjna,  and  the  actors  coloured 
their  faces,  the  followers  of  Kr?na  being  Eaktamukha,  those  of  Kamsa 
Kalamukha     It  is  true  that  Indian  tradition  tells  us  that  Kamsa  was 

Kpfna's  uncle,  and  that  we  can,  if  we  like,  insist  that  time  is  a  piece  of 
history  but  such  euhemensm  is,  if  at  present  again  fashionable,  hardly 
likely  to  remain  long  in  vogue     lhat  Kpna  was  divine   is,  of  course 
asserted  by  the  earliest  texts  which  refer  to  him,  and  the  Mahabhasya 

parallel  is  of  singular  importance  in  that  it  shows   the  drama  dealing 
with  a  subject  which  reveals  itself  clearly  as  one  side  of  the  widespread 
belief  in  the  slaying  of  the  vegetation   spirit,   which  is  certainly  found 
also  in  India 

On  its   merits,  therefore,  and  apart  from  the  evidence  of  the 

Mahabhasya,  Aristotle's  account  of  tragedy  seems   to  demand  full 
adherence     The  evidence  of  that  text  adds  to   the  theoretical  proba- 

bility of  the  Aristotelian  version,  the  unexpected  parallel   of  an  actual 
stage  in  development,  which  is  not  directly  recorded  in  Greek  literature 
The  only  way  to  minimise  the  value  of  the  evidence  is  to  declare  that 

the  Mahabhasya  which  dales  probably    about    145  B  C ,  perhaps 
later,  is  recording  a  state  of  affairs  introduced  from  Greece,  and  it  is  as 
well  to  point  out  how  many   improbabilities  are  involved  in  such  an 
assumptoon     The  text  recognises  the  expression  of  a  dramatic   theme 
the  death  of  Kamsa  at  the  hands  of  the   Kpea  by   two  parties  of 
"  actors  ",  who  do  not  use  aetion  proper,  i  e ,  who  are  m  effect  perfor- ming  a  dithyramb,  it  recognizes  also  the  full  action,  and  it  knows  of 
actors  who  are  to  sing ,  and  on  the  other  hand  we   have   no   reliable 
evidence  of  any  performance  of  Greek  plays,   or  still  less  of  dithy- 
rambs,  in  India 

In  the  Mahabhasya  the  two  parties  of  Gran uujcas,  "reciters," 
who  represent  the   feelings   of  either  side,  do   so   by  words  alone 

1     I  have  nevel  rested  m^oase  on  the  Kamsavadha  alone     JRAS,  1908  p  1?2 
1911,  p.  1008 ,  191S,  p  498 ,  ZDMG,  lxiv.  fi84  segq. 
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(Sabdagra.nthanamatr.am),  that  is  to  say,  they  do  not  act  as  do  the 
Saubhikas  Surely  we  have  here  in  perfect  form  the  dithyramb  on  its 
way  to  complete  drama,  as  it  has  reguarly  been  conceived  in  recons- 

tructing the  probable  history  of  drama  as  sketched  by  Aristotle  No 
doubt  the  drama  already  existed  at  the  time  of  the  Mahabhasya,  but 
the  dithyrambic  form  has  not  disappeared  as  a  species  of  art  " 

558  Viewed  impartially,  Pa$anjali's>  expressions  do  not  admit  of 
any  confusion  and  obscurity  Saubhikas  were  teachers  of  the  actors  and 
they  managed  the  stage  and  directed  the  theatrical  operations  which 
included  music  and  dancing  and  dialogue  It  was  not  a  matter  only 
for  the  eyes  but  for  the  ears  too  Elsewhere  Pafanjali  (MB,  II  233)* 
says 

In  Padamanjari,  Haradatta  speaks  of  Granthikas 

m^;  ̂ f#<r,  ̂ isfa  grr^rrcr  ̂ »rt  |ftr?*rr  srenrarefoi}  ftwfr  fat 

In  his  Vakyapadiya,  (II  p  177  Benares  Edn )  Bhaytran  says 

sp^wf^i^far  ̂ f^spjfif  Trap?;  I 

imW&  mft%  mm$lH  W*ft  II      (H  177,  Benares  EdnJ 

and  Helaraja's  gloss  is 

"  It  is  the  faces  of  the  hearers  that  change  color  at  hearing  the 
incidents  of  the  story  so  vividlv  pictured  before  them  by  the  reciters, 
and  it  is  the  hearers  th  it  feel  pity  and  pleasure  during  the  narration  of 

the  incidents  " 

559.  Beyond  the  ingenuity  displayed  in  attempting  to  prop  up 
theories  assumed  a  prion  rind  the  unity  among  them  all  the  same  in  deny- 

ing its  deserved  antiquity  to  the  S.msknt  stage,  the  controversy  is  futile 
and  to  a  scholar  with  in  open  mind,  the  only  view  possible  is  that  long 
before  the  days  of  Pauim,  Sanskrit  drama  had  become  perfected  and  a 
science  of  dramaturgy  evolved  by  rhetoricians  for  future  compositions 

Of  the  progress  of  the  art  of  histrionics,  for  earlier  than  the  dawn 
of  the  Christian  era,  we  have  instances  in  the  devices   used  bj  poets 

t    Also  s^^r  *37Dft-f?r,  arrf^arqj^r  ̂ sorif^  (i  w  feoj.smRterr  (a  it  77) 

1S9T$^n  Hi  «7»«R*flrPT,  (IK  fa  137),    loeateoIV  i  8  and  VI. »h  43, 
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such  as  dream  (swapna),  magic  (indrajala),  portrait-painting  (crjra- 
lekhana),  inter-drama  (an^arnatika)  and  the  like  In  Gunjidhya's 
Brhafkatha  which  has  furnished  the  theme  for  many  later  plays  and 

romances,  these  devices  were  used  m  the  progress  of  the  tales  * 

Section  3 

The  Dramatic  Arrangement 

560.  Every  drama  opens  with  a  prelude  or  introduction,  in  which 
the  audience  are  made  acquainted  with  the  author,  his  work,  the  actors, 
and  such  part  of  the  pnor  events  as  is  necessary  for  the  spectators  to 
know  The  actors  of  the  prelude  were  never  more  than  two,  the 

manager  and  one  of  his  company,  either  an  actor  or  actress,  and  they 
led  immediately  into  the  business  of  the  drama  The  first  part  of  this 
introduction  is  termed  the  Purva  Ranga  and  opens  with  a  prayer  invo- 

king in  a  benedictory  formula  the  protection  of  some  deity  in  favour 
of  the  audience  This  is  termed  the  Nandi,  or  that  which  is  the 

cause  of  gratification  to  men  and  gods  There  is  a  difference  of 

opinion  as  to  who  recites  the  Nandi,  and  the  commentator  on  the 

Mudra-Rakshasa  observes,  "  that  it  is  equally  correct  to  supply  the 
ellipse  after  Nandyante  by  either  Paihah  (reads)  or  Pravicati  (enters)  ,  m 
the  former  case  the  Sutradhara  reciting  the  Nandi,  and  then  continuing 
the  induction ,  in  the  latter,  benediction  being  pronounced  by  a  different 
individual  Sutradhara,  according  to  the  techical  description  of  him, 

"  was  to  be  well-versed  in  light  literature,  as  narrative,  plays  and 
poetry ,  he  should  be  familiar  with  various  people,  experienced  in 

dramatic  details  and  conversant  with  different  mechanical  arts  "  The 
prayer  is  usually  often  followed  by  some  account  of  the  author  of  the 

piece,  in  which  most   of  the  authors  "  give  a  long  description  of  their 

1  See  V  Saunders,  Magic  in  Sanskrit  Drama ,  Portra%t  painting  as  a  drama 
tic  device  (JAOS,  XXXIX,  Deo )  A  V  W  Jaokson,  Disguising  as  a  dramatw 
devvse,  (Pro  of  Am  Phil  Astra  XXIX  IS),  Children  on  the  itage  in  Hindu  Drama 
fins  Looker  on,  New  York,  Jane  1S97  pp.  609 16,  abstracted  in  Pro  ot  Am  Phil, 
Assn,  XXVII  v,  vl)  K  Kribhnamaoh&rya ,  OhtWieroes  of  Early  Sanskrit  stage, 
and  Heroines  m  Early  Sanskrit  stage  (Oollegian,  1915,  Feb  to  May) 

On  Sanskrit  Drama  generally,  see  Dos  Indiwhe  Theatre,  Globus,  XLIX  880  , 
Th  Blooh.  ZDM&,  LVIII  455,  R  Bohme,  7ohsische  Deitung  (1903)  No  87, 
3  Hertel,  WZKld  XVIII  59, 180 ,  J  L  Klein,  Qeschiehte  des  Eramas,  III  1-878  , 
S  Levi,  he  Theatre  Indian,  Pans  P  Nee,  Museon,  I  638  ,  Ig  Sladomel,  Vlasf 
XtLI  885 ,  S.  U  Tagore,  The  Ilmdu  Drama,  Oalontta ,  P  N  Patankar,  Indian 
Dramaturgy,  S.  Konow,  Indian  Drama,  Hillebrandt,  Beginnings  of  Indian 
Drama  ,  Bldgemy,  Dramas  and  Dramatic  Dance ,  Tales  from  Sanskrit  Dramatists, 
Madras     Fpr  translations  and  other  works  of  ©ritioism,  Bee  Schuyler,  B»$  16  28, 
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genealogies  and  of  their  own  attainments,  while  it  is~a  characteristic  of 
Kalidasa's  writings  that  they  all  begin  with  a  charmingly  modest  intro- 

duction, marked  by  great  diffidence  ,"  and  in  some  places,  the  mention 
of  the  author  is  little  more  than  the  particularisahon  of  his  name  "The 
notice  of  the  author  is  m  general  followed  by  a  complimentary  appeal 
to  the  favour  of  the  audience,  and  the  manager  occasionally  gives  a 
dramatic  representation  of  himself  and  his  concerns  in  a  dialogue 
between  himself  and  one  of  his  company,  either  an  actor  or  an  actress, 
who  is  termed  the  Panparswtka  or  associate  The  conclusion  of  the 
prelude,  termed  the  Prastanana,  prepares  the  audience  for  the  entrance 

of  one  of  the  dramatic  personages,  who  is  adroitly  introduced  by  some 
abrupt  exclamation  of  the  manager,  either  by  simply  naming  him  as  m 
the  Sahmtala  and  Malavikagmmilra,  or  by  uttering  something  he  is 
supposed  to  overhear,  and  to  which  he  advances  to  reply,  as  m  the 
Mritchakati  and  Mudra  Rahhasa  The  play  being  thus  opened,  is 
earned  forward  in  scenes  and  acts,  each  scene  being  marked  by  the 
entrance  of  one  character,  and  the  exit  of  another ,  for  in  general  the 

stage  is  never  left  empty  in  the  course  of  the  act,  nor  does  total  change 
of  place  often  occur  Contrivances  have  been  resorted  to,  to  fill  up 
the  seeming  chasm  which  such  an  interruption  as  a  total  change  of 
scene  requires,  and  to  avoid  such  solecism  which  the  entrance  of  a 

character,  whose  approach  is  unannounced,  is  considered  to  be  "t 

Section  4. 

561.  "Bharata  mentioned  ten  *ypes  of  Rupaka  and  14  types  of* 
Uparupaka *  phananjaya  accordingly  named  his  work  PasaiBpaka. 
Kohala  named  twenty,  Sarada^anaya,  the  usual  ten  and  another  twenty, 
Visvana^ha,  twenty-eight,  and  Vema,  twenty,  Agni  Puraoa  gives 

twenty-beven  The  ten  Rflpakas  are  Rasasraya  or  "Vakyar^habninaya 
and  the  others  Bhavasraya  or  Padarthabhmaya  Bharafa  brings  under 

the  former  the  ten  Rflpakas,  Nataka,  Frakarana,  Dima,  Prahasana, 
Samavakara,  Vyayoga,  Ihamjga,  Vffchl,  U$sr?tikanka  and  Bhana  as  also 
Natika  and  Sattaka 

Kohala  classifies  plays  into  marga  and  desi  based  on  the  principle 
whether  song  and  dance  predominate  in  each  of  them     Among  marga 

1.  On  Vidustka,  see  3  Hinmnga,  Do  VtdusakaN  hat  mdttsdh  Torneel,  (Gronin- 

gffll,  1897, 1SS)  and  P  K  Favolint's  review  of  it,  in  Studi  itaUam  dt  fildogia  tondo* 
wttMca,  II  86,  M  Schuyler,  Qngm  of  Vidtisaka  {JAGS,  XX  338),  P  V.  Rama 
uujftswami,  Vtdualtaka  mi  SaniKnt  pZajs,  (Pr  Or  tonf*ce,  1924) 

3     Bee  V  Baghavaa,  On  the  name  £>a»arupakat' JOB,  VII  278. 
69 
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kinds  the  names  of  the  well-known  ten  with  na^ika,  prakaraflika, 

bhanika,  hasikS,  viyogini,  dimika,  kalotsahavati,  chitrS,  jugupsita, 
citratala  are  cited.  None  of  these  twenty  allow  song  or  dance  in 

them.  Under  desi  plays  he  gives  again  dombika,  bhanaka  prasthana, 

shidgaka,  bhanika,  prerana,  ramakrlda,  ragakSvya,  hallisa,  rasaka. 

Among  these  the  last  six  are  fascinating  only  as  rapturous  dances  of 

delicate  or  wild  type  (sukumara  at  udikata). 

wft  tsftfa  *narar  ik&ww  I  ̂^r  "wraw  *nf*ra  i%^r.-  5a  11 

wUw  <rt:  mgfrra  ̂ ifdMi*^i  I  ;nCT  ̂   wm  wr:  v^  ̂ r:  11 

*riflR»T  fcti  fw  Wpfrt  ?ltw  ■*  I  ?CWB8*  *  S$?T:  TOT*  %3WT  W  II 

Dattila  names  16  of  the  latter  kind  as  sa$$aka,  totaka,  goshthi, 
blindaka,  silpaka,  prekshana,  sallapaka,  hallisa,  rasaka,  ullapya,  sri- 
gadita,  na^yarasaka,  durmallf,  prasthana,  kavya  and  lasika.  Thus  it 
will  be  seen  that  all  those  which  are  exhibited  before  audience  are 

classed  as  plays  only  figuratively  ;  Saradatanaya  gives  support  to  this 

view,  "cftf  $«TWrft  STPfr  iftTW  vfa{  \" 
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562.    The  following  table  has  been  prepared  by  M  Ramaknshna  Kavi 
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563.  Sanskrit  plays  have  been  classified  very  elaborately  under 

various  sub-divisions  ,  and  Visvanatha  in  his  Sahityadarpana,*  divides 

them  into  his  great  classes,  mss  1.  Rupaka,  '  pnncipal  dramas,'  of  ten 

species ,  2.  Upa  Rupaka,  '  minor  dramas '  of  eighteen 

A  1  The  Nataka,  or  '  pnncipal  play '  should  consist  of  from  five 

to  ten  acts  {Anka)  and  should  have  a  celebrated  story  (such  as  the 

history  of  Rama)  for  its  plot  (Vastu)  It  should  represent  heroic  or  god 

like  characters,  and  good  deeds ,  should  be  written  in  an  elaborate 

style,  and  be  full  of  noble  sentiments.  Moreover,  it  should  contain  all 

the  five  'joints'  or  'junctures'  (Sandhi)  of  the  plot  the  four  kinds 
of  action  (Vntti) ,  the  sixty-four  members  (Anga)  or  peculiar  properties 

and  the  thirty-six  distinctive  marks  (Lakshana)  The  hero  or  leading 

character  (Nayaka)  should  be  of  the  kind  described  as  high-spinted  but 

firm,  being  either  a  royal  sage  of  high  family  (as  Dushyanta  in  the 

Sakuntala),  or  a  god  (as  Krishna),  or  a  demigod  (Dwyadwya),  who, 
though  a  god  (like  Ramachandra)  thinks  himself  a  man  The  pnncipal 
sentiment  or  flavour  (Rasa)  should  be  either  the  erotic  (Srmgara)  or 

heroic  (Vira),  and  in  the  conclusion  (Nirvahana)  the  marvellous 

(Adbhtta)  It  should  be  composed  like  the  end  of  a  cow's  tail  (Go- 
Pucchagra),  i  e  so  that  each  of  the  acts  is  gradually  made  shorter  If 

it  also  contain  the  four  Pataka-sthandka  or  '  sinking  points '  and  the 
number  of  its  acts  Anka  be  ten,  it  is  entitled  to  be  called  a  Maha- 

Nataka  An  example  of  the  Nataka  is  the  Sakuntala,  and  of  the  Maha- 

Nataka  is  the  Bala-Ramayana 

2  Prakakana  should  resemble  the  Nataka  in  the  number  of  its 

acts  as  well  as  m  other  respects ,  but  the  plot  must  be  founded  on 

some  mundane  or  human  story,  invented  by  the  poet,  and  have  love  for 

its  principal  sentiment,  the  hero  or  leading  charater  being  either  a. 
brahmin  (as  in  the  Mnc-chakahka),  or  a  minister  (as  in  the  Malati. 

tntdkava),  or  a  merchant  (as  In  the  Pushpa-bhushita),  of  the  descnption 
called  firm  and  mild  (Dhita-Prasanta),  while  the  heroine  (Naytka)  is 
sometimes  a  woman  of  good  family,  sometimes  a  courtesan,  or  both 

3  Bhana,  in  one  act,  should  consist  of  a  variety  of  incidents,  not 
progressively  developed,  the  plot  being  invented  by  the  poet  It 
should  only  have  the  opening  and  concluding  juncture  An  example 
is  the  Lila  Madhukara 

1  M.  WilaoD,  W,  470  3  Saradatanaya  call  a  Bha.ukS  as  Dombi  and  adds  some 
classes  of  Crparapakas,  Bhana,  MalhkS,  KalpavaUI  and  ParijStaka  For  a  oomplete account  of  classifications  of  dramas,  sea  Ink  to  BhauaprakSsa  (008),  by  Yaduglri 
yR^fjasfvami  

* 
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4  Vyayoga,  in  one  act,  should  have  a  well  known  story  for  its 
plot,  and  few  females  m  its  Dramatis  Persona  Its  hero  should  be  some 
celebrated  personage  of  the  class  called  firm  and  haughty  (Viroddhata) 
Its  principal  sentiments  or  flavours  should  be  the  comic  (Hasya),  the 
erotic  (Snngara),  and  the  ummpassoned  (Santa) 

5  Samavakara,  in  four  acts,  in  which  a  great  variety  of  subjects 
are  mixed  together  (Samavakiryante) ,  it  dramatizes  a  well-known  story, 
relating  to  gods  and  demons,  e  g  Samudramathana,  Abdhimafhana  or 
Payodhimathana 

6  Dima,  in  four  acts,  founded  on  some  celebrated  story ,  its 
principal  sentiment  should  be  the  terrible  (Raudra) ,  it  should  have 
heroes  (a  god,  a  Yasksha,  a  Rakshasa,  a  serpent,  goblin  &c)  eg  is 
Tnpuradaha,  Tardkoddharana ,  Vrtroddharana,  Virahkadra'jijrmbhana , 
Manmathonmathana 

7  Ihamriga,  m  four  acts,  founded  on  a  mixed  story  (Mtsra- 
vntta),  partly  popular,  and  partly  invented ,  the  hero  and  rival  hero 

(Pratinayaka)  should  be  entier  a  mortal  or  a  god  According  to  s  >me 
it  should  have  six  heroes  It  derives  its  name  from  this,  that  the  hero 

seeks  (lhate)  a  divine  female,  who  is  unattainable  as  a  deer  Mnga  eg 
Utumasekhavjjaya ,  Mayakurangjka ,    Vtravtjaya 

8  Anka  or  Utsrishtikanka,  in  one  act,  should  have  ordinary 
men  Pralntanarah  for  its  heroes  ,  its  principle  sentiment  should  be  the 

pathetic  (Karuna),  and  its  form  (Srishti)  should  transgress  (Utkranta)  the 
usual  rules,  e  $  Sarmishthayah ,  Kartmakandala,  Gangafihagiratha , 
Saktu  amamija 

9  Virra,  in  some  act,  is  so  called  because  it  forms  a  land  of 

garland  (Vithi)  of  various  sentiments,  and  is  supposed  to  contain 

thirteen  members  (Anga)  or  peculiar  properties,  eg  Maaham  Indu- 
lekha,x  Malatika,  Vaknlavithka  and  Kamadatta*  and  Premabhirama  of 
Rampati  Tnpuranataka 

10  Tr  \hasana,  properly  in  one  act,  is  a  sort  of  farce  represent 
ting  reprobate  characters  (Nmdya)  and  the  story  is  invented  by  the 
poet,  the  principal  sentiment  bemg  the  comic  (Sasya) ,  it  may  be  either 

pure  (Suddka),  of  which  the  Kandarpakeh,  '  love-sports, '  is  an  example  , 

1     Mentioned  by  BSbarapamifra  in  his  commentary  on  Daf  irupa 
S     The  original  is  lost,  but  there  is  the  Telugu  Translation  KrtfSbhirSmam   of 

Vallabha     See  Andhra  8ah.  Par  Patrtka,  it  888  and  Bharat*  (1927),  21, 
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or  mixed  (Sanfonta),  like  the  Dhurtacanta  '  advaatures  of  a  rogue ,  or 
tt  may  represent  characters  transformed  {Viknta)  by  various  disguises  " 

B   The  eighteen  Upa  rupakas'  names  are  as  follows  :— 

1  Wlii«bt,  which  is  of  two  kinds,  Natika  pure,  and  Prakaramka 
differing  little  from  the  Nataka  and  Prakarana  eg  Ratnavah 

2  il6i>,  m  five,  seven,  eight,  or  nine  acts  ,  the  plot  should  be 

founded  on  the  story  of  a  demi-god,  and  the  Vidushaka  or  '  Jesting 
Brahman'  should  be  introduced  into  every  act  eg  Vjkramorvasi , 
Stambhifarambhaka ,  Madalekhl,  Menakanahusa 

3  TRft,  eg  Raivafamadanika 

4  Sfs>>  eg  Anamjasundari  ,  KarpQramanjari 

5  fl^RRF?,  eg  Narmavaft  Vdasavag 

6  TWR,  eg  Srngaratilaka 

7  <a$l%  eg    Devimahadeva  (Pevlmahodaya ?) ,  Udaftakunjara 

8  WST  eg  Gaudavijaya,  Sugrfvakelana ,  Yadavodaya 

9  ̂f°Tj  eg  Tnpuramardana ,  Nysimhavijaj a  ,   Valivadha 

10>    Iffltt  eg  Menakanita 

11  mm,  eg  Mayakapahka 

12  ̂ rflf^W,  eg  Ramananda,  Kridarasafala 

13  ftR<T3>»  e,g  Kanakavatimndhava 

15.  30®>  eg  Bindumafl 

16.  Jf^°ft. 

17  %0%t  eg  Kehraivataka 

18  SffrfHr,  eg  Vfnavatf,  Kftmadatfa,  Danakelikamudi. 
Saradatanaya  adds  new  classes  op  Uparupakas 

19  liftoiideai,  eg  Gangafarangika. 

20  WR$,  eg  Mamkyavallika 

21  Bttfar,  eg  Gunamall,  CudSmani 

22.    *n°r,  eg  Nandimafc,  3rngaramanjari 
These  examples  are  mentioned  in  AbhmavabhSrajI  (AB),  Sarasvaji- 

kanthabharana  {SK),  &rng5raprSkasa  {SF),  PasfirBpa  (DR)  and  N%a- 
^arpana  [JVZ>)  and  are  mostly  known  only  by  name." 
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564.  Harsa,1  very  likely  Sri  Harsadeva,  King  of  Ujjain,  lived 
about  the  6th  century  B  C  and  commented  on  Bharata's  Natyasas$ra, 
Saradatanaya  quotes  his  classification  - 

srnsfo  ftsmrrsr  sttftanr  foam*  i 
sraff^rwr  snsr  s%  wwk«h(  i 

RM*tisi«w4i*Tf  ̂ if<r«it»i1>  I 
^  ato  Nr  snj^fcT  wfa\  ll 

Bhavaprakasa,  Baroda  Edn  p  238 

565      Subandhu    was  an  ancient  play-wright  and  rhetorician 
According  to  Slradatanaya  he   divides  nataka  into  five  kinds,  PHrna, 
Frasanfa,  Bhasvara,  Lali$a  and  Samagra 

«+»*4(+ift  f^ii  snz%  q*5?  om  I   (/&<*•  238) 
As  an  example  of  Samagranataka  1  e  ,  in  the  fullest  form,  he  men- 
tions Kftyaravana  (now  lost)  and  names  such  a  play  Njjtaplra  (or 

Nfityapara)  To  illustrate  this  class  Subandhu  wrote  a  play  Vasavadafta- 
nfityapara  obviously  on  the  story  of  Vastaraja  and  Vasavadatya  It  is 
this  Subandhu  that  is  alluded  to  by  Pandm  thus 

&F%  ft®  PlHI'-ft  fi^W  SF^fSfTc^  I wm&  II 
Avanfuundarikatka 

It  is  quite  likely  that  Pandin's  verse 

is  taken  from  NJtyapara 

Vamana  (J£SV,  III  21)  quotes,  a  verse  in  part 

snar  u#a*r«r.  faftprt  tout  sat$?*w.  ll 

*WHl| t*gg~r'4*   Jf>""t"l    »''"»     mi»hMIiiiiihi    i«»i«h.  uriim  »  m  .11.1  ■  ■■■  ii    ii    ..ii.    iii     ■    ii    i 

I.   ■m  wfra-plctetaian  RSjbiUafcn 
ii,    (The  ward  .NStyaitftSra,  as  till  reoeafcly  Mad,  ib  *a  erwr  ta  NSiyapara 
8     (Che  reading  Vasabandhu  is  obviously  wrong  aud'the  mwrasocipt  No  4/B  880 

of  &e  Oriental  Manuscripts  library,  Madras,  ̂ ives  the  reading  Snbandhu  only     See 
Bangaswarni  Sarasva$i,  Subanjhu  or  Vasubandhu  >{JMys  ). 
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Abhmavagupta  (AJB,  XXII)  thos  comments  on  Natyayita  which  he 

says  elsewhere  is  a  synonym  of  Nrttapara  or  Natyapara  x 

<l'fc<ul  ̂ 6l*ftw^ii*i  iitwVQMKsiHitu?*!    (*l<ln?4   is  a  clencal  error ) 
sro  ̂   swni  I  ?Pr  il  ft;4*rrc  jt%s*r*$j$  aswreft^  srmTfaMtffl ,  arai?r- 

qs*«r  i%  wfrftflwieiw  tfTSfs§3p^R-  tidoii^Fsr.  i 
^f^wt  jwrt  Trsripff  ̂ r  f^i%cr  «iafewmra'  II  xxii  45 

f  &,/     nidwfttf  t  wnrawrararaft  jrfctts  c?#  l  xxn  47 

#sf.  I  xvm  21  si 

Bindusaxa,  son  of  Candragupta  Maurya,  ruled  according  to  the 

Puranas  in  1501-1473  B  C  and  according  to  modern  historians  a. 

4th  century  B  C  * 

1     In  the  same  work  and  in  a  different  chapter  Abhwava  speaks  of  Vasavadatta 
nrtJapSraonlyas  a  synonym     "In the  fourth  and  fifth  quotations  nrtttapara  and 
natyapara  are  mentioned  to  show  that  la  natyayita  characters  on  the  stage  in  one 
drama  are  represented  to  dt  as  audienoe  in  some  other  sub-drama  exhibited  in  the  deve« 
lopment  of  the  main  theme  as  in  the  BalaramSyana  of  Bajafckhara    In  Natyapara  of 
Sobandhu  the  mam  ekaraoter,  the  hero  Udayana,  is  made  to  witness  the  dramatio  per- 

formance of  his  own  story  played  by  BindusSra     When  the  latter  extols  the  glonons 
deeds  of  Udayana  the  hero  suddenly  forgets  his  being  the  audience  of  the  drama  and 
exolaims  his  own  miserable  state  of  separation  from  Vasavadatta  before  her  mother," 

2.    On  this  controversy,  see  Introduction     On  the  birth  of  BindusSra,  Buddhistic 
works  give  a  story    "  Hearing  an  attempt  at  poisoning  by  his  enemies,  Oanakya  fed him  with  small  doses  of  poison  without  his  knowledge,  so  as  to  keep  him  immune  of 
poison     One  day,  the  Queen  who  was  in  Ml  pregnancy,  and  within  7  days  of  delivery 
was  about  to  swallow  the  food  Bent  to  the  king  with  whom  she  was  about  to  partake  the 
food  containing  poison     As  the  child  in  the  womb  would  be  destroyed  by  the  effects  of 
poison,  if  the  Queen  swallowed  the  food  of  which  a  morsel  was  put  into  her  month, 
Canakya  who  only  enteied  the  apartment  jut  then,  out  the  iead  of  the  Queen  by  a sword  before  she  swallowed  the  morsel     The  child  was  removed  from  the  womb,  and 
kept  to  the  stomach  of  goats  successively  for  seven  days  to  complete  the  fuH  term  of gestation.    The  child  was  then  delivered  to  a  female  rfave  and  w»«  nourished  and 
reared  by  her     In  consequence  of  the  spot  left  on  the  person  of  the  child  by  the  blood of  goats,  he  was  called  Bindnsara,"  v 
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It  is  not  unlikely  it  was  this  Subandhu  that  wrote  an  Akhyayika 
Vasavada$a  that  is  instanced  by  Pa^anjali  * 

566  Ramila  and  Saumila  were  probably  brothers  The 
works  of  Ramila  and  Saumila  are  not  now  available  Rajasekhara  calls 
them  the  joint  authors  of  S5drakaka{ha 

They  are  Kaviputru  mentioned  by  Kahdasa  * 

In  Atmabodhendrasarasva^i's  commentary  on  Gurura$namahka, 
there  is  a  quotation  for  RSmila's  play  ManiprabhS 

There  it  is  said  that  these  poets  were  contemporaries  of  Arbhaka- 
Sankara  the  20th  in  descent  from  Adi  $ankara  in  the  Kamakotipeetha 

3raT3?F^T  Tfo*?  jrfarsraTqf— 

flW  ■q»<w*ifij.i  writ  p^rter^cft 

qW«iK  awt^i  Rm  ®  y  ww  1  fit* 

Jrftqfrar  -mPi-m-h!  sprftg  «nfe%fNltepj  ll 

irartfmmiwift  ^t  tffti^  ssftt^  ll" {Gumatnamahka,  p  53) 

1.    See  para  470  supra. 
2     There  is  a  Sudrakafeatha  of  Panoafckha  mentioned  in  £5  of  Hemaoandra 

(p  286}  under  their  joint  names    Vallabhadeva  quotes 

8     There  it  is  said  that  ESmila  and  Mentha  was  the  beepers  of  the  horses  and 

elephants  of  Emperor  Hars%.    See  para  87  «Mgra,  -where  Mqntha's  verse  about  this 
Santera  is  quoted. 

70 
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%#^rtfgqwrcra  3P«rfqgar  fog  11 

*fo  *  infant  ix 

567.  Bhasa  Antiquity  of  Bhasa  goes  to  an  age  so  removed  tnal 

he  has  been  called  a  Mum  Kalidasa  refers  to  the  glory  of  ancient 

poets  like  Bhasa,  Saumila,  Kaviputru*  &c ,  and  contrasts  his  own  work 
as  new  *  Bana  describes  the  fame  attained  by  Bhasa  by  his  dramas 

commenced  by  Sutradhara,  and  displaying  various  characters  *  Dandin 
praises  the  scientific  perfection  of  his  dramas  which  are  said  to  be  the 

embodiment  of  his  glory*  Jayadeva  calls  Bhasa,  the  Smile  of 

Sarasvafc  *  Rajasekhara  mentions  a  tradition  that  the  merit  of  Bhasa'1? 

Svapnavasavadat^a  was  manifest,  when  even  fire  would  not  consume  it  * 

1  There  it  is  said  Maiarbhaka-Saniara  died  in  359  §aka  (437  AD)    Bee 
pan  37  augra 

2  Jrf$<K?Wl    WW^fe"*^'!^  I  MalavikSgmmiJra,  Prologue. 

8     Jprfa^W  ST  ̂ (g  ?rl  ̂  :qTft  «PM  fpttfosm^  I  Bakunjala,  Prologue 

4    ̂ rwi^HlifaigH^  I  ?rcd%w  aft  *rmt  i&f^ffa  l 
Earsaoar^a,  Int.  Verse  16 

AvanHswiQankafiU,  Int. 

6  ̂ ratffll       Praimmard.gh.ava,  I 

7  Compare  1A,  XIS.I,  59. 
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Abhinavagupta  mentions  Bhasa1  and  quotes  a  verse  from  a  drama  o 
which  the  theme  was  the  story  of  Rama  *  Somadeva  quotes  tec 
verses  under  Bhasa's  name.*  The  anthologies  have  preserved  some 
verses  too  *  Bhasa's  language  possessed  a  peculiar  grace,  his  dramas vrere  well  designed  and  vanetv  of  characters  was  their  feature  and 
in  versatility  of  imagery  and  originality  of  conception,  he  attained  a 
name 

568  The  antiquity  of  time  attributed  to  Bblsa  is  seen  from  a 
tradition  which  represents  Bhasa  as  a  rival  of  Vyasa  and  his  poem  Visnu- 

dharma,  as  having  triumphed  over  Vjasa's  work  of  the  same  name* 
T  S  Narayanasastn,  m  his  introduction  to  Ratnavak  propounded  the 
opinion  that  Bhasa  was  the  later  name  of  phavaka  alias  Ghatakarpara 
and  he  lived  in  the  days  of  Sri  Harsa  Vikramadifya  who  flourished 
according  to  him  in   the  beginning  of  the  6th  century  B  C     He  relied 

Abhfnavabharati,  Adhy  Vt. 

3.    This  verse  is  not  found  In  the  publication  of  the  Trivandrnm  Sansorit  series. 

Yafisftlakooampu, 

i     Peterson  Subh     80 — 1 

S  In  Pnthvfrajavijaya  Mafctkavya  wntoen  by  Jay&oaka  in  13th  century  A  D , 
there  is  a  verse, 

<HW»l=4*f£Rflq?  ̂ SPli  ST^ffr  #rf^  *JH*ffft  I 

wrap?  ipPT  ̂ i  f^awiT.  (?)  wsc4w«frwwi*a*H  II 
In  commenting  on  this  verse  JonarSja  says  that  to  test  the  relttrra  BKttits  of 

Bhasa  and  Vyasa,  who  were  then  rivalling,  one  work  of  each  was  thrown  into  the  fire 

and  fire  did  not  consume  the  excellent  work  of-  Bhasa  (flra^".  $13if)  called  Vi$nu* 
dharma  (See  1A  XLII,  62  8)  In  faut  tb«re  are  now  two  works  of  tfcis  name,  both 
profeEsing  to  be  Eazanas  (Sea  14,  XIX  408)  It  is  probabjj  m  aooqaat  of  tins  tradition 

that  Vakpajim  his  Gaudavaho  has  3TRf^U5T8S^j|r(V  SCO)  "  Bhasa,  friend  of  fire" 
T  Ganapati  Sastn  (Int  to  Pratunanataka  p  10,  note)  ignores  the  reference  in  the 

above  verse  to  a  KSvya  oalled  Vignudharma,  and  says  ̂ |Sprif^i^ppRfl;Tf'»l" 

#«p*rr(;I 
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on  passages  in  Rajasekhara's  Kavivimarea  and  Hemacandra's  KavyE- 
nusasana*  to  say  that  Qhavaka  was  a  washerman  by  birth  and  he  com- 

posed a  number  of  dramas  among  which  he  sold  one  to  King  Harsa ,  it 

is  this  sale  that  is  mentioned  in  Mammata's  Kavyaprakasa  It  is  un- 
fortunate that  Kavivimarsa  is  not  anywhere  traceable  and  m  Kavya- 

nusasana  now  m  print,  the  passage  cannot  be  discovered 

Rajasekhara  in  his  Kavivimarsa  wrote 

it»§r  nr^*ife^w,dwr'Wi'W'tii»t'iar  %  I 
apst  ̂ I^ft^  TTTfcT  *$Fffl  (riM>{. 
ftrar  isr  ?rc*#  wr$  %  %w  $%  ?q%  il 

srr^  *n&r  *fo<rr  niftm  fir^i^r  I 

And   fcfomacandra  in  KSvyanusasdna   (commentary  on  pandin's 
Kavibpdaya) 

1.    See  Int  to  Bay's  Kdn  of  Bsf  aavali, 
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Elsewhere  the  following  verse  is  quoted  as  Bhasa's 

m$t  f|  $w\  upHsfaifa  f^RraRft#  i%^rN^if  l 

569.  T.  S  Narayana  Sastri,  High.  Court  Vakil,  Madras,  was  an 
ardent  student  of  Sanskrit  literature  and  his  Age  of  Sankara  in  which  he 

attempted  to  collect  the  results  of  his  research  was  left  unfinished  owing 
to  his  premature  demise     He  thus  summed  up  his  conclusions 

(1)  That  a  comparative   study   of  works  akin  to  the  plays  of 
Sri  Harsha  shows    (-2)  that  there  is  a  close  identity  of  plot 
between   the   Malavikagmmitra   on  the  one  hand  and  the 

Ratnavah  on  the  other  and  that  if  the  Malavikagmmitra  were 
the  earlier,  it  is  difficult  to  explain  how  the  other  two  ever 

came   to  be   written,  (b)  that  'Sn  Harsha'  was  not  as  a 
matter  of  fact  indebted  to   Kahdasa  for  his  plots,   but  to 
certain  accounts  and  traditions  about  historical  personages, 
which  were   afterwards   embodied  in  the  Bnhatkatha  of 

Gunadhya  and  that  his  plays  follow  a   certain  order  of 
sequence  and  had  their  origin  in  connection  with  certain 

popular  historical   characters ,    (c)  that  Kahdasa   in  his 
Malavikagmmitra  and  nowhere  else  makes  reference  to 

poets  before  him,  and  that  the  manner  of  such  reference, 
coupled  with  his  allusion   to  the  tales   of  Udayana  m  his 

Meghaduta,  can  have  meaning  only  when  taken  as  applying 
to  writers  whom  he  was  in  some  way  trying  to  excel , 

(ii)  That  Bhasa  is  mentioned  by  a  long  list  of  eminent  writers  as 
one  of  the  greatest  of  Sanskrit  poets,   as  a  dramatist  of  the 
highest  reputation  and   as   the   author  of  the  Ratnavah, 
Priyadarsika  and  Nagananda  and  a  host  of  other  plays , 

(in)  That  by  '  Sri  Harsha '  is  meant  Sn  Harsha  Vikramaditya  of 
Urjain,  not  Harshavardhana  of  Kanouj,  and  that  it  is  by 
identifying  the  former  with  the  latter  that  scholars  have  fallen 
into  the  great  error  of  ascribing  the  plays  m  question  either 

to  Bana  or  to  some  other  poet  of  Harshavardhana's  court , 
(iv)  That  this  Sn  Harsha  must  have  lived  in  the  6th  century  B  C. 

as  borne  out  by  a  host  of  references  to  him  in  our  ancient 

works  * 
1.  For  a  oriboiam  of  these  views  by  B.V  Knshnamaeharya,  see  his  Introduction 

to  PriyadMsika,  when  the  arguments,  ate  elaborately  set  oat  in  luoid  Sanskrit  prose 
See  also  S,  P  Bay's  Int  to  Batnavall. 
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570  It  was  in  the  year  1910  that  Mahamahopadhyaya  T  Gana- 

pathi  Sastri  of  Travancore  discovered  a  collection  of  13  plays,*  with  a 
similarity  of  expression  and  construction  and  declared  that  they  were 

Bhasa's  composition '  In  his  introduction  to  Svapnavdsavadatta  he 
says  "  it  is  usual  m  Natakas  to  begin  with  Nandi  and  then  to  state 
•FF^Fcf  $jSPTO  But  the  Natakas  in  this  collection  as  a  rule  begin  with 

the  stage  direction  STF^cf  cRT  srf^rfcT  S^TR.  and  then  the  Mangah,  Sloka 
is  introduced  Agam  instead  of  the  word  Prastavana  these  Natakas 

use  the  word  Sfhapana  Thirdly,  in  the  Natakas  of  Sudraka,  Kahdasa 
and  others,  in  the  Prastavana  mention  is  made  of  the  name  of  the  author 
and  of  his  works  and  in  some  instances  in  terms  of  praise  But  in  the 

plays  before  us  in  the  Sthapana,  not  even  the  name  is  brought  in, 

either  of  the  works  or  of  the  author  *  In  the  BharatavaLya  or  the 
closing  sentence  of  everyone   of  these   plays,   invariably   occurs  the 

1  M&halinga  Sastri  has  written  a  fine  prose  summary  of  the  story  of  these  plays. 
Printed,  Madras.  For  an  English  translation  of  these  plays,  see  edition  by  Ashtakar  & 

Oo.Poona 
2  These  arguments  have  been  thus  summaries  by  B  Vasudevasarma  in  the 

Rmdu,  2nd  ffeby  I93T,  where  he  answers  objections  to  the  view 

(1)  That  there  is  in  these  plays  disoernible  a  distinct  departure  from  the  rules  of 
dramaturgy  as  laid  down  by  Bharata  m  making  his  stage  manager  enter  after  the 

"nandi"  or  the  benediotory  invocatory  song,  in  the  non  mention  of  the  name  of  the 

author,  in  calling  the  prologue  a  '*  sthapana  "  and  not  a  "  prastavana  ",  m  represea 
ting  death,  sleep  and  fight  on  the  stage  and  in  closing  without  a  Bharatavakya  pronoun- 
oed  by  one  of  the  characters,  all  leading  to  the  inference  that  these  plays  belonged  to 
Bxe-BJuwatan.  days 

(8)  That  Bhatta  Bana,  Bhamaha,  Vamana  and  other  ancient  rhetoricians  have 
referred  to  bus  W  unmistakable  terms  as  a  poet  of  ancient  renown 

(9)  That  Kautilya  quoted  him,  thus  fixing  him  up  to  the  pre-Kautilyan  age 
(4)  That  Bhasa  uses  an  Fanmian  arohaic  forms,  arguing  a  pre  Pamnian  date 

(5)  That  he  was  a  Puranamum  aooording  to  Kalidasa  and  Janaraja 

(6)  And  that  by  virtue  of  his  writings  being  characterised  by  an  intensity  of  rasa 
and  by  a  marvellously  exquisite  flow  of  language,  he  was  comparable  to  Valmiln  and 
Vyasa  and  so  was  possibly  contemporaneous  with  them 

SakunjaiaoaroS  an  elaborate  commentary  on  Saknntala  an  unknown  author  (about 
800  years  old)  mentions  all  these  plays,  but  without  the  authoi's  names,  as  well  as 
Jraivikranw,  Vatsarajauanta,  Vinavasavacjajta  &o      (See  Koppusamifestri's  Btp, 
aoi9)a. 

8  But  UieHetbrvodiarautubliiMiub  found  ui  tsouio  utbor  plays  dibuwuied  later 
vu ,  Bbagadajjuka,  Tmivlkrama,  Naiabbyudaya,  VlnavftfnvadaJta  (whoso  last 
benediotory  versa  mentions  King  Ramavarma),  Paijmaprabbrta,  Ubhayabhisjrika, Dhurjantasamvada  and  a  BhSna  nioknamed  KusdappalU  BhSna, 
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plajer  "  May  our  greatest  of  kings  or  may  our  King  rule  the  land  "* 
In  all  these  plays  there  is  m  the  end  a  sentence  announcing  such  and 
such  a  Nataka  is  finished  and  the  name  of  the  work  is  given  ., ...        " 

Besides  a  structural  similarity,  these  pla>s  also  contain  several 
passages  in  common  e  g ,  .jeprpft^  flliwft ,  stf  ft  3  m  qft  famaft 

ST**  ̂   wfiT  la  The  Sloka  fo^TcRf  cWfsgrf^  etc ,  appears  in  the  1st  Act 
both  of  Carudatfa  and  Balacanfa  The  passaged  SRTcftftT  f?T  «{ftflf%d  *f 
occurs  in  the  6th  Act  of  Svapananataka  and  also  in  the  4th  Act  of 
Abhisekanataka  The  part  ̂ W^I-cR  *tm  of  a  sloka  is  seen  in  both 
Pragma  and  Abhisekanataka  Many  more  points  of  similarity  of  this 
kind  can  be  observed  in  the  plays 

571  The  common  characterstics  of  the  technique  in  these  plays 
are  not  as  pointed  out  in  the  notes  below  peculiarly  their  own  and  cannot 
by  themselves  lead  to  the  conclusion  that  they  are  all  the  works  of  the 
same  author  But  much  must  be  said  in  regard  to  the  six  plays  which 
contain  the  expression  Rajasimha  m  the  ending  verse  and  probably  of 
Pragma  also,  where  that  ending  verse  is  almost  of  a  similar  form  and 

which  contains  a  passage  common  with  Abhisekanataka,8  that  they  may 
be  fathered  on  the  same  poet  and  if  one  of  them,  Svapnanataka,  is 
definitely  known  to  be  the  work  of  Bhasa,  the  other  works  may  also  be 
ascnbed  to  him  But  to  say  the  same  of  other  plays  in  the  group,  we 
shall  have  to  await  further  evidence 

u       w\  m%  srptfFrr  sFfftor  mm  I 
a*rr  &fw  wigtft  ttsrr  *jfa  srsrrcg  *  It 

The  former  18  found  at  the  end  of  SvapnavSSA7ada{(a,  BSIaoan^  and  Dnjavakya 
and  a  Blight  moiifloatnoa  of  it  bat  containing  the  word  BSjaeimha  is  found  at  the  end 
of  FraJignS,  AviraSraka  Abhisekha  and  PSncarSJna 

These  verses  are  not  found  at  the  end  of  Dn{3gha{o{>taoa,  MttdhyamavySyoga, 
KarnabhSra  and  Urabhanga  The  latter  is  found  only  in  Prajima  0$cud»tJa  as 
found  is  incomplete  though  the  manuscript  says  it  is  finishes, 

3  Bat  this  very  expression  is  used  in  TTbhay&bhae&nkS,  PRdaJaditaka  and 
Asoaryaoud3mam , 

8»  This  When  compared  with  the  NSndi  of  the  Anfarnataka  in  VfnSvSsavadatja, 
would  lead  to  an  inference  that  the  latter  is  a  work  of  BhSsa,  for  It  oontains  besides 

other  Qharaoterstios  of  technique  rafened  to  by^T  Ganapatl^stn  But  V?aavasavadat{a 
is  fte  work  of  SudraJca  (For  this,  see  under  ludraka) , 
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T  Ganapatisastn  considers  that  Bhlsa  refers  to  the  Nyayasastra  of 

Medhatithi,  Panuu,1  an  ancient  sage  prior  to  Bharafa,*  Kautilya* 
GuoSdhya,*  Bhamaha*  and  Sudraka,  and  Giornale  on  these  conside- 
rations  places  him  not  later  than  the  5th  century  B  C  a 

On  the  authenticity  of  this  attribution  of  authorship  opinion  n 
divided  T 

1  Seelnt  to  PratimSnStaka,  xxv-xm  BbSsa's  verse  of  unpSninsan  words  is discussed 

5  find  xxxi-ni,  where  it  is  said  that  BhSsa  does  not  follow  Bharaja's  rales  of 
dramatizing,  and  must  have  followed  earlier  works  of  Krfesva  eto  On  this  simple 
question  scholars  differ  S  Levi  says  "  the  Tnvandrum  Bba«a  oonforms  scrupulously 
to  the  classical  roles  of  the  Indian  Aristotle  Bharata  "  {Vasavadatta,  par  Albert 
Boston,  Preface  in)  and  Harapraaadsastci  {JA.SS,  1913)  says  "  Bhasa  (of  the 
Tnvandrum  series)  disregards  altogether  the  rales  of  drama  hereby  laid  down  in 
Bharata  " 

3  T  Ganapatisastn  says  thafc'the  verse  q^  SRffi  Jto  ,  found  in  the  fourth  aot  of 
Pratignayaugun4harSyana  is  quoted  by  Kautilya  in  his  ArthaMstta  (See  lot  to 
SvannavSsavadatta,  xxvu)  But  in  the  commentary  on  ArJhaiS^ra  by  MSdhava- 
mtfra,  it  is  stated  that  it  is  a  quotation  from  Mamismrtt  so  that  it  would  follow  that 
the  author  borrowed  the  verse  from  the  Bame  souroa,  if  BhSsa  had  not  borrowed  it 
from  Kautilya 

4  AooordingtoT  Ganapatisastn,  Gunadhya  lived  in  the  1st  oentury  A,D.  Q,t>, xxvii ) 

6.  According  to  T  Ganapatisastn,  BhSmaha  llvel  not  later  than  3rd  or  2nd oentury  B.0  (Z  a  xxvil), 
6  Lesny  (ZDU9,  1918,  208)  and  Wintermte  (Festsohrift  fur  Ernst  Kuhn 

S.  801)  and  Banerjee  (JBAS,  1981,  368)  on  their  examination  of  the  Prakrit  passages conclude  that  these  plays  are  older  than  Kalidasa  [5th  oentury  A  J) ),  but  younger 
than  Afvaghosa  (8rd  century  A  D  )  Keith  [3D,  98)  gives  800  A.D  Sukthankar  {JAOB, XL,  911 ,  XLI,  107)  says  BhSsa  was  later  than  PSnlni  and  discusses  the  prakrit 
passages  Antiquity  of  these  passages  is  established  also  by  G  Morgenstierne  and 
W  Printz(Zc)  P  Ohondhun  {Mod.  Bev.,  XIV  883)  disousses  T  Gauapatisastri's views    See  also  Beiloni  BHlippl,  Vasavadatta  of  Bhasa  (.JIOS,  XXVII ) 

7.  Jaoobi,  Vasavadatta  ,  Jolly  {Gottmgen  Nachrtehten,  1916,  858)  ,  Winteraits 
R^S1  18?' 9«).  Keith  (J4,Ln.  59,  SZ),  92-8),  M  Baston  p>.  of  Vasavadatta); 

LXXir  208-Sj  Llndenau,  Bhasa  stud*e»  ,  G.  Morgenstierne,  OarudaUa  and  Mrit- tM$Ma,Lupng   L»oote  (J4,  XIH.  498)  ,V  W  Thomas,  (JBAS,  1923,  79),  Prints 

of  tie  negative  view  are  LD  Babottt  (JBA8, 3919,  388  1921,587-9)  on  the  ground that  BqiJbdlu  referred  to  is  a  Pandyan  King  Teramaran  Bajasimha)  of  7th  oentury  A  D. 
^iStTnJft'  ̂ ^^t^'^saprahasana  Bamavatarasarma  (IfrtfB, 
fSS?*n£  JJT  ??  T"  qn0ted  in  ̂doBte  are  not  found  in  ttisgroup 

sw^m  Srl^f  ̂ Sl7a'  toBh^wasadevoteoof  Siva  BhumSI 

(Int.  to  translation  of  Meghaduta  in  Gujarat,  Bombay)  assigns  BhSsa  to  the  tee  of 
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572  Of  these  dramas,  Pratijn.i  is  laftmiga,  Pancarutra  is  Sama- 

vakara,  TTrubhanga  is  Utsrstikanka,  Carudajta  u>  Prakarana,  Dutavakya, 
Madhyama,  Karg&bhara  and  Duta-Ghatotkaca  are  mostly  Vyayogas, and  the  rest  Natakas 

573  Svapnavasavadatta  is  a  drama  m  sue  Aits,1  and  is 

really  a  continuation  of  the  Prahgna")  augandhara)  ana  Having  heard 
a  prediction  from  a  sage  that  Udayana  VatsarSja'  would  marn 
Padmavafl,  sister  of  King  Darsaka  and  with  his  help  would  recover  his 

lost  dominions,  Uda) ana's  minister  Yaugandaara)  ana  with  intent  to 
hasten  the  marriage  with  Padmavati  resorted  to  a  stratagem      He  ga\e 

Rug  Ohandragupta  in  3rd  oentury  B  C  and  KUlidasa  to  the  Court  of  King  Agnimitnt 
about  B  0  The  Introduction  is  a  valuable  es«ay  on  Bh5.<ta  and  KahdSaa  Stan  Konow 
{I  A,  XLIII  66)  put  Bhasa  not  before  3rd  or  4th  oentury  A  D  K  Rama  Pishaboti 
denies  the  correctness  of  the  attribution  to  BhSsa  and  goes  to  the  extent  of  sayipg  that 
Bhasa  was  the  author  of  a  SvapanavSsavadaJta  and  that  quotations  from  SvapanavSsava- 
daita  by  various  authors  not  found  in  the  present  edition  show  the  existence  of  these 

works  of  that  name,  Slumta'a  Madras,  V  173-186  ,  Bull  aj  Or  Studies,  III  107 
A.  Bangasami  Sarasvati  (JMy,  XIII  686)  says  that  RSjasimha  referred  was  the 

Pallava  King  Narasimhavaraman  II,  who  was  also  known  as  Ra]asvmha  and  who  lived 
in  the  last  decade  of  the  8th  century  AD  In  his  introduction  to  his  own  editions  of 

several  of  these  plays,  T  Ganapatisnstn  has  attempted  to  answer  these  objections  and 
has  done  so  in  a  separate  monograph 

For  a  complete  discussion  of  the  question,  see*  Jyotisoandra  Ghatak's  Dramas  of 
Bhasa  (Jubilee  Research  Prize  Thesis,  Calcutta  University,  1933)  For  an  examination 
of  the  cmtiolams  by  R  Vasudevasarma  and  R  Mahadevasarma,  see  The  Hindu, 
Madras,  1027  Feb  2nd  and  9th 

Sukthankar,  The  Bliasa  Riddle,  {JBRA8,  I  137) ,  Hiranandasatri,  Bhasa  and 

autlwrsliip  of  the  13  plays ,  Studies  <ui  Bhasa  (JAOS,  XL  Oct ,  XLI  April,),  Leeoey, 
On  the  Prakrit  of  Bhasa  (ZDMQ,  1918),  O  R  Devadhar,  Plays  ascribed  to  Bhasa 

{.Annals,  VII.  29,  VIII  17-12) ,  P,  V  Kane,  Kundamala  and  Bhasa  {Annals,  XI. 
155)  K  Knshnamaoarya,  Bliasa,  a  study  {C.  S  Coll  Mag ,  Oct  1917)  and 
Duryodhana  as  portrayed  by  Bliasa  {Collegian,  March  1914) ,  R  Vasudevasarma, 
On  Tamil  Influences  on  Bliasa  {Tlie  Hindu,  19th  June  1928)  See  also  Levi,  JA, 
(1923),  193  and  JRAS,  (1925)  100  ,  Cal  Rev  (1924),  330 

1,  Ed  TSS,  Tnvandrum  by  T  Ganapati  Sastri  with  an  elaborate  introduction  and 
again  with  »■  commentary  Ed  by  Lakshmana  Samp,  Lahore  Translated  by 
K  Pisharodi  {JMy  X,  164  203.  372),  by  L  H.Gray  (New  York),  by  Baston  (Paris) 

and  into  verse  by  Pannalal  ( Allahabad),  and  by  BC  B  Bhide  (Allahabad")  Ed  with 
translation  by  0.  R.  Deoihar,  Bombay,  See  0  R  Deodhar,  Swapnavasaeadatta, 
{Annals,  VI). 

2.  P  V  Gnne  in  Prodyota,  Udayana  etc  ,  m  Jam  Legend  {Annals,  1920-21, 
July)  oolleots  different  allusions  of  the  story  of  Udayana  and  the  essay  is  very  interesting 
with  the  titular  verse  of  Meghadat* 

sptmw  flrc$ftac  wmtis*  art  Iff  rjfoBp^w^r«r  m%*  m  I 

71 
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out  that  Udayana's  queen  Vasavadatta  (daughter  of  King  Mahasena  of 
AvantT)  was  lost  in  a  conflagration  and  disguising  her  as  his  sister 

whose  husband  was  away,  he  donned  the  garb  of  a  Mum  and  appro- 

aching Padmavati  entrusted  her  to  Padmavati's  care  under  the 
pseudonym  of  Avantika  Then  Udayana  married  PadmavatT  Once 
when  asleep  Vasavadatta  came  to  his  side  and  when  she  touched  him 

he  opened  his  eyes,  but  before  he  could  gel  hold  of  her,  she  flew  away 
This  made  Udayana  all  the  more  dejected  As  he  was  diverting  himself 
with  a  picture  of  Vasavadatt  1  in  her  wedding  attire,  Padmavati  men- 

tioned to  him  that  in  her  harem  there  was  a  lass  called  Avantika  quite 
like  the  image  in  the  picture,  entrusted  to  her  care  by  a  brahmin  Then 

Vasavadatta  was  brought  before  him  and  the  lovers  met  once  again 
and  all  was  well  when  the  secret  was  divulged 

574     References  in  rhetorical  works  are  as  follow 

(i)  Dandin  in  Kavyadarsa  (II  280)  has 

IrTSRfl  t*t  555«rr  wr%  wvft  II 

In  commenting  on  this  Tarunavacaspfi  says 

and  Bhoja  says  (SP.  Ch  X)  that  Avan$i  here  means   Vasavadatta     In 

,  this  edition  Vasavadatta  is  called  Avan^i  or  Avantika   by  Yaugandht- 
nayana  when  she  was  entrusted  to  Padmavati 

[NB — M  R  Kavi  points  out  that  this  verse  is  found  in  Tapasa- 
vatsarija  when  Vatsaraja  attempted  suicide  in  Yamuna  and  Va&ava- 
dajta  appears  then  in  the  scene  ] 

(u)  Vamana's  quotation  (V.  i  3) 

is  fonnd  in  this  edition 

(ui)  Bhoja  writes  thus 

aw  <?«r  vfrsqra,  *i<«wwh  ̂ wtw5)  m$  I  SFrrTJcnrsr  srra^ffmwrft  l 

tfrngaraprakata,  Chap  XII) 

This  description  agrees  with  the  story  in  the  present  edition 

&v)  Saradaianaya  mentions  the  sandhis  in  SvapnavSsavadatta 
Of  these  nrst  verse  is  found  in  the  Tnvandrum  edition,  but  the  2nd  and 

3td*  stages  are  absent 
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awfsgiXaugK  5Rrr%  q^-  ?f«pt  I  ?rrentf?f%^srrftf<r  sfif%ftu»t4H  II 
g,5rfRiwn??iS5if *Dwsr  g  l  3nf*s?r  ̂ m^MtHi  ̂   *ri*ifa*i*<  ii 

?^crr  lawflr  ̂ rrfff  i^af^KT  *r%?j;  I  ̂rrt  ̂   irfaw  H5I&  s^t^ct  II 

air 5if& d ̂ wr^i s«rer  *i%w?;  I  ̂M^M^Hwft^cRFrriJ.'t^^'rHH.  II 
fowler  ̂ rat  sr  ̂ nw  5rfa^fi%  I  ar  i  ̂r  t  "rerrft  *r??t  *ffaq<fr  fan  II 

t%  !t  ̂   for  i^Wcf  w  3nfr  I  jraaftwinfiranjtaw  il 

(v)  Sarvananda  (who  lived  about  1159  AD  )  in  his  commen- 

tary on  Amarakosa  in  commenting  on  the  Sloka  %ftit41<wil  etc , 

s>ays  that  ̂ feWI^?TR*iJji<^^  M^M(fiH,ft<IPiTS$sSffnC  S^lfl^'* 
5tffaRKR$*  ̂ rWifllftuFT  *EWW*  and  this  description  tallies  with  the 
story  in  the  present  edition  Bhattana#haswami  [IA,  XIV  101)  thinks 
that  the  work  referred  to  by  Sarvananda  must  be  different  He  finds 

an  allusion  to  the  story  m  Malaflt-Madhava  and  says  that  the  main 
theme  of  Svapnavasavadat^a  of  Bhasa  was  the  marriage  of  Vasavadafta 
and  not  Padtnavati,  whereas  the  present  play  deals  with  the  events 

subsequent  to  the  marriage  of  Vasavadatp.,  that  is,  the  marriage  of 
Padmavajji 

The  following  verse  quoted  by  Abhinavagup$a  in  Dhvanyaluka  as 
from  Svapnavasavadatta  is  not  found  in  the  Tnvandntm  Edn  . 

a^isr  m  sifasT  lepras  ft  *m%R  ii 

Nor  is  the  verse  quoted  by  Ramacandra  in  Natyadarpana  J 

"HWfcwiftyqrift  %m  %?  tares 1 

*!<#§•  feffH  I  s^t&eptfw;  I " 

Nor  is  lhe  following  quoted   by  Slgaranandin  ltt  Natakalaksana* 
rafnakosa 

m  *Nt  %wiw   ̂ rtrsrer  (h^inhi-)  #pto.   mn«for*Ml«nfo 
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575  Pratigaayaugandharayana,1  is  a  Natika  m  four  Ads 
In  Ihe  course  of  an  elephant  hunt  Vatsaraja  sees  a  false  elephant,* 
prepared  and  stationed  m  the  forest  at  the  orders  of  King  Pradyota 

and  when  unknowingly  attempting  to  tame  it  with  his  Vina,  Pradyota's 
soldiers  overpower  him,  and  take  him  prisoner  Then  Pradyofa's 
minister  j&lankayana  intervenes  and  hands  him  over  to  Pradyoja 
Pradyota  lakes  the  Vina  and  gives  it  to  his  daughter  Vasavadafcta  and 

imprisons  Vatsaraja  m  his  own  house  Vatsaraja  and  Vasavadatja 
meet  each  other  and  soon  Vatsaraja  happy  in  his  love  forgets  all 
thought  of  his  own  kingdom  Meanwhile,  \  augandharayana,  his 

minister,  discovers  Va^saraja's  predicament  He  arranges  by  careful 
espionage  that  all  his  army  in  disguise  pervades  the  capital  of  Pradyota 
and  himself  m  a  garb  of  a  madman  begins  to  run  through  the  streets, 

watching  an  opportunity  At  the  appointed  signal  the  army  rises  up 
and  in  trying  to  take  away  Vatsaraja  and  Vasavadatta  on  an  elephant 
by  force,  Yaugandharayana  is  subdued  and  taught  But  Pradyota 

is  pleased  with  the  minister's  sagacity  and  ho  sends  him  back  home 
in  royal  state  with  Va|saraja  and  -the  princess 

576  Carudatta  is  a  fragment  in  four  Acts  without  the  initial  or 

final  verses  Carudatfa,  a  merchant  impoverished  by  his  generosity, 

fell  m  love  with  a  heUcra  Vasantasena  Pursued  by  the  king's 

brother-in-law  Samsfhana  she  took  refuge  in  Caruda^ta's  house  and 
left  her  jewels  in  his  care  1  he  jewels  were  stolen  away  at  night  by  a 
thief  Sajjalaka  in  order  to  purchase  the  freedom  of  a  slave  girl  of 
Vasanjasena.  In  the  morning  Carudatta  offered  his  wife's  necklace 
to  Vasantasena  in  lieu  of  the  lost  jewels,  but  Vasantasena  handed  the 
slave  girl  to  Sajjalaka  and   herself  went  to  Carudatta     Here  the  play 

1,  Vamana  quote*  a  line  ift  qffipng®  $&  T  5«?f%  (Adhyaye  II )  This  is 
found  in  this  drama,  in  Kumudlraahot3ava  thoro  la  referenda  to  the  names  of 
Vajsaraja,  and  his  horse  Siinijarapatala  and  hw  servant  KStyayana. 

In  the  same  uounoutiou,  Pratign&yaugandharayana  mentions  tho  name  Sunijara 
jStala  (page  13) 

3.  Bhamaha  (IV,  40)  remarks  that  VafavSja  oould  not  hare  beon  dooeived  by  an 
artiaoiat  elephant  and  if  caught,  his  life  would  not  have  been  spared  by  the  enemy,  He 
gives  this  as  an  instance  of  unnaturalness  or  Ny&yaviro4ha  , 

i,±r'  ty'fl88*  wlth  oolamen,i¥:y  by  T.  Ganapatisastri  (Trivandmm).  Of  dramas 
hW^  seller  plots,  ore^dayanaoarlja  and  Vinavasavadatta.  Ita  these  analogies, 
m  M.  BamatalahnakavL'B  introduction  to  VinavRsavadatta  (Madras), 
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ends  abruptlj  and  "  it  seems  as,  if  Carudalla  were  accused  of  theft  and that  Vat.dntai.ena  herself  is,  m  grave  danger  of  her  life  "I 

577  Pratimanataka*  begins  with  banishment  of  Rama  to  the 
woodb  and  the  miserable  ( ondition  of  Dasaratha  ending  in  his  death 
Bharata  mfen>  the  death  of  his  father  from  the  statue  of  his  father 
erected  in  the  statue  house  of  the  family  and  from  this  the  play  takes 
its  name  Bharata  then  interviews,  Rama  in  the  forest  and  returns 
back  U>  the  capital  with  his  sandals  to  be  crowned  m  his  stead  Then 
follows  the  story  of  the  abduction  of  Sija  bv  Ravana  and  the  war  with 
Ravana  ending  in  his  destruction  and  Rama's  return  with  Sita  to  his 
hermitage,  where  Bharata  and  the  queens  go  to  receive  him  and 
Ramais  irowned  on  the  spot  In  this  play  the  author  has  often 
copied  expressions  from  Ramayana  " 

1  Edited  by  T  Gauapati  8astu,  (TSS)  Tnvandrum,  and  again  with  his  own 
commentary  Sea  K  V  Vasudevasarma,  The  Source  of  Daridra-GarudaHa  in  The 
Bmdu,  Madctb,  June  6th,  1928  Vjnuua  in  his  h.avyaiank,jrasutra  (V  1,  8)  quotes  a verse  (I  3> 

whioh  is  found  in  this  play    The  word  Daridra  CarudatJa  is  used  by  likara  la  fclrooha- 
kalika  (Act  IX  ui  his  lirst  speech) . 

art  eg?  <T*r,  tfcntTONta  W^ko"  <Tr?rf*RriSr 
InAbhinavagupU's  aommenlary  on  Bhara{anatya«*sira  we  have  the  following references  to  a  drama  called  Darlcjra-Garudafja 

^aft  WW    I  STrfo  m*FW,  (Adhyaya  XXII) 
This  passage  is  found  in  Mroohakajika,  Act  I,  above  verse  85 

(AdhySya  SIX). 
3  Ed  Trlvandrnm  (TSS)  with  an  elaborate  and  valuable  introduction  by 

T  Ganapatowferi  Translated  by  Rama  Pisharoti  with  critical  notes  [JMy,  XII  68, 
875,  XIII  895,  XIV  89,  XI  853),  Ed  with  translation  by  S.M  Patanjapa,  Bombay. 

3.    Here  is  a  nice  description  of  an  identify , 

3ft4lUd$^i^<li&'rcWl  sRTfiW  "^Nfr  w  wi  ?rp^T.  It  civ.  8) 
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578  Balacarita*  in  five  acts  describes  the  birth  of  Kjsna  and 
his  miraculous  performances  from  sucking;  out  of  the  life  of  Parana 
and  the  killing  of  Canura  to  the  killing  of  K&liya  and  Rsabhasura, 
the  destruction  of  Kamsa,  and  the  coronation  of  Ugrasena 

579  Urubhanga*  begins  with  a  prologue  describing  the  actual 
fight  between  Bhfma  and  Duryodhana  in  which  Duryodhana  is  struck 
with  a  mallet  on  his  thigh  and  falls  down  disabled  The  scene 

follows  in  which  Dhjtaraslra  and  his  wife  go  to  see  the  last  dying  son 
and  Duryodhana  recovers  his  sense  of  rectitude  and  commends  a  life 

of  friendship  The  last  scene  introduces  the  furious  Asvatthaman*  and 
his  violent  vow  to  destroy  the  last  scion  of  the  Pandava  race  The 

play  ends  with  the  passing  away  of  Duryodhana  in  the  stage*  and  the 
renunciation  of  Dhytarastra 

580.  Pancaratra  The  play  takes  Us  name  from  the  penod 
of  five  nights  referred  to  in  the  plot,  which  is  briefly  as  follows  — 

"  After  wandering  for  twelve  years  in  the  forest  the  Pandavas  were  living 
incognito  m  the  thirteenth  year  Drona,  the  family  preceptor  of  the 
Kurus,  knew  the  reluctance  of  Duryodhana  and  others  to  give  a  bit  of 

land  even,  to  the  Pandavas  Hence  he  apprehended  a  fratricidal 
war  To  avoid  such  a  calamity  he  was  looking  for  an  opportune 

moment  to  unite  the  brothers  At  the  instance  of  Drona,  he  (Duryo- 

dhana) performed  a  sacrifice.  At  the  end  of  the  sacrifice  he  per- 
formed his  bath  and  wanted  to  render  Gurudaksma  Drona  cleverly 

demanded  half  of  the  kingdom  for  the  Pandavas  Duryodhana  assen- 
ted to  it  on  the  condition  that  Drona  would  bring  within  five  nights 

1.  SKLTrivandrum  See  Wtntemttz,  ZDMQ,  LXXIV  135 ,  Xiinfcaau,  BS,  S3 , 
V  Prabhakarasastrl,  Bharatt,  IT.  39  Balacarita  quoted  by  Virfvaoajha  in  Bahijya- 
darpansi  (VI)  is  a  different  work  and  must  refer  to  BSmSyana,  for  the  verse  there  quoted 

>4rt(l£lfcfel4  33T  la  not  found  is  this  play,  and  that  is  addressed  by  Parafararua 
to  Rama, 

3.   Ed.  Icwandcum    It  is  also  oalled  Ga4Syuddham  in  some  manuscripts 

8.    Here  is  Afva^thSmau's  address  to  Dnryo^haaa  after  the  hurt , 

t     Thus  he  is  described 
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the  news  of  the  whereabouts  of  the  Pandavas  Drona  found  out  Bhima 

from  the  news  of  Kichaka's  being  slam  in  secret  in  the  capital  of 
Virata  Bhisma  induced  the  Kauravas  to  carry  off  the  cattle  of  Virata 
under  the  pretext  of  ministering  him  for  his  absenting  himself  from 
the  sacrifice  Thus  he  located  the  Pandavas  And  half  the  kingdom 

was  given  to  the  Pandavas  "* 

581  Rama  Datta  Pant's  Aparapancarafra  is  based  on  this 
play  He  was  professor  of  Sanskrit  in  Bareilley  college  He  lived  m 

Almora  District  in  1861-1928  AD  He  also  wrote  Lekhinfkrpana 

and  Dtpasa^aka* 

582  Dutavakyam  is  an  one-Act  drama  "This  is  woven 
from  the  Mahabharata  story  of  Knsna  acting  as  an  ambassador 
of  the  Pandavas  Kancuki  intimated  the  arrival  of  Knsna  to  Duryo- 
dhana  saying  '  Purushottama  is  come  Just  then  Duryodhana  was  hold- 

ing his  ministerial  council  He  corrected  Kancuki's  language  telling 
him  to  name  Knsna  as  Kamsabhntya  Damodara  As  an  evil  omen 
Duryodhana  fell  from  his  seat  at  the  advent  of  Vasodeva  Knsna 

When  Vasudeva  was  seated  m  Duryodhana's  council  hall,  he  found 
there  a  picture  of  Draupadi's  Kesakarsana  Vasudeva  then  demanded 
the  division  of  the  paternal  property  Duryodhana  pointed  to  Panda's 
remaining  free  from  intercourse  with  females  and  there  was  a  curse 
from  a  sage  and  refused  any  division  of  property  Vasudeva  also  then 
pointed  out  that  Vicitravirya  got  Pthisis  Pulmonahs  and  that  Dhrita- 
rastra  was  born  on  Ambika  through  the  agency  of  Vyasa  and  that 
therefore  he  also,    on  the  same   ground   as   Duryodhana  held  out 

1     Ed  Trivandram  and  again  with  his  own  oommenfcary  awl  an  elaborate  Intro- 
duction by  T  Ganapati  Saatrl     As  summaned  by  J  Ghatak  (1  o } 

3     Hem  is  a  description  of  prions  brahmins 

gfr^*H«rt)  feature  — 

and  of  Abhimanyn'  6  ohanot ,  ' ' 
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could  not  claim  paternal  property.  Then  Duryodhana  tried  to  use 

force,  when  Vasudeva  took  his  Visvarupa,  and  the  former  found  him 

everywhere  in  every  possible  shape  and  si/e  Sudarsana,  the  discus 

of  Vasudeva,  was  called  in  by  the  latter  into  action  and  there  came 

Sudarsana,  Kaumodaki,  Pancajanya  and  all  other  weapons  m  the 

tram  Duryodhana's  fear  and  bewilderment  were  highest  I  hen 
Vasudeva  again  cooled  down  Just  then  Dhntarastra  laine  in  on  the 

scene,  and  fell  at  the  feet  of  Vvmdevn,  to  atone  for  the  fault  of 

his  sons     The  Lord  Vasudeva  complied  with  his  request ' s 

583  Madhyamavyayogam  "  Bhimasem  rescues  a  Brahmin 
family  from  the  hands  of  Ghatotkaca  Ghatolki<a  and  his  mother 
Hidimbi  wanted  human  food  and  caught  sight  of  a  group  of  brahmins, 

an  old  man,  his  wife  and  three  sons  and  it  was  after  some  discussion 

arranged  to  give  up  the  middle  son  Just  then  Bhimasena  came  on  the 
scene  and  in  the  course  of  the  fighting  with  Ghatotkaca,  they  recogni- 

sed each  other  as  father  and  son,  and  the  victim  was  rest  ued  "• 

584  Karnabharam  begins  with  the  relation  b)  Karai  of  the 

story  of  a  curse  that  just  at  the  moment  of  need  his  weapons  w  ould 

prove  ineffectual  On  his  wa>  to  battle  against  Arjuna,  Indra  encoun- 
ters him  in  the  garb  of  a  poor  brahmin  and  asks  for  a  gift  Kama 

with  his  characteristic  generosit}  promises  anything  that  he  desired 
Indra  asks  for  his  armour  and  earrings  and  walks  away  with  the  gifts 

The  plays  ends  with  the  gift  of  an  invulnerable  Sak$i  by  Indn  to  Kama 

in  lien  of  the  extortion  he  had  t  ommitted  * 

1  Ed  Trlvandram  and  agnln  with  his  own  oommnntftry  by  T  OunapntisaBtri 
As  summarised  by  J  Ghatek  (1  o  ) 

3     apt '  anr  TF^SPI.  i^  — 

*TpmH*t>fafa-*r  fasmrefrettar  BjR^mrTr^'q'BJif  sn-a^oii  | 

3  Ed.  Trlvandram,  and  again  with  his  commentary  and  an  Introduction  by  T 
Qanapati  Sastn  Translated  by  S  P  Janvier,  Myrore,  with  introduction  and  notes, 
There  is  a  stage  adaptation  of  this  drama  called  Haidimbi*  Valdagdhya  by  T  S 
Navayana  Sastri  with  an  introduction  on  Bhasa  and  TCaiidSsa  (Madras)  Pavolini, 
{QBAI,  XX3X  1)  points  out  that  Batowadba  ot  MahabhSratu  baa  been  adopted  here 
tor  the  plot. 

4.    Ed  Trlvandram     It  is  also  called  KaVao^kundaiahaMtjam  in  some  manu* 
oripti 
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The  nandi  here  is  fine 

585  Duta-Ghatotkacam  When  Abhimanyu  was  killed  b\ 
the  Dhartaraptras  cruelly  and  illegally,  Gandhari,  DhptaraStra  find 
Dussala  repudiated  the  conduct  of  the  Kauravas  Ghatotkaca  was 
sent  on  a  mission  of  peace  b}  the  Pandavas  to  the  Kaura\a  camp,  but 
he  w  as  insulted  Ghatotkaca  became  defiant  Dhjtarastra  interferred 

and  appeased  him  * 

586  Abhitekanatakam  is  based  on  the  story  of  RamSj  ana 
in  Kiskwdba,  Sundara  and  Yuddha  Kandas  It  begins  with  the  fight 

with  Vali  and  runs  through  the  plot  until  the  fall  of  Ra\ana  and 

Rita's  ordeal  of  fire     Then  follows  a  charming  eulog}  * 

587  Avimarakam  "  Visnusena  the  king  of  SauvTra,  became 
a  cand&Ia  for  a  j  ear,  along  with  his  family  by  the  curse  of  Dirgha^apas 
While  thus  living  in  Kuntibhoja  town  incognito  he  killed  an  Asura 

named  Avi,  and  became  known  as  Am-nutoaka  One  day  he  rescued 

his  maternal  uncle's  daughter  KurangT  from  the  clutches  of  an  in- 
furiated elephant  On  hearing  this,  the  father  of  Kurangi,  Kuntibhoja 

intended  to  marry  her  to  Avimaraka,  bat  he  could  not  do  so,  as 
Avimaraka  was  of  a  very  low  caste  But  Kurangi  and  Avi  met,  grew  in 

mutual  amour,  and  the  lo\e  reached  a  climax  Through  Dhatn's 
contrivance  Avimaraka  once  entered  KnrangT's  chamber  Coming  out 
and  finding  no  help  out  of  the  difficulty,  he  resolved  to  die  by  throw- 

ing himself  down  from  a  hill  At  that  time  a  Vidyadhara  met  him,  and 

gave  him  a  nng  by  whose  power  he  could  secretly  enjoy  the  com- 
panionship of  Kurangi  every  night  with  a  buffoon  of  his  as  his 

comrade  Kuntibhoja  on  finding  him  there  became  perplexed,  and 
thought  of  marrying  her  to  Jayavarman,  another  nephew  of  his  on  the 

sister's  side  But  Narada  intervened  and  married  the  couple  publicly 

with  celebrations  "*    
1.    Ed  Trivandrum 
2     Ed.  Trivandrum  and  again  with  his  own  commentary  by  T  Ganapati  Sastri 
Here  is  BSma's  newB  to  Sft5  about  his  ooiosation 

*nr  srf^FT  qcRrr  a#qft  »wm*u  I 

S     Ed,  TOTBndrum     As  summarised  by  J  Ghatak,  HOB,  XXVIII     Beocarmi- 
CrMonai,  V  Avimaraka  d*  Bhasa     The  story  is  found  in  Kalh3sants3gara     It  is 

alluded  to  by  VStsyByana  in  KSmasntjBa  and  in  KaumudI-mahos$ava 72 
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Here  is  a  fine  description  of  night-fall 

and  of  the  darknight 

ftfircfor  ̂ fcr  m*m  sfcs^TT  sffctefftr  ̂ %R5i  l 

588  Damaka  and  Traivikrama  are  Uvn  peculiar  pieces  of 
dramatic  composition  There  are  too  short  even  to  last  for  a  half  hour 

and  for  parity  of  diction  and  structure,  they  ha\e  been  called  '  Two 
more  dramas  of  Bhasa '  *  In  Damaka,9  says  V  Venkatram  Sastn  "  the 
sentences,  slokas,  and  even  words  occurring  herein  are  to  be  found  m 

the  Swapnavasavadatla  and  other  dramas,  in  the  Maltavibisa,  Kautilja's 
Arthasastra,  Kumarasambhava  of  Kalidasa  and  m  such  other  books,  the 

only  exception  being  the  Bharatavakya  al  the  end  of  the  play  •  1  he 
nandi  verse  can  be  seen  in  the  arthasastra,*  the  anustubh  in  the  middle 

occurs  in  Kumarasambhava,8  while  in  the  body  of  the  play  there  is 
the  drama  named  Karnabhara  of  so-called  Bhasa  " 

Damaka  is  a  friend  of  Kama,  king  of  Anga  and  acts  as  a  Vidasaka 

He  accompanies  Kama  to  the  hermitage  of  Parasurama  during  his 
sojourn  there  for  learning  missiles  m  archery     He  finds  himself  ill  at 

fetor  *%*<$[  gTCKMI»Ugl>  fflfa  | 

Bhoja,  in  SrngSraprakSsS  mentions  the  story  of  AvunSraka  (Ohapter  XXII) 

In  NatSnkufa  (of  Mahlma  ?)  it  is  stated  fTfffjpjcfrr!  ̂   fsfcnWRT  ana  Kurangi 
is  the  herone  of  this  drama  An  aooount  is  given  in  Jayamangala's  commentary  on 
Kamasntras  about  the  origin  of  name  AvhnSraka  (Bombiy  Edn.  275)  meaning  literally 
Killer  of  Goats 

1.    Paper  read  at  Or  Confoe.,  Madras,  1994,  by  M  R.  Kavi 
9.  Ed,  Punjab  Sans  series,  Lahore,  with  Translation  and  Introduction  by  V. Yenkataram. 

8  flfo  ?pt5ot^  r>rdsfa  *  sp§  =«m 

4.  s^s5^  *frr°ff  nwt  <%  ̂ sRirn  i 
rih  Uk  *ks%  er^s?  t^fmrnc  II 
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ease  in  the  many  royal  comforts  which  he  it.  forced   to   enjoy  in  the 

king's  company  and  is  upset,  and  says 

The  description  of  afirama  is  picturesque  The  mam  story  relates 
how  Karna  got  initiated  into  the  mysteries  of  the  bow  on  the  false 
representation  that  he  ̂   as  not  a  kg atnya  and  how  when  Parasurama 

discovered  the  fraud  by  chance  he  cursed  Kama  "  Let  your  Astras 

prove  futile  in  need  " 

This  plot  appears  a  complement  of  Karnabhara,  where  Karna's 
kundalas  were  taken  away  on  the  pretext  of  a  gift  and  if  clubbed  with 
Karnabhara  may  rightly  fit  in  a  dramatisation  of  Mahabharata 

589  Bodhayana's  Bhagavadajjuka,  a  prahasana,  is  so  named 
because  Bhagavln  namely  Panvrat  or  Yogin  and  Ajjuka  a  hataera  play 
the  roll  Of  the  three  commentators,  one  attributes  it  to  BodhSyana, 

another  to  Bharafa  and  a  third  leaves  it  anonymous  *  A  poet  Bodha- 
j  ana  is  praised  by  Sukumara  in  his  Raghuvfracanta,  a  play  of  the  12th 

century  *  In  the  Mamandur  inscription  of  Mahendravikramavarman 
dated  610  AD ,  Bhagavadajjuka  is  mentioned  ■    A  quotation  in  it  from 

1     Ed  JBOBS     Bi  by  Prabhakarasastn,  Madras     Ed  by  Amijanaohan,  Sends- 
mangalam,  with  the  commentary  of  NarSyana  [TO,  IV  5193,  4385). 

msf  v(§<im®ffi\w*[\*\**ft<ti&  f5T  11 
this  shows  that  NSrayana  also  wrote  oommentaries  on  Bhavabhuji's  plays 
Another  commentary  by  Aoynfa's  pupil  Bama  is  yet  imprinted,    For  an  anony 

mous  oommentary,  see  DO,  XXI  8487. 

3 

S     See  under  MahendrftVikcamavarman  post. 

writer  — ots  «T3itr  I  "  aili  im* ,  *N*f  ftwtr ,  snwr,  wroi , 
%n^,  w ,  sr*rc ,  #ww  "  *fir  I  'prtl  fl8^  fa3t°r  faragro  ssn  I 
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Tatvasaniasa,  one  of  the  oldest  and  basic  works  on  Sankhya  philosophy 

and  a  classification  of  dramas  in  an  ancient  mode*  amply  attest  Us 
antiquity "  In  any  view  the  work  must  have  belonged  to  about  the 
beginning  of  the  1st  century  A  D  or  earlier  and  never  later  than  the 
4th  century  A  D 

This  play  was  "  apparently  intended  by  its  author  to  bring  into 
ridicule  the  doctrines  of  Buddhism — a  method,  among  others,  which 
the  Brahmins  employed  to  stem  the  rising  tide  of  that  religion  The 
chief  characters  in  the  play  are  a  Panvrajaka,  or  saint,  his  disciple 
Sandilya,  and  a  young  and  beautiful  courtesan  1  he  play  opens  with  a 
discussion  between  the  master  and  the  pupil  on  Hindu  Dharma ,  but 

the  attention  of  the  latter  is  all  for  the  young  woman  in  the  adjacent 

garden  As  this  one-sided  discussion  proceeds,  the  woman  suddenly 
falls  down  dead  from  snake-bile  I  he  young  man  is  very  much 
affected,  but  the  older  one  seizes  the  opportunity  to  demonstrate  to 

his  pupil  the  powers  of  Yoga  and  transfers  his  soul  into  the  body  of 
the  courtezan  who  presently  rises  up  and  continues  the  philosophic 
discussion.  1  he  beholders  are  very  much  surprised,  but  their  astonish- 

ment is  not  diminished  when  the  body  of  the  Panvrajaka,  which  had 
fallen  lifeless,  starts  up  again  and  talks  and  behaves  as  the  courtezan 

used  to  do.  For,  the  agents  of  Yama  had  made  a  mistake  m  taking 
the  Jiva  of  the  girl  and  had  returned  to  restore  it,  but  finding  her  body 

alive,  infused  her  Jiva  into  the  Panvrajaka's  frame  " 
590  1  o  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  or  earlier  must  be 

referred,  four  bhanas  editted  as  a  collection,  Caiurjjhani  'tradition 
has  coupled  them  as  anterior  to  KSlidasd 

1%  wn%  to$  $r  srftf;  3»rie55TCW  il 

and  it  is  not  unlikely  that  these  four  poets  are  named  m  order  of  time. 

Parity  of  motifs,  likeness  in  humour  and  unity  in  aesthetics  display 
their  proximity  and  intimacy  References  to  Kafanlra  school  of  grammar, 

to  ipattaka's  Vaisika  sutras  and  to  the  stories  of  Palallpufra  justify  the 
inference  of  their  antiquity 

1.   S^TR. — 

5#«&<ifHlfH$tHlfe!i  flfoll'fljl  TTST%  5TCWSI  sp?RI%%  tptfTfo  II 
3.    See  Asokanath  Bhattaoarya,  Bhagaoadajjvka  ami  some  nno  problem,  (Be 

Or.  Oonoe.  1936) ,  and  prriWhakatHMfrl,  fthanfa,  I  il, 
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591  Vararuci  is  mentioned  as  a  poet  by  Pafcinjah  Sy$milaka 
mentions  him  as  a  writer  on  rhetoric  also  In  Ubhayashisarika 
Vararuci  describes  the  lives  of  Kuberadat^a  and  Narayanada|t a.1 

592  Isvaradatta  or  Viresvaradafta  wrote  bhlna  Dhurta- 
viiasamvada,  The  scene  is  laid  in  Patalipufcra  and  m  the  guise  of  a 
conversation  the  poet  propounds  the  tenets  of  Kamasasjra  m  all 

intricacies  *  The  play  is  quoted  by  Bhoja  and  unlike  many  other  plays of  the  class  has  a  sociological  value  • 

1  S  KiDa  gives  date,  6  and  7th  century  Keith  places  them  m  1000  A  D  and 
later  and  W  Thomas  (Centwary  sup  to  JBA8,  126-86,  &  JRdS  (1924),  762)  la  the time  of  Harsa  of  Kanouj 

Here  is  an  insfcanoa  of  fine  humour  emanating  from  a  damsel  and  a  philosophising lover 

%r#  g^ij^i  (in (^^gqfigfd^fd;  |l 
2  Is  he  the  same  as  King  Iivarasena  ? 

InaNazik inscription  in  4reft  8ur  ef  Western  India,  IV,  103,  king  Mvarasena, 
eon  of  Abbira  8ivada{{a  is  mentioned  as  a  ruling  sovereign  and  "  is  thought  to  have 
reigned  in  the  8rd  oentey  A.O  "  "  Besides  Mahaksairapa  Mrarad»j{a  is  oonsdesed on  reasonable  grounds  to  have  been  an  Abhira  and  his  wins  show  that  he  taigaed  soma- 
time  between  olroa  236  and  289  A  0  "  These  dates  are  surmised  by  H,  0.  Cfeagdajfcar 
in  his  Studies  an  Kamp&utra  of  Vatsya®cm  (p,  31).  See  also  Bhagayanlal  Bidraji, 
The  Western.  Kshatram  (JBA8, 1890, 669)  and  E.  P  Bapson,  Catalogue  tit  Coins  of 
the  Andhra  Dynasty,  oxxsiii  D  B.  Bhandarkar  aasigtu  Myara,da{$*  to  &&  jggj 
190)  (Arch  Sur  India,  Annual  Rep.  1913-4,  p.  280}  r  and  see  also  his  rmm  on  The 

Gurjaras  (JBBAS,  XXI.  480).  "*"""     '  m 
8.    For  instanoe  here  are  some  questions  answered . 

(1)    ̂ nPTORl  &ti  $*T  %RrJ  ? 

(ui)  m  %m*ft  *r  ai^^y .  s 
Here  is  something  landatory  of  the  society  of  Vefya , 

wWFT  JUTT?  t&d&IRffl  CTWlflWtira^  t 
ffrgpftrt  wHwtifl^n^  jfteflptf  ?  soft 
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593.  Syamilaka  was  the  son  of  Isvaradattd  or  Viresvaradatta 

He  calls  himself  an  Udicy  a  His  Padatadi  iaka*  is  quoted  by  Abhmava- 
gup|a,  Kgniendra,  Vallabhadeva  and  others  It  describes  the  foolish 
actions  of  Visnunaga  an  orthodox  Brahmin  employed  as  Registrar  of 

Royal  Inscriptions  and  is  intended  as  a  satire  of  urban  society.  The 
scene  is  laid  in  Sarvabhaumendrapuram  in  Sourastra  country  Visnunaga 

was  hit  on  his  head  by  a  courtesan  with  her  feet*  and  he  sought 
expiation  for  it  from  an  assembly  of  debauchees  and  they  prescribe  a 

hit  with  her  other  foot  as  the  remedy  * 

594  BSna  praises  Sdhyaraja's.  plays  of  variety  of  characters  ' 

Ifarfaeaj  i{a,  Inl 

Ufsaha  is  a  species  of  dramatic  composition,    The   commentary 

m  $  $$&&  ®rt¥*ft,  <&m  &  i^ra  fap#,  *&  inform  *rw%,  arft- 
SW^  3W?S  g^fcr  ?3R  l 

595  Sttdraka,  known  as  Indranigupta,  was  a  Brahmin  of  the 

Asmaka  country.  He  was  brought  up  along  with  a  prince  called  Svafi 

Svafi  quarrelled  with  him  while  at  game  in  boyhood  and  the  ill-feeling 

Was  nurtured  as  he  grew  in  age.    Among   Sudraka's   friends  was   one 

1    Ed  by  M.  Bamakrishna  Kavi,  Madras.    F.  W  Thomas,  JRA8,  (1931) 
8     Also  written  as  SymSlaka  or  SySmala    It  is  not  likely  that  he  was  the  same 

at  the  teacher  erf  Mahimabhatta  or  BSna's  paternal  unole's  son  mentioned  in  Harsa- 
oari  ja,    §yamalika  relers  to  poets  Budravarman  and  Aryaraksi$a  and  Arya&a 

3,    VlsnunSga  thus  deplores  the  inoident 

Miulfa«$  fttfiyicl  l$l5J$Jl*l'lftfd  I 

farcfa  wft  »i#  i^for  ̂ w*ft%r^  II 

«Wth^»i  "^PT  m^T  "WSPt  f&ffa  *tHT3W*Tlul^  II 
5.    tfor  the  identiftoatdon  of  Sdhyata>  with  Barsadera,  see  B.  Pisohell,  Naehri- 

chten  Phil,  Lit.,  Klasae  (1901),  486, 
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Bandhudat$a.  When  once  a  Buddhist  mendicant  SanghalikS  inveigled 
jjodraka  mto  a  sohtarj  cave  and  attempted  assassination,  SQdraka 
overpowered  the  mendicant,  killed  him  and  escaped  Then  he  visited 
various  cities,  like  Vidtsa,  Ujjain  and  Mathura  and  his  adventures  were 
many  He  seized  the  kingdom  of  Ujjain  and  became  its  kmg,  but  in 
grateful  recollection  of  youthful  associations  he  spared  the  life  of  the 

old  king  Sva^i  *  He  was  well  versed  in  the  Rk  and  Sama  Vedas,  in 
mathematics,  in  the  art  of  dancing  girls  and  in  taming  elephants  He 
was  a  votary  of  ̂iva,  who  favoured  h>m  with  his  boons  He  won 
many  wars  and  had  a  glorious  reign  He  performed  Aswamedha,  lived 

for  100  j  ears  and  ten  da>  s  and  immolated  his  frame  in  fire,  having 

duly  annomted  his  son  as  sovereign 9  SSdraka's  name  as  sovereign  and 
poet  has  acquired  a  traditional  dignity  His  exploits  and  adventures 
are  as  glonous  and  charming  as  those  attributed  to  Vikramaditj  a  and 
universal  interest  m  their  narration  has  contributed  to  gather  around 
them  many  tales  almost  of  a  legendary  nature 

The  celebrity  of  SSdraka's  reign  has  commended  his  name  into  a 
hereditary  appellation  in  later  royal  dynasties  such  as  the  Ganga  and 

Pallava  and  in  this  respect  also  he  bears  an  analogy  to  Vikramaditya 
Some  lexicographers  quote  &udraka,  Vikramadifya,  Sahasanka  etc  ,  as 
synonjmous 

596  Kafhasantsagara  represents  him  as  king  of  $obbiivatf  and 
saved  from  imminent  death  by  a  Brahmin  who  gave  up  has  life  to  assure 
the  king  a  life  of  a  hundred  years  So  says  Vetalapancavimsafi  which 
Calls  him  King  of  Vardhamana  ,  Pasakumaracari$a  alludes  to  his  ad- 

ventures m  successive  incarnations ,  Harsacanf  a  makes  him  an  enemy  of 
Candraketu,  prince  of  Cakora  ,  and  Kadambati  describes  him  as  the 

king  of  Vidisa  Rajatarangiui  mentions  him  as  the  type  of  firmness 

and  as  predecessor  of  Vikramaditya  * 
The  story  of  his  life  has  been  the  theme  of  several  works* 

dudrakacanta,  an  Skhyayika,*  &udrakaka$ha   ofRamila  and  $aumHa,  ,* 
1     This  lAformation  is  given  in  the  prologue  to  MitoriatikJ, 

3  For  the  Founder  of  tht  V&ras&a  Mm  (JAfy,  -XII.  ajOS^SJH  £06)  A. 
Bangaswamv  Barasvatd,  has  now  propounded  the  theory  that  the  founder  of  Tikmmi- 
dljya  era  was  Sudraka 

8     Baj  in,  343 ,  Ltm,  107 
i     ZDMG,  XXVIII  117 ,  Keith,  8S>r 
«     MeoHbnect  hj  VadtganghSta  in  hie  aommmSatJr  on  SaryJUarfa 
6    B9]Bfekhara  names  it 

*nft£$r  4>i°wwMHifl*rd<rc[  II    suktMwwvak* 
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Sadrakakajba    (prakrit   poem)   of   Pancas"ikha,*   Vikran$a-&Qdraka  (a 

play)* 

597  In  VTracan$a,*  a  heroic  poem  in  30  adhyajas  Anantakam 
narrates  the  events  supposed  to  have  taken  place  at  Pratisthana  (Paithan) 
on  the  Godavari  in  connection  with  Sauvahana  (the  conqueror  of 

Vikramadifya  of  Ujjain)  and  his  son  Sak$ikumara  Sudraka  is  described 
as  the  friend  and  afterwards  co-regent  of  Sahvahana  and  of  his  son  and 
when  the  latter  attempted  to  disembarass  himself  of  his  influence,  he 
was  overthrown  and  Sudraka  himself  became  king 

598  When  did  Sudraka  live  ?  On  this  question,  as  usual  in  the 
studies  of  Orientalists,  views  are  vanous  But  the  synchronism  mentioned 

in  Avantisundarikatha  that  Sudraka  was  a  contemporary  of  Svafi  is  a  new 
standard  for  consideration,  though  this  again  depends  on  the  unsettled 

chronology  of  the  Andhra  dynasty  of  Magadha  According  to  Puranas 
and  Kahyaga  Rdjavrtt5D$a,  Simhaka  Sri  ̂ atakarna,  read  variously  as 
Sipraka,  Ksipraka,  Sindhuka  and  Sisuka  founded  ihe  dynasty  in  2305th 

year  after  Yudhisthira's  coronation  and  the  dynasty  ruled  for  506  years 
The  24th  in  the  line  was  Sivasvaft,  the  son  of  Mahendrasafakarni  and 

he  reigned  for  28  years  from  2705th  year  of  Yudhisthira's  coronation, 
that  is,  434  to  409  B  C  But  Puranic  chronology  is  discredited  bj 
modern  scholarship  !  Pargiter  who  now  seems  to  be  the  authority 

whom  modern  historians  adore  gives  '  on  the  footing  of  inscriptions'  f) 
Andhra  kings  230  B  C  to  225  A,D  *  Puranas  give  a  list  of  32  kings  of 
whom  the  last  that  bore  a  name  ending  in  Sv5$i  was  Sivasvafi,  the  27th 
king  of  the  line.  Sivasvafa  was  the  earliest  bearing  the  appellation 
after  Hala,  who  was  first  in  the  line    Hala,  alias  Sa|avahana,  raaugura- 

1     Mentioned  by  Bhoja  in  SrngSraprdkafa  (XXVIII) 

3*5T5Ttf|R  lajWtnii  fftTcftfoT^t  *WT  I  5RWR  ffa°T  aft  *  *  * 
tad  also  {Ibtd  XXX,)  ytf»i|Ra 

and  by  Eemaoandra  In  Savyanuiasana  (Bom.  Edn,  388) 

a.    Mentioned  by  Bhcqa  and  Abhlnavagnpta, 
8  See  pant  303  mprct  Vac  an  aooonnt  of  fiailvahana,  see  also  the  poem  Ssii- 

vShanakatha  by  (JiyadSsa  (pan  301  supra) 
I  The  Pwanie  Teat  aj  ih4  Dynqshes  qf  the  Kalt  aqe  (Oxford)  3B.43,  71,  based 

on  H  Luders,  "  A  Jiafc  of  Brahmin  inscriptions  from  the  earliest  times  to  aboqt  400 
A  D."    (to,  X,  %)  and  V.  Smith,  SB ,  907  917. 
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ted  the  Katantra  School  of  grammar  and  at  his  instance  SarvavarmSn 

■wrote  the  Katantra  system  for  speedy  and  easy  instruction  in 
grammar  by  the  grace  of  God  Kartikeya  If  gatavahana  Hala,  the 
18th  in  the  A\ndhra  line  of  kings,  lived  according  to  Pargiter  about  the 

beginning  of  the  1st  century  A  D ,  it  is  likely  that  SiJdraka  who  thought 

it  fit  to  ridicule  Katantra  grammar*  was  a  contemporary  of  a  king 
Svati  of  Andhra  dynasty  ,  that  king  was  Sivasvati  v*  ho  raled  about 

81  A  D  SivasvSti  ruled  for  28  years  On  this  consideration  SOdraka 

may  be  assigned  to  the  end  of  the  1st  century  AD 

According  to  Puranas,   SOdraka  ruled  in  the  middle   of  the   5th 

century  B  C  as  Sivaswafi  ruled  in  462-434  B  C  "  — 
PurSmc       Pargiter's 

dates 
BO  AD 

1  Simnaka  §ci  Bwatikaroa  834—811 
2  Krsna  Sri  £ste.karrii  ,  .      811—798 

3  Srimalla  §3takarnl  »  ..    793—783 

4  PunjnjBftnga  .  ..  ..  .     783—765 

1  BKR,  (1876-6)  ,74,  Belvalkar  (Systems  oj  Sanskrit  Grammar,  81)  accepts 
the  date  1st  century  A  D  ,  for  the  origin  of  this  Bohool 

2  See  T  S  Narayanasastri,  Age  of  Sanhara,  Part  I  D,  98-100,  where  also, 
see  for  sources  and  varieties  of  names  of  kings 

Wilson  (Theatre  I  6)  gives  190  A  D  on  the  authority  of  Stands  Pnr5na,  whieh 
s*ys  Sudraka  would  reiga  3293  years  after  Call  A  local  Mab3{mya  of  Paitbama 

siys  he  founded  a  dynasty  there  in  873  A.D  (.di<c'i,  Sur  of  Western  India,  in.  66). 
Other  Rooounts  make  him  the  first  of  the  A>4&"»  Kings  and  say  that  the  name  given 

as  iWuka     fSuruka  or  Siprika  elsewhere  is  an  error  for  fludraka  (JBBA8,  XVI  813). 

Lassen  (IAU,  IX  966)  is  uncertain  bat  is  inclined  towards  150  A  D  Fergusson 
{Indian  and  Eastern  Arab.  717  ,  JSAS,  (N  8.)  IV.  122)  gives  81  B  0  Wdford 
(As  Set,  IX  101)  gives  between  1st  and  8rd  century  BO  and  Priaoep  (Useful 

tables  ,  Arah  Sur  -of  Western  India,  II,  132)  21  B  0  ,  Begnaud  (1st  to  Sdn.,  Pans) 
says  Buddhism  was  thin  prevalent  and  Assigns  between  260—600  AD  rafter  near  the 
first  Weber  (IL,  305)  refers  to  the  use  of  the  word  NSnaka  (Mrit  I,  28)  as  a  -term 
borrowed  from  the  coins  of  Kanerki  who  reigned  in  40  AD,  and  gives  Sudrakaa 

subsequent  date  M,  Williams  [IW  471)  gives  1st  century  A.D  Pisohel  fjfnl  to 

SrngaraHtalea)  bases  Mb  view  on  the  verso  (&**»$*  dtfl^l'ft  »nd  mate  ludraka 
contemporary  of  Dandin  and  Dandin  the  real  author  MroohakatikS  Maodonell  (Sir, 

361)  agrees  -with  Pischell  and  gtves  date  &ik  century  AD  See  also  Peterson  {8nWi 

130)  Note  this  verse  now  found  in  BhSsa's  Carudat$»  and  Baiaoarita.  War  orUaotsra  of 

these  opinions,  see  K  P.  PuraVs  Introduptton  to  MrcnhatptiBg  {Bombay)  N  Ghatto- 

paabyay*,  a^ecfoAafrfca,  a  study,  Bombay  and  Mysore,  M.  Nyayaratna,  On  the 

authorship  of  Mvcchdkahlta  (3 A8B,  193  5300).  ft*  ariaolesin  other  languages,  see 

BonUyler,  BiW,  88-9  8M&  Bhurafi  (1934),  Sfr  K.  0  Mehendale  [Date  of  Sudraka' s 
>  Mrcehakatrta]  assigns  Sudraka  to  the  middlet*6ai  century  A  D  J  0  Ghatak  (Date 

of  Mrcohdsatika  ftoto  astrological  data)  fixes  the  date  latest  3rd  century  B.O 
73 
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PurSnio 

Paxgiter*s 

dates 
dates 

BO 
AD 

5 §rl  Satakargi 765—709 
6 Skan^a  SwSmiu                    . 709-691 
7 lambc^ara 

691—678 

8 
ApIJaka 

678- -661 
9 MeghasvSfci             . 

CG1-648 

10 Sa$aav5ti 
•  • 

643-681 
11 8kan4asv5tikarna 625—618 
12 Mrgen4ra  SvStikama, . 618—615 
18 

Kuu^ala  SvStikama • 615-607 
14 Saumya  Svatlkami 

607—695 
15 

5  ttaav5tjkarn»                       . 595-594 

16 Pnloma  Safcakariji  or  Fulotoan  I . 594—658 
17. Megha  §2{akargi 558-620 
18 

An§ta  Sajakatni                  . • « 520—495 

19 
Hala 495—490 

20 Puiiti4rasena  or  Purlkasem • 485-464 

59 31 Mandalaka 490-485 

23 Sun4ara  SStukariji                . 464—468 

80 

28. Oakora  Sajakarni « ■ 
468 

81 

24 
Maheodra  §»taknt?x            .. *  ■ 462 

25 faivaiatakar ji«  or  SwawStt a  • ..     462—464 

81 

26 Qao^aaxito^ra                        , •  • 434—409 

109 

27. Puloman  II                         . • .      409-877 

185 

28 
Sivafci  Sajakaryi 

•  • 
877-870 

105 

39. Sivaakan4a  Satikariil • 870—868 
170 

30 Yagnafci  Satakar^i 862—844 
173 

81. VajayM  SSJakar^i 844-838 
205 

82 
Oan4rafi  Satakami . 838-885 208 

28 Puloman  III . S35-822 218 

599  Mrcchakatika,  a  play  In  10  acta,  describes  the  loves  of 
Carudat|a  and  Vasan$asena  Carudaf$a  was  a  virutous  Brahmin  of 
affluence  He  lost  his  fortune  but  did  not  forsake  his  piety  Vasanfa- 
sena,  a  courtesan,  was  enamoured  of  him  and  his  qualities,  rind  sent 
valuable  jewels  to  him  covered  up  in  a  cart  used  by  his  child  cjakara, 

the  brother-in-law  of  the  reigning  king  Palaka,  was  in  love  with  Vasanfa- 
sena  But  Vasantasena  did  not  receiprocate  the  love  j§dkara  assault- 

ed Vasantasena"  as  a  result  of  which  she  fell  down  stunned  and 
unconscious  Thereupon  Sakara  accused  Caruddtja.  as  the  murderer 
and  the  prosecution  ended  in  a  sentence  of  execution  In  the  meantime 

Vasantasena  had  recovered  and  she  appeared  on  the  scene  of  execu- 
tion just  in  time  to  save  Carudatta  About  the  same  time,  a  revolution 

is  said  to  have  occured  in  the  state     Aryaka,  whom  Carudafta  rescued 
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from  prison,  marched  upon  Ujjain  deposed  king  Palaka  and  installed 
himself  on  the  throne  and  Carudatta  was  m  grateful  appreciation  of  the 
kindnebS  made  one  of  his  chief  officers  * 

600  There  are  commentaries  on  the  play  by  Ganapa$i,*  by 
Pjthvidhara,0  by  Ramamayasarman,*  by  Lalladlksi$a,s  by  Srinivasl- 
clrya,"  by  Vidyasagara,*  by  pharananda  * 

601  "  The  Mrcchakatika  "  says  Wilson  "  is  in  many  respects  the 
most  human  of  all  the  Sanskrit  plays  There  is  something  strikingly 
Shakespenan  in  the  skilful  drawing  of  characters,  the  energy  aud  life  of 
the  large  number  of  personages  m  the  plaj,  and  in  the  directness  and 

clearness  of  the  plot  itself  It  is  a  ten-act  prdkarana  or  comedy  of 
middle  class  life,  and  the  scene  is  laid  in  the  citv  of  Ujjam  The  subject 
of  the  plot  is  the  love  and  marriage  of  Carudatta,  a  brahman  merchant 
reduced  to  poverty  by  his  generosity  and  Vasantasena,  a  rich  courte. 

san.  In  the  third  act  there  is  a  long  and  humorous  account  of  a  burglary 
in  which  stealing  is  treated  as  an  art  or  science  provided  with  rules  and 
conventional  procedure  The  chief  value  of  the  Mrcchakatika,  aside 

from  its  interest  as  a  drama,  lies  m  the  graphic  picture  it  presents  of  a 
very  interesting  phase  of  everyday  life  in  anci  nt  India  The  elaborate 

description  of  the  heroine's  palace  m  the  fourth  act  gives  us  a  glimpse 
of  what  was  considered  luxury  m  those  days  The  name  *  Clay  Cart* 
is  taken  from  an  episode  in  the  sixth  act,  which  leads  to  the  finding  of 

heroine's  jewels  in  the  terra  cotta  cart  of  the  hero's  little  son  and  to 
their  use  as  circumstantial  evidence  in  a  trial  This  complicates  the 

plot  until  all  is  resolved  in  the  denouement " 

602.  The  discovery  of  the  play  Carudatta,  and  its  attribution  to 

Bhasa  has  led  to  very  senous  conjectures  in  literary  history  on  the  origi- 

nality of  this  play,  on  the  identity  of  Bhasa  and  of  ii§5draka  and  ojf  the 

1  Ed,  with  various  commentaries  everywhere.  Translated  into  English  gra»  and 
verse  by  A.  W,  Bider  with  an  Introduction  (SOS,  Harward) ,  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  I. 
Ids  and  partly  by  K  B  Pa»b  (Bombay),  For  translation  mtq  various  other  Ewsaoean 

languages,  gee  Schuyler,  B%bl  87 
2  OC.I  m 
8,  Ed  byN  B  Godabole,  nZao r  by  K _?,  Parab  (Bombay) 
4.  Ed.  by  V.  Mnjumdar  (Calcutta). 
6  Kd.  iy  Sf.  B.  Godabole  CBombay). 
6.  Ed.  Madras. 
7.  Ed  Calcutta. 

&   Wt  XXI.  8i7&  -  He  waBBOn-of  J&pubala.    It  was  composed  by  1814  A.D. 
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condition  of  the  classical  literature  before  the  Christian  era  *  Carudat$a, 
as  extant,  extends  only  to  4  acts  and  it  is  there  incomplete  and  so  far 

as  these  four  acts  go  Mncchakatika  is  about  a  copy  of  it  "  The  fin,t 
acts  of  the  two  plays  differ  very  little  except  that  Vasantasena  is  pur- 

sued by  two  persons  in  Carudatfca,  while  she  is  pursued  in  Mntcha- 
katika  by  three  persons,  namely  Vita,  Cheta  and  Sakara  In  the 
second  Act  of  Carudatla  are  not  found  the  characters  Madhura, 
Dyutakara  and  Darduka  of  Mnlchakatika  and  the  sham  Vasantasena 
to  turn  a  panvrat,  but  not  a  Sakya  Sramanaka  as  in  Mnlchakatika 
In  tbe  third  Act  the  plot  is  the  same  in  both  the  plajs  In  the  fourth, 
where  Vasanlasena  has  overheard  the  conversation  between  Madana 

and  Sajjalaka,  Vidushaka  has  stepped  m  to  carry  out  his  mission,  and 
Sajjalaka  appears  before  Vasantasena  only  after  Vidushaka  is  gone 

unlike  m  Mnlchakatika."9 

The  light  thrown  on  the  life  of  Sudraka  by  Avantisundarikatha- 
sara  helps  to  trace  the  real  intent  and  import  of  the  Mrcchakaaka 

Sryaka  appears  to  be  Sudraka  and  Caroda^ta  to  be  fcjudraka's  fnend 
Bandhudafta* 

603.  Vatsarajacaritra,  or  Vinavasavadafc&a,4  does  not  give 
the  name  of  its  author  but  it  resembles  in  dramatic  character  the  plays 

attnbuted  to  Bhasa  "  In  a  manuscript  of  Vallabhadeva's  Subhasitavali 
preserved  in  the  Onental  Manuscript  Library,   Madras,  the  nandf  verse 

1,  While  advooafces  of  authorship  of  Caradatta  say  that  Mrocbakatika  was  a 
liter  enlargement  of  Qarudatta,  the  opponents  say  that  Camdatta  way  an  abridgment  of 
Mroohakatika  There  are  now  springing  up  scholars  who  think  Bhasa  was  a  poet  of  the 
Court  of  Sudraka 

2.  As  summarised  by  T  Ganapathi  Sasfcn  in  his  Introduction  to  Carudatfca  In 
his  introduction  to  Svapna- Vasavadatta  (xxxviii  ct  sen, ),  ho  gives  instances  of  oommon 
and  similar  passages. 

8  A  Bangasaml  Sarasvati  (JMy,  XII  874)  also  suggests  that  Vasantasena 
means  Malayavajl,  who  was  hurt  by  Knnfrla&atakarni  (Soa  Kamasutra)  and  the  latter 
may  mean  Sakara.  The  known  epigraphioal  date  for  Punkasena  (20th  Andhra  king) 
u  89  A  D  and  Kunjala  Sa{akarm  (isth  Andhra  King)  lived  aooording  to  the  PurSnas 
I8flf  years  before  Purikasena    That  would  place  Kuntala's  aooession  about  80  B  O 

K  P  Jayaswal,  Bhandarkar  and  P.  D.  Gone  also  attempted  to  extract  histoid 
oal  information  from  Mroohakatika  Aooording  to  them  king  Pradyota  cf  Ujjain  had 
two  sons  Qopaiaka  and  Palaka  and  a  daughter  VasavadaHa  PSlaka  appears  to  have 
ascended  the  throne  after  his  brother  either  beeause  his  eldest  brother  abdicated  or  he 
dwd  leaving  his  son  yonng.  This  ohild  Aryaka  of  the  play  later  on  dethroned  PSlaka, 
probably  with  the  help  of  his  aunt's  husband  Udayana,  who  tbus  gained  power  and influence  over  Ujjain 

4.   %G,  m.  899».    So  says  the  author  of  f§akUD(alSoarcK  (in  OMi  Library* 
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is  quoted  under  Sudraka  *  This  reference  coupled  with  the  graceful 
language  and  the  similarity  of  style  where  the  word  "  Kuvalaya "  is 
often  used  (a  character  of  Sudraka's  works),  lends  an  authority  to 

Vallabhadeva's  citation  Mahasena,  King  of  Ujjara,  had  a  daughter 
Vasavadatta  of  marriageable  age  Instructed  to  marry  her  to  a  suitable 
prince,  he  did  penance  and  feiva,  pleased  with  it,  blessed  her  With  a 

husband  of  specified  qualities,  all  of  them  excellent  The  king  was  at 
a  loss  to  know  who  that  prince  was  and  when  his  ministers  assembled 

rejected  the  names  of  several  contemporary  kings,  Darsaka  of  Magadha, 
Satamanyu  of  Matsya,  Subahu  of  Sindhu  and  others  the  minister 

Vasuvarma  lighted  upon  Vatsaraja  of  Kausambi,  as  the  object  of  Siva's 
descnption  But  Vatsaraja  was  proud  and  inaccessible  They  thought 
of  means,  of  bringing  him  round  Because  Vatsaraja  m  the  garb  of  an 
elephant  threw  dust  on  a  sage  and  was  cursed  to  be  imprisoned  through 
an  elephant,  the  minister  devised  the  stratagem  by  alluring  him  by  an 
artificial  elephant,  for  in  the  capture  of  elephants  Vatsaraja  was  an 
expert  So  the  elephant  was  made  and  stationed  m  the  woods  The 

perfection  of  its  form  baffled  all  reality.  News  reached  Vatsaraja  that 
a  splendid  elephant  had  entered  his  forest  and  off  went  he  to  capture 

it  with  the  aid  of  his  Veena  Ghosavati  As  he  approached  the 

elephant,  then  came  out  hidden  warriors  and  Vatsaraja  was  over- 
powered and  taken  to  Ujjara  where  he  was  kept  an  honourable  captive 

His  minister  Yaugandharayana  affected  much  pam  at  the  loss  of 
Vatsaraja  and  proclaimed  his  proposed  immolation  in  fire  at  once  la 

the  presence  of  the  bewailing  population)  Yaugandharayana  entered  the 
fire,  but  by  the  help  of  Tiraskanni-vidya,  became  invisible  He  put  on 
the  garb  of  a  lunatic  and  entered  the  city  of  Kausambi  at  night,  in  the 

description  of  which  the  poet  cannot  be  too  far  appreciated  "  In  the 
meantime  Yaugandharayana  contrived  to  let  loose  an  elephant  in  rat 
from  Kausambi  on  Ujjain  and  when  none  there  was  to  prevent  its 
havoc,  Vatsaraja  was  temporarily  let  out  for  its  subjugation.  This  he 
did  with  ease  and  he  saw  Visavadatta  watching  his  movements  from 
the  apartments  of  the  palace  The  dawn  of  fove  was  losbnt^d  the 
impression  that  she  made  on  Vatsaraja  is  exquisitely  delineated.  The 

lovers   were  pining       Mahasena's  minister"  SafefakaJSaaS   noticed   the 
■'"   -   ■  "■   . -U-...-   —  ....     ■>.    ■     in    >,    ,J„,  ,■    H^i^niuWiii     i.>liiw....        w       r,i... 
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inclination  and  suggested  to  the  king  that  Valsaraja  should  be  made  to 
instruct  Vasavadatta  m  Vina  Yaugandharayana  by  this  time  was,  able 
to  interview  Vatsaraja  and  moved  by  the  bight  of  his  sorrow  s  blessed 
him  with  a  near  victory  Day  by  day  the  association  of  the  lovers  m 
the  coarse  of  musical  instruction  was  fanning  the  fire  of  love  and  in  a 
short  time  the  mutual  enchantment  was  in  a  climav  Here  follows  an 
Antarnatika,  with  a  regular  Prastavana  Then  follows  a  scene  m 
which  Vasavadatta  having  reached  the  perfection  of  her  tuition, 

exhibits  her  art  in  music  and  dancing  The  bewitching  poses  and 

movements  tended  to  enslave  Vatsaraja's  mmd  and  there  remained 
only  an  open  expression  of  the  mutual  fascination  f  his  was  accom- 

panied by  messages  of  the  maids  and  exchange  of  a  ring  On  a  day 
when  the  townsmen  were  regaling  themselves  in  a  festival  on  the 

Narmada  bank  and  when  the  king  was  out  on  a  hunting  excursion, 

Yaugandharayana  by  the  merit  of  his  charms  created  an  apparent  fire 
m  the  palace  and  in  the  midst  of  the  confusion  of  attempted  escapes, 
the  lovers  escape  to  Kausambi  on  their  favourable  elephants  Nalagin 

and  Bhadravati  to  the  amazing  joy  of  his  subjects  and  a  Bharatavakya 
is  its  own.  The  play  is  available  m  full  only  for  the  first  three  acts 
and  for  the  rest  there  is  only  the  collection  of  verses,  so  that  it  is  not 

possible  to  say  what  was  the  theme  of  the  sub-play  It  closes  with  the 

expression  of  Vatsaraja's  devotion  to  Vasavadatta,  a  description  of  her 
charms  and  a  diversion  on  the  Vina. "  Here  are  verses  worthy  of 
SBdraka 

f^iHNrcjFvft  <o>t  Pi*i wr$ iwdr^ft  l 

604     In   Ksemendra's   Aucfforavicaracarca  (p    1S2),   there  is  a 
quotation  from  some  work   of  a   poet  Dipaka  in  which  Vinayavaji 

figures     *r  5  <wr  a?N  tfmw)— 

era  fcwwrr:  sftocJrenw  5^nCT#|^m^>  *m  Bgqfamft 
^itwrfeftwn^iTO^  II 
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We  have  seen  that  Dandm  expressed  that  Sudraka,  after  his  con- 

quest, compiled  a  work,  in  which  he  descnbed  his  own  experiences  It 
is  conjectured  that  Vasavada$ta  represented  VmayavatI,  Yaugandhara- 
yana  personated  Bandhudatta  and  the  story  of  Vatsaraja  and  his 

amours  with  Vasavadatta  while  in  confinement  in  Mahasena's  palace 

have  been  suggested  by  Sadraka's  love  of  Vinayavatf,  engendered 
while  imprisoned  in  the  days  of  King  Swati  and  by  his  elopement  with 

the  help  of  his  friend  Bandhudatta  * 

605  Padmaprabhrtaka,*  a  humorous  Bhana,  describes  the 
amours  of  Maiadeva*  and  Devadatja  and  their  successful  union  throngh 

STiI^J^tSnif^ssf  ̂ p^r  ̂ RcPlll  II        AvanfuunacwikatftB 
For  a  detailed  account  of  this  play  by  M   Rwnakrishna  Kavi,  see   Kala  I,   parts 

8,9  10  and  12 
a     Ed  by  M  Ramakrsn*  Kavi  in  OaturbhSni  (Tnohur)  with  a  valuable  iutroduc 

tion     TO,  IH  3896,    Henwoandra  quotes  the  verse 

(Kavyanusasana,  Bombay  edn  198 
S  Muladevn  was  acoording  to  Avanpsundflrlkathasara  the  founder  of  EHiohpnr 

(Aoalapuraj  There  are  many  legends  about  Muladeva.  Eajhaaarifsagara  (TarangaS, 
89,  134)  gives  an  aooount  of  him  as  the  friend  of  Vikram3<?i|ya  and  as  having  won  a 

bride  at  Patahpupa  Xsemendra's  KalSvilSsa  proceeds  as  if  related  by  Mated/  bts> 
Maiadeva  was  also  known  as  in  K*rnisu$a,  Kalankara,  Mulahba4ra  and  Kharapata  In 

MaJJavilasa  KapHika  say8  fpR  ̂ W.1^  ̂ RRf  ̂ T  '■Jfc'WIW  srwftcTRL  H 
In    XSdambari,    B5na   spaaks   of  Vin4hy5tavi  ̂ "if^iB^f  trfStf^dfe||i«5HBT 

5t#nrar^l 

VipulS  is  Deva4atta's  sister  in  this  play  Pa4maprabhrtaka  and  Safe  is  a  friend  of 
Muladeva  Harsaoania  t^I)  »ys  3rft<lWlWI  "I^WW  ̂ k*®- 

SMIT  *iv\  loSl^fm^i WPsrflll'lW  <H*T  Sf*P!K  Utffe.4  .  3«n<»  fllM^I  *  a  ttngfSni 
for  tjjWffi  (Bea  on  this  Paper  by  A  Bangaswami  Sarasvati,  3Uy ,  XSV,  W  Xw  61 
Mattavuasaprahasana.  alludes  to  »  work  of  Muladeva  on  theft.  In  Mrcofeaiatikft  t&ere 
Sarvalika  the  burgler  dilates  upon  the  wtricaoies  of  the  art  of  housebreaking  Sndtaka 
must  have  had  Muladeva's  exploits  m  mind     Av&ntfsijrt4arfka{ha  has  a  verse 

The  rest  of  the  line  is  lost  whioh  probably-  alluded  to  some  work  of  Mtnadeva 

Muladeva  is  also  known  to  have  baen  a  poet     MqlsdeyakathS  ( AMra  X)  says  that  he 
wasawiokedprinoeof  P5talipup;a,  who  having  been  banished  rogained  favour  of  the 
king  throngh  the  good  offices  of  a  proBtitnte  tfevadatta 
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the  endeavours  his  friend  Sasa  Sanghalika  a  nval  lover  is  intro- 

duced, and  a  person  of  this  name  appears  in  Avantisundarikatha  as 

plotting  to  kill  king  Sadraka  One  of  the  characters  Datfakalasi 
condemns  the  Katantra  School  of  grammarians  as  against  the  school  of 

PaDini  Reference  is>  made  to  Daftaka,  author  of  VaisikasQ^ras,  who 
began  his  work  with  the  syllable  Om  This  play  is  a  fine  specimen  of 

poetic  art  and  distinctly  ranks  among  the  best  known  works  in  Sansknt 

literature  * 

606  Puspadusitaka,  or  Puspabhusifaka  is  a  prakarana,  in 
which  the  heroine  is  a  kulaja  It  is  mentioned  by  Abhinavagupja  and 

Dhanika  and  a  fairly  good  summary  of  the  plot  is  given  by  Kuntaka ' 

1     See  for  instance,  the  verse  from  whioh  the  play  got  its  name 

fqfresresg-  *a=Tci£i£ftcr  q^snsftg; 
%*T  ft^3lttf3P^SS#&f%5^^'>fc(  i 

The  deeonpfcion  of  a  ball  play  is  fine 

^H'd7*i'ct^iMl,RRc5,f?iciss«r5FT58ftgorHr 

and  no  is  the  ftcsfc  lapse  of  an  amorous  damsel  • 

?RitRiPi<*iM^i5Wft«wHT«fl4'«rJi  I 

^  JiwJJtfbsrg^r^r  jtjwt  ii 

«fcwiqfoMtwi<Jtoi  (?)  f^rF3lM<iUJ|iJi  f|  q^srft  (srfasft)  fafMr,  aw* 
JJ$H<rW  I  ?3?fa  SW^  JJ?S^  I — AbhmavabMra\\ 
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Samudradatta,  a  fnend  of  Muladeva  won  over  a  roncubine  of  the  latter 
and  MQladeva  vow  ed  to  seduce  the  vi  lfe  of  Samudrrtda|tn  Samudra- 

datta secrectly  mained  Nandavanti  Muladeva  proclaimed  by  miia 
that  Nandayanti  was  married  to  him  and  on  his  complaint  Sdmudra- 
datta  was  banished.  His  wife  was  kept  in  a  cell,  but  Samudradatta 
managed  to  visit  her  in  nights  and  when  her  pregnancy  was  known 
she  was  suspected  by  her  father  of  unchastity  and  sent  out  She  took 
shelter  in  the  house  of  a  Sabara  Samudradatta  returned  and  his 
marriage  was  proved,  but  when  he  hesitated  to  accept  her  on  account 
of  the  pregnancy,  his  servant  Kataha  proved  to  him  that  on  the 

night  of  his  visit,  he  gave  a  ring  to  Nandayanti  at  the  conjunction  of 
the  constellations  Funarvasu  and  Pusva  and  the  boy  was  born  in 
Visakha  Samudradatta  was  convinced,  and  he  and  Muladeva  again 
became  friends  and  all  ends  well 

607     Haraa  or  Harsha-Vardhana  wai  the  son  of  Prabha- 

karavardhana*     and    Yasomati*     He    bore    titles     PratSpasIIa   and 

^EW:#RT|T^>cir  jfi«iJflfeir*>54f«q7*«»»fi^frlr  I  tot  g=q^r%  sr*m  jt*otp(, 

arftfcw  rfiw«f  M^i'«^«i  iPUm^     ̂ tr^^     swfthwm«t      Hyidft 

Ztafart/pa 

Fot  a  note  and  ertraots  by  E  Ramamurti,  see  JOSS,  IV  78 
1     For  a  oolleotion  of  his  vewes,  see  V  W  Thomas,  Kav  64,  and  Peterson,  Svbh 
%    For  coins  bearing  those  titled,  eee  Bam,  JRAS,  (1906),  845 

74 
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fe'lladitya  *  His  capital  was  Dhanesvvar  and  kanauj  His  father  attained 
considerable  success  in  his  wars  against  the  neighbouring  countries  of 

Malawas,  Gurjaras  and  Huns  Rajv  avardhana  was  his  elder  brother  and 

R5j)afiri  his  sister  In  an  expedition  against  the  king  of  Malwa  to  weak 

his  vengeance  for  vvrongfullv  contming  Rajvasri,  Riij)  avardhana  was 

though  sui  (.essful  treacheroush  '•lain  by  the  v  inquisbed  king's  alh, 

Sasanka,  king  of  Bengal  *  Harsa  attended  the  throne  in  G04  A  D  and 

started  an  era  in  his  name8  Having  recovered  his  si>ter,  Harsa 
overran  Northern  India  in  live  jears  and  reigned  happily  till  647  A  D 

Within  six  \ears  of  his  accession,  Harsa  came  to  hold  swaj  over  the 

whole  of  the  Ganges  basin  including  Nepal  and  over  the  whole  of  the 

Hindustan  including  Onssa  His  attempt  to  become  overlord  of  South 

India  was  furslrated  by  his  defeat  at  the  hands  C  link}  a  Pulakesin 

Himself  a  great  poet  his  tourt  wis  the  resort  of  learned  men 
on  whom  he  conferred  munificent  gifts  Ihe  Chinese  traveller  Hieun 

Tsang  visited  his  capital  during  his  Indian  tour  and  he  gives  an  ex- 

cellent account  of  his  court  and  administration*  Batin,  Divakara  and 

Maytlra  were  poets  of  his  coim5  and  in  his  Harsacarrfci  BS'M  describes 
the  life  and  greatness  of  his  patron 

1,  For  the  genealogy  of  the  family,  see  Gupta  Ins  No  62,  Ml,  IV  208,1  67, 

JBAS  (196),  816 ,  ibid  (1909),  446  For  a  full  account,  mm  C  V  Vaidya's  Ml,  11 
1 160  ana  Parekh's  Lift  of  Bartlia  (in  mahratti) 

3     fluaaka's  "kingdom  probably  became  subject  to  Harsi  late*  on,  bcoJBI  VI 143) 

3     For  inscriptions  dated  in  this  era,  see  Rellhorn,  IA    XXVt  82,  also  El,  V 

App,  Nos  628  47. 
4,  Beal,  L%  fe  ahd  Travels  of  H.uen  Tsang  (Pan?)  Records ,  Waiter?,  On  Ilmen 

CJman's  Travels  *n  India  (Londoi ) 
On  Har|»dcva  generally,  see  0  Francisco,  S«»  Drami  attrtbtnft  ai  IlMSJiadtta, 

Naples ,  Maurice  L  Btbinghausen,  Jlartkai  ardha  ta,  Ftnpanr  and  pnet  (Louviwi),  an 
exhaustive  numograph ,  K  M  Pivnnkar,  Sri  llaisha  of  A  anon),  Bombay,  8  J 
Warren,  Kcxnng  Earsha  Van  Km^/ahtibja  (The  Hagu»)  ,  V  Smith,  JilJI,  885  850, 
Oxford  fiittory  of  India,  165  171 

For  inscriptions  relating  to  H»)§i,  see  IA,  VII  196  XI  808,  XII  284,  XIII, 
70,  491 ,  XVII  146 ,  XIX  40, 161 ,  XX  110  ,  and  generally  see  Aufrecht,  ZDMG, 
XXVII.  98 ,  00,  I  764 ,  Peterson,  PR,  IV  188  ,  JB1US,  X  38 ,  XVI  179 , 
Bhandarkar,  BB,  (1897),  XX  11  ,  Fleet,  Oil,  III  981,  171  note. 

For  all  verses  quoted  in  the  anthologies  see  F  W  Thomas,  Kav  117  132 
6.    Padmagupta  in  NavasShasSnkaoariti  (II)  says 

AverseisquotedasBSjatfekbara'sin  JilhaijVs  SnkjimuktSvaH  {JTIRAS,  XVII. 
67  71). 
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608  It  is  a  matter  of  controversy  whether  king  Harsavardhana  was 
the  author  of  or  at  least  the  patron  of  the  author  of  the  three  dramas 

Rdtaavali,  Nagananda  end  Pnyadarsikn  It  is  said  in  Mammata's 
KaV  aprakasa  that  one  of  the  objects  of  poetrv  is  \\  ealth  and  as  an 

illustration  is,  added  ?fl5«fiiftfar  («rr^f 0  3HTI%3  *R^  I1  From  this  it  has 

been  suggested  that  '  Bana  '  or  '  Dhavaka '  according  to  the  readings 
taken,  was  the  real  author  and  the  king  purchased  the  authorship  from 
them  for  a  price  This  statement  of  Mammala  ma)  be  correct  so  far 

as  it  goes,  but  there  is  verj  little  other  evidence  that  these  dramas  par- 
ticularly were  written  b>  Phavaka  or  Bana  and  were  so  paid  for.  It 

may  be  that  in  appreciation  of  some  good  poetry  written  bj  these  poets, 
the  king  show  ed  his  munificence 

In  the  absence  of  definite  evidence  that  king  Harsavardhana  was 

the  author  or  proprietor  by  purchase  of  these  works  from  Bana  or 

phavaka,  it  is  a  matter  for  consideration,  who  was  the  Ha)§c4cv<t 

mentioned  in  the  prologues  of  these  plavs  as  their  anther  * 

609  So  far  as  it  is  known,  King  Harsavardhana  has  not  been 
called  Harsadeva  in  any  of  his  inscriptions  or  b>  Bana  m  his  Harsacanta 

.hven  in  the  anthologies,  the  name  Harsadeva  is  used*  and  the  verses 
there  are  quoted  from  these  three  dramas  and  verses  quoted  under  the 

name  of  Harsavardhana  are  not  traceable  in  these  dramas  Kalhana 

mentions  king  Har?a-\  ikramadi^ya  of  Ujjain,  as  the  patron  of 

Matrgupta  *    If  there  is  no   cogent  connection  between  king  Harsa- 

1  Among  oommentators  on  KSvyaprakSsS,  who  read  '  Dhavaka '  at©  Jayarama 

Vaidyanatha,  Nagoji,  Pararaanauda,  Narasimha  and  Acyutar3ya  (See  VamanSoarya's 
edition  of  Kavyaprakasa,  8  9  Brahme  and  Paranjpe  (Introduction  to  Nagananda)  j 
H  H,  Wilson  {Theatre,  II  359,  846)  and  Fiaohel,  QGA,  XXXIX,  1235  41  accept  this 

view  F  Hall,  {JASB,  XXXI,  11 13,  Int  to  Vasav)  Bays  that  BSna's  claim  is  as 

good  as  Dhavaka' s  B  P  Oowell  (Prof,  to  Boyd's  Nagananda)  and  Maodonell(SXi  363} 
say  B3n»  was  author  of  RatnSvali  and  Dh&vaka  of  Nagananda  Weber  {ID,  204,  307, 

213,  213)  attributes  BatnSvah  to  Bana  Henry  {hit  Lit  295-818),  Ettinghousen 
(I  c  98-103),  8  Konow  {Das  Indtsche  Drama  78  4),  M.  Wlnternitz  (lad  L%i  HI, 
236),  Levi  (2T,  184  196),  and  E  Wmdiseh,  (2V  ofltti  Cruntal  Congress  (1831)  II. 

93-95),  accept  Harsa's  authorship  For  a  summary  oi  these  views,  see  Int  to 
Priyadarsika  (Gol  LTn  Series),  xxi 

2  See  for  a  learned  disoussion,  by  Saradaranjun  Bay,  Int  to  Bstoavah  (Oaloutta.) 

8    See  F  W  Thomas,  Kav,  1117  and  Peterson,  Subh.  138 
4     See  para  568  supra 
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vardhana,  and  these  dramas,  it  is  quite  likely  that  this.  Il<made\a  was 

that  king  Harja-Vikramadttya  Abhinawgupta,  baradatanaya,  and 
Bahurupamisra  quote  verses  from  a  commentary  on  Nalyasastra  by 
a  Har§a  It  is  equally  likely  that  Har^a,  the  writer  on  dramaturgy,  was 
the  author  of  these  plays 

A  king  Harsa  is  mentioned  as  a  great  poet  by  several  writers  of 

successive  centuries  *  Bapa  eulogises  IIar>a's  poetic  genius"  ITsing 
records  that  king  Siladijya  versihed  the  story  of  Bodhisatva  Jimu- 
tavahana,  he  had  it  performed  by  a  band  au  oinpamed  b>  dancing  and 

acting  and  thus  popularised  it  in  his  lime.'"  Soddhala  enumerates 

Vikramaditya,  Sri  HarNa,  Munja,  Bhojadeva.  <Src  as  Kavindras*  and 

eulogises  Harsa*  Jayadeva  cites  Ilarfea  along  with  Band,  Ramila 
Saumila  etc  *  Pamodaragupta  gives  es.cerpts  from  Ratnavah  and  calls 

it  the  work  of  a  royal  author  7 
Besides  verses  from  the  three  plays,  about  a  dozen  verses,  are  also 

quoted  in  the  anthologies  as  Haifa's s  1  wo  Buddhistic  poems  of 
devotion  Suprabhltas|(»tra  in  24  verses  and  AMamahasrlcaitya- 

samskaras$otra  (in  5  verses)  are  also  attributed  to  him  * 

In  Bhoja's  Srrigaraprakafe  (obap  xx)  there  is  tho  following  verse  quoted 

So  in  §ara<}Stenaya's  BhavapiakSsa  (VII) 

1.    See  Pnyadariika  (GOS  Int  xh  ) 

2  $famrs  ****  *HidyA+wm  I  sri^nH^^fpr  *  T<iMr^r«r.  II 
Har§aoarita  (Bombay  Edn  )  79,  86 

3  A  record  of  the  Buddhist  Religion  in  India  and  tho  Malay  Archipelago  (Tr.  by 
TakakUEU,  163). 

i     Udayauundarl,  {60S),  150 

6.  See  para  567  supra 

7.  He  quotes  tho  verse  <i  WIHUdfifo  JTTtf  IgWfa  fttfraHW*  I 8.  See  Thomas,  Kav  117-30 
9  Ettinghoosen,  I  o  168  176, 176-173  J  Thomas,  JBA8  (1903)  708-732,  a  Levi 

Transaction*  of  the  luttma'tonal  Oonjrm  of  Orientated,  Leiden  (1894),  II.  i. 189-303. 
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610  Rainavali,1  a  natika  in  four  acts,  describes  the  secret  loves 
of  King  Udayana  and  Saganka,  an  attendant  on  the  queen.  Yasavada^ta 

Private  intrigues  are  arranged  but  discovered  bj>  the  queen  "  After 
may  ucissitudes  the  heroine  turns  out  to  be  Ratnavah,  a  Ceylon 

princess,  whom  a  shipwreck  has  brought  to  Udayana's  court  The 
plot  is  unconnected  with  mythology,  but  is  based  on  a  historical  or 

epic  tradition,  which  recurs  in  a  somewhat  different  form  in  Soma- 

deva's  Kathasantsagara  As  concerned  with  the  second  marriage 
of  the  King,  it  forms  a  sequel  to  the  popular  love-story  of  Vasavadatta 
It  is  a  impossible  to  say  whether  the  poet  modified  the  main  outlines 

of  traditional  story,  but  the  character  of  a  magician  who  conjures  up  a 
vision  of  the  gods  and  a  conflagration  is  his  invention,  as  well  as  the 

incidents  which  are  entirely  of  a  domestic  nature  "" 

There  are  commentaries  by  (Bhimasena,  Mudgaladeva),8  Govinda,* 

Prakrtacarya* J  Vidyasagara,6  K  N  Nyayapancanana,7  S  C  Chakra- 
varti,8  Siva,*  Laksmanasfln,10  R  V  Kpsnamacarya,"  S  Raj,*' 
V  S  Aiyar**  and  by  Narayanasastn  Nigudkar  M 

61 1  Ksemendra's  drama  Lahtarafoamala.  appears  to  have  had  a 
similar  plot  There  is  this  quotation  in  his  Aucifyavicaracarca 

(PP  140-2)   
1  Ed  everywhere  On  BalnSvall  generally,  see  B  0  Dufcft,  Cw  II  365. 

M  Williams,  IW,  505 ,  G  Bnhler  On  the  authorship  oj  the  Ratnavah  (Id,  II  137} 

V,  Hall  Int.  to  Vasavadatta,  15-18  ,  3  J  Mayer  (Damodaragupta's  Kuttinimatam, 
Leipzig  ,  S  C  Vidyabhushan,  Date  of  Batnavali,  Mahabodhi,  12) ,  R.  V  Krishnatns- 
oharya,  Int  to  Edn  (Snrangam) ,  it  is  a  very  elaborate  introduction  ,  H  Sohayler, 
Bib  9,  Buhler,  On  the  autlurshtp  oj  Bat/naval*,  24,11  137),  Weber,  II  307; 
Saradaranjan  Bay's  Int  to  Ed  (OalouttaJ  oontains  a  valuable  introduction  See  also 
13tr  I.  856  Te  into  English  by  Saradaranjan  Bay  (Calcutta),  by  S  0  Ch&kravarti 
(Dacca) ,  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  355-319 ,  by  Bidhu  B  Goswami  (Calootta)  For 
translations  into  other  languages,  see  Schuyler,  Btbl,  10 

3     Macdonell,  SL,  863. 
3     CO,  I  493 
1.    Ed  Bombay 
5     CO,  II  115 
6.  Ed.  Oalontta 
7.  Ed  Calcutta 
8.  Ed  Dacca 
9.  SB,  ILL  31. 1S7.    He  was  son  of  Tryambaka 

10     Ed  Oalontta 
11.  Ed  Madras 
13  Ed  Snrangam. 
13  Ed.  Knmbakonam 

11.  Ed.  by  K.  M,  Joglekar  with  an  English  Introduction  (Bombay) 
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sfaf  If%  ̂»«rt  si«n  si  Jisfir  trafam  frffefj;  I 

fff^ilfT  <RrfRTqf^Tcr  JtrarFr  %  sw  II 

ftqof  qwrf^  jfRwrfta^  11 

612.  Pnyadarsika,  a  natika,  in  four  act-,  is  a  reflection  of 
Ratnavali  Pndhavarman,  King  of  the  Angas,  having  betrothed  his 

daughter  Pnyadarsika  to  King  Udayana  prepares  to  take  her  to  him 
Meanwhile  the  Kalinga  King  overcomes  and  imprisons  him  Pnya- 

darsika after  some  vicissitudes  is  admitted  to  the  harem  of  Udayana 

by  bis  commander,  under  the  name  of  Sxanyika,  a  maid-servant  to  the 
queen  1  he  king  is  enamoured  of  her  and  his  secret  intrigues  are  as 
usual  discovered  by  the  Queen  Aranyika  is  imprisoned  by  her,  but 

not  long  after  this,  she  is  recognised  as  the  Anga  princess  Pnyadarsika, 
her  own  maternal  cousin  Bitten  by  a  serpent  the  heroine  is  in  a  swoon 
and  the  king  revives  her  The  story  ends  with  her  happy  presentation 

to  the  king  by  the  queen  herself  * 

There  is~a  commentary  by  R  V,  Kpnamacarya  * 

613  Nagananda*  in  four  acts  "describes  the  story  exactly  as 
related  in  the  Kathasantsagara  (Taranga  XXII)  of  Jimutavahana,  a  pnnce 

of  the  Vidyadhafas,  who,  swayed  by  sentiments  of  unrversal  love,  relin- 
quishes his  kingdom  to  serve  his  parents  in  the  forest  There  in  the 

Malaya  mountain  he  falls  in  love  with  the  daughter  of  the  Gandharva 
King ,  and  roaming  about  by  chance,  fresh  from  the  wedding,  he  hears 

that  the  King  of  Serpents  has  made  peace  with  Garuda  and  stipulated 
to  offer  a  serpent  each  day  to  the  kite  1  he  heart  of  the  prince  is 

moved     He  resolves  to  save  the  life  of  that  day's   victim   even   at  the 

1  On  PnyadarfckS  generally  G  Sfcrehly  Int  to  Edn  (Parts)  F  Oimmtoo 
(o  c.  XXXI  1-18)  R  V  Knshnamaeharya  Int  to  Edn  (8nrang»m  No,  3). 
M  Sohuyler  BtU  3 

3  Ed  Srirangam  (with  an  introduction  by  the  commentator),  Ed.  by  J  Vidya- 
sagara ,  Ed.  V  D  Gadre,  (Col  Un  series)  with  translation  by  G  K  Narunan, 
A.  V  W  Jackson  and  0  J  Ogden,  and  an  elaborate  Introduction. 

8  In  a  manusoript  preserved  m  tbe  Patan  Library  dated  Banmt  J.368,  the  name 
of  the  author  is  given  as  Stj  Harsa  (see  PB,  V ) 
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risk  of  his  own  Garuda  finds  om  that  b\  mistake  he  has  harmed  the 
disguised  prince  and  uverpow  ered  ̂ ith  grief  learns  that  abstinence 

from  cruelU  is  the  highest  virtue  on  earth  The  pla%  ends  i\  ith  the 

appearance  of  the  Goddess  Gaun,  who  reuves  the  pnnce  to  life" 

There  are   commentaries   b\  Atoiarama,1   by  N  C  Kaurdtaa,*  b-\ 

Snarama"  and  bj  Srinivasacar)a  *  There  is  a  poem  called  Nacjananda  ■ 

Other  dramas8  composed  on  a  similar  purpose  and  st\  le  of  com- 

position are  the  Lokananda  of  Candragomin*  and  Santuarrfcra6  of 
unknown  authorship 

614  "From  the  invocation  to  Buddha  in  the  Nan3[  and  the  circum- 

stance that  the  play  describes  the  incidents  of  Buddha's  life  in  his  w  ork 
as  jimutavahana,  it  is  possible  to  sav  that  the  p^  has  a  Buddhistic 

coloring,  but  it  ma**  be  too  soon  to  affirm  that  the  main  purpose  of  it 
is  to  illustrate  a  Buddhistic  doctrine  of  universal  humaneness  The 

rule  of  compassion  is  inculcated  in  all  ancient  Hindu  Ethical  literature 

and  is  essentially  pre-Buddhistic  in  its  origin  Garuda  is  an  Aryan  God 
and  the  appearance  of  the  goddess  Gaun  and  shower  of  nectar 

marking  the  happy  culmination  are  Hindu  in  their  core  '  * 

On  NSgSnanda  generally,  see  S  Beal  (TJie  Academy,  XXIV  217 ,  P  Oimmino, 
Pcoo  18th  Int  Cong  of  Orientalists,  Leiden  (1902),  81 ,  8  G  Bhanap  Int  to  Edn. 
(Bombay)  G  B  Brahma  and  B  M  Paratope,  Int  to  Edn.  (London) ,  H  C  Bay 
Int  to  Edn  (Calcutta) ,  M  Schuyler,  B%tl  9  Weber,  1L,  207  Burgess  (U,  I  140) 
gives  an  excellent  English  summary  Tr  into  English  by  N  0  Vaicjyaratna 
(Calcutta),  by  P  Boyd  (London),  by  S  C  Bay  (Calcutta)  and  by  Vasudevaohanar 

(Madras) -with  a  summary  of  the  plot,  by  B  D  Kannarkar  (Poona)  with  notes  and 

introduction  and  by  L  "V  Bamaohendra  Iyer,  Madras  and  by  P  V  Eamsnujaswami 
with  Int,   Trn  and  notes,  Madras 

1  00, 1  288      He  is  probably  different  from  the  oommentator,  BSma  in  DO, 
XXI     8114 

2  Ed  Oalontta 
3  Ed  by  T.  Ganapati  Basbri,  T8S,  Trlvandram     Be  has  also  commented  on 

SubhadrSdhananjaya  and  Tapall-Baravarpna 

i     He  was  the  San  knt  Pandit,  St  Joseph's  College,  Trlohinopoly 
6     Trav. 
6     For  similar  Jain  plays,  see  Levi,  324 
7.    Levi,  App  80     See  para  260  supra 
8     Levi,  App,  81 
9,    It  looks  likely  that  the  name  and  matter  were  suggested  by  LokSnanda  (Lftt 

App  80,  324)     Of  this  there  is  a  Tibetan  translation  (see  I  o  66) 
75 
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615  Kalidasa,  as  a  dramatist,  has  attained  universal  admiration 

His  talents,  stand  unique  and  rarely  has  any  other  been  recognised  as 

his  equal  * 

Pandra  wrote 

Baija  said 

In  his  tract,  Kalidasa,  the  moralist?  Ravindranath  Tagore  writes 

"  Kahdasa  has  shown  that  while  infatuation  leads  to  failure  bene- 
ficience  achieves  complete  fruition,  that  beauty  is  constant  onlv   when 

1  for  verses  quoted  in  anthologies  as  KalidaWs  (not  traoeable  in  any  known 

works),  see  Aufrecht  ZDMG,  XXXIX  806  and  Peterson,  Subh  23 
a  of  these  verses  ace  very  fine 

wi&fa  irftt%ft5%:l'ci?5*r+wi,^«s  I 
ftqfcre^*TT  fRf^TfcRf  sfl^u^MfsW- 

ffttft  a^Jt  Wfl  ?*[WRS5flfct  5T  fflSn-  I 

hi  ^F5*  JTHIK  3W-iJiiWlK: 

aft*  *rt  snifir  srnrfr  ir  *  ?n%  II 

2  This  is  in  Bengali     Translated  Into  English  Mod  Rev  XI V. 
On  Kaudasa.  generally  0  Bendall,  Kalidasa  m  Ceylon,  {J HAS,  (1880),  410), 

O  A  GriersOD,  Are  Kahdasa' s  heroes  monogamists  1  [JASB,  XLVI  89),  Some  notes 
on  Kalidasa,  (JASB,  XLVIU  82  48),  G  S  Leonard,  Further  proof  of  the  polygamy 
of  Kalidasa  s  heroes,  {JASB,  XLVI  ISO)  Prannath  Pandit,  Morals  of  Kalidasa, 
(Ibid  XLV  862) ,  A.  V  jfaakaon,  Legend  o]  Kahdasa  preserved  at  tJjiain,  (JAOS, 
XXU  831) ,  Time  Analysis  of  the  dramas  of  Kahdasa,  (Ibid  XX  341  59) ,  Biblio- 

graphy oj  Kalidasa; 's  plays,  (Ibid,  XXU.  J37  ,  XXIII  987),  B  V  Tuuu,  Traditional 
account  of  Kalidasa,  (IA,  VII  115) ,  Hoernle,  Kalidasa  and  KamandaJci,  (IA,  XLI, 
166) .  J  B.  Chakravarti,  Kahdasa,  the  Great  Indian  Poet,  (JMy  ,  VJII.  261) ,  B  A, 
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upheld  by  virtue,  that  the  highest  from  of  love  is  the  tranquil,  controll- 

ed and  beneficient  form,  that  in  regulation  lies  the  true  charm  and 

lawless  excess  the  speedy  corruption  of  beauty     He  refuses  to  acknow- 

Narasimhaohanar  Life  of  Kalidasa,  (Ibid  ,  273) ,  A  E  Knshnasasfcri,  Formative 

influences  of  Kalidasa,  (Ibid,  IX  557)  A  Veokata  Subbiah,  Kalidasa's  Sociological 
Ideals,  (lbtd  95) ,  G  Venkataramamah,  Some  views  of  Kalidasa's  philosophy  and 
Religion,  (lbtd  ,  98) ,  E  Krishna  Iyengar,  Kalidasa  and  Shakespeare,  (lbtd  ,  151) , 
M  Sumner,  Lea  Heroines  de  Kalidasa  et  bellte  de  Shakespeare,  (Paris) ,  3  E 
Seneviratne,  Life  of  Kalidasa,  (Colombo) ,  F  Neve,  Kalidasa  dans  les  refinements 
de  sa culture,  (Paris),  L  Liebion,  Das  Datum  des  Candragomm  Und  Kalidasa, 

(Breslau)  Oh  Harris,  An  investigation  of  some  of  Kalidasa's  views,  (Evansville, 
Ohio)  ,  D  R  Bhandarkar,  Solestsms  of  Sankaracarya  and  Kalidasa,  (IA  XL!  214), 

T  Narasimhaiengar,  Kalidasa's  Religion  and  Philosophy,  [IA,  XXXIX  236),  V  V. 
Sovani,  Essay  on  Sooiety  m  the  times  of  Kaltdasi,  (in  Malyati) ,  Allamraju 
Ramassstri,  Boromes  of  Kalidasa,  (Sah  XXII  45) ,  A  0  Ohatterji,  Kalidasa,  his 

poetry  and  mind,  (MR,  XI  also  Ed  Oalontfca) ,  Bajendranath  Vidyabhnshan,  Kali- 
dasa,  (in  Bengali) ,  R  V  Krishnamaobarlar,  Kalidasa  and  Bhavabhuli,  (Soli, 

XVIII) ,  Ramanujaoarya,  Kalidasa's  dale,  (Sah  XIX)  ,  Bamaoharya,  Kaltdasa's  love 
for  deer,  (Sah.  XXIV)  ,  Seshagin  Sastri,  Kalidasa,  (IA,  I  840) ,  G  S.  Krishnasaml 
Iyer,  Poetry  of  Kalidasa,  (IR,  XIV,  899) ,  Bhide,  Notes  on  Kalidasa,  (IA,  XLVn 

246) ,  Hanohand,  Les  Citations  de  Kalidasa,  dans,  les  Wattes  d'Alankara  (JA  VII 
No  l  and  li),  Kalidasa  et  I'  art  poetique  de  V  Inde  Pans,  reviewed  mJRAS  (1918), 
564  (whioh  contains  all  the  quotations  from  KSlidSsa  contained  in  Alankara  works) , 
0  V  Vaidya,  Pandyas  and  the  date  of  Kalidasa  (fixes  the  date  1st)  century  BO), 
K  G  Majumdar,  Vatsyayana  and  Kalidasa,  (IA,  XLVII  195) ,  Majumdar,  Kalidasa 

and  Kamandakt,  (IA,XLVl  220),  G  A  Grierson,  Are  Kalidasa's  heroes  mono 
gamuts,  (IA,  XLVII  April  No  ) ,  P,  K  Cihatterjee,  Poet  Kalidasa  and  sea  voyage, 

(31  of  Dept  of  Letters,  Calcutta,  XVI),  Anand  Koul,.  Birth-place  of  Kalidasa, 
(Jl  of  Ind  Mtstory,  VII  345) ,  K  Balaaubrahmanya  Iyer,  Kalidasa,  his  philosoghy 
of  Love,  (JOR,  III  849) ,  G  X  Venkataramayya,  Kalidasa  and  Bhasa  m  the 
light  of  Western  Criticisms,  (JMy,  XVII  125) ,  A  RangaBami  Sarasvati, 
Kahdasa,  (JMy  ,  XV  269,  XVI  98) ,  A  Shah,  KautHya  and  Kalidasa,  (JMy  , 
XI  49,  X  80S)  and  Astronomical  Data  in  the  dramas  of  Kalidasa,  (Tr,  AH  Ind 

Or,  Come  1924) ,  K  G  Sankwa  Iyer,  Vikrama  theory  cf  Kalidasa's  date,  (JMy,, 
XI,  188) ,  Obakravarti,  Date  of  Kalidasa,  (JRAS,  (1891),  330) ,  Huth,  Dte  ziet  des 
Kalidasa, ,  S.  H  Dhruva,  Thoughts  from  Kalidasa,  (Bombay) ,  Bhau  Daji,  On  the 
Sanskrit  poet,  Kalidasa,  (JBRA8,  VI  19,  207) ,  B  0  Majumdar,  Date  of  Kahdasa, 

(JB0R8,1I  888),  K  G  Sankara  Iyer,  Yasodharman's  theory  of  Kalidasa's  date, 
(JB0R8,  VH.  60) ,  K  Venkataramayya,  Kalidasa  and  Bhasa  in  the  light  of  Western 

Criticism,  (JMy  ,  XVIII  127),  H  Subbaroya  Sastri,  EaUdasa't  Flowers,  (Bharatt,  I. 
107) ;  P  Venkataramanayya,  Was  Kalidasa  a  votary  of  Kartikeya  (Ibid  V.  688) , 
Mr.  Rafflaknshnayya,  Ritusamhara,  (lbtd,  387),  Piohaya  Sastri,  Meghasandesa, 
(Ibid,  678) ;  N  Ramadasayya,  Meghasandesa,  (Ibid  20) ,  G.  Jagopantulu,  Kalidasa, 
(Ibid  ,  Vm  19) ,  K  Ramakrishna  Rao,  Kalidasa  and  Bhavabhuli,  (Ibid  ,  in  15) , 
A,  V  Sutatmamya  Sastri,  Kaltdasapatrattatyam,  (Und,  V,  326)  Apte,  Date  of 

Kahdasa,  (Bombay) ,  0  Sivaramamurti,  Kalidasa  and  Painimg,  (JOR,  VII.  160) , 
T,  L  Venkatrama  Sastri,  Musfoi  Element «»  Kalidasa.,  (JOR,  VII.  357) 
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ledge  passion  as  the  supreme  glory  of  love  ,  he  proclaims  goodness  as 

the  final  goal  of  love  " 

There  are  three  dramas1  that  are  acknowledged  to  be  his,  Sakun- 

tala or  more  fullv  Abhijnaua-Sakuntj-ila,  Malavikagmraitra  and  Vikra- 
morvasiya  These  plays  attracted  the  attention  of  foreign  savants 
more  than  two  centuries  ago  and  Goethe  thus  sang  of  Sakuntala 

Would'st  thou  the  young  year's  blossoms  and  the  fruits  Of  its  deohne 
And  all  by  whioh  the  soul  is  ohiruied,  enraptured,  fed, 
Would'  sb  thou  the  Earth  and  Heaven  itself  in  one  sole  name  combine ' 
I  name  thee,  0  Sakuntala  !  and  all  at  once  is  said 

It  is  the  quintessence  of  Kahdasa's  poetry  ' 

616  Sakuntala  "  King  Dushj  anla  of  the  Lunar  rac  e,  pursues 
a  gazelle  in  the  vicinity  of  Kanva's  hermitage  Here  he  espies  Sakuntala, 
watering  her  tender  nurser)  with  her  favourite  friends  Struck  by  her 
beauty  he  begs  for  an  interview  He  overhears  the  reciprocation  of  love 

by  Sakua$ala,  meets  and  marries  her  He  gives  her  his  ring  and  with  a 
promise  to  fetch  her  soon  he  returns  to  his  palace  In  a  thoughtless 
mood,  she  fails  to  greet  an  irascible  sage  Qurvasas  and  his  impatient  curse 

obliterates  the  memory  of  her  lover,  until  the  spell  could  pass  away  at 
the  sight  of  a  ring  Some  time  passes  and  Kanva  resolves  to  send  her  to 

her  husband  She  takes  leave  of  her  loveh,  friends,  the  inanimate  plants 
and  the  inarticulate  deer  She  reaches  the  court  of  the  king,  she  loses 
the  ring  and  her  exhortations  are  in  vain  1  he  king  has  no  recollec- 

tion of  the  amorous  incident  at  the  sylvan  park  Sakuntala  laments 
her  fate  and  is  borne  off  by  her  mother  Urvasi  to  the  abode  of  the 

celestials.  The  ring  is  recovered  by  a  hsherman  from  the  stomach  of  a 

fish  .and  as  an  accused  thief  he  is  brought  to  judgment  Its  sight 
dispels  the  gloom  and  the  king  recollects  his  former  love  His 
regrets  are  wasted  Time  passes  and  Indra  seeks  his  help  against  his 
foes     Then  while  driving  in  Indra's  car  he  sees  a  young  boy,  his  own 

1.    BSjaf  khara  made  a  pun 

-sirft  sfefftft  *iflnnrcfl  fog  II 
Here  K5hd5sa$rayl  means  these  three  plays  of  KaiidSsa  and  the  poet  mdlreotly  suggests the  existence  of  three  Katida«s, 

3     Here  is  the  traditional  verse , 

Wlfo  1  ̂ SfT  *PT  Tift  5(^1551  II 
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dear  son  Bharata,    pla\  ing  with  a  cub  and  soon  he  finds,   his  Sakuntala 

not  to  leave  her  again  "* 
Sakuntala  was  recentlv  staged  at  Melbourne  from  a  translation 

made  by  I  awbonce  Bum  on  and  the  adaptation  of  the  music  is.  thus 
described 

"The  overture  opens  with  the  King's,  love  singing  theme,  given 
first  in  the  low  register  of  the  orchestra  This  is  continued  by  the 

higher  strings  and  wood  wind  to  a  climax,  with  a  first  hint  of  the  curse 
motive  A  bridge  passage  for  strings  and  wood  wind  leads  to 

Sakuntala's  love,smging  theme  pla}ed  by  the  violm,  this  works  up  to  a 
repeat  of  the  same  given  in  the  higher  octave  by  the  flutes  and  oboes 
A  tremolo  passage  for  strings,  with  a  further  hint  of  the  curse  motive, 

is  followed  by  the  development  of  the  King's,  theme  working  to  a  full 
climai.  of  both  the  King's  and  Sakuntala's  themes  leading  straight  to 
the  curse  motive  at  full  orchestral  strength  A  quiet  passage  for  strings 

ending  with  a  cadenza  for  the  oboe  is  followed  b}  the  golden  peak 

theme  given  by  the  flute  in  its  highest  register  The  overture  foresha- 
dows the  entire  development  of  the  drama  the  sublimation  of  the 

earthly  unstable  love  to  the  universally  significant  reunion  at  the 

mystic's  retreat  in  the  Himalaya  Mountains  The  incidents  of  the 
drama  are  limited  in  the  use  of  the  curse  and  other  motives  Before 

and  during  part  four,  an  off-shoot  of  the  Golden  Peak  theme  will  be 

heard,  suggestive  of  the  nymphs,  who  sing  their  farewell  to  Sakuntala  " 

617  The  popularity  of  the  play  has  unconsciously  done  immense 

harm  to  the  preservation  of  its  original  test   It  is  now  extant  in  three  or 

1     Edited  everywhere 
Translated  into  English  by  Sir  W  Jones  (Calcutta),  by  M  Williams  (London, 

Bombay),  by  K  K  Bhattaoharya  (Calcutta),  by  A  H  Edgten  (New  York),  Q 
Kalipada  Mukerjee  (Oaloutta),  by  Kamala  Satyanathan  (Madras),  by  T  R  Batnam 

lyet  (MadLas),  K  Banerji  (Nadu*),  by  J  G.  Jennings  (Allahabad) ,  by  B  Vasudevarao 
(Madras)  and  by  Boby  Dutta,  Oaloutta  as  idyllio  poetry  ,  by  A  M  Wright  (SpringfieH. 
Mass ) ,  by  S  Bay  (Oaloutta)  For  translation  in  other  languages  see  Sohwyler, 
BM  51 

On  Sakunjaia  generally,  M  Sohwyler,  B%bl.  48-66,  V  Majumdar,  Int.  to 
Edn  Br  Pisohel,  lot  to  Ed.  (Kiel) ,  P.  N  Patanker  Int.  to  Ed  (Poona) 

N  0  Vidyaratna,  Int  to  Ed  (Oaloutta) ,  T  E  Srimvasaohariar,  Int  to  Ed 

(Kumbakonam)  T  Holme,  Int.  to  Edn.  (London)  8  R*y  Int,  to  Ed  (Oaloutta) 

E  B  Babe  Be  Kohdma's  Sakuntala  (Breslau) ,  "V  Sarkar,  Sdkuntala-Rdhasya, 
A  Weber,  ISt,  XIV  85,  161.  T  Lakshminarasimharao  ,  Sakuntala  (JMy  ,  IX  68). 
B  Kulkarni,  A  Umvernty  m  the  Sakuntala  (Tomorrow,  August,  1928) ,  A  0 

Ohatterji,  Kattdasa,  Hts  poetry  and  mmd  (Oaloutta) ,  Rav.  Tagore,  Sakuntala  mid 
ttt  miner  meamng  (in  Bengali)  ,  Tr  into  English,  MB,  IX)  and  BMra\*  HI  35 
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four  recesions  called  the  Bengali,*  Devanagan,*  Kashmir,*  and  South 

Indian*  The  latest  collation  of  the  second  recession  and  an  attempt  at 
a  critical  edition  is  perhaps  that  of  Prof  S  Ray  of  Calcutta 

618  There  are  commentaries  by  Raghava,6  Katayavema,*  Srinivasa/ 
Ghanasyama,8  Abhirama,9  (Krsnanatha  Pancanana,  Candrat>ekhara, 
Damaravallabha,  Prakyfacarya,  Narayana,  Ramabhadra,  Sankara) 

Premacandra,"  D  V  Panta,"  Vidyasagara,19  Venkatacarya,'8  Sri 
Krsnanatha,1*  Balagovinda,*8  by  Daksinavartanatha,**  Ramavarman  and 

Rama  Pisharoti,17  and  five  anonymous  *8 

619  Srinivasadiksita  was  the  son  of  1  immayarya  and  was 

known  also  Venkatesa  He  was  an  archaka  of  the  Vaikhanasa  sect  and 

Kasyapagotra,  at  the  temple  of  Tirupati  (Chittoor  District)  He  had 

the  title  of  Cakrayudha  and  lived  about  1850  He  is  a  prolix  writer 
and  his  commentary  is  probably  the  longest  and  the  most  discussive 

He  has  written  a  commentary  on  Vaikhanasasulyas  and  Ramayana  and 
the  manuscript  of  the  latter  is  said  to  be  at  a  village  called  Oralti, 

South  Arcot,  Madras  Presidency 

1     Represented  by  Premaoandra's  Edn  (Calcutta)  and  Pisohel's  Edn  (Kiel ) 
3.  Represented  by  Isvaraohandra  Vidyasagara' a  Edn  (Caloutta)  and  M  William's 

Edn  (  Oxford) 

8  Represented  by  N.  B  Oodabole's  Edn  (Bombay)  and  by  A  R  Rajaraja. 
varma'sEdn   (Tnvandrum) 

4     See  BEB,  rsxsv 

S.  Ed.  Bombay  He  was  son  of  Prfhvidhara,  an  authority  on  Nyaya  and 
Mimamsa     DO,  2X1. 8870    Ed  Bombay  with  English  notes. 

6  Ed   Bombay 
7  Ed.  Madras  DO.  XXI  8878  ,  HB,  III.  6 
8  Ed  Trivandrum     With  an  English  introduction. 
9  OG   I  SB,  n  187,  HI.  6 
10.  Ed   Calcutta 
11.  Ed  Oalcutta. 
13     Ed  Oalcutta 
13.  Ed.  Madras. 

14.  See  J?  N  Patankar's  Int.  toSakunfcala  (Poona)  and  JA08,  XXII  387. 
16  TO,  IV  4810.  He  was  son  o!  Sankarapandija  who  was  the  guru  of 

Vanoibhupala  of  Harigita  town  and  patronised  by  the  latter.  This  is  an  epitome  of 
SrluivSsa's  commentary 

16     TO,  HI  8983. 
17.  Ed  Trtohur  This  RSmavarman  is  PariksUi  Knnjunni  Itanburaa,  now alive  at  Cranganore, 
18.  DC, XXI.  8878,  8874,  TO,  HI.  8480.  3985 
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620  Kataya\ema  was  the  son  of  Kata,  grandson  of  Mara 

and  great-grandson  of  Kataya  He  married  the  daughter  of  Anapola, 
the  Reddi  king  of  Kondavidu  and  was  at  the  helm  of  administration 

dnring  the  reign  of  Anapola's  ion  Komaragin  (1381-1403  AD)  He 
was  d  great  warrior  and  scholar  and  at  the  request  of  Komaragin  he 

wrote  commentaries  called  Komaragmrajiyam  on  the  plavs  of  Kahdasa 

He  had  three  \uves  and  from  two  of  them,  he  had  a  son  Komaragiri 
and  a  daughter  Anitalli  In  appreciation  of  his  services  to  the  state, 

Komaragin  bestowed  on  him  the  sovereignty  of  Rajamahendrapuram 
He  died  about  1416  A  D  His  son  ruled  only  for  4  years,  after  which 

the  descendants  of  Anitalli  became  the  rulers  * 

621  Malavikagnimitra  is  "a  conventional  dramatisation  of 
harem  intrigue  in  the  court  of  King  Agnimitra  of  Vidisa,  probably  of  the 

Sunga  dynasty  The  play  discloses  the  loves  of  this  king  Agnimitra 

and  of  Malavika  one  of  the  attendants  of  the  queen,  who  jealously 

keeps  her  out  of  the  king's  sight  on  account  of  her  greal  beautv  The 
various  endeavours  of  the  king  to  see  and  converse  with  Malavika 

give  nse  to  numerous  mtngues  In  the  course  of  these  Agnimitra 

nowhere  appears  to  be  a  despot,  but  acts  with  much  delicate  considera- 
tion for  the  feelings  of  her  spouses  It  finally  turns  out  that  Malavika 

is  by  birth  a  pnncess,  who  had  only  come  to  be  an  attendant  at 

Agmmitra's  court  through  having  fallen  mto  the  hands  of  robbers 
There  being  now  no  objection  to  her  union  with  the  king,  all  ends 

happily  "* 

There  are  commentanes  by  Kataya  Vema,*  Nilakantha,*  Vira- 

1  For  an  account  of  Kafcayavema,  see  Vetari  Prabhakara  Sastn's  Srmgara- 
Srmatham  66  and  for  inscription  of  Kafcayavema,  see  SI,  IV  821,838,839,880, 
dated  from  1891  to  1416  A  D 

3  Macdonell,  SL,  880 
On  Malavikagnimitra  generally  F  Balleasen  {ZDM0,  XIII  180) ,  Cappeller, 

Atiervatin  ad  Kaltdasa  Malavikagnirmtram,  (Konigsburg) ,  €  J  PandiS,  bit  to 

Ed  («SS),  M  Sohuylec,  (JAOS,  XXin  98),  M  A  Williams,  (1W,  497,0 
Wadaoarya,  Malavikagmmttra  not  a  drama  {Bharatx,  VI  8) ,  V  Snbbaroyudu, 
(I&kJ,  7$4,  488)  Transtated  into  English  by  Oh  Tawney  (Oaloutta)  by  9  B  Nan 

dargikar  ̂ Poona),  by  A  S  Krtehnarao  (Madras)  For  oritaoisma  and  translations  into 
other  languages,  see  Schuyler,  SUA  46 

8,    Ed.  Bombay  and  Poona. 

4  Ed .  Bombay  Composed  in  Samvat  1719  (1666  A  J) )  at  KSsi  The  author  was 

son  of  BSlakrsnabhatta  of  8n  Veokaramauni  family    He  lived  at  Vyomakesapura. 
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raghava,*  Mjfyunjaya  Nissanka,*  Tarkavacapati,8   Srfkan$hn,*  Pankjit 

Kunjunm  Raja  * 

622     Vikramorvasi  represents   events    partly   terrestrial    and 

partly  celestial     King  PurQravas  rescues  the  nymph  tJrvaw  from  the 

bands  of  demons  and  wins  her  love  by  his  herosim     She   parts   with 

him  on  a  summons  from  Indra  and  the  kmg  becomes  disconsolate  m 

his  love     She  arops  a  letter  before  him  unseen   confirming  her  own 

love  and  as  ill  luck  would  have   it,   this  letter   is    picked  up    by  the 

queen  and  she  wa-ses  wild     In  the  meantime  tJrvasf  was   acting  as 

LaksmI  at  the  celestial   theatre   at  the  staging  of  the   play  of  Laksml- 

svayamvara  and  with  her  mind  all  engrossed  by  Pururavas  she  answers 

Pururavas  in  a  colloquy,   when  her  answer  was   to   be   Puruso^ama 

Her  teacher  Bharata  curses  her  to  go  to  the  lower   world  and  Indra 

mitigates  the  effect  of  the   curse  bv  ordering  her   stay  on  earth  till 

she  gets  an  offspring  from  PurQravas     In    their  secret  wanderings 

Urva  i  trespasses   on  the  forbidden  grounds  of  Kanva's   park  and 
becomes  transformed  into  a  creeper      Ihe   kmg   becomes  maddened 

and  under  the  influence  of  a  magic  stone,   she  is  restored     They  have 

a  son  Ayus  and  when  time  comes  for  t7rvdsi   to   relurn,   Indra   allows 

her  to  remain  with  him  for  good,   in  grateful   recollection  of  the  aid 

received  in  the  destruction  of  demons  a 

This  play  is  in  two  recentions,  m  N  India7  and  S  India  8 

1  00,  II.  104,  217 

2  Ed  Madras 

3  Ed  Calcutta 
4  TO,  II  830,  2570  Probably  the  same  as  the  author  of  Kandarpadarpann 

bhSna  (EB,  III  No  1688)  and  son  of  Abbinava  KSlidSta,  of  IvSsyapagojra,  the 
author  of  irngarakofebhSnii  {TO,  II  989)  Re  is  different  from  another  Abhinava 
KSlidSsa  of  Vasisthagotra,  who  is  the  author  of  YakspllSsa  (TO,  II  2066) 

fi     He  is  now  alive  at  Cranganore 

6  Ed  Piaohell  (Berlin)  and  J  Vidyasagara  (Calcutta) 

7  Ed  ESS,  Bombay 

8  On  Vikramorvadi  generally,  L  E  Leu?  Apparatus  oritvms  ad  TJrvcmam 

fabulam  Odt&aai,  (Berlin)  M  Sohuyler  (3AOS,  XXIU  93-101)  S  P.  Pandit  Ink 
to  Ed  (Bombay)  Maodonell  SL,  258  For  an  appreciation,  see  Jliy,Xl  Trans 
latedintoEngliBhbyH  H  Wilson  (Theatre)  I  188-274),  by  E  B  Cowell  (Hertford), 
by  Brajendranath  De,  (Calcutta  Review,  884  in  part  only  into  verse),  by  A  Gnose 
(Bombay,  into  verse)  For  translations  into  other  languages,  see  M,  Sohuyler, 
Bille  68. 
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There  are  commentaries  by  Katava  Veina,1  Ranganatha,' 

(\bhayacarana,  Ramamaya),*  T  arfinatha,*  JM  R  Kale  * 

623  "  Kalidasa  is  the  great,  the  supreme  poet  of  the  senses,,  of 
aesthetic  beauty,  of  sensuous  emotion  His  mam  achievement  is  to 
have  taken  every  poetic  element,  all  great  poetical  forms,  and  subdued 
them  to  a  harmony  of  artistic  perfection  set  in  the  key  of  sensuous 
beautv  In  continuous  gift  of  seizing  an  object  and  creating  it  to  the 

eve  he  has  no  rival  in  literafure  A.  strong  visualising  facultv  such  as 
the  greatest  poets  have  in  their  most  inspired  descnptive  movements, 
was  with  Kalidasa  an  abiding  and  unfailing  power,  and  the  concrete 

presentation  which  this  defimteness  of  vision  demanded,  suffused  with 
an  intimate  and  sovran  feeling  for  all  sensuous  beautv  of  colour  and 

form,  constitutes  the  characteristic  Kahdasian  manner  He  is  besides  a 
consummate  artist,  profound  in  conception  and  suave  in  execution,  a 
master  of  sound  and  language  who  hab  moulded  for  himself  out  of  the 

infinite  possibilities  of  the  Sanskrit  tongue  averse  and  diction  which 

are  absolute!}  the  grandest,  most  puissant  and  most  full-voiced  At  anv 
human  speech,  a  language  of  the  Gods  1  he  note  struck  b\  -Sahdasa 
when  he  built  Sanskrit  into  that  palace  of  noble  sound,  is  the  note 
which  meets  us  throughout  all  this  last  great  millenmium  of  Aryan 
literature  Its  characteristic  features  are  brevity,  gravitv  and  majesty, 
a  noble  harmony  of  verse,  a  strong  lucid  beauty  and  chiselled  prose, 
above  all  an  epic  precision  of  phrase,  weight},  sparing  and  vet  full  of 
colour  and  sweetness  Moreover  it  is  admirably  flexible,  suiting  itself 

to  all  forms  from  the  epic  to  the  lyric  but  most  triumphantly  to  the  two 

greatest,  the  epic  and  the  drama  In  his  epic  st}  le  Kalidasa  add1?  to 

these  permanent^features  a  more  than  Millonic  fulness  and  grandiose 

pitch  of  sound  and  expression,  in  his  dramatic  and  extraordinary  grace 

and  suavity  which  makes  it  adaptable  to  conversation  and  the  expres- 

sion of  dramatic  shade  and  subtly  blended  emotion  "8 

"  The  flourishing  of  the  plastic  ark  had  prepared  surroundings  of 

great  external  beauty  for  Kahdasa's  poetic  work  to  move  in  The 

appreciation  of  beauty  in  nature,  of  the  grandeour  of  mountain  and 

forest,  the  loveliness  of  lakes  and  rivers,  the  charm  of  bird  and  beast, 

1  DC,  XXI  8810 
3  DO,  XXI   6511 
5  00,1  569 ,11  134,111  120 
4  Ed  Oaloutta 
B.  Ea  Bombay 
6  Auiobm&a  Qhose,  Age  of  Kalidasa, 

76 
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life  had  become  a  part  of  contemporary  culture  These  and  the  sensi- 

tive appreciation  of  these  and  plants  and  hills  as  lrung  things,  the 
sentimental  feeling  of  brotherhood  with  animalh  which  had  influenced 

and  been  encouraged  to  Buddhism,  the  romanLic  mythological  world 

still  farther  romanticised  by  Kahdasa's  warm  humanism  and  fine  poetic 
sensibility,  gave  him  exquisite  grace  and  grandeour  of  background  and 
scenic  variety  The  delight  of  the  eye,  the  delight  of  the  ear,  smell, 
palate,  iouch,  the  satisfaction  of  the  imagination  and  taste  are  the  tex- 

ture of  his  poetical  creation,  and  into  this  he  has  worked  the  most 

beautiful  flowers  of  emotion  and  sensuous  ideality  Ihe  scenery  of  his 

work  is  a  universal  paradise  of  beautiful  things  All  therein  obeys 
one  law  of  earthly  grace  ,  morality  is  restheticised,  intellectual  suffused 
and  governed  with  the  sense  of  beauty  And  ̂   et  this  poetry  does  not 
swim  in  languor,  does  not  dissolve  itself  in  sensuous  u  eakness ,  it  is 

not  heavy  with  its  own  dissoluteness,  heavy  of  curl  and  heavy  of 

eyelod,  cloyed  by  its  own  sweets,  as  the  poem  of  the  senses  usually 
is  Kalidasa  is  saved  from  this  by  the  chastity  of  his  style,  his  aim  at 

burdened  precision  and  energ\  of  phrase,  his  unseeping  artistic  vigi- 

lance " 

624  Aavaghosa't  Saripu$raprakarana,  a  drama  in  nine  Acts, 
"  deals  with  the  events  which  led  up  to  the  conversion  of  the  young 
Maudgalyayana  and  Sanputra  by  the  Suddha,  and  some  of  the  inci- 

dents are  cei  tarn  Sanputrahad  an  interview  with  Abvajit,  then  he 
discussed  the  question  of  the  claims  of  the  Buddha  to  be  a  teacher  with 
his  friend,  the  Vidusaka,  who  raised  the  objection  that  a  brahmin  like 
his  master  should  not  accept  the  teaching  of  a  Kshalnya ,  Sanputra 
repels  the  objection  by  reminding  his  friend  that  medicine  aids  the 
sick  though  given  by  one  of  inferior  caste,  as  does  water  one  in  thirst 
Maudgalyayana  greets  Sanputra,  inqmnng  of  him  the  cause  of  his  glad 
appearance  and  learns  his  reasons  The  two  go  to  Buddha  who 
receives  them  and  who  foretells  to  them  that  they  will  be  the  highest 
in  knowledge  and  magic  power  of  his  disciples  The  end  of  the  play 
is  marked  by  a  philosophic  dialogue  between  Sanputra  and  the 
Buddha,  which  includes  a  solemic  against  the  belief  in  the  existence  of 
a  permanent  self,  it  terminates  in  a  praise  of  his  two  new  desciples  by 
the  Buddha  and  a  formal  benediction  "* 

"  The  same  manuscnpt  contains  portions  of  two  other  dramas,  also 
likely  the  works  of  Asvaghosha     The  first  of  these   is  an  alJegoncal 

1.    Ed  byLaaetB,  8PAW,  (1911),  888,  Keith,  SL,  80. 
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play  like  Prabodhacandrodava,  and  the  characters  are  Buddhi,  Kirti, 
Dhrti  etc  The  second  though  primarily  religious  m  intent  has  much 
that  ib  amorous  The  relations  between  Magadhavati,  a  helcera> 
bomadatld,  a  rogue  and  Dhananjat  a,  prebabb  a  pnnce  are  depicted, 
but  nothing  can  be  said  about  the  play,  as  what  is  available  is  verv 

fragmentan  " 

625  Candraka  is  mentioned  by  Abhinavagupta  in  his  com- 
mentary of  Nana sastra  (Adh  XIX)  as  a  plajwnght  of  Kashmir  His 

identity  w  ith  Candragomin  is  not  clear,  and  it  is  more  likely  that 

Candragomm  lived  for  earlier* 

Kalhana  says  that  Candraka  was  a  great  poet,  w  ho  composed 
pl<n  s,  pleasing  all  kinds  of  audience  He  flourished  m  the  Court  of 

King  |" unjma  of  Kashmir  who  ruled  about  103  A  D  or  according  to 
Cunningham  in  319  AD" 

jffsr  alFsrsr^  r$afc  ?r  ingraft:  i 

£m,<W!p1W*cld>&  "^JRJTSra^  II — Raj ,  II  16. 

Dhamka  quotes  a  verse  which  is  enchanting 

626  Kaumudimahotsava  At  the  coronation  of  King 
Kalyanavarman  of  Patallputra  a  play  was  enacted  in  which  is  the  story 

of  defeat  and  d  ath  of  Kalyauavarman's  father  Sundaravarman  at  the 
hands  of  Candasena  King  of  Liccha\is  and  the  rein-statement  of 
Kalyanavarman  on  the  throne  of  Magadha  by  the  efforts  of  minister 
Mantragupta  The  name  of  the  drama  is  not  mentioned  in  the  work, 
but  the  editors,  rather  discoverers,  of  it  have  christened  it  as  Kaumudi- 

mahotsava, from  a  possible  pun  in  an  expression  used  by  the  Sn^radhara 
Unluckily  in  the  manuscript  that  has  been  traced  the  first  letters  of  the 

name  of  the  author  are  ant-eaten  and  from  the  letters  (^H-)  and  from 
a  significant  mention  of  Vijava  in  the  verse 

iftwit  w«wii*RRrcront  3Rff.  II     (iv  19) 

the  editors  guess  that  a  woman  must  be  the  author  and  that  that  woman 

is  likely  Vijjika.    Vijjaka  or  Vijjika  is   a  prakntised  form   of  Vijaya 

1  See  pata  360  supra 

2  The  verses  quoted  m  Subh8§i$5vali  appear  to  be  the  N3n4iB  of  his  varlouf 

plays     See  Keith,  8D,  169. 
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(Vid)  a  ?)  Vrjjika's  poetn  has  been  preserved  m  tho  anthologies*  and  it 
is  of  very  high  order,  and  if  this  pla\  w  ere  her  work  the  language  here 

is  of  the  same  merit  Kanmudimahotsava  as  an  autumal  moonlight 
festival  celebrated  at  Patallpu^ra  and  elsewhere  is  mentioned  in  several 
works  such  at.  Ratnavali  and  Mudraraksasa  Several  pabsages  here 
show  an  imitation  the  expressions  of  Kalidasa  The  reference  to 
Saunaka  and  Aviraaraka  m  the  following  verse 

sitfcf  <$rf<faafa  t.f?t  ̂ 5TiDr^fi°r«j;  II  (m  15) 

suggests  also  the  idea  that  the  author  of  this  plav  must  have  seen 

Dandin's  Avantisundari  and  Bhasa's  Aviraaraka  where  we  find  stones  of 
Saunaka  and  Aviraaraka  If  Vrjjika  was  he  queen  of  king  Candraditya 

of  the  7th  centun"  it  is  the  likely  date  for  the  composition  of  this 
work  But  it  is  not  impossible  that  these  simihes  about  Sounaka  and 

Avimaraka  were  an  independent  thought  of  the  author  of  this  play 
The  reference  to  Dattaka,  Gamkaputira  and  Muladeva  makes  as  feel  that 
this  play  belongs  to  the  same  period  as  Caturbham,  the  four  bhanas 

aforesaid,  where  similar  thoughts  and  references  are  aboundantly  dis- 

cerned Udayana's  tales  were  much  admired  m  the  centuries  just 
preceding  and  coming  after  the  Christian  era  Kalidasa  sajs  so  and 
the  several  dramas  that  have  for  their  plots  the  story  of  Vatsraja 
\J&a\  ana  must  have  been  composed  at  that  period  of  popularity  If 
this  latter  surmise  is  correct,  Vijjika  of  the  real  author  must  have 
flourished  far  earlier  tfian  the  5(h  or  Cth  centuries  1  he  plot  of  the 
drama*  is  this  summarised  bv  the  editors 

"  Chandasena,  the  military  commandant  of  Sundaravarman,  a  king 
of  Magadha,  conspired  with  the  Licchavis,  the  hereditary  enemies  of 
his  lord  and  brought  about  their  attack  on  PaUiliputra  In  the  contest 
between  Sundaravarman  and  the  Luchavis,  the  former  died  on  the 
battlefield  Chandasena  became  the  king,  Mantrngupla,  tho  minister  of 
Sundaravarman,  secreted  the  prince  Kalyanavarman  with  a  few  minis- 

ter's sons  at  a  place  called  Pampa  m  the  Vmdhyas,  while  he  himself  m various  disguises  watched  an  opportunity  to  regain  the  throne  for 
the  prince     Some  years  passed  before  he   could  muster  for<  es  and ■ 

1  See  para  871  supra 
2  Ibid 

8    BMitedbyM.RamatoislmaKavlandS  K  Ramaualha  Sastn  with  an  Intro auction,  Madras 
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defeat  the  traitor   At  last  Kalvana\arman  was  installed  on  the  Magadha 
throne      I  he   drama  was  staged   on  the  occasion  of  his  coronation 

\n  amorous  incident  co\ei>  up  the  pohtu.nl  stratagem  of  Mantra- 
gupta  KirtimatI,  the  daughter  of  Kirtisena,  the  king  of  the  Surasenas, 

accompanied  one  Yogasiddhi,  a  nun,  -who  was  proceeding  to  worship 
Vindhyavasini  in  the  vindh\ds  The  nun  was  once  the  nurse  to 
Kalyana\  arman  at  Patahputra  and  since  the  death  of  his  father, 

Sundara\  arman,  she  renounced  all  worldh  ties  and  spent  her  days  m 
various  hoi}  places  When  she  came  to  Mathura  the  roi  al  household 
treated  her  most  kmdly  and  even  entrusted  their  daughter,  Kirttmati  to 

her  care  m  her  pilgrimage  to  Vindh\a\asrm  During  their  stay  at 
Pampa  the  prmce  and  princess  met  each  other  by  accident  and  their 
first  sight  slowlj  developed  into  love  Yogasiddhi  saw  their  portraits 
as  drawn  by  the  goddess  and  identified  between  the  couple  the  child 

growing  into  prime  youth  once  nursed  b}  her  She  fell  mto  a  reverie 

of  old  reminiscence'!  Meanwhile  Mantragupla  killed  the  usurper  and 
proclaimed  Kalyanav  arman  as  king  of  Magadha  The  nun  and  the 

princess  went  back  to  ̂ ourastra,  and  her  father  Kirtisena  was  doublv 

pleased  to  receive  the  intelligence  of  Kalyanavarman's  prosperity  and 
his  daughter's  overtures  of  love  and  sent  an  ambassador  with  a  pearl- 
necklace  which  had  a  heroic  history  behind  it  and  with  the  proposals 
of  marriage  of  his  daughter  to  the  royal  youth  Kalyanavarman  was 

only  too  glad  to  reject  such  an  offer  of  friendlv  alllan(  e  "and  /prop 
of  life"  '  '  "* 7 

627  K  P  Jayaswal  {/BURS,  XIX.  113  ft  se<j)  discussesJustorical 

data  in  this  drama1 

"  The  Guptas  appear  about  275  A  D  somewhere  vor  Magadha 
Gupta,  the  first  Raja,  rises  as  a  feudatorv  prince  \s  later  we  find  the 

early  Guptas  connected  with  Allahabad  (Prayaga)  and  Oudh  (Saketa), 

Maharaja  Gupta's  fief  seems  to  have  been  near  about  Allahabad  His 
son  was  Ghatotkacha,  and  Ghatotkacha's  son  was  the  first  prince  who 
turned  the  name  of  his  ancestor  Gupta  into  a  dynastic  title  His  name 
was  Chandra  At  the  lime  of  the  rise  of  Chandra,  called  bj  the 

Prakrit  name  Chandasena  in  the  Kaumudi-mahotsava,  the  king  of 
Magadha   at   Patahputra   was   Sundaravarman,   ruling  from  his  palace 

]  In  this  oonneotlon  Jayaswal  refers  (at  page  88)  Bhavafataka  of  NSgaraja  (Sri 
GaDapajl  NSgaraja)  to  this  period  and  identifies  him  with  king  Ganapafi  Naga  of  the 
Tak  N3ga  race  now  living  near  Jamma  and  the  Faniab  He  quotes  a  correct  verse  as 
found  in  Cat  of  Mifbih  Mas  II  105 

On  Bbavafa{aka,  see  para  849  supra 
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called  ̂ u-Ganga  This  palace  is  named  in  the  inscription  of  Khara- 

\ela  as  the  Su-Gangiya  and  in  the  Mudra-Rakshasa  as  the  Su-Ganga 

The  capital  city  of  Patalipulra  thus  came  down  with  its  anuent  palace 

intact  to  the  period  of  King  Sundaravarman  and  Chandra  Kmg 

Sundaravarman  was  an  old  man,  having  a  child  of  a  few  >ears  of  age 

\et  in  charge  of  a  nurse  Chandra  and  Chandrasena  has  been  adopted 

as  his  son  by  the  king  of  Magadha,  evidently  before  the  birth  of  the 

voung  prince  Chandra  regarded  himself  as  the  heir,  being  the  elder, 

though  a  Kntaka  son  He  entered  into  a  marriage  alliance  with  the 

Lichchhavis  who  are  described  as  the  enemy  of  the  Magadha  dynasty 

in  the  same  drama  Kaumudi-mahotsava  The  Lichchhavis  with  a  large 

army  and  Chandra  laid  a  siege  to  Pataliputra  A  battle  v.  as  fought  in 

which  the  old  king  Sundara-varman  died  The  young  prince  Kalyana 

varman  was  carried  away  to  the  Kishkinda  hills  by  the  faithful  ministers 

Chandra  founded  a  royal  dynasty  (raja  kula)  The  angry  authoress 

of  the  drama  calls  the  Lichchhavis  '  Mlechchhas  '  and  Chanda-sena  a 

Karaskara,  impl)ing  a  casteless  or  a  low -caste  man,  not  hi  for  royalty 

The  position  of  the  Madraka  Jats  was  probably  not  very  low 
at  the  time,  for  had  it  been  very  low,  King  Sundaravarman  would 

not  have  thought  of  making  Chandra-sena  his  adopted  son  His 
original  intention  seems  to  have  been  to  bequeath  the  kingdom  to 
Chandra  And  it  was  only  due  to  the  birth  of  Kalyanavarman  from 

some  younger  queen  (Kalyana-varma  is  said  to  have  several  step- 
mothers-' matarab  ')  that  the  breach  between  the  adoptive  father  and 

the  adopted  son  occurred  The  real  cause  of  the  opposition  from  the 

public,  which  was  very  pronounced,  seems  to  be  a  dislike  for  the  social 

system  of  the  Karaskaras  who  were  not  subject  to  the  fourfold- 
varnasramism  of  the  orthodox  sjstem  It  is  the  same  dislike  which  is 

expressed  in  the  Maha-Bharata  against  the  Madrakas  They  had  one 
caste  amongst  them  with  social  equalit)  and  freedom,  which  did  not 

agree  with  the  settled  rules,  of  the  Gangetic  society  1  he  compliment 

was  mutually  exchanged  the  Kaumudi-maho'sava  taunted  at  the 

Karaskara  caste  as  rulers ,  the  Guptas  replied  *  we  shall  abolish  the 

Kshatnyas ' 

11+  Now  we  know  from  the  Puramc  history  that  in  the  reign  of 
Kamshka  (and  probably  also  of  his  successor),  Vanaspara  imported 

some  Madrakas  for  administrative  purposes  But  the  Punjab  military 
dress  of  Chandra  Gupta  I  on  his  coins  would  suggest  that  the  family 
bad  migrated  recently  in  the  Bharasiva  period  after  the  liberation  of 
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the  Madraka  countn  bv  the  latter  Very  hkel\  a  Bharasiva  king  ga\e 

Gupta  a  fief,  having  border-land  between  Bihar  and  Kau«ambi,  for  it 
was  to  suppress  a  rebellion  of  the  Savaras  that  Chandra  Gupta  I  had 
gone  to  his  frontier  w  hen  the  Citj  Council  of  Patahpulra  pronounced  a 
decree  of  deposition  against  him 

1 1 5  Chandra  Gupta  I,  having  his  caste  against  him  and  being 
somewhat  of  a  usurper,  was  disliked  by  the  Magadhans  ofhisdav, 

parlicularh  as  he  failed  to  adapt  himself  to  the  traditional  Hindu  way 

of  Government  He  showed  a  hostile,  repressive  altitude  to  the  people 
of  Magadha  The  Kaumudi-mahotsava  records  that  Chanda-sena  had 
put  leading  citizens  into  prison  The  people  of  Magadha  looked  down 
upon  him  as  something  like  a  patricide  Chandra  Gupta  I  had  thus 
several  elements  arrayed  against  him  A  cry  v as  raised  that  he  was 
not  a  Kshalnya,  he  had  practically  killed  his  aged  adoptive  father  on 
the  battlefield,  he  had  called  in  the  aid  of  the  hereditary  enemies  of 

Magadha — the  Lichchhavis,  he  had  married  a  lady  who  was  neither 
a  Magadhan  nor  a  Brahmamcal  Hindu  To  this  we  should  add  that  he 
had  defied  the  imperial  authority  of  the  Brahmin  Emperor  Pravarasena  1 

116  With  the  aid  of  the  Lichchhavi  power  and  protection  he 

trampled  upon  the  liberties  of  the  people  of  Magadha  and  put  the 
leading  citizens  into  prison.  Alberuni  therefore  recorded  a  true  and 
historical  tradition  when  he  said  that  the  king  or  kings  associated  with 

the  Gupta-kala  (era)  were  Lruel  and  wicked  I  he  Hindus  had  the 
constitutional  law  laid  down  in  their  codes  to  destroy  the  king  who 

acted  as  a  tyrant  or  whose  hands  had  the  marks  of  the  blood  of  his 

parents  They  planned  and  rose,  called  m  Prince  Kalyanavarman  from 
the  Vakataka  temtorv  (Pampasnra)  and  crowned  him  king  at  the  Su- 

Ganga  Palace  at  Patahputra  1  he  authoress  of  the  Kaumudi-mahotsava 

exultantly  said-'  the  law  of  Varna  is  restored ,  the  royal  familv  of 
Chanda-sena  is  abolished  '  This  happened  while  Chandra  Gupta  was 
on  his  campaign  somewhere  betw  een  Rohtas  and  Amarkantak  fighting 
the  rebellious  Savaras  The  outlandish  monarch  was  ousted  m  or 

about  340  A  D„  for  Kalyana  varman  was  of  full  age  to  receive  Hindu 

royal  coronation  at  the  time  In  the  year  of  his  coronation  Kalyana- 

varma  was  married  to  the  daughter  of  the  king  of  Mathura  "* 

1  See  also  K  P  Jayaswal ,  Bistortanl  Data  m  the  drama  Kammudi  malwtsava 

(Annals,  XII  50)  Bee  K  K»ghavaohadu,  A3Q  139  Vij]4ka  is  mentioned  in 
Gadadttabhatta's  Raslkv|ivana,  oomposed  about  1650  A  D  [Annals,  XII  899) 

Foe  Idohohavis,  see  I  A,  XXXII  333,  XXXVII  78  On  tiiohohavl  dynasty  oi 
Nepal,  see  IA,  IX  178,  XIV  850  and  Bleat,  01,  In*  136,184,191, 
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628  Dhiranaga  (Bhadanta)  lived  at  Aralapura,  sometime 

earlier  than  the  5th.  centur)  AD  Hit.  Ki ndamal \,  <i  pla^  in  0  acts, 

describes  the  later  history  of  Rama  after  the  coronation,  that  is,  the 

storv  of  bani&hment  of  Sf$a  and  her  disunerj  and  reunion  In 

depicting  the  sentiment  of  Karuna,  he  is  a  precursor  of  BhavabhOti, 

who  wrote  Ufctararamacanta  on  the  same  theme  and  rightly  so,  he  was 

mentioned  with  appreciation  bj  Bhoja  and  other  writers  on  rhetoric 

Verseb  quoted  as  his  In  Yallabhadeva  and  Srldharadasn  are  not  found 

in  this  pla-s  * 

629  Viaakhadatta"  was  the  son  of  1'ithu*  Maharaja  and 

grandson  of  Vatesvnrad-ittn,  a  SSmanta     "His  pla\  Mudraraksasa,  in 

1     Ed  by  M  RunakishnaKavi,  Madras  His  mention  of  DingnSga  as  the  authoi 
is  now  acknowledged  to  be  an  error   See  F  \V  Thomas  {JBiS,  1924) ,  D  R  Mankad, 

PrahtnTi  and  lCundzmala  [AnnalsXll  97),  K  Gopalakishna  Sastri,  Kzuidamula 

vtmarsa  \Jl,  MW    Sans    Ool    V  166)     Auoht  (00,  I.   109)   mention  NSgayya's 
Kundam&la  as  i -om  Buraell  is  erroneous     In  Tanj    VIII    8370,  the  colophon  is 

3T^r«w  $W**rrjrer  ffcT  &'<wi<ahw  ̂ r^P  torr;  I! 

«     See  Peterson,  Subh  lat   49  and  for  his  philosophical  verges 

m  V^W  'Wet  ̂ ^  OTT^ft^lf  I 

jflSratSWRf  fern  wm  ft5r*Mr<*  II 

S^RI  $fof  5TRT  99T  *?TpFHfr 

fftp*<ift'*Ri«mft'  jprft^f  srors^ 

Subh  3888-0 
8     Some  manusonpts  read  ViS3kbadeva      DO,  XXI    6163  ,  Wilfoid  (4s  Set 

V  308)  oalled  the  author  of  the  work  A  nan  t  a  and  quotes  hirr  as  deducing  that  he 
lived  on  the  banks  of  the  GodSvan     But  nono  of  the  extant  commentaries  oontain 
this  reference. 

q&w*  — 3ts»rifisraJT*r  I  3fn rPraisf^r  qf^r,  wi  ism  hhp^^t- 

4  TOson  (Thsatre,  II  138)  suggests  that  he  might  be  identical  with  the  Ohohan 
Chief  of  Ajmir  Pnbu  Bu  Telang  (lot  to  Bdn  pagt  VI)  points  out  the  distinction 
that  Prfhu  the  father  of  ViSakhadajja  is  specially  oiled  Maharija,  while  Prtbu  of 
Ajmir  is  only  Prithurw  or  Pnthuraj. 
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seven  acts,*  lias  for  its  theme  the  reconciliation,  of  Ralsasa,  the  hostile 
minister  of  Nanda,  the  late  king  of  Paliboxa  to  the  individuals  b}  whom 
or  on  whose  behalf  his  sovereign  was  murdered,  the  Brahmm  Canakya 
and  the  prince  CandragupU  With  this  view  he  is  rendered  by  the 
contrivance  of  Canakja  an  object  of  suspicion  to  the  prince  with  whom 
he  has  taken  refuge  and  is  consequently  dismissed  by  him  In  this 
deserted  condition,  he  learns  the  imminent  danger  of  a  dear  friend, 
whom  Canakya  is  about  to  put  to  death  and  in  order  to  effect  his 
liberation,  surrenders  himself  to  his  enemies  Thej  offer  him  con- 

trary to  his  expectations  the  rank  and  pow  er  of  prime  minister  and  the 

parties  become  friends  "■ 

630  The  date  of  Visakhadatta  is  as  usual  subject  to  much 
speculation  The  concluding  verse  of  benediction  refers  to  a  king 

Candragupta  * 

It  is  possible  that  the  plot  of  the  play  as  connected  with 
Candragupfa  was  suggested  by  the  identical  name  of  the  then 
reigmng  king   and  his   victories    over  the  marauding   attacks  of  the 

1  Ed  by  A  Hillebrandt  (Breslaw)  See  Beview  of  it  by  Sten  Konow,  U, 
XLIII  61  For  an  account  of  the  plot  and  the  antecedent  events,  see  introductory 

verses  in  DhundhirSja'  s  commentary  (Ed  Bombay  ) 
2  Wilson,  o  e  127  There  are  English  Translations  by  Wilson,  (Theatre,  n 

125-264)  and  by  M  A  Kale,  Bombay  For  translations  m  other  languages,  see 
Schuyler,  Btbl  96 

3  The  readings  are  different  qfT^HtaPcil^T  and  TTfiStt  *f%?5$  Several 

reliable  South  Indian  Manuscripts  have  the  words  TTPPu  ̂ follHI 

If  this  Is  the  correot  reading  then  Danfcivarman  was  a  Fallava  king  who  ruled 
between  779  830  AD  See  0  3  Dubrauil,  Anotent  Eistcry  of  the  Deocan,  74 ;  The 
Pallavas,  64,  65,  72 ,  T  A  Gopanatha  Bao,  The  Pallavas  and  the  Qanga  Pallavas, 

(Christian  College  Magazine,  1907,  April} ,  Venkayya,  M,  Vni  291 ,  Meet's  Carnatk 
Dynasties,  82 ,  A,  Bangasami  Sarasvatl,  JMy,  XIH,  686  ,  EI,  IV.  180. 

77 
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Huns  and  the  king  mentioned  there  is  Candragupta  Vikramlditya  II, 

'  who  died  in  413  '  "  The  play  knows  the  Hunas  of  a  time  when  the} 
had  not  yet  acquired  any  territory  in  India,  and  the  annoyance  caused 
to  the  country  by  the  Mlechas  at  the  time  of  the  composition  of  this 
drama,  would  refer,  if  the  composition,  as  it  seems  probable,  took 

place  after  the  suppression  of  the  Western  Satrap  (390  AD),  to  the 
Kushanas  or  to  the  new  element  of  the  Huns,  who  might  have  already 
made  some  invasions,  probably  with  the  Kushanas  about  the  last 

year  of  Chandragupta's  reign  "* 

The  scene  of  the  play  is  laid  in  the  uty  of  Kusumapura  or 

Pataliputra  *  The  several  indictions  of  geographical  facts  show  that 

the  city  was  then  in  flourishing  condition  "  While  Fa  Hian  the  earlier 
Chinese  Traveller  described  the  city  as  the  capital  of  Magadha,* 
Hiuen  1  sang,  the  later  traveller,  found  the  city  in  ruins,  the  foundations 

of  which  still  covered  a  very  large  area  *  Again  in  the  last  act  the 
morality  of  the  Buddhas  is  alluded  to  and  the  references  to  Buddhism 

must  have  belonged  to  a  penod  long  prior  to  the  decay  of  Buddhism" 
in  India  and  in  the  time  of  Fa  Hian  had  attained  the  remth  of  its 

glory 7  These  several  considerations  suggest  that  the  play  might  have 
been  composed  about  the  beginning  of  the  5th  century  AD8 

1  Jayaswal  {IA,  XL  265  ft)  suspects  a  defence  of  tha  scandalous  murder  of  the 
Saks.  Satrap  in  the  story  pat  forward  in  the  Mudra  RSksasa  of  the  destruction  of  the 
Pantalaku  (Philippos)  by  Oandragupja  Maurya  through  the  alleged  agenoy  of  the 
Visikanya  The  V3yui  PurSna  referred  to  the  attempt  at  the  uprooting  of  the  Satcas 
in  Halva  and  Bajputana  in  the  early  decades  of  the  Gupta  rule  He  also  refers  to  the 

passage  in  H&rsaoanta  VI  grftjfc  ̂   qT$oW$H3>  ^rftpft^WcIS?  ̂ Si^fJW- 
^ftrrcPFireFT'T  II  He  thinks  Malayakeju  Is  misspelling  of  SjtUyaketu  (Seleuous) 

2  This  play  treats  these  as  interchangeable  (Sea  Telang's  Edn  pp  187,  1%,  196, 
205)  As  to  these  names  see  Cunningham,  Arch  Bep  XIV,  1 ,  JASB,  XVII  49  , 

Beat's  Fa  Stan,  p  70 ,  JBA8  (n  s  )  VI  227  ,  Burgess,  Arch  Bur  Rep  V  43, 
Hall's,  Int  to  Vasavadatta,  85 

8     Telang's  Bd  (o  e )  151,  211-14 
4  Between  889-414  AD  Bee  Wilson,  (oc)  3G,  Beal's  Fa  Hum,  103, 

JBBA8,  IH  158  ,  JBJiS,  XVII  126  ,  IA,  VI.  181 

5  SeoElphinstone's,  Btstory  of  India,  292. 
6  Act  VII  6 ,  Telang's  Int  (o  c  25) 
7  Beal's  Fa  Stan,  Int.  lxi 
8  Wilson  (o  e )  127  fi  interprets  the  trouble  by  the  Mloohas  as  meaning  the 

Pattan  princes  and  oonsiders  the  application  of  the  word  Ksapaoaka  to  the  Jaina  JIva- 
si4dhi  as  a  oharaoterstio  of  a  period  subsequent  to  the  disappearance  of  the  Bauddhas 
from  India  He  therefore  assigns  the  composition  of  the  drama  to  11  or  12th  century 
A  D  See  Weber  (Sir,  207  note),  Cunningham  Uroh.  8vr,  VIII.  33 ,  JA8B,  XIV.  140 , 
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631  Mudrarakgasa  is  unique  in  SansLnt  literature  "To  the 
entire  exclusion  of  love,  the  plot  is  wholly  of  a  political  character  and 

represents  a  senes  of  machiavellian  stratagems,  influencing  public 

events  of  considerable  importance  and  as  a  historical  record  or  as  a 

picture  of  it  possesses  no  ordinary  claims  on  our  attention  There  is 
in  fact  but  one  female  character  introduced  and  not  however  to 

suggest  any  scene  of  tenderness  but  only  of  sacrifice  "  The  language  is 
vigorous,  but  the  verse  never  loses  a  melodious  flow  The  allusion  to 

Varahavapra  and  the  simile  "  pearls  spotless  like  snow  "*  render  it 
probable  that  the  author  was  quite  familiar  with,  if  not  a  native  of 

Northern  India  *  The  work  has  been  held  in  high  esteem,  bat  without 
an  idea  of  the  historical  events  precedent  to  the  plot  of  the  work  it 

may  be  hard  to  follow  the  course  of  the  play 

1A,  II  145  VI  114  note)  accepts  the  view  Telang  however  (o  c  16  S)  remarks  that 
the  Mlecha  trouble  might  mean  the  early  Mohammadan  depredations  of  the  8th  oentury 
and  that  the  word  Ksipanaka  is  not  exclusively  applied  to  the  Bauddhas  He  reads 
the  last  verse  as  mentioning  Avanji vatman  who  might  be  identical  with  the  father  of  the 
Maukhari  King  Grahavarman,  the  husband  of  the  sister  of  Harsavardhana  of  Kanoirj 
and  on  this  basis  assigns  the  work  to  tho  7th  century  A  D  tentatively  For  this 

Avanfavai  man,  see  Cunningham's  Arok  Star  Rep  XV  165  ,  XVI  78  and  Harsa- 
oarlta,  103  There  is  king  Avantivarman  of  Kashmir  for  whioh  see  Bagatarangini 
(V,  1  137)  and  JBBAS,  8p  No,  74  Another  Avantivarman  is  mentioned  with  no 
date  in  JA8B,  XXX  891  Maeuonnel  (8L,  866)  and  Bapson  (JBAS  1900,  S86) 
agree  with  Telang  Jacob!  (VOJ,  II  213  216)  says  that  the  play  was  enaoted  before 
King  Avantivarman  of  Kashmir  on  2nd  December  860  A  D  Hildebrandt,  Speyer  and 
Tawney  (JRA8,  1908  1910)  affirm  it  to  be  much  older,  anterior  to  the  first  reoension 
of  the  Panoafcntra  and  to  Bhatrbari  who  died  in  651  A  D  and  suggest  the  accuracy  of 

Jayaswal's  view  See  V  Smith,  (Sistory  of  India,  48  note)  Sohnyler  (Bib  10)  gives 
the  date  1000  A  D  J  Antanl  (14  U.  49)  gives  date  7th  century  A  D  after  Yafodhar- 

man  who  ruled  645  A  D  For  other  references  see  Peterson,  Subli  138 ,  Dhuva's  Age 
of  VwafcTsa^afja  (#£.£#,  V,  25-85)  ,  F  Hagg  on  Visakadafta  (Burgdore) ,  Hilde- 
brandt's  Edn  (Breslaw)  and  review  of  it  by  Sten  Konow  In  1A,  XLIII  and  Keith, 
Date  of  Mttdraraksasa  and  Brihatkatha  in  JBAS,  (1909)  145 ,  B  0  Dutt,  Civ  II 

281 ,  M  Williams  IW,  507  Viaakhadatta's  oharacters,  (Sahndaya,  IV  bl)  Two 
stanzas  of  this  play  are  found  in  Bhartnhari's  Subhashita,  for  which  see  TeJang's 
Preface  to  his  Edn.  of  Bhartrihati,  21.  For  a  erlbgue,  see  tSdhrtaya,  IV  IP  and 
ShSraU  (1927)  Aug 

JUl«dfli»WK!frRd*i»l'M>  ̂ °r?fT°!^T  I 

*WWIHWfldWdlH«ictoMfo  fe^ 

2.    See  Telang'a  Introduction  (o.c  ,  13  ) 
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632  There  are  several  commentaries  on.  the  work  Vatesvara- 

misra,4  son  of  Gauripatimisra  of  Manila,  attempted  to  give  a  double 

interpretation  to  this  composition  and  to  present  it  as  a  system  of  polity 

as  well  as  a  play  phundhiraja,  son  of  LakSniana,  wrote  his  commen- 

tary m  the  reign  of  King  Sarabhoji  of  Tanjore  in  the  year  1713  A  D  He 

gives,  a  short  poetical  introduction  describing  the  story  of  the  Nandas 

leading  to  the  accession  of  Candragupta  and  the  events  of  the  play* 
Other  commentaries  are  by  Swami  SSstji,  a  native  of  Anantasagara  or 

Solavandan,*  by  T  Tarkavacaspafi,*  by  (Mahesvara,  Vateivara  Prakfta- 

carya,  Kesava-upadhya)  a  and  Abhirama),5  by  Grahesvara,*  by  J  Vidya- 

sagara,T  by  Sarabhabhupa  8 

1  here  is  a  prose  version  of  the  story  by  Anantapandita,*  and  a 

poetical  epitome,  Mudraiaksasakathasara  by  Ravikartana  *• 

Ananfa,  son  of  Balapandita,  lived  at  Punyasfamba  on  the  Godavan 
in  the  middle  of  the  17th  century  He  wrote  dh>o  commentaries  on 

Govardhana's  Saptasati  and  Rasamanjari : 
r  11 

633  In  Vallabhadeva's  Subhasitavah,  there  are  verses  attributed 
to  Visakhadeva,  not  traceable  in  Mudraraksasa  There  are  probably 
taken  from  some  of  his  lost  works 

^nftwf^  ^Tw^gr*^  II      ifi4s 

^Fsrsswfar  sr^/lsr  ?*  II      "as 

1     CO,  II  160,918 
9     Eel  Oaloutta,  Mysore,  Bombay,  Ahmedabad. 
9     DO  XXI  8468 

4  Printed  Oaloutta  SrngarasarvasvabhS^a  {DO,  XXI  8518)  enacted  at  the 
festival  of  Ma|rbhutes>ara  at  Tnohinopoly  (Tnsirabpun),  The  author  is  Said  to  have 
been  rewarded  by  King  Ram2ca?4ra 

5  00, 1  461 ,  H.  106 .  218;  III  99 

6  DO,  XXI  8472  ,  CO,  ill  99  He  styles  himself  Mab.5inahopadb.yaya  aad 

son  of  Biddhes'vaia  of  8riva{sago$ra  and  gives  his  genealogy 7  Ed  Oaloutta 

8  Tanj  VIII  3474,  it  is  the  Tanjore  king  Sarabhoji 
9  00, 1  461     See  also  Sahrdaya  XIX 

10  Printed  at  Oaloutta  and  wiih  a  short  gloss  by  RtjagopSla  of  Madura  fttalras) 
He  is  called  Ravinarjaka  in  DO,  XXI  8155.  He  says  he  proposes  to  render  into  vewa 
the  story  of  OSnakya  whioh  was  in  prose  (which  apparently  is  now  lost) 

11.    CO,  1. 13.    These  two  latter  were  oomposed  in  1646  and  1685  A  D. 
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634  Visakhadeva's  Devicandragupta  is  of  at  least  fi\e  acts, 
ds>  inferred  from  the  \anou&  cpiotatiuns  from  the  work  made  bv  Bhoj<t 

m  his  Srugaraprakisa  and  In  Ramacandra  m  his  Niityadarpana,*  men- 
tioning the  names,  of  Dhruvadevi,  Candragupta,  Madhavasena  The  plot 

of  the  pla\  appears  to  be  alluded  to  bv  Ba.ua  in  his  Harsacanta 

'In  Dtiuhanettagitpta  the  heroine  Dhru\adevi  when  she  was  m  her 

husband's  camp  with  a  small  retinue  who  enjoyed  their  summer  in  the 
cool  abodes  of  the  Himalavan  frontier,  was  carried  away  bj  an  unprin- 

cipled foreigner  a  Saka  bv  birth  and  was  much  tormented  to  accept 
his  hand  A  brother  of  Chandragupta  II  who  was  her  husband  in  the 

disguise  of  a  courtesan  formed  a  dramatic  company  and  approached 
the  licentious  Saka  By  a  series,  of  political  strategems  Kumarachandra- 
gupta  makes  Dhruvadevi  escape  and  takes  her  place  in  a  female  garb 
When  the  Saka  prince  almost  became  mad  of  his  love  to  Dhruvadeu 

and  self-sufficiency  blinded  him  to  the  probable  dangers  from  an 
offended  enemy,  he  allowed  himself  to  meet  m  a  secret  chamber  the 

enemy  in  the  disguise  of  his  favourite  object  which  he  sought  for. 
He  had  his  emoluments  for  his  accumulated  follies  He  is  no  more 

pitied  than  Kichaka  repaid  by  Bhima  In  this  the  amorous  adventure 

is  entirely  subsidiary  " 

Far  beyond  the  Mudraraksasa,  those  fragments  of  splendid  poetry 

and  prose  reveal  a  beauty  of  language  and  plot,  not  unequal  to  BhaSa's 
or  Kahdasa'b  Is  it  possible  that  Visakhadeva  was  a  contemporary  of 
king  Candragupta  of  the  Gupta  dynasty  and  he  wrote   a   drama  with 

1     Foe  msfcanoe 

i  crar  ffana^rs^  WHtuiS  *pr#n  sgrt$r  suppr  s^fti.— 

SR#5  TOJRf  SSfol  %5  flflRFWI  I 

#*rrft  ̂ dM«fifi«(yHijNw4t^^rf^r.  II 

it   vwft  $ft  ftsft,  %— 
v*n  ■*ii<f5l*iR,'(!  ̂   ̂ 5°rrai%«i  Jffar  z&\ 
atwFrnfcr  <rgi5i?trr  g%r  ̂ i^l  ̂ sr  I 

Foe  other  quotations,  see  (GOS)  p  71,  81,  86, 118,  141,  193, 191. 
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his  king  as  the  hero  and  another  with  his  namesake  of  the  Maurya 
dynasty  ?  There  is  no  record  that  directly  conflicts  with  this  attribu- 

tion of  that  antiquity  to  Visakhadeva,  but  the  last  verse  of  benediction 
on  King  Candragupja  lends  full  support  to  it 

Rajasekhara  quotes  a  verse  in  which  Candragupta's  rescue  of  his 
wife  caught  in  his  enemy's  camp1 

SR^T  '55irfi|«l*lfaM,d<l  Iff  pWl^ff 

Kavyam%m3msa,  p  46 

635  Abklsarikavancitaka  or  Abhis5nkabandhi$dka  w  men- 

tioned as  Visakhadeva'b  play  by  Bhoja  and  Abhmavagupta  and  there are  the  references 

srq^  ̂ r  crat  *raf%  l  mi  ik\m\^  ajflKnft*i«Ad$  3f?rersi  qsrni<ft  vmtft . 

AbhiMmbharafi 

u^  gfrftqqr— iflftw^^a  arfSrartenrftcr  erarcnr.  ?Rm%?ip^ 

srjtnwift  «ftan«iJii<4:  n*m\- 

5"TR?PR5n^t  <fi3?$ ti*l«Jbf rftlitfft    1 

"These  two  extracts  furnish  us  with  some  material  from  which  we 
may  make  some  surmises  as  to  the  significance  of  the  title  and  the 
nature  of  the  plot  It  is  well  known  that  Udayana  was  a  love-hero 
of  the  <&&«»?«  type.  It  is  also  known  how  the  minister  Yaugandha- 
rayana  lulled  the  king  into  the  belief  that  Vasavadatta  was  burnt,  and 
persuaded  him  to  marry  Padmavali.  In  the  same  way  a  mischievous 
character  in  this  play,  might  have,  with  the  determined  purpose  of 

1    See  U,  (1938),  181 ,  My,  XV.  369 
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bringing  about  an  estrangement  between  the  king  and  Padmavati,  set 

afloat  the  rumour  that  Padmavati  killed  Udayana's  son  and  that  she 
was  a  murderess  Udayana  had  many  wives  and  we  do  not  know 
whether  Padmavati,  as  the  rumour  had  it,  killed  the  son  of  TJdavana 

horn  of  Vasavadatta  or  somebody  else ,  but  we  may  hazard  a  guess, 

namely,  that  it  might  be  Udayana's  son  through  Vasavadatta  Mutual 
jealousy  and  haired  are  net  unusual  features  v\here  polygamj  prevails 
and  the  capricious  king  probably  gave  full  credence  to  the  prevailing 

rumour  He  lost  his  self-control  His  deep  love  turned  into  deep 
hatred  Rage  and  fury  took  possession  of  him  He  saw  in  Padmavati 

not  the  nymph  of  celestial  beauty  but  a  "  serpent  woman  glowing  with 
flames  of  poison"  He  rebuked  Padmavati  in  menacing  tones  Poor 
Padmavati,  a  victim  to  slander,  found  that  she  had  lost  the  love  of 

Udayana  She  tried  to  regain  it  To  go  and  plead  before  the  king 
and  to  vindicate  her  innocence  would  be  useless  and  futile  Hence 

she  hit  upon  the  following  plan  Dressed  as  a  charming  huntress  she 
attracted  the  attention  of  the  tenderminded  Udayana  As  time  rolled 

on  Udayana  found  himself  completely  enmeshed  in  her  love  When 
Padmavati  found  that  the  love  of  the  king  was  genuine  she  revealed 

her  identity  Probably  then  she  explained  her  innocence  Thus  there 

is  the  lEH.mwii'W  as  said  in  the  Abhraavabharati  This  then  explains 
the  significance  of  the  title  By  a  clever  impersonation  of  a  huntress 
Padmavati  in  the  roll  of  an  Abhisanka  decover  the  king  and  regains 

her  lost  love  "I 

636  Rametvara  was  the  son  of  Ramadeva  Tarkavagfisa  He 
was  a  native  of  Vanga  and  flourished  in  the  first  half  of  the  1 8th 

century  His  patron  Citrasena  King  of  Mana  His  Candrabhi- 

seka  is  a  drama  in  seven  acts  and  descnbes  the  story  of  the  destruc- 
tion of  Nandas  by  Canakya  and  the  coronation  of  Candragup|a 

The  scene  in  the  seventh  act  is  interesting  where  Raksasa  receives  a 

letter  that  the  Nandas  are  at  the  point  of  death  owing  to  a  burning 

fever  produced  by  a  Yoga  commenced  by  Canakya.  The  style  resem- 

bles Visakhadafta's  as  also  the  plot  But  the  tricks  of  policy,  that  are 

so  amazing  in  the  latter,  are  not  so  original  or  prominent  in  RSmes- 

vara's  work 

1     B  Eamamutto  in  JOB,  Madras 

9.    OC,  I  182 
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637  Bhatta  Narayana*  or  shortlj  Narayana  was  of  Sanddya 
family  He  was  surnamed  Mrgaraja  J  raditionall)  he  was  one  of  the 
Brahmins  that  immigrated  from  Kanouj  to  Bengal  at  the  invitation  of 

Adisura,  king  of  Bengal"  who  reigned  in  the  first  half  of  the  7th  centun 
AD  He  is  called  Nisa-Narayana  by  anthologists  because  of  his 

beautiful  description  of  the  night  (miS) '  In  a  manuscript*  of  the  Nivi, 
a  commentary  on  Dharmakirlfs  Rupavatara,  it  is  slated  that  at  the 

request  of  Bana  Bhatta,  Bhatta  Narayana  became  pupil  of  a  Buddhist 
monk,  learnt  from  him  all  the  tenets  of  Buddhist  philusoph)  and 

defeated  Dharmakirti  and  that  Rupavafara  is  the  joint  work  of 
Bhatta  Narayana  ane  DharmaLfrti  It  may  tharefore  be  inferred  that 
Bhatta  Narayana  lived  in  the  first  half  of  the  7th  century  A  D 

638  In  his  Avan^isundarikatha,  Dandm  praises  Nara\ana*  as 
■well  as  Bana  and  MayQra  and  refers  to  the  former  as  having  composed 
three  works  It  is  quite  hkeh  that  Dandm  refers  in  this  \erse  In 
Bhatta  Naravana 

A  quotation  in  the  Subhasitavali  appears  to  be  the  n.lndi  of  a 

drama  •with  the  sentiment  of  love  in  it 

1,    See  K  M    Shembavnekar,   Ihe   Ootra  of  BhattanSrayapi,  dCCJ,  T  362, 
Narayaoakavi,  author  of  the  drama  Gandrakaia  (CC  I  179)  ana  Nirayana  Bhatta 
author  of  JanSklpannaya  CO,  I    206)  are  different     See   A   K  Gough,  Records  of 
Amount  Sanskrit  Literature,  37 

2  Adiaura  is  supposed  to  have  lived  ia  3rd  oentury  B  0  But  Abul  F*jl  makes  hira 
the  28rd  ancestor  of  Ballal  Sen  who  reigned  158  1170  A  D  (See  V  Smith,  Ell  403,  419 
JASB  xlvn,  400  Imp  Gaz  under  Rampil ,  NN  Vasu,  Ano  of  ASB,  (1002)  207  , 
Int  to  Modem  Buddhism  and  its  follower*  %n  (Irissa,  15  ,  Arch  Survey,  Maywa 
bhanja  (1911)  I,  bnv  note,  ana  Baliaiioanta,  Bibl  Iud  )  Writers  on  Brobmiuioal 
geneology,  particularly  Harlmifea  ana  Era  MwrS  place  Adisura  shortly  before  the 
Palas  and  state  that  shortly  after  the  arrival  of  the  five  Hrabmanas  from  Kanouj,  the 
kingdom,  of  Goue  (Cap  Laknautl  of  Lakmanavati)  beoame  subject  to  the  I'Slae  See 
V  Smith,  EE  897,  UC  Batavyal,  JiSB,  LXII,  411  This  date  of  6th  century 
A  D  for  Bhatia  NSrByana  is  approved  by  Wober  UL,  2071  and  Grill,  (Lit  Ctnt  Bh 
(1872-612)  The  story  ourrent  in  Benares  tint  he  went  from  Kanyakubja  to  Vanga  in Saka  999  seems  to  be  incorrect 

8     See  Jalhaaa's  SuktimuktSvah 
a  This  manuscript  has  been  aoqmrea  for  the  Orient  d  mtnusonpta  Library, 

Madras,  and  I  am  informed  by  M  Ramakrtshna  Kavl  that  the  leaf  is  half  lost 
5  This  verse  is  not  found  in  the  printed  edition  of  Subhasitavali,  bnt  In  a 

manusoript  recently  acquired  from  the  Oriental  Manuscripts  Library,  Madras,  Kuppu 
samj  Basin's  Be?  (1916-9),  10     See  para  873  supra 
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m  %cR^T  qf^l%gsiS  R*Tt*ld"Wrfa  I 

^^rsiftf^nir  serar-g-Jia'driS'fi'id  Tig;  sr^  || 

639  His  Venisamhara,*  a  drama  in  6  acts,  alludes  to  a  sen- 
sational incident  in  the  Sabhjvparvan  of  Mahabharata,  uz  ,  the  forcible 

exposure  of  IDraupadi's  hair  and  garment  by  Dussasana  in  the  public 
assembly  of  Duryodhana's  court  and  to  the  consequent  \ow  of 
Bhimasena  that  the  locks  of  hair  would  not  be  braided  again  sa\e  by 
his  own  hands  wet  with  the  blood  of  the  infamous  king  Ihe  play 
takes  through  the  battle  of  the  Bharaja  war  and  negotiations  prior  to  it 
and  culminates  m  the  coronation  of  \  udhigthira 

Traces  of  Pancara$ra  tenets  are  wsible  in  the  work  and  his 

ridicule  of  the  Clrvaka  doctnne  of  materialism  shows  the  religious  ten- 
dency of  his  age  As  a  heroic  piece,  with  the  ruling  sentiment  of 

valour  (\irarasa),  the  play  is  very  popular  among  writers  on  rhetoric 
For  admixture  of  humour  and  pathos,  in  dignity  of  thought  and  ease  of 

expression  the  last  Act  commands  high  appreciation 

Among  the  earliest  writers,  Anandavardhana  and  Abhinavagupta 
quote  Venisamhara  as  the  most  appropriate  illustrations  of  canons 

of  dramaturgy  * 

1     Called  also  Venisamvarana     Iran    into  English  by  SM  (Fagore  (Calcutta) 
and  by  M  B  Kale  (Bombay)     See  generally,  G  Narasayya  and  N   Veeraraghavayya, 
Bharah,  VI  408,  576,  678)  ,  Wilson,  Theatre,  II.  886,  B  0  Dutt    Ctv  II  381 , 
Mujrtaram  Vaidyabagish,  Int  to  Edn  (Oaloutta) ,  L  B  Vaidya,  let  to  Edn,  (Poona) 
Keith,  SD,  Q12  ,  M  B  Kale  (Int  to  Edn )  gives  date  7th  or  8th  oantary 

3     The  vow  Is  expressed  thus  — 

^Mi<H4^£iftidfluiMiPifrH«liMfi  qtfm  ̂   «ff«r-  n 
3  Anandavardhana  flourished  in  the  court  of  King  Avanjivarman  (366-884 

AD),  This  reference  is  sufficient  to  refute  the  identification  of  the  author  of  Veni- 

samhara with  one  Bhattanarayana,  the  donee  under  a  copper-plate  grant  of  840  A  D 

{Khalunpur  copper  plate  ML,  IV  252)  Maodonell  (6'i  866)  and  M  Dufi  [Chronology) 

rely  on  this  plate  and  say  Bhattanarayana' s  sod  Adigai  Ojba  was  patronised  by  tang 
DharmapSla  who  reigned  about  800  and  840  AD  (8ee  V  8mith,  EH.  898  ,  Waiters, 

n,  87 ,  Beal,  II.  82,  86  and  Id,  XV  804,  ibid  XX  808  On  this  grant,  see  IA,  XX, 
108  ,  ibid  XXI,  99,  264 

4.    For  quotations  In  Sabh3sl$5vali  eto  see  Pet,  Int.  60-61 

78 
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There  are  commentaries  by  Jagaddhara,1  Jaganmohana  Tarka- 

lankara,'  Tarkavacaspa^i,*  CR  Tivan,*  Ghanas>ama,»  and  Laksmana- 

sSri  *    There  is  a  summary  in  prose  by  Ananjacarya  T 

640  This  play  appears  to  have  travelled  to  Java  very  early 

In  his  introduction  to  Sanskrit  Texts  fiom  Bah  (GOS,  x.\\m)  S  Levi 

writes 

"  The  Mahabharala  was  translated  into  (Old)  Javanese  at  the  end 

of  the  Xth  century  AD  under  the  reign  of  King  Sn  Dharmmavamsa 

teguh  Anantavikramadevd  who  was  ruling  m  Eastern  Java,  and,  rivaling 

the  Sumatranese  empire  of  Snvrjaya,  endeavoured  to  promote  the 

study  of  Sanskrit  literature  Only  some  parts  of  the  whole  translation 

have  been  preserved,  and  in  Bali  only  Kern  had  published,  as  early 

as  1871,  a  notice  on  the  Adiparva  with  the  text  of  the  Pausyacanta 

(Verhand  K  Akad  Wet ,  Amsterdam,  afd  Lett  dl  XI  1877) 

The  Adiparva  begins  with  three  Sansknt  stanzas,  the  first  is 

clearly  an  arya,  the  second  stanza  is  rather  unexpectedly  the  well 

known  benedictory  verse  of  Bhatta  Narayana's  Venisamhara 

The  point  is  of  a  particular  importance  on  account  of  its  bearing 

to  the  origin  of  the  Javanese  shadow-theatre  (Wayang)  The  first 
mention  of  the  Wayang  occurs  just  some  years  later  than  the  Javanese 
translation  of  the  Mahabharata,  m  the  Javanese  Arjunavivaha  written 

under  the  great  king  Airlanga,  who  had  succeeded  Sn  Dharmmavamsa 
During  the  IXth  and  Xth  centunes  the  connection  between  Bengal  and 
Indonesia  was  very  active ,  I  refer  here  only  to  the  Pala  inscription  at 

Nalanda  (Epigr  Ind,  1924,  310-327)  If  the  Venisamhara  was  known 
to  the  Javanese  translator  of  the  Mahabharata,   it   follows  that  the 

1,    Ed  POOTOi 
3?ot  his  geneology  given  here,  see  also  in  also  XXI  8389  He  was  the  son  of 

Bataa4hata,  and  grandson  of  Vidyildhara  all  learned  in  the  sastras  He  held  two 
umbrellas  as  a  man  of  scholarship  His  poetry  is  excellent  as  seen  from  introduc- 

tory verses  to  his  commentary  on  VSaavada^ta  and  Mlla$Im3dhava 
5  Ed  Calcutta 
5.  Ed  Calcutta 
i,    Ed   Benares 
6.  HB.HI,  (1905)  xi 
6  Ed.  Madras 
7.  Sdh,  xix.  166 
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Sanskrit   theatre  had   reached   Sn    Dhammavainsa's   court,    aad  the 
Wayang  may  have  been  bom  under  the  influence  of  the  Sanskrit  pla>s  " 

641      Bhavabhuti1  whose   real  name  was  Srikantha  was  the  son 

of  Nilakantha  and  Jatukarni   He  was  bora  at  Padmapura*  in  the  country 
of  Vidarbhas,  the  modern  Berars,    "  somewhere  near   Chanda  m  the 
Nagpur   temtones  where   there   are  still  many   families   of  Mahrati 

Pesastha  Brahmins  of  the  Black  Yajurveda   with  Apas$amba  for  their 

sutras '  *    He  gives  us  a  short  account  of  himself  and  his  family  in  the 
prologues   of  his    plays     His    ancestors    were    Brahmins    sumamed 
Udumbara    tracing  their  lineage  from  Sage   Kasyapa     They    were 

*'  teachers  of  their  charana,  so  learned  and  pure  as  to  be  fit  to  purify 
by  their  association  those  receiving  purification,  the  keepers  of  the  five 
sacrificial  fires,  faithful  to  their  religious   vows,    drinkers  of  Soma,  and 

students  of  theology  "     His  grandfather   Bhatta  Goplla  performed  the 
sacrifice  of  Vajapeya     Bhavabhuti  therefore  belonged  to   a  family  of 
Vedic  scholars     He  is  a  Vedic  bard  with  Vedic  ideas  and  expressions 

which  unconsciously  get  in  and  abound  in  the  wntmgs  *  Jnananidhi  was 
his  guru,  a  name  which  looks  as  one  assumed  by  persons  of  the  monastic 
order     Unlike   other   dramatists  he  develops   the  marriage  of  Malawi 
and    Madhava    on   lines    peculiar    to   his   own     study      He  follows 

Gautama  and  holds  the   mind  and   the   eye  as  the  sole  guide  in  the 
choice  of  a  bride     The  atheistic  Sankhya   and  theistic  yoga  philoso- 

1     As  GhanafySmj  says  the  name  Bhavabhuti  was  given  to  him  from  his 

composition  W*tt  pig  JPPi.fijMfaf'i.fif     (See  TO,  II  1728) 
or  as  the  commentator  VirarSghava  says 

Two  other  poets  Alari  Tinituilakavi  aad  Batnafchetadiksit»  l»»  the  title  Abhinava- 
Bhavabhuti     On  the  description  of  Padmivaji,  see  Khajaraho  inscription  SI,  I  149 

9  M  V  Lele  in  his  book  on  MdaU-MadTittva  rasaviAhara  (in  Mahratti)  at 

page  6  identifies  Padmavati  with  the  modern  Village  PavSya  or  Pola-pavaya  north-east 
of  ftarvar  In  Gwalior  state  and  Cunningham  with  Narvar  (Nalapura)  itself  [Arck.  Sep. 

(1862-5)  H  807]  Other  identifications  ate  (I)  near  Amaravatl  (ii)  Karaviraputa 

(Kolhapar)  (iii)  Ojjain  (iv)  Pampur  in  Kashmir.  Belvalkar  denies  the  identity  of 

PadmStvati  and  Padmapura  (Introduction  to  'Uttararamaoharlta,  Harward  Oriental 
serise)  It  must  be  said  however  that  the  oldest  extant  manuscript  of  the  dated  levari 

Samvat  278  (1156  A  D  )  does  not  mantion  the  province  viz  "  Vidarbhesu  "  [tf#pal, 
(1905)  No  1478]     See  Jayaswal,  JB0B8,  XIX.  11. 

8.    Bhandarkar's  Int  to  Mai  note  to  Aot  I,  line  81 

4    Sm  A  B  Keith,  B\w  ibWt  ati  ths  Vedti,  JRIS,  (1914),  729. 
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phies  were  known  to  him  He  was  perhaps  a  wanderer  in  his.  youth 
intimate  with  actors  and  it  is  not  improbable  that  he  himself  acted  on 

the  stage  *  In  his  middle  life  he  attached  himself  to  the  court  of 
Kanouj,  and  there  standing  by  king  Yasovarman  in  his  vicissitudes 
followed  him  to  Kashmir  On  his.  way  he  visited  Buddhist  Viharas 

and  observed  the  variety  of  PiUanda  worship  and  human  sacrifices 
offered  to  Camunda  to  which  he  often  alludes  in  his  works 

As  a  poet  he  had  his  reverses  m  his  early  days  and  apparently  his 

critics  were  severe  on  him  He  s>lily  refers  to  them  when  he  sajs  "As 

of  women,  so  of  compositions,  people  are  malicious  as  to  their  purity  * 
That  accounts  for  his  pessimism  which  went  so  far  as  to  flout  the 

opinion  of  his  contemporary  norld  He  was  conscious  that  his 
poetry  was  good  and  he  left  it  for  future  generations  to  appreciate  it 

He  wrote  that  a  "  spirit  kindred  to  mine  will  some  day  be  born  J  for 
time  is  endless  and  the  world  is  wide  "■ 

He  was  conscious  of  his  merit  and  he  expressed  that  "  Goddess 
of  speech  attends  on  him  as  on  Brahma  like  a  submissive  hand-maid  "* 

Vakpati  describes  the  excellences  of  Bhavabhufi's  compositions  as 
shining  like  particles  of  liquid  nectar  of  poetry  ■  Rajasekhara  fancies 

him  as  Vilmiki  himself  re  incarnate  '  Bhavabh&f  1  was  an  admirer  of 
Kahdasa  When  the  love-lorn  Madhava  wandered  in  quest  of  Malawi 
or  when  the  desperate  Madhava  sent  a  cloud  as  messenger  to  his 
beloved,  BhavabhOji  had  m  his  mind  the  distracted  Pururavas  and  the 
Yakja  He  was  however  not  a  mere  imitator  He  was  the  master  of 

the  sentiment  of  pathos7  and  his  mode  of  dramatic  composition  was 
original '    Tradition  couples   the   name  of  Bhavabhuti  with  that  of 

1.  Belvalkar  thinks  (1  o  page  101  note)  that  Bhavabhuti  played  the  pari;  of 
Valmiki  In  the  Ott&raramaoanfra 

a.  w  sftrf  mi  srri  m$fr  $&ft  sw  I 

5JH%  ft  f^rfr  effj;  irfct  %  Tc«T*  I 

4     UWataramaoanta  Aot,  IS     JT  ̂ rof^  ̂ fr  sn^yfalffiftft  | 
5.    Qaudavaho,  799 
6  BaiacamSya^a,  Aot  1. 16. 

7  According  to  him  Karuna  is  the  only  rasa     q^Jf  flff   qapjf  (Jf  | 
8  For  a  critical  appreciation  of  Bhavabhati's  poetio  merits,  Bee  AddauM 

Kumaraiataoarya'a  Bhavabhufi  bhSrafi  [Madras) ,  a?  Suryanarayana  Rao,  Bhava bhutt  and  Tsts  maatirly  gen%us  (Poona) 
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Kahdasa  They  are  mentioned  together  in  the  Bhojacantra  of 

Ballala  along  with  others  as  the  poets  of  Bhoja's  court  ,*  but  KaJidasa 

of  the  dramatic  fame  must  ha\  e  long  preceded  our  poet  *  Kalhana 

mentions*  Yasovarman  kmg  of  Kanouj  as  the  patron  of  Bhavabhuti 

and  Vakpali*  as  a  poet  in  the  same  court  Yasovarman"  was  subdued 

by  Lahtadit\a  of  Kashmir*  who  ruled  between  699  and  735  A  D 

On  Bhavabhuti  generally,  see  K.  M  Banerjee,  Bhavabhuti  m  English  Qarb 
(II,  I  143) ,  Kale,  hit  to  Uttararamachantza  (Bombay)  ,  A  Borooah,  Bhavabhuti, 

hts  plaoe  m  Sansictzt  literature  (Calcutta) ,  Bandarkar,  Bliavabhuh's  quotation  from 
live  Ramayina  (Li,  123) ,  Sohuyler,  A  Biol  of  Bhavabhtitt  (JAOS,  XXV  189) , 
Aufrecht,  ZDMQ,  XXVII  83  4  ,  CC,  I  398  ,  Peterson,  PR,  IV  lxsxv,  77  8 ,  Btibh 
77,ff  W  Thomas,  Knv  60  2  ,  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  1  6  ,  Maodonell,  8L,  862 

1  On  Ballala's  work  see  nuder  Bhoja  post  and  Index 

2  Belvalkar  (o  o  p  xxxix)  says  that  Bhavabhuji's  name  is  grouped  with 
others  as  the  9  gems  of  the  court  of  the  king  VikramSdijya  of  Uflain  This  seems  to 
be  mistake,  for  in  the  well  known  stanza  (see  para  14  supra)  the  name  of  Bhavabhup.  is 
not  mentioned 

"  Yafovarman  on  whom  attended  the  poet  VSkpatirSja,  the  illustrious  Bhavabhuti 
and  others  became  by  his  defeat  (at  the  hands  of  Lahtaditya)  a  panegyrist  of  his 

(Lalitaditya's)  virtues  " 
MaxMuller  {Tndia,  what  cm  it  teach  us  f  page  884)  leads  KSjaln  separately  as  a 

distinot  poet  He  is  obviously  wrong,  for  VSkpaJi  is  also  called  VSkpatiraja  See 

Prabhavakaoarita,  XX  465     '  Sri '  is  prefixed  to  Bhavabhuti 
i  Vakpatibaja,  son  of  Harsadeva,  otherwise  known  ia  Prakrit  as  Bappaira  was 

die  author  of  tke  Praicrit  poem  GjlDDwaho  (3d  by  S  P  Paadit,  B3S  No  34  with  the 
commentary  of  ttuip&la  with  a  valuable  introduction)  It  is  a  historical  poem  appa- 

rently suggested  by  Eavanavaho  or  Setabandha  of  Pravarasena  (or  Kalidasa '  See 
para  82  ante)  It  is  divided  into  cantos  and  the  extant  work  is  a  series  of  1209 
couplets  It  is  ourious  that  the  work  as  it  is  appears  to  be  a  prelude  to  the  theme  and 

the  actual '  Slaughter  of  Gauda  Xing  '  is  yet  to  come  He  describes  the  glory  of  Xing 
Yafovarman  and  his  expedition  of  conquest  He  says  m  the  introduction  to  the  poem 
"  that  he  was  the  poet  laureate  of  the  court  of  Yasovarman,  a  pupil  of  the  poet 
Eamalayudha,  a  personal  admirer  of  Bhavabhuti,  and  the  works  of  Bhasa,  Jvalanamitra, 
Kunthideva,  of  the  author  of  Eaghuvamsa,  of  Subandhu,  and  Hansobandra,  well  read 
m  the  Nyaya  sastra,  the  soienoe  of  poesy,  In  tbe  Puranas,  and  in  the  works  of  many 

poets  "  (verses  797  804)  He  refers  to  another  poem  of  his  not  now  available  called 
•  Mahumahana-Vlyayo '  (verse  69  ,  also  referred  to  in  BSjafekhara's  Prabandhakofe), 
SeeS  X  Belvalkar  [BOS)  Zaui,  B  0  Bhandharkar,  Int  of  Malati,  xiu 

5  Aooording  to  Dutb  (Gtv  II  264)  Yafovarman  ruled  700-750  AD.  Bee  V. 
Smith,  The  History  of  Vie  City  of  Kanauj  and  of  Kmg  Yasovarman,  [JBA8  (1908). 
765  98]  ,  SHt,  879  See  also  0  V  Vaidya,  Btatory  of  Mediaeval  India,  (Poona), 

308-214 ,  334-42 ,  Belvarkar's  (o  c  48) ,  M  Duff,  (Chronology)  gives  Yafovarman 
under  date  690  A  D     Lassen  gives  him  A  D  695-733 

6  Aooording    to  Kathana,    Lali{S4itya   ruled  695  732  A,  D     Cunningham, 
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642  BhavabhOti's  works  belong  to  a  later  period*  when  a  new 

btyle  of  the  period  of  Dandm,  Subandhu  and  Bana,  all  poets  of  a 

school  to  which  Ojas  (powerful  expression)  is  the  soul  of  elegant  style 

Bhavabhuti  flourished  about  the  close  of  the  7th  century  or  in  the 

beginning  of  the  8th  century  AD* 

643  In  the  colophon  to  a  manuscript  of  Malati-Madhava"  it  is 

stated  that  the  drama  was  composed  by  '  a  pupil  of  Bhatta  Kumanla ' 

Rumania  was  a  professor  of  Mimamsa  and  flourished  between  590  650 

AD*  It  has  been  said  that  the  family  of  Bhavabhufi  was  renowned 

for  sacrifices  and  vedic  rites  and  study  of  Mimamsa  is.  indispensable 

for  an  orthodox  etegisis  of  the  Vedas  It  is  possible  therefore  that 

there  is  some  truth  in  the  tradition   that  Kumanla  was   a  teacher  of 

Bbavabhtiti  *   __ 
(Ancient  Geography  of  India,  90  22)  adopts  a  oorteotion  of  81  years  after  696  A  D  and 

dates  LalifSdilya's  accession  in  AD  727.  Buhler  follows  this  view  and  so  does 

MaxMuller  (o  a  334  note  1)  For  a  disanssion  of  Cunningham's  view,  see  S  P. 
PuDdit's,  Int  to  Qaudavxho  o  o  p  Ixvu  and  ixsxi  et  seq  S  P  Pundit  gives  the 

date  695  to  782  A  D  For  Cunningham's  earlier  view  (693  729  A  D  ),  see  Areh  . 

Survey  oj India,  (1878),  III  125  and  Prmsep's  Indian  Antiquities.  II  245  As  to 
Ialitaditya's  date,  see  Bhandarkar,  lnt  to  Mai  9  ,  Dutt  (o  c  TI  178)  See  also 

Buhler's  paper  in  WZRM  II  828  ,  Jaoobi's  paper  in  Gotlmger  Oel  Amoigen  (1888) 
No  2  page  68  and  VOJ,  II  883  ,  Stem  8  Int  to  Raj  and  notes  on  IV  126,  181 ,  Levi 

and  Ohavannes,  Itmerav*  d'Oukong  {J  A,  (1896)  853],  fix  the  date  of  YaSovarraan's 
defeat  between  736  and  747  AD  See  also  Prabandhakofc  of  RSjafekhara  (composed 
1405  1849  AD),  Prabhavakwarita  of  PrabhSoandra  and  flr^hakalpa  of  Jinaprabhasuri 

(composed  1864  1808  A  D ) 
1  For  a  full  account  of  these  works,  see  J  K  Belvalkar  (BOS)  1  o  Introduction 

2  Peterson,  JBBA8,  XVIII  109  ,  Bhandarkar's,  Int  to  Mai,  iv  and  JBBAS, 
XVII  672  ,  Keith,  SD,  186 

3  See Lele,  MaZ  (o  a  84) ,  S  P  Pandit,  Int  to  Gaudxvaho  (o  o  oov),  Ban 

darkar,  Mat*  (p  c  viii) 
4.  SP  Pundit  (Je)K.B  Pftthak  {.JBBAS,  XVIII  218)  assigns  KumSrila  to 

700  AD 
5  K  T  TeUng  (JBBAS,  XVIII  159)  and  Buhler  (VOJ,  II  882)  are  against  this 

view  Belvalkar  (o  a  xli)  remarks  "  Unfortunately  the  colophon  to  aofe  vi  complicates 
the  matter  by  giving  the  name  of  that  pupil  as  Umvekacharya  It  follows  either  that 
this  was  an  alias  of  Bhavabhuti  or  else  that  the  Mai  Madh  is  a  composite  work  and 
that  while  the  other  eight  aofcs  are  by  Bhavabhuti,  acts  III  and  VI  arc  by  Umvekacharya, 

perhaps  a  substitution  of  his  own  version  of  these  two  acta  in  place  of  Bhavabhuti's 
original  version  whioh  this  pupil  of  Kuinarila  did  nob  like  Obviously  we  are  giving 
undue  weight  to  the  testimony  of  a  single  manuscript  A  solitary  manosoript  of  the 

Utlararamaoharita  gives  Bhavabhuti's  original  name  as  Neelakanta  instead  of 
Srikanthaand  the  oldest  est  int  manuscript  of  the  Mai  Madh  (AD  1156)  says  after 
the  colophon  to  act  X  Krikriyam  Mahakaver  Bhugarbhasya  Is  Bhugarbha 
another  alias  of  Bhavabhuti  t  Perhaps  all  this  confusion  means  only  that  our  poet  war 

pot  so  well  and  widely  known  as  we  might  like  to  think," 
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Mandana  became  an  ascetic  and  assumed  the  name  of  Suresvara- 

carya  There  is  a  controversy  whether  Mandanamisra  and  Suresvara- 

carya  were  identical  "  In  Madhava's  Sankaravijaya,  the^  are  treated  as 
synonymous  and  m  the  Vivaranaprameyasangraha,  Madha\a  quotes 
from  the  Bnhadaranyakavartika  of  Suresvaracharya  (Ed  Vmanagaram, 

p  92)  but  names  the  author  as  Visvarupacarya  Madhava  therefore 
considered  them  identical  (For  further  particulars  on  this  identity, 

see  T  Ganapati  Sastn,  Int  to  Yagnavalk)  asmnti,  TSS,  No  74) 

There  the  statement  is  quoted  JPPJ^t&'WTM  ft^ST  Wl*H  3^  from  the 
Vibhavana,  the  gloss  of  Visvarflpa's  commentary  on  Yagnavalk)  asm  rti 
The  learned  Pandit  has  probably  not  noticed  the  passages  in  the 

Sankaravijaya  and  the  colophons  of  the  Malatimadhava  about  Umbeka 
and  has  therefore  found  some  difficulty  m  explaining  the  meaning 

¥Wgfa*  m  the  compound  fl^fciyhlll^  and  he  says  'The  word 
Bhavabhuti  prefixed  to  the  name  Saresvara,  is,  I  think,  used  in  the 

sense  Sivabhflti '  If  the  line  is  read  in  its  proper  sense  according  to 
its  tenor  and  in  the  light  of  the  information  about  Umbeka,  it  may 

lead  to  the  conclusion  that  Umbeka  was  Bhavabhuti,  -was  Mandana- 

imsra, was  Visvarupacharya  and  was  Suresvaracharya  *" 

In  the  colophon  to  a  manuscript  of  the  Malatimadhava*  it  was 

written  at  the  end  of  Act  HI  ffcf  «f|JH£**Hfel§lt4*cr  «ii«ami^T  q-rfratel?- 

(composed  by  the  pupil  of  Kumarila,*  at  the  end  of  Act  X  ffct  «fi«i#qt^Rl- 

l^Ra*    (composed   by    Bbavabhflfi) »    and    at    the   end   of  Act  VI, 

the  name  of  that  pupil  is  mentioned  as  Umbeka  Umbeka  is  a  very 

respected  name  in  MTmamsa  literature  Ha  is  quoted  by  SnandapBma 

in  his  commentaries  on  Khandana  of  §rlhar->a,  by  RSmakjSna  m  his 

commentary  on  SSsfradTpika,  by  Narayana  in  his  commentary  Vijaya 

on  A]ita,  a  commentary  on  1  anfravartika,  and  by  Paramesvara  in  his 

Gopalika,  a  commentary  on  Kasika  (which  is  a  commentary  on  Sloka- 

varjika)  He  severely  attacks  Prabhakara  who  was  Rumania's  adver- 

sary In  Citsukha's  Jattvapradlpika  (Ed  Bombay,  265)  he  quotes  the 

poet  Umbeka  and  commenting  on  that  passage  Pratyagrflpabhagavan  m 

hisNayanaprasadini  (Ed  1  c  )  says  ̂ ^T  *T^J1%  {Umbeka  is  Bhavabhuti) 

Umbeka  has  written  a  commentary  on  Rumania's  Blokavartika  up  to 

Vanavfida  and  the  rest  of  it  is  commented  upon  by  Jayamiira,  son  of 

Ku  mania     If  Bhavabhflti  and  his  ancestors  were,   as  he  says  in  his 

1.    8*  DO  Bhattaoarya,  IHS,  VH  808  whew  Mandana  is  saia  to  be  different 
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prologues,  learned  in  the  Mimamsa,  this  is  another  indication  that 

Umbeka  and  Bhavabhuti  might  be  identical  Above  all  a  strong  proof 

of  the  identity  of  Umbeka  with  Bhavabhuti  is  furnished  by  ( ommentary 

which    begins    with   Bhavabhufi's  well-known  verse,  ̂   «fPT  %f%l^f[  ff 

In  Madhava's  Sankaravijaya  (VII-  113-16)  it  is  said  thai  Umbeka 
was  the  name  of  Mandanamisra  (also  called  there  Vi&varDpa) 

3PT  ̂   T^tT  ̂   &  TO??  ssfr-^fr  ̂ ^^-^rraT  I 

f^Fcf^^FiR5nr  fa^%  *t\&%  fjRT  «*?$<  faTcT  Sffi^  II 

trfr^r  tf§=f>*Rc!?TT  5Tft%sr[ir  £rc<r  s^^ct  II 

RiRwrw  *  $oto  ?rc  fcii«im$r  #  fr  #rar^  l 

srt  »Tcr  cT^r  Jra^JHter  cRfoHR  T5^  w  ft*  jtcpj;  ll 

3%^  f^rftf^rw  it  m  csrtstfcr  ji^sfofiWtan?*  I 

Sot  ja&fts:  m%  sOTfawr  ̂ f'Krraft  ̂ jf  ijrrccftfcr  1 1 

644  The  works  of  Bhavabhuti  have  always  been  regarded  as  a 
standard  for  dramatic  study,  but  only  three  dramas  have  come  down 

to  us  Stanzas  are  ascribed  to  him  in  various  anthologies  which  are 

not  traceable  in  the  extant  works  *  It  is  therefore  presumable  that 
other  work  or  works  of  his  have  now  been  lost  to  us  Guoaratna,  a 
treasury  of  thirteen  verses,  is  ascribed  to  Bhavabhuti  * 

645  Bhavabhnti  is  a  worthy  peer  of  Kalidfisa  in  merit  and  fame  * 
ESlidasa  is  terse  and    brief  in  his  expression   and  working   upon  the 
reader's  feelings,  puts   to  exercise  his  full  imagination     BhavabhQti's 
language   is  comparatively   diffused  and   a  redundant  y  of  ideas  often 
makes  a  strong  impression  on  the  reader's  mind      In  short,  Bhavabhuti 
expresses  in  the  vacya  sense  what  KalidSsa  does  in  the  vvangya  sense 
In  describing  human  emotions  of  Pathos  and  Heroism,  BhavabhSti  sur- 

passes his  nval   Kahdasa's  style  is  graceful ,  Bhavabhati's  sounds  grand 
In  delineations  of  nature  and  chivalry  Bhavabhuti   feels  at   home 
"  Bhavabhuti  is  skilful  in  detecting  beauty   even  in  ordinary  things  and actions   and  in   distinguishing   the  nicer  shades  of  feelings     He  is  a 
master  of  style  and  expression  and  his  cleverness  m  adapting  his  words 

1.  Sea  Peterson,  Bubh  77  78 ,  Jalhaaa's  Silk  for  whioh  see  PR,  (18871891) 
xxsv ,  also  appendix  II  of  Hatward  University  Series  Vol  xxui  (It  is  not  known whether  this  volume  has  yet  been  printed), 

3     Printed,  Haebertm,    8K0,  383. 
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to  sentiment  is  unsurpassed  "     Like  KahdSsa's,  Bha\  abhuf  i'*  language 
is  full  of  melody  and  h  ncal  beaut)      In  religion  Kalidasa  is  a  man  of 

the  city  teeming  with  amorous  intrigues      Bha\abhuti  is    rural      True 

to  his  lineage  he   would   not    loose  sight   of  the  minutest   ceremom 

his  guest  would  not  be  allowed  to  depart  without  madhuparka  l 

646  Malati-Madhava  is  a  prakarana  m  ten  aiN*  "The 
scene  is  laid  in  Ujjam,  and  the  subject  is  (a  fiction  and  is)  the  lo\e- 
story  of  Malati,  daughter  of  a  minister  of  the  country  and  Madhava  a 

young  scholar  of  the  citj  and  son  of  the  minister  of  another  state 

Skilfully  interwoven  with  this  mam  story  are  the  fortunes  of  Makaranda 

a  friend  of  Madhava  and  Madayantika,  a  sister  of  the  king's  favourite 
Malati  and  Madhava  meet  and  fall  in  love,  but  the  king  has  determined 
that  the  heroine  shall  marry  his  favourite,  whom  she  detests  This 

plan  is  frustrated  by  Makaranda,  who  personating  Malati  goes  through 

the  wedding  ceremony  with  the  bride-groom  The  lo\  ers,  aided  in 

their  projects  by  two  amiable  Buddhist  nuns,  are  finally  united  '  * 

The  poet  displays  here  an  all-round  learning  and  developes  the 

love  of  Malawi  and  Madhava,  as  it  w  ere,  to  illustrate  the  tenets  of 

Vatsyayana's  Kamasufra 

There  is  an  epitome  of  Malatlmadhava  m  verse  called  Rjulaghvl  by 

Maifhilasarman*  and  commentaries  on  it  by  Pharananda,8  Jagaddhara,' 

1     Here  is  a  traditional  verse,  attributed  to  KalidSsa  himself 

gOTTWif^T  iifHafct  Wit  sfairfjr  l 

jr^Pn^  t^qrlt  «rft#  *m&  tl 
9     Ed  BS8  by  B  G  Bhandarkar,    There  are  several  other  editions  in  different 

8  Maodonnel,  SL  864  ,  Wilson,  Tlieatre,  II,  166  Sohwyler,  BiW.  29,  gives  tie 
translations  in  foreign  languages.  B\>r  a  short  sketoh,  see  SR.  II,  69,  BO  Dutt, 
CI  II  264,  370  and  M  Williams,  fW  502.  Tr  into  TCnglish  by  Wilson,  TUatre,  II 
1 128  and  by  M  R  Kale,  Bombay 

4     CO,  I  453 
6     PB.V 

6     Ed  B88  Bombay  and  elsewhere  ana  by  M  B  Telang  {Bombay) 

79 
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Tnpuran,*    (Mananka,9      Raghavabhatta,     Narajana,   Prakjtac  Srya), 

J  Vidyabagara  *  Parnasarasvati*  and  Kunjavihan  * 

647,    Mahaviracanta  descnbes  in  seven  acts  the  life  of  Ram 

as  a  warrior     The  plot  follows  Ramayana  with   slight  variations  meant 

to  show  Rama's  heroism  in  relief     The  last  acl   descnbes   the  country 

traversed  by  Rama  and  Sita  on  their  way  to  Ayodhya  in  the  «nal  car' 

"  The  situation  and  sentiment  of  the  drama  "  says  Wilson,  "  are  of 

a  stirring  and  martial  description  and  the  language  is  adapted  with 

singular  facility  to  the  subjects  from  which  it  springs  It  is  sonorous 

and  masculine,  more  vigorous  than  musical,  and  although  highly 

elaborate  and  sometimes  rigid  is  m  general   chaste  and  always  classical 

and  stately  " 

For  long  years  the  manuscript  of  the  work  beyond  Act  V,  46*  was 
not  available  *  The  lost  portion  was  completed  by  Subrahmanya   Later 

1  Ed  Madras,  TripurSri  was  the  son  of  Parvatanajha  of  Bh5ra4v5jagotra 

His  commentary  extended  only  to  7  acts  and  the  rest  le  oontlnuod  by  his  pupil 

Nanyadeva  son  of  Harioandca  of  S»lahabhattaya  family  SB,  II  73  Nanyadeva 
has  wnften  a  oomroentary  on  the  whole  drama  too  (TO,  II.  2320)  He  is  probably 

identical  with  the  king  Nanyadeva  of  Tirhaut  who  is  said  to  have  been  subjugated  by 

Vijayasenaof  Bengal  about  1200  A  D  and  founded  Simraun  in  1057  A  D  and 
nfteraards  established  a  Kanataka  dynasty  in  the  valley  of  Nepal  Bee  V  Smith,  EB, 
418  19,8  Levi,  Le  Nepdl.ll  198,  Keilhorn,  EI,  I  318,  note  57  See  also  U, 
XI  188 

2  MSnSnka  was  a  royal  author  and  flourished  about  the  13th  century  AD  He 

la  quoted  by  Hoyamukuta  in  his  commentary  on  Amara  oomposed  in  1431  A  D  His 
BradSvanaktvya  relates  the  life  of  Krsna  and  Meghabhyudaya  is  a  highly  artificial 

poem  PR,  III  11,  291  In  BR,  II  (1907)  there  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  LaksmS- 
narasa  where  author  Is  oalled  Sayankeli  He  wrote  commentaries  on  Gitagovmda  and 
Malatimadhava 

8     OO.  I  468,  II  104 
4,    Ed  Oalontta 
6     TG,  III  4118 
6  Ed  Caloutta 
7  Maedonnel,  SL,  861  ,  Weber,  IL,  207  ,  Wilson,  Theatrt,  II  823  83» ,  B0, 

Dott,  Cw  II  27a ,  M  Williams,  IW,  602 

8  ̂ RR^Rftft  eto ,  the  last  time  was  made  up  by  MahSdeva  ̂ j  Jf^^nfl 

sW&T  foftfl?^  fasrq;  I  and  by  Muddurama  gsj  r^p  §G$<f  ̂   ̂ ^^^- 

9,  There  is  a  manusotipt  in  the  Tanjore  Llbiary  No  10708  (Taw  VIII 

8454}  m  which  it  is  said  ̂ T*&*!^q'§C{  which  indicates  a  tradition  that  Bajalekhara 
had  the  manuscripts  of  Mahaviraoanta  destroyed     In  'fanl     VII  4433-5,  it  is  said 
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however,  the  later  portion  was  discovered*  Scjbkahiianya  was  prob- 
ably identical  with  the  author  of  the  drama  SfMvijavendirapannaja,* 

which  likewise  in  seven  Acts  describes  the  marriage  of  Rama  with 
Sffra  Subrahmanya  was  the  son  of  Kr?nasun  of  Kasyapagotra  He 
lived  in  Southern  India  in  the  17  th  century  A  D. 

This  is  a  commentary  on  the  play  by  Viraraghava  * 

648  Uttararamacaritra  describes  m  seven  Acts  the  storj  of 

Ufctarakanda  of  Ramayana,  that  is,  the  abandonment  of  Sita,  her 
residence  at  the  hermitage  of  Valmlki,  the  birth  of  Kusa  and  Lava  and 

there  the  union  of  Sita  and  Rama  "  The  catastrophe  is  differently  brought 
about,"  says  Wilson  "  in  the  Ramayana  and  the  Raghuvamsa,  and  the 
poetical  account  of  Rrtma  and  his  race  closes  in  a  different  manner 
Rama  discovers  his  sons  in  consequence  of  their  recital  of  the 

Ramayana  at  his  sacrifice  and  Sita  upon  her  innocence  being  recognised 

by  the  people  is  suddenly  earned  off  by  the  goddess  of  Earth,  and 
disappears  for  ever  The  denouement  is  very  judiciously  altered  to 

her  reunion  with  her  sons  and  husband  in  the  play  "* 

This  play  holds  a  high  place  in  the  theatrical  literature  of  the 

world  In  the  expression  of  genuine  pathos  [Karutia)  and  the  descrip- 
tion of  wild  scenery,  it  has  rarely  been  surpassed  anywhere 

1  Ed  Bombay  1392  (in  which  both  the  versions  ace  given),  with  the  commen- 
tary of  VirarSghava ,  Ed  Todarmall,  Lahore,  Ed  F  H  Tnthen,  (London),  Ed  by 

A  Boorosb,  Bombay  with  Com  and  notes  Trans  into  English  by  J,  Ptokford 

(London) 
3     DC,  XXI  8512 
3  The  manuscripts  of  MabSviraoanta  in  South  India  [tg,  DO,  SSI,  8151) 

were  found  incomplete  and  stopped  with  V  46  Se  it  was  that  YfrarSghava  in  his 
commentary  could  get  at  only  the  incomplete  work  and  for  the  rest  had  to  continue  the 

oommentary  on  Subrahma^ya's  supplement  Apart  from  the  name  Subrahmanya,  this 
is  another  Indication  that  Subrahmanya  was  a  native  of  South  India 

VIrarSghava  was  son  of  tf  xsimha,  a  descent  of  D3sara{hi  of  Vadhulagojra  and 
resident  of  Bhufarapura  or  Tiramalisai  near  FoonamaUi,  Ohengleput  District  He  was 
called  AnnavappangSr. 

4  For  an  introductory  account  and  translation  see  Wilson,  Theatre,  I  275  SSI. 
Tr  into  English  by  H  Muihopadhyaya  (Calcutta),  by  0  H  Tawney  (Caloutta),  by 

KK  Bhattaoharya  (Calcutta)  by  S  K  Belvalkar,  Harward  {EOS),  by  V  S  Patvardhan 

(Nagpur)  For  translations  into  other  languages,  see  Bohwyler,  Bibl  SI  For  a  general 
account,  see  M  Williams,  1W,  508  and  B.0  Dutt,  C»t> ,  IX.  275  For  a  full  critique 

see  Venkataramasastri,  Sahrtdaya,  XXIV  7  and  K  Bubbayasastii,  Uttararamacanta- 
rasavioara,  Bharatt,  VI  Juy  anl-the  same  by  B.  Venkataramaijistri,  (Jl  rj  Aitdh 
Sah  Par  XXI,  81) 
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Attnarama,*  Latamanasan,"  A  Borooah,"  f  Vidyasagara,  Abhirama," 

Premacandra  TarkavagTsa,*  Bhotajisastnn,7  "]  aralumaracakravartui,' 
RSmacandra,9  B  S  Ghate,**  Ghanasyama,"  Lak^inlkumara  Tatacarya,** 

Raghavacarya,1*  Pilrnasarasvatl,1*  and  Narayanabhatta,"  and  one 

anonymous  ** 

650  Laksmikumara  Jatacarya  known  as  Kavibhfisana  was  son  of 

'firuvenkata  of  Sathamarsanagotra  He  was  a  High  Priest  and  lived  at 

Tnplicane,  Madras  He  passed  away  in  1923  He  wrote  facile  poetry 

and  among  his  various  poems  are  BhavabhQtibharati,  Piidukastuti, 

SubhaMtaranjini  and  Ramab&na  Besides  a  commentary  on  Acyutasataka 

(prakrt)  he  attempts  to  show  in  his  commentary  on  U|tararamacan|a, 

that  the  prevailing  sentiment  there  is  not  Karuna  but  Vipralambha- 

spngara 

Viraraghava  popularly  known  as  Annavappangar,  was  the  son  of 

Njsimha  and  descendant  of  Dasarathi  of  Vadhulagotra  He  was  bom 
at  Tirumahsai  (BhOsarapuri)  m  Chmgleput  District,  Madras,  about 

1770  AD  and  lived  for  48  years  He  was  much  respected  in  Mysore 

and  other  provinces  He  wrote  a  commentary  on  Mahavlracan^a, 

the  drama  Malayajapannaya,  a  poem  Bhakfisarodaya  and  other  philo- 

sophical works  He  had  no  son  ,ind  his  daughter's  grandson 
R  Alasingarachan  now  lives,  in  the  same  town  It  is  not  known 
•whether  these  works  are  now  available  there 

1  Ed  Bombay 
3  TO,  lit  1599, 1601  A{marama  was  father  of  NSIakanfha  Diksita  and  son  of 

Aoo9?ikstta     Ha  also  wrote  a  commentary  on  SShtyyaraJnakara. 
8  Eel  Kumbhakonam,    About  the  author,  see  para  246  supra 
i  M.  Oakutta 
5.  10,111,2823 
6  Ed  Calcutta  •with  a  preface  by  B  B   Oowell 
7  Ed  NagpurebyV  S  Pafctavardhan. 
8  Ed.  Calontta,  with  a  preface  by  B  P  Mnjomdar 
9  Ed  Madras 
10  Ed  Nagpur 
11  TO,  IH  1730    Ed  Bombay  by  P  V  Kane.    On  GhanasySma,  see  para  166 

supra 
12  The  manuscripts  are  with  Ms  son  S  A  T  SingarSoSrya,  Triplloane,  Madras. 
18     CC,  I  68 
14     About  the  author,  see  index  post 
16.    See  Sa&  XX  248     He  was  a  Malabar  Brahmin  who  wrote  at  the  instance  of 

Alavaaoherl  Tamprakial  (NettanarSyani)  Nambudri 
16     TO  ,  HI  8508,  8886  ,  OO,  I  68 
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The   storj    of  Bhavabhati's   plays   has  been   summarised  by  V 
Ananfticarja   in   Natakakathas>angraha  *     L^araramacantakav\a   is    a 
poem  in  5  cantos  on  the   theme    of  the   later  life   of  Rama '    It  is  a 

sequel  to  Ramapaon  ada's  Raghaviya  and  was  probabh    composed  by 
Meppathur  (Ntrajana)  Bha^tattin 

651.  King  Yasovarman  wrote  the  play  Ramabh\uda\a  on  the 

whole  story  of  Ramayana      Saradatanaya  sa-s  s  it  w  as  m  6  acts 

<rs$  s^ra  «jf£  *PRT*;s«wii+^  I 
and  quotes  incidents  for  illustration  •  Abhinavagupta  in  his  commentary 
on  Dhvanyaloka  mentions  \  asovarman  as  its  author 

aft?  ftossrw  ̂   i  ?wnr^m  I 

*reF3$r  qrcNfar  l  "  %crftfr  (?)  (fcrfcmfa)  T*rr  sr*^  II"  £«:«»<«,  P  us 
652  Rajaiekhara  was  the  son  of  Durduka  and  Silavati  His 

family  name  was  Yayavara*  His  father  Purduka  was  a  high  priest 
His  great-grand  father  Akalajaladd*  was  a  great  poet  He  was 

married  to  Avanjisundari*  an  accomplished  Rajaput  princess,  "  the 
crest-jewel  of  the  Chauhan  family  "  She  was  proficient  in  poetics  and 

Rajasekhara  quotes  her  views  with  regard8  He  appears  to  have 
belonged  to  the  Mahratta  country  l  e    the  Vidarbha   and  Kuntala T 

1  Printed,  Allahabad. 
2  Ed  Annamalai  University  by  K  K  Pisharodi  Thero  is  UttararSghavlya- 

kavya  {DO,  XX  7694) 

8  RSjas'akhara  was  himself  called  "  Yayavara  "  ol  the  Yayavara  Kavi  He  is 
so  called  m  "Jilakamaniarl  and  Udayasundari  (See  Int  to  Kavyamimamsa,  Gaekwad's 
Oriental  aeries,  xu)   He  is  also  referred  to  as  Balakavi  and  Kavwala  (see  Karp  L  9) 

4  His  name  is  referred  to  in  Jalhana's  Snktimuk$avali  and  his  verses  are  there 
said  to  nave  been  plagirised  by  KSdambarirama  in  Ms  drama     Btor  his  versaH  in 

..  Surg  see  Peterson,  Subh  102     F  W  Thomas,  Kav  80 
5  On  account  of  this  marriage  with  a  Rajput  prinoess  Durgaprasad  and  Eonow 

doubt  whether  RSjafekharj  was  a  Brahmm  or  a  Ksatriya 
6  See  Kavyamimamsa,  (0  0  46,  87). 
7  Narayana  Dikslja  in  his  oommentary  on  Vlddhasalabhanjika  says  that 

RSjafokhara  declared  himself  in  the  Balaramayaua  as  a  native  of  Maharastra  and  that 
to  a  large  extent  he  made  use  of  the  language  of  that  country  In  the  colophon  to  the 

Bombay  Eda  of  Karpur*man]ari  the  poet  is  styled  Maharastraoudamaoi ,  but  In 

the  Suktunuktavali,  SurSoanda  ant  ancestor  of  RajaSekhara  is  called  Oedimandala- 
mandanam  that  is  the  ornament  of  the  oountry  of  the  Cedis 
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He  must  have  travelled  all  over  India*  and  his  knowledge  of  south 
India  is  particularly  remarkable 

In  the  prologues  to  his  plays  Rajasekhara  calls  himself  the 

spiritual  teacher  of  King  Mahendrapala  and  that  he  was  patronised  \n 
his  son  and  successor  Mahlpala  The  Siydoni  inscription  mentions 

Mahendrapala  reigning  in  903  and  907  A  D  and  Mahlpala  in  917  A  D  • 
In  Viddhasalabhanjika  Rajasekhara  refers  to  Yuvarajadeva  who  is 

probably  the  Kalacuri  being  KeyuravarSa  Yuvarajadeva  I,  who  had 

his  capital  at  Tripun,  the  modern  Tewar  near  J,tbbulpore  * 
653-  In  the  Sankaravijaya  of  Madhavacarya  Rajasekhara  is  called 

a  king  of  Kerala  and  it  is  stated  that  he  presented  three  natakas  of  his 

own  composition  to  the  great  Sankaracarya  In  Sadasivabrnhmendra's 
Jagadgurura^namalastava  composed  in  the  hitter  half  of  the  16th 
century  A  D ,  Rajasekhara  is  said  to  have  been  easily  cured  of  his 
blindness  by  Gangadhara,  third  m  descent  from  Abhinavasankara, 

In  Trav  Arch  series  II  8-13,  there  is  an  inscription  of  king  Raja- 
sekhara dated  on  paleographical  grounds  as  of  9-10th  century  A  D  and 

a  learned  discussion  on  the  identity  of  that  king  with  the  author  of 

these  plays  The  conclusion  there  arrived  at  is  that  Rujasekhara,  the 
author  of  the  dramas,  was  a  successor  of  king  Rajasekhara  of  the 

inscription,  very  likely  also  his  nephew  * 

1  V  S  Apte  [Bajasekhara  and  his  writings,  Poona,  20)  shows  that  B3]a- 
fakhara  is  specially  aoiuaiated  with  southern  oustoms  and  places  and  often  alludes  to 

southern  rivers  as  the  KSveri  and  Jamraparni  The  stanza  'Karnatt-dastoiankito  eto,. 
in  KsameDdra's  Auoityavioaraoaroa  (V  27)  oovers  a  range  from  Oambay  to  Oape 
Comorln 

2  El  I  162  79,  IX,  110  Copper  plates  bearing  dates  67p  f  the  Gupta  era, 
that  is  899  and  900  A  D  See  also  EI  I  178,  242,  1A  XII  190  SI,  IX  1  ISO  EI, 
II  80a  ,  14,  XV 105  XVIII  90,  For  all  references  to  inscriptions,  see  JRAS  (1909), 
70-75  Bee  also  The  Asm  Inscription  of  Mahipala  (14,  XVI  173)  oomes  from  a 
locality  only  90  miles  south  east  of  Kanouj,  which  is  now  indentifled  with  Mabodaya 
referred  to  in  Rajafekhara's  dramas     It  is  dated  Sam  974—917  A  D 

8  See  the  Bilhari  Inscription  {£11, 1  261,  265)  particularly  verse  75  which  refers 

to  RSjafekhara,  Tismtta,  Icavi  RajaiehJiara  stttfya  and  Kielhorn's  List  of  Northern 
Insonptwns,  Nos  186,  407,  416  and  419  B  Hultusoh  justifies  the  identity  by 
the  fast  that  the  hero  of  the  Viddhasalabhanjika  Is  called  Karpuravar§a,  a  name 
strongly  reminding  us  of  the  name  Keyuravarsa  See  also  M  Duff,  Chronology,  298, 
Konow  {Int  to  Karpuramanjart,  BOS  Harward,  IV)  186  suggests  that  he  maybe 
yuvarajadeva,  a  contemporary  of  King  Vabpati  of  Malwa,  See  also  IA,  XXXIV  177. 

On  this  the  commentary  of  Atmabodhendrasarasvati  mentions  the  aaaieB  of  the 

plays 
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654,  Rajasekhara  praises  BhavabhQti  as  Valmlki  re-born,1  and 

quotes  the  poet  Vakpatiraja,  and  the  rhetoricians  Udbhata,"  and 

Anandavardhana  •  He  is  referred  to  b}  Somadeva,*  and  phananjaya,* 

and  eulogised  by  Soddhala  *  From  these  references  it  appears  safe  to 

sn\  that  the  poet  flourished  about  900  AD7 

655  In  the  prologue  to  Balaramaj  ana,  Raja  sekhara  himself  says 

that  he  wrote  six  v\  orks  Four  dramas  are  know  n  and  Ratnamanjaii8  a 

natika  is  probablj  also  his  work  •  Hemacandra  instances  Rajasekhara's 

1  B31ar£m3yana,  I 
9  Udbhata  was  the  oonnoillor  of  King  JayiSpida  of  Kashmir  (779  818  A  D ) 
3  He  flourished  in  the  reign  of  Avaajivarman  of  Kashmir  (857  884  A  D  ) 
4  His  YaS-islilakaoampu  was  finished  in  960  A  D 
6     He  was  in  the  Court  of  King  Munja  of  Dhar  (974  998  A.  D  ) 
6     His  Udayasundan,  was  composed  about  990  A  D 

7.  Ab  to  the  date  of  RSjasekhara,  opinions  are  various  Fleet  (Ii,  XVI  178), 
and  Kielbobn  (SI,  I  162,  Naohnohten  von  der  K  Ges  der  Wiss.  Za  Gottwgen,  1904. 
304  ff  ),  give  the  eni  of  the  9th  and  beginning  of  the  10th  Cantury  A  D  ArFBECBT 

(ZDMG,-xs.v  1-liaO)  says  he  was  the  immediate  predecessor  of  Jayadeva  Bee  also  (CO 
I  SOU  and  III  107)  Bhandabkab  [BR,  (1882  S),  44]  called  him  preceptor  of  Mahendra- 
pSla  who  flourished  about  the  10th  oentury  A  Boaboah  (OC,  17)  makes  him  con- 
temporary  of  Saukara  and  assigns  him  to  the  7th  century  A  D  Pischell  (fietuu  of 
Candakausika)  gives  the  10th  or  the  11th  century  A  D  Pbtebsoh  (Svbli  101) 

gives  the  middle  of  the  8th  oentury  A  D  '  This  is  established  by  the  faot  that 
Ksfcaswami  who  wrote  a  commentary  on  the  Amaraiosa  and  who  was  the  teacher  of 
Kashmir  (750  A  D  )  quotes  a  verse  from  the  VlddhassJabbanjikTmTMTliote  on  Amara 
I  villi  4  and  that  King  Mahendrapala  to  whom  Rajasekhara  himself  refers  as  a  pupil  of 

his  own  was  reigning  in  761  A  D  "  This  king  Mahendrapala  is  the  one  referred  to  in 
the  Dighwa-Dubauli  plate  dated  Harsha-Samvat  165  (=A  D  761  2)  edited  IA,  XV 
105  Ounhinoham  adopts  this  view  (Arch  Sur,  IX  85)  Aoenboht,  on  other  hand 
(ZDMQ,  XXVIII  104)  states  that  KsiraswSrm  mast  have  lived  in  11th  century  A  D, 
since  he  quotes  Bhoja  and  is  quoted  by  VardhamSna  Fleet  dismisses  the  Dighwa- 
Dabauli  plate  in  IA,  xvi  175  Durgapbasad  and  Pabab  (Kavj/amala  No  i  Jfni) 
gives  the  date  834  959  AD  and  H  H  Wilson  {Theatre,  II.  362)  the  beginning  of  the 
12th  century  A  D  and  Bhandarkar  about  the  10th  century  A  D  [BR,  (1883  8)  44  and 
(1897),  xlhi]  MaxMuilbjb  (India,  What  tan  it  teach  ta  ?  838)  confounds  him  with 

the  younger  RSjas'.kb.ara,  the  author  of  the  Prabandhakoii  (1347  AD)  A  tb  dis- 
cusses all  these  views  and  places  him  between  the  7th  and  the  10th  centuries,  probably 

the  end  of  the  8th  century  F  E  Hall  in  his  paper  on  Lthe  '' Teshges  of  the  Three 
Royal  Lines  of  Kanydhubji,  (JASB,  XXI  1)  gives  ths  dates  V  8amvat  960,964, 
100b  and  mentions  two  MahendrapSlas  See  also  JBRAS  XVI  177 ,  EI,  (1917  Part 
v  (on  Partabgarh  Insonption  dated  Samvat  1003),  JAOS,  XXVII  1  Levi,  Theatre, 
i247  ,  Klem,  Geshechte  des  Dramas,  III ,  Henry,  8L,  813 

8  A  E  Gough  Records,  208 
9  SeeAndhra  Patrtka,  Annual  number  (1980),  78,  by  E,  V  VIraraghavacarya 
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Haravilasa*  as  containing  the  poet's  atika,  and  for  asi/i,  Ujjvaladatta 
quotes  from  Haravilasa "  Bhoja  mentions  an  Astapatradalakaraala  as 

Eajasekhara's  " 

It  is  possible  that  man)  laudatory  verses  about  poets  quoted  in 

Jalhana's  Sutimuk^avah  under  the  name  of  RSjasekhra  maj  be  found  In 
this  lost  treasure  Rajasekhara's  knowledge  of  geography  was  embodied 

in  a  work  called  Bhuvanakosa  *  Rajasekhara  belonged  to  a  familj  of 
poets,  from  that  family  dawned0  the  great  men  Surananda,8  Tarald* 

and  fcaviraja       He   mentions  Aparajifa8  and   Sankaravarma,0  as  his 

<Hfaidl$f  IK^ftltl^i  || 

*m  WR|  w  fira  iWR^f^n^f^jr^fncr  II 

SR^^N  $$  *|SWWIf*C|3f^  ii 

4  ^rafar  m$m  ^sto  *wfajrc  i 
^W  ?  s^sc  ̂ fitw^ytF®^^;  ll 

5  Baoav^raha  is  the  title  of  a  Oedi  pnnoe  Sankaragana  who  lived  in  10ih  century 
SeeGaz  of  Bombay  Presy  I   414 

6  Jalhana's  Sukfimuktavah 
7  RSjasskhara  (1  o  )  wrote 

wfaFpfiKwiawesr  *r*rr  ll 

8  Karpnramanjarl  (1-8)  oalls  him  «  Mrg3nkalekhaJ5aiSra '  Subhasitavall  gives 
'  KsutksSmena  eto  '  (verse  1024)  as  his     Padyavali  quotes  some  oihor  versos, 

8     Mentioned  in  Jalhana's  SukJimuktSvall 
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contemporaries  and  Vasukalpa  and  lAbhinanda*  \s  ere  also  of  the  same 
age 

656  Balaramayana  relates  m  ten  Acts  the  whole  ston  of 

Ramayana  The  narration  often  deviates  from  Ramayana  and  the 
effect  of  such  de\iation  has  had  a  good  dramatic  eftect  Ravana  is 

from  the  beginuing  represented  as  a  rival  of  Rama  for  the  hand  of  Tia 

and  his  love  and  longing  are  more  prominent  than  his  ferocit}  *  In 
describing  the  tale  of  Rama  RSjasekhara  might  call  himself  an  incar- 

nation of  Valmlki,  Mentha  and  Bhavabhuti s 

There  are  commentaries  by  J  Vid\  aslgara,*  and  LaLsmanasDn,* 

and  one  anonymous  * 

657  Balabharata  or  Pracanda-Pundava  is  incomplete  The 
two  acts,  now  available  describe  with  vividity  the  marriage  of  Draupadf, 
the  loas  of  kingdom  at  dice,  the  public  insult  of  Draupadi  and  the 

departure  of  the  Pandavas  to  the  forest T 

658  Viddhasalabhamkam,"  is  a  natika  m  four  acts.  King 
Candravarman  of  Lata  having  no  sons  tries  to  pass  his  daughter 

Mrgankavati  as  a  bo^  and  sends  her  to  the  queen  of  King  Vidyadhara 

of  the  Keralas  This  leads  as  anticipated  to  a  real  marriage  in  secret 

between  the  king  and  the  princess  and  the  confidence  -n  as  suddenly 
disclosed  by  a  messenger  who  brings  news  of  the  birth  of  a  son  to 
Candravarman 

There  are  commentary  on  it  by  Narayana,'  by  GhanasySma  and  by 

1  This  must  be  Gaudabhinanda  the  author  of  the  KSdambarikathasSra,  see 

para  60  supra 
2  Ed  by  G  D  Sastn  Benares     The  Acts  ace  all  named  in  the  MahSnfttaka 

4     Ed  Oaloutta 
6     Ed  Tanjore 
6  Tanj  VIII.  535 
7  Ed  Sttassburg  and  Bombay.  See  generally  Wilson,  Theatre  II  861 ,  Mao- 

donnel,  8L,  366 
8  Ed  Benares  by  VamanSoSrya  The  name  has  been  rendeced  as  The  Lady  of 

the  Statue  On  this  play  generally,  see  Levi,  Tl,  247  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  354 
Eenry,  8L,  818  Tr.  into  English  by  L  H  Gray,  3A.08,  XXVII  1  ff) 

9  Ed  Poona  He  was  the  son  of  Eanganatha  and  lived  ml  8th  centuiy  He 
also  commented  on  Malatl-Madhava,  Hanumannataka  end  Vgeavada^o  (CC,  I  293) 
Tanl,  VHI.  8664-8. 

80 
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his  wives  Surdari  and  Kamala,1  bv  Satyavrata,9  by  J.  Vidyasagara,8  and 

by  a  pupil  of  Karunakara,*  and  by  Vasudeva  * 

659  Karpuramanjari,*  a  Sattaka  (in  prakrit),  in  4  acts,  des- 
cribes the  vicissitudes  of  the  loves  of  King  Candrapala  with  a  princess 

of  Kuntala  the  jealousy  of  the  queen  with  the  consequent  impediments, 
the  secret  meetings  of  the  lovers  and  the  final  marriage  The  drama 

was  enacted  at  the  instance  of  his  patron  king  for  the  pleasure 
of  his  own  consort  Avanti 

There  are  commentaries  by  (Kainaraja,  Dharmad,lsa,  Pitambara, 

Pharmacandra),7  Vasudeva,8  by  J  V^asagara9  KrSnasun,10  N-simha. 

raja,*1  and  Anantadasa  *' 
Rudradasa's  Candraleka  is  a  similar  Sattaka  in  four  acts  descri- 

bing the  story  of  the  marriage  between  Crtndralekba  and  Manavedaraja 

He  was  pupil  of  Srikanlha  of  Malabar  M 

660  Jalhana  quotes  Rajasekhara's  eulogies  of  \  nloc  ana,  Gana- 
pafc,  Pradyumna,  Bhlmata,  Majuraja  and  Kadambarlrama  These  poets 
must  ha\e  lived  before  the  6  or  7th  century  AD 

fa*rp=rcji^teq  y&&  *%*&[$$<{  II 

1  See  para  166  supra 
2  Ed  Oaloutta 
S    Ed.  Calcutta 
4  Anonymous.    DO,  XXI  8518 
5  TO  III  SSTO  He  was  also  called  Sihityamalla  and  was  resident  of  Malabar. 

He  was  pupil  of  Karunakara 

6  On  this  play,  see  Konow's  Int  to  Edn  (EOS,  Harward)  Tr  into  English  by 
0  R.  Lanman  See  Schuyler,  BM  176  77  There  Is  another  play  of  this  name  by 
Rajanivallabha  (GO  I  83) 

In  the  oolophon  of  two  manusoripts  the  play  is  asoribed  to  a  VSoanSoarya,  pupil  of 

3mas3gara  who  is  styled  the  "  sun  in  the  sky  of  Kharatara  "  JinasSgara  was  the 
first  high-pnesfc  of  a  new  branch  of  the  Knaratara  Beet  whioh  was  established  in  Samvat 
1686  or  1630   AD     (See  U,  XI  280) 

7  00,  I  82,  II  16,  ni  18,  PR,  IV  25,  V,  433. 
8  Ed  Bombay 
9  Ed  Oaloutta. 

1     DC,  XXI  8355 

11  2*0,  III  882     He  was  the  son  of  Samudrabancjhayajvan  who  wrote  a  com* mentary  on  the  Setubandha 

12  TO,  III  8986     He  was  pupil  of  Kjrsnaiankaraguru,  probably  of  Malabar. 
18     OML,  R  No.  8207. 
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UgMWIM*^  "T^tf  3tPl  5W   53TT   II 

ini^nra^T  sift  *ft  («rr?>  q^ift  vft  i 

661  Trilocana's  \erses  quoted  by  Sarngadhara  allude  to  Baija 
and  Ma)  ura 

%$  «5J^T  m»tf  w^rsfa  «rs^r  i 
tf^PitfWPrf  ̂ tts  ci^r  qawa;  ll 

Extracts  from  his  Parthamjaya,  a  play  on  the  exploits  of  Arjuna, 

are  given  in  rSragaraprakasa  and  Natyadarpana  Ganapati's  Mahamoda 

was  probably  a  play  Pradyumna's  plays  are  lost  Kadambarframa  is 
also  unknown,  unless  lie  is  identical  with  Kadimbarl  Rama  Krsna,  the 

author  of  the  play  Aditikundalaharaaa 

662  Bhimata  or  Bhimadeva  was  king  of  Kalmjara,  a  place  100 

miles  north-west  of  Prayag  He  wrote  five  dramas,  all  of  which  are 

now  lost     Among   them  are  Svapnadasanana,  Pra Jibhacaflakj a,*    and 

1     See  JOB,  II  248,  for  an  aooonnt  of  the  plao  by  B.  Ramamutti 
9     GO, 1  2 
3.    These  are  mentioned  by  Bhoja  and   Abhrnavagupfa  and  Ritmaoaadra  who 

gives  exbraots  from  the  lasb     ND,  p  Hi 

"  *t^3  9TT  £r%  3trarq^r5?WRr- 

IP  848,  7rf  XJ9  SlfoWTKcfr  \ 

(P  469,  Vol  11)  StffrTcRTTCdr  J 

s^ifcrr^  msjn^  wm  I  srnr^  fa^r  'sifcraiMmw'  'Jifcrmfm^' 

%fir,  ra*f>fo5  tfrar  srnr  ̂ parc  *rgR>f|  Praw^r  ?  sift  'wnsm  I — R,  Rannmurti,  in  Udycmapatrtka, 
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Manorama-Vatsaraja     His  son  Vasunaga  wrote   the   play  Pra^imlni- 

ruddha * 

663  Mayuraja9  (Matraraja)  Anangaharia  was  a  KalacSn  king 
who  ruled  over  Cedi  countrj ,  with  his  capital  Mahismati  *  He  was  the 
son  of  Narendravardhana  The  word  Mayuraja  seems  to  be  a  version 

of  the  prakft  Ma-u-raja  (Hwii«l)  and  Soddhala  refers  to  him  along  with 

Vakpa^i  and  Visakhadeva  * 

"  mA%  srreftsm^r^r^flrafaflr 
Pamodaragupta  deplores  the  demise  of  Anangaharsa  a  patron 

actresses*  Mnran  dendes  Mabl$>matl  and  its  king  Anangaharsa  e 

Abhinavagupta,  Bhoja,  Iphamka,  Hemacandra,  Ramacandra,  Kun- 

taka  and  Sarvananda  refer  to  and  quote  from  Mayuraja's  plays 

Udattaraghava  and  Tapasavatsaraja  T 

1  Mentioned  by  Bainaoandia  in  ND,  (p  115-6)  and  Abhinavagupta  In  AB 
Chap  19 

2  On  Mayuraja  see  M,  K  Kavi,  JAB,  I  155,  Bhattanathawami,  IA  XLS.,  189 
Theca  are  quotations  by  Visvanatha  in  his  SD,  p  265,  810 

3  Mahismatits  "  Mahesvara  or  Mabes  on  the  right  bank  of  the  Warbuda,  10 
miles  south  of  Indore  It  was  the  capital  of  Haihaya  or  Anupadesa,  the  kingdom  of  the 

roynadheaded  Kartaviryarjuna  of  the  Parana  "  N  L  Dey's  Geograplnoal  Dictionary, 
56     Cecji  oouatry  embraces  Behar  and  North  Central  Provinces 

t     Later  the  capital  was  ohanged  to  Tfnpnra,  modern  Tewar  near  Jubbalpore 

5  3T*rft  ̂ Pi*fJ4M«m^f  Tel  ftRflSfaaj  I 

artffctURt  w  cMwng^r  II  (777> 

<<«HMT/itai  j^srfcf  'wttsf^rc^  II (77) Kuttwrnnta 

See  para  310  supra     Bur  N  L    Mehta  {JBOBS,  XIV  858)    says  that  Ananga 

bursa'  is  only  a  titular  name  given  to  Haras,  anothor  of   Pnyadar tiki   from  the  verse 

6,    See  under  MurSri 

In  illustrating  auk  a  in  poems,  ̂ faHl^ftRWytfeSll^eRfflfaW   m  Kavya- 
nuiasana  (p  835),  Hemaoandra  gives  illustration    cNlWw^cir  *M  «Nf  JTrj^nW, 
aamj.  rffcm,  arg^r  srrofcer  l  srcrirrfcTT  qui  wsr&jncsr  gtfteft  I  srs^raT 
fcrr  i«rr  ss^^cir  far%  im>  I  ?nr$ err  ftrsqretf  mm  i  flfosr^rr  mi  sp^t. 
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Udattaraghava  in  based  on  Rama*  ana  Tapasavatsaraja  relates 
the  storv  of  the  life  of  Udayana,  king  of  Kausambi  in  Vatsas,  the 

second  half  of  it  narrated  in  2nd  and  3rd  Lambhakas  of  Ka^hasant- 
3agara  The  first  half  is  the  story  of  Yasavada$#i  and  the  second  of 

Padmavati  * 

"  To  strengthen  the  suggestion  that  Tapanwalsawja  might  be  an 
ilder  work  than  Ralncu>ah  arguments  are  not  wanting  Before  Sri 
rlarshu,  the  themes  of  the  marriages  of  Vasavadatta  and  Padmavati 

were  exhausted  by  Subandhu,  Siidraka,  Bhasa,  and  probablj  Mayuraja 

and  hence  Ratnavah  "who  takei  the  place  of  Padmavati  m  the  original 
storv  of  Udayana  has  been  newly  invented  while  the  marriage  of 

Padmavati,  the  central  theme  of  this  work  exists  even  m  Bjhatkatha 
If  the  Kashmenan  version  is  thought  as  an  improv  ement  upon  later 
dramas  in  Sanskrit,  the  Nepalese  version  also  Lonlams  it 

ffW  3T?F3W?T  T«| ('cfcMT  =3"  >£Tcf  II 
Udayana  is  the  hero  of  a  cv  cle  of  dramas  and  katyas  in  early 

centuries  of  the  Christian  era  both  before  and  after,  for  Subandhu  a 

contemporary  of  Bmdasara,  introduced  in  his  Yasavadatta  a  series  of 
mter-dramas,  one  in  another  Bhasa  used  the  same  theme  m  his 

Svapnavasavadatta  If  the  printed  edition  does  not  represent  the  real 
work   of  Bhasa  in   entirety  the   story  is   the  same  and  the  author  of 

Bhoja  quotes  a  verse  probably  from  UdaHaraghava  whose  latter  half  coincides 
with  the  latter  portion  of  a  verso  at  the  end  of  the  first  aet  in  our  drama  This  shows 
that  even  if  Tfdattaraghava  is  nob  his  work  there  mast  be  another  yet  not  available  to 
us. 

effeft^r  sfcf'CfW&Qj  site  <Nit  spffcf  i 

"WJI4KI    5Ti»T^'r3RrPcT  f^iIT  ̂ nClfprr  W$%t%  II  Udattaraghaea. 

S^rqrrr  nRtfl'«i4l%  fafa*rr  mZtffl  3$m.  \\Tapasavataaraja. 
TJndat  these  ciroumstanoes  on  the  strength  of  Sarrananda  alone  Tapasavatsar aia 

may  be  asoribad  to  Mayuraja,  the  author  of  Udattaraghava  "—MB  Eavi 
1  Edited  by  M  B  Kavi.  Madras  with  an  introiuotion  Hultsoh  says  that  the 

rathor  is  indebted  to  Buddhist  souroas  for  his  plot  Naohnohten  Wissensohaffin, 
886  No.  7. 
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Natyadat  apana  quotes  from  it  as  STTCTfct  ̂ ««d«4<ti    and  Bhoja    gives 
the  explanation  of  the  word  Svapnavasavadatta  as 

There  is  a  drama  called  Manoi  amavatsai  a/a  written  by  Bhima$a  who 
according  to  Rajasekhara  was  the  author  of  hve  dramas  in  which 

Svapaiuxdaianatia  is  mentioned  by  BhOja  We  know  that  ManSrama 
was  the  handmaid  of  Pnyadarsika  who  was  set  to  put  on  the  character 

of  Udayana  in  the  inter  drama  in  it  Visakhadeva,  now  assigned  to 
the  court  of  Chandragupta  II.  wrote  three  dramas  (Mudrarakshasa, 
Devichatflraqupta  and  Abhisai  ikaoanchitaka)  and  in  the  last  of  these 

Padmavati  s  characterised  as  murderess  of  Udayana's  son  This  terri- 
ble characterisation  of  Padmavati  was  probably  borrowed  from  the 

Buddhist  Jataka  stones  where  Makandika  or  Anupama,  an  envious 

creature,  dupes  Udayana  "* 

664  Saktibhadra  belonged  to  Dak&inapatba  (Deccan)  Beyond 

this  general  statement  m  the  prologue"  there  is  nothing  to  indicate  the 
place  of  his  birth  01  sojourn  He  is  held  the  high  esteem  in  Malabar 

and  his  plaj  COdamam  is  known  to  the  Sakj  ars,  professional  players  of 

Malabar  along  with  some  of  the  plays  attributed  to  Bhasa,*  with  which 

it  exhibits  similar  peculiarities  of  dramaturgy  *  I  radition  says  that  he 
was  a  pupil  of  Sankaracarya-  Leavmg  abide  Adi  Sankara  of  pre- 
Christian  period  Sankaracaryas  of  equal  fame  flourished  in  the  8th  and 
9th  centuries  and  if  Saktibhadra  was  a  desciple  of  an  Acarya  of  that 
period,  he  might  have  lived  about  800  AD  lhe  surprise  expressed  m 
the  prologue  that  the  south  produced  a  dramatic  w  ork  shows  that  other 

plays  of  merit  had  not  been  known  then  in  Malabar  and  from  this  it  is 

inferred  that  Kulasekhara's  plays  of  about  the  10th  century  were  of  a 
later  date  There  is  parity  of  idea  and  expression  in  some  verses  of 

Cudamani  and  Bhaltanara>  ana's  Veuisamhara  which  may  show  that 
Sakfibhadra  was  well  familiar  with  Vepisamhara    These  considerations 

1MB  Kavi,  Infc  to  Edn  ,  o  a 

OTWflft  I 

8  In  a  manuaeript  in  the  Oriental  Manusoript  Library,  DO,  XX  8883 Oudamani  is  found  written  along  with  Abhiseka  and  Pratima 

I  The  play  begins  with  5TP^TJ%  9RT  jrffafr  q*p|R  the  word  l$m 
tn  used  Instead  of  Sftfl|«Hf. 
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make  the  end  of  the  8th  and  beginning  of  the  9ih  (.entun  a  likely  date 

for  Saktibhadra  * 

1      S  Kuppuaami  Sa  tri  sums  up  Lhes*  arguuieuts  ui  his  introduction  to  edn 

E    Vnsulevasarma    (Hindu    2nd   Feb     19i7;   thus    summarises    the  views  of 

S  Kappusami  SUstri,  on  the  connection  betweeu  Siktibhatjra  and  "  Bhisa's  "  piaya 
and  refutes  them 

The  arguments  of  Professor  S  Kuppu&wami  8*stnir  are  —  (1)  That  these  plays 

are  what  are  culled  "  Ohakkiar  pUys  "  and  being  such  are  releg*  ted  to  the  last  place  in 
the  ' '  Attoprakiram  "  where  14  plays  are  being  treatel  of  the  order  adopted  being  1  and 
2  '  Tapatisamvarana "  and  Subhadradhanaavaya "  of  Kulasekhara  Varmn 
8  "  Nagananla "  ot  Sriharsha  i  Asoaryioudamani "  of  Saktibhadra  5  "Kalyana 
sangandhika"  of  Nilakantha,  S  an  anonymous  poet's  Knshnaoarita  and  7  to  11  being 
eight  plays  ascribed  to  Bhasa,  thereby  ludioiting  the  contemporaneity  or,  may  be,  a 
ohronology  as  evidenced  by  the  order  of  mention  , 

(2)  That  the  oldest  Sanskrit  play  m  South  Indn  was  possibly  ' '  ■isoaryaoudamam" 
by  Saktibhadra  as  in  his  "Sthapana"  to  that  play  Saktibhadra  himself  distinctly  says 
'Sir !  Novel  indeed  is  it  to  hear  that  a  dramitic  composition  should  hail  from  the 
south  I  Likelier  still  that  the  horizon  should  burst  to  blooms  an  1  the  sands  yield  some 

oil ", 
(3)  That  Saktibhadra  announces  himself  as  the  author  of  an  '  'Unmada  Vasavadatta 

and  Other  works,"  that  this  play  might  be  the  same  as  the  present  "Pratignayaugan- 

dharayana," 
(4)  That  inasmuoh  as  'Asoaryaoudamani"  wis  found  written  alongside  of 

"Abhisheka"  and  "Pratimanataka"  In  manusonpt  they  were  all  written  by  the  same 
author,  viz  ,  Saktibhadra  , 

(5)  That  the  departure  from  the  injunctions  of  Bharat  i  were  not  peculiar  to  these 
dramas,  as  in  fact  all  the  South  Indian  dramas  exhibited  the  same  characteristic  (vide 

■'Bhagavadajjoklyam"  "Mattavilasaprahasanam"  etc), 
(6)  That  Bhamaha  might  have  referred  to  Bnhatkatha  and  not  necessarily  to  the 

"  Pratignayaugandharayana  "  , 
(7)  That  Kautilya  is  found  quoting  from  a  work  oalled  "Manugita"  as  is  disclosed 

by  Madbavayajvan's  "  Nayacandnka"  , 
(8)  That  the  quotation  by  Abhinavagupta  beginning  with  "SanoHapakshma- 

kavatam"  taken  expressly  from  8vapnftVBsavadatta  is  not  to  be  found  in  the  Trivandrum 
drama, 

(9)  That  there  is  no  'krlda"  or  sport  in  the  '  Svapnavasavadatta"  whioh  according 
to  Abhinavagupta's,    'Abhmavabharati'    should  be  oharaotenstio  of  that  drama , 

(10)  That  quotations  in  anthologies  asoribed  to  Bhasa  by  name  are  not  to  be  forma 
In  the  published  plays  , 

(11)  That  "Carudatta"  is  but  a  orude  abridgement  of  Sudraka's  "Mrioehakatika", 
(li)  That  Mahasena's  queen   behaved  muoh  like  a  latter  day  Malayalee  lady  and 

used  "Sambandham"   in  theBense  of  marriage  (Pratigna  p  87  and  78)  quite  as  they 
are  uied  to  day  in  Malayalam  , 

(18)  That  "Avimaraka"  uses  'Vioantam"  in  tbe  vernacular  sense  of  "enquired"  , 

(14)  and  that  '  the  exceptional  degree  of  solicitude  and  reBpeot  for  '  matula" 

(nncle)  shown  in  tbe  duplicated  "abhlvadana"  (salntation)  b  lays  the  influence  of 
'Marmakkattayam  custom  " 
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In  the  play  Ascan  acudamam,1  the  introduction,  of  Ascaryacuda- 
mani  and  Adbhutanguli)  aka  to  act  as  a  charm  to  detect  fraud  and 

disguise  in  the  creation  of  fictitious  RSma,  Sf$a  and  Laksniana  acts  as 
the  main  proof  of  the  sentiment 

"  The  seven  acts  which  compose  the  pla>  present  in  dramatic 
form  episodes  of  the  Pamayana — the  coming  of  Surpanakha  into  Rama's 
hut,  her  mutilation  b}  Rama,  the  rape  of  Sita  by  Ravana,  his  passion 

for  her  in  Lanka,  Hanuman's  visit  to  Linka,  and  the  hnal  scenes  where 
Rama,  after  his  victory  over  Ravana,  ascertains  SiUS  punt)  by  the 
fire-ordeal  and  a  message  delivered  by  Narada  and  it  takes  its  name 

from  the  miraculous  crest-jewel  and  ring  g i\  en  to  Rama  and  Sita  by 

the  hermits  "* 
Here  are  some  of  his  fine  ideas 

^rft  %t  ̂ m^nici  ̂ fcr  M^^spr  rF  II 

is^m^r  Rfar  qfirc?JTP6TPTrftt*r  ufo  \ 

siwm^xw&H  wpp-qr  %itorf5#fa  ̂ r  ll 

•$$[  fR%iHip-3r#r  fSpra%  jj^cc^f^  I 

The  arguments  advanced  by  Mr  Hirananda  Sastn  arc  muoh  in  the  same  steam, 
additional  reasons  being 

(15)  That  the  patron  Rajasimha  referred  to  by  Bbasa  might  be  some  Pallave 
Pnnoe  of  the  6th  or  7th  century  A  D 

(16)  That  the  Pratimagriha  in  the  Pratimanataka   might  have  been  borrowed 
from  the  sculptured  rooks  of  Mahabalipnram  of  the  6th  century  A  D 

(17)  That  the  great  resemblanoes,  coincidences  to  the  extent  of  expressions,  and 
casts  even,  must  be  doe  to  plagiarism 

(18)  And  that  possibly  there  might  have  been  two  "  Svapnavasavadatta  natakas  " 
and  two  "  BalacantaB  ",  the  other  unreoovered  one  being  Bhasa's 

1     Ed  by  8  Kuppusami  8astn  Madras,  with  a  valuable  introduction  where  he 
incidentally  says  that  the  plays  attributed  to  BhSna  are  not  his 

On  Sakhbhadra,  see  A  Krishna  Puharoti,  Btma's  works  (Sndhara  Press,  Trivan 
drum)  and  A  Kishna  Pusharoti  and  A  Rama  Pisharoti,  Bliasa's  works.  Are  they genuine?    (Bull  of  London  Sch  of  Or  Studies,  III  107-117) 

The  prologue  calls  Saktibhadra,  author  of  Unmadavasavadam  and  other  Kavyas 
but  there  are  not  now  available  " 

See  articles  by  T  K,  Kishna  Menou  in  Awials,  VIII  43. 
3     F.  Thomas,  refiew  in  JSA8,  (1937),  863 



Pages  $8&i9^$>$Effi  hftv*  butt  misturaoged.    ftgiB 
687  m  cttntianatiftn  of  p*r» £68   (page  689),      Thisa 
Anargharaghava. 
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The  description  of  Kanci  is  enchanting 

(tffar«mr§)  »?  r%— 

f^SS  S55^T5t55T^qj5f  SffjfcT  Ifftl^f^  II  Sift  =? — 

and  so  is  the  devout  obeisance  of"  Bklmesvara    to    the  Sapta-Gnda\  in 
and  to  Mah&kala  of  Ujjain  and  to  Ganga 

*t*i5r;  tftiw  1  *m  -  ($ cn*3rr%  ) 

33rrc'wR,=i  «$  ft&d  1  i^nrf  e^^ij 

^TO$^ll3^d<rta.H#mic6rlMd<t>* 

51  "I I oil  -H^^st^TpIcI^  0"1 1  *T  ̂ ifJlrl  I 

W^wi^rti'd^W'Ti^sfci:  q^^r 
fa^f  fweratf^  ̂ w  fcfwt  II  wi  11a 

Km  —(to&O 

fcftat  sfa)  %t,  t¥^  I- 

^R^croTO  *mfa  ̂ n^ir^np  51HP3;  ll  vu  us  9 81 
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665  Murari  was  the  son  of  Vardhamana  and  Tantama^  of 

Moudgalydgotra  On  the  age  of  Murari,  there  is  some  uncertainty 
Ra^nakar.!  in  his  Haravijaya  has  a  verse,  where  there  is  a  punning 

reference  to  Murari  as  a  playwright,1  and  RitnSkara  was  in  the  Court 

of  King  Avantivarman  of  Kashmir  (855  884  AD*  In  the  course  of 
Rama's  aerial  car  on  his  way  hack  to  A^odb)a,  Murari  des(nbes  among 
other  cities  Mahismati,  the  capital  of  the  Kalacun  d)  nasty  and  of  the 

Ceditemtory,  and  by  the  middle  of  the  8th  centur}  A  D  Kalacun  kings 
had  left  Mahismati  and  became  settled  in  two  lines  at  the  capitals 

Tripuri  and  Rafnapura  On  these  considerations  Murari  may  be 

assigned  to  the  end  of  the  eighth  century  A  D  and  to  the  beginning 

of  the  9th  century  AD* 

666  His  Anargharaghava  in  7  acts  is  an  elaborate  play  on 
the  story  of  Ramayana  and  for  his  merit  and  eloquence  he  has  been 
called  Bala  Valmiki  and  from  the  beauty  of  a  particular  \erse  he  is 
known  as  Indru  Murari  His  diction  is  chaste  and  learned  and  though 

sometimes  not  very  perspecuous  displays  an  impressive  scholarship 
To  a  mind  saturated  with   the   conventional   similitude^,    his  similes, 

;rrer  sfotor  to  gtiftrc?<w;  I  *»»«  1°7 

iTfi  !  ?£  ft — 

3nwfRw^rw^%s^^i^r5n?w,,ir5rfcr'ijRff  I 
#Rg  qsjft  sfi  ?  q?pft  ̂   ̂lA«i*Kfl  IF®®  $$a  II 

It  ta  not  unlikely  that  MurSri  is  ndioohng  Kalaoun  king  Anangabars* 
MSyuraji  who  was  the  anthoc  of  UdSttarSghava  and  is  known  by  tradition,  toha\e 
been  enjoying  the  company  of  actors  (and  women)  So  it  is  sal  1  iu  Kuttinimata  (seo 
para  668  su^ra)  If  Anangahars*  had  lived  just  before  the  author  of  Kuttiwmat*, 
MarSci  may  have  been  his  contemporary 

See  hi,  VIII  App  I  16, 17 

3  If  the  allusions  to  MnrSn  (onr  author)  by  BatnSkara  and  by  MurSri  to  MSlafi 
Madhava  or  Amngaharsa  cannot  be  accepted,  it  is  oertain  he  lived  in  the  11th 

oentury,  because  he  is  quote!  by  Mankha,  Saradajanaya  and  Kavin4tavaoana- 
samuooya  and  not  mentioned  by  Bhoja  or  Abhinavagup$a 

OuMurad  generally,  see  Aufreohr,  ZDMQ  XXVII.  74  ,  XXXVI  877-8  ,  OC  I 
462.  XL  106,  Peterson  Subh,  91,  PR  IV  xovn  ,  Bhandarkar,  BR  (1897)  *x,  xl , 

Durgaprasad's  Int.  to  Anargharajbava  ,  Thomas,  Kav  71 ,  Schuyler,  71  2  ;  Wilson, Theatre,  II  370. 
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often  original,  strike  as  peculiar,  but  the}  are  quite  natural  all  the  same  l 
Many  of  his>  verses.  show  ljncal  harmony,  but  his  stvle  musi  generally 

be  characterised  as  magmficient  He  is  one  of  those  poets  whom 

European  critics  have  been  unable  to  appreciate,  but  the  fault  is  on  the 

side  of  the  critics  onl} ,  for  none  will  agree  with  Wilson's  thought  that 

Hindu  pandits  have  shown  Murari  an  unjust  preference,  for  "  the  Hindus 
of  these  days  are  little  able  to  estimate  purity  of  conception,  delicacy 

of  feeling  or  brilliancy  of  fancj  "  But  these  are  the  very  qualities 
with  which  Anargharaghava  is  replete  1  he  play  has  been  considered 

a  standard  for  poetic  criticism  and  grammatical  learning  In  his 

Siddhanta-Kaumudi,  Nagojibhatta  cites  Muran's  e\pre«sicms  as 

authority  * 

There  are  commentaries  on  the  play  by  Pur$asarasva$i,*  Han- 

hara,*  Manavikrama*  Rucipatidatta,"  5>harmananda,*  Krgna,  son  of 

Varada,*  Lak£midhara  alias  Ramanandasrama,*  Vijnupandita,*0  Visnu- 

bhatta,  son  of  Muktmalha,11  LakMnandSiSri,1"  Jinaharsagani,"  (Srinidhi, 

Purusottama,  Inpuran),1*  Naracandra,"  (Abhirama,  by  Bhavanatha- 

mis*ra),**  by  phanesvara,  son  Udaya  and  one  annonymous 

i   so  it  w  Mid  grfafcffa  qnrr  I 

Jiti^M^ft'di^y^i  ti%  *nff  f^  l 

*Wijff  fftsnar  gtrftitfr^s  II 
2     Hece  is  a  verse  in  praise  of  HurSri — 

JT^iitiRrt^r  fi'tfrvftMi  *tir  l 

S?lRH<ft,tll*Iini^l*ftl^,flR    II     6arngadharapa44hatt 
8     TO,  111  8880 
1     Tani.VllI  8315 
5     TO,  II.  2580 

fa     Ed,  Bombay     Of  Khaokula  family     Written  at  the  instance  of  King  Bhirava 
ahas  HarinSrSyana,  son  of  Narasimbadev»,  probably  of  Onssa  who  ruled  also  1286  A  D 

7  Son  of  ESmabala  of  Bharatpur     DO,  XXI.  8355 
8  DO,  XXI.  8357     Tan)  VHI  8822.    SB,  II  67,  809     TO,  II  U60 
9.    DC,  XXI  8859     Tani,  VIII  8819 
10  DO,  XXI.  8860. 
11  lb%d  8881. 
12  Ed.  Madras. 

13.  JPB,  IV  25 
la.  CO,  I  15. 
15.  IM.8K0,  77 
16     Mentioned  in  Int  <o  Bombay  Edn 
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Laksnudhara  was  son  of  YagnesVara  and  brother  of  Cerukun 

Kondubhatta  After  he  became  sanvasi,  he  was  named  Rjimananda- 

swami  Kondubhatta's  aon  \agnesvara  wrote  Alankararaghava,  Alan- 

karasurvodaya  and  commented  on  his  son  Venkatesvara's  Citrabandha- 

ramayana  composed  in  Saka-  1557  (1635  AD)1 

667  Mahanataka*  traditionally  known  as>  the  work  of  Hanu- 
man  himselt  was  for  long  lost,  until  fragments  of  it  were  washed 
ashore  from  the  sea  on  inscribed  slabs  and  restored  during  the 

reign  of  king  Bhoja  of  Dhar  It  is  said  that  Valmiki  became 
alarmed  that  with  the  rival  work  of  Hanuman  his  own  poem  would  go 
to  the  shade  and  with  the  leave  of  HanQman,  cast  off  Mahanataka  into 

the  sea  *  Bhojacantra  records  an  anecdote  of  some  verses  attributed 
to  Hanuman  being  discovered  by  a  merchant  engraved  on  rocks  on 

the  seashore  and  Bhoja  deciphered  on  the  spot  a  verse  which  is 
found  in  the  present  drama  In  the  form  in  which  we  have  it,  it  is  a 
voluminous  work,  more  a  poem  than  a  play  and  often  we  discover 

■verses  of  other  authors  freely  imported  into  it  The  sentiments  are 
lofty  and  ideas  fanciful 

A  poet  Hanuman  has  written  Khandaprasasti,  a  series  of  stotras 

on  Visnu's  incarnation  on  which  there  are  commentaries  by  Gangadasa, 
Raghunatha,  Jayasomagaai  and  Gunavijayagani 

Saradatana\a  who  wrote  Bhavaprakasa  in  12-1 J  century  AD  in- 
stances (at  p  245)  Mahanataka  as  a  drama  of  Samagra  (full)  type 

We  may  therefore  assign  the  composition  of  this  play  latest  to  the 

da\s  of  king  Bhoja  in  the  10th  century  AD4 

The  work  as  it  is,  is  found  in  two  recensions*  whollv  different 
from  each  other,  in  contents  and  extent  Of  these  the  one  by 

Damodara  seems  to  be  the  earlier  *    }t  was  probably  made  up  during 

1  See  para  811  supra 
2  Bhav,  pp  200,  312,  282,  287  Seeartoole  by  R  Bamamurtl  m  U^yaaapatrtka, 
8     Mitra  V 

4  tlaradStanaya's  approval  of  this  play  Indicates  that  the  reoension  he  hod  with 
him  was  oonsidered  to  be  an  original  drama  worthy  of  oitatlon  by  a  rherorician  It  is 
therefore  possible  that  verses  of  other  authors  found  in  the  present  editions  might  have 
been  later  interpolations 

5  Sohuyler,  Btbl  35  7 

6.    Ed.  Bombay.    Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II,  863  78, 
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the  reign  of  Bhoja  himself  and  is  quoted  b\  name  in  his  fadrasvati- 

kanthabharand  *  Damoddra  w as  the  compiler  or  restorer  '  His  work 
is  in  14  acts  dealing  with  the  whole  story  of  the  Rama\ana  in  it 
With  two  \er»es  of  benediction  the  plav  opens  dnd  continues  and 

there  is  not  the  prelude  or  the  mention  cf  the  Sutradhara  * 

There   are   commentaries   on  it  bv  Mohanada>.a*   and  b\  R  Siro- 

mani* 

1  he  second  recension  is  the  work  of  Madhusldaxa's  *  It  has 
only  9  acts  and  is  short  in  narrative 

1  here  are  commentaries  on  it  by  (Candrasekhara,  Narayana)' 
and  Mohanadasa  * 

Mahanataka-Sudhanidhi  is  in  the  nature  of  an  anthology  of  the 

btory  of  R5m5>  ana,  composed  by  king  Immedi  De-vara}d  V  of  Vijia- 

nagar  * 
668  Hashmalla,  son  of  Govrada  of  Srivatsagotra,  became  a 

fain  Avvaparya  says  in  his  Jraendrakaljauacampu  composed  in  Sam 
1375  that  Hastunalla  was  so  named  because  he  fought  with  an  elephant 

For  this  act  of  prowess  he  was  eulogised  by  the  Pandva  King*0  in  a 
hundred  verses  in  open  assembly  His  father  was  a  remote  disciple 
of  Gunabhadra,   the   disciple  of  Jinasena  who  lived  about  Saka  705 

1     See  JBAS,  (1897).  287  fi 

Damo4^a,  author  of  the  play  Kamsavadha  {CO,  1  77)  and  author  VSnibhusa^a 
(a  work  on  prosody,  SKG,  55)  and  DSmodara  son  of  ViSvanStha  author  of  Bhagavat- 
prasadaoanta  {SKC  871)  are  different  Sohuylet  (Bitt)  makes  the  author  Of  VSnibhu- 
sana  identical  with  the  author  of  Mahanataka 

3  Tr     into  English  by  K  K  Bahadur  (Calcutta) 
4  Ed     Bombay, 
5  Calcutta 
6  Ed     Oalcutta   DO,  XXI  8449 
7  00, 1  488,  H  100,  216 
8  Ed     Bombay 
9.    Tans  YHI  870a,  TO,  I  879    II  2116.    SeeSZI,  I  110 

10.    See  para  269  supra     For  discussion  on  the  date  of  StmdarapSndya  JSjavar 
man  see  IA,  XXH.  219     On  Paudya  rules  see  U,  XUI  168,  221,  XLIV,  165,  189, 
245     K  V  Subramama  Ayyar,  Earliest  manuscripts  of  tlie  Pandya  country  and 
tha%r  inscriptions 
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Hastimalla  probably  lived  in  the  9th  centun  A  D  Besides  the  poem 

Adipurana,  I'utucantd  and  Udayanarajakav}  a,  Hastimalla  wrote  several 

dramas  of  which  the  known  are  Arjunaraja,*  Bharataraja,*  Meghesvara,* 
Maithilipannaya,*  Subhadraharana,6  Anjanapavananjaya*  and  Vikraut  i- 

kaurava  * 

669  Ktemisvara  was  the  grand  nephew  of  Vijayaprakostha 
and  votary  of  i§iva  He  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Mahlpaladeva 

who  inled  atKanouj  (9- 10th  century  A  D)  His  Candakaitsika,  a  play 
in  5  acts,  describes  the  story  of  Hariscandra  and  his  truthful  stand 

against  Visvamijra'b  persecutions  "  The  play  presents  a  vivid  picture 
of  the  workings  of  a  curse  utterad  by  an  angry  priest  Kausika  against 

an  upright  king  who  had  innocently  offended  htm  I  he  king  forfeits 
his  realm,  and  loses  his  wife  and  child,  the  latter  by  death  and  his 

consort  by  being  sold  into  slavery  Though  tried  to  the  utmost  the 

job-like  patience  of  the  righteous  monarch  never  fails  and  in  the  end 
he  has  his  wife,  his  son  and  his  kingdom  restored  to  him  !>v  divine 

intervention  so  that  all  ends  m  happiness  "®  Ksemisvar.t  was  probably 
the  author  of  the  plav  Naisadhananda  on  the  story  of  Nala  • 

670  Ktemendra*0  wrote  some  dramas  two  of  which  are  quoted 
in  his  Aaci$>  avicaracarca  Of  these  Lalltaratnamala  has  been  noticed'* 

and  &$rabharatau  is  another 

1.    Op  H  816 ,  OC, 1  80 
a    Op  n  ass 
8     Op  II  336 
i  Printed  Bombtp  There  is  a  play  MaithilinStaka  by  a  Jain  author  mentioned 

InflwaSM 

6  liys  387  There  is  a  Srigadifea  of  this  name  by  MSdhavabhatta  (Printed, 
Bombay)  There  are  plays  named  SubbadtSparinaya  by  Raghuuaibaoarya  (Op  736, 
3136)  and  a  CSyanStek*  by  BSmadera  [,00,  I  728)  and  a  play  SubhadrSvijaya 
(Op  3079) 

6  Mys  OML,  373 

7  Ed  by  Mohanlal,  Bombay,  with  an  introduction     TO,  II  1688 
8  Ed  Bombay,  Mysore,  Calcutta  (with  a  commentary  by  TarkSIaukara  and 

ana  again  with  a  commentary  by  VtdySsagara )  On  KsemHvara  and  the  play,  see 
M  Schuyler,  Btbl  12,66 

Other  plays  dealing  with  the  Btory  of  Hari*aandra  are  Hanloandrayaaa&andrao 
andrika  of  unknown  authorship  (COl,  761)  and  Eamaeandra's  Satya-Hariaoandra 9  PR,  III  31,  340. 

10  See  para  69  supra 
11  See  para  69  supra 

13     It  is  also  quoted  in  Kavikantbjtbharana  p,  180, 
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jt  ̂  sir  ̂r  ??TiBf  srga**  qfriwr- 
jt^tph  terswfcr  frsfW  *mmn  II 

Kanakajfinaki  was  also  his  plai  and  is  quoted  in  his  Knukanthd- 
bhnrana  (p    131) 

jr^TPt  ̂   c^rcr  =trf¥?rar  farr  i%^s  s^  I 

■HTsrmii'Wi^sai  ̂   PRt  ̂ rsi'-WMi  csr  it 

671  Vigraharajadeva  (IV)  or  Vualadeva,  (Cahamana  of 

Snkanibhnri  or  Sambhar  was  son  and  successor  of  Arnoraja  J  He 

successfully  waged  w  ar  against  Musalman  invaders  *  His  play  Harakeli 
represents  the  ston  of  the  fight  between  Arjuna  and  Siva  (that  is, 
Kiratarjunlva)  and  the  gift  of  the  mistical  weapon,  Pasapata  The 
pla\  is  inscribed  on  stone  at  Ajmere  above  date  Samvat  1210 

(1153  AD;*  There  is  a  verse  <>f  Vigraharajadeva  quoted  in  Subha- 

sifSvali  In  honour  of  this  king,  Somadeva*  composed  the  plays 
Lalitavigraharaja,  also  inscnbed  there  in  stone  It  treats  of  the  love 
of  the  king  to  Desaladevi,  daughter  of  king  Vasantapala  at  Indrapura. 
There  is  a  reference  to  the  battle  with  Hammlra,  but  the  battle  does 

not  take  place 

672  Raroacandra"  was  the  famous  one-syed  pupil  of  Hema- 
candra  and  lived  in  12th  century  "Two  legends  are  connected  with 
regard   to   this   circumstance     According   to  them,    Ramacandra  was 

1  This  is  aooording  to  Frchvuajawjaya,  bub  acocrdmg  to  Siwahkh  pillar  ins- 
cription, Dehh,  [1A,  XIX  915}  bis  father  was  Avella4eva 

2  SeeTA  XIX  218 

5  For  extracts  and  aooounts  by  Kielhorn,  Bee  1A,  XIX  215  ,  XX.  201-212  (at 

Ajmaer  dated  Sam  1210— 22nd  Nov,  1153  AD),  Trubrur't  Record,  II  65  66  ;  Got 
Nach  XIII  652-570 ,  VOJ,  VII  191 

4  Somefvara,  author  of  KaJhasnnlsagara,  was  a  different  poet  So  also  Some* 
varadeva,  author  of  RamSyauanSbaka  (00,  I.  524) 

6  BSmaoandra,  author  of  Aindavananda.  a  play  in  8  aots  on  the  story  of  YaySti 
(Ton;  VIII  S854)  was  the  son  of  Srjharsa  and  patronised  by  a  Cauda  king  of  Bengal, 
Bamaoandra,  author  of  vasanftka  {00,  I.  566,  III,  120)  was  a  different  author 
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unruly  and  when  taken  before  the  sage  Jayainna  he  made  him  have  a 

single  eje  to  the  furthering  of  the  Jam  faith  On  this  Ramacandra  los< 

one  of  his  bodilv  eyes*  According  to  the  other  legend  the  loss  was  the 
punishment  for  criticism  passed  b\  Ramacandra  in  spite  of  the  w  aiming 

of  his  teacher  on  a  poem  of  Sripala's  "  He  is.  reported  to  be  the 
author  of  a  hundred  works,1  of  which  only  a  few  are  now  available 

Of  these  some  are  dramas,*  Nalavilasa  *  Raghuviliisa,  Raghavabh)  u- 
daya,  Yadavabh\  uda\  a,  Nirbhayabhima,  Yanamaliku,  Malhkama- 

karanda,  Saft  ahanscandra,8  and  Kaumudimitrananda  * 
Ramacandra  along  with  Guuacandra  wrote  a  treatise  on  dramas, 

Natyadarpana  It  is  valuable  in  hteran  history  for  its  quotations 

from  various  works  of  great  merit,  now  lost  to  us  * 

Of  the  several  plays  mentioned  or  quoted  from  are  — (1)  Visakha- 

deva's  Ipevicandraguptam  (2)  Am&tya  Sankuka's.  Cijrotpalavalambitaka- 

piakaranam  (8)  Puspadugitakam  (4)  Sn  Suktivasakumara's  Anangasena- 
Hannandml  prakarana  (5)  Kftyaravanam  (6)  Chalitaramam  (7)  Tapasa 
vatsarajam  (8)  Bahkavancitakam  (9)  Pandaviinandam  (10)  Anangivdtf. 

natika  (11)  Kplraswamm's  Abhmavaraghavam  (12)  Udattariighavam  (18) 
Bbimaparakramam  (14)  Dharmapalam  (15)  Bhattasri  Bhavanutacuda's 
Kosalikanatika,  (16)MayapuSpakam  (17)  Indulekha-natika  (18)  Bhejjala's 

Radhavipralambham  (19)  farangadattam  (20)  Bhimata's,  Manorainfi- 
vafcsarajam  (21)  Dandracarudattam  (22)  Par$havijayam  (28)  Vilaksa- 

Puryodhanatn  (24)  BhaSa'b  Svapnavasavadat$am  (the  quotation  made  is 

not  found  in  Ganapati  Sastn's  edition)  (25)  Prayogabhyudayam  (26) 
Mallikamakarandam  and  Vanamala  (27)  Sa$y ahanscandra  (28)  Rohinl- 

mrglnkam  (29)  Kaumudlmitranandam  (80)  Bhimadeva's  Svapnada- 
gananam  and  Pratimamruddhani 

673  Devacandra  was  a  pupil  of  ITemacandra  lu  the  Court  of 

King  Kumarapala,  he  wrote  the  play  Candralekhavijayaprakarana,  in 
5  acts,  enacted  at  the  spring  festival  of  Ajitanatha  At  the  end  of  it  is 

a  prafesti  mentioning  Kumarapala's  victory  over  Arnoraja  * 

1  PR,  IV  16,  V  144 ,  Boiler's  Eevtacandra,  19,  46 
3  PR,  IV  vi 
3  00,  III  60,  104,  107, 102, 1  393 

4  Anarghanalaoanta  is  a  play  on  Nala's  (.tory  by  Su4arianaoarya  of  Panoanada (Tiruvadi,  Tanjore  Distnot) 
5  Printed,  Bombay     Ed  by  Mario  ValWln  at  Florence  with  an  Italian  transla- 

tion 
6  Printed;,  Bhownagar 
7  Ed  QOB  with  an  elaborate  introduction 
8  3a,  Oat,  64 
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674  Jayadeva1  was  the  son  of  MahSdeva  and  Sumitra  of 
Kaundmya  gotra  and  pupil  of  Hanmisra  He  was  probably  a  native  of 
Vidarbha  m  Northern  India  For  the  excellence  of  his  poetic  compo- 

sition, he  was  called  PivCUa  I  hough  a  Saivite  in  religion,  he  was  an 

ardent  devotee  of  Rama  Among  his  works  are  Sltavihlra,*  Prasanna- 
raghavd  and  Candralokd a  la  the  prologue  to  his  plav  Prasanna- 

raghava,  Jayadeva  eulogises  Bhasa,  Kalidasa,  Bana,  Mav  Qra  and  Cora  * 
Verses  from  this  drama  are  quoted  m  Jalhana's  Saktimuktavali 
(composed  on  1247  AD)*  Seeing  that  Bhoja  does  not  mention  this 
vv  ork,  it  mav  be  safe  to  assign  its  composition  to  the  12th  centurv  A  D 
The  tradition  current  in  Bengal  on  the  identity  of  this  Jayadeva  with 

the  logician  of  that  name  who  bore  the  title  Paksadhara  maybe 

true* 
"  In  the  Prologue,  it  is  said  that  the  manager  had  a  brother  named 

Gunarama,  that  he  objected  to  being  called  'prince  of  plavers'  owing 
to  the  fact  that  his  elder  brother  was  living,  that  the  title  should  be 
conferred  on  the  latter  and  that  he  wrote  a  drama  called  Haracaparopana 

which  was  acted  at  the  court  of  a  king  called  Ratijanaka  and  obtained 

a  great  fame  as  an  actor  A  contemptible  plaver  stealthily  assumed 
the  title  of  Gunarama  and  misappropriated  the  fame  to  himself 

Having  heard  this,  the  real  Gunarama  went  to  the  south  and  secured 
the  alliance  of  a  singer  named  Sukantha  and  began  to  fight  against  his 

enemy  at  the  courts  of  the  kings  of  Southern  India 

While  we  can  clearly  see  m  the  above  statements,  an  allusion  to 

the  story  of  Ravana  carrying  off  Sita,  the  wife  of  Rama,  and  the  latter 
allying  himself  with  the  monkey  leader  Sugnva  and  fighting  with 
Ravana  to  recover  his  wife,  we  cannot  help  thinking  of  the  probability 

of  a  reference  to  Appayyadiksita's  modification  of  the  Candraloka  and 
commenting  upon  the  work  Jayadeva  might  have  considered  this  to 
be  a   plagiarism  and   resorted  perhaps   to   the    court  of  a   king  of 

1  See  Peterson,  Subh  87  Aafreoht  ZDM0,  XXVII  207  identifies  this  Jaya- 
deva, with  the  author  of  Gitagovtada  This  Is  a  mistake  apparent  from  the  names  of 

their  respective  parents 
2.    See  Peterson,  I  a  89 
8     DC,  VIII  No  3998     CO,  I  728 
4  I  39     Oora  does  not  mean  Bilhana  as  has  bean  commonly  supposed 
5  See  S  M  Paratope,  Int  to  Edn  Foona 

6  Jay»4eva  is  described  as  a  logician  in  the  prologue  to  this  drama  His  Aloka 

is  the  earliest  commentary  on  Ta  tvaointamani  of  Gangefe  Qangefe  lived  about  1120 

A  D.  for  Gangefa  mentions  Udayaoa,  NyayalilSvatikSra  (Vallabha)  and  Sri  Harsa 
These  dates  make  the  identity  probable. 

82 
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Southern    India    where    Appayyadiksita    was  living   to   e\pose  the 

plagiarism  before  the  king  and  the  people  assembled  "* 

675  Prasanna-Raghava  is  a  drama  m  seven  acts,  embracing 
the  story  of  Ramayana  The  author  has  introduced  several  alterations 

in  the  original  story  to  give  to  his  work  an  extraordinary  dramatic 
effect  The  first  act  is  very  amusing  where  the  demons  Bana  and 

Ravana  are  brought  together  as  Slta's  suitors  and  ridiculed  The 
last  act  introduces  a  pair  of  Vidyadharas,  who  describe  the  battle 

and  the  purification  and  restoration  of  SI$ a  The  return  in  the  serial 

car  and  the  coronation  of  Rama  conclude  the  story  * 

There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Laksmidhara,8  by  Venkatarya,* 
b-v  Raghunandana,*  by  Lakgmana,'  by  Narasimha  or  Rajaraya  * 

676  Prahladana  was  the  son  of  Yabodhavala  and  brother  of 

Dharadhavala,  of  the  Paramara  dynasty  of  Mt.  Abu  whose  capital  was  at 
CandravatT  When  Yuvaraja  under  his  brother  he  distinguished  himself 

as  a  man  of  arms  as  well  as  letters  He  assisted  Vasjupala  in  repell- 
ing the  attack  of  armies  from  Delhi  an  independently  too  put  to  work 

the  forces  of  Kumarapala  and  Prthviraj  8  He  predeceased  his  brother 

and  could  not  ascend  the  throne B  He  was  working  as  Yuvaraja  in 
Sam  1220  and  was  living  till  Sam,  1265  He  built  the  city  of  Palanpur, 

the  capital  of  the  state  of  that  name  in  Gujarat  *•  As  a  poet  famed  for 
felicity  and  lucidity  of  expression  PrahlSdana  is  praised  in  Kirfci- 

kaumudiu  and  is  quoted  in  SSk$imuktavali,M 

1  SS.H  68 

2  Ea  Bombay,  Madras,  Calcutta,  Banares,  etc.  For  an  aooount  of  the  drama, 

see  SB,  II  68 ,  8  N  Patanjape  and  N  8  Panse,  Int  to  Edn  (Poona) ,  S  R* Khopakar,  Int.  to  Edn  (Bombay)  Translated  into  English  by  Ganganath  Jha, Benares 

8     Same  as  the  commentator  on  Gltagovinda  and  Anargha-Raghava. 
4  Ed  Bombay 
5  00,  II  81,  211 ,  IOC,  VII  4168 

6  TO,  III  8200.  He  wrote  a  oommentary  on  the  Gijagovinda,  where  he  gives 
his  patron's  genealogy 

7  TO,  III  8394  He  was  son  of  SuramStya  of  Bh5radvS]ago{ra  The  work 
was  composed  at  Batnapuri  probably  in  the  olroars  in  the  year  Hevilambi. 

8  See  Surafchotsava  XV  82  and  Mt  Abu  Lurdgavasati  Prasaati,  38. 
9  Sea  Upadesatarangmi ,  Prasasti  of  the  Atimuktacanja  of  Poraahhadra,  com- 

posed  in  Sam  1283 ,  Somasaubhagya  13  15  and  HicasaubhSgya  (I.  69  128). 10  He  is  consequently  known  as  Yuvaraja  Prahladana 
11  These  verses  are  oolleoted  and  printed  in  the  GOS,  (No.  1)  appendix, 12.    1. 14-15. 
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His  PAK.iHAPARiK.RAMA,  a  Vvaioga1  of  one  \ct,  describes  the 
exploits  of  Arjuna  in  rescuing  the  cattle  of  the  Virata  from  the  hands 

of  the  Kaurava  Arm) — the  ston  of  the  Gograhana  in  the  Vira'a 
Parvan  of  the  Mahabharata,  and  was  enacted  on  the  occasion  of  the 
festival  of  the  investiture  of  Acaleiwara,  the  literan  God  of  the 

Parmaras  at  Mt  Abu  with  the  sacred  thread 9 

677  The  same  story  has  also  been  dramatised  in  the  Dhananja\a- 

vijaya,  likewise  a  Vyayoga  to  Kancanacan  a,  son  of  Nara}  ana  of  the  race 
of  Kappimuni  Owing  to  his  skill  m  composing  plays,  he  was  patronis- 

ed by  king  Ja}  adeva  of  Kanoj*  w  hom  he  mentions  m  the  prologue  and 
who  flourished  in  the  12th  century  A  D  The  mode  of  narration  is  how- 

ever indirect  and  the  spectacle  of  the  battle  is  described  in  a  dialogue 
between  Indra  and  his  attendants  The  drama  was  enacted  before  an 

assembly  of  the  learned,  presided  over  by  a  great  Gadadharamisra 

The  model  of  Prahladana's  play  was  adopted  by  Vyasa  Moksiditi  a 

m  his  drama,  Bhfmaparakrama  *  He  was  the  son  of  Bhima  and  pupil 
of  Hanhara  and  composed  his  work  in  Sam   1385  (1328  AD) 

678  Msdana  was  the  preceptor  of  King  Arjunavarman*  of 
Paramara  dynasty  His  Panjatamanjari,  a  natika  of  extreme  beautv,  of 
which  only  two  acts  are  now  available  m  fragments,  was  inscribed  on 

stone  at  Dhara  in  1213  AD'  It  describes  the  loves  of  Arjunavarman 
and  a  damsel  Panjatamanjari,  long  kept  secret  from  his  queen 
Sarvakala  The  heroine  was  the  daughter  of  a  Calukya  king  of 

Gujrat  whom  Arjunavarman  defeated,  who  having  given  up  her  life  m 
the  struggle  was  born  as  a  cluster  of  Paryata  flowers,  which  became 
afterwards  transformed  into  a  beautiful  woman  Panjatamanjari 

1  Schuyler  [Bibl  97)  oonfoses  this  YuvarSja  PrahlSdana  with  Yuvar5]a  alias 
BSmavarman  of  Oranganur,  the  author  of  RasasadanabhSna 

2,    Edited  with  an  elaborate  preface  by  0  D  Dalai,  90S  No  4 
3  Printed  Bombay  There  is  a  commentary  by  Ramakrsra  [CO  III  fi8)  Fot  a 

short  aooount,  see  Wilson's  Theatre,  II  874  It  is  quoted  in  the  Bas3rnavasndh3kara 
of  the  11th  century  A  D  See  SB,  I  6, 10  There  is  Dhanan]ayavi]aya  of  Y.asodhana 
[OC,  I  266) 

i  Oat  8  Mis  oj  Br  Museum  It  is  called  by  Schuyler  (£«5  71)  as  Bhima 
vikraroa. 

5     Arjnnavarman  was  the  son  of  Subhatavarman  and  grandson  of  Vmdbyavarman 
His  grants  are  dated  Samvat  1967,  1370,  1272  (See  JAOS,  VII  25,  82 ,  JBAS,  V 

878)   See  also  for  a  discussion  of  these  grants  by  Kielhoro,  U  XIX  841,  Colebrooke's 
Mia  Es.  n  297-814  and  Tronaoattona  of  Royal  Astatic  Soowty,  I  230-289    Arjuna- 

varman wrote  a  commentary  on  Amanita     Jalhana  in  Suktimnktavali  quotes  a  verse 
of  his    See  Peterson,  Sabh  5 

6.   M,  by  HoltSoh,  Leipdg.  See  1A,  XXXV  236 
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679  Ramabbadra  or  Rama,  the  Jama  monk  and  poet,  was  the 

desciple  of  Jayaprabhasun  who  was  the  desciple  of  VadidevasBn 
at  cording  to  Prabhavakacantra  Vadideva  died  in  Sam  1226  (1272 

A  D )  His  play  Prabuddha-Rauhmeyam1  was  enacted  at  the  festival  of 
Sriyugadideva  in  a  temple  constructed  by  Chahamana  chiefs  Yasovira 

ane  Ajayapala,  sons  of  Parsvacandra,  whose  munificence  is  recorded  in 

inscriptions  bearing  dates  Sam  1242,  1268*  Ihe  poet  therefore 
flourished  about  the  last  quarter  of  the  13th  cenlur)  A  D 

680  Ravivarma  Sangramadhira  of  Jayatunganadu  was  bom 

in  A  D  1266-7  He  was  the  son  of  King  Jayasimha  VIrakerala  and 

Umadevi  and  belonged  to  the  Yadava  family  "  After  defeating  his 
adversaries,  he  married  a  Pandya  prncess  and  when  33  years  of  age 

took  possession  of  Kerala  (which  he  ruled  as  he  did  his  town  of 

Kolamba)  He  defeated  a  certain  Virapandya,  made  the  Pandyas  and 

the  Colas  subject  to  the  Keralas  and  at  the  age  of  46  (about  131J-3) 
was  crowned  on  the  banks  of  the  Vegavati  (at  Kanci)  He  made 
mumflcient  donations  to  temples  and  upheld  religion  He  was  a  poet 

himself  and  patronised  learning  He  was  an  e\pert  in  the  science  of 

music  He  was  called  Daksma-Bhoja  ■  Samudrabandha,  the  commen- 

tator on  Alankarasarvasva,  was  a  poet  of  his  court.*  His  Pradyumna- 

Bim>DAYA  is  a  drama*  in  five  acts  describing  the  destruction  of  Vajra- 
nabha,  king  of  Vajrapura,  and  the  marriage  of  Pradumna  with  the 

princess  Prabhavatl  The  mterdrama  Rambhabhisaranam  is  interesting 
and  shows  a  nice  device  for  the  first  aspect  of  the  lovers  at  a  theatre 

681  Rudradeva  alias  Pratapa-Rudradeva  was  the  king  of 
Ekacila  (Warrangal)  and  ruled  over  an  extensive  country  in  1268-1319 

AD*  He  was  a  great  patron  of  poets  and  a  poet  himself  of  a  high 
order  His  name  has  been  commemorated  in  the  most  popular  work 

on  Rhetoric,  Prafcparudra-Yasobhiisana  uf  Vidyanatha  (Agas^ya) 

Agastya's  nephew  Visvanltha  was  in  his   court      Of  his   writings,  only 

1  Printed  at  Bhownagar,  with  an  introduction 
2  llnd  Introduction  See  lnsonption  at  Jalordurga,  printed  in  Praohlna  Jainale 

kha-saagrahS 
S.    Tr,  Arch.  Sertts,  II  58  IV  89  and  inscriptions,  in  EX,  IV   145  53,  VIII  8 
4  Ed,  TSS,  Trivandrum 

5  End  It  is  not  known  whether  the  manuscript  in  CC,  I.  862  is  the  same  work, 
P»4yuranavijaya  of  Sankaradiksita  and  Pradyamnanan4a  of  Venkatadhvari  have  the 
same  theme. 

6  On  Kakatiya  History,  see  K  V.  Subrabmanya  Ayyar  •*  Historical  sketches  of 
ancient  Deooan."  Andhra  P&fcrika  Annual  Number  (1022-23),  Tailor's  Oriental 
Historical  Manuscripts  (Madras)  82  ,  "  Veerabhadrarow's  "  History  of  the  Andhras. 
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two1  have  survived  to  us,  a  natika,  Usaragodav  a,*  relating  the  loves  of 

Usi  and'Aniraddha  and  Yayaticanta,"  a  drama  in  7  acts  describing  the 
loves  of  Ya^  aji  and  Sarmistha  as  her  servant  with  a  thousand  other 

female  attendants  "Devavani  married  the  king  Yayati  At  the  time  of 
her  marriage  Sukra  obtained  the  king's  promise  that  he  would  never 
take  Sarmistha  to  his  bed  ,  but  after  some  interval  the  Ling  met  her, 
fell  m  love  and  espoused  her  privately  The  intrigue  continued 
secret,  until  Yayati  had  two  sons  by  Devayam  and  three  by  Sarmishthd, 
when  it  was  discovered  by  the  former,  and  e\cited  her  resentment  as 

>\ ell  as  that  of  her  father  The  violation  of  the  Ling's  promise  was* 
punished  by  premature  decay,  as  denounced  upon  him  bj  Sukra,  with 

permission,  however,  to  transfer  his  infirmities  to  any  one  who  would 

accept  them  Yayati  appealed  to  his  sons  of  whom  the  voungest 
alone,  Puru,  consented  to  assume  the  burden  After  a  sufficient  period 

"\  ayati  look  his  decrepitude  bacL  again,  and  left  the  sovereignty  of  the 
world  to  Puru  in  reward  of  his  filial  piety  AH  the  sons  of  Yayati  were 
the  founders  of  the  distinguished  races  \adu  gave  birth  to  the 
\  adavas,  Turvasu  to  the  Yavanas,  Drohya  was  the  ancestor  of  the 

Bhojas,  and  Anu  of  the  Mlechchhas  The  Pauravas  were  the  descen- 
dants of  Puru,  in  whose  line  the  Kaurava  and  Pandava  families  were 

comprised  "* 

682  1  he  same  story  has  been  handled  by  other  poets  Valu- 
saha\a  of  Vadhulagotra  lived  at  Vinncipuram  near  Vellore  He 

wrote  a  biography  of  Sankara  styled  Acaryadigvijava  ■  His  Yayati- 
TarunSnanda  is  a  drama  m  five  acts  was  enacted  at  the  vernal  festival 

of  God  Margasahaya  at  Vinncipuram  •  His  Rocanaaanda  is  a  fragment 
of  a  drama  probably  in  five  acts,  describing  the  loves  of  Aniruddha 

and  Rocana T 

Yayati-pevayanicanta  is  an  anonymous  play,  having  the  same  plot 

but  with  no  division  into  acts  *  Sarmi8tha-Yaya{i  and  Yayativijaya  are 
mentioned   in    Sahityadarpana       There   is  a  play   Sarnu;tha-Yayafi 

1  This  is  a  oommenfcary  on  the  Prabodhaoandtodaya  by  Budradeva  {CBoi,  281) 

2  00  I  71     Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre  II,  888  ,  Miiea's  Nottcos,  XXI  192 
8  Probably  the  Bame  as  §armis$hayay3tl  mentioned  in  Sahityadarpana    Mitra's 

Nofaoes,  III  193 
t  Wilson,  Theatre,  II.  388 
6  DO,  XXI.  8807. 
6  DO,  XXI  8477 
7.  DO,  XXI  8489. 
8.  DO,  XXI,  8479 
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composed  by  Bbagavafa   Kp§na  Kavi  *  harmisthavijaya  of  Narayana 
Sfistnn  -will  be  noticed  elsewhere 

683  Manika,    son   of  Rajavardhana,  was    the   pupil  of  Nates- 
vara,  an   expert  in  dramaturgy     His  Bhaira\ananda  is   a  secular 
drama,  the  hero  being  Bhairava  and  the  heroine  Madanavatl,   a   celes- 

tial damsel  cursed  by  a  Rsi  to  become  human    The  drama  was  enacted 

at  the  marriage  of  Jayadharma  Malla  Deva,  the  son  of  Jayas^hiti  Malla 

and  Rajalla  Devi     "  He  came  apparently  from   Mithila,   a  place  of 
learning,  and  so  he  had  cultivated  a  fine  literary  taste    for  the   display 
of  which  his  new  position  as  king  of  Nepal   afforded  him  ample 
opportunities     The  birth  ceremony  of  his   son,   the   same  Dharma 

Malla,  was  celebrated  by  the   performance  of  a  four   act  Ramayana 

Dharma  Gnpja,  son  of  Ramadasa,  wrote  a  four  act  Ramayana,  probably 
Ramlnkanataka  in  1310  AD ,  and  was  probably  a  king  of  Simraon  as 

the  epithet  used   is   Surakikulakamalakaravikasanaikabhaskara,  l  e ,  he 
helped   m  the  establishment  of   the  Surki    dynasty    of  Jaunpore 
The  troubles  in  the  then  eastern  (Shurq)  dominion  of  Delhi   commen- 

ced at  the  end  of  the  reign  of  Sultan  Firoz  Shah  of  Delhi,    1368,   and 

Yntha  Simha  appears  to  be  one  of  those  Hindu  Rajas  who  helped 
Malik   Sharwar,    a  Khauja,  to   establish  himself  as   Mahk-us-shurb 
Yutha  Simha  seems  to  have  been  a  comtemporary   and  a  relative   of 
Jayasthiti  who,  by  marrying  Rajalla  Devi,   made  himself  master  of 

Nepal.'* 
684  Jayarana  Malla  Deva  was  the  husband  of  Nathalla 

Devi,  the  rightful  heir  to  the  throne  of  Nepal  and  the  son  of  Vijaya 
Malla.  His  Pandavavtjaya,  also  called  SabhaparvaDataka,  represents 
the  events  of  that  part  of  Mababharata  * 

685  Jyoliritvara,  surnamed  KaviSekharacarya,  was  the  son  of 
Dhireswara  and  great-grandfather  of  VioVyapati  He  was  the  lord  of 
the  village  of  Pallijanma  He  was  a  friend  of  king  Hansimha  of 
Sunroan  who  ruled  about  1324  A  D  and  at  the  conclusion  of  his  war 
with  a  Muhamadan  Sultan  wrote  a  prahasana,  phtSrtasamagama,"  which 

1     00, 1  6S8     The  identification  may  not  be  correct     Krsna  Kavi  may  be 
identical  with  Sesakr§na,  who  flourished  during  the  reign  of  Emperor  Akbar 

2.    About  this  king  and  his  literary  tastes,  see  Appendix  by  Bendall,  p.  11-14. 
8    Bwrclal's,  Cam  Cat  87 
4  Bendal's  Prefaoe,  19,  US 
5  m  by  0  Oappaller  (Jena)  Analysed  by  Wilson,  TJuatre,  II,  408.  EVtt 

other  editions  and  translations  In  Franoe  ana  Italy,  see  Bohuyler,  Bibl,  48-44  Mahf* 
vara's  Dhur{avidambana  is  a  siuulary  play. 
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was  staged  at  the  victor}  festivals  "  Viswanaguru,  Jangama  or  mendicant 
of  a  particular  class,  quarrels  with  his  disciples  for  the  possession  of 

Anangasena,  a  courtezan  They  refer  the  case  to  Asajjati-Misra,  a 
Brahmm,  who  lives  by  solving  knotty  points>  of  law,  and  he  decrees 
that  until  it  can  be  decided  to  which  the  damsel  belongs,  she  shall 

remain  under  the  protection  of  himself  ab  umpire  " 

In  his  Pancasayaka,*  a  work  on  erotics  m  five  parts,  of  exquisite 
lyrical  beaut) ,  he  purports  to  epitomise  all  that  is  said  in  the  standard 
works  on  Kamasasfra 

Mundrjaprahasana,  a  farce  m  3  acts,'  is  probably  his  work 

686  BhaskaraV  Unma^a-Raghava*  was  composed  to  entertain 
an  assembly  of  learned  men  met  together  to  pay  homage  to  Vidya- 

ranya  If  this  latter  were  identical  with  the  famous  scholar  of  Vrjia- 
nagar,  then  the  work  must  be  assigned  to  the  middle  of  the  14th  century 
This  piece  of  a  single  act  describes  the  maddened  soliloquies  of  Rama 
on  the  sudden  disappearance  of  Sxta  in  the  recesses  of  a  shadv  garden, 

where,  on  account  of  the  curse  of  Durvasas,  blossom-collection  was 

prohibited  on  pain  of  the  trespasser  being  turned  to  a  deer  Agas|ya 
understands  the  mistake   and  restores   SI$I  to   Rama,  freed  from  the 

1  Ed  Lahore.    PR,  EC  110 ,  TO,  HI  4085 

2  The  author's  name  is  given  as  Sivajyotirllvara.  most  probably  identical  with 
this  poet     PR.Tl  123 

S  He  is  different  from  Bhaskara  of  Kerala  <nho  wrote  S;ngXr3tdakabhSn». 
He  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  Vikramadeva,  TC,  III  3881  Printed  Jl.  San,  Sah  Par 
Calcutta,  XVH 

4     Printed  Bombay     This  work  is  different  from  one  of  that  name  quoted  by 
Hemaoandra  in  bis  ESvyannJasana  (page  97). 

aifii<K&wii¥ir  anrr  *rarw*fr — 
ft*mw  — (?rarera«0  wn%  ijotct  wmz,  qfcrrot,  Tforrw?  (^rr 

*m  — 
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effects  of  the  unconscious  curse     The  slorj  is  a  close   imitation  of  the 
fourth  act  of  VikramorvasI 

687  Gangadhara.*  was  the  son  of  Agas$ya's"  sister  He  is  said 
lo  have  composed  a  play  visualising  the  story  of  the  Mahabharata  s  He 

was  probably  also  the  author  and  the  two  plays  Candravilasa,*  Raghava 
bhyudaya  *  The  former  has  an  imaginary  story  on  the  union  of 
Candra  and  Kumudvm  Gangadhara  had  two  sons  Narasimha  and 
Visvanatha 

688  Narasimha  dramatised  the  story  of  Kadambari  m  his 

Kadambarlkalyana*  in  eight  acts,  as  related  by  Bana  in  his  famous 
romance  The  poetry  is  very  imaginative  and  excels  in  the  descnp. 
tion  of  nature  and  pathos  An  Antarniitika  is  introduced  m  the  5ih 
act  to  bring  Kadambari  in  the  presence  of  Candraplda 

689  Visvanatha  lived  at  Warrangal  under  the  patronage  of 

Pratapa  Uudra  Deva  (1204-1325  AD)  Left  as  an  orphan  while  yet  a 
child,  he  was  educated  by  his  maternal  uncle  Agastya  Called  upon 
to  entertain  an  assembly  of  Pandits  at  the  Warrangal    durbar,  he  wrote 

1,  Gangadhara,  father  of  Laksmanasuri  {DC,  XXI  8263)  and  Gangadhara,  son  of 
DattStreya  of  Udaya  family  were  different  persons.  The  latter  wrote  the  Madwkanya 
pannayacampu  celebrating  the  marriage  of  Krsni  with  Lakjmj,  daughter  of  Brhatsena, 
King  of  Madras  {DC,  XXI  8265)  So  also  was  Gangadhara,  the  author  of  GangSdara- 
pra$5pavilasa,  a  play  iu  5  aots,  on  the  life  of  King  Gangadhara  Bhuvallabha  Prafapa 
devn  of  Camp&kapura  (Champamr)  in  Guzerat  It  takes  us  to  the  Court  of  King 
Sultan  Mnhammad of  Ahmadabad  (1448  1451  AD)  10,  VII.  1508  14,  analysed  in 
ibid    4194) 

2,  See  para  126  supra 
8     So  says  GangSdevI 

sHssr^ssRi  ret  jb#  jfTTOfr  wj  II 
MafMratijaya,  I  15 

i     CC,  II.  86 

5  OC,  II  86  There  are  other  dramas  of  this  name  by  BhagavantarSya  {CO,  IL 
117),  by  Bamaoandra  {CO,  III  107)  and  by  Venkateivara  {CO,  I  500) 

6  TO,  III  3489  This  work  is  quoted  in  the  S5hilyachitama*l  by  Yetnabhu- 
pSla  (about  1400  A.D)  See  also  M  Bamakrishnakavi,  JruViari  Pairtka,  Annual 
Number  (1918),  101  The  1st  verse  of  this  play  bears  a  olose  resemblance  to  the  first 
verse  m  Kanakalekha  of  Vamanabhatta  B3na  and  this  leads  8  Kuppusami  Sastn  to 
suspeot  whether  the  real  name  of  Vamanabhatta  is  Narasimha  See  his  report  of  tour 
(1919)  Narasimharmira,  the  author  of  the  play  SivanarSyasabhanjamahodaya,  {CO, III  134)  is  a  different  author. 
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his  SaugandhiWIharaoa  *  Occupying  but  a  short  interval,  the  dramatic 
piece  has  only  one  continued  scene,  forming  a  long  vehement  alterca- 

tion betw  een  Bhima  and  Hanuman  The  plot  is  based  on  the  story 

of  Mahabhara$a,  wherein  Draupadi,  enamoured  of  the  beauty  of 
the  flower  brought  bj  a  Gandharva,  requests  Bbiraa  to  fetch  some 
more  and  when  the  incognito  brothers  were  about  to  come  to  blows, 
Kubera  intercedes  and  squares  up  the  feud  bj  explanation  and  by 

direct  presentation  of  a  cluster  of  flowers  to  \  udhislhira  The  speeches 
are  throughout  very  vigorous  and  insinuating  GangadevI,  author  of 

Majhuravijaja  was  his  pupil  9 

690  Jirarama  \5gmka  describes  in  Muranvijaja  of  5  acts  the 

early  life  of  Kpna  as  related  m  10th  section  of  Sri  Bhagavata  It  was 

probabl)  composed  in  Samvat  1541  (1483  A  D  )•  There  is  another 
play  of  the  same  name  and  theme  bj  VisvarSpa  KrSnabhatta,  son  of 

Npsimha  * 

691  Ratnanandaraya  was  a  follower  of  Crfitinva  By  order 

of  King  Prataparudra  of  Onssa  (1480  A  D )  he  wrote  Jagannathavalla- 
bhanataka  m  5  acts,  in  which  the  main  theme  is  the  curbing  of  the 

spirit  of  Radha  ■  Govindavallabha  is  probably  his  work  It  is  a  play 
in  5  acts  describing  the  youthful  sports  of  Krsna,  "  designed  like 
the  Parsian  plays  of  Europe,  to  place  the  early  life  of  the  deity  as  an 

attractive  spectacle 

692  Sesa  Narasimha  lived  near  the  Godavari  and  later  in.  his 

life  settled  at  Benares  about  the  1st  half  of  the  18th  century7  under  the 

1     Ed  Kavyamala,  Bombay 
There  is  a  Saugandhikaharana  (parlnaya)  vySyoga  mentioned  m  fHhiJyadartana 

(CO,  I  727) ,  VUvanSthabbatta,  son  of  Muhadeva,  author  ol  SrngSravapjka  (CO,  I 

661 ,'  II  168 ,  Analysed  TO  VII  4196)  and  Visvanatha,  son  of  Tnmaladeva,  author 
of  MrgSnkalekhanatiia  (00,  X  465  ,  Analysed  fay  Wilson,  Theatre  H,  891 ,  Printed 

Sarasvati  Bhavana  Series)  are  different  authors 
3  She  says 

1ST  STHTSCTcj;  m$ffi  Hft^-  HTS%^  11    Mafruravtjoya,  1 16 
8     080  (1908),  118 
4  PB,  TXL  91,  843 
6     Ed.  Murshldabad     Mitr*,  IV  1S6S  ,  0O,  I  196 
6  Ibid.  1672  00, 1  169 

7  BeeS  P  V  Banganathaswaml '  On  the  Seiko*  of  Ben  arcs'  (M.XIiI    346) 

gesa  Kamalakara  and  Sesa  Rajnakara  who  oommented  on  Gitagovmda,  Sesa  Govinda 

who  oommentea  on  Amarufatata,  and  wrote  VinaiaaandavySyoga  and  GqpSlalilar- 
83 
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patronage  of  king  Govindacandra  of  Tandava  At  his  instance  he 

wrote  GovindarBava,  a  work  on  Dharmasastra  He  was  a  great 

grammarian  and  originated  the  famous  Benares  School  of  Grammar, 

to  which  Bhattoji  and  Nagoji*  belonged 

Narasimha  had  two  sons,  CintamaOi  and  Kpsna  Cmtamani  wrote 

the  play  Rukmimharana*  the  Rasamanjarl-Panmala  ■  Kyfna  had  two 
sons  Viresvara  and  Narayana  *  Of  these  Viresvara  was  the  tutor  to 

Panditjaraja,  Bhattoji  and  Annambhatta  ■ 

Krshha's  patron  was  Govardhanadhan,  son  of  Todar,  "  the  orna- 

ment of  the  race  of  Tandava  and  disciple  of  Girdharmath  "  Todarmal 
was  the  famous  finance  minister  of  Emperor  Akbar  who  died  in  1586 

AD*  Girdharmath  was  the  grandson  of  Vallabha  who  founded  the 

Gokulasfha  goswamins  early  in  the  16th  century  A  D  '  His  works  are 
many  Kamsavadha,  enacted  at  the  festival  of  Visvesvara  at  Benares 

in  seven  acts,  embraces  the  story  of  the  destruction  of  Kamsa  as 

related  in  the  10th  SLanda  of  the  Bhagavaja  and  ends  with  the  corona- 

tion of  Dgrasena,  father  of  Kamsa  m  the  sovereignly  of  Mathura  ■ 

He  wrote  the  plays  Muranvijaya,0  MuktScanta,"  Sajyabhamapannaya, 

navabhSna  (CO,  I  103,  67b)  and  §e§»  BSmaoandra  who  commented  on  Naisadha 
belong.to  the  §e§a  iamily     (See  IA,  XIiII   252) 

1  See  Belvalkar,  I  e  46-50  Nagctfv  wrote  commentary  on  AdhySjma  RSmSyana asoribed  to  his  person  his  1714  A  D 
a    oa,  i  627 
3  For  his  other  works,  see  GO,  I  77 

4  He  •was  author  of  SukfyratoSkaia,  a  »»  commentary  on  MahabhSsya 
6     See  Deo  College  Mas  No  183,  (1883  8), 

6  It  is  nob  known  whether  Krstiils&vis'elshara,  who  wrote  Kuvalayavajmatika before  1648  A  D  was  identical  with  this  author  [00,  111,  26  ,  10,  VII  41S4) 

7  In  Sam  1687  (1631  A  D  )  Krsna's  pupil  Jayan{a  wrote  an  abridgment  TaKva- 
oandra  of  Krsna's  Prakriyakaumudi  which  was  composed  for  the  benefit  of  Prinoe 
KalySna,  son  of  a  petty  chief  of  Patrabunja  in  the  duab  between  Ganges  and  Jumna. 
PrakrlySprakaii  gives  the  genealogy  of  tae  kiugs  of  Antarvedi  with  oapital  Patrabhunj* 
foe  five  generations  ending  with  KalyS^a     See  Belvalhar's  Sys  8k  Gr  45 

8  Ed  Kavyannli,  Bombay  Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre  II,  400  There 
is  an  anonymous  commentary  on  it,  CO,  I.  77  ,  II  15  ,  in.  17.  There  is  another 
play  of  this  name  by  a  poet  Damodara,  CO,  I  77  The  first  play  of  this  name  is mentioned  by  PaJaDjali,  see  para  564  supra 

8     OO,  I.  462 ,  H  106  ,  PR,  III  21 ,  App,  887 
10.    PB,  IY.xxi 
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the    campus    Panja^aharana,*    Usapannaya    and    Sat\  abhama-vilasa," 

Kriyagopanaramayana  * 

693  Gokulanatha  was  the  son  of  Umadevi  and  Pltambara,  a 
brahmin  of  Phanadaha  family  of  Mijhila  of  Srivatsagotra  He  flouribh- 
ed  m  the  court  of  king  Fatteh  Saha  of  Srinagara  in  the  16th  century 

A.D  At  the  king's  instance  he  composed  Lkavah,  a  work  on  metrics 
and  there  he  says 

1^ rasfr  #?m  aw  v%  15?iot  II 

His  only  daughter  Kadambarl  was  drowned,  when  yet  a  child,  in 
the  Ganges  and  in  her  memory  he  composed  ihe  poem  Kundakadam- 
bari     There  he  wrote 

$rs*r  #f  ̂   ?*r  fim  i%  5?  «Ff  fforcr 

Tf^rsreTfitg^^^n  ??  ftsfa  fa<rt%  II 

At  a  npe  age  of  90,  he  passed  away  at  Kasi,  Besides  a  gloss  of 

Kavyaprak&sa  and  the  poem  Sivastufci,*  he  wrote  the  plays  Muditv- 
madalasa  in  7  acts  on  the  marriage  of  Madalasa,  daughter  of  Visvavasa 

and  Kuvalayasva,8  and  Amptodaya,  an  allegorical  play  illustrating  the 
ills  of  Samsara  * 

694  Laksmanamanickyadeva  was  ruler  of  Noakhfili  during 

the  reign  of  Emperor  Akbar  (1556-1605  AD)7  He  was  a  poet  and 
patron  of  letters  He  is  said  to  have  written  several  dramas,  but  only 
two  are  now  available,  Kuvalayasvacanta  on  the  loves  of  Kuvalayasva 

and  Madalasa,  and  Vikhya^avijaya*  in  sis  acts  depicting  the  battle 
between  Nakula  and  Kauravas 

1     Ed.  Bombay     This  was  written  at  the  Instance  of  king  Narojjama,  brother  of 
tang  TSta&wapura  °eac  KS£i 

3.    Opp  n  2888 
8.    See  para  846  atipra 
4  Printed,  Bombay 
5  DO,  XXI.  8441,  8416  (where  there  is  an  anonymous  commentary) 
6  Printed,  Bombay 
7  00,  HI  36,    Other  dramas  on  the  subjeot  are  by  Vamfomam  and  Krsna* 

daft*  (.00, 1  118  ,  GO,  HI.  83)     On  Vamlratagi,  see  para.  299  supra 
3     00,  III   120,  HSR,  (1904) 
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MahestaRA  Pandita,  flourished  in  the  CoUrl  of  Bahadur  Shah  of 

Guzarat  (1526-1537  AD)  la  his  play  Svarnamuktavivada,  he  des- 
cribes a  dispute  between  gold  and  pearl  and  king  Balabhadradeva  of 

^rinagari  acts  as  referee  * 

695  Balakavi  lived  in  Mullandrnm  in  N  Arcot  District  He 

was  son  of  Kalahasti  of  Bharadvajagotra  He  must  have  been  related 

to  Dmdimas  *  In  the  prologue  to  Nalacantanataka,  Nilakantha  has 

praised  him  He  was  a  comtemporary  of  Uddanda  *  He  was  in  the 
court  of  King  Ramavarman  of  Cochin,  who  abdicated  in  1537  AD  in 

favour  of  his  brother  Godavarman  (1537-1561  AD)  Ihis  story  of  the 
abdication  and  pilgrimage  to  Benares  is  described  in  his  Ramavarma- 
vilasa,  and  in  the  play  Rataaketudaya  he  traces  the  fortunes  of  that 

king  till  the  abdication  * 

Godavarman  appears  to  have  ruled  along  with  Ravivarman 

After  them  came  Virakeralavarman  (1561-1565  A  I) )  In  his  court 
nourished  the  poet  Nilakantha  He  was  probably  the  same  as 
Nilakantha  of  Sangamagrama  (KQdalur)  in  Naren  near  P.iltumhi  in 

Malabar  and  of  a  well-known  Nambudn  brahmin  family*  In  his 
Kamalmlkalahamsa,  a  play  in  facts,  he  describes  the  marriage  of 
Kamalim  with  Kalahamsa  * 

696  Vilinatha  was  son  of  Kanakasabhapati  and  grandson  of 
Vagnanarayana  of  Kausikagofra  He  lived  in  Visnupuram  in  1  anjore 
District  and  in  the  court  of  King  Acyuta  (1577-1614  AD)  was 
enacted  his  play  Madanamanjarfmahotsava  *  It  describes  (he  des- 

truction of  king  Candravarman  of  Pataliputra  by  Rudr.nn  mortal  form  to 
help  his  devotee  king  Parakrama  Bhaskara  of  Paniala  I  he  following 
is  typical  of  his  style  and  orthodoxy » 

1  tO,  1628 
2  See  para  131  supra, 
8.  See  para  169  supra 
i  JOB.V  Ml. 

5.  Nllabnfilia  of  Muktisthala  who  oommeaded  on  Vasudeva'g  Saurfkatha  (DO XXI  816a)  is  different 

6.  DO,  XXI  8890   For  his  oommenfcary  on  MahSvira&Kita,  hoc  DC  XXI  8497. 
T    TM4.Vm.Ml.  ItuMSik  XXVI   Madras.    The  mauusoript  breaks  off In  5th  Aofc 
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m  strt  q^r«jt  gaftpcnrr  €rfarEsn^risq 

^nsrjj^rfafe^^ft^r  <rfasrRrwsrr  | 
sfc^Rr  %sra5*fw$ifatf«&  #N>rfsqfr? 

697  Bhudeva  Sukla  was  the  son  of  Sukadeva  and  pupil  of 
Snkanlh<idik{>i|d  He  lived  al  Jambusaras  in  Kashmir  about  the 

beginning  of  the  17th  century  AD*  In  Dharmavijciya,  a  play  in 
5  acts,  he  demonstrated  the  merits  of  a  life  regulated  by  spiritual 
ordinances  and  meant  it  as  a  corrective  of  the  several  lapses  from 

religion  rampant  during  the  time  of  Emperor  Aurangazeb  and  his 

succesbors  *    His  Rasavilasa  is  a  work  on  poetics  " 

698  Sathakopa  was  a  famous  Pontiff  of  the  Ahobila  Mutt  of 
Southern  India  He  was  seventh  in  apostehc  descent  from  the  founder 

of  the  Mutt  of  a  like  name  and  was  the  immediate  successor  of  (Sastha) 
Parankuba,  who  was  a  contemporary  of  Aliya  Ramaraja  of  Vrjianagar. 
He  himself  lived  in  the  days  of  Sri  Rangaraja  of  Vijianagar  He  was 

the  son  of  ̂nnivasficdrya  of  Bharadwajagotra  of  Jilankadu  (Balavana) 
village,  His  original  name  was  Iirumala  and  bore  the  title 
Kavitarkikakantbirava  His  Vasantikaparinaya  is  a  drama  in  five 

a<  ts  of  splendid  poetry,  describing  the  marriage  of  Ahobila  Narasimha 
with  Vasan$tka,  a  wood  nymph.  He  was  capable  of  dictating  poetry 

to  100  persons  at  a  time  and  was  praised  by  a  poet  VahinTpa-Ji  * 

699  Kumara  Tatacarya  (Satakra$a)  was  son  of  Veakatacarya 
and  grandson  of  Srinivasa  of  Salhamarsanagotra  He  was  a  descendant 

of  Srisailapurna  the  preceptor  of  RSmanuja.  SrisailapHrna's  lme 
branched  off  over  various  parts  of  the  Madras  Presidency  Laksroi- 

kumara  fatacarya*  represents  the  line  that  stayed  m  Kanci  and  there 
are  other  lines  at  Kumbakonam  and  the  Circars  etc  This  poet 
belongs  to  the  family  that  settled  itself  at  Tirupati  and  its  progenitor  is 

1.  Printed  Bombay  and  Benares.  See  Mitra's  Noho«s,  I  87  There  Is  a 
commentary  on  it  by  hisdesoiple  Bhavanlfankara  (10  VIH  4183) 

3.    Seelnt  toSdn  Sarawak  Bhavan  Serus 

8     00,1496,11110,111106.    lor  his  other  works',  see  00, 1,  all. 
I  Sources  of  Vixtnagar  Btstory.  He  was  adored  by  Mukundageva,  a  Gajapatl 

prlnoe  ot  the  16th  oentary.    DO,  XXI.  8500% 
6.    See  para  212  supra. 
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called  "Tolappacarya  Kumara  was  the  High  Pnest  of  Raghunatha  Naik 

and  Vyayaraghava  Naik  of  Tanjore  who  ruled  from  1614  AD*  His 

Panjatanataka  in  five  acts  is  based  on  the  story  of  Panjataharana  * 

700  Jagannatha,  son  of  Kjambara,  was  a  Brahmin  of  Mrfchila 
and  contemporary  of  Gokulana^ha  1  o  delight  the  feudatory  chiefs 
who  were  assembled  at  the  court  of  Faieh  Shah,  ho  composed  the 

play  Atandracandnka,  early  in  17th  century  AD' 

701.    Mathuradasa    was    pupil    of    KjSnadasa       lie    was  a 

Kayasjiha  of  the  city   of  Suvarnasekharn   on  the   banks,    of  the  Jumna 

His  Vrgabhanuja  is  a  natika  describing  the   loves  of  Kwia  and  Radha, 

daughter  of  VySabhanu  * 

702  Madhusudana,  son  of  Narayan.i  of  Sandilyagotra  and 

desciple  of  Kr?nasarasvati,  wrote  play  KrSi'akutuhald,"  and  is  different 
from  the  famous  Madhusudana  Sarasvati ' 

703  [Madhusudana  (Saras vati)  whose  original  name  was 
Kamalanayana  was  a  Gauda  Kanojia  brahmin  of  Kas)apago£ni  He 
was  the  son  of  Purandara  Yadavananda  was  his  brother,  It  is  said 

that  Yadava's  son  Madhava,  contemporary  of  Pratlpaditya  (16-17 
century  AD),  bore  the  title  of  Avilambas.irasv.iti/  for  extempore 

poetry  With  his  two  sons,  Purandara  once  went  to  the  Court  of 

Madhava  Pasa  in  Bansal  District,8  and  exhibited  the  extraordinary 
faculties  of  MridhusDdana  The  chief  was  delightod  but  refused  to 

grant  a  site  on  which  Purandara  wanted  to  build  a  hut  Madhusiidana 

was  much  grieved  and  took  his  father's  leave  to  renounce  the  world. 

1  The  statement  in  para  146  ana  the  footnote  (8)  thoro  that  KuraSra  jajaoarya 
was  a  resident  of  Kanoi  is  an  error,  due  to  the  confusion  between  his  nanio  and  that  of 

Laksmikumara  Tata°ary*  Ktimara  f  ajSoSrya  alias  AparySptamrfa,  who  oominontcd 
on  CarnpubhSrSta  {TO,  lit  S582)  was  the  great  groat  grandon  of  LjkfmikumSra  of 
Kanoi     See  also  DO,  XXI  8204 

2  TO,  n  2874  ,  SV3  254 
8     PR,  II  23. 

4     Ed   Bombay     See  Mitra's  Nohoes  (187S) 
5,  00,1  119,  There  are  poems  Krsnakridita  by  Kcfavarka  (Or/  849),  Krsoa- 

kautrihala,  anonymous  (CO,  I  119)  and  Krsnakutuhala  by  Ramaoandra  Bhatta 
(Pand*t,  VI.  108). 

6  See  P  0.  Divanji's  Int  to  Siddantahindu  (QOS,  Baroda  p.  xi) ,  Abhayankara's Int  to  8iddhantabinau  (Qovt  Oi   Series,  Olass  A  No  2,  p  27) 
7  See  under  Oiranjiva  post. 
8  The  kingdom  was  oallod  0andra4vipa  and  kings  Oandra  kings  (Soo  El,  XII. 

No.  12). 
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He  went  to  Benares  and  was  initiated  into  Brahmavidya  by  Visvesvara 
Sarasvati  There  he  composed  his  famous  Advaitasiddhi  Tulasidasa, 
the  poet  to  whom  we  owe  the  Hindi  masterpiece  Ramacantamanasa, 
was  his  friend,  whom  he  praised  thus 

In  Kotahpara  near  Fandpur  in  Fastern  Bengal  there  is  still  a 

village  known  as  Purandaravatikd  and  a  shrine  attached  to  it  of  Sri 
Daksinamurti  and  Kalika  said  to  have  been  built  by  Purandara  In 

BhavabhumrWirlS  or  history  of  Kolallpara,  composed  In  Raghavendra 
Kavisokhara  says  Madhusudana  was  brother  of  Purandara  and  not  the 

son  Emperor  Akbar  (1556-1605  AD  )  nruled  Madhusudana  to  his 
Court  and  after  plen*>ant  disputations  held  with  the  learned  men  of 

that  court  he  was  well  honoured  there  Madhusudana1  must  therefore  be 

referred  to  the  16-17th  century  A  D  Besides  several  works'  on  Bhak^i 
cult  and  Advaita  philosophy  he  wrote  commentaries  on  Vedasfyiti, 

Mahimna§totra,"  probably  Bhagnvatn,4  and  Haniria,"  and  a  poem 
Anandamandakini*  on  Kjpw  ] 

704  Ramanuja  was  (he  son  of  Saranammacarya  and  grandson 

of  Ramanuja  of  Vadhulagotra  and  lived  al  Tnvellore,  Chmgleput 
District  They  trace  descent  from  DRsarafhi  or  Mudaliyandan 
Saranammacarya  was  the  fourth  m  descent  from  Rangaraja  who  was 

honoured  by  Kysnaraya  of  Vijianagar  (1509-1529  AD)  Ramanuja 

wrote  the  Vasulaksmikalyana*    (in   the   marriage  of  god  Ranganatha 

1  See  Mvaraohandra's  mi  to  Haril|Bmeka,  whero  he  lakes  the  information, 
from  VaidikavSdavimai***,  a  family  ohromcla  of  the  Western  Vaidik*  brahmins  of 
KSfyapafiotra  Das  Gupta's  History  of  Indian  Philosophy,  420,  Prahlad  0  Divanji's 
Madliusudana  Sarasvati,  7m  life  and  looths,  Annals,  VIII,  149,  IX  818,  and  Int  to 
S  ddhanfabindu  (008),  Kshotresioandra  Ohattopadbyaya,  Ibid,  VIII  435,  S,  N  Tad- 
patnkar,  A  work  on  Arthasastra,  by  Madhusudana,  Ibid  VIII  33 ,  Ointaharan 
Ohakravarfci ,  Ibid.  IX  804 

a    oo.i  4a7 
3  Pnnfcod,  Bombay  and  Calcutta 
4  Printed,  Bombay  Hie  oomvnontnry  on  the  1st  verse  (printed,  Bnndavan)  is 

olassioal  There  is  another  iaterpresatton  of  this  verse  in  100  meanings  by  Vam&dhara 
(Printed,  Bombay) 

5  Calcutta  Oriental  Series,  Oilontta  Hariliia  is  anantikramSnl  by  Bopadeva 
for  BhSgavata  R  Knshnaswami  Sistn,  Madhusadanasarasvai  (Annals,  XI  199  , 
JOB,  II  0),    K  T,  Tolang,  Note  on  the  dah  of  Madhusudana,   {JBRAS,  XXX  8G8) 

6  Printed  Bombay,    See  Goplnath  Kavin,]  on  his  date,  Soros.   Bhav    Series, 
vn.  m 

7  DO,  XXI  8604 
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with  Vasulaksmi,  well  known  as  Goddess  Urnyur  Naihiyar  and  was 

enacted  at  the  vernal  festival  of  Vlraraghava  at  Tnvellore  His  other 

works  are  Viraraghavakanakavallivivaaa,  Vedap.ld  irSina)  ana,1  Rama- 

yanacampu,  Vardhikanyaparmaya  He  must  have  lived  early  m  the 

17th  century  A  D 

Ramanuja's  brother  was  Bhavanarayapa 2  His  son  Ramanuja 

wrote  the  RamanujacampS  on  the  life  of  Ramanuja"  i\am3nuja's 

paternal  uncle  wss  Varadaguru  His  pupil  was  Ku  imia  V enkatnrya  of 

Atreyago^ra  and  his  son  Varadarya  wrote  hhana  Anangabrahmavidya- 

vilasa  intended  to  be  enacted  at  the  festival  at  1  npln  ane  * 

705  Ramabhadra's  Diksita's  Janakipannaya  is  very 

popular  It  is  framed  as  a  comedy  of  errors  "  I  wo  seN  of  characters 
are  brought  to  action,  the  one  genuine  and  the  other  disguised,  so 

that  a  confusion  arises  among  themselves  when  they  are  made  to  meet 

each  other  Vidyujjihva,  Ravana  and  Sarana  appear  respei  tivel)  as 

Kausika,  Rama  and  Lakshmana  and  so  do  1  ataka  And  Sila  I  he 

marriage  of  Rama  and  Sita  comes  up  not  at  MithiU  I  ml  at  the  her- 

mitage  of  Visvamitra  Most  noteworthy  is  an  inter-drama,  enacted  at 

Ravana's  Durbar  The  sub-plot  begins  with  Rama's  search  for  Sita 

and  closes  with  Vah's  warfare  The  last  act  brings  up  the  culmination 

of  the  mischief  of  the  Rakshasas  Surpanakha  shows  herself  to 

Bharatam  the  disguise  of  aTapasi  and  leads  him  to  a  misapprehension 

of  Rama's  death  Just  when  Bharata  was  propared  to  mount  the 

funeral  pile,  Rama's  arrival  is  announced  and  .ill  ends  happily  with 

the  coronation  of  Rama  "  The  drama  must  be  considered  a  master- 

piece of  Ramabhadra  Ihe  style  is  learned  and  amusing  The 

poetry  is  not  intricate  and  the  whole  story  of  the  RfiraRyana  is  run 

over  with  rapidity  without  omitting  reference  to  any  important  detail  * 

706     Venkatesvara*  was  the  son  of  DharmarSja  of  Naidhru- 

1     Printed,  Aisha  View,  Vizagapatam 
3.    DC,  XXI  8275 
8     DO,  XXI  8275 
4  DO,  XXI  8345 
5  Ed  Madras  and  Bombay  For  a  ontioal  aooount,  aoe  Sah,  XXtl  On  the 

author,  see  para  160  supra 
6  In  00, 1  696,  SabhapativilSsa  Is  wrongly  given  ag  the  work  of  DharmSrSji. 

This  mistake  is  copied  in  Schuyler,  Si  There  is  a  drama  oallod  Nilftparigaya  (00,  I. 
802,  Levi  App  16)  by  Prghavat  It  is  not  known  whother  Vonkfttcij,  author  of  the 
drama  Raghavabhyudaya  {00, I  500}  and  BhSnuprabandha  Prahasana,  (Tanj.  VIII, 
862P,  VI  2806),  and  Venkatcfo,  author  of  Venkateiaprnhasana  (2)0,  XXI  8525)  are 
different 
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vakiisyapig< »tn  of  Mnmlur  and  lived  in  the  Court  of  Kings  Shahaji 

and  Serfojee  of  lanjore  (1GS+-1710, 1711-1728  AD)  Besides  Bhosala- 

vanibSvali,  a  history  of  that  ro>al  dvnasty,1  he  wrote  the  dramas* 

Raghavananda,  Mlapannaja  ind  Sabhapatmlasa  and  a  prahasana 

Unmattikaviknlas  i " 

707  Sankara  (DikSit  i)  was  son  of  Balakr&na  and  grandson  of 

DhnndirA]  i,  probably  the  vme  is  V)  asiyajvan,  who  lived  about  1713 

AD*  He  wrote  the  pli\  Prnduimmtujaia  for  performance  at  the 
coronation  of  SabhTsnndiri,  Rip  of  Pannah,  the  grandson  of  the 

celebrated  Lhitrvnl  of  Rundlekand  ' 

Dhundhirnja's  pupil  \  issanStha  wrote  the  nafctka,  Smgarav.atika 
on  the  loves  of  Candral  eh,  km^  of  Av  inti  and  Kantimati,  daughter  of 

king  of  Campavati  * 

708  Jagannatha  was  the  son  of  minister  Balakpna  and 

Laksmi  and  pupil  of  kametvar  i  He  was  in  the  Court  of  King  Serfojee 

of  Tanjore  (1711-1728  AD  /  His  Rntimanmatbi*  is  a  drama  on  Rati 
and  Manmatha,  and  Vasumntipannaia8  is  another  drama  on  the 
mnmage  of  Vasumati 

Raraacandnsekaara  performed  Pnundarikayag*  and  was  proficient 

m  grammar  At  the  behest  of  King  Tulaja  of  Tanjore  (1765-1787)  he 

wrote  the  play  Kalanand  ika  on  the  story  of  the  separation  of  Kalavati 

and  Nandaka  and  their  reunion  Nindnka  is  said  to  be  a  pnnce  born 

of  a  rojal  pair  as  a  gift  of  Ramabhadra,  the  deity  of  Bhadracala* 

709  Kranadatta  was  the  son  of  Sadarama  and  Anandddevi 

He  was  the  brahmin  of  the  village  of  Tramatiya  m  the  Vajjada  district 

in  Mithila,  and  lived  about  the  middle  of  the  lSth  century10  His 

Puranjanatantn,  a  drama  m  live  nits,   relates   the   storv   of  Puranjana 

1  Sco  pari,  103  aupta     Tan)  VII  3287 
2  Tanj  V11I  8490,  351S,  t>415 

3  Tan]  VIII  OGlG     Otherwise  called  Lmnbo4arapmhas»ti9  (rcinied  Madras) 

4  Soe  para,  1G3  supi  a     SankaramUra,  who  wrote  the  play  GauwJjgAmbMa  (CC, 
III  87)  is  different 

5  CO,  I  852     Analysed  by  Wilson.  Theatre,  II.  402 
0  TO,  274 
7  Tan/  VIII  8490 
8.  CO,  I  567 
9.  TmU  VIII.  3361  ,         ,_       , 

10     PR,  IV  xxi ,  Sohuyler,  Dibl ,  03  gives  first  part  of  the  17th  oontury  A  D 
84 
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of  BhSgavata  Purina,1  his  Kuvalayasvlya,*  a  drnmi  in  seven  acts, 
relates  the  loves  of  a  vedic  student  and  a  maiden  M.lddnsa,  and  Sandra- 

kutQhala*  is  an  entertdiiung  farce  In  his  Radharahasyakavya  he  relates 
the  amours  of  Radha  and  Kpna,  in  22  long  cantos,  and  it  is  accom- 

panied by  his  own  commentary  He  wrote  a  commentary  on  Gitagovmda 

and  a  poem  Gitaganapata  in  imitation  of  it*  Candu antat nndrikn  is 
also  attnbuled  to  him  s 

(710  J  Visvanatha,  son  of  Tnmal.uleva,  originally  lived  on  the 
banks  of  the  Godavari  and  subsequently  migrated  to  Ren.ires  where  he 

composed  the  natika  MjgdnkalekhT  which  was  enacted  at  the  festival 

of  Visvesyara  about  the  end  of  18th  century  *  In  four  ac  Is  it  describes 
the  marriage  of  Mrgankalekh.l  and  KarpQratilaka  "  Mngankalekha 
is  the  daughter  of  the  king  of  Kamarupa,  or  Assam,  she  has  been 
beheld  by  Karpuratilaka,  king  of  Kahnga  whilst  hunting,  and  the 
parties  are  mutually  enamoured  The  obstacle  to  their  union  is  the 

love  of  Sankhapala,  a  demon,  to  oppose  whose  supernatural  agency 
the  minister  of  the  king  of  Kahnga,  who  alone  is  aware  of  the  circum- 

stance, invites  to  the  palace  a  benevolent  magician,  Siddhaiogmi,  and 

Mngankalekha  is  also  lodged  m  the  palace  as  the  friend  of  the  queen 

Vilasavati  Notwithstanding  these  precautions,  she  is  earned  off  by 
Sankhapala  to  the  tftnple  of  Kali,  when  the  Raja  wnndenng  disconsolate 
beyond  his  garden  bounds  comss  to  the  spot,  rescues  her  and  kills 

Sankhapala^  He  is  then  united  to  Mngankalekha  in  the  presence  of 

her  father  and  brother,  and  with  the  consent  of  his  queen,  killing 
also,  before  the  conclusion  of  the  rite,  the  brother  of  Sankhapala,  who 
comes  to  revenge  him  in  the  form  of  a  wild  elephant,  but  is 

encountered  and  slain  by  the  king  "f 
Though  imitating  Ratnavall  m  plot,  the  poet  has   an  en<  hantmg 

style  and  fancy 

1  00, I  889   It  was  composed  in  §5ka  1701 

2  00, I  113 

8.  PB,  III.  App  859,  362,  00,  I    707.   In  the  prologue  ho  mentions  king 
Dharmavarman  as  dead 

4  See  pats  298  svpra 
6  OC,  120 

6  CSC,  (1908),  152    Printed,  Sarasvati  Bhavan  Serfcw,  Benares. 
7.  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  891. 
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%jR?r^r5yrracfr  g^^rfrfJi»Tfeffffrr- 

711  Kisnanatha  Sarvabhauma,  Bhatlacarya,  was  son  of 

Durgada&a  Cakravarti  His  AnandatilAka,  in  5  kustimas,  is  really  a 

collection  of  poetry,  descriptive  and  narrative  interspersed  with  dialo- 
gues and  quasi  stage  directions  He  probably  lived  in  Guzarat  in  tha 

18th  century  *■ 

712  Devaraja  was  son  of  Sesodn  and  belonged  to  a  brahmin 
family  that  migrated  from  Patlamadai  in  Tinnevelly  District  and  settled 
at  Asrama,  a  village  near  Sucindram  in  Travancore  which  was  gifted 
to  twelve  brahmins  m  940  M  E  He  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King 

Martandavarman  (1729-1758  AD)  of  Travancore  In  his  play 

Balamartandavijayam*  in  5  acts,  he  describes  the  victorious  marches 
of  his  patron,  acquisition  of  wealth  and  the  renovation  of  the  shrine 
of  Sri  Padmanabha  at  Tnvandrum  In  the  prologue  he  mentions  his 

name  by  means  of  a  conundrum 

y+lJMRra'K  w$  tr?  *fnt  %f&  ft  Trsrf^  11 

and  the  senes  of  royal  presents  with  which  he  was  honoured 

^i%i4iH<«nT'7ft'WT?r  ̂ ruft^RT^srr  to  I 

«fl^  HPwrwiff^n^i  st^trirt  ll 

713  Ramavarma  Vanci  Yuvaraja  known  as  Asvini  Maharaja 
was  the  then  Yuvaraja  of  Tavancore  and  lived  in  1757-1789  AD  He 

wrote  the  plays  Rukminlpannaya8  and  Srngarasudhakara*  and  campus 
Karfavlryavijaya*  and  S<m$anagopala*  and  Vandsastava 

1  JO,  243  He  wrote  also  Raroayan»8a»  For  his  other  works  see  CC,  I  131, 

Ihere  is  one  Anandajilafeabhana  {Opp  183a)  Kisnanatha  PanoSnana  who  com- 
mented on  Saktm&aia  (Opp  8383)  is  different 

3  Printed  iTSS,  Trivanarunj  His  oommentaty  on  Bbaravi  is  printed  partly  in 
31  Bam  Sah  Pt  Calcutta 

8.    Printed,  Bombay. 
i.    Trav,  79    There  is  Srngara^ndattbhSna  by  Hvaraaarma  (1  o.) 
6    Printed,  Bombay.    Trav,  80 
6.    Trav,  81. 
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714  Godavarman  Yuvaraja,  or  \uvaraj<i  morelv,  was  ,i 

prince  of  Cranganore  and  lived  in  1  MX)- lb  11  A  I)  besides  tho  poem 
Ramacanta,  he  wrote  the  bhana  Rasasadan  i,  «ind  poems  Sripadi- 

saptakd,  Muranpuslotra,  find  Sudhanand  ilahari  * 
715.  Ra&LA\ARMAN  (\uvaraja)  known  as  kawslrvalmauina 

Kochunnx  lampuran*  was,  a  voungcr  member  of  Ihe  roval  fannh  of 
Cranganoor  and  lived  in  1858-19.26  lie  had  live  brothers  versed  in  all 
the  sciences  He  was  the  recipient  of  iki/lut  from  the  Prime  of  Wales 
on  the  eve  of  his  visit  to  India  His  poem  Iripuradaham  shows  ex- 

quisite poetry  His  Anangavijaya  and  Vitarajauj.iya*  arc  bhaii.is  replete 
with  pleasant  sentiments  Among  his  other  \vi  >rks  are  Vallyudbhava, 

Viprasandesa,  Devadevesvarasattka,  Uttararama<  arita  and  JSanayiu'dha- 
campii  He  completed  Ramacant  i  which  was  Icfl  unlmishod  (up  to 

Aranjakanda)  by  Riimavarman  (Godavarman  *)  lie  wrolo  .i  summary  of 
Devisaptasati  ot  Markandeyapurana  * 

Closely  related  to  him  was  another  Ram.uarm.in  known  .is 

Mahakavi  Kunjikutlan  Tampuran  of  Cranganore  (lSo"i-19K5)  Ho 
wrote  vvayogas,  Kira$arjuniya  and  Jarasandhavadba  * 

716     Another  Ramavarman  was  tho  noi)he\v  of  Ravivarm  in,  Raj.i 
ofKollam  and  Keralavarman     His    C.mdnkakalapida.n  is  a  drama  in 
five  acts  describing  the  marriage  ol  Candnka   and    Kandarpasekhara 
I  he  drama  was  to  be  enacted  at  tht  L  aitra    loslival    of  Nilakantha   in 
Cellar  m  Malabar  * 

In  Subalavajratunda,  a  drama  in  3  <u  ts,  Rlmakavi,  a  ro\al  print o 
of  Malabar,  describes  the  sturv  of  the  killing  ol  a  serpant  talltd 
Raktangada  by  a  rat  named  Vajratunda  f<ir  having  tarried  oil  his 
beloved  Subala,  as  his  prey T 

1  Printed,  Kavyamala,  Bombay  Soo  lutuiluotiuii  tbeco  for  otbtir  works  Sou 
para  177  supra  Ramavacma  MA*  young  moiubwo:  IU.H  family,  bom  lUOi  ffobcuaiy, 
has  written  Kamuudi,  a  poem  m  0  sargas,  (an  adaptation  ot  aoldmuith'H  llermti) 
and  Devipa454ike4iBtotram  in  about  800  slokas  Uo  informs  mo  that  this  author's 
name  was  Godavarman  and  not  RSmaratman, 

3.    Bee  para  ISO  supra, 
B     Printed,  Tnohur 

i     DC,  XX  7815     See  para  J  77  &«jra 
5     Printed,  Salt  Madias 

BaviraruMkulafc.kb.ara,    sou  of  UJaayamun   U3m,  wrote  ,i  jhjoiu  Hamayana saugiaha  (2Vav   01). 

Manavikrama   Kavirajaunuau    wrolo  poom,   Vw,kUnvi|»yoll.lv»,  Mauaauopa tambara,  Rauasiugarajaoacila  and  hvod  about  l'JOO  A  O.  2V«u  JL'jl.  lua 
U    2*0,  III.  aOS'J. 
7.    DC,  SJk.1,  86S1. 
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717  Venkatasubramanjra  was  the  son  of  Venkatesvara- 
raakhin  and  wan  the  lifih  in  descent  from  BrlLanlhadhvarin,  son  of 

Yppayadiksita  In  honor  of  his  patron  king  Ramavarman  of  Travancore 
(1758  to  1798),  he  composed  a  drama  Vasulakshmikal}aii5m,  describing 
his  marriage  with  Vasulaksml,  a  Sindhu  princess,  to  secure  a  political 

alliance  l 

718  Varada  Acarya  was  son  of  Ghatikasata  SudarsSna  He 

lived  at  Kind  and  was  a  contemporary  of  Ramabhadra  DikSita"  in  the 
latter  half  of  the  I8th  century  He  was  fifth  in  descent  from  Nadadur 

Ammal  \.  Varada)  who  was  grandson  of  Sudarsana,  nephew  of  Ramanuja 

lo  vie  with  Kamabhadra's  Syngaratilaka  called  Ayja  BhaQa,  Varada 
wrote  Vasintalilaka*  called  Ammal  Bhana,,  therein  there  are  descrip- 

tions of  ma^K  shows,  snake  charmers  and  the  like  His  Vedanfa- 
vilasa  or  \  alirajavijaya,  a  play  in  6  acts,  describes  the  life  of 

Ramanuja  * 

719  Peruaun  was  the  son  of  Venkata  of  Kausikago$ra  His 
Vasumangalanajaka  with  an  anonymous  commentary  on  it  is  m  five 
\cts  <ind  describes  the  marriage  of  Upancaravasu  and  Girika,  daughter 
of  Marut  kolahala,  and  was  to  be  staged  at  the  festival  of  Minakjf  in 

Madura  1  he  prologue  refers  to  his  other  works,  Bamacandravijaya, 
Bharatabhyudaya,  Venkalabhana  and  Cakorasandesa  He  lived  in  18lh 

century  AD6 

728  Akihapancakanaiaka  in  five  acts  of  unknown  authorship 
describes  how  Manmatha  was  reborn  as  the  son  of  Saunraja,  the  deity 

that  is  worshipped  at  Kr^napurara  ( 1  lrukkannapuram),  Tanjore 
District,  how  as  an  infant  he  was  cast  into  the  sea  by  Sambarasura, 
how  the  servants  of  Sambara  found  the  infant  in  the  belly  of  a  fash 
and  how  Rati,  the  daughter  of  Sambara,  enamoured  of  him,  had  him 

tended  well,  and  in  the  end  he  married  her  after  killing  Sambara  " 

1  Trav  78  For  a  desutipfcion,  sea  Trav  Areih  Serua,  V  22-36  wherein  the 
geneology  of  the  author  is  also  given,  VaealaksmfkalySna  of  RSmSnuja  is  a  different 
work  [DO,  VIII  8£0l) 

2  See  para  ICO  supra 
8.  Printed  Madras,  Keitb,  bD,  268, 
i  PC,  XXI,  SfiJO  Printed  Madras 
5  l)U,  XXI  8107 
0  Z>0,  YM  8877  It  is.oalled  Arthapauoaka  because  It  embodies  hve  thingb 

fa'cir  qmswiwft  Ktrqrrfr  ig^fe^  l 

atftesw  ssrsfa35^  ratftea^  II 
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721  Sundararaja  Acarya,  son  of  Varadaraja  of  Atreyagot,ra, 
was  a  native  of  Elathur  Agraharam  m  Travancore  He  was  born  m 

the  year  Plava  xn  Kollam  year  1016  (1841  A  D )  and  lived  on  for 

63  years  He  had  the  control  of  Marutimantra  with  which  he  wai»  able 
at  will  to  command  the  presence  of  the  energies  of  Hanuman  in  predi 
caments  of  distress  Venkatalaksml  was  his  wife  He  was  proficient  in 

all  Saspas  and  was  a  bom  poet  He  ■%  as  patronised  by  the  rulers  of 
Travancore  and  Ettiyapuram  and  was  a  friend  of  the  royal  poet 
Keralavarman  of  Travancore  His  writings  are  many  Among  Campus 
are  Godapanoaya,  Kamsavadha,  Ramabhadravijaya  and  Srinivasa- 
diksitendracarr$a  Among  poems  are  Nitiramayana,  Ramabhadrastuti 

and  Kpaaryasfuti  Among  dramas  <«re  Padmmiparinaya,  Vaidarbhf- 
vasudeva,  Snusaviiava,  Hanumadvijaya  and  Rasikaranjana  He  wrote 

commentaries  on  Keralavarman'*  Kamsavadhacampu,  Swamidiks^a's 
Vallipannaya  and  Godaparnaya  *  His  brother's  grandson  Varadaraja 
wrote  his  biography  in  a  campu 

722  Vaidyanatha  V&caspati  Bhattacarya  lived  at 
Nnddea  about  the  middle  of  the  19th  century  AD  He  wrote  his 

Caitrayagna  m  five  acts  at  the  instance  of  Lvarac  andrn,  Rajah  of 

Nuddea,  It  depicts  the  legend  of  I?aksa's  sacrifice  in  all  its  details, 
the  assemblage  and  reception  of  the  Gods  and  the  ceremonial  of  the 

sacrifice  ' 

723  Viraraghava  was  the  son  of  Isvara  and  KSmakji  and  of 

Kaundinyagotra  He  lived  in  Sahajimaharajapuram  ( I  lruvasmallur) 
and  was  patronised  by  a  King  called  Rivendra,  Siv.iji  of  1  anjore 

(1885-1865  AJD  )*  His  Ramarajyabhiseka  is  a  drama  in  bevon  Acts 
describing  the  story  of  the  Ramayana,  and  Vallipannaya*  is  a  dr.ima  u 

five  acts  describing  the  marnage  of  Valli  and  Subrahmanj  a  *  Parvafi- 
s$ofra  is  a  lync  in  praise  of  Parvaji " 

1  These  books  have  been  printed  in  difleront  lnanuaoriptsiu  Travanooro,  Ettiya- 
puram and  Madras  I  am  indebted  for  this  information  to  Mr.  A  I'arthaBarathy 

Iyengar,  VyakhSnasa  Panoanana,  Akalamannadu,  Kistmi  District 
a  CO,  I  187  Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre  II  112-415  VaidyaiiS|h»,  author 

of  KrsnainSnatika  (CO,  I  123, ,  II  24,  195),  Vaidyanatha,  author  of  MithyaoSra 
prahasana  [CO,  I  455)  and  Vaidyanatha,  author  of  SaJsangavijayanStaka  {CO,  I  G90) are  different  persons  and  are  themselves  probably  not  idontical 

3,    See  Sobrahmanya  Iyer's  History  oj  MaJutraUa  Emgs  oj  Tanjore,  83 4     DC,  XXI  8484 
5.    Ibid.  8492 
6     DC,  No.  9608 
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724  Sundaraviraraghava  was  the  son  of  Kastflnranganatha 
and  grandson  of  Yiraraghava  of  VadhQlagotra  He  lived  at  Balakm- 

grhapura  (SiruvallQr)  in  the  South  An.ot  District  In  Bhojarajanka  he 
describes  the  domestic  conspiracy  at  the  Court  of  King  Munja  against 

the  life  of  Bhoja  *  His.  Ramdharavaniya9  is  a  drama  describing  the 
rape  of  Rambha  by  Riivana  and  the  consequent  curse  by  Nalakubara, 

her  lover,  that  Ravaim's  head  should  split  into  thousands,  if  he  should 
outrage  any  woman  It  was  intended  to  be  staged  at  Srirangam  at  the 

Caitra  festival  His  play  Abhmavaraghavd8  describes  the  story  of 
Ramayana 

His  father  wrote  Raghuvir.tvij.iya,*  a  samavakara  in  3  acts  des- 
cnomg  the  marriage  of  Rama  and  Sita  At  the  end  the  following 

dates  are  given  for  Rama's  birth,  marriage,  banishment  and  coronation 

S?wr  srsr^  e  m)  m  JT^a^r  ?refr  <mmim  ll 

725  Valhsahayakavi  of  Vadhulagotra  was  the  pupil  of 
Narayana  and  lived  at  Virmcipuram  in  North  Arcot  Dt  in  the  middle  of 

the  19th  century  Vedapurisadhwann,  the  author  of  Margasahayacarita, 

belonged  to  the  same  family  His  YayStitarunanandam*  is  a  drama  in 
five  acts  on  the  loves  of  ̂armistha  and  Yaya$i  who  regained  his  youth 

by  exchanging  hit.  old  age  with  his  son  Puru  *  His  Rocananandam  is 
probably  five  acts  describes  the  marriage  of  Aniruddha,  son  of  Prad- 

yumna  and  Rocana,  daughter  of  Rukmavarman  *  His  Acaryadigvrjaya 
is  a  campfl  on  the  life  of  dankara 

726  Padmamabha  was  the  son  of  Kamasastnn  of  Bharadvaja- 
gojra,  a  Teluga  brahmin  of  Kotipalli,  Godavan  District  On  the 
occasion  of  the  festival  of  Somesvara  at  Kotipalli  he  composed  his 

fripuravijayavyayoga,8  celebrating  the  conquest  of  fnpura  by  Siva 

1  TO,  II.  2418     See  pata  515  supra. 
2.  TO,  II  3386 
S  TO,  III  8H88 
4  TO,  II  3444 
6,  DC,  XXI.  8477     Another  Drama  Yay5ti-Devay5moantram  seems  to  have 

been  composed  with  some  songs  for  staging     DO,  XXI.  8479 
6.  ffnd  8489. 
7  DC,  XXI  8087 
8.  I-O.ni.  8870. 
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He  visited  Benares  and  on  that  occasion   wrote  his   LiruIarpninbHm 
a  piece  of  erotic  narration.1    He  lived  m  (he  19th  lentun. 

727  Narayana  Sastnn  lived  at  Nadukuvenin  I  .mjore  District 
His  brother  Srinivasa  was  a  great  authority  in  (he  D  ir«anas  and  editted 
the  Journal  called  Brahmavidja  Norajaua  was  a  horn  poet  He  bore 
the  title  of  Bhatta  Sri  and  BalasarasvatF  He  was  m  imprpssue  lei  turer 
and  gave  the  benefit  of  his  lectures  on  the  GitS  io  mam  m  nssembh 

in  Madras  He  passed  away  in  the  vear  Siidharana  (1911  \.D)  al 
the  age  of  51  His  learning  was  versatile  and  in  the  field  of  poetrv 

his  authorship  was  prolix  and  he  can  well  ri\  il  in  \nlume  and  (jti.ihlj 
any  other  writer  of  the  world  lie  wrote  92  dramas  wub.  themes 
embracing  almost  all  Indian  rajtholog)  as  well  ,is  imagination  Of 

these  ten  are  in  print'  His  Mythillyam  in  10  ails  relates  thf  stun  of 
Ramaya^a,  Sarmisjhavijayam  in  four  acts  treats  of  the  marriage  of 
Yayati  and  Sarmistha,  and  KalrvidhOn mam  In  10  aits  describes  the 
story  of  Nala  Two  other  plays,  are  Jarkrajavv  itrLim  m  7  ads  and 
SuramayQram  in  7  acts 

He  wrote  Sundaravijaya,  a  long  poem  m  24  iftnlos,  (.i  inmillst- 

campS,  Cmfcamani  an  Akhyayika  in  3  parts  and  Aiarjatantii,  i  prnso 
narrative  in  2  parts  on  the  life  of  Sankar.i  In  rholnni ,  he  wrufo 
Natakadipika  in  12  pirts,  Viraarna  in  6  parts  ami  Klvsaminiams.l  m 

2  Adhyayas  • 
The  following  are  his  other  dramas 

$fa#rq;  (10),  rtMiKiq  (4),  jnfaT*Rr^  (5),  m*R#rf^ii  (7), 
VfflirAAwvtl  (7),  hot^  (5),  ijpqwq;  (<>),  trrur^^  (7),  faitfo. 
«BR  (7),   ftro^  (5),   fa^(L0)frjpf^(|2)TOri^  (i)> 
*»WPfN^(9), WNg  (5),  ?mfc&\  (0),  (10),  ypetfcfn  (7),imm 
(7),  wzjfaxftm^  *fe®ftm$  (7),  tmm  (7),  ̂ p^fr  (5),  jj>ww; 
(6),  xmA%  (5),  m$*m  (7),  atfHi  (V,  hw  ('*;,  ttflfcft 
(6)^«rftwa  (5),  fi^no^  (7),  qqn^r^  (10),  vftftrot  (7), 
wribra*,    (io),   ronro*    (7),   irpnvfhn;  (L0),  «fanrt*<c 

1  Snd  III  3177 
2  Printed  Madras  and  Chidambaram 

8     The  manuscripts  of  his  works  are  said  to  bo  with  hw  gem  at  Alampallam 
village  near  Kollengode     My  attempts  to  get  at  tbera  have  boon  of  no  avail  and  my better  to  the  Curator,  Oriental  Mamwonpfc  Library  giving  the.  information  mm  to  ban 
Ieen  of  no  effect  too  in  getting  then  preserved.    Somootlhoro  itlavs  are  wllhNnngn varam  Rajappa  Iyer  of  Triohinopoly 
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(6),  IJFSRH  (5),  *rai€lisq  (7),  Xmtm,  (8),  q^psuPw;  (6),  aroma; 

(7),  mi^  btw^^re^  (10),  gswqsstfr  (6),  a^nfr  (7),  qitfsfrw 
(5),  frspwar  (7),  *ii*-^*v^  (to),  ttffimm  (l),  mvtift  (2),  ̂ r- 
mr^  (8),  mtw^O).  !jwt?n  (9),  ssrsn^crq;  (6),  $$&$  (i),  ̂  
wmn  (7),  s^rwRsr  (6),  i^%*r  (5),  irnsf^  ?raur^  (7),  ftfoaiRmq 

(8),  gm«iwq  (6),  s^rwott^  (7),  tftarsw?;  (5),  ̂rarq^jj-  (6),  ̂ «r 
im*%  (5),  wRf^ar^  (7),  %etffcr*n  (5),  ̂ ig^r^  (5),  w#&r«j; 
(5),  fSrsfaftl'TO  (6),  ̂ P55TI%^^  (5),  si^TSRRW^  (7),  $R%[^  (5), 
ftigiq  (6),  totfTOTBH  (8),  fo§3SR<*  (5),  ftappnw^  (7),  efl&4wq  (8), 
foe*mimif{  (5),  ftxramnq  (6),  gpftc^  (5),  5^5^  (4),  qfam 
(5),  niftjiprn  (3),  ̂ ^rswflr  (5),  spssrrfosrq;  (3),  «n<WgRi5;q,  (6) 
mftm  (10),  grjw?^^  (5) 

728  Bamacandra  was  son  of  Laksmana  and  Subbama  of 

Korada  family  and  Kaundmyagotra  He  was  Pandit  in  Noble  College, 
Masulipatam  He  lived  at  Idipalle  near  Masulipatam  late  in  19th 
centuiy  Among  his  worts  are  Kumarodayacampa,  Devivljaya,  a  long 

poem  and  a  bhana  Srngarasudharnava  * 

729  Parthasarathi  (Rompivarla,  Bhattar}  is  the  son  Kodanda- 
rSmScarya  For  proficiency  in  grammar  he  bore  the  title  Vaiyi- 
karana-Pancanana  He  was  patronised  by  the  Zamindar  Of  iWvid 
Venkatadn  Apparao  who  like  Bhoja  was  hrmsetf  a  poet  and  patron  of 

.poets  in  the  19th  century  Besides  Artisfava  and  Svapaprajygya,  a 

didactic  poem,  he  wrote  Madananandabhana  s 

73§  Eeeambadi  Sntaivasaearya  was  -the  son  of  VedSnta- 
carya  of  Kaundinyfigotra  of  Tkttvak^drapuram  m  South  Arcot 

©tsiyict  He  lived  in  1648-1914  A  £>  His  exposition  of  KaHdSsa's 
works,  particularly  of  SakunjalS,  was  unique  He  was  professor  of 
Sanskrit  in  the  Government  College,  Kurabaionam  Himself  a  poet, 
he  had  a  high  standard  of  poetic  excellence  He  wrote  a  bfcsga 

&rngarafarangi&i  and  a  play  Ufiaparmaya  and  a  poem  HamsaVHBsa 

in  6  cantos  which  is  allegorical 8  AflSong  hie  prose  pieces*  are  $rl 
Kj?rraiH5yt$a  (partly  published  on   Sabrdaya)  and  Slrogakopakhyana 

1     Printed,  Masulipatam 
3,    Printed  Nuavid,    See  Oha|ti#*,«t  Mmtym*a$a*  &i»  Zanundar  and  Index 

,     4.    The  toaatUjtiKipta  are  with  Mr.    %  B.  Suadararaghavaohwiar,  M.  A  Jj.T 
ThtaTeaaiptuMHa  and  Mr,  X.  ty  ̂^<)hjw»r»  Adypoate,  Quddalare 85 
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His  proficiency  in  music  was  manifested  in  the  poem  of  songs, 

Amjtamathand1  on  the  style  of  Gitagovinda  and  on  the  same  he  has 

left  an  incomplete  poem  He  wrote  commentaries  on  Nagananda 
and  Mrtchakatika 

Among  poets  of  Tiruvahmdrapuram  there  were  others  equally 

great  Aftavadhanam  Anantacarya,  whose  exiempote  composition  of 

Samasyas  and  enigmas  was  a  wonder  In  some  of  his  verses  he 

artistically  wove  the  names  of  ragas,  e  g. 

Pesikabhakta  Kavi  Venkatacarya  talked  in  verses  to  his  last  breath 

and  some  of  4hem  are  now  remembered  locally  ' 

731  Sonthi  Bhadradri    Ramasastotrui    (1856-1915)  was 
a  Velanati  Vaidiki  Brahmin  of  Pithapur  in  Godavan  Dislncl  He  was 

the  son  of  Gangaramayya  of  Gautamagotra  A  great  Samsknt  scholar 

and  poet,  he  adorned  the  Courts  of  the  Zammdars  of  Urlam  and 

Lakkavaram  Besides  !§ri  Ramavijayaklvya,  and  Sambarasuravijaya- 

campa,  he  wrote  a  play  Muktavaxi 

732  Padmanabhacarjra  was  an  advocate  at  Coimbatore  and 

passed  away  about  fifteen  years  ago  He  wrote  the  plays  Phruva|apas 

and  Govardhanavilasa  *  They  are  divided  into  scenes  and  do  not 
follow  the  rule  about  Ankas  (acts) 

733  Sankara  Lala  was  the  son  of  Mahesvara  of  Bharadvaja- 
gofra.  His  mother  was  Monghibai  He  belonged  to  the  family  of 
Prashmora  Nagar  Brahmins  of  Kathiawar  He  was  bora  in  1844.  He 
was  proficient  in  Avadhana  He  was  made  Principal  of  Sanskrit 
College  at  Morn  at  the  age  of  21  He  then  wrote  Ravajirajakirtivilasa, 
a  poem  on  the  royal  fnmily  of  Morvi  Slate  He  wrote  the  Kaphas, 

Anasuyabhyudaya,  Bhagava^bhagyodaya,  CandraprabhScanta,  Mahesa- 
praoapnya,  a  long  poem  BSlacanfa  and  minor  poems  Pancalicartyra, 

Arundhativijaya,  Prasannalopamudra,  KesavakjpSlesalahan,  Bhogavati- 
bhagyodaya,  Kailasaya$ra,  Bhrantibbayabhanjana,  Meghaprfirfhana  and 
several  sjofras  and   prasastis     Among   his  dramas   are  Savitncarifa, 

1     For  mstanoe 

3    I  am  indebted  for  this  information  to  Mr.  Ohotltir  T.  B  Snndataraghava- 
ohariar,  M  A,.L  I 

3.    Printed  at  Ooimbatore  wlthJBnglisu  translation, 
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Dhrttvlbhyaduya,    Bhadrayurvriaya,     Gopalacintamani,    KrPnacandra- 
bhyudaya,  Vatnanavijaya  and  Parvatipannaya.  He  was  made  Mahama- 

hopadhyaya  in  1914  and  passed  away  m  19L6,  In  his  memory,  his 
admirers  have  founded  Sankarasrama,  where  sanyasms  are  invited  to 

deliver  discourses  on  religion  * 

734  Narayana  Sastn  of  Radhamaagalam  was  the  son  of 

Vaidyanatha  He  was  Professor  in  tha  Sanskrit  College,  Trivadi  near 

Tanjore  and  died  in  1932  He  says  he  wrote  more  than  108  works, 
of  which  24  were  dramas  Among  them  are  MahesvarollSsa,  Udara- 

raghava  and  Mukundamanoratha,  the  last  of  which  rs  on  the  sports  of 

KrP^a a    The  rest  are  not  known 

735.  Srinivasacarya  son  of  Kr^namacarya,  was  bom  in 
1863  near  Trruvadi,  Tanjore  District  He  was  Sanskrit  Pandit  in  the 

Board  School  of  Rajamadam  He  wrote  two  plays,  Dhruva  and 

Ksfrabdhisayanam  which  were  staged  in  the  school  there  He  passed 

away  in  1932' 
736.  Srisaila  Tatacarya  son  of  Venkatavarada,  of  &atha» 

marsanago^ra  lived  at  Conjeevaram  in  1862-1925  Besides  a  small 
play  Yugalanguliya,  he  wrote  Vedanfadesikacants  on  the  model  of 

Sankalpasuryodaya  on  the  merits  of  Visigtadvaija  philosophy  * 

737.  Peri  Kasinatha  Saatry    (1857-1918)  was  the  son  of 
Venkata  Sastry  of  Gautamagotra  Ananda  Gajapatf  (1851-489?) 
Maharajah  of  Vizianagaram  was  his  paron.  He  was  a  professor  of 

Grammar  and  Rhetoric  in  the  Maharajah's  Sanskrit  College,  Vizia-1 
nagaram      Besides    minor    poems,    Gangastava,    Go<llvaris$ava  and 

1  Many  Of  these  works  have  been  published  and  farther  particulars  can  be  had 

from  the  poet's  grandson  Bhato  Shnkdeo  Khelsankar  (8.  K,  Bhatt)  Kathiavar 
3.  Printed  in  Samkrtta  Kamadhmu  Some  verses  on  a  maiden's  ball  play  ar- 

fine 

8.   Xha  manuscript*  are  with  hie  son  R.  B.  Krishnamaoharlar,  Rajamadam 
i,   Bangaslml  TStJoarya  wrote  a  poem  ItetlkSfahvadaya  on  the  life  ofVedanfc 

defika.   See  para  123  supra. 
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Durgasoundaryasataka  he  wrote   the   plays    Pancahkarakganam   and 
Yaminipur^atilaka 

To  the  same  place  Vizianagaram  belonged  Jayanu  Venkahna 

(1864-1924)  He  was  a  vakil  but  devoted  his  time  to  Sanskrit  learning 

Besides  poems  of  melodious  verse  Abhinava-Ramayana  a  summary  of 
Ramayana  in  700  slokas  (printed  in  Telugu  script),  Mukundanandala- 

hari  (in  imitation  of  fcivanandalahari  of  Sankaracary a)  and  Laksml- 
paftsatakam,  he  wrote  Prahladacampii  on  the  story  of  Njisimhavatara. 

738  Mulasankara  Maneklal  Yagnik  of  Gautamagotra 

was  born  on  31st  January  1886  at  Nadmd  in  the  Vadnagra  Nagar 
Brahmin  community  from  which  came  some  of  the  celebrities  of  the 

Gujarati  literature  and  the  ablest  Dewans  of  Native  States  of  Gujarat  and 
Kathiawar  He  studied  in  the  Baroda  College  and  graduated  in  the 

year  1907  After  some  service  m  the  Indian  Specie  Bank,  he  became 
Principal  of  Rajakfya  Sanskrit  Mahavidyalaya  of  Baroda.  He  was 
initiated  into  the  cult  of  Srfvidya  by  His  Holiness  Abhmava  Saceida- 

nanda  BhSratT,  &ankaracarya  of  Sivaganga  Pith  in  1916  His  profi- 
ciency in  music  is  apparent  from  the  Geya  Padas  of  his  Sanskrit  dramas 

His  Vijayalahari  is  a  minor  poem  In  the  Held  of  historical  research, 
he  prepared  genealogical  tables  of  Solar  and  Lunar  dynasties  with  a 

map  of  Jambadvipa  and  wrote  a  lucid  prose  summary  of  VisnupurSna. 
His  dramas  are  three,  all  with  a  historical  grounding  referable  to 

standard  works  on  medieval  Indian  history  Chatrapajti-Samrajya  in 
10  acts  describes  the  reign  of  Sivaji,  Praiapavijaya  m  9  acts  depicts 
the  life  of  Sri  Maharana  Pra^apa  Sinha  of  Mewar ,  and  Samyogita- 

svayavara  exhibits  the  amorous  intrigues  of  Pflhviraja  Chauhan,  the 
last  Ksafcriya  Emperor  of  India  For  melody  of  diction,  for  grace  of 

expression,  for  choice  of  scenes,  Maiasankara's  poetry  is  much  appre- 
ciated The  introduction  of  songs  that  can  be  set  to  lyre  and  sung  on 

the  stage  makes  the  plays  very  realistic  * 

739  Pancanana  Tarkavagtsa  (MahSmahopadhySya)  ofBhal- 
pura  (24  Parganas)  was  bom  in  Bengali  year  127J  and  was  son  of 

Nandalata  Vidyaratha  of  Gautamagotra  He  is  one  of  the  greatest 
living  erudite  scholars  of  Bengal  and  he  lives  in  Benares  City.  Besides 
a  poem  Paiuhasvamedha  published  in  the  Vidyodaya  journal  (now 
defunct)  he  wrote  the  play  Amaramangala  on  the  life  of  R5na  Amara- 
aimha,  son  of  Rana  Pratapa,  in  Saka  1835  Among  his  illustrious 
ancestors  was  Alia  Bhatta  of  Kanyakubja 
'       '          mm   Ii       it        " 

X.    All  his  wotks  have  been  printed  in  Baroda, 
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740  Cantrakanta  Tarkalankara  (MaaamahopMhyaya)  was 
son  of  Radhakanfca  and  was  professor  of  Philosophy  and  Rhetolnc  in  the 

Government  Sanskrit  College,  Calcutta  in  1883-1887  Besides  Safi- 
pannaya  and  Candravamsa,  poems  in  limitation  of  Kumarasambhava 
and  Raghnvamsa  and  AlankarasOjra  on  rhetoric  he  wrote  the  play 

KaumudTsudhakara  * 

741  Haridasa,  Siddhanfa  Vagisa*  was  the  son  of  Vidhumukhi 
and  Gangadhara  Vidyalankfira  of  Kasyapagof  ra  He  was  born  on  7th 
Karuck  1798  Saka  (1876  AD)  at  Unashia  near  Kotwalipara  ia 
Fandpur  District,  East  Bengal,  a  place  described  traditionally  as 

"  Second  Kasi  where  Brahmins  worship  a  hundred  thousand  idols  of 

Siva"  Gangadhara's  father,  Kasicandra  Vacaspajti  was  an  eminent 
scholar  and  was  ninth  m  descent  from  Ya4avananda  Nayacarya,* 
Among  his  ancestors  was  the  famous  MadhusOdana  Sarasvati ' 

Haridasa  was  renowned  from  boyhood  for  his  piety  and  before  he 

was  18,  he  had  acquired  high  proficiency  in  Sanskrit  literature  At  14> 
he  composed  a  play  Kamsavadha  and  a  campu  Kamsavadha,  at  16, 

the  poem  Sankarasambhava  m  5  cantos,  at  18,  the  play  Janakivikrama, 
aad  at  20.  a  poem  Vfy  ogavaibhava 

He  was  a  pupil  of  JTvananda  Viglyasagara  Later,  he  wrote  the 

plays  VirajasarojinT,  and  Vangfyaprajjapa,  a  poem  Rukminiharana  and 
a  romance  Sarala\  He  also  composed  commentaries  with  historical 
introductions  on  Naigadba,  Magha,  Kldamban,  Dasakawaracaunfa  mi 

Sahifcyadarpana  and  on  the  paemsand  plays  of  Kalidlsa  and  BkAva-. 
bhaV 

He  was  professor  of  Sanskrit  in  the  Tol  of  Zamindar  of  Nakipur 

His  present  undertaking,  an  edition  of  Mahabharata  with  a  Bengali 
translation,  has  been  highly  appreciated  and  StHparvan  and  part  of 
Vanaparvan  have  been  published  It  is  hoped  that  the  learned  scholar 
will  live  long  to  complete  the  edition 

1.  TWsiBtonmfilOTWMtanaijioiwaea^atiflma-  by.  Oafish  Samara,  M^nagwg 
ISwotori  Bareiltey  Corporation  Ltd* 

3,  He  bears  titles  KavyaMrtha,  VySk9eanaj;it|.fia,  SrarfltMBa,  Sankhyamfua, 
Baraaaiastta,  Sab4aoarya  and  Mahopadeeak 

S.  The  eacher  history  of  the  family  has  been  famished  to  me  by  Jogesoandra 
BhattScarya,  manager,  Zarm<aachiv  to  whom  I  am  indebted  for  varied  Information  on 
MOfJsw  Bengali  auSuws. 

a.   Bee  para  701  supra. 

**  J&#JM*W  *«W*^«  km  *&#*  *  <S&*M  «  •»  ia  ooarae  of  publioa. Jon. 
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742  Deviprasada  Sukla,  Kavicakravarti,  of  Benares  is  a 
scholar  of  renown  He  wrote  a  poem  Laksminarayana  and  a  play 

Nalacantd  * 

743  Kalipada  Tarkacarya  is  the  editor  of  Samsknlasahitya 

Parishat  Patnka,  Calcutta  Besides  commelanes  on  many  poems  and 

plays  he  wrote  the  plays  Syamantakoddhara  and  Naladamayantiya  and 

an  account  of  Kavya  literature  called  Kavyacmta  9 

744  K  S  Ramaswami  Sastri  is  the  son  of  K  Sundarama 

Iyer  and  Campaka  Laksmi  Uves  al  Kumbakonam  Ramaswarai  recenty 
retired  as  District  Judge  His  appreciation  of  Sanskrit  poetry  is  at  once 

critical  and  aesthetic,  His  Rativijaya  is  a  small  play  in  five  acts,  suggest- 

ed by  Kalidasa's  story  of  Rati  in  Kumarasambhava  and  aims  "  al  pre- 
senting the  rebirth  of  love  under  a  new  inspiration  and  with  true  loyalty 

to  Dharma  and  to  God  and  at  giving  a  new  interpretation  to  an  ancient 

and  beautiful  story  and  its  underlying  motif  i  e  the  Lord's  sentiment  m 
the  Gita     smfawf  qjlj  $F%sft?  SRafa  | 

745.  V  Krishnan  Tampi,  B-A  ,  Principal,  Sanskrit  College, 
Tnvandrum,  has  wntten  some  short  plays  for  amateur  dramatic  enter- 

tainment with  scenic  directions,   Lalip,  PratiknyS,  Vanajyotsna  and 

746  Makalinga  Sastri  (M. A.,  B  L  )  is  an  advocate  of  the 

High  Court  of  Madras  He  is  the  son  of  YagnaswSmin,  great-grandson 

ef  Tyagaraja  (better  known  as  Raja  Sastngal),*  and  12lh  in  descent 
from  Appaya  D!k§ita  He  was  born  in  July  1897  Love  of  Sanskrit 
has  rightly  been  his  heritage  and  young  as  he  is,  his  writings  are  many 
and  of  merit  There  are  his  minor  poems  such  as  Vanalata,  Nadipura, 

Vyajok$jrafcnavali,  ArthantaranySsapancasdt,  BharafivipadH,  Bhramara- 
sandesa,  Purjanahrdaya,  Laghupandavacarr&a,  Laghuramacanlja,  and 

pravidaryasubhasitasaptati  Besides  short  stones  like  Kaliprldur- 

bhava,  he  has  an  abridgment  in  prose  of  Bhusa's  dramas,  BhasakafhS- 
sara,  which  has  been  widely  appreciated  by  the  Universities  *  There 
are  his  plays  Udga$ndas5nana,  and  Pratirajasuya     The  latter  dramati- 

1     Published  in  Suprabhata 
2.    Published  in  Jl,  Sam  Sah  PI 
8,    Printed,  Mvandrum 
i  Baju  Bastnaliwas  a  famous  authority  on  Dharma  Sastras  and  in  the  field  d 

philosophy  was  an  unrivalled  profesBor 
6  Some  are  printed  m  Udyanapajrika,  Trlvadi  Other  minor  poems  have  been 

collected  under  the  title  KmMiiimaia,    The  manus  onpteare  with  the  author. 
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ses  the  anecdotes  of  Vanaparvan  of  Mahabhara^a  *  In  Kaundmya- 
prahasana  the  hero  is  a  complacent  glutton  and  his  inevitable  raids 
on  the  kitchen  become  impossible  to  thwart  It  is  said  that  appetite 

is  "  presented  here  as  the  root  cause  of  fiction  between  the  two  classes 

of  men — the  owner  and  the  trespassers  "  and  appetite  stands  for  all 
the  incomitable  animal  cravings  in  man 

747  R  Shama  Sastnn,  B  A.,  Ph  D ,  has  translated  the  play 

of  German  poet  Lesing,  Amelia  Gala^i  in  1 1  scenes  * 
Section  5 

Allegorical  plays 

748  Personification  of  inanimate  beings  and  personal  qualities  or 
senses,  shortly  called,  allegory,  is  as  old  as  the  vedic  literature  The 

comparative  supenonty  of  the  various  organs  and  senses  was  often 
illustrated  by  dialogues  and  action  Such,  for  instance,  are  the  contro- 

versies between  vak  (speech)  and  manas  (mind)  and  the  prana  (life) 
and  the  five  indnyas  (senses) 

vftti 
l&may<*jus,  II.  v.  ai*  4. 

The  following  story  is  in  Brhadaraayakopanisafc,  Adhyaya,  VI. 

?rfo*r  mm  vz  trtfc  tpMt  *r&  tr  4r  qfes  tflr  n  7. 

^tn^ti^wr*  *9T  tost  jfi^r^iN",  WHwar  *re^  oflfJf^/JiRf  I  t  i$$ : 

^Stkwr,  (MjNvtK  *ftm*Ktow,  <wuwer  *r$r  sftfagfoft  ft  tot 
«trj.,  msmgqrr,  khrtj  srfar,  3P5*at  «pit  ̂ whwWIM,  fiftl^  war, 
5TSIFWRT  ?d8*W«nP>^ifll  I  Sffi^I  TO*  »  9. 

^l^wf^.sT'i^^s^TjSrnw-  sn^r,  -rodr  tot,  <rc?Rajg<K-  Mr 

1.  Printed,  Madras. 
2,  Printed  J2,  tf  %»,  garHtoW  OoZ^w,  VII.  116, 



gisrr ,  srftsiHT  wm,  srt°F5  infa,  33rtr  ̂ rt,  ̂ T^tr^rr,  -s^rr?^, 

sjajrwrr  ̂ afhusftft^ft  I  sfaw  iw  11 11 

gfar.,  gptanwn  "Wr,  snoRr*  sTFra,  ssFfff  *rrer,  «fWff«(g«n,  ̂ f^R^m, 
ftgtft  iR&rasttflrStfa  I  nf^r  f  fcf  12 

!TPTO[  fl55t,  yighpTfa'TC  3^E*ft',  n3  WWW^  sftfagfJrfrr  I  3*5*^1%  fulfil 

tfffil  II  13« 

^?Rnrai,H#<%  *pt  I  w  aif  5rsnRrcf%r ®  *®m  rttftr  fei  *  *  *  14. 

749  la  the  fables  like  Pancatan£ra,  animals  are  humanised  and 

their  dialogues  impart  ethical  precepts  In  Asvaghosa's  SSrlputrapra- 
karana,  Buddhi,  KM,  Phjti  are  personified  and  at  the  end  of  their 
dialogues,  Buddha  appears  This  is  adopted  by  Kavikarpapura  m  his 

Cait&nyacandrodaya,  n»  which  Carjanya  takes  the  place  of  Buddha,* 
Later  literature  has  abundantly  made  use  of  this  dramatic  artifice  to  re- 

present with  vividness,  tenets  of  particular  schools  of  philosophy  and 

other  questions  of  religious  controversy 

750  Krtnamiajf*9  was  an  ascetic  of  the  Bainsa  order.  He 
was  a  follower  of  Sankara  and  missionary  for  the  propagation  of 

Agyaiga  doctrines  It  is  said  that  among  hjts  several  dfcciples  there  was 
one  who  was  averse  to  the  study  of  philosophy  To  put  him  in  the 
way,  the  ascetic  composed  the  play  Prabodhacandrodaya  on  the  plan  of 

PuranjanopSkhyana  of  Sn  Bbagavata  •  With  the  apparent  exterior  of 
erotic  adeas,  it  dramatfs,es  the  supreme  truth  of  Advaita  Vedapta  and 
i^cples  the  tenets  of  other  schools  of  philosophy.  The  characters 

are  personifications  of  abstractions  "  The  Evil  king  Error  appears  on 
the  scene,  as  ruler  of  Benares  surrounded  by  his  faithful  adherents, 
the  Faults  and  Vices,  .while  Eeligion  and  the  noble  king  R*§eo»,  accora- 

1.    Ed,  BiH  Ind  Qaloutta, 
3    JCr%?9ml|ia,  authot  of  the  Vftavijajn  thamrfga  (CO,  I.  695)  is  pw**bty 

different 
3.    m.  35-88. 
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panied  by  all  virtues  have  been  banished  There  is  however  a  prophesy 
that  Reason  will  some  day  be  reverted  into  Revelation,  the  fruit  of  the 

union  will  be  1  rue  knowledge,  which  will  destroy  the  reign  of  Error 

The  struggle  for  this  union  and  consummation,  followed  by  the  final 

truimph  of  the  good  partv,  forms  the  plot  of  the  pie<  e  "* 

751  The  prologue  to  the  play  mentions  the  victories  of  king 

KIr$ivarman *  and  bis  general  Gopala  over  the  armies  of  Karaadeva,8  as 
the  occasion  of  immediate  rejoicing  and  the  enactment  of  the  drama, 
recently  composed,  as  an  item  in  the  programme   of  festivities     Klrti- 

1  Ed  Bombay  Tran  into  Germ  by  Goldstuoker,  Kolngsburg  (gives  end  of 
12th  century) ,  by  Herzel,  Zurich ,  into  English  by  Taylor,  Bombay  On  this  drama, 
see  Behuyler,5B*M  13,  Maodonell  SL  366-7  ,  Weber,  1L  207  ,  B  Levi,  TI,  229-86 
H  Beoolhaus.  Int  toEdu  (Leipsig),  M  Williams,  TW,  608,  Jl  Tat  Ao  III  £08-22 , 
gofth,  S&  251  (Ibis  contains  a  very  fall  and  oritical  account  of  the  play  and  its 
feme).  SB,  II,  67  For  quotations  m  the  anthologies,  see  Peterson,  Subh  On  the 
Bibliography  of  Krsnami§ra,  see  JAOS,  ZTV   189 

Vbnkatesh  Vamm*  Sovani,  discovers  a  long  metre  at  the  end  of  Act  IV,  a  passage 
forming  a  magnificent  hymn  of  AdikeSava  at  Benares 

wflMii^i i&ua *rrw5r^«rfaFn#5;*i«'W i^?rf  (wr)  fotwtam»wi'f  I 

t|^yi,'awiM^5^^i^f^iflf^cjai,]-55i(3rr)f#t  {%)  ̂ OT^paMfyw^wNr 

2  According  to  the  Mahoba  msoriptioa,  the  king  Kfrji  varman  hew  »fe*«&  h  Wa 
a  Qhandella  king  who  with  his  general  Gopala  defeated  Earn*.  iiag«f  Qeiji,  xiere  is, 
however,  some  difference  between  the  accounts  given  in  the  msorijjtfoa  and  the  play 
Khtivarman  is  mentioned  aa  the  friend  of  OopSla  in  the  drama,  whereas,  in  the  inscrip- 

tion, the  latter  is  said  to  have  been  the  general  of  Eletivarmas 

8.  Eaen&Wa,  sob  at  Gaagajwjew,  «M  the  iking  et  Oeii  (10*0-70  A  D )  who 
joined  Bblma,  king  of  Gujarat  to  crashing  Bhoja,  the  king  of  MSlwa,  about  1060  A  D 
^««Jttlir  »»» «M ,  Bends*!,  fflWwjJ  of  Wipai  {USB,  <1903),  18}  ,  S  Levi 
MmgtiS,  BfcStt»»Wt».  t, »,  Bmm&  Mm  tf  Btngol,  {MSB,  Memoirs.  19H». 
M..  Dufi  (flhrotolegit)  gives  the  date  about  1090  A  ,D, 

86 
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varman  ruled  between  1049  and  1100  and  his  victory  cner  the  Kar&a- 

deva  was  about  1063  AD1 

The  geneologies9  of  the  Kamakoti  Pith.i  record  that  Mankha  and 
Kj^namisra  were  contemporaries  of  Candrasekhara  Sarasvati  the  47th 

occupier  of  that  seat  (1097-116"  A  D ) 

752  There  are  commentaries  on  the  play  by  Rudradeva,* 

Gaoesa,*  Subrahmanyasudhi,*  Ramadfaa,*  Sadsifrajmuni,''  Ghanasyama,8 
Mahesvara  N)5)Slankara,9  R  V  Dikshit,10  Adhyanatha,"  and  Govinda- 

mjta  '* 753  Venkatanatha's  Sankalpasuryodaya  is  an  answer  to  Kfpna- 

mi?ia  and  in  culcates  VisistSdvaita  philosophy M  Venkatanatha  is 
Vedantadesika 

[Gopalacarya  was  the  son  of  Rangacar>a  of  Vadhul&gofra   and 

lived  at  Mannargudi  and  Pudukotta  in  1881-1907    RangScarya's  father 

1  Hulazoh  [El,  I  220)  shows  that  the  play  wis  composed  between  1050  ana  1116 
a,  D  and  refers  to  coincidence  between  the  passage  rolatmg  to  Klrtivatman  and  a  pas 
sage  in  Mahoba  wsooption     See  Gnorson,  JBAS,  (1908),  1136 

tursrnkfa  aiqraaflRnr'iH^HnwR  II 
Pwpyaflalcamanfari,  30- 

SeealsoN  K  Vonkatesn,  Sitikar  achat  ya  and  his  kamakoti  Peetha  (Kumba- 
konam),  28 

8.    Oal  Bod  981     M  Bombay  with  OandnkS. 
»    CC,  III,  78 
b  DO,  XXI.  8429  Tmj  VIII  3186  Ho  was  son  of  Vonkatofia  and  Vonka 

lSmba"  of  Ponduri  family 
6  Trov  77  He  was  son  of  Vingyaka  Ed.  Madras,  Lolpalg  and  Poona. 

A  manuscript  is  dated  1546  A  D, 
7  CO,  II  78,  211  His  original  n<uno  was  aadadharft.  Tho  Mb,  is  dated  fiakn 

1436  (1571  A  D ) 
8  Tanj  VIII  8433 
9  Ed  Oaloutta,  Leipzig 
10  Ed  Pooni 
11  Ed  Shibpur 
13  TO  III  3818  Printed  188,  Trivandrum.  Ho  was  apparent^  an  asoetlo  and 

disoiple  of  PrakafetWha 
13.  See  para  120  supra  Thoro  are  oommontarios  on  it  by  AhobUftt  by  Kaufika 

gclfeila  TStSrya  (Ed  Oonjoovaram),  by  NSr.lyana,  and  by  RSmSnuja  (CO,  II,  168, 33?) 
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was  Gopalacarya,  the  well  known  scholar  of  eminence  of  Mannargudi 
under  whom  Mahamahopadhyaya  Raju  Sastngal  studied  While  yet 
very  young,  Gopalacarya  was  master  of  all  the  sa^trai  and  for  his  special 

proficiency  in  poetry  and  poetics  he  was  honoured  by  then  Maharaja  of 
Pudukottah  In  700  verses  m  Arya  metre  called  Arya  Saptasati  appa- 

rently named  after  Govardhana's  work  he  wrote  a  biography  of  Vedanta- 
desika,  replete  with  devotion  and  poetic  beauL\  Parts  of  the  book  were 

published  m  Pudukotta  Sanskrit  Toumal  and  will,  I  am  told,  be  com- 
pletely edited  by  his  *  ounger  brother  R  Snmvasachariar,  State  Vakil 

of  Pudukotta,  who  has  himself  composed  a  short  poem  on  the  Lord 
His  elder  brother  is  R  Knshnamdchanar,  the  present  Assistant 
Administrator  of  Pudukottai 

On  Vedantadesika,  there  are  cdso  the  poems  Desikastotraratna- 

manjSsi  and  Srisukliratnakara  and  Cetlur  Srlnivasacarya's  Abda- 
malika ] 

754  The  attempt  of  Krgnamisra  to  establish  the  truth  of  parti- 
cular tenets  of  religion  by  allegorical  representation  has  been  fruitful 

in  the  production  of  similar  plays  covering  also  the  range  of  theology 
and  ceremonial 

755  Gokulanatha  was  a  poet  of  the  court  of  Fatteh  Sana  of 
Srmagara,  and  contemporary  of  king  Raghava&imha  of  Mi$hila  who 

ruled  in  1615  AD  His  Amritodaya'  treats  the  story  of  the  JfvSfrnan 
from  creation  to  annihilation,  His  Msdalasa  is  a  play  on  the  marriage 

of  Madalasa*  His  Rasamaharnava  is  a  treatise  on  rhetoric  and 

$ivasataka  a  lyric  in  praise  of  Siva  *  ' 

756.  Yaaappala  was  the  son  of  Dhanadadeva  and  Rukmini  of 
the  Modha  family  and  himself  minister  of  king  Ajayadeva.  Ha 

Mohaparajaya*  is][an  allegorical  play  m  5  acts  celebrating  the  support 
given  by  king  Kumarapala  to  the  Jain  religion  The  play  was  first 
enacted  at  Tharapadra,  probably  the  capital  of  Marwar  Yasafpala 

was  one  of  the  eminent  men  who  heard  the  first"  reading  of  Mutaraina's 

AtffimasVSmicarifa  at  the  temple  of  SSntmathn  at'  Patau  iii  Sain  1252 
(1306  A  D  )r 

1.    Ed.  Bombay.    See  B,  E,  De,  SP,  2B1.    Sflegara    '•«$*» 
£   <?d,  H   VI.   there  ale  MrfM&8l»rtn»ys'  (anonyatous)  and  Madalasa  by 

Saaabhatfe*,  &C,  I{  4S& 
8,   Ed,  Eavyamala,  Bombay 
i.   Ed.  60S,  Baroda 
6.    PM,  IV.  JBtx.  Ill,  App,  89,  208.    Keith,  3D,  258 
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757  Samaraja  Pikshita,  son  of  Naraban  Bmdu  Purandara, 
lived  at  Madura  m  the  latter  half  of  the  17th  century  Anandaraya 
Chief  of  Bundelkhand  was  his.  patron  His  1  ripurasundanstotya  is  in 

praise  of  Parva^I*  and  Kavyenduprakasa  it.  a  work  on  poetu  s  *  Besides 
a  farce  DhGr^anartaka  he  wrote  Sridamacanta,8  a  play  in  five  acts  in 
168t  A  D  describing  the  elevation  of  Sridaman  or  SudSraan,  compa- 

nion son  of  Kr?na,  to  sadden  affluence  "  The  opening  of  the  piece 
is  in  the  style  of  our  ancient  moralities,  and  in  the  first  Act  Poverty 
and  Folly  are  said  to  assail  Sridaman,  who  is  abnoxious  to  Laxmi  for 
his  attachment  to  Saraswati  or,  in  other  words,  who  prefers  learning 
to  house  and  lands  ,  for  Fortune,  it  is  said,  will  not  even  glance  upon 

the  pious  and  wise  but  flies  from  them  in  proportion  as  they  are  devoted 

to  philosophy  and  virtue  On  the  other  hand,  Krishna  or  Vishnu  employs 
the  same  agents  to  recover  those  whom  fortune  has  corrupted  Folly, 
entering  into  their  hearts,  prepares  the  way  for  Foverly,  and  when 
reduced  to  distress,  their  minds  are  weaned  from  wordly  affections  and 

they  are  fitted  to  heaven  These  allegorical  personages  effect  their 

purpose  with  Sridaman,  by  demanding  the  ntes  of  hospitality,  and 

being  accordingly  admitted  into  his  dwelling  " 

His  son  Kamaraja  wrote  the  poem  Spngarakalika,*  his  grandson 
and  great-grandson,  vrajaraja  and  fivaraja  composed  commentaries  on 

Rasamanjarf  and  Rasafarangini s 

758  In  Pharmavijaya,4  Bhuukva  jWla  demmstrates,  in  five 
acts,  the  advantages  of  a  life  regulated  by  spintu.il  ordwfrtu.es  and  hv»d 

in  16th  century  A,D     He  also  wrote  Rasavilasa  ' 

759  Bhurmnalha  called  Nalla  piksita  was  sen  of  B33acandra 

ofKausikagofra8  He  was  pupil  of  Ramabhadra  piksifa  and  wrote 
Pharmawjayacampa  on  the  life  of  king  Shahaji  of  Tanjoro  (1684-1710 

1     Ed.    Bombay, 

2.    SB  (1887.21),  No  601. 

8  CO,  II  63,  III.  113,  with  a  aoauaeatsty  also  Analysed  by  Wilson,  Tfmfre, 
II  40fM5   See  also  S.  K  De,  SJP,  320 

«    Bd,  Bombay 

6     See  under  BhSnuiJaMa,  Chapter  on  Alaokais  pott 
6  10,  VII  1S98  Printed,  Bombay  and  Sar,  Bhav  StrUa,  Bsnaces.  See 

Mitra's  Notices,  I,  37.  There  is  a  commentary  by  his  desoinle  Bhavaoi&nka»  (JO, VII  4188). 

7.  Printed,  Bar  Bhav  Series,  Beaaros 
8.  See  para  162  supra. 
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A.D  ¥  Besides  the  play  SubhadrSparmaya'  and  Srngirasarva&vabhana* 
3m  wrote  the  altegof icat  plays  Ciftav^ikalyana4  and  Jlvanmuktirkalyg^a.8 

760  Jagannatha  Sighrakavi  was  a  poet  of  Kalbiawar  and 

ljved  in  the  17th  century  during  the  days  of  Nana  fatnavis  His  $au- 
bhagyamahodayanald&a  represents  all  atankaras  as  courtiers  in  the 
Durbar  of  Maharajah  Vakhatsinji  of  Bhownagar  recounting  tltetf 

functions  * 

761  Anandarayamakhin  describes  the  marriage  of  Jlvaiiaaa 

or  the  individual  soul  and  Vidya  or  spiritual  -wisdom  The  real 
author  of  this  play  Vidyafarinaya  was  Vedakavi  and  by  him  it  was 

attributed  to  his  patron  Anandarao  Peshwa,  minister  of  Sarabhqj*  I 

and  1  ukkoji,  kings  of  I  anjore  in  the  18th  century  Anandaraya7  is 

referred  to  by  Vandsvara  in  his  Mahisasataka  s  Vedakavi  also  wrote 
Jivanandanataka,  a  play  of  similar  import 

762  Jatadevai  of  Visvimitragofra  performed  Soma  sacrifice 
and  became  an  ascetic  He  lived  m  Malabar  about  1800  AD  HKfe 

Purnapurasarjhacaadrodaya,'  represents  the  union  of  king  Da«&»va  or 
A$man  possessing  ten  horses  (representing  ten  senses  of  man)  and 
Anandapakvavalli  The  various  systems  of  thought  are  introduced  as 

demons  and  are  vanquished,  and  Susraddha,  and  Subhak$i  bring  about 
the  union. 

763  Maltari  Aradhya  was  the  son  of  Sarabha$&idh>  ui 
Chaganta  family  probably  of  the  3£rs9a  District  His  ̂ivalihgasttryodVa 

in  five  acts  is  intended  to  establish"  the  supremacy  of  Vwa*^aiva 
religion  He  composed  u  for  the  delectation  of  Basaveswa  qf 
KaadttkBri  family,  probably  a  local  chief  of  Kalyagapura  of  the  iSt* 

century  A  D  ,a 

1,  Tanj,  VII.  I 
9  Probably  00,  I.  796. 
a*  Taty*  Vm.  8609     SdHted  80»l»3f» 
4,  00, 1, 186. 
&  00,  L3Q7, 
«.  Mod,  Bw  XVI. 

7.  a>w.79.    See  para  iesfi..4Mp»-fl,. , 

%  S»&  p»»  168  ntfiw.,"  A  etoUM  satiii<sl.j?e<W».Jfi  K«pM$$a*a,  joensuring  one 

«l,  *»  •«■  8U*. 
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764  Nrsimha's  Anumitipannaya  explains  the  Nyaya  doctrine 
of  inference  Anumiji,  the  daughter  of  Paramarsa,  marries  Nyaya- 

rasika  NfSimha  -was  son  of  Venkatakrsoa  of  Bharadvajagofra  and 

lived  in  Tnplicane  in  the  beginning  of  the  18th  century  AD* 

Ghatta  £esacarya,  son  ofRamanuja  of  VadhGlagofra,  belonged 

to  Kavitarkika  family  and  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  19th  century 

A.D.  at Manchalagadda,  Madras  Presidency9  His  Prapannasapindi- 
karananlrasa  established  that  for  Prapannas  there  cannot  be  Sapindi- 
karaua, 

Krsnananda  Vacaspati  has  lessons  on  grammar  in  the  form  of  a 

dramatic  entertainment  m  his  Natyapansista  or  Antar-Vyakarafla- 

Natyaparisista  ■  Ramescandra's  Saralacitsukhlsara  is  a  similar  work  * 
Narasimha's  Sivanarayaflamahodaya  is  a  philosophical  play  in  honor 

of  a  prince  of  Keonjhor  * 

765  Madabhuu  Venkatacarya  was  son  of  Anantac3rya 
of  Naidhruvakasyapagotra  His  play  Suddhasajva  inculcates  VisJsta- 

dvai$a  doctrines  *    He  lived  in  Samarlakota  about  1860  A.D 

766.  Rani  Mahagni  Cinna  Narasimha  Kavi,  popularly 
known  as  Ram  Cayanulu  was  born  in  1862  in  the  vdlage  of  Yenugu- 
mahal  of  Godavary  District  After  spending  sometime  with  Znanda 

Gajapaty  Raj,  Maharaja  of  Vizianagaram,  he  became  an  ascetic.  He 
was  a  mathematical  prodigy  and  died  very  recently  at  Be/wada  His 

drama  Citsuryaloka  is  allegorical*  and  his  two  works  KaIamanopapa$b 
and  f  r$himanjari  indicate  his  astronomical  scholarship 

767  Hanhara's  Bhartrharinirveda,8  fihanasyama's  PracandariM- 

daya,  Narayanasas^nn's  Brahmavidya  have  been  noticed    Besides  these 

a  1     DO,  XXI  8362 
'  a     Ibid.  8424 
3  Printed  Calcutta 
4  Printed,  31  Bam  Bah  XVHI. 
5  00,  m  184 
6  The  manuscript  is  with  P.  V  Bubramanya  Stutrl,  Sanskrit  Pandit,  Bazole, 

Gedaveri  District 

7  Mr.  P  L  Narasimham,  Advooate,  Vizagapatam,  tells  me  that  this  play  is 
difterent  bom  the  one  of  the  same  name  (printed,  Visrianagtam)  by  Mudumbal  Kara* 
rimhaoarya  and  that  he  had  seen  another  old  play  of  the  same  name  elsewhere 

8  See  para  268  supra  Ed  Bombay  Analysed  by  Gopinatha  in  hit  edn.  of 
Satakas,  Bombay.  Translated  into  English  by  L  H.  Gray,  JA08,  XXV.  1,  It  is 
doubtful  whether  he  is  Identical  with  Harlhara,  the  author  of  PrabhSvafclpariiaya- 
nStaka  (in  M4ra  VII.  No  3895,  Levi  II  77,  88 ,  00  I   864, 769)    Sobyatei  (ffl«) 
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plays  there  are  the  following  allegorical  plays  — Jniinasuryodaya  of 

VadicancJ.ra,1  Sa^sangavijaya  of  Vaidyanatba,*  Sanmatanataka  of  Jayanfa- 
bhatta ,*  Mukfcpannaya  of  Sundaradeva,*  Bhakjivaibhava  of  Jivadeva  * 
Vivekacandrodaya  of  Siva,*  Vivekavyaya  of  Ramanuja,*  j§2nflrasa  of 
Vaikunthapuri,8  Vedantavriasa  of  Varadacarya,*  Mithyajnanakhandana 
of  Ravidasa,10  Sivabhaktananda,"  GairvaBavijaya  of  Balakavi,1"  Svanu- 

bhStyabhidhaof  Anan$arama,w  Jivanrauk#kalyana  of  Malla"  Somayajin14 

and  probably  S§uklesvara's  PramanadarSd  M 

768  Ramadeva  or  Vamadeva  is  known  better  by  the  pet  name 

Ciranjtva,  He  was  son  of  Raghavendra  Bhattacarya,  who  was  a  re- 

nonned  &atavadhaniM  and  grandson   of  KMnatha,   the   great  palmist 

treats  them  as  identical  Bhartyhan's  fourth  Paddhati  Sanjipaddhati  is  found  men- 
tioned in  bit,  to  Gat  0  P 

1     Printed  Bombay     00, 1  210     Composed  in  1580  (5) 
3.  00, 1  690  Probably  MithySoSraptahasana  (OC,  I  455}  and  Krsgalila 

nSttka  [CO,  I  128 ,  II  247)  are  his  works 
8     PB,  V  487 

4     Ton)  VIII.  8465,    He  probably  wrote  Vinodarangaprahasana  (00, 1,  677). 
6.  He  wrote  on  the  Court  of  Pratapasimha  GajapSJl  of  Onssa  abont  1500  A  D, 

He  also  wrote  BhaktibhSgavata  This  is  Krsnabhaktirasayana  (play)  noted  in 

Kattodraoarya's  List  {,808),  Baroda,  No.  1967 
6     Bought  106 
7.  DC,  XXI  852JU 

8  CO,  II  169.  See  on  the  author's  ptheo  works  OO,  I,  691,  where  ha  Is  called 
also  Vjawtpurl     He  verses  are  quoteJ  in  FadySvali 

9.  OO,  I  29 
10  Printed,  Qaloatta    10,  VII.  4300. 
11.  00,1  650. 
12.  Printed,  Palgbftt. 
18.  00,1769. 
14     Rice,  256 
16     OC.I  658, 

16  Bflghavendra  was  a  great  poet  and  his  Bataflofa  is  marvellous  Olraoflva 
quotes  verses  of  other  poets  in  praise  of  Baghsvegdja,  94, 

^  fftS*%fofte«Rrcfc!rJN  , 

This  feat  is  described  by-CimnjIva  thus  in  TCdvanmodatajsnginl  (I  10-19)  thus 
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of  Bengal  Radhapur  was  his  place  He  was  patronised  by  Yasavant- 
simha  who  was  the  Naib  Diwan  of  Decca  about  1731  AD  He  wrote 

Vftjaratnlvah  a  work  on  prosody  with  illustrations  in  his  praise,' 

and  the  poems  Srngaxa$atint,8  KalpalatS  and  Sivasto^ra  ,ind  Madhava- 

caropu*  and  Kavyavilasa  on  poetics  * 

His  Vidvanraodd$arangiQi  is  a  unique  composition8  It  is  a 
humourous  quasi-dramatic  work,  whene  he  brings  together  the  follow- 

ers of  various  religions  and  irreligious  creeds  and  in  the  course  of  their 

dialogues,  pools  together  the  essence  of  various  philosophical 
doctrines 

769  [Satavadhani  Vemuri  Sri  Ramasastrin  was  born  in  1870 

m  Juwigunta  Agraharam  m  Kandukur  1  aluk  of  Nellore  District  He  is 

a  'Velanati'  vaidiki  of  Hantagofra  In  his  early  days  he  studied  Veda, 
$rauta,  and  Jyotpa  at  the  feet  of  his  father,  and  afterwards  studied 

Sahijya  aud  VySkaraua  Safavadhanam  was  his  favourite  hobby  and 

from  the  age  of  24  he  travelled  from  Cape  Camonn  to  ihe  Himalayas 
exhibiting  his  scholarship  at  different  chief  centres  In  Poona,  he  was 

highly  appreciated  by  Dr  Bhandarkar  under  whose  auspices  he  per- 
formed wonderful  feats  of  memory,  and  in  Baroda  ho  was  highly 

rewarded  by  the  Gsekwar  for  a  similar  performance  In  1903  he  went 

to  Kashmir  and  dedicated  to  him  a  Samsknt  work  called  "  Uraiveyaka 
Bandha"  and  in  1911  was  presented  at  the  Delhi  Durbar  for  his  work 
called  "  Dhelh  Prabha  "  or  "  Durbar  Khaneda  "  Through  bis  chief 
pursuit  is  Samsknt,  he  is  now  able  to  speak  in  14  languages  fluently, 
and  can  write  poetry  in  Telugu,  Samsknt  and  Hindu  I  lis  Hamskrit 

works  are  "  Avadhana  Vidhanam,"  a  work  describing  the  process  of 
Avadhana,  Gurukalpam  and  Najanodjanam  He  is  still  living  at Bezwada 

(l<si'i«ir  $r*w  w#rt  new  ■ 

Bagbavencjre's  teaoner  ma  Jsgadlsl  XaiWaatfltt  whow  gloss  on  KSvyaprakasa 
was  ooplea  by  one  of  his  papas  In  1677  AJD  ft»  GapJtnMb  KavirSj's  Riitory  of 
Ny8ya-Va%ieaHca  httrahtre  (Bar  Bhatoan  Serm,  V  148 ) 

1     CO,  I  697  ,  PB,  V  450 
fi.   Cttih  (1897),  S3 
8.   Printed,  Oalatfbt. 

4    Baited  by  Bafcoknath  Sarma  with  lntw3notlon,  SarasvM  Bhmtn  Striti. 
5.   Riifte«,13al<mt«»anift5Iato«  ' 
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Vinjamuri  Viraraghavacarta,  (1855-1920)  was  a  Vai&navite 
of  Kausikagojra,  and  was  his  coworker  He  belonged  to  Donta- 
varam  in  Tanuku  Taluk  of  West  Godavary  District  He  lived  at  Bezwada 
and  was  for  many  years  the  Samsknt  Pandit  in  High  School  there 

He  was  a  versatile  Satnsknt  scholar  and  poet  and  wrote  the  following 
works  m  Samsknt  Ramaaujaslokatrayi,  Mansasandesa,  Hanumat- 

sandesa,  Panaka-Narasimhastotra,  Raghuviragadyavyakhya,  Catasloki- 
vySkhyl 

Abhraava  Panditaraya  «Madabhiisi  Venkallcarya  (  ?  -1897)  of 
blessed  memory  was  the  forerunner  of  the  performance  of  Avadhanas 
of  the  modern  day  Though  he  was  a  genius  m  Samsknt,  no  Samsknt 
work  is  now  available 

Divakarla  Tirupati  Sastnn  and  Chellapilla  Venkata  Sasjnn  are 
famous  as  Tirupati  Venkata  kavis  thoughout  the  Andhradesa,  as 
performers  of  Satavadhanam     Their  Samsknt  work  is  Kalisahasram, 

Devulapalh  Subbaraya  Sastnn  (1853-  ?  )  and  Thammanna  Sastry 
(1862-  ?  )  were  famous  satavadbams  and  were  known  as  Devulapalh 
brother  poets  They  were  poets  of  the  court  of  the  Maharajah  of 
Pitbapuram  and  both  were  versatile  scholars  in  Samsknt  Among  them, 

Subbara>a  Sastnn  wrote  a  work  called  RSvuvamsamukfavah  ]* 

Section  6 

Chajranataka 

770  Chayanataka,  literally  shadow-play  was  considered  by 
Wilson,  to  denote  the  shade  or  outline  of  a  drama '  "  intended  to  intro- 

duce a  spectacle  of  the  drama  and  processions  "  As  a  dramatic  genre 
it  is  not  recognised  by  Sansknt  wnters  on  dramaturgy,  But  Niiakantba, 

in  commenting  on  SflfasfftT  in   Mahabharata    (XII,  ccxcv,  5)  wrote 

$tfi<fsftaH  5ri«wF3"ft$ffr  5Tt%^r3  srfos^,  <nr  g;wsw  *mw  'sr&ft- 

"  Rupopajivanam  is  called  Jalamandapika  among  the  southerners 
where,  having  set  up  a  thin  cloth,  the  action  of  kings,  ministers  etc ,  is 

shown  by  leathern    figures  "*     This  is  the   picture-show  known  in 
South  India  from  time  immemorial.    The  pictures  made  of  leather  or 

  f — ■  .r   i — — — ,     „- 

1  >  6m  'tHy*iMvatt]jMiMy!»m'*  o*  Li«M  of  Modern  Telvgu  poefs  published  by 
S»j4  Bb.t$»ig*1Rao  ot  Mote.1 

8.    WilsOD,  Thtdtrw,  II,  il,  80  5  I**,  ?*.  241. 87 
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-ard-board  are  manipulated  by  persons  behind  the  screen,  so  as  to 
nove  and  shake  the  images  falling  on  the  screen  as  in  magic  lantern 

shows,  and  the  dialogue  is  repeated  by  the  persons  from  behind  the 

screen  quite  dramatically     It  approaches  a  Talkie  of  modern  days 

Vafcsyayana  mentions  Akhyanaka-pata  "  which  is  evidently  a  roll 
of  canvas  containing  the  representation  of  a  short  story  in  several 

scenes  like  the  Ymnapata  which  was  spread  by  a  spy  of  Canakya  before 

the  people  in  Candanadasa's  house  and  was  exhibited  by  them  with 
songs 

Bit  5RW  CR#sr  <TKlflr  tffarft  TT?|^  I  — MuArarcfaasa,  Act  I 

771  Subhata  is  highly  praised  by  Somadeva  and  Namisadhu, 

His  Datangada*  was  enacted  m  the  reign  of  King  Tnbhuvanapaladeva 
of  Anhilvid  about  1242  AD  during  a  festival  held  in  commemoration 

of  the  restoration  of  a  Siva's  temple  at  Somanath  by  King  Kumarapala 
deva  (1147-1172  AD)  It  describes  the  embassy  of  Angada  to  the 
Court  of  Havana  and  on  failure  of  the  negotiations,  the  beginning  of 
the  war 

There  are  at  least  two  retentions  of  Dutfingada,"  the  shorter  that 
has  been  printed  in  Bombay  and  the  larger  that  is  preserved  in  the 

India  Office  Library* 

772  Vyasa  Ramadeva  wrote  three  such  plays  Ramabhyu. 

daya,  Pindavftbhyudaya  and  Subhadrapannaya  about   1402-1415  AD  * 

1     Ed  KavyamSla ,  Bombay   Analysed  by  Wilson,  ThtaUre  (II  890}  Translated 
into  English  by  L  Gray,  JaOS,  XXXII  68  (where  there  is  full  disousslon  of  Ohaya 
natsaka),  See  also  Bendall,  JBAS,  (1898),  329  ,  M  Duff,  Clwrawlogy,  189  ,  Sohuyler, 
&M  85     There  is  a  similar  drama  by  Bhubhatta,  (OC,  I  4 )    Here  is  a  fine  verse 

5fft  $\  tr»t  ttsnrr  qjfct  *i*ftfl;  «pt  gwr: 

5ii5t^  ft®  ̂ rM%(Ta*^wjl^slff?r^  | 
qq>  4d«Hifto:i<H<w  t#$srcfrsil' 

*gf>  ̂ *rftwrs  %  fa  ?reig  #^rs«rfr  il 
2.  Pisohell  says  there  are  as  many  Dujangadas  as  there  are  manuscripts  For  a 

snmroary  of  them,  See  CO,  I  257,  II,  56 ,  HI  65. 
8.  10,  VII  No  1189  On  the  Eggebng  says  not  only  is  the  dialogue  iteelf  eon- 

siderably  extended  in  this  version  by  the  insertion  of  many  additional  stanzas,  but 
•  narrative  verses  are  thrown  in,  oalonlated  to  make  the  work  a  curious  hybrid  between 
a  dramatio  pieoe  (with  stage  directions)  and  a  narrative  poem." 

a.  DO,  XXI  8485,  CO,  I,  728 ,  II  188,  HI  161  ,  Levi.  An  77,  10,  VII 
4187  where  manuscript  was  copied  in  1471  (?)  Bendall,  JRA8,  (1898)  281  j  Oat, 
J06-8     Analysed  by  Levi,  Tf,  942  and  Bggeling  (Oaf,  No,  4187). 
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under  the  patronage  of  Kalacun  kings  of  Raypur  Vitthala's  Chayana- 
taka  is  based  on  the  history  of  the  Adilshahi  dynasty  of  Bijapur  (1489- 

1660  AD)1  Savitrican^a  of  Sankaralala  is  called  a  ChayanSlaka  * 

HandQta  deals  with  the  story  of  Kjsna's  mission  to  Duryoqlhana  before 

the  war  ■ 

773  Traivikramam  is  a  short  dialogue  between  SStxadhara 

and  Natl  descnbmg  the  Vamana  incarnation,  as  depicted  in  a  painting 
which  they  were  apparently  looking  at  In  the  technique  of  dramatic 
construction  it  is  unique  and  but  for  the  mention  of  the  words  SQtra- 

dhara,  nandi  and  '  enter '  it  can  only  be  called  a  dialogue  The  third 
picture  is  described ,  this  indicates  that  the  actors  were  seemg  a  series 
of  pictures  probably  of  the  several  incarnations  and  Sstradhara  was 
descnbmg  the  puramc  story  connected  with  each,  one  after  another, 
This  is  the  third  m  the  senes  and  the  last  words  show  that  the  speakers 
pass  on  to  the  next  picture     The  plot  is  shortly  this 

"  Vamana  appears  before  Bah,  son  ofHiraaysfcasipu  at  the  close  of 
the  Asvamedha  sacrifice  performed  gloriously  by  Bali  Bay  as 

customary  towards  the  end  of  any  sacrifice  was  ready  to  grant  any 
gifts  and  Vamana  along  with  Bnhaspati,  the  minister  of  the  Devas,  px  a 
mortal  coil,  appeared  before  Bali  and  asked  for  a  piece  of  land  that 
can  be  measured  by  three  strides  Bah  was  ready  to  grant  the  request. 

Samhlada,  his  chief  minister  pointed  out  that  Vamana  was  only  Vishnu 
in  disguise  who  killed  his  father  Hixaayakasipu,  the  conqueror  of.  the 
three  worlds.  Bali  could  not  recede  from  his  promise ,  such  a  distin- 

guished guest  ought  to  be  satisfied ,  Lakshmi,  the  goddess  ofwaaUh, 

moves  away  from  the  donee  to  the  donor ,  and  he  grants  Vamana's  re- 
quest by  pouring  water  into  his  hands  Suddenly  Vamana  grows  into  a 

VisvarQpa  expanding  to  the  corners  of  the  universe  Rakshasas  bliwjfd 
by  the  Vishnumaya  fought  among  themselves  talking  then:  brethren  for 
Vishnu  Thus  most  of  them  perished  and  Bali  was  set  as,  the  emperoi 

ofPltila." 

"ffaivikrama  is  neither  a  pcrsm»wheie  the  poet  narrates  the  story, 
nor  a  play  where  the  nartator  *s  absent  and  a  mere  conversation  of 
characters  is  presented  to  the  audience  with  action  as  m  a  play 

«—    '  '  h        -    i.y   
1,    See  B%k  SSI     00, I  198.   Prffltetf,  Bombay 
3.  ̂ octets,  8PAW,  (1910),  698, 
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M  R  Kavi  says  "  If  it  is  not  the  drama  of  Bhasa  it  may  be  ascrib- 
ed to  any  of  the  Pallava  kings  preferably  to  Mahendravikrama  or 

Narasimhavishnu  "  and  adds  frarokrama  is.  mentioned  for  iU  unique 
characteristics  by  the  commentator  on  SakuntalS.  "  1  he  commentary  is 
called  Charchana,  a  large  fragment  of  which  was  brought  from 
Malabar  and  preserved  in  G  O  Mss  Library,  Madras  Besides 
Traivikrama  the  commentator  refers  to  dramatic  irregularities  of  all 
the  thirteen  dramas  of  Bhasa  and  VTnavasavadatla  and  ChandSla- 

ramayana  The  last  mentioned  work  alone  is  not  yet  available  to  us 
The  commentator  of  Charchana  may  be  older  than  300  years  as  the 

style  shows  and  probably  a  native  of  Malabar 

774  In  Telugu  Literature,  m  a  poem  known  as  Krldabhirama, 
translated  from  a  Vldhi  in  Sanskrit,  reference  is  made  to  this  kind  of 

composition  The  two  characters,  Tij^ibha  nnd  Govmda  pass  through 
the  streets  of  VVarangal  in  its  palmy  days  under  Frataparudrd  II  and 
describe  the  various  street  scenes  in  a  graphic  and  interesting  manner. 

The  painted  canvas  represents  Palnadu  heroes  (65  in  number)  who  with 

a  naughty  boy  of  the  profession  acting  under  the  influence  of  songs  sung 
by  a  professional  lady  strongly  exhibits  the  ecstacy  and  blind  zeal 

displayed  by  the  feudal  lords  in  their  internecine  quarrel  brought 

about  by  the  passions  of  the  heroine,  Aruvellinayan3ru  " 

775  Early  writers  have  distinguished  story-telling  as  by  caifrika, 
granjhika,  saubhika  which  may  respectively  mean  narration  of  a  story 
with  the  help  of  a  painted  scene  or  by  song  and  action  or  by  dress 
and  deportment  JThe  following  passage  of  Abhindvagupta  (Natya* 
dastra,  Gaekwad  Edition  page  174)  supports  it 

Bhojafleva  m  his  Srngaraprakasa  distinguishes  this  kind  of  com- 
position as  Akhyanaka  and  defines  it  thus 

Traivikrama  may  be  called  Akhyanaka 

To  appreciate  its  peculiar  characteratics,  the  piece  is  printed  here  : 
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SS9 

513ft — w«t  »T3r#  giswror  sft,  s%  aft  (wt  nm%  s$mm  i 
attf,  <nrera )  I 

gj?r — an^f,  ̂ ral  I^fs  «n%  tfcw  f ffl^sra^re?!^  atti«u<aitftgdr- 

ifwit  s^f w  ̂ r  ̂ whi  jpr  qre^sjsr  m%T  mwgfc  mmqft 

i# — a$r  a%,  (cicrera ) 

«t#— a$  <re!r  (wwf )  l 

«?r — ?rt  fa^iflcto  ̂ ri^Qtii^Hfr  its  qsraftg^  *(§*# 1 

0?r — ?r^r  a^H^s^raa^^  <^mihwi3h  frfar  *  vtinftf'i 

sijar  tpt  8$$  f^tcjf  sfr=tf  ife  #ira  5rj  j^wra  II 
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Q?T — 5RT  — 

?sras*R3r  fon*Rr  fl$r*?f  srf^rr  1 

%tt — 5RT  ?T%  ((RTRRf  ) 

*3*r — crt     ̂ g^^faraf%ftrcM*ir<>r     jrctr4«riuiwiwrf»nl?9ThjR. 

fcT  #  *TT*TRI*te  fffa  2ST°R?PRT  ̂ 5JTT  I 

5T3ft — ?r^t  a%  (crtcsrt.) 

l€t — 3$T  ?RT  (rRRjRT  ) 

asf&crr  &k«wii  I 

q& — ciawWtH  &  Qt^m  fasgftsr^R-  sr?9r  tst  W*,  far  &r , 
*m  ̂ pw ,  gagmen  grre  ,  qRkmftwfctf ,  Tfarr  pjr ,  ffw  iter , 

wartfa  *w.,  ̂ farr:  q% ,  gfaar  apri".,  jrStt  gri3fl>mtct%  pifartr.  I 

ST^^I  §ftff  ft  ?T  $T  felt  9T:  1 

qyr—  *rt. — 
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cjiff^p?; 

ft«n  ffifo  «l?r  «t  wrtoq;  || 

!j#~fl#<§ft  f  ffr^,  m  tot  ̂ <%  ai^i  (wfNr;  §g 

sf$  ant  |ftKW  fcwfl  JRIcTr 

(ffoffl  W1^) 
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776  "In  Java  the  Rama  cycle  may  be  treated  in  the  dramatic 
categories  of  the  wayang purwa,  a  shadow  play  produced  by  puppets 
of  buffalo  leather,  the  wayang  iopeng,  and  the  wayang  wong,  produced 
by  masked  and  unmasked  men  respectively,  and  the  wayang  beber,  in 

which  pictures  are  unrolled  and  explained  by  the  ialang  (juynboll, 

Internationales  Anhxvfur  Ethnogt  aplne,  xm,  4-5)  In  many  respects  the 
latter,  as  the  manager  of  the  puppets  and  the  speaker  of  (he  dialogue, 
in  which  he  modulates  hi*  voice  according  to  the  vanous  characters 

of  the  drama  'Serruner,  95-96,  106-112,  Ha/eu,  7-9.)  corresponds 
very  probably  to  the  Sansknt  sutradhara,  although  his  name  seems  to 

signify  merely,  stroller,  strolling  plaj  er,'  and  it  has  been  suggested 
that  he  was  primarily  a  priest  who  rendered  worship  to  the  ghosts 

represented  by  the  shadows  cast  by  the  puppets  on  the  curtain  m  the 

wayang  (Hazeu,  23-24,  39-57 )  At  all  events,  we  are  justified  m  seeing 
in  the  Javanese  wayang  purwa  or  shadow  pla>,  the  analogue  of  the 
Sansknt  chayanataka  and  both  are  without  doubt  the  congenors  of  the 
Chinese  shadow  play,  the  Turkish  qaragos  ans  the  marionettes  which, 

originating  in.  India,  have  spread  throughout  Asia  and  Furope  to  be 
enacted  at  the  present  day  (see,  for  example,  Pischel,  Heimat  des 
Puppenspuk  *  Rehm,  Buck  det  Martonetten ,  Jacob,  Erwahmmgen  des 
Schatten-theatres  m  der  Welt-Literatttr  and  Gesrhichte  des  Schatten- 

theaters ,'  together  with  the  literature  cited  in  these  works  " 

Section  7 

Miscellaneous  Plays 

777  On  Weddings  Praupadiparinaya  of  (i)  Peri  Kaiinatha 

ofVijianagaram'and  (li)  Kr?na,  son  of  Nrisimha0,  PanrSliparinaya  of 
AddankiBSlasfln*,  Rukmmipannaya*  (i)  of  Atreya  Varnd..*  and  (u)  of 
Kavijarkikasimha  ,■  Godaparinaya  (l)  of  Srisaila  SVfmvasa*   and  (ii)  of 

1     He  died  in  about  1 929 ,    His  son  TStaryudu  is  vice  prinoipal,  Sanskrit  College, VManagwam. 
9     DC,  XXI  816 
8.    TO.m  8128 

1     There  is  Frthvlrau&'s  poem  Rukmlijikr^avall!,  PR,  V  186 
6    Ton*  VHI  3602     Printed  Bombay.    Ho  lived  at  Venbatagiri  in  io*  centum. 
6     DO,  XXI  8410,8189,  00,  H  168     He  lived  at  Gupfckuti  (Kuttafeandi)  in 

S  Aroot  >*>•£*  <££  ̂aagotra  He  wa*  the  nephew  of  Kl8na  abwernenidoU. 
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Eesavanafna  ,*  Subhadrapannaya  (1)  of  Nallakavi,8  (ji)  of  Raghu- 

natblcarya,8  Valliparinaya  (1)  of  BhasJcara,  son  of  feivasflrya  of  Srivatsa- 

gojra,*  and  (ii)  of  Viraraghava  ,"  Nilapanuaya  of  Venkatesvara,  son  of 
Pharmaraja  ,•  Marakatavalliparinaya  of  Srioivasa,  son  of  Devaraja  ,r 

Ruktmoiharana  of  Se-.acmtSmani  ,8  Laksmikal>&ua  (t)  of  Sadasiva 

Pikgitd8  and  (u)  of  Manavikrama  M 

Madalasapannaya,"  KrvaHsvayamvara,1*  Styavivaaa  by  Sesadri  of 
Bbaradvajagotra,1*  Bhaimipdnadya1*  (1)  by  Sathagopacarya**  and  (n)  by 
Venkatacarya,"  Bhanuma^pannaja,1*  Candrakalapanaaja  bv  Nrsimha,** 
SaugandhikapanOdya,1*  Indirapannaya  by  Viraraghava,  son  of  Srisaila,80 
Indumatrpannaya,M  Janaklpannaya  (1)  by  Narayanabhatu'*  and  (u)  by 
Sltaxama,*'  Kalyampannaya^Kamakfipanuaja,*8  Kanakavallfparinaya,"6 

Ugapannaya  by   Srimvasa,*7    Lakgmfsvayamvara  by  6rimv5sa,  son   of 

1     00,1  169 
9  TO,  I  1010  He  was  son  of  B&laoandra  oj  Kausikagotra  He  wrote  SrngSra- 

garvasvabhana.  He  says  he  lived  at  Kandaramamkya  where  Uddanda  also  lived  in 
15th  century. 

3     CO,  I.  728 
4.    DO,  XXI  8589     See  para  187  supra, 
5  00,  III  118  BR.  HI.  ix,  II.  ix  Written  in  the  time  of  king  Sivaji  ot 

Tanjore     See  para  163  supra 
6.    Ttmi  VIII.  8415.    In  GO,  I.  803,  there  is  one  by  DTgbhavaJ. 
7  Had   8450 
8  CO,  I.  637, 
9.  Trov   78 

10.  Trov.  191 
11.  00,1  436 
13.  00,1.886 
18     Tanj  VXH.  8524   Ho  lived  at  donjeevaram  and  wrote  also  KSmavllSsakSvya, 
14.  Bee  00, 1  416 
16  00,  II  96 
16.    00,1.416 
17  Levi,  App,  78 

18  00,  HI    88      He  is  author  of  Nanjarajayas'obhugaua,     In   the  prologue 
K&sipatf  probably  the  author  of  MukundanattdabhS^a,  is  praised 

19.  00,    I  787 
30  SB,  III.  1749,  ix 
31.  00, 1.  59 
39  00,1  306 
as.  oo.i.  ao6. 
34  OQ,  X,  88. 
96.  00, 1  94. 
96.  00,1.78 

27  00, 1.  71     There  ia  Usaharana  of  HarsanStha,  Schuyler,  Bibl  41 
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Rlmanuja,1  VakulamiUinlpariuaya  by  Viravalh  ̂ rinivasa,*  Vijayoudura- 
panvaya  by  Subrahmaoya/  Pancalipannaya  by  Balasttn  of  Snrangam,* 

Minaksiparinaj  a  by  Apnasasfcrin8  and  Lavalfpannaya  by  Lak*mipa$i  • 

778  On  Krsna  Kjtarthainadhava  by  Rainamanika  KavuSja  ,* 

Kpgnallla  b)  Vaidyanajha  Tatsaf  ,8  Kpnakutuhala  ,*  Bahkavancifaka  ,*• 
Rama-Radha ,"  Kamsanfaka  by  Hanyajvan,"  KrSnabhakpcandnka 

by  Anantadeva  ,M  Vaidarbhivasudeva  by  Sundararaja  *' 

Ramacandra  and  Abhinavagupta  quote  frcm  Hejjala's  Radha- 
vipralambha,  eg 

Cayani  Candrasekhara  was  the  son  of  Vajapeyi  GopIaa$ha- 
rajaguru,  religious  teacher  of  the  King  Virakesan  Ramacandra  of 

Bundekand  of  the  1 7 the  century  AD **  His  Mathunuuruddha  is  a 
drama  in  eight  acts  with  no  prakrt  m  it,  on.  the  secret  lives  of  Uga  to- 

wards Amruddha  who  was  kidnapped  by  her  maiden  Cifralgkha  on  her 
behalf 

779  On  Rama  Raghuvfracarita  by  Cakravarfi  VedSnfasSn  ,u 

SI$araghava   of  Ramapaaivada  ,*f   Kusalavavijaya   by  VenkatakfPna  ,** 

1     00, 1  640,  HI  114. 
3  TO,  I  1047     See  para  242  for  the  author 
8.  00,  II  185 
4  TO,  III  3128    He  says  he  wrote  at  the  Instance  of  king  Bftjafekhara 
5  Mys  279. 
6  Mys  382 
1     CO,  III  26 
8     CO,  I  138 ,  Uhoar,  998 
9.  00,1  119 
lOf  Mentioned  in  ND. 
11  Mentioned  in  BP 

13.  Mys  686 
18.  Trav  180 
14.  Trav  181 

16  CO,  I  436     Analysed  by  Wilson,  Tfuatre,  IX,  896. 

16,  TO,  II.  2«9,  He  lived  in  Villiambakam,  neat  Ohinglepot  He  was  Of  SrfVajea- 
go^ta  His  descendant  Gojaia,  son  oi  Venugonala,  wrote  Prafapaeaghava  (TO, 
HI.  8066.) 

17  DO,  XXI  8658   See  para  177  sup* 
18  Trav.  76, 
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Ramayananataka  by  Somesvaradeva  ,l  Mudifaraghava  by  Salakrsna  ,* 

Sffcananda  by  "Jatacarya  ,*  Ramarajyabhigeka  of  Viraraghava  ,*  Kjfya- 
rava?a,  Janajjiraghava,  Ramabhmanda,  Valivadha,  Chahtarama, 

Nirdosadasara^ha,  Mancavancijaka,  Mayapuspaka  ,s  A.bb.iramaraghava 

by  Anapojanayaka ,  Amogharaghava  ,*  Abhinavaraghava  of  KMra- 
swamin  T  Prapanna-Vibhisana  of  Lak^mana  Sfln  ,8  Abhiramamani  of 

Sundaramisra  •  Har%avasana  by  Kanhyalal  Fancatirtha ,"  Raghuvlra- 

cari$a  of  Sukumara  ,M  Anjayenavijaya  of  BhJisyakara  ,M  Janakajanan- 

dana  of  Npsimha  ,m  Praudhabhirama  of  Venkafanatha  ** 

Mahadeva  was  son  of  Kysnasurf  of  Kaundmyagotra  and  lived  at 

Palmaner  in  the  Madras  presidency  Nilakantha  was  his  contemporary 

and  so  he  belongs  to  the  first  half  of  the  17th  century  His  Adbhuta- 

darpana  narrates  the  progress  of  Rama's  war  onwards  from  HanBman's 
return  from  Ceylon  '■  Ramakrsna  was  the  son  of  Jirumala  of  Va$sa- 
go^ra  and  pnpil  of  RamendrasarasvafT  Probably  owing  to  the  surname 
Bhavabhati  he  had,  he  thought  of  writing  a  play  Uttaracan^a  to 

imitate  Ut$araramacan$a  It  is  said  that  he  lived  m  the  18th  century 

He  describes  his  family  in  the  Colophon  thus  '" 

1.    PB,  III  ap  896, 
a   oo,  n.  106, 
3  00,  n  3875 
ft  aVw/.Vm  8718. 
fl  Mentioned  in  8D,  8K,  ND,  BP,  DB,  or  A.B 
6.  Mentioned  In  1!S, 

7,  Mentioned  In  ND.    See  Chapter  on  Alankara  poet  and  Index 
8  Ptinted  Sah  Vols  XX,  XXII  and  XXIII    He  also  wrote  a  dima  Gboixjt^rt 

Foe  the  author,  see  para  346  supra 
9  00,  I   36.    Analysed  by  Wilson,  Thtalte,   II,  895     It   was  oomposed  la 

1599  A.  D- 
10.  Printed,  71.  of  Sam,  Sah.  Par.  Calcutta. 
11,  Tram.  IB. 
13.  Myt.  278 
18.  Mys.376 
It,  Myt.  378 
15.  W.    Karyamlla,  Bombay 

Mahadeva  Sastrf,  author  of  Uam»^«aghara   (play)  (00,1  66)  and  Mahadeva 

KavWaoarya  Sarasvatl  author  of  DaUakeUkwrna  di  BhanlkS  (00,  I. 244)  are  different 
16.  HS,  I.  and  Betr  69 
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to?  Htrrftwrog;  I 

Aiiratra-yajvan  was  a  younger  brother  of  Nilakantha  and  lived 

in  the  middle  of  the  17th  century  He  was  himself  well-versed  in  the 
tantras  and  kratus,  besides  being  born  a  poet  and  commentator,  he 

was  a  specialist  in  the  fcaiva-Siddhanta  His  KuM-kumudvafayara, 
a  drama  m  five  acts,  describes  the  loves  of  Kuta,  the  eldest  son  of 
Rama,  and  Kumudvafi,  the  princess  of  the  N5ga  race-  He  is  also 

known  to  have  written  a  poem  called  the  Pra$i-Raghuvdmba,  obviously 
on  the  history  of  the  Solar  race,  and  f  npuravijayacampft  * 

7d0  On  Bharata  Asvamedhanataka  by  Suma$iji$amiljamalla- 

deva,  king  of  Bhalgoan,*  Pandavavijaya  by  Jayanunamahadeva,8 
[Qfaupadiswayamvara,  Pandavananda  and  Vilaksa-Puryodhana]/ 

BhimaparSkrama  by  son  of  Safananda  Abhinanda,*  Abhimanyuaataka 
by  Saligrama,*  Ghogayatra  of  &i\ alacandra  7 

781  Puranic.  Yayaiacanta  of  Mayyan  RSmiirya  of  Tnvandram,* 

Bhakiavijaya  of  Sri  pharjatlprasada  KavyatTrfha,*  Subhddrarjuna  by 
KesavaBasfcrm,*0  Subhadradhananjaya  of  Gururama,"  Subhadraharana 
of  Madhavabhatta,"  SubhadravlJaya,*•  Candhka-Janamejaya  by  Padma- 
nabha,'1*  Manmathabhyudaya  by  Venkatesa,"    Prabhavafipradyumna 

1     Tanf  VIH  8378     See  para  164  supra 
a   co,  in  8. 
8     Galled  also  SabhaparvanStaka     BPR,  (1904)      PandavSnanda  ([uoted  by Dhanika  la  different 
4     Mentioned  in  ND  and  AB 

5.  IPO,  IV.  4140.    See  para  59  supra     On  the  battle  between  BMma  and  JatS- 
sandha     Abhinavagupja  mentions  the  play 

6.  Feinted,  Calcutta.    Sere  is  a  tine'  Nfindl 

7.  Printed,  Oalontta 
8  Mys  |38l 
9  Printed,  Oalontta, 

10.  Trav  183 

11,  J88P,  Oalontta,  XI,  on  Prahlada's  story. 
13     00, 1. 128 
18.    CO,  I  738 
J*.    TG,  OTVfioTO 

M.  ®0,  an.  8308    Be  ma  oonteatpomry  ot  a  papa  of  Nllafaraib*  (set  paw  M supra), 
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by  Ramakpjpa,1  Hanscaiidracari$a,B  Ufaniruddna  by  a  king  of  Kasi," 
Revaiabalaiika  by  Purugottama,*  Madanabhyudaya  'by  Venkatesa,* 

Natesavilasa  by  kmg  Sivaji  of  Tanjore,*  Gangava$araaa,f  Mangala.- 
nataka  by  Jivananda  Jyotirvid,*  Anarghaiialacantra  by  Sudarsapa,9 
Hanscandranaiaka  by  Prabbjikdra  Srimvasa,19  Manma$havijaya  by 
Venkataraghava,"  Anandao-tndrodaya  by  Rangilala  *■ 

782  Miscellaneous  Natakas  Kalyaeapuranjana  by  Tirumala- 

icarya,1*  Jagadananda  by  Harsadeva,  Samayasara  by  Banarsidas  Sekbara- 
nabba,"  Candravilasa  (1)  by  Gangadhara,"  {u)  by  Rudrasarma  Tnpathm,*' 
Lmgadurgabhedand  by  Paramananda  or  Dadambhatla,"  Kusumavacaya 
by  Madhusudanasarasvati,  Kamala  Kanthirava  by  Narayanldhvan,  son 

of  Laksmidhara,28  Candrarekhavidyadhara,"  Niladncandrcdaya  by  \  ira- 
raghavacarya  of  Pun,*0  Prabhavata  by  Raghuna^ha,*1  Lak&mideva- 

narayaMiya  by  Sridhara,™  Gopicandana,""'K.alpanIkalpaka  by  Sesagiri,** 
Sukabhipatdtia  by  Srinivasa,"  £riruvasadayavilasa,M  Sahitisamuilaia  by 

Muddu  Venkarya,"  Siddhantabheri  by  Sudarsanarya,**  Muktacarrta  by 

Krpuakavi  ** 
1 OO,  II.  79 
2 Quoted  Id  SP 
3 BS,  11 
i Tanj  VIII  8604, 
5 TO.  Ill,  8303 
8 It  describes  the  story  of  the  deity  at  Oidambaam 7. 

GO,  III  80. 
8 Printed,  Benares It  is  in  9  Aets  on  the  greatness  of  Devi, 
9. 

Printed,  Bombay. 

10 Mys.  387. 
11 Printed,  Bombay. Trav  186. 
19 Vltoar,  998     Oomposed  at  Baroda  In  1849 
18 

My*  375     He  was  of  Sftthamarsanago(ca  of  Potepalli  family  and  in  the 

oourb  of  Polabhupala  of  Gadval  m  Nizam's  dominions  in  17th  oeatey. 
14. Qough,  308. 
IS. 00,  II.  86 
16. 

PR,  HI,  309,  884 
17 

Levi,  App  80,  OO .  I.  544 
18. Tanj  VIII  8857. He  lived  in  Brahmadesam  near  Oanjee*a*rtn. 
19. 

Tanj.  Till.  8894 
SO Printed  Ooajeevaram     It  mentions  King  Mokandadeva  of  Orissa  in  thf 

FWtogue 
21. ist/s,  m 33 

Trav  78 36.    afys.385 
S3 OO,  I  168 37.    Uyt.  386 21. 

Uyi.  376. 98     Mys  356. 
OK        M>m    Qfli  QQ       7TI.1M*.    1ftlT 
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783  Pfakarana  Sakjivasakumara's  Anangasena-Hannanduii  j 
Araafya  Sankaka's  Citro^pnlavalambitaka,  Farangadatt  i,  1'uSpaduSitaka, 
Prayogabhyudaya,  and  PadmavatTparmavn,*  Candrakanta's  Kaumudf- 

sudbSkara,*  Ganapatisasfrin's  MadhavivasantTya  * 

Pevipannaya  and  Nalavikrama,*  Udayanacant*  and  Vidhivilasi^a," 
[Vikranta  3adraka,  MayBramarjalika,  Vedika,  Matsyahaqfa,  Bhtma- 

knlya,  Ratmlasa,  Laksmisvayamvara,  Sabhadraharana,  RSsakanka, 
Mudrasuveda,  Salmisamvada,  and  SafakarDiharana],*  [K5mada$a» 
Ramananda,  Mahesvarananda,  Kandarpasambhava  and  Virlnanda],* 

Vakra|undaga¥aiiayaka,$ 

In  Padmaprabhjtaka,  Sadraka  quotes  from  a  drama  Kumudvafl 

ffis  srraqfc  JTfrifcpiKCT  #Fsfi*mr%  11 

Krsnadasa's  Kalavaji-KamdrBpam  describes  the  marriage  of 
Kallvati  and  Kamarupa,  son  of  King  Kainaketa  of  K&S,  after  rescuing 
her  from  the  hands  of  a  Rakgasa  who  carried  her  away  •  Kavi- 
VALLabha's  Abhiramacitralekham  is  a  long  drama  in  10  acts  describing 
the  marriage  of  Abhirama  and  Ciftalekha,  daughter  of  BhujangarSja, 
It  is  said  to  have  been  enacted  at  Srfrangam  at  Caifra  festival." 

784  Natika  Anangavatf ,  IndQlekha ,  Bhattasri  Bhavanufacflda's 
KaasaHkl,11  Indumatf  and  CijralekhS,**   PadmavatI,"    V2san$ika  of 

1     Mentioned  in  ND  or  A8  
~*~~ 

3.  Printed)  Oaloutta. 
8  Trav  180    See  para  34?  supra. 
4,  Mentioned  in  ND 
6  Mentioned  in  BP 
6.  Mentioned  in  8P. 
1  Mentioned  in  B8 
8  00,1  B4 

ml.  P^**?  f?L  MmasoriPt  'a*1****  la  fifth  Act.    The  author  lived  in Malabar  in  the  end  of  18th  oentary  AD 

xJSi   T°^a  89M     k  KaTivall»bl»  ta  mentioned  as  having  wmpowd  Adltya. 
bhB*Mya(»DhMn»8a8ti»).    See  SPO.ni  8683.  mgamnjvmjt 11     Mentioned  in  ND 

13.    Mentioned  in  8P 
18.    Mentioned  in  US. 
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Ramacandra,1  Candraprabha,'  Kuvalayavatf  of  Ky.^akavi^ekhara,a 

Ramanka  of  Dharraagupt.!,*  <  andrakala  (i)  of  Narayana*  and'^l)  of 
V]svaI)athakavl^aJa,•  6pngaravapika  of  Visvanafhabhalta  * 

785  Vyayoga  Npsimhavijaya,8  Vyayavikruma  by  AryasQrya  o 
Kaundmyagotra,'  Bbiraaparakrama,18  or  JarSsandhavyayoga,  Vinata- 
nanda  or  Pracandagaruda  of  Govinda,  son  of  ̂esayagnesvara,1'  Pra- 

candabhairava  of  Sada&va,1*  Jamadagnyavijaj  a,  *  VikrSntaraghaviya  by 
SrikpSna  and  \  Iraraghaviya  by  Pradhani  Venkatabhupati  '* 

786  Prahaaana,"  Candanuranjana  of  Ghanasyama,"  Kuhana- 
bhairava  of  Ayyalunitha  of  Bommaganti  famiiy  of  the  Circars  ,*T 

Mundita  ,l*  Anandakosa,1*  Bphatstibhadraka,*9  phurtacanH*1  PhQrfa- 
vidambana  by  Mahesvara,98  JPhurfaaartaaa  by  Samaraja,**   Hasyaratna- MA 

kara 

1     10,  3843  composed  in   16-17th  century  A  D     There  is  a  prom  VSsanjika- 
parujaya  of  Narasimha  (CO,  I.  566) 

3  00,1  181 
8     00,111  36 
4  OC,  I,  368     Written  in  1310  A.  D 
6     00,1  179 
6  Quoted  in  his  8D 
7  10,  VII  4196 
8  DO,  XXI  8410     TO,  I  R  No  821 
9  TO,  11   1751 
10  TO,  IV  4440  Then  is  BMmavikram*  oi  Mok$5di{ya,  Oat  of  Br,  Museum, 

378 

11.  Tanj.  VIII  8041  00,1.576,1177  He  lived  at  Benares  and  was  a  native 
of  Nandipura  a  village  on  the  Godavan  He  also  wrote  GopSlaliiarnavahhSna  (Tanj, 
VIII  8677)     Govinda  Kavibhnsina  author  of  Samrddhamadhava  [00,  III.  86}  is 

13.  Tanj  VIII  3639 
18  Printed,  Bombay,  Oaloatta  and  Mysore     Analysed   by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II. 

874     There  is  commentary  by  Raraakr$ga,  080,  236 
14.  Myt.m 
15  0  Oapeller,  Zv>e*  Prahasanas,  Gurupujamaumudi,  Leiprig 
16  Tamil  VIII  8620     On  the  author,  see  para  166  tupra 
17  T0,m  8361. 
18  00, 1.  8 
19.  Mentioned  in  BS. 
30,  Mentioned  in  BS 
31  Mentioned  in  8D,  686 
93  00, 1.  972 

98.  CO,  1. 373.    See  para  767  supra'    Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  407. 
34.  Mentioned  fn  DB,  Int.  p  80, 
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Natavala  of  Yadunandana,  son  of  Vasudeva  Cayani,1  S»ndraku$ 0- 

bala  of  Kpnadatta,'  Palandumandaua,8  PaNandavidambana,*  Pavodhi- 
tnafhana,*  Vmodaranga,*  Mijhyacara  of  Vaidyanitba,  KaleynkautO- 

hala  by  Bharadvaja*  Venkatesaprahasana  by  Venkatesvara,8  Kah- 

kantaku$uka  by  RSmakpSna,9  Subhagananda  by  Vasudevanarendra 

okas  Sriva$sanka,w  Kantakasorvasva  by  Gopinatha,11  Ilasjarnava  by 

JagadisV*  Kalikeh,"  Kandarpakeli,**  Hpdajavinoda  of  Kavi  P&ndfya," 

Bhanuprabandha  of  Vetikatesa,"  Pevadurgafi  of  Kammoy  ,w 

Sandilyaparivrajaka  ,M  Somavalliyogananda  by  Aruiiagirwatha  ,*• 

Mat^avilasa  by  Mahendravikrama  Varman  ,*°  Kuksimbhanbhaik^ava  by 
Pradham  Venkata  Bhupaji,  Kuksimbhan  by  Venkatacfirya  and  Kuhana- 

bhaikjava  by  firumalanataa  ,**  Lokaranjana  by  Srinivasacarya  •* 

Sankhadhara  flourished  m  the  Court  of  king  Govindacandra 

of  Kanouj"  in  the  12th  century  A  D  His  Latakatnelaka^  descnbes 
the  marriages  of  Ipantura  and  Madanamanjari  and  is  called  also 

5>a9turapanaaya  ** 

1     Printed,  Bombay 

3  00,1  707 
3.    00,1  880 
4  00, I.  886. 
6.    Mentioned  in  AS 
6  00, 1.  677 
7  JM.  B am,  00, I  896 
8  00,1  602.    He  is  oalled  KSlidasa. 
9.    JBa,(189T)l 

30.  00, 1  737 ,  Tani  VIII  8681.  He  was  anothee  name  Govindafeivataana  and 

>jfMBB»to  have  been  a  chlei  m  Kashmir. 
11  00, 1. 181,  IK  SB  Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  410  and  by  OappeBea 

in  Qocussjakaumndi,  Leipzig,  59-62 
19  Ed  by  Oapeller,  Jena ,  Ed  Oxford  ,  Ed  Galon  Ma  with  Bengali  translation. 

Analysed  by  Wilson,  Theatre,  II  408-9 ,  10,  VII.  4191  8  with  an  English  translation. 
15,  Mentioned  in  BS 
14     Mentioned  in  8D  684  5 
16  00,  II.  337 
16.  CO,  I  «406, 
17  Printed,  Oalentta, 
18.  Mys,  S«p  18. 
19.  Tanj  VIII  4637,  Mys,  38     See  para  186  supra 
30  See  para  48  supra,  Keith,  SZ),  163 ,  Mys  8up  13  T  H.  Ramaohandran 

The  Boyal  Artot,  Mahendt  avarman,  JOB,  VII  919,  808 
31  Mys  27P 
33     Myt.  368,  183 

33*,  ,8eftI4,;  $3  24.9  fox  grants  dated  8am  tWl  and.  1188. 
34.   Piloted,  Bombay. 
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Hartjivanamisra  was  the  son  of  Latamisra,  and  was  patronised 

by  a  King  named  Ramasimha  He  lived  in  the  17th  century  AD  *  A 
manuscript  of  his  Vijayaparaji^anataka  is  dated  Sam  1730  He 

wrote  also  prahasanas,  Prasangika,  Sahndayanandana,  Vibudhamohana 

and  Adbhutaranga 

Kavitaruka  was  the  son  of  Vaninajha  He  was  Court  Chaplain 
of  King  Mamkyadeva  of  Bhuluya,  one  of  the  12  independent  chiefs 

who  ruled  in  Bengal  at  the  time  of  Moghul  invasion  m  16th  century 

AD  His  Kautukaratnakara  is  a  pleasant  prahasana  ridiculing  an 
imbecile  king  who  relies  on  some  knaves  to  recover  his  abducted 

queen  * 

787  Bhana  *  Spngararatnakara  by  Sundarataticarya,*  Ananga- 

latika,*  Anangasarvasva  of  Laksminarasimha,*  Pancabauavijaya  of 

Rangacarya,*  Pancabanavilasa,8  Pancayudhaprapanca  of  fnvikrama,9 

Madanagopalavilasa  of  Rama,10  Rasikampta  of  Sankaranarayana," 

Rasollisa  of  Srinivasavedantacarya,1'  Srngaraspngataka  of  Ranga- 

nathaM 

Rasikaranjana  of  Srlmvasa,  son  of  Ny simha  of  Pra|ivadibhayankara 

family,14  Mukundananda18  of  Kasipafi,  son  of  Ramapati  of  Kaundinya- 
gotra,   a  nameless   bhana,1'  Sarasakavikulananda   of  Ramacandra  of 

l.    GO  I  570 

3.    10,  VH  1618,  4197,  00, 1  181,  II  35  Analysed  by^bj^en^rOuru^S- 
kaimttdt,  Leipzig,  62-8 

3  See  Analyse  d'ttn  monologue  dramoMgue  molten,  Parts/ 
4  Gough,  188 
6.  Ln*,  App.  73 
6     TanS  Vn  8574. 
7.  00, 1.  815     Printed  Madras. 
8  00,1  816. 
9  CO,  I,  817,  H.  361     It  was  composed  in  Saba  1737 

10     CO,  I  425,  II.  97. 
11,    HB.II.  vm,    He  began  to  write  poetry  in  his  11th  year. 
13.  Tcmi,  Vm  3589 ,  TO,  I  1018     He  lived  at  Bhutapnrl  (Snperumbadur)  near 

Conjeevamm. 
18     00,  U,  168. 

14.  He  waB  Principal  of  Free  Sanskrit  College,  Ooirobatore    He  died  about  1900 
15     Printed,  Bombay  and  Madras     Enacted  at  the  festival  at  Bhadragirl,  Bhadra> 

aalam  near  Nutanapuraro,  probably  in  the  Olrcars, 
16.    TO,  HI.  8485  probably  mitten  at  Trlohur,  Cochin  State, 
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Vellala  family,3  Manmathamodana  by  Kadayokudi  Subrahmanya- 
gastn,9  Vasantabhufana  by  Varadarya  of  Bharadvajago^ra  s 

Saradotilaka*  (1)  of  Sankara*  and  (u)  of  Sesagin,*  £Jrng3ramanjarf 
(1)  anonymous*  and  (u)  of  Avadbana  Sarasvafi  of  Kami,8  MadanaphQ- 

ea»a  of  Appakaw,8  SrBgarasjabaka  of  Nrsimha  of  Hantagotra,"8 
Easaratnakara  of  Jayanta,"  Srngarnjlvana  of  Varada  of  Kousikagotra," 

Sr  ngarataranginf  of  Ramabhadra,18  Srngaracandnka  of  Srimvasa  of 

Sriva|sagotra,u  Srngaraiundara  of  Xsvarasarma  of  Bimbah,1'  Sjngara- 

tarangini  of  Venkatatarya  of  Surapuram,"  ̂ pngaravapika  of  Visva- 

natna,"  Anangamangala  by  Sundara,'8  jSrngaradlpaka  by  Venkata- 

dhvann"  Hanvilasa  by  Handasa  *° 

Anangajivana,"1  Anangavijaya  (a)  of  Sivaramakrsna  of  Gau- 

tamagotra,"  (6)  of  Jagannatha'3  Kandarpavijaya  of  Ghanaguru,  of 
Kausikagotra,*4  Candrarekhavilasa,*5  MahiSamangala  by  a  Nambudn 
brahmin  of  Puruvana  in.  Malabar  "° 

1     TO,  II  1480,  Enacted  at  Bbadiaohelam  in  Goflavati  Distriot 

2.    Sah.  VII 
8     TO,  I  1019     See  Levi,  App,  SO     He  was  deaoiple  of  Varadadofika  who  was 

himself  disciple  of  SretaprakSslka'cSrya 
i     CO,  I  618.    Analysed  by  Wilson,  TJieatre,  II  884 
5  OC,  I  643,   Mys  2Fa     Analysed  by  Wilson,  TTieair*.  II  384 

6  My*  384     Heiwas  teacher  of  Maharaja  K?§naraj»  Odayar  of  Mysore  It  id 
fall  of  iabffilmkara 

7  TO,  V  6806     The  author  wrote  a  poem  BSmaoangrodaya 
8  T«»J.VIII  8599 

9  Tani  VIII  8682     See  para  162  supra  JOB,  III.  71 
10  Tan],  VIII  8607 
11  TO,  V.  6209     He  lived  at  Sriperumbadur  near  Ohinglepat 
12.    CO,  I  661 
18{  00,1  660 
14  CO,  II  167  ,  TO,  III  2989 
15  Trav  79 
16  00, 1  660 

17  Analysed  in  10,  VII,  4196 ,  00, 1.  661,  II.  158.   He  was  son  of  Mahadeva 
18.  00,  I  12 
19  CO,  I  661 
20  CO,  II  183 

21.  DO,  XXI  8,842,  Tanj  VIII  8666.  He  was  the  paternal  anole  of  Venkata- 
4hvari,  the  author  of  Visvaguiiadaraa 

22  £>C,  XXI  8847  EnaotedVat  Vamalur  and  composed  at  the  instance  of  King 
Narasamahlpala,  son  of  Cikkadevaraya  and  his  son  Krsnayuvaraja  Of  that  place. 

28     2W  VIH  8575  probably  of  Viwanagar    See  pan  124  tupra, 
34     DO,  XXI  S881     Enacted  at  Srirangam.    See  para  168  tupra 
25  DC,  XXI.  8401     Enacted  at  Kolahalarajadlritat. 
26  DO,  XXI  8410    Qomposed  at  the  instance  of  King  BajarSjavama  of  Cochin 
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[Kainakalavilasa  by  PradhamlVenkatabhiipatt,  faruijabhupana  by 

Sathakopa,  Madanagopala  by  Svayambhunatha,  Madanasamrajya  by 
Bhujanga,  Rasodara  by  Surapuram  Anaayarya,  £rlranganatbabhana  by 
Srimvasa,  Srngaravilasa  by  Sambasiva,  Sarasvatollasa  by  Venkatarama, 

Kai$avakalacandra  and  fepngaravilasita  by  Narayaua  ]x 

Anangamangala  by  Sundara  Kavi,*  Anangasarvasva  by  Laksmi- 

nrsimha,"  Gopalalilamava  by  Govinda,*  Kamavilasa  by  Venkappa,8 
Kusumabanavilasa,8  Rasavilasa  by  Cokkanatha,*  Rasikajanarasollasa  by 
Venkata,8  Rasikajanamanasollasa,*  Spngaramanjan  and  Sr-ugararaja  by 

Gopalaroya  M 

Saradanandana  of  Srinivasacarya,  son  of  Varadacarya  of  Kausika- 

gotra,M  Spngaradipaka  by  VinjumQn  Kaghavacarya,**  Spngfirapavana  of 
Vaidyan3fha  son  of  Kpsnakavi  of  Srivatsagotra,"  ̂ pngararasodaya  of 
Ramakavi,  son  of  Ramakjsna  of  Kasyapagotra,**  Srngaratilaka  of  Avi- 
nasiswami,  soa  of  Rama  of  A$reyagotra,*B  Srngarasarvasvd  («)  of  Swami 
6astn,  son  of  Anantanarayana  of  Haritagottra,"  (b)  of  Kausika  Nalla- 

budha,"  (c)  of  Vedantacarya  of  BhSradvajagotra,18  Hanvilasa  by 

Handasa  M 

1     Mys  396-287,  687-7  ,  Sup  13 
3     00,  I.  19 
8,  00, 1  13 
4.    CO,  I  163     Ho  also  wrote  Vinajanan4avyayoga  (OC,  I  576) 
5     00,  I  98 
6.  CO,  I  118 
7.  00,11.116 
8     00,  III  106 
9.  Mys  281. 
10  CO,  II  168,  160 
11  DO,  XXI  8588.    Ha  lived  at  Sriperambadur,  Ohlngleput  Dt 
13.  DO,  XXI  8584,    He  lived  at  Oonjaevaram 
18     DO,  XXI  8585     Ha  lived  at  Tlruvalur,  Tanjoxe  Dt     He  mentioned  various 

works  of  his  in  the  prologue  mattly  sfco$raa  in  praise  of  Siva  and  FSrVafi. 
14.  Ed  Bombay,    DO,  XXI.  8589     He  lived  at  Iiingamagunta  in  Guntur  Dtl 

15.  DO,  XXI.  8540     Enacted  at  VaK^arSjapur*  'hear1  Sttrangapatam  tfUriog  '•the-" 
days  ofSamarSja,  Xing  of  Mysore  in  the  later  part  of  the  19th  fcbhtary    Hewrts'of 
VandavSfi  family.' 

16  DO,  XXI,  8543     He  lived  at  Tnohinopoly.    He  was  the  author  of  a  oomman* 
taoy  on  the  Mn4rarSfeJasa,  DO,  XXt.  8468 

17  Tmj.  VIII,  8608<   He  wwson  of  Balaartdfa  and  Kinsman  of  RSmabhadta 
Dik$i{a.    Seel4,XXXlH. 

18,  TanJ,  VIII  3611     He  lived  under  8S&dbha4ra  Naik  of  Madura  of  the  16th 
century  A  D.    Enaotefl  at  !Hrupafl\ 

19.  DO,  XXI,  8568.    He  ttved  at  Praudha-Devarayapuram. 
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^nngarararasabbjngara  by  Indraganti  Kondasun,  son  of  NSra* 

yaVa/  Madanaliladarpana  by  Padmanabha,  son  of  Laksmajja  and 

Venkamamba  * 

Kalikeliyatra,  on  the  festival  of  Bhadrakah  at  Kolihnga  or 

Cranganoor  and  Madanamahotsava,"  a  satire  on  contemporary  society4 
of  Snkantha  alias  Nanjunda,  of  A|reyagotra 

Vallavipallavollasa  by  Manjulacarya  alias  KrPnamurti  Kumara, 

of  Vasifcthagotra  of  the  Circars,*  VasanfabhuSana  by  Nrsiinhasun,  of 

Vangipuram  ,•  f§rngaracandnka  by  Srlnivasa,  son  of  Varadd  of  Sri- 

vafsagotra,*  Anangatilaka  by  his  son  Ranganatha,8  Srngarasanjlvana  by 

Sathajij  Kavi  of  BhSradvajagotra,"  Madanaliladarpana  of  Padmanabha,*9 

Sfngaralilatilaka  of  Bhaskara  u 

Pancabaaavijaya  by  Rangaraya,1"  hon  of  Bhavanacarya  of 
Vadhiilagotra,  Madanavijaya  by  Sesacarya,  son  of  Vikkirala  family  of 

KSlahasti ,"  Madanabhyudaya  of  Kpsnamurti,'*  Manma$habhyudaya  of 
Venkatesa  " 

1  TO,  III.  8175  Enacted  at  Snsailam  m  tha  Oiroors  at  the  festival  of  Malllk 
Sijuna     He  says  he  also  wrote  Mahesamanasamahtsava,  probably  a  poem 

2  TO,  III.  3177  Enaoted  at  Benares  at  Coitra  festival  He  was  a  Tolugu 
Brahmin  of  Kotipalli,  Oodavan  dwtriot.  He  also  wrote  the  TnpuravijayavSyoga  {Jbtd 
III  8870)  where  see  for  fuller  information 

8.    DO,  XXI.  8398 
4.  DO,  XXI  8443  He  mentioned  Oidambara  Kavi  as  one  of  his  Gurus  He 

lived  at  Baiavyaghrapura  (Sirnpuli  yur) 
5.  TO,  IH,  8696  There  is  another  anonymous  bhSna  of  this  namo  (Ibtd 

III.  3878). 

6  TO,  HI.  8748  He  was  a  native  of  Parankusapuram  (Ponvalainda  Kalattur, 
Ohingleput  Dt )  Enaoted  at  festival  at  Oonjeevaram. 

7.  TO,  1H.  3989  He  was  the  daughter's  son  of  Viraraghava,  probably  of Oonjeevaram. 
8.  TO,  III  8173    Enaoted  at  Srirangam. 

9  n%&.  HI.  804  The  author's  father  migrated  to  Gataia  on  the  Godavart  from 
Oonjeeveram  Enaoted  at  the  festival  of  Santlnagonaia  at  Ellore  and  was  patronised 
by  King  Venkatanarasimha,  probably  of  Nuzvid, 

10.  TO,  HI,  8177    He  also  wrote  fripuravijayavyayoga 
11.  Printed  J3SP,  XVH  June  He  was  a  poet  of  Kerala  patronised  by  a  Sri Yikramadeva. 

18.  TO,  H.  2068  Printed,  Madras  and  Oalontta,  He  Wrote  also  Ramanuja- 
oampuandBanganayai:isaun4aryastu{i.    Ebaoted  at  Srirangam. 

18.    Printed  Madras     He  was  Sanskrit  Pandit,  0.  Sr  Marion  College,  Vellore. 
14.  TO,  II.  3078,  HI  3878.  He  is  the  author  of  Yaksoliasa.  Sea  para  819  supra. 

He  was  also  called  Abhinava-Kaildafo  but  he  was  of  Vasisthaaotra. 
J5.    TO,  m.  8308. 
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Vilasabhusana    by  Venkata  Kjsna  of  Bharadvajagotra,1    Caturi 

candnka    by     Venkatarya,   son    of    Saranyapada,"     ̂ rPgarakosV   by 
Girvanendra*  and  Kandarpadarpaya   (1)  by  his   son  Srikantha,*  and 
(11)   by    Srikrgna,'  Srngaramanjari   by   Visvanafha,*  Madanavilasa  by 
Naganatha,"  Kaminikamukollasa  • 

788  Sara  da  is  mentioned  by  Saluva  Narasimha  as  the  authoress 
of  eighteen  plays  and  several  poems  in  SaDsknt  and  Prakrit 

wra*&  3)r5^HTTST3[5Frrcf  | 

RamabkyttQaya  L 

789  In  Virabhadravijaya,  Ekambara  Diksita  gives  a  pedigree 
of  Kempe  Gauda  Chiefs  of  Yelamanka,  Mysore  (1418-1728  AD  )  and 
he  flourished  in  the  Court  of  the  last  of  the  line,  Mummadi  Kempe 
Gaada  (1705-1728  AD) 

790  Like  Vatsaraja,  Pradhanj  Venkatabhupati  of  Mysore 
wrote  plays  of  different  species,  Rukminisvayamvara  (anka)  Kuksimbha- 
nbhaik^ava  (prahasana),  Kamakalavilasa  (bhana)  Urvasi-sarvabhouma 

(lhamraga),  Vibudhadanava  (samavakara),  Vlraiaghavavijaya  (vyayoga), 
Sitakalyana  (vital),  and  on  poetics  Alankaramanidarpana  u 

^Wfafa  afar  *rora><Tfa?fi$!  ftsffsrwr- 

1  TO,  11.3333  Probably  of  the  Oiroars  Enacted  at  the  festival  of  Bhadia- 
oheUam. 

3  TO,  II  3813  Probably  a  resident  of  Tirupati,  Obittroor  District  staged  at  the 
festival  at  Tirupati 

S    Tanf  VIII  4649,  TO,  1.989     He  redded  at  Oonjeevaram. 
4.    Tan]  VIII  |3696 
5  Tcmi.Vm  8S76 
6  Mys.  Sup  13. 
7,    TC.n.  2618     He  was  a  poet  in  the  Court  of  Vemayamautrl 
8  TO,  U,  3669. 
9  TO,  n.  2619. 
10.  See  Puttaiya,  The  Kempe  Gan&a  Chefs  (JMys,  33IL  734) ,  Mys    Gatelteer 

(1897),  n  20 ,  Memoirs  of  Mysore,  Vol.  II. 
11.  Mys  374-987.  396     There  is  Uddhrtavrkodara  (preksaijika)    by  BhSgavata 

KisnaalsooftMysore,  {Mys.  374). 
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CHAPTER  XXIII 

Sahitya  Saatra 

791  Sahityasastra  m  its  broadest  meaning  embraces  the  science 

of  all  poetic  arL,  be  it  poetry  for  the  eye  (drsya)  or  poetry  for  the  ear 

(sravya),  that  is,  all  that  a  critic  (sahrdaya)  would  expect  in  ideal  poetic 

compositions  I  The  words  Alankara  and  Rasa  used  by  Bharata  had 
come  to  be  collated  and  annotated  by  his  followers  and  early  writers 
like  Bhamaha  and  £)andin,  and  the  result  was  the  advent  of  an 

elaborate  literature  of  rhetorical  lore,  which  by  the  correlation  of 

matter  came  to  embrace  many  subsidiary  thoughts  relating  to  poetry, 
faultless  and  mentonous 

Strictly  speaking,  the  word  Alankarasasfcra,  though  even  now 

understandable  m  this  e\panded  sphere,  was  replaced  by  the  word 

SShifyasastra  as  early  as  the  8th  to  9th  century  A  D  Rajasekhara  in 
his  Eavyamimamsa  has 

Kiftsiffar  II 

There  have  been  more  than  30  treatises,  named  with  the  word 

Sahi$ya,  and  it  may  be  roughly  said  that  latterly  the  word  Alankara 

has  been  used  in  names  of  treatises  more  for  a  limited  sphere  of  treat- 

ment of  alankara  (figures  of  speech)  and  rasa  (sentiment).  The  word  ! 

Sahitya  is  "derived  from  H^f^X^DCtR  by  the  rule  sfr  ̂ f^cRT^ 

meaning  coherence,  or  (?)  from  ST(%a'=3l5E  Hft*T  meaning  the  quality  of 
that  which  is  attended  with  good  " 

Visvanatha's  Sahifyadarpaoa  may  be  taken  as  the  type  of 
treatises  comprehending  all  spheres  of  the  poetic  science,  viz 

(i)  Kavyalaksana— theory  and  definition  of  poetry  with  refe. 
rence  to  its  soul  (afcman)  or  essence,  rasa,  alankara,  ri$i,  dhvam, 

vakrokfi,  &c. 

1.  On  the  history  Of  Alankara  literature,  see  8  K  De,  Sanskrit  Poetics ,  Often- 
talia,  II  207.  (The  outlines  of  Rasa  theo-y,  from  Bharata  to  Jagannatha) ,  Vamana- 
oharya,  lqt  to  Kavyaprakasa ,  Durgaprasad,  Int  to  Sdhityadarpana  ,  P  Y  Kane, 
Li,  XLL  124,  Jaoobl,  ZDMG.  LVI,  893 ,  Wmtermfes,  ID  HI  4,  Medapalli  Venkata- 
ramanaoarya,  Alankaracarttra  (in  Telogu) ,  and  lots  to  NStyadarpana  and  Bhava 
prakasana  in  60S,  BaroJa,  V>  V  Sorani,  Pre  Dhvani  BclwoU  of  Alankara. 

90 
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(ii)  Sabdavyapara — denotation  of  words   abhidha,    lakgang    and 
vyanjana,  a  philosophy  of  language  or  Heraemeutks, 

(in)  Nayaka  and  Nayam, — hero  and  heroine  and  their  relations 
and  moods  and  classes 

(iv)  Rasa — sentiments  including  their  anecedent  and  resultant 
emotions 

(These  two  heads  cover  Kama&as^ra  or  erotics) 

(v)  Guna  and  Dosa  —merits  and  faults  of  poetry,  classes  of  poetry, 
dysya  and  sravya,  padya  and  gadya  and  their  varieties 

(vi)  Natyasastra — dramaturgy,  all  about  the  drama   in  its  several 
varieties  except  the  music  and  the  dancing 

(vh)  Alankara  proper— figures  of  speech 

Thrse  are  treatises  dealing  with  all  those  topics  or  some  or  one 

of  them  only  and  all  these  go  under  the  title  Alankrasasfcra  or  Sahifcya- 

sas$ra 

To  state  briefly,  therefore,  Sahrjya  or  Alankarasasfra  means  the 

Science  of  poetry  It  embraces  m  its  sphere,  theory  of  poetry,  the 

origin,  form  and  variety  of  poet's  work,  its  faults  and  merits,  and  a 
description  of  several  embellishments  which  distinguish  poetic  from 
unpoetic  compositions  In  its  widest  sense  it  covers  the  field  of  music, 
dancing  and  erotics 

792.  The  earliest  literature  of  the  Hindus  is  poetic  and  is  the 

natural  effusion  of  man's  instinct  But  poetics  as  a  sc  ience  must  be  of 
later  origin,  for  without  a  volume  of  poetry \(laktya)  there  cannot  be  a 
a  science  (lakytnaj  dealing  with  the  regulation  of  its  composition. 
Tradition  says  that  Goddess  of  Learning,  Sarasvati,  created  Kavya. 
purusha  as  the  Personification  of  Poetry,  and  the  Creator  sent  him 

down  to  the  human  world  for  the  propogation  of  poetics  In  18  chap- 
ters, he  taught  the  subject  to  his  seventeen  pupils  The  several  topics 

were  embodied  by  these  desciples  m  separate  treatises,  Kavirahasya  by 
Sahasraksha,  Auktika  by  Uktigarbha,  Ritinimaya  by  Suvarnanabha, 

Anuprasa  by  Pracetayana,  Yamaka  and  Cityd  by  Qtjangada,  Sabda- 
slesa  by  $esa,  Vas^ava  by  Pulastya,  Upama  by  Aapakayana,  Aftsaya 
by  Paraaara,  Arthaslesa  by  Utathya,  Ubhajalunkanka  by  Kubera, 
Vainodika  by  Kamadeva,  RQpaka  by  Bharata,   Rasadhikara  by  Nandi 

1,    Batokoath  Bhatlaoharya's  A  brtet  swcey  oj      hityasaslra  JDIj,    Calcutta University,  1933,  p.  97  et  seq). 



kesvara,  Dosa  by  phisana,  Guna  by  Upamanyu  and  Aupanisadika 
by  Kucimara  These  references  are  given  by  Rajagekhara  in  Kavya- 
mimamsa  (I  1 ) 

It  has  been  thdught  fashionable  to  treat  these  accounts  as  fictitious, 
but  when  we  see  that  much  of  the  earliest  literature  has  been  lost  and 

replaced  by  later  compendia,  which,  on  account  of  the  ease  of  study, 
have  tended  to  throw  the  older  treatises  into  oblivion,  it  is  possible 
that  these  traditonal  accounts  are  not  after  all  a  fraud  Opinions  of 
many  of  these  early  writers  are  noticed  in  later  works  and  Vatsyayana 
in  his  Katnasutras  cites  some  of  them  for  their  views  l 

793  The  Samhitas  of  the  Vedas  contain  much  thai  is  poetic 

and  use*  figures  of  speech  like  simile,  nature,  hyperbole.  The  essence 
of  all  poetic  art  is  thus  summed  up 

The  supreme  Spirit  is  described  as  Pleasure,  Ananda,  and  (the 

embodiment  of)  Rasa,  essence  of  sweetness  *  But  a  regular  theory  of 
poetics  is  not  traceable  m  the  Vedic  literature 

1     See  ohapter  on  Kamasastba  post, 

a     (i)    amffa  sh  <ji<r  srcfHft  »rafcfai  m%  srcffin  I 

8  srtcf^  xr%  Ti%r  #ifr  ̂ tbt  ap^r  f .  ll 

(hi)    <iM*3fli  Pr??r  >*i^rRf  sraraft  ffatattft 

(iw)   Kiwrf  epr  a^n  *rcnr  ig  MRmswtfl  I 

<pfa*r  ftw  graft  wwhI  «rfafra*fl"ft  II  (Bk,  vn.  sa-Bj 

(vj   l?r^nlt  wsrcr  'w^r  Trstr- 1  tfft  wai^^T  ̂ rar  I 
f^T  #  |«Wt  fatfft  Hfft%  qgWfo  II  (Bk,  IV  flS-S) 

(i)     V*t  fcrfto  I  (Bk,  X  88-6) 

(u>   anpRS^rt  wr^  I  Bk  x  7i-6) 

(iii)    ftforar  ̂ r:  I  (*»,  i  ae-a) 

Pt)   it*  w.  I  #  I  a  I  strrc  qwil  ̂   l 
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794  Among  Puranas  Agmpurana  has  some  chapters  on 

poetics  *  It  mentions  gesticulations,  figures  of  speech  and  faults  and 
merits  of  poetry  and  describes  the  figures  of  speech  Yamaka,  Citra, 
UpamS,  RQpaka,  Sahokti,  Arthantaranyasa,  Utpreksa,  Atisaya,  Vibha- 

vana,  Virodha  and  Hetu  The  enumeration  is  sufficiently  scanty 
that  it  is  quite  in  keeping  with  the  antiquity  of  the  Puranas  The 
name  of  Bharata  is  cited,  but  it  is  not  conclusive  to  determine  the 

relative  priority  of  the  extant  Natyasaslra  and  these  i  hapters  of  Agm- 
purana, because  the  origin  of  the  name  of  Bharata  and  his  work  is 

lost  in  remote  antiquity, 

795  Yaska  speaks  of  Upama,  thus 

ejr  *f*ffai£  sr  snFfTcf  srr  sqtfNcr  I  smrfr  *f*ftm  ̂ reteq;  ll 

796.    Panini  has 

^<Tf*RT  sqiEnf^WiWHIit^Jl:  I — II  1  66 

viMHHrRr hwwn'SI  i— iv  lbs 

797  Bharata's  Nattasasira  is,  as  we  have  it,  the  earliest  work 
on.  poetics  Bharata  lays  down  that  Rasa  is  the  essence  of  poetry, 
though  his  conception  of  poetry  is  dramatic  lie  enumerates  36 

Laksaoas  or  embellishments,  4  poetic  types  and  10  poetic  merits  and 

faults,  But  the  Lak«.aUas  were  either  included  by  later  writers,  under  the 
heads  of  Gunas  or  Alankaras,  or  classed  as  Natyalankaras,  Guna  and 
Alankara  are  according  to  Bharata  subsidiary  to  Rasa 

Bharata  thus  describes  the  genesis  of  Rasa  • 

4lftiifoA»4«ft  tow  ^nfor  & irrar  w?**rF3#cr  1 3^r..  ..  ̂ jr^ 
1.  Chapter  836-347  S  K  De  (SP.  108-4)  says  that  those  chapters  are  later 

Interpolations  oopled  from  Dandin  and  Bbamaha  It  is  too  muoh  to  say  that  after 
the  days  of  Dandin  and  Bhamaha,  when  the  PucSaaa  were  widely  known,  any  suoh 
interpolations  oould  have  been  oontemplated  at  all  S  K  Do  himself  admits  that  the 
tradition  of  opinion  embodied  m  the  AgmpurSn*  was  developed  by  Bhoja  and  Bhoja 
was  not  an  author  who  oould  not  disoover  a  fraud  or  would  show  regard  to  saoh  a  late 
interpolation 

Mahelvara  in  the  oommentary  on  K3vyaprak3<2  says 

Ht$R  STFTCPl  I 

So  says  Baladeva  In  his  Sahltyakaumu^i  {PR,  1888, 12.) 
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The  original  rasa-sutra  of  Bharnta  f^ffl^M^ftp^lRiWIKy- 

fa^trj  has  been  interpreted  in  four  ways,  by  Lollala  according  to 

Mimamsa  doctrines  by  Sankuka  according  to  Nyaya  doctrines,  by 
Bhatta  Nayaka  according  to  Sankhya  doctrines  and  by  Abhmavagupfa 
according  to  Alankanka  doctrines,  Mammata  thus  sums  up  the  differ- 

ent views  (Ullasa  IV) 

i     fiwi^«5Hlr«Rrftfiwi3^,«ii<lM«i'+<^  rarfNi'  w«r  srfarT ,  aigtril 

sqMr,  s^tt  am  tmzm^ft,  ̂ di^MiRntfteft  srcfrwrSt  w  I— ?fr 

sqM,  wronsr  sr  wiftrit,  *wa?5its*rft%  7  timtft**w*wi*wi<flra*ir 

f^frcr  f^fs^Trf^ii^R  tt^rcftfcr  nfdwmiir  sfe  *  *  *  ̂ isqrgFqW'itfr^ 
f^ji*wftt(rfcrerc>r$Ji*<w*f  *r  i^f  spoilt  *i>r$wrqFi%? wf^r  f flfoFr 

cm  arfrfirtF  Wf   famsrfcsrssF'm^r   *  snfrnq; '  ̂i«f<Rwi«t^Hi<  angtfrr- 

ill.     T  rTrw%T  sJWra&T'W  JRffacT  «iitM'«ldir^^,  grfif  5  ̂  
srrsr  srrftraTtr  IWftsr  f^rari^mTtfwrTwrr  *ropRqsqnnt>r  wvm. 

wfr  a^)fo^i«H^w«ifrtonffiff<fffrr  tftfar  fwl  I— #  ̂ s^rm:  u 

*iw«fwwrat  *rrsrrc"lFr  srara"  II 

<TftfocmTr^r  tort  ?r«RWi$<w*i«(r<wsrr  ^rraw^R  ̂ rt>rc  iwrwrsw  jfafl- 

tt*fa  *fo$%   flsffffaforrf&iR   «»wi4/lnfo<lm^  ̂ SR5rr^f^T3*rw3; 

«t^to^R?FT^r^  ̂ KlftSl  W»  I  *  *  ffif  Wto<tNHflftl«HjlVMHU  II 

(Vamanacaryd 's  Edn  pp   161-iJ, 
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798  By  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era,  the  study  of  poetics 
had  well  progressed  and  we  hear  of  various  writers  of  whom  we  have 
references  in  citations  For  instance,  there  are  KiUyapa,  Kapila, 

K6hala,  patella,  Matanga,  Rahula,  Sakaligarbha,  Matrgupja,  Pnya^i|hi, 
Sumanas,  Nandiswami  and  Brahmannndin  These  writers  must  have  so 

far  speculated  on  poetics,  as,  to  recognise  modifications  in  the  views 

propounded  m  Natyasastra  *  The  result  of  this,  advance  in  poetic 
criticism  was  the  immediate  advent  of  distinct  schools  of  thought  of 
Bhamaha  and  ̂ andin  and  the  possibility  of  newer  schools  in  the 

coming  centuries 

799  Bhamha  is  called  the  founder  of  Alankara  school 

According  to  him  Vakrokti  is  all  in  poetry 

qftsgri  sfjfcrr  utf  ̂ s^frcfsfRr  fan  II — u  85. 
By  Vakrokti  Bhamaha  meant  all  poetic  expression  other  than 

naturali  that  is,  all  adorned  expression  as  opposed  to  naked  Vakrokfc, 
said  Bhamaha,  was  the  means  by  which  the  meaning  was  rendered 

assimilable  or  delectable ,  m  short  Vakrokti  flashes  Rasa  Rasa  is  there- 
fore subordinate  to  Alankara  and  Alankara  is  founded  on  Vakrokti. 

The  idea  of  Vakrokti  was  carried  to  an  extreme  by  Kunta(la)ka  and 
his  Vakrok$v)Ivitam  enunciates  the  theory  that  Vakrokti  is  the  life  of 

poetry'  and  that  comprehends  in  it  other  characteristics  of  poetry, 
Alankara  and  Phvam  *  But  before  him  Udbhala  had  kept  himself 
within  reasonable  limits  and  accepted  Bhamaha's  general  theory, 
except  in  some  subordinate  details  of  definitions  and  classifications , 

and  on  Bhamaha's  work  he  wrote  a  commentary.  1  o  this  school  also 
belongs  Mnkula  and  PratiharendurSja  who  commented  on  Udbhata's 
work. 

800  Alongside  of  this  theory  of  Alanklra,  there  was  the  growing 
thought  that  Riti  or  style,  as  a  consideration  in  composition,  was  not 
negligible.  Bhamaha  mentioned  Vaidarbhi  and  Gaudiya  styles  as  made 
melodious  and  flowing  words,  but  said  they  wanted  imaginative  charm. 
Pandin  expanded  the  scope  of  Rita  and  said  that  Vaidarbhi  for  instance 
is  not  made  by  a  mere  jumble  of  letters  or   words   but   must   contain 

1.    See  tor  mote  details  Chapter  on  NStyaiSsfaa  post 

1      *6lftj»  *H«flflfll  I 
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pleasurable  ideas.  He  elaborated  the  characlerslics  of  two  styles, 
Vaidarbbi  and  Gaudiya,  and  while  the  former  was  tender  and  char- 

ming the  latter  was  harsh  and  boisterous  each  being  suited  to  the 
expression  of  particular  sentiments  What  Bbainaha  called  Alankara, 
Dandm  called  Guna  Dandm  says  that  Guflas  pertain  to  the  soul  of 

poetry  and  that  Alankaras  are  "  those  attributes  which  produce  charm 
m  poetry"  and  all  Alankaras  endow  the  sense  with  Rasa*  While 
Bhamaha  subordinated  Rasa  to  Alankara,  Qandm  subordinated  these  to 

Riti     And  they  spoke  of  Rasa,  Bhava  etc ,  as  Rasavaf,  Preyas,  TJrjasvm, 

801  But  it  was  Vamana  who  expressly  declared  that  style  is  the 
soul  of  poetry  and  Rni  is  the  composition  of  words  of  superior  excell- 

ence Vamana  however  saw  that  mere  style  unaccompanied  by  other 
embellishments  would  not  make  good  poetry  He  included  Alankara 

and  Rasa  among  the  necessary  qualities  (Guna)  of  poetry  and  those 

qualities  he  classed  as  formal  and  essential  ,*  he  called  Rasa  as  an 

essential  feature  of  Kan^i-gu^a.*  He  differed  from  Dandm  in  saymg 
that  Gunas  are  those  attributes  which  produce  charm  in  poetry,  while 
Alankams  enhance  the  charm 

802  During  the  period  of  the  progress  of  the  Alankara  and  ritji 

theories,  Bhara$a's  theory  of  Rasa  had  not  lost  its  charm  Udbhata  still 
admired  it  and  he  wrote  a  commentary  on  Natyasastra  But  he  was  in- 

fluenced by  the  views  of  Bhamaha,  for  he  assigned  the  same  place  to  rasa 
as  Bhamaha  did  though  he  appreciated  that  bhSvas  were  needed  to  rea- 

lise rasa  more  critically  He  mentioned  a  fourth  Rasalankara,  Samahi$a 
He  recognised  £$antarasa  as  suitable  for  the  drama  as  for  the  poem 
Rudrata  championed  rasa,  as  of  universal  merit,  that  is,  not  merely  in 
dramas  but  in  poems  too ;  a  poem  devoid  of  rasa  is  no  more  than  an 

insipid  sas^ra  He  mentioned  nine  rasas  and  one  more  preyas* 
Rudkahhatta  expressed  a  similar  view  in  his  $rngara$ilaka  a 

J       KavyHlanTcHrasangraha  I,  81—81 

—KavyafartS,  I,  4 

8    tffl^iwr  qmw  l  f%%sq^^rr  ttft  I  ««<«».  1. «,  le 

4    *&parafapir  <pftr  sr%°[T  I  wfto#ras«Rs^  11  aa,  m  11-12 
fi     KavjSlankSra,  XII  3,  1 
6     1.5  6 
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803  From  the  earliest  limes,  speculation  was  nfe  among  rhetori- 

cians on  the  grammatical  rectitude  and  Ihe  exegilical  interpretations  of 

expressions  in  poetus  For  instance,  Upama  or  comparison  is  of 
various  kinds,  comprehending  in  it  various.  Alankaras,  which  have  been 

given  distinct  names  by  later  writers  l«ven  in  Upanu  proper,  there 
are  several  classes,  according  as  the  particle  of  similitude  is  expressed 

or  implied  Grammar  was  des<  nbed  at.  father  ol  poetry  Bhamaha 
thought  it  necessary  to  devote  a  whole  chapter  on  grammatical  forms 
adaptable  in  poetry  Vamana  did  the  same  lhe  theory  of  speech 
and  meaning  has  alwa}s  been  a  point  of  difference  among  the  several 

schools  of  philosophy  m  India,  that  is,  to  state  shorth,  whether  ihe 

real  meaning  of  a  word  is  want  is  e\-pressod  or  what  is  comprehended 
by  way  of  suggestion  and  inference  ,  thai  is,  in  Siibdabodha  they  differed, 
This  difference  has  led  rhetoricians  to  distinguish  between  the  merits 

of  abidha  and  laksaua,  expression  and  implii  ation  on  the  lines,  of 

propounded  by  grammatical  philosophers  1  he  result  of  the  expan- 
sion of  these  disquisitions  was  a  close  alliance  in  the  studv  of  poetics 

and  grammar  and  m  the  next  stage  of  progress,  a  third  function  of 

words,  namely  vyanjana,  was  conceived  on  the  analogy  of  the  theory 
of  Sphota 

804  Ihe  theory  of  Sphota,  bnelly  stated,  is  th.it  sphota  or  dhvani 
is  the  characteristic  capacity  of  words  to  signify  thoir  import  It  is  attri- 

buted to  the  grammarian  SpholSy.inn,  a  predecessor  of  Panitu  and  it  at 

tamed  its  perfection  in  Bhartrhan's  Vakvapndiya  Anandavardhana 
adopted  this  theory  and  applied  it  to  poetics  lie  rejoi  led  the  earlier 
theories  of  rasa,  alankara  and  riti,  so  far  as  each  <  laimed  lo  be  the  soul 

of  poetry  and  propounded  that  vyanjana  or  dhvani  is  the  soul  of  poetry, 

This  Rasadhvam  theory  of  Ananda\ardhana  "  dillers  from  the  original 
theory  of  Rasa  as  formulated  in  the  Natyasastra  of  Bharafa  in  two 
points  According  to  the  former  the  Rasas  are  enjoyed  by  the  audience 
only,  being  suggested  by  the  words,  but  according  to  the  latter  the 
factors  vibhava,  etc  whether  expressod  or  suggested  by  the  words 

create  the  pleasure  in  the  minds  of  the  audienc  e  ̂RRpTI^ffJr's'rft- 
w<<ltiisvtiVHra  ).  Moreover,  the  chief  function  of  poetry  according  lo 
Anandavardhana  is  to  suggest  the  sense  of  Rasas,  Alankuras  and  plots  for 
Vas|u  as  applied  to  both  the  poems  and  dramas  Bbarata  holds  that  the 
best  form  of  poetry  is  that  where  the  representations  ol  Vibhavas,  etc. 
before  the  audience  create  the  aeshetic  pleasure  in  their  minds," 

;  It  cannot  be  said  that  vyanjana  was  a  discovery  of  Anandavardhana 
Bhamaha  and  Qandin  saw  that  a  suggested  sense  was  always  there  in 
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Samasokfi,  Apras$ufaprasamsa,  Vyajastuti  6tc  Bharata  and  Udbhata 
included  dhvam  in  Paryayokti  So  did  Rudra  Vamana  included  it  m 

Vakrokti,  which  he  defined  as  'suggestion  founded  on  similarity '  But 
with  these  writers,  the  suggested  sense  (vyanjita)  was  ancillary  to  the 
expressed  (vacya) 

805  According  to  Ananuavardhana  Dhvam  is  supreme  m 
characterising  good  poetry  Dhvam  literally  means  suggestion  The  poet 
expresses,  an  idea  in  a  sentence  and  to  the  readers'  mmd  flashes  an  idea 
not  actually  expressed  l>y  the  words,  but  implied  or  suggested  by  them 
Dhvam  is  the  result  of  the  function  vyanjana,  as  opposed  to  abhidha 
or  lak>>ana  Dhvam  is  the  soul,  Gunas  like  madhurya,  ojas  &c  are  the 
properties  of  the  *oul  of  poetry,  as  bravery  is  the  property  of  the  human 
mmd,  and  Alankaras  are  ornaments  which  enhance  the  charm  of  poetrv, 
as  ornaments  of  gold  set  off  a  person's  beauty  Poetry  is  classed  under 
three  heads,  Dhvam,  where  the  suggested  sense  is  prominent,  Gunl- 
bhu$avyangya,  where  it  is  not  prominent  and  Citra  where  it  is  not 
manifest 

806  The  Dhvam  theory  was  not  applauded  by  all  Ihere  were 

still  the  admirers  of  Rasa  Praiiharendtjkaja  wrote  LaghuvrJti  on 
Udbhata  He  said  that  Dhvam  was  implied  in  Alankaras  like  slesa,  rasavat 

and  paryayokfa,  and  reiterated  that  rasa  was  the  soul  of  poetry  He 
differed  from  Bhamaha  in  refusing  to  include  Rasas  among  Alankaras 

(n)    TOTOfaflW  Sl^T  3ffa^raTT  IcT   I 

^^  cfSTflnftft  sfflsqiflW  ̂ (^TcT^  II 

807  Bhattanayaka  was  a  devout  follower  of  Bharafa  Starting 

from  Bhara^a's  explanation  of  bhava,  vibhava  &c  he  said  that  besides 
abhidha,  which  is  the  only  operating  function  in  Vedas  and  ̂ astras, 
there  are  two  other  functions  bhavaktva  and  bhojakajva  in  all  kavya, 
drsya  or  sravya,  from  which  emanates  the  aesthetic  pleasure  in  the 
minds  of  audience 

Bhoja  thought  it  was  gooa.poewy,  u  n  was  uoe  from  blemishes  and 
if  it  had  the  merit  of  guQa,  atankara  and  rasa 

808  Dhananjaya  and  Dhanika  did  not  recognise  dhvam  at 

all.  Dhanika  answered  criticisms  of  Bhattanayaka's  views  and  held 
that  Tajparyasakti,  desire  for  expression  and  understanding   "  not  only 91 
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makes  the  hearer  understand  the  meaning  of  the  sentence  but  also 

actuates  him  to  act  according  to  the  sense  of  the  sentence,  not  only  to 
make  the  reader  or  thp  spectator  understand  the  vibhava,  etc ,  from  the 

poetry,  but  also  to  act  accordingly  This  activity  is  nothing  but  the 

enjoyment  of  the  aesthetic  pleasure  Ihus  the  poelrv  becomes 
Bhavaka  of  the  Rasasvada  through  the  ]  atparjasakti,  and  therefore, 

no  dhvani  or  vyaujanavrtti  as  the  chief  function  of  the  poetry  is 

necessary  The  connection  between  the  K'!v>a  and  Rasa  according  to 
Dhanika  is  Bhavyabhavakabhava  and  not  \  )ang)a\vanjakabhava  as 
formulated  by  the  Dhvani  school  lhis  kind  of  connection  according 
to  him  is  different  from  the  Janyajanakabbava  as  held  b}  the  Naija- 
yikas  (Asatkaryavadins)  because  rasas  alread)  e\ist  m  an  appreciative 

mind  m  the  form  of  permanent  moods  (Bhava\ata)  "  Dhananjaya 
did  not  adopt  santa  as  a  rasa 

809  The  theory  of  Dhvani  however  soon  gained  prominence  and 

obtained  recognition  Abhinavagui'ta's  erudition  gave  fresh  vigour  to 
it  and  his  Locana  stands  as  it  were  an  original  treatise  on  Dhvani  But 

the  theory  was  again  assailed  with  vehemence  Ivitniaka  in  his 
Vakroktojivita  said  dhvani  was  included  in  Vaktokti  Mahimahjiaita 
did  not  brook  the  insolence  against  logic  ians  ind  m  a  mood  of  revenge 
set  up  his  theory  Anumana  or  Jutvyfoium/li  In  his  Vyakjiviveka,  he 
attempted  to  demolish  the  various  theories  of  poetic  s  and  said  that 

anumana  or  inference  was  all-pervasive  and  in  it  was  embraced  dhvani 
or  whatever  was  attributed  to  it 

810  Vidyadhara  was  a  follower  of  Anandav4irdhana  lie  refuted 

the  views  of  Bhamaha  and  others  who  denied  dhvani,  Dbvanyabhava- 

vadins  He  refers  to  Bhamaha  and  Rudrnla  and  Mahirna  as  An$ar- 
bhavavadms  vw  dhvani  is  comprehended  in  guna  and  ah.nkara  and 

is  not  difterent  from  anumana,  and  to  Bhatla  Lollata  as  ]  >irghav)  Spara 
vadin,  viz ,  the  expressive  power  of  words  reac  hos  very  far  like  that 
of  arrows 

811  By  the  lime  of  Mamma  ta,  Dhvani  attained  a  firm  stand, 

but  the  earlier  theories  of  alankara,  rasa  and  rty  were  still  in  the  field 
for  Bhoja  and  his  erudite  circle  gave  them  prominence  Mammata 
therefore  thought  it  prudent  to  define  poetry  m  more  comprehensive 
terms,  keeping  Dhvani  as  the  foremost  quality  and  appending  to  it  the 
essentials  of  alankara  and  rasa,  with  a  better  recognition  "Mammata 
was  influenced  by  Vamana  (III  1-1-3)  although  Mammata  considered 
gunas  as  primary  attributes  of  rasas  and  only  secondarily  of  leltere,  To  a 
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less  extent  he  was  influenced  by  the  alankara  school,  as  he  allows  a 

Kavya  to  be  devoid  of  alankaras  in  a  few  cases  However,  Bhamaha's 
Vakrokti  does  appear  in  Kavyaprakasa  under  the  name  of  Praudhokti  " 
Bemg  as  it  were  a  compromise  of  the  existing  theories,  without  giving 

up  the  accepted  superiority  of  Dhvani  all  the  same,  Mammata's  views 
have  been  considered  the  perfectest  theory  of  poetry  and  during  these 
long  centuries  thev  have  not  lost  their  appreciation  In  the  mode  of 

exposition  and  in  the  classification  of  the  subject,  his  work  has  been 
the  standard  and  many  rhetoricians  of  repute  thought  it  a  merit  m  them 

to  compose  commentaries  on  Mammata's  Kavyaprakasa,  though  they 
expressed  their  views  in  independent  treatises  on  poetics.  Except  m 
the  way  of  further  illustrations,  t  newer  definitions  and  keener  classi- 

fications the  science  of  poetry  as  described  by  Mammata  has  remained 
unaffected 

812      I  he  views  of  different  rhetoricians  have  thus  been   summed 

up  by  Ruyyaka  in  his  Alankarasarvasva 

stroke '  *fcf  mi^i  ffcffcror  *r?prr  srffarfitfr  f  l 

prs5rr^#r  %&.  I  afowgf  rcr  ffi  *5Efr  srerafofcr  m*qnt  tug  I 

<pftftsa(WTOR:   g$^«wjftaMffrsrora1  sigforf  wJlifolN  sm*i\{ 

fl«f m:  I  asrfa  M%  sKfamft  srrrrcw  #ifcfa  "efte?^  L  ̂  

*f?m%fowwr   ^ftW^     stffcT.  I  ̂S%ff%s^ff%  War*  s^sj 
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qg  arirfif^Ffftd  sr^w  jRfararfr  jrfcr  fofwcnrr  5^3R^r3in%sxmf- 

Atankuriisarvasva,  Bombay  Eda  ,  3-13 

813  Samudrahandha  in  hii>  commentary  on  Alankaratarvasva 

has*  another  classification  of  these  poetical  theories,  (T&&,  p  4)  into 
fave  schools 

ff  fofegt  5fs?Rf  f^  I 

crqter  %%s^r  «riiiT  a»rcrRg#T  sfTstf  %ffi  ̂rer  q$r  l 

q%*W  qjtq^fr  sTTfiTRcT  fSTIf   I 

^  VSmanacarya  (/;*/  Kavyaprakasa,  p  24)  thus  Mimmarfoeb  the  views 
bnefly 

?srs%r  q^ra^t  ̂ faft  ̂ ffc?ran  i 

<««n^i4sr(^qK^Rrs5c  ̂ Rfirfcr  spmrora^  I 
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The  following  extracts  from  P  V  Kane's  '  Outlines  of  History  of 
Alankara  Literature'  {I A,  XLI  124,  204)  will  be  of  interest 

"  1  he  most  ancient  basis  of  classification  appears  to  have  been 
very  simple  figures  of  speech  w ere  divided  into  two  classes  those 
that  depend  for  their  charm  on  wordh  alone  and  those  in  which  the 

beauty  is  seen  m  the  bense  alone  This  division  of  the  figures  of 
speech  is  the  only  one  that  is  found  in  ancient  writings  on  Alankara 

Bharata  does  not  speak  of  it  in  his  Natya-Sastra  Dandm  tacitly 
recognizes  it,  inasmuch  as  he  treats  of  Arthalankaras  in  the  second 
Farichcheda  and  of  Sabdalankaras  m  the  third  Both  Bhamaha  and 

Udbhata  do  not  explicitly  divide  Alankaras  into  two  \aneties,  but  they 
seem  to  have  had  the  twofold  division  in  mind,  for  Bhamaha  first  speaks 

of  Anuprasa  and  Yamaka  and  then  of  figures  that  are  regarded  by  all 
as  Alankaras  of  Artha  Udbhata  similarly  speaks  ot  Punaruktavada- 
bhasa  and  Anuprasa  first  and  then  of  Arthalamkaras  Vamana  speaks 
of  Sabdalamkaras  in  the  fourth  Adhikarana  (1st  Adhjaya)  of  his  work 
and  of  Arthalamkaras  in  the  second  and  third  Adhyayas  of  the  same 
Adhikarana  Rudrata,  Mammata,  Ruyyaka  and  most  subsequent  writers 
recognise  this  twofold  division  of  figures  of  speech 

Some  writers,  however,  propose  a  division  which  is  a  little  more 
elaborate  Alankaras,  according  to  them,  are  either  of  Sabda,  or  of 

Artha,  or  of  both  Bhoja  in  his  Sarasvatikanlhabharana  enumerates 

twenty-four  Alamkaras  of  each  It  is  worthy  of  note  that  he  regards 
Upama,  Rupaka,  etc  ,  as  Alamkaras  of  both  Sabda  and  Artha  (and  not 
of  artha  alone,  as  said  by  almost  all  other  writers) 

The  number  of  babdalamkaras  has  never  been  very  large.  Most 
wnters,  such  as  Dandm,  Bhamaha,  Udbhata,  speak  of  two  or  three 
The  largest  number  is  that  mentioned  by  Bhoja,  viz ,  24  rhe  ancient 
works  of  Alamkara  paid  a  good  deal  of  attention  to  Sabdalamkaras, 

but  as  critical  insight  grew,  the  Alamkaras  of  words  dwindled  into  in* 
significance 

Unlike  Sabdalamkaras,  the  number  of  Arthalamkaras  has  generally 
been  large  and  has  been  subject  to  great  fluctuations  We  may  safely 
affirm  that  as  a  general  rule,  the  more  ancient  a  writer  is,  the  fewer  is 
the  number  of  figures  treated  of  by  him  Bharata  speaks  of  only  four 
Alamkaras  Dandin,  Bhatti,  Bhamaha,  Udbhata  and  Vamana  treat  of 
from  thirty  to  forty  figures  Mammata  speaks  of  more  than  sixty,  while 
Ruyyaka  adds  a  few  more  The  Chandraloka  (13lh  century)  speaks  of 
a  hundred  figures  of  speech,  to  which  the  Kuvalayananda  adds  about  a 
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score  more.  This  is  the  highest  number  known  lo  us,  Jagannatha 

prefers  a  smaller  number  of  figures,  although  he  is  later  than  the 

author  of  Kuvalayananda,  If  for  some  slight  difference  a  different 

figure  of  speech  were  to  be  defined  there  would  be  no  end  of  figures, 

as  remarked  by  Dandin. 

In  the  ancient  writers  there  is  no  basis  of  division.  Dandin, 

Bhamaha,  Vamana  and  Udbhata  give  no  classification  of  the  figures  of 

sense.  They  generally  first  speak  of  Upama  and  some  other  Alamkaras 

based  upon  it  and  the  rest  are  treated  of  at  random ;  e,g„  Dandin  puts 

Vibhavana  between  Vyatireka  and  Samasokti.  ItisRudrata  who  first 

gives  a  fourfold  division  of  Arlhalamkaras.  Mammaia  soems  to  have 

had  in  view  no  scientific  basis  of  division.  The  Alamkara-Sarvasva 

gives  first  of  all,  the  figures  based  upon  Aupamya  (resemblance) ;  then 

those  based  upon  Virodha  (contradiction) ;  then  those  based  upon 

Srinkhala  (chain),  such  as  Karanamala,  Maladipaka,  Kkavali ;  then  the 

figures  based  upon  Tarka-Nyaya,  Kavya-Nyaya  and  Loka-Nyaya ;  then 
the  figures  based  upon  the  apprehension  of  a  hidden  sense ;  and  lastly 

based  upon  the  combination  of  figures  such  as  Samkara  and  Sansrishly 

The  Ekavali,  the  Prapaparudriya  and  the  Sahilyadarpana  generally 

follow  the  classification.  Jagannatha  also  speaks  of  figures  based  upon 

Aupamya,  Virodha  and  Srinkhala.  From  Kavyalinga  downwards  he 
does  not  mention  any  express  basis  of  classification  but  appears  to  have 

followed  in  the  main  the  Alamkara-Sarvasva." 
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Alankara 

814  Alankara-Sutras  Every  science,  Sastra,  in  India  has  its 
tufra,  vrfti  and  Maya.  So  has  Alankarasastra  feWdhodani  is 
mentioned  by  Kesava  as  an  author  of  AlankarasBtras,1  and  it  was  on 
the  Kankas  of  Sauddhodam  that  Kesava  commented  in  his  AlankSra- 

sekhara  '  Mammata's  Kavyaprakasi,  have  been  considered,  mostly  in 
Bengal,  as  embracing  the  origin  il  Bharaja's  Alankarasafras,  on  which 
Maramata  wrote  a  vrtti  called  Kavyaprakasa  *  Baladeva  Vidyabhasana 
took  these  Kankas  as  Bhuratasutras>  and  wrote  his  commentary  on  them 

Sahityakaumudi  in  the  18th  century  *  Bharafa,  it  is  said  to  the  contrary, wrote  sDtras  relating  to  rasa  etc ,  in  natya  and  not  surras  for  Alankara 
but  these  sQtras  are  but  rarely  preserved  in  the  extant  NotyasaMra  * 
Panmi  mentions  NatasQ^ras  of  Silahn 

«TRRr%?5I$RT  fa#<d<W^%  (JV  m.  10) 

sdkw*rftft.    (iv  m.  u. 

Alankarasutras  of  unknown  authorship  have  been  commented  upon 

by  Sophakara  in  his  Alankararatnakara.*     jsobhakara   was  son  of 

2    See  S.  K,  Do,  8P  I.  201. 

3.    So  says  Commentary  Vivaraoi    fflanrenffl  51^,  f \faf  ffoftfcf  I  JPRT- 

wmmmmm^  ll 
Several  other  authors  call  these  KSrlkas '  su(ras ' 

i   3RTJf^f|  fgffl?«PPfflfa  !T^g[2r*rrf-Mahe<yara 

h   $  M'WWtM^  ̂ fM<c| icp^(t|'55^f ̂ — BhimaBona. 

iii   ̂ in?|RFiI?nTIft^T^--VaI4yanatha 

iv  $  fkw\:  3T?5^TqT*-Qovln4ftThftkku». 

V   $j?T  ''fil^WcWr  ̂ fs^—Nagojibhatta 

6.   BKB,  Ap,  owvlU, 
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Trayisvaramisra  and  lived  about  the  12lh  centur)  AD  He  is  quoted 

by  Jagannatha  These  sOtras  ha\e  been  evlracted  and  illustrated  by 
Yasaskara  in  his  rpevisfotra,  a  poem  of  devotion  Yasaskara  was  a 

poet  of  Kasmir  *  On  account  of  ill-health,  he  spent  mui  h  of  his  lime 

at  the  sanatorium"  on  the  hill  Pndyumna  and  there  nn  the  spot  held 
sacred  on  account  of  the  final  ascent  of  King  IVav.ira  to  Heaven  m 

bodily  form,  he  composed  his  Devistotra  s 

Ihere  are  again  Kavj  alankarasOtras  on  uhiih  \3mana  wrote 

his  own  Vp$t  and  Ruyyaka's  Alankarasutra  on  \shith  Maukh.i  wrote 
VftJi  Alankarasarvasva  Jayaratha  mentions  an  Alankaravartika  in  his 
commentary  on  Alankarasarvasva  (p  71) 

815  Bhamaha  was  the  son  of  Raknla  Gomin  Maskan  was 

probably  his  son*  From  the  word  Gomin  and  from  the  salutation  to 
Sarva  Sarvagna  at  the  commencement  of  his  work  it  has  been  said  he  was 
a  Buddhist  Cantfra  in  his  grammar  mentions  Gomin  .is  a  termination 

of  respect"  The  epithets  S.irva  and  Sarvagna  have  been  used  for 
various  divine  incarnations  without  limitation  Nhamaha's  reverence  to 

the  Hindu  pantheon*  and  his  elegant  references  to  heroes  of  Rilmayana,* 
Mahabharafa8  and  Puriinas8  indicate  more  properly  his  Vedu  persua- 

sion This  surmise  is  supported  by  Bhainaha's  si  alhing  cntu  ism  of 
Buddhist  theory  of  Ajyapoha  M 

1  PR.l  12 
2  This  health  resort  is  mentioned  in  Raj  III  040 
8  PR,  I  77  (where  the  eutras  are  all  oxfcraotodj 
4  He  says  so  in  his  commentary  on  Oantama  Dharmasnttft. 
6  ftfipj;  <j£r  | 

6  m<ll4«*| 
7  II  S3,  HI  II  82,  86,  IV  21,  28,  V  44 
8  III  7  ,  V  36,  89,  41,  42,  43 
9  IH  6,  42    V  89. 
10  VI  16,  17 
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On  the  relative  priority  of  Bhamaha  and  Dandin,  there  has  been 

divergence  of  opinion1  But  the  .issertiveness  of  Dandin's  expression 
of  dissent  in  relation  to  views  of  Bhamaha  on  particular  topics  indi- 

cates his  postenont j  It  is  possible  that  Bhamaha  w  as  an  elder  con- 

temporary of  ipandin  and  Bhamaha  was  an  author  whose  opinions  were 
then  fresh  in  the  minds  of  the  re  iders  which  Dandm  thought  ought  to 

be  controverted  before  they  gamed  a  place  of  honor  * 

trom  illustrations*  of  Alankaras  and  from  their  number  and  signifi- 
cance it  is  conjectured  that  Bhatti  came  after  Bhamaha 

If  Dandin  flourished  about  the  biginmng  of  the  7th  century,  Bha- 

maha can  be  safely  plai  ed  in  the  6th  century  AD* 

Bhamaha  composed  his  K5vjalankar<is  after  an  investigation  of  the 
thoughts  of  good  poets  for  the  instruction  of  the  virtuous 

stfacf  l^ifrf^J^  II  VI  64 

and  the  making  of  faultless  poetry  facilitates  the  pursuit  of  the   Puru- 

1 1  For  details  of  arguments  about  the  priority  of  Bh3maba  to  Dandm,  see 

Tnvedi's  introduction  to  Prataparudrayasobhufbana,  M  Rangaoharya's  Introduction  to 
Kavyadarsa,  Anantaoharya  in  Brahmavadin  (1911),  R  Naraslmhaoharya,  Ind  Ant. 

XXI  90  and  Medepalli  Venkataramanacharya's  Ewtory  of  Alankurasaitra  (in  Telugu), 
Tarunavaoaspaji,  in  bis  commontary  on  Kavyadaria  (I  39,  II  236  7  ,  IV  4)  dis- 

tinctly says  tbat  Dandin  ondoncs  Bhamaha  See  8  K  De's  SP,  I  45  62  For  a 
contrary  opinion,  see  P  V  Kano,  JBA8,  (1808)  M5[,1A,  XLl  13-98,  Pathak, 
JBBAS,  XXIII  19 ,  IA,  XLl  333 ,  M  T  Naranmba  AypaDgar,  JRAS,  (1905)  B3f , 
Barnett,  JBAS  (1905)  841  ,  D  T  Tataoorya,  Int  to  Edn  While  Bhamaha  mentions 
that  UpamS  should  not  bo  divided  into  several  categories  as  NindopamS,  Prafemso- 
pam3,  etc  ,  and  that  all  such  varieties  should  come  under  sSmanyaguna,  these  scholars 

see  m  it  a  oritioism  Of  Dandin's  long  list  of  varieties  of  TJpama 
3     See  A   Ringaaami  Sarasvati,  JUy,  III  682 

8     For  the  list  of  Alankaras  illustrated  m  Canto  X,  see  JBAS,  (1939),  880  et  seg 

On  this  question  thoro  is  a  difterenoe  of  opinion.    See  para  48  supra 

i     Ganapathi  Snstri,  in  his  introduction  to  SvapnavaBvadafta   (T88,  No  16 
p  XXIV),  places  Bhamaha  far  earlier  than  KSlidaaa  and  in  the  1st  oentnry  BO     See 

III.  86  audi.  43,  whew  referonoes  to  KSlidasa's  Raghuvami'i,  XVI  7,  8  and  Megha,  I. 
are  indiosted     S  X  De,  (SP.  I  49)  places  him  in  7  8  oentnry  A  D 

5     Printed  by  K  P  Trivedi,  as  appaudix  to  Prataparadrsyaiohhusena  (BS8) , 

Ed  by  P.  V  Naganathasattn  win  translation,   Taijore,   Ed    D    T    Tatacarya  with 
V?tji,  Trlvadi,  Tanjore 

92 
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sarthas,  and  leads  on  to  pleasure  and  celebrity  His  instruction  for 
choice  of  words  and  their  deposition  is  an  enchanting  instance  of  his 
-Esthetics 

qan;  sinr  s^r  fqn  Jtpwfa^r 

His  humility  is.  in  keeping  with  hit.  dignity  and  he  leaves  his 
homage  to  the  Goddess  of  Poetrj  unmindful  of  his  deserts 

r-  $wraw?ai  WW  ̂ rfiwrcfr  fos  stiffi  (?)  1 
f qTwnf  a^rai  =«r  trfOTi  srsrrsfoflpsr  3?  ?3ra?frcsra*  II  iv  51 

In  six  chapters,  he  deals  with  si\  topics,  K j vj  aHarira,  Alankara, 

Posa,  Nya>a  and  Sabdasuddhi  His  veneration  for  1'amni  is  supreme 
and  his  description  of  the  Ocean  of  Vyakarnn.i  reminds  us  of  the 

garlands  of  metaphors  which  is  Valmlki's  peculiar  filorv 

Q^PWT  <Kp$  qiWF mm^  I 

«n^rrftW3Trc  liRrafff?sf<3[  11 
sftOT^rftcPTRWwfiR^cr^  l 
m^a  ?raf ftowjfasTrwgfr  II 

HrwT^r  pf*raj  arra^i^  1 

w^m  wt  ̂ m^^m  3R-  11  vi  1-3, 

Here  is  Valmlki's  description  of  the  sky  as  an  ocean 

*r  i?F3$55  KF't  w$w*im%  $*pj  I 
fu^«raw5«rJTH&ii«w&<!5q;  || 

5fr#r§nft;r  5?r%crrfr»T^m^  I 

^racnrirsfar  ̂ raTfsrfa^ffijjt  11 

f^ifWFri^wRSfcjsq  11 

3WrWqft$F*r  Sp:^>  *r«l!IT>?8rijr  || 

RCmiiyana,  V  57,  1-4 

By  his  assertive  expression  and  i  ourngeous  criticism  he  displays 
the  ardour  of  his  study  and  the  range  of  his  learning     He  disapproves 
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as  unnatural  and  improbable  of  the  use  of  inanimate  objects  as  messen- 
gers of  love  and  the  story  of  the  capture  of  Vajsaraja  by  the  lure  of  a 

false  elephant     He  condemns  the  SphoU  theorists  with  disdain 

w  fgmrefrfir  sr^n^  *  H%a=r  II  vi  12 

1  he  illustrations  are  all  Bhamaha's  except  where  he  quotes  ex- 
pressly from  other  authors     lie  says 

SR  qstfa  ft<$f  ft*  *PTT  JPf^ff   ̂ §  4W<*|icl    I  II  96 

Bhamaha  is  called  the  founder  of  Alanksra  school  According  to 
him  Vakrok^i  is  the  character  of  poetry 

z#s*>ii  <pf^rr  w#  ws55f  tfrswr  f^srr  il  u  85 

This  verse  of  Bhamaha  has  been  quoted  by  later  writers,  aad 
Bhamaha  also  states  it  in  other  words 

«Rnf^^«%fiiift£r  fr^nraffa  l — 1  36 

3TR1  wfeKlfThWfKW  f  «#  I — V  66. 

And  Abhinavagupta  thus  explains  it 

sr^sr  ffc  mm  stfim®  ?  (ram)  srefafS&r  ̂ frtrwrafonftfRn* 

55fT*F?ffifa  1  (?) 

It  cannot  therefore  be  said  that  Bhamaha  was  an  opponent  of  the 

existence  of  Qhvam,  though  indeed  Mallinfifha  called  him  phvanya- 
bhavavadin 

Anandavardhana  appreciates  Bhamaha's  views : 

qwfrMftqflftwHtft  *m '  fat  $N  w&faffift,  {HiftwDRKfttegt- 

<WSfan*»l#!r  wrftWfF^T  I  (Bom  Edn  P  207-8) 

Ruyyaka  thns  sums  up  Bhamaha's  views  * 

f?  ft  cfrawff^jreMi^rcnTRS'f rftw.  rttomroi  qNtavrarar 

Among  the  authors  and  work?  mentioned  by   Bhamaha  are  Nyasa- 
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kara,  Medhavin/  Sakhavardhana,8  Ratnaharana,    Ramasarman's   Acyu- 
tottara*  Asmakavamsa  and  RSjamijra 

It  is  a  matter  of  controversy  whether  this  N}asaknra  was  Tmendra- 

buddhi*  Namisfidhu  mentions  Medha\iin  .is  a  writer  on  Alankara  and 
adds 

are  ̂   ̂ ^farcR  &&ft  ̂ nc  sfcf  ̂ ra^rforefaftreriR;  w  fetf- 

Medhavin  it.  probably  mdentical  with  Medhlvi  Rudi.i,  whom  Raja- 
sekhara  instances  as  a  poet  born  blind  and  one  of  the  three  Kahdasas 

(Kalidasatrayi)  mentioned  by  Rajasekara  I  he  Lexicon  1  nkandasesa 

gives  it  as  a  synonym  of  Kalidasa 

Ramasarma's  poetrj'  is  thus  described 

mmwMrcr  qusarqeflrsft  I 

j&m  ST  f  f§RTT  WWWfl-Mfltaft  II  II   19 

Sakhavardana's  verse  is  fine 

sri^g^Hi  far  srrforrcr  farpfarsr  qftiWrs^  11  n  47 
and  the  same  verse  is  quoted  anonymously  by  Namisiidhu   und  Mam- 
mata 

On  the  style  of  Asmakavamsci  there  is  this  comment 

*rg  Trr^^FSRrrf^  tstfrMt  f  **&  I  1  as 

From  Rajamitra,  there  is  nn  mstan<  e  taken  to  illustrate  the  figure 
samahita 

3  Eu  verse 

ft^gwrri^  crer  afarr  to  wf^wswrsr  I 

sn^'misTr  ?*  3Tft«rrcr  rlprmrsf  q-ftwiwsiiT  11  u  47 
18  quoted  to  illustrate  the  fault  Asambhava, 

S     His  vetse 

«<fr«Riw  it^wJawwf  srattrtfre  sr^rnr  f^r  1 
TO^s^a^rrTf  e^RWFnsrfOTf  fa  |l  11  57 

is  instanced  tor  gtfjrfq-  3fffcr*M'<^!f^  | 
4  On  this  see  K  B  Paihak's  Bhamaha's  attacks  on  JinondrabuddU  (JBBAS, 

XXIH  18) ,  P.  7  Kane,  Bhamaha,  Bhasa  and  Maglta  (Ibid  01)  and  K.  P  Trival, 
(Ji,  XLIII,  204,  207) 
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cww$  qrcffri  3^fss^i  to?  tl  in  10 

Bhamaha  refers  to  Nanda  and  Ca»akya  thus  , 

s&f^R&FfffW^  f^5  <TWt  3$    II — III    13 

Bhamaha  has  been  honoured  in  the  history  of  poetics  as  an  Acarya 

of  antiquity  and  renown      Vidyanatha  •wrote 

Anandavardhann,  Abhmavagupfn,  Varaana  and  Mammata  and 
others  quote  hit.  views  and  verses  with  distinction 

Udbhata's  gloss,  BhSrnahavivaraaa,  is  now  lost  * 

In  the  prefatory  eulogies  to  his  commentary  on  Kavyaprakasa 
Bhatta  Gopala  wrote 

5K&Trfo  ̂ m  *|Af*tflMc!>|[e5cl    I 

f^r  ww  ?3  *fluim,em,«p#sRr  jrrotr  ll 
Is  it  possible  that  Bhattanayaka  also  composed  a  commentary  on 

Bhamaha's  Kavyalankara,  as  Udbhata  did  ? 

It  is  suspected  that  Bhamaha  wrote  a  later  work  on  rhetoric  with 

greater  completeness,  for  we  have  m  Kasikarasayanam,*  which  goes 
under  his  name,  an  elaborate  treatment  m  seven  parakaranas  of  all 

topics  embraced  in  poetics  The  exposition  of  the  Natyalankaras  of 
Bharata  is  particularly  good  But  a  distinction  must  be  made  between 
the  Kankas  and  the  Vjt&is     If  these   Kankas   could  have   been  the 

1,    In  his  commentary  on  U4bhate's  Kavyalankatasangraha  Fra^ibSren4araja 
says, 

f^Ntfifras^  ■?  *rw£f^°r  srirscOT  y&tfRFs  it  srrwcr    
Abhinavagupja  in  his  Looana  (p  10)  says 

Hemaoan4ia  in  his  KSvyalankSraouaamain  (p  110)  says 

and  Bnyyaka  in  Alankarasaryasva  (p,  183)  says 
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work  of  Bhamaha  Vrfti  must  have  been  anonjmouslv  written  later 

than  the  12th  century  A  D  ,  for  it  mentions  K"iv}aprakasa  ,md  Bhava- 
prakasa  and  quotes.  Maln$imadbava 

In  spile  of  the  attempts  of  schol.trs  to  fjot  at  a  complete  manus- 

cript of  Bhamaha's  work,  it  is  still  suspected  th  it  these  oditions  are  not 
yet  the  last  word     tor  instance  m  Loc  ma,  Abhiruivagupti  writes 

But  in  the  extent  editions,  we  see  only  one  verso  delineating  the 
Love  for  Pevas 

m  ir  *w  "Tr^  srrar  &fa  sspfsr  I 

There  is  an  indication  that  Bhamaha  wrolo  also  a  work  on  metrics 

Raghavabhatta  in  his  commentary  on  B.ikunjala  qnotos 

rj  sft  ts  fasrr  ̂ fTaT  i°Jcfrsft  *rr  ll 

$  #  Thr  snp?  swft  f%cRa%  f^isfr  s^prr  *r  $*5t  s 

ewf*n  fr  fforfari  swum  ^  w  sw  *w  ̂ -s 
5t  «r.  sfc?T  55  *t  s^wwifai'^  T^f  ll 

%  sw  *sr  st?  s*NH+i*r  55^  ?r?s^  trar  ̂ 5 

fip?  %?  *r  igrr^  s^wq^Tf^rMPr  (?) 
qsrift  *mg%  ̂ f?r  ̂   %*&>  srrscrn^  swrs^  11 

And  if  these  two  authors  are  identical,   this  work  on  metrics 

appears  to  be  an  extensive  treatise  on  tho  topic 

Here  are  some  fine  specimens  of  Bhilmaha's  poetry 

tg'tftcftrftoHH  afo  srft  cif  ll  m  46 

*wft*  *rfafa  tvg^tar  «i^f'  1 
star  ws^A  ̂ its$m%  m  11  v^  64. 
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5'ww^FTi  TSfTciTw  f^nmg  li  u  92 

<j^np|>R5f5T're^^^Rio5rt:fR'f)Fqf5RfR  I 

flfWl"  cfg^FcT  ffam^  *PT   II  VI  47 

3rr^hr5rifqi5RT^r«rra=iii5s  ̂   I 

tt  gTT=qfrr  ̂ ir  frsre'wroaRoft  II 11  94 

816  Dandin  a  Kavyadarsa,1  in  four  parts,  is  a  standard  trea- 
tise on  poetics  and  belongs  to  the  school,  for  which  nil  or  style  is  the 

mark  of  poetry  *  It  deals  with  only  two  slyles  Gaud!  (learned)  and 
Vaidarbbi  (simple)  but  allows  intermediate  types  T  he  first  part  treats 
of  the  n.iture  of  poetry  and  classification  of  poems,  the  second  and  third 

parts  with  figures  of  speech  and  poetical  devices  and  the  fourth  part 

with  the  faults  of  poetry  It  refers  to  Setubandha*  and  quite  often 

differs  from  opinions  must  probably  of  Bhamaha*  Very  soon  it  attain- 
ed great  eminence  and  as  early  as  the  eighth  century  A  D  it  was 

copied  m  the  Kanarese  work  on  AlankSrn,  Kavirajamargavrjaya  of 
AmoghavarSa  or  Nppatunga 

There  are   commentaries  on  Kavyadarsa  by   Vadighanghaladeva,8 

1,  Ed  by  Premaoandm  Tarkavagisa,  (Bib  Ind)  Ed  by  Bohthngk,  (Leipsig) 
with  Germia  translation  by  Jibananda  (Caloutti)  Tt  in  English  (Poona)  On 

jjgaehe's  doubt  on  the  identity  of  tho  authors  of  KnvySdarfi  and  DasakumSraoarlj:a , 
see  14,  XLIV  07 ,  S  K  De,  liharam  and  T>andw,  {IBQ,  I) 

2  The  four  vtbhagas  (parfcH)  are  called  inSrg*  arJhalsmkSra,  sabdaiamkSra  and 
dosa 

3  KSvyddarfa,  I  34  ,  also  to  a  work  called  KalSpanooheda 
1  On  the  relative  priority  of  BhSmabft  and  Dandin  see  para  S15  supra  8  K. 

Da,  A  note  on  Avmtisundartkvtha  »w  relation  to  Bhamaha  and  Dandin,  IBQ,  III 
395 

5  Ed  with  notes  and  translation  by  V  Rnshnamaohariar  and  V  Hanumanfe 
ohariar,  Madras     TO,  III  8928  ,  SKO,  CI,  270 

There  is  a  oopper  plato  grant  of  Oanga  King  MSrasimba  dated  968  A  D  to  a  Jain 

Scholar  MunjSrya  who  had  the  titto  "  Vadighanghaiabhatta  "  (See  Mys  Arch  Rep. 1921) 

The  contents  of  thi8«piate  and  6  othor  plates  are  deRonbed  by  B  Narasimhaearya  in 
his  paper  "  The  Western  Gangas  of  Talkad,"  published  in  tho  31  Mythic  Society, 
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Tarunavacaspati,1  S  K  Belvalkar  and  N  B  Raddi,'  b}  Premacandra ,• 

byjibananda,*  by  Harma^ha  son  of  Visvesvara,'  by  Ndrasimha,  Bh,igl- 

ratha  and  Vrjayananda,9  by  Visvanatha,*  by  "]nbhuvanacandr<i,8  by 

T n-.aran.ata  Bbima,B  by  Kpnakinkara  Jarkavagisa  Bhatfcdtarya,'0  by 

Malhnafha,  son  of  Jagannatha,"  and  three  anonymoub18 

Bangalore  Ganga  geneology  from  Konganivatma\to  Marasimhadeva  'Satyavakya)  is 

given  there  See  El,  IV  141  ,  Uij>  Arch  Rep  1919 ,  Ep  Car  X,  Kolat  90 
In  ooramentmg  upon  KSvyScJarsa,  II  979,  he  says 

ana  that  verse  is  fromJKeralavamsakSvya  In  mentioning  previous  rhetonoians  (1  2) 

he  names  Brahmadatta,  Nandiswami  efco  He  refers  to  Kusumamanjan  an  Akbya" 

yttS  BangSoSrya  and  Agashe  read  Rajavarman  and  he  referring  to  Raj-wundwa 
varman  ahas  Narasarnhavarman  II  of  KSnoi  whoee  titles  KSlakdla  Dandin  is  said  to 
have  alluded  t  >  in  KSvySdarsa  (III  BO)  MaliSvirana  {Ibid  IV  25)  is  said  to  bo  a  from 
referring  to  the  royal  token  of  Calukya  Pulakesin  II  S  K  De,  {SP,  I  55)  says 
"But  the  passage  under  discussion  looks  like  a  referen  oe  to  a  legendary  rather  than  a 
oomtemporary  prinoe  and  as  Pischell  suggested  the  entire  verse  378  may  have  been 

taken  direotly  from  a  work  relating  to  history  " 
1  Ed  Madras,  by  M  Bangaoharya  with  an  introduction  DC,  XXII  8G8S. 

TinwavSoaspati  and  VSdighanghala  say  in  their  commentary  on  I  29,  II  235  and 
IV  4  that  Dandin  there  ontioises  BbSmaha  TarnnavSoaqpafci  quotes  TShoja  and  the 

Jain  poet  Hastimalla  and  is  quoted  in  an  anonymous  SubhS'itaRangiahn,  prolmbly  of 
the  15th  oentury  Poet  Hastimalla  refeired  to  by  him  is  probably  the  .Tain  dramatist 
(See  8  K  De,  SP,  II  72)     The  name  is  given  as  DhariaavScispati  in  Opp  2581 

2  Ed  BSS,  Bombay 

8     Printed,  Oaloutta 

4.    Printed,  Calcutta. 
5  Ed  Madras  DC,  XXTI  8638  lb  is  called  HxdayangamS  In  tho  oommen 

t&ry  on  I  2,  it  is  stated  that  before  Dandin,  KSsyapa  and  Vararool  bad  written  works 
on  Alankara  and  Kalid&sa  had  produoed  his  poem  The  seoond  anonymous  commen- 

tary is  extant  only  to  the  1st  Pancoheda  and  seems  to  be  an  anoiont  work  This  quotes 
the  first  verse  of  PrajignSyaugandharajana  Eor  the  third,  see  Mtfra,  297 ,  CSC, 
VII  21 

6  PR,  VI  80  (Bod  206}  He  was  son  of  Vi'vadhara  and  wrote  a  commentary 
on  SarasvatlkanthSbhara^a     He  cites  Kesavarmira 

7  CC,I103   Nrsimha  was  the  son  of  GodSdbara  and  grandson  of  K  rsnasarma 

8  Haraptasad  Sastn's  report  (1896  00)  and  Haraprasad  Sastn's  Notices,  second series,  l  iv     He  was  a  Jain  and  was  also  known  as  Vadisimha 

9  Hall's  Index,  63 
10  ICO,  No  1497 

11  OC,  n  20     He  is  referred  to  by  VisVesvara  in  Alankarakoust.abha  (69)     He 
is  different  from  Kolaoala  MallinStha 

12  00,1  103,  Opp,  4112 



817  Dharmakirli  u.  an  old  -writer   on   Alankara     He   was  , 

Buddhisl    philosopher*    lie    commented    <>n    Dmsrnaga's    Pr.imana 
saimu caj a  and  wrote  se\eral  other  works   on  Buddhistic    phtlosopb\ 
His  Buddbamrvanastotra  is  i.  short  poem   of  devotion      Quotations  11 

the  anthologies  show  his  exquisite  poetry  * 

818  Bauddhasangati,  though  not  now  e\t.mr,  is  prohahl} 

alluded  to  b>  Subandhu  in  his  Vasa\addtta  *  It  is  quoted  by  Ananda 

vardhanu"  and  K&emendra  * 

According  to  I  ."iranajha,*  Dharmakirti  lned  in  the  time  of  tht 
Tibetan  Kins  Mron-lsan-dampo,  who  was  born  in  017  AD  and 

reigned  6^<>-C>°S  A  D  8  and  if  Dmgnaga  flourished  in  the  5lh  or  6th 
century  AD  *  U  m««>  be  safe,  apart  from  difference  of  opinion,   to    sav 

1  Auireoht,  l§t,  XVI  204  ,  ZDMO,  XXVII  41 ,  CC,  I  268  He  is  quoted  it 
thaSarvadiwHanasangcahftU  0)     See  also  BB,  (1897) -at 

2  For  a  fnfl  bat  of  his  work's,  see  Thomas,  Kav  48-9 
8     Bstod,  foil  222 

i  Hall's  VAn  285  nucl  prcf  aoe  1 0  |F^ffifane5$RlJ%rc;  On  this  Siva 

r5ma  says  3R5f  iff  ffTT  Sffaitfirf  tjr  JI'tff^llT  See  also  R  V  Krishnamaohariar 
Int  toVasa  xxstu,  K  T  Telang,  JBR  4S,  XVllI  148 ,  K  B  Pathak,  JBBAS, 

XVUI  88 ,  L.  H  Gray,  tut  to  Vasa  Lovi  denies  this  allusion  (Bulletin  tie  1'  Book 
Franoisa  d'Extronie  Orient,  III  45)     The  Tebotan  Tanjur  does  not  meution  this  norx 

6  For  quotations  in  the  anthologies,  see  Petersou,  Bubh  4G-48 ,  F  W.  Thomas 
Kav  48  50 

See  for  instanoo  in  SDK,  II  141 

^f^nRjrT  irr^r  ssrfcf  wwir  ? *#5f  ̂ nffsfa  i 

igsssr  <&m  ̂ fMRt  www  <&*'  II 
G     See  Peterson,  JBILAS,  XVI  40  8,  Hi  3 
7.    History  of  Buddhism 

8  Dingnaga's  date  is  fixed  at  5th  or  0th  century  (see  para  17  note  mpt*)  sad 
Dharmakirti  must  be  at  loast  half  a  century  later 

There  is  a  tradition  that  at  the  instance  of  BSna,  Bhatto  NSrSyaija  secretly  studied 
under  a  Buddhist  monk  and  after  learning  the  secrets  of  their  teaching  vanquished 

Dharmakirti,  then  thoy  beoame  friends  and  jointly  composed  the  grammatical  gAfk 
Rup5va$ara  (Kd  Madras)  This  woald  make  BSna,  Bhafeta  NSrSyana  and  DharmeSTrti 
contemporaries 

9  Burnell's  Preface  to  Saraavidhana  Brahma?*,  K  B  Pathak, '  {38X14$, 
XVIU  88)  says  that  ITsing  calls  himself  a  contemporary  of  DharmaklLti  (Mkpiutter, 

India,  210  and  U,  XIX.  819  and  Takakusu'B  Translation  of  lTsing's,  A'^rdcofk  oftlu 
Buddhist  religion,  lv  et  wq  and  the  accuracy'  of  the  translation  is  disputed  (see  JBTiAS 

XVIII  149)  See  also  1 4 ,  IV  141  and  IX  149,  816 ,  K  T  Telarig  tftfftAS,'  XVIU 

149)  calls  attention  to  this  fact  that  Sthwamatl  who  was  a  contenSpbrftry  'of  DSaima 

kirji  (MaxMuller,  India,  80o>dl»d  «om«  considerable  time  beford  587  A  D  (li.Tt.'fl) 
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that  Dharmakirti  flounshed  in  the  last  quarter  of  the  6th  and  the   earh 

part  of  7th  century  AD 

819  Vamana  was  a  pcet  of  the  Court  of  King  Javapida  of 

Kasmir  (779-819  AD)1  and  having  migrated  later  to  the  Court  of 

the  Rasiraktita  King  Jagatyunga  known  as  Govinda  111  (794-813  A  D,) 

he  became  also  a  member  of  his  Council  *  From  the  mvocatorj 

verses  m  his  works,  it  is  inferred  that  m  religion  he  favoured  Buddhism 

and  Naimsm  Abhmavagupta  refers  to  Vamana's  views  as  having  been 

alluded  to  by  Anandavardhana  and  thus  suggests  that  Vamana  was  the 

earlier'  Vamana  makes  quotations*  from  Kadambari,  U^araramacanfa, 
and  SiSupalavadha  and  these  references  make  it  probable  that  he  flouri- 

shed about  the  end  of  the  8th  century  and  the  beginning  of  the  9lh 

century  AD*  His  Kavyalamkarasutras  svith  his  own  gloss*  are  divided 
into  5  chapters  and  embrace  the  whole  sphere  of  poetics  His  theory  is 

that  style  (tffa-)  is  the  soul  of  poetry,'  and  though  traces  of  this  theory 
are  discernible  in  earlier  literature,  it  was  Vamana  who  clearly  pro- 

pounded it  and  created  a  school  of  poetics  The  popularity  of  the 

work  has  brought  it  the  name  of  Kavipnya 

There  are  commentaries  on  the  Kavyalankarastitras    by  Gopendra 

spii  ̂ srer  sflFrrora  tfV*r  II  Rai  iv  407 
3  "  While  commenting  on  the  phrase  Bajar(ha  m  the  9th  KSrika  of  his  LingS 

nusSsana  Vamana  meutions  Jaga^tunga  sabhS  YSmana  also  mentions  the  name  of 

the  village  Snbhavana  az  a  village  and  this  village  is  given  in  Ml,  XI  162  (Vam 
Dindon  and  Eadhanpnr  plate*)  of  that  King  as  a  place  where  be  spent  the  rainy  season 

with  his  army "  For  the  grants  of  QovindarSja  III,  see  HI,  VIII  App  10-12 , 
SI,  V  192 

8     DhvanySloka,  p  87   414H|ftjrfaorr*F#T    I 

i  He  also  quotes  from  Subandhu,  Amaras"ataka,  KirStSqunlya  and  Mfooha katikS.  and  refers  to  Kamandaklniti,  N5mamaia  and  Hariprabodba,  also  to  poets  VW5- 
khila  (author  of  Kaiaiasfra),  Sudr&ka  and  KavlrSja,  probably  the  one  mentioned  as 
ancestor  of  BSjafekhara   (?) 

5  Vamana  the  author  of  the  grammatical  work  Kifflka  is  referred  to  by  Hmen 
Tsang  the  Chinese  Traveller  and  oould  not  therefore  be  identical  See  also  PR,  I  38  8o. 
See  articles  in  CO  J,  and  II 

6  Baited  by  OappellBr  (Jeena) ,  also  Bombay  (KavyamSla)  and  Srlrangam.  Bd 
by  N  N  Kulkarni ,  Ed.  by  in  JS8P,  Oalontta     Tx  into  English  by  Ganganatih  Jha 

7  See  para  801  supra  See  arttole  by  K.  Gkipalakrishnasastri  In  Andhra  Bah 
Par  Patrika,  XXI  189  and  by  G  Ganapatisarma,  in  Ib%d,  XX.  817 
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Jippa  BhQpala1  and  by  Mahe6vara"  and  by  Sahadeva.*  Sahadeva,  the 
earliest  commentator  on  the  work  says  that  the  study  of  Vamana's* 
work  had  fallen  into  disuetude  and  Bhatta  Mukula  procured  a  manus- 

cnpt  and  revived  the  interest  m  it  * 

Besides  this  work  on  rhetoric  the  following  works  were  also 

Vamana's  compositions,  Lmganusasana,*  Vidyadharakavya*  and  part  of 

Kagikavrtti  • 

820  Udbhata  -*  as  a  poet  of  lha  court  of  King  Jayapida  of 
Kasmir  (779-813  A  D.)  and  was  the  President  of  the  royal  Council  on 
a  salary  of  a  lakh  of  draaras  a  day  In  that  council  was  Manoratjha, 

Sankhadafta,  Cataka,  Sandhunan,  Vamana  etc 

So  says  Kalhana  (Raj  IV  495,  497) 

W$  WW  mwm  JrfNpir.  II 

1  He  is  otherwise  kaown  as  Tnpuvahara  BhupSla,  apparently  a  South  Indian 
Ptinoe  He  oites  VidySdhara,  VidySnSJha,  MallinStba  and  Dharmada  and  also  a  work 
sailed  KavikajSninfa  He  lived  probably  in  the  lGth  century  A  D  The  commentary 
is  called  Kamadhenu     Ed  Benarer  and  Srirangam 

3.  100,  666  0  Bod  3076  See  for  further  information  under  frlvatsalancbana 
and  Subodhanamisra,  commentators  on  Mammata  post 

3  Sahadeva  was  a  desoiple  of  fclarfkadhara  and  belonged  to  the  family  of 
Tomaras     He  learnt  the  work  from  Bhatta  'Mnkula 

i     On  VSmana  generally  see  V  V  Sovam,  Shan&ar ahar  Com    Vol  898 ,  G  A, 

Jacob,  JIMS,  (1897),  288,  BuHer,  BU,  6«,PV  Kane,  1A,  XII    30a,  Vamana 
oarya,  Intonation  to  KSvyaprakasa,  Pisohell,  Introduction  to  Srngaratilaka ,  Oapellff, 
Introduction  to  EJdn     (Hla  date  as  later  than  1000  A  D  is  untenable}     S  K  Da,  SP, 
81-4. 

6,  Ed  with  the  author's  own  commentary  by  0.  D  Dalai,  (003)  with  Introduo. tion 

7  This  is  referred  to  by  VardhamSna  in  his  Gasarafriamahodadhi 

8  The  joint  author  was  iJaySdljya     See   Belwalkar,   Systems   of  8anshr%t 
Qfi  nm»  and  articles  In  J88P,  Oalcotoa  by  Malati  Sen, 
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In   badgarusantanapanmala   it   is   stated    that    Abhma\asankara, 
38th  Atarya  of  Karaakotipitha  was  contemporary  rt  rdbhata 

According  to  Kalhana,  Jaj  apida  roamed  about  other  kingdoms 
with  a  feigned  name  Kallata  and  while  witnessing  Bharatanalya  in  the 

temple  of  Kar^ikeya  at  Paundravardhana  (in  Cauda  Country  ruled  by 
king  Jayanta)  he  w  as  so  taken  up  by  the  graces  of  the  art,  that  he  took 
with  him  one  of  the  dancing  women,  Kamala  and  made  her  his  queen 
It  was  probablv  at  the  request  of  the  king  that  Udbhata  began  his 

writings  l 

Anandavadhana  mentions  him  with  great  reverence  His  Kavya- 
lankarasangraha,  a  treatise  in  six  chapters,  deals  with  41  figures  of 

speech  8 

There  are  two  commentaries  on  it,  one  Vivrfi  (now  anonymous), 
probably  the  same  as  U4bhatavi\eka  of  Rajanakd  Tilaka,  the  other  by 

Pra{!harendaraja  * 

Udbhata's  gloss  Bhamahavivarana  is  referred  to  by  Anandavar- 
dhana,  Abhinavagupta  and  Hemacandra, 

821  Udbhata's  poem  Kumarasambhava  is  evlanl  onlj  m  the 
illustrations  quoted  m  his  Kavyalankarasangraha  T.  he  few  verses  so 
preserved  indicate  o  grace  of  expression  and  a  mode  of  narration, 
which  far  transcends  the  theme  of  Kahdasa  m  its  poetic  propriety These  are  some  \erses 

w%  ahrRPrrS^Rn^Rrd^^r  I  tort  5rrfef^^re*%iT5srni^  sm  II 

1     Sat  *v  412-484 
3     Bom  Edn„  pages  96,  108 
8  Ed  GOS,  Baroda  RSjSnaka  Tilaka  is  mentioned  by  Jayaratha  in  his  AOtn 

mentary  on  AlankSrasarvasva,  as  the  author  of  Udbhataviveka  (Bom  Bdn ,  118), 
Tilaka  was  the  father  of  Ruyyaka  (Ruoaka)  and  lived  about  the  end  of  the  llth  century' for  whom  sea  pott  In  the  introduction  to  this  edition  by  K  8,  Bamaswamieautri Bworaam  discusses  aU  that  relates  to  ibis  commentary 

i     Ed  by  Bashatti,  Bombay 
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qfipft  <tfM  irrs^^TFM  wtot^  I  ara^gwrarsim  sroaraqnj;  ll 

j^Fsg^^^fo^^fa^rfa^  I  ̂sgcracri  ̂ i%^r5rf?raRqe^  II 
5pi5iT  %m  f? ranker  tcthr  srcTfo  *r  I  %cj?qn%%g^ii  i^fhttt  f«r  fSp*r>Tr  ll 

wihwns^s^r  <rrcrf5ff*rrffcrq;  I  *CTra"r  *rft<F^ft^rerc*rf^*Rr  ll 
zm&  Tcrfesr  fr^i^raRrortefa  I  ̂tsjiWfhrt  src^r  sftgqr  ll 

gtr?TR«n^T^%w  fmromffrRrfa  I  rmr*fa  w  srdfcrarrcFsqi  spirit  ll 

nsrcrc  srepra?  qjspstwrf&rc  I  JNtfMVfoffaT  =?  f^raiwrs  ll 

3ror  ̂ ur^df^  ̂ ^rarrpft  I  faqiforra^ifr  ̂ f^sr  =sRFr  T*rr  ll 

srerif  ft^FT  *w  «nfr  §55$fh^  1 1 

arftf  ?rr  gg«ft  ftfofffr  if*  ot^t  I  ̂n^eftaFqsrr  qfiiawafft^  ll 
*  *  *  # 

at  gfeggprepfrf  ̂ r?<T55#^arri5[  I  fldsren^rTTfr  ififf  jtRi  wit  ̂   ll 

*  *  *  * 

wra^  Wf  Cf?§r  inft  finite*  I  ?F3mn$[c5fow  ft  sr  «tep&  m  sraq; 
*  *  *  * 

sftorqTfcswTcirere&sft-  aqft  f&crrq;  I  srgsfrcft  ̂ rr^  T<?*Hdm$f^  ll 
ir  %t%5f!r  aftwrar  ?rr«t%5T  ̂ w<tt  I  crtr^rr  at  s8^  cjjffks^raffasr.  11 

9H$wsi  w*i5''fl'<?wr?5**Fn^5!3W£  I  sTSRs^arawwrspcf  "?r  ws?fai;  it 
^'irwRPWT  qTf^rw  fstf^r^  I  cpff  sfhrit  cfrMAit^^vrpr&q;  1 1 
34<fci*H*!£>lfaTr  PMtfWWy  I  cPRTreiT:  fJTRct  ̂ NRT^T  55%^  ll 
sif¥aw  *HWMt{r  3  wftoRrr  I 

*f*  ̂ r  PHKNwir  vm\  ftg  |Sf .  I  srrar°rft  3  *r»9fa  wmiw+w  ll 
*  *  *  * 
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822  Lollata's  comraentarv  on  Bhara^  is  mentioned  bj  Ahhi- 

navagup^a  and  other  later  writers  He  beemt.  to  have  definitelj  cham- 

pioned the  theory  of  rasa,  and  this  Sankuka  who  came  after  him  attacked , 
He  was,  probablv  a  KaSminan  and  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the 

9lh  century  A  D ,  because  according  to  Abhinavagupfa  he  controverted 
the  views  of  Udbhata  On  the  question  of  denotation  of  words,  he 

held  that  abfodha  is  comprehensive  enough^to  include  an}  implication 

or  suggestion,  so  he  is  called  bj  Mammatn  and  Hemacandra  a& 

Pirghav}  aparavadm  I  here  is  Rajasekhara's  quotation  in  Kavya- 
mimamsa  (p  45) 

"  '  3R§  *m  Preforr  arfcrnf  i  fti  tow  <&  $&*$*  p ,  *  sftarcr 

♦flmfibwiffrhfl  foraftRi  #r  *ra  h  ff  II' " 

This  second  verse  is  quoted  along  with  another  bj  I  lemacandra  in 

his  Kavyanusasana  (p  35)  as  Lollata's 

W?  StfJ  — 

*Phifa*»iiRi<hsJi  fwcifaql  sit  »ra  snpij  II 

3tf3wTOi^Mft»iftMgi  *rr  II'  fft 

This  suggests  that  Lollata  was  son  of  Aparajita  * 

1     Vallabhadeva  has  a  verse  of  Bhatta  Aparajita  (Sttbh    1034)  whioh  looks 
satirical 

S^TWT  W  wfasffor  TIT  W  f^rTT 

^tt  frr  g|  gg  a&qttiMfatKflmstfflirr  I 

i^Rt  fStnft  u  <?*  wnaftar  %ar#  II 
Is  he  ideniioal  with  Aparajita,  the  poet  who  was  a  oontemporary  of  RSjasekhara 

and  mentioned  in  his  prologue  to  BalarSraSTa^a  (see  para  655  swpr/i). 
On  Ijollata,  see  8  K  De,  SP  88  and  VamanaoSrya,  Xnt  to  KSvyapraJcZfa, 
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823  Sankuka1  is  by  tradition  known  to  have  criticised  the 
views  of  Lollala  on  raw,  and  he  was  probably  a  younger  contem 

porary  of  Lollata,  for  his  poem  Bhavanabhyudaya'  was  composed 
during  the  reign  of  Aptaplda,  King  of  KaVmir  (SH-SSl  AD)' 

Sankuka's  commenlarv  on  Aiatvasastra  is  quoted  by  Abhinavagupta 
and  later  writers      He  lived  earlier  than  Anandavardhana 

824  Ghantaka  came  after  Sankuka  His  verses  are  quoted 

m  the  anthol  >gees4  but  Abhinavagupta  s  quotation  of  his  opinion  on 
nataka 

gftgfqsgg  spfcraftsfiwr  m»ft  *mz  I  aur  *r  Nt  van  ■?  ̂ rar 
apwraT  vfa  ̂ g*ft  i  *f*t  <j  wt  sonfRndH(«  resrfrr  l  «rejf  n^^nf  weft 

iter  ift  II 

suggests  that  he  wiote  a  treatise  on  dramaturgy 

1     In  the  Saragadharapaddhati  and  SuMunukJavall,  the  verse 

#t  TOWjpr  $«i  3  ffagelCT  ?e*r  «g  II 
This  is  quoted  In  Sttbh  as  Mayura' a  son  Bhatta  Sanfeuba's  If  Sankuka  was  the 

son  of  Mayura  (see  para  279  nigra)  he  mast  have  lived  in  the  7th  oentury  A  D  and 
must  be  a  different  from  Sankuka  of  Vikrama's  Court 

3     Thus  says  Ba>tarangini  (IV  703-4) 

m  qf$mm%W$mt  CT.  I  WN41  ̂ «r<flfttfWT  Qflfft  II 

On  Sankuka,  seeS  K  De,  SP,  88,  Peterson's  Subh  137,  Quacskeohos,  Sanskrtt 
Potms  of  Mayura,  60-62  ,  G  A  Jaoob,  Mbf«  on  Alankara  Lttet  ature,  JBAS,  (1897),, 
281,287.  For  the  misreading  by  Peterson  (PS,  II  69),  Bee  1A,  XLI  189  Bbr  quota- 

tion in  anthologies,  see  Quaokenbos,  2  c  80  f  n  and  Peterson  I  c  This  is  a  poet 
§»nkha  or  Sankhaka  quoted  m  Subh  8614, 

"In  1877  one  of  the  Buddhist  Pundits  obtained  clue  to  the  existenoe  of  a  cop;  but 
did  not  succeed  in  persuading  the  ignorant  owner  to  produoe  it " 

8     S  P  Pandit's  Pref  to  GaudavSno,  lxxzvu 

«r  $ra  wiR[  ft  &&$  "^ftwiTffWft.  II  ft**  sa 
See  on  Ghantaka,  B.  Bamamnrtd  in  JOB,  II 
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825  Anandavardhana,1  was  the  via  of  Nona  He  was  ,t  poet 

of  the  Court  of  Avanfovarman  of  Kasmir  (r>5">-&S4  A  I)  1  Ratnakara, 
Muktakana  and  &vaswamin  were  his  friends a  He  was  the  father  of 
the  school  of  Phvani  m  the  science  of  poetics  His  Dir\  \\\  vloka  or 

Kawaloka,8  elaborates  the  doctrine  of  dhi am  or  suggestion,  is  the  soul 
ofpoetn,  and  on  that  basis  he  discusses  its  relation  to  the  other 
poetic  embellishments  His  language  is  lucid  and  is  such  as  musi 
clothe  the  expression  of  one  who  wa<  inaugurating  a  new  thouyhl  Ihs 
ideas  have  always  been  respected  and  have  found  a  deserving  notice 

at  the  hands  of  every  later  author 4  The  icimmentar)  on  it,  Toe  ana 
of  Abhmavagupfa,  has  gnen  it  a  worlhv  elucidation  and  a  wide 
renown 

His  Pevisataka  is  a  melodious  ljnc  m  pra^e  of  Parvatf*  Among 
his  other  works*  are  Arjunacantamahakawa  and  two  Prakrit  poems, 
Visamabanalila*  and  Hanvna\a 

According  to  Gururatnamalika,  (64),  Sajcidanandasarasvati,  Wlh 
Acar>a  of  Kamakotipitha  was  a  contemporary  of  Ananfavardhana 

1,  Anandamaru,  the  teaohet's  teaaher  of  Pa4mapund»ta  who  wrote  h*  Bay* maliabhyua.»ya  tMahakavya  m  Sam  1013  (1631  A  JD  )  {Pli,  111  267,  IV,  List  of authors)  is  a  different  person.    See  para  281  supra, 
a   BujVsj 
8  Called  also  Sahi4ftyaloia  Ed  Kavyamala  Bombay  Ahhmavagupfca  appears to  think  {I  c  54)  that  Anandavardhana  was  the  author  only  of  tbo  vtftis  andthe Kankae  are  anonymous  U^ungodhya  in  his  commentary  on  the  lacuna  ITC  III 

B876)  oalls  Anandavardhaoa's  work  KSvySloka  Amor*  the  authors  »nd  works  quoted areKahdfts*.  Pundarfka,  BSna,  BhaUodbhata,  Bhamaha,  Sarvasenaand  SaUvabaua 
Amarnka,  Dharmakirti,  a  poem  named  Madhumajhanavrjaya  Batnavaii  TaBn«' vatsjrSja,  Bamabhyudaya  

'  '    "**"" 
4     So  says  RSjafefehara 

'snforfcffitffr'r  ̂ >RcR^rli^rr  I 
siRi^^r  ?^in#^Rq%r  II 

YallabWeva,  composed  inKa 11  4078  or  976  A  D  m  the  reIg„  of  Ktag  Ta£nJZ£ Th.s  Vallabbadeva  a  probably  the  famous  commentator  and  the  same  as  thVnoet quoted    m  the-Subbasljavah       See  Peterson's  SuW    UN14      foZ   S 

IV)  p  198     Peterson  [PR.  XI  18)  conjectures  it  is  a  wort  hjje  Kuttwimat»m 
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826  Mukula  was  son  of  Bhattakallata  who  was  a  poet  of  the 

Court  of  king  Avantivarman  of  Kasmir  (855-884)  Mukula's  son 
Har->ata  wrote  a  gloss  on  Jajadevachandas,1  and  that  is  mentioned 
by  Abhinavagupta  in  his  commentary  on  Natyasastra "  Mukula's 
Abhidhavfttimatrka  deals  with  the  literal  denotation  of  words  • 

Induraja,  also  known  as  Prajiharenduraja*  was  his  pupil  He  was 
born  in  Konkhan"  and  subsequently  migrated  to  Kasmir  His  only 
known  work  is  Kim  alankarasaralaghu\rtti,  the  commentary  on  Ud- 

bhata's  Kavyalankara  e 

827  Bhattanayaka'*  Hrdayadarpana  is  reputed  to  be  ano- 
ther commentary  on  Bharaja  Abbinavagupja  and  Jayaratha*  quote  a 

verse  under  his  name,  ■which  Mahima  cites  as  from  Hrdajadarpana*  It 
is  m  prose  and  verse  and  is  traced  only  In  a  fragment  the  availability 

of  Which  now  is  doubted*  Bhattanayaka  thought  that  rasa  is  the 
essence  of  good  poetry  and  differed  from  Dhvam  theory  of  Anandavar- 
dhana  He  was  therefore  the  object  of  attack  b>  Abhinavagupta 

Ruyyaka  sums  up  Bhaltanaj  aka's  views 10  He  w  as  probably  a  poet  of  the 
Court  of  King  Avantivarman  (855-884  AD)  and  King  Sankaravarman 
of  Ka$.rair  He  seem  to  have  written  a  commentary  on  Bhamaha- 

lankara"  His  trancendental  view  of  Natya  is  rightly  quoted  by 
Abhinavagupta 

1    ay  V  66 
3     Sea  Bharaii  (1926)     S  K,  De,  SP,  II  76, 
3     Bel  Bimbay     If  refer  to  KumSrih,  SabaraswSmin  and  Eharj  rhari. 
i  On  Induraja,  see  PB,  IV  Index  of  authors  ,  BKB,  66 ,  Peterson's,  Paper  on 

Auoltyavioaraoaioa,  20  and  introduction  to  Svbh  11,  and  Vamanaoarya's  introduction 
to  fcavyaprakasa,  22  Jacob  JBA$,  (1897),  295 

5  He  (sailed  himself  ̂ TfT    tfF<gtfs( 
6  Ed  Bombay  Among  old  authors  mentioned  in  it  are  Amaruka,  KafySyana, 

Onrmtara  (Patanjah),  Dandm,  Vainana,  BhSmaha, 
7  See  BKB,  64-67 
8  See  T  R  Chintamam,  Fragments  of  Bkattanayaka  SOB,  (1927),  867 
9  The  manuscript)  was  possessed  by  the  late  father  of  M  Bamakrishna  Kavl  and 

was  by  him  entrusted  to  Oheru  Narasimha  Sastn  ol  Pidur  village,  8  miles  from 
Maaubole  Railway  Station  in  Nellore  Dietriot  This  may  eeb  at  rtst  the  doubt  and 
suggestion  of  S  K  Da,  SPt  39-48  that  Hrdayadarpan*  is  not  a  commentary  on 
Natyasastra,  but  an  independent  treatise  on  AlankSra 

10,  JRaj.  V  169,  Peterson's,  8ubh  SO, 
11,  GA   JaoOb,  J  BAB  (1897),  296, 

BhatfcagopSH's  commentary  on  KavyaprabSsa  has 
94 
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qi^r^Ttfcr  cmspo  ffssTifa  I  i«rr  ft  i^Rnsrcrrc  era  q^Frafatwr  $5ft 

srfcTSPT  3PM^5f%R<^rT  aR    II"   Baroda  Edn,  pp  4-5 

He  distinguished  Kavya  for  Sas^ra  and  Akhyana  by  the  poet's 
expression  of  Bhavaktavavyapara  generated  by  guna  and  alankara 
Mahimabhatta  embarked  on  the  same  object  of  refuting  Dhvam  theory, 

though  he  did  it  without  seeing  this  Hjdayaflarpana  aDd  he  was  proba- 

bly his  younger  contemporary  * 

828  Raja*ekhara'«  Kavyamimamaa  is  a  unique  work  of 
literary  criticism  and  tradition  It  is  supposed  to  be  a  fragment  of  a 
bigger  treatise  Kavirahasya  (or  Kavmrnarsa),  not  now  traceable,  though 

V  Eaghavan  explains  that  this  does  not  mean  an;  ooramentary  on  BhSmaha 

" Nayaka  aaoepted.tas  Abhinava  says  (p  12).  that  Rasa  is  the  Atman  of  poetry 
Bat  in  distinguishing  poetry  from  ordinary,  SStraio,  or  ParS^io  utterances,  he 

formulated  the  dootnne  of  anSjTOI^p*!  or  5TPTfW=n':?T  This  means  an  em 
phasis  on  the  form  of  poetry  as  its  differentia  Bhtmaha  gave  Vakrokti  as  the  diffe- 

rentia of  poetry  The  AbhidhS  of  a  poet  Is  his  oharaoteristio  expression  as  a  whole, 

his  Vafcrotti  Abhinava  equates  NSyaka's  VySpSra,  (»  o.)  expression  having  it  and 
BhSmaha's  Vakcokla  in  his  ooramentary  on  the  seotLon  on  Laksanas 

Abhinava  says  in  his  Looana  that  ths  Bhavakatvavyapare,  whioh  is  one  of  the 
three  Amiss  of  KSvya  rSabda  as  distinguished  from  other  Sjbdas,  is  the  embellishep 
utterenoe  having  Ganas  and  AlankSras  pp  68-70 

"  wrowft  B5i%M^$rcqf^qwf*fr*  ftm  toi)  |" 
Thus  it  is  most  likely  that  Bhajta  NSyaka,  in  defining  poetry  and  its  difference 

from  other  utterances,  and  in  exponadmg  his  idea  of  AbhidhSpradhSnya  or  VySpSra 
prSdhanya,  drew  upon,  adopted,  exploited  and  re  interpreted  Bhamaha's  idea  of  poetry 
as  being  characterised  by  Vakrokti  This  is  perhaps  the  3WT3R  whioh  Bhatfa 
Gopala  says,  NSyaka  gave  to  Bh3maha  " 

1.    So  he  says  ̂ Muir  Wft. 
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Bhattasn  Narayanasastrm  mentions  it  and  gives  an  extract  about  Bhasa's 

works  *  Kavyamlmamsa  has  been  evtensivelj  used  by  Ksemendra, 
Bhoja  and  Hemacandra  and  has  been  held  m  very  great  reverence  ' 

A  B  Keith  has  an  excellent  summary  >f  this  work     He  conceives 
of  the  Kavyapurusa,  the  spirit  of   poelrv,   son   of  Sarasvati,    and    the 

Sahilyavidya,  science  of  poetics,   ■who    becomes   his  bride,    the  term 
Sahitya  being  derived,  we  may  believe,  from  the   old   doctrine    of  the 

union  of  word  or  sound  and  sense  to  make  a  poem,  as  laid   down  by 
Bhamaha,    Magha,    and  others     He   distinguishes  carefully  science, 
Castra,  and  poelr),  and  analjses  the  division   of  the  former    and  dis- 

cusses at  length  the  relation  of  genius,   poetic   imagination,   culture, 
and  practice  m  making  a  poet  and  classifies  poets   on  this  score     A 

further  classification  is  based  on  the  fact  that  a  poet   may   produce   a 
Castra,  or  a  poem,  or  combine  both   m   varying   proportions,    and  of 
poets  m  the  narrower  sense  he   makes   eight  illogical   groups     His 
own  conception  of  poetry  appears  traditional ,  he  defines  it  as  a   sen- 

tence possessing   qualifies   and   figure",    and    he    accepts    Vamana's 
doctrine  of  styles  which  are  the  extreme  of  Sahityavidya's   wanderings 
in  diverse   lands     The    sources    of  poetry   are    touched  on,  and  the 

subject-matter  as  concerned  with  men,   divine  beings,   or  denizens   of 
hell  is  investigated    Very  interesting  is  the  discussion  of  borrowing  from 
earlier  works ,  it  is  recognized  as  justified  by  freshness   of  idea  and 

expression,  and  elaborate  illustration  is  given  of  thirty-two   different 
ways  of  evading  improper    plagiarism     Important  also   is   the   consi- 

deration of  poetical  conventions,  and  we  are   given   a   geography   of 
India  and  many  remarks  on  the  seasons  with  their   appropriate   winds, 

birds,  flowers,  and  action     Rajasekhara  also   ghes  curious  details  of 
the  likings  of  different  parts  of  India  for  certain   languages   and  their 
mode  of  mispronouncing  Sanskrit     The  Magadbas  and  others  east  of 

Benares  are  blunt  m  Prakrit,  good  at  Sanskrit,   but   the   Gaudas   are 

thoroughly  bad  in  Prakrit,*  the  Latas  dislike  Sanskrit  but  use  the  Prakrit 
beautifully,  the  Surastras  and  Travanas  mix  Apabhranca  with   Sanskrit, 

the  Dravidas  recite  musically,  Kashminan  pronunciation  is   as   bad  as 

their  poetry  is  good,  Karnalas  end  up  sentem  es  with  a  twang,  norther- 

ners  are  nasal,  the  people  of  Pancala  sweet  and   honey-like     Women 
poets  are  recognised,  and  sex  barriers  despised,  while  of  the  ten  grades 

of  poets  the  rank  of  Kaviraja,  held   by  Rajacekhara,  comes  seventh 
even  above  the   Mahakavi  himself.    Great  stress  is  laid  on  the  assem- 

1,   See  para  S68  supra 
3     SeeS.  K.De,  SP,  196. 
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blies  at  which  poets  were  judged  and  where  the  prize  given  by  the 
king  included  crowning  with  a  fillet  and  riding  in  a  special  chariot 

Ihe  poet's  paraphernalia  is  given,  chalk,  a  board,  pdlrn  leaves,  lnren 
bark,  pen  and  ink  More  important  is  the  insistence  on  the  equal 
rights  of  all  four  forms  of  speech ,  Sanskrit ,  Prakrit  elegant,  sweet  and 
smooth ,  Apabhranca  also  elegant,  as  loved  in  Marwar,  Takka,  and 

Bhadanaka  ,  and  Bhutabhasa  current  in  Avanti,  Panyatra,  and  Daca- 
pura,  while  the  people  of  the  Madhyadeca,  used  all  equally  well  The 
people  of  that  land  show  also  their  admixture  by  their  colours,  brown 
like  the  easterners,  dark  like  the  southerners,  while  like  the  westerners, 

while  the  northerners  are  fair  When  we  add  that  he  quotes  exten- 
sively including  the  Mahimnastotra,  gives  many  fine  verses  and  anec- 
dotes and  is  usually  lively  if  pedantic,  the  merits  of  his  work  can  be 

appreciated  "* 
829  Rudrata*  known  as  Saiananda  was  the  son  of  Bhalta 

Vamuka,  a  follower  of  Samasakha  '  His  Kavyalankara  is  quoted  by 
Rajasekhara,  by  Bhoja  and  by  PrataharendurSja  in  his  comentary 
Udbhatalankixa  which  was  written  in  Sam  1122  (1066  A  D  )  Rudrata 

must  have  therefore  flourished  in  the  latter  half  of  the  9th  century  * 
Of  Rudrata's  works,  there  are  two,  Srngaratilaka  and  Kavyalankara, 

besides  fnpuravadha  of  which  there  is  a  mention 

830  Srngaratilaka.,'  in  three  parts,  delineates  rasas  as  deve- 
loped in  poems  as  opposed  to  plays  It  is  written  in  verv  fine  verse 

and  has  been  quoted  profusely  by  later  writers  with  admiration     There 

1  SL,  885  Ed  with  introduction,  {OOb)  Viroda  and  Ed  by  Narayannsaatrl 
Kisthe,  •with  his  own  commentary  and  Ed  with  the  commentary  of  Pandit  Madhu- ftid.anamiira 

2,  Nyayavaoaspati  Rudrakavi,  sou  of  VidyavUSsa  was  the  author  of  Bhavavilasa 
and  panegyric  of  King  BhaTaaimha  of  Jaipur,  son  of  Wananmhi,  contemporary  of 
Akbar  of  the  17th  century     (Kavyamala,  Fart  II) 

3  This  information  is  given  in  the  Mahaoikcabandha  Seethe  diagram  at  tho end  of  the  book  in  the  KSvyamala  Series 

4  Border  originally  thought  (BKB  page  67,  JBRA8  XXI  67)  that  Rudrata 
belonged  to  the  seccnd  half  of  the  nth  century  but  later  on  saw  {U,  XII.  80)  that  he 
could  not  be  placed  later  than  the  10th  century  A  D  Jaoobi  (VOJ,  II  lfil)  BUgg0bts that  Rudrata  was  a  Kashminan  contemporary  of  King  gankaravarmau,  son  of 
Avantivarman  and  that  the  example  of  Vakiokti  given  by  him  (II  15)  was  prompted by  Ratnakara  whose  work  Vakrokt,panoa«kS  contains  similar  railleres  between  Siva ana  tar  rati. 

5  Ed.  Bombay,  and  by  ftseheli,  KiU  On  the  identity  of  authois  of  grngara 
Jilaka  and  Kavyalankara,  there  has  been  much  difference  of  opinion  But  the  quota- dons  here  following  make  the  identity  clear     In  BhSvaprakSfe  (Oh,  IV)   SaradatLaya (VJrB 
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ib  a  commentary  on  it  called  Rabatarangmi  by  Gopala  Bhatla,  son   of 

Hanvamsabhatta  * 
831  I  lib  K/VVYAr  Ankara  is  written  in  Ar)  a  metre  and  is  in  16 

chapters  Rudrata  recognises  the  fame  of  the  poet  and  the  good  of 
others  as  the  only  object  of  poetry  He  deals  with  the  figures  of 

speech  depending  on  sound  and  sense  He  includes  Vakroktt  among 
the  former  and  makes  a  broad  classiiication  of  the  latter  into  vastava* 

aupam}  a,  atisaya  and  slosa 
There  are  three  commentaries  on  KavyjJankara  by  Vallabhadeva,* 

Namisadhu,*  and  Asadhara  " 

832  Namisadhu*  was  a  Svetambara  Jain  Bhikju  and  disciple 
of  oahbhadra     He    wrote    his    commentary  in   the  year  Sam   1125 

la  which  the  1st  half  is  I  88  ol  Syngaratilaka  aud  saying 

ffif  flsFcrgit^  ̂ rf  sfter  $fa  ll-srmgarasiiu,ka 
He  quotes  from  SrmgSrafil  ikit,  I  olt  68-70  la  his  oomrueatary  on  Daiarupa, 

Bahurupaimsra  thus  quotos  from  Bu4»ta  fl%3>flr$TftT  $R£  *gfal$I%  and  quotes 
some  vetsez  I  49,  08,  CO 

Bhattngopala  m  his  commentary  ou  Ovyaprakasj  says 

la  Bas.5m»vtsu4hakn,r»,  Siugabhupaia  quotos  Srngantilaka  (I  69)  as  of  Budrata 
Bhoja  quotes  from  8  ragSwtilakA  aud  ICavyaliukara  Aufreeht  (ZDMQ,  XXVII  80  > 
XXXVI  776),  Weber  (ISt  XVI),  Buhler  (BXB,  07)  and  Pisobol  (ZDMQ,  XLII 

296-301  120-185  aud  profaoo  to  Kdn  )  aooept  the  identity.  Durgaprasad  (Edn  of  Srng) 
Trevedl  {Note$  to  Ekavd*,  3),  Jaoobi  (VOJ,  II  51,  IV  69  ,  ZDllQ,  XLII  296,  426), 
and  8  K  De  (SP,  I,  00-90)  deny  the  identity  Peterson  (Svbh  104-5,  PR,  I  14, 
II  19,  JBBA8,  XVI  14-20)  aud  Thomas  (Eao  92-90)  doubt  the  identity  Bee  also 
BB,  (1897)  xliv  and  JBAS,  (1897)  221  Durgaprasad  (2  c )  notes  that  a  verso  Sardhim 
Manoratfiaiataih  is  quoted  by  Visnuearman  in  Panoajanfra  and  booause  the  latter 
cannot  be  earlier  than  8th  oontury  AD  (as  he  quotes  Kuttmlmafc)  the  author  of 
Scngaratilaka  must  have  llvod  about  the  end  of  the  7th  oentary  AD  In  some  oolo- 
phoas  of  Srngarajilaka  he  is  ualled  Bu4rabhatta     Sec  also  IA,  XV,  287 ,  BKB,  65 

2  If  he  is  the  author  roforrod  to  by  KuraaraBwarmn  he  is  earlier  than  the  begin 
uing  of  the  15th  century  AD  He  wrote  oommentanos  on  Kavyaprakaia  and  Kasa- 
maojarl     See  S  K  De,  81\  I  101  and  00, 1  118,  101, 105. 

2     BB,  I  14-20. 
8,    The  work  is  lost, 
4  M.  Bombay, 
5  OO  I  103,  779 

6  He  calls  himself,  $ve$abhiasuaaml,  SMarabaranaml,   Pandi$anami  Nam! 
S4ha,  sadhuuami 
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(1069  A  D), *  for  "men  of  feeble  intellect,  e\er  on  the  lookout 

for  primers  and  abstracts.  His  gloss  is.  drawn  up  "  in  strict  accordance 
with  commentaries!  drawn  up  by  mighty  minds  of  old  "  For  Rudratd's 
work  to  grow  so  much  in  importance  and  for  it  to  become  so  popular 
sufficient  time  must  have  elapsed  and  about  two  centuries  mav  be 

thought  of  as  that  interval  * 
833  Dhananjaya  was  the  son  of  Visnu  He  was  a  poet  of 

the  King  Munja  (Vakpatiraja  II)  of  Pararaara  d)  nasty  of  Malta  who 

ruled  in  9744-995  AD*  Among  Dhaninjata's,  friends  were  Padmagupta, 

Hala}  udha  and  Dhanapala  His  Dasarupa*  is,  a  succinct  treatise  on 
dramatic  writing  It  is  mainly  based  on  the  rules  laid  down  by 

Bharata,  which  "  bemg  diffuse  is  bewildering  to  those  of  slow  wit '' 
and  except  to  a  little  extent  in  the  classification  of  heroines,  and  treat- 

ment as  Esyngara,  he  rarely  differs  from  Bharata's  Natyasas>$ra  lhe 
excellence  of  Dhananjaya's,  presentation  has  gained  for  it  a  popularity 
which  has  tended  to  replace  m  a  great  measure  the  usefulness  of 

Natyasastra  and  it  is  referred  to  by  later  writers  on  rhetoric  mostly  with 

approbation 
J  here  are  commentaries  on  pasarupa  by  Dhanika,8  and  by  Bahu- 

rupamisra,*  by  Nrsimhabhatta,'  by  Devapaui,*  by  Kgo^idharamisra,9  and 

by  Kuravirama.10 
1  Ed  Bombay  Ha  quotes  fiom  Aijunacanja  of  AuandUvar4han»,  XitekftroaBj  in 

of  Dbanap5fo  and  fiom  a  work  on  prosody  by  Jayadeva 
9     Peterson  (PR  I  17)  thinks  middle  of  Hth  oentury  probable 
8     About  this  dynasty,  sea  paras  516  siyra 

4  Ed  by  B1  Hall,  Calontta  with  prefaoe ,  by  K  P  Parab,  Bombay  ,  by  Vidya» 
Sagara,  Caloutta  Tr  into  Eoglish  by  0  C.  0.  Haas  (Col  Unv  Series)  with  notes  and 
introduction     See  also  3  K  De,  SP,  I  128-185  ,  Barnett,  JRAS,  (1018)  390 

5  Ed   along  with  Dafarupa  {I  c  ) 
6  TO,  IV  5434,  Y   6180 

?  7C,  III  3347  There  are  commentaries  on  Ravyaprkaia  on  Sarasvaji 
kanthabharaua  and  Sabarabhasya  by  Narasimha,  but  it  is  not  known  if  all  these 

Narasimhas  are  identical  Frcm  the  fact  that  manuscripts  of  oommoutary  on  Kavya- 
prakSfa  are  found  in  Ttlugu  ccirmentary  only,  it  may  be  said  he  was  a  different  author 
but  the  manuscripts  of  the  other  three  commentaries  are  found  in  Malabar  and  were 
ditoovered  in  the  houte  of  Pi-yyur  Patteri,  father  of  Vaeudava,  w  whose  family  there 
was  a  scholar  named  Narasimha     About  Payyur  Patten  see  para  170  supra 

8  TO,  II  1097  He  is  quoted  by  Ranganatha  m  his  commentary  on  Yikca- 
morvaf  i  and  moat  therefore  be  earlier  than  1656  A  D 

9  Hall's  Edition,  4  notes 
10  CC,  II  68  His  Dafannakataddbali  (CO,  II  1097)  is  m  110  verses  on  the 

oharaoteratacs  of  plays  He  also  wrote  a  commentary  on  BhSrataoamiiu  and  Yifva. 
gunSdarfe  and  XuvalSyaoanda.  (See  HR,  I  xi)  He  was  patronised  by  the  Zamindar 
of  Karvetnagar,  Ghiltoor  Dist.  m  Madras. 
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834  Dhanika  was  probablj  Dhananjaja'  brother*  unless  as  som« 
say  Dhanika  .md  Dhananja>n  are  one  In  one  of  the  manuscripts  of  hi' 
Avaloka  he  is  described  as  an  <ifli<  er  (MahSsadhvapala)  of  king:  Utpala 

raja,  that  is  Munj.i  9  He  was  probablj  lhe  f.ither  of  Vasantjiicarj'a 
who  was  a  donee  under  t  grant  of  land  by  king  Vakpati  (Munja)  n 

974  AD"  He  also  ■wrote  poetrj  .md  gi\es  his  own  illustrations  o 

Dhananjaj  a's  definitions  *  In  his  Avaloka  ([V  46)  he  quotes  verse 
from  another  work  of  his,  kluyaiurnnja 

835  B\hurui>amisra  is  described  as  Mahainahopadhyaj  a  n 
the  colophon  to  his  work  <  >t  the  latest  writers,  he  quotes  are  Ehojc 
and  Murari  and  from  lhe  tirtumstance  (hit  he  does,  not  refer  tc 

Mainmnta  or  nn\  later  rheloru  ians  he  m?\  be  assigned  to  the  begin 
mng  of  the  12th  century  AD  He  comments  on  the  le\t  and  gloss  o 

Dhananjaj a  and  Dhanika,  and  thereby  Ire  its  In  >th  ,is  DasarOpa  Hi 

commentary  is  called  Riipadipik."  It  is  probablj  the  best  commenlan 
available  and  its  value  is  ennant  ed  bv  illustrations  taken  from  author 

of  whom  many  .ire  now  unknown  • 

836  Abhinavagupta  abas  Nnsimhagupta*  was  the  son  o 
Nrsimhagupfca  (known  as  Chukhala  orMukhala)  and  Vimala,  and  grand 

son  of  Vnrahagupta     1  lis  father's  maternal  grandfather  was   Yasoraga 

1  In  homo  woiks  Hasirupt  la  referred  to  as  the  work  of  Dhanika  (see  SShijyadar 
pana,  813  and  81G)  and  this  had  led  to  the  confusion  that  the  author  of  the  Daiarupe 
and  the  commentary  are  ono  Sec  Lc%i,  fVI,  17  ,  Jacobi,  OA,  (1918)  808  The  com 
mentary  has  seven  1  indications  of  Jlflercnce  in  wthorbhip  See  for  instance  SI  84 
lit  40  and  IV,  02 

2  See  Wilson's,  Theatre,  I  ̂ x.-xxi ,  Hall,  Int  to  Edn  3  notes 
8     14,  VI  01-68,    JABS,  XXX.  190-210 
4     Among  works  quoted  or  referred  to  are,  UdajJarSghava,    ChalitarSma,  Pan 

davanandi,  RSmabhyudaya,  "Tnrangadaitaand  Po|pa4nsit»lta 
&     Among  rare  authorx  and  works  qnoted  by  him  are 

^n^res,  srfins  nffm,  qroeerrcs;,  ccwfrw,  tfirr*^,  qsfarftm,  mfk*w,  %ft- 

ffigt,  faw,  fltffr^n,  3PjrH*R,  tww^  *n®ffai,  *tw,  finn%3r?T, 

C  'Gupta'  denotes  a  soot  of  Kashmir  brahmins  AViinava  is  the  proper-  name- 

8o  writes  Ksemara>  in  his  Nuteodyofca  3lfi|*H^I3T  See-  Durgapraalda's  Int  to  Sihi 
Jyadarpana  (Bombay) 
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Manorathagupta1  was  his  brother  His  teachers  were  Utpalaraja 

BhaUenduraja,  Laksmanagupta,  Siddhicela  and  Bhalla  Tauta"  Kge- 
raendra  was  his  pupil  He  was  a  staunch  \otarv  of  &i\a  He  is  held 

m  great  everence  b>  later  writers  and  he  is  styled  Acarynpadah  His 

Brhat-Pratvabhigna-vimarsini  gives  his  parentage  and  the  date  of  its 

composition  as  the  year  90  Laukika  or  1013  AD"  He  was  a  poe1» 
logician  and  philosopher 

Abhmava's  paternal  uncle  Vaji\nagotta  was  also  a  writer  on 
poetics  He  is  quoted  thus  in  Abhinavabharati  (p  297) 

cpr  frerrartr  w  3RJT£qg°qgj  grtragsresr — 

tTFsfMtefaf  £r  ?r  fttfi^'ht  II 
In  Madhava's  Sankaraujaya  (XV  158)  it  is  said  that  Abhinava- 

gup^a  was  vanquished  by  Sankara*  The  48th  Acaryn  in  Kamakoti- 
pitha,  Advai^anaTidabodhendra  is  said  to  have  vanqmshedby  Abhma- 

agupta  and  f§nharga    So  sats  Punyaslokamanjan  and  Gururatn'imalika 

His  Locana  is  a  commentary  on  Dhvanjaloka*  of  Annndavardhana 

1  The  poet  Mauoratha  of  the  Court  of  king  JayStpida  (779-319  A  D)  was  a 

different  person  (RAJ,  IV  496)     See  Peterson'  Subh    85 
a     He  was  called  Maulmaheivart  Abhiuavagapta  (DO,  XXI  8666), 

afrprefft%%  8fi«R<9f5TO|8[^T%?n   «tfT?tf  l%qc5r?Tt  5feqT  aracfPT  2ffarj%- 

i  See  0  V  Krishnaswami  Iyer's  L\fe  of  Sankara  (Madras)  70  On  Abhinava- 
gupta,  see  Jacobi  JBAS,  (1897.)  297  ,  (1908),  65-9 ,  P  V  Kane,  14,  XLI   204 

5  Ed  KSvyamala,  Bombay,  [except  chapter  IV  which  has  been  edited  by 
S  k  Dein  31  of  Dep  of  Letters,  Caloutta,  1923]  Being  edited  by  S  K.  De  f or  SS8, 
Bombay  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  Anjana,  anonymous,  It  cites  Indurajaas 
Paiamagara  or  te&oher's  teaoher  (ibid  8668),  There  is  another  commentary  by 
TJ&tungodaya  (TC  ,  m  3876)     In  the  Locana  the  following  wotks  are  referred  to 

Arjunaoarlta,  Eadambarikathasara  (aa  the  work  of  Bhatta  Jayanjaka,  lather  of 
Abhinanda  though  the  latter  is  the  reputed  author  of  it),  Tapaaav&tsaraja,  Bhallata 
Matanga4ivakara,  Sriharsa,  Yafovannan's  Eamabhyudaya,  Bhattanayaka,  Rudrata 
Vl§amabanaliia,  BhSmaha,  Dulangada,  Patalavijaya  (of  Paninl,)  Venisamhara, 

Sakasap^Ji.  'Jllakamanjari,  Svapnavesavadajja,  Kavyakaufaka,  Baravijaya  (prakrit) 
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and  w  a  mine  of  rhetorical  learning,  Bhairavastotra*  is  a  collection 
of  verses  in  praise  of  Kalabhairava  and  Mahopadesavimsafci  is  a  senes 
of  sententious  moral  ma\ims  Among  his  other  works"  are  also 

Kramastotra,"  Ghalakarparavivjfci,  Natyalocana  and  AbhraavabhSraji, 
the  last  two  being  commentaries  on  Bharata's  Nalyasastra.* 

837  Utpaladeva  was  the  teacher  of  Abhraava's  teacher 
Laksmanagupta,  He  was  the  son  of  Udayakara  and  lived  adout  930  A  D 

He  is  quoted  by  Ksemendra  lie  was  the  author  of  Isvarapratyabhijna- 

sutra,  on  which  Abhinava  wrote  a  gloss  (vjtfi)  in  1015  A  D  *  Ufpala's 
guru  was  Somananda,  founder  of  Pratyabhijna  cult  Utpala's  views  on 
music  are  quoted  by  in  Abhmavabharap     I<or  instance 

and  in  Basavaraja's  Sivatatvaratnakara,  there  is  this  reference 

838  Bhatta  TautaV  work  Kavyakautuka  is  lost  His  defini- 

tion of  Kavi  and  Kavya  is  mentioned  by  RSmacandra  and  quoted  by 

M3nikyacandra  • 

srar  ̂ "ft'SiqyiRs'ii  $fam  =Rcrr  I 

treg$n u  wi  5ft?s^kjftg'T  <$fr  II 
crcr  $$  ̂pr  ?Rfl;  I 

It  appears  that  RajacSdSmani  iQiksita  had  a  copy  of  this  book 

and  he  follows  fauna's  definition  in  his  Kavyadarpana  T 

faota's  estimation  of  a  kavi   (poet)   is   superb   and  is  quoted  by 
Hemacandra  * ■ —  i   

1     Composed  in  Laukika  68  (080  A  D) 
9    For  a  list  of  his  works,  see  8KG,  80S. 
8,    Composed  in  Laukika  66  (991  A.  D). 
i.   See  chapters  on  Muak  and  Donetng,  post. 
6.  70,111  8843     For  a  summary  of  quotations,  see  Thomas,  Km.  09,  also 

Aufreoht,  ZDMG,  XXVIL  12 .  CO,  I.  64,  8Z0,  806. 

6    For  a  disouasion  of  fragments  of  fm\a,,  see  V.  Baghavan's  artlole  on  Wr  %ten 
gwted  m  dbhinowbharat*,  JOB,  Madras. 

7.  My&  Ban,  of  Kavyaprakafo,  p.  7. 
8.  SrirangamlEdn.  I.  7. 

95 
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?r«rr  *m.  ti^  — 

sr  cP^p^n^  5n%  T&cT  $fa  I 

s&fra«fafMr«r  sst  5s&  «u^fcr  II 

g*n  f|  «^  ̂ ®  ftsteanft'*^  I 
ttftcTT  $fa?TT  ̂   irwrcfT  ?r  ̂ffl  W—Kavyamdasana,  p    816 

Abhinavagup$a  wrote  a  gloss  on  it  Vivaraua  and  mentions  it  in 

his  Locana,*  and  quotes  his  views  in  Abhinavabharati,  Tauta  refuted 
the  theories  of  Lollata  and  Sankuka  on  rasa 

839  Bhattenduraja  was  the  son  of  SnbhQ$iraja  and  grandson 

of  Saucuka  of  Kasyapago^ra  His  verses  furnished  -  easy  illustrations 

for  Abhinavagupfa,  who  calls  his  teacher  Vidvat-kavi-sahrdaya- 
cakravartin  He  is  quoted  by  Ksemendra  m  Aucityavicaracarca  and 

Suvr#atilaka 

840.  Ksira  or  Ksiraswamin  was  a  pupil  of  Bhaltenduraja 
His  drama  Abhwavaraghava  is  quoted  m  Natyadarpana  by  Rimacandra, 

a  pupil  of  Hemacandra,  where  Sthapaka  says — 

$TC**f  <ili**lH-^«*lH«reflL  II 

and  Ramacandra  in  introducing  the  above  quotation  says — 

841,  Bhojadeva  of  phara*  has  a  dislraquished  place  in  poetics, 
and  with  his  name  are  associated  Sarasvatikanthabharana  aadtBfcngara- 
prakasa  In  Sarasvajikanthabharaaa,*  m  five  long  chapters',  Bhoja 
discusses  the  merits  and  faults  of  poetry,  the  figures  of  speech,  and  the 
sentiments      The  general  precepts  are   profusely  illustrated  from  Qx& 
"  "  "  '  "  -■     t          i  i  .  ■  .i  ii  ■'.... 

3.    SeeJB.  K  De,  Agntpurana  and  Bhofa  [JBA8  (1938),  687] 
8.    Ed  Benares.    For  a  detailed  aesonfeMon  'ol  fee  work,  see  Aut     Pod.  Oat. 

No  489  and  B.  Mitoa'a  Cat  No,  8148  ,  DO,  XXII,  8708. 
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works  of  standard  authors*  and  m  this  respect,   the  treatise  forms  a 
landmark  in  the  history  of  Sanskrit  literature. 

There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Rataesvaramisra  composed  at 

the  instance  of  Ramasimbadeva,*  b>  Bhatta  Narasimh*,*  by  Laksml- 

nathabhattd*  and  by  Jagaddhara  ■ 

842  Bhoja'a  Srngaraprakasa*  is  the  most  extensive  work 
on  Alankara  and  has  largely  been  used  by  Hemacandra  and  Sarada- 

tanaya  It  has  36  Prakasas  or  Chapters  1  he  first  eight  deal  with 

grammatical  technicalities  and  the  theory  of  Vrt*i ,  the  ninth  and  the 
tenth  with  faults  and  merits  of  expression  and  (bought,  and  the  eleventh 

with  MahEkavya  and  the  twelfth  with  drama ,  and  the  next  twenty-Four 

chapters  are  devoted  to  Rasas,  of  which  the  mam  is  held  to  be 

Angara* In  the  last  versos  of  these  two  treatises  Bhoja  invokes  eternity  For 
his  work  thus . 

1  Among  tare  works  and  authors  quoted  are,  KSdamba-rikftftiasant,  BhSravi, 

KumaradSsa,  G-Sdhasuptafaji,  OandlSataka,  daiirapancSSflka,  Daeakumarapari$a, 
Bhallatafiataka,  Bhasa  Mahariataka.  MSIavaradra,  Rudrata,  BhSmaha,  ]ftttdra"raks»sa, 
Laksmldhara,  VikatanifcvmbS,  VbjitkS,  RajaSekhara,  Bayagrrvavadha  Ifor  »*fctHer 
refetenoa,  see  Jaoobi,  Netet  on  Akmkcw a  Literature,  [JBAS  (1897),  291  ] 

2  Ed.    Benares   DO,  XXII  850S 
3  TO,  III  8618. 
I     CA8B,  316. 
5  Ed  by  Kodarnatb.  Barma,  Bombay 

6  2*0,  IV  4881     Ed.  partly  by  Sh  Yadugiriswami  of  Melkote 
7  Among  works  arid  poets  quoted  sro  the  following  that  are  rare 

d«w*ite«Fj,  wjot^j  Bttwnwfc  sracwsr,  $q$qra?ftj33,  OT^ft^,. 

fFPRfi',    foi^yr,    «&srcwq;,     arr^srcrsni,   ̂ w^tf,    -sppRfr, 
^^3^13;,   Tr^snT^,  ̂ ^SfsTff,  l^ftR^,  fgffih  tfNa^l,  *W*4^f«l^, 

fl^JTT^,  ̂ RWftW;,  ̂ T*fT*55^,  ̂ Wtl^,  WJ^,  SWft'S'faW;,  <*?<*|4|rj(l 

«RW[»  <$fcror,  g^f^w^,  •rFWT^fW^  fcifWfc  ffafcq;,  sftfrswq;,  g&p;- 
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843  Ajitasena  was  a  Jam  ascetic  He  was  pnesl  of  Camun- 
darya,  minister  of  the  Ganga  King  Racamalla  of  the  10th  century  A  D 
He  was  the  teacher  of  the  Kanarese  poet  Nagavarma,  head  of  a  Mutt 

at  Bankipore  His  Sringaramanjari  is  a  small  work  m  128  verses 

meant  for  elementary  instruction,*  but  AlankaracudamaPi*  is  more  ela« 
borate 

844  Ksemendra's  Aucityavicaracarca  has  been  noticed  It 

propounds  the  theory  that  atiafya  is  the  mark  of  poetry  * 

la  his  Kavikanthabharana  (p  126)  Ksemendra  quotes  a  verse  of 
Bana,  from  a  source  unknown 

and  from  Lalitamahakavya  of  his  pupil  Udayasimha, 

845  Kuntaka  or  Kuntala  came  between  Rajasekhara  and 

Mahimabhatta  and  was  very  probably  a  younger  contemporary  of 

Abhiaavagupta.  He  must  have  lived  between  10-1 1th  century  A  D» 
Bhamaha  had  declared  that  vakrokti  embelhshes  poetry  Pandm 
classified  poetry  as  svabhavokti  and  vakrokf  i 

Kuntaka  laid  down  m  his  Vakroktijtvita*  that  vakrokfi  is>  the 
life  of  poetry  and  Gombatted  the  theory  of  dhvam  by  saying  that  dhvaai 
should  be  included  in  upacSravakra|5,  vakrokti  based  on  resemblance 
or  attribution." 

846.  Mahimabhatta  or  Mahima  was  the  son  of  $ridhairya, 
Mahima  courted  renown  and  the  means  he  chose  was  to  make  a  des* 
tractive  critique  on  the  most  famous  work  of  his  day  •  ̂nandavardhana's 
Phvanyaloka  was  the  target*  and  with  a  sagacity  of  thought,  scarcely rivalled  by  any  other  rhetorician,  Mahima  brought  into  his  work  a 
width  Of  learning   and  a  logic  of  argument   which  can  only  be  appre- 

a.  Ed.    by  Ba^maraja  Pandita  m  KaTyKmtaMjhi  (1898-4).    CO,  I.  6,  III  3 
9.  0C,  1 661 ,  SB,  II  88,  381 ,  DO,  XXI  8699 
8,  See  para  69  supra 
a.  Ed  by  S.  X.  De  with  a  valuable  mtroauotion  in  008,  Oaloutta. 
&  X.  A.  Sankaran,  Kwtfaka's  atktude  towards  Dhtant,  JOB  f  1937)   45 
6.  FC.nr   8891,  l  "■*•■»• 

SfSRS;    p  *•»■"■"*■  Sw  VBSS,  1908,  6S«9),  Y  v.BownMflk Oom  vol,  893) ,  P.  Y.  Kane  (14, 41-20*). 
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ciated  by  a  study  of  it  The  latest  -anler  Mahima  quotes  is  Abhmva- 
gupta  and  the  earliest  writer  who  reviews  the  work  of  Mahima  is 
Mammata  Mahima  must  therefore  be  placed  between  Abhmavagupja 
(about  1000  A  D  )  and  Mammata  (middle  of  1050  AD),  that  is  aboot 

the  beginning  of  the  11th  century  AD  * 
Mahima  was  a  dialectician  par  excellence  To  him  all  the  world 

was  anumana  or  inference  He  would  reduce  any  idea  into  a  syllogism 
In  short,  no  knowledge  there  is  that  is  not  in  scientific  essence  ground- 

ed on  inference  '  BhatU  Nayaka  had  already  taken  up  his  cudgels 
against  the  theory  of  Dhvam,'  but  Mahima  hnd  not  seen  his  work 
Darpana,  Hydayadarpana,  because  his  aim  was  to  achieve  celebrity 
without  delay  and  without  being  charged  for  not  being  original 

847  His  Vyakijvivi  ka,  (called  by  him  Kavyalankara*  of  that 
name),  literally  an  inquiry  into  Vyakti  (or  succession),  is  in  three 

chapters*  In  the  first,  the  definition  of  Dhvam  as  given  by  Ananda- 
vardhana  is  attacked  word  by  word  and  letter  by  letter  and  is  merely 
a  destructive  criticism.  In  the  second  he  takes  up  other  sundry 
theories  such  as  of  Vakrokfc  of  Kuntaka  and  refutes  his  doctrine  of 

that  the  merit  of  poetry  is  felicitous  expression 

Mahima's  reasoning  is  thus  epitomised  Vyakti  is  Dhvani  It  is 
the  manifestation  of  that  which  is  desired  to  be  manifested  and  it 

manifests  itself  along  with  its  subject,  that  is,  that  which  manifests  it, 

For  instance,  a  vessel  c  ontamed  m  a  dark  room  becomes  visible  along 

with  the  light  that  makes  it  visible  *  Mahima's  object,  viz ,  to  gam 
celebrity,  has  been  really  attained  He  cared  not  whether  it  was 

approbation  or  reprobation,  for  in  any  case  his  aim  was  not  to  sink 

into  oblivion  in  the  literary  world  * 

sftWft*  W&X  w*q  flT^rr  <r!  to  II 
2     See  P  V.  Kane,  (U,  41,  aOi) 

8     flSffT  *P5frftRrf  gicraTSCB'epTTr  m  «ft*  I   See  para  809  supra, 
i     W|G«M«mW*  WMWlft  I 
6.    Ed  TS8,  Trivandram 

6     See  Mahadovasaatri's  preface  to  Edn  t,  e  2 

The  commentary  that  is  printed  in  the  Triyandrum  edition  is  nameless.  Jayarajha 
in  his  commentary  on  Alankarasarvasvft  says  that  Euyyaka  had  written  a  Vyak|ivl- 
vekavio&ca    ffrom  the  fact  that  the  oommentator  mentions  his  other  works  NStaba- 
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848.  Mammata  was  the  son  of  Jayyata1  of  the  Rajanaka  family 
He  was  a  native  of  Kasmir  but  had  his  education  at  Benares 

Tradition  says  that  he  was  the  brother  of  Kayyala,  (he  grammarian  and 

Uvvata,  the  Vedic  glossator  *  He  came  after  Bhoja  and  probably  had 

himself  seen  the  last  years  of  that  king's  reign,  and  he  (distinctly  mentions 

his  greatness  and  liberality  in  his  Kavyaprakasa  *  The  earliest 
commentary  on  this  work,  yet  known,  was  wntlen  by  Manikyacandra 

in  1159  AD4  and  we  may  safely  assign  Mammat<*  to  the  middle  of  the 

11th  century  AD* 
Mammata  was  a  staunch  devotee  of  Siva  He  was  a  great  gramma- 

nan  and  followed  the  views  of  the  grammarian  school  •  His  Kawa- 
prakasa  {in  10  Ullasas)  is  often  called  Skara  It  covers  the  whole 

ground  of  rhetoric,  treats  as  usual  of  the  merits  and  faults  of  poetry, 

the  operation  of  words  and  their  sources,  and  the  figures  of  speech 

According  to  him,  real  poetry  is  that  which  is   free  from   faults  and 

mlmSmsa,  SahityaiiilniSmsa  and  Harsaoantvtrtika  and  Brhiti,  it  is  likely  that  this 
commentary  is  the  woik  of  author  of  Alankarasarvasva,  (Mankhuka?).  See  Int  to 
Alankarasarvasva,  TSiS 

1  Jayyata  was  probably  the  joint  author  with  Vamana  of  the  KasTkavrtji 

3  This  account  is  given  in  Bhimasena's  commentary  on  KSvyaprakSsa  But 
VSmanSoarya  (Int  to  KavyaprakSsa,  Bombay)  says  that  Uvvata  calls  himself  in  his 
BhSgya  the  son  of  Virata  and  that  his  BhSgya  was  oomposed  when  Bhoja  was  the 
reigning  king  He  therefore  thinks  that  this  tradition  cannot  be  trae  See  on  this 
JBA.S  (1908),  65,  66 

8     The  references  are  given  by  VSmanSoarya     1  a  pp  5-€ 
i     Ibid  Z  c  pp  26-27  where  the  extract  from  the  commentary  is  given. 
5     Peterson  {Subh  85)  notes  that  Mammata  oannot  be  plaoed  earlier  than  the, 

commentary  on  it  by  one  Jayanja  written  in  iaOO-1294  A  D  and  that  the  earliest 
writer  that  is  known  to  refer  to  Mammata  is  Buyyaka,  who  wrote  his  Sanketa  on 
Kavyaprakasa  {PR,  It  p  18)     Duff  (Chronology,  p  189)  refers  to  the  commentary  on 
Kavyaprakasa  by  Haraharl  dated  1212  A    D     (See  VamanSoarya  lop,  138-39 ) 
Ganapatisastrin  [TSS,  No  5  Int,  p  S-9)  makes  him  contemporary  of  Bhoja    Vamana 
o3rya(I  6,)  assigns  Mammata  to  the  end  pi  the   11th  oentury     M,  T    Narasimha 
Ayyangar  (JBAS 1908,  66)  disousses  the>e  dates  and  arranges  the  chronology  thus 
Abhmavagupta,  the  last  decade  of  the  10th  oentury  ,  Mahimabhatta  early  part  of  the 
11th  century ,  and  Mammata,  middle  of  the  11th  oentury   Buhler  (BKR,  68)  thought 
that  Mammata  was  later  than  Jayaratha,   the  eommsntatclr  of  Buyyaka,  whom  he 
assigned  to  the  end  of  the  12th  oentury,  but  G  A  Jacob  (JBA8  1897  282)  says  that 
Jayaratha  refers  to  Mammata  by  name  and  that  Buhler's  view  is  impossible     Buhler 
later  on  agreed  {I  A  Jan  1884)  with  Peterson  (JBRA3,  1883-84  Extra  No  )  in  placing 
him  in  the  beginning  of  the  12th  century     See  P.  V  Kane  HA,  XIX  204) 

6     The  commentaries)  KWarsana  and  SughasBgara  tHj  so     (See  Vamanaoarva Int,  lop9) 

A  collection  oi  Mammata's    grammatical    views  1b  found  in   Vamanioawa^ introduction  (I,  e.^B  10-13.) 
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adorned  with  merits  *  It  has  two  parts,  Sutras  or  Karikas  and  Vjtti  or 
the  gloss  *  Bhiniasena  expressly  says  that  Mammata  was  the  author  of 
the  Kankas,  but  on  this  question  there  is  a  difference  of  opinion* 
Vidyabhusana  in  his  Mhityaknumudl  calls  the  Karikas  BharatasOtras 

and  has  written  his  own  gloss  on  it  *  "\\  hatever  it  is,  Kavjaprakasa  has 
in  fact  erhps,ed  all  earlier  woiks  by  its  popularity  Lucid  and  erudite 
it  enchants  the  reader  and  infuses  into  his  mmd  a  thought  of  its 
sublime  meril      Mammata  begins  by  the  invocation  of  Sarasvafl 

It  is  now  almost  accepted  that  Kavyaprakasa  was  the  work  of  two 

authors  Mammata  and  Allata  '  Mamniata's  work  ends  with  the  Pankara- 
lankara  and  the  rest  was  made  up  by  Allata     The   other  work  known 

2     Ed  by  Vamanacarya  Jhalakikara  wi     a  long  introduction  and  commentary, 
Bombay  and  ngnia  revised  with  additioaal  exlraots  from  several  commentaries  and  Ed 
with  Tr  and  notes  by  H.  D  Sbarma     For  other  editions  with  notes,  see  Oat    of  Or 
Book  Agenoy,  Poona,  p  07,  Tr  into  English  by  Ganganath  Jba,  byH  D  Velankare 
and  by  P  P  Josbi. 

8  On  this  questtou,  soc  I 1,  XLTI  93  ,  ZDMO  LX71  477,  LXVII  35  The 
commentary  VivaranS  Jays  that  the  barrent  tradition  in  Bengal  is  that  Kankas  are 
the  wotk  of  Bharata,  But  in  tbo  Basagangadbara  Mammata  is  referred  to  as  tbe 

anthor  See  VamanSoarya'a  Infc  2  c.  13-16,  where  he  shows  that  Mammata  refers 
to  Bharata  as  an  author,  p  101 

4.    Ed  KavyamSla  (Bombay),  See  on  this  PR,  IX  30   and  para  814  supra 
6,    Ananda  va  his  commentary  on  Kavyapraktia  says 

sppsr  "jfta^wt  f^uiisjiMiftyir  II 
Jayanjn  m  his  commentary  calls  Mammata  the  author.  Of  the  work  (See  PR,  II  SO) 

It  may  be  interesting  to  note  {PR,  II,  14)  that  in  the  colophon  to  that  Ohap    I 
of  the  Kavyaprakafci-Satikota,   it  is  said   that  the  whole  work  is  chsoribed  as  of 

Mammata,  Allata  and  Rucaka      ffi    «ffofiER|»l + IWF9 i'W «K A { fo"r}     ftaWH- 
»WH»IVtf$tl  I 

So  says  Sarasammuooaya  also     But  were  Mammata  and  Buoaka  contemporaries  ? 
Peterson  {PR,  I  21  and  II  1888-84,  p  13}  takes  Alajta  to  be  the  real  name  of 

the  joint  author  Some  Mss  give  tbo  name  BhattirSjanaka  The  Jammu  Manusoripts 
(BKO,  X3i7)  contain  the  word  Allata  Alaka  who  is  mentioned  in  Batnakantha's  SSr&sa- 
muocaya  as  a  commentator  on  Bayyaka's  AlankSrasSrvasv^,  who  was  also  tbe  son  of 
JaySnaka,  tho  author  of  a  commentary  on  Bajnakantha's  Hanviaya,  says  Stien,  is  a 
different  person  (See  8K0,  op.  oit  p  xxvi)  Peterson  identified  them  [PR,  II  17).  See 

alsO'Bnhler  (14,  XlVp  358)  VSmanaoSrya  {I,  c  p  9)  confounds  one  with  tho  other 
and  oalls  Allata  author  of  theommentary  on  Hanyijaya 
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to  be  Mammata's  is  Sabdavyaparacarca1  on  the  derivation  and  function 

of  words  like  Mukula's  Abhidhavr#im%ka. 

The  extent  to  which  Kavyaprakasa  was  revered  js  seen  from  the 

numerous  commentaries  that  have  been  composed  on  it  in  all  these 

successive  centuries  Every  later  writer  of  repute  considered  it  an 

edification  of  his  own  learning  to  expound  or  discuss  Mammata's  views 

so  much  that  it  was  said  by  Mahesvara  that  m  spite  of  glosses  written 

"  from  house  to  house, ""  Kavyaprakasa  was  still  unfathomable  and 

and  Bhaskara  and  Kamalakara  said  so  too,  though  they  saw  '  thousands 

of  commentaries  "  written  on  it s 

So  far  as  is  available  the  commentaries  will  now  be  noticed 

849  Manikyacandra*  was  the  pupil  of  Nemicandra  and 

Sagarendu5  of  the  Rajagaccha  of  which  Pradyumna  was  the  founder6 

He  wrote  his  Parsvana^hacanfa7  in  ten  cantos  in  Sam  1276  (1220  AD ) 

at  Devakupaka  (Divbandar)  at  the  instance  of  Dehada,  son  of  Vardha- 

mana,  a  councillor  of  kings  Kumarapu^a  and  Ajayaputa  His  Nala- 

yanas  or  Kuberapurana  is  a  long  poem  in  100  cantos  and  relates  the 

story  of  Nala,  whom  he  takes  to  be  a  prior  incarnation  of  Knbera 
His  merit  in  rhetoric  is  displayed  in  his  commentary,  Sanktfa  on 

Kavyaprakasa'  composed  in  1160  A  D 

850  Sarasvalitirtha  was  born  at  Tnbhnvanagin  (near  Kalpi 

in  Cuddapah  District)  He  was  the  son  of  Mallinafha  (nor  the  famous 

commentator  of  Srtvatsagofcra).    His  original  name  was  Narahari  but 

I     Peterson,  8ubh,  p  86  The  book  ia  in  manuscript  in  Dacca  Ooll.  Library, 

i  MSrukyaoandra  mentioned  m  Meru^unga'a  Ptabandhaoini5maui  as  contem- 
porary of  king  Jayasunha  is  a  different  person 

5  Peterson  (PB,  IV  oxxviii)  identities  htm  with  BSgarendu  who  wrote  the  first 
copy  of  AmSmaswSmioanta  in  Sam.  1262  (1196  A,  D.) 

6  PR  IV  xoi  Pradyumna  was  a  great  scholar  in  NySya  and  triumphed  over 
Dlgambaras  He  is  reported  to  be  the  author  of  84  works  aui  was  honoured  by  kings 
of  SapSdalakkha,  Tribhuvanagtn  etc     PR.  IV  Ism, 

7  PB  HI  160,  820 
8  PB,  III  App  85 

9  Ed  Mysore,  See  S  K  De,  8P,  I.  169  ,  00, 1  10J,  H.  20  ,  PS,  III,  191 
100,  II  110* 
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after  he  became  a  sanyasi  he   called,  himself  Sarasvatf  Xirtha     He 
wrote  his  commentary  a,l  Kasi  in  1342  A.  D  * 

851  Jeyentabhaita  (1 277-l297_  A  D  >  was  the  son  of  Bfcarad- 
vlja,  a  priest  at  the  Court  of  King  Sarapgadeva,  Vaghela.  king  of, 
Gszerat     He  wrote  his  commentary  Jaya,n$i  in  1264  AD* 

832  Srivattalaoehana  or  Srivatsa  was  also  a  native  of  Bengal. 
He  cites  Vidyanatha  and  is  mentioned  by  Kamalakara  His  commen- 

tary Sarabodhmi  follows  in  substance  Cakravartitfs  work  He  must 
also,  be  placed  therefore  in  the  16th  century  He  refers  to  the  cowmen* 

tanes  by  Vidyasjigara,  and  JayarSma  • 

853     Someavara  was  the  son  of  Ipevana   of   Bharadvajagotra 
He  belonged  probably  to  the  14th  century  AD* 

834  Visvanatha  was  the  author  of  Sahityadarpana  and  lived 
in  14th  century  A  D  He  refers  to  the  other  commentaries  by  Candi- 
dasa  and  Sridhara  ' 

855  Candidaaa  was  probably  thegrauduncle  of  Visvanatha.  He 
mentions  a  work  of  his  called  Dhvamsigdhantagrantha  and  cites  com- 

mentaries of  Sridhara  and  Vacaspdfimisra  who  was  different  f^om  the 

author  of  Bhamajl." 

856  C*bravartin  or  more  fully  Paxam*a.a»d3  Cakwartin 
uras  a  native  of  Bengal  and  a  great  logicwn  He  refers,  to  Vjsvaagjha 
as  well  as  king  Prafapa  Rudra  and  is  cited  by  Kawlftkara.  an4  l*ye,d 

probably  w  the  1 5th  century  A  P.  He  wrpte  the  commentary  &^hij;ya" 

Jipikft7 
1.  ia  for  his  other  works,  see  VamanoaSrya,  U  o,  pp  38-80  and  PM,  I  36 , 

unoug  wbiQh  commentaries  »w  Jtfegha4uta  a.nd  Pum3«iBainbliaYa. .  0n  this  author, 
see  para  31  snpra. 

9.    00,1  101,  P  19  BR,  (1888-4)  aj?,826.  See  Vamanjjp%jf»,  f,*,  SO,  PR, 
a, w,  so,  br,  tt888-4)  17-is.  J«jwt».  wttw»of  Wmb^kmto.'mM 
jarUec  author, 

5,  OC,  1, 103,  H.  90, 198  ,  DO,  XXII  8698 ,  8RCt  60  He.  w»Je,  sjlso  Ifay^ 
jariksS  (CO,  I  778,  H  19).  KSvyamrlta  (00, 1  108)  and  Bamo4%rv>5i|&l»  (QQ,  I. 

W).  Ses  S  K.  -De,'8P.  J7T-8,  Thar?  js  a  KavySwja;,  foen>  by  &%jm  (fO,  H  20) 
«  &e  Vatnangoarya,  J  o  80.  CO,  1. 102,  JJ,  30,  HI,  29,  J?fl,  Y.  62-8  The 

dentoScatton  of  this  author  with  goraefyara,  anthor  of  Kirtikajpindf  (F&  Y.  l?x?iv ; 
SO,  I  103.  787)  w  ipocxreet  as  the  latter  was  the  son  of  RumSn* 

6.  CBSC,  299. 
6     IOC,  491 
V.    00, 1  101,  II  19,  IH.  29  ,  PR  II  1Q8-9.  See  PR,  VII  2? ,  Re  »J»  wrote  a 

>  oommentary  on  Naisadha  (100,  VII,  1488). 

96 
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857  Mahesvara  Nyayalankara,  or  Subuddhimibra  wrote  his 

commentary  Adaria  at  the  end  of  the  16lh  century  AD* 

858  Ananda  Rajanaka  was  a  native  of  Kasmir  and  a  staunch 
devotee  of  Siva  He  interpreted  Kavyaprakasa  as  having  an  inner 
meaning  referring  to  Siva  in  his  commentary  Nidarsana  which  he 

■wrote  m  1765  AD  He  refers  to  the  commentaries  of  Cakravartin  and 
Subuddhi  Misra  * 

859  Kamalakara  was  son  of  Ramalvpna,  a  Mahratln  brahmin 
of  Benares     His  name  is  particularly  known  to    us  as  the   author  of 

Vivadatandava  and  Nirijavasmdhu  which  he  wrole  in  1612  A  D  *    He 
refers  to  the  commentaries  of  Ravibhatla,  Padmanabha  and  Devanatha 

He  wrote  a  big  poem  Ramakaufcuka  and  a  commentary  on  Gitagovinda  * 

860  Narasimha  Thakura  appears  to  have  been  of  the  same 

family  as  Govindathakura  He  refers  to  Kamalakara' s  views  as  that  ot 
moderns  and  must  have  been  either  a  contemporary  of  Kamalakara  or 
followed  him  immediately  He  was  a  great  logician  He  refers  to 

the  commentaries  by  Yasodhara,  Mauisara  and  Ruakara," 

861  Vaidyanatha  was  the  son  of  Ramabhatta  of  Tatsat  family, 

He  wrote  his  commentary  Udaharanacandnka  on  the  illustrations,  only 

m  1684  A  D  and  a  commentary  on  Kavyapradipa  called  Prabha  6 

862  Bhitnatcna  was  the  son  of  Sivananda  of  the  Saadilya 
family  of  Kanyakubja  He  was  a  great  grammarian  He  wrote  his 
commentary  Sudhasagara m  1723  AD  He  says  Mammata,  Kaiyata 
and  Auvata  were  brothers  He  refers  to  two1  other  works  of  his 
Alankaxasaroddhara  and  Kuvalayanandakhandana  It  was  his  object 
to  support  the  views  of  Mammata   and  to  answer  the  faults  attributed 

1     Ed  Calcutta.    00, 1  Vi6  ,  Tan],  IX  400)    See  Vamanaoarva  I  e  pp  86-7 
PB,  II  19  and  III  Ag  884  "  ' 

2.  00, 1, 109,  II  80  la  ha  the  same  as  SajSnuada  [DO,  XXII  822)?  Butter's 
statement  that  Nidattoa  was  otherwise  oalled  SltaEarauooaya  (IA,  1884)  is  wrong", 
See  SKC,  xxvu,  I  21,  71  and  II  15-16  He  wrote  also  Madhavaoalakajhanakam and  a  commentary  on  Naisadha  See  PB,  I  114;  Hi  ap  896.  IV.  k  BKR  x 
Weber,  181.  U.  148  "  

**>**. 
8.  Ed/Benares,  For  a  hat  of  bh  works  afo  ,  see  Vamanaoarya  I  c,  87-38  and CC,  I.  60  where  his  works  are  -given,  Bee  PB,  lr  osxln  Hall  (fctf  to  Vas  84) gives  hte  name  also  as  Mahe4vara  whioh  according  to  PB,  II  19  is  doubtful  On 

hia pedigree,  see  V  P  Mandllk's  int  to  Vyavaharamaynkhft,  kxxvi ,  SB,  (1883-4),  80. 
8.    Ed  Bombay.    OQ,  £  101,11  19,Myw,n  34 
6  Ed.  Bombay.  PB,  II  22,  108  He  is  different  from  the  author  of  the commentary  on  Kuvalftyananda 
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to  it  by  Govinda  in  hit.  Klvvapradlpa  I  Ie  refers  to  other  commenta- 

ries by  Acyutabhatta,  hib  son  Rat'iapambhalta,  and  his>  son  Ravihhatta, 

by  Muran  Misra  and  Pakshadhar.i  (Jayddevd  ■*)* 

Nagojibhatla  was  a  Mahratla  Brahmin  of  the  Kalag  family  of 
Benares  He  was  the  son  of  Sivabhatta  and  ba^i  and  grandson  of  the 
famous  Bhattoji  pikpita  ]  Ie  was  attached  to  the  Court  of  Ramasimha> 

the  ruler  of  Spngaverapura,  of  the  I8lh  lenlury  AD  He  wrote  com- 
mentaries on  Kavyapradipn,  Rasagangadhara,  Rasamanjari,  Kuvalay5« 

nanda,  Gita-Govmda,  Sudhalahari  and  Ramayana  * 
863  Rajanaka  Ratnakantha  was  son  of  Sankarakantha  of 

Dbaumynyanagotrd  of  Kasmir  "  the  land  that  is  purified  by  the  dust 
of  the  lotus-feet  of  Sfirada "  Besides  being  an  excellent  scribe  of 
farads  script,  for  m  his  hand  are  several  manuscripts  preserved  at 

Srinagar,*  he  was  a  poet  and  rhetorician  His  eulogy  of  $3rya  is 
contained  in  Ratnasntaka  or  Citrabh5nusat<ika  composed  in  1680-1 

AD  He  wrote  commentaries  on  Ratnakara's  Haravrjaya  in  1681-2 
AD,  on  Vasudeva's  \udhisthirnvyaya  in  1671-2  AD,*  on  Jagaddhara's 

Stufikusumanjali* in  1680-1  AD  and  on  Yasaskara's  DevTstofra  On 
Kayapraka&n,  he  wrote  the  commentary  Sarasamuccaya,  containing  a 

resume  of  Jayanti  and  other  earlier  expositions  *  His  descendants 
still  live  at  Srinagar  as  a  respectable  family  of  Karkuns 

1,  Ed,  Benares,  CO,  I  102,  II,  20  On  Bbimascna's  commentary,  soePB,  I  96, 
91 ,  17  lxxxvl 

3.  Ed  Poona  For  »  list  of  bis  other,  works  on  grammar,  see  VamanacBrya, 
lo  13-41 

8     See  Stein' a     Int    to  Hal,  vil 
4,  Printed,  Kavyamaia,  Bombay 
5  Ibtd    In  the  colophon  tun  other  works  are  mentioned. 

6  PB,  II  16  In  Stein  Kashmir's  catalogue  xxv,  there  is  mention  of  a  manu- 
script m  which  colophon  toJClMte  I  reads  thus    5[f^  »fr*i^l  at  I W  *l  ̂ tf^+fli^  *f^<f^ 

Ananda's  gloss  KSvyadftrsana  was  also  called  SiJikanthavibodhBiia  "By  Sitikan- 

tha  is  meant  the  god  Siva  Ananda  calls  his  commentary  the  *  perception  of  Siva  ' 
sinoe  It  is  his  endeavour  to  interpret  Mammata's  text  as  having  besides*!!*  ordinary 

meaning  a  mystlo&l  sense  relating  to  f  the  Worship  o!  the  god  tfhus  he  says1  with 

rebrenoe  to  Mammata's  Mangala     ̂ M*^?^!  *WM1+U  IBtcNT  «5lfa>W 

Ananda  who  oomposed  his  commentary  m  A  J>  3666,  is  stau  weii«iememBereo  m 
the  tradition  of  tho  Kaahmirian  Pandits  as  the  contemporary  and  Mend  ot  Rajanaka 

Ratnukantha."    Seems  Hash.  Oat,  tnt  xivli 
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863-A  Other  Commentaries  —Besides  those  referred  to  else- 

where, there  are  also  commentaries1  by  Goplnafcha,  Candidas, 
JanarUana  Vyasa  {&KC,  6l),*  jpevanatha  farkapancanana  (TC,  H, 
2214)*,  Jagannstha  Paadi^araija^  N&rgyana,  Baladeva,  Bhatracandra, 

BhSskaramisra  (Tatij  X  298,*  TC,  III  3976),  RatoesVara,  Ravi, 

soli  Of  kdiuaptai  (Mys  298),*  Ramakr$aa,  kamanatha  VidygvaV 
caspati,  Launrlya  Gopalabhatta  {Taw,  IX,  4003,  DC,  XXII  8629)*; 
and  by  £ri  VidyScakravaYjHi  {DC,  XXII  8626,  lanj,  IX  4011),* 
VenkatacalasOri,  Vaidj'SnStha  [Mys,  298)*,  6ivarama,  Sridhata  Sandhi- 
vigrahika,  Sivanarayana  and  Jayarima  Pancanana  {Mys  298) ,  and  by 
VedantacSrya,  son  of  Snmvasadhvann  of  Bharadvajagotra  {TC,  IH 

■3878)^  Yagnesvara,  son  of  Kr?nadeva  (Z?C>  XXII  8623),e  Jayadra$ha> 
brother  of  Jayara$ha,*  Sah%acakravar$in  {T-cmj,  IX,  400 ,  Rucroat&a 
.{Adyar,  II  34),  Hansankara  (Ed  Calcutta),  and  Sivadatya  (Ed  Bombay), 

and  by  Bhanucandra,1"  Gadadharacakravartin,"  Gokulanafha,1*  Gopi- 
Bitha,'8  Guparatnagani,1*    Kaladhaxa,18   KalySna  Upadhyaya,**  Kjsna 

1  See  00, 1  101-2  ,  tt  19-20  ,  III  22  and  114, 108, 190 ,  PR,  II  18, 16, 17, 
21 ,  III  891 

2  He  wrote  oommentaria  on  BsghuVaTmifa  and  Yrttaratnakara 

8  His  commentary  KaVyakaumuiJi  answers  *he  criticism  ol  Vi*7anatha,  He  also 
wrote  BasJ»praliS«a  tm  #5*tf<!B  tCO,  3,  49fr)  Hte  son  tMttoatoan^a  wrote  Ras»t9ran 
^nt(!FO,m.nTI) 

4,    About  the  14th  century  A,D, 

6.  B*fc»taal  wsoteasommentary  probably  called  Ka  yadarpasa  m  Kavyapra- 
k&ia  whiohJRavi  expanded  RafaapSni  or  his  father  Aoynte  was ,  miniBter  of  Itoasimlia, 
king  of  Manila  See  JASB,  (1825),  148  ,  (2899),  96,  «rant  dated  Saka  1S21  (1899 
A  D )    Sas  MuamAan  Ohskravarthy,  History  sf  U%thUa  {JJ.8B,  1916), 

6    W.  TSS,  Trivaaawan,*atB»  Vtita  ISA  eentary  AD,    He  also  wrote  a  oom- 

*  5ffis  SflSfcffla  ft  Tptttted  lb  3&8S,  ̂ Mvaittaita,  Be  oafts  ffce  :Xl>iku« 
Bhara&mnni's     See  PB,  IV.  xxxi. 

9.  She  oonuaentery  was  composed  at  Pataa  in  1619  AJD.  fio  wasvpnpil  of •Bhawajeva  ■Thakkura. 
s.  2>s,  n. »«. 
10     CO,  I  101.   He  wrote  aoosMaentary  on-Da>l»kiimSraoai!ita 

,  1,1     a/«ro,  1SS7;  050,  YIL1B 

12    'Ganganstha'Jha's  feanslaflon  of-Kavyaprakafa,  Int.  EC     He  mote  the  play 
■fra^yV*t*»«*»8IJ.&    W^Sfe*^  7 

18  CO,  I  101,  He  also  wrote  a  oommentary  on  Sahityaflarpasa,  'about  ttm.fnd 
of -Kth  century  A  D 

IS.    CBcxl.  501.  "Itls  a  synopsis  of  the  "fcarikas 16     Qanganatha  Jha,  I.  c 
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Iftwedm,*  Kp59asarman,*  KjMjamitracarya,*  Jagadisa  1  arkalankara,* 

Nagaraja.  Kesava,8  Narasimhasan,19  NanayadikMta,*  Rucaka,s 

Madhumatiganewi,*  Raghudeva,19  Ratnesvara,"  Rajfinanda,1*  Rama- 

candra,**  Ramakpna,"  Ramanatha,"  Vidyavacaspati,  Sivanarayanadasd,*" 

Viayasagara,1*  Venkatacalasun,1*  Vijananda,19  Yagnesvara,*8  and  some 
other  anonymous  commentaries  w 

864     RAGhava's  gloss  called  Avacun  is   incomplete  and  extends 
only  to  the  middle  of  the  7  th  Ullasa  M 

Mahesacandra  was  professor  in  the   Calcutta   Sanskrit   College  in 

1882** 

Narasimha's  gloss  Rjuvjt$i  is  a  commentary  on  the  Karikas  only  ** 

Kavyamrtatarangitii   is  an  adverse   criticism  on  Mammata's  work 

of  unknown  authorship  " 

1    CO.I  101 
a   BPB,xa.m  us 
3     00, 1, 101     He  was  the  boq  of  RSmanafta  and  a  logioian     For  his  works, 

-mOC.I  m 
1     OQ,  I  101     He  lived  at  Noddoa  Id  17tfc  osntury  A  £>, 
*.    00,1. 101. 
6  CO,  II.  19, 
7  OO,  I  101.    He  was  sou  oi  RaugaBatha  who  wrote  commentary  omVlkramor- 

"Mfiml688AI> 
8  EH.  003  1085     See  under  Euyyaka,  para  870  pest. 
a.    OO.I.10S 

40.  oo.ii  ao. 
II.    Mentioned  in  bts  oommflntaey  on  Sarasvaji  Santhabharana 

IS     DC.-XXn  8633, 
18    00, 1.  HJ8 
11.    00, 1  103  ,  II  30 

>J»     00, 1  103     He  lived  about  l«2fi  A  D. 
W    Wtter.U  Wo  81  i  00, 1  103  Ha  lived  in  tho  beginning  of  the  ITUi  eentt»y. 

For  his  other  works,  see  GO,  I  619 
17    He  is  oited  by  fcivatsalanohana.    Was  he  identical  wift  the  <»mmentator  on 

BbatidkSvya  ? 

V6    <M,  'I  108. 
19,    080,  la,    The  manuscript  was  transcribed  in  1668  A  D 

"30     tiC,  XXll.  8638. 
91     00, I  101  /Vt8 ,  II.  *>,  1W. 
33     Vamauaa&Ja,  1.  o.  SB. 

"28.  '  tontBd,  Calcutta 
31.   TO,  III  1115,    He  belonged  to  the  3fldh»  country 
^35.  mtm.'im. 
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865  Govinda  was  the  son  o^Kesnva  and  Sonodevi  of  the 
Ravikara  race  Ru<  lkara  alias  &ri  «Harsa  was  his  younger  brother 
His  fifth  ancestor  Narasimha  lived  ra  the  18th  century  and  he  was 
himself  prior  to  Kamalakara  who  wrote  Nirnadyasmdhu  in  1612  A.D 
He  may  be  assigned  to  the  middle  of  the  16lh  century  His  Kavya- 

pradipa*  though  usually  considered  as  a  commentary  on  Kavyaprakasa 
is  in  fact  a  distinct  commentary  on  the  Kankas  of  the  Kavyaprakasa  His 

reference  to  Mammata's  lines  are  much  in  the  way  of  possible  criticism 
though  likewise  explanatory  At  the  end  of  his  work,  he  says  that  in 
the  composition  of  his  work,  his  brother  Rucikara  or  Sri  Harsa  was 
a  collaborator  * 

866  Hernacandra  lived  in  1088-1174  \D  and  for  some  time 
in  the  Court  of  King  Jayasimha  of  Anhilwld  His  Kavyanusasanam  ra 
eight  chaptersiwith  his  own  commentary  is  very  valuable  m  literary 

history  * 

Jayamangala  also  flourished  ra  the  Court  of  king  Jayasiraha  and 
wrote  Kavisiksa,*  and  Nagavarman  wrote  Kavyalokanam, 

867  Vapbhata  Among  the  <  ontemporanes  of  King  Hema- 

candra  was  Vagbhata  I,"  the  son  of  Soma  Vagbhata  (Bahada)  was 
the  mimster  ra  the  Court  of  the  Calukya  king  Jayasimha  Siddharaja  of 
Anhilwid'  (1094-1143  AD),  for  such  is  the  description  given  by 
PrabhacandrainhisPrabhavakacari$aT  The  work  on  poetics  known 
after  his  name  Vagbhatalankara*  describes  in  easy  verse  and  in  five 
chapters  the  forms  and  functions  of  poetry  and  refers  to  that  king  and 
his  capital  It  is  likely  Vagbhata  wrote  also  the  poem  Nemimrvana  • 
There  are  commentaries  on  VSgbhatllankSra  hy  Sdmatha  or  Jraa- 

1  Ed  Bombay 

2  PR,  I  37  28  also  refers  to  another  commentary  on  the  KSrikas  oalled  Kfivya- 1»&  at  Odeypore.  This  may  show  that  the  KSrikas  are  considered  as  of  distinct authorship 
3  See  para  70  supra, 
4  CO,  I  88 

5.  His  Mat  name >  was  BSnada  Vagbhata,  the  writer  of  rn^cne  was  the  son 
of  Simhagupfa  and  was  a  different  author  ^^ 

6.  Harioand  (Kalidasa)  wrongly  says  this  Jayasimha  was  King  of  Kasmir AocordingtoLassen(I4?*,III  662)  Jayasimha  ruled  1098-1164  A  D 
7.  This  work  gives  the  dates  for  VSgbbata,  1128  and  1157  A  D ' 

on  rfmaS'  BOmi*7  "*  ̂ ^  *"*  ***'"  *"""•***  <17*8)  *«*  •  «**  obapter 
9.    ffint  ernite  tffi,  II.  8886 ,  IH  649)  thinks  bo  <rhe  work  is.  printed  in  Bombay, 
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vardhanasan,1  <»imh<  devagnin,'  Mnrtidhara,*  Ksemahamsagani,*  Sama}  a- 
sundara,"  Ganesa,  son  of  Annat  ibhatta,*  Rajahamsa,T  and  Vacana- 

carya,8  and  t\\  o  anonymous  • 

Adinatha  was  a  priosi  of  Kuarafcaragauha  in  about  1403  or  1419 

AD 

868  Dcvesvara  or  Devendra  was  the  son  of  Vagbhata,'0  who 
was  a  Mahsunatja  to  the  King  of  Mala\a  In  one  of  his  verses  he 

praises  Hammiramahimahendra,  who,  if  he  was  the  Ghatihan  king,  ruled 

about  1283  A  D  His  Kavikalpala^a  follows,  the  Amarasunha's  KSvya- 
kalpalata  and  a  verso  from  it  is  quoted  m  Simgndharapaddhati  It  was 
probably  composed  about  the  >ear  1300  AD  He  also  mentions  a  work 

Candrakalapa"  on  poetics 

There  are  commentaries  on  KSvyakalpalata  by  Vecarama  Sarva- 

bhauma,1*  by  KamagopSla  lv<iviratn.i,M  bv  Sarac  tandrasastn,"  by  bQrya 
Kaw,**  and  one  anonymous  *' 

869  Vagbhata  (ll)*7  was  the  son   of  Nemikumara.18  and  Vasun- 

1,    Ed  Bombay  atanthiimala,  Vlll  1880  bO     CO,  I  6699, 
3  Ed  Bombay     Xlatt,  U,  M  249  ,  PR,  V.  191 
8.    Ed  Bombay 
4  BKC,  274  ,  00  11. 183 
ft,    PR,  IV.  oxxvi ,  CO,  H  182     Ha  was  a  pupil  oi  Sakaloandra,  who  was  pnpi 

of  JinacaQdra     Ho  wrote  alHu  a  commentary  on  Baghuvamfa 
6  OC,  I,  559 ,  Pit,  (1838  t),  166,   279     lhe  manuaeupt  waa  copied  in  1430 

A.D 

7  OO,  I  639,  794.  Ho  was  pupil  of  Jioa|ilakasurL  who  was  pupil  of  Jmaprabha- 
sun  of  Kharataragaooha     Composed  between  1350  1400  A  D,    See  OOJ,  II  312. 

8.    OC,  I  559     It  v, as  composed  uiSainvat  1839  in  Marwad  during  the  reign 
of  Gajasimha 

9     Ed  by  KsemaiSja,  Bombay ,  CO,  II  182 ,  111  418    080,  VII  «45 

10    It  is  not  likely  that  this  Vagbhata  was  identical  with  the   two  rnetonoiana  of 
that  namo     On  Devesvara,  see  8  K  Do  8P,  212,  3BA8,  (1922)  678, 

ii    *e§ a¥i«rq5e5faaT5M?faft  ass**^  I 
The  reading  however  is  different  in  other  editions, 

13.    Ed     Oaloutta'   He  was  son  of  Ea]&r3uia    His  other  work  Xn&ndarangiaf 
describes  a  tour  from  Candurnagoro  to  Benares  lilitra  S05) 

13.    Ed    Ottloutta 

14     Ed  Calcutta  (Btbl  Ind)  and  in  Fratna  Kramanaitdvn,  Btnares,  Nos  1-81 
15.  OO,  I  87,  HI  19  ,  8  K  De,  PS,  II,  314. 
16.  t80,  VII.  8 
17.  Eggoling  wrongly  identifies  this  Vagbhata  with  Vagbhata  1  IOC,  III.  380 
18     Peterson  (UB,  HI  app  124)  notes  one  NemikuinSm  who  lived  in  Sam    1295 

(1399  A  D )  was  probably  VSgbhnta  father, 
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dhara,  and  lived  at  Radbapura,  He  refers  to  Vagbhata  (l>*  and  of  the 

two  kings  he  mentions,  MOlarnja  and  Vibbakara  Mularaja  vias  the 

founder  of  the  Caluk)  a  dynasty  cf  Anhilwid  and  may  have  lived  about 

the  end  of  the  13th  century  AD*  His  Kavyanusasana  with  a  vjtti 
on  it  fe  a  work  full  of  quotations  of  fine  poetical  illustrations  and  must 

have  suggested  itself  to  him  after  the  work  of  Hemacandra  of  the  same 

name  He  alludes  to  his  Chandonuslsana,  a  work  on  metrics  and 

Rsabhadevacanta,  a  big  poem,  but  they  are  not  now  available  * 

870  Ruyyaka*  was  the  son  of  Jilaka  *  He  lived  in  Ka&mu 

and  was  the  teacher  of  Mankha,  the  author  of  £nkdnthacan$a,' 
who  was  attached  to  the  Court  of  King  Jaj  asimha  ',1129  to  U50A,D) 

His  Alankarasarvaswa  is  reputed  to  be  work  of  Ruyyaka  T  But  from  the 

recent  edition  of  the  work  published  at  lnvandruin,*  with  the  commen- 

tary of  Samudrabandha*  it  appears  that  Alankarasarvasva  is  only  the 
name  of  the  gloss,  while  the  surras  alone  were  the  work  of  Rujyaka  " 

3     See  Hariohand,  Kahdasa 
3  Ed  Bombay 
4  RajSnaba  Ruyyaka  is  identical  with  R*i  Bupak*  and  Ruoak*  (Anfrecht, 

Oxf  Cat  210  ,  BKB,  63  )  In  Bubler's  List  1375  6  No  247  and  PR,  II  14, 17 
the  manuscripts  makeRucaka  the  author  of  Alankarasarvasva  and  Kavyapraka«°.isanketa 
VidySoakravarlin  oalls  him  Euoaka  Jayaratha,  refers  to  KavyaprakaiSsanketa  as 

Ruyyaka'B  work  In  a  manuscript  [BtiMor'i  List,  1875  6  No  265)  of  the  Sabrdiya- 
ffla,  there  Is  an  explicit  statement  of  the  identity  (See  Pisehetl  Oott  gtl  Ant  Nr, 

19  p  767)  Sea  G.  A  Jacob,  JBAS,  «<1897)  aS8  Peterson's  Svbk  and  PR,  II  H,  106 
ana  introduction  to  Yyaktiviveka  (TS8,)  p  8 

5  Plsohel  (op,  ctt )  notes  the  name  of  his  father  as  a  commentator  on  tjcjbhata. 

Jay»ra|ha  oalls  it  U<}bhataviveka  (See  Bombay  Edn  p  205) 
6  PS,  II  17 18 

7.    lid.  Bombay    Buyyakn's   views  as  expressed  in  the    Alankarasarvasva  are 

criticised  by  Mammata     Sea  "VSnwaaoarya's  Int  to  Kavyaprakas8,  p  23 8     Trivandrnm  Sanskrit  Series,  No  XL 

9,  Samudrabaodha  also  calls  it  Mankbuka's  work  This  oonmjentator  was  a 
poet  Of  the  Court  of  King  SangrSmadhlra  or  Bavivarma  Bhupa  of  Kplamba  (Quilon) 
tn  Travanoore  who  was  born  in  1265  A  D  He  was  probably  the  father  of  Simharaja, 
the  father  ef  PrakTtarnpSvajara  (See  Int  to  Tnvandrum  Sanskrit  Sence,  Nos 
8  and  40) 

10.  In  the  opening  Stanza,  Mankha  says  that  he  was  beginning  a  gloss  on  (Jiwva- 
lankarasutras  i  e  ,  the  alank3ra  aphorisms  of  his  teacher  It  must  however  be  noted 
that  at  p.  15  ana  17  in  quoting  from  Srikanthastava,  it  is  said  that  Mankbiye 
giikanthastave  and  at  p  17  madlye    The  latter  is\the  reading  in  Bombay  Bun.  p,  J?, 
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87!  Alankarasarvas-va,1  meaning  by  it  the  gloss  above,  is 
in  the  nature  of  the  Bhasya  It  attempts  to  classify  Alankaras,  accom- 

panied by  criticisms  refined  m  language  and  temper  " 

Ruyyaka  seems  to  have  been  the  author  of  several  other  works 

His  SAHRDA-i  ai  u  a  is  "  a  short  prose-poetic  discourse  on  the  qualities  of 
a  fashionable  gentleman,  a  charmmg  formulary  in  four  chapters  and 

deals  with  attributes  of  beauty,  adornments,  youth  and  devises  for 

preserving  and  enhancing  beauty  *  His  Alankiiravimarsana  is  a  com*- 
mentary  on  the  Jahlana's  SomapSlaviIasa,*  and  a  commentary  on 

Mahimabhalta's.  Vyakfrviveka  has  been  identified  to  be  (Ruyyaka'i,  ?) 
work*  Ibis  latter  commentarj  refers  to  his  four  other  works  Nataka- 

mimamsa,  Sahitynmfmamsa,  Har->acaritjdvar$ika  and  Brhaff  $rikantha- 

sfava  was  probably  also  his  work  ■ 

872  Jayaratha  wrote  his  commentary  Alankaravimarsmi  * 

He  was  the  son  of  Srngara,*  the  minister  of  King  Rajaraja  who  ruled 

at  Sajisaras  "    He  quotes  from  Prthvfrljavijaya,  a  poem  describing  the 

1  There  is  an  AlankSrasarrasva  of  unknown  authorship  in  praise  of  King  GopSln- 
deva,  DO,  XXII  8609 

2,    For  a  summary  Of  earlier  views,  see  para  812  supra. 
8     Ed  by  Pisohell,  Kiel  Ed   Bombay,  with  the  oommentary  of  Jayaratha 

i  Ra^tiakantba's  SSraeamuccaya  yields  this  reference  See  Peterson,  Subh  p 
106;PB,H  17 

5  In  the  introduction  to  Trwandrum  Sanskrit  Series  (No  S)  Ruyyaka  is  taken  to 
be  the  author  of  the  AlankSrasarvasva  and  from  this  basis  the  commentary  on  the 

Vyaktiviveka  is  traced  to  be  Ruyyaka's  work,  because  in  his  AlankSrasavasva  the 
works  S&hityamlmSmsK  and  Harsaoan|avBrtlka  are  mentioned  in  both  as  the  author's 
other  works  If  aa  now  opined  in  Trivandrom  Sanskrit  Secies  No  40,  Alaukara- 
sarvasva  is  the  work  of  Mankha,  it  would  follow  that  all  these  four  works  and  the 

commentary  on  Vyakjmveka  must  also  be  Mankha's  works 
6.  Pisohell  rightly  says  that  this  was  a  hymn  to  Siva  But  Aufieoht  takes  it 

"  to  be  a  chapter  in  praise  of  the  country  so  called  standing  at  ithe  head  of  a  poem 

called  the  Harshacanta  also  by  Buppaka  "  See  Peterson  Subh  I  e  106  This  mistake 
seems  to  have  been  due  apparently  to  Aufreoht's  referring  to  a  passage  quoted  from 
Harsacartya,  In  Alankarasarvasva  (Bombay  Edition  p  47),  Harsssoarite,  Snkan- 
tbakhyajanapa4OTarnane     See  also  J2US,  (1897)  385 

7.  SrugSra  is  quoted  m  Kavindravaoanasamucoaya  and  Saduktikargamrt.a,  V  35, 
114.  00, 1  66  M  Duff  calls  the  author  of  the  oommentary  Jayadratha  brother  of 

Jayaratha,  author  of  Jantralokaviveka  {PR  II.  181 
8  Ed  Bombay  He  quotes  from  a  romance  Anangalekha,  (see  para  145  supra), 

and 

9  Buhler's  KB.  62.    See  also  0.  A.  Jacob  {JBAS,  (1897)  292  9) 
97 
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victory  of  the  Chauhan  King  Pr$hvlraja,  who  died  in  1193  AD  and 
must  have  flourished  probably  in  the  13th  century  He  wrote  a  poem 
Haracantacmtamam 

There  are  also  commentaries  by  Sri  Vidyac  akravartin1  and  by 
Alaka  quoted  by  Rajjnakantha 

873  Malayajapandita  or  Sarvesvara  was  the  son  of  Tnvikrama 
and  pupil  of  Vamarsi  He  was  proficient  in  Bharatasastra  Vdmara 
is  referred  to  in  Belgaum  inscriptions  as  having  lived  at  Vanabasi  in 

1 168  A  D.  His  Sahityasara  is  a  short  treatise  on  dramaturgy  • 

874  Rajaraja  ruled  at  Calicut  about  the  beginning  of  the  12$h 

century  AD*  He,  or  a  poet  of  his  court,  wrote  Rljarajiyam,  a  name 
adopted  in  the  absent  e  of  the  real  one  It  is  a  treatise  on  poetics,  music 
and  dancmg,  but  only  that  portion  dealing  with  the  drama  is  now 
available  In  his  da}s,  the  works  of  Manora$ha  and  Bhattanayaka  were 

probably  read  and  there  is  therefore  a  hope  that  then:  existence  may 

be  still  be  traced  * 

875  Asadhara6  vaa  the  son  of  Sallaksana  and  Ra$m"  of  the 
family  of  Vyaghravala  He  was  a  Jama  teacher  His  wife  was  Sara<?- 
vaji  and  his  son  Chabada,  a  favourite  of  King  Arjunavnrnian  of  Malva 

who  ruled  in  the  1st  quarter  of  the  13th  century  A.D  6  He  lived  till 
Sam  1296  (1240  AD)  He  wrote  about  fifteen  works,  of  which  he 

gives  a  list*    His  Inflastn-smrb-sas^ra  was  written  m  1236  AD8 

876  Dharmadnsa  was  a  Buddhist  ascetic  His  Vidagdha- 

mukbaraandana9  in  4  parts  describes  poetic  nddles  and  involved  com- 
position    Jinaprabha,   pupil   of  Jayasimha,  commented  on  it  and  he 

1  DC,  XXII  8609  In  this  commentary  he  refers  to  a  drama  Hariuoandraoarita 
not  known  elsewhere 

2.    The  mafiusonpt  is  with  M  Eamakrlahna  Kavi,  Madras, 
3  If  he  istthe  great  Cola  king  BSjarSja  I  he  ruled  about  999  A.D  See  El  V  48 

Trav.Arch  Serial,  II  1 
4  This  verse  is  fine  — 

anjR^qfli^rilwsrr  sqwfW  «*rqrr...^T5«:r3r  II 
5  ASSdhara,  son  of  BSmaji,  oommentator  on  KuvalaySnandai  b  a  different 

person  S  K  De.SP.H99 

6  He  gives  this  ascount  at  the  end  of  his  DharmSmrfa 
7  PR,  XI  8S  ,  BR  (1883-84),  103-4 
8  00,1  H 

9  Ea  Oaloubta,  Bombay  and  elsewhere,  S  £  De,  BP,  1  327  See  para  847, tupra 
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lived  about  1203  and  1309  AD*  Dharmadasa  may  therefore  be 
assigned  lo  about  the  end  of  the  12lh  century  or  the  beginning  of  the 
13lh  century  AD  1  here  are  other  commentaries  on  it  by  Atroarama 

or  Svapnarama,1  by  laracandra  Kayasthn,*  by  Nanhanbhatta,*  by 

Trilocana,*  by  Purgiidasa,"  s>on  of  Va&udeva 

Amrjanandayogin's  Alankarasangraha  in  10  chapters  is  an  exten- 

sive work  written  at  the  instance  of  king 'Manva,<  son  of  Bhatibhumipafi 

who  probably  lived  about  1250  AD* 

877  Saradatanaya  was  the  son  of  Bhatta  GopSla  of  KSsyapa- 

gotra.  "  His  great  grandfather  lived  in  a  village  called  Matarapujya 
in  Merfijtara-Janapada  He  performed  thirty  Vedic  sacrifices  lo  please 
the  god  VisJiu,  and  wrote  a  commentary  entitled  the  Vedabhusana  on 
the  Vedas.  Ihs  son  Krfrna,  the  grandfather  of  Saradatanaya,  was  also 

equally  w  ell-verscd  in  the  Ved.is  and  in  the  Siistras  He  worshipped 
Mahadeva  m  Benares  and  obtained  a  son  by  name  Bhattagopala  the 

father  of  Saradatanaya  through  the  god's  favour  Bhattagopala  was 
likewise  well-versed  in  eighteen  sciences.  (Vidyas) ,  he  propitiated 
Barada  the  goddess  of  learning  and  obtained  through  her  favour  a 

son  whom  he  named  after  the  goddess  as  Saradaf  anaya  *'  He  studied 
theatrics  under  Divakara,*  who  was  pnhcient  in  the  art  and  kept  up  a 
theatre  (natvasala)  "  1  le  was  a  follower  of  the  Prajyabhyna  School 
of  Philosophy  which  had  its  origin  in  Kashmir  and  was  elaborated  by 

1  Waber,  1728,  PR,  IV.  xxxvk  ,  Kiate's  Onamastican  His  Gum  Jmastaha 
fonnded  Laghu  Kharataragaooha  in  1275  A,D. 

a     00,1  078 
8     00, I  671 ,  II  185 ,  HI  131.    EVw  other  works,  boo  CO,  I.  339 
4     00, 1.  678 
6     00,  II  186  ,  SKG,  274. 
6     CO,  II  185  ,  III  121 ,  PR,  IV  30 
7.  The  taro  works  ho  quotes  from  aw  the  plays  MirfoaVaudana,  Valiv&dha, 

UdattarSghava,  Nalavijaya,  Doviparinaya  The  first  five  chapters  were  edited  at 
Oaloutta  with  English  translasioo  DO,  XXII,  8604,  add  00, 1.  29,  contain  only  5 
chapters  The  copy  in  the  Ga&tami  Library  of  Bajamcmdry  and  TO,  III.  3980  contain 
all  the  nine  chapters 

8  Probably  he  is  the  same  as  DivSkara,  quoted  by  Pumasarasratf  in  his  com- 
mentary on  Meghasandefe     The  teaohing  is  this  described  • 

sffas#sf&;  ?wi%TOr  ftr^pMf  *ri  *&$$>- 
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the  great  Abhmavagupta  While  describing  the  origin  of  Music  on 
page  181,  our  author  deals  with  the  36  Ta$vas  in  accordance  with  the 
tenets  of  the  Pratyabhijna  system,  and  defines  the  functions  of  Para, 

madman,  Jiva  and  Prakyti  in  the  beginning  of  Creation  Following 
the  principles  of  the  same  philosophy,  he  has  introduced  in  his  work 

a  very  interesting  simile  for  the  enjoyment  of  dramatic  Rasas  by  the 
audience,  and  refers  to  a  few  early  works  of  Sivagama  in  this  connc- 

tion  This  enjoyment,  he  said,  is  similar  to  Jiva't.  enjoyment  of 
worldly  pleasures  In  the  course  of  his  argnmenls  he  also  defines 

certain  Tatjvas  of  the  Prajyabhijna  philosophy  such  as  RSga,  Vidya 

and  Kala  "*  He  has  summarised  chapters  of  Bhoja's  SrngSraprakasa 
He  is  quoted  by  many  writers  of  the  13th  ceatury  and  mubt  have 

flourished  in  the  12- 13th  century  A  D 

Saradatanaya    wrote    a    commentary  on   Kavyaprakasa*    and    a 
work  on  music  Saradiya  8 

In  his  Bhavaprakasanam,*  a  treatise  of  extra  ordinary  merit  in  10 
adhikaras,  &aradltanaya  summarises  the  views  of  earlier  writers  like 
Sadasiva,  Drauhini,  Vasuki,  Vyasa,  Narada,  £!ri  Harsa  etc  In  genera* 

hty  he  follows  the  plan  of  Bharaja's  NatyasSstra  and  notices  the  devia- 
tions of  later  authors  from  Bharata's  views  He  reiterates  Abhinava. 

gupf  a's  theory  that  rasa  is  the  soul  of  poetry,  but  differs  from  him  on 
occasions.  "  For  instance,  he  differs  from  Abhinava  on  the  point  that 
Rasas  must  always  be  Vyangya  in  the  best  poetry  and  not  Vacya 
Here  Saradatanaya  following  the  Dasarupaka  opens  a  new  path  by 
(suggesting  that  Rasas  are  the  soul  of  poetry  whether  they  are  express- 

ed or  suggested  by  the  poems.    In  the  same  way  he  does   not  want  to 

J     Int  to  Edn  008,  Baroda,  pp  10  11  by  Yadugin  Yatirajaswamln 

9      tPtfft  W^l^f  $W%  5*3  5f$Rm  ||  <Z  c  p,  194) 
8     I  o,  pp  \Xi  15 

fTOftRAMifoTf  qrfft^Rfa  l 

4.    Among  raw  authors  and  worhs  he  quotes  are  plays 

wrcwnfr  ̂ H»d<Pi*r,  »mmnft«q,  fl«ftapr.,  a^sr,  ftgmfoq;,  orafac- 
^,^%fl^f,  ftgreig,  m*m,  fctaforcn,  fttacfaq,  9&Gmn, 
ww<v*t{ ,  Mn^i^m.,  vz&Qs,  flfRR^,  mATnfNr,  arfhrcftwr,, 
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give   altogether    a    separate    existence    to    the    suggestive '  capacity 
(Vyanjana)  of  the  words   from  their  Talparya   Vrtti,   and   brings  the 
Dhvani  also  under  the  Tafparya-sakti      He  holds  that  if  at   all  there 
must  be  some  difference  between  these  two-Dhvam  and  1  atparya — it  is 
just  like   that   of  the  Brahmana   and   the  Brahmacann ,  or  in  other 
words,  that  Dhvani  occupies  a  less  important  position  under  the   wider 
scope  of  1  atparya     There  are   two   other  important  points  where 
Saradatanaya  differs  from  Abhmava     1  here  is  difference  of  opinion  as 
to  the  exact  mode  m  which  the  enjovmenl  of  Rasa  is   brought  about, 
amongst  the  authors   Lollala,  Sankuka,   Bhaltanayaka  and  Abhinava- 
nupta     Most  of  the  later  wnters  followed  Abhmava  on  this   point   but 
Saradatanaya,  strange  as  it  may   seem,   follows   the  original  view   of 
Bhaltanayaka  as  developed  and  modified  by  Dhanika  in  his   Dasarupa- 
kavaloka     He  approves  of  the  theory  as  formulated  by  them   that  the 
connection  between  the  poetry  and  the  Rasa,  is  Bhavya-Bhavaka-Bhava 
and  not  Vyangya-Vyanjaka-Bhava.    The  VrtUs  such  as  the   Abhidha, 
Laksana,  and  1  atparya  help  the  audience  to  understand  the  Kavyartha 
or  the  Rasa,  and  the  audience   through  the   Bhavana  Vrtti  get  the 
Bhoga  of  the  Rasa,  which  is  similar  to  Brahmananda.  Iu  the  same  way, 
Poetry  and  Rasa  are  also  connected  with   each  other  as   cause  and 
effect     Because,   when  poetry  is   presented  before  the  audience,  the 
necessary  Vibhava,  etc   create  the  sense   of  enjoyment  in  the  mind  of 
the  audience     The  second  point  where   Saradatanaya    criticises  the 
views  of  other  writers  on  Dramaturgy,   especially   Abhmava,  is  about 
the  nature  of  Santa  Rasa.    Udbhata  was   the   first  writer  to  include 

Santa  as  one  of  the  Rasas ,   it  was  approved  by  Anandavardhana,  and 
Abhmava  gave  it   a  place  of  unique   importance   amongst  the  different 
Rasas     Rudrata  or  Rudrabhatta  not  only  accepted  Santa  as  an  impor- 

tant Rasa  but  included  Preyas  also  as  a  Rasa,  and  boldly  declared  that 
the  Vyabhicari  and  the  Sattvika  Bhavas   such   as   Nirveda,  Harsa  etc, 
also  when  properly  developed  contribute   to   the    pleasure  in  the  same 
way  as  Srngara  or  Karuna,  and  therefore,  they  should  also  deserve  to 
be  admitted  as  additional  Rasas    Saradatanaya,  who   follows   Dhanan- 
jaya  in  this  respect,  condemns  the  views  of  all  these  thinkers  and  opines 
that  Santa  Rasa  cannot  be  enacted   on  the  stage,  for  no  Vibhava, 
Anubhava  and  Sattvika  Can  be  produced  by  the  Sama,  the  Sthayibhava 
of  the  Santa     But  unlike   Dhananjaya  our  author  thinks  that  it  is  the 
chief  among  the   Rasas   and   it  can   be  realized  in  the  form  of  poetry 
except  in  the  Dramas,    Thus  the  scope  of  this  work  is  to    collect  as  far 
as  possible  all  theories   existing  before*  and  after  the  time  of  Bharata 
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and  to  examine  and  state  them  in  a  final  form  with  certain  modifica- 

tions Being  a  firm  believer  in  the  theory  of  Rasa  as  promulgated  by 

Bharata,  Saradatanaya  haa  mainly  dveloped  the  Srngara  Rasa  on  the 

lines  suggested  by  Bhoja  m  his  Srangaraprakasa  " 

Kavyakamadhenu  is  on  the  same  lines  as  Bhavaprakasa  and  treats 

of  rasa,  bha\a  and  sabdavyapara  elaborately 

878  Sobhakara  was  the  son  of  Trayisvaramisra  His  Alankara- 

ratolkara1  *s  m  the  form  of  a  commentary  on  aphorisms  that  had  been 

extracted  by  Yasaskara  of  which  his  Devistotra  is  meant  as  an  illu- 

stration    He  probably  lived  about  the  13th  century  A  D .' 

879  Singabhupala  was  the  son  of  Ananta  or  Anapofa*  and 

Annamamba  and  w  as  the  seventh  in  descent  from  Vetala  Naidu*  (Beti 

Reddi),  the  original  founder  of  Kingdom  the  Rajas  of  Venkalagm 

Vasan$araya  was  his  brother  Singabhupala  had  six  sons  and  ruled 
over  a  vast  extent  of  territory  between  Vindhya  and  ̂ risaila  (m  the 

Kurnool  District)  about  the  year  1400  A  D  from  his  capital  Rajacaia 

(Racakonda)  *  He  was  a  great  literate  and  patron  of  letters  He  bore  the 
title  of  Sarvajna  In  his  court  flourished  Visvesvara  and  Appayficarya 
The  latter  wrote  a  commentary  on  Amarakosa 

It  was  m  his  Court  that  Narayanacarya  alias  KumSra  Vedanta 

pesika,  the  son  of  the  famous  VedSn^adesika,  vanquished  ̂ fikalyamalla, 
the  opponent  of  the  Vaisnava   Teligion   m  disputation  and  then  it  was 

1.  BKEAp   xxvin 
3.    For  these 'sutras,  see  PR,  I>  12,  77-81     00  I.  82,  II  6 

S  inapoja  wrote  a  drama  AbhirSma-Baghava,  quoted  m  RasartjavasudhSkaia 
There  is  a  drama  of  that  name  written  by  Hapika  in  Nepal  in  1390  A  D  [Levi,  268) 

4  The  Biographical  Sehetchet  cf  the  Rajas  of  Venkaiagwi  published  by  the 
Venkatagiri  State  Smgabhupafl  is  given  as  the  tenth  in  deficient  In  ourimanusonpfc  the 
name  is  given  as  Swabhupaji  Venkatagiri  is  a  flounshiog  Zamindari  in  the  Ncllore 

District 
8  Singabhupala,  theipresent  author,  was  the  son  Of  Anapota  who  was  the  Bon  of 

&ngabbupala  I  It  was  the  latter  who  bore  the  title  Sarvajna  and  §rInS{ha  was  the 

poet  of  his  Court  Srlnafha  refers  to  him  by  the  title  Sarvajna  In  the  Veltigotivari 
7amsicaritram  (in  Telugu)  the  author  of  Kasarnavasudbakara  is  given  as  Singabhu 

pala  I  That  seems  to  be  incorrect  There  are  inscriptions  there  given  of  Anapota 
dated  Saba  1302  and  of  the  wife  of  MSdhava,  the  last  Of  Singabhupala  II  dated  Saba 

18Si  Another  inscription  dated  Saka  1291,  also  printed  there,  wag  composed  by 

N3ganS$ha  eon  of  Pa&ipaji  HSganStba  wrote  a  bhSna  MadanavUSEa  mentioning 
Anapota  and  was  a  pupil  of  Vilveiwara,  author  of  Gamalbaraoandrika,  in  which 
YilveiVara  eulogised  Singabhupala  It  will  be  seen  presently  that  Visvesvara  was  the 
real  author  of  BasBrnavasudhakara 

(See  Vetai  Prabhakarasastri's  Smgara  Snnatham,  196  «t  sag. 
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that  a  commentary   on  Vedan|ndesika's  Subhasitamvi,   called    Ra$na- 
petika,  was  composed  and  presented  to  the  king 

His  Nalakapanbhasa  appears  to  be  a  work  on  dramaturgy  *  His 

RASARNAVASUDHA^wARA•  presents,  in  three  chapters  a  vivid  and  elab  urate 
treatment  of  the  canons  of  dramaturgy  inclusive  of  the  governing  Rasas 

and  is  probably  the  most  comprehensive  w  ork  on  the  subject  so  far 
available  Its  importance  is  enhanced  in  literary  history  by  the 
several  works  and  anthors  ijuoted  in  it,  and  so  far  it  forms  a  landmark 

for  historical  research  * 

ViSves vara,  the  author  of  Camatkaracandnka,  was  a  poet  of  his 
Court  and  in  this  work  vhuh  is  a  treatise  on  rhetoric  the  illustrations 

are  in  praise  of  Smgabhupala  Here  and  in  Rasarnavasudhakara 

(page  151),  his  work  Kandarpasambhava  is.  quoted  In  many  places  in 
Camatkaracandnka  the  reader  is  referred  for  details  to  Rasarnava- 

sudhakara From  these  references  it  is  inferred  that  the  real  author  of 

Rasarnavasudhakara  was  Visvesvara  * 

880  Visvanatha  was  the  son  of  Candrasekhara  *  a  Mahapafra 
brahmin  of  Kalmga  They  were  Sandhivigrahika,  that  is  a  high  official 

in  the  royal  Court  Candidasa  the  commentator  on  Kavyaprakasa  was 

his  grand  uncle  He  quotes  Gitagovinda  and  Naisadha  and  mentions 

Allauddm"  Jay-unfa  wrote  his  Prakas"adipika  in  1324  AD  and 
Allauddin,  the  famous  Khilji  marauder,  was  assassinated  m  1315  AD* 

1     CO,  I  981  79i 
3.    Bd  T  S  S  No  80  and  Ed  Vonkatagm 
3.    Among  the  works  and  authors  quoted  ato 

1  We  have  several  instances  in  Ramabbyudaya  of  Salva  Narasimharayn  and 
in  MahaaatakagudbSaidtu  of  Immadi  DevarSya,  wheto  the  roil  author  was  Arnija- 
gfrinStha 

See  Vetutt  Prabhakara  Sastrl's  Singar&stlnatham,  208-4 

^$i4<H>iMdT  T  %Fm  *%  img,  II 
6  Bis  works  PufpamBla  and  BhSsBr^ava  and  verses  his  are  quoted  in  Sahitya- 

darpaaa, 

7  S.K  De,  SP,  I  338  gives  the  date  1800-1860  A  D  See  also  Kano,  (Int  toEdn 
VI ;  Oaktavarti,  JA.8B,  lxxll.  HO  and  II  (n.  s  )  167  n ;  Keith,  JBAS  (1911),  848 

VisvaSatbas,  authors  of>(0  sVngaravapikanatika  (u)  of  Sangija  Baghunandana  (u ) 
of  Vrjjakautnka  (iv)  of  poem  Jttgatprakafa  and  I  vtralalyaoarita  (v;  of  poom  Amr(ala- 
bari  (ril)  of  slivasMi,  of  $$avarortalahari  (x)  of  BhagavataSarasangKiba  (si)  of  poem 
SambhuvilSsa,  [mentioned  in  CC,  I  688-6,  n.  128]  aro  different 
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Visvanafjha  mentions  [Saugandhikaharapa  of  his  namesake  of  the 
Court  of  King  Pra^aparudrendra  who  ceased  to  reign  m  1323  AD  It 

is  said  m  Sahifyadarpana  that  Narftjana,  grand-father  of  Visvanatha, 

vanquished  a  poet  Dharmadatta*  in  the  Court  of  King  Narasimha  of 
Kahnga  Visvanatha  himself  composed  a  poem  Narasimhavijayam, 

apparently  in  praise  of  a  king  of  that  name  of  Kahnga  These  two 
Narasimhas  must  be  different  1  here  are  four  Kings  (Narasimha*)  of  the 

East  Ganga  dynasty  of  Kahnga,  of  whom  Narasimha  II  ruled  between 

1268-1302  A  D  ,*  Narasimha  III  ruled  between  1326-1330  A  D  and 
Narasimha  IV  began  to  rule  in  1376  AD  A  manuscript  of  Sahitya- 

darpana  is  dated  Samvat  1440,  (1384  AD)*  Sahrfyadarpana  could  noi 
therefore  have  been  composed  after  1376  AD ,  if  we  allow  cin  interval 

for  a  manuscript  to  pass  from  Kahnga  to  Kasmir  We  may  infer 

safely  that  Visvanatha  was  in  the  Crurt  of  King  Narasimha  III  (1326- 

1350  AD)  and  that  of  his  son  Bhanudeva  (1350-1376),  and  Narayana 
his  ancestor  in  the  Court  of  King  Narasimha  II  (1268-1302  AD) 

881  Sahityadarpana*  is  an  exhaustive  treatise  on  the  plan  of 
Kavyaprakasa,  on  which  also  Visnanit-ha  wrote  a  commentary  In  ten 
chapters,  it  traverses  the  whole  field  of  poetics  and  bis  treatment  is 

lucid  and  impressive  * 
There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Mathuriinatha  Sukla',  by  Ananta- 

tUsa,*  by  Gopinatha,*  and  by  Ramacarana  Tarkavagiea," 

1  Dhaimadatja  is  oited  in  PrabhSkara's  Rasapradipa  (oomposed  1585  A  D  )  in 
which  Sahityadarpana  is  also  quoted 

3  XI,  V,  app  S3 ,  VIII  app  17  See  JASB  (1903),  39 
8  SKC  64  It  is  therefore  Been  that  Weber  (SL,  331,  241-n),  EggeUng  (100, 

III  887)  and  Harlehand  (KalidSsa,  115)  were  wrong  in  their  assumption  of  15th 
oentory  AD 

4  Among  rare  works  mentioned  in  it  are 

^temg^o  at^WRwi?,  esswwq;,  sftsTTirrfcf,  sfocRnrfl;,  ̂ rfferfl[, 

j|cj«j,    *lHI+im(%^,    W^KUIdc^,      1S!«M^)4||fclW[,    ̂ RfT,  qsofa<|ife*Hi, 

5  Ed  Calcutta,  Bombay,  Oalieut  eto  Translated  into  English  by  Ballanfane 
and  P  D  Mitra  Bib    Ind  Oaloufcta     See  S  K  De,  8P, 

6  CO,  I,  715  He  wrote  a  voluminous  writer,  see  CO,  I,  473  He  wrote  his 
JyotisBidhantam.  in  1283  AD     He  also  was  a  commentary  on"  XuvalaySnandam 

7  CO,  II  171     He  was  son  of  Visvanatha     A  manuscript  is  dated  1680  A  D 8  CC,  I  168 

9  JI<J  0alonttaand|ombay  DO,  XXII.  8710.  He  wrote  his  book  in  Bust Bengal  In  a  Saba  1623  (1701)  A  D, 
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Alankaravadartha  discusses  the  views  of  Sahift adarpana  * 
Among  his  other  v  oris  from   which  he   quotes   are  the   poems 

RSghavavilasam,    Kuvalayasvacantain  (in    Prakrit)  Narasimhavijayam, 
and   the   pla)s    Candrakala  and  Prnbhavatlpannayam     His  Prasasti- 
ratnavali  is  .t  Karambhaka  in  16  languages,  containing  panegyrics 

882  Vuvanatha,  son  of  "]  rimala  and  grandson  of  Ananta  of 
Dharasura  city  on  the  Godavan,  wrote  Sahi^yasudhasindhu  in  3  taran- 

gas*  and  a  play  Mrgankairkha  * 
883  Rasaviveka  tailed  Kavjadarsa  is  an  excellent  treatise 

in  three  chapters  on  rasa  probaMj  of  the  14th  century  AD4  The 

author's  name  is  not  known,  but  he  was  the  brother  of  Saujanya- 
bhusanakavi  and  pupil  of  PaksUamar^i  The  illustrations  are  from 

ancient  works,'  of  which  the  latest  are  Ksemeudra's  Silasataka*  till 

now  unknown  and  Bilha«a's  \  lkramfinkadevacanta  (1.  14) 

884  Bhanudatta,  known  also  as  BhSnuknramisra*  was  the  son 
of  Gananatha  or  GanetAara  of  Vidoha  (Vidarbha  i)  His  Gfta-Gauri- 

sam8  is  a  lync  modolltd  on  J.iyadev.i's  Gita-Govmdam  and  the  com- 
mentary on  his  Rasamanjari  by  Gopala  is  dated  1428  AD  Bhanu- 

da^ta's  father  wrote  Rasaratnadipikn  from  which  quotations  are  found 
in  Rasatarangiru,  and  his  great-grandfather  feankaramibra  who  was  the 

author  of  Upaskara  and  a  commentary  on  Sri  Harsa's  Khandanakhadya 
lived  about  the  >ear  Sak.i  1327  (1405  AD)'    From  these  references  it 

1     EPS,  I.  13 ,  00,  HI.  7 
9     SKC  xxix,  whew  the  mantwoilpt  is  chted  1002  A  T>.    He  cites  Candidas* 

commentator  on  Maaimata 
3,    See  para  710  supra 
1,    TO,  I  804    Thus  ho  bogus       clisoussion 

6.    Aaauthor  Kasmjteadhipaii  is  quoted  Oan  he  be  Hiirsa  mentioned  as  a  dramatic 
writer  by  Abhinavagupja  ? 

7  There  is  a  poet  BhSnukara  who  was  patronised  by  a  king  Viiabhano,  who 
aaoordlng  to  Haradatta  Sarina  (IEO,  X,  478)  was  contemporary  of  Shei  Shah  (1510- 
1516  AD)    For  a  disoussion,  soo  Chapter  on  Erottca  post  under  Vlirabhadra's  Kan- 
4arpaoadamanl     See  OOJ,  I    197,  II    251.    In  Sabhyfihuakarana,  Govmdaji  quote 
distinctly  from  BhSnukara  and  Bhanupandito  (BB,  1887  91,  ixiu) 

8  00, 1  105,  793  ,  100,  VU.  1113-5 
9  Ananfa  Bhatta  (17th  century)  oommontator  explains  the  verso    gffo   fl5T«$lr 

98 
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is  inferred  that  Bhfinudatfa  lived  between  1350  to  1450  AD*  His 
Rasamanjari  deals  with  the  phases  of  love  as  embodied  in  poetry  and 
illustrates  the  conditions  of  lovers  of  different  ages  and  experiences,  In 
delineation  of  character,  in  appreciation  of  psychology  m  and  choice 

of  illustration,  it  is  unsurpassed  in  excellence  '  The  reader  feels  himself 
id  a  land  of  enchantment  and  it  is  in  short  a  book  of  pleasure* 

885  His  Rasaiakangini*  is  a  similar  work  in  eight  chapters 
on  rasas  and  refers  to  Rasamanjari  for  elaboration  Among  his  other 

works  are  Alankfiratilaka,*  ̂ jngaradipikft,"  and  probablj  (he  poem 
Kumara-Bharga\Iyam  T 

"  In  the  sixth  chapter  of  the  Rasatarangim,  Bhanudatla  excuses 
himself  from  giving  details  about  certain  points  because  ho  says  thej 
are  given  in  the  Rasamanjan  From  this  it  is  clear  that  the  author  of 
both  was  the  same ,  but  there  is  some  question  as  to  his  native  coun- 

try In  Professor  Aufrecht's  copy  of  the  Rasamanjan  it  is  spoken  of 
as  *  Vidarbhabhuh '  or  the  land  of  the  Vidarbhas,  and  the  manuscript 
before  me  agrees  with  his     But  Dr  Burnell  m   his  catalogue   of  the 

Ahmad  Nizam  Shah  obtained  possesion  of  Daogir  (Doulttabad)  botweon  1497-1607 
A 1)  and  founded  Nizam  Shahi  dynasty  in  Dckkan  vshioh  continued  in  possession  till 
1637  A  D     Btigga,  Feruhta,  II  200) 

B  N  BhattnohaTya  {31  of  Dep  oj Lettttt,  Oaloutta,  Vol  IX,   163)  rifers  to  a 
tradition  that  BhSnn's  father  wrote  Baearatnadipika  and  his  grandfathot  Sankura  wrote 
a  commentary  on  §ri  Harm's  KhandnnakhSdya  [Pandtt,  XIII,  173),  CO  I  136 
II  149, m  130  '  ' 

la  Kum5»bhargavlya  {100,  Vn  1640)  mention  is  made  of  one  Sorosvara,  son  of 
BsjneSvara,  who  wss  an  ancestor  of  BhSnudatta,  separated  by  6  generations  from  him 
self  and  who  wrote  S3rirakabhasj&v3rtika 

1.  SKDs  (SP,  I  249)  eays  ho  cannot  be  oarher  than  the  middle  of  tho  14th  but 
later  than  the  lSth  eentnry  Bee  his  paper  on  tho  date  of  Bb5nudatt»  (Pto  of  Or 
Confce ,  Allahabad,  1926)  

' 
2     Ed  Madras,  Bombay,  Benares  and  Calcutta 
8     For  instance 

4,    Ed  Granthamalft  and  by  Regnand,  Parts 
6.  00, 1  33  ,  II  66 ,  III  7 ,  Tmj  IX.  4107  ,  PR,  VI.  App  29 6     00, 1  6CI  

lJ? 

7.  CASP,  4?,  with  oom,  of  Gnpaiananda,  Bbaratamallika  and  mnulhnam 
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Tanjore  manuscripts  calls  him  Maithila  Bhanudalla,  i,e ,  Bhanudatta, 

the  native  of  Milhila,  and  the  copy  of  (he  Rasamanjan  purchased  by 
me  in  1 879  and  another  procured  since  the  close  of  the  year  have 
Videhabhuh  instead  of  Vidarbhabhuh,  1  e ,  (he  land  of  the  Videhas  of 

which  Milhila  was  the  capital  1  hat  Vidarbhabhuh  is  a  mislection  it, 

shown  by  the  fact  that  the  author  represents  the  river  of  the  gods  or 
the  Ganges  as  flowing  through  his  country  ,  while  the  country  of  the 
Vidarbha*,  which  <  orrespondi  to  the  modem  Berars,  is  situated  to  the 

South  of  the  Narmada  " 

886  There  are  commentaries  on  RasamaDjari  by  Mahadeva,1  by 

RangaBiiyin,'  by  Anantapandita,"  by  NSgChabhalla,4  by  Bopadeva  alias 

Gopala,*  by  Se?acin$5mani,6  by  Gopalabhalla,*  by  Anantasarman,8  by 
Vrajaraja,9  by  Visvebvara'6  and  one  anonymous  M 

There  are  commentaries  on  Rasatnrangi"I  bj  Gangarama  Jadi"  by 

1    tfC,  I  936, 

3  DO,  XXII  808t  Ho  was  also  called  Guri]Sla<5yin  Ho  was  son  of  Dharma 
oStya  of  Chilakamartl  family  of  GurjSli*,  Guntur  District,  Madras 

3  Ed  Benares  DO,  XXII  8085  lie  was  son  of  Tryarnbaka  and  patronised  by 
King  Ci];rabh3nu  of  Benares  OitrabhSnu  Was  sot  of  Virasiniha  and  was  ealled  Svas 
iikhra  For  partioulars,  sco  700,  III,  356  Hi3  native  place  was  Ponyastamba  an  the 
Godavari     Ho  wiote  bis  oorfclmentary  in  1GB6  A  I)  at  Benares 

i     00,  I  495 ,  II  116,  laOi,  III  106 ,  Ukoar,  107G     On  NSgoji,  see  para 

mpra 
5  00,  II.  116 ,  Hi,  II  36  When  the  date  of  composition  Is  given  as  Saka  1494 

bat  SKO,  278  givos  the  dato  as  Saw  1484  Bopadova  alias  Gopala  AoSya  was  son  of 
Ntsunha  of  Kaundinyagotra  of  Jabolngrama  of  MahSrastra 

6  00, 1  495  ,  II.  116,  930 ,  III.  ICC  whore  his  other  works  are  given.  Sega, 
ointamam  was  son  of  Sssanrsimha  of  the  17th  ocntury,  Fur  Sosa  family  of  Benarga, 

see  para  692  iv/prd. 
1     Ibtd     He  was  son  of  Hauvainsubhatta  Dravida,    Ho  oommented  on  Srngara- 

Jllaka  and  KSvyaprakaia     Foi  his  other  works,  bos  OO,  1, 161. 

8.    OO,  1. 496 ,  II  116.    Ho  also  wrote  ArySsaptaiifi,  in  1640  A  Di 

9     ONWP,  II.  120  He  was  son  of  K5mar9ja  and  Jivaraja  was  his  son  and  wrdte 

a  commentary  on  Rasataranginf     See  para  903  post 

10  OO  I.  495 ,  It    116 ,  III   10S     For  VMvetVara,   son  of  Laksmitjhara,  See 

para  312  suqra. 
11  IOC,  643. 

18    100\  m  354 ,  DO,  XXII  8680 ,  TO,  XL  1095.    He  was  son  of  NSrSyana 
andw«oteBasamlmams5(Bd  Benaroa).    His  commentary  Is  datoi  1732  A.D. 
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Jivar&ja,1  by  Mahadeva,8  by  Ganesa,*  by  Ayodhyaprat,ada,*  by  Bhagavad- 

bhdtla,*  by  Divakara,8  by  Nemisaha,*  by  Venidatta  8 

Jivaraja  flouts  Ganglrama's  commentary  Nauka  and  praises  his 
tiwn  Sejja  thus 

887  Jayadeva's  Candraloka*  is  almost  a  student's  hand- 
book in  poetics  In  ten  MaySkhas  or  chapters  it  describes  the  qualities 

of  good  poetry  and  illustrates  the  figures  of  speech.  In  the  introduc- 

tory verses,  Jayadeva  calls  himself  KyOgavasa  and  in  the  concluding 
verses,  gives  the  names  of  his  parents  as  Mahadeva  and  Sumitra  These 

references  are  conclusive  on  the  identity  of  the  authors  of  the  Candra- 

loka and  Prasannaraghava-10  Besides  Kuvalayananda,  there  are  com- 

mentaries on  Candraloka,  by  Venkatasun,**  by  Payagunda  Vaidydnatha,1* 

1  00,  494 ,  II  329  ,  III.  106  He  was  son  of  Vraiaraja  and  great  grandson  of 
S&marSp  Dlkjlja  who  lived  in  the  latter  half  of  17th  oentury  Of  VrajarSja,  see  para 
90S  post 

3  00,1  494 
S     Ibid 
4  Ibid     He  also  wrote  a  oommeatary  on  Vlttaratnakaia 
5  Ibid. 
6  00,11  118. 

1  00  t.  404,111  106,  He  was  son  of  Bhimaaana  described  as  Mahgrgjadbi- ra> 

8  Ibid. ,  Ulwar,  1071  He  was  author  of  Alaukaracandrodaya  His  commen- 
tary is  dated  1668  A  D 
9.  Printed  Vcnkateswar  Press,  Bombay  and  everywhere  There  is  another  Can- 

(triloba,  Ulwar,  1068 
The  identification  of  this  author  with  the  author  of  Gitagovlnda,  made  in  the 

Introduction  to  this  Edition  is  wrong ,  likewise  is  the  statement  of  Dayananda  that  this 
Jayadeva  was  the  same  as  the  brother  of  Bopadeva,  whose  parents  were  Bhoja4ero 
andRSdhS  (see  his  Satyarjhaprakasa,  336), 

10     See  para  674  supra     Peterson,  Subh  39  ,  DO,  XXII  8660,  8656 ,    SB,  68. 
11.    (Med  Budharanjani     It  embraces  only  the  ohapters  on  ArthalankSra.   The 

author  was  patronised  by  BSmabhupaia.    Ed,  Madras    TO,  III    1526 .   DO    XXIt 8651. 

13    Called  Rama    DO,  XXII,  8653.    He  is  duEferent  from  Vaujyiwatfna  Tatea*. the  commentator  on  KavyaprakSsa. 
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by  Visvesvara  alias  Gagabhatta,1  by  Pradyotanabhaltaciirya,"  by  Virfi- 
paksa,8  by  Vajacandra,*  by  Sflrya  Balirama  Caube,"  and  one  anony- 

mous6 888  Sukhalalamisra  was  s>on  of  Baburaja  and  grandson  of 

Hrdayarama  lie  \vat>  pupil  of  Gangesamisra  His  si\th  ancestor 
Pamodara  came  to  Kati  from  his  native  village  Gharonda  and  having 

studied  there  became  minister  of  Vairamajiu^ra  Sukhalala's  Alankara- 

manjarl  purports  to  follow  Jayadcva's  Kankas  His  SjEgaramala  was 
written  m  Sam  1801  (1745  A  D  )T  1  he  first  verse  imbeds  the  names 

of  planets  thus  — 

Gangesa'b  son  Ilanprasada  wrote  Kavyarthagumpha  and  Kavya- 
loka  in  Sam  1775  and  1784.8 

Among  Reddi  Kings  of  Addanki,  Prola  Vema  was  a  great  patron 
of  letters.,  Lolla  Mahiideva  Kavi  adorned  his  Court  His  grandson 

Kumaragin  or  Vasantaraja  wrote  a  work  on  dramaturgy  Vasantarajiya  * 
From  this  work  Katayavema*0  who  had  marned  Komaragm's  sister 
Mallambika,  has  quotations  and  so  too  do  Mallmatha,  KumaraswSmln 
and  Nadindla  Gopaman^nn 

i    ̂ rfht:  3*rag qrrar  3Btrrf%a^::?:'Ri^5rw  I 

Commentary  on  Vtkramorvailyam 
*  ■  *  ■ 

1,    Called  ftSkSgama  or  SudhJ     Ho  was  also  known  as  Vtfvesvara  alias  GSga 
bhatto,  son  of  Dinakara  and  nophow  of  Kamaiakara  of  the  17th  century,    DO,  XXII, 
8663 ,  PR,  II  SOO 

3  Called  Saradarama  DO,  XXII.  8656  Ibis  name  was  apparently  suggested 
from  the  last  verse  of  the  OandrSloka  The  author  was  the  son  of  Balabhadra,  and 
wrote  at  the  instance  of  Prlnoo  Vlrabhadra  son  of  King  BSmaoandra  and  grandson  of 

Vltasunha  of  Vandella  family  (Vaghola  ?)  Virabnadra's  commentary  on  KSvyasutraB 
Is  dated  1677  A  D 

8    Called  Sarada*5rvari  (.1111,  III.  vti). 
4  00, 1. 183 
6     Called  DipiKS    Ibid 
6.  Ed  Benares. 

7.  OTkkw,  1088  ,  8K0, 74 

8     00, 1  108,  n  30 ,  PR,  III  866  ,  S  X  De,  SP,  tX  823 
9.   See  Essay  on  Vasantarajfyaiu  in  K.B.  Patbak  s  Com.  Vol.  by  H.  Vtakatarao 

10.   See  para  620  supra, 
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Commentary  on  M'tgha,  II  8 

HI      *l«MHlft  1?1#  ifam  sfT5%  I 
&WHWT  *for  JTF^t  sF^T^tf^r  II 

Commentary  on  Pmlaparudrlyam 

sfttepn%fttf  t  wr  Jrrarf^fcr  ■?  I 

^;iTO?TFcrtT  %fcr  ami  55^5"^  il 

!H?f?wl  jj  sptT  «fo(Wl'  *RTT  I 
jRH^^sHK^^rr^r^rff^f  tictt  II 

ffiFWusfawiR!'  ipr  ̂»rfiNt  *ra^  II 
fa*T5  ffc^  ̂ T^  5THT^  H5W  R^  I 

Crw^^Tr^  *r  jffft  it  5  srFctfr  II  ̂f  II 
Commentary  on  Praboihacandtodaya. 

889     Vemabhupala1  succeeded  KomSragiri   on  the   throne  of 
Kondavidu  in  about  1403  A  D  as  the   nearest   agnate  in  succession! 

1     Oq  VemabbnpSla  and  his  family,   see  Votutl  PrabhSkarafitstn's  grngaranai 
^adham,  45 ,  also  S  I  III  288 ,  £11  60 

The'jjeneology  is  as  follows  — 
Komati  Prolaya  {1320  A  D ) 

(with  capital  Ad/lanki) 

Maoa  Prolaya  Voma  (1880  A.D.) 

Peda  Komati  Vema  (oalled  Pallava,  Trinetra  &<s  ,  pateoQ  of  lolugu 
pocb  Yorrapragada  and  Sau&tit  poet  MahSdeva  the  7th  ancestor  of  Lolla 
Laksmidhara,  who  lived  about  15S0  A  £> ) 

Raoa  Vemana 

Anapoja  (hU  1S66  A.D  )  (removed  Anavemareddi   (till   1881   A.  D.) 
capital  to  Kcndaviau  ,  Balasarasrati  oalled  Dhattoa  Vemana.  Trilooana  wbb 
was  a  poet  of  his  Court)  a  poet  of  his  Oonrt. 

KomSragiri  (till  1408  A.D.) 
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He  is  geaerally  known  as  Pedakomab  Vemareddi  He  was  the  grand- 
son of  Mica,  the  elder  brother  of  Prolayavemam  A  poet  and  scholar 

himself,  he  was  a  great  patron  of  letlors  He  bore  the  title  Viranara- 

yapa  He  gave  away  a  portion  of  his  kingdom  to  hit.  brother's  son 
Maca  and  installed  him  at  kond.ip.ilh  He  clmmed  the  territory  of 

Rajahmundry  which  hdd  been  gi\  on  <iway  by  his  predecessor  Komara- 

gin1  to  his  wife's,  brother  Katayavema  and  had  to  wage  war  against 
the  grandson  of  the  latter  and  his  adherents  I  lis  wife  Suramaraba 
was  known  for  her  chant  >  and  some  tanks  and  canals  are  associated 

with  her  name  He  passed  away  about  the  year  1420  AD  In  his 
Court  the  great  poets  Srinatha  and  Vamanabhatta  Bana  flourished 

Srinatha  called  him  Sarvajnacakravartin*  and  V.lmana  narrated  his 
life  in  his  romance  Vlranara)  .mat.  anta 

Besides  his  commentaries  on  Amaruka"  and  Sap^asatisara,*  he 
wrote  Sahityacmtamani*  on  poolics  and  SangifaciutSmnni*  on  music. 
The  first  is  a  learned  treatise  in  1 3  Tarn  c  hedas  on  the  plan  of  Kiivya- 

prakasa  and  criticises  Mahini  ibhatta's  theory  of  inference  Among 
the  poets  he  quotes  is  one  Kusuma>udha  I  he  illustrations  are  some- 

times in  praise  of  himself  and  this  leads  to  a  doubt  if  the  work  was 

only  a  dedication  by  a  poet  of  his  Court,  presumably  Srlnijha  Among 
the  works  quoted  m  these  works,  are  his  own  Kavya  (or  Bhana)  Vira- 

narayanacanta7   and   KadambarinSlaka8   of   Narasimha,   a  nephew  of 
2  KomSragiri  alias  Vasati  JarSja  was  fouod  at  feast  and  pleasure  and  he  was  free  to 

enjoy  them,  while  his  wife's  brotbor  KStayavcma  a  warrior  and  soholur  administered  the kingdom  with  ability.  Lakuma,  a  celebrated  aotiots,  was  in  bis  Court  He  wrote  a 
work  on  N8tya  called  VasanUrSjiya  and  this  is  refaned  to  by  Katayavema  in  Ms 
commentary  on  Bakunfcala,  At  bis  instance  Katayaveina  wioto  commentaries  on  the 
plays  of  KalidSsa 

i,        ̂ 3t#r%(irf  s^qfcrpsr  fo^stfrfo  I 

2     Ed.  Madras. 
8,   The  manuscript  in  Oriental  Mss.  Library 
i.    DO,  XXII  8708, 
6    Trav  SO     This  is  a  SangitaointSmanl  and  SangitSmrta  by  Kamalolooftna 

{CO,  X  79),  and  another  anonymous  in  Tanj  XVI.  72Gfi 
6    It  is  sot  known  what  this  work  was     For  Instance 

TTT  *<fa  ̂ i  tftWIWfflffij  I 
7,    For  instance 

srfSr*  firorf^Rt  ?rcrct  sisrflr  w&  *t<m  II 

il,     fT  *Rl$  WW^  ̂ "I  SETT  f^fa  CR5F£  SjnT  dft   | 
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Agastya  In  learning  and  patronage,  Vemabhupala  and  bis  family 
were  vying  with  the  contemporary  Lings  of  Racakonda,  of  whom  Sar- 

vajnasmga*  and  his  grandson  of  that  name  attained  fame 

890  Paundanka  Ramesvara's  Rasasmdhu  treats  of  rasas 
and  bhavas  m  14  ratnas  (chapters)  Among  the  works  he  mentions  the 

latest  is  Visvanalha's  Sahityadarpana  and  he  must  therefore  have  lived 
in  the  first  half  the  1  oth  centur}  * 

891  Anurathamandana  or  Ratnamandanaguru  was.  the  pupil 

of  the  Jain  priest  Ratnasekhara,8  sun  of  1  apagaccha  who  died  in  1861 
A  D  His  Jalpakalpalaja*  in  3  parts  is  an  instructor  m  poetic  composi- 

tion and  Mugdhamedhakara"  mail)  deals  with  figures  of  speech 

892  Puojaraja  was  the  son  of  Jivana  and  Maku  of  Srimala 
family  Jivana  and  his  brother  Megha  were  ministers  of  Khalaci  Sahi 

Garjasa  of  Malva  who  ruled  about  1475  AD*  Of  his  two  sons,  Punja, 
who  became  king,  abdicated  in  fa\our  of  his  brother  Munja  Punja- 

raja's  Dhvampradipa  is  a  treatise  on  Dhvani  and  S&suprabodhalankara 
is  an  introductory  work  on  figures  of  speech.* 

893  Handaaa  was  son  of  PuruRot$araa  of  Karana  family  His 
Prast5vara|nakara  deals  with  enigmatic  composition  and  w  as  c<  imposed 

in  1557  AD" 

894  Vitthalesvara  or  Vitthaladiksita  callod  also  Agni- 
kamara  was  the  son  of  Vallabhacarya  the  reformer  and  was  born  in 
1515  AD  His  brother  was  Gopmatha  He  wrote  Rrtivrtfilaksaiia 
on  literary  style  and  ̂ jngararasamandana*  on  the  sentiment  of  love 

895  Kesavabhatta  was  the  son  of  Hanvampabhatla  and  dis- 
ciple of  Vitthalehvara,  the  son  of  Vallabhacarya  His  Rasikasanjlvam 

in  three  chapters  deals  with  heroines  and  their  relation  to  the  amorous 
sentiment u 

1  See  para  120  supra 

2  CO,  III  106 ,    BOEl,  Poona,  Ms  No  695 ,   P.  K  Gale,  00J,  II  80 
8  BB,  (1888-84)  156-7 ,  PR,  IV  on ,  U,  XI  250 
i  Weber,  1722,  H  278  80 
e  rs,  vi  xv,  si 
6  See  BR,  (1882  8),  12 
7  PB,  V  xlth,  168  9  ,  PB,  V  169 
a  CO, I  360,  II,  212  ,  III  77 

9  CO,  I  661 ,  n,  168 ,  III.  187     For  otfact  wotkfl,  foo  CO,  I  572    III  121. 

10  CO,  I  187, 497  
,,»■*!   i*i. 
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896  Appayyadiksita  has  a  venerable  pjace  in  poetics  *  He 

composed  Ktjvaxa's  ananda,  a  treatise  original  m  hself,  but  designed 
as  a  commenlar)  on  Jayadeva's  Candraloka  •  In  Asadhara's  commen- 

tary on  Kuvalayananda,  we  have  the  story  of  its  composition 

^r  ft  vm  I  spi'^flrat  TW  ̂ Rcrefa;  zm  %*n  ftqftf  <rfWr  nr  rsr^f  a 

It  is  said  that  Appayya  who  wished  to  compose  a  work  on 
Alankaras  was  sent  by  his  father  to  go  to  the  king  Venkatadn  The 
king  induced  him  to  compose  the  work  and  settled  on  him  an  annual 

allowance  in  consideration  of  his  scholarship  Appayyadiksita  returned 
with  the  boon  and  wrote  the  kankas  on  the  subject  under  the  name  of 
Cnndraloka  and  wrote  also  a  commentary  called  Kuvalay ananda 

The  name  of  the  king  is  given  at  the  end  of  the  work 

gig  sH^H-^ftarefffisre  | 

fa^rrtfiqfil'^'TrfafqrftSr'  ll 
"  Appayyadiksita  composed  the  Kuvalayananda  by  the  command 

of  VSnkatapati  who  was  the  mine  of  disinterested  mercy  " 

"  From  the  steatement  of  Appayyadiksita  in  the  beginning  of  the 
work,  it  appears,  however,  that  ho  did  not  compose  the  whole  original 
work,  but  adopted  the  work  of  Jayadeva  (5th  chapter)  and  added 
definitions  of  new  alankaras  and  their  illustrations  This  perhaps 

roused  the  indignation  of  Jayadeva,  the  author  of  Candraloka  and  was 
referred  to  by  him  in  his  drama  of  the  Prasannaraghava  as  an  unworthy 

plagiarism  In  the  introduction,  it  is  said  that  the  manager  had  a 

brother  named  Gunarama ,  that  he  objected  to  being  called  JITcfrf^n? 

'prince  of  players'  owing  to  the  fact  that  his  elder  brothher  was  living , 
that  the  title  should  be  conferred  on  the  latter,  that  he^wrote  a  drama 

called  Haracaparopana  which  was  acted  at  the  court  of  a  king  called 

Ratijanaka  and  obtained  a  great  fame  as  an  actor  A  contemptible 

player  stealthily  assumed  the  title   of  Gunarama  and  misappropriated 

1    Vot  Mb  Wo  and  works  sea  paras  142-3  supra     In  a  dismission  in  JOR, 

P  P.  S  Sssfm  fixes  his  date  as  1830-1598  A.Z>     ftsB^T  ̂ 55  STM  fasft  ̂ 1*11^  I 

8,    I"or  commentaries  on  it,  see  I.e.  and  also  by  Kumvi  Kama  (HB.  i  xi ) 
99 
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the  fame  to  himself  Having  heard  this,  the  real  Gunarama  went  to  the 

south  and  secured  the  alliance  of  a  singer  named  Sukantha  and  began 

to  fight  against  his  enemy  at  the  courts  of  the  kings  of  southern  India, 

While  we  can  clearly  see  m  the  above  statements,  an  allusion  to  the 

story  of  Ravana  carrying  Sita,  the  wife  of  Bama,  and  the  latter  allying 

himself  with  the  monkey  leader,  Sugnva  and  fighting  with  Ravana  to  re- 
cover his  wife,  we  cannot  help  thinking  of  the  probability  of  a  reference 

to  Appayyadiksita's  modification  of  the  Candraloka  and  commenting 
upon  the  work  Jayadeva  might  have  considered  this  to  be  a  plagiarism 

and  resorted  perhaps  to  the  courts  of  king  of  Southern  India  where 

Appayyadiksita  was  living  to  expose  the  plagiarism  before  the  king  and 

the  people  assembled  "* 

897  His  Citramimamsa,  also  a  treatise  on  alankara  is  supposed 

to  have  been  left  unfinished,  and  Vaidyanafcha  in  his  commentary  on 

Kuvalayananda  thus  supports  the  general  tradition  "  Citramlm3ms5  is 
not  seen  anywhere  beyond  the  UtpreksalankHra"  Jagannatha  made  a 
ruthless  criticism  of  this  work  in  Citramimam«5khandana,*  and  this 
was  in  its  turn  answered  by  Nilakantha'and  Candamarutacarya  * 

898  Gangananda  was  a  protige  of  Maharaja  Kama  of 

Bikaneer  (1506-1527  A  D )  and  belonged  to  Mifchila  (Tirabhuk$a)  His 
KEvyadakinl  is  divided  into  5  drijtis  and  deals  with  poetrical  blemishes 

(dosa)  "  In  the  last  chapter  there  appears  also  a  discussion  whether  a 
dosa  is  regarded  as  a  guna  when  it  does  not  involve  any  defect  at  all 

or  when  it  is  neutral,  so  that  it  cannot  be  treated  as  a  guna  or  a  dosa  "* 

Gangananda  also  wrote  KarnabhuSana*  a  treatise  on  rasa,  a  poem 
BhfngadQfja*  and  a  play  Mandaramanjarl  * 

1  BR,  II  68. 

2  ES,  Bombay,  along  with  Gi$ramImSras5.    For  instance  on  the  verse . 

^  t«H«A  35n%ar  <Nt  a%  33. 1 

8"  EB,  II  vin  The  latter  manuscript  is  with  SAT  Stngaraoarya.  TtfplloiWe1. Madras 

i.  EJ.  Bar,  JBAoe  Sertes,  Benares  by  P,  Jagannatha  Saatn 
S,  Bd  Ka?yarnaia,  Bombay 
6  00,111,80 

7  Mention^  in  KSvyiwlSiinl,  p  14 
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899  Jagannatha  J  I  lis  charming  lyncb  have  already  been 
descnbed  His  Rasagangadhara*  iestifies  to  his  high  culture  in  the 
appreciation  of  poetry  It  slops  with  Uttaralankara,  probably  in  imita- 

tion of  Appayddik^ta's  Citramitnamsn,  whose  views  he  criticises  in  his 
Citramimam&akhandana  ■  In  his  disquisitions  he  is  self-conscious  and 
the  language  of  his  rhetorical  works,  particularly  of  Rasagang&dhara  is 

not  lucid  and  a  knowledge  of  dialectics  will  facilitate  its  appreciation 

He  declares  that  his  illustrative  verses  are  his  own  * 

900  Krsnasudhi  was  the  son  of  Sivarama  and  descendant  of 

Jagannatha  Pandrjaraja  of  Upadrastj  family  He  lived  in  Uftara- 
mallur  on  the  banks  of  the  Seyyar  near  Kanci  He  wrote  Kavyakala- 

nighi,'  a  very  comprehensive  work  on  poetics,  with  illustrations  in 
praise  of  his  patron  King  Ramavarman  of  Kollam 

In  Alankaramimarasa,  Sanjaluri  KpnabQn,  son  of  Gopalacarya  of 

lanuku,  Krishna  Dist ,  criticises  the  views  expressed  in  Rasaganga- 

dhara     He  also  wrote  Sahi$)  akalpalajika  * 

Bhallata  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Prajaparudradeva,  He 

was  called  VIra  Bhallata  and  was  a  proficient  in  Nfttyasastra,  He  wrote 

Natyasekhara ,  so  says  Sragarasekhara,  author  of  AbhinayabhOgaVa.* 

901.  Krsnasarman  was  a  pupil  of  Vasudeva  Yogisvara  of 

Guaapura,  His  MandSramanandacampu  though  so  named  is  in  fact  a 

treatise  on  poetics  and  prosody  of  an  encyclopedic  variety.  He 

copied  his  definitions  from  Appaya  Dlksita  and  might  have  probably 

lived  in  the  17th  century  AD.8  His  Rasaprakasa  is  a  commentary  on 
Mammata's  Kavyaprakasa.* 

1  See  para  811  IfcjM 
2  Ed.  Bombay,  with  a  ooinmonlacy  oa  Nagefabbatta,  Views  here  expressed  ate 

oritidsed  by  Krsttasudhl  in  his  Alankatiuaimamsa  (VC,  III  8862)  There  1b  also  an 
anonymous  commentary,  00,  I.  4948. 

8    Ed  Kavyamaia,  Bombay , 
4.  Bis  stray  verses  have  been  collected  and  printed  under  the  name  Pahdifaraja 

(atafeun  In  Arena  Press,  Vbsagapatam, 
5.  TO,  IV  4209. 

6    TO,  III,  88S2,  8788    His  son  Jayajaya  BamSnujaoSrya  is  a  scholar  and  poet, 
7.  Andhrapatrtka,  Annual  number,  1917-8,  225 
8.  Ed.  Bombay,  with  a  commentary  Ha4hu«yaranjam. 
9.  See  para  868- A  supra 
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902  Prabhakara  was  the  son  of  Madbavabhatta  and  grandson 

ol  Ramesvara  of  Visvamitragofcra  *  His  Rasapradlpa"  m  which  Alan- 
kararahasya  is  quoted  was  composed  in  1583  AD  In  three  chapters 

It  deals  with  the  essentials  of  poetry,  rasa  and  dhvani  He  wrote  an 

epitome  of  Devimahajmyam  in  1629  A,D  called  Laghusaptagatikastava, 

Ekavallprakasa  and  commentaries  on  Kumarasambhava  and  on  VSsava- 
da$5 

Ramesvarabhatta  has  three  sons,  Narayafla,  JSridhara  and  Ma^hava 

Narajana  was  born  in  1513  AD  and  was  a  favourite  of  rodarmal,  the 
finance  minister  of  Jmperor  Akbar  He  wrote  the  commentary  on 

Vptjaratnakara     Prabhakara's  son  K}§na  wrote  Vaglsvarfbaras$ava 

903  Samaraja  Diksita  son  of  Narahari  of  Bmdu  Furandara 

family  composed  his  play  ̂ ridamacanta  in  1681  AD  He  also  wrote 

poems  Tnpurasundarimanasapujanas$otra,*  Aksaragumpba  and  Arya- 
trlgati*  and  in  poetics  $r ngaramj talahari  * 

Samaraja's  son  Kaucaraja,*  (or  Kamarupa  Sastrin)  wrote  the  poem 
i§rngarakalika  and  on  poetics  Kavyen^uprakasa,7  or  Rasanirnaya 

Kamaraja's  son  Vrajaraja  alias  Haraddfta  wrote  a  commentary 
on  Rasamanjari,  and  poems  $rggarasataka,  ;adr|uvarnana  and  Arya- 

ttisa#muk$aka  or  Rasikaranjanakavya  8  Vrajaraja's  son  Jivaraja  was  in 

1  According  to  Hall  (B»M,  181)  Prabhakara  was  born  in  1B64  A.  D  For  JPrabhJ 

kara's  works,  see  CC,  I  8S8  For  the  story  ot  this  family,  seethe  poem  Sankarabhatta's 
Cadhivamfevarnana  Haraprasad  Sastn,  JA,  (191?)  8  K  De,  SP,  I  802,  Printed 
Mirzapur)     In  KaatanStha's  BhattavamsakSvya  Rainesvara  is  thus  dcsoribod 

?r  ̂«wiftRt<pii%  s^t*  fcfoct  wftsq;  ll 
iftafemrsjnfir  qailR:  <fNdjPHn»tm  ̂   fo  l 

W  9^T  ̂ r  =T  3*te%  ̂ PT  fift  WafrKWI^  I  I.  10-12. 
3,  Ed  Sar.  Bhav  Series,  BenareB  by  Narayana  Basin  Khiste,  with  a  long  intro- duction 
8    S  K  De,  8P,  II  830. 
a     00t  I,  708 
5.    Printed  Bombay     Vlwar,  1086 
6  There  is  a  poet  Kamargja  quoted  in  iang,  and  (mother  who  wrote  a  floss  On Kaipuramanjarl, 
1,    Piinted,  Bombay.  BB,  (1887  5)1)  No  601 
8.    Printed,  Bombay. 
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the  Court  of  Madba\asena  and  he  wrote  Gopalacampu  aud  a  commen- 

tary Selu  on  Rasatarangml  * 

904  Caturbhuja  wrote  Rasakalpadrunia  to  the  delight  6f  Saisla- 
khan,  who  is  described  as.  son  of  Asakakhan,  and  grandson  of  Ifrunad- 

doula  It  is  an  elaborate  work  in  1000  verses  in  05  prastavas  covering 
the  whole  range  of  poetics  and  eroticb  Saistakhnn  was  himself  a  great 
Sanskrit  poet  and  si\  of  his  verges  are  here  quoted  The  composition 
was  in  the  year  Sam   1745  (1689  A  D )     Here  is  a  fine  verse 

Among  rare  authors  and  works  menuoned  are  Acalarudra,  Ani- 

rnddha,  Avilamba,  Isvaradasa,  Ugragraha,  Kamsanarayana,  Kubjakufira, 
Gaudayadava,  Jagunmaniraja,  Dhakkaxava,  ipabavadhana,  Navinaka- 
vindra,  Natharmsra,  Panciinana,  Parasurama,  Bhar«i$lkavi,  Bhupa$imisra, 

Maty,  Madliurasaffi,  Mahamanusya,  Mohanamibra,  Raghupatji,  Ran^i- 
deva,  R&macandra  Sarasvati,  Ruci,  Lakhya,  Vasanta,  Vanlrasala,  Vis- 
vambhara,  Vahimpati,  Sanjayakaviraja,  Sarvadasa,  Svasjbanamisra, 

Hanbhatta,  and  Hanndra.* 

905  Balaclava  Vidyabhspana  was  a  desciple  of  Pamodaradasa 
and  a  follower  of  Caijanja  and  a  native  of  Bengal  He  lived  during 
the  days  of  kiug  Jayasimha  of  Jaipur  who  ruled  in  the  18th  century 

His  Sahityakaumudi  •  is  a  commentary  on  the  SBjras  of  Bhara^a  and 
is  accompanied  by  a  gloss  of  bis  own  These  Sutras  are  the  Kankas, 

embraced  in  KavyaprakSsa  of  Mammata  and  in  the  colophon,  it  is  ex- 
plicitly stated  that  the  name  of  the  work  comprising  the  Kankas  is 

Kavyalakpana*  composed  by  Bharatja,  and  that  his  commentary  thereon 

was  following  several  commentaries  of  old,  such  as  that  of  Mammata  " 

1.  Ulwar,  1070  Hero  it  Is  said  'Jivaraja  says  that  his  grandfather  Samaraja 
obtained  the  name  Kamaraja  and  was  the  author  of  Kavyenduprakaea,  Basanlmaya, 
aud  of  Nrsunhavijaya  and  other  uatakas  Jivaraja  says  that  his  (father  Vrajaraja  was 
also  called  Earadatta," 

3.  Ulwr,  1067. 
8  See  S.  K,  De,  8P,  I  181  5.  A  pun  in  the  first  verse  of  Sahityakaumudl 

refers  to  GajapafpratSparudra  of  Orissa,  See  Sterling  As  Res.X'V  2S4«,  andAufreoht Bod,  Oat.  148  notes. 
4.  Ed,  Bombay,    PR,  II.  10. 

6.    There  is  Kavllaksana  (DO,  XXVI  9908)  which  describes  the  attainments  and 
oharaoter  of  a  good  poet 
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This  reference   to   several  commentaries  on  the   Kaiikas  other  than 

Mammata  precludes  the  idea  that  Mammata  himself  wrote  the  Kankas l 

Vidyabhusana  is  an  eminent  rhetorician  He  illustrates  his  com- 
ments with  verses  of  his  own  composition  in  piaise  of  KyMia  of  whom 

Caitanya  was  an  incarnation  He  adds  a  supplementary  (last)  chapter 

where  he  formulates  rules  on  topics  not  touched  upon  by  Bharata  * 

An  anonymous  comment.iry  on  Sdhityakaumudi*  is  more  explicit 
It  says  that  Bharata  threw  into  concise  Kankas  the  science  of  poetry  as 

developed  in  AgmpuraPa  and  other  works  and  to  explain  these  is  the 

object  of  the  Sahityakaumudi  * 

Among  other  works  of  this  author  are  Kavykaustubha,8  Padyavali,* 

and  a  commentary  on  U$kalikavallari  7 

906  Visvesvara  was  the  son  of  Laksnridhara  of  Pande  family  of 

Almoda  His  descendants  of  the  ninth  generation  are  now  there  •  He 
lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  18th  century  He  was  a  literary  genius 

and  began  writing  when  he  was  ten  Such  men  are  rarely  long-lived 
and  he  died  at  34  In  poetics,  his  writings  are  various,  Alankara- 

kauslubha,"  Alankarakarnabharana,10  Alankarakulapradipa,"  Alankara- 
moktavali,"  Kavyalilaand  KSvyaratna,"  Rasacandnka,11  and  a  commen- 

tary on  Bhanudatta's  Rasamanjari  u  In  Alankarakaustubha,  he  men- 
tions his  plays  Rukmmipannaya  and  ̂ rngaramanjari  (m  praknt) 

|g  TRTci^rrirt  afffcwjjiuTi^w^  I 
In  all  editions  of  KSvyaprakato  the  words  H^^R  ̂ loW^T^  •»»>  found, 
3    Pbr  a  full  discussion  sea  PR,  II  1013 
8  Peterson  (2 «,)  suspeobs  that  VidySbhnsana  was  himself  tho  author  of  It, 
i.    See  PJS.IT  99. 
6  8K0,  68,  268 
6  PB,  III  App  895 
7  PB,  IV  cxui      Anfceoht  gays  that  this  work  was  written  in  1765  AJD. 
8.  See  para  812  supra     S  K,  De,  HP,  81 
9  Printed  Bombay. 
10  Ed  Bombay 
11.  00, 1  81 ,  II  187     Printed  BeoaieS 
12.  DC.XXin.  8603.    Printed  Benares 

18.   SeeKSTyamala,  VII  61  69  J*« 
U     Printed  Benares     DO,  XXII.  6679 
16.    DC,  XXI.  8411, 
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907  Vaaudeva  Paro  of  Karana  family  was  a  poet  and  doctor 

in  the  Court  of  Gajapati  Jagannathp  Naraj  anadeva  of  Khimundi  State, 
Onssa  His  Kauuniamani  is  large  treatise  in  24  Kiranas  and  deals 

particularly  on  Kavisanwa  and  bamasyapfiraaa,  and  Sangita  also  in 

the  last  three  l 

908  Gauranarya  was  son  of  Ayaluprabhu,  brother  of  Mi{a- 
raya,  minister  of  King  Smgaya  Madhava  of  Recarla  family,  probably  of 
the  18th  century  A  l>  Hit.  Laksanadipikn  or  Prabandhadipika  is  a 

general  treatise  on  poetus  probably  in  10  prakasas9 

909  Ramadeva  Ciranjiva  Battacarya  or  Ciranjiva  was  the 

son  of  Raghavendra,  His  Kavyavilasa*  in  two  parts  deals  with  Rasa 
and  Alankara  His  SrVgaratahni*  is  a  collection  of  erode  verses  and 

Vr$ara$navah*  is>  an  illustrative  work  on  prosody  meant  as  a  panegyric 
of  Yasvantasimha  who  was  Naib  Dewan  of  Deccan  about  1731  AD 

His  Vidvanmodatanngini  has  been  noticed ' 

910  Tirumala  Bukkapatham  Vcnkatacarya  wrote  Alan- 

karakaus$ubha  T  He  was  son  of  AnnnyScSrya,  a  poet  of  the  court  of 
the  Zammdar  of  Surapuram  in  Nizam's  dominions  and  lived  about  1770 

AD,  His  brother's  son  Srimvasacarya  wrote  Rasamanjarf9  and  the 

celebrated  work  "]  d^fvamlrf  .Inda 
911  Acyudaraya  Modaka  was  the  pupil  of  Narlyanagas$nn 

and  probably  son  of  Naiayana  His  Sahi^yasara*  in  12  chapters  des- 
cnbes  the  topics  as  taken  from  the  "  ocean  of  potties ",  so  that  the 
chapters  are  called  Dhanvanfanratna,  Airavafaratna  etc  He  wrote 

also  a  commentary  on  Bhaminivilasa10  and  prol  ably  also  BhSgirafhi- 

campu  composed  on  i  815  ** 

912  Rajasekhara  son  of  Venkatesa  of  Kolluru  family  and  of 

Goa$amago$ra  lived  m  Peraru  (Somat'ithapura)  on  the  banks   of  the 

1.  TO,  IV,  4225 
2  DO,  XXII  8692,  8094 ,  Tanj  IX  1029     Ho  quotes  from  AlankSrasangraha 

nd  Karikanthapaia,  OamaM  noaodnkS,  Saaijyaoiuidrodaja  eto 
8  00  1.102,  II  20,  III  22 
a  00,1  G60 
5  BR,  III  No  280 
6  See  para  708  stvpr  a 
7.  DO,  XXII  8000 
8  TO,  I  B  No  809 

'•9  Ed  Bombay  with  ooxamentairjr  SameStnoda. 
10  Ed  Bombay. 
11.  00,1  770.   See  also  S  K.  De,  SP,  1  282  8 
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nver  Kausiki  mthe  Godavan  Konasima  about  1840  A  D  l  His  S5hi|ya- 

kalpadruma  is  a  work  on  poetics  in  81  slabakas  He  also  wrote  Siva- 

safaka,  grisacampu  and  Alankaramakaranda  * 
913  Ratnabhusana  belonged  to  a  Vaidya  family  of  East 

Bengal  In  his  Kavyakaumudi  composed  in  1859  A  D ,  he  deals  with 

poetics  in  general,  but  in  the  first  three  chapters  with  nouns,  genders 

and  verbal  sufikes  ■ 

914  Bhaskaracarya  was  a  descendent  of  Varadaguru  of 

$rivatsagotra  and  lived  at  Snperumbudur,  Chingleput  Dutnct,  probably 

in  the  19th  century  His  Sihityakallolml  embraces  the  whole  topic  of 

poetics  and  dancing  * 

915  Srisaila  Nraimhacarya  was  son  of  DasamacSrja  On 

LakSanamahka  of  unknown  authorship  he  wrote  a  commentary  Alankl- 

rendusekhara,  dealing  lucidly  with  all  topics  of  poetics  lie  also  wrote 

a  commentary  on  f3an$avilasa,  which  is  a  work  on  music  by 

Subrahmanyasudhi  or  Hansabakavindra  He  refers  to  his  Vi  ork  CampO- 

Janakapannaya  and  to  Gtyamanjari  of  Hansaba  s 

916,  Venkatanarayana  was  the  son  of  Laksmi  and  Kames- 
vara  Piksita  of  Godavarj;i  family  He  says  he  composed  works  in  eight 
languages  His  £jngarasara  in  6  ullasas  treats  of  heros  and  heroines, 
rasas  and  rupakas  He  refers  the  reader  to  another  work  of  his, 

£rngarasSravali,  for  fuller  treatment  • 
917  Ramasubramenya  Sastrin  was  son  of  Ramasankara 

and  grandson  of  As^atthanSrSyana  and  desciple  of  6ivar3ma  He  was 

an  authority  on  Sastyras  and  lived  at  Tiruvasanallur,  Tanjore  Dt  He 
was  born  in  the  last  thirties  and  died  in  1922  A  D  His  works  on 

several  Sastras  are  numerous  and  his  commentaries  on  the  Upanisads 

are  very  much  respected*  In  his  Alankardiasfravillsa  he  criticises 

Vidyanatha's  definition  of  poetry8  His  Bhaktyanandaprakasa  is  a 
treatise  on  Bhakti  or  devotion  to  God  * 

1,  TO,  m  2895  First  four  SjftbakaB  are  printed,  BhSgwafcaeaiopu  is  partly 
printed, 

3  KuppueSmi  Sasjn's  I.  Hep 
8     SB  II,  vii  and  No  88. 
4  DC,  XXII  8  706 
6  DO,  XXII  8696,  8716 ,  $R>I  1 1,  98 
6  £C,  XXII  8699 

7.  See  TO,  II,  2638,  3632,  2641    Ho  was  ordinarily  known  as  Ramasmbbafa8trin• 
8  TO,  II.  8620 
9  TO,  II.  2646. 
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In  Sahityakantakoddblra  in  two  chapters  Madhusudana,  son  of 
Narayana  of  Srhatsagotrn,  has  a  running  criticism  of  works  of  well- 

known  authors  such  as  Bu  Harfaa,  Bilhana  and  Eharavi  m  regard  to 

the  use  of  certain  nouns,  verbs  and  euphonj  * 

918  Surdaradeva  Vaidya,  son  of  Govmdadeva,  wrote  Ramn- 

sundara-mahakav} a  (o  lllustralo  particular  poetic  conceptions* 

Kavikanthapasa  is  a  treatise  on  a  poet's  personal  appearance,  on 
the  effects  of  the  mi'ial  letters  of  a  poem  and  of  the  time  of  composi- 

tion etc     It  is  said  to  be  based  on  1'ingalp's  work8 

919  Mudumbas  Narasimha  Acairya  flourished  in  the 

Courts  of  Vijiariima  Gaj.ipati  <md  Annnda  Gaj  ipa^i,  Maharajas  of 
Viaanagaram  (Vi/agapalam  Uislnct)  Besides  the  works  already 
mentioned  (in  paui  .55(5  supra)  he  wrote  the  poems  Paivopalambha, 
Narasimhallahasa,  fa)  asinihasvainedhiya,  Wtonaprasasti  and  Ytiddha- 
protsahana,  and  m  the  held  of  poetics,  Kav>  opo^ghafa,  KSvyaprayoga- 

vidhi,  Kavyasutravr^ti  anil  Alankararoala  and  the  following  Sfufcs  * 

^tm,  m  ̂ r»  ̂ rawtf  csw,  *w*&,  ̂ smwf,  ^^iR^rt,  srsrswrft- 

ffoffSfPrRPT,  k%t*&ftn  Wft*&m*&,  IZ.Fttm,  frWuOT,  affiffr**- 
jrn%,  tftsm,  wmeewt,  t$m>  pfaw,  «frsrc,  sntfw^,  imfmvt, 

ffim*,  mums?,  ffczsm?,  wft^'mmm,  &mm,  xftm, 

920  0»her  Worf«  Kavjalankarasutra  by  \5skamuni  with  the 
commentary  of  Akhil.mdfl&armaij ,  AbhiDdvasrnsjararnsnrAanjarf  by 

Bukkapatnam  V cnk.it "icarya  {A!y\  C<°  ,  A'nnkamvicara  [Tar/;  IX 
3978),  Al.  nkarapraknsika  {DC,  Jv\!l  .1602),  A^nkarasekhara  by 

Jivdnl^ha  (CC,  I  $3),  Alankaraf,no  >ouV  Va  by  Kandnla)  Irj  a  {Mys,  J96, 

i     TC  m  si<>%  #u, 
9     CO,  1  725     8«e  fc  hw  other  works  &>,-  767  wira 
8,    DO,  XXII  8611 ,  TO,  III  8771 
4     In  the   Introdnotion  |to  BamaoatJd»kithamrta,    an    extensive  poem  on 

BSmayana  (printed,  Viaianagaiam),  M   Venkataramanacharya  gives  a  long  history  of 
the  poet's  family  and  of  the  royal  patrons  of  the  ruling  house  of  Vissianagaram 100 
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Adyat,  II  33) ,  Alankarakramamala  by  Dainodarabhatta  (CC,  I  32,  250), 

AlankarakaumudI  by  Vallabhabhatta  (Ed,  Grantharalnamala,  Bombay, 

II  1189),  Alankarasara  by  Nysimha  (Mys  297),  Alankaramanjan  by 

Nirmala  (?)  (CC,  I  32) ,  Alankarakaustubha  (i)  by  Venkalacarya  (Adym, 

II  33  ,  DC,  XXII  8599  ,  Mys  295)  and  (n)  by  Srimvasa  {CC,  I  103) , 

[AlankarasQtra  bj  Candrakanta  Tarkalankara  (Printed,  Calcutta,  19th 

rentury  AD),  Alankaracandnka,  Alankarakanka,  Alankarakawnudi 

(DC,  XXII  8599  Mys  295) ,  Alankaramayukha,  Alankaranukramamka, 

Alankaraprakarana  (SR,  I  No  52) ,  Alankaraprakasika  (DC,  XXII 

8602) ,  ̂atalankaranukramaVika  (Adyai,  II  38) ,  Alankaiasangraha  (DC, 
XXII  8606,  Adyai,  II  33),  Alankaragrantha  (Aayai,  II  33,  TC,IU, 

3907) ,  AlankaravadartW  ,  Alankarasara  ky  Balakr?"a  ]* 

Alankarasangraha  by  Amrt-anandayogin  (]<  d  Calcutta,  Trans  into 
Fnghsb.  (DC,  XXII  8604),  Alankaramuktavali  by  Rama,  son  of  Nr&imha 

(Pnnted,  Vizagapatam)  Alankaramanidarpana  by  Venkappayapradhana 
(CC,  I  32 ,  Mys,  296)  and  by  Sampatkumara  Venkatacarya  (Gough,  189), 
Alankaralaksana  by  Sambhunatha  (CC,  III  7) ,  Alankaracintamayi  by 

Santaraja  ,  Alankaratilaka  (i)  by  Srikaramisra  (CC,  I  32) ,  and  (u)  by 
Bhanfldatta  (Ian;  IX,  4107  ,  Mys  295) ,  Alankarasarvasva  by  Devara- 
konda.  Aubalarja  Kr^na  (TC,  VI  7186) 

Alankaraprakarana  (CC,  III  7) ,  Alankaramkasa  by  Sudhmdrayogin 

(DC,  XXII  8713) ,  Alankaravisaya  (Ibid  8714) ,  Alankaramanjaii  (l)  by 
Tnmallabhatta  and  (u)  by  Sukhalala  (PR,  IV  23 ,  CC,  II  6) ,  [Alan- 
karapansl  Sra  by  Visvana^ha,  AlankaramanjiJsa  by  Devasankara,  Alan- 
kararatnakara  b}  Sobhakaramitra,  Alankararahasya  by  Prabhakara, 

AlankSravrttt  (PR,  IV  25) ,  Alankarasamudgaka  by  Sivarama]  ,*  Ka- 

vyasaram  * 
921.  [Kavyakalapa,  Kavikalpalaftka  and  Kavyadipika  (DC, 

XXH  8618) ,  KavyakaumudI,  Kavyakaustu'iha  and  Kavyalaksana  (DC, 
XXU  8630),  Kavyalaksanavicara  (DC,  XXII.  8716,  Tiav  76), 

Kavyarartatarangrai,  Kavyapanccbeda,  Kavyarafcna,  Kavj  opadesa] ' 
KSvivibhlga  (Trot,  70),  Kavikanthapaia  (Adyat,  II  33),  Kavikalpa- 
lati,  by  De\e&\ara  (Pnnted,  Calcutta  ,  7anj  IX  3985 ,  DC,  XXII 

8612 ,  SR,  II    80) ,    Kavikautahala  (i)   by  Vijnudasd*    and    (u)  by 

1     Cited  m  SiiaivSsa's  commentary  on  "Vaiava^att^ 
S     CO,  I  81-2 
8     CO  II  6 
4     Quoted  by  AppayBdit$i{a  in  VtMnarJika 
6.    CO,  I,  101  8 

6 ,   He  -was  probably  the  author  of  Manoda^a,  10, 1184.    gee  para  828  supra, 
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Kanticandramukhopadhyaya  (Ed  Calcutta,  19th  century) ,  Kavyatatva- 

vicara  by  Haladhara  (I/PR  (1893-1900),  p  16),  Kavy  acandnka 

(l)  by  Ramacandra  Nyavavagisa  and  (u)  by  Kavicaadra,  son  of  Kavi- 

karnapura*,  Kavyavjft  iratnavali  by  Narayana  (Tanj,  IX  4012),  Kavi- 
sanjivim  (TC,  VI  7172) 

KavyollaSa  by  Nllakantha9  (TC,  III  3348),  Kavj  asarasangrahatraya 

by  Srinivasa  ( Tanj  IX  4014 ,  Mys  298),  Kimkarpatika8  by  Sankhadhara 
(CC,  1  S6) ,  Kavitiivatara  by  Puriisoitamasutlhi  (Tanj  IX  5992 ,  Adyai, 

II  34),  Kavjalaksanasangrnha  by  Snni\5sa  (\dyai,  II  34),*  Vyanja- 
namrnaya  bj  Nagesabhatta  (I'd  Bombay),  Kavyakantakodhara  by 
NarasimhabTstnn  of  the  Circan,  (14th  centuiy) ,  Kavyarabiiyana  by 

Samasandarbha  (I1  d   Cal<  utta) 

922  Rasabindu,  Rasagrnndbn,  Rasfmrtasmdhu  and  Rasasainuc- 

caya  (CC,  I  494),  Rasavivcka  (Tnw  72),  Rasikarasayana  (Adyai,  I  36), 

Rasakalpndruma  b}  Jaf,annath  imihia,  bon  of  Annndaunbra  (1600-1700 

AD)U<0<"  1137,  TC,  IV  0615),  Rasarnavalankara  by  PrakSba- 

vart a*  (TC,  IV  5306),  Rasikarnsay  ana  (TC,  VI  7223),  Rasat  iranginl 
by  Ramanandi  (7C,  III  31,  Easar.itnadipika  by  Lallaraja  (Tanj,  IX, 

4073) ,  Rdbaratnavah  by  Virebvara  (10,  II  359) ,  Rasakaumuth  (i)  by 

Srikautha  (CC,  I  494,  c  irly  1 7lh  century)  and  (n;  by  GhiMraraa  (DC, 

XXII  8877) ,  Rasaunmamsa  by  Gangaramajadm  (IC,  1 76,  290) ,  Rasa- 

candra  by  Gbasirama  (TO,  II  351 ,  1696  AD  ) ,  Rasasindhu  by  Paun- 
daiikaramebvara  (CC,  III  106),  Rasapadmakara  by  Gangadhara  (CC, 

II  30),  RabikaprakfibS  by  De\anatha  (CC,  I  497),  Rabikajlvana  by 

Gangadhara  (CC,  I  497,  II  116) ,  Rasikamohana  by  Raghunalhabhatta 

(1745  AD),  KasikaprijS  by  Indrajit  (PR,  VI  No  379),  Rasasarvasva 

by  Bhimeh\ara  (Tanj  IX  4078) ,  Rasadirghika  by  Vidyarama  (PR,  III. 

No  336)  ,  Rasasudhaiiidhi  by  .Suiuhi  MarabhaltSrnka  (TC,  IV  4769) , 

Ra<amadhava  by  Daji  Sivajipradhana ,  Ra^amrtasudha  (CC,  III  106), 

Rasarntnahara  by  Sivaraina  (CC,  II  116),  Kasakahka  (IC,  UI  3055) 

1.  100,1118*4  Ha  quotes  from  his  own  poem  BaunSvali,  Ramacaudraoampu, 

SJavavali,  Sa»{ioaa4dka  and  also  verses  of  hjs  own  sons  grikavivallabha  and  Srikavi 
bhusana, 

a     He  was  the  author  of  the  play  KalySnaeaugapdhifca 
3  There  »  a  poem  Kavikarpatika  by  Vadindr*  (00, 1  86  ,  Tanj  VI  i711) 

4  He  is  different  front  Bajuakuela.    S  K  Do's  identification  (SP,  I.  819)  is  not correct, 

6     He  is  roontionod  by  his  disoiple  Vallabba  in  his  commentary  on  Magna  and 
quoted  by  MallinStha  in  his  commentary  on  Bharavi 
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Sjngararasamandana  by  Vitthalesvara  and  Srngarasarodadhi  by 

Sadhakara  Pundarlkayajvan  (CC,  111  137) 

Bharatibhusaua  b>  Gindharadasa  (1875  A,D  ) ,  radraabharana  by 

Padmakara  187~>  A  D  ) ,  Navikanuvarnana  by  Ramasaiman  (DO,  XXII. 

8678) ,  Utprektanianjari  by  *\  air.d«car>a  (Mys  2971 ,  IvankanaUndha 

bybudarsdnacar)a(7fe0.  Vrtddokan  by  Chavilal  Sun  of  Nepal 

(1901  AD),  kak  .talava^aitia  b>  Sambhudasa  (Ibid),  Citramanjari  b) 

Ranganatha  {Ibid  300),  LakbiDildkfcdUauiahka  bj  N}Simh<x  (Ibid  303), 

Vrttadlpika.  VenkaleBa  {Ibid,  303) 

DasaraPakapa<3dhatI  of  Kuravi  Rama1  and  DasarOpakavivar
anam" 

(anonymous) 

923  Sahityabdhi  by  Veniditta  (Tanj  IX  4105) ,  Sahityavicara  by 

Kjsnatarkalankara  (CC,  I  716),  Sahityavicara  by  Annnti  (CC,  I  13), 

Sahifoatarangitf  by  K^na  {CC,  II  171)  Sahityakaumudl  (10,  III  
33) 

and  Sahitvakautuhala  bj  \asasvin  (CC,  I  715)  S3hit/a-5ii  by  Hara 

dattjasimha  {CC,  I  716),  Sahityakallolinl  by  Bhasyakaracar)  a  of  Bhnta- 

puri  {DC,  XX3II  8706),  Sahityasara  (l)  b)  Suiesvarajati  (TC,  111  33C8, 

2rav  72)  (u)  by  Manasmiha  {CC,  I  71V,  and  by  (in)  Ac }  utadnrmamodak 

(Ed  Bombay  ,  Mjn  304 ,  composed  in  Saka  1753-(lb51  A  D  j ,  Sahitya- 

mimamaa  {Tan)  IX  4104),  [Sahityasaravi,  (Mys  304),  Sahityasuksraasa- 

ranx  by  Srimvasa,  Sahi$yac£ldainani  and  Sahityabodha  by  Tiganara  Setu- 

rama  {TC,  III  3593) ,  SahityasarDgadhara  by  Sfirngdhara,  Sahi^yasan- 

graha  (ij  by  Kala  and  (uj  by  $  imbhudasa]  (CC,  1  716) 

Sahit)  acandnka,  Sahityamuktama5i,  and  Sahityaratnamala  (CC, 

1.  7156) ,  Sarojakalika  by  Kavuatna  (CC,  I  87) ,  Upamasudhamdhi 

(CC,  I.  68) ,  Ekasaatyalanklraprakasa  (CC,  1  74) ,  KiranSvah  by 
Sagcdhara  (Opp  II  4531),  KarpBrarasamanjari  by  Balakavi  (Hue,  282) , 

Kavyarthacudamani  (TC,  I  792) ,  Nalakavatara  (CBod  142) ,  Bhava- 
viveka(rC,  VI  7151), 

[S^ngaracandrodaya,*  Syngarakaustubha,  fejngaramanjari  (SH, 

II  23) ,  Sfngarapavana,  fefngaratarangmi,  Smgararasa,  Sjngaravidhi]', 
Srngaradivigaj  a  (DC,  XXII  8701)  ,  $yngararasavilasa  by  Peva- 
4a#a  (cc>  *  2S8) »  Syngarahara  by   Baladeva  (BKR,  1880-12,  71) , 

1  TC  11  1097 
3.  DO,  XXII  9664     It  is  oonjeotured  to  be  the  nataka  ohapter  of  biggei  treatise. 
8  Oited  in  P rasjavaoinjamaoi,  Wober,  I.  929, 
4  CO,  I.  660-1 
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jWgarasarasf  by  BnUvarnibra  (CC,  I  681, 11  158,  230) ,  Sjngaras,ara  by 
Venkatamraj  ana  JJ)iW|a  (DC,  XXII  8899)  Spngaralata,  by  Sukha- 
devamibra  (PR,  IV  app  29) ,  Srngarnbjirodadhi  bv  Sudbaknra  Punda- 

rikdyajvaii  (CC,  III  131) ,  Syngdramjt  tlabari  b>  bdrnartjadikbita  (DC, 
XXII  87CW;, 

Kavjopades.i,1  Ra»akara,*  Rasaiatnakara,8  Knsa«agara,*  Rasa- 
sudhakara,*  Rajakamlaipa,8  Rasikasarvasva,*  Rab  ikal  k5  8  Angaharala- 
kjana  (2) av  73),  batvilvdngilcdbhavarabdviveka  (Ibid  172,,  Tpliya- 

purnsarthasardni  * 

924  Hala\udiiaS  kavirahasja  is  ically  a  guide  to  poets  It 
is  called  Kaviguhy.i  or  Apasabdubhdbdkavja  by  llie  commentator 

Ravidharoia 10 

T^r  ̂ iqwr  m\  w&°k ^^\\ 

ati+u1-^  qsF^i  nwrofl5^  I 
afew  ̂ nto  ft  wwwr  II 
*  *  *  # 

<foarft  q>f«KC§r  w  r>r  vnraftft  II 

*'  According  to  a  Gujarat  copy  of  the  work  its  hero  was  one  of  the 
Kfishnas  of  the  Rashtrakuta  line,  posubly  the  fiiat  of  that  name  (A.D 

760-80)  "" 

1  Citud  by  Ilcmadn  on  Raghu  (CC,  I  10?) 
3  „  by  MjJiliuStha  in  wmmontary  on  Mosha4uta 
3  ,,               ,.                     „            onKiratiklX  71 
i  „               ,,                     ,,            on  Mkgha,  XV.  89. 
5  „  ,,  „  onBaghu,  VI  12. 
6  „  ,,  „  on  Kum,  VI  40 
7  „  by  NSrSyana  in  commentary  on  GItjagovin4a,  V.  9 
8  „  by  Vasu<}ova  m  commentary  on  Karpuramanjari  [TO,  III  8066) 
0    It  is  about  400  years  old  and  quotes  several  mediasval  poets  of  900-1800  A  D 
10  See  lut  to  KavyamlmSnua  {OOS),  1984  Edn,  ix  %.  Kd  with  commentary, 

Bombay 

11  Bhaudarftor  inclines  to  identity  the  author  oi  the  Kayirahasya  with  the  HalS- 
yu4ha  who  wrote  the  Abhi4hanaratnam51S,  bat  Weber  places  the  latter  about  the  end 
ox  the  eleventh  century.    PE,  1888-4,  p  9, 
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Section  2 

Yasobhusana 

925  A  mode  of  composition,  which  may  be  styled  Yasobhusana, 

was  directly  designed  by  Vidyanath.t,  in  which  was  attained  a  double 

purpose  of  a  treatise  on  poetics  and  a  eulogy  of  the  poet's,  patron  or 

deity  of  devotion  Udbhata  inaugurated  it  m  a  way,  when  he  imbedded 

the  story  of  Parva^'s  wedding  in  illustration  of  his  tenets  of  Alankara 

But  it  was  Vidjauatha  that  developed  the   idea   and   called  his 

work  PttArAPARUDKA-YASOKHUSANA 

926  Vidyacatha  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  of  King  Pratapa- 

rudradeva  of  Lkasilanagara  of  the  Kakatiya  dynasty  (Warrangal),1  who 

ruled  between  126S  and  (1319?)  1328  AD*  The  term  Vidyanatha 

appears  now  to  be  a  mere  appellation  granted  or  assumed  for  profi- 

ciency in  arts  and  behind  that  appellation   is   the  name   of  Agastjta* 

1  Eor  this  word  see  Stwell's  Sketches  of  the  Dynasties  of  Sottf/utfi  India,  32 

2  Prat5p amdrn  also  oalled  Vicarudra  or  Budrsi  was  the  sod  of  AUhSdeva  and 

Mummidiamba  He  had  a  boar  as  a  sign  Id  his  flag  and  be  bore  the  title  of  Ch  alamarti 

ganda  He  was  a  patron  of  lefcteis  and  it  is  said  there  were  200  poets  in  his  Court 

Among  thorn  was  Mallikarjnaabhatta  who  wiote  Nirosthya  ESmayaua  Sowelltfo) 

gives  dates  1295  to  1S2S  A.D  Seshagm  Saptn  {SB,  II  82)  gives  dates  1268  to 
1819  A  D  For  inscriptions  referring  to  him  and  Kakntiyas,  sco  111,  III  84,  94 , 

V  148,  VII  128  82,  VIII  166  7,  U,  XI,  9  iO,  XXI  197,  Scwdl's  Usl  of 
Anbgiiittes,  II  114, 172  K  P  Tnvedi  gives  the  following  gonealoyy  as  made  up 
from  these  inscriptions  and  from  Piataparudriya,— 

Bitma  (Prlbhuvanamalla) 

Prola  (Jagatikesann) 

Eudra  (1182  A  D  )  MahSdeva 

GAnapap (12.31,  1260  AD) 

Ganaparuba  (1250  A  D ) 
I 

Budrambi  (known  as  Badra) 

Mummadamba  (Mahadeva) 

Prataparudra  (A  D  1298, 1299, 1315, 1816,  1817) 

For  the  later  history  of  the  dynasty,  eee  Bewell  (?  «  82)  WW  Hunter,  Iffip 
Gax  XIII  S91  and  new  edition  SX1V  868  For  a  general  aocount  of  KSbatnyas  by 
Sechaan  and  Banana,  see  Andhra  ratnka  Annual  No  (1921  22)  168  8  and  Jl  of 
Anfihra  History  Boeiety 

3  This  is  inferred  from  the  following  verse  in  the  Pratflparudriyam  (Bombay 
Edn  p  91). 

^HrSf  eto'j  quoted  In  para  12C  supra 
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who  is  known    as   the   author  of  se\eial  works  and  as  having  been 

honoured  by  the  Kings  of  Vijaynnagar, 

927  His  PkATAPARUDHAYASOBiiusANAM  shoitly  called  Pratapa- 

rudriyam  is  an  elaborate  (realise  on  poetics  with  illustrations  m  praise 

of  his  patron  I  his  mode  of  p  inegvnc  imbedded  m  a  work  of  instruc- 

tion is  a  new  device  of  Vidj  anatha's  creation  Tn  dealing  with  the 
canons  of  drama! nrgy  he  has  ingeniously  interposed  a  model  play 
known  as  Pratqmnidrtkalyanam,  which  perfmms  at  once  the  functions 

of  apt  illustration  of  (ho  technique  of  (he  Sanskrit,  play  and  of  giving 

a  description  of  the  goodnesses  and  exploits  of  Prat'parudradeva  The 
object  of  the  work  is  avowedly  to  show  how  the  importance  of  com- 

position depends  on  the  apt  ch  iractensation  of  the  merits  of  the  hero 
Accordingly  the  first  Prak.ar.ina  tlassilics  heroes  and  heroines  and  des- 

cribes their  qualities  I  he  second  Prakarana  propounds  the  nature  of 

poetry  and  the  scvoral  species  of  poetic  composition  The  third 
Prakarana  contains  the  model  drama,  describing  the  coronation  of 

Pra#iparudra  and  his  glorious  rule  and  conquests  The  fourth  Pra- 
karana deals  with  Rnsns,  the  no\t  two  with  the  faults  and  merits  of 

composition  and  the  lust  three  with  tigures  of  speech 

This  treatise  has  beon  very  popular  among  later  writers  and  is 

specially  in  Southern  India  never  missed  as  a  le\l  book  in  rhetorical 
stud)  It  is  profusely  quolod  by  Malhnatha  and  it  was  apparently 
that  appecialion  by  Malhnatha  that  made  his  son  Kumaraswainm  write 
a  commentary  on  it  Appaya  Diksit.i  criticised  some  of  these  views 
in  his  Citrmimamsa,  but  those  criticisms  were  answered  by  Visvesvara 

in  his  Alanlarakausjubha 

There  are  two  commentaries*  on  it  now  extant,  Ratnasana  and 

Ratnapana  Ratnasana*  is  tho  work  of  JirumaHcarya  of  Sukavata 
(Cilakaraar$i)  family.  He  was  tho  son  of  Ramanujacarya  and  lived  at 
Ramatlttha  near  Kotipalh  in  Godavan  District  in  the  18lh  century 

AD     He  mentions  another  work  of  his  Heman^iiilakabhand*  and  he 

1  Ed  IiSS,  byk  P  Trivorll  an  1  at  Madras 
2  The  first  two  im»kar»nams  hnvo  been  pabluhod  in  B&S,  (1  o )     The  rest  is  m 

Ms  TO,  II  8000 
8,    Tho  following  verso  is  qnotorl  at  page  531 1  c 
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■wrote   a   commentary   on   the  Kuvalayananda   also1    Ratnapana  of 

Kurnaraswami,  son  of  Mallmatha,'  is  replete  with  illustrative  quotations 

928  Vidyadhara  wrote  Ekavali*  on  the  lines  of  the  Kavya- 

prakasa,  with  Karikas  followed  b)  an  explanation  in  eight  parts  called 

Unmesas  Vidjadhara  mentions  Hanhara  and  the  prince  Arjuna,  from 

whom  he  got  amazmg  w  ealth,  who  must  have  been  the  King  of  Malwa 

of  that  udme  who  ruled  earl)  in  13th  century  AD  Hanhara,  a  faina 

poet  named  Madanakir^i,  and  Somesvara  the  author  of  the  Klrtikau" 
mudi  and  Vasstupald  were  contemporaries  and  Vastupfila  died  In  12+2 

AD  The  illustrative  \erse>.  are  in  praise  of  Narasimha,  a  King  of 
Utkala  and  Kahnga,  which  means  the  modern  Onssa  and  the  province 

bordering  on  it  to  the  south  called  Kahnga  * 

1  TO,  II  269B     Is  ji->  uamo  UinaoaaheSvara  ?   (Uy,  297) 
2  Brfnted  Madras  On  Malhaajha,  «eepara  31  supra  In  a  commentary  on  the 

OamputimSyana  oilted  Pad iyu]  tn*  [DO  \XX1  8212)  by  VenkatauSrJty  ma,  Kumara 
sw&min  is  described  as  the  ton  oi  Peddibhatta,  brother  of  MaihnStba  VinkatanTira 
yana  was  a  descendant  of  the  family  and  gives  the  genealogy  thus 

MallinSJba  (honored  by  Vuarudra) 

Kapardin^authoi:  of  liaujakSrikas) 

i  r 
Mallmatha  Pcdduhba&fca  {fllihojvidhyaya  oommentitor 

on  Naisidua) 

KumliaRwamin 

For  further  n  formation  see  K  P  TriV(di,  11  <)  xxn  v  While  Kumaraswlmi 
says  m  bis  preface  to  Bnt'iSpini  that  he  was  son  of  M  ill  nSjha,  his  word  inuat  be  pre- 

ferred to  that  of  VenkatanSrSy&aa,  a  derceudant  of  several  generations  from  Kumara- 
Bw5mi 

8     Ed  by  K  V  Tnvedi,  BSS,  Bombay  with  a  valuable  introduction 

4    Beginning 

End   ̂ m^r^^T/r^p^rPTfir  I 
tf&fr?  f^r^r  ̂ K^ %&t  swffi  '! 

colophon   ff%  sfatfr  qfrefiKsr  ̂ f^frsrr^T  %*, ir  qsraqfcrrwwfR- 

Sri  Vaidya  Vidyadhara,  aut  lor  of  Kelirabasya  {00, 1  125)  is  a  different  author 
There  are  poets  VidySdhara,  son  of  Lulla  and  ViijySdhara,  son  of  duskatasokhavarman 
quoted  in  SuboSjitavah 
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929      Vid}  Sahara  calls  Narnsimha  Hammira-mada-mardana  i.e  ,  to 

have  humbled  the  pride  of  I  lammira      "  Of  ILinnras,  three  are  known 
The  lust  belonged  to  the  Ilar.iuti  branch   of  the   Chohan   family  and 

appears  not  to  have  been  a  person  of  note     lie   was   a   dependant  of 
Pnlhviraja  and  was  killed  in  1193  A  D     As   the   terminus  ad  quo  for 
Vid)adhara  who  must  have  been  a  protege  of  Nar.isunha,  as  no    poet 
bestows  such  fulsome  pmse  on  a  deceased  prince,  is,  as  shown  above, 
the  early  demdes  of  the  13lh  century,  this  Ilammira  cannot  have   been 

Narasimha's  contemporary     Besides,  Orissa    was   not   ruled  over  by  a 
king  of  that  n  irae  from  1024  to    1237  A  D     Another  Hammira  was  the 
pnnce  who  belonged  to  the  Gehlote  family  and  was,  as  stated  in  the 
introduction  to  the  Rasikapnya,  an  ancestor  of  Kumbhakarna,    king  of 
Medapata   or    Mowar    and   reigned   from  1301  A D  to  1365  AD     A 
third  was  the  king  of  Snkamban  of  the  race  of  Chahuvana   mentioned 

by  Saragadhara  in  the  beginning  of  his  anthology  and  represented  by 
him  to  have  been  famous  for  his  bravery  which  equalled  that  of  Arjuna 
He  is  the  hero  of  the  1  Lunraira  Mahakavya  of  Nayachandrasun  and  is 

represented  to  have  begun  to  reign  m   1339  of   Vikrama  Samvat,   le, 
1283  AD     It  was  this  Hamrnir.i  who  defended   the   fortress   of  Ran- 

thambhor  (Ranastambapura)  with  bravery  against  Allauddin  Khilji  for 
more  than  a  year  and  fell  at  List  when  it  was  taken   in  the   year  1301 
A  D     Both  these  princes  bearing  the  name  of  Hammira  were  famous 
But  as  the  Chohan  prince   is  represented  by  Nayachandra  as   having 
attempted  the  conquest  of  southern  countries,   he   was  probably  the 
Hammira  alluded  to  byiVidyadhara 

From  the  last  of  the  kings  of  Orissa  given  by  Sir  W  W  Hunter 
and  copied  by  Mr  Sewell  m  his  Sketch  of  the  Dynasties  of  Southern 
India,  it  appears  that  there  was  a  Narnsimha  who  ruled  over  the 

country  from  1282  A  D  to  1307  AD*  If  the  Hammira  alluded  to  was 
the  Mewar  prince  of  that  name,  our  Narasimha  may  have  been  the  one 
who  reigned  from  1307  to  1327  There  were  two  more  Narasimhas 
after  1327,  but  they  reigned  for  only  2  years  and  1  year  respectively, 
and  therefore  neither  can  have  been  the  hero  panegyrised  by  Vidya- 
dhara  There  was  another  still,  who  reigned  from  1257  to  1282  But 

he  has  been  excluded  by  the  whole  trend  of  our  argument  Thus  then 
the  Ekavah  was  written  about  the  end  of  the  13th  or  the  beginning 

of  the  14th  ceatury  of  the  Christian  era  " 

1     On  Narasimhadeva,  gee  JABB,  LX1V  182  ,  LXV  282     There  were  according 
to  Sew»ll  (i)  Kosari  Narasimha,  1282  1307  AD.   (ii)   l?ra1£pa  Narasimha,   1307  1827 
A.D.  and  Nrsimha  II  o(  tho  inscriptions  1280-HU4  A,D. 

101 
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930  Mavali  is  quoted  by  Appayya  Dikpita  by  Jagannatha  and 
Sragabhupala 

'  The  commentary  called  Tarala,  or  central  gem,  of  FkavSh,  or 
one-stnnged  necklace,  is  by  Malhnatha,  the  celelirated  commentator 
on  the  KSvyas  In  the  sixth  of  the  verses  given  below,  which  has  a 

double  sense,  the  commentator  sn}s  that  '  this  Fkavali,  though  a  work 
ot  merit  and  an  ornament,  was  because  ii  had  not  a  commentary,  (this 
Tarala),  kept  or  secreted  in  treasuie-houses  as  a  necklace  is,  because  it 
has  not  the  central  gem  Now  <hat  hkavah  necklace  has  a  bright 
central  gem  in  the  shape  of  an  elucidatory  commentary  (Tarala),  may 
blessed  persons  wear  it  round  the  neck  and  on  the  bosom,  that  is,  get 
the  work  by  heart  and  commit  it  to  memorj  I  It  would  thus  appear  that 
the  Fkavali  was  not  for  some  time  studied  and  the  work  wis  neglected 
because  it  had  no  commentary ,  from  which  it  is  to  be  concluded  that 
Malhnatha  wrote  the  Tarala  after  a  certain  period  had  elapsed  since 
the  composition  of  the  original " 

Vidyadhara  was  therefore  almost  a  contemporary  of  Vidyanatha 
and  not  improbably  a  rival  on  the  field  It  looks  as  if  the  name 

Vidyadhara  was  assumed  to  vie  with  the  name  VidylnStha  It  is 
noteworthy  that  while  Mallinatba  commented  on  l'kavah,  his  son 
Kumaraswamm  commented  on  Prataparudraya^obhQSana 

931  This  mode  of  composition  of  rhetorical  paneg>ncs  has  been 
fruitful  in  later  imitations  The  idea  of  flattering  patrons  was  by  some 
rhetoricians  considered  too  vulgar  and  temporal  and  while  adopting  this 
mode  of  composition  they  used  it  in  praise  of  deities  of  their  particular 
devotion  * 

932  Dharma  or  Dharmasudhi  or  Dharmabhatta  was  born 
at  Pedapuhvarru  on  the  Kr?na  *  He  was  a  1  elugu  Brahmin  of  Velanati 
sectofHantagotra  and  son  of  Parvatanatha  and  Yellamamba  He 
lived  at  Benares  and  his  descendants  are  known  as  of  Varantisi  family 
In  his  later  days  he  became  an  ascetic  and  took  the  name  of  Ramananda 
or  Goyindanandasarasvaft"     He  was  a  devotee   of  Rama   and   in  his 

1     InRupa'aUnvaUnllamam  and  Bhaiprosamrtisi^ha  (20,1V  4484)  and  m Laksmlpati's  Krsij51aukSradarpana  and  in  the  anonymous  Bhaktirasarat  (TO,  IV  4829) *63S  t6,  ̂nfittatloaVt8la  Pral9e  0f  SnkrW».  m  Baghupat.rahasyadtfika (Adyai,U  87),  the  verses  adore  Rama 

mJ'7^T^TV>7^T^m  8omeBVarasa8t"«  Andhrapat^ka,  Annual  Number 
S,'I  \tJ  1fablukarasast"'  **»<»*  (1031),  192  Aufcobt  (00,  I.  203J mentions  another  work  Panoajanttakavya 



philosophical  writings  understands  Rama  as  the  Supreme  Being  His 
brother  Naravana  was  a  vedtc  sthol.tr  and  his  grandfather  of  all-round 

literary  merit  *  lie  lived  in  the  16th  century  A  D  He  was  particularly 
great  m  nyiiya,  but  tho  attraction  of  nyaya  did  not  affect  his  love  of 
poetry  and  rhetoric  In  his  Sabitvaratnakara,  an  extensive  treatise  on 
rhetoric,  he  e\pressod  his  devotion  by  illustrations  in  praise  of  Rama, 
He  blamed  poets  like  Vidyanntha  and  Vidyadhara  who  for  mercenary 
motives  extolled  kings  m  their  writings  on  poetics  and  himself  illustrated 

his  precepts  by  the  story  of  Rama  He  wrote  a  gloss  on  Sankarabh%'a, 
Rafnaprabha  lbs  Krs»5s$uti  eulogises  the  river  Kpsna  His  Hamsa- 
sandesa  is  a  prakrit  poem  His  vyayoga,  Narakasuravadha,  describes 
the  heroic  story  of  the  slaying  of  Narakasura  His  Balabhagavata  is  a 

poem  on  the  early  life  of  Ky§na  1  here  are  commentaries  on  Sahitya- 

ratnakara,*  Nauka  by  Carta  Venkatasistnn,*  Mandara  by  Malladi 
Laksmanasuri,*  and  Nauka  by  Madhusudanamisra  Sarma  * 

933  In  AlankaramaQihara,  £§n  Kygna  (Parakalaswami)  has  illus- 

trations in  praise  of  God  ̂ rinivasa  of  1  lrupati     So  is  his  Locanollasa  * 

Salhakopalankarapancarya  *  is  anonymous  and  describes  various 
figures  of  speech  with  illustrations  in  praise  of  Sathakopa  known  as 

Kammalwar,  the  Vaisiiava  Samt  *  So  is  ̂alhavalnvaibhavadivlkaram 

by  Maranganli  Narasimhacarya  * 

934  Sudhindrayogin'*  Alankaranikasa  is  a  short  work  on 
ArlhSlankaras  with  ovamples  in  praise  of  Sudhindrayogm,  a  Madhwa 

1    In  Wl,  I.  Ho  20?  tho  goneology  thus  gitoeu. 

TtipurSn  of  Benares 
Charma; 

,   1   —7 NSrayana  Parrajela ,  BSma 

Dharmasurl 

2.    See  papo*  by  E.  Vceraragbavaoharyulu  m  JASSP,  VI,  291, 
8.    Printed,  Ellore ,  DC,  XXII.    8712. 
4.  Printed,  Benares,  Orissa.  Be  was  patromsod  by  Balabhafcadeva  (Ganga) 

Chief  of  Orissa  He  also  wrote  pooms  MSySfebativilSsa  and  Hamimat-sandefe  jaravali. 
5  Printed,  Madras  and  Nollore  He  died  just  before  1900  in  Qodavan  District 

He  also  wrote  a  commentaries  on  OampubhSrafo  and  KSvyapraMfe  (Printed,  Madras ), 
6.  Seo  para  211  supra.    His  Looanoliasa  is  printed  31.  My)  Sans  College,  1935. 
7.  TO,  II.  3810. 
8.  Seo  para  211,  supra 
9.  Mys,  808,    He  lived  in  Vizagapatam  distnat,  probably  at  SlmhSoalam. 
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as<  etic,  disciple  of  Vijayindrayati l  Sudhudr J  w  role  also  the  play 
Sttbhadrapanna) am  while  his  mas>ter  wrote  the  play  Subhadradhanan- 

jayam  *  He  lived  in  17th  century  in  Tanjore  and  was  honored  l>y  king 
Raghunatha  Naik 

Visvesvara's  Camaikakacandrika  is  a  similar  work  m  which  the 
illustrations  are  in  praise  of  SmgabhBpala  who  ruled  at  Rajacala  about 

1330  AD*  Naganatha  was  pupil  of  Visvesvara  He  wrote  the  play 
Madanavilasa  in  honour  of  Maca,  son  of  Sarvagna  Smga  of  Recarla 

family  *  He  was  the  author  of  an  inscription  dated  Saka  1291  (1369) 
daring  the  reign  of  Anapota 

In  his  Kavitavatard.8  composed  about  1425  A  D  Purugo|tamasudb.i 
has  illustrations  in  praise  of  Nagabhupala  Naga  was  the  grandson  of 
Maca,  the  ruler  of  Gangapura  of  about  1400  A  D 

935  Sahityacudamani  is  ascribed  to  Vlranarayana  but  was  is 
in  fact  composed  by  some  poet  of  his  Court  in  7  chapters  and  the  illus- 

trations are  addressed  to  Vlranarayana  Viranarayapa  or  Peda 
Komati  Vema  lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  1 5th  century  AD* 

936.  Bhairavosahanavaraaaratna  contains  41  verses  depict- 
ing the  nine  Rasas,  The  hero  is  a  prince  named  BhairavasSha,  son  of 

Pratapa  of  the  RaBtraudha  or  Ralhor  race,  whose  capital  was  Mayu- 

radn7 

937  Krsnayajvan's  Raghunathabhupallyam  as  a  similar  work 
illustrating  the  greatness  of  Raghunatha  Naik  who  ruled  at  1  anjore  at 

DO  XXII  8718     There  is  ̂ lankaramaDjan  by  Sudhindrayuti,  {£anl,  IX 

2  DO  XXI  8S60  8561  Vljayendra  commented  on  Trimalabhalta's  AlankSra- taatojarijTattf.IX  3973 
8.  TO  III  3813  Eggeling,  Cat  VII  1S07-8  He  was  the  disoiplo  of  KHUn 

mimi-a,  the  authoi  of  Basamlmamss     Bee  para  806  supra. 4  TO  II  2619     See  para  889  suyra 
5  TO  III    8037 ,  Tan j  IX  399s] 

™?  o^f'1;/1*.  Seepara  m  IVpra    a  »  mm  SihityaointSmSnl  in  DO, XXn  8708  ,  Myt  SOi  .        r  • 
7  "In  the  Kirtikaumudt,  a  Pmtapamalla  of  the  Bashtrakute  raoe  Is  meutioned as  a  ̂ to  of  the  Ohaulukyas  of  Anahilapattana  Eashtmkuta  is  the  Sanskrit  form of  Bashtraudha  or  Bathor,  but  whether  this  Pratapamalla  was  the  same  as  the  father of  our  hero  cannot  be  aetermined  with  certainty     Bhairavasaha  Is  w  some  of  the 

TZ^^S^TT^^^1^^  *«»**  Mahomodan  name  But it  is  not  impossible  that  a.  Bajpub  may  have  adopted  it  " 
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ie  end  of  the  17  th  cen'ury  There  i*  commenlarj  by  Sudhiudra  * 
ikewise  are  Sahityaratnakdra  and  AlankarariitnSkara  of  Yagna- 

arayana," 
Yajne&vara"  v  is  the  son  of  Kondubhatla  and  nephew  of  Laksmi- 

[hara  of  Cerukun  fi-inul)  He  Mrote  Alankararagbava,  Alankarasuryo- 

aya*  and  a  commentary  on  Kavyaprakasa8  and  lived  about  1600  AD 

Kastlak&mana's  Sah  irajiyam"  illustrates  the  merits  of  King  Shahji 
jfTanjore  (1684-1711)  So  is  Gunaratnakara  of  Narasimha  m  praise 

)f  king  Sarabhoji  of  ]  anjore  (1712-1727) T 

Devabankara  Purohita's  Alankaraaianjusa  illustrates  Alankaras 
nth  the  glories  of  Peshwas  Madha\a  Kao  I  and  his  uncle  Raghuna$ha 

l&o  (17  -1768  AD)8  He  was  the  son  of  Natanabhai  and  lived  at 
Jratpattana  near  Surat 

938  In  KiSnarajdjajdbOdindima,  Ananlarja,  son  of  Smgayarya, 

lustrates  the  greatness  of  Kysnaraja  of  Mysore  (1714-1731  AD)  It  is 

noted  in  his  w  ork  on  poetic  conventions,  Kavisamayakallola  9 

Mangalesa's  Vibhaktivilasam"  with  a  commentary  on  it  Darpaaa, 
i  a  small  poem  in  3 1  verses  eulogising  a  Vijayaramanypala  of  the 

'usapati  race,  Zammdar  of  Viaianagaram  The  verses  illustrate  the 
ules  of  poetics  as  well  as  the  grammatical  sutras  of  Pamm. 

In  his  NANjARAjA\AijouiiusANAMM  in  seven  Ullasas  Njsimhakavi 

lustrates  the  greatness  of  Nanjaraja,"  son  of  Vfrabhupa  of  the 
imily  of  KaluVe 

Nrsimha  was  the  son  ot  toivarama   andinrietaRAof/Alur  Jirumala- 

1,    TO,  I  S96    Myt  S«p  14.    There  is  ajpogftophtary  on  it   by  Sivlhiiujrayati 
e  paras  146  and  ISO  s«#i  a     TO,  III  4037. 

3  Seo  para  100  supra     It  is  a  poem  in  16"ibatatiDa   Eel.  MaclrasT'"Z7JftJ  ,1X1)8974. 
8     Tani  IX    8976  .  Mys,  296  ,  00, 1  82, 

4  Tani  IX  8981 ,    SB,  II    65     He  ooxdtoeTfccTvfiji  his  sw'^B&WfcsVaTa's 
pjabandbnrayana     Tan),  VI  2728  31     Sae  paraNB»x  unura  w  <r 

5  DO,  XXII,  8623     "Unksmldhara  commented  oV<t$LtaBovindaV**3ir  lived  about .70  AD 

6  Tanf,  IX  4094 ,  Mys  804 
7  Tan),  IX  4023     See  para  164  supra 
8  00,  II  6,  BB,  (1867-91),  laiH  (b) 

9  ThetfelshisKrsijarSjakaloclaya,  Mys  399)  DC.XXll  8618* 
10     TO,  IV  4824     He  belonged  to  Nidrminti  fatniljr  oi  Vizaggpatatt  tfistriet, 
U.    Ed.  008,  Baroda     DO,  XXII  8668,  SVdtr.tl  1  CO,  I  27S  {  VO,  t  80, 
12.    He  wrote  Hala^ymabaf/yain  in  Telngo  prose 
13     8B,  I.  6,  82 
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Tmimalakavi  was  called  Abhinava-Bhavabkutt  lie  also  wrote  a  drama 

Candrakalapannaya  Nanjaraja  was  minister  and  commander  of  the 

Mysore  forces  and  was  practically  the  king-maker  of  Mysore  from 

1734  to  1770  AD1 

939  In  AUmkarasOtrasangati,  a  pupil  of  Mankha,  the  illustrations 

are  m  praise  of  King  RavivarmaB,  who  wrote  Prad)  umnabhj  udaya, 

In  Ramavarmayasobhusanam"  Sadasivamakhin  describes  the  great- 
ness of  Ramavarma  Kulasekhara  Vanupala  (Kar^ika  Tirunal)  who 

ruled  in  freivancore  in  1758-1798  AD*  I  he  author  was  the  son  of 

Cokkanalha*  and  Minaksi  of  Bharadvajagotra  In  the  chapter  on 
drama  a  model  drama  Vasulaksmikalyanam  is  imbedded  describing  the 

1  On  NaujacS]*,  see  Sewel's  PE,  236-267,  8  KcishnaBwami  Ayyangar's 
Ancient  hiAia,  305-308 

3  See  Trav  Areh  Series,  V  18  Called  Balaramavamayaabbhu§ana  in 
Trav  71 

8  He  was  the  nephew  of  king  Marfandavarman  and  author  of  the  dramatic 
treatise  Baiaramabharatara  See  Trav,  Atoli  Scries,  IV  III,  V  18  It  was  bis  nephew 
and  successor  BImavarman  who  wrote  Rukunmparmayam 

i  "We  kaow  of  three  different  persons  bearing  the  name  of  Ohokkanatha  at  the 
end  of  the  17th  century ,  wx  , 

(i)  the  author  of  Sevanttkaparinayam  who  was  tho  son  of  TrppSdhvarin  and 
who  mentions  a  certain  Basavakshitindra,  in  hie  drama 

(u)  the  author  of  the  commentary  of  TitdhisMhiraviiayam  of  Vasudova,  which 
ism  manuscript  in  the  Palace  Library  and  in  whioh  is  mentioned  that  he 
was  the  son  of  Sundarsana-Bhatja  of  the  Bharadvajagotra  and  a  native  of 
Sattanur ,  and 

(in)  the  fither-m  law  of  Bamabhadra-Dlkehita  (160S) 
Of  these  No  i  refers  toNilakantha-Makhm  and  was  tho  auther  of  'frlftflUcfftTJfonra' 

oompOFea  at  the  instance  of  BhSjiraja  and  balongs  therefore  to  the  beginning  of 
the  18th  oentry  It  may  also  be  noted  that  there  was  a  Basavappa  Nayaka  of 
Ikken  (1697  1714)  and  a  ohief  named  Basavarajondra  (c  1700  A  D  )  either  of 
whom  may  have  been  the  patron  mentioned  by  the  author  (JMy  X.  p,  257), 
but  we  do  not  know  if  he  was  of  the  Bhaiadvaja  gotra  to  identify  him  with 
SadSswa's  father. 

No  his  of  that  gotra  and  says  in  his  commentary  that  he  oompleted  it  m  ths 
cyolioyearVikrama  month  Nabhas  (Sravana),  Revati,  Monday  6a  tritiya,  and 
as  these  details  are  correct  for  both  the  Kollam  year  875  and  086  in  all  particulars 
except  the  weekday  it  may  be  presumed  that  he  was  SadSslva's  father  SadSflVa 
must  have  composed  his  laaobMshanam  m  tho  early  part  of  his  patron's  reign  " Sea  para  161  supra. 
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marriage  of  Raraavarma  with  VasulakSmi,   the  daughter  of  the  king  of 

Smdhu  *    Sadagiva  also  wrote  a  drama  Laksmfkal)  anara 

In  praise  of  the  same  king  SadSsiva  wrote  thus  , 

■rf^f^  *rr%i%ftqfri«JTrsq-  fi^irf  II 

In  the  Court  of  the  s-ime   king   Balarama    Varman,    Maharaja 

1     This  is  the  plot 

"  The  king  of  dintanfc  n,indhu  hal  a  daughter  named  Vasulakshmi  and  had  set 

heart  on  marrying  bet  to  the  king  of  Travanoore    Ramavarroi-Kulas'ekhara,  wh 
accomplishment  were  much  noised  abroad     But  the  queen  who  had  another  bndegro 
in  view  m  the  person  of  her  nephew,  tho  pnnco  of  Simhala,  started  her  daughter  o 
voyage  ostensibly  with  tbe  intention  of  visiting  a  famous  temple  while  the  propo 

destination  was  in  reality  Ceylon     Providence,  however,  upset  the  queen's oaloulatu 
and  the  royal  barge  was  stranded  on  that  pari,  of  the  Travanoore  shore  wbioh  was  in 
jurisdiction  of  the  frontier  captain  (anta*durga$<ila)  Vasumadraja,  the  brother  of 

king's  consort,  Vasumati     The  ship  wrecked  princess  was  then  sent  by  this  captain 
to  his  sister  at  the  capital  where  her  beauty  at  onoe  captivated  the  pliable  heart  of  k 
Kama  varman,  the  hero  of  the  drama     Tbe  usual  love  intrigue  culminates  in 
clandestine  meeting  of  the  lovers  in  the  Palace  garden  and  the  jealous  senior  tb 
attempts  to  dispose  of  her  rival  by  marriage  to  her  oousln,  the  pandya  king     Bnt  tl 
scheme  is  frustrated  by  the  king  and  his  accomplice,  the  Inevitable  Vidushaka,  who 
the  disguise  of  the  Pandya  king  and  his  friend  receive  the  bride     In  the  meantime,  tl 
Sradhuraja  learns  of  the  whereabouts  of  his  missing  daughter  through  Nltisagara  tl 
Travanoore  minister,  and   coming  to  Travanoore  with   a  large  escort  oonfirmB  tl 
betrothal  of  King  Ramavaman  with  Vasulakshmi  which  huppuy  coincides  with  h 
own  inclinations 

"i&S?cJ  flF§tr%  fojffta  StfTPRSRrf 

This  describes  the  late  Mag  MartSBdavKtman 

3     Bee  on  this  author  ohapter  on  Sangita  post, 
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Travancore  (1758-1798  AD)1  flourished  Katnana  or  Kaiyana 
ScnRAHMANYA  He  was  the  son  of  Subrahnnnja,  ind  grandson  of 

Gopdla  "He  was  a  Smnrta  Brahmin  of  Pinlalrun  in  Central  Travan- 
core and  was  popularly  known  as  Panlilani  Subrahmanja  Sasln 

After  education  under  the  Rajas  of  Pantalam,  went  over  I u  Invandrum 

and  composed  Alankarvkausii'pha,*  on  the  model  of  the  great 
Appayya  Dikshila's  Kuvalayananda  and  Visvesvara's  Al  inkarasarvasva 
and  deals,  like  them,  with  Arthalankaras  alone  He  illustrates  the 

figures  of  speech  by  verses  in  praise  of  the  sovereign  or  his  family 
deity,  Sri  Padmanabha  In  the  troublous  times  that  followed  the  death 

of  the  illustrious  patron,  Kaljana  Subrihrnanya  went  o\,t,r  to  Cranga" 
nore  to  teach  Sanskrit  to  the  young  princes  there  and  lived  under  the 
patronage  of  the  Cranganore  Rajas  till  peace  returned  to  1  ravancore 
with  the  accession  of  Ram  Lakshmi  to  the  masnad  He  w  as  then  in- 

vited to  Tnvandrum  and  passed  his  remaining  years,  as  the  court 
pandit  of  Travancore  In  1814  he  was  directed  by  the  Darbar  to 
translate  Vyavaharamala,  a  well-known  Sanskrit  work  on  luv  into 

Malayalam"     He  passed  away  somewhere  about  1820 

Kalyana    also  wrote   PadmanSbhavijaya     Here  is  a   verse    from 
Alankarakaustubha 

STR5I  crrarg^Tfggf^r  sffcre^Jr^  II 

I  his  King  Ramavarman  was  thus  praised  by  the  youngest   brother 
of  Edrvetlikatta  NambOdn  m  his  poem  Rukminipanna.}  a 

■Ud'iws'KdH  si^m^a^^r  ̂ *nfotf>3%  ii 
Among  his  friends  and  poets  at  the  same  court  were-   Devargja 

and   Ramapamvada     Their  works   have  been  noticed8     Ihey   were 

1  Bala  is  ordinarily  added  to  the  name  of  evoiy  ruler  of  Travancore  and  that  the 
two  predecessors  of  the  sovereign  referred  to  by  the  author  were  known  as  Bala  MSrtSnda 
Varma  (Vide  Travancore  Aroheological  Series,  Vol  I,  pages  27  and  aO)  and  Baiarama 
Varma  (Vide  the  Kakkur  grant)     See  Travanoore  State  Manual,  I  al7 

2  SB,  1  60,  291 ,  DC,  XXU  8601,  Trav  70  There  are  othor  works  ol  this 
name  by  Vis>e«varo  (OC,  I  81)  and  by  SnSaila  Venkata  (Mys  298)  by  grimvasa  and 
by  Kavikarnapnta  {00, 1  81)  and  Alankarakauptabha  (Rice,  280) 

3  He  was  of  MSrSr  caste  andjnot  of  Wanor  casta  as  stated  in  para  177  »wpra. 
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also  patronised  by  King  MSrf&nda  Varman  (1729-1758  A  D  )•  of  Tra- 
vancore,  Besides  a  treatise  on  drama,  RlmapaQivada  wrote  the  plays 
Candrika,  Lilavati,  Lahf araghaviya,  SitSraghava  and  Pagukapaftabhi- 

940  Krsnaaudhi  was  son  of  &var3ma  and  grandson  of  Upad- 
rastr  Pandita  Narayana  Sasfnn,  probably  a  descendant  of  Jagannlfba 
Fandijaraja  He  lived  at  Uttaramerur  near  Conjeevaram  He  wrote 
KSvyakalanidhi  in  Kali  4957  (1855  A  D.)  with  illustrations  in  praise 
of  king  Ramavarman  of  Kollam  * 

ARtTNAGiw  Kavi  wrote  Godavarmayasobhasanam  with  verses  in 

praise  of  king  Godavarman  of  Travancore.* 

941  Aiankaramanjari  of  unknown  authorship  contains  illustra- 
tions in  praise  of  Ramacandra,  a  Zanundar  of  Klkarlap&di  family, 

Vizagapatam  District,  of  the  18th  century  A.D  * 

In  Ramacandrayasobhusana,  Kachapesvara  £>ik§ifa  eulogises 
Bommaraja,  Zamindar  of  Karvetnagar,  Madras,  who  lived  in  the  first 
part  of  the  19th  century  AD  In  three  chapters  he  deals  with  fSjngara, 
rasa  and  bhava  He  was  the  son  of  Vasudeva  and  lived  at  Brahma- 

desa.  a  village  in  the  N  Arcot  District  * 

In  Alankaramakaranda,  Kollun  Rajasekhara  treats  of  poetics 
(called  a  Kivya)  with  illustrations  in  praise  of  Ramesvara,  ruler  of 
Manna  and  son  of  Kamaksl  and  Visvesa  of  Anapindi  family,  Guntur 

district* 

Ramakrsna's  YaiavantayaiobhOsana:  is  an  eulogy  ofYasvanfa, 
a  prince  of  Rajaputana  * 

Alankarasarvasva  of  unknown  authorship  as  available  is  incomplete 

and  refers  to  a  rhetorical  work  by  the  author's  teacher  in  praise  of 
king  Gopaladeva  * 

1  TO,  IV.  4309 
9  Trav  34 
3.  TO,  III  3985. 
4.  DC,  2£XH.  8690     Inthatoourt  was  th&  poet  Kuravi  RSma, 
6.    TO,  lit  SiSO.    The  author  quotM  frOni-08iirift?Kh4oAii4i9ka.    He  is  also  the 

attt&or  of  SaMjyafcalpa4m ,  see  i&W,  HI  9898 
6  In  prairie  of  the  Bajgs  of  Uhrav,  m^Oiyatoiiflkiii  wrote  VaknStelvarakSvjH 

and  Gargadlna  wrote  Vinayaslmhalrir^rsjna. 
7  tflioar,  964,  970 

102 
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Cavah  Ramasastrin's  Kuvalayamoda  is  a  similar  work  with 

illustrations  in  favour  of  the  poet's  patron  Raja  Simhadri  Jagapap.  Rao 
of  Peddapur,  who  lived  in  1853-1911  A  D. 

942  Venkata  Sastrin  was  the  son  of  Snivilla  Yajnanarlyaaa 

of  Kakaraparti  agraharam,1  in  West  Godavan  District  Proficient  Id 
all  sastras  he  was  honoured  by  valuable  gifts  by  the  Jagapafc  Maha 

raja  of  Peddapuram  and  Niladn  Maharaja  of  Darlapudi  Besides 

Mahesvaramahakayam,  Sa£sa$akam,  Bbiskaraprasasti  and  Rukmini- 
parinayam  (poems)  and  Alankarasudhasindhu  and  Rasaprapanca,  he 
wrote  Apparayayasascandrodayam  with  illustrations  in  praise  of 

Meka  Venkata  Narasimha  Apparao,  Zamindar  of  Nuzvid,9  and  was  pre 
sented  with  the  agraharam  of  Vallurumalh  in  1745  A  D  There  he  per- 

formed Somayaga  and  wrote  glosses  on  Sraufcasu^ra  His  son  Nara- 
yana  wrote  a  similar  work  Sahityakalpadrumam  and  dedicated  it  to 

the  Zamindar  Jagannatha  Apparao  of  Nuzvid  *  Naray  ana's  son  Venkata 
known  as  Balakalidasa  dedicated  his  Crtracamatkaramanjari  to  Sn 

Va$savayi  Timma  Jagapati  Maharaja  of  Peddapur  and  wrote  also 

Suryastava,  full  of  citra  Anivilla  Venkatasas'Jnn's  pupil,  Carla  Venkata- 
sastnn,  son  of  Laksmana,  wrote  a  similar  work,  Venkatadriyam,  as  also 
Nauka,  the  commentary  as  Sahityarafnakara 

943.  Carla  Bhasyakara  Sastrin  of  Lohityagotra  also  lives  at 

Kakaraparti  Agraharam  in  West  Godavan,  Madras  He  is  a  unique  rehc 

of  old-day  Sanskrit  scholarship  and  in  the  mastery  of  grammar,  lexicons 
and  poetics  he  is  probably  without  an  equal  Venkatasastnn  who  was 
the  donee  of  the.  agraharam  aforesaid  was  his  maternal  ancestor  In 

grateful  recollection  of  that  munificent  gift,  Bhasyakara  has  now 

Composed  a  similar  work  on  Alankara,  Mekadhisa-sabdarthakalpaf  aru 

His  MekadTsa-Ramayana  is  a  hemistich  of  16  letters  (sloka)  which 
is  interpreted  by  the  separation  and  combination  of  the  letters,  so  as  to 

1  To  the  same  plaoe  belongei  another  Venkata  Sa&fcn,  who  Uvea  about  80  years 
ago  and  wrote  a  commentary  on  Iaksmisahasram ,  ana  also  another  Venkata  Saspi 
(1860-191-8  AD)  who  wrote  Sftaramaoampu  on  RSmSyana  and  Budhamanasoliasa on  BhSgavata. 

3.  BeeV  Erishnarao's  Etstory  of  Nuxvtd  (Andhra  Patrika  Annual  number, 
19U,  p  308)  Narasimha  Apparao  lived  about  1700  AD  He  was  son  of  VenkatSiJrf 
and  Venkatadri's  father  built  Nuzvid  Blort  In  1676  A  D  Among  the  friends  of  Venfcafa- ftstriwas  M5dabhu§i  Va4in»^ebhftkanthirava  Bamanujaoarya  who  wrote  a  poem 

3.    Printed,  Nusvicl, 
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cover  the  whole  story  of  Ramayana  His  Kankanabandha-RSmayana, 

has  been  noticed*  His  Vinayakacaritra  narrates  the  story  ofSya- 
mantopakhyana  on  the  birth  of  Vmayaka,  which  is  read  ceremoniously 
on  Vinayakacafcirthi  day 

By  an  ingenious  and  intricate  splitting  up  of  the  letters,  consonants 

and  vowels,  that  are  eml  >rai  ed  in  the  term  fft>l«fraT  (Me-La-dhi-sa), 
thousands  of  meaningb  are  made  out,  so  as  to  illustrate  vanoui  topics 
of  poetics  as  dealt  with  in  Prataparudra-Yasobhasana  and  this  it 

Mekadhisasabdarlhakalpataru  The  commentary  rightly  describes  his 
versatile  learning  m  these  words  — 

iforefrspT^  cf^f^nr  <rwg  jf^  i  ii 

swpft  *$?ti  ■w  tot  =rot  1^.  l 

arwr  ai^sr  <n<rr  ̂ rirarerfijtfrw  II 

%^rg  MciiM'^O  srawi  q*ru«*iT  fit  wsfar  I 

til  *l+TflWHWflW 

1.  flee  para  97  supra. 
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*;ft  ti«m«fo*MHM<lm.  spfrar  ̂ r  ansr-^r  ansfan  isra'taT  aiwwft- 

<r  II  m-?  $r-<tf*rT-fa»Tsfart 

wmm  ^t  wi^rPwi  sffen  fafa  »raftr  qfsr%  «fffar  jtfr  «*#  # 

fonforr  q^nwr  cr^trfir,  forsftefam'tfr^ratfrr,  wiwipit  i^wftsi 

944  Sri  Yatirajaswami,  more  fully  known  as  Sri  Yadugiri- 

Yataraja-Sampafekumara-Ramanuja,  is  the  present  head  of  the  Yatiraja 

Mutt  at  Melkote,  Mysore  Before  he  became  a  Sanylsin  his  name  was 

Anan|5carya  and  he  was  an  official  of  the  Mysore  Archalogical  Depart- 
ment He  is  a  great  rhetorician  and  his  dissertations  on  Bhamaba  etc, 

are  very  original  He  discovered  the  first  copy  of  Svapnavasava^atfa 

and  to  him  likewise  is  due  the  credit  of  the  printed  edition  of  a  few 

chapters  on  $rng5raprakasa  prefixed  with  a  learned  introduction 

pn  Kalidasa  et  l'art  foetique  de  l'dtoe  (Alankara  Sastra) 
£pp  XIV  360.  (Paris  1917)],  P  Hari  Chand,  Sastn  accomplished 
the  collossal  task  of  tracing  the  verses  of  Kalidasa  in  works  attributed 
to  him  to  quotations  in  several  works  on  Alankira  and  has  expressed 
an  opinion  on  their  comparative  authenticity  thus  . 

"  Six  works  are  by  universal  consent  considered  the  authentic 
productions  of  the  great  f  p^t :  the.  three  dramas  Sakuntala,  Vikramor* 
vaii  and  Mdatoikagnimtira,  the  two  epics  Raghtaamia  and  ̂ tmarasam- 

hhaoa,  and  the  lyric  MeghadiUa  All  these  are*  frequently  "quoted  in 
Alankara  works  The  Rtusamhara  is  also  qonjmonly  attributed  to 
Kalidasa,  but  a  strong  argument  adduced  by  our  author  against  this 
attribution  is  the  fact  that  the  treatises  on  Alankara  ignore   this  poem 
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Bharata. 

945  Bharata's  Natyasastra  is  probably  the  earliest  extant 
work  in  music  and  dancing  The  name  of  Bharata  appears  in  two 

forms  Vrddha  Bharata1  or  Adibharata  and  Bharata  merel}  1  here  are 
two  works  Natyavedagama  and  Natyasasjra  The  former  is  called 

Pvadasasahasri*  and  the  latter  Satsfthasri,"  about  half  the  former  in 
volume  pvadasasahasri  is  likely  the  work  of  Vpddhabharata  and  as 

only  sixty-three  chapters  of  it  are  available  now,  it  is  not  possible  to 
verify  quotations  as  from  Vrddhabharata  from  the  manuscript. 

"Satsahasn  and  Dvadasasahasn "  says  Satadatanaya  "were 
simultaneous  compositions,  the  former  being  meant  as  an  epitome  of 

the  latter" 

I^TC^f  %$$!  Wtisfc®  *m|[   11  {Bhan  287) 

1     Bhataja  Yrddha  is  quoted  by  {35rad  ajanaya  thus 

m  jtoiI?  $fa<r  mfrcw{  II 

&mm  qfaraftr  ̂ mpti  jpftftreriOTRJi^T  $re%  a«rr  stRPnwffanrft- 
wltffcife  ̂ i^forfM  wfrftwiT  wwr^ffl*rcf^f^qfaraT? 

$TCt  ̂ rf^S%^I^Rd3ffa  1 *SRl  IBhav  86  } 
SayB  Bahurupamifca  in  his  commentary  on  Daforapa  (1. 6a) 

WfFffo  ffc  1l*l$<t|l<Mrc  l5^  II 

9.  Tr<m,  Yl  12  ,  Tan).  XVI.  7228,  The  book  called  Bharajarasaprakafonam 
published  in  Madras  with  Telngu  meaning  deals  with  Rasa  and  BhSva  and  it  is  attrl 
bated  to  Bharata  While  NStyafitstra  deals  with  eight  rasas,  that  book  refers  to  nine 
rasas  Inducting  Ssnja    This  portion  may  have  formed  part  of  DvagafasShasri, 

8,   Bahttrapami<ra(Das,  I,  61)  has    qfl<rf  TOflfPTt  tlflfS^  3$:  I  # 

Bhanlta  (IY.  9)  has;  (^UUfltdl'^  I 

Abinavagupta  (Baroda  Bin  p  8)  has .  3fft  J  qQRqfc  qgWWWM  qj^- W^TsraRcPTT   ft^$|i 
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Even  as  it  is  extant,  the  Natyasasfca,  is  a  very  ancient  work  It 
quotes  from  Amdravyakarana  and  Yaska  and  not  Panrni  It  frequently 
quotes  from  earlier  literature  verses  and  surras  prefaced  thus 

ST^TS^  3#  *T3cT  I  cT^T  #5  |  etc 

la  language  and  in  its  treatment  of  the  subject  it  has  the  archaic 
tenor  and  it  is  natural  that  Bharafa  has  come  to  be  mentioned  as 
Bharatamum  with  divine  veneration 

The  extant  work  has  itself  been  called  sufra,  meaning  by  it  a  terse 
and  authoritative  composition 

Nanyadeva  has  fcWnrrfa  ̂ ff ̂ tfirfa  W — 

Abhinavagupta  says 

According  to  the  chronology  of  the  Puranas,  therefore,  the  antiquity 
of  Bhara  ja  would  be  very  great,  Fearing  that  the  tendency  of  modern 
scholarship  is  towards  a  distrust  m  anything  traditional,  it  may  be 
sufficient  to  state  that  barring  the  epics  it  is  the  earliest  available 
literature  in  Sanskrit  of  the  period  when  the  sciences  came  to  be 
restated  in  the  garb  of  poetry,  explanatory  of  sQfra  literature  that 

preceded  it  * 

1  Ed  M  B  Kavi,  Q08,  Baroda,  with  AbhiaavabhSraji  by  Sivadatfca  and  in 
parts  by  J  Groeset,  with  a  porefaee  by  P  Regpaud,  Fans  ,  and  by  Hall,  Calcutta  and 

by  Begnaud,  Paris  "  The  words  printed  in  the  end  SWraSfTC  <#?fRcRI^i5I3^f^ 
(See  S  K.  De,  8P,  24)  which  have  led  to  niuoh  misapprehension  are  not  found  in  any 
of  the  manusorlpts  I  have  examined  and  on  the  faoe  of  it  was  written  by  some  scribe 

who  knew  no  grammar  " 
On  this  work  generally,  see  8  K  De  SJ?  80,  28  44  ,  H  H  Dhrava,  Natytuastra 

or  Indian  Dramatic®,  As  Quar  II  849-59,  H  A  Popley,  The  Mustc  of  India,  12  , 
Pisohel,  Qg  A,  (1885)  788  ,  P  B  Bhandarkar,  JA,  XLI,  157 ,  HP  Sasfcn,  J  ASS, 
V  3511 ,  Stan  Konow,  Indian  Drama,  2  ,  Bapson,  Enoy  ofBeiigton  and  Ethtcs,  tit- 
Indian  Drama,  V  S86  ,  T  Ganapati  Saatri  (Int  to  PratLmanataka  xxi-iu  (saysNatya. 
fSstra  was  posterior  to  Bhfisa)  These  soholars  assign  this  work  variously  to  the 
period,  2nd  century  B  0,  to  2nd  century  AD  S  K  De  (1  o  26)  says  that  the  work 
assumed  its  present  shape  after  several  modifications  by  the  end  of  the  8th  century  A  D 
and  this  extraordinary  conclusion  is  reached  in  spite  of  the  admission  that  before 
Abronavagupta  there  were  several  commentators  whose  works  are  now  known  only  from 
quotations  In  another  place  (1  o  82)  he  places  the  chapter  on  music  and  the  rest  too 
in  the  4th  oentury  A  D.  (See  also  IA  211, 158)  Pisohel's  (1  o.)  argument  based  on 
reference  in  the  text  to  Pahlavas  comes  to  be  of  no  value  On  Bharaja's  BSgSdhySya 
BBS  Audhrapatrika,  Annual  Number,  VII.  165. 
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"  The  present  work  consists  of  37  according  to  the  northern  or 
later  recension  but  only  36  according  to  the  southern  or  earlier  texts 
The  difference  lies  in  the  numbering  of  the  chapters,  as  the  southern 
or  older  texts  combined  the  37th  with  the  36th  Abhinava,  the  com- 

mentator, appears  to  be  the  author  of  this  numerical  extension  of  the 

text,  though  he  himself  states  that  the  work  consists  of  36  chapters 
He  actually  comments  upon  the  37th  chapter  also  Should  one  be 

tempted  to  call  the  excess  a  copyist's  error,  it  would  be  an  error  for 
the  commentator  begins  each  chapter  with  a  verse  in  praise  of  Siva  as 

incorporate  of  one  of  the  86  tattoos  of  the  Sana  Siddhanta  in  some 
order  while  tbe  37th  chapter  is  headed  with  a  verse  Indicating  anuttarah 

(nothing  bey  Mid)  a  doctrine  in  Kashmirian  Saivaism  propounded  by 

Utpaladeva,  the  commentator's  paramaguru  (teacher's  teacher)  The 
reason  for  this  extension  of  the  text  is  not  a  mere  fanciful  device  for 

introducing  his  Saiva  tattvas.  The  subject-matter  thus  separated  from 
the  rest  was  probably  composed  by  one  of  the  Varixkakaras,  either 
Rahulaka,  Sim,  or  Snharsa.  But  he  himself  says  m  two  places  that 

Bharata's  work  consists  of  36  chapters  and  hence  the  37th  must  be 
according  to  him  an  interpolation  by  one  of  the  Vartikakat  as 

Bharata  divides  the  work  broadly  into  four  sections  based  on 

abhtnayas  or  modes  of  conveyance  of  the  theatrical  pleasure  to  the 
audience,  which  pleasure,  called  rasa,  is  pure  and  differs  from  the 

pleasure  we  derive  from  the  actual  contact  with  the  objects  of  the  world 
which  is  always  mingled  with,  pain  These  modes  or  abhtnayas  are 
four,  viz  Sattvtka  (conveyed)  by  the  effort  of  the  mind,  Angika  or  the 

natural  movement  of  the  organs  when  any  thought  is  expressed  or 
conveyed,  Vaeika,  the  delivery  through  expression  and  Aharya,  the 

dress,  deportment,  and  Mue-mscene  The  sage  attaches  great  impor- 
tance to  the  first  of  these  modes  and  deals  with  it  in  chapters  6  and  7. 

Expression  of  feeling  is  conveyed  to  a  stranger  only  by  gestures  or 

through  the  orga  ns  of  speech  Hence  Angika-abhtnaya  comes  next  and 
is  dealt  with  in  chapters  8th  to  13th.  Then  delivery  of  vaaka  is  taken 
up  which  extends  over  chapters  14  to  20.  Then  comes  aharya,  i  e. 
dress  and  scenic  appliances  and  mutual  conduct  or  movements  on  the 

stage  along  with  the  musical  auxiliaries  behind  the  stage  to  intensify 
the  emotional  effect  produced  on  the  stage  To  this  four.fold  division 

of  the  subject  are  added  chapters  on  the  origin  and  greatness  of  the 
theatrics,  the  forms  of  the  stage  and  rules  for  their  construction, 
and  the  auspicious  ceremonial  of  the  foundatiori  and  the  opening 
days     The  fourth  and  fifth  chapters  treat  6*  purvarafigs,  preliminaries 
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before  the  commencement  ot  the  actual  drama  These  include 

music  and  dancing  in  praise  of  Gods  and  m  averting  the  evil 

influence  of  the  demons  The  postures  recommended  in  dancing  to 
please  the  JaiirM  are  numberless  and  a  selected  list  of  108  of  Ihem 

called  Katamii,*  or  single  po&luros  and  82  selected  Mgahatas, 
(combinations  of  two  or  more  of  the  these  Km  anas)  are  fully  described 
in  the  fourth  chapter  The  iifth  chapter  gives  details  about  the 

preliminaries  Chapters  35  and  36  are  supplementary  and  deal 
with  the  qualifications  and  behaviour  of  the  actors  and  actresses  on  the 
stage  and  how  the  theatrics  descended  from  Hea\en  to  the  earth 
Thus  excluding  the  preliminary  and  supplementary  chapters  the  subject 

proper  is  dealt  with  in  29  sections  (0  to  84)  * 
"irom  time  immemorial  Eharata's  work  is  considered  authorita- 
tive on  the  s<  lence  of  Natya  In  spite  ot  the  fact  that  Bharata  treated 

dramaturgy  in  extenso,  he  had  to  summarise  the  general  principles  ot 
gita  and  nrtya  in  order  to  add  an  element  of  grace  in  dhruvagana  and 
purvarangavidhi  Though  the  two  latter  subjects  are  only  auxiliaries 
to  Natya,  Bharata  gave  them  such  a  comprehensive  shape  that  the 
writers  on  those  sister  sciences  had  looked  upon  him  as  their  authority 
Bharata  has  not  dealt  with  ragas  tor,  in  his  exhaustive  enumeration 

of  jatis  where  anj  of  the  63  svaras  can  be  chosen  as  amsa  svata  he  has 
made  the  held  of  ragas  so  wide  that  it  covers  almost  every  raga  in  the 

world  — 

Tifoft-^  tfNcr  sr%  aa-rl  srr%  f&rarac  I 
He  left  the  choice  of  a  particular  raga  to  the  sutradhari  himself  as 

befits  -the  oc<  asion  I  he  case  is  similar  in  nrtya  also  For  he  has 
enumerated  the  general  and  natuial  movements  of  the  hand  eye,  etc, 

but  (heir  combinations  which  produce  endless  variety  in  each  sort  are 

left  to  the  actors  to  frame  new  poses  without  detriment  to  taia  and 

which  have  possibility  of  use  in   actual  life     Bharata  has   condemned 

1     MB  Kavi  says,  I  c  ,— 

"  In  the  oompartmonts  of  the  east  and  west  gopnras  m  the  Nataraja  temple  at 
Chidambaram  in  South  India  karanas  were  oat  on  rooks  with  appropriate  verses  from 
the  Natyasa&tra  underneath  eaoh  of  the  postures  But  unhappily  only  98  of  the  pos 
tareB  were  recovered  ,  the  remaining  fifteen  were  either  damaged  or  the  compartments 

altered  during  the  repairs  These  postures  aro  found  in  Bharata's  order  for  about  GO 
combers  and  then  owing  to  masons'  or  supervisors'  ignoranoe  Or  on  account  of  some 
subsequent  alteration  in  the  construction  tho  remaining  43  are  not  in  the  order  follow 

ed  by  Bharata  Koppcsunjingadova  (KajaBimhadeva,  tho  Great?)  who  set  up  »n  inde- 
pendent kingdom  against  the  Oholas  between  1243  aud  137B  A  D  was  the  patron  of  the 

sfoove  decorative  sculptures  " 
103 
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the  use  of  angikabhinaya  for  actors  of  itttama  or  great  sattvic  type 

Angika  is  intended  for  adhama  characters  and  to  some  extent  it  is  tole- 
rated m  the  maahyama  also  So  the  stand  point  of  Bharata  makes  him 

reject  much  of  the  technical  side  of  sangita  and  nrlya  "* 

"  There  are  two  mam  recensions  with  greater  difference  purely  on 
exegetic  principles  The  older  recension,  so  called  because  the  older 
commentators  have  used  it,  was  followed  by  Udbhala  and  Lollata 
The  later  recension  seems  to  have  been  adopted  by  Sankuka,  Kirti- 

dhara  and  was  actually  used  by  Abhmavagupta  Undoubtedly,  the 
merit  decides  the  question  in  favour  of  the  later  version  For  Abhi- 

navagupta's  sole  aim  is  to  make  the  work  of  Bharata  completely  based 
upon  the  principle  of  rasa ,  while  Nandm  and  Kohala  have  imported 

greater  conventions  from  gita  and  nrtya  into  natya  1  e ,  m  ordinary 
parlance  they  have  made  the  science  of  stage  rather  unnatural  or  more 
conventional  Both  of  these  recensions  have  on  the  other  hand  longer 
and  shorter  versions  Udbhata  seems  to  have  followed  a  shorter  ver- 

sion, while  Lollata  appears  to  have  used  the  longer  or  the  older  recen- 
sion Similarly  Kirtidhara  appears  to  have  followed  the  longest  of  the 

later  recension,  while  Ghantaka  seems  to  have  used  the  shortest  These 

are  only  tentative  theories  based  upon  certain  remarks  made  in  the 
Abhinavabharati,  other  commentaries  and  vanous  works  on  sangita 

and  natya. 

Abhinava's  text  ends  with  Chapter  XXXVII  while  most  of  the 
others  end  in.  XXXVI  The  apparent  reason  for  extension  of  the 
number,  seems  to  be  the  introduction  of  the  36  tattoos  one  for  each 

Chapter  by  Abhmava  and  the  commentary  of  the  37th  is  headed  by 
the  verse  indicating  anuttaram  dhama  of  the  Pratyabhijna  school 

atm^rwrl  srsrrrc&r  i^frim^frjri 

3r«&?q  "rcgfa  ̂   sir  *r?srarc  =r$rf% 
sterol  ̂ 5JT«pr3^  «mr  ̂   il 

It  may  be  added  that  Bharata  looks  upon  the  science  of  Natya  as 
an  anga  to  vedic  rites  allowing  all  its  aesthetic  profundity.  His  treat- 

ment of  purvaranga  (Chs  4,  5,  29,  31,  32,  34)  and  of  saptagitas 
(Ch.  31)  amply  illustrates  his  conception  Nandin  sees  an  agamic  vein 
in  nrtya,  gita  and  natya.  Abhinava  maintains  in  a  high  degree  the 
vedjc  and  aesthetic  aspects  of  natya  viewing  it  from   a  psychological 

l,    U.  B  Kavi,  I, «, 
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perspective,  while  others  mix  them  up  to  produce   only   the  pictorial 

effect"* 

Abhinavagupta  represents  the  three  matas  or  schools  of  Sadasiva, 

Brahma  and  Bharata  and  answers  an  objection  that  the  Bharata-Natya- 
sastra  was  the  work  of  some  pupil  of  Bharata  embodying  the  views  of 
Bharata 

si^r  ifrn^  *r  ̂ ^^qt  ^flfn:^  i  asr  srsrofn*  *rccrgi%  mmik 

ftnftAfcasfrM*Pft,  wfat  igft^wfi  sift  zwfifa^w^Mmifa 

946  In  the  Uojtur.i  of  (he  temple  of  Sivakam!  at  Chidambaram 

inside  tho  prakoia  there  aro  lite  sculptured  figures  of  various  danang 

postuies  as  mentioned  in  Bhara|a  s  N5tyasas$ra  I  his  Gopura  was  built 

by  the  Cola  king,  Kulo^unga  111  (1178-1210  AD  )  Ihese  sculptures 
are  of  exquisite  beauty  and  photographs  have  been  printed  in  Epigra- 

phica  lndica  and  in  the  Baroda  1<  dn   of  Bharata's  Nalyasast/a  Vol  1  * 

1MB  Kavi,  /  c 

"Even  in  the  oommontary  Abhinara  is  Bin  ally  scrupulous  in  offering  additional 
explanations  from  tho  ptaolioal  side  to  many  ol  tho  definitions  of  Bharafc  which  do  nob 
plaoe  a  practitioner  in  possession  of  all  details  required  The  sage  like  commentator 
draws  his  extra  material  from  vartlkas  and  not  from  the  onrrent  practice  of  his  day. 
BVr  it  is  possible  that  time  may  bring  upon  alterations  though  imperceptibly  in  certain 

movements  Bharata's  purvaranga  bestows  upon  the  audience  both  drsta  and  adrsta 
phala  (pleasure  and  religious  merit)  In  the  latter  case  injunction  (vidhi)  should  be 
strictly  followed  This  applies  to  haranas  ind  angaharas  wfaioh  find  prominent  plane 

in  the  various  angas  of  purvaranga  " 

S,    The  pedigree  of  Oola  kings  is  thus  — 
RSjendra  I  (1018  1046  AD),  (son)  Rajadhkaja  I  (1018-105(1)  .(brother)  RSjendra  II 

(1058 1082) ,  (brother)  VirarSjendra  (1 062-1070),  (son)  AdmrSjendra  He  was  murder- 
ed  by  Eastern  Oaiuiya,  KuloHuuga  I  (J070-1118)  or  RSjendra  Cola-  (who  was  the 
daughter'sison  of  BSjeodra  1 ,    Vikrama   (1116  1185) ,    Kulo»unga  II  (1133  1113) , 
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947  Bharatatika  appears  to  be  the  earliest  commentary  The 

author's  name  is  unknown,  but  he  was  a  pupil  of  Sripada  *  Abhinava- 
gupta  quotes  the  criticisms  of  Bharatatika,  mostly  in  the  chapters  on 

music,  on  Bharata's  views  and  Abhmavagup^a  attempts  a  justification 
and  at  times  his  language  is  scathing 

^Fnfts  wmw  \"  vol  hi,  P  4s 
948  Hafsa  is  another  glob^lnr  His  {'loss  t.,  m  the  form  of 

idrses  and  is  kuov\u  by  the  name  u)  llirsa-vartika  Ho  is  iioquently 
quoted  bv  Mihinnvairupfr*  m  his  commc  al>u  v  ami  monlionod  bj  Bhojd 
and  Saradatrina}  a  as>  an  authority  The  follow  run  ijwtl  alums  from 
Abhina\  abharati  will  elucidate  some  of  his  views 

"wc  *M  >  'm  <pr  mm  *m  {*$ )  vfafikmiv  'fa  Wfrofa 

From  these  references,  and  others  we  can  infer  that  he  diflered  m 

his  interpretation  of  Bharata's  work  from  other  tomincnlat"rs  m  the 
description  of  Pflrvaranga  and  the  species  of  dramas  li.iluiriipamisn 
calls  him  Srihar&adeva  and  probably  therefore  considers  hnn  (he  author 
of  the  dramas,  Rafnavah,  Nagananda  and  Tnyadarfika 

949  Rahulaka's  (Rahula  or  Rahala)  commentary  is  in  verse 
He  was  a  very  early  writer,  and  he  is  mentioned  in  the  I  amil  epic 
Manimekalai  which  is  now  generally  assigned  to  a  dale  not  later  than 
4th  century  B  C ,  though  it  was  probably  a  much  earlier  composition 
Abhinavagupfa  calls  him  Sakyacarya  Rahulaka,  implying  thereby  that 
he  was  a  Buddhist  and  does  not  accept  his  criticism  of  Bharafa,  for 
instance  on  Alankaras-  of  damsels 

.HajacSji  IX  (1HG-I16i) ,  r,3ja4Iura>  KarikMU  (1172  1W9) ,  Kulu^uuga  111  (1178 
J.216)  Ba;jara>  111  (1216  1237) ,  Bajuni}ra  111  (12*0-1268)  Th  u  'Muclyaii  ovcreanw the  dob  kings. 
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t^f^Ry  sif*r  I" 
1  his  is  also  meationed  by  Hemacandra  m  his  Kavyanusasana 

(p  316) 

SSrngadhara  quolos  this  veise  as  Rahulaka's  * 

SRtsfa  *r  jreafir  ufasrc  ̂ reif  <t#  foprcf^rro.  wt  tiro  ii 

Ihero  is  a  manuscript  of  a  Vaitika,  got  by  M  R  Kavi  from  the 

Cen  tral  Frovinc  e<*  The  beginning  and  end  are  musing,  but  as  it  is  it 

extends  to  2000  granthas  and  the  author's  name  is  not  known  It  is 
expected  to  be  published  as  an  appendix  to  Natyasastra  Ldn  of  Baroda 

950  Nakhakutta  was  an  ancient  author    EahurOpamisra  writes 

But  6arad5|anaya  attributes  this  to  Harw 

ft*wrgi<ron?r  ̂ -7i%<:^$  I 
cr>«r  titz*f>  §%  ijTCTswRr  sfaf^  II 

Are  I  larsa  and  Nakhakutta  identical ' 

951  Matrgupta  was  a  very  early  writer,  probably  of  about 

the  beglnnmg  of  the  Christian  era  or  even  earlier  In  RSjat;arangii?i 
(III  129-229)  Kalhana  gives  a  long  account  of  the  poet  Matrgupta  and 
his  relations  with  king  Vikramodifera  Hargavardhaaa  of  Kasmir 

Hargavardhana,  alias  Vikramaditya,  had  m  his  court  a  poet  by 

name  Matrgupta  He  was  very  conservative  and  consequently  was  not 

prepared  to  push  himself  up  to  royal  favour  of  his  own  accord.  The 

king  was  not  unaware  of  the  high  poetic  talents  and  deep  culture  of 

his  protege  ,  but  he  intentionally  ignored  him  In  absolute  poverty, 

without  proper  food,  decent  clothing,  and  timely  sleep,  the  poet  con- 
tinued to  serve  his  master  with  diligence.    He  knew  no  comfort 

At  last  the  time  came  when  his  stars  began  to  exert  tbieir  influence, 

being  in  the  ascendant     On  a  particular  night  it  happened  by  chance 

1,    So  does  Vftllabtmtim,  Subh>->m0> 
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that  all  the  guards  were  asleep ,  the  lamp  which  was  dimly  burning  in 

the  apartments  of  the  king  was  put  out  by  a  strong  wind  ,  the  king 
wanted  the  lamp  to  be  re-lit,  but  there  was  no  servant  to  do  it  He 
shouted  at  the  top  of  his  voice,  but  there  was  no  response  from  any 
of  the  guards  Matrgupta  who  was  waiting  at  the  gate  entered  and 
did  the  needful  While  he  was  about  to  retire,  the  king  wanted  to 

know  his  e\act  position  in  life  and  asked  him  how  he  ilone  was  awake 
at  that  dead  hour  of  night  The  poet  composed  the  following  verse 

on  the  spur  of  the  moment 

f^r  srto^  bo^tch  ?rs[*T  ̂ c  Ten 

Rajatarangini  111 — 181 

On  hearing  this  verse,  the  king  realised  the  sin  he  had  committed 

by  neglecting  his  duty  in.  not  having  recognised  the  monls  of  the  poor, 
needy  and  eminent  poet  and  began  to  contemplate  as  to  how  best  he 
could  expiate  the  sin 

At  dawn  he  rose,  having  already  come  to  a  conclusion  with  regard 

to  Matpgupta  The  kingdom  of  Kasmir  was  then  wilhoul  <i  ruler 
That  kingdom  was  his  vas&alage  and  the  responsibility  of  dueling  a 
suitable  ruler  to  that  country  devolved  upon  him  Now  ho  called 
upon  Matrgupta  and  handed  over  to  him  a  note  in  whi<  h  there  vvas  an 
order  to  his  ministers  at  Kasmir  that  Matrgupta  should  be  anointed 

their  king,  and  bade  Matrgupta  deliver  it  unto  the  hands  of  Ins  mims- 
lers  at  Kasmir  and  do  as  they  required  The  poet  was  unaware  of 

what  the  king  had  written  and  did  as  ordered  He  marched  a'ong  to 
Kasmir  with  many  auspicious  omens  at  every  step  And  as  soon  as  he 
delivered  the  Royal  message,  he  was  anointed  king  of  that  country 

We  also  learn  from  Kalhana  that  he  was  not  of  the  same  place  to 
which  Harsavardhana  belonged     Probably  he  was  a  southerner 

Mentha  displayed  his  Hayagrlvavadha  before   Matrgupta  and   re- 

ceived appreciation  * 

1  See  paw  87  supra  Hemaoangra  calls  it  a  iavya,  but  Vamanaoarya  (p  249) 
says  It  was  a  NStaka  on  the  authority  of  Can4rik5  of  Yai4yanatba  eto,  Thora  Is  a 
qcoiation  bob  it  by  Mammata  (JETP,  I,  5). 
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Matrgupta  very  probably  wrote  a  commentary  on  NatyasSstra 
This  appears  from  a  reference  to  Sundaramisra's  Natyapradfpa  on 
Nandi 

m  ?  freer 

His  opinions  on  Natya,  Alankara  and  Sangita  have  been  quoted 

profusely*  by  Abhmavagupta,*  Kunfcaka,*  BahurOpamisra,  Saradafcanaya 
and  m  the  commentaries  by  Vasudeva  (on  Karpuramanjari),  by  Ranga- 
na^ha  (on  Vikramorv.ifelyn),  by  Sarvananda  (on  Namahnganusasana)  and 
his  verses  by  Ksemendra*  and  Vallabhadeva 

952  Kirtidbara  is  mentioned  by  Saragadeva  as  a  commenta- 

tor on  Bhara^a  There  are  references  10  Kirfidhara's  views  m 
Abhmavabharati 

(j)  ̂ fl^-  £JTI|^Pf55  *TTC  fgtf**  ̂ 3f  TOT  I 

*RFg  (?)  faw  3"^  ̂ Hr  snfo  *  *  II' 
*fiHfflf«rcrsrrf  I 

(ii)  ̂   T&fo  *rcr  fffifsrfc^srrq;  ffir  I' 
The  reading  of  the  last  quotation  is  doubtful  Is  it  possible  that 

the  original  work  of  Nandikesvara  was  not  available  to  Abhinava- 
jupfa?  The  latter  quotes  Nandima^a  largely  in  Chapter  XXVIU, 
or  instance 

1    bee  T.  B  Ohintamam,  FnASMHOTS  bw  tekTaavnucmzk,  JOB,  II  118 

3    «<3BWflU*W&l  s*    fNfr  I  «wt  ̂ 3¥.-—ff^?!sre#rf  #f*IT$- 

srorrfa  ?rt«r  afar,  ftfa  g^foijfeu^f^ffanjs  ts^^N^  II 
Aucityqvviaracarca,  142, 
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953.  Udbhata  is  mentioned  by  $amgadeva  as  a  commentator 

on  Natyasasfcra,  next  to  Loixata  and  Aghmavagupta  contrasts  the 
views  of  Udbhata  and  Lollata     These  commentaries  are  not  available 

954  Sakaligarbha  came  after  Udbhata  and  before  Lollata 
Unlike  Udbhata  who  rejected  four  vrtfcis  of  Bhara^a  and  substituted  two 

of  his  own,  Sakaligarbha  added  one  to  Bharata's  four  Abhinavagupta 
thus  cntisises  it 

955  Abhinavagupta's  Abhinavabharati  is  a  commentary 
on  Bharata's  Natyasastra  of  Bharafa,  and  an  extensive  and  erudite  treatise 
on  dancing  and  histrionics  The  manuscripts  now  available  cover  the 

first  thirty-two  chapters  except  the  seventh  and  the  eighth  Abhinava 

recites  and  criticises  the  views  of  S§nb.arsa  (the  Vartikakara  of  Bhara$a- 
sQtra),  Rahulaka,  6ankttka,  Bhatta  Nayaka,  Lollata,  Ghantaka  etc  He 
refers  to  the  following  rare  authors  and  works  in  the  course  of  the 

commentary  — In  Chapter  I  to  Bhatta  Tota  (his  preceptor)  Kavyakau- 
tuka,  Svapnavasavadafta,  (by  Bhasa),  m  Ch  IV  to  Cudamani  Dombika 

(a  lyncal  play),  Raghavavijaya,  Guyaniala  (a  lyncal  play),  MIrfcavadha 

(a  lyrical  poem),  RaQaka  (a  poet,  probably  the  author  of  the  Manca- 
vadha),  Visakhila  (a  writer  on  music),  Patjila  (music),  Paramesvara- 

canfa  (Paramesvara),  Battayantra  and  Lollata  (commentators  on  Natya- 
sastra), Kirtidhara  (a  writer  on  music),  Sankuka ,  in  Ch  V  to  Hejjala 

{author  of  Rldhavipralambha) ,  Kasyapa  (a  writer  on  music),  in  Ch.  VI 
to  Tapasava$saraja  (of  Mayuraja),  Praupadisvayamvara  (probably  a 

drama),  Bhlsa,  R6m5yana-n5taka  ,  in  Ch  IX  to  Udbhata  (us  a  writer  on 
NStya),  Bhima  (author  of  Pratijnaclnakya) ,  in  Ch  XIII  to  Mayapuspaka 
(a  drama),  in  Ch  XIV  to  Jayadeva  (as  a  writer  on  music,  also  on 
metrics),  Bhatta  Nayaka,  Padatadi$aka ,  m  Ch  XVIII  to  Krtyaravaija, 
Vasavada^anatyadhara  by  Subandhu,  Samudradaftacestita,  Pu&pabhSSi- 
jaka,  Mudraralsasa,  Pevicandragupta  (a  drama) ,  in  Ch.  XIX  to 
Pandavananda  (a  drama),  Ramabhyudaya  (a  drama),  Pandracaruda$|a, 
Pratimamruddha  by  Bhima,  Udajftaraghava  (by  Mayuraja),  Candraka 
(a  playwright) ,  and  in  Ch  XXI  to  Abhisank5vanci$aka  (a  drama)  x 

"  Abhinavagupta  under  the  sublime  teachings  of  his  master,  Bhatta 
Tota,  has  fixed  the  limits  of  Natya  and  rejected  such  matter  as  strictly 

1.    Ed.  QOS,  Bawaa  by  M.  E  Kavi  with  inttoauaflon  [Vol  III  1b  in  press] 
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belongs  to  the  province  of  music  and  dancing  arts     He   cnticises   his 
previous  commentators  in  the  light  of  his  own  theory  whenever  they 
had  overstepped  the    boundaries   of  natya   and  fallen  into  the  allied 
grounds     His  conception  of  natya  is  very  liberal  and   esthetic,   but  it 
rejects  all  musical  dramas    for  Bharata  m  his  opinion  has   recognised 
only  ten  kinds    of  dramatic   compositions     In  accordance  with  his 
theory  such  passages  which  were  said  to  possess  wider  significance  to 
include  graces  and  flourishes  in  gita  and  nrtya  by  authors  like  Matanga 
and  earlier  commentators,  are  explained  by  Abhinava  to  apply  only  to 
Natya     Thus  his  te<rt  slightly  differs  from  that  of  the  others  which  he 
pouits  out  or  cnticises     It  is  the  difference  in  interpretation  that  gave 
rise  to  various  recensions     Variants  m  the   text  are   also   created  by 
various  other  causes,  vu ,  wrong   deciphering,   scholars  filling  up  the 
omissions  if  letters  are  lost,  scholars  correcting  the  clerical  errors  etc 
Though  every  copy  of  Bharata's  text  abounds  in  errors  of  this  descrip- tion, interpretative  differences  alone  constitute  the  difference  in   recen- 

sion.   Besides  the  two  above  influences  the  readers  or  commentators 
save  added  a  number  of  slokas  from  Kohala  and  other  writers   wher- 
jver  they  are  explanatory  to  Bharata's   cryptic  and  terse   expression Such  additions  are  plenty  in  the  Taladhyaya  (Ch,  31)  and  Avanaddha 

Ch  34)  "* 

956  About  Bhattasumanas,  Bhatta  Vpddhi,  Bhattayanfra  and 
Jhatta  Gopala  who  are  quoted  m  Abhmavabhirati,  nothing  more  is 
nown  except  that  they  were  wnters  on  music  Vjddhi's  verses  are 
uoted  profusely  in  Subhasitavali.    For  instance 

srrffa  &i3?m  fon^  g#Prafoi  11—1734 

»llfiWiHfl*<|.  -M^^iqdl  *&%  II 

WR3&  *R  JT^Prit  HUW64  II 

gFPlqTsftfforer  ̂ HMAqH*t»l-T<dK^lQ>»'i»l  I 

WNfl«UHW  Stftftof  fSSftfa  11—1734-8 

1,    M  R  Kavi,  Int.  to  A8. 
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Bhattayanfra  is  quoted  by  Abhinavagupta  for  his  deBnition  of 

Nrflafo  208) 

Bhattagopala  wrote  TSladipikS  and  was  different  from  the  author 

of  the  same  name  of  a  commentary  on  Kavyaprakasa  and  from  tie 

father  of  Saradatanaya  of  the  same  name     This  is  the  reference . 

era  qTCfogafa  ̂ I^H4I<*IM^<W      •  »lc!><QT*N>T^  fam- 

957  Dattila  Among  the  immediate  desciples  of  Bharafa,  of 

whom  hundred  are  mentioned  in  the  Natyasastra,  pa^ila*  and  Kohala 

have  written  separate  treatises  Paftila  was  a  devout  follower  of 

Bharata  and  never  differed  from  him  m  his  expositions,  so  that,  whan 

later  writers  wanted  anything  to  support  Bharata,  they  invariably  in- 

voked Patjala  panda's  work  embraced  music  and  dancing,*  and  Its 
merit  is  seen  from  the  existence  of  a  commentary  on  it  called  Pra- 

yogastabaka.* 

958  Kohala  was  the  immediate  desciple  of  Bharata  and  comes 

next  to  Bharata  himself  in  merit  of  composition  While  the  Natya 

gastra  of  Bharata  comprised  11  subjects,  Kohala  enlarged  them  into  13 

Even  according  to  N»tyas&stra>  Kohala  was  to  write  a  treatise  on 

Prastaratantram  *  He  is  frequently  ated  by  later  writers,  and  largelj 

by  Abhinavagupta  and  commentators  on  ̂ arngacjeva  But  Kohala's 
work  is  lost,  but  for  a  fragment  that  is  available,  Taladhyaya  ■  A 

study  of  the  citations'  there  indicates  that  Kohala,  though  he 
followed  Bharata  in  the  main,  improved  upon  NatyagSs|ra  in  details 

of  classification,* 

1,    The  name  appeals  also  hi  the  form  of  Daftila. 
3     Ed.  T8S,  OMvanclrura 
S    Sunharaja  qaotep  from  Prayogasfcbaka  in  his  commentary  on  BSrngafleva  .— 

%k  MtdKd^l  *tp?.  prf^fcf  llxxvm  is 
5  00,  I  130 ,  100, 8035,  8089 ;  DO,  XXlI  87B5  (with  Mugs  commentary) 
6  For  quotations  bom  Kohala,  see  PR,  IV  48  ana  Oat  Bo*,  19»,  301 

I.   foxlnatenDainthfioaseolCart^aftnoe).    See  KaJlinatha-'s  comraantaey  on 
§arnga4eva,  pages  770-3. 
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Abhinayasastram  attnbuted  to  [Kohala  may  be  a  part  of  Kohala's 

work  or  any  later  abridgment  of  it  *  Datjila-Kohaliyam  purports  to 

be  a  narration  by  Kohala  to  Datfcila'  and  Kohalarahasya  by  Kohala 

to  Matanga"  and  these  are  epitomes  of  Kohala's  work 

Kohala's  work  appears  albo  to  have  been  a  narration  by  Kohala  to 

Sardula,  and  this  is  seen  from  Kalunatha's  long  quotation  * 

959  Matanga  wrote  Brihaddosi "  Though  apparently  meant 
to  deal  primarily  with  Desi  music,  the  extant  portion  in  six  chapters 

embraces  Gratis  and  Svaras  He  mentions  Bharatja*  but  differs  from 
Jiim  in  several  plat  es  and  particularly  in  the  introduction  of  12  Svaras 

m  MSrchana  Mafanga  is  referred  to  by  later  writers  as  the  ongmator 

of  a  new  school  and  Mafcingamafa  is  quoted  profusely,  for  instance,  by 

Abhmavagupta  and  Sarngadhara  Amongj  Prabandhas  he  is  said  to 

have  introduced  the  form  HanvilSsa*  aud  among  dances,  a  species 
called  Zakkinl,  and  when  speaking  of  the  latter  Kali  is  described  as 

1  DC,  XXII  872J,  8725  (with  Telugu  commentary)  ,  IOC,  820 
2  BTC,  60     I  am  informed  that  the  hook  is  now  missing  from  the  library 
8  TO,  I  1039  This  manuscript  contains  only  18th  chapter,  but  I  am  told  the 

whole  book  is  available  in  Vadabkuttirumaligin  in  Alvantirunagari,  Tinnevelly  District. 

6  In  commentary  on  SSmgacJeva,  pp,  676-89  A  similar  mention  is  made  by 
BaghunStha  in  hiR  Sangftasudha 

5  Bid  TS8,  Trivandrum.  The  manuscript  so  far  available  and  printed  contains 
chapters  on  Nadotpajm,  Scutmunaya,  Svararuraaya,  Murchana,  Tana,  Varna,  38 
AlankSras,  J5ti,  RSgalaksana,  BhSsalaksana,  Prabandha  and  ends  with  the  line. 

vsrff  ̂ srrV'Trft'  srarer  f^J'fr  tit  I 
The  name  B?h»44esi  suggests  the  existence  of  a  smaller  work  called  Lagbudeif 

8  K.  De(SjP,  246)  speaks  of  a  work  oalled  Majangabharata  by  Laksmaria.  BhSsbara 
but  does  not  give  any  reference  In  a  manuscript  (BTC,  No  11526),  the  manuscript 
though  labelled  Majangabharntam,  is  really  Laksmarjabharatam  by  BhSskara 
Laksmaoa  of  which  there  is  a  good  oopy  there  No  11546  Laksmaijabharatam,  oon> 
eis&ig  of  Abhinaya  only,  was  oompoeed  by  some  later  writer  and  had  nothing  to  do 
with  Matanga 

t,  ffirl 
(KallinStha  commentary  on  SanglJ;aratnakara,  p  860), 

7  It  is  so  stated  in  Yagtomatam,  Manuscript  No  12  of  7415  Oriental  Manuscript 
Library,  Madras,     , 
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having  requested  her  Ma^angamum  to  create  the  new  device  *  In  the 

Tamil  epic  Silappadhikaram9  now  generally  assigned  not  later  than 

4th  century  B  C ,  Matanga  as  a  writer  on  music  and  dancmg  is  men- 

tioned and  the  commentary  frequently  quotes  from  his  work  Con- 

sidering lhat  Matanga  was  thus  mentioned  as  a  Muni  and  father  of 

Kali  (and  so  called  Matangi)  and  that  his  views  are  quoted  with 

reverence,  we  may  say  that  his  work  could  not  have  been  composed 

far  later  than  Bharata's  Natyasasjra  ■  Matanga  quotes  passages  from 
Kohala  and  Sardula 

960  There  is  a  noteworthy  tradition  that  Matanga's  sons  were 
patella  and  Kohala,  that  they  married  Sukla  and  Kjpna,  daughters  of 
Thilhka  and  that  these  damsels  transformed  themselves  into  rivers  so  as 

to  be  of  incessant  service  to  Yajnavaraha  of  6rimusnam  In  Ihe 

Sthalapurana  of  Srimusnam  (in  South  Arcot  District),  a  shrine  where 
Sri  Visnu  is  worshipped  m  his  Varahavatara,  there  is  this  passage 

(VHI  17-20) 

ftfe*ld4>  $&t  flrfW^  *3*  sft  II 

fl3if^r  5^r  <pt  ircRTOT^iR^i'  ll 

961  Brahmabharatam*  represents  the  work  of  Brahma  of 
Pi^amaha  The  small  portion  that  is  now  available  in  six  chapters 
deals  with  Abhinaya  It  embraces  Marga,  Nafya  and  makes  no  refer- 

ence to  Desi  at  all     There  is  no  mention  in  it  of  any  earlier  work  and 

3FPP  JNf  W^  JRIIf  ̂ H^3f^  | 

srf&iwr.  i ar  $  i^ffa  %$?$  \\ — b  t.  o  so  iisss. 
3    Chap&ar  V,  hoe  184. 

8,  In  KaUinaJha's  commentary  on  Sangrfaratnakara  (p  82)  there  is  the  following 
passage  q*rr  ̂ l^^^dl-wTd^^W^  (UlfoWMlftWWr  SWRft  IJ^T 

$3T  *»M|*(y|fB  !f  ?fa  $fo"  fltfffhfi^.'  This  might  mean  that  Matanga  was  later  than 
Bodrata  It  is  presumed  that  there  is  some  error  here  in  the  reading  and  that  the 
sentence  ende  at  Sf  $fa   and  a  quotation  from  Matanga  has  then  been  missed 

<t,    Ihe  manusoript  la  with  M.  Bamasrishna  Kavi,  Madras, 
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from  the  scantiness  of  the  details,  the  book  forms  probably  the  earliest 
record  of  the  science  In  his  Kuttimmata  Pamodaragup$a  describes 
a  character  Bhattaputra  as  proficient  in  Brahma-Natyasastra 

arfafrefct  tosi^K  ̂ ^"T  'flsps1  II 

Padmabhu's  (Brahma)  view  is  mentioned  by  Saradatanaya  {Bhav.  47) 

awrsnasror  srsTrafcr  qsrg%  m\  ll 

962  Sadasivabharatam,1  ascribed  to  Sadasiva,  deals,  so  far 
as  it  is  now  available,  with  Natya  It  may  be  placed  on  a  line  with 
Brahmabharata  for  lis  merit  and  antiquity 

Sadasiva's  views  are  quoted  by  Saradatanaya  thus 

''  **nsr  %i  ̂ ra^Ts?ftr^^lf  #jfrg;  II 

SSlfoW  ̂ FtfregrTisHT  #TRi:  l" 

963  Nandikesvara,  or  Nandm  shortly,  was  the  first  to  receive 
initiation  into  the  science  of  music  from  Siva  With  his  name  are 

associated  works  on  Kamasastra9  and  Sangita,  and  his  views  have  been 
referred  to  by  later  waters  as  a  school  of  musical  thought  alongside  of 
Bharata  While  Bhara^a  confined  himself  to  music  m  relation  to 

drama,  Nandikesvara  interested  himself  m  the  music  requisite  for  cere- 
monials and  festivals 

Bharatarnava,*  in  4000  verses,  purports  to  be  a  narration  of  the 

principles  by  Nandm  to  Sumafi,  an  actor  of  Indra's  stage  at  India's 
recommentation  It  is  avowedly  the  work  of  Nandikesvara,  The 

manuscript  in  fanjore  Library  has  5  to  14  chapters,  that  on  Abhinaya 
on)y  and  is  entitled  Guhesabharatalakfana  The  colophon  reads  thus  J 
"       — ' —  i  .    i  i  i   j— ̂  — . — 

1  Mp  309,  also  Ms  No  1398  noted  at  page  308  though  oatalogue  as  Adlbhara* 

femt  
*' 

2  So  says  Vajsyayana  —  *J£|fyir«i*K5!|  Jpjft  tf^uil^liwt  IIWRf^'  ifN?  I 
8-    DO,  XXII.  8785 ,  TO,  III,  No.  2485 ,  H.  I860.    The  TaiadhySyam  Is  with 

if  RamakriBhna  Kavi,  Madras  On  Nan4iba<vata,  see  S  K  De,  SP,  24-26  (He  is 
referred  to  Daraoda»mi*ta,ln  jwa  KuttinimataJSth  oentory  AD)  along  with  Bharaja 
isananoient  writer) 
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It  is  likely  that  the  part  of  which  this  is  a  chapter  is  called 

Natyarnava  * 

BHARATARTHACANDIUKA,  is  an  epitome  of  Bharatarnavara  and  is 
m  the  form  of  a  dialogue  between  Nandm  and  Parvafci  and  deals  so  far 
as  it  is  available  with  Abhinaya 

Abhotayadarpanam*  in  13  sections  deals  with  gesticulation,  and 
the  colophon  says  it  is  a  part  of  Nandikesvarabharatjam  Its  com- 

mencement presumes  that  there  was  a  pnor  portion  of  which  it  is  but 

a  continuation.*  It  is  also  a  narration  by  Nandin  to  SumatI  at  Indra's 
instance ,  it  is  probable  that  it  is  a  chapter  in  Bharatarnavam  and 
Nandibharatam  is  another  name  for  Bharatarnavam 

But  later  writers  have  expressed  that  Nandikesvara  differed  widely 
from  Bharata  not  only  in  his  theories  but  also  in  the  nomenclature 
Abhinavagupta  for  instance  quotes  a  verse  as  Nandimata  m  connection 

with  Mrdanga  ■  Raghunatha  is  more  explicit  in  that  he  says  he  referred 
to  Nandisvarasamhita  and  that  Aumapatam  does  difler  from  Bharata's 

Natyasasfra  Kalhnatha*  contrasts  the  views  of  Bharata  with  those  of 

Nandin  and  Ma|anga ' 

1  DO,  XXII    8785,   Tanj   XVI.  7294     Ihe  manuscript  of  Talalaksaijam 
(Jbtd  7312)  begins  with  srfN&^OT  q^r 

2  .DC,  XXII   8787 

8    Ibti  8717    Ed  Madras.    Ed  Oambnage  by  A  X  Kamarasaml, 

arapRasora  mi  l«rr  spfifctar.  u 

qte^flr  wfif  far  w^srrftar  i 
crrs%  *i^*i-feiW4i>%  g^^gq^  n  (Ohap  84). 

"The  sohool  of  Nandikesvara  seems  to  be-older  than  Bharata's  ana  from  the  avail- 
abJe.worJ^bjajirigj^anain,. ojajjaiefflpjedjig.  say  that  he  has  developed  conven- 

tional side  of  natya,  sanglta  and  nrtya  to  a  remarkable  degree  Bharata  seemB  tofhave 
rejected  much  of  Nandin's  teob.nia.ue  and  acoepted  only  Buoh  forma  as  are  really  found. 
iaac|painfaoriast  tasrdt  the-theatrieal  conventions  which  he  calls  natya  dharmi. Kohala  and  Matanga  seem  to  follow  Bharata  at  the  same  time  bringing  In  extraneous 
forms  that  are  in  vogue  on  the  conventional  siae,  of  oourse  basing  their  authority  on 
Bharata  himself  as  having  given  sanotion  by  his  expression"  ffl  K  Kavl,  lnt  to 
JB    See1?  Eaghavan,  N&ya&anm  w&  Lritajharmi,  J0B.-VH,  859, CJ     Poona.  ftdn.  p.  47» 
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We  have  now  therefore  two  sets  of  works,  both  going  under  the 

name  of  Nandin,  the  one  agreeing  with  and  the  other  differing  from 

Bharata,  Until  the  Samhi^a  mentioned  by  Raghunatha  is  discovered, 
for  which  there  is  yet  hope,  we  cannot  say  whether  Bharatarnavam  is 

really  the  composition  of  Nandikesvara 

964.  Among  Puranas,  some  have  chapters  on  dancing  and  music, 

V5yu  (chap,  24-5),  Markandeya  (chap.  21)  and  Visnudharmottara 

(chap  16-14). 
There  are  several  names  of  the  Hindu  Pantheon  of  gods  and 

demi-gods  that  are  quoted  for  their  views  on  music  and  dancing, 
Madhava  (Visnu),  Ganesa,  Sanmukha,  Vayn,  purgasakji  by  Ma^anga, 

Visvavasu,  Snjaneya  and  VySsa  by  $arada$anaya  Rivana  Rambha, 

Kamadeva,  Pakga  Prajapafi. 

Narada  mentions  Han,  Kamalasya,  Brahma,  Candi,  Sanmukha, 

Bhrngin,  Sarasvati,  Kubera,  Bali,  Visvakarman,  Kusika,  Angada,  Guna, 
Samudra  and  Vtkrama. 

Kamadeva 

*  *  *  *  || 

— TSlalakgana  (DC,  XXII,  8126) 

VASUIO. 

*ri*ira.i>4ta§t  qi$*tf*3ffl  jftt5^  w  I 

— Saradatanaya  (Bhav  37) 

[The  verse  Is  quoted  m  Natyaslsfra,  but  omitted  in  QQ3  BMn.] 

Paksa  Prajapati 

3W«tr«nftrc$<T  fafMlr  ̂ Wfo"  ll 

TOIf— Simhabhttpala's  commentary  on  Sangftarafnakara, 



Phenitka 

Prachini 

BHARATA 

— Kuttmimata,  82. 

(on  Prasantanataka) — Saradatanaya  [Bhav  239) 

965  Kambaia  and  Asvatara.  According  to  Markandeyapurana 
(Chap  21)  Kambala  and  Asvatara  propitiated  SarasvatI  and  learnt 

music  and  sang  Siva's  praise . 

— Pamodara's  Sangifadarpana 

Swati  played  Bhandavadya  in  the  first  drama  in  Indradhvaja  festi- 
val enacted  by  Bharafca,  while  Narada  did  the  music.    So  says  Bhara^a 

qild«IK<WjJThl  frfalt+KIH,  I 

aqfaatsi  si$tf  wihrf  <mi**iI&  II 
—Natyasastra  L 

and  Abhinavagupfci's  commentary  thus  summarises  Swap's  discovery  of Pnakara: 

Sift  SRftft&f:    ̂ T     SICTlW^RMddftWMKilftr»^lft^4iM<t«»t<afc- 

fa(KM<ftdftPw«m1w"i^«HqT  mm  sfafotffr  gHmufi^  safasl- 1 
as  set  out  by  Bhara$a  in  Natyasas^ra  (XXXIII,  5-12) 

Vtasa 

aranil*  UW:  SRfT^I  ti&S:  I 
sqwR^raaw.  gifcffR  tot  ii 

—(on  Utsritikanka)  ̂ axadafanaya  {Bhav.  251) 

966.  Kastapa,  sage,  is  quoted  by  Abhmavagnpf  a  (and  other 
writers)  as  an  authority  on  Sangria  and  he  gives  a  long  extract,  on  the 
tones  appropriate  (viniyoga)  to  each  rasa  and  bhava.    He  says 
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And  Hrdayangama,  commentary  on  I?andin's  Kavyadarsa  (Madras 
Edn  p  3),  mentions  Kas>yapa  and  Vararuci  as  ancient  writers  on 

Alankara 

Nanyadeva  often  quotes  from  Kasyapa,  as  also  from  a  Bjha$- 

Kasyapa 

967  Narada*  is  according  to  Hindu  mythology  the  divine 
bard  and  he  is  represented  as  playing  on  the  Vina  So  is  Sarasva$T 
Narada  was  the  son  of  Brahma  and  was  naturally  the  first  to  be  initiat- 

ed into  the  musical  art  Besides  being  cited  as  an  authority  in  the 

fantras,  Natyasas-fcra  mentions  that  Bharafa  took  Narada  and  Swati 
with  him  when  he  got  leave  of  Brahma  for  his  first  performance  at 

Phvajamaha  "  Narada  was  indebted  for  his  views  on  music  to  Narado- 
panifcatf  and  the  principles  therein  enunciated  were  developed  by  him 
in  his  Sikga  Among  the  works  that  go  under  the  name  of  Narada 

is  Naradiya&ksa. 

968  Naradasikaa*  deals  with  the  music  of  the  Sama  Veda  In 
the  l&ksas  of  Sauaaka,  Apisah,  Vygsa,  Vyadi  etc ,  Narada  is  referred  to 
as  an  authority  Bharata  follows  the  views  of  Narada  on  Samasvara  and 

elsewhere  quotes  a  verse  from  it  *  Abhinavagupta  refers  to  it  in 
several  places  •    1  be  whole  of  &ksa  was   reproduced   in  Naradtya- 

1     Nara4asataka  by  Vaimlki,  N5ca4astotr»,  Nata4apanoar&tra  and  NSrafcvUSaa- 
kavya  by  Jribhuvanalal*  arc  noted  In  CO,  I.  387 

^Tf^gfrsEr  wm  sRffinf  fciFsrfSr.  II  1. 49-so. 

8.   M  Bombay. 
4    Ed.  by  8  Bamasmmlt  Bombay. 

6     For  instance  ' 

9J5T  srrcwrr  WBTM^prof.  I  ̂ rat  $*3ST^f3r|{t  ̂ k^  .  ..  ̂   I 

^  I —  X? VIII,  36,, 
105 
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puranam  These  references  are  sufficient  to  show  that  feksa  is  an 
ancient  work  entitled  to  priority  over  the  extant  Natyasastra,  As  a 

special  feature  of  Siksa  we  may  mention  the  recognition  of  Gandhara- 
grama,  a  stage  that  cannot  be  reached  by  the  human  voice,  and  this 

therefore  was  ignored  by  Bharata  and  his  school  *  Though  the  defini- 
tions and  particulars  of  Gratis  agree  m  Bharata  and  Narada,  they  differ 

in  terminology  The  opinions  of  Narada  were  gradually  departed  from, 

and  while  Bharata's  differences  were  only  limited,  Ma$anga  reached  a 
very  wide  divergence 

Naradasiksfi  ft  in  two  parts,  each  consisting  of  Khandas  or 
chapters  It  deals  with  the  music  of  Saman,  generally  and  particularly 
as  chanted  at  sacrifices  It  furnishes  the  lmk  between  vedic  and  post- 
vedic  music  and  is  the  earliest  extant  record  of  musical  divisions  and 

terminology.  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Subhankara,*  who  was 
the  author  of  Sangl^a-Pamodara  and  lived  before  the  17th  century 
AD 

969  The  other  two  works  attributed  to  Narada  are  RaganTrupana* 

and  Pancamasarasamhi$a.*  Patjtila-Naradasamvada5  in  three  chapters 
deals  with  Ragas,  Gratis  and  Svaras  Because  there  is  a  reference  in  it 
to  the  name  of  Snrngadeva,  it  must  be  said  that  it  is  a  later  compilation 

of  Narada's  views,  as  expressed  in  earlier  books ,  and  many  of  the 
verses  in  it  are  quoted  under  Narada's  name  by  writers  earlier  than 
Sarngadeva 

970  Sangitamakaranda  of  Narada  is  a  later  work  In  two 

parts  Sangffca  and  Njtya,  of  four  chapters  each,  the  views  of  Narada  Rpi 
  (  '  ■   _—   _ 

1  Some  soholars  have  expressed  the  opinfon  that  Sik^S  Is  a  late  work  of  the  10th 
or  12th  century  A  D  In  Popiay's  ftusia  of  India,  14,  it  is  said  "It  shows  eon siderable  development  on  the  Natyasastra  in  its  toga  system  and  in  a  number  of 
matters  agrees  with  the  Kudimiyamalal  inscription  where  that  disagrees  with  the  next 
important  treatise,  the  Sangitaratnakara  "  The  imaginary  development  in  the  ragas is  due  to  difference  in  views  between  Narad*  and  Bharaja.  The  KudimiySmala, 
inscription  has  not  yet  been  rightly  interpreted 

Aufreohe  {CC,  I.  287)  gives  the  name  as  Bhatta  SobhSkara. 
2.  The  full  manuscript  is  with  M  Bamakrisbna  Kavi,  Madras  and  an  incomplete »py  in  Oriental  Manuscript  Library,  Madras 

8  Ed.  by  D  X  Josm,  Poona  It  is  a  metrical  description  of  140  ragas.  Qaota- 
wns  are  given  in  SanglJanSrayaaa  of  NSrayanadeva  e  g  ,  MHqflffrflrqi  '%&&• 

B*Sfd<yil^uj'j  *   4.    CO,  I  287 

5     The  manuscript  kin  the  Oriental  Manuscript  Library  Matiras 
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are  followed  here  and  there  is  a  reference  to  him  in  the  prefatory  bene- 
diction It  mentions  two  divisions  of  ragas,  principals  and  their  wives, 

and  classifies  musical  sounds  into  five  kinds  according  to  the  source  of 

percussion  *  It  mentions  Mahamahesvara,*  that  is,  Abhinavagupfa,  in 
dealing  with  the  faults  of  the  smger  and  its  definition  of  Gandhara 

is  almost  repeated  by  Sarngadeva  It  may  therefore  be  assigned  to 
llth  century  AD. 

971  Veda's  Sangitamakafanda*  is  a  large  treatise  on  music 
and  dancing  and  in  it  are  mentioned  the  later  forms  of  modem  danc- 

ing as  influenced  by  European  and  Mohamadan  art  Veda  was  a 

poet  of  the  Court  of  Shahji,  father  of  famous  ̂ ivaji,  who  was  known  as 

MakarandabhQpa  and  was  tutor  to  the  king's  son  Sambhu,  elder  brother 
of  Sivaji,  early  in  17th  century  AD 

972,  Anjaneyabharafam*  is  a  revelation  of  the  science  of  music 

by  Anjaneya  to  Yastika.  So  says  Raghuua|ha  Yasjikamatam,'  as  is  now 
available,  deals  only  with  music  and  seems  to  be  only  an  epitome  of  it 

Later  writers  speak  of  \  dglikamatam  synonymously  with  Anjaneya- 
ma$am  According  to  Kallinlfha,  Ya&tika  adopts  the  view  of  Ma^anga 

on  rasas  but  with  altered  terminology  *  $arad£janaya  and  Kalhnatha 

quote  Anjaneya's  (Maruti)  views 

-SJaradataaaya  {Mav  251) 

u  a*rr  fn  311*3^. — 

— Kalhnatha 

■  «■    I    ■      l.ll.l    II— .«■■■—  —I— — M—  !■..— .    -■■   '■'■   ■  ■■IHII.MHHP   I'  111    —■■■■■■■    J..I-IH    I  «■         '■  '  ■■  '    -  ■  "     ■* 

1,    Ed,  M  B  Telang  (GO*S)  Baroda  with  a  preface  and  an  appendix  of  works  on 

2.  SodoeBheoaUWmsdtwthe  eolonhena  to>J»ft  wakft  particularly  a  com- 

mentary on  Natya*5stra  and  flaradalanaya  says  that  Bhom  and  Abhinayagupta  were 
the  only  two  writers  who  well  dealt  with  GljadSs* 

3.  Tanj.  XVI  7268.    The  mantuctipii  is  dated  .1660  A  D 
4.  Mys,  809 

6.  Ms.  12  of  745  Oriental  ̂ Uforiot JAfafpi  Madge,  &»»»  ™>seB  attribnted 

to  Majanga  and  Kohala  are  also' found1  in  wWbooW 

6     Poona  Edition,  page  85B     Anjaneya'  is  gootea  in  HaDgliMarpana  100, I  41 ) 



CHAPTER  XXVt. 

Sangita 

(music  and  dancing) 

973     Sangita  comprehends  Gtya,  Nafya  aad  Nart  pa     So  says 

Catyira-Dimodara 

*ffi  SJW  ffo  T  VI  flfftrs55^  I 
TOSftfalfa  Wflct  fefo*  ̂   I 

nsi^r  s«i«H««fa*  tt^|«rr  I 

jAwb  (fen  wmtoi&?&n ' 

^rsgarasekhara  thus  explains*  ̂  

1  he  divine  ongm  of  Sangita  is  often  referred  to  with  veneration 

bj  several  authors.  In  Bharatalakgana  of  unknown  authorship,  it  is 

said  ' 

3frf$H>  §cft  w  m$v$  Ft^r^rT^  I 

3R%$  'f'sfflrctft  <rt:  atR^p  fe«rc(  ll 

?i*it$fr  ware  Jnsrftiw  srftg^nwr 
»pA.  awfaww  3*ftr  sn®r  othh  «r  I 

sfa*  *roim  fa  gtf  jwiRrt  %R%k  ll 

Kohala  in  T.  alalakgana  says;* 

SRTtfrftNfa^  II 

1  Tanj.tVLISA'l. 
8  Tanj,  XVI.  7346 
8    DO,  XXII  8726. 
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In.  dealing  with  different  kinds  of  Ragas,  forms  and  attributes, 

RSgasagara  records  a  discourse  between  Datyila  and  Narada  giving  £§I, 
Chandas  and  Phyana  of  each  raga  and  predicating  that  Sanglfcasastra 

conduces  to  bliss  temporal  and  eternal  * 

<rci§r(w)qjram  gfoafthw  ®wj;  II 

<$3*m  m  ftwft  sffifo:  %\  11 
974  Sarn&adeva  commences  his  work  thus 

sr§Wf^5WlW3*Tfi|RT  f^R  f?Tf ̂  

^  TT^cTS  ̂ f?3^^  5^  5RR3;  II 

In  his  commentary  on  faangitarataakara  GangarSma  thus  describes 
Sita 

m  ̂ ptpftfes  ̂ fcrpfbp  f&siwsn  II 

975  God£>iva  in  his  well-known  aspect  of  Natarajfi  is  pre- 

eminently the  Lord  of  Dances  Tradition  attributes  Natyasastra  in  its 

earliest  from  to  his  divine  authorship  It  was  the  rattle  of  the  drum 

(Dhakka)  played  at  the  end  of  Siva's  dance  that  once  gave  ont  9  plus 

5  sounds,  which  constituted  the^aheavarasjUtras  forming,  the  basis  of 

Pacini's  gramatical  aphorisms.* 

1     DC,  XXXI  8718 

S    Definitions  and  particulars  of  varieties  of  Siva's  dances  are  given  la  I.  A.  Oopi- 
natha  Rao's  Xkmmta  of  Hindu  tonography, 
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The  Aphorisms*  are 

1  3RS  \  Villi  pr  q[ 

11  ̂ S^  IX  «t5«r  \ 

ill  l^it  f  x  Wl^c  sg; 
iv  <|aft  \  xi  i9"KS3«fgw  f 

V  5^  ̂   Xll  $7  ̂  

IV  ST  \  Xlll  3TOT  5 

Vll  srasopr  ̂   XIV  f^ 

Thus  Nandtkesvara  begins  his  Kankas  of  27  Slokas  on  Mahesvara- 
su$ras,  and  expounds  their  mystical  singificance  Nagesa  extracts  this 
first  verse  in  his  Sabdendusekhara  as  from  NanQikdvarakanku  There 

are  some  commentanes  on  the  Kankas,  one  of  which  is  by  Abhimanyu  * 

Thus  !§iva  is  the  father  of  all  that  relates  to  uada  or  sound,  and  so 

of  the  sciences  of  grammar  and  music  In  Rudra-damarBdbhava  su$ra- 
vivarana,*  there  is  an  elaboration  of  this  tradition  that  those  sounds  are 
the  origin  of  music  The  Nepal  Library  has  another  work  Bharatanama- 

dlpakanada-sas$ra,* 

"  The  dance  represents  Siva's  five  activities  (Panchaknya),  namely, 
Snshti  (creation),  btfuti  (preservation),  Samhara  (destruction),  Tirobhaoa 
(illusion)  and  Anugraha  (salvation),  symbolished  in  the  iconographic 
equivalents  of  the  sounding  drum,  the  hand  of  hope,  the  hand  holding 
fire,  the  foot  trampling  on  the  demon  Muyajaga,  and  the  uplifted  left 
foot  Its  deepest  significance  is  felt  when  it  is  realised  that  this  dance 
takes  place  within  the  heart  and  the  self  Everywhere  is  God  and 
Everywhere  is  the  heart  The  essential  significance  of  Siva's  Dance 
is  threefold  first,  it  is  the  image  of  Rhythmic  Activity  as  the  Source  of 
all  movement  within  the  Cosmos  which  is  represented  by  the  Arch  (or 
the  prabhamandala) ,  secondly,  the  purpose  of  his  dance  is  to  release  the 
countless  souls  of  men  from  the  snare  of  illusion'  thirdly,  the  place  of 
the  Dance,  Chidambaram,  the  centre  of  the  Universe,  is  within  the" 

1     On  the  knguistio  aspect  of  those  aphorisms  see  Introduction. 
1     00, 1  277,  BTC,  41 ,  Ottdfe,  XIX  64 
i  mm. 
9     Nepal,  381 
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heart*  Of  all  the  impressions  which  the  pilgrims  to  the  sacred  shrines 
along  the  Western  Ghats  carried  home  with  them,  the  most  vivid  must 
have  been  the  gorgeous  spectacle  of  the  sun  in  its  descent  towards  the 

ocean,  illuminating  tier  after  tier  of  the  rocky  precipices  and  the  forest- 
clad  ravines  with  its  slanting  rays  of  crimson  and  burnished  gold,  until 
at  the  time  of  evening  prayer  (midhya)  it  touched  the  far  off  sea  horizon 
and  began  the  sacred  Dance  in  response  to  the  ceaseless  time-beat  of 

the  waves — the  Dance  of  the  Cosmic  Rh)thm  which  all  the  Rishis  and 
all  the  Devas  knew  In  fair  weather,  it  was  only  a  gentle  swaying 
moment  like  the  fluttering  of  the  falling  leaves  in  the  forest  on  a  still 

autumn  evening,  for  Siva  then  only  manifested  his  benign  aspect  But 
even  the  setting  sun  flashed  fierce  red  rays  through  banks  of  purple 

cloud  and  Siva's  mighty  dram  began  its  thundering  beat  along  the 
shore,  while  the  long  snake-like  rollers  sowed  their  glittering  teeth, 
the  Great  God  revealed  himself  in  his  tremendous  world-shaking  dance, 
the  Tandaxiam  which  sumed  up  the  threefold  processes  of  Nature, 
creation,  preservation  and  destruction ,  and  woe  betide  the  the  un- 

happy manner  who  was  whirled  within  the  ambit  of  that  awful  Dance. 
The  corpses  strewn  along  the  shore  next  day  increased  the  unrelenting 
toll,  which  the  Lord  of  Death  always  demands  from  his  worshippeis 
Such  was  the  constant  mental  stimulus  which  the  brahman  at  his  even- 

ing meditation  on  the  Western  Ghats  received  from  the  wonderful 
nature  he  saw  around  him  ,  until  the  Sacred  Dance  of  ihe  Cedic  ritual 

with  which  he  responded  to  the  prompting  of  his  spiritual  self  became 
interwoven  with  his  philosophy  and  took  a  permanent  place  among  the 
temple  icons  of  the  Deccan  and  Southern  India,  the  natural  imagery 
being  translated  into  metaphysical  concepts,  for  the  brahman  like  the 
hatomc  philosopher,  used  the  beauties  of  earth  as  steps  by  which  he 

climbed  upwards  to  the  higher  planes  of  thought  "* 

976.    Mrjdangaiaksana,    an   anonymous   work  in   Purfinic  style, 
thus  gives  a  legendary  origin  to  the  musical  drum,  m&raja  , 

^.*i«i^l'd*l*yi<  gww.  WJ  w  II 

1   'A  K  Oootttaiaswamt,stellele'!n'5MWto»«i3»jo»fcaq.uoliea'by  T  A  Gofeufefctta 
'too.j'i.liiaSi. 

3     JB  Qavell's  Monograph  on  The  Symdayas  fit  Indian  Art 
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m®  Jfpng  sn^  Oc*r  >n^)  (wi  fire )  II 
tfim  al^jfcT  «traqr^CT  for  II 

*  *  *  * 

«3  m  Ttt  =^ra  o^tfra  <^iw^  I 
*  *  *  * 

a*rat  jrcaKfrr  srreranfa  wspfa:  I 

ija^  wpimra  ̂ pf^  sswi"1*  II 

977.  Vedas  are  eternal  and  at  the  beginning  of  every  cycle  of 

creation  after  a  deluge  are  only  revealed  Such  is  the  belief  of  the 

Hindu  Vedas  are  self-contained  in  any  branch  of  knowledge  and  to 
Vedas  therefore  the  Hindu  looks  to  the  original  source  of  any  science 
or 

art.1 

"  The  first  public  use  of  music  by  every  nation  has  been  m  religious 
ntes  and  ceremonies  The  ancient  Egyptians  celebrated  their  festival 
with  hymns  The  classic  Greeks  used  music  m  rhapsodising  the  Iliad 
The  Chinese,  the  1  artars  and  even  the  Negroes  solemnised  theft 

worship  with  songs  and  dances  The  reason  is  obvious  By  musit 
alone  such  rites  and  ceremonies  and  such  worship  could  be  amphfiec 
and  prolonged  and  by  music  alone  some  state  of  feeling  could  bi 

raised  and  sustained  in  a  great  crowd  of  people  Even,  m  Italy,  musii 

— when  it  revived  in  33  A  D  — was  used   only  m  connection  with  tin 

1  "Music  is  embhal  In  Greece,  Pythogoras  is  said  to  have  brought  musio  unde 
arithmetical  rule  and  found  that  the  seven  planets  were  ever  related  to  one  another  a 

the  seven  notes  and  as  such,  produoed  in  their  movements  "the  Music  of  the  Spheres' 
which  in  India,  the  Siva's  Danoe  or  rather  the  mystic  danoe  of  Nataraja  was  perhaj 
intended  to  symbolise  One  thing  is  certain  that  in  both,  Greece  and  India,  musio  ha 
come  down  from  the  beginning  of  the  world  and  is  deemed  to  be  as  eternal  as  Got 

Indeed  in  India  music  is  ever  associated  with  Saraswati  "  Extract  from  Efyf( 
(19—9-1933)  of  lecture  by  M.  B.  Hamaswamia  Aiyar 
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chnrch     The  Aryans  of  India  did  not  form  an  exception  to  the  rule  but 
chanted  Vedas— Rik,  Yajur  and  "Sama,  on  all  occasions  of  festivals  " 

978  The  literature  of  the  Vedas  reveals  a  good  knowledge  of 
music  and  musical  instruments  Besides  Samaveda,  of  which  the  mode 
of  expression  is  musical  chant,  we  have  in  the  rituals  of  the  Yajus  and 
Brahmanas  and  Sutras  following  Vedas  mention  of  occasions  m  all 
sacrifices  and  many  household  ceremonies  (such  as  Seemantonnayanam)1 
when  VTtfaganam,  and  particular  tunes  too,  are  prescribed  Passages  in 
Yajus  indicate  the  existence  of  professional  singers  and  it  is  stated  in 
one  place  that  women  are  enamoured  of  musicians  — 

fair  *r  ̂   I  qsfar  l 

*f  <rrc§  street  l 

m  t  mm  (ff^TSPT   II 

11.     WSTilrHTf,  vir-6, 

ftpftanfa  II 

979.  "  !IJhe  Vedic  Index  shows  a  very  wide  variety  or  musical  1ns- 
.ttwments  in  use.  in  Vedic  times  Instruments  of  percussion  ato  represent- 

ed by  the  danthtbfa, -an  ordinary  drum,  the  adambatd,  another  kmd  of 
<6*um ,  Bhumt-Sundulhi,  an  earthdruhv  made  by  digging  a  hole  in  the 

ground  and  ,covenngi  it  wjth  hide , ,  v4q(f&$i,  a  wooden ..(jrum ,  qgftaA^  ja 

1     Apasttoabapresotil)eslotbeottenioayJ,«?);Bimwt*m  ?iwra/isrfcr    tfformtf«P$ 

5'5r% — Grhyawira,  14—4 
106 
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cymbal  used  to  accompany  dancing  Strin
ged  instruments  are  repre- 

ssed by  the  W<«  a  kmd  of  lute ,  mm,  a  lute  of  100  strings 
, 

aud  the  ina,  the  present  instrument  of  that  n
ame  in  India  This >  one 

mstrument  alone  is  sufficient  evidence  of  the 
 development  to  which  the 

art  had  attained  even  in  Oiose  early  days  T
here  are  also  a  number  of 

mnd  instruments  of  the  flute  variety,  such  
as  the  imava,  a  wooden 

flute ,  the  nodi,  a  reed  fluute ,  bakurt,  wh
ose  exact  shape  is  unknown 

980     "  The  Saman  Chant  pivoted  on  two  notes  called
  utatta— 

'  raised '-the  higher  one  and  the  anudatta-'
  not  raised '-the  lower 

tone     In  course  of  time  the  interval  between  these  w
as  established  as  a 

fourth   Then,  later,  the  notes  of  this  tetrachord  r
eceived  distinct  names 

The  highest  was  prathatna-'  first '  -then  dvihya,  trtti
ya,  chaturtha,  down 

the  scale   These  names  are  found  first  in  the  Rikprahsakk
ya  Later,  a  note 

called  svanta  is  also  mentioned,  this  seems  to  be   graded
  udatta,   thus 

indicating  a  note  higher  than  the  prathama     Later  sUU 
 we  find  this 

note  definitely  established  and  called  krus kta—'  high '  
 {Taittriya-pra. 

tisakhya,  400)   About  the  same  time  two  other  notes  lower 
 than  chaturtha 

appear'   These  are  called  mandta— 'low,'  and  attsvara-' extremity' 
This  last  was  an  extra  note  and  was  usually  sung  only  in  the   cadence 

of  the  Saman  chant     So  we  find  the  whole  series  of  the  seven  no
tes, 

or  svaras  as  they  were  called,  of  the  octave '" 

981  Naraaiyasikja  thus  connects  the  seven  svaras  of  Samagana 

with  the  seven  svaras  of  classical  music 

1     Popley,  Indian  Musk,  8 
3  '  Sama  was  the  really  musical  portion  of  the  Vedas  and  was  indeed  a  mfte 

melody  toe  which  words  were  found  in  the  Rik  or  ̂ ajur  It  was  mainly  vooal  and  its 
scale— like  its  Greek  prototype— was  conceived  downwards  as  a  descending  series,  namely, 

Q  R  8  N  Indeed  this  scale  was  a  primal  tetraohord*  of  Samagamanam  to  the  not* 
whereof  the  following  names  were  respectively  appended  in  those,  days,  viz.,  Frathama, 

Dwitmya,  Thnttuya  and  Ohathurthl     Later  on,  a  higher  note  JI  was  added  to  whV* 
name  of  Krushta  was  given  and  two  lower  notes  D  and  P  called  Mandra  »pd 

Athlsvara  completed  the  scale  of  Samagamanam  Rikprathisakya  however  makes 
mention  of  three  voice  Registers  or  Sthayees  as  we  call  them,  the  Ramayaoa  of  Jathis 

ana  the  |M&habhtorta  of  •Gandharagrama  " 
*  Tetraohord  means  group  of  four  notes 
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Soman, Classical 

Swara  1 Madhyama     («T) 

„     2 
Gaiidhara        (T) 

„     3 
R&abha          (ft) 

»      4 
Sadja               {$) 

»     5 Phaivata         («T) 

»     6 

Nisada           (ft) 

»     7 
Pancama         (7) 

Thus  the  first  hymn  of  Samasambi^a may  be  sung  thus 

StR1?  1 ajrcrtt  ftr  #  *r anfr  1    3ftT  W  ?  | 

srrcrre  l TiTFif^fn*mwr^R  I        jwmpt  ll 

NSradlj  aaiksa  thus  describes  the  svaras 

s^sr  *r^d  qsfit  *rar  ̂ flTnf  =TOr^  i 
arsnrsr^  5  ifsr  #^r  w^fcr  qwr*m  II 

S^wierr^t  5>i$  ̂ m  errfji  <pwq(  I 

ar^  w  ̂ fxfi  fsfar^  ̂ r%  $«3rc  11 

Paniniyaslksa  thus  describes  the  sources  of  svaras 

?r^  afNf.  c§ff  f r%  ̂ r^t  f*nwr  aifa  I 

SffcUWRT  lit  TfSW^MMH*!!-  II 

982  "The  velocity  of  slowness  of  sound"  observed  Sir  W 
Jones*  "  must  depend,  m  a  certain  ratio,  upon  the  ranfication  and 
condensation  of  the  air,  so  that  their  motion  must  be  quicker  m 
summer  than  m  spring  or  autumn  and  much  quicker  than  in  winter 
Hence  the  primary  Ragas  of  the  Hindus  were  arranged  according  to 
the  number  of  Indian  seasons  This  restriction  of  the  six  Ragas 

to  the  six  seasons,  added  on  to  the  fact  that  the  subject-matter  of  the 
songs  sung  therein  were  nothing  else  than  that  of  the  Vedas,  kept 
the  running  water  of  music  crystal  and  pure  It  was  however,  when 
the  Raginis  and  Puthras  were  introduced,  that  foreign  elements, 
for  the  first  time,  mixed  themselves  into  the  original  system  and  the 
strict  discipline  of  the  Indian  music  became  not  a  little  relaxed,  just 
as  the  Italian  music  deteriorated  immediately  after  the  introduction 

of  Madrigals-  into  it   '  Thenceforward  the  Indian  music  earned  with 
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and  to  this  ritual  must  be  referred  the  institution  of  Devadasis,  that  is, 
unmarried  damsels  devoted  to  the  service  of  God  During  these  wor- 

ships the  gods  are  invoked,  particularly  the  guardians  of  the  quarters 
the  Dikpilas,  and  during  such  invocation  the  times  and  tunes  adopted 
are  those  dedicated  to  or  liked  by  the  particular  God  Among  the 
instruments  used  in  these  festivals  are  the  pipes  and  drums  and  all 
available  genius  is  displayed  at  the  closing  ceremonial  of  the  day, 
when  the  deity  retires  to  rest  It  is  in  these  Tanfras  that  much  of  the 
old  musical  literature  is  preserved  Among  them  Yamalasrakafanfras 
is  valuable  for  the  purpose  of  literary  history  It  is  as  it  were  an  ela- 

borate index  of  contents  of  Sanskrit  works  on  all  branches  of  know- 
ledge 

Of  the  32  Yamalatantras,  some  treat  of  music  and  the  passages  are 
worth  quotation  Among  the  Sakfeyajantras,  Uddisamahodayam  is 
valuable  and  in  it  we  find  a  succinct  description  of  16  musical  instru- 

ments These  steams,  mention  the  names  of  various  early  views  of 
Umamahesvara,  Bhara$a,  Nandi,  Vusuki,  Narada,  Vylsa,  Durgl,  Yastika, 
Patjila  and  this  mention  conclusively  determines  the  age  of  those 
waters  as  of  a  very  remote  antiquity 

Yamalastak'tfantra  says 

it  irawrowftwsr  qRqTi^a  I 

efrTTct^  ̂ rr*  tficpsr  fl3?ffiq  I 

ftW^  cfraScRT  'flfUNiRRlfo  f  I 

3tTfttJr£5yrc*IR  flWfajffaW  %1T  I 

^t^sk  5n«ra^friVr«ri,siT^  *&  ̂   I 

4Wflfr  TTF^tll  *rf5cf  S^ST.  II 

Of  the  32  Yamalatantrat,,  the  9th,  Kalgjanpra,  treats  of  Rasa, 

Bhava,  NStya  and  KSmasis^ra,  and'  the  l&th,  Vinajanfcra,  embraces the  whole  field  of  music 
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Trofcalafcratra,  the  28th,  deals  with  Jala 

^sr  cns^RW^SeStsjiFrsf  °r^  I 

jnfw-cwiwf  attain  ?  3$°rq;  I 
%nf^CTn^5rnf  wmn  *  wim*  I 

985.  Uddisamahamantrodaya1  appears  to  have  been  a  work 
devoted  to  the  rituals  of  worship  of  Siva  under  the  name  of  Uddiea 
As  usual  with  such  works  there  are  chapters  m  it,  dealing  elaborately 
with  musical  instruments,  16  in  number  in  16  separate  chapters  The 

verse  is  fine  and  is  in  various  metres  * 

Kasyapatan$ra  has  similar  chapters  on  the  subject 

986  Indian  and  Western  Music  Popley  sums  up  the  main 
differences  thus 

1  "  The  dominant  factor  in  Indian  music  is  melody,  while  that  of 
western  music  is  harmony  In  the  one  case  notes  are  related  to  defi- 

nite notes  of  a  rage,  and  in  the  other  case  to  varying  chords  Indian 
melody  is  produced  by  the  regulated  succession  of  concordant  notes, 
while  western  harmony  arises  from  the  agreeable  concord  of  various 
related  notes.  As  a  result  of  this  differentiation,  Indian  music  has 

developed  solely  along  the  lines  of  melody,  while  the  greatest  develop- 
ment of  western  music  has  taken  place  in  the  region  of  harmony,  Does 

1  TO,  111  8987  The  name  faiuijliSna  there  given  docs  not  seom  to  be 
correct 

2  The instruments  are  all  named,  TSfamlayam,  Sallari,  Patana,  Maddak. 
Bherlngna,  Himda,  Thuthuka,  Mifchakkatha,  Damaro,  Murava,  Anguilsphofca,  Vina, 
Alamani,  Rava^ahastafc*,  Udyan^a,  GhosavaK  Brahmaka  and  each  instrument  has different  kinds. 
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the  fact  that  western  music  has  developed  a  second  dimension,  so  to 
speak,  make  it  more  advanced  than  Indian  music  ?  Can  we  call  Indian 
Music  has  taken  one  line  of  development,  that  of  melody,  and  in  order 
to  add  to  its  charm  and  variety,  has  developed  every  phase  of  it,  in- 

cluding time  measure  in  ways  that  have  never  occured  to  the  western 
mind  These  are  two  lines  of  development,  and  perhaps  one  has  tra- 

velled as  far  along  its  line,  as  the  other  upon  its  line 

2,  Then  again,  Indian  melody  is  cast  in  one  definite  mood 
throughout,  and  both  time  and  tune  are  wrought  into  one  homogen- 

eous whole.  Variations  are  not  allowed  to  alter  that  mood,  which 
persists  with  the  rage  The  balance  of  the  music  is  obtained  partly 
by  time  variations  and  partly  by  grace  In  western  music  mood  is 
used  to  articulate  the  balance  of  the  whole  piece  The  particular 
times  for  singing  the  different  ragas,  the  rage  pictures  and  the  emotions 
associated  with  them  all  fit  into  this  idea  to  the  Indian  melody 

3  Then  again  and  perhaps  most  important  of  all,  m  Indian 
music  the  salient  notes  are  fixed  by  long  association  and  tradition, 
and  any  alteration  of  such  sahency  is  not  as  a  rule  possible  m  a  melody 
The  relation  of  the  individual  notes  to  one  another  is  settled  by 
ancient  tradition  In  western  music,  on  the  other  hand,  the  salient  notes 

are  made  by  the  momentary  impulse  of  the  harmony  or  of  Ihe  counter- 
point, and  it  is  the  cluster  of  notes  rather  than  the  individual  note 

which  has  special  value 

4  Further  in  Indian  composition  the  melody  is  dependent  upon 
the  relation  to  certain  fixed  notes  which  vary  according  to  the  rage 
It  sets  no  store  by  any  progress  through  notes  which  suggest  harmony, 
whereas  western  melodies  tend  to  an  le  round  the  notes  which  are 

harmonically  related  to  the  tonic  As  a  result  imitation  at  different 
levels,  so  common  in  western  music,  is  very  rarely  found  m  Indian 
music,  and  the  two  tetrachords  are  seldom  identical  in  the  character 
of  their  constituents, 

5.  Indian  music  lays  great  stress  on  grace,  gamaka — '  curves  of 
sound '  These  are  not  mere  accidental  ornaments  as  in  western  music, 
hut  essential  parts  of  the  melodic  structure 

6  The  use  of  microlones  in  Indian  masic  and  the  general  absence 

of  the  tempered  scale  gives  a  very  distinct  flavour  to  it  To  those 

whose  ears  have  'always  been  ruhdd  to  certain  fixed  intervals,  this 
occurance  of  quite   different  intervals,  some  of  them  most  strange  to 
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western  ears,  alters  the  whole  feeling  of  the  music  Mrs  Mann  says 
'  Western  music  is  music  without  microtones,  as  Indian  music  is  music 

without  harmony ' 

7  Another  difference,  that  has  a  great  deal  to  do  with  our 

appreciation  or  otherwise  of  music,  is  the  matter  of  emphasis  upon 
certain  external  qualities  Western  music  rightly  has  come  to  lay  very 

great  emphasis  upon  tone  and  timbre,  whereas  Indian  music  passes 
these  by  on  the  other  side  and  gives  all  attention  to  execution  and 
accuracy  The  melody  is  not  determined  by  canons  of  charm  or 

pleasure,  but  by  adherence  to  certain  fixed  standards ,  and  the  quality 
of  tone  in  which  the  melody  is  sung  or  played  does  not  have  the 

importance  it  does  in  the  west 

987.  Rabetoranath  Tagore  goes  down  to  the  fundamental 
causes  of  the  difference  between  music  of  East  and  West 

"It  seems  to  me  that  Indian  music  concerns  itself  more 
with  human  experience  as  interpreted  by  religion,  than  with 

experience  in  an  everyday  sense  For  us,  music  has  above  nil  a  trans- 
cendental significance  It  disengages  the  spiritual  from  the  happen- 

ings of  life ,  it  sings  of  the  relationship  of  the  human  soul  with  the 
soul  of  things  beyond  The  world  by  day  is  like  European  music  a 
flowing  concourse  of  vast  harmony,  composed  of  concord  and  discord 
and  many  disconnected  fragments  And  the  night  v,  orld  is  our  Indian 
music  ,  one  pure,  deep  and  tender  faga  They  both  stir  us,  yet  the 
two  ase  contradictory  in  spirit  But  that  cannot  be  helped.  At  the 
very  root  nature  is  divided  into  ho,  day  and  night,  unity  and  variety, 
finite  and  infinite  We  men  of  India  live  in  the  realm  of  night ,  we 
are  overpowered  by  the  sense  of  the  One  and  Infinite  Our  music 

draws  the  listenei  away  beyond  the  limits  of  everyday  human  joys  and 
sorrows,  and  takes  us  to  that  lonely  region  of  renunciation  which 
hes  at  the  root  of  the  universe,  while  European  music  leads  us  a 
variegated  dance  through  the  endless  rise  and  fall  of  human  grief  and 

joy" 988.  In  the  earliest  literature  on  Gandharva  there  were  several 

schools  of  thought  propounded  by  Nandikesvara,  Umamahesvjwa, 

Vasuki,  Sarasvaii,  Narada,  Agastya  and  Vyasa  etc ,  SaradStanaya  men- 
tions thus  the  names 
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srgPNraq;  Wfri^ir  frrc5g*i$  ii 

3£(^)£rssrfSp|<n£r  tf  snjcnprecwr  l 

qwTr  ■?  stiNrr  3n^$*r$qfcr.  II 

3js%f  m?  ̂   ̂  gift afornsr  1 

la  Sangitamuktavah  Pevendra.  sums  up  the  names  of  earlier  writers 
on  music 

^r  ̂rftffi^nfi^r  =*  m  Km  a«rr  ̂  

«bw:ar  ̂ r  jtw  *rr*)w!fsft  ̂   I 

flwraftsrr-WN:  €tffi$u  ?ri%  ̂ ra\  II 

s'tPSTRlt'C  %%     5if£rKJ$lfCT   1 

989  Nandlsvarasamhila  was  available  about  350  years  ago,  but 

we  now  have  the  bare  merilum  of  it  by  King  Raghunatha  of  Tanjore 

m  his  Sangitasudha  *  Ya>ka's  views  are  found  summarised  in  200 

vereses  Naradasamhi'Ja  is  not  available,  but  NSrada's  views  are  found 
in  Bjhannara^iyapurSna  and  Naradopanisat  Ragasagara  is  in  the 

form  of  a  dialogue  between  Da^ila  and  Narada  " 

n«r  Surefire  *rafsft5r°?r<r  fts°r  ft$\w  I 

fifcrtf  tit  tfHHf^rf  =?  $n*?3Fn*FFrcnt<n  <s 

See  para  968  supra, 

107 
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990  Aumapatam  i»  an  ancient  bat  incomplete  treatise  on 

masic,  time,  dancing  and  musical  instruments,  treated  under  38  chapters. 

It  purports  to  be  a  narration  of  Siva  to  Parvatl,  and  begins  *  with  the 
origin  of  sounds  (nada)  and  the  development  of  sounds  into  musical 

harmony  It  differs  in  every  respect  from  the  works  of  Bharata, 

Matanga  and  Kohala  *  That  it  was  a  modern  epitome  of  Nandlsvara 

Samhita  is  mentioned  by  Raghunafha  in  his  Sangftasudha  ■  It  was 

probably  composed  by  Umlpafisivarya  of  Cidambaram,  the  well-known 
writer  on  the  Saivite  worship,  who  must  have  flourished  earlier  than 

the  12th  century  AD* 

991  Bharata'*  work  is  the  most  renowned  Having  learnt 
the  science  from  the  Creator,  Bharata  wrote  two  works,  one  the  bigger 

in  12,000  verses  and  the  other  small  in  6,000  verses,  Ihus  says 

Saradatanaya  " 

Hffg  W&m$  M&l  Hlflfo  *%%'  I 

1     TO,  III  d5i5     The  treatment  ol  danoiug  is  luoomplite 

<ur!3  fffwfr  sit  srRte^jRwmq;  II 
3  For  insfcanoe  be  gives  126  minor  divisions  of  svaras  while  Majaoga  mentions 

only  66  and  Bharata  22, 
4.  The  whole  oi  the  5th  chapter  is  quoted  by  OaJurakaHlnStha  (p  228)  in  bis 

commentary  on  8angi$aravnstkara  who  lived  in  the  days  of  king  DevarSya  II  of 
Vijlanagar  (1428-1446  A  D  ) 

S  See  S  Clement's  Introduction  to  the  Study  of  Indian  Mum,  London  Here  Is 
an  extracts  from  a  review  of  it  in  JHAS,  (1914) 

"  An  important  chapter  is  that  od  the  interpretation  of  the  ancient  textbooks,  that 
is,  the  translation  of  relevant  passages  from  the  Natyastra  of  Bharata  and  the  Sangtta- 

ratnaiara  of  § Srngadeva,  with  the  author'  8  comments  It  embraces  conclusions  as 
to  the  ancient  system  of  tuning,  propounds  the  theory  that  the  anoient  system  required 

twenty-five  sruhs  (not  twenty  two  as  the  textbook'  say),  and  offers  a  theory  as  to  the 
origin  of  the  Indian  scales  In  the  commentary  on  v  25  of  Bharata' s  oh  xxviii  an 
interesting  experiment  is  desonbed,  showing  the  relation  of  the  srutts  by  taking  two 
vtpus  tuned  in  unison,  and  re  tuning  one  of  them  in  successive  stages,  The  experiment 
works  out  on  the  theory  that  the  srtttis  are  equal  As  Mr  Clements  says,  they  are 
not  so,  and  the  experiment  is  probably  a  merely  theoretical  one  But  it  has  been  the 
subject  of  great  misinterpretation,  and  it  would  have  been  interesting  to  know  the 
author's  views  on  it  Unfortunately  he  breaks  off  his  translation  at  this  point He  has  even  bean  reproved  by  a  orltio  for  saying  that  Bharata  thought  the  srtitu  were 
equal  to  size,  and  the  ontlo  adduoed  this  passage  to  prove  that  Bharata  taught  the  very 
opposite  The  text,  it  is  true,  is  slightly  corrupt,  but  it  is  in  suoh  a  case  where  an 
interpreter,  or  at  least  a  round  translator,  is  most  wanted  " 
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*rctrftra#tf  Jr^ir^r  mmgq  II 

"  Bhara^a  attached  more  importance  to  rhythm  than  to  time  and 
devoted  only  3  out  of  27  chapters  to  music  He  recognised  the  exis- 

tence of  7  notes,  of  the  four  kinds  thereof  according  to  the  number  of 
sruthis  between  them  and  made  mention  of  Gramas,  Mflrchanas  and 

Jathis  But  it  was  significantly  silent  on  those  aspects,  which  had  pnor 

in  its  time  degraded  music,  viz ,  the  Raginis  and  the  Puthras  " 

992  Sanmukha,  also  mentioned  as  Guha  was  an  old  writer  on 

music,  but  the  original  work  of  Sanmukha  is  lost  Sangrahacadamam* 
is  said  to  form  part  of  Skandapurana,  composed  by  Sanmukha.  In  three 

chapters,  it  deals  with  the  origin  of  music,  and  musical  tones  There 

are  verses  in  it  referring  to  Sadananda  and  l-Jaragadeva,'  clearly  showing 
that  it  must  have  been  written  far  later  thun  14th  century  A  D  and 
could  not  have  formed  part  of  Skandapurana  At  best  this  must  be  a 

reproduction  of  the  lost  views  of  Sanmukha, 

^angi^acintaniani  is  written  m  the  Pura'uc  style,  as  taught  by  Siva 
to  Pirvafl,  Narada  and  others  and  apparently  deals  with  the  principles 

of  Saman  chant,* 

993.  Arjunabharatam  is  the  name  borne  by  several  works 
The  name  indicates  that  the  author  was  Arjuna  A  work  of  that  name 

composed  by  Nagarjuna*  is  now  available  only  in  fragments  and 
treats  of  music  only  Nagarjund*  was  a  Buddhist  priest  and  lived  in  the 
reign  of  king  So-to-po-ha  na     So  says  ITsrag 

994  Arjunadimatasaram  is  an  epitome  on  music  by  Mada* 

bhDihi  Venka$acarya,  son  of  Anantacarya  of  Naidhruvakasyapagofra 
He  lived  at  Samalkot  in  East  Godavan  Dist  about  1880  AD  He  also 

wrote  an  allegorical  play,  Suddhasatvam,  after  which  name  he  was 

known  later  • 

1     The  manuscript  is  found  in  Andhra  Bahltya  Parlshat   Library  {Madras). 
Oyavana  is  mentioned  a*  a  wrltergon  mnsio 

*iPTftg  wftqwr  I 
8.    0W,  XVI  7866 
i    Tanf,  XVI.  7339. 

5.    Virabhadta  Sow  (Andhrula  CanUm  1. 153)  gives  date  184-200  A,D    larana. 
tba  (Annals  of  Tibet)  assigns  him  to  180*330  A.  D  See  his  EHory  of  Bud&him. 

8    Or.  Ms.  Idbary,  Madras 
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995  Valmiki  has  a  fierce  metaphor  on  Vina  play  with  Ravana's 
prowess  thus 

*r  ̂ rwff  3tai  ?r^m  sRrr^cfn^  I 

In  Syamilaka's  Paddtaditaka,  there  is  a  fine  reference  to  Vina 
play 

ffwasrefcl  $m  «p$*tT  f^rgfftcfr  inflow  I 

(Mad  Edn)  IV  24  43-44 

996  Rudra  or  RudrScarya  is  the  author  of  a  musical  treatise, 

engraved  on  a  rock  at  ELudimiyamalai  in  Pudukkota  State  His  identity 
with  Rudrata,  the  rhetorical  writer  is  not  probable  Matanga  mentions 

a  Rudrata  as  a  writer  on  music  and  Kalhnatha  says  so  * 

"  wr  ira^  "T^swsr  cfi^ira  ̂ nm^m  fnrfiten^  sprri^grg;  m^t 

So  does  Sarngadeva 

Abhinavagup|a  probably  criticises  Rudrata  as  having  misunder- 
stood Bhardta . 

1*  is  quite  likely  that  this  Rudra  was  a  far  earlier  writer  and  lived 
at  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era  ■ 

"The  tradition  is  that  his  full  name  was  Rudrabhatta,  and  that 
on  one  occasion  the  King  extorted  from  the  poet  the  promise  that  he 
should  remove  the  letter  blia  from  his  name  and  should  be  known  as 
Rudrata,  his  famous  namesake  and  predecessor  " 

.v  .L  JBI'.?IT    3!1,  pndukkots  8<*te  IusonpHona,  Ko    9    It  IS  not  established that  he.  wfts  the  ptwst  of  King  Mafaftaijavikrama,  author  of  Mattaviiasa 
2     Can  he  be  the  same  as  Medhavl  Ruijra  ?  * 
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In  an  inscription  dated  6aka  1151  {JBRAS,  XXIX  260)  the  follow- 

ing Canarese  verse  refers  to  Rudrata 

Adarol  nija  namekshara  vide  sasira 

Fonge  kottadan  Bidipamtu  dinam 

Padedam  Rudratanembi  padematam 

Rudrabhattanurvijanadim 

This  shows  that  among  the  letters  of  his  name  he  pledged  one 
bka  for  a  thousand  gold  coins  ,  so  the  world  called  him  by  the  awk- 

ward name  of  Rudrata 

997  Madanapala  was  the  son  of  Candradeva  and  king  of 

Kanouj  (whose  inscriptions  are  dated  1104-1109  AD)*  of  Gahadavala 
dynasty  He  was  a  patron  of  letters  and  after  his  name  go  a  lexicon 

and  a  work  on  Dhdrmasastra  His  Anandasanjivana*  is  a  work  on 
music 

Virabhattadesika  lived  in  the  court  of  Kakafiya  king  Rudradeva 
and  wrote  Nalyasekhara  in  1 1 60  A  D 

998  Jayadeva's  Gitagovinda  has  been  noticed  It  is  akin 
to  the  Song  of  Songs  of  Solomon  in  the  Old  Testament  and  has  been 
translated  with  inimitable  grace  by  Sir  i-dwm  Arnold. 

"  It  was  only  a  lyrical  composition  to  celebrate  the  triumph  of  true 
love  between  Radha  and  Krishna  It  is  true  that  Jayadeva  assigned  a 

definite  Raga  and  a  definite  Thala  to  each  of  his  24  songs  or  praban- 

dhas  Jayadeva's  Ragas  were  Malava,  Gurjaxi,  Vasantha,  Ramakan, 
Malavagowda,  Kamata,  Desakya,  Desivaradi,  Gowdakari,  Bhairavi  and 
Vibhasa ,  and  his  Thalas  were  Yalhi,  Roopaka,  Eka,  Nissara  and 
Ashta,  But  can  any  one  of  the  modern  singers,  etther  in  North  or 
South  India,  sing  at  least  one  of  the  24  prabandhas  in  the  Raga  and 

Thala  assigned  by  him?  There  was  neither  the  notation  to  record  the 
songs  and  transmit  them  to  successive  generations  nor  any  scientific 
treatment  in  it  whereby  to  teach  or  suggest  the  methods  of  singing 

them" 

Besides  commentaries  already  noted,  there  are  others  by  Narayana 

Pandi$a,  RQpadeva  and  one  anonymous  * 

1    14,  XVm  11 ;  EZ,  V  Api?  18 
3,    Btft  509    The  matrasoript  Is  dated  Sun  1586, 
8     Stattf.XVl  7886  40.    See  para  296  svpra 
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999  Krsnadatta  (Maitb.il  a)  interprets  Gitagovinda  as  referring 
to  {§iva  instead  of  Vi^u  and  compares  his  feat  with  the  work  of 

MadhusQdana  who  wrebted  Mahimnasjuti  to  the  service  of  Visnu 

1000  Visvanathasimha,  Chief  of  Rewah,  of  the  Vaghela  race 

(1833-1854  A  D  )  wrote  a  poem  Ramacandrahnika  in  praise  of  Rama 
on  the  style  of  Gitagovinda  with  commentary  on  it  and  under  his 
patronage  Pnyadasa,  a  poet  of  his  Court,  wrote  a  similar  work  Sangi^ 

Raghunandana  in  16  cantos  The  latter  work  has  also  been  by 

courtesy  attributed  to  Visvanathasimha  * 

1001  Cahdrasekhara  Sarasvati  the  63rd  AcSrya  of  Kama- 

kotipfjha  of  KancT  (1729-1789  A,D  )  wrote  S\vagr$imalika  m  12  cantos' 

Cina  BommabhBpala  wrote  faangfya-Raghava  in  6  cantos  on  the  story 

of  Ramayaija* 

Besides  works  mentioned  in  para  298  supra  there  are  the  follow- 

ing works  are  m  the  style  of  Gitagovinda  Sahajmlasagitam  by 

Dhuadhiraja,   Saharajastapadi,   Sangifcasundara  by  SadSsiva    piksita* 

1  HER,  Oat  Nos  6056,  6359  Viivanathasimha's  aooastot  was  Bhavasunhs 
(1660-1690  A  D )  Bhavasimha  brought  a  oopy  of  Somadeva's  KothasantsSgara  from 
Kashmir,  had  it  revised  and  transcribed  by  pandits  of  his  Oourl  Among  these  pandits 
was  one  Bupammisra  who  added  99  verses  desonbing  the  geaoalogy  of  Bhavasimha  and 
mentioning  therein  the  names  of  the  learned  men  of  his  Court,  Balakrsna,  Kifora, 
Govardhana  Vajapeyin,  LSlamaiji,  Vallabha,  Kamalanayana  and  Laksraa?abhatta 

"  The  Vaghela  Eajaputs  traoe  their  descent  from  Viradhavala's  son  Vyagbradevs who  migrated  to  Northern  India  from  Gujarat  in  about  1288-4  A  D  His  son  Kama- 
deva  got  the  fort  of  Bandhogarh  from  his  father  in  law  and  Bandhogarh  became  the 
capital  of  the  Vaghela  Rulers  After  its  destruction  by  Akbar  in  1597  the  town  of 
Bewah  was  established  at  the  oapital  (Rewah  State  Gaastte,  Vol  IV,  Luoknow,  1907). 
Sinoe  then  the  State  is  known  by  the  name  of  Rewah  State  "—See  Dr  Har  D»tt 
Sanaa's  artiola  on  '« Some  Vaghela  Sultrs  and  the  Sanskrit  poets  patronind  by 
thtm  "—published  in  Dr,  Kiishnaswam  Aiysngar's  Oomm  Volnme 

3,    'fanj.  XVI,  78*8.5. 
8.    Tani.  XVI  7388 

*.    Tanj,  XVI.  7889-49 
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Gfja-Gangldhara  by  Nanjarajasekhara,*  KpSoagita  by  Manaveda* 
[Kf?&alila\ilasa,  Ramastapadl,  Sankarasangrfca  of  [ayanarayana,*  San- 
kariglti  of  6aragadeva,  Sangita-Raghunandana  of  Visvanafha,*  Gita- 
Ankara  of  Anantanarayana,  son  of  Mrjyunjaya  ' 

Narayanatirtha's  Krsnalllataranginl  has  been  noticed  Vijaya- 
gopala  was  almost  his  contemporary  and  composed  many  stray  songs  of 

devotion  Bhadradnvasas'  name  is  found  in  his  Kirfanas,  but  his  real 
name  is  not  known  ,  his  songs  are  simple  and  touching  and  are  very 

popular  These  are  included  and  printed  in  Bhajanotsavakaumudi 

published  in  Kumbakonam 

1002  Nanyadeva  (or  Rajanarayana)  was  a  king  of  Tirhaut 
(Mifhlla).  He  was  subjugated  by  Vijayasena  of  Bengal  m  1160  AD. 

and  probably  (according  to  Levi)  ruled  id  1097-1147  A  D  He  founded 
the  Karnataka  dynasty  m  the  valley  of  Nepal  Besides  a  commentary 

on  BhavabhSfi's  Malatlmadhavam,  he  wrote  a  Bhasya  on  Bharafanatya- 
sas$ra,  also  called  Bhara^avartika,  Sarasvati-hrdaya-bhuSana  or 
SARASVATi-HRDAYA-ArANKARA-HARA,  in  17  chapters  of  about  10,000 
grantbas  1  he  manuscript  is  m  the  library  of  Bhandarkar  Onental 
Institute,  Pooiia 

"Every  step  In  the  advancement  of  music  was  closely  traced  to 
the  rites  of  the  Vodic  J  poch,  and  every  instrument  was  brought  face  to 
face  with  that  used  in  the  sacrificial  ntes  by  sacred  JRshis  He  gives 
full  information  on  every  subject  except  on  flute,  where  he  is  eclipsed 
by  a  voracious  royal  scholar,  Kumbhakarna  Some  chapters  treat  of 

tapta-gtfis,  de&i-gitis  and  the  ancient  tola  system  which  are  now  obsolete 
The  first  of  these  topics  was  elaborately  dealt  with  by  Bharata,  while 

the  deh-gihs  the  source  of  later  p  abandhas  took  a  prominent  place  in 
the  grand  work  of  Matanga  Dattila  and  Abhmava  seem  to  have  bes- 

towed greater  attention  upon  the  sapta-gitis,  knowledge  of  which  was 
mdispensible  to  the  right  understanding  of  the  Vedic  rites  in  A&oamedha 

and  Rajasiiya  1  hose  seven  sacred  chants  were  first  sung  by  Daksha- 

brahma.  to  propitiate  gods  Ekatantn,  Pmatii  and  Kmnar'%  vinas  were 
introduced  to  produce  all  the  graces  of  the  seven  songs  when   sung  by 

1  Ho  was  NanjarSja,  brother  of  Dalavoy  Devara>  and  sou  of  Kalave  VirarSja 
Sea  para  938  supra  and  summnry  of  Papers  read  at  8th  Indian  Oriental  Conference 
Mysore  (p.  80),  that  by  A,  N  Naraaimha. 

3.    Trot,  Si 
8.    Printed  J88P,  Calcutta 
i     JLdyar,  XL  15    Oudh,  V  18 
S    He  was  also  wiled  Panoatajnalavl,  see  para  153  supra 
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the  rshs  Nanyadeva  gives  details  for  about  140  itxgas  He  is  always 
careful  to  quote  his  authorities  and  thus  on  tagas  his  chief  masters  are 

Kasyapa  and  Matanga  SarngadSva  covered  a  -wider  range  of  260  ragas, 
many  of  which  were  abandoned  long  before  his  day  Nandin  also 
discussed  about  the  same  number  But  Sarngadeva  was  not  much  in- 

debted to  Nandin  for  his  materials  which  were  directly  taken  from 

Nanyadeva  for  ragas  and  from  Abhinava  for  all  critical  matter,  though 
he  never  mentions  his  creditors  anywhere  A  close  comparison  of 

Sarnga's  work  with  the  production  of  Abhinava  will  reveal  the  asto- 
nishing insight  with  which  he  studied  the  psychology  of  the  great 

philosopher  Abhivava  "* 

1003.  Sarngadeva  (Svastighri)  belonged  to  an  affluent  family 

of  Kasmir  His  grand-father  Bhaskara  migrated  to  the  Deccan  By 
the  worship  of  Bhiilama  his  father  Soddhala  attained  fame  and  esta- 

blished the  sovereignty  of  King  Singhana  of  the  Yadava  dynasty  of 

Daulatabad  (Deogin)  who  ruled  between  1132  and  1169  A.D* 
Sarngadeva  was  the  Auditor-General  under  that  king  He  was  great 
not  merely  in  music,  but  in  medicine  and  philosophy  His  literary 
attainments  were  of  a  high  order  and  m  him,  he  snjs,  Sarasvati  had 

sought  repose"  He  calls  himself  often  as  "Nissanka"  and  under  that 
name  he  invented  a  Vina 

His  Sangitaratnakara  is  a  well  known  treatise  on  music  which 

embraces  in  it  the  views  of  all  ancient  writers,  and  ha&  bv  its  compre- 
hensive treatment  attained  almost  the  first  place  in  musical  literature   It 

1  He  quotes  two  sages  Astika  and  Chatrn  not  mentioned  etaiwhoro  M  B, 

Kwi,  "  Ltterary  Gleanings"  AEQ,  III  Bee  H  C  Majunulm,  tliQ  VII  879, 
X  P  Jayaswal,  3 BOBS,  IX  810,  X  87 

2  See  Bhandarkat's  Early  Stttory  of  the  Deccan  ,  "Wilson,  Theatre,  gives  the date  between  9  th  and  12th  centuries  A  D 

3  So  he  writes 

wuctpt  ?  «mfa  ̂ $ft  smffrtfr  I 

siTf^f d%  ?Pffg^?rr^s^sft  |l 
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is  not  a  mere  epitome  of  the  older  works,  but  proceeds  on  an  original 
definition  and  discussion  But  the  lapse  of  centuries  since  Sarnga- 

deva's  time  has  wrought  a  change  m  the  modes  and  practices  of  sing- 
ing, so  that  his  description  of  Ragas  and  f  alas  differs  from  the  actuali- 
ties of  this  century  Sarngadeva  recorded  the  art  of  his  time  and 

therefore  gives  us  a  glimpse  of  the  progress  of  music  in  India 

1004  SangTtaratnakara  is  in  seven  parts  and  each  part  is  divided 
into  Prakaranas  The  first,  Swaradhyaya,  treats  of  musical  notes,  scales 

etc  The  second,  Ragadhyaya,  contains  definitions  and  examples  of  the 
different  classes  of  melodies  etc  The  third  called,  Prakirngdhyaya 
explains  some  technical  terms  etc  The  fourth,  Prabandhadhyaya, 
furnishes  rules  of  composition  etc  1  he  fifth,  faladhyaya,  treats  of 
measures  of  time  rhe  sixth,  Vadyadhyaya,  deals  with  musical  instru- 

ments and  their  use  The  seventh,  Nptyadhyaya,  explains  dancing  and 
acting 

There  are  commentaries  on  it  by  Simhabhupala,*  Kesava,*  Kalb- 
nitha,*  HamsabhBp.lla,  and  Kumbhakania  and  one  anonymous* 
GangarSma  has  written  an  elaborate  commentary  m  Hindi  * 

1005  Jagadekamalla  Pra$apacakravarfin  was  a  Calukya  king 

of  Kalyan  (1138-1150  A.D )  '  Sarngadeva  mentions  him  with  respect 
He  was  a  follower  of  Abhmavagupf a  In  five  chapters,  he  composed 

Sangitacudamani*  on  music  and  dancing 

1006  Somesvara  or  Bhulokamalla,  who  ruled  in  1116-1127 
AD*"  devoted  his  entire  attention  to  song  and  dance,  so  much  so  that 
models  of  South  Indian  music  took  the  appellation  of  JSarmfa,  the 

land  over  which  he  ruled  *    He  even  condescended  to  get  down  from 
>  '  •  •  '   ' 

1     Ed  by  Kalivara  Vedantavagisa,  Galoutta  (SwarSdhyaya  only)     He  Is  not  the 
same  as  the  author  of  the  RaBamavaaadhakara,, 

3  The  commentary  is  oalled  Kausjubha  (Oriental  Mats  Library).    This  ana  the 
commentary  of  Kallinatha  are  skid  not  be  satisfactory  by  KaghunStha 

8.    Tanj,  XVI  7270.    Ed  (AnanclSBrftiaa  series)  by  M  Bv  Tsluig,  Bombay. 
4  Named  OandnkS. 
5  Tanj,  XVI  7270. 
6,  See  para  89  note 
7.  The  manuscript  1b  in  Andhra  Sahitya  Pariahat  tabrary  (Madias) 
8  Mys.Ins.  Nos  Si,  84,  43,  ii  ,  JSBA'S.'XI    258,  dated  1044  to  1149  A  D. 

See  U,  VII  app  43,  XII  313 
9  teCeftoefojrtraed  South  Indian  rauslo  begta  to  develop  into  dlstlnot  schools  in 

the  Karnata  and  Audhra  oountries  and  became  often  blended  almoBt  unoonsolously  ty 
108 
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his   throne   to   teach  a   certain   grace  in  posture  in   a   dance  called 

Kundali  to  a  Mahratta  dancer  and  henceforward  it  was  called  gondmi 

trTO  ̂ g*r  w$k  for^g^r ' 

Prabandhas  of  pleasing  combinations  were  productions  of  his 

Court  In  his  Manasollasa*  he  has  devoted  2"i00  verses,  to  music  and 
instruments  and  touched  on  new  phases,  of  nius.ic  specially  Prabandhas " 

One  Soniesvara  is  mentioned  by  fSurngadeva  and  &lradatanaya 
along  with  Bhoja      The  identity  of  this  Soinebvara  is  uncertain 

Sangitaratnavah'  descnbed  m  the  catalogues  as  Somarajadeva's 
may  not  be  the  work  of  the  king  Sometvara.  Probably  he  is  "a 

PratihSn  of  the  Calukyakmg  Ajayapala  of  Gujarat  (1174-1177  AD.)"* 

1007  Natankusatn,4  contains  an  able  discussion  of  rasa  and 
abhinaya  and  their  mutual  relations  It  deplores  the  misapplication  of 
abhinaya  in  its  days  and  illustrates  the  criticism  by  instanc  mg  a  verse 

from  Saktibhadra's  Sscaryacadamani e  Front  a  word  Mahima  in  the 
first  verse,  it  has  been  suggested  that  Mahimabhalla  was  probably  its , 
author  and  in  any  view  it  cannot  be  assigned  to  a  date  later  than  14th 

century  AD  It  refers  to  the  drama  Pratsijnayaugandhardyatta  and  to 
the  heroine  Kurangi  (of  the  play  Avimarnka)  and  the  incident  of 

yaugandharayana's  fictitious  self-immolation  in  lure  (descnbed  in 
Vin3.vasavadai^a) 

vernacular  adoption     Thaattays  Venkatonajha  In  Ramaasandcfe  {of  the  18th  oeotary AD) 

trfi^tf^twrsri  srfSrcpert^PTTq;  I 
«TfeFSRl^^f?lq#  ifififaS 

1     Ed  GOS,  Baxoitk. 
a    See  lis*  of  authors  on  music  m  Simgltatnakaranda,  GOS,  Baroda,  p  68 
a     On  this,  see  In*  to  Bhavaprakafa,  Q08,  Baroda,  pp.  78  5 
4.    Oriental  Mauueoript  Library,  Madras. 
6,    Here  the  author  refers  to  too  tradition  that  Aajaryacud3mam  was  the  wo*  of fl^jwa, 
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1008  Jayasenapati  wrote  Nfttaratnavah  in  eight  chapters,  and 
deals  with  matga  and  ddi  kinds  of  music  In  the  former  he  followed 

Bharata  and  m  the  latter,  chiefly  Somesvara,  but  all  the  latest  improve- 
ments in  dancing  were  also  incorporated  It  was  composed  in  the  year 

Ananda,  1254  AD1  Jayasenapati  was  the  commander  of  elephant 
forces  under  Kakatiya  Ganapafo  king  of  Warrangal  (1200-1265  AD)* 

1009,  Ragasagaratn  is  a  work  m  3  chapters  m  Puranic  style 
narrated  m  a  dialogue  between  Narada  and  Datfrla  on  the  different 
bnds  of  ragas,  their  forms,  and  attributes.  Seeing  that  later  theones 
are  adopted  in  it,  and  Sarnagn^eva  is  mentioned  by  name,  it  could 

not  be  earlier  than  14th  century  AD* 

1010.  Parsvadeva  was  the  son  of  Adideva  and  Gatiri  of  the 

race  of  Snkantha  and  desciple  of  Manacle  varayaj  He  was  a  Jam  and 
his  belief  is  that  music  is  a  way  to  salvation,  while  Darsanas  are  not, 

He  calls  himself  Sangitasakara  and  Srutijnanacakravar|m,4  Abhinava* 
Bharatacarya  etc  He  refers  to  kings  Bhoja,  Somesvara  and  Paramardm 
and  is  quoted  by  Smgabhupala  and  must  therefore  have  lived  m  the 
13th  century  His  Sangiiasamayasaka  is  9  acthikaranas,  on  nada  and 

dhwani,  on  sthayis,  on  ragas,  on  dhokki  etc ,  on  Vadya,  on  abhm.a)a, 

on  |ila,  on  vadya,  and  on  prastara  etc,,  and  ends  with  adhvayoga  * 
He  mentions  wnters  king  PratSpa,  Pigambara  and  Sankara  thus  ' 

3frr^t*frsT5r%fB  sTtm^f^ftTpr  11 
1—  Li*     — *   II  Hill   I.     I        ■■■!      II-....         .11—11    !■....■   -I..  |      —      ir.M-l     ■    —    .11  I. -III.     I.     —  II     Mil       II  -I. II    -■■        .!■!■   — I     -II     M        ■    — 

*    fan/.  XVI.  7280 

2.  For  JSynswwpati's  iasotiplioas,  clatea  Saka  1185,1168.  1187,  sea  SI,  111 
84,  V.148,  VI  89 

Pot  Ganapaji's  inscription,  see  1A,  XXI  200,  ana  some  unpublished  ones  from 
VaddaraSnu  in  Nlaam's  dominions  an  with  M  Hamafciiishnakaffi,  JViadras, 

8.    DO,  XXII.  8742. 

■  ■,     sSi        ̂ .     f*i   JS       i         f\    I,        ii  i     ii     ̂li      II 
PWTO  BftcKWWIx:  II 

5    M  608 1  Baroda,    But  really  the  1b*  chapter  and  40  verses  in  2nd  chapter 
ate  left  out  and.as  It  is  printed  it  is  only  the  2nd  chapter  and  not  the  1st.    DC,  XXII. 

8701;  «j/s.  809   (salted  B»WgijftaSra-B»ngraha) '  file  mentiins  Tambura,  Matuaga, 
XaijweA,  Emt^,  Xohala  and  Hanuman,  as  writers  on  mupo 

6.    There  is  one  Vikrama  quoted  in  Sanglfamakitran  4a.    Are  these  identical  1 
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1011.  Sri  VMyacakravartin,  Vidyacakravartm  II  (Kalakala- 

bha)  was  the  son  of  Vaidyanajtoa  and  grandson  of  Vidyacakravartm  1 

He  wrote  Gadyakarnamrta,  which  true  to  its  name,  is  an  illustration  of 

melody  in  prose.  For  instance,  there  is  this  description  of  an  evening 

walk  of  Siva  and  Parvati  in  the  celestial  gardens  on  mount  KailSsa 

accompanied  by  Vijaya,  the  hand-maid  of  Parva# 

srereft  qqggretftffffogr  Wwfarftwg  sritaraflrer  iw  *m$Q- 
flmt  nwwiw*^  I 

fa«w  qg«Wfl  stg?r  «tmctefciw  ii 

qr^r  wratflpra*-'?   ̂ ^srnft  I  5prRr»FOT3*KJl*i»au    $ii<HKfo$* 
irR^tWWJi^rat  fott$  srsfft  xf^pf  =^[<f  ̂ iro^  l  wfastflvtfaws* 

WdWWIW  II 

1012.    Vasudeva  was  the  son  of  Vidytcakravartin  H.    He  had 
two   sons  Ifohadeva  an<j  Vidyacakravartin  III.    Mahadeva  was.  a 

1.    Seearboles  by  M,  B  Kavi  and  M  Donusamayyaln  Tvrupatt  Sri  V$nkatmm 
(Sawaul  now  dejunqt) ,  and  paras  100  and  ISO  supra. 
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pious  Brahmin  who  performed  various    sacrifices      Thus   his  brother 

describes  him  — 

In  his  commentaries  on  KSvyaprakasa  and  Alanfearasarvasva,  he 
immortalised  kings  of  Hoysala  dynasty  and  the  martial  glory  of  his 

patron  Ballala  III  (1191-1342  A  D  )  Thus  he  says 

Sff^cn-  fo  TTgrf^TS  STW^MS*  iSPTcfPTr:  {! 

Pftfti'dl  *fa  smg^mssr  Wlcf  «rai  Cra^TSFirsTf  || 

WkgwHw  !  Tss^ftmf  *ff$  dfawii  I 

(Kavyaprakasa-vyakhya,  page  144) 
His  life  was  spent  in  the  royal  courts  He  grew  old  He  had 

sons  who  were  as  good  and  great  as  himself  In  his  old  age  in  order 
to  purify  himself  of  any  51%  trsJH  (sins  of  the  tongue)  he  wrote  the 
glorious  deeds  of  Lord  KjPna  m  his  marriage  with  RukminT, 

In  his  own  words  — 

wns  mA  f  for&aW  sntsitT^  ******  ll 

for$  ■mdwwmwfl  l¥s  *&  «u*amM^  ll 
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He  has  not  altered  lie  puranic  story  but  by  \anous  descriptions 
he  has  heightened  the  poetic  effect 

Vidyacakravartin  II  -wrote  commentaries  on  Virupakshsapan- 
clsika,  Kavyaprakasa,  Alankarasarvasva  and  Dasasloki  In  Rfikminl- 
kalyana  the  descriptions  and  trophes  are  fine  and  natural  The  fifth 

canto  excels  in  giving  a  beautiful  and  vivid  picture  of  Kpsna's 
rasahnda 

arw^s^gssFis^facirft  $a  "Rift  w&t  "^sflfa  ll 

<5TW*rt  snq^r  %sw  s^^m^^rf  qffiwwr*  ll 

Vidyacdkravar|in  quotes  from  his  Bharaiasangraha  in  his  com- 

mentary on  KSvyapraklsa    Thus  he  refers  to  dance-eye  or  NrtyadrSti  * 

1.  Poct't  Family.  Zmgi'  Family 
Yi4yJS»ln:aVMtfn  Bhaliata  II 

(1173-1219  AD ) 

Vai4yanatha  Nraunha  II 
(1220-1935?) 

"■Ssk    '  i 
"^ofc  kDown  8ome<7«ta Probably  Kalakalabha  m  BhialSmba 

a!«is  VidyaoakravSrfln  I  (1210-67  ?)  A.D. 
Vasudeva  Naraslmha  III 

m   Pattamma  daughter  of  (1301-1290  A  D ) 
Catnnredi  Ouru  BHJ  Pattamma  dr.  o£  pandya 

King 

Bhaliaia  III 

Mahadwa  fea  Vidyaoatoavarfon  II  (1291-1843) 
1.    See  pata  100  su$ra ,   also  article  on  MallikanunasnMisudharaavam  (M«, 

Arch.  Sep  1981,  p.  Blh 
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mm  srfx^r  *rrar  $  s^r  H&*w  II 

m  ̂ f^fr  BiF^Jcmpw  tRt  I 

1013  Haripala   or  ILirlpiladeva   or   Han  was    the  son    of 
Kumiri  (?)  and  grandson  of  Somannthn.  He  was  probably  king  Hari- 

pala of  the  Yidava  dynasty  of  Devugin  (13 12-1 3 IS)  who  was  killed  by 
Mubarak  in  1318  A  D  .ind  not  king  Haripala  of  the  Calukya  dynasty 

of  Anhilvid  (1145-1  IS**  AD)  He  calls  himself  Wuracafurmukha  and 
Vinatan$ravis2rada  and  says  he  wrote  100  works  of  enchanting  senti- 

ments    He  describes  his  own  learning  thus 

q^WKftrarcro  WRFireyf  iR°fr  ̂ rjw 
^pfr  w  qr  fagrc*ffo>T  snm  M  $&zn  II 

When  on  a  visit  to  the  shrine  of  Snrangam,  he  stayed  there  for 

some  lime  and  at  the  request  of  the  dancers  and  musicians  there  he 

composed  his  SangrfasudbSkara*  In  6  chapters,  it  deals  with  natya, 

tali  vadya,  rasa,  and  prabandha,  with  an  appendix  on  Gayakalaksana  * 

In  Sangi$asudhakara  he  is  mentioned  as  an  author  on  music  along 

with  SSrngadeva  among  Adhuaikas  (moderns)*     In  an  anonymous  work 
Abhinayasastram*,  there  is  a  reference  to  him 

^ifrft^P^ra^  $f*la7  fft^srr  II 

1014  Hamnaira*  was  probably   the   King  of  Mewar  and  the 

1.  TO,  I  1025,  IV  4670 ,  Tanf,  XVI  7293 
2.  R.  Sewell,  Aroh    8w    of  India,  II  254 
3.  M.  Duff  (Chronology,  BIB) and  fchanaarkac  (Hist  of  D  aim,  TO.  157)  oall 

bimSampala  He  vh  6th  in  wonweako  from  Apaeajita  4SOT-1010  4J3 )  TbegeDeo- 
logy  iq  &by.  Apara^a— his  sons  Vijjada  (1Q10'10*6)  and  Arlkssari  (l£l6Vl0a5J— 

ArifeN»rf'«  sons,  OibtarSJA  (1025-1045),  N5gaxa>  (10454025),  M«m«Mlicaja  (1055- 
IQ8S)-fiHfwSja's  son  Anant&deva  Konkaoo  Oakravartin  (1085  1125)— his  son  AparS- 
4i*jaI|M«|-ll«)--.W6SonHa»paU  (lH5-U65)r-hss  BonM^ikarjuna  (1165-1175) 
~M8Bftl,Ai|*rjWltya  II  (U75  1200), 

ft*    4#im,fl,  880 ,  JPG,  IV  48S8,  Trav.  78 ,  Vimi.  XVI.  7293 
5.    W,  XXH.  87SKM. 

«.  Ob  sevaal  Hammjltas,  smp<uall8.  A  OJtowban  King  Hammira,  hero  erf 

NayUfSmQri's  poem,  is  mentioned  by  his  son  AllarSjn  or  Mall«3ja  in  his  rhetorical 
wwk  Rasaratna4iplkS, 
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fifth  ancestor  of  King  Kumbhakarna  who  commented  on  Sangitaratnl- 

kara  etc  Hammlra  died  in  1394  AD."  In  his  Sangitasrngarahgra,* 
he  mentions  an  earlier  writer  Jait/asimha  (King) 

1015.  Lakshmana  Bhaskara  wrote  a  work  c  ailed  Matanga- 

bhara|a  based  on  Matjanga,  dealing  mostly  with  dancing  m  about  a 

thousand  verses  He  was  earlier  that  the  Naik  King  of  1  anjore  and 

may  have  lived  about  14th  century  AD' 

1016  Sudhakalasa  was  a  Jain  and  pupil  of  Rajasekhatasfin 

In  six  chapters  on  music  and  dancing,  he  wrote  Sangitopam->ad  with 

commentary  calling  the  whole  Sangitopamsad*  m  Sam  1380  (1323  AD  ) 
and  in  Sam  1406  (1349  A  D ) 

1017  Tnlocanaditya's  Natyalocana*  is  widely  cited  by  com- 
mentators  such  as  Divakara  and  Cantravardhana,  Divuknra  lived  about 

1385  AD  and  this  work  must  have  been  composed  m  14th  century 

A.D,    He  also  wrote  Locanavyakhyanjana  • 

1018.  Astavadhani  Somanarya  wrote  Svararagasudharasam  or 

NatyacadSmani,  a  learned  treatise  in  1  chapters  on  music  and  dancing' 
Among  original  writers  he  quotes  is  Ravana,  lie  was  a  follower  of 

Narada's  school  and  differs  frequently  from  Bhara|a  Somanarya  was 

probably  the  great  Telugu  poet  NJcana  Sonjana  the  author  of  U#ara- 
Hanvamsa,  who  was  the  donee  under  a  grant   dated  1344  A  D,  of  king 

Bnkka  I  of  Vijayanagar  8 ,_      ,M  ,„  ■  '  '  '  " 
1     See  Bajputana  Gazetteer,  II  A,  Mewar  Besidenoy     The  geneologee  give  them 

thus-  Hammua-Khetsingh— sons,  Lakka  (1852  97)  ana  Mokal  {1397-1438)-lattet'sKB 
Kumbha  (1438-1168) 

2,  B  E.  Bhanaarkat's  Rep  of  Bai  and  0. 1  Use,  54, 92-3 
3    Ta»i  XVI.  7231. 
4.  Bft.  628 
5.  00, 1  284  ,  m  81. 
6.  Opp  2695 

T  DO,  XSSI.  8723,  8729,  TO,  I.  B.  No  S66  in  the  controversy  over  TySgarflja's 
mention  of  svaraiagasudhStasa,  if  it  refers  to  three  works,  BvSrarnava,  BSgSrnava  and 
SsahSmava  See  Hindu,  Deo  1982,  20bh,  26th  etc  Literary  supplements:  Bad 

V,  Baghavan's  paper  read  at  Mnao  Conference,  Madras;  1982 
8  EC,  X  185,  There  seems  to  be  some  difficulty  about  the  grant.  In  1444 

A.D  Bukka  is  mentioned  here  as  sitting  on  the  throne  of  Vidyanagar  whereas  a  grant 
dated  1816  A  D  was  made  Harihara  I  {BO,  VI  190)  Sewell  [For  SSmftre)  «ys 
Harihara  died  in  1848  A  D  but  he  himself  (m  S1A,  II  818?  as  well  as  fcbe  (4f»ior« 
Oaz  I.  846)  say  that  Harihara  ruled  till  1850  A  D.  7or  a  discussion  on  this,  see  B 
Suryanarayanarow,  NFE,  141  et,  tec[  It  seems  a  fair  suggestion  that  soon1  after  Ha* 
hara  consolidated  his  empire  in.  1848  A  D.  he  retired  from  the  throne  and  Qftftkalcbk 

tip  the  reigns  of  Qovemmeot 
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1019.  Vidyaranya's  Sangitjasara*  is  quoted  by  name  by  Cikkade- 
varalya  of  Mysore  in  his  Bharatasarasangraha  and  by  Narayaaadeva  in 
his  Sangitanarayaua  Among  the  quotations  by  the  former  a  reference 
to  the  number  of  ( anas  reads  as  follows  — 

aRRf  gqwrcf  i?rr<$f  ?r?  ̂   II 

W3R%l^dW'lfcJ  |TT#r<TRrS^  q»«jfr  || 

and  bears  agreement  with  the  enumeration  given  by  Abhmavagupta, 

King  Raghunatha  of  Tanjore  while  summarising  his  authorities 

for  the  composition  of  his  Sangitasudha  respectfully  says  — 

aan  again  when  analysing  the  rctgas  has  the  following 

fa^ftm  s^iat  faf^r  u«p^rer«i^l%  m  z  l 

and  closely  follows  the  sage's  method. 

Gauranarya  Laksanadipika  is  a  general  treatise  on  poetics,  music 

and  dancing  *  He  was  the  son  of  Ayamaprabhu,  who  was  the  brother 
of  Pojana  Po$ana  was  the  minister  of  Singaya  Madhava,  king  of 

Racakonda  of  Recerla  dynasty,  who  ruled  about  1427  A.D  * 

1020  Gopendra  Tippa  Bhupala  was  a  scion  of  the  Salva 

Dynasty  of  Vizianagar  of  the  15th  century  AD.  He  wrote  a  commen- 

tary on  Vfimana's  Kavyalankarasufra  and  faladipika  m  three  chapters 
on  Marga  and  Deisi  f  alas  4 

1.    See  para  125  supra 

"  There  is  a  manuscript  in  the  Maharaja's  Library  at  Bikanir  called  SangipisSra 
whioh  oonsistsof  about  160  slokas  without  its  author's  name  The  work  maintains 
the  theory  of  Nandikesvara,  who,  we  know^  from  Aumapata,  enumerates  36a  rSgas, 
Whether  the  work  is  a  summary  or  a  fragment  of  VidySranya's  production  has  yet  to  be 
deoided  But  some  of  the  points  dealt  with  in  it  appear  to  be  developments  in  music 
attained  in  the  16th  or  the  17th  oentury  and  laoks  in  the  grandeur  that  we  usually  find 

in  Vidyaxa»ya's  works  " 
3  Part  relating  to  poetios  Is  found  in  DO,  XXII.  9693-5.  Part  relating  to 

musio  is  found  in  Mys,  899  and  part  relating  to  danoing  is  with  M,  Kamaknshna  Kavl, 
Ha  Iras, 

8.    VtlugotivBrt  Yamiacari\am,  69-71. 
«    TO,  I  1015 ,  Tan).  XVI  7807.    See  para  819  twpr a,    8.  K.  De,  8P,  II.  84. 

109 
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1021  Kumbhakarna  (or  Kumbha  or  Kumbha  Rana)  was  the 

son  of  Mokala  and  belonged  to  the  Vijayagotra  and  to  the  race  of 

Guhilas  (Brahmin  kings)  of  Medapata  (Mewar)  *  Apurvadevi  was  his 

wife  Rajamallawas  his  son  He  ruled  at  Citrakula  in  1433-1468 

A  D  Mira  Bai  the  great  saint  v  as  his  wife  He  was  a  devotee  of 

Bhavani  and  Ekahnga  and  he  was  favoured  with  their  grace  He  re- 

cites  his  conquests  over  the  kings  of  Malwa,  Yavanas  and  Guzarat  and 

the  destruction  of  Saranganagara  This  brought  him  a  number  of 

titles  *  His  poetry  is  charming  cind  his  proficiency  in  arts  is  versatile* 

His  commentary,  Rasikapnya,  on  Gitagovinda  displays  his  cesthetic 

taste  and  there  he  quotes  from  his  Sangltaraja 

1022  Sangitaraja,  known  also  as  Sdngi|amimamsa,  embraces 

16000  verses  and  consists  of  nve  Rafriakosas  (chapters)  The  first  deals 

with  dramaturgy  and  dramatic  expression,  the  second  with  vocal 

music ,  the  third  with  musical  instruments  ,  the  fourth  with  dressing, 

dancing  and  gesticulation,  the  fifth  with  heroes,  heroines  and  senti- 

ments 

One  of  the  quotations  m  his  commentary  on  Gitagovinda  shows 

there  was  a  chapter  there  on  metres 

1.    This  is  the  geneology  of  the  family  as  given  in  his  work  and  in  SI,  VHI  app, 

18 ,  Raj  dax  IE-A,    Mewar  Residency  - 
Bappa  (d  m  1864  A  D 

Hammira 

Kseiras'mha  (Khetsingh) 

Laksasimha  (1382-97  A  D  ) 

Mokala  (defeated  Sultan  Flroz  Shah  A  D  1428) 

Kumbhakarija  (1438, 1439,  1468  A  P ) 

RSjamalla  (1489,  1*98, 1501, 1504  A  D.) 

Eatnasimha  (1530  A  D,) 
So  he  saye  in  his  commentary  on  Gitagovinda, 

Suoh  as  3tJ$M«t¥fWMl4,  and  JJ^JM? 
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From  the  last  verses  in  the  Cantos  m  his  Rasilapnya  it  is  seen  that 

Knmbhakarna  wrote  ivorks  called  Sangitakramadlpika,  Ekalmgasraya 

and  Kuuibhasvamimandara  and  there  is  his  commentary  on  Sangita- 

ratnakara ,s 

"About  1440  Kumbhakama  king  of  MS  wad  completed  his  sangila- 
mlmansa  alias  Sangitaraja  m  five  set  lions  of  pa/hya,  gita,  vadya,nrtya  and 
rasa  The  whole  work  is  not  available  to  us  Each  of  the  five  sections 

is  further  classified  into  four  chapters  of  minor  divisions  The  work 

extends  over  16,000  ilolas  His  treatment  is  thorough  in  gita  and  vadya. 
He  sifts  all  the  material  then  available  to  him  and  possessing  high 

sastnc  proficiency,  discusses  theories  very  intelligently,  For  example 
we  ate  the  theory  of  rasa  and  use  of  the  word  sattva,  etc  He  did  not 

quote  from  KShala  or  Kasyapa  though  he  says  he  studied  them.  He 

mentions  Dattila  rarely.  He  had  with  him  Rahula's  and  Kutidhara's 
Vartikas  on  Bharata's  Natyasustra,  He  examined  the  treatises  of  Kshgtra- 
igja  Modern  research  cannot  be  complete  without  a  thorough  study  of 
this  grand  work  1  he  author  was  a  profound  scholar  in  Mimamsa  and 
vedic  ntes  and  thus  scarely  misunderstands  the  arguments  of  Matanga, 
Dattila  and  Abhmavagupta  whom  he  closely  follows  His  section  on 
musical  prosody  was  borrowed  from  the  later  writers  of  North  India 
In  the  construction  of  vinos  and  vamsas  he  gives  all  possible 

details  He  touches  upon  chiefly  Nakula,  Ptnakt,  Svaramatidala 
Mattakohla,  Kmnart,  of  medium  and  higher  sorts  SOmSsvara  treats 
of  only  Ekatantri,  Alavam,  and  Kumari  of  two  kinds.  NanyadSva 
elaborates  Rudravma,  and  Kumari  He  accidentally  mentions  that 

Narada  used  Vina  of  21  strings  and  Matanga  practised  upon  Chatir&a 

ann  Svati  on  a  lute  of  9  strings  " 

1023.  Jagaddhara  was  son  of  Ratnadhara  and  lived  somewhere 

about  the  15th  century  A  D,.  He  commented  on  Sarasvaffkantha- 

bharana  and  on  MalatfMVTadbava  and  other  plays  and  wrote  Sivastofra 

and  Sakgitasarvasva* 

1024.  Catura  Kallinatha  was  the  son  of  Laksmidhara  and 

Nlrayani   of  6andilyagotra     His  grand-father  was  Tuttalesvaradeva 

1,  IMk  of  Bhandaakar's  0B1. 
2.  See  V,  Baghavan.  Misoellaniess  In  Amah,  XVI,  parts  iii  and  iv. 

8.    This  is  quoted  profusely  by  Buoipafl  and  B&ghava'bhatita. 
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He  was  in  the   Court  of  Immadi  Devaraya,  alias  Malhkarjuna,  son  of 

Frandha  £)evaraja,  or  Devaraya  II  of  Vijayanagar     (1446-1485  A.D)* 
1025  Devanacarya  was  ptobably  the  same  as  Devanabhatta 

who  wrote  Smpticandnka  in  the  Court  of  King  Praudha  Devaraja  of 

Vijayanagar  (1406-1422  A  D,)  His  SANGirAMUKTAVALi  deals  mainly 
with  dancing  and  has  a  chapter  on  music  Besides  older  authors,  he 

mentions  Rudrasena  and  Somesvaia  * 

1026  Devendra  alias  DevanScarya  wrote  another  work  San* 

gttamnktavali 8  He  was  pupil  of  one  Rudra  who  was  said  to  have 
been  honoured  by  the  scholars  of  different  countries  He  calls  him- 
self  Tauryatnkacmtaaiani  He  mentions  Rudrata  as  an  author  on 
SangTta  and  Njtya     He  probably  lived  in  15lh  or  16lh  century  A  D 

1027  Rama  Amatya  was  son  of  JimmSmatya  of  the  family  of 
Todannal.  His  Svaramelakalanidhi  contains  in  five  chapters  a  detailed 

description  of  the  ragas  of  the  Carnala  system,  and  their  distribution 

into  72  melakartas  He  flourished  in  the  Court  of  Aliya  RSmaraja  of 

Vijayanagar,  who  was  killed  in  the  battle  of  Talikota  in  1565  AD* 
He  was  the  daughter's  son  of  Catura  Kallmatha  * 

Ksemakarna's  RagamSla  was  composed  in  1570  AD  at  the 
instance  of  Jafcava  Bhupati6,  and  another  RagamSla,  was  the  work  of1 

Jlvaraja* 
1     See  para  124  supra     For  Immadi  Devaraja' s  inscription,  see  UlI,    110  (dated 

&S2&  1871-1449  A  D ) ,  IA,  xxffl.  182  ,  I  A,  xsv   846,  note  C  ;  EG,  III,  18,    Kalll 
n&tha  gives  long  extracts  from  Kohala's  Sangl{»mera 

••  KaUinatha's  commentary  though  extensive  is  defective  in  several  places. Sarangadeva  olosely  follows  Abhinava  and  adopts  all  his  criticisms  by  a  rearrangement 
of  the  matter  KaUinatha  without  reading  that  original  attempts  to  explain  those 
passages  and  consequently  he  is  meagre  if  not  very  wrong  That  is  why  Baghunatha 
has  trenchantly  put  thus  — 

*n«ifR^  vat  t  «arwn*ff  <rar  smftftfaswi,  I 

%te3frrfr  $fa  a^^w^ftdwrro^^  11 9.    Bik.  521, 
8.   Tmj,  XVI  7272 

4.  Tanj,  Xn.  7284  Ed.  Pudukottai,  Bombay  Ed  by  Bhatkande.  Ed  by 
M.8  Bamasami  Iyer  tor  Anaamalaf  University,  Ohidarabnram  See  Popley,  Uww of  India,  18. 

5.  BeeSVS.192 
6.  70,  II.  819  ,  B%k  616 

Mi  i'mSS"  T£  a6i  '  °°-  *• m-   aa"  te  a  n*»l»fc«*«nut  {BB1,  Ms.  No. 884, 1895  8J  describing  6  ragas  only. 
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1028  Pundarika  Vitthala  belonged  to  the  village  Satanurva 
in  Khandesh  and  was  a  karnata  brahmin  of  Jamadagyagotra.  At  the 

instance  of  King  Burhankhan  of  Pharata  dynasty1  he  began  to  reduce 
the  music  of  Northern  India  into  order  and  wrote  Vitthaliya,*  Ragamala, 

Narfanamrnaya,  Ragamanjari  and  Sadragacandrodaya  *  After  Khan- 
desh  was  annexed  by  Akbar  about  1599  A  D  ,  he  went  to  his  Court  at 
Delhi  and  there  wrote  Raganarayana  at  the  instance  of  chief  Madhava- 

simha  His  expositions  evidence  a  comprehensive  scholarship  of  nor- 
thern and  southern  systems  of  music  He  was  probably  the  same  as 

Vitthala  who  wrote  Sangif  avrjtaratnakara  * 

1029  Subhankara's  Sangitadamodara  in  seven  chapters  treats 
of  music  and  dancing  in  their  various  aspects  in  relation  to  heroines 

and  sentiments  and  being  quoted  in  Sanglfa  Narayana  must  be  earlier 

than  17  th  century  AD*  It  is  dedicated  to  King  Damodara  and  so 

followed  the  name  a  &ubhankara  wrote  a  commentary  on  Naradiyasikga* 

1030  Lakeminarayana  (BhandSru)  was  the  son  of  Bhandaru 
Vitthalesvara  and  Rukmml  of  BhiradvSjagofra  He  was  the  musician 

(Vaggeyakaia)'  of  State  under  Emperor  Krfnadevaraya  of  Vijianagar 
(1509-1529  AD)  He  had  the  titles  Abhinavabharat&carya,  Todara- 
malla,  SSksmabharatacarya  etc  The  emperor  presented  him  with 

golden  palanquin,  elephants,  pearl-fans  etc  He  was  pupil  of  Visnu- 

bhattaraka  He  wrote  his  Sangitasuryodaya8  in  5  Adhyayas  on 
Tala,  Vj$ta,  Svaragi^a,  Jati  and  Prabandha  The  prologue  gives  an 
account  of  the  Lmperor  of  Vidyapura  and  is  of  great  historical  value 

Govmda's  Ragatalapanja^aprakasa  describes  music  tones  and  time. 

1,    This  dynasty  ruled  ad  Anandavalll  in  Khandesh  In  1870-1600  A.D. 
3  Tani,  XVI  7245. 

S  Tanj,  XVI.  7242,  7246 ,  B%k.  675.  KSgamlla  and  Sadragaoandrika  hare 
been  printed  In  Bombay  See  Popley,  Musk  of  India,  17-15  There  is  a  work  of  the 
name  of  ESgamSlikS  by  KalSnkura  of  Onssa  (TO,  17  4705). 

4  Tani,  XVI  7244. 

5.  10,  II.  818  Mitea'8  Nokcti,  I,  219.  There  is  a  fragment  In  Or.  Ms. 
library,  Madras  and  a  complete  copy  with  M  Baznakrishna  Kavi,  Madras. 

In  SangiJanSrayaiia  (Chapter  III)  the  author's  name  a  given     tftfld^lMft^  5 

6.  JDSroodara  son  of  LaksnUdhara  u  the  author>of  Sangfladarpana,  10,  II.  318 

7.  3R  ?  fa  f  #ft  Wn^^'t'WC.  +ftcl<MdtSfll  I 

8.  M.  K.  Kavi.  Bhatati,  (1925),  64. 
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He  mentions  iSarngadeva  and  must  have  lived  later  than  13th   century 

AD* 
1031  Lakshmidhara  flourished  in  the  Court  of  King  Tint 

malaroya  of  Vrjianagar  (1570-73  A.D  )9  and  lived  at  CeruLuru  in 

Guntur  District  In  his  commentary  on  Gltagovmdd*  he  mentions 

Ragadipika,  RangalaL«mivilasa  and  Vamadevl>a  and  King  Pratnpa's 

Sangitacflddmani  and  he  himself  wrote  Bharatas3s|ragran$ha*  in  which 
his  work  on  sports  of  seasons  called  Rtukridaviveka  is>  quoted 

1032  Kin?  Hardayanarayana  was  a  King  of  Garrh  or  Gala- 

durga  (Jubbalpore)  and  ruled  about  1667  A  D  He  wrote  Hjdaya. 

prakasa  and  Hrdayakautuka  and  used  Locanakavi's  Ragatarangini,' 
for  elaboration 

1033  Somanatha  was  probably  an  Andhra  of  Godavari  district 

His  Ragavibodha  composed  in  1609  AD  displays  fine  poetry  in  Arya 
metre  and  speaks  of  ragas  and  gratis  more  with  a  view  to  their  use  on 

the  Vina,  of  which  all  varieties  are  described  * 

1034  Catura  Damodara*  was  son  of  Lak?midhara  His 
Sangitadarpana  treats  of  music  and  dancing  His  descriptions  of 

ragas  are  pictorial  and  are  mostly  based  on  Somanatha's  Ragavibodha 
He  was  probably  a  descendant  of  Catura  Kalhna^ha,  the  commentator 

on  Saxngadeva  and  was  attached  to  the  Court  of  Emperor  Jehangir 

(1605-1627  AD)8 

1 ,  The  manuscript  is  found  In  the  Andhra  Sahitya  Panshad  Librarary  (Madras), 
under  the  name  Sangitara^nSfeara  He  mentions  among  others  Samlrana,  Nandln. 
Gala,  Matangaja,  NSrada,  JSSrngin  as  writers  on  musio 

3  Bee  para  134  supra 
8.    Tanj  XVL7888 

4  BBl,  (1916-18)  No  40 

6.  Printed  in  part.  He  quotes  Vidyapati's  Maithlh  songs,  Hera  ho  referred  to 
his  work  KangasaDgijRSangvaha 

6  Ed  Bombay  Bd  by  M,  &.  Eamasami  Iyer  with  introduction  and  trans- 

lation There  is  a  gloss  on  it  ESgavibodhaviveka  in  Bhandarkar's  Doooan  Collage  Mas, 
(XIX,  I,  430)  See  Popley,  The  Mustc  of  India,  18.  K  B  Dewal,  Theory  ofJndku 
Mtmc  as  expouudtd  by  Sotnanatha,  Poona  Por  English  Translation  in  park,  a» 
Indian  Musical  Journal,  Mysore  (1912—18  ) 

7  Ed  Bombay  with  the  commentary  .of  flatansi  Iliadhara.  DO,  XXII,  8743  f 
Tanj  XVI.  7266, 

a  In  another  mannsoript  (1  o  No  18017),  the  author's  name  is  given  at 
H&ribhatta  (or  Harivallabha), 
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,  There  are  Hanbhatta's.  Sangitadarpana,1  Sangitasaroddhara9  and 

Sangitakalanidhi a 
1035  Veda  was.  probably  the  son  of  Ananta,  who  was  the  son 

of  Catura  Damodara,  the  author  of  Sangltadarpana  Shahaji,  father 

of  $ivaji,  the  Great,  -was  his  patron  At  his  instance  he  wrote  the 
works  Sangltamakaranda  and  Sangitapuspanjah  The  former  treats 

of  Rasadrsti,  Ga$i,  can,  Ilasta,  nylya  and  rasa  * 

1036  Srirangeraja  whs  a  prince  of  the  Vijayanagar  ruling 
family  and  lived  sbout  the  beginning  of  the  17th  century  A  D  His 

Natakakapanbhaga  is  a  small  work  on  dramatic  conventions  * 

1037,  Sangitasudha  known  as  the  work  of  King  Raghunatha 

of  Tanjore  was  composed  by  Govmda  pikjita  It  contains  a  historical 
introduction  on  the  Kings  of  Tanjore  and  a  discnption  of  the  greatness 

of  King  Raghunatha,  particularly  of  his  proficiency  in  music 

"  Raghunatha  treats  at  length  of  only  50  ragas  which  he  says  -were 
in  use.  Older  writers  simpl}  gave  amsa,  nyasa  and  gtaha  to  each  of 

the  ragas  ,  but  Raghunatha  gives  in  detail  the  number  of  the  sruti  m 
each  svara  with  alaptika  He  arranged  50  tagas  under  15  melakaitas, 
the  details  given  against  each  of  them  are  full  and  useful  for  vina. 
The  third  and  fourth  chapters  of  the  work  are  devoted  to  musical 

compositions  known  as  prabandhas  then  m  vogue  and  to  minor  trophes 

in  music,"6 
1038  Venkateaa  or  Venkata  Makhm  was  the  son  of  Govinda- 

makhm  and  brother  of  YagnanSrSyana  and  was  in  the  Court  of  King 

Vijayaraghava   who   ruled  till   1672   AD    at    Tanjore*    He  was  a 

1.  Tanj  XVI,  7860  That  is  another  name  for  Oatura  DSmodara  as  mentioned 
in  introductory  verses 

2  Bih.  627,  There  is  another  work  of  this  name  by  KikarSja,  PB,  IV.  83,  Ex. 
42.  KikarSja  was  known  as  SaradSuandana  (BR1  1880  92,  No.  882 ) 

8     00,  I  685 

4  Bee  S  B  Bhandonkar's  oat  of  Man.  Baj  and  02,  (1904-6}  page  £4  Bth,  520  , 
To»,  XVI  7268,  See  para  157  supra 

6,  The  manuscript  is  with  P,  V  Bubrahmanya  Sastri  of  Bazole,  Bast  Godavari 
District 

6.  TO,  IV,  4568  See  paras  146, 148  supra  See  S  Subrahmaayasastn  VenJtata- 
makhtn  and  Ms  twelve  Notts,  Jl  of  Madras  Muao  Academy  II 

7  Ed  by  B  B  Sukthanlwr,  Bombay  There  is  a  referanoe  to  One  QopSlanaik, 
as  having  appreciated  him,  as  an  expert  ia  Smtis  and  to  TSnapSrya,  his  teacher's 
teacher  Bee  8,  Snbrahmanyasastn,  VenkatamaXhi  and  his  twelve  notes,  (Jl  Mad, 

littno  Academy,  Jl  Part  I )  'Oafardandi'  means  four  parts  of  rSga,  sthayl,  Arohl, 
Avarohi  and  SanoSri. 
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pupil  of  King  Raghunaflia  He  was  proficient  m  music  and  rhetoric,  In 

mimarosa  he  wrote  Vartjikabharana,  a  commentary  on  Tantravarjika, 

and  performed  Vajapeya  sacrifice.  In  general  he  follows  Bharafca  He 

introduced  a  system  of  notation  in  the  expression  of  Srutjis,  discovered 

a  type  of  viua,  a  mela  in  Simharavaraga  and  called  Madhyamela,  and 

asserted  that  the  old  Vina  guddhamela  (Raghunatha's  vina)  was  unfit 

for  illustrating  grutis  He  criticised  the  views  of  Sarngadeva  and 

Ramamatya  rather  with  too  much  severity,  but  these  criticisms  are 

considered  groundless  by  Ahobila  His  Laksanagltas  are  printed  in 

SangitasampradayapradarBim  His  Caturdandiprakasitca  in  6  chap- 

ters  is  mainly  intended  as  a  treatise  on  music  wth  special  reference 

to  the  instrument  Vina 

"  The  work  is  critical  and  the  author  introduced  many  novel  ideas 

and  suggested  new  methods  It  is  said  that  he  was  the  first  to  introduce 

72  melakartas  now  in  use  in  South  India  This  introduction  is 

mnemonic  rather  than  logical  which  is  the  characteristic  of  the  older 

classification  How  far  Venkatamakhm  is  the  author  of  this  introduc- 

tion is  still  doubtful.  One  may  be  inclined  to  attribute  it  to  some 

innovator  in  the  court  of  Vjiayanagar  Venkatamakhm.  is  hard  upon 

great  writers  especially  on  Bayakara  Ramamatya  of  the  court  of 

Ramaraya  RamamStya  is  not  a  negligible  writer  and  his  Svaramela. 

kalanidhi  gave  impetus  to  Venkatamakm  whose  offensive  trait  in 

criticism  is  seen  for  instance  here  * 

aft^Fff  flNi'3^  wii&f  srflrar  I  flwRft  tot.  ̂ «»«b<aiPpH  I 

!T  f|  W*ft  SRFFo"  ̂ wfr  s&fta"  I  xpk  *F1%     *     *     *     II 
«wiftfapiTO3r%f&  ̂ u^Rhhw  (?)  I  tfifft  *i%  it  "ftrmfrn  ggwft  l 

afrwVwilttK,  &n*J  foro  ttftl.  I  ?PciR^  ̂ r  sf ?r  igst  ̂ m  (?)  II 

Venkatamakhin's  system  is  taken  up  and  enlarged  in  Meladhi- 

karalaksana  of  about  18th  Century  AD.* 
As  authority  On  Caturdandi,  Gopalanayaka  is  mentioned  thus  in 

Cafurdandiprakasika 

srespifcf  \  #  srfalTT  ?r  g  qftsflr  II 

1,  The  System  of  melakartas  is  elaborated  in  Sangrahaohudamam  purported  to 
have  been  composed  by  Shannuikha  in  Skandapurana  The  existence  was  doabted  by 

Sabbarama  JDikshita  of  Ettfyapuram  in  his  Sangita  work  Happily  an  old  manna- 

oxipt  is  available  with  me  and  Venkatamakhin's  originality  can  be  disproved.*- 
It  M  Kaet. 

9.    Tanj ,  XVI.  7813. 
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Gopalanayaka  is  quoted  by  Kallmafha  also  and  is  said  to  have 

been  a  friend  of  Amir  Khusru  and  respected  by  Allauddm  Khilji 

(1295-1315  A  D)» 

1039  Jagajjyotirmalla,  son  of  fribhuvanamalla,  was  the 

ruler  of  Bhaktjapura  (Bhalagamva),  a  tributary  of  the  King  of  Nepal. 
He  was  a  great  musician  and  finding  no  suitable  work  on  music  in  the 

north  he  brought  Abhilasa's  Sangitacandra  into  Nepal  and  had  a 
commentary  Sangijabhaskara3  written  on  it  by  another  scholar  Vanga- 
magi  of  Mi^hila,  while  he  himself  composed  a  treatise  Sangltasarasan- 

graha* in  Nepal  Era  799  He  ruled  m  1617-1633  AD  He  wrote  a 
commentary  on  Padmasri's  Nagarasarvasva  and  an  opera  play  Hara- 
Gaurivivaha  in  Nepalese  dialect 

Among  his  other  works  are  Svarodayadlpika,  GifcSpancasika,  and 

Sangitabhaskara  (?)  His  ̂ lokasangraha  is  a  collection  of  verses  on  33 
subjects 

His  son  Prafapamalla  was.  also  a  poet  and  his  son  JagafprakSsa- 
malla  made  an  anthology  Padyasamuccaya  At  the  instance  of  his 

daughter's  son  Ananfa,  one  Ghanasyama  wrote  a  commentary  on 

Hasjamukjavali,  a  work  on  danung  * 

1.    Vox  a  orltioal  review  of  its  contents  by  T  L  Venkatararaa  Iyer,  see  Jl  Mad 
Musio  Academy,  Vol  I. 

3     Isvariprasal's  Med  India,  542. 
8.    Nepal,  260 

SPo"  *Wft  *&fa-  3T'«IT    «#Rl#«Rr    I 

A;  ssa*  «w  ̂ ^r^cf- 11 
aiMgH,  gu;irg    *ft«fi|'«*iftfd(lRRfr  I — Sangitacandra 

That  AWnlata  wrote  it  appears  from  the  introductory  verse 

i,    Nepal,  262. 

5     For  all  this  aooount,   see  Int.  to  NagarasiarvaBva  edited  by  Tauusnkharama- 
Barma,  Bombay 

110 
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1040  Dhundhiraja,  son  of  Laksmana  of  Vyasagotra,  was  a  Paura- 

nika  under  King  Shahaji  of  lanjore  (1687-1711  A  D^  and  wrote 

Sahavilasa  in  8  cantos  and  probably  Saharaja>tapadi  * 

Mummidi  Cikkadevaraya's*  (UI)  Bharatasarasangraha  is  an  ela- 

borate but  incomplete  Work  in  2500  verses,  and  embodies  the  views 

of  Bharaja,  Mafanga  and  Vidyaranya  Cikkadevaraya  III  was  a  ruler 

of  Mysore  (1672-1704  A  D  ) 

1041  Ahobila's  Sangitapanjata  was  written  in  the  17th 

century  A  D  and  was  translated  into  Persian  in  1724  A  D.  He  mentions 

ancient  writers  and  it  is  based  particularly  on  Hanuman's  work  He 

refers  to  Ragatarangini  and  Ragavibodha  and  defends  the  views  of 

Ramamatya  He  was  the  first  to  describe  the  twelve  svuras  in  terms 

of  the  Length  of  the  string  of  the  Vina  " 

1042  Bhavabhatta  was  son  of  Sangitaraya  Janardana4  Bhatta 

and  was  grandson  cf  the  musician  ̂ Una  Bhatta  *  In  the  Court  of  King 

AnSpasimha  of  Bikanir  (1674-1709  AD)*  he  wrote  Anupasangita- 

vilasa,*  AnBpasangvfcaratnakara  and  Anupasangitankusa  (now  in  print) 

and  Sangffcavinoda,  Murallprakasa  and  Nastoddig  taprabodhaka,  Dhrauva- 

padatlka  8 

1043  Gopinatha  Kavibhusana  was  son  of  Vasudeva  Pafro 

Of  Karana  family  Vasudeva  was  priest  and  physician  of  King  Gajapafc 

Jagaanafha  Narayana  of  Khimmdi  of  Ganga  race,  who  probably  ruled 

in  1766-1806  AD'  Besides  a  music  poem  RSmacandravihara,  he 
wrote  an  extensive  work  on  poetics  Kavicintamani  in  24  chapters 

the  last  of  which  embraces  music ,0 

1044.    Balaramavarman  or  simply    Ramnvarman    was    the 

nephew  of  BalSmartlnda  Varman      He  was  born  in  1724  A  D  and 

1     Tanj,  XVI  7847—9     See  para  168  supra 
3     Myp.  S08 
8     Ed.    Madras  or  Nellore    See  Fopley,  Mime  of  India,  19 
4-    He  was  a  musician  of  the  Oourt  of  Emperor  Shah  Jahan 
fi     One    TSnappaoSrya  is  mentioned  by  Venkatamakhm    see   Jl.  Mad    Mm. 

Any  n  159 
6  A  t  his  instaniH  a  oommentrr  was  written  on  Gftagovin^a  (SKC,  G7) 
7  ESgamanjarl,  BSgakntohala  and  BSgakaufuka  are  quoted  here 
8  Btk,  613,  514,  617 

9  See  Sewell's  Arch  S  SI,  II  186,  where  one  of  his  anoostors  and  one  of  Us 
suooessors  bore  the  names  Sarvagna  JagannSfha  NSrSyanidava  (1686  1703)  and  Jagaa 
nSJha  Gaaapaji  NSrayanadeva  (1843-1850  A  D ) 

10     TO,  IV  1225. 
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succeeded  in  the  throne  of  Travancore  in  1753  A  D  and  passed  away 
in  1798  AD  He  was  a  valiant  conqueror  and  kind  ruier  and  his 

name  is  still  fresh  in  the  memory  of  his  people  h®  was  known  by 
the  names  Dharmaraja  and  Kilavanraja  He  was  a  Vikramadifya  to 
the  poets  of  his  period  He  was  a  linguist  and  was  the  author  of 

several  dramatic  pieces  m  Malayalam,  called  Kafhakahs  Sadasiva- 
makhm,  a  poet  of  his  court,  wrote  RamavarmayasobhQSanam  in  his 

praise  on  the  plan  of  PrataparudrayasobhuSagam  Venkatasubrahman- 
yadhvann,  a  descendant  of  Appayyadiksita,  wrote  the  drama  Vasumaji- 

kalyanam  in  which  this  king  was  made  the  hero  * 
The  king  was  particularly  interested  in  drama.  His  Balaramabha- 

rafam  is  a  treatise  on  music  and  dancing  m  18  chapters  After  an 
introductory  essay  in  prose  on  the  interdependence  of  bhava,  raga 

and  Jala,  he  describes  music,  vocal  and  instrumental,  and  the  develop- 

ment of  the  sentiments  by  gesticulation." 

1045  Bhaskaracarya  was  a  descendant  of  Varadaguru  of 

£rfvatsagotra  and  lived  at  Sriperumbudur  (Cblngleput  Dist )  probably 
in  the  18th  century  His  Sahityakallolinf  embraces  the  whole  topic  of 

poetics  and  dancing  and  cites  Rasarnavasudhakara  " 

1046  Tulajaraja  (Tukkoji)  King  of  Tanjore  (1729-1735  AD  }, 
wrote  an  extensive  work  in  prose  Sangitasaramrfa  on  all  topics  dealt 

with  by  &arngadeva  *  Ihus  he  prdises  &va,  as  the  embodiment  of 
na4a 

His  Natyavedagama  deals  with  dancing.*   '    ^ 

1  See  article  on  this  book  by  A  S  Ramanatha  Iyer  is  Shama'a,  IV  171 
2  la  the  Trsvanoore  State  manual  (I  ill,}  the  name  Balaramavarinan  is 

given  to  the  king  who  oame  to  rule  In  1798-1810  A  D,  (8ee  also  ibid,  II  «85)  But 
it  Is  ascertained  from  this  work,  and  an  insonption  published  in  Tram  Arch  Series 
(IV  106)  thatRamavarman,  the  predeoessor  of  BalarSmavarman  (Trav  State  Manual, 
1. 869)  was  also  krown  as  Balar3mavaraan  and  was  the  author  of  this  work  See  also 
True  State  Manuscripts,  II.  18a. 

8     DC,  XXII  8706 

4.  Tanj  XVI.  7288  where  the  author's  geneology  is  given  A  part  of  it  was 
published  by  Snkthankar  under  the  name  Sangitasaramrtoddhara. 

5.  Tanf .  XVI,  7285. 
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1047.  Puriwottama  Kaviratna  lived  at  Parlnkimidi,  Ganjam  m 
about  1790  AD  Besides  prabandhas,  Ramacandrodaya  and  RamS- 

bhyudaya,  and  Balaramayana,  be  probably  wtote  Kalankurambandha 

or  Ragamalika,*  His  son  Naray  ana  Misra  Kaviratna  wrote  Sangija- 
saram,  and  prabandhas,  Balabhadravijaya,  Bankaravihara,  Usabhilasa, 

Kfsnavilasa  and  Gundicavijaya,"  Navanlgalalita 
Narayanamisra  classifies  prabandhas  as  iuddha  and  stifra  The 

former  has  several  songs  m  it  set  to  different  ragas  eg  Gitagovrada, 

the  latter  has  all  through  only  one  raga  While  he  wrote  Ramabhyudaya, 

sufraprabandha'  his  father  v>  rote  Ramabhyudaya  8iid&haprabm$ha 

1048  King    Gajapati    Virasn     Narayanadeva,     son    of 

Padmanabha,  ruled  at  Parlakimidi  about  1700  AD*  He  belongs  to 
the  race  of  Uttungaganga  He  learnt  music  under  Kaviratna  Puru 

sottama  and  the  result  of  his  study  is  embodied  m  his  work,  Sangfja 

narayana  In  four  chapters  it  deals  with  music,  dancing,  musical  lnstm* 
ments  and  mu3ical  compositions  The  illustrations  glorify  the  author 

himself*  He  refers  to  his  work  Alankaracandra,  Among  other  works 
and  authors  quoted  by  him*  some  of  which  ate  now  scarce,  are  Sangtj»- 
Biromani,  Sangftasara  (probably  of  Vidyarauya),  Sangi$ara$namala 

(by  Mammata),  GHaprakasa,  •'angitacandnka,  Kpsnadatta,  Sangitacfida* 
toani,  Sangifakalpataru,  and  Harmayaka 

1049  Sadasiva  Diksita  was  a  poet  of  the  Court  or  King  Tulaja 

of  Tanjore  (1729-1735  AD)  He  became  Avadhitta  sanySsi  of  whom 
miracles  are  told  He  was  a  friend  of  Sndhara  Venkatesa  (Ayyaval) 
of  Tiruvaeanallur  He  lived  at  Pudukkota  The  State  of  Pudukkota 

is  believed  to  he  under  his  spiritual  protection  and  the  state  conducts 

1  TO  TV  4705  E&jamalik  Oompostid  by  Kaviratna  Kalankudi 
2  QabdioS  is  a  festival  of  a  deity  at  Nolagiri 

8.  "  The  Sutraprabandha  whioh  is  a  composition  to  be  sung  m  a  single  raga throughout  is  the  Raga  Ravyn  of  old,  whioh  is  a  variety  of  Upar Upaka  or  semi 
dramatlo,  operatoo  composition  dosonbed  by  Kohala  It  1b  desonbod  by  Abhwavagupta 
In  bis  oommentery  on  the  Nabya  Sastra  He  gives  two  instances  of  this  Raga  Kanyat 
Abhinava  says  that  the  Raga  Kavya  called  Itughavavtjaya  is  sung  throughout  only 
to  Thakka  Raga  and  the  Raga  Kavya  called  Martohavadha,  only  in  Kaltubha 
grama  raga>" 

W®  fSquiWH'R'/  I  *H<3  (jq1  TPTfrMM^-^'fr  |»  p  184  Gaek.  can t     TO,  V.  6227     There  his  AlaakSraoandrika  is  quoted     See  Btk  527 

5     e  g  aW^fefi^^of  flfb-^f  ?RW5*£  I 
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a  festival  at  his  Saoiadhi  at  Nerur  near  Karur,  S  India  Besides  a 

philosophical  poem,  Atmavidyavilasa  he  composed  many  songs  of 
devotion  His  Gitasundara  in  6  cantos  is  devoted  to  the  deity  Soma- 

sundara  (S\va)  i 
Sadasiva  appears  have  gone  to  Travancore  and  therehonored 

by  King  Rama  Varma  Kartika  Tirunal  (1755-1798)  he  composed 
Ramavarmayasobhuiana  for  his  glorification 

1050  Tyagaraja  was  born  at  Tiruvarur  in  175S  AD  and  his 

parents  soon  settled  themselves  at  Tiruvayyar  (Tiruvadi)  on  the  Kaveri, 
a  seat  of  Sanskrit  learning,  He  was  the  son  of  Ramabrahmam  of 
marikinadu  Vaidiki  Brahmin  sect 

"  He  lost  his  parents  early  in  his  teens  and  became  the  victim  of 
of  harsh  treatment  of  his  wicked  brother,  Japyesan,  who  went  to  the 

length  of  throwing  the  Swami's  beloved  idols  of  worship  once  into 
the  street  and  later  into  the  Cauvery  itself,  for  the  one  reason  that 

these  vigrahams  were  the  sole  cause  of  the  Swami's  neglect  of  domestic 
welfare  and  his  spurning  of  wealth  The  most  popular  kntis  of  Sri 

Thyagaraja  like  'Fndudagmado'  in  Thodi,  'Nenenduvedukudura'  in 
Kamataka  Behag  were  composed  ex  tempore  m  this  period  which 
marked  the  struggle  of  his  intense  Bhakti  with  the  base  passions  of  the 
world,  represented  by  his  brother  The  Bhagavatar  then  related  how 
the  saint  in  despair  with  tears  in  his  eyes,  dug  m  the  sands  of  the 
Cauvery  to  get  back  his  lost  Rama  and  how  one  day  as  the  result  of  a 
dream  in  which  He  appeared  to  the  saint,  he  was  able  to  locate  the 

place  where  the  idols  lay  imbedded,  hugged  them  to  his  breast  and 

shed  tears  of  joy  singing  '  kanugontini '  and  other  delightful  songs  on 
the  spur  of  the  moment  1  he  saint's  meeting  with  Narada  m  the 
guise  of  an  old  sanyasin,  who  presented  him  with  Swararnava,  written 
on  palmyra  leaves,  his  refusal  to  yield  to  the  lure  of  gold  offered  by 

the  Tanjore  Raja,  the  latler's  anger  thereupon  and  the  sudden  un- 
bearable colic  with  which  he  was  attacked  and  the  equally  quick 

disappearance  of  the  pain  on  the  Raja's  promise  not  to  interfere  with 
the  Swami's  liberty  were  all  related  in  a  touching  and  impressive 
manner  by  the  Bhagavathar  whose  rendering  of  the  kntis  was 
particularly  appreciated  For  want  of  time  he  had  to  finish  his 

discourse  after  very  briefly  dealing  with  the  saint's  visit  to  Tirupati, 
Snrangam  and  other   holy   places,   the  attack  of  robbers  in  the  forest 

1.    Tan)  XVI.  7840    Printed,  Madras,  See  para  298  suvra    His  hie  is  described 
In  a  Tamil  work  published  at  Pudukkota. 
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and  the  defence  by  Rama  and  Lakshmana  who  were  always  watching 

his  welfare,  the  saint's  attaining  Samadhi  on  Pushya  Bahula  Panchanu 
In  the  year  Parabhava  (1846)  after  taking  Sanyasa  Asramam  to  avoid 

another  re-birth  in  this  world  " 

Tyagaraja  "was  a  musical  star  whose  influence  extended  far  beyond 
the  limits  of  India,  to  many  other  countries  and  continents  His  music 

had  been  recorded  in  western  system  of  notation  also  The  basis  of 

his  music,  in  fact  the  motive  power  behind  his  inimitable  compositions, 
was  his  intense  love  and  Bhakti  for  Sri  Rama  whom  he  regarded  as 
the  One  Parabrahmam,  the  embodiment  of  Nada  That  Rama  was  the 

saint's  guardian  angel  was  evident  from  many  incidents  of  his  life,  one 
of  which  was>  that  Rama  is  said  to  have  appeared  to  a  devotee  in 

Maharashtra  in  his  dream  and  directed  him  to  pay  a  visit  to  His  bhakta, 

Thyagaraja,  in  Tirnvayar  in  the  South  In  obedience  to  this  Divine 
command,  the  Mahratta  devotee  visited  the  Swami  and  was  bo  impressed 
with  the  character  of  the  saint  that  he  remained  there  permanently  as 

his  disciple  It  was  on  this  occasion  that  he  sang  the  Ihodi  kriu,  'Da- 

saratha  Nirunamu '  It  was  due  to  this  contact  that  they  found 
Thyagaraja  appreciating  the  beauties  of  Northern  music  and 

incorporating  them  in  some  of  his  kntis  like  'Marugelara'  and  'Mana 

muleda'  His  compositions  present  an  extraordinary  variety  of 
musical  form,  from  the  slow-timed  'Namminavanni'  to  the  quick  trot 
of  '  Sobhillu ',  and  afford  as  much  scope  for  the  trained  musical 
acrobat  to  exhibit  his  skill,  as  for  the  woman  in  the  home  and  the 

man  in  the  street  to  sing  with  facility  and  delight  "* 

His  early  songs  were  mostly  m  Sanskrit  and  his  Raga  Nata  was 
the  first  of  the  garland  of  five  gems,  Pancara^na 

1051  Govinda's  Sangltasasjrasamksepa  is  said  to  represent 
later  day  music  and  to  have  superseded  Venkatamakhm's  views  In 
two  colophons  of  two  chapters,  it  is  mentioned  that  it  is  part  of  Skanda- 

purana  and  composed  by  Sanmukha       ?frf     ̂ F^CJCFf      H^II^WI1' 

Govmda  supports  "Tyagaraja  and  opponents  of  Govmda  give  out 
that  Govmda  was  probably  Tyagaraja's  friend  and  composed  tta 
work  under  the  guise  of  an  extract  of  Purana  to  put  down    the  popute1 

1.    Taken  for  'Hindu',  Bxtiaotof  Lecture  by  Muthia  Bhagavatha*.    fct  Sai$v» rao's  8r%  Tyagaraja,  PuduHsota 
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nty  of  Venkamakhm       Govinda  refers   to   Acyutaraya's     vina   and 
Acyufcaraya  ruled  at  Tanjore  in  1572-1614  AD* 

1052  Venkata  VaicJyanatha  Oiksita  lived  at  Tiruvada- 

marudur  He  was  the  grandson  of  the  paternal  uncle  of  Venkatamakhm 

and  inherited  his  musical  talents  He  was  proficient  in  the  Vina 

and  expounded  Venkatamakhm's  Cnfurdandipraka&ka  Ratnaswami 
Pikgi^a  became  his  disciple  and  under  his  tuUon  he  blossomed  forth 
as  Vaimkasikhamani  Ramaswami  was  the  son  of  Venkatesvara  and 

belonged  to  Govindapuram  near  Madhyarjuna  (Tirvradamarudur)  He 
found  his  place  of  fame  at  Tanjore  under  the  auspices  of  his  teacher, 

Virabhadrayya,  the  master-musician  of  his  age  He  lived  m  1735-1817 
AD  and  wrote  Talamahka 

Ramaswami's  younger  son  Balasvami  (BalakjSna)  Diksita  was 
born  in  1 780  He  was  a  boy  prodigy  He  could  handle  with  facility 
a  number  of  musical  instruments  and  with  the  patronage  of  Manali 
Chinaya  Mudaliar  of  Madras  studied  western  music  also  It  is  said 
that  he  had  the  magical  power  of  reproducing  any  natural  sound  on 
his  Vina 

The  Rulers  of  Ettiyapuram  were  patrons  of  music  for  over  a 

century  and  during  the  period  of  three  of  them  Jagadisvara  Venkates- 

vara Ettappa  (1816-1839)  and  his  successors  Jagadisvara  Ramakumara 
Ettappa  and  Jagadisvara  Rama  Venkatesvara  he  was  poet  laureate. 

"  He  was  a  pnnce  among  poets  and  a  poet  among  princes  and 
composed  many  kir{an  and  currukas  in  honour  of  Hindu  deities 

Karbkeya  was  his  signature "  Among  his  friends  in  music  were 
Minaksisundarayya,  Subbakutti  Ayyar,  Subbayya  ananavi,  Vengu 

Bhagavalar,  and  Madura  Ramayyar  • 

1053  Ramftswami's  eldest  son  Mutuswami  Diksita  was  bom 
at  Tiruvalur  m  1775  AD  After  some  travel  in  the  north  along  with  a 

Sanyasi,  he  settled  down  in  bis  place  Dunng  the  last  years  life,  he 
lived  at  Ettiyapuram  under  the  patronage  of  its  ruler 

Wherever  he   went,   whatever  shnne   he  visited  and  whichever 

deity  he  saw,  he  worshipped  with  the  gift  of  his  songs     The  following 

1  "  Ramakrishnahavi  says  that  Govinda  was  an  Andhra,  that  he  wrote  a  work 

called  'HIcH^Rl'dmRr,  that  he  followed  Bamamafcya  and  his  20  melat  and  that 

the  Adaya*  Ms  contains  a  few  sheets  In  the  beginning  of  this  work  which  had  got 
mixed  np  with  an  anonymous  work  called  Sangrahaohudamam,  described  as  a  part 

of  the  Bkandapurana  " 
2  On  this  author,  see  article  by  0  K.  Snnivasa  Ayyangar  in  Hindw,  Feb.  1908, 
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are  the  more  important  of  these  songs     the  Pancha  Linga  Kirtanas, 
his  five   songs   on   the  Gods  representing  the  five   elements  of  Earth 
Water,  Fire  Air  and  Ether,  at  the  shrines  Kanchi,  Janibukesvara,  Aruna- 

chala,   Kalahasti   and   Chidambaram      These   songs   are     'Chmlaya 
makanda   mula  kandam '   m   Bhairavi,    '  Jamboo    pate '    in    Yamuna 

Kalyani,  '  Arunachalanatham '  in  Saranga,  '  Sri  Kalahaslisam '   m  Usem 
and  '  Ananda  natana  prakasam  '  in  Kedara ,  another  series  of  songs  is 
that  on  the  Navagrahas,  the  nine   planets,  excluding  Rahu  and  Ketu 

he  composed  a  series  of  Navavarana   Kirtanas   on  the   Goddess  at 

Mayavaram  ,  the  most   important   songs  are  those  he  compobed  on  the 
many  dieties  at  Tiruvarur  itself ,    on  the    chief  deity  Tj  agar ija  he  has 

sung  many  pieces  of  which  '  Tyagaraja  yoga  vaibhavam '   in  Ananda 
bhairavi   and    'Tyagarajaya     namaste'   m  Byagadn     deserve   special 
mention;  the   Goddess   Kamalamba  at  Tiruvarur  was  a  favourite  of 
Dikhitar  and  on  her  especially  he  has  composed  a   Navavarana  series , 

he  hus  sung  her  eleven  times ,  Tyagaraja's  consort,    Nilotpalambika,  is 
sung  in  one   song  and  the  renowned  Vmayaka   on   the   north  eastern 

comer  of  the  tank  has  been  praised  m  the   songs   'Vatapi   ganapatinr* 
in  Hamsadhvani   and  'Sn  Maha   Ganapali'  in  Goula ,   in  a  Kirtaua  in 

Snraga,  '  Snmuladhara  chakra   Vinayaka',   a  form   of  Ganapati   as 

presiding  over  the  Muladharachakra   found   m   front  of  Tyagaraja's 

principal  shrine  has  been  sung,    besides*  almost   all    the   deities  at 
Tiruvarur,   Achaleswara,   Anandesvara,    Siddhesvara   and  others  have 

been  sung ,   of  the  deities  at  other  famous    shrines,    mention    may  be 

made  of '  Sn  Rajagopala '  in  Saven,  '  Bala  Gopala '  m  Bhairavi  "l 

pikstar  had  left  the  imprint  of  his  personality  all  his  songs 
Matenal  considerations  did  not  enter  his  scheme  of  life  He  led  a 

pious  life  and  believed  in  Adwaita  philosophy  He  embodied  the 
essence  of  Vedic  teachings  and  manthras  in  his  songs  and  showed  the 
way  for  even  those  who  could  not  be  initiated  in  manthras  to  commune 

with  the  Supreme  His  Navagraha  Kntis  are  a  masterpiece  in  this 
respect  both  from  the  point  of  view  of  music  and  of  devotion 

1  A  diligent  searoh  all  over  South  India  for  the  compositions  of  Dikshitar, 
a  reoording  of  all  those  Dikghita  kirtanas  known  to  suoh  primier  musicians  as  Veens 
Dhanam,  who  espeoially  has  a  large  stook  of  them  as  a  oonsoquonce  of  her  having 
come  in  the  direot  Siahya  lineage  of  Dikshitar  through  Sattanur  Panju,  a  good  JDeva 
uagari  edition  of  such  oolieoted  compositions  of  bis, — these  and  many  more  lines  of 
Wttk  I  think,  will  bo  pursued  by  lovers  of  musio,  ere  1936  ushers  in  the  first  Dikshitar 
oentenary  which  must  be  oelebrated  not  only  in  Madras  but  also  in  his  own  native 

plaoe  Tiravamr  m  a  grand  manner  "— Sound  and  SJiadoio,  11  November,  1938. 
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His  end  came  suddenly  At  Eltiyapurara,  he  was  one  day  sitting, 
listening  to  the  music  of  his  pupils  who  were  singing  his  Gamaka- 

kriva  Kirtana,  '  Minakshi '  He  asked  them  to  sing  it  once  more , 
they  were  singing  the  Anupallavi — Mmalochani  Pasamochani'  when 
he  felt  that  the  Goddess  had  really  released  him  from  bondage  (Pasa) » 
he  was  accordingly  released  from  mortal  bondage  He  passed  away 

in  1835  A  D  "* 

1054  Syamasa8tri  was  lyagaraja's  contemporary  and  is  the 
third  of  the  musical  trinity  of  South  India  He  wrote  mostly  m 
Telugu,  but  there  is  an  excellent  piece  in  Sanskrit  opening  with 
Sankarf  in  Raga  Saven 

"  Thnce  holy  is  Tiruvarur  to  the  lover  of  our  music  ,  for  it  is  this 
small  place  that  gave  birth  to  the  Carnatic  music  trinity — the  Tnmurtis 
Sri  lyagaraja,  Sri  Syama  Saslnar  and  Sri  Muthuswamy  Dikshitar  All 
the  three  celebrated  composers  were  contemporaries  Tyagayya  was 
the  eldest  and  he  blessed  this  earth  with  his  life  for  the  longest  period, 
while  the  two  others  left  it  earlier  Of  the  three,  Muthuswamy  Dikshitar 
was  the  youngest  and  he  alone  stuck  to  Tiruvarur  for  the  longest  tune, 
while  Tyagayya  left  for  Tiruvayar  or  the  Panchanada  Kshetra  and 

Syama  Sastnar  for  Tanjore  proper  " 

1055  Pratapasimha  Deva,  Maharaja  of  Jaipur  (1779-1804 
AD),  produced  a  musical  encyclopaedia  Sangitasagara  with  ihe 

help  of  an  assembly  of  musicians  ' 

1056  Sn  Swati  Ramavarma  Kulasekhara  was  Maharaja  of 

Travancore  (1812-1847  AD)"  Besides  prabandhas  such  as  Yaya$ican$a 
and  13  musical  narratives  Kucelopakhyana  and  Ajamilopakhyaaa*  he 
composed  Sanskrit  KJrtanas  like  the  kytis  of  Tyagaraya,  devoted  to 

Sri  Padmanabha  8    He  deplores  the  fallen  musicians  of  his  day  thus 

^eR^tfti  «n  ui  PWi<*T*kfc<£farci- 

1     See  T  Srraivasaraghavaohariar's  attiole  in  Hmdtt,  5th  Nov  1935 
3     There  is  a  work  of  this  name  in  00, 1  686 
3.    See  para  178  suprv 
i.    Ed  byT8S   Trivanarm 
6    Bd  by  T88.  Trlvandnn 

111 
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The  following  verse  in  his  praise  by  a  fuedalory  Chief  of  Malabar 
it  fine 

1057  Ramavarma  Maharaja  (Ayilliam  Tirunal)  of  Travancore 

(1860-1880  A  D )  was  a  great  patron  of  music  Besides  a  commentary 

of  Srikpsnavilasakavya  and  Jalandharasuravadha  (Kathakah)  he  wrote 

Vfttaratnakara  on  prosody 

1058  Kokkonda  Venkataratnam  Pantulu  (1842-1916) 
was  one  of  the  greatest  pandits  of  the  A  ndhra  country  In  the  last 
century,  and  was  conferred  the  title  of  Mahamahopadhyaya  in.  1908 
by  the  Government  of  India  in  recognition  of  his  scholarship     Though 
he  remained  as  a  Telugu  Pandit  throughout  his  service  in  the  Presidency 

College,  Madras  and  Government  Arts  College,  Rajahmundry,  he  was 
a  profound  and  critical  Samsknl  scholar  and  poet  and  wrote  some 

works  m  Samsknt  His  Bilvana^hasatakam,  Tanumadhya-Sjyasatakam, 
Tanumadhya-GItaratnam  were  all  printed  in  the  early  seventies  of 
the  last  century,  and  he  was  the  author  of  nearly  fifty  stavas,  like, 

Varadarajasjuti,  Taravalibtuti,,  Brahmavidylstuji,  ori  Kalahasttsvara- 
sfuti,  which  were  published  in  his  paper  called  Andhrabhasasanjivini 

or  '  Telugu  Tongue  Reviver,'  and  which  are  examples  of  the  author's 
devotion  and  learning  His  Gffcamahanata  Tfta^fTC  was  written  in 

imitation  of  Jayadeva's  Gitagovmda  In  the  field  of  philosophy 
Venkataratnam  Pantulu  claims  the  discovery  of  the  'Aksara  Sankhya' 
system  of  philosophy,  and  wrote  a  work  in  Samsknt  called  Marga- 
daymi  enunciating  the  principles  of  the  system  His  knowledge  of 
Tamil  and  Kanarese  was  commendable  and  his  famous  Telugu  work 
Bilvesvariyam  is  a  translation  from  the  Tamil  classic  of  the  name 

Venkataratnam  wrote  more  then  25  works  in  Telugu,  aud  his 
service  to  that  literature  covers  a  period  of  nearly  half  a  century 
He  was  held  in  high  esteem  by  bis  contemporaries  and  was  greatly 
patronized  by  the  lafe  Vidyavmoda  Panappakam  Anandacanar,  the 
famous  advocate  of  Madras,  who  used  to  call  him  as  'Andhra  Johnson,' 
the  literary  dictator  of  his  day 
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1059  Sri  Vikrama  Deo  Varma,  D  Litt,  Sahitya  Samrat 

Maharaja  of  Jeypore  Saniasthanam,  South  India,  K^atnya  (Solar  Race) 
of  Bharadvajagotra,  is  the  son  of  &ri  Krgaacandra  Deo  Maharaja 

and  Sri  Rekha  DevT  He  was  born  on  28th  June  1869  and  ascended 
the  Gadi  on  6th  June  1931  His  literary  patronage  is  visible  in 

a  recurring  annual  donation  of  Rs  One  lakh  to  the  Andhra  Univer- 
sity and  various  other  donations  amounting  to  fifty  thousand  a  year 

A  great  scholar  in  Sanskrit,  Teluga,  Onya  and  English  and  a 
renowned  poet  in  Sanskrit,  Telugu  and  Onya,  a  great  astrologer  and 

an  Abhinava-Bhoja,  he  has  composed  many  stutis  in  Sanskrit  and 
some  in  the  form  of  songs  with  his  name  wo\en  in  accrgstic*. 

1060  Durrasula  Suryanarayana  Sastri,  Vma-Gana-Kala- 

nidhi,  (1843-1896),  was  the  chief  Palace  Vidwan  and  musician  during 
the  reign  of  Maharaja  Sri  Ananda  Gajapati  Raja  of  Vizianagaram 
Samasthanam  Sasln  composed  several  musical  pieces  m  Sanskrit  and 

Telugu  such  as  Paramananda  samudravuiKayam  in  Kambhoji  and  Devi 
dehi  sata$am  in  Kalyani  Viva  Venkataramanadasa  is  his  disciple 

Sastri  was  the  disciple  of  Dasa's  father  Peda  Guracaryulu 

&VARAMA  Yati  lived  in  1830-1900  and  « ompcsed  a  book  of 
songs  of  devotion  called  Nrjabhajanasukhapaddhafi 

Margadarsi  Sesa  Aiyangar  was  so  called  as  he  was  the  light 

(or  path-finder)  of  South  Indian  music,  He  mostly  lived  at  Ayodhya 
and  in  the  latter  part  of  his  life  settled  at  Srirangam  in  the  service  of 
Lord  Ranganatha  He  signs  himself  Kosalapuri  m  his  songs  His 

songs  (some  of  which  are  said  to  have  been  accepted  by  the  Deity) 
are  graceful, 

Maha  VAiDVANArHA  £iva  of  the  "  golden  voice"  was  at  the  top 
of  the  musicians  of  South  India  in  living  memory  His  Melaragamahka 
is  now  available 

Aptavadhanam  Anantficarya's  extempore  composition  of  Samasyas 
and  enigmas  was  a  wonder  In  some  of  his  verses  he  artistically 

wove  the  names  of  ragas,  e  g 

teraft  3  waft  ̂ ?r  wmfirinwwm  I 

Under  the  patronage  of  the  Zamindar  of  Ulhpalayam  near 

Bezwada,  Kandun  Ramanujacarya  and  Narasimhacfirya  composed 
songs  in  Sanskrit 
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Sangitayayatam   and    Abhinavagopalapulindmican^a    are   opera 

plays  interspersed  with  songs  ' 

1061     Sri  Martand  Manik  Prabhu  Maharaj  (1860-1936  AD ) 
occupied  the  gadi  of  $ri  Manikprabhu    who   founded  the  Sakalamafa- 

sampradaya  at  Mamknagar,   Nizam's   dominions     He  was  well-versed 
in  all  the  sastias  and  in  music  he   wrote  songs  in   several  languages 

His  masterpiece  in  Sanskrit   is  Gnana-marfandd    (son  of  knowledge) 
He  bore  the  title  Abhinava  Sankaracarya 

1062,  Kirtanacarya  C  R  Srinivasacarya  (1867-1936)  was 
born  in  Tanjore  District  He  was  a  profound  scholar  and  critic  in 
music  During  the  last  decade  of  his  life  he  took  an  active  interest 

in  resuscitating  South  Indian  music  and  with  the  help  of  musical 
academies  and  conferences  accomplished  the  collosal  task  of  settling 
disputed  points  of  interest  m  the  technique  of  several  ragas,  in  which 

for  some  centuries  past  musicians  had  their  own  ways  He  was 
proficient  in  the  compositions  of  Tyagaraja  and  his  edition  of  his 
songs  is  erudite  ,  he  was  thence  known  as  Abhinava  Tyaga  Brahmam, 

He  Is  the  pioneer  of  musical  criticism  in  modern  India.  Speaking  of 

Indian  and  Western  music  he  wrote  "  Instrument  predominates  in  the 
West  and  voice  in  the  East  This  is  the  true  meaning  of  the  crude, 
Jret  popular  statement  that  harmony  pervades  the  music  of  the  West 
and  melody  that  of  the  East  That  this  is  so  is  shown  by  the  absence 
of  harmony  in  the  vocal  music  of  the  West  The  East  has  very  much 
to  give  to  the  West,  Only  three  modes  or  so  of  the  seventy-two 

'melakarthas  of  South  Indian  Music  are  used  in  the  West  And  the 
thirty si£  melakarthas  that  take  a  sharp  Ma  are  practically  non-existent 
in  the  West>  though  men  like  Scnabme  have,  greatly  daring,  made  the 
experiment  of  introducing  it  On  the  other  band,  the  change  of  keys 
fa  one  and  the  same  piece  that  characterises  the  compositions  m  the 
west  is  not  allowed  in  the  Indian  system,  though  we  have  it  in  "  1  he 

Ramayana "  that  the  music  of  those  times  included  seven  jatis  that were  amplified  largely  later  on  And  these  took  each  note  m  turn  as 
the  drone,  if  we  read  the  Ratnakara  aright  It  must  be  noted, 
too,  that  the  voice  and  the  instrument  began  10  take  in  more  and  more 
of  melody  m  modern  times  in  the  West  In  the  matter  of  thalas  the 
West  has  very  Utile  to  show  in  number  and  variety,  though  it  must  be 
said  that  the  practical  music  of  the  present  day  in  India  lays  under 
contribution  chiefly  three  or  four  main  thalas." 

1.    row/.  XVI.  7862.    '   
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1063  Among  living  musical  composers  of  South  India  are  Raja- 

gopala  Aiyar  of  Manaargudi,  Srlrangacaxya  of  Cidambaram,  Snmvasa- 
carya  of  Nerur,  Venkata  Bhagavatar  of  Kalladakunci,  Bhairavamurti 
and  Hannagabhusanam  of  Masulipatam,  Anyakudi  Ramanuja  Aiyangar 
of  Karakudi,  Sangamesvara  Sastrra  of  Pittapur,  Venkalaramadasa  and 

Narayanadasa  of  Vizianagaram 

1064  Miscellaneous  The  following  are  other  treatises  on 

music 

Gopendra  Tippa's  Talaprabandha  illustrates  each  Tala  by  a  song 
on  feiva*  So  is  Govinda's  Taladasapragadlpika  otherwise  called 
Mahabharatalaksnakavya,  where  the  songs  are  in  praise  of  Rama. 

Gltaprakasa  is  quoted  m  Sangijanarayana  It  gives  songs  of 
Kr?nadasa,  contemporary  of  Caitanya  NarayaQakavi  in  Sangitasara 

quotes  a  song  from  Ramanandakaviraya's  Ksudpagitaprabandha  called 
Cifrapada,  as  found  m  Gltaprakasa  which  ends  thus  s 

referring  to  King  Vira  Rudra  Gajapati      This  Ramacanda  is  the  author 
of  the  play  of  Jagannathavallabha 

Klrtanapadastoma,  polagita,  fSivabhajauakfrtana,  Vedantaguru- 
darsanakirtana,  Sri  Ramacandradola,  and  Sangitakamada,  Unjalgiti  by 

by  ̂ankaranarayaua,  Sangita-Raghunandana  by  Visvana$hasimha, 
Sangi^asastrasarnksepa  by  Govmda  and  Sangitasangrahacintamani  by 

Appalacarya  [Adyttr,  45-46],  Abhinayamukura,  Sangitalakgana  and 
Bharatasarasangraha  by  Candrasekhara  [Mys  307],  Sandesahasjadila- 
kpana,  and  Sangitasvaralaksana  [Mys  641],  Sangitasastradugdhavandhi 
Mys  Sup  51] 

Sangi$asas$ra  (Tan;,  XVI  7306),  RagarohavarohaDapattika  {ibid. 

7349),  Ragalaksana  {ibid  7304),  Lasyapuspanjali  {ibid  7268),  Tanam- 
,ghantu  {ibid  7329),  Vargapada  {ibid  7328),  Taddhi^onnam  {thd.  7314), 
Meladhikaralakpaua  {ibid  7313),  Talaprastara  {ibid  7310)  and  Klitanas 

and  Gitas  {ibid  7317-27) 

Abhinayadivicara,  Abhlnayalaksana,  and  Natyaprasamsa  {Tan], 

XVI  7249-62),  £evendra's  Sangitamuktavali  {Ibid  7272),  Ranpa- 
ladSva's  Sangitasudhakara  {Ibid    7293),   RagapradipS    {TC,  II  244), 

i,  3T5F«r  grant  wsiiafl'hraas  t« 

9    JB0BS,  VI.  448. 
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Sangitasudbamdhi  (quoted  by  Raghavabbalta),  Sangfyikalpadruma 
of  Kr^nananda  Vyasa  (CC,  I  6S5),  Sangitacandrodaya  (quoted  by 

Gangarama),  Varnalaghuvyakhyana  of  Rama 

Saptasvaralaksana,  Svarajaladilakgana  (Ticw  73),  Gitavah  of  Sana- 

tana  [CSC,  (1907)  38,  (1917)  586],  Navaratnarasavilasa,  Ragadbyanadi- 
kattanadhjaya  (Bik,  515),  Sangitasudbakara,  Abbmavatalamanjari  and 

Ragakalpadpumankura  of  Appa  Tulasi  alias  Kasinaflia  (composed  in 
1914),  Laksyasangita  of  Batkande  and  Abbinavaragamanjari  of 
Vispusarma  (Printed,  Poona) 

Sangitasarakahka  of  ̂ uddbasvarnakara  Mosadeva  (S  R.  Bhan 

Rep  II  54) ,  SangTtasiddbanta  of  Ramananda  Tlrtha,  Sangi^araja, 

Sangitakalika,*  Sangitasudba  of  Bhimanarendra  (Oudh,  X  12),  Sangita- 

manidarpaoa  (BRJ),  Sangitasarvasva*  and  Svaracintamani  (Gough,  185), 
Sangitasaroddhara  (or  Raga  kautuhala)  of  Ramakpsna  Bbalta  (Bzk,  518), 

Ragaku^Obala  (quoted  by  Bhavabbatta),  Sangi^asarasangraha  (i)  anony- 
mous {Rice,  292,  Opp,  I  1052)  and  (u)  by  Saurlndramohana  (Pnnted, 

Calcutta),  Bbaratasastra  by  Ragbunatba  Prasada  (Tanj  XVI,  7232), 

Ragacandnka  and  Catvarimsatsadragamrupana  (Printed,  Bombay) 

NatySdhyaya  by  Asokamalla  (Bd  514),  Sarvasvaralaksana  (CC,  I 
703),  Sdibbarataprastara  (Opp  4991),  Sangltagangadbara  by  Kasipa^i, 

(CC,  I  105),  Anandasanjivana  by  Madanapala,  (Bd,  509),  Saroddbara 

(CC,  I  715) 

Gayakapanjafa  by  Bragaracarya  (Pnnted,  Madras),  Gnanaklrtana, 
MadhyamakalaHrtana,  Mubanaprasantyaprasavyavag^ba,  and  j5ahi$yam 
by  Asvini  Maharaja  (Irav  176),  Maladbara  by  Minappa  Venkatappa 
(Pnnted,  Mysore),  Vairagyatarangini  (Astapadi)  by  Manavikrama 
Kavirajakumara  (Tram  176),  Sri  Harikirtana  by  Subbarayadasa  (Pnnted, 
Madias),  Sangi^arajaranga  (Pnnted,  Tnvandrum),  Sangi^asarvartha. 

sangraha  by  Kjjnarao  (Printed,  Madras),  Angabaralaksana  (Trceo  73), 
[Anubbavarasa  by  HIra  Saravi,  Anuragarasa  by  S  NarayanaswSmiD! 

Abmnavatalamanjari,  Abbinavaragamanjari,  Sdarsagitavali  of  Jiva- 
ramopadhyaya,  Anandagana,  KalyaSakalpadnima,  Gajjalsangraha, 
Ganastavamanjari,  Jogaviharakalpadruma,  Polojsavadipika,  Dharma- 

sanglfa  of  Radhakpsnaji,  Navaratnarasavilasa,  Raga$a$vabodba  of 
Srlnivasa,  Ragataranginl  of  Locana  Pandrfca,  GItasataka  of  Sundara- 

carya,  Ragalaksana  of  Ragakavi]  * 

1,    Quoted  by  HemSdri  (1S60  1800  A.  D  )  in  his  commentary  on  Raghuyamfo. 
3     Quoted  by  Jagaddbara  in  his  commentary  on  VenisambSra  (CO,  1.687) 
3,    All  printed     Bee  Cat  of  Oriental  Book  Depot,  Poona. 
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Sangltamrta  and  Sangi$acintamaiu  of  Kamalalocana  (CC,  I 

685,  686),  Sangifaprakasa  Ragadisvaranirnaya  of  Raghunatha  (18th 
century  A  D ) 

Ragapradfpa  (1C,  II  2447),  Ragarntnakara  of  Gandharvaraja 
(Tan;,  XVI  7302),  Gitadosavicara  (TC,  IV  4707) 

RagavarnamrBpana  (DC,  XXII  8742),  Talalaksana  by  Kohala  (DC, 
XXII,  8725,  see  Tattj  XVI,  7312),  Taladasaprapaprakaraua  (DC,  XXII. 
8723),  TalakalavilSsa,  and  Caturasabhavilasa  (quoted  in  NSrayana 

fWyogi's  Natyasarvasvadlpika  (BR  (1916),  No,  41) ,  Mpdangalaksana 
(DC,  XXII,  874,)  Sru^bhaskara  of  Bhimadeva  (fid,  530) 

Ragajattvavibodha  of  Snnwasa  Pandita  (fill  517),  Sangitakal- 

pataru  quoted  by  Rucipaji  and  Ranganajha  ,x  Sangitacandnka  of 

Madhavabhatta*  quoted  m  SangltasSdhfi,  Sangltakaumudi  quoted  in 

Sangftanarayana  * 

On  Indian  music  and  dancing  generally,  see  Kannoolmal,  Indian 
Music  (Ind  Rev  XVI  1054)  ,K  Bhairavamarti,  Music  (fihmah,  1925,  94), 
M  E  Cousins,  Eastern  and  Western  Music,  (Paper  read  at  All  India 
Oriental  Conference,  1924) ,  Madura  Ponnusami,  Swaras,  (ibid  ,  K  N 

Sitaram,  Place  of  Chidambaram  in  the  Evolution  of  Dance  in  India  (ibid), 
K  V  Snnivasa  ayangar,  Abhmaya  (ibid),  M  R  Kavi,  Nanyadeva  on 
Music  (ibid) ,  A  Wesharp,  Psychology  of  Indian  Music  (JASfi,  IX  vu ) 

Schmidt's  Essays  on  Hindu  Musical  Scale  and  22  Srutis ,  G  S  Khare's 
Some  Thoughts  on  Hindu  Music,  (Poona) ,  Saunndra  Mohan  Tagore's 
History  of  Music,  Hindu  Music,  Hindu  Dtama,  Seven  Principal  Musical 
Notes  of  the  Hindus,  Six  Pi  incipal  Ragas  and  Music  and  Musical  Instruments 

of  South  India  (Calcutta) ,  Pingley's  Indian  Music,  Annie  Wilson's  Hindu 
System  of  Music,  (Lahore) ,  Chinnasami  Mudaliar's  Oriental  Music  m  staff 
notation,  (Madras) ,  Smgarachan's  -works  (Sasilekha  Office,  Madras) , 

Ananda  Comaramasami's  Indian  Music  (London) ,  Shahmdra's  Indian 
Music,  (London) ,  Knshnarao's  First  Step  in  Hindu  Music,  (London) , 
K  B  Deval's  Musical  Scale  (Poona) ,  Gangadhar's  Theory  and  Practice  of 

Hindu  Music,  (Madras) ,  Clement's  Indian  Music,  (London),  Mrs  Mam's 

1  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  Eoya  Ganefa  {Bih    512)    EanganStha  com- 
mented on  SakuntalS  in  165S  A  £> 

2  TO,  IV  a801     A  work  of  this  name  is  quot  d  in  SanglianSraya^a     (TC,  Y. 
6227,  TO,  IV  4804) 

8,    TO,  V.  6127. 
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Kamasastra 

(Pro  lies) 

1065  Kamasastra  treats  of  Pro  lies  m  its  most  comprehensive 
signification  For  purposes  of  literature,  erotics  are  on  the  same  level 
as  poetics  and  ma),  not  impropeily,  be  tailed  a  branch  of  hahitya  The 
classification  of  heroes  rnd  heroines  the  description  of  their  qualities, 
the  progress  of  their  loves  and  the  means  of  Iheir  union  are  all  stated 
in  works  on  i  tctus  or  t.roLcs  and  these  piecepts  are  adopted  and 
elaborated  in  the  poetical  ai  d  p  irliuilarlj  the  diamatic  literature 
BhavabhOli,  in  his  Malalimfdhava,  e\presslj  saj  s  that  his  play  is  an 
illustration  of  Kamasu{ra  Without  a  study  of  erotic,  Sanskrit  poetry 
cannot  be  appreciated 

Kama  or  lo\e  is  the  third  Turusailha,  that  is,  the  third  object 

of  a  man's  life  From  the  remotest  ages  the  idea  that  enjoyment  of 
pleasures  is  as  much  necessary  for  a  man's  salvation  as  Dharma  and 
Artha,  virtue  and  wealth,  has  been  prevalent  in  India,  and  tradition 
attributes  the  first  treatise  on  these  three  objects  of  life  to  the  Creator 
himself  in  100,000  chapters  It  is  out  of  this  first  source,  Manu  and 
Bjhaspatt  formulated  distinct  woiks  on  Dharma  and  Artha  Nandin 
it  was  that  related  the  principles  of  Kamasastra  in  1,000  chapters  and 

of  these  summaries  were  made  by  Svetaketu  and  Babhravya  Babhra- 

vya's  summary  was  itself  a  large  work  in  1C0  chapters  and  m  seven 

parts  dealt  with  seven  subjects,  b'adhSrana,  Sampra)  ogika,  Kanyasam- 
prayogika,  Bhar}5dhikanka,  Taradanka,  Vaisika  and  Aupanigadika 
The  first  deals  with  the  merit  of  Kamasa'-tni,  the  nature  of  education 
and  the  regulation  of  life,  the  second  with  sensual  enjoyment  and 
copulation  ,  the  third  with  wooing,  training  and  company  of  girls ,  the 
fourth  with  relations  between  husband  and  wife ,  the  fifth  with  dealings 

with  the  wives  of  others ,  the  sixth  with  public  women,  and  the  seventh 
with  charms  and  medicines  m  relation  to  enjovment  of  sensual 
pleasures 

From  this  vast  volume  of  Babhravja,  the  various  topics  were 

separated  and  related  respectively  b>  GarSyana,  Suvarnanabha,  Ghota- 
kamukha,  Gonardiya,  Gonikfiputra,  Daftaka  and  KucimSra  Of  these 
all  but  the  last  are  now  lost  It  was  Vatsyayana  who  made  an  epitome 

of  these  writings  in  his  KSmasfltras  of  66  chapters,  with  the  object  of 
112 
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comprehending  the  whole  subject  of  erotics>  in  an  easy  and  readable 
form,  1  his  is  the  resume  of  early  literature  with  which  Vatsyayana 

begins  his  Kamasutra  * 

It  is  the  view  of  Vafcyayana  that  all  these  three  Purusar$has, 
Dharma,  Arfha  and  Kama  are  equally  serviceable  and  conducive  10 

bliss  here  and  m  the  other  world  He  begins  by  saying  stoH^>W*%  *HT 
and  traces  the  source  of  Kamasastra  to  the  Creator  himself  thus    

srstrafcift  rarest  arm  f&f&foFsw  f%^%iKFw^,j,I?fT    %$$$. 

He  advocates  Kama,   the  enjoyment  of  sensual  pleasures,  without 

prejudice  to  Dharma  and  Artha,  in  the  period  of  youth  — 

«srat$  p%  f^Hstr  ̂ r3JF5>ini^  <rcwRTT3<rara*f;  fire*!  ̂   I 
In  answer  to  a  deprecation  of  Kama  as  undosirable  expressed  thus 

he  writes 

T  f§  ft$t>r  a*cftfcr  wre^K  *ifa*ffa%,  *  f|  iTircsnftfil  w  #i%  I 

And  quotes  an  ancient  verse 

The  last  verses  embody  a  counsel  of  good  conduct  thus 

arc*?  strr*  ax#  *rc^r  Khforc  ll 

srrRRFiR^  wft  si^Ksrnr.  jrRnrfo  ll 
and  then  the   sage  predicates  salvation  for  a  life  devoted  to  pleasure 
consistent  with  Dharma  and  Artha 

1  Ed  by  S  B  Sohmidt  Tr  into  German  Ed  Bombay  with  Jayamangala 
commentary  Translated  into  English  in  1883,  and  reoently  by  E  Eangasami 
Iyengar  (Lahore)  See  also  CO,  215,  256  On  KaiidSsa's  quotations  from  Vatsyayana, 
see  Peterson,  JBBS8  XYJII,  110  and  Mujuwdar,  U,  XLVJI  19fi. 
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1066  Dattaka,1,  the  son  of  a  Brahmm  of  Mathura,  was  born  at 
Pataliputra  Having  lost  his  mother  while  }  et  an  infant  his  father  gave 

away  the  boy  to  a  Brahmin  woman  and  so  he  was  Jmov,n  as  I?at$aka 
He  wanted  to  study  the  ways  of  the  world  and  thinking  that  the  best 
means  was  a  resort  to  the  homes  of  dancing  woman,  got  into  their 

company  and  soon  learnt  their  artful  devices  to  a  high  degree  so 
that  he  was  requested  by  them  to  compose  a  v\  ork  on  the  principles 
of  Kamasastra  relating  to  their  profession  So  says  Vatsyayana  m  his 

KamasQ^ras'  and  the  commentary  of  Jayamangala  gives  Ihe  tradition 

The  work,  "Pattaka-sBtras,  is  not  available,  evcept  two  aphorisms 
quoted  by  Sjamilaka  and  Isvaraddfta*  in  their  plays  and  there  is  a 
parody  of  it  by  a  character  in  ̂Cdraka's  Padmaprabhptak.i  that  it  began 
with  the  letter  %^  * 

Madhavavarman  II,  the  Ling  of  the  Ganga  dynasty,  wrote  a  vytti  on 

Patfaka-sutras  He  was  the  5th  ancestor  of  Durvmifa  and  lived 

probably  about  380  A  D  *  A  fragment  of  the  \ytti1  which  is  m  verse 
embraces  two  padas  only,  dealing  v  ith  rakta  and  virakja  Vesyas  and 

6ayanopacara  •  It  is  doubted  if  this  is  a  summary  of  Daftaka's 
original  1  an^ra ,  for  the  first  verse  runs  thus 

i  — i    — —  ■'  ■'  ■       '      ■  ..  i.   i    .   i    ■     ,  .   

1     Is  he  ideatwal  with  Daft     ?  TbeIl:  probable  U"iaa  are  the  s*m». 

2    wr  w  %%«PTf^i5'Pii  "tRrefts^mt  tfq-^Rf  ftrarTrq;  *&*  %n\  ̂ rc  I — Kamamtra,  I 

5T  W^  Spsfr  ̂ ^fa^fR    II—  Wadmawabhrtaka 

5  See  para  48  s«f ra     EQ,  IX  7  and  No   DB,  68  ̂ T3^^f%  Jpfg  ?fttF*rl- 
*wtfrfocrasri 

6  TO  IV  4783     Here  are  some  verses 

g§r  ft*rc«?  ̂ fstfr  forre  a^rewiw  ̂ s^^  \ 
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1067  Kucimaratantra  is  not  fully  e\Uinl  A  few  seUionb  in 

the  Aupanibadam  (medicine)  chapter  ha\e  beta  traiod  and  published 

It  is  avowedly  a  narralion  of  Kucimara's  practices  and  hib  greatness  has 
brought  this  work  into  repute,  enough  to  call  it  an  Up.miSad  Ihus 

ib  begins  — 

*  *  *  era*  gpn  ̂ qftw^  li 

$flraft»r  citst  tog  ̂ Iwr  5*r  II 

tftjravrn%  <%^i^  ̂ m3<r«^rfecf«5;  I 
sprnr  srraashr  spuria  3^  l 
!5<t  Sqsr  %r  sri  spcti'TOI  I 

Even  in  its  present  form,  the  work  is  very  old  and  can  be  abbigned 

to  a  date  earlier  than  the  10th  century  AD1 

1068  Vatsyayana  Tradition  act  ords  to  Vate)ti)  ana  the  repute  of 
a  Muni  or  Maharsi  His  proper  name  was  Mallanaga  of  the  Vatsyayana 
family  but  his  identity  with  Paksilaswamin,  the  author  of  Njayabhasya, 
is  not  substantiated  Obviuusl}  he  flourished  in  the  age  when  ihe 
sutra  form  of  literature  was  in  vogue  His  exact  d  ite  ib  as  usual  a 

chronological  speculatton,  but  the  uncertainty  ib  a  matter  of  relativity 
Vatsyayana  instances  the  killing  of  his  queen  Malayavati  by  Kuntala 

batakarni  batavahana  *  Kuntala  S*atakarni  or  bwati  Kama  was  the 
13th  Andhra  kmg,  and  son  of  Mrgendra  Swatikarii.i  and  according 
to  Matsyapurfina  and  Kaliyugarajavrifanta  he  ruled  in  Kali  ̂ 487- 

2481,  that  ib  B  C  615-607  8  lhib  date  is  of  orthudov  acceptance 
Leaving  an  appreciable  interval  for  the  act  of  that  king  to  become  a 

story  of  notoriety  and  being  instanced  in  literature,  we  may  safely 
assign  Va$syji}ana  to  the  4th  or  3rd  century  B  C 

1  Inuted  Lahore,  DO,  VIII  2945  app  7(108     (k«cimarat,amlii\d.) 
2  See  Intro  taction,  about  Kings  rf  Migadhii 

s    3$icr  f^i^wra^^sRRT?^  hi rCt  *r§5^ffr  swr  I  h  to   ra» use  of  perfect  tenEe  shows  that  the  story  was  already  considered  traditional 
But  V  Smith  places  Purikaseua  (for  variations  of  this  name,  see  T  B  Narayana 

Sastri,  o  c  99  where  he  gives  him  the  date  485  404  B  0  )  in  69  A  D,  fiom  whioh 
K  Q  Sanaara  Iyer  {J My,  VIII  291)  deduces  the  dato  45  B  0  for  kuntala  Satakarni 
and  relying  on  the  quotation  of  InnkavalaLasutns  in  the  Ny5yasn{ras  he  takes  ua 
through  a  lafcarynth  of  oross  references  to  As^agohsa  aud  NSgSrjuna  and  concludes 
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iLamasStra1  is  a  valuable  treatise  on  sociology  and  eugenics 
The  work,  says  H  C  Chakladar,  {JJ30RS,  V,  part  n)  "  furnishes  a 
beautiful  picture  of  the  Indian  home,  its  interior  and  surroundings 
It  delineates  the  life  and  conduct  of  a  devoted  Indian  wife,  the  mistress 

of  the  household  and  the  controller  of  her  husband's  purse  It 
descnbes  the  daily  life  of  a  young  man  of  fashion,  his  many-sided 
culture  and  refinement,  his  courtships  and  peccadillos,  the  sports  and 

pastimes  he  revelled  in,  the  parties  and  clubs  he  associated  with 
The  wanton  wiles  of  gay  Lotharios  and  merry  maidens,  the  abuses 

and  intrigues  prevailing  among  high  officials  and  princes  and  the 
evils  practised  m  their  crowded  harems,  are  described  at  great  length 
and  often  with  local  details  for  the  various  provinces  of  India  1  he 
Kamasulra  shows,  moreover,  that,  as  m  the  Athens  of  Pericles,  the 
hetaerae  skilled  m  the  arts,  the  artists,  the  actress  and  the  danceuse, 

occupied  a  no  very  mean  or  insignificant  position  m  society  The 

book  thus  throws  light  on  Indian  life  from  various  sides " 
KSmasutras  composed  in  850  A  D     If  VajsySyana  was  regarded  as  a  divine  or  a  Bsi 
by  KaUidtsa  and  Bhavabhuji,  this  date  subverts  all  imagination 

"It  oan  be  shown  that  the  book,  as  we  have  it  mow,  was  known  to  Bhavabhuli, 
who  flourished  at  the  end  of  the  seventh  oentnry,  and  that  he  makes  constant  referenoe 
to  it  in  his  Malatimadhava  There  is  a  statement  to  that  effect  at  the  Lcgiumiig  of 
the  play  Usilf,  the  point  of  which  has  been  hitherto  missed  I  refer  to  tbe  phrase 

"  AuddhatyaroayojitakamaButram,"  whwh  ooours  in  the  enumeration  by  the  actor  of 
the  qualities  the  audienoa  expect  to  find  in  the  play  about  to  be  represented  befoie 
them  Jagaddh&ra  sees  no  referenoe  to  a  book  here,  and  Bhandarkar,  differing  from 
Jagaddhara,  translates,  "  bold  or  adventurous  deed,  intended  to  assist  the  progresb  of 
love  (l*t  in  whioh  is  mtioduoed  the  thread  of  love)  "  Bhavabhnti  doubtless  means  t)  is 
too  But  his  words  include  a  referenoe  to  this  book  of  which  he  makes  great  use 
When  Kamandakl  slyly  suggests,  while  professing  to  put  aside,  the  tales  of  how 
Bakuntala  and  others  followed  the  dictates  of  tbeir  own  hearts  m  love,  he  ib  following 
Vatsyayana  When  she  tells  Avalokta  that  the  one  auspicious  omen  of  a  happy 
marriage  is  that  bride  and  bridegroom  Bhonld  lovo  oue  another,  and  quotes  the  old 
saying  that  the  happy  husband  is  he  who  marries  the  girl  who  has  bound  to  her  his 
heart  and  his  eye  she  is  quoting  Vatsyayana,  and  so  m  many  other  parts  of  the  play 
one  of  the  most  conspicuous  passages  is  in  his  seventh  act  where  Baddbarakshita 
breaks  through  her  Prakrit  to  quote  the  Sanskrit  phrase,  "  Kusumasadharinano  hi 
yoshitah  sukumaropakramah"— •"  IPor  women  are  like  flowers,  and  should  be  approached 
gently  "  Buddharakshita  is  quotwg  our  book  (p  199),  and  the  whole  of  the  context 
refers  to  a  matter  whioh  Vatsyayana  treats  of  at  great  length,  and  whioh  is  interwoven 
with  the  plot  of  the  Malatimadhava  "  PR,  IX  67 

1  Ed  Benares  and  Bombay     For  an  exoellent  exposition  in  Telugu  see  VStsyS- 
yana's  Kamasujra,  T  P  Adinarayana  Sastri,  Madras 

2  For  an  elaborate  essay  on  the  work,  see  Haraohandra  Ghakla,dar's  Studies  tn Kamamtra  of  Vatsyayana,  Calcutta.    See  Peterson  JBBAS,  (1891),  109  ,   J    N 
Samaddar,  Eocmomtc  Ideal  of  Kamasutra,  IA,  Lin  146     There  is  another  English! 
ranslation  published  by  Brymohan  &  Oo  ,  Amritsar 
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Besides  Bhoja's  Smgaraprakosa,  which  is  practically  an  elaboration 
of  portions  of  Kamasutras,  there  are  commenlanes  un  't  by  Yasodhara 

Bhfiskara  Nisimhd,  Virabhadradeva,  Malladeva*  and  one  anonymous  • 

1069  Yasodhara' 8  gloss,  Jayamangala,*  is  attributed  by  some 
scholars  to  f§ankararya  or  Sankarat  arya,*  because  other  commentaries 

of  the  name  of  Jayamangala,  such  as  on  Canakya's  Arthatastra,  Kaman- 
daki's  NitiSastra,  Bhaltikavya,  Isvara's  Sankhyasaptasati  etc  ,  are  said  to 
be  of  the  latter's  authorship  and  Yasodhara  alias  Indraprabha  is  m  that 

case  only  a  scnbe*  It  is  not  possible  to  say  who  that  Sankara  was, 
except  that  this  gloss  is  later  than  Kokkoka  and  cannot  be  earlier  than 
the  13th  century  A  D  The  great  Sankara  himself  is  said  to  have 

written  a  Bha>>ya  on  KamasOtras 

1070  Virabhadradeva  was  the  son  of  Ramacandra  and  a 

kmg  of  Veghela  dynasty  of  the  line  of  Sahvahana  His  Kandarpa- 

cadamani*  is  a  running  commentary  in  verse  and  gives  the  date  of  its 

composition  as  Sam  1633  (1577  AD)*  Bhaskara  Nrsimha  lived  at 
Benares  and  composed  his  work  at  the  instance  of  one  Vrajlall  in 
1788  A,D 

1071  There  is  a  tradition  that  Sankara  wrote  Manasijasfitras  and 

Jyo^msvara  says  that  he  had  seen  Manmatbataotra  of  Isvara 

[     00, 1  93 ,  B%k,  586 
2  PB,  17  25 
3  See  TO,  V  6338 
i     See  Weber,  1L.  267  note 
5  The  oolophon  to  the  gloss  reads  thus 

«•  It  is  not  possible  to  make  out  the  real  meaning  of  the  underlined  words  and  they 
certainly  cannot  mean  that  Yaf  dhara  brought  the  Sujras  and  BhSsya  together  because 
they  are  adjectival  to  Tika,  and  Tika  oannot  be  a  combination  of  sritras  and  BhSsya 
Peterson  says  "  The  author  gives  his  name  as  Yasodhara  but  states  that  he  wrote  this 
explanaion  of  the  Sutras  whioh  Vathyaywia  oollected  after  he  had  retired  from  the 
world  in  grief  at  the  loss  of  a  beloved  wife,  and  had,  under  the  name  of  Indrapala 
entered  the  ascetic  life  "    (PB,  II  67) 

6  8KO,  64 ,  PR,  II  66  ,  P  K  Go'e,  UenUpahon  of  VwaVham  [003,  II 254  where  geneology  is  given) 

TTSSTSSFlfrtfl:  ̂ f\  i&m$K.  II 
7  DC,  VIH  2931 
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Rantideva's  Yogadhikfirika  also  deals  with  medicines,*  for  instance 

Nagarjuna  or  Siddha  Nagarjuna*  is  said  to  have  composed  Vasika- 
ranatan$ra  •  It  is  net  now  av-nlable  1  here  1..  Nagarjunlyayngasa$aka 

by  Dbruvapala* 

Ksemendra's  Vntsyayanasu^rasiira  i»  quoted  in  his  Aucrfcvaucara- 
caroa  (39) 

1072  Padmasri  or  Padmasngndna  was  a  Buddhist  monk  He 
mentions  Kuttmmata  and  is  quoted  in  S5rngadbarapaddha$i,  and  he 
must  have  therefore  lived  about  1000  AD  In  his  Nagarasarvasva 

in  18  parts,  he  sums  up  with  fine  illustrations  in  flowing  poetry  all  that 
is  needed  for  a  man  of  aeslhetir  and  amorous  tastes  Besides  descri- 

bing the  means  of  adoring  one's  person  and  residence,  it  embraces  all 
stages  of  love  from  wooing  to  conception,  with  instructions  on  charms 
and  medicines 

There  are  two  commentaries  on  it  by  Tdnusukharama8  (the  editor) 
and  by  Jagajjyotirmalla  (1617-1633  A  D  )  Nairnndasa  wrote  Nagara- 

samuccaya  8 

1073  Kalyanamala  wrote  his  Anangaranga*  to  please  a 
Mohammadan  ruler  of  Oudh,  Ladakhan  Lodi,  son  of  Ahmedkhan  In 

ten  chapters  it  describes  the  sensual  qualities  of  different  clauses  of 
women  and  purports  to  be  a  compendium  of  vntings  on  the  subject 
He  also  wrote  Suloma$cant ',  a  Sanskrit  version  of  the  story  of 

Solomon,  son  of  David,  in  the  old  1  eslament  • 

1  CO,  I  493     He  is  mentioned  in  Saktirajnakari,  (<>/  101) 
2  See  14,  IV  141 ,  X  87  ,  XV  852  ,  XVI.  169 
8,    CO,  I  288  ,  III  CI 
t  Opp  998,  II  1090,  Oudh,  XII  26 

5  Ed  by  himself,  Bombay  with  a  valuable  introduction 
6  Printed,  Bombay 

7  Ed  Lahore  DO,  VIII  2941  Here  is  a  verse  for  instanoe 

cFft  fflWTfcRSSfEffi  *T  (TO  fastf  I 

8  DO,  XXI  8150 
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1074     Kokkoka  was  the  son  of  Tejoka  and  grandson   of  Pan 

hadra     His  Ratirahasyam  in   10    chapters   was    composed    for  the 

electation  of  one  Vainyadatta  and  is  an  elegent  and  lucid  summary  of 

iimasutras     It  is  quoted  by  Kumbhakarna  and    by   Nayacandra  and 

as  prouably  composed  m  the  12th  century  AD. 

There  are  commentaries  on  Ratirabasya*  by  Kancinatha,*  Avanca 

amncandra,8  and  Kaviprabha4  Hanhara's  Srngararasabandhapra 

pika  is  also  a  commentary  * 

^cn  cT^r^tFfRft^rer  spcT-  ttIctwt  fiffarq;  I 

The  colophon  reads     ffct  tfrfe5qfecH%S^£raPPfTO%cT  *fcl?5#  I 

Kamasastram*  is  a  compilation  of  verses  on  erotics  with  pictorial 

jpresentations,  one  in  each  sheet ,  but  the  verses  appear  to  be  from 

'atirahasya,  which  as  preserved  in  Tanjore  has  readings  different 

om  the  published  edition  T 

1075  Harihara,  son  of  Ramavidvat,  bore  the  title  Sahajasara- 

/a^acandra  He  also  wrote  Ratirahasya  or  SpngarabhedapadipikS8  or 
rngaradipika  in  which  chapter  IV  deals  with  mantras,  yantras  and 
ledicmes  It  is  said  that  he  was  a  Telugu  poet  and  wrote  Bhagavata 

bout  1450  AD*  But  if  Vidyadhara's  mention  of  a  poet  Harihara  and 
is  work  Bmdvalankara,  as  having  received  immense  weath  from  a  king 

rjuna  means   this  Harihara  and  if  King  Arjuna  is  king  Arjunavarman 

1.    Tmj  XVI  7855 
3  Ed  Benares  DG,  VIII  2967  ,  Tan)  XXII  7867 
S  DG,  VIII  3955     This  was  translated  into  Telugu  and  Tamil  long  ago 
4  Tan),  XVI  7858 
5  Tanj,  XVI  7159 
6  Tanj,  XV  736G 
7  Ibid  7355 

There  is  a  K5maf5ssra  by  Silhapata  isVarakSrmja,   quoted  by  Arjunavarman  in 
3  gloss  on  Aroaruka  GC,'I  61 
8  2  0,  II  3452  Ms  breaks  off  m  the  5th  chapter  {My*  207,  DO,  VIII  2950). 

tese  obaptera  were  published  by  B  S  Schmidt  in  ZDMQ  Aufreoht  (CO,  I  661 
tcb  the  reference  as  Bornell,  fi9  Bub  the  Tanjore  catalogue  has  no  such  name, 
lers  is  a  SabdabhtdapradipikS  (anonymous)  noted  there,  Tani  IX 
9  See  Viresajingam's  Poet?  Part  IJI 
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Rantideva's  Yogadhikanka  also  deals  with  medicines,*  for  instance 

Nagarjuna  or  Siddha  Nagarjuna*  is  said  to  have  composed  Vasika- 
ranatan$ra  •  It  is  net  now  aviilable  1  here  i-  Nagarjunlyayngasa$aka 

by  Dhruvapala* 

Ksemendra's  Viftsyayanasujrasiira  i»  quoted  in  his  Aucitvaucara- 
caroa  (39) 

1072  Padmasri  or  Padraasngndna  was  a  Buddhist  monk  He 

mentions  Kuttnimata  and  is  quoted  in  Sarngadbarapaddhafi,  and  he 
must  have  therefore  lived  about  1000  AD  In  his  Nagarasarvasva 

in  18  parts,  he  sums  up  with  fine  illustrations  in  flowing  poetry  all  that 
is  needed  for  a  man  of  aesthetir  and  amorous  tastes  Besides  descri- 

bing the  means  of  adoring  one's  person  and  residence,  it  embraces  all 
stages  of  love  from  wooing  to  conception,  with  instructions  on  charms 
and  medicines 

There  are  two  commentaries  on  it  by  Tetnusukharama8  (the  editor) 
and  by  Jagajjyotirmalla  (1617-1633  AD)  Naijandasa  wrote  Nagara- 

samuccaya  * 

1073  Kalyanamala  wrote  his  Anangaranga*  to  please  a 
Mohammadan  ruler  of  Oudh,  Ladakhan  Lodi,  son  of  Ahmedkhan  In 

ten  chapters  it  describes  the  sensual  qualities  of  different  clauses  of 
women  and  purports  to  be  a  compendium  of  vritmgs  on  the  subject 
He  also  wrote  Sulomatjcant ',  a  Sanskrit  version  of  the  story  of 

Solomon,  son  of  David,  in  the  old  1  eslament 9 

1  CO,  I  498     He  is  mentioned  in  SSktiratnaknra  (0"/  101) 
3  See  U,  IV  141 ,  X  87  .  XV  852  ,  XVI.  169 
8,  CO,  I  288  ,  III  CI 
i  Opp  998 ,  II  1090  ,  Oudh,  XII  96 

5  Ed  by  himself,  Bombay  with  a  valuable  introduction 
6  Printed,  Bombay 

7  Ed  Lahore  DO,  VIII  2911   Here  is  a  verse  for  instanoe 

cFft  fflwrfcKssffccr  %«f  m  frscft  I 

jt«t  ̂ rfa  3fo^ii$cr^35FSPWP%IIfr 
gjforr  ̂ jRifaVRr  »Tferr  «ntnnT  iftpft  II 

8  DO,  XXI  815Q 
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1080  Minanatha  w  rote  Smaradipika  or  R<itinitnapradlpika  He 

describes  the  plan  of  his  work  thus  * 

Srinathabhatta  wrote  a  treatise  m  1 6  chapters  on  erotic  sorcery, 

as  expounded  in  the  Tanlra^  "  There  is  a  Kama$antra  in  14  parts  of 
unknown  author-hip  ■ 

1081  Rasikaranjanam  of  Vaidyana^ha  and  Rasikabodhini  of  his 

father  Kamarajadiksjtct*  and  ferngaratilakam  of  Kalidasa  are  small  poetic 
descriptions  of  amorous  sentiments  ' 

1082  RasacandrikS  of  Visvesvara*  describes  heroes  and  heroines 
Vitavftta  descnbes  the  relations  between  harlots  and  their  lovers  and 

•was  probably  composed  by  Saumadajtm 7  Madhava's  Jddavjtta  gives  a 
humorous  account  of  fools  as  dupes  of  dancing  woman  8  Dhurtanandam 
in  4  parts  is  an  attractive  account  of  the  rakish  ways  of  the  man  of  the 

town* 

Cifcradhara's   Sjngarasara  m  7  Paddhatis  deals   with  the   origin, 
1  CO,  I  745,  456     He  is  quoted  by  Manoharasarmiin,  Oaf,  862 ,  PR,  II  190 
2  JMitra's  Notics,  No  991, 10,  IV  921 ,  BR1,  (1925.,  15  Ed  Bombay. 5  OML,  No  14980? 
•  DO,  XX  8009 

6  BeeBK.  De  SP.I  820  ana  foe  quotations  see  NSgarosasva  fEd  Bombay 
p  117)  

' 
Bar  instance 

*F«n  fosr  w^spsribuRft^  ftwi%*g  «wT 
&&>?  ft  wr  sfBftRfr  f  qfltftorcTOg^  i 

This  is  based  on  Chandogyapau  sad  (V  8  ) 

6     TO,  II  IS 

RnKJscf8.^8!?^  °£  'he  WMk  ,s  ̂ 0tea86SaUmadattm'smVallabhadeva'B 
SI  St-?f  nBa*»"™ntMy  on  Jadavrttam  ascribes  the  work  to  Bhart?hari'8 
(M&nusonpt  tn  Or  Ms,  Libraiy  in  Madras).  «u»Hh«i 8     IVou  74 

9.    TO,  IU  8981  2Va»,  74 
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emotions,  progress  and  consummation   of  love    and  incidentally  with 

music  and  dancing  * 

Smaradipika9  is  a  short  piece  of  157  verses  and  embraces  all  the 
topics  of  erotics  In  the  colophon  of  one  of  the  manuscripts  it  is 
attributed  to  Muladevi,  but  the  third  verse  indicates  that  the  author 

was  Rudra  Ratimanjan  of Jayadeva  is  a  small  piece  on  women  and 

copulation  *  Kamaprabbrtaka  by  Kesava  is  an  introductory  treatise 
on  erotics  and  shows  fine  poetry  *  So  is  Kamanai  da  in  5  patalas  of 

Varadaraja,  son  of  Isvaradhvann 8 

Anangadipika  (in  prose),*  Rafcisara,7  Raticandnka,8  and  Sjngara- 

kutOhala  of  Kautukadeva,9  and  "|  ytiyapur^arthasadhakasaram,10  and 
Pragayacinta  deal  with  amorous  sentiments  and  dalliance  Bandhodaya 
is  a  collection  of  pictures  very  artishcallj  drawn  upon  palm  leaves 
illustrating  various  postures  of  co  julahon  and  accompanied  by  the 

verse  describing  the  bandhas M  Sjngarakanduka  or  Jarapancasa$ 
describes  in  two  parts  some  amorous  situations  as  between  Kj?na  and 

Gopis  " 

Vesyanganakalpadruma  relates  to  courtesans  "  Raghupatirahasya- 

dipika  stops  with  Sambhogaprakarana  '* 

1083  Miscellaneous  Kamasara  of  Kaniadeva,"  Ratisara  of 

King  Madhavadeva,"  Raticandnka 1T 

1.  DO,  XX  8016  10  I  864 
3  PB  II  No  113  Tanj,  XVI  7368 
8  Ed   Bombay  and  dsowhero. 
4  ffO.III  889? 
5  TO,  III  3898 
6  Bik  531 

7  GBK,  531  8 
8  DO,  VIII  8894 
9  TO,  IV  5001 
10  OML  No  8/649. 

11  Ibid  Me  No  4/574  SambaogadhyaySin  (%s  307)  Kamakalpal«ta  of 
SadSiiva  is  a  similar  work  oa  postures  of  (stipulation  without  piotnraa  The  latter 
manusoript  Is  available  with  Mr  Ramaknshna  Kavi,  Madros 

13  TO  II  1400  There  is  a  commentary  on  it  by  VenkafcarSghava  of  Srifcula 
family 

18  Opp  6220 
14  Adyar,  II  87 
15  PB,  III  23,866 
16  Idys  807. 

17  2*0,  III  8899 





CHAPTER  XXVIII 

Chandoviciti 

(Metrics) 

1084  Chandas-sastra  or  Chandoviciti,  as  it  has  been  some- 
times called,  is  the  science  of  metrics,  prosody  It  is  a  Vedanga,  a 

subject  of  study  necessary  for  the  proper  understanding  of  the  hymns 

The  earliest  Sanskrit  literature,  Rg-veda,  is  in  suktas  or  hymns,  that  is, 
in  verse  *  The  seers  (Rgis)  that  sang  those  verses  must  have  been 
guided  by  specific  canons  for  metrical  expression,  for  music,  that  is 
evident  in  the  chanting  of  the  hymns  contained  in  Sama  Veda,  must 

originate  an  array  of  letters  yielding  sounds  conducive  to  the  harmony 

of  the  ear  "  In  the  Brahmanas  the  oddest  tricks  are  played  with  them 
and  their  harmony  is  in  some  mystical  fashion  brought  into  connection 
with  the  harmony  of  the  world,  m  fact,  staled  to  be  its  fundamental 
cause  The  simple  minds  of  these  thinkers  were  too  much  charmed 

by  their  rhythims  not  to  be  led  into  these  and  similar  symbolismgs " 
The  metrical  content  of  the  Rigveda  has  shown  that  each  period 

except  the  '  normal '  period,  was  inventive  The  bards  were  occupied 
in  constructing  fresh  metrical  schemes,  as  well  as  in  producing  verse 
following  established  models  They  frequently  compare  their  craft  to 
the  highest  kind  of  workmanship  known  to  them,  that  is  displayed  in 
the  construction  of  a  war-chariot ,  and  they  show  confidence  that  a 

'  new '  song  will  be  more  pleasing  to  the  gods  than  one  which  is  old 
fashioned." 

Principles  of  versification  and  inquiries  into  the  nature  of  metres, 
that  is,  the  beginning  of  the  science  of  metrics,  are  found  in  Nidana- 

sQtra  of  Samaveda,  Sankhylyana  Srautasutra  (vu  2),  and  in  Rk  Prafisa- 
khya  and  Katyayana  Anukramani  which  almost  follows  it,  while  m  the 

later  hymns  of  Rk  Samhrfa  some  metres  are  named  * 

The  antiquity  of  the  Vedic  metres  goes  far  beyond  conceivable 

history,  It  dates  back  probably  to  the  days  when  the  Indo-Aryans,  as, 
ethnologists  may  say,  were  sttU  unseparated  or  just  separated  from  their 

Persian  brethren ' 

1    Maodonell,  SL,  54}  Weber,  |ZL,  225  and  Weber,  die  Metrik  des  Indtr, 
Berlin  (  Brown,  Prosody,  17 

1.    Bee  Weber,  ISt,  VIII  1 ,  H  Jaoobi,  ZDMQ,  XXXVm  690,  XL  886. 
S    Arnold,  Yedu  Metre  (Cambridge),  19. 
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"  The  comparison  of  the  earlier  parts  of  the  AvesU  indicates  that 
the  firsi  Vedic  poets  were  not  far  from  the  period  when  verse  was  mea- 

sured solely  by  the  number  of  syllables,  without  any  regard  to  their 

quantity  The  quantity  of  initial  and  final  syllables  is  always  in- 
different in  the  Rigveda,  and  this  feature  is  inherited  from  the  earlier 

period  of  purely  syllable  measurement  But  in  all  other  parts  of  the 
verse  we  find  rhythmical  tendencies,  which  determine  with  varying 
regularity  the  quantity  required  in  each  position "  Thus  concludes 
Arnold  As  works  of  mechanical  art  the  metres  of  the  Rigveda  stand 
high  above  those  of  modem  Europe  in  variety  of  motive  and  in  flexi- 

bility ot  form  T  hey  seem  indeed  to  bear  the  same  relation  to  them  as 
the  rich  haimonies  of  classical  music  to  the  simple  melodies  of  the 
peasant  And  m  proportion  as  modern  students  come  to  appreciate 
the  skill  displayed  by  the  Vedic  poets,  they  wi'l  be  glad  to  abandon 

the  easy  but  untenable  theory  that  the  -winely  of  form  employed  by 
them  is  due  to  chance,  or  the  purely  personal  bias  of  individuals  and 

to  recognize  instead  that  -we  find  all  the  signs  of  a  genuine  historical 
development,  that  is,  of  united  efforts  in  which  a  whole  society  of  man 
have  taken  part,  creating  an  inheritance  which  had  passed  through  the 
generations  from  father  to  son,  and  holding  up  an  ideal  which  has  led 
each  in  his  turn  to  seek  rather  to  enrich  his  successors  than  to  grasp 
his  own  immediate  enjoyment  If  this  w  as  so,  when  the  Vedic  bards 

also  are  to  be  counted  amongst  '  great  men  such    as  sought  out 
musical  tunes  and  set  forth  verses  m  writng ' 

1085     The  following  extracts   from   Arnold's    Vedic  Metu  (6-15) are  instructive 

The  units  of  Vedio  metre  ate  the  '  verse ',  tho  '  stanza '  and  the  '  hymn  ' 
A  verse  consists  most  commonly  either  of  eight  syllables,  when  we  distinguish  it 

as  ft  dimttcr  verse    ot  of  eleven  or  twelve  syllables,  both  of  which  varieties  are  included 
under  the  name  trimeter  verse 

*  *  *  * 

The  most  fcypioil  f^rms  of  the  stanza  are 

(i)  the  Anwtttbh,  which  consists  ot  four  dimeter  verses,  and 

(u)  the  Tri'tubh,  whioh  oonBufc  o£  foar  trimeter  verses,  eaoh  of  elevon  syllables. 
Four  trimeter  verses,  each  of  twelve  syllables,  form  a  Jagah  stanza 
Stanzas  may  contain  more  or  fewer  verses  than  four     Thus  the  Oayatri  consists 

of  three  dimeter  varses,  the  Pankh  of  five,  the  Mahapanklt  of  six     whilst  three  IV •• 
stubh  verses  form  the  metre  known  as  Vtraj  and  two  deoasyllabio  vertes  that  known  as 
Dvipada  Ytra] 

Stanzss  may  also  consist  of  combinations  of  dimeter  and  trimeter  verses,  the  latter 
being  then  usually  of  twelve  syllables    all  meters  of  this  type  we  group  as  lyrio  metres, 
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Lytic  metres  may  also  include  verses  ol  font  sylUblts,  and  even  of  sixteen,  but  these 
are  oomparatwily  rare  Too  most  important  ljnc  meters  are  Usuih  (8  8  19  or 
8  8  8  4),  Zatoibh{8  12  8),Bihah  \8  8  la  8),  SatcUhtxh  (12  8  12  8 )  and 
Atyash  (12  12  8  8  8  12  8  ) 

A  bymn  may  oontain  any  number  of  6t»nza«,  but  usually  it  consists  of  not  less 
than  three  or  more  thin  fifteen  stanzas,  generally  urifoim  in  cbaiAchr,  except  in  the 

oase  of  stioibio  and  ■  mixed  lyuo'  hymns  It  is  1U0  not  inoommon  for  the  last 
staDZA  of  a  hyma  to  contain  ono  oi  even  two  additional  verses 

Where  the  number  of  ptan/as  in  a  hymn  is  very  large,  or  the  metre  suddenly 
ohanges,  it  b.oomes  probable  Ibat  we  have  a  oonifosite  hymn,  that  is  two  or  more 
hymns  oombinod  In  the  Samhita  text 

In  all  meti.es  in  the  Rigvcda  the  quantities  of  the  first  nnd  last  syllables  of  eaoh 
veise  are  different,  and  (with  some  exceptions)  each  ̂ erse  is  in<?ereudent  in  steuoture 

Io  almost  all  metres  a  general  iambic  rhythm  may  be  roticed  in  the  sense  that  the 
even  syllables,  namely  \hu  second,  fourth,  and  so  on  are  more  often  long  than  short 

#  #  #  # 

In  all  metres  the  rhythm  of  the  latter  part  of  the  verse  is  muoh  more  rigidly  de 
fined  thau  thbt  of  the  enilier  pait 

In  the  eaily  part  of  the  \eiso  there  is  a  goneral  preference  for  long  syllable,  in  the 
latter  of  the  verse  or  short  syllables  These  ptefererces  modify  considerably  the  general 
lambio  rhythm  prevailing  in  both  parts 

*  #  *  * 

Trimeter  verse  may  bo  analysed  in  two  ways 

(i)  into  two  part*,  as  separated  by  the  cassuca,  which  tegulnrly  follows  either 
the  fourth  or  the  fifth  syllable ,  or 

(u)  into  three  numbers,  namoly  (a)  the  opening,  whioh  consists  of  the  first  four 
syllables    (6)  the  broak,  consisting  of  the  fifth,  sixth,  and  seventh  sylla- 

bles    and  (c)  tne  cadence  which  includes  tbe  roiuaimng  syllables,   begin 

mng  with  the  e'ghth 
In  the  oace  of  Tnstubh  verse,  tho  two  parts  consist  either  of  four  and  seven  sylla- 

bles, or  of  five  and  six  syllables  eaoh,  according  as  the  cse^ura  is  early  (that  is,  after  the 
fourth  syllable)  or  late  (that  is,  after  the  filth  syllible)     If  the  oassura  is  early,  we 
bave  a  short  first  part  and  a  long  eeoond  part    if  late,  we  have  a  long  first  pirt  and  a 
short  second  part 

In  the  oase  of  Jagati  verse,  the  seoond  part  is  in  eaoh  case  longer  by  one  syllable 

Id  all  oases  the  second  part  rogulorly  begins  with  two  short  syllables 

Anustubh 

%5ft  ft^T  q-fePT  ISST  f^FT?  It 
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Gayatn 

Normal  Tngtubh 

ff¥Tt8  JnmsrrwT 

(%  ««TO^rc«nrewifir  ll 

Normal  Jagati 

fr^na  sra%  rer5^  11 

The  following  passage  from  Mahabhasya  is  instructive 

ijsHTrTRWT^^r  3iggsrR%sc(TRi5srr  I  <r*F^rfa  wft  I  'TT^Tf^imwR«iraci 
fa^iffttsFresr  3jir^m^#r%  I  ere  mwrnifan^  ii^rf^f^'sscfom 

*r  W3  sitctti  sr  «wft  sraitffat  qrahn^  freft  I  etwfseirft  *retre  fasn-ftfct  en%| 

By  the  time  of  the  composition  of  Upanisads  we  find  the  anustubh 
metre  settling  down  to  a  definite  form,  almost  approaching  the  epic 
iMa     Even  in  Rgveda,  we  have  that  variety 

%sft  %vm  qr^r  ̂ snfr  foiws  n 

The  tradition  that  the  i/ofa  metre  became  manifest  m  the  uncons- 

cious effusion  of  VaJmiki's  grief  caused  by   the  sight  of  killing  of 
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KauncI  is  but  an  indication  that  Valmlki,  called  thereby   A&ikam,  v>  as 
the  first  of  the  authors  of  classical  Sanskrit  poetry, 

1086  "  I  he  poetry  of  the  epic  is  composed  in  metres,  chandas 
of  three  sorts  The  first  is.  measured  by  syllables,  the  second  by  morse, 
the  third  by  groups  of  more  1  hese  rhythms  ran  the  one  into  the  other 
in  the  following  course  I  he  early  free  sj  liable  rhythm  tended  to 
assume  a  form  where  the  syllables  were  differentiated  as  light  or  heavy 
at  fixed  places  in  the  verse  Then  the  fixed  s>llabic  rhythm  was 
lightened  by  the  resolution  of  specific  heavy  syllables,  the  beginning  of 
raora-measurement  1  he  resolution  then  became  general  and  the 

number  of  mora?,  not  the  number  of  sjllables,  -was  reckoned  Finally, 
the  mora;  tended  to  arrange  themselves  m  groups  and  eventually  be- 

came fixed  ma«  ellnigh  unchangeable  form  Part  of  this  develop- 
ment was  reached  before  the  epic  began,  but  there  were  other  parts, 

as  will  appear,  still  in  process  of  completion,  Neither  of  the  chief 
metres  in  the  early  epic  was  quite  reduced  to  the  later  stereotyped 

form      The  stanza-form,  too,  of  certain  metres  was  siill  inchoate 

The  mass  of  the  great  epic  (about  ninety-five  per  cent)  is  written 
in  one  of  the  two  current  forms  of  free  syllabic  lhythm ,  about  five  per 
cent  in  another  form  of  the  same  clnss  ,  and  only  two  tenths  of  a  per 

cent  in  any  other  metre  "* 

1087  "After  the  composition  of  Ramayana,  and  since  that  time 
prosodial  genius  has  been  very  active  and  the  variety  of  metres  that  had 
come  into  vogue  was  such  that  Bharata  treated  the  subject  Chandoviciti 
m  chapters  14  and  1 5  of  Natyasastra  Bharata  defines  the  tunes  of  a 

metre  in  quantities  laghu  or  guru  fort  fixed  places  *  Kohala  has  a 
section  on  prosody  According  to  Bharata  and  Kohala,  whose  mam 
sphere  was  histrionics,  the  rhythm  of  the  metre  must  appear  to  be  a 

spontaneous  effusion  of  the  thoughts  and  sentiments  of  the  actor  on 

the  scene  " 

1088  Metric  Varieties  are  based  on  mere  number  of  syllables, 

admixture  of  long  and  short  measures,  or  number  of  morae  (matras) 

Sloka  is  free  syllabic,  a  stanza  of  four  padas  (feet),  in  two  verses 

(hemislichs)  of  16  syllables  restricted  to  guru  and  laghu  syllablces  in 

some  fixed  places.    1  his  is  the  definition  — 

1  Hopkin's,  Great  Epte,  Oh  IV 
2  Eegoaufl,  La  ■mtrtq.ue  At  Bharata,  AUG,  2,  Pans, 

114 
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Akjarachandas  is  fixed  syllabic  and  this  is  varnavptta,  e  g, 
RathoddhatI,  Praharjioi,  Rucira  Matracchandas  counts  by  morae 

such  as  Puspit^gra,  Aupacchandasika,  Aparavaltra  and  Vaijalij  a 

G  anacchand  as  has  morae  m  groups    eg, 

"  Arya,  Aryagiti,  Upagiti,  stanzas  of  two  \  erses,  each  verses,  each 
verse  containing  eight  groups  of  morae,  the  group  of  four  morae  each, 
but  with  the  restriction  that  amphibrachs  are  prohibited  in  the  odd 

groups,  but  may  make  any  even  group  and  must  make  the  sixth  group, 
unless  indeed  this  sixth  group  be  represented  (in  the  second  hemistich) 

by  only  one  mora  or  four  braves  ,  and  that  the  eighth  group  may  be 
represented  by  only  two  morae  1  he  metre  is  called  aryagiti  when 
the  eighth  foot  has  four  morae  ,  upagiti,  when  the  sixth  foot  iregularly 

has  but  one  mora  in  each  hemistich  " 

1089  Among  earliest  writers  on  Laukika  or  classical  cbandas,  are 

Kraustuki,  Tandm,  Yaska,  Kasyapa,  Saitava,  Rata  and  Mondavya  and 

these  are  mentioned  by  Pingala  Abhinavagupta  quotes  from  Ka$ya- 
yana,  Bhatla  Sankara  and  Jayadeva 

srcfsra'ter  %r$f%  TF^pfRrr  ̂   5f§p>t  I' 

"  This  Bhatta  Sankara  seems  to  be  a  Saivacarya  like  Abhmava 
A  Saiva  called  f§ankarakantha  is  known  to  us  as  the  father  of  Ratna- 

kantha,  the  author  of  ̂ gKl$ti*ltS3rfejf^T  Aufrecht  mentions  two  more 

Sankaras,  one,  son  of  Ratnakara  and  commentator  on  *rf^iR<fcT  and 

another  writer  on  prosody  called  V$wH  who  wrote  a  work  on 

metncs  called  ItfipfiftSFT "  Bhatta  Sankara  quoted  by  Abhmava  is piobably  a  commentator  on  Chandoviciti 

1090  Jayadeva  wrote  a  Chandassastra  m  the  form  of  apho- 
risms He  is  quoted  as  a  master  on  metrics  and  music  by  Abhmava- 

gupta  m  his  Abhinavabharati*  and  he  must  have  therefore  lived  in  the 

"  He  is  twioe  mentioned  as  a  wntat  on  Prosody  by  NamlsSdhu  ta  his  TikS  on 
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early  centuries  of  the  Christian  era,  unless  we  lake  him  to  the  2nd  or 

3rd  century  B  C  when  the  su$ra  style  was  in  vogue  1  here  is  a  com* 

mentary  by  Harsata  son  of  Bhatta  Mukula  who  lived  about  900  AD* 

1091  Pingala's  Surras*  do  contain  a  section  on  vedic  metres, 
and  many  that  are  now  obsolete,  but  they  were  meant  only  as  a 

treatise  on  classical  prosody  Pingala's  treatment  is  similar  to  that  of 
Agni  Parana  (Chap  328-34)  Pingala  invented  a  code  of  mnemonics 
which  has  become  so  popular  that  the  systems  of  Bharata  or  of  the 

later  Janasraya  have  not  been  adopted  by  writers  on  prosody  Pingala 

uses  eight  ganas  of  three  svllables  1}  *T,  ff,  %>  3T,  *T,  T,  ?T  and  long  and 

short   sound   measures   guru    and    laghu   (T  and  §)    1  he   formula  is 

There  are  commentaries  on  PingalasHtras  by  Halayudha,*  Srihar«.a- 

sarman,  son  of  Makaradhvaja,*  Vanma$ha,s  Lakghmmatha  son  of 

Ramayabhatta,*  Yadavaprakasa,7  and  Damodara  8 

Narayana's  Vrttoktiratna8  and  Candrasekhara's  Vrttamauktika" 

are  almost  Pingala's  paraphrases  and  the  latter  is  in  6  Prakasas  called 
by  its  author  Varfrka  of  PmgalasOtras 

1092  Janasrayi   Chandoviciti11  begins   with  a  reference  to 
king  JanaSraya,  and  his  sacrifices 

Budrata  [CO,  I  199  Namtsadhu,  I  18  The  manuscript  is  dated  sam  1190 
(1184  A  D )]  NSrayana  Sbatja  in  his  commentary  on  the  Vrttaratnnkara  quotes 
Jayadeva  and  his  definition  of  the  UpaoitrS  metre  Jayadeva  is  twice  quoted  in 

Bamaoandra  Budhendra's  commentary,  PancikS,  on  the  VrttaratnSkara  " 
1  BIU,  No  72  of  1872-8     See  P  K  Gode  in  Poona  Oritntahsti  I  88 
2  Ed  by  Weber,  ISt  VIII  and  with  the  commentary  of  Halayudha,  BM.  Ind  , 

Calcutta  by  Visvanathasastri  and  in  KSvyamala,  Bombay 

On  the  supposed  identity  of  Pingala  and  Pajanjali,  See  ISt,  Till,  168.    Pingala's 
name  ooours  in  MahSbhSsya 

3  Printed,  Oaloutta 
4  CSC,  H9di),  5 
6     Mttia,  X  composed  in  1600  A  D 
6     Tan}  IX  8928 
7.    Jdyar,  II  89 
8  Il%d 

9  10,  II    808     There  are  Pi'5kr(a  Pingalasutras  with  commentary  by  Eavikara 
andVUvanatha  son  of  Vidyamvasa  {Ibid.  809) 

10  Ibid  SlS  ,  Adyar,  IT  89 

11  See  M  B.  Eavl's  Edn    in  part  in  Journal  Twttmatai  Srt  Venkatenara, 
Madras  (now  defunct)  with  a  valuable  Introduction 
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If  Janasraya  is  identical  with  king  Madhavavarman  11  of  Viflju- 
kundin  dynasty  wtio  bore  that  title,  he  would  have  flourished  between 

580  and  615  AD* 

Janlsraya's  quotations  from  various  ancient  writers  are  of  historical 

value  Among  these  traced,  are  Bharafa,  Vararuci's  UbhayabhisankI, 

S'udraka's  Padmaprabhrta,  Kahdasa's  poems,  Asvaghosa's  poems,  San 
darapandya's  Nitidvisaptika,  Kumaradasa's  Janakiharana,  Bharavi  and 
Vikatanitamba  *  These  authors  nourished  before  6th  century  A  D, 
Apart  from  these  quotations,  there  are  compositions  of  the  author, 
one  of  which  a  Dandaka  applying  to  God  Kumara  and  king  Janas- 

raya in  double  entendre  is  worth  a  repetition 

1  Vis^ukundin  dynasty  ruled  over  the  tract  of  the  bisin  of  the  Krs?S  and 
Godavari  and  perished  by  650  A  D  end  Kubja  Visnuvardbana  defeated  them  about  61fi 
AD 

2.  "  Bhoja  quotes  the  following  varse  as  an  example  for  Pttnarbhu,  a  woman who  marries  a  second  husband 

(WPrarir) 
Here  it  means  the  expression  of  Vikajanltamba" 

NamisSdhu  and  Bhoja  quote  the  following  verse  — ■ 

$1%  5RTT  a&  ?TTq  5R;icr  sr^rer  ?m  to^  I 

(WWfU  ) 
And  this  verse  is  introduced  by  NamiaSdhu  in  the  following  words  — 

whioh  means  the  maid  ridicules  the  vocal  clearness  of  the  husband  of  Vikatanitamba" 
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"The  system  works  upon  18  symbols  represented  by  the  last 
indicative  letters,  -while  eleven  of  them  are  also  known  by  the  initial 
vowel  of  the  word  lhus  for  11  out  of  18,  sjmbols  are  indicated  by 
two  letters  each  (a  vowel  as  well  as  a  consonant)  For  instance,  m  ("{) 
and  a  (3T)  represent  gnna  of  three  short  vowelled-lelters  which  accor- 

ding to  Pingala  is  «a-gana  '||  .similarly  /  (^)  and  a  ̂ T)  represent  bha- 

gana  of  I'mgala  ,  k  ft)  and  i  (?)  ̂r-gana  ,  I  ($)  and  i  (f )  ragana  U'U  , 
and  so  on  at  (<?)  and  t  fe.)  stand  for  5  letters  of  ra-gana  ulo  and 
toga  of  Pingala  U  uL> ,  au  (air)  and  uj  (^)  stand  for  hha  and  laga  UlllU  , 
o  (^r)  and  s/i  (<?)  stan<j  for  ra.gana  and  gUtu  <j|(j(j  For  example,  we 
shall  take  vntta  called  Sragdhara  which  consists  of  'TIJ^JT  that  is,  g,  o, 
d,  u,  i,  o-six  gauas  ocx>,  oluu,  llll,  IRj,  ulu,  Ulou, 

1       «i       ̂        3       |       ?it 

The  above  example  was  cited  by  the  author 

Take  for  instance  Nandim  of  the  13th  Chhandas ,— hrai  (f$\ 
which  means  1,  i,  r,  ai 

Again  Praharshini   requires  gakom  which  are  equal  to  g,  a,  k,  o, 

\         3T         \         $f 

afrm  srsrfr  faqcg  'refter 

»z  means  that  yah  or  caesura  comes  after  the  third  place 

To  show  the  relative  merits  of  the  three  systems,  their  code  words 

are  quoted  below  for  vntta  foaw  of  the  25th  Chhandas 

Janasraya — sn»<£="y,  au,  n,  n,  u 
fij  au  n  n  u 

^f^ra^,  §(if^f«^f,  H.RR*i*ifT,  TTTntTT,  *nr*Tr 

Pmgala- 

*ft  W>  $■  ̂  \  fl^ST  ̂fT7     7—7—18 

ftgfa  i&tft  ftfaft  ̂   frpj  WT  trftiT  <WT  Jfft 
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Bharata — 

Another  recension  reads  as 

^  *rft  i\\  Ftftfc  ̂ mftsfilfti  is  i«T3un%%iT  I 

1093  Jayamangalacarya   wrote   the    hand-book  KavisiksS  in  the 

time  of  king  Jayasimha  (1094-1143  AD)1 

Kavikanthapasa  is  a  treatise  on  poetical  composition  and  deals 
mainly  with  the  auspicious  character  of  letters  and  their  combinations 

This  is  the  last  verse  — " 

an^Tf  foqq  jprrasww^^sr^T  wrssrr  I 

^i    5FRftp3fnS*PTi^  «ngft*P3RSH  II 

1094  Kedarabhatta  was  son  of  Pibveka  (Pathvaka)  of  Kag- 

yapagotra  His  Vr^taratnakara*  in  6  chapters  is  most  popular  and  has 
been  extensively  quoted  by  commentators,  Malhnatha,  {Warama  etc 
He  must  have  lived  earlier  than  15th  century  A  D 

There  are  commentaries  by  Panditacmtamani,4  Narayana*  son  of 
Rlmesvara,  3rinStha,*  Hanbhaskara/  Janardaua  Vibhudha,8  Divakara, 
sonofMahadeva,*[Ayodhyaprasada,  Atmarama,  Krgnavarman,  Govmda- 
bhatta,  CudSmani  Pikgrja,  Narasimhasun,  Raghunafha,  Visvanithakavi, 
Srikan^ha  (PR,  V  196),  Somasundaragani  (PR,  I  190),  Sulhana,  son 
of  Bhaskara,  Soma  Pandrfca,  Slrasvatasadasivamuni,  Somacandragam 
{PR,m  396,1V  33)]"  KavisardQla,  Tnvikrama,  son  of  Raghusun," 

1.    PS,  1. 68 
9     TO,  in  8771 
8     Pfl.TO  326 
i.   Tam  IX  8949     Is  Sijaramasami,  author  of  VHtapospaprakafona  a  (UfEeteot 

author?    (.00,  II  142) 
5     Printed,  Madras     Tani  IX  8960     Composed  In  1646  A.D 
8  Ta»l  IX  896,  Mys  294 
7     10,  II,  803 ,  PB,  II  190 ,  III  616,  composed  at  Baneres  in  1676. 
8.    tO,  II  803,  PB,  VI  889 
9  10, 1666     Composed  in  1740  A  D 

10  OO.I  696 
11  PB,  V  28, 
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Narayanabhalla,1    Nrsimha,*  Krsnasara,*   Taranitha,*    Bhaskararaya,8 
PrabhSvallabha,6  Devarajci7  and  one  anonymous  * 

1095  Bhaskara  wrote  Abhinava-Vpttaratnakara,  on  which  Srim- 

vasa  wrote  a  commentary  " 
Trivikrama,  son  of  Ragbusun  and  pupil  of  Vardhamana,  wrote 

Vrttarafcnakarasutrdlika I0 

Srutabodha,  by  '  Kalidasa,'  is  very  well  known  and  has  several 
excellences  There  are  commentaries  (CC,  I  675/'  by  Harsakir^i 
Upadhyaya  {PR,  V  463),  by  Manoharasarman,  by  Taracandra  and  by 
Hamsaraja  {Mitra,  IX  134,  IV  297,  V  278,  VIII  196),  [.by  Madhavd, 

son  of  Govinda  (composed  in  1640),  Laksnunarayaua,  Vasudeva,  Suka- 

deva,  and  by  a  pupil  of  Meghacandra  {PR,  III  225)  ]  ,**  by  Caturbhuja 
{PR,  \  I  391)  and  by  Nagaji,  son  of  Harji  [CC,  III  140) 

1096  Gangadasa  was  son  of  GopSladasa  Vaidya  of  Bengal 

In  six  chapters,  he  describes  in  his  Chandomanjan"  vaneties  of  metres 
and  illustrates  them  by  verses  m  praise  of  fc3ri  KyPna  He  also  wrote 
Acyutacarita,  a  poem  in  16  cantos  and  Dmesacanja,  a  poem  in 

praise  of  the  sun  His  father  Gopaladasa  wrote  a  play  Panjatahara9a,M 
He  must  have  lived  in  the  15th  or  16th  century  A  D 

There  are  commentaries15  on  Chandomanjan  by  Jagannajhasena, 
son  of  Jatadhara  Kaviraja,  Candra&ekhara,  Dajarama,  Govardhana, 

Vramsidhara  and  Kjpnavarman 

1097  Prastara  Works  on  metrics  treat  oiPrasfara,  that  is,  "all 
mathematical  calculations  for  the  number  of  vnttas  in  each  kind  which 

1     Trav  69 
2.    TO,  VI  7176 ,  DO,  III  No.  1792 
8  Trav   69 
i  Printed,  Calcutta. 
5  Mys  689 ,  Adyar,  II  39 
6  Adyar,  II  89 
7  TO,  VI  7177. 
8.    Tan]  IX  8964;  TO,  VI.  7178,  DO,  in  No  1794. 
9  TO,  IV. 

10  PR,  V,  37     A  copy  of  his  Kalanfrapanoikodyota  is  noted  by  Aufreoht  as 
written  m  1221      00  III  S2 

11  Printed  Benares,  Bombay  and  elsewhere. 
12  00,1  675 
18     Ed  everywhere    PR,  V.  452  VI.  882,  Tanj  IX,  No  5082    This  manuscript 

is  dated  Saka  IB08  or  1680  A  D     Mitra,  VI.  180  ,  VII  216,  280 
la     CO.I  386 

15     00, 1  192     There  is  another  Ohandomanjari  by  GopSIadSsa  and  a  third  on 
Vacuo  metres  (OO,  1. 192) 

115 
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declare  the  number  of  any  verse  in  its  group  and  the  details  of  ganas  of 

any  particular  vritla,  its  number  being  given,"  or  "  permutation  of 
longs  and  shorts  possible  in  a  metre  with  a  fixed  number  of  syllables 

set  forth  in  an  enigmatical  form  "  or  an  exposition  of  the  science  of 
prosody  mathema  tic  ally  developed  m  the  calculations  of  combinations 
Pingala  describes  it  in  his  lasf  chapter  and  so  do  other  works  on 

metrics  such  as  Vpttaratnakara  * 

1098  Cinjamayi  J)  ofcirvid,  son  of  Govinda,  of  Sivapura  composed 
in  1630  A  D  Prastaracmtamaoi  is  in  3  chapters,  consisting  of  a  code  of 

rules  in  a  variety  of  metres  accompanied  by  a  prose  commentary,*  on 
Varnapras^ara,  Matraprastara  and  Khandapra«$ara. 

Prastaravicara  which  is  anonymous,*  Prastarapajtana  of  Ktgaa- 
deva,4  and  Pras^irasekhard*  of  bnnivasa,  son  of  Venkala,  deal  with  this 
subject. 

Prastaras  are  valuable  in  the  elucidation  of  rhythms  in  Indian 
music 

1099  Other  works  Vjtfcadarpana  by  Slfarama  {TC,  HI  3755),' 
Jaganmohanavrttasataka  by  Vasudeva  Brahmapandita  {TC,  III  2735),* 
Vrttara^namava  by  Npsimha  Bhagavaja,  disciple  of  Ramananda  Yogln- 
dra  {TC,  III  3767) 

1     ISt,  VIII,  425 
3     10,11  806 
There  is  a  commentary  by  Daivagna  oomposad  in  1630  A,D     00, 1,  869 
3  Tanj  IX  3982 
4  0udh,11l  13 
5  2auj  IX  S986 

6  He  also  wrote  Balabhadraoantra  and  many  poems  in  Talugu    He  lived  at 
Kafcharaptira  wbioh  seems  to  be  Guitala  on  the  Godavari 

7  The  illustrations  are  mostly  taken  from  nature  and  are  very  fanciful 

sftcftra  5^ra%  crfiraT  f^rfcir  ?r§cr  3f  3>  T^ffa.  I 

ftwfir  ms  a*nft  f^r  $®m%  ssstftoRTafa  ll 

f3Fcr  f^flT^WRf  SF^ftr  *  *w  ̂   II 
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1100  [Vpttakalpadpuma  by  Jayagovmda,  Vpftakau^uka  by  Visva- 
natha,  V^akaumudi  (1)  by  Jagadguru,  and  (u)  by  Ramacarana  [Ouah 
XII  18),  Vjttacandrika  by  Ramndajalu  [Ouah  VII  2),  Vpttacandrodaya 

by  Bhaskaradhvann  ,  Vp ̂tatarangim  ,  Vrtyadipika.  by  Kps^a ,  Vp$tapra$- 
yaya  by  Sankar.ida)  alu ,  Vrttapradipa  (i)  by  Janardana  and  (u)  by 
Badarinatha  ,  Vpt$amala  (i)  by  Virupak>a}ajvan  (Adyar,  I  39*,  and  (u) 
by  Vallabhaji ,  Vp^tilnkeana  ,  Vpttavarjika  i)  by  Umapati  and  (u)  by 
Vaidyanatha ,  Vpttavinoda  by  Falehgm ,  Vi$$avivecana  by  Durga- 
sahaya,  Vpjtasudhodaya  (l)  by  Mathuranatha  Sukla,  and  (u)  by 
Venlvilasa] ,  (CC,  I  5968) ,  [Vpttaramaspada  by  Kgemankarana  Misra 

(Oud/i,  XXII  68),  Vpttasara  by  Bbaradvaja  ,  Vrttasiddhantamanjari  by 

Ragbunatha  ,  Vrttabhirama  by  Ramacandra],  (CC,  II  142) 

1101  Vpjta-Ramayana  (Uudh,  V  10),  RamastutTratoa  by  Rama- 
swami  Sastnn  (Treat  173),  Kps^avptta  and  Npsimhavptta ,  Vrjtakanka  by 

Naxayana  Purohita  (Mys  294) ,  Vrt$amaniinahka  by  Srinivasa  (Mys 
294,  684) ,  Vpttadyumani  (i)  by  Yasvanta  (CC,  I  596)  and  (u)  by 
Gangadhara  (Adyar,  II  39),  Vpttavinoda  (CC  III  125),  Rangarat 

chandas  (CC,  I  488),  Kamananda  by  Kpfnadasa  (CC,  I  597), 
Karaasantosa  by  Mudgala  (Bik  279) ,  Kavyajivana  by  Pritxkara  (Ottdh, 

IX  8) ,  Samavpftasara  by  Nilakanthacarya  (CC,  I  301)  Vptjamanikosa 

by  Srinivasa  (Mys  294) ,  VanibhO^ana  by  Pamodara  (IO,  II  305, 
Printed,  Bombay) ,  Vpttamuktavali  (i)  by  Kp§9arama,  (u)  by  Mallan, 

(ui)  by  Durgadat^a  (IO,  II  3011),  (iv)  by  Gangaijasa,  and  (v)  by 
Han  Vyasamisra  composed  in  1 574  (CC,  I  142) 

1102  [Chandafprakasa  by  Sesacmtainam ,  Chandassudhakara  by 

Kp§narama,  Chandahkalpalata  by  Mathuranatha,  Chandahkosa  by  Rajaa- 

sekhara  (PR,  III  404,  V  193),  Cbandassloka  (Oj>p  1828),  Chandas- 
sankhya,  Chandascadilmani  by  Hemacandra,  Chandassudhacillahari]  (CC, 

I  190-1,  III  41) ,  Chandafplya&a  by  Jagann§tha,  son  of  Rama  (PR,  V 

194) ,  Chandomuktavah  by  Sambhurama  (PR,  III  App  395) ,  Chan- 

donusasana  by  Jmesvara ,  Chandassundara  by  Narahan ,  Chandoratrui- 

kara  (IO,  2917  ,  Ox/  201) ,  Chandomala  by  garngadhara  (IO,  1238) , 
Chandahkaustubha  by  Radhadamodara  (Mys  293  ,  PR,  IV.  33 ,  V. 

192)  "  [ChandovyakhyasSra  by  Kpfsnabhalta,  Chandassudha  by  Gatfis- 
takavyakhya,  Vpftacintara^na  by  Santarajapandita,  Vpttadarpana  by 
Bhlsmacandra]  (Mys  293) 

1103  Vpttaratnavah  (CC,  I  191)  (i)  by  Purgl^at^a,  (a)  by  NlrS- 

yana,  (in)  by  Ravikara,  (iv)  by  RSmadeva,  (v)  by  Venkatesa,  son  of 

Avadnanasarasvati  (Mys    639 ,    Tanj    IX   3957),   (vi)  by  Ramaswami 





APPENDIX 

[These  two  extracts  from  Kadambarf  and  Avantisundarlkatha  are 

specimens  of  e\quisite  stjle  and  ettrnordmar)  poetic  fancy  mcultaemg 

ethics  and  are  appended  to  show  how  Bau.i's  ideas  have  been  elabora- 
ted as  if  b)  emulation  by  Dandin] 

[F\TRACT  TROM  BANA'S  KADAMBARl] 

TOflmWi<fiffifir  stf&forr  I  sr  ircforaqwqftfaiflf  smfa  f^i%^%  qfa 

jprnfi  wrsft  ̂ li^r  Tfcrre^,  e^qroTCPifl«infaarsft  jwfr ,  %%*&$ 

jrf,  n  sate  <rcnft ,  sr  %?»n  «nqfir,  «r  *a*irc«foft,  jt  sffas^,  *  gmwrfc 

•rftstrfa  I  +*ife«?i*w<uHT«f+WRfewwia%,i,*(|i^  *  sfaftnfonwiftr  to  i 

%3*#«ircra  farafti  torcqwfo*  iitfgwfirar  «iii,u»niflKl*wnmeM'  ?  fas! 
trensfof  H#rcnjy^^>TO^wfq  g^fir  ̂ p  I  sfa  fero»RrW  1 i»fo 

snjapRft   awnmwi    ft=ri$??ifcrffcr  «+iidftft*w*lfil ,   Mrdw^ti 

^i^S#^snTT,  pwi^*^,  TOrtfi#nftifl»$H  inftifflr  aqq, 

STC^lft  3n#R5T  tffo*  I  Wlft I  WWffHWrtWWft  «l|#l{iM*Wft,  Soffit 
116 
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q^rm,  fonp?ift  sraerf^rr,  s^^^Tif?  ̂ awfSprr,  tortfo  w&fa 

dsfo  w»utfwt,  grorTOrm  miforvmr,  awRiPwii  ̂ Wwuiuit,  mm 

*  ft  <r  qwrft  *mqftfapnsRT  *  f^csq^t  %*n  *  fas**  I  foRrfor 

^wrarsft  «raRr,  gsawift  fi^iewiwtfcr,  a?*rflsfir  fai^,  fiwrscqfr 

s«Ri,  ftfifarsfa  ereqft  l  <sfi%*rcisft  ̂ imn  &mw  wrfa  I^r-  Tftftftrc 

gOT^resq&ftq   ffafant  roarer ,  wraqsritfa  mi^  *ra.,  I  a*rrffc- 

snramRr      ftw#RgmTTOgt      q^f^#bw^$ft3f^ww*{Ri. 
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smfa  qT^rsrrsTfcr,  arfftcF^rr  &  %m^  shut,  nmsE\  ̂   flira#?fa  «r 

[Extract  from  Dandin's  Avantisctndarikatka] 

ifaffTfaswrft;    l^«l,^ft,q[isrep[?iflr5rr5i«Jiw*rroi^*nrrfi'>  I?g^^ft*ic!>^*is'r- 

^?^ferii5«ffffr®R^®i^raTJfrwT    .   ..  I   3rfa  %3  HdiK*w4fa 

faqaft  l   qftftatdifrwrggfaffl^ tmtzi  gqitfitift^i|'i*iMwti- 

wmtlwwisiSff    s^TOT^r  Jrerrafcr  I  *r*i*fofai  irfl«ra&f    g^rw%.  f§ri%crr 
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g§j|¥i,  *rai  sit,  ete§53OT#,  sftfoi  i  wfcmm  jtoito  varnmnfa  \ 

wmflfl   *Riq?rfr,  swgwnuft  ̂ JsrfcT,  aufc^fafasft  I  '^g^ft*  qft^ 

5RTs#sh^«ramtOT  into.  l  stgrrsfcw^rt  ̂ rarsttf  SlsrraqsaPRireijiwir- 

#,  gqftNifcflu  wgif  sift  qitiswlti  I  f^s^PisfftTsfa  u^s,  a^f^  i^r 

m^^i^Ri,    aRwerfa  §t«wi<*h^  rasrir  garter,    angfosrenfr 

M«MWhfl  fosste  f?rs^r,  fotfrasft  ftfarafcr  fcr^^pfrfrr,  awwHwwfoiPHWy 
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fafMJrsfa,  sq^rnfa,  fiwnt,  peHfc,  ifarcft,  fqurrcfi,  gsgRfc, 

Jimq!N  1%  W*  I  f  pwfarrrSfafcr,  *rft  Cr^r  wvffii  l  <rar  ft  I  auwuM- 

fifaMft®Ffl^RTOTTOW'1fo#W  TOW  W^wldWdN'fc'WMsi^'aflTH- 

jfcmr  iwferi5RC5ri%,  ̂ fp'wr  sra^i,  fcftfa  jrsr?ra%,  farrfaw- 

m$w  PIwhh  ?R55fft»Frtj  srfaffcr  ft  fen  w  «itw,  afegffirc  ft«ra*rra 

nawrci^  wsrwmt  ̂ frra^atff  srrq^RT  I 
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(ski  Bhagavata*  X.  31) 

[For  the  early  history  of  Gifa  Kavyd] 

SPtgSRfa  sm  ̂ dUW*Rf.i?i<tf:?ftw  €5BT  I 
g5Rj!Tm  3S3^r^^n»t  snts:  ft?rat  ̂   {%  era*  n 

+«(l<i*  *ra  EprJR:  i&refa  ̂ if  snpsftwrfq;  n 

srsriRTf^^  3ft  iTfan  ̂ r5T5pnpcrq«%en%fRr  | 

Hifo'WIlPfo  %  troi^  m  5^f  «r.  $fa  <««q^  ll 

asr  wnjtf  d^«fl«iH  ̂ rf^f%?!  ̂ ssiwrtr^  I 
snpRns  *(k*udd  gft  f*rf?r  ̂   >jt^t  arcr  ii 

^r  HfttT  w  *&&&  m*  hT  w  #m*rfct  %  ll 

f&<*l¥lt$<«ikd7fa  5T    ̂ SSc5df  *FT.  ̂ f?T  *I«*f<r  II  i 

RhmR^  sfteitfMfrssFH  fira^if era;  l 
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SFTcRiW^  Wifl^d  ̂ rf^HTST  ̂ TOTT^t  I 

SW^t  wwiy«i  ̂ a^gfrr  5^  iftrct  I 

ffcsfcRJ  Hftm  1  %  3TS-  ̂ [«^m  WTf  q^STT^  II 

*f ftr  srf%^  c^Tetf  sr^f^cTPR  Jftr^gpTu  I 

Ugcftrflr  «rro  *ftw  %  qftfaqxr  5«ra  it   II 

(Sri  Bhagavata,  X.  47) 

[JR»  flfe  «w/j'  history  of  Data.Kavyd\ 

W&  ftcRT^r  TT  ̂ 5nft  ?R^Tf    $nfls4fed*U<Mij**IW*yftJ:  I 

&%  «[§<*«§•  Treft  w  «rjsrnrfiwitanrei»rrairifr  t  sot*  I 

^3pw%  wsfcrf  ifrqral  crwt  niftd*^'^  ̂ PRffsftst  I' 





INDEX  TO  INTRODUCTION 

Alphabet,  23 

Anchor  Sheet  of  Indian  Chrono- 

logy 59 
Andhra  dynasty  44 

ABoka(W/,nil45) 
Buddhist  accounts  and  71 

in  inscriptions  57 
Asokavadona  72 
Barhadratha  dynasty  35 

Bhasa  20 
Brahmanas  9,  13 

Bfhaspaticakra  49 
Buddha-Nirvana  73 
Calculation 

methods  of  45 

Chronograms  51 
Cedi  era  48 

Candragupta  Mourya  40 
Classical  penod 

posteriority  of  12 
Devayani  3 

Pipavamsa  71 
Edicts  of  Piyadasr  85 
Grammar 

spiritual  aspect  of  26 

Gup|a  dynasty  44 

[LED  Banerjee,  Age  of  Im- 
perial Guptas  Benares] 

Gupta  era  74 
Guptavalabhi  era  74 

Harsa  era  (of  Nepal)  48 

Har§a  Samva$  48 

Indian  Literature 

antiquity  of  1 
history  of  28 

Kdlacun  era  48 
Kalhana 

on  ancient  records  32 
Kahyuga 

Kalpa  45 

Kanvd  dynasty  42 

Kathasantsagara  82 

Katyayann  20 
Kollam  era  50 

Languages 
classification  of  13 

Lokakala  76 

Mahabharata  War  and  dales  63 

Magadha 
history  of  35 

Mahavamsa  71-2 
Mahayuga  45 
Manvan$ara  45 
Mahesvarasutra  15 

Maurya  Dynasty  40 
Maury  as 

according  to  PurSnas  78,  91 

according   to   Kathasantsagara 

32 Nanda  dynasty  38 

Nandikesvara-Kanka  15 

Panini  20 

Pafanjah  20,  21 
Pattavahs  30 

"  The  name  Atoka  is  said  to  be  found  In  the  Xlth  Idiot     Under  the  oiroum- 
>  of  oxpreme  improbability  of  the  ohronologj,  it  requires  complete  verification  and 

examination.   See  V.  Smith's  Asoka. 





INDEX  (MISCELLANEOUS) 

Abdulla  196 

Adikhahi  dynasty  772 

Ahmad  Nizam  Shah  884 

Akbar  196,  229,  373-A,  406,  703 

Allauddm  96 

Anhilvid  dynasty  70-1 

Bahadur  Shah  (of  Gujarat)  694 

Bikaneer  Kings  898,  1042 

Buddha  6 

British  Kings  200 

Bundlekand  Kings  538 

Camara  dynasty  (Sambhar)  75 

Calukya  dynasty  1,  6,  62,  70-t, 

86, 89,  90,  280 

Calukya  Vikrama  era  89 
Chowhans  61 

Colas  67,  521 

Eighteen-half  poets  168 
Fatteh  Sana  693,  700 

Gangas  1066 

Gangad  of  Khimindi  1043 

Gangas  of  Kalinga  193,  880 

Gangas  (Western)  of  Talkad  816 
\Th$  Gangas  oj  Teikad  by  M.  V, 
Knshnarao,  Madias] 

Gattda  Kings  75 
Ghazni  Mahammad  194 

Gupta  era  9,  42 

Gupta  Valabhi  era  42 

Hieun  Thsang  549 

Hoysalas  100,  480, 1011 

Jama  dynasty  of  Navnagar  199 

Java  776 

Jehangir  196,  373-4 

Kadamba  dynasty  (of  Vanavasi) 
86,199 

Kadamba  dynasty  of  Falasika  82 

Kakafryas  48,  916 
Kalacun  Kings  663 

KaUngas  928 
Kanci  459 
Kanaka  4,  33 

Kanoj  Kings  73,  75,  997 
Karvelnagar  941 

Kashmir  dynasties  184-190 
Keladi  Chiefs  197 

[Paper  byN.  Lakshminarayana  Rao 
in  Vijayanagaram] 

Kempe  Gaudas  789,  444 
LokakSla 

Magadha  dynasties  598 
Mahavamsa  39 

Mahrata  Kings  of  Tanjore  157 

Naik  Kings  of  Tanjore  145 

Nepal  dynasties 
[For  genealogy  of  Kings,  see  0,  Ben- 

gali's 'A  Journey  of  Nepal  and 

Northern  India,  Cambridge'  list  of 
MSB  appended}. 

Nozvid  Rajas  942-943 
Orcha  Kings  528 

Filas59 

Pallavas  48,  459 

Paramara  dynasty  61,  $15 
Peshwas  524,  937 

Fithapuram  Rajas  522 

Pratfhira  dynasty  (Kanoj)  75 
\MUkry  of  Kanoj  by  B.  8.  Tripatbi] 

RSna  family  of  Kondavidu  238 
Ranakas  199 

RSstrakatas  56,  198,  518 

Reddis  of  AddanH  482,  888,  889 

Reddis  of  Kondavidn  889 
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WITH  ADDITIONS  AND  CORRECTIONS 

N.B  —  The  figures  by  the  side  of  the  names  represent  the  number  of 
the  paragraph  in  the  text,  except  where  the  letter/  is  prefixed 
which  means  page.    The  years  denote  A.D. 

(d)=drama 

3f 

3Jf|'S3R5?  

652 
3ffil3*TC  

57 
an«raft  521 
3IWFITO  196,  306 

amfa  f  rtar  SS 

[See  Article  by  Hardutt  Sarma 
in  IRQ,  X  478,  CO/,  in,  188] 

^wtw  (in  prose)  [SBJl] 

[Viayjq 

QQlfa  903 

*fFRcR12!for    [Rue,  250] 

4IKWWHHI  506 

B^F^fcf  214 

28,  550 

ajftrafeai^  920 

3PR3T  [CC,  I  1] 

3HWT  126,  481,  889,  926 

WWKWPW  373-B 
117 

3#f»TO893 

Sff^FT  794 

3T^^  13,  25  [CC,  I  3] 3T^ir  p  26 

*f*m  [cc,  i  3] 

<Wf  by  tyfe*  [3»«yf  No  23141] 

[Vidyjl  Selections   on  various topics] 

%  50 
%13oft  373 

afTR  /fctfj/ 

STTTOff  [CC,  I.  4] 
apRT5T  65 

3fflfTC  945 

«PRR!8f*  923,  1064 

SHTRWRt  [Tan),  No  19098] 

aHft«MfiW>l  by  fcnWTS 

[CC,  I  5.  Composed  in  1801] 
3TO  Sbn,  Sarng,  Kvs 

aRS^  904 

aifag^  SfeM,  400 

aOTtflfa  154,  269 
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a^P    Sang,  Kvs,  314 

grsp  (««TONW*ft)  [CC,  I.  5] 

sr«p  (miftot'h^cfi) 
[Printed,  Bombay   Composed  in 
1815] 

arsp^cT  243,  1075 

srsgc&rero  124, 139, 216 

srsgwq  (te)    154,  301,  311, 
911,  923 

«P«pl5Jter  170,  338 

3^3^r?t^  121 

app^T^R;  544 

ar*a<iie*  273 
3*3fapp?T  146 
ar^im  815 
srsnrrns  116 

3l3t|i*liSim<^R  178 

by  StWT  253 
by  ̂ TfcTCWf^  1056 

3teTPre?T  [SBJ7] 
3ff*fCTfT  235 

3tf*Rretffirei3: 283 

srfSrarair  843 

srf^RTTqft^  823 

areijrraqinrc  668  (dj 
sprfesWeRflfa  lopp,  1178] 
Sf^Ri  Skm 

*m*ftm  214 

mmm  [cc,  1  4  Died  m  uei] 
mtmt  373  A 
3T"]I'TRT^  206 

3F"T*tf  («fl%5?)  530 

aiwr?rrt  (s*sO  780 
ZW*[m  straff  [A/a«;  _//] 
3t«WIRrTrlR:  777 

iSRFfr^opiTSfqftflrsj  (d)  764 

gras^te  (d)  700 

by  3IWI 
by  f%^rrf%f%T  [Oitdh,  V  8,  VIII  6] 

3lfcWT3«renT  207 
atfSrSTf?^  104 

tflfar-^SR;  154,  779 
srfcteq^fta  501 
aRffa  p  2 

aipJ  G7 

ar^ftf^r^  (d)  061 

3Tp^  (d)  78G  [Printed,  Bombay.] 

a^pstfr  (d)  102,  779 
STSW  Suhh>  Sa*ng 

anvgciW  ( =»  a^as^) 
afi^mm  373-B,  p.  21 
SPS^lS^  (d)  494 

src^fanrcnn'TT  p  21 
3$3  252 

[CO/,  HI  140,  252] 
a^RsrcrwFTT  p  21 

aranwwrm?^  by  vwm 
[CC,1  11] 3R»T  £>km 

aprnsft^T  (d)  160,  329,  787 

awifatf^  (d)  787 

snTT^rf^fjr  m,  531 

SpT^irf^W  (d)  160 

3HirsrirrlsiTf^5[?r  (d)  704 

sSFTCtTTeS  (d)  787 
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3PFTCT  1073 

3PP155W  (d)  451 

apprRcff  (d)  672,  784 
appif^  (d)  163,  180,  715,  787 

by  i%fcr«?fr °r 
by  •5PT«rr*r 

WlfcW  [Opp,  5182] 

3PPT&%  (d)  787 

tppfanstoftsft  (d)  672,  783 
spPTft  663,  665 
STW   923 

3RcT  {King)  62,  68 

3FRT  (^f^SW)  305 

srct  (Cr^forq^r)  202 

apra  (^ws^r)  251 
[«?,IH  fa93] 

3Ff<r  ($retfsp>dr)  526 

apicf  (^rafosqrwfir)  526 

mfonwwtf  trc,  vu  7566] 
apra^  598 

sH<rercr  659 

<fpra^   5<2/«5",   241 
3Pt#T  400,  778 

aFRFfTOIT  1001 

sr^rrcraw  (i^snrp)  153 

3praffTCFm  (^st^PPF)  159 

aROTRFW  (fas^P)  159 

sptWPCTqorernlrc;  298 

3PTtRRRoi5jri%^  (<3jtf)  [Spvjl] 
apRFlfar  632,  88b 

[CO/,  UI  141] 

arow^r  (wwwgsr)  836 

■ROTS  (srpftOTBJS)  428 

BRWS  526 

3PTcTC3)F!f  251 
apR^m  767 

siTcPHfo;  193 
■WcRT^  886 

irfarsifr  [cr,  11  96] 

apRISft  96,  254,  544 
3pfin*ITO  205, 636 

SRcT^  (srrSjt)   541 

3ffirm4  (aismviw)  730, 1060 

awcrr^  (a^fejgc)  379,  921 

aprarerf  (jrffarfibiprw)  489 
sprarerf  (*r§mft)  546 

aprarerf  (V)  145-6,  Manjjl 
srrr«i3^fRmf 

[He  is  the  Sanskrit  Pandit,  Pacha- 

yappa's  College,  Madras  His 
book  contains  summaries  of  the 

plays  of  Kahdasa  and  Bhava- 
bhu$i  and  three  other  plays] 

spRfR^ftft  271 

spRftf  (fa»ptfg*)  938 

3pr?T^fl[  aNTIS  p  26 
erfFwrsifac  251 

apRhnPTS  779,  879 
3PT5TT5S620 

SR^r  888 

aw^»^ftg  (d)  84,  781  1682 

STR^PPr  (d)  19,  114,  246,  666 

spp^l*^  354,  733 
SHPtRWfr  464 

3Tfal3:904 

STP^^  544 

by  «fcW3t 

by  WtHra 
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sift^S^  281 
3rf^5^r  Kcd 

3jft?55RW  [CC,  I  lfa] 

313^^^  507 
mm  325 

ara^f^^fntA  166 

a*3*nrc?T  1064 

3J5^RmR«IT  (d)  764 
si3ms;r  89i 
mtms  skm,  400 

3J3SPTW  1064 
3T3fI^fcr  500 

SlfTCPffatira  1042 
3F3JT«nft5Tp5II^  1042 
at^Jflii^rer  1042 
afl^S?  237,  1042 
a^^t^JTf  70 
arer^HST  254-B 

affilJlMfa  273 
at^Hq^PM  269 

3pqiq$5racR>  269 

by  *itel*5  154 
by  snmrq  qt%a?ra  311 
by  wifforn^ 

by  H«mm  166 

by  Tg^T 

by  ̂^rrsraRTT 
by  ifaffisf  154 
Anonymous 

SFWlWStfal  [0/>/>  6712] 

3pfFl%^3I3fre°r  269,  373-A 

3j?5?tl%«|Jl5q  269 

3f*%friraECT  154.  269 

by  ST^Rft^cf 
bySSSfrflrftf 

9J%%5rBR5?fr  72,  183,  269 
3RfirtP!ra^  269 

by  W'Wn'T by  %ro$3;  [CC,  I  2,  20] 

by«ffaj!OT§ 

by  ̂fli^JT'TTf^ «n=^iBRfrw?ni  269 
srqwrerer  581 

aiTOfira  Subh,  Patty,  451 

STTtfftfiT  (sraSSR?)  655,  822 

3mrftcm%a  sim,  Kvs 
aromwras  273 
smp^mra  92  i 

5H^^?l%cI*  142,  467,  896,927 

*  Appayya  Dicta's  father's  father  was  AoSrya  DIksita  (called  AooSndiksita), 
* '  AoSlrya  Wksija  had  two  wives— the  first  belonging  to  an  orthodox  Saiva  family  and 
the  seoond  to  an  orthodox  Yaisnava  family  of  repute  known  as  Srt  VaikunthUoarya 
vamfa  In  the  days  of  AoSrya  Djkjija,  more  than  three  centuries  ago,  Inter  marriages 
between  orthodox  smattas  and  vattt>xva  were  not  unknown  in  South  India  He  had 

by  his  saeond  wife  TotarSmbS  four  sons  of  whom  the  eldest  was  Appaya  DIksita's 
father,  Rangar3]3dhv<ran  who,  like  his  father,  performed  many  vedio  saorifioes.  He  is 
known  to  have  written  many  works  on  Advaita  Vedanta— the  .i^vaitavtij/Sniuftura, 
the  VwaraQadarpaHl,  eto  He  had  two  sons,  the  elder  being  Appayya  DIk$it»i  the 

younger  AosSa  Diksite,  the  paternal  grandfather  of  Nilakaniha  Dlksija.  AppS4iksi{a 

was  the  original  name  of  our  author  and  the  honoriflo  '  ayya '  was  afterwards  added  to 
it  in  reoognitioa  of  his  greatness  as  a  literary  prodigy  AoStya  Diksita  was  muoh 

praised  by  King  Kr§n»4evaraya     "  When  the  king,  during  his  visit  to  OonjeeYKMB. 
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apPlf^  879 

3WMI*f  Oftorfl)  242 
3FT5M  545, 1063 

SFireft  143,  787 

See  flTOSTftW?  [TC,  VII   7562> 
7581] 

srcrptft  1064 
3FTT^%cT  162,  164 

[See  Article  by    V.    A   Raraa- 
swami,  /OH,  III  ] 

SRKIfflai^T  942 

aTTI^f^  268 

3RT?ft%tr  162 

ai«iRm%^;  (*ptf#iff )  439,  487 

[These  are  in  prose] 

3T«Ptfft<Tr$  (d) 

[Published  in  SCJl, 
ManjJlJI.xsi] 

3lsWn%5I  753 
arspr  196 

3TfN*m  (d)  70,  877 
3W*IW  328 

swr^T  622 

aw^rioi 

sWTCgft  291 

worshipped  God  VaradarSja  m  company  with  his  wife  and  retinues,  Aoirya  DIksUa 
composed  the  verse— 

*R:WttH!H»U  era?  w&&to%  ll 

"Beholding  a  woman  glittering  like  gold  and  looking  like  Laksmi,  Varada  fell 
into  a  donbt  and  looked  at  his  bosom  (to  see  if  Jjaksmi  were  there)  "  The  God  mistook 
the  Queen  for  Lak$mi,  suspeofced  that  His  consort  had  quitted  her  permanent  place  in 
His  bosom  and  looker!  at  His  bosom  to  asoertam  whether  she  was  there  The  king  was 

very  muoh  pleased  with  Aoirya  Dikjita's  poetic  description  which  is  both  original  and 
suggestive  of  his  (the  king's)  greatness  and  consequently  honoured  him  with  the  title 
Vak*a$ihalaearya  Dthsifa  [V  A  Bamaswaml  Sarin's  Iafroiucfoan  to  Bvffihanta- 
Undti,  Annaroalai  University,  pp  95-108] 

Appaya  Dik§ita  is  said  to  have  hved  in  1520-1591  aooording  to  Adayapalam  Ins- 

oripjiion  See  Y  Mahalwgasastnn's  Agt  qf  Appaaya  Dikshtta,  JOB,  H,  aa*-387. 
In  hie  Introduction  to  YSdav&bhyudaya,  (Kd,  Srirangam)  the  date  is  given  as  1552* 1626. 
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See  sriicresr 

SdfiWMI^dWlfil'  70 

3riJr«nH%*TTp5T  826,  848 

3jfofc  (31^13)  Kvs  160 

3tfiT^  (SRTR5S3)  59 

arffrTC  550,  945 

arfSFP^T  963 

aiSrcT>5«r°r  900 

stftsRS^  1064 

gjf^Jiq^or  1064 

3ff$l5Txn3T^r  958 

StfoTqiftfrfl*  1064 

SfTf^HTsrsPT^rCr  163,  456,  486 

SimJpRilf^ra  (WPW)  621,  787 

[Tanj,  Vin  3594] 

3lSpr^rfo5?Rr  (^^flf)  523,   938 

aiflpurerietara  (mm)  523 

3r%rsre>rfeS3jra  (jfforswf^O  523 

qfrvnriefera  (japift)  319,  521, 
787 

3rf|p3f>lfoKI<H  (%B)  521 
ift.W^IWW  291 
Stftil^ntll^f  264 

3tf*FP?3<tf  316,  809,  836,  945,  955 
eTW^jw^ra*  1094 

siftwim  Tcsy,  l&i  <WMfor  (d)  1060 

srfJR^^aJtPTT  [Rice,  746] 
3tffcrcrer5$fif  298 

^#RWoW3rtt  1064 

See  SWISFcr   [Printed,    Nasik 
Composed  m  1868] 

arftFTWPm  [BfC,  156) 
Sf^R^T  86 

arftsTOTPif&  938 

by  TORW^  [250  TC,  VI 7327] 

by  «ffaS  526 

3#JWTptefr  <j5Q 

arftowpfofr  loci 

«ftRTOW  (d)  721,  779  840 

SlfiRSRrWpn^  244 

byswr^Rr  5ii 

by  §N)ST  737 

by  5R5ft,  Rice,  22b 
3n^!I^WPf3^]37 

3liSFPRT?ra3Rtr  485 

3#'T3I<a'G!TnR  1094 

««fitMW*?  272,  272 

Sec  sftePET 

«^W%TPK#5t^  920 

^ftrnqpra*  (d)  780 

wflwsirflPi;  idc,  xxvn  7336] 
srftflWMlgt'iPC  514 

an%w(5(T5)  185,  618,  682,  6«» 

666 
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3nt*re(ftfe*r)*  135,  187 
[rC,  HI   8823] 

srfikrjmnTgfi-*  137 
«RROTPR252 

See  **JHT«f 

aifirtmiitaflSN;  [CC,  I.  26] 

eiftrcraffafRfca'  (d)  783 
arftrcrawrfii  Samg 

zrfiKmfa  (d)  779 

atorcm  (d)  779,  879 

by  SFPfa 

by  #N> 
ai^HTR^  209 

aiftwnzf;  (d)  586 

3#?T#Prar%^  (d)  635,  955 

§ft?nftq;rsrte  (d)  635 
sitftfcRcTC  121 
3f»R  110 

See  3HTC^ 

3"R^35T  {PR,  II  197] 

ll^-W^fe  [tffcew  919] 
3W*rfif?fft 

«\ 

[Composed    m   16th     century 
AD    CO/,  HI  16,  H  234] 

3W?*rs[  (f^gf^R)  no 
3WW  110 

>*WWtlftMH<wRcl  440,  501 

by  f^faSISiT  [MM,  II  7] 
3PfWJt  283 

by  fT^ft  900 

sms^r  [opp  n  7805] 

See  ̂ Wr  [CC,  III  7] 

*  In  para  137  supra  AbbirSma  KSmSbji  is  deeonbed  as  the  daughter  of  SabhSpati 
(son  oi  Abhirama)  That  is  an  error  KSmSkjI  or  KSmakoti  is  the  son  of  SabhSpati 

and  father  of  BSma  ond  Krgna  In  the  geneology  at  page  222  r ead  KSmSkgi/or 
Kamaksi  This  K3mSk9i  was  the  son  of  SabhSpati,  and  composed  tha  insonption 
oi  VeckatapatirSya,    King  of  Vizianagac,  in  SSka  1S10  (see  Id,  XLVII  81). 

AbhirSmakSmSkgi  praises  Dmdima  in  her  introductory  verses  thus 

3MWr  ̂ frgw  fl^ifxR  ̂ r  5PT5irr  ̂ ht^it^  ll 
Abhirama  was  also  known  as  Dindimaprahhu  (see  Id,  XLVH,  98)  and  she  might 

therefore  be  the  daughter  of  this  AbbirSma  Dindiroaprabhu  (the  1st  in  the  geneology 

given  in  page  222)  who  married  KSjanatha  I  and  who  was  mother  of  ArunagirinStha  I 
(see  para  135) . 

In  para  137  read  Abhirama  (Dindimaprabhn)  of  KSiyapagojra  had  a  son  SabhS 

pat!  and  a  daughter  AbhirSmanSyika  This  AbhirSmanSyika  married  RSj&nStha  I, 

SabhSpati  had  three  sons  GanopSrya,  RSmSksji  or  KSmakoti  and  Swayambhu  Qana- 

pSrya's  son  was  KSmaya  and  KSmaya's  son  was  SomanStha.  Kamaksi  or  Kamakoti 
had  two  sons  Krgna  and  BSma  AbhirSma-KamaksI,  wife  of  Rajanajha  I,  wrote 

Abhmava-R&mabhyugaya,  a  poem  in  24  oantos  on  the  story  of  Ramayapa  (TO,  IV, 
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m$  irSSP,  XIX  65] 
3WS5  Sarng 

3FEP*P  242,  482 

stWKRnP    301  [MM,  II  9-14] 
sprr?r  %w$ 

See  V^^ 
Wdll^fe  99,  235,  949 

srftRT^  364,  519 

3^1038 
■nflBwwaft  (d)  747 
^d^cW  p  25 
ST^affa  68 
spjcRg  Site,  StM,  58 
vpgfa  StM,  58,  400 
spjcOTRcft  [Sanskrit  Jl,  Cochvi\ 
gpgpraft  by  ̂ R(T?W  [CC,  I.  28] 

3PJ5TO*FT  (d)  727 

spgrawpr5^  730 
ai^dW^  311,  880 
a^^ST  58,  373 
W^IRR  34 

■JUidl'fcflflH  876,  920 

spjaTflfrP  \PK,  II  116] 

appteT  (d)  698,  755 

3J%^t  Skm 

Wtmm  (d)  531,  779,  879 
aifoplt  57,  816 

Bf^TffeT  254 

g^rfe^  542 
ararff^  273 

sWWrtffa  440 

S««  af«Rfl^»  160 
srera^  309 

■Jlft+KxHW  264-D 

atfttmtRuM  253 

qtgSFlgfefflE  242,  505 

3fSa«i*gTtT^0I1'  242 
3H5t^?5RnP  242 

s»STt^  (O  K)  468 
aWlat>Hl4  160 

3Fwa*rnr  (sRioKTm)  160,  718 

SRJSPC  Skm 
aistntorfta  501 
3RS3#*  181 
3TWPJ5  (d)  727 
apitansRim  886 
SFUVft  668 

3T«lS?rW  786 
SFTT^Rr  153 

sparrow  (d)  160,  718 
3R!?^  Kvs,  Skm 

arc^SWf  <&«»«  117 
aiftOTRWffi  305 
atft^sfa;  259 

arftlff  110,111,117,685 
sift^f  306 
SRWftft^  940 

sRFii^rfcrm  27,  28 

sreoiffifarra  1  134-5 
afVlfflR«<W  II  138 
«W"Wn  373-B 

are*»(fl^«T1  733 
3T?5(T5  Subh,  307 

sHtereN  [Opp.TI  1727] 
3P^lfRSR;«JH5nT  919 

3T#T  C<44WSr)  455 
3f#PTffa  825 
snlsw^r  993 
ai#rfJr«i  p.  42 
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aT^wWpr  171 

gr^fcfsr  668 

3I#Pf^3  397,  308,  314 

3l!«H4^  678 

ar#frficra?TR  994 

STofftToT  75 

3|$F$pntf3)JTR5r  247 

3$Ftt  (d)  235,  720 

gpjsf^;  Sulh  400 
ar&ms  501 

3!*hrTfr  423 

3P5%T  327 

ar^rrfaffer  184,  273 

aNijrrtfa*  152 

3flfo»  Subh 

vfamm  271,  566 

art^rer  546 
aRFP  848,  872 

3k&<K*tf  [Mentioned  m  Srikantha- 
canta  (xxv  78) 

3R5lfT  545 

3R5?ER  72 
aws+iw^iPrftr  359 

3l5S*K*uftoW  906 

qWWlftsr  920 

3RW3TTf^51^T  906 

3I^WC^g^t  920 

<Ha»U§Hg*I  151  223,  90G,  939 

by  iNzretf  910,  920 

by  Sftfasra  920 

by  $S*rTT  WW<nf  939 

by  ft>W  910 

3R5W3PT  920 

afcW<ifa<fel  920 

3To5'TR^t^r  886 
3f55TiTPSrarirM  920 

ara^Ki^wPl  70,  843 
3155W)C^55^  885,  920 

by  5TRR:  [10,  2543] 

by  afcKfim 
by  *rrg^g 

3ren>r^5«r  920,  932 

5f«5^r^lftHIH  920 

«fcA*IWWl  920 

3io^RjR5n1f?r  920 

a^^TOR**  912,  941 

3R5*K«*H(i  [Tap,  No  5129] 

Anonymous  941 

by  Q55R5  888 

by  Wfi&flfil  934 
by  ftfo  (0  920 

by  fdWOTS* 3R5WP?5jn  920,  937 

31c5;fH.'Hf"}<<W  920 

by  $u«T«r  jp*ifa 
by  HM^+m3*iMI^ 

aR5?R*lPri|K  211,  938 
aja+KM^t  920 

3R5W*tStaft  111 

3i<**t>K*4ie4"l  919 
aroFPRjfaTTCn  900 

3R5TKyThHfo!i  906, 920 

akM>mHlW  878,  920,  937 

sJcy^TWl^T  920 

3T55?R^ra  666,  837 

aWWSHjPT  920 

3?55f>K«IKl^  880,  920 

*The  names  Nirmala  (00, 1  82)  and  TrlmsJla  ate  in  correct 
118 
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aWW*ITfifo  814 

aRWKflhtt  920 

3f3$rofoHNr  87i 

ai»<i>i<.Awfi!i«n  191 

3K5Srcft«W  920 

3E*prcsi%  920 

by  3R^T  [Opp,  II  2763] 
3l55^R5rrarf^RT  917 

aRSWCftrcfejJTT  920 

aiSfirci&Cfaffi  [Rut,  280] 

3RS$RfojT  920 

siS^rWflf  920 

Anonymous 

by  ST?3l«R  211,  876,  790 

by  8flf'HKI,*Wo5 
by  *$FQ&  493 

at«&*W«JJS*  920 

Anonymous  941 

by  Wft    or  m  72, 100, 
871 

by  ̂G5T$  V*t    920   [TC, 
7186] 

dkteimH  920 

W«M»l«llft<UT  862 

arfwumftft  125, 144  (a) 
arawpfiSf  842 

ara^ro^r  740, 814,  920 

by  wgs 

sraWjatfTfcT  930,  989 
mVRQ^M  666,  887 
WKWlfrH  920 

870, 

VI 

[quoted  by  Sivarlma   m  Com 
on  Vasavada||a], 

8RWftsi%^915 

3R5i*KKl^ul  191 

3l$S=3T5FP  848 

mUgfa  ftR^ft  880,  928,  1038 
3^Whs|ra*  (d)  727 
araarc  286 

ai^R  446 

«f«T<H*<rM»ar  68,  446 

aWHW*  446 

aWJ^fcr  196 

aprsrffifasriT  768 

aMW«MI«nft  787 

appja  Subh 
aratfjT  (WHalWhl+tf)  [CCH  83] 

apH^TCR  [CC,  III  144,  148] 

aftfitafa;  Skm,  Subh,  56,   884,  58l 
665,  827, 

arafagstf  377 

awfrfaViW  459 

anfttetFWmtR  468 
awslftg  Subh 
wmum  68 

WW  WW*  [quoted  by    Malbnifha 

in  Maghatika,  vi  29] 
arf^tcl^fta  501 

9#PnTOlftR;  787 
3ifo«l<*  (d)  587 
atffoqr  904 

arfif^(RR;<5R(r  Pady 
3tftgS*RRrw?fr  374 

apnAjife  515 
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3f#Wi  1064 

aTW^RT  815 

SMjSra  33,  276,  624 

3f*nTC  965 

swaqtopnr  545 

$*$&  Su&h 

swrfr 

by  5HM«I  311 
[Printed      in     Kavyara^nakara, 
258] 

3W^T^  [^,  II.  2585] 

aTJ^FTO^  (d)  780 
arf^sfw^renr  1064 

areWl^  {Ouih,  V  4] 
aiFmaSRS  655 

aisgstTB^  121 

are^^fi^SRara"  286 
afBtfh^  175 

3tE^T  [CC,  I.  35] 
*mffi  207 

3ISl^fa487 

aretat  257 

aiJW4ldW*4l+f! 

[?&#  No.  10604] 
3WtaTO^r  257 

9WRI235 
*W5  318 

sRMfcreasr  919 

9#R|»I  SWA 

anfanss  (d)  [CC,  I  37] 
•npqwhff  175 

■^IW^I  (d)  [Opp  4105] 
m&ti:  (^n^PT)  p  23 
«#R5^f^486 

a#f^  753,  1041 
3nfrtiR5^ft  546 

arfoSWTCR  132 

anfl&tffa  *lfo<Utf  373-A 

a^nPTPT  p  2 

3»WI«H>  775 

3lT^Trfo|>r447 
ajT^WTSft  286 

<HIW<WHUI    373-B 
aj|i|jiTiTK*i  200 

3ri»®rf^I«R^Rr  82, 200 
qtaMMIM  180,  200 
airfr^re  506 

anrrfrfrfrt  sum 

*NI*fR*l  727 
afW*r^505 

3TT^fi^I3Pr  682, 725 

WUfazSubA 
3)Nr4ft«l«(  271 

ajllllfaaH^i  122 

aurftfemrctfiffi  (=&fl$<*mrtNi3)  786 

pafeafa  (prose  10  chapters) 
4<fwfofi  (prose) 

[MBk/l.  195] 

by  R  fofgqfi  [Printed  Puduk- 
kota ,  on  the  life  oflstasftr*] 

arta&PT  964,  972 

9rt^pwm[r972 

ql+fiHffiWI  (d)  779 
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3ii«jKHffa*H  541 

an-^Frrsr  752 
aiT^rsr  594 

artery  (iffcl)  205 
ar?irf^rrfa55Rr  104s 

■H^m<t0fl5T 

(He  wrote   his  oommentary   on   Gata 
rajnamaia  in  the  Kamakotl    Matt  in  the 
time  of  Mah54eva  V  (SankaraoSrya)  —  the 
59bh  Aoarya  (1704-1746) 

sfWTHT  (*r£)  of  Bombay 

3tR*RW^r^fcr  254F 

aiMKW  298  613,  649,  876 

arrows  329 
arr^rasifffi^R  314 

sfrfopFs  p  18 

an^SRJ  Subh 

atflfrtwEid  25 

ailGUH^H,  172 

3rrM<ift  329 

anform  867 

affUFrwqfa  {Tanj,  No  17669] 

3llRL*ri«r^^T  235 

a»ft«IKH"l  544 

ajT^SCPT  57,  528,  668 

Wlflpror  945 

3TTfe*TCcrinKnT  1064 

3T^T5T5^rq  210 

Sfli^R  270,  271 

WW^i  206 
3TR5  Pady 

3TR5  (siR^rs??^)  333 

3TH5  (JTr«T5rrfRy^fi')  439 
3fM^  (%c°rmcTr)  62 

3IW3  (=*TT  STR^f) 

3TR5  (=3fR^«rc) 

3*R<?  (^3Rq5)  172 

3IT«Rf  0^3*0  72,  820 

3TR5  (H3IR^)  76,  858 

3TR5fl«re<£  528,  544,  546 

a)W<4>rsq'  339 
3iM**l«  (d)  786,  879 
3TPS[iT3iqfcr  399,  919 

31R5TR  1064 

aURstfJlft  271 

arU^HJINPT  (d)  781 

3IM<dte«l*lu?5r  [Opp,  4737] 

3TR?tffo5*l>  (d)  711 
aTRSElH  213 

wwwK*  542 

3|R«&*r  Sartig 

3U*K««Rl<ifR5J*T  28,  55 

STR^SR  (=3IR^)  441,  476 

srra^J  p  42 

3tR^5  (A  Borooah)  649 
3TR33PCT3CT  222,  223,  542 

by  "TOTFR/Sra 
by  ̂ PR^^ 
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by  %OT 

by  *nW3FPC 

arWW^RR^ft  p  21 

arr^r^rffesft  286,  314,  703 

arawftfa220 

SITSI^rw  825 

3frH^«^  158 

aiH^W^  546 
an^ra?  278 

3JWffPPT(d)  152 
arRSKRRT  p  22 

afM*WM*tfi)H  165,  76J 

STM^fcf+r  376 

arwwtf  [CC,  I.  48 ,  in  11] 

by  ■ftMI0»ft 

by  WKHI^ 

by  ari^HeWKll^^^cft 

3rPR5T^r  804,  805,  825 

*lM<W$tofd  156 

aiM^PtoRT  [CC,  I  8l] 
atMatfnfcw  1064 

ansRWn^cRT  154,  286 

81WWl$E[  Subh 

mO&fi  (d)  166,  563 

anwrtf  Paa& 

SfTq^^l  Shn 

qrffa  Skm 

tsfosm  78,  92,  166 
WM<|rtWl  422 

1/ssp,  xvh] 
mKM«i«t>«n#RT  275 

ajR.i«WWI  919 

W1f%  Subh 

<*W{  *Tsrfirft  so 
SircfaW  Subh 
3n#^T729 

3fTfif|^fN  162 3fHN>  593 

'HI^Rd  441 

[Sanskrit  journal,  Vedavei  Tora 
Manbhum  Disl  ] 

3ir%T  22,  p  55 

®$%M  Subh 
3fPft%<T  593 

srr^j?:  35, 277 

3ltf<$  96,  785 

3?tfgiT  446 

3IPI?f?P&?ft  305 

gircffoEftgffif  305,  903 

aUT'lfflsrcfi"  405 

ajpfaprtf  268,  314,  541 

by  «WtlNl4  [CC,  IL  10] 

by  U^PPPr  [CC,  I  54] 
ajpjhCRtWT  p.  20 

by  *I5TtoT  384 

by  gjW%?r  96 aiHF«W>H«d+  81,  245 

3IMlfa*fa  268 

by*WTO 

by  1%J8PTW 

byfftalW wlfaaW  880 
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3lT*tffto5Rra>lST  881 

Vfrim*  143,  312 

by  fo$W  312 

by  *fte$3  248 
SJT^ffir  [Tan;,  No  11320] 
adPfcRRRit  180,  312,  903 

by  flWfcl^ 

by  ifafa  305 
by  ft*HR  305 
by  *fawH  886 

atJ^RT  [CC,  I  53] 

by  3TPT3ic(t^ 

by  *i*rr37$ 
by  E)fr6<Qf%a 
by  WRRft 

arrfrftoTp  25 

an^ffiS^  Skm 

SM^T  Sor«gi  Stat 

arremw  (<lfll«fl^)  143,  831,  875 

«IWW(TOVH*l)  875 
anwft*  Pmt 

ang^RJFI  (M  A  )  of  Faridpur 

snsjfftanwr  [S^,  ni  102 

by  *I&MK  748 
on    the    life   of  Sir   Ashotosh. 
Mukherji] 

3IRI*  318 

3fWh^n#r  (d)  664,  1007 
amiNWsrfi  451 

arraforarqr  262 

ararfltercr  311 

•tfitHM%tmwui  352 

awfefP  1002 

3ir?TprgjFr  373  b 
airfffl^  89 

aftp^  945 

by  srnftofrcrpr  [Bd,  227] 

3ir$KcKI>3l'T+  Subh 
W&RR$fa  210 

s«  ifi^rrt 
3*15*1^305 

WW^apW^  (spg)  494 

H^55ft3fk  (d) 

(on  Ramayana) 
in^n^fe5T  (d) 

(on   the  prologue  lo  Mudira- rakjasa) 

(in  prise  on  Sn  Kjgna) 

(on  the  stry  uf  Mahabhara$a) 

(like  Kseme   dra's  Carucarya) 

f^Iffp   1 
tffipfRufroffi  200 

fi^rafcra  (d)  165, 777 

by  flW^  254 

by  q»rnr  544 

¥553  322,  323 

by  «IS*fa 
by  IwTpRWTTrf 

W&  (d)  784 
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*S«rafafl»nr  (a)  169,  777 
?5)Tcfkm  (d)  169 
n^QT  (d)  672,  784,  877 

tg&W  Subh,  374 

$5$fa  Sarng 

\9*Mft  p  2 

%S$R  262,  922 

fSpqtffi^  Skm 

\BjSft  Subh 

W&  Skm 

f^SfW'P?  355 

*&$%  193 

fiSifira  Skm 

JiWWfl  440,  501 

fsrifara  595 
P*rft  3f|W  238 

«f*Jnt$WT  667 

F*ri%*NRri£  124 
fSTCW  62 

fwrt^ir  439 

faraift  355 

fsflfa  290,  761 
kwfa  Subh 

*W592 

f^rcspwsiqrer  592 
kfWRt  904 

N*tfl%cTp  24 

fjSRiPC  .Sta 

frwrilwnqiwrc  111 

MfcjRT  254,  359 

f  *TC«cn>  286 

f  ̂HTW^;  713,  787 
f -treenfir  253 
fj^T^SFT  592 

lW  561,  563 

3ffofl?  792 

31%WTf?  235 
3*Wf  904 
3^5  191 

4 *fcW  Isl'W  220 
a^cwfitfuft  220,  931 
^dMtWJ,  356 
*1«*MI*<  271 

35r^%  1064 
3lW  (VK.) 

sf|foi*»uift«ir<*  (^r/>) 

^ftoR^qr^  (of  Ottoor)  180 
WH&*etc   [«P//] 

^fNm^f  784-5 

3?T«7  792 

3cRi;  Sar»^- 
ggf^wnrq  502 

gygfeqswfti  220 
sKWUf  253 

dWblt  541 

^iHIWl^  440 

WRi;  265,  520,  541 

by  OTTOS 
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Sfrc^  by  TW 

by  iffalSI 
by  VWWtf 

by  CftflH^ 
by  fer^ft^ 

by  tTW^ 

3'TtW^CHtPI'f  162 
SWTffcr  529,  779 

sRf^mr  80 

<d*K!{CM  228 
WWN^Il  252 

^TK<W^>^f  (d)  715 

by  ttM<W^«KM 

by  HW^fif  166,  246,  64=8 
[K  C  Chatte  rjee,  Commeatanes 

on    Uftararamacanta,    IHQ, 
(1983),  577] 

sjyiKW^cl+M  650 

^WHtWI  180,  544 

^TPOTflTfTFT  211 

nHK&HI  451 

SWS^I  286,  837 

<HW\4  61,  395 

^#PT825 
a^rmsFfl  922 
gr^rrapr  240 

^gft^fq;  661,  563 

ar^^lR  f^rsR'STT^  130 
3SPFT  78 

4<W«*ir  501 

^pPraftcT  501,  575,  783 
<WWH»M  668 

SSflWCtSPrftST  440 

3«PRr^  76,  199,  297 

vi^-MM*llH,R  112 
■d^+Ha^rsT  254 

3WT3T  195,  442 

S^TlSf  844 

^T^^ft  478 
[See  J  C  Ghosh,  Gleamgs, 
Amals,  XIII  197] 

35im  27 

^IWlfrgT  330 

3W§?f  99  Sim 

S^RRR*  (d)  563,  877 

d<WM<l  (d)  663,  672,  955 

^O^IST  31 

WW 

by  M>«M*fii  252 
by  JTRHTOl^  736 

by  «8TO5»1W  123 
ZZX&W  548 

gWCI^FW  506 

3*<l^<«l*il*l  125 

sjfe<Jiwfta  235 

5rpj3ST[fR  (d)  746 
3*5  169,  323,  695 
3U«N&1  254 

sras^cf  323 

by  ̂fr^I%[ 
by  WISH*  323 

ss?rcn&r  220,  323 

34^*15*  (d)  790 
35?  272,  802,  820,  925,  953,  965 
35jfafo  830 

(Sanskntjournal  Tiruvadi,   Tan- 

jore 

&fom  318,  470 
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7W373 

ssrrfarrfa^  173 

3sn^4^fl'hffig^  706 
g?lTTPr|^T  (d)  252 

3WT3*pre  (d)  70,  686 

Quoted  by  Hemacandra 

by  TRW  137,  686 

by  JTfl^TOTflr^  779 

by  Jprf^RS 

by  a^^nT^T 

[MM,m  19  Subhdsita] 
3tPF5  792 

awititfiflfa  923 
gqtonTCWPlT  235,  433 

3if^q^  561,  562,  563 
3T*I$  6 

gqfe  p  78,  983 

[These  are  all  in  prose,  the  first  three 

being  novels     He  lived  at  Rayarakhati, 

Barisal,  a  lew  years  ago  SB  Jl] 

&m  377 

gWf'lW  p  2 

See  a»MI<*4ll^ 

•JWWHW5H  255-K 

^IRffiWrftW  (d)  591 
JEWhWfcg  792 

OT^t  254-K 

OTFEFTW  314 

£OTli$^  1100 
119 

vHWf^T  249 

^Wnft'TC  254 

dflmfil  CfHfeirrsTS^r)  373 

[Wntten  under  a  king  Csnakva- 
candra  Sim  JASB  (1865),  148, 
ZDMG,XV  142,  CC,  I  70] 

OTmfcw  928 

OTmfc^p  24 

3trn%^rw5  373 
3«te  643 

3#TOTf  Subh, 

sjfPSRTW  116 

3fFT  563 

by  ̂5T  [CC,  I.  70] 

3^5-848 

3^Rft?I  254 

mfcm.  (d)  781 

by  «TtftWT  254 

by  ̂ wr^pcni  132 
by  sftpRRTP^  730,  777, 

by  ̂ fr* 34iqftn*^  13,  2544,  692 

OTTCPtaT  (d)  681 

by  &Fm  132,  254,  777 

by  f^faWT  163,  214 

by  fwmswr  128 
griffin  1047 
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3! 
S^T  579 

3*Nft  450 

a.Stfltll'ftJk  (d)  790 

arisftg^sraK  549 

by  fasW*  [A/i/,  II   IB] 

wfa  p  1 

WH3  [<%>,  U  8173] 
5J?Ifr%  764 

SRg^rf^I^  1031 
SRpfTC  309,  944 
5^5  235 
^SW^%  869 

q; 

<£5fom*r  156 
q&m  53,  55 

nmw  ($vm)  269 
q^nrorw  [o#>,  3592] 

<£PisR/tfi%<r  444,  789 

<&mw  238,  516,  518,  544 

^reaft  928 
[MM,  II  1] 
[For  a  <.  nliqne  1  >y  KnstunRaaga 

cary  a  of  M)  sore,  see  -MS// 1905] 

^raosrsr^Rr  902 
q#(tra«fh  217 
q^M  157 

?£mR+WH  377 
q^ITW  318 

<5^  (W^Tft)  180 
^STTT  100 

\z$m  (d)  673 
i^fot  945 

i^wWt  961,  314 

#15  [M  P  Oak,  Puna] 

#P5  Shu 
^ft^R  499 

$\&m  [CC,  I  76] 

^R>  792 

eflffwINJWf  69,  844 

$ffi&  Padv 
$mm  792 

$*tm  963,  990 
3?ft  S«3/; 

'The  following  geneology  of  the  Payydb  BHATTA.WBI  (Patten)  family  Ib  ofmuoh 

interest  [Between  1800-'600  A  D  ]  B§1 1  [m  GaurJ)  had  throe  sons,  BhavadSsa,  SSn 

iara  and  Parames'vara  I  This  Pammeivara  had  fire  sons,B§i  II  (Maharsl)  (»».  GopSllki) 
BhwidSw,  VSsudeva,  Subrahraanya  and  SSakara  Of  theso,  B§i  III  bod  ?  tw 

Paramdwua  II  and  Vasudeva  (see  para  170)  And  Parameavara  II  had  a  sonBsilu 
and  his  eon  was  ParameSvars  III 

B§i  II  (Nrahargi)  xs  mentioned  by  Uddanda  m  his  Kokitesandefa  (See  bmm 
169-170) 

See  Int    to  Tattvabwdn  by  V  A    Baaiaswaini   Saatri  (Annaraatol  University) 
87-02 
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*5#fam|R*q  [Rue  82] 

$§^frSTT  541 

fa  Pady 

faw  402,  S&»,  Subh, 

fa«r  [cc,  n  15] 

[In  CC,  I    86  the  name  is  wrongly 

given  as  fl>W»55?J 
WWW  341 

by  gS&lTfrS  922 

f+uMWATTT  97,  943 

by  fnpjfttwfa'^ 
by  '«fS>*nB^i^!?rn%^ 

WT3$  402 

f^Rf^  504 

*■■#&  81,  245,  353 

^^j^nra^lrcr  941 

[On  the  Geneology  of  Oultaok  kings 
composed  in  1831  ] 

55  514 

*>mm  6 
^Pf  598 

WT  p  2,  447 

*J*nWW5Fft  441 

$MI«i>l*l  (anonymous)  435 

by  ffamsft  [Bik  330] 

+«tl*ld*  370,  439 
W#5*  [10,  470,  471,  815] 

by  ̂ gt^f^ 

[An    -ib&iraol   of   sovoul    parvans,   of MahSbhSrata] 
mvm  J54 

^«rr^  [cc,  i  78] 
^«rW*r5T  422,  435 
^simstefa  434 

wnja  p  2 

^«TTlcII^l%  428 
$«iR^r£rer  477 

^TR^WK  111,  114 

by  Iwf^spiir^  [Printed  Bombay] 
*PTPfa  430,  441 

?«rraofr  441 

^TRrf^r^  420 
^T?TRp2 

?«rrarc  [a//  2780] 

tJlWlfiW3*  318 

^FPPfWTfa  283 

[Printed  Bombay] 

^^fW^T5?*  254 
W»*IR<J>1  (d)  661 
^5re«rro#?r  273 

w*«ar  (d)  492 
W555R5  27,  35 

isra^r  (d)  28,  688 

[rC,  VI  7120] 
wsrecforrsR  (d)  563 

«Ht>4^4ft»H  (d)  777 

^t?^WT«R  (d)  880 

[=^q^]cTcftlff«r^    Id)  mentioned   m 
8D.  OO,  I  79] 
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See  fllSRFra 

i&mft  (d)  727 

qsiffiFEft  \0pp,  II  979] 

^I^^T  [Kanishka]  34 

¥3tf$iefc  (d)  786 

«b#^j^cN;  44 
*&&$  (d) 

by  ̂ PWnT  289 

by  $m  523,  621 

by  3frS«T  787 
^forq  (d)  787 

3K$*Wsr  (d)  783,  879 

«P«!Ie5*T$  920 

^mTSPt  (d)  [70,  VII  756] 

by  S5ffP"T 
^^TRSraWT^  [scyz  VCJl] 

wm<im%fo  779 

Wti%%  Sudh, 

<m<i>$m\  499 

S^^C  Skm 

<fffi®  778 

♦bfa^HWHt  Subh 

<k$\$W.  Subh,  Sarng 

$$53^  Subh 

qtfftigwra  360 

*fa"Tl<**r^T  Samg 

»%"ll^^  56 

WcHdWf  1064 

'ftcfSli?  or  rffanjcr 

[Co/  CP  No   1353,  6150 ,  CC,  I 685] 

qarar  164,  877 

<CTe5R>£tor  (d)  167,  782 

?zm*X  (^I^fp-)  236 
vmm  (im% 6°Tpr)  252, 316, 31a 

859  [Wrote  Nirnayasindhu   in  1616 
and  not  1613] 

fusn^pr  [opp  4106] 

W^Ig*  .S%»,  iaW,  £«/«£• 
qjfl55r^55Rr  (-HfoQllftw)  (d)   [CC, I  276] 

by  f^rcPTRrT'l?CRI 
sR^sfawSftf  (d)  62  695 

$lESRflpn!r<«l  [See  Tahj,  VI.  7285] 

^sam®*  (d) 

by  ffprPPT  [Printed  Poona] sfiSRS?  V&&  Subh 

$*o5  965 

+ffft?l1°r  904 

by  WT  [in    17  Cantos,  Pi?,  Ill 
355,  393] 

«RT»ra  152 

by  wa^mfa (d) 

by  tfo^  692 

by  ffowr  741 

by  5TWR*  692 

mentioned  by  •RPtlS  554 
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by  gacwrsi  721 
by  %S55^  3  79 

«KricW  778 

&1&  Subh 

&*&  29,  825  848 

S^M'igft?  Skm,  Sarng 
SKJ^ffi-STC  Skm,  KIS 

$TT  945 

5WIOT>  [CC,  I  81] 

*ftflft«!«  505 

5lWTf^  ̂ ft  323 

WIMK  516 

^Ri^oS  (d)  879 

mlWflteraitar  [jkp,  n  120] 
5^rR?rcRf¥ft  494 

by  dRwiltfft^  ICC,  I  82] 
wrre?ftf  3ii 

^ifojSgfa  291 

by«dBBn«[oc;i.8ai 
t*^l  63,  70 

sflfaCRW  (d)  880 
iftm  (d)  584 

*<fal**«*T3:  (d)  254-E 

^5JTT  898 
%fyraw  1101 

"PfgSfr  (d)  63 

[Ulnar  897] 

*°fe^  400,  Skm 
*"fcr«C  544,  1101 
^"fP5Ec!  298 

«B«ftt*T  [rC,  VI  7257] 
(Here    83jjaki     praises    Arjuna    and 
Krfavarma  praises  Karga) 

by  5?faJWS  [£6,  235] 
^^  Sarng 

*$mm  477 

by  *3Ffr|®»|  254 

^tjtfsifl  (d) 

by  TOrer^R  659 

[/#£  (1928),  562] 
SBfCRPfaFft  923 

«^555<f  [CC,  in  15] 

5§jPSrf  286  286 

*NWWI  373-B 

$57  (77<T  ?) 
TOT  396  Sarng 

3*»>ifc»iq  no 

7Sl€lHJ(t  544 
5Jgfgftl028 

*«!Sf^?(«lW  1047 
*«I*K  868  (a) 

755FW»  (d)  708 

*»rfiflsw  490 
+<*lft<*ltf  68 

•kJIfll  459 
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<S5Sra?fNflWT  (d)  783 

*mm  [Rice  292] 
^fe%f55  (d)  786,  877,  869 

!|>f&T  CC,  I  84 

^f«5jtT^cI?nCTJ  (d)  [r«»7,No  23845] 

qa*ff  iUPJI,  X] 

«U(^roT  166 

»raw«wfa  [CC,  I  84    from  Bha- 

vipyatpurana] 

*lc5^l+lfe5?Ttf  523 

4>Ql/fa«H  (d)  727 

by  sfte^RS  78,  154 

qtfoflgiH  [Tan;,  VI    3285]  * 

<Sf8f*pT  (d)  727 

♦ftfaHWflM'l  492 

«frflltmffl<ft  562 

*fa>(=T  ̂ 5*^)  254-R 
f^RT3  Skm 

dlWWISgff  (d)  782 

%<rM»dl  768 

?«q*#  563 

fgff*jft>ft  544 

*>RMd<bKHfl  373  B,  456 

W*m  298 

(mentioaed  m    sft'fcyma) 

qpfWlKflgf  1064 

^TW^lftflT^TFT  85 

«5^T^  544 

^qroi^g  Sttbh 

q&vpm%  80 

3Jsqr°rg*3fir  (d)  782 

^5Tr°nTf^Twf«r  276 

?5Tniw  (T3r^3?r)  318 

ihidltar  [CC,  i  86 
He  was  patron  of  Bharatasona] 

^wITWf  439.  1073 
9MWr 

sj^nrcrsrefar  254 

^Wl^TWlftr^  492 
^iroRmrTT  252 
«MWW 

fsunsrwhr  [PM,v  336] 

^mm^^wi  544,  547 

^5TTBI^lBS#^  273 
^^TRS^^I  939 

5RWP>iakfaR  (d)  922 
«RqT°ft<H*  494 

^5?rn#rft«T«r  (d)  777 

^n^rr^rw  863-a 
7f£  Subh 

seflwr  (sig*)  1004,  1024,  1027 
<K5fT  184 

sfi^'Sdl^  (d)  584 

*fl&*W«ft  255-K 
ftoW  314 

^(^yn'sr  918,  921 

*  [An  anonymous  poem  Hate  in  the  oolophon  tflWl<$|<ft4J{l(K&F  1««l«l*»" 

f^MT  HW  sp^SOTrij'  Apparexrtly  It  1b  part  of  a  bigger  and  interesting  work>  whfoh 

is  worth  looking  fot  It  contains  a  complaint  lodged  against  the  Officer*  to  charge  oi 

elephant  stables  of  king  Sahaji  of  Bwjore  describing  their  frauds  and  imquitieB J 
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Sffoggft  {OXb,  135] 
3>fc5SIWr  68,  268,  844 

sf^tl?  HW-K&T)  223 
aB^WT15r  194 

3$&ffitm  921,  922 

by  TT(fJ? 
by  'fasTC  [Jl/J/J  U  9] 

<#«B5<ra<rr  (=$F*PR<reRir)  96,  868 
921 

^I^RSl^r  921 

sffaT^fafR  491 

1$m*  438,  521,  525 

^1%3R  (**«*?)  254-H 

$fa%srf^  251 
Sf^ffk  514 

«fll^*<«fll«Napj)  921 

by  fairer 

by  ̂ tfcRstswrr^qTT 
$fNifesff  269 

t^*^-"**  514 
?%i3n^r  [opp,  2785] 

[Quoted  in  KSvyalSnkSra  KSmadhenn 

$fapr  924 

*Rt|«MfiH  Skm 

«R<H'i,*4^<  [of  Kasi,  5«ry»  /fl 
$ffa*$  (^«fi»f>ijCp)  921 
$1^4'$  318 

«W«ih»*H  (TC,  P.  6226] 
*^^?T  306 

"iftftawPl  907, 1043 

ifowfofa  LCC,  I  87] 

by  TOWfaf 
^falPJcTfT  314 

[Z>C,  XX   8023] 

[Arena  Librarv  Vizagapatnm  ] 
3>fair*?rrea3?riar  \opp,u  8178] 
*>facnf%q;  (5rmitJTr«Tg?r)  199,  786 
^itrrn^tfcftrg  777 

^rarf^^f  (ifejrro)  122 «&%r«rarc  921 

9>farReft  [cc,  1  87] 
^f^W^fTg^T  214 
^«nt?r  786 

^RWW^T  228 

*A^1  566 

*fol3  1074 

fll^Tin?l*l*R  [ilff,  V   364] 
^WS  373 

*RP8Jtul*l»1  289 

sPfgapfa  (d)  [CC,  m  2] 
%'ftW8  135 

«SflKW(N   C)613 

SftW  318,  923 

«RffoT  ito*y,  .Sfo*,  SkM 

»fitH^I«Mfif<  (of  KasfJ  [Sfcrj/yZ] 
$fa<$<#  792,  924 

«B%r3t  66,  86,  303,  306, 330, 655 
ifam  546 

♦Pkwkhm  aw 

♦ftiMWMWS  86 
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tiftUoWHl  54 

«RRT3rfflW  Pady 

^f^[3T«^ra  Sim 

^TPSratfl  Skm 

3>ft?T«(r?ffa  348 

[Edited  with  translation  and  hhScc    by 
Y  Mahalinga  BaBtri,  003  (1935)  ] 

litef  "T  905 
^firafU  252,  783 

^Ef^ippRtffifa;  55 

*ET^nftwp:  154,254,544 
4»flPmw  921 

SfatWi  568,  828 

^RttN^^  205 
l&fiW  110,  866 

Sfafo^TT  \flpp,  U  3021] 

qftta  O-wHWWt)  685 
vf^rartM  9201 

qsfamWte  938 

qsftercwflws  515 

3ftBI$ffo  Pady 

by  fgflWKW  [JBwSMtft] 
56ftf5T568 

iBftHCTO^Fft  210 

^ffe  p  42 

qtffa&qgi  373 

*3isWlUKul  347 

qgfMJfofl  378-B 
qsafi^pi  (=&?«*)  45,  237 

spfft^RH^T  362 

4>Wmi3ft  [CC,  I  88] 

gttteraTte^t  45,  373-B,  468 

5S5J3  \Tanj  VII  2895] 

^fefWT  812 

rttlR  373-B,  441,  476 

rt*nSS,&mt[CC,l   88] 

^^  mm  fanp?)  724 

^^'SRTTftV'HIclT  494 

^ffHcteWTSITO^  [Taylor   I    236, 360] 

WB^ET  322 
'WPJ^fe^RTTT  373-C 
q»F«RR!^  761 

See  jrf&Wra! 
^R5P%raJTRyr  494 

^rarfSr  (=wro,s3fc0 
JET$wfl5Fq  254,  541 

*H'^*ratf*wfro  (d) 

(-nlvRranf^i)  [rc,  vi  7423] 
*W*fR5r  727 

isfrnrr^  52  677 
♦Mtoro  1074 

^R^T  618,   620,   621,  622,  888 

»MW  6 

SERflfl  166,  454 

[Ed  by  P  8  Vaidyal 
qsrWtwsrrc  60,  456 

by  ftwft* 
bv  3fl%»R: 

by  ̂ WB 
^T^rtt^Tm  (d)  450,  688 
W^spftaCT  (d)  889 
^r?^tkw66i 

W^spfrtCT?  456 
«bMfl*»<  60 

«BR^ferrt  456 
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mzw  902 

$ifcr^5#rpqre  921 

if5I*Sft  [Sctfadafl] 
StfttRft  727 

flRHRftTfi^T  (d)  161,  939 

Wife1*  Skm 

W+QHI^eSRT  (d)  790 
WWft  137 

^r^fttfls*  270 

WF&  (m»;  (d)  563,  783  [SD,  RS,] 
<5Rfcl  CSTn^g)  86 

«flft«r  792,  964 
3>W^  Skm 

[mentioned  in  tffaWT] 

+W<frW  (d)  88 
*W*a*W  [Pi?,  IV  25] 

<Bmrai  76  [re,  vi  7133] 

WWirtf  (d)  727 
WOTS  253,  314, 659, 757,  886, 903 

^w^ter  374 

OTrfSRBRT  (d)  787 

by  aBgqyronftn;  [SB,jt\ 

^\mm  1065 
wrarcr  1074 

Anonymous 

by  f  Sp^rftcT 
by  fofflf  [CC,  I  98] 

[Lived  about  60  years  ago  in  the  Court 

of  VijayarSma  Qajapati  and  Ananda 
Gajapati  of  Vijayanagaram] 

^TORT^ST  373-D 
*m$?  587,  646 
^r«i^r^^  919 

wrrearc:  [Oxf,  143] 
*m\$i  383 

^nrrs^onr  (d)  777 
^rar^ftftsra  254 
^Wr«^TS^  273 

[ofBansalSC^Z] 

^nftsftargsfercr  (d)  787 

«srN*  (qrs*rfi?)  579 

3WMffrt  [TC,  VI  7254] 

See  3OT 

^Jrchfrfofar  254  [CC,  i  95] 
ffficfr^sW  544 

^rftr^snr  713 

•  On  the  present  head  of  the  Matt  0»ndra*'akhar»saraswat1    the  presen
t  author 

(M  Krishnamaoharya)  oomposed  this  Eathabandha 

«ftnrc;  *5mfr  fr«mw^  ̂   tour 

120 
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«rft*t#TC  254,  373-A 

^r^rer^fi^i  an 

3»P?f23»  [Qhuotad  in  Auci(\ 

wfrqgfiwr  [CC,  I  96] 

by  ̂ *iteff3K 
«5R5  928 
^f55^ns^  278 

«Br<5fcn<*#*  216 
*5mftS  144 
^rf^Bf^r#«TPRJ  22,  235,  437 

^rfeSR^pi  (d)  786 
^rfofofo  (d)  786 

*Brio&%ftrarar  (d)  787 
^Fio5?ra  12-24,  282,  309,  381,  615 

«Kfter  (spfrtfa)  372  373-A] 
[ZDMG  (1883),  545 

See  SR^fa  %'foWCW 
*6t<ofcRt  (=*rg*ETf«S«W)  252 

[CC,  I.  98] 

VrffeQff 

SOOTS  (^cJff^j^) 

jwn*  [/>.#,  i  lu] 

sprfossw  (ftgrfMte)  196 
[of  Katalipada,  E  Bengal  Died  1987] 

f&KWRg  [/SSP,X] 

WfesCRRflW  [<?M  6725,  688J] 

^rfe^rfr^r'fl'  24 

vnf&wwm,  [<%>,  5508] 

355 

Mofcmf?w  (=**fc*5rp;r)  (d)  24 
^rfetercrftsr  (fe)  1095 

[MM,  II  216] 
sprfofcftffS  542 

f^cfrTI^R    [Like  Hijopadefa] 

TOft^a^frf  84,  743 

patssfrc 

^fcrrarcr  743 

[Translation  of  Babindranath  Tagore's 
work.  SPV  II  0,  60,  III  81,  191  ] 

flo&RTR  323 

fg^rraofR^r  [cc,  n  1] 

^Rfna^flF^  (of  Bansal)  [SCfl] 
fiaJta^  769  [Printed  Oooanada] 
«Pic5r^fa  309 

^  {KaleM  R)  262,622 

TOCT«fc»®  (d)  786 
<$$fim  484 

<pfrfoH5W*$  494 

qsR^j^rsrw:  gai 

$R$ 5W3T  i  o 

W*T*»ra  544,  921 
SBrsfWRS'ST  359 

SFWSCTftft  900,  940 
1H«l^W^f  877 

*BF»If«CT*  [OudhXWll  14] 

W%  838,  955 
^tswt^ar  921 
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fRfJW'  913,  921 
^Ff^giT  905 

*i«q?iw  [cc,  i  ioi] 
^is^r^l  921 

by  nflw^irwitsr 

by  9?fa*F5 
$Rft?K  743 

«JlW  1100 

$i«MTiflt*rnr  921 

?M<yf°r  i5i 

by  *Whl  [iKtf,  II  17 
^FT^n%sfr  898 
W^ftor  921 

by  sifHsf  [Opp  II  8182J 

by  #fl5  [<?/A    II     919,    1048 
1312] 

wwft*^  921 

*r°WfylT  852 

qflsqWPH  116,  848,  905 

[BdOal  San.  series  with  a  fine  analysis 
in  English  and  introduction  Printed 
Bombay] 

SiaWR^*  235 

by  intppraifat  727 

by  <M&W  828 
fTSFRSr  906,  921 

by  tsTCll  [CC,  I  102] 
*I«(«]|<H  921 

*m*mT  921 

+l^«MyulR'*fR  921 
^RSSfTTtra^  921 

by  foTOU  Ifj?,  II   190] 3>M5?ter  906 
^s^T/foRT  768,  909 

^rsTCTOTHJoS  921 
SjRflJTf  372 

^fo^RR^f  [Quoted  in  VrltirSrtika] 
^rs^ri^w?  151 

^^WRMfcrT  921 

[Bendall's  List,  637] 
^P^ffo  919 
^r«ffiiR5itsR  496 

warrcsf  464,  816 

by  stf**  116 

by  %fe% 
[Ed  with  com.  by  Krsna  Deva  Sastrl , 
Ed  with  com  by  D  T  Tataoarya, 
UPJli 

^[STTg^TffJT  70,  339 

by  STOTC  869 

by  tlPF5  866 
^rpjcT  852 
«wsrr£3$raT  852 

«RI»£<Rrcf¥ft  864,  921 

*MH*Hfl  110 
35^3^888 

wsflnf^r^r  921 

*Ml*+K  827 

by  W  881 
by  Wm.  815 

<*MI<**l<.tW€  856 

by  *ro$$r<H*f 
by  a^  820 

$MI<**K«K<*Sifa  826 
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by  VR^yf^T  920 

by  ̂T«5|  819 
[Ed    with  oom    byMalati  Sen, 1936] 

SEFqi^re  (^SHT^PB)  825 

^rsTI5JT«B  888 

by  sftsraia; 
«rs^t*5f  866 

spp^gSRSRT  757,  903 

5F%T5$r  921,  923 

*EIS9>rt£RT  919 

*Ml§W  021 

stSfftTOfffil  54,  819 

by  <&%$%  (tfsfcr) 

[Oudh  VIII  20,  CC,  I 
Mitt  a,  No  23  L3,  MM, 
•where  extracts  are  given] 

[Printed  Bombai  ] 

qt&m  («BRffa)  253 

gf^craT^^  456 

^WI^'Tl^l*!  53 

?WRfer  59,  252 

*Rrf*fr«T  (=3Fqrp5?ft)  1064 

ssrefapqfosr  253 

3PT$fi»IT*RJTfiR'  (of  Ujjam) 
isc//,  vcm 

^T^M^lto^  (^t)  737 

INDEX 

GOi 

103, 

II   22 

'  iEPEffafa  [7U  IV   7596] 

WSftqft  777,  787,  1064 

srrerr  ett 

[SAIMJf] 
«&RfKnr  473 

^>RfR!^*W  037 

^ftfaHjqT'iTOF'T  27S 
^retfftrfaqfrr  883 

^R«TT  955,  96b 
SETST*  U05 

(IKM'F'RT^I  74b 

faffsftSTT  [f/ftmw  10561 

by  ©WH^ m^  (<D  [CC,  1   58] 

fa^reoft  9y-i 
fttfcrasR  175,  Si5± 

ft^smfl  'd)  180 

by  SRSTCTtf  fG'OS) 
^rtfrSvftT  49,  HO,  188,  400 

t%rar#frnri:54i 
ftrcn^T^FfpT  (d)  5U,  715 

faraflfrftaro*  500 

by  sR^r^rt 
by  sfasrft  arw?  02 

^sfl'^'fta  544 

fWKftwi*r  542 
*&!m&  1034 

#^«W  328 

Jfaqp  323 

by  WWPmW 
by  >WNt# 
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^f#f|^3M%  (in  pwise  of  Caitanya) 

[Bpr,  I  68] 

sEfi*nT<r#*r  io64 

sffrfHn^  m,  116,  855 

qfflfNRTO'r  [CC.  I  108] 

*&fflwf»pft  [am  21] 
^if^T  952,  955 

fffcmwr  86 

tffdyThitfcSl  3ii 
#fW3r  229 

stfrdtfar  403 

^rfjfwfo;  67,  751 

^rmf^sPrTFr  440 

ffirafi:  (d)  786 

ff|W*Wr  (d)  790 

f^T^RrqsT  314 

$WI$  SI  4 

f^gj*^r  316 
iiHW  792,  1067 

ffaffPCcFa'  1067 
f%55fTf  175 

f%£rqn?TH  178, 1056 

g^f  Skm 

|raRT3T  (liS^nTJT  ?) 

ptftgrespgqrefo  646 

?rg#g^  [rc,  v.  6220] 

afiafrl  crf5RP5;  ftpw&O  715 
51N  k  s  [A»yj] 

j'&luyidGR.'K  544 
i^aiftH,  (B  A) 

SPSfl  etc   \Manj  Jt\ 
$&M  60,  310 

PJTW  {PR,  I  114] 

by  wfiHW  (^WRS^r) 

sffoHRTf  ?#?«  (d) 

by  mm$  (R) 

\ManjJll  8] 
5*3*  809,  845 
&'<?n$l  374 

l?§*rerafcr  io5 
^•"u^ter  32 

by  3%TT«ra«r ^p^fTRTr  (d)  628 

[Ed    with  oom  by  Jayaoandra  Sastn 
with   bt     and  notes  by  Vedavyos  and 
Bhanodi,  Bombay  ] 

f^T  792 
Wfftfl  254 

Sfcdpm  103,  849 

^W**  919 
?531^*C  904 

JJWWITSg  542 

TftcFrrf^rnprr  |CC,  hi  33] 

$m<\%\  620,  888 

smwm  io,  16 
SUI-mRm  235 

gmroffor  138 
gqi<dldhtl4  306, 526,  699 

[FC.#J 

$*U<dldHI$ 
5"«  5<S»fl&*ll*  212 

(s^mtfcm&W  of  Kanci) 

^rTOgffil  [TC,  m.  3532] 
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$HKdldN»4* 
(^g^f^Icf^  of  Tirupali) 

qTftSTraHTiq;  (d)  146,  306 

lWr^?f  400,  Subh 

mR^T38 
f^Refl^  38,  462 

See  wf&sri^cracft 

PWI^H  38 

See  Sfaw«CJ55?r  (d)  [CC,  I  461] 

fflTWR!  70,  116 

fJTTWr&^r  70,  113 

^"fllOTRSJH^  70,  321 
priws  38 

gTOK*T5  s-mM,  Sarng 
SffTCfilttft  544,  884 

5SR3WW#*  (K  K)  [VC,Jl] 

iwro^snr  254 

by  'H'Kjf* 
by  f&TMficl^J 

JWI*ft«W  (d)  28,  166 

$  Jtrcffoi^s;  543 

5«Ilft'«i  459 
$«i<Wa<8flB  879 

fHR«ft?I#5I«;Ri^  (of  Purnea) 
[VCJf] 

by  53£  821 
by  *[GWU  26,  235 

by  TOTtfaT  544 

firarapp^j;  158 

r^28 

fTR^TPR;  31,  927 

^rrc&T  28 

$W(l<&  643 
freifrfWfrcr  234 

pn^T  28,  543,  728 
*U«W*  (d) 

by  *m*F5\  [CC,  I  111] 
SJi^T'?^  44 
3>a^  Samty 

(#BRRWT)  [CC,  111] 
3>yiVfl  491 

5Wnlt  (d)  783 
^RT^r  297,  929,  1004,  1021 

gi^nnr  (*ff®)  20 

(Quoted  ia  ̂ tff ) 

^«TO3J(d),[CCI  111] 

gwftfo^<3;  83 
jiflwwr  [.PR,  1  114] 

fPft  587 
s^wwrawr  205 

trll+NMNNr  [00, 1  112] 
&55W  359 

irstrsft^rar  [a;  1  112] 

by  TtJSR^T?r 
$M&\<*  305 
**3«W  65,  205,  278,  451 

*TQ,  II    3374      In   para  146  he  is  described  as  of  KSnoi     It  Is  wrong     He belonged  to  Tirapati) 

Delate  in  the  foot-note  the  words  "His  life  is  described  in  a  poem  by  RangaBanu 
Hfciaoftrya  of  Kumbakoaam  " 
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fef&ST^T  338 

$'<*$R3T  3IMT^  278 
ffeFffi:  [Mentioned  in  Haravah] 

[PR,  II  59] 

f^igil^oS  207 
fTfeST  (flTcSW)  (mentioned  in  Auc ) 

f^n?SW  [TC,  VI  6924] 

jfcWIEW  143,  529,  896, 927  *70,// 

by  3nii5*4T^I^  494 

P«5TR^®T  143,  862 
pOTMItfl*^  235 

SJWtanC  941 

fSSRWTf^ft  [%>  1219] 

fWrccft  (d)  784  [70,  1183] 

fSRJTWqfa  (d)  694 

f^5TT^tRT5W  (d)  [CC,  IE  33] 

by  sRWft 
StRTCWfiSiWr  513 
f!R5?fr^N  (d)  709 

$ afiSfifa  (d)  779 

is«4cAvf  [CC,  I  113] 
jwrprrwi  [CC,  i  us] 
fSRJ^I,  541 

PRSSntSflf  (d)  162,  779 
f 

See  f ̂JfS'T 

fSH^f  400 

fgJNFri%5T5T  (d)  787 

$UHH5Hft  (d)  451 

55fl*G*ft3PT  (d)  55,  877,  880 

fjprcaspii  220 

5a^[^C5ws|  (q|i*r) 

ICTP  514.  889 

55HWM  782 

SIPiJNr  (d)  786 
by  SP^PT  alias  ffaTSSSW 

[TO,VI  7184] 

pn  para  786  the  name  ff*n%*cT 
is  wrong     Ed,  Vizianagaram  by 
K  Rangacarya] 

mwm\  af^ra;  iso 
$AtKiH  [Oudh  836] 

by  W7I35T 
5&4K+M  [CC,  I  144] 

fWTCTTT  207,  286 

f*frtW  529,  883,  922 

3^ftWlleta  526 
ffonta?  207 

f  bwum  919 
ftfjjaW  [Bendalls  List,  50] 

f^^Rf  254 

f  &$m  (d)  727 

^agwpiftT  104 
f  crr«fcmPt  (d)  778  [Hpr  II,  38] 

fSITCraT  (d)  565,  672,    779,   877, 

955 
f"rraw  27i 

fqrai'KW?  210 

fiTW  553 
for  (SOTWCp)  902 

ft 

f^T  (ragr)  666 

fT  (iflfcgsO  777 

3p<T  (T^lf B°R>)  £»■»#  SWA 
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for  (sfiyr)  254 

5^  923,  1101 

fT  32 iKcMfita 

wflSNIlfir  (d)  [Rice  264] 

yr  (^33)  no 

^645 

f5^  («JM)   [CC,  I  67] 

3*Wfcr  [0^,n  310] 

yr  329 

1°t  923 

fT  BfypiT^  541 

^1*6*1  lywWaTft  287 

fsorararrci^r  494 

'^ui|*Bm9a  Skm,  Subh,  Sang 

TOrercrfa  [cc,  117] 

fy,l«6,(^'  132 

yrafa  53 

l50^  (^WS*)  346 

fwftfa  541 

S^fata  224 

fTO  1090 
yreft^T  784 
f^^ffe  215.  338 

f^wkif  290,  293 

See  W$V®f<m&R 

f^f^C  816 
fswfipFHfnfa  213 
filter  251,  702 
f=°rf  (4f)  w$  225 

[5«  Annals,  XIII  1-16] 

by  WPRPHS  702 
Anonymous 

fFTspEgc?  (d)  702,  778 

by  P  C  Diw.inji 

[On  tho  oarly     history  ol  the  Sikhs 
Printed  Lahore] 

fttfta  298,  1001 

by  ffRTPT Anonymous 

f«H«W&  17<>  TC,  VI  7275 

by  *rrcter 

[OI  Asua,  liaipur   tto\  imjcI  S  ibdakaljo- 
4rama  ,  \vt<A  1843  1'Md] 

(A  oolleotion  of  pooma,  SO  ,11  VI  95  ) 

fTOC  330 •fFTOHSflC  C.)(dl 

^uHtU*jl<4|  (<1)  733 

f  "N^T  251 

f*R^542,  [TC,  VI  6932] 

by  §l*ft!$r  (^TTT^) 

by  qr§*w 
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Anonymous  251 

by  OTPTT3KR:  306 

by  m&%  251 

bySRM  126,451,  481 

fFTffcflicT  251 

$widlti4Mfa  273 

^KdsfV  745 

f^T^  [Opp,  201] 

(Quoted  in  *nfRRTCr?m) 

[Afil/,  U  38  Composed  in  1780] 

fsiRrf  (tfacJ)  297,  694,   709,  999 

[MM,  II  45] 

j^r^  (*Tarereg*r)  251 
fwi^gsa%  frpm)  {Swy/t\ 

5«htW*K  (aftsrr)  [s?/rj///] 

J^KflRSW?  922 

s^cffara^r  (d)  787 

f^RTO  96 
frl^l-WI  318 
jftarsrarer  1064 

'faPTtf^fiw  29 

f*tm  (.t*p0  544 

W*ra  544,  1101 

^I^ntpptffa  [#OT  286] 
f80^  323 

HWRW  1098 

f^^nr  124,132,  237 

fwifs&fo^  863  (a) 

f "^rpur  p  31 

f^oRR^  (d) 

3)H<l3«J"*  711 
<flmrqorarc  322 

fWHW  (wmfaw)  618,  711 
^to^*  211,  933 

by  ̂TTT^r^ 

fMmf^d'  ss 

«B^tcW^IW  \CC,  I   116] 

fwr^rfji^+i  [CC,  1  116] 

f^wfclSI^  27,  28 

by  ff*l*ll&fln  [CC,  I.  121] 
qrmrftf  Sarng 

•On  thiaYati  the  present  author  (M  KriBhnamaoharya)  oompoeedthisBa{habani}ba 

w  * Rpppw  wfrftnsTGKt  straff  rarcwt  I 

121 
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fwiMTOra  (ofPattambi)  [VC,Jf\ 

3pomp|?T  225 
tfm4WrfR*1[V0,Jt]  291 

^"M&d-W'MoSffTfipT  211,  933* 
[of  Hosaduiga,  Mysoru] 

[Jl  Mys   Sans  College  (1035)   Corn 
posed  in  1914  ] 

f^WlfaBH  251 

ywfiMlfrbl  (d)  251,  801 

by  apraft* 
[PR,  V  436,  Nepal  Library] 

ff^wftrtRd  778  II  24 

ymfomw  (d)  373-B,  7G7 
f»TOS  Sarng 

«p|gsrfar  [cc,  in  ho] 
fainflS  27 

*WPffoT  [CC,  U  28] 

f«ros  1102 

FWTORigd  251,  301 

fajf^JT  546 

JparoWFS  (R)318,  488 
S^TOT^  ftfam)  493 

fWT<rf  (R  V )  473,  477,  49C, 

610,  612  [Sahjl,  VCJt\ 

fwrfa'<fl^l$  28,  863-A 
fwrft?r  750 

SPTNrsCPW  (d) 

sfftfasra  ̂ PJ»T  (d)  [CC,  I  595] 

f^ri%?TRrq-  863  A 
<fwp#  254 

fwnijS  (ll^W)  787 

^r#  (*rnm%rp-)  97,  319, 021 
f^TJJjffeflK  787 
f«»r»R«r  (P  R)  [fc,  ;/] 

f®W£«i  338 
fronrssR;  937 

fWRR  286,  1102 

fwrnsr^T^  54G,  747,  988 

by  sflfiHltf  [iWyj  7] 

fSTOsrsFrreyN*  200 

farcra^  165 
<g«JU[ji,iH|f^  344 

fBWsrsraim^i  200, 844 

fcq^rSTq^tf^f^I  938 

fwrcraflaw  252 

f  aTOSrars*^  200,  287,   411,  48G 

fTOalPgW  200,  546 

yrcrafewg,  200 
%*nm  81,  245,  353 

fsortm 

m*&R  [On  chess.  Bik  707] 
fWTCPT  704 

fwpnf  (Mrs)  441 
fwRStel  (d)  767,  778 

"In  para  498  delete  worda  "  among  in  1934"  misprinto! 
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by  «W  251,  316 

hy  ̂ STWST  251 

fsoraforatfWt  251,  289,  301 
by  •TO'Mtffr 
by  *TWT  289 

#wl»?«*r'ijiul  251 
^"ratePIcr  246,  801 
?  ttT3>teTl%Tft  251 

by  Wfrm  [Oudh  IV  9] 

$wrcftS5N%«5ra'  251,  1001 
by  SfflT^ 
by  il^TJ%rf 

bygW^ft 
*Eui«5\«5raq>  5, 290 

fwi^cSl'HIT  251 
f^ret^^  224 

IWI^  1095 

by  Wfo 

by  ̂ WTHT^  169 

FUfftanrei;  542  [TC,  VU  7581] 

by  *f$%R 
by  srsrrilr^ 

V*tom  (d)  242 

by  aftPraw  {^s) 
*wifttfi'tf*r«i  373  h 

by  im  254,  542 

by  JWTW 
by  ̂r^RT 
by  SpnT  169 

by  3W?PijTr«r  141 

by  llWTftff  1047 

iqfoHhffcWH'fa  251 

S^TI^Rr?^  517 

by  *rtf^ 
S^RTcRJ  290 

f^Tf^  1100 
W*Fm  180 

sptcw[CC,i  ii7] 
?soRnfr(;  863-A,  901,  1064 

TSOTStO^l^  [CC,  1  117] 

[of  Pindigheva  Sury  Jt\ 

W°m^%  (*TIW)  546 

♦"Wlfik  (iftftR)  p  25,  492 
l^sErrdr^  542 

See  fwiftw 
S^ra^tf  [J5f>  IX.  16] 

wmx  1093 

^rorisfk  (crrcrr^pr)  of  Navadwga 
(1866)  [Can  23] 

atHUfltf*  (d)  [10,  VII  4203] 

^RteiW  [MM,  II,  7] 
arawwtPB 

WW&lt  (^WP)  940 

f^gjt  659 

^M^ftl'T  (d)  777 
fTfJ.ft  (TO^ft)  900 

t^Rl  218,  291,  [TC,  VI  7127] 
*wiM|4  Ked 
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f^rretf  [opp,  n  310] 

^tTT^f^;  153 

faTW?  544 

f^T^K^  542 

f*TI5R3>C<t  301 

fwilM^WWil  764 

f^TpMra  1064 

F»n^w  (d)  [Zfcy,  vni  3673] 

by  SyfcFTPWS  (of  Kanci) 

fwrpga^  251,  529 

by  355^«lf%3¥lfo3rcnCOT 
by  src<&fire  (sirlra) 

^H^d^^T  251,  301 

farrsawfa  251 

WWR  251 

#"1KW  1100,  1101 

f^TPfagft  721 

f*qt&fc[  251,  254 
%wjh**H^«I  981 
ymndK^Rd  [DC,  xxvu. 

10108] 

IJ^NcllW^  544 

*w»nm,  273 

iparrcgfa  932 
£*mftfr%$  [AOf,  II  34] 

by  f^RWIoS 
l^aca  251 
$$raaf?  314 

??R464 

^I^r^n^TTlS^  (of  TJonircs) 

TICT^rT  [S«rj/  Jl] 
%?TWr«n^«r  [of  BharaUpuri,  1/B  J!] 

icrciraiKJtarara  [sc//] 

%^qtffa  sun 
%ro^rfe?ra  179 
%5C«5#3;  179 

[Died  in  19'21     For  hix  letters  and 
exquisite  poetry ,  see  SC  Jl] 

^tTORI  160,  537 

%?fl£to«*<fl«m  271 

^^starrf  os,  67 

$f&pfa  314 

f^giftfawra  [/<ii  59] 

%fe%RPP  (d)  5G3, 877 

%5ar5rfriTsr5T^r5T 
[Arsln  Library,  Vmatjapat  tin] 

^852 

iSJfWH^r^TT  [CC,  II  106] 

Wfafa  252 
$5R  (ITf&SEr)  542,  544 

q&rc  (errop)  1004 

«'N^^<i  [PR,  VI  28] 

%sra  (fR'W^S^g)  895 
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ife4l44m*4l<*4tf  733 

$4T«l,*lufk<'ll*l'fa  Skm 
%&F8fa%  Pady 

SraeRfar  \CC,  I  121] 

[A  poem   describing   the  lifo  of  Kefeva- 
4eva,  Sing  of  Multan] 

*t)*l«nfal  (d)  [Mentioned  in  Nataka 
oan4«kS] 

%^?r%<T  SS,  373-A 

%41«l«iW  777 

3ttl'<frlK'W=rr<i,:q  (M   A)  (^T%S) 

[Born  1896  Professor  of  Sanskrit,  Sn 
Parasuram  College,  Poena  Forstray 
poems,  see  Manjusa  Jl  and  MV  Jt\ 

towRid  158 

?3WS  373 

3ir«KWfi£l?£tar  [#/£  245] 

nmm  [cc,  i  127] 
^OTHfcWR  Pady 

msmmm,  \cc,  i  127] 
fel'WlftH,  781 
fcntf*  (TTOJTsr)  254-B 
%?#T  400 

+*a*wct  919 

$wrftw  329 

$*8GT#  702 

frmftw  [Pi?,  in  395] 

sRSRpf  257 

*5RrrnfR  632 

%fc5fJpT 

Wf<*<W'  314,  928 

%®RHsfHfra*?  496 

^55I9iraT  733 

%<Al«§«Mn  175 

*W*  &&»,  S<W*S£ 
*BI3W&l  323 

(Mentioned  in  ffnTJT^) 
$ftfam&  122,  169,  323 

by  3OT*WRI$  255-K 

by  WHl4 
by  ?t«ENrf 

by  gwwfcr 
by  5^5 
by  «TO$S 

*Bt5fa>  1074 

*>m4*gi  [cc,  in.  20] 

<NftqdPKH  180,  323,  7i; 
«FTfcf*R[  24 

^iftftfg  175 

*farf^r[cc,n  102] 

sftfQJ*  787 

s*fcgin*Fr  280 
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^f&Fte'  482 
<&H(&H  482 

^JtaaOTPScT  254-J  \.MBJt\ 

«fei*t^HI$^ggy  254-A 
*pfac5T^l»  504 

^oMU^^T  378-B 

+tel3#  Skm 

[Of  Asadhard      quoted  in    I  ji- 
venika] 

«hi«<a*flq<flq  163 

[Poem  in  21  Oantos  by  Ganga^hara- 
roifca,  Utkala  Bmhxnm  of  Sambhalporo 
On  the  history  of  PataaBaj  fatmly 
of  Ghauhan  dynasty  of  Oha  tabgarh 
Division  0  P  Ortssa  Feudatory  States 
Gazetteer,  285  JBOBS,  XX  140)  ] 

•hiflftw  (d)  672 

^tfcS  561,  562,  968 

*bl^<^  958 

by  ifearnr  [Oudh,  xv  144] 

«&RHMH*H  (d)  746 

^fl^atA  \CC,  I  181] 
*%+<«Ml*?  (d)  199,  686 

*bii*«^  (d)  786 
^%qf9  254 

by  f^raTift^r 
^S^t  714 

«£liifl$t°g  544 
^U^Cl^f*  (d)  575, 587,  626 

^hl^WShTM^  (d)  672 

«£Mtiqi4*  (d)  740,  788 
qftifltttti  (d)  492 

#?n§^I  (d)  784 

^nrsfrf^&r  291 

^P^fN"  836 
f&WcI'S  182 

^n^PKwnr°r  346,  692 

fsf*TW^3inaT  [CC,  1  133] 
3>teTf3[  Sarng 

^Tl%?nT  (d)  774 

stftemrrais  (d)  563,  880 

ptfteraGsr^T  {CC,  I  133] 

by  WR 

fWI^R^  (d)  727 

irra^F^'q"  (d)  727 
%S*Nr^3  (d)  727 

^M'ijS'rHfr  479 
SrfcPTWft  498 

$Tm4ultd9'  9]  9 
SH^ffl^t  \Tayhn  \  100] 

by  <rcrerc*re  \puah,  v  4] 
f^ifaMkm$  53 

fltfta  Sim 

f%tfNRs^#T^qPT  255-H 

%cn^s[^r  255-c 

%Tr5  Sim 
«SfWI!ft^R  210 

qflifllfl^  272,  779,  840 

SfftrfN^RT  735 

gstftaJrasr  1064 

tCi^^lRd  |Tn  prose  SB  Jl\ 

%T^t  1027 

WKW%  402 
fWC  429,  1099 

%*T*3?ifa  (d)  [CC,  I  184] 
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§*rcra  (uxFtt)  28i 

£trpi:  Subh 

qR$&ffi  867 

^TR<=irfli!f:!T  Ktd 
qtitW  669 

§?fe*  68, 195,  419,  446,  670,  883 
ttfrarrttsr  838 

SfT  510 

qwwftm»T  [CG  II  27,  513,  667] 

by  §3*^ 
by  TO^fe 

^fST  p  25 

by  srtfftt  [il/M  II  35] 

(a  poem  on  the  kings  of  the  Darbhanga 

liriWHTCcfifc  373 
mfrffi  254 

^5T^T  256 

*T 

1^68 

WI«Wlsi<«lRd  174 
i|«M  531 
ITRTOT  491 

WW<ffl»l  (d)  563,  877 

mss  (=*totsr:)  Subh 

mm (fa   667,  1096,  524 

1»Tr^ft  126,  127  377 

TTlflFC  992 
WWW 

[Here  JpfTSR  1b  an  error  for  JTETPsR] 
'MSR  >«M,  Sim 

[mentioned  in  VIE,  XVI  95] 

*IPW  165  [CC,1  137] 

fa^^Rgfcrcificarnrastif  [Oudh, vn  28] 

ari,'K<4,4fl47*,+tr[ 

tffld4riltM°4HeiH$cft 

tttsr  ( snTCcWrPR?)  687 

imim  (<WI?<^)  1517,  544,  687 
imrsrc  (gjfc)  687 

WTC  faf©)  166 

"PTTSR  (*H+!£>l)  165 

*rrrsrc  ̂ rfargr)  [cc,  i  129] 

by  Wltcffo 
by  srfSr^jf^f^rwsr 

by  ̂ fRgfcT TFITSR^  165 

^HlWiftffff  687 

/[4||V«l§sr  52 

•K^em^ra's^oaSa^tarammar  were  orltesea  *»»?*£*£ 

Sarasvatepraknya  (0*/  555)  as  Kseme^rabhandana  
Bee  Belwalkat,  SS0,  99  and  P 

V.  Qofle's  arldole  in  PO,  I  iv  80. 
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JUmmMMlfo  165 

%t«r^3W  254 

^TOSTcPRq;  [Printed  Gaya] 

fpnst^rrf^;  C«"5r^rt%)  3511,  496 

165* 
by  qforamrefe 

by  ̂ WcPTH?^  143 

[Printed  Gaya] 
JpTPk  878 

*frTR5  [il/il/,  II  62] 

WW  m  254-T 

[&znKfo//3m  pros« 

J^wf^^?  [CC,  I  141] 

JTiTOTT'ffaT  (d)  877 

imm  (*rcrsrc)  cc,  i  138 
305,  1004 

*im\W-i\  886  70, 176,  290 

»NR5C*  311 

ip'IWft^RR'  311 

vmm  154,781 
WRTT  254 

^FITOI^I538 
iflllfadHT  544 

See  *?im<aMfar 

~~ ^TwaT^e  son  of  Devaamhamakhin  «ri  grands  of  Sanwmpungava Wg-
 

of  VaSi»  No  (I)  to  only  a  preface  to  No  
(2)  above.  laTVm,  TO.  897i 

there  is  a  formula  for  chm  play 

(of  Alipur,  Calcutta)  [S»«rj>/i] 
*PiraW  397,  737 

by  17lW^ 

by\«W 
by  ̂ T^FIT^R 

by  W«R: 
by  <raw4i«r«»?ft^ 

Aittk&l  [CC,  1   140] 
*FTri*  272  309 
T*RT  674 

JUMfcHWft  *IWT3fl  1048 

*i*MiHfcm<v^fcr  lot) 
JT3TPTO5R5  325 

q«WllcVt<  (A  B )  41)8) 
J|3sH"i  544 

iftstm  140,  170,  no 
*|&Hl4Nl  (d)  25b 
ifksfflft  373 

T^R*  69 

TT^Sfa  277 

TTWT  886 

ft*Hti«  [SAfM/A 
imftl  SS,  Pmt 

[Ha  was  probably  tho  father  of  the  poet BhSnukara] 

jpTTfrt  Skm,  Sitbh 
TPHT%  600,  661 
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wi^r  fa^g^r) 
w*rte^fT  {.oo,  i,  141] 

q<r«#  terWfa)  ioos 

ww^f  926 

(W^ferST^)  [SA  (1882)  108] 

jpwfciyiilMq,  (of  Tiwandnim) 

[&««/    77] 

wfagfa  291 
W<«wfcfr  US.  182 

^  328,  753 
qta  [00  I.  143] 

"UrsSfJt^ciT  [Owrfft,  1298] 

TFfsi  886,  964 
122 

13te(8R?T*Iig^)867,  886 

I^SRfer  166 
tSctti^  [^o  i  si2] 8ee  |R^%<EFS? 

Tm^^t  [OwdfciXII,  38] 

[He  lived  lecently   at  Kaiavira, 
Bombay  ,Sf  77] 

a^  290 

JRPTC922 

[Heie  tie  name  Tfjffq^  is  -wrong] 

mm 
[JASB  (1870)  Pro  312] 

»TO«rc,TOlfiN;862-A 
"rare?:  (tNr)  sw 
WTOrehrf  18S,  I   148] 

WW3HS  273 

[2HQ,  X  479  ,  OOJ,  IE   350 
About  1660  AD  ] 

I^T^R^W  feMwi')  of  Sambbalpur, 

(of  Ioaapni,  Ganjam)  [Sury  Jl\ 

*K»f5  (d)  579 
*R#S52 

qgrcpfrga  10°.  4so 
■j|«l4|oj(  446 
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OTDEX 

[A.  Venkatastibbiah.,  "Authois 
of  Baghavapandaviya  and 

Gadyacmtamani  "  IB  It  A  8, 
(1927)  124] 

ilff&f  306 

13713^(^225,  501 

13^506 

ISJR^  501 
TI^I^Tf€t^  220 

193TF3T  *064 

i^mnRRr  254-f 

^p^  [00,  I  149]* 

^TC3gfoi(r§rc:  520 
T[^  55 

JIgsi'^%  12,  505 

Ji^ra^  121 

153*^1  289,  323 
by  il*KW 

by  mfy^i^  (#w) 

qfj    [Quoted    m    S'llkanthacanta 
XXV  56] 

nfcfa  941 

Ti»If*TS  214 
wiptc  (rVw^)  888 

itjfN.  s&»* 

TOP  ! 

irf'H^t^k  902 

5Fr^^*i^r  10(j4> 

1l-!W4lR^ld  10b4 

IR^3^  509 

IRsTkI+H^T    37  3-C 

(Of  Khaiakiua,  Crn>a) 

[ftuff   ft] 

(Of  Jcypoio) 

[EssayH    nn  pioM)     on    Sanskrit 

poets,  MG  Jl] 

m&m,  252,  022 

(Of    Jhalawad,      Rajputana     called 
Abmava-Bhavabhiiti) 

{Mtw)  Jl] 

iW^s  251 

%nm*n:  29H,  1001 by  ̂-ajpT 
by^Ri^ 

by  ̂ wwwrfl 

*  The  following  verse  composed  by  the  authoi  of  this  book  (M    Kriibnatna charya)  is  a  summary  of  all  the  stories  given  m  the  Oaya  M&hitmya  on  Gayakgetra 

srncran*FT$  sftt^t  ifa  *Tr«nr  fa's  ̂  
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[Ed  by   Maharudrappa       Devappa, 
Belgam] 

sfajprafcl  709 

mfds 298 

[Ovf  129.  With  Atinaiima's  com 
NW  018] 

by  $wii.x\* 
«topMfc*T  220,  225>  295> 29b>  335, 

859,  998 

iTcPTtf^1^    P01   commentaries,  tei' 
MM,  II  2] 

>fapil#by  ft^j  [Rice,  2700  The 

name  is  given  at.  Sltagauilvivaha 

in  JocQipni   Mss   collection,  No 204] 

jftrfcusr*;  299 

iftcrq^Tl^rar  i<^9 

Tftrrsrana-  1W8, 1064 

'tlcRIRS  1058 

[0a*  OP  No    1350-2] 

4ld<J*«(  CtftOTW] See  sfflag^sr 

tfmm  298 byfftsrn: 

by  smn«c  (xcz>) by^mfe 

^rT?rpi  298 

byjfrjrftsr 
by  BFRRRPTT by^fe: 

[Oudh  viii  200  jiar  v  52 
It  is  mitten  as  nfrRf^:  in  ̂ 0 I  154] 

tfldWd*  298 
»ficrreKr 

See  tM<#dR«f 

tftamtf  200 

See  gaRnrf 

^qftrqa^mfefr^  (d) 
[Arsha  Press,  Vizagapatam] 

[Composed  in  1780  He  also  wrote  a  commentary  on  GIta-Govinda  ] 

*  [This  Krsnadatta  received  a  village  (Pachabaraba)  as  a  grant,  from  the 

King  of  Nepal  There  is  a  rumour  that  Krsna  datta  was  ordered  to  be  hanged 

for  using  foul  woids  about  the  King  of  Nepal  The  King,  while  on  bed, 

remembered  a  Hindi  poem  which  he  could  not  understand  In  the  morning  
he 

called  the  Pandit  to  explain  it  But  the  Pandit  was  waiting  for  the  arrival  
of  the 

sad  time  On  hearing,  he  went  to  the  King  and  the  King  remembering  
his  past 

order,  and  desiring  to  cancel  it,  asked  what  prayascttta  should  be  
done  for  can- 

celling his  order  Thereupon  the  Pandit  told  him,  that  he  should  offer  10  t
housand 

Eupees,  one  villge,  one  Elephant  and  a  Salagfam  to  a  learned  
Brahmana  So  the 

King  did  and  gave  hun  the  above  mentioned  village.  That  vil
lage  is  still  in  the 

hands  of  his  generations,  residing  at  Hatarba  village,  
P  O  Jhanjharpur, 

Dharbhanga]    MM  II  & 
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tfrffas*  154.  254,  787 

by  ̂ RTSJ  00  I  154 

iftrfawTlTOi^r  357 

gafiR^ssrif^L54! 

gup^S  672 

gams?  CfiH3kfii«r)  47>  5^  228, 
320 

jprorai  (d)  563,  955 

iJUKwHlfll  ̂ 63 

jfrotr: 937 
apif^T  323 

[Bewcfoffls  Jas£,  69 

a«lft^W<iPr  27,  667 

amfoHHlfll  262,  513 

igiimi)  Bamg,  Pady 

3ff»ri«K*ffi.  Sfew 

sjDTi^g^;  283 
gonsj  305,  413,  417 

jjfri^Rr'f  373 

SH^ft  451 

See  ̂ q^RTrra 

aVI"Kgll«K  234>  235>  gl3 

aWif»ll  CPrp  6572] 

a*H«H.Md?gi-  318,  468 

[DO.  XXSTU,  10105  in  praise  of 
Abbouaavagiip$a   Last    veise 

prakrt  is  this 

Win  wm  ̂ "iq;  afartj; 

m 

ft^ft  gooff  *i^r4j[  ii 

spcRTTOSWH  254-i1 

g^rasWlPTPfr  254 

3^-iasi^fTR^r  i»  25 

by*Klftr«M&-ri; 
(Printed  Madras  Y^'th  commentary 

by  Atmabodha  composed  in  1720  AD) 

[Sadiis'iva  was  pupil  of  Paramas'ivendira 
55th  Acirya  of  Kamakotipltha  (1534- 
1586  AD)  Atmabodha  was  pupil  of 

Advayatma  PrakS.s'a  58th  Acarya  (1692- 
1704  AD)  A*mabodha  wrote  also 
Bhaktikalpadruma  and  Gaudapadolldsa  ] 

f^MHIVJHWfa  [■&«■>  274] 
gwsrranJ 

(of  Kallapum  HU  Jl) 

a<KW*ft  52  154 

UWHiM  254  270 

(On  tlie  hto  of  (JandiaafolJuaur  II 
47th  Acarya  ot  Kamakotiprtha 

(1200-1247  AD  )  mentioned  by 
Atmabodlia,) 

g^^rnq-  141,  844 

m*s&*  213 

sjjj  34G 
$^l%^  727 

quoted  iu  &'2> 
by3T5*Bt% 

%s  (=,sc§^rr^*r)240 

%W=<F3  305 
%^ifcrrw  ceo,  hi  34] 
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gW^fawmiftm,  p  24 

S^ftsPT.  271 
35l%ftf^Pr,  [Qrp  5522] 

[IQf  II  55] 

jft^unsr,  693,  755,  863-A 

^rafiu^  [MM  II,  00] 

*l*4l|*l^l<»*IR?qT 
[MM  II  2b] 

[Printed,  Bombay] 

if^icrf^opr  544,  721,  777 
by  sfisfcysftpftra 

by  %sr*RT*r 

b7  g^re 

by  qw<FSf«flfor 

LO'C  I  159] 
"iWfem 737 

JTi^rcfo;  170 

»ft«l*f^^3JJR  940 

^WPT?<Jlt  695 

>J^r^Rri2i 
iftirf^'  387 
ifttp^ff  Sukt 

$FP&  ('ffal ) 
Bkm,  Sarng 

»T|<I[f^r.  Subli,  Swrng,  388 

%T5S  (IhFiti^S^)  779 

'tirra:  (JTfl^^)  544 
jfiqt5S  293,  297 

— «TPH«mfl  WO  I  160] 

'Tlq'ISfiajr  542 

^1155^^222,  542,  903 

kyNrfcffcra- b7f^n«r% 

"^•nswifcr  219,  257 
'fttTT55(¥crwfor  354,  733 
'TtaRS^i;  505 

'Tftre^jg-  306 
'farssfw  ihj)  243 

5fpTT55^ra-  225 

'fal'd^ef  Saiiig 

'TfaT^  941 

foWKPE  1038 

T^ii^ara^p^  [Ocf  n  28] 

«fon«HnE  (tftalQV)  886 
[JOf  n   60] 

%|Sf*r|  306 

frfHKNH*  [CO  I  161] 

Rl°WI<*l«liM 

*fal^rc  306,  787 
'Tto'RSt'W  (f*R=r?&)  337 

^TOc^yi  225,  251 
JtrqiSSo^M?  (d)  692,  787 

<T1hi«R^<i  257 
"TlRTSrf^ra^^  [00  I,  163] 
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TfWTsf^;  251 

%T555I^280 

[Of  Kolhnpm,  titnada  Jl  ] 

'fai^rflrc; 501 

(VidyJl) 

ntqr^R  484 

OimmS  («ftfiw) 529 

S|qRSFn*(^   V)317 

Ttpn^R^  28> 885 

tftfte  Sfcwi 

»fofcFFT  (d)  782 

tftfftpi  27,  76,  225,  252,  373 

786,  863-A 

ifrffrtapfif^Cl^  (of  Benares) 

(Piobably    Godavary  district 

JO,  VI  7184] 

<Tl4WW°hiHb'U|  1043 

(Principal,  Govt  Sans  College, 
Benares  SB  Jl ) 

%m*r\m  UO,  vi  7301J 

ifrfaW  [00  I  164] 

by  «w»fr  JOT  1155 
'ftW&wf^rw  bl9>  1020  1064 

jftfcjj;  (siriqRORfisJ) 
[iSii   A/    StolltH  llipiOM.'] 

*Tf*l£  iS'Awi. >Tlsi^Ti^?#ii«2njr 

(of  Jiyai.iklu) 

(on  Diamond  Jnbileo) 

tfrpfa  251,  2-54,  ,310,  1095 

%p£t  (^r^rfts^r)  1(>7,  542 
*TFdbr  (sfissrspcgsr)  305 

by  gpT*TW  [JThnu  914, The  jiotin  is  ̂ VTTlJ 

^J^wt^'i^for  254 

*ffepfafa»;r S<0ST^3pf| 

jfasfafosrer  7d2 

{Orf,  121  Pii  ID  31)4] 

jfHifc  blO,  787 

[Montionod  in  S'likantbocaiata XXV  77] 

jftfife  fl/cm,  IW# 

qti^(w^r)  8(i5 

ijfifc  1030 

ijfflfc  1051 

«TlqF5^I-Jk(d)[2by,VlII  3577] 
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tffifa  (sftforrajer)  251 

rasrpre  (d) 
[00  ni  144] 

(14  Cantos  )  IFF.,  VI  34] 

#i^fcr  177.  251 

qt%c?jftT%f^  350 

tf%3T?T  224,  298,  546 

BUNrf^fer  [2b«j  VH  3222] 

tftifcira  253  271 

qii^RKM'oft  222 
Jfrffr^Tf  199,  373 

'TiR'^fa'i;  149 
JTJT%R?T  76 

%%U*T  C«Bh5T^)  i>  22 

*Tft%*pT  254 

'¥te'OT  28 
'liflM)«»l  251 

jftfoasfapjcT  224 

*IRwjt  69i 

«lfap*  373,  884 

'Ti'tt^Rrafl^  253 
itifafctoB  177,  292 

M^Hfcl  752 

[Printed  MW] 

%H«JI  Sfcro 

TjlsffH^WUR  175 

*!(#  563 

frlilHUIW  210 

■Wltfk  308 

fits  Pm£ 

^  [mentioned  by  Atmabodha] 
iTf^^K?  904 

lir^rlt  592,  641 
^MfcR  (dj  563,  877 

Tr§M5Tf«5jRrj%  75 

11517^^;  (&«y  Jt) 

'TOflp;  p  58 
flfM<dl«  229 

4kfl*  498 5ff^  908, 1019 

*H%5t314 

Jtnr  219
 

iroiPTJlll4l^lft*l  223 

TTuSWHcMd*  220 
sfj^t  373-A,  S3,  Fady 

«M  ̂JTFT  253 

^Nra-347 
nKNfcr  254 

«Nrtwr  323 

^qen;  (d)  707 [JOf  II  55] 

1k7wi«i«|9|  125 

[Lived  in  Benares  about  1640 

A.D] 

jfttfqftaiq  155,  544 

byiN^sstrlR:^^-^^ 
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hysrcrc^fr 

[Ubrai  919  Wntten  m  1788] 

«ft<r=HMRtf  494 

sj^  fiDUn,  6S2 

Sjrf^  556,  557,  558 

V&ffa  167,  236,  316 

[Crmt  oy  Qa/ratclwmAra  Oal/rweaih  ] 

XiWfi^  836 

v)Uti:«t)  SttSfi.  824 

Vi'wra  55 

wwarc;  254> 541 

^rg?787 
*Rf?|319 
^5?fW   92,  154,   166,  455,    518, 

519,  639,  649,  658,  752  [OOJ 
ID  31] 

^FrcniFFSKifSi^  lSunJ  n  VI] 
fcMWMHfR 

«na:J?S  649 

TOfaR  373,  922 

[Nepal   Library  A  farce  in  S50  verses 
Manuscript  is  dated  samvat  1731] 

^373 

by  «ft«4«liuAiy,4«t  248 
ITrcw  191    He  died  in  1935] 

b7  ?ifl?l«5*RC  779 

irt»TO%r333  714 
by^sjft 

^  (jHrtjot  ararr)  69 

^H^f^H5 
wnfa  Osrft^'ft)  544 

[He  was  the  brother    of  Han  Kavi 

author  of  SubbaSitahaKLvali] 

^wftattf^rrj  4(>4 

stmffi  WWSR  °29 
sfMfifrftarsrw  491 
=5T^f^c?TfNra:490 

^if^fig'TOf&Rnafr  247 
<*&;  272,  820 

^wg^Rra  16(>.  (>49 
[K  A  Nilakantid  Sastry,  Hah 

pala  of  Ohandakausika.  (JOB  VI 

191),  Sn  C  V  Kntnaraswamy 

Siafcvy,  Ohmidaktxnfflka  (/OE  VII 

25)  Outiqtio  by  R  V  Kvishnama 

chaiya  in  ManpibhaRmi  1905  ] 

M'"Wli»  513 

(He  was  Piofessoi  mthe  Mission 

College,  Mylapore,  Madras) 

qug^^rqfoT  298 

q^jT%  282 
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quj|gH*a  8km,  401 

qu,gi<a<aH  786 

Transfer  374 

■*flTO5«s*w!hr  282,  309 

(10  I  136,  n  No  1517) 

^o^^PtT  TS^RI^T  254 

Ml^l^t.  [10  ni  No  2829]  J 

*n^rfar  (d)  282 

*P^fer^BT  282,  709 

^[^J3^»  505 

sparer  (863-A,  855,  880 

fal^iWMHeqi)   [P"*ted 
&sas  B/ia   Series,  Benares] 

^fftra*F>  282,  457 

^vgfass  73,  76 

^g^.  350  [Twiij  VH  4232] 

by  sifoTO*  IMM  II  36] 

^^im^:  W34 

qgtff  1024 

■*3*f»«rerftwT  15°. 1038 

*l#&904 

=^#1095 

^5Ti»  42 

==1^236 

^Nft*  308 

^gffiTTC
  268 

^'df^lRrci
l  

332,  477 123 

*T3^  5ra?B3  306 

==rgfera*tf  340 

^g.^t^t  205 {TC  V  4574] 

^CTnR^rsiTfrreTT  1064 
xp^  [JSaj  II  16] 
^(  =  =sRtfrfo0  260 

^FS.\  (%fcn**rO  Baing 
*F%%  625,  691,  955 

=cp^S55T  (d)  784,  881 
by  «TKMui*fa 
by  fa^TF? 

^^551  [OP  JZ  (1936)  10] 

*s**Wiqft«nr  (d)  777,  938 

^SRRT  783 

^,M^kl<  254,  740,  920 

^MSI'lfi^'  (°f  Miiltan) (flkiy  Jl) 

*F53&21 

^a^wHr 565 
q^fat  260,  1625 
'^PS^^  9km 

t)^-^  254 

sEf^'^jr  373 Jt^ri^RrRM 

^^  (*rs  g^flrmgw)  269 Pady,  SB,  373 

See  Mrj(^<oKR^r? 

■*w^fcr 254 

■^'fari*  235 

=3Fi^294 

See  ̂ Rfl4(]^cb[SJf 
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:sr??T?t  S3T  [MM  II  22] 

^^<W  251 

=sr^jt323 

CrtSS*cOT  [CO  II  36] 

[Accounts    in  prose   of  authors, 
JUQJ11 

^p?^r«R,fer  230 
=^W  235,  254. 

kyeftorfcsq; 
b7«Rh^ 

^snrefer  354, 

^SRTfm  235,  440 
iREsp#3pr  235'  254 

^^U*n  (d)  784 

^^*rr  (*RT)  Anonymous  50G 

b7  ftl#jR:  249 

^^sm-i^fer  733 
^sWTRFspr  102,  254 
^srwrfow  235 
sreppfrr  102, 254 

^^i^ofm^IR  (prose)  (SmadaJi) 

^RW^RrrflRt  (of  Multan)  (/?««•«/  J7) 
=ST^irife  495 

^^1^;  /SW  260 

^^■yi/^gi^:  (d)  782 
■<<-*Unfl<W  (d)  787 
^^^fftcW^Rra  314 

■4<&W  (d)  176 ,  659 
■4^<4lfc»Er  (d)  673 
=JRTO  254,  740 
■«i«*R'sHiH'Sr  254 

^ffam  (d)  687,  782 byntrar 

by^io4q; 

^f^oq-I^CT  200 
=sRC5Nrc:  ̂ 20 

^^sTC  1064 

^-sfNn:  -wi 

■^sNrc  (sreftrapr)  199 

^55?Nr<:  (f^sprP^5?r)  55>  618> 
067 

fasten:  Owft)  778 

[He  was  Editor  Sarada  Died  1986— In 
this  small  poem,  a  citrak&vya,  the 
congugation  marks  3^,  {153:  etc  are 
imbedded  Sarada  J  I,  Prayag  I    187] 

to*Ntc  tercrropr)  106, 107 
See  g^ig 

bJ3*sWsnr 
(19  Century) 

TOKNTCfitercr 158 

by  ̂ Sf^r  373-A [CO  I  182] 

[of  Phalgang.  J£B  JQ 
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^Hskfadltl  (d) 
[TmyHo  23846] 

[He  was  sometime     Principal 
Ayuivedic   College,    Bishikul, 

Haidwai  and  lives  at  Bikanei] 

^5l§V[5lfo;(*ta?fcr)  (StuyJC) 

^iaTOi  298,  1001 

=*R^T[3fr;  Sim 

T'm&fta  254 

T'Wfel  29 

^nfteffor  456 

^5(^396 

^<NeJI  314 

^m  (d)  177,  939 

■4fiWW<U  <d)  716 

ifamitim  09  781 

^^401 

^sisicusRr  211 
=WW?I  rSM  223,  270,  349 

byfa%^ 

ty  SRhFUTCT 

^fR^R^f^T  250-D 

*Fmfcr  254 

[BendallB  List,  51] 

^prawfs^tR^  235 
^PTWjffl^TTarr  494 

Sfaoft^jDa  XXVII  7027 

^512 

ty%0Tni  [JQf  n  6] 

^pi?Trccr  216 

ViJFRr  541 ■qwjjBHroor  176,  293,  541 by%^ 

byf^mCTCf  VI  7387] 

^PJ^fa  526 

i>y*jfewrD&«2TO] 

^%3(^R  922 

^HP^r  254-D,  373 

^i33"TrarRf«wr 220 

Sea  qyjft  [TC   VI  7221,   DO 
XXI  No  12749] 

^WR 373 
fqpshpr  373 ^fksnT  [2V  No  2260] 
by^&rrc^r 

[JHQ  (1926)  689  made  up  from 
Tibetan  work] 

TOWrCrO  VI  6985,    V    Nos 4982,4292] 

^piI^q-423 

■WW^Bl  323 

*ngtNftw  (d)  787 

^ny^M' 70 
^fgyfflirsTi^r 287 
"^Tiiu^'M^*l<H  (A) 
byK.  L.V  Sastri 
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[Printed  Madias    A  modem 

social  satirical  faice] 

^fffcp&T  27,  28,  55,  76,  88,  318 

[Annals  XV  109  Lived  somewhere 

between  1178  -  1885  A  D ,  On  his 
identity  with  VidyMhara,  See  COJ  HI 87] 

*lffcl3r*fllf*r  235>  321 

TOftft  235 

qqEfftlMlMH'  (novel)  [SB  JT] 

WfaT 

[Inpxose    M?  JJ  III] 

^r^qf  69 
■JTOW  576,  602 

^f^ft  450 

[TO  IV  Wo  3919] 

ffrjifowfalFH&  [Ed  Mysoie] 

1^50^478 

ffrtnfiw^i"!  (d)  759 

ftVEpnr  324,  338 

foeR>rsT 

by  ̂ pfr^ 

rSSP  Library,  Calcutta  Composed 
m  the  Court  of  King  Erisna  Chandra  of 
Nuddea  CC  111  78] 

felSlAioaifl'  (Yidni  Jl} 

^5^3  (d)  254-F 

(^SRITOOTIlfl'  942 

1%FFJ.546 See  frj^psq 

[Opy  II  423] 

l%=nnooT  562 

f%^T727 

IMM  II  39,  70] 

f^PK  1064 ft3R!^prTTT  150,  666,  837 

ft«nng  53, 250, 251 

ffcpnsw*  254 Sue  <(H+utf 

PWRIW  b9>  b7° 

^^#152,922 

s*  flnwre  «tt»iit  C«ar  11  39] 
by  arore^tercr  143, 311,  877 

fosNtafara5^  899 

fttmm  154, 33s 
ftffcw  (cO  784 

I%jf^r  457 l^Tfl^sTTSrr^ffNjsrT  436 

I%^792 
f%5fltM<?4N<!4(Md^  (A)  ̂ 72,  783 

falSTTCtf  271 
«WJl|6rt!  (d)  356,  766 

by  SR&SH'ft 
bv  4J  ̂ j2il«r7TAiwri-r4Ta' 
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f?RJ3R  (a^cHIW^)  92,  338, 
527 

[TO  III  No  2370] 

[Opp  67,  32] 

fa^facW  527 
[On  scnlptaies   on  Cidamb.uam 

Grojmra,  946] 

^TWl^r309 

(%f|ar?r 271 

ft*ro%n  totfwsrfa)  76b 

!%*rf»P5n^  86, 142, 1001 

ftsaniPr  Gw) 727 

ppawPr  <fcn)  1098 
f¥arni% 

f¥cTWf°r  (sfaspr)  {00  I  189] 
frawft  (5H)  {00  I  189] 

fcy  fomfa  i»ouo 
[IffQ  (1930)  573] 

f^rwi^»ki097 
faaTRfaTO  430 

faaTflftwfc  (°f  Naigunda) 

[SB  ./?] 

[W  n  No  1415] 

Pw^m 145 
ftSTWfT  (posters) 

ftmd'aHII^  58 

]%q3^373 
Mr  542,  768,  909 

NPcFRICT  Sim 
■5ff  3TO  Sfsbft. 

^R^^Tq  {Opp  5974] 

^Tflrfof  SA,ni 
See  sffa.% 

[IffQ  (1930),  573] 

^TqT%  (d)  563,  955 
<5^ni^459 
<*$%  32b,  502 

=#^502 

%«rr§5rRR°i 168 

%«BS3«5ienF  [«?  n  No  4199] 

for  C-fwrtasT) 219 

l<R«ER  251 
^Nh^ST  223 

^WIH1^'*  297 
fat*  (d)  722 

2'fflHJ    XIX    XXLV] 

$mm  (gs&ig^)  i61 

ton  (fiNwRgpr)  161> 544' 787 

^f^foq  373  (fc) 

^3^^130,194 

$[dswt  16° ^Idfrinfifrfer  194,  443 
[JOB  HI  256] 

■#p*jftl23 

!ffc<raT5PF  64< 

^RS*^  64 
^TU^f  440,  501 
xZRT  3445 

5#W[  {MM  V  2] 

air  1002 
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imfcrgmr^  (d)  738 

S^^-192 

hjwpmi  [MM  II  1] 

S*c[  *<?4rfciT  noi 
®S3f.^[5I  HOI 
s^^.^^r  noi 

^•tft^j*  i^oi 
S^  5RiRI  1101 

s'^^wfT  noi 
S;^  ̂ R5  HOI 

S^cRSfqT  1101 

[jot  II  a] 

S'^§*^  1102 

S^stT  H02 

S^m*  1102 

8^?Wt  1102 

3%5rre*r  70, 869, 1102 

S^lmitt  243,  1075 
Anonymous 

by  «*KUf 
byiirr^ra 

3*^HMU02 
^%?RR5ft  1102 
S'Sftam  1102 
s'storrcsft  1102 
S^1^%464 

BNfrftfafaqjT  (TO  I  847) 
s^Nn^nw  1102 
3^RW  (d)  672,  779,  880 
©f^5T55  (of  Nepal) 

%TfKTOEuft  [80  JU] 

[a  fine  -wolIc  of  piosody  levie-wed nitfG'  J/V261] 

by  <ft?nrg^^ 

[/O    II  229-30    ThH  ib  a  fine 
Humtuaiy      oL     Ranuyana    m    9 
caul  oh      oasmpli  tying     the    veue 
fifilion  oflns  SaiasivngL-alia  of  (on 
clcincntojy    giamni.u.)      Soo  PK 
Code,  I'D  1   IV  32] 

®TTRI3^  770 

Wm&H  (<l)  772 b>  j^35S 

fg^  .5T&T  75 

^pCtaii 

ST 

gui^r^r  i'«<i</,  37  5-a 

W3tf«i2ftr  lloo [va  i  lot] 

»«FW^feft»  1030,  1073 

^israra  ̂ 80 

SRcSTCRflg  1030 
<Wl(fef  199 

3P1^rs^  (d)  7S2 

5i»RR?or  an 

^ff5IcT#5fR  768,  803-A 
srwfcr  (d) 
fifirom  (d) 
[•Arsha  Libiaiy,  Vizagapatam] 

^^N^t  (of  Jodlxpui)  (Buuj  Jl) 
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983 
3iV(«fftRl4< 

SJTf^Rl^T^  (of  Phalganj,  Haran 
bagh)[SB  //] 

SHRRTSW  (°*   Slnliabad) 

ftfcrftWT  (Suti/Jl) 

Sfllt^WS  1°°5 

gj^  1029, 1100 

^T^OTST  229 

sPISi^l^r  544 

3PTSJ  Gwflqpr)  314,  640,  1023 

3HTSK  (*RWhr)  [00  I  195J 

3fU5T  [00'  I  195] 

^SS  (fcn*KqHT)  28>  297»  639, 646, 
841 

frtaircfrH  i°G  I  195] 

«R«?  (ferrrafsfi^OT)  473 

5Rlg5gql^r422 

^KPRW^  (Bmy  Jt) 

"sPWRflk  [of  Dera  Ismail  Khan] 

^nrara  (ipfwrger)  158» 708 

srrora  frflwm) 700 

irFn^JWfFr  [Tajy,  VI   27S3] 

3flWT  GersO  163 

^«n«r  CrwpO  1102 

5#§HWHT  311 

mm  3?t;,if(5  94a 

^qsiraf  9^4,  311 

spmt  (srrwrs^r) 811 

3flJ5[I*f  311 

iRH«iW*r  EJyrr  252] 

smraTT  "it^ScRM  311,  863  (a)  819 

SRWraTOP?  254 

[quoted  m  UdbhataBagaiam] 

sJWfT^W?^^  (of  Bengal) 

smCHm  fatf^)  373,  422,  435 

5PT5ITW  $%?T  (9IRs#?r^r)  922 

ismu  lOudh,  1318] 
5n]?rPr^T  (d)  691,  1064 

flflTsfiSfiifSpr  254 

*rwml°o  1 196] 
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by  TOTC  [Tayloi,  I  442] 

spWWWftRLOO  I  196] 

3nM«Rirf^  Ctr{%ir) 

znm&  PaOy,  SU,  10
95 

cPisrrcrs^  273 

'STJFRi'RR  904 

wn)l<r  (d)  LLevi  app  75] 

WHiiW+T*! 313 

3ni%^TO55fR639 

q^5W(55T  (Nepal  Libiary) 

1^51^1099 

GpnforaRW 
 942 

igfarar562
 

spq.fqWT  374,  401 

sjtpfj^jSEl^j  Bmng 

51^1096, 

(of  Varahi,  Almedabad  jS«wi/  70 

5^262 

5PRs5TR?^r(d)779 

gjq^f^qr^  -Bwe  230 

SR&TllOO 
Won 

R^r^m  [*>*  IH  19]  27 

^Slater  318 [00  r  II  199,  composed  bet-ween 
AD  1192  and  1385] 

5rc&r3i4 

grtI^i  213 

«r**t  32S 
^RT^^M  863  (a) 

"SRifri^rar  289 

brisr  1092 

SppSj  318 

^^fasnsrfcr  409 
sr^M^"fT  409 

sTf^r^rT  430 

5TWJ3  8km 

M4WA  (jfldH>*-frWTCp)  S/(TO 

srajenicr et0  (SwyJi) 

«rq*rtS^  440,  601 

«RJ  IfFTfoT  228 

5rq^H>i254 

jptffr  [00  1159] See  3TI«r(itc5Fm^H 

srqjrpr  Bubh,  8amu) 

<iWTO  73 
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qfcfel^lfiW  ftaose)  {80  JV\ 

3fq^T^Wl«i^l^l*f  90° 

•nftOTQJt  235,  451 

vmft  214 

spRfisTfrsPI  214 

spfol090 

See  sr^TjftcT 

{8  B  Jl    Yuli/  JT\ 

■H*T  Owpfo*)  674,  887 

[Makbanlal    Mukherp,  Jayadaa, 

the  <poeb  ami  mystic,*  Jl  of  Dep    of 
Lettois,  Calcntta,  XXVIII] 

GR^f^pprsq'  (Printed  Vtdy  Jl) 
srcfcrafcr  (d) 

[an   informal  diama    on  Jaya- 

deva's  life  with  songs ,  SB  Jl} 

(Of  Ramagad,  Sikaia) 

[An  Ayurveda  kayya] 

spjSfl  191,  S63  (A)  872 

5M>W4*Ks?  199 

spRRWor  (fwr^pO  1001 

(ot  Varalw,  AUmadabad  Sury  Jl) 

5f?l^r  Pady 
5pra^[73 

spRT*lf  767,  85 

gPFdEwq  101 
<3T3TJ%^r494 

5R^376 
124 

gppcn^Rsn  {oo,  i  200] 

[In  piose,  Transl  of  Tagoie's ■woik  MO  Jl] 

WH^W  81,  745,  353 

5^5^^  359 
5fq^B5  44,  866, 1093 

<WWm  1069 
spuria,  8km,  Stibh,  8m  ng 

vmtm  {Bikios-} 

by  sirens* 

[In  11  Kallolas  Composed  in  saka 

1714  Inpiaise  of  Raja  Ranabana- 
dai  Sana,  son  of  PFthvinarayana 

Sana,  MM  Ko  60   863-4] 

spj^  191,  872 

5PTOJT 158,  444,  540 

sfjTOn  [OO,  I  201] 

tiVTCKfldl+lWi 

T?iri5TcR^Dflil,*l'*ciI 
gftot  (sfan*^)  373 
GWUT  WW  863  (A) 

[About  1632,  00  I  201] 

'sr^ifwi' 542 
GH*.IHM$R<  780 

^WWlflffK^  CN"epal  Library) 5fqe[§FT  8km,  8tibh,  Sarng 

sWNsK^ft  28 

afq#f  28 
qR^SrgqtS^l  89 

^Rtefcil^BHB  89 
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5fqii(Vl^  8km  Subh 

snrflrsTWflar 919 

Gpwtqjlfftl  667 

WmR'^l  Svhh,  Sbm 

sprtfte  393,  820 

5pff«S  Sfcm, 

sfofa:29 

srere^nq  (d)  715 

;  (d)  785 Bhm 

<5T3aTOS*3*T  1057 
»»t<!M«b<!4«WI  891 

M^I^OW  (-  <fcfl«H0  SS 
5t95«T  (amPcR!)  WO,  218,  366,  660 

srtWriwr  277 

5TRt^H.762 
^H«fl4R"W  (d) 

by  «n<jwts 
b7  *ftdKM 

^7^^^160,705,  777 

sTTST^tera^  (<*)  779 
<srFR»ftispr  (d) 

Quoted  in  fiD 

by  Yuvaiaja  Rama  Simha,  son 
of  Jayasmha  (about  1625  AS) 
(Nepal  Library) 

Wmfltow  Cd)  741 

«IWSWfa  (<*) 

See  |t  «Tr^  CHpr  IT.  20) 

5TFNNWT  (O^A  VIII  28) 
by«fl^ 

5TM«t>kN=l  (d)  880 (10  I  18) 

«1H^H'<«f|tFr  252 
GTRIxrjft  1090  [ZO  VI  6915] 

5TPT(^rl99 
gn^q?ft^sanq  5, 132 

^TIwr^mRuW  5,  238 

5TW*I^'R%  1008 

byWl^cfan^^COg  I  206] 

5n^v2oo 

^warer*  222 

%cflFg  #"&& fSRRfesfN  (10  I  300,  918,  971) 

l§H3?rf<f  235 
f^W^iftsj  228 
(3W'<\Hj|^  11° 
fSj5T^w235 
f^P&Sffcl^ta  71 
fSTTJPT  229,  283,  876 

(Sr«nw28 
f5RJH>S«T70 

fa«K<a  106 
fjf^|(jf  76 

forcw  *R76 
<5R^?T^867 

ffamsB  323 
<§pns^f(5>r  666 
fSR^T  57,  320,  228 

(5Rf^l06 
(^^BWnnrqPJ,668 
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RftK  102, 1102 

cilciNcfkTTCfrff^FT  [-Jew,  43] 

fsfagia 

fa'SUf)^  ̂ "Rsf  198 

ujj^ct;  Subh 

sfN^xffer  230 

TrfWracr  [JO  vi  7033] 

sft^Tw920 

Sft^TPt  Swift,  Barng 

5ftqsft^47,  512 

^rtFgfawrro  (d)  759,  767 

«fMtaiffft  297,220,228 

"ffa^RT  (tsr)  <86» 

<ft%767 
^RRfa  SW 

#ffeR"l*«I  206 

sfiTO?690 

sfRFCTRNl^rpr  1066 

«(hFP<[  27,  28,  44,  53,  55,  316,  318, 329,  468,  816 

iswrrasjCd) 

[A  play  on  Devi's  greatness 
Printed  Benares] 

sfan^Fn^  (d)  76i 

sfaH^  famm  646>  649,  656, 658,  741 

sffeRFSr  542,  757,  886,  903 

'fans^CCO  I  208,  II  32] 

3<lR£w  (d)  208 [OS0  250] 

<sjf373-A 
fo&ng*R  (d)  727 

^'Nl^^  546 

\ 

§';jtfi'faR  53, 72 

sfftfoiK+^IW  1064 

[SB  Ji] 

<gf|«i'e|)'  Swift 

sffrtfsr  53. 188,  370 

SFT*t$rl064 
WEH&ld*  [00  I  209] 
wpwr  wiGfa.  [so  Jt] 

^RSJcnriw  253 
STmSfc  (*RpEf)  Swift,  Srnigr 

3H5ritt&i>21 
fTFri^aw  163,  311 

^Mf^f?  SAm 
m-mim  235, 441 
SHgstft  feftm)  382 

lnroftqEnwreE  etc  DJfl?  JQ 

WHOtfiW  323,  767 
UWf^i  544,  547,  8bm 

STfc*27 s^lRKfylW  14,  p  55 
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^Rlflq<  685,  1071 

sHstflPlW  Skin, 

3H^pl66 
[In  Jfiny  XIX  #  xi  the  com- 

mentary is  said  to  be  tkc  w  oik 

of  Candias'ekhaia,  hon  of 
Sabdas'esa  and  in  Ms  No.  3793 
that  fathei's  name  is  not 
given  ] 

zq&m  618 

■&\m  SuVh 

^figq-  72,  134,  138 
flWft  (f£"#r)  69 
ftrr  561,  563 

f^%B  (^H)«B ,  %%;)  Ju's  8km 

fl#?r562 
(^^lM*ir  769 
fSgfwalctH'ar*i  200 

f^WWIsMf  246 

§Sfa  Shm 

sfcsuffa  352, 1064 

[TO  VI  7408  This  u  m  praise 

of  SStffefifrl  of  f^N55  m   Viag 
District] 

iel^Wl^ftoil  1064 

330^904 

<S=pr272 

«R*(VP)601 

tteKHWIW  253 

by  »i«rqf^5F(flK 

(of  Kuiub<ikonan>) 

(montaonod    in  Bhoj.ijn-abandlia 

fft^3°Tr^  530,  547 

by  ffrewmftn:  (Prp  1838) 

chW'U  kite  910 

awgKRrita*  (<i)  379 
SrwfrRKWPIT  20 

fffofisr  I0o4 

crgg^ncw  1U72 

?F?r78 
rRT&fljrwffi- 152 

cRfflgJIH  425 

gatrgtefosfto  191 

cTTcfi««r^r  180 
aqtftenwr  (A)  278 

srcfei^  aim 
arJTsrenfera;  7C9 

TOf^T  (d)  672,  783,  877 

cTCPRft  450,  477 

arlWt  (d)  727 

?TO5  655,  930 

<&$&{;  Skm 

dVHiJIT  (d)  787 by  513^  (?ftq?ff) 

[10  VI  7154] 
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dkHWft  28,  621,  632,  639 

[Fiakaiana  printed  Calcutta] 

Sfranrf(foW»)(I>T)360 

^  (0K)[2£B  jq 

crnsrai^R;  496 

awira^na  8kni 

ararprtf  1042 

aiTOTflPCTO  (d)  663>  955 

^rp^IST  iTmj  No  13677] 

cTR*3U^n  441»  501 

5RSJ5<W  25* 

dKSH'fc  545 
dK'hkim  W  877 

d|<|*K  316,  347, 1094 

arcre^  teres*)  876 

See  cj^HI^T 

[SP7.7Z] 

ciKRIT  (afenTOft)  468,  622,  632, 
639,  1073 

[Arsha  Library,  Visagapatam] 
5II<.l4K*i4Ml4  Suty  Jl 
?rraarfc&i52 
^rnci^tera  162 

flTCRKITf  175 
aRIWFKra*  260 

[Quoted  m  Bhoja  prabandha] 

fl'loi+a.lf^TO  1064 

crra^raFToftfoET  1064 

meB^rrsriqsra^ai  1064 
aioS^Rw  956>  !020 

^TSJK^f  1064 

cTISlTStK  1064 
<Ue6<WI«<  58 

dle&»^Tl064 

fetwrafa  ($Anft)  485 

^qn^rq-it  244 
frruiilvrcfr^  251 

[He  -was  unole  of  Nadindla  Gopal] 

fawri5ft  473 Ruflfdyiflrc;  (f^ra^) 
(Died  about  1924  at  Cocanada) 

fdtjUgHfc  (BjraJO  938 

ffaqgsgffrcreft  252 

fcT5JT55qi«r  786 

ftWcHTW  142 

&m*m  is*.  507 
tft<WtfN'l4  (aanjntf  782 

ElWrf|Mt4  484 fa&mti  (RfcWff)  143,  927 
[E  Y  Veeraraghavaoarya  says 

that  he  lived  near  Vizianagaiam 
in  Yizaagapatara] 

fcWW  dldNl4f5l<l^Pl  CD  T  )  360 
[Son  of  Des'ikacarya  Bom  1892] 
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i^mmr  133,  377 

ftW&297 

WWti^   329 
Rt?msrM77 
foaroirffr  *ras  477 

^t^(OE)639 

tftfepr  283 

3ftjRR217 

tfFfareisw*r  142>  534 

sP*132 

git^r157 

&tfr  (0  69 

^gMUfi  (A) 
[Mentioned  m  Sangitadamodara 

Lew  .App   76] 

SpJflcSfS*  in  [°*  Mahmalha  Bury  Jl] 

4*,M<|ar  1046 

3?stftW323 ^^[2'C  II  No,1447] 

(of  Mayakoti  (Belgaum) 

TTHKPiTntfWto  Story  Jl  X 

a»ip«Rr?w»r  247 

psnft  157, 158 

tjj5ra>508 

^pftosF?160 fcftaSOTSRTCFt  923 
^f%5[Oa  I   231] 

Sec  ̂ itfctf 

^vrf  TTS  HI 

fN*89 |«PT  61,  89 

^wfe;692 

dVwts*»«t 196 
*  [He  was  son  of  Feda  TirumaI5.cS.rya  of  Bharadwaja  goljra  He  composed 

this  -work  at  Tirupati  Hills  in  1587  It  is  engraved  in  three  copper  plates  in  the 

Tirnpati  Devasthanams  The  first  verse  is  in  Sanskrit  and  the  second  verse 
contains  words  of  Sanskrit  and  other  praknt  dialects     This  is  2nd  verse  , 

<*  m  tfa  ̂   °ifar  filffw  fartt  I  S55[s?r  1 

His  father  Peda  Tirmnalacarya  and  his  grand-father  Annam&carya  have 

composed  samskfita  gtyas,  Songs  on  tfH  Venkatesa,  in  all  the  rasas  [Printed 
TTD  Press    Madras] 
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ctlOTTfr  699 

<?M9 
snroar 1050 

^PKPff^PS^B  505 

[BTtf    160   not   now    seen  in 

Taiqoie  catalogue] 

f^86 

^1^491 

f^^T  (d)  65,  331,  715 

(^5*^544 

(^^^((1)551^877
 

ft5^%(a)  563,877
 

ftswfbrrara' 286 
^rg^r829 

\%F&m  (A)  726,  727 

Pt3#3W125 

by  ft^JTS^  779 

by  ̂ 158, 165 

[2toy    VII  3044    In  paia  158 

the    name    is  mongly     given  as 
ffxWaila] 

ft!i<tK<HM  359 

R^^TFW  <J?msJft  203 

ft$«Ht^  273,  257,  359 byspi^r 

f^rftOrW^)  646,666 
mS^TRrTR^J  (A)  [Opp   1849  J 

{3ftSR727 
n^-pr^FsC  816 

fajpHtllW  280 (%^PTF5^f  59,  116,  771 

%?TOiS  89 
fl^HriMf  967 

f^T5*R291 
I%>J$3i?qT«T  486 

PWFRrge^m^  277 

W*twl^  277 
ft^FFT  661,  876,  889 

f*$'W1*r  251 
f^rfl^Hli^t^  10'7 

f%fo5iT  (l?r)  s*»» 

ftfcw  (HIW)  S«bA  513 

ftifciT  (wift)  473 
firt^r  (^fnf^p)  513 

i^fasCT"  (PN^lO  513 

jHcf^Nt  513 

S35STPSf^I?r  513 

sJIF^ISRRi  787 

P^ot  fg^raw)  787 

WftGMWlWI  513 

RlR^^Rtf  WO  I,  239] 

ftfclSNf^  214 
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INDEX 

^g^rcrcrvNo  3653] 

fefosrcnf^oo 

f§t%oft  379 

fiWfofol  273 
[TO  I  440] 

ft^ravftj?  816 

frifewwrag*«rc
far70,438 

5F5tWfi!  89 

towfrwrwr  [oo  i  240] 

$3toSS?<t  457,  477 

§fcm  W  588,  773 

te563 
3teR5<T'3  984 

5TRHB  («ft^^)  384 

WnHftq  [OG,  I  284] 

M*33S  (WW^O  545 
See  ;ft3^<T 

*^H«WftH:P  23>  164 

[ofPoona  SO  Jl] 

erffaeftcra  Xe<Z 

%  an^  Subh 

*Ft  aTPP^  StiWi  183 

^58"  Sbn 

^l^rwra^  LOpp  5990] 

^w?i75 
^msrassr  [re  vi  1291] 
W  faw+W  [Orp  II  8738] 
^JI#5T  680 

g[f§PTp^318 

5%arpf$pi  27,  28,  618 

5f%ofkmm55T  1027 

wrmspps  \-T0  VI  722i] 
[Mss  RFos  5284  and  5292 

contain,  otlioi  works  of  Narayana 
Bhatt&t'i  ] 

gTSTTpfur  401 

^agm  503 

[Temj  in  3705] 

^"B^COjPJP  6859] 

5^459,  568,800,  870 

^j  Sim 

^PBl066 

^(^1066 
SfWTlfa  106G 
TCI* (*TRSW) 

[TO  IT  Bo  3425] 
by  fotfferw  sSWTW 

[  JBSP  XVIII  &  XIX 

Translation  of  Saiat  Cliandia'a uovol] 

<ZSm  254,  544 
*^m  C^TC*)  517 

cffn^^BJ^  517  544 
^sprg^nrsfa  273 

TO W#RC  531 3ftl«  561,  562,  955,  957 

^rfebl^rilT  958 
5f?frHlt<W15  969 

^3S^P%?ir  323 
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i?sraft?r  [Tang  No  10482] 

qSflHWfcr  ITanj  No    10355] 

5^842 

^Rflq^n  512 See  J^V^ 

^TcfiT^PT  78,  501,  544 

WT'S'lsI'lftr  268 

^»m*PTPi  440> 546 

?jqi5Icr^  162 
by^^ni 

by  ?fh^$2w 

<t<|4i^H'  (Daraf  Khan,  a  Mahome 
dan  ascetio) 

J|'jfia*«  (Jityft) 

i$mWl  (d)  576,  955 

\%&ft  68  [CO  I  245] 
bygffec 
bysprgJC 

^wfa^l*rf<>r  869 

S&fMOl 

by  ifoftaflr  [00  I   247] 

^IfTT^Kcr  166,  464,  465,  863-A 
53F$ *rrc^reta  466 

by  3W-^<flRtlcf  [See    EBmjamal& I  91] 

gflfrHmftdtiffg  143,  468 
Anonymous 

by  s^miii*!  k.t. 125 

Z?m5&  WSRRFfta  (of  Soron) 
[so  jq 

^RW^J=ij;p  [Opjp  7314] 

^^T  529,  833 

^reTOTE^  833,  922 

^yW^fef  104 

3SNBta  1012 

^BMdH.<st«l  256-F 

SSTMdK^icl"  217 
^5imrlK*n«(  121,  273 

^5IRrWR904 

^5irfR^r252 
'<SH%uiM  Sim 

^RTOW  1075 
162,  220,  563 

by; 

by  *rf% 

[Tung  Vni   3579] 

^ffFfi  Skm 5PTO  (d)  588,  [TO  VI   6911] 

^ra1^(=*rrcfa)48 
g^JTl^  Shm,  Kvs,  Subh,  Pady 

fiHlteKWoq-  [rO  VI   7061] 

swto  ft(l*ta)  noi 

[mentioned  in  »iHif<j,TfRcr  XXI  68] 

*n%*  (5s?(fNT55r)  io,  30 

^l4H'<  667 

^PTC  (d)  667 
stfro:  (ftiFTrcs^  667 
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^nfi^  snrr^ii  (^0  Kg* 

^wt^sn  ten*)  ■e:c<2 

^s^^mMm  \pc  i  250] 

(of  Bnnrlavan) 
[Tidy  .72  ] 

^OTT  311 

OVhwfaaw
  314 

qacft309 

M4<i^wftr  [iar  ii  36] 
f^lWWiRTT  ̂   ifiwry  JT) 

^FT  17,  470,  818 

fare*  27 

*3*n£^  [Ow  n  201 
composed  m  1385  AD] 

{^Fg  (WT^TRrrf^R;)  «75(SP 

|^r  [CO    I  253] 

j^igr  [Any  xn] 
j^rercfor  243,  1095 
&<4J4tjRd 

by  gi<MW»a»  [00  I  253] 
fiq^  Pa%,  877,  886 

fctrea:  (nmV^J  55>  318> 1024 

iB^t^c  (^fs^^pr) 541 

ferret  flJSwss)  237,  541 

^?TFn«51«rfa  l°PP  12091 

tSpRiT^rsw  545 

f^aptsRT355 

ftsq^-qfer  205 

ftwmfeww'Oftw  CPw  80093 by  wi^gR 

i^sqgj^hpr  494 

f^sq-fci^R  446 

stf^C^)752 
#sn^^?  1°pp  n  22513 

^^^^0  11^0  
1440] 

,1^^^^  [00  I  25
4] 

3Hi*«n<gfa  286 

tfTO  69,  604 

^fq^SC  235 

4»^or  [TO  IV  No  3731] 

5  *i*ra?r  254,  351 

fM&n^r  [aof  H  158] 

ifcTCT34
7 iftflSl  86 §jj§«r  iSW>fc,  Sarregr 

ifenoo 
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infer  sitft  (»fi^r%) 
[of  Amntsai    SO   Jl  ] 

[Autobiogiaphy    in    fine  piose 
Vtdif  Jl  ] 

[sa  //] 

infsRJpPTRT  292 

fjfifllWWlfoH.  (of  Bengal) 

6'ee  WW* 

gjfarfft964 
3%^  

1099 

gafofk4*l<H  
757 

ffoHfrpft  498 

gg|d4»W  309,  348 

$tfirarBW 

dtjsj.'k  Suhh 

^^286,  305  {00  I  257] 

fsBOTtsyf309 

[Kuppuswamy  Sastry's  Rep  (1919) 
Poem  in  6  Cantos  It  deals  with 
all  artificial  forms  of  enigmatic 
poetry] 

IfPSrar315 
law-il^  (d)  585 

tJRWBT  [Ogp  3996] 

WTO*  (d)  175,  582 

b7  RtOTTOl  [Opp,  2618] 

^jlWl^rsR^r  iOjap  5997] 

<t<HW<Pt  [21 0  in  No   2475] 

^niR  (d)  H6,  771 <pin?(d) bycnRFi? 

[Nepal  Libiary  Thih  seems  to  be 
a  new  ■woik  ] 

*ijf)AI*hl5I  310 

C^  706,  777 

m^T 549 SSl^T^ra^J  [I/O  I  234  ] 
(7tdy  Jl ) 

8[^R^JT(^[^|5r)  254 
[OO  I  258] 

^TR96 
Bfc^fT  32,  235 

^f^3  673 

^S  Subh 

It  is  a  translation   of  Rabindra- 

natb  Tagoie's  Tvoik  &PF  III   96] 

OT^WrepV  WO  I  258] 

^j^  430,  923 

^^ra-545 

Wft  (d)  786 falNlt  1025 ^R1*r  [OO  I  259] 

Jfrr%^254 
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^RTC  ̂ P^FPT  863-A 

jfctnsr  59 

^TTFT  833 

J^ffa  S/fflJl 

^R2>42 

^235,47
7 

W3  235 

^91  235
 

[DC  XX  7780] 

q^v^w^ia^  229 
^3T  55  (1934) 

[Pnnted    00  7    -with  Vidya- 
madliava's  commentary] 

z&m  (TqyrRa^)  4i 

^TCM  (tfiTlSS^)  712 
W 

^1*268 

^5f226 

JKfrwtftpiaw  (w  in  56) 

^TO5T  (?S<T%3^)  544 

"spRpr  ̂ 15R5  541 
^rrarara;i2i 

^ispjg53 

IRAdfal 

[Ed  by  KsLitishchandia   Sastn, Calontta] 

3s<M'*M  210 
^TCPT  [00  HI  7] 

awf«l<!*i*i*i«^ 

^rcumsp  125 

%tch129 iErfrsrenfli  235,  483 

See  ̂ ItHprar 

by  Jflvpifts  [00  I  260] 

^n^5d%r920,937 ^rerijws308 

^rpisfNr  275 

%Rra^r254 

^jfrKgiT  (d)  634,  672,  955 

^N^5n^H;  (of  Jodkpur) [SO  /f] 

^kRd'  I70 

^Tl^l+'l  507 
^Fri^W  (d)  783,  877 

^ftronas 742 

<l«Hft*W  (d)  D*ry  J/] 

^faWW  [00  I  197] 

^falfRTP  75 
«Nt3J3T]RSn*T  273 
¥l«*H^T  (d)  563,  877,  880 

^1^728 
^1^.825 

^5^180 
fey  ew^wim  [Swy  Jl  VI] 
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it#lfr237 

^^814 
^-(^PIWI*)  1026,  1064 

3^nk  193 

i^R  Scmig,  921 

^K  C^5?'  sTwreg^)  868 

V*Wfft«fit  (7tdy  JI) 

fcRFRffo  512,  880 

^rawl^rcswf^ 753 

^|R3pg^736 

iftlfalUHl'tfl  70 

"^ftq^T  68 

^oil^Icf  121 

^a(t5I^r  CPfiP  68,  1097] 

^1097 

t^  96,  544 

|*T§*(d)6 

§frn<5WT  969 

^pn^207 
<^S  [0^  II  8863] 

^Wlfa  3F=f3n^  (ai|^^j|u|)  52 

gril^268 

gfcPp;  Stt&fc 

[TO  II  2STo  1453] 

**r  tow  fore) Sfcm 

Vfaeptllpi'lftWyiftltflf  746 

jfn^tenr510 

^W^d^nr i55'  175 
by^Brl5f^r(d)777 
byfwi(d)777 
b7  4KWI  >i?n^  i7s 

£T73raWT£{T  254 
*l<i<{M=K  (d) 

anonymous  780,  955 

%ft%W  964 

SCPRl^R  919 

SlfasicStfUsw  429 
g]fi%?rcfln5J*rr%^i  429 

4,i<ttm3(f  280 
5I^5W3^Wt^  273 

3X%lfa<iimftl  233 

SR^lsr  213 eirffrtiH'I'ftl'k  (of  Dacca)    [80  J2] 

UfiWc'IW'tW  44>6 

d^pvfR  66,  88,  464 by  **&<!<* 
by^fag; 
by  qqSTT 

i<#Hld'+  (d) 
[Bohemian's  Or  Bibl  IX  No 

4605] 

[See  paper  by  B  V  Viraragha- 
van  m  KB  Pathak's  Com. 
vol  p  367] 

by  fon*T  229 
by>Wg70 

q^lf  (%)  SAm 

SpTSTT  S"^1 
[He  is  said  to  be  the  minister  of 
Lakshmanasena  JASB,  (1905) 

35-40,  PB  II  59] 
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SFTgpr  (RBjjgst)  808,  833 

^B^T  (^T^g^t)  t>6 

q^srafasrq-  (d)  52 

BR^Rfe  410,  501 

qq^-371,  400 
vm<KM  206 

W#  *&>» 

wrft^  271 

q*TO®  (sn%g5T)  332,  477 
SRTFS  (wng^KIT)  477 
**5rctfc  (arrow)  6W>/» 
5W?rrc262 
q(^j  BOS,  834 

£oi  Patau,  jSwry  */Z  X] 

9^282,666 

sRTfJTK^fcr  228,  232,  235 

«RKTTf<&reif  R*  104 
SRTIS^273 

'^gCRIftccq'  Opp,  6450 
i^ifttpc  Shm  SS,  314 
src°fcR: 

&»  ̂ HtffelTO  110  2079] 
SJU^  143,  600,  646 
sphftffi  SAm   Km    69,    470, 

817,  818 

sj%H323 

637, 

*wi*«ns5  (d) 

[composed  m  1360   00. 1.  268] 

qq^T  flMfi,  8b0 

q^RT  347,  876 

q$CRT  W9 

SWTC5FcraRPI>  (Pi  nilcd  Bombay) 

cT&iTfo^  254,  4i3 

Enfcrra?  59,  072 
*Wfc?27 

sflrogr  345 

VT^Wjafui  -573-A Effl^R  Ha i  ii(/ 

sfcn^fa  «i(J 
cri^PT  (d)  758 

[Com  by  ¥r^l%t^[   JO  I860] 
srjf^3pprPr53 

i$frqpppa£lG2,  759 

[Jlpr  I  193,  Hanbo,  ha,  507] 

sr&rjffiT 1064 

WflSTCeTRR  LOudk  V  10] 
*ftS«fK=qfag)  522,932 

*pfrmPP  23,24,165 

[JA8B  (1906),  jp  171] 
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W5?to  Sim,  386 

TOR  3ffo?n%3;  K^ 

q$R*R>  121 

WfiF*r  170,  17? 
fc|H,|«K+«l  S alii,  8m  w] 

strNrt 

by  mw^m  {U  (1882),  106] 

vfp^;608 

fsfauT  792 

ft^l 628 
stR^thi  (*r^cr)  #^ro>  #»&& 

^teTf^  271,  272 

^403 

qpq*  (d)  727 vdfc  Sim 

See  ?F&$sm  (d) 

§j%gtsr  163,  456,  632,  707,  1001, 
1040 

*M|2"<M'  Skm 

s^fa-  (d)  45,  237,  786,  880 
ijfcnfr  (d)  757,  786 

■  (d)  786 

■  (d)  592 

ipr  (d)  685 

?^ft(d)727 
W$R*  (d)  727 

«&fa  (d)  727 
^r^TISTT  (of  Oawnpore  Stwy  X) 

M^r^oi 

^303 ^M-^I^I  242 

f*7j5 
tmfa  254 
*  [TO  VI  7305] 

src^ftr  (d) 

by  «wfOTi 

yRPI^(d)  732 
a^n5ri07i 

i£N<^ri042 

*sjfji»Ti*rPTfsraT 58 

s?M<t892 
*$!&&  (00  I  273] 

«*ftfoERnPT  855 

^F^n^N?  825 

SRjspncJr  209  [rO  IY  So  4800] 
[Printed  Kav^amala,  Bombay] 

^JT  Sim 

!TSP«27 Jm^jHcTJlf  (d)  CPrp  n  2862] 

SprprSTta  [Oj>i>  n  4899] 

q'HHR'  Sim,  j®k6A- 

[He  was  known  as  NavabWja- 
ra-ja  and  his  Court  poet  Ffsimha 
authoi  of  Nanpraja  Yasobh.us'ana 

p  19)  as  Navak&hdasa 

iHKF*  938, 1001 



1000 INDEX 

by  ̂flfeWA  [Mifs  Sup  II] 

•fSHNSlg?  1001 

^  553,  814
 

JWPI  1007 

sj^jj^jiT  162,  241,  781 

qrr^  arm^ 160 

^NltWSSfm^  (o
fMuttra) 

180  Jl  etc] 

fK^lttfil251 
sF^pfi'IRS  28 

«P^r363 

[mentioned  m  sffaroqfe] 

cp^5l«5  307 

^RR"#(d)[SfOJZ] 

#^963 
srpS^Kl>42 

[Ed  and  tr    by  Manmathanatn 
Ghose,  Oal  Sans  Series,  Calcutta] 

sJPjJ^qftapf  (d) 

by  Rwnnmw  [IO  607J 
1^^563 

by  iH«wVftar 

[Novel  printed  in  70  J2] 

sif^iT  283 
?TF^Tft^798 

5P5fNfer254 

^^SFTflt^  432 

sF#*Rwr 230 

JT^r^f^n  963,  989 

apflwiM  LPB  in  394] 

w^Tlrar  863-A smsfllwaiftra:  (°f  Mewad  Sun/J^) 

•mfeawro  506 

^TIg832 jfJJCT  S°nw7 

[In  para  205,  IfeatZ  4&il  <%  of 

Xoft] 

qqj^lia, 118 

wnr235 

w»mw  Cd) 932 

w^  W  13
0> 254 

by  ̂ r*  [*»  8263 

q^S  109,  G60 

TOTO$111,114 
-f<.H\<m'«JW'«4  in 

by  g^RPSi  (tWITT) 

[A   very   loarned    poem    like 

Magna    Oompd    Sam     1912 
Printed  Bikanei] 

^H%  [MM  II  55] 

5*3^99 

sWWpeH.250 



INDEX 1001 

srw<Mto*i°4  1°pp  TI  4621 

SRfaRna*  124, 131 

SRfflf  Ext,  8km  Stibh 

«fa  0»  880,  928 

SR%T  (I-IH)  100, 102 

rife  (Ufa)  *87 
*iSK'<sr»RB  (d) 

TTf^IHf^TfW  [10  VII  7569] 

q#?  (afrKMKiqrg^)  517, 542 

jRfac  (iir^s^)  688 

!f#S544 

[See  also  paia  206,  note  (3)] 

jrcRteafursrc:  T  473 

SR»l8fl8eO 

gftflNW^liW'llfrH  (d) 
[5PC  IV,   5479  Composed  saka 1572] 

sreftppiw^ar  C^w  6012] 

5T^lfRfc5I5IRR  210 

[CO  HI  134] 

•TCfiUflfcW  880 

[sa  jz] 

*rcR[BJjt  863-A [TO  I   554] 

srcffir#r473 

^5^210 126 

^SFftf  (S)  546 

HtfamA  <&*)  356,  919 

irssra^  OSwr) 323 

qri^ira'q'  tows) 91* 
JTCMSMT  fifpras^) 500 

'He  gives  a  date  1298  It  must  be 
Saka  and  not  samvat  Tbat  will  be 

1876  AD  Nidavole  Venhatarao  says 

"la  the  manuscript  copy  I  possess 
there  is  an  invocation  to  Bharati- 
Tirtba,  the  desciple  of  Vidyaranya  and 
hence  this  date  is  conclusive  In  the 

commentary  of  Naishadam  Narahari 
invokes  Vidyaranya  as  his  pararaaguru 
Moreover  there  is  a  tradition  among 
the  Alankankas  in  this  country  that 

Kumaraswami  was  a  desciple  of  Nara- 
hari Sun  and  as  such  he  quoted  the 

book  twice  His  date  nay  therefore  be 

assigned  to  1376-1340  " 

35^^^  1102 

1^252 
TtiR  (.  =ji^r?^nj35r)  76 

[00  I  279,  306  In,para  76  lie 
is  described  as  son  vi  ,jJg?lpT  *&  J* ■wrong  ?] 

W*mw&fttZ®»V  VI  2459] 



1002 INDEX 

f  *riwwra2N>r  (?) 28 

TOft  [00  I  279] 

^fa**220 
sRiR^Rt^nf^(^

s  -") 

^C5^^l876 

STCSft^2!4 

*^!>«>2!>0J 

=rt*wt267 

jfcjppT  111,  112, 114 

#5^181 

^g^T  663
 

q^l^44  251 

4ilKfiHMH<foH*l  LOO  I  279] 

«KMlM**wk  (of  Pesnawai) 
iVO  X] 

nfowKw(jw  [*b  n  196] 

ST^Tf¥f5l028 

qfoft  (d)  563,  880 
SBWfa  254 

[Published   in.    <ft    of    Telugn 
Academy] 

qqapp^Slfl 
[Ed.  •with  Oandapala's  commen- 

tary and  mtr  by  Mandakisora- 
saocma] 

154 

siwqfer  (d)  84,  154,  742 by^rsRTRs^ 

by^^>3  84 
!!S55«flRfrl  84,  743 

STSn^famrt^M*  (d)  84 
SRSTISpTCWmutf'fi'*!  [Ojpp  6595] 

iHWqufcf  513 

qsyfcCTT  (d)  513,  783,  877 

reftarc  (d)  672 
JRSSfcsRfa  78,  96 

JRJPB5  (d)  84 

W*H*H  78, 128, 146 

TOFFT 103,  849 
HWIpRfaRcT  175 
qf&frretr  ZJSSP  XIX  19] 

q^T  '8,  329 

srSR#777 

[Aisha  Libi  ary,  Vizagapatam] 

qm^f^r  (=!Ti5iisr=5$f*wr) 
I'l'wj  XIX  aaaa],  162,  787 

See  HpH|t(  759 

^'ftawrrwfw  300 
♦rfsjufiif  1053 

^nS^fcr  (d)  166 

j^si^r254-1, «W'Wrffefl  1047 

^Prpro?T5J?jft^  919 

wffr  (^n^s)  545 
«H«fld*ft  254 
jRfftg^r  (W  •") 

qgsftg^fr  885 
H4«fld<IMlilW  28 

«W<lfr«M  (d)  312 

5T^C§rl4 

^Twrrf^r^r  273 

^TOtW^SRT  1064,  1364 



INDEX ioos 

sp^j^K  LOO  I  281] 

v^?mi9ri^fer 61 

jpsffaPlfaSW  525 

^Tsq^SlH  252 

jrp^TR^fer  235»  320 

irpfa  513 

flrmspcR  348 

^FrRl15ir%^  (T  °) 
[Advocate     of      Devacoitali, 
Ramnad,  of  Tirunalveli  village 
neai  Sivaganga]          

Wm  (ft^WfilHl)  787,  879 
flsprfaara  Cd) 

q-f^ni  8m  ng 

[Afi»j  IIJL36, 154] 

^R^TF**93* 
qEpftTCKMHrtl  [fiO  XX  8025] 

JTP13Hir374 
q-(JTWff  Saras' 

TOOTm  !372 
q-pR^  1072, 1089 

Mercrsr  349 

?IT»r[I5r  %5R  863-A 
*  Dasavatma  Sarma  onNagaraja  of  Bhavasataka,  Jl  of  Indtan  History  HI, 

303  The  following  note  is  found  Manuscripts  »m  MttMlat  II  9,  Bhavasataka  "It 
was  written  for  Ganapati  Naga,  the  Naga  king  of  Padmavati  and  the  adversary 

killed  bv  Samudra  Gupta  in  battle  Although  the  book  has  been  once  printed  in 

the  Kavvamala  our  manuscript  gives  the  crorect  name  and  establishes  the  identity 

in  the  opening  verse 

Jlsr^^fiSff  ('  Elephant-faced '  =WT?N!|'  =  Sri  Ganapati  Naga)  was  printed  as 

*kH=bl  in  the  Kavyamala  which  fully  obscured  the  name  Ganapati  again  occurs 

in  verse  80  which  also  shows  that  there  were  several  Naga  kings  in  the  time  of 

Ganapati  There  is  an  allusion  to  Padmavati  m  'Padmalaya*  in  verse  100  The 

king's  famuy  is  called  Karpati  Ofi*^)  gotra  which  is  known  to  the  Mahabharata 

The  M  B  H  enumerates  it  in  the  company  of  the  Malavas  (Sabha,  C  36  7,  Kumb 

ed  ,  Bengal  C  82)  His  dynastic  name  was  Taka  In  the  Bhavasataka  we  have  a 

work  of  800  to  360  A  D  ,  that  is,  a  work  just  before  Kalidasa's  time  Every  verse 

is  complete  in  itself  like  the  verses  of  the  Gatba  Saptasab  Very  short  comment' 

(evidently  by  the  author  himself)  are  given  Ganapati  Naga  was  a  Sanskrit  schol
ai 

and  a  man  of  stern  character  (verse  78)  and  a  worshipper  of  Siva  ($RT>lf^RPiT 

The  style  anticipates  Amaru-" 



1004 INDEX 

H'HlfaW  1072 

[Ed  with  Commentary  bytBala- 
deva  Upadhyaya ,  and  with  tiansla 
tion    and  notes  by  Sankaiaiama 

Sastii,  Madias] 

*m&  33,  35,  260, 1068,  1071 

5r^i>24 
itftOT8-(TPNrtl)l«.  862,  886, 

899,  921 

[Quoted  by  Arjuna  Varman  m 
his  Com  on  Amain] 

^fj^  561,  563 
[D    B     Mankad,      2tyj)u*    o/ 

Sanskrit  Drama] 

•\[i<b<WW%i.  CW)  65° 
by  V  *tfdrt|3r 

[Printed  Ahmadabad  ] 

by  5?rf^B  [Oj>p  4675,  Bioe  286] 

Tfa^l^T  727 

«flffWHW51^t    [A  select  collection 
of  diamas  and  poems  ] 

HfliHflRflW  879 

stRSKKROt  (d)  373-5 
JJTSWMBT 

by  g*g<ft;  [00  I  284] 

AT*lift«ltf727 

MUSHdK  923 

mfrff  561,  563 

[Scnlptaios  m  dancing  aie  also 
found  m  the  temples  of  Blrava 
nesvai  and  Konarak  neai  Puii  and 

m  Chidambaiam  Gopuiam  ] 

by  %wi<UH't«f 
[Planted  Laboio  It  is  a  summaiy 

of  "well  known  Sansknt  diamas  ] 

?rra»TR(s-^aiiR)  565 

by$^*ftsr 
[00  I  285  Written  in  1613] 

«ti«wAw 10(54 

qT^l^jT  83b,  2017 

?T|deA<H|tT  945, 1046 

snamm  »*5, 797 
[Translation  of  Ohaptei  IV 

Taudavalakshna  by  B  V  Nara- 

yanaswauu  B"aidu  with,  dlustia- 
tions  and  a  glossary  of  dance 
towns,  Madias  ] 

;n33Rrerc900 

snarafcuftfosr  1064 
qr^ir«?rpT 1064f 
q-RSfpfa  963 

5r«aPr  205 

Ti«R^  919 
by  ̂ Sly  wifoK 

[Printed  Bikaner] 
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qifeo^ifa  888 

iref'eH^.^IMI  752,  126 

siprwibw  226 

q'RTra^^T  28 

crp^l  560 

^p^  400,  646, 1002 

WPTfeT  (d)  254-W 

5Tiinr^r8i9 

^[^122,123,879 

snfo^fa  [DO  XXII  86,70] 

?ntei3^R  922 

TR^T^t^  967 

q-R^IIcra  967 

inrftarr  968,  976,  981 

fTRS  (*fr)  967 

^970 

^foW^  967 

STRICT   OOFnqgsf)   473>   646'    658' 863  (a) 

q-^jjor  589,  618,  667,  921 

hrrt  («BR»ftO  &*&»  £*»» 

STTOTT  (sfHW)  121 

Sea  ̂ 'Rl^l 

JTRROI  (3T[W^)  942 

[See  TO  IV  No   4136] 

*mm  (uftsrcg^r)  1094 

mm  Gmracspi)  257>  544» 846 
[N£  In  paia  164  note  this 

Narayana  as  the  first  son  of  Ganga- 
dhara  See  also  Article  by  V,  A. 

Ramas'wami  Sastn  in  JOB  HI  68] 

WW&%S  323 
mjm 

S^fSpfr  (Gj*  II  1104) 
TWIT 
wf^rcrat^  L^o  ni  2&03] 

^Kim  (s^lfi«R3^)  782 
q^iqor  [.Bice,  256]  (d) 

■TOS55T  (d)  [Ztay  XVI  7456] 

TOW  427 
^H"i  (froi^nj)  27 

X^I&m  {TO  V  6227] 

STRiqJT^  1064 

STRICT  3Wlf*RC  tVO  Jl] 

Ttwr^fcr  2i° 
sriWTcftf  251,  301 

•CKWKW  1063 

TFfllTSH  297 <!M^lHK^I  lTa"3  XVI  7337] 

snWWJUMUriMI^'  #  43 
«T.OTT*Hfcr  [CO  I  290] 

qffPW  jtffcr  [T,  MB.  jq 

(fofcwg*;  214>  217 

JTTCri<«WIrt*wi  439 



1UUD 

srmwti 649 

im»iW*Bra  loo  i  291] 

TRPFWFIR  Cuirfa)  173 

[Tiadition    says   lie    lived    109 
years] 

TRWiH^*  23 
;n*wt  tuqs)  (of  Vaigi)  170  n  ] 

snwtfto*  (.so  Ji) 
^am^p  26 

^^  \Ouili  XI  8] 

See  fM&R&TTP^  [Ta*y  No  4148] 

^ttfCpspRSfWRSI  [3%  No  4286] 

H'KH«Mfa,  (K)  of  Pattambi 
[80  JI] 

Seef^ffSR 

[Ed    by   Karanakara   Kaia 
Sarman,  Pun] 

gatflj^gpTH  (Printed  Madias) 

TrcRWif^rc;  (*is?<t)  727 

•iUHWlrffc*  (wmmq)  254,  266, 734 

^Krc«rer#^  (ftgv*,)  610 

?TRRori?R^rt'H  1064 

II^TO  [Oflf,  I  2<>0] 

TRPPT^  273 
5^*11^*210,520 

snwi'jTifH*1064, 

STRR^^J; 782 
"Tiwii^r  121 

TPEPPflT  174 
^^,5^55^  (d)  [00  I  294] 

[At    page    217    ilia    -woid 
NSaayaq.'wyil&Bii  is  wiong  ] 

?rra5ii%2>  1 
See  39W5KW 

by  *£s   (ajfcr)  L™   IV  No. 
5742] 

^^  ■        ̂ *>         1  f|() 

RJWiKtMH'«K3  ia^ 

|vpWWNl4'^i^l  5°7 

^t^i^tf  70 

ft^pS  17 

tftoiiwira  ss 

ifow*  C^sp] 

feft^q^r*^  [oc.  1  295] 

[Tr   of  Vivokananda's  Song  d 
Sanyasin.  JSSP  XIX] 
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[of  Jodhpui    SOJI] 

PmftiMtSMM  ji] 

focg?rfira^i75, 339 
fi«*i<«a«i  919 
fitoRWIT  926 
f^RV  1 
ft$fc<slHHW 

flMlfl^g  (d)  727 

fifTOTC3  (d)  779 

fofalft*  (d)  672 
PNlui<rfl«41«ttfl  106 

pFawwt  Sarn9 

fttfiftaw  919 

f^%^f919 
■tifi«b<?HcHi  68 
jfteWT  268 

^f^rar25b 
«fflfcfaw  268 

iflfclfe'Wf&ffl  259 
€cW<dUWI  254  F 

^$^268 
Jftfaratf268 

Jftfa5j268 

=fcsi356 
sftfcNMW  721 

*Mc|W«ll  68 

^J^328 
*fl$l*fl*f<IIW  268,  814 

fftfcrfW  268 

sftfiRRHi268 

by  gfipHiml 

Anonymous 

5f^Rrr^rg^r  268 

jft^lK  268,  316 
Anonymous 

sffftlSrafo  268 

;ftfff&r5i4 

^sre^FrffcrCd) 

jffa  (Sfon,,  Pady 

sffam  921 
8fNPS^K  [Z7P  jg 

JJtsJPS  (of  ̂ c)  p  42 

sAwa  faraawi^sf)  621 
Hl'ri+Hi'  [M/s,  Swp  11) 

5fls  Wajtsra' 154 

Hl«J,'*«s  (gftiws)  695 
JflWS  (l^fa)  of  Kudalm  369, 695 

«fowa  (xmegd  233 
3mP5  (^FTS5[)  65 
«fi«WS  OsRT&ggr)  320 

fft^os  tiftfar)  154> 554 

ft*Rfafcri54 

^r^j03^Pj;166 

i^mwtiro  iv  No  4080] 



s|J3S«8Rl4  11°° 

^TcISOT185 

[Ed  by  K  D  Yieese,  Leiden, 

•mtli  critical  notes  on  manuscripts 

Ed  by  Eamlal  Kunjilal,  Lahoie  ] 

tfldHcMIW^ttci  254 

gflm|pW4i<W  942 

i||W<ftipr(d)706,7W byrm. 
by^sR 

ftVKnV  LTO  IV  Ko  3
898] 

qjRt^IPT769 

3#frl75 

^clTK565 

3?TCR135 

^jjS^rCr^XVI   7240
] 

37§1?  54>  816 

See  UlTOI 

«i4Hcfl' 185 

^fc  541,  922
 

*(5iftr)787 

qf^ij^^n^fCrO  IV  No  3140] 

^f  323 
gft?r  Gnrras^  165 

gfes  Gte  E<TS^  764 
3$?  (suff^W*) 158, 154> 195 

[The  woid  Sntfaila  m  paia  158 

is  -vnong  It  much  bo  Nfsimlia] 

^(SFf#5>496 

^5^96,  5
44 by%RR$ 

byfl=B§<T 

sfo^rorftrcC-itfte)  816 

5Sfef*T5  833 

^|*fmcf  1098, 1099 

^ftria^w  509 

^SJW  [See  TO  HI  659,  3821
] 

3^^  (d)  563,  785  877 

rftftfcm  211 

tfofW  U01 

^fefsw^: 329 

^feE^On^)787 

C^^214,288,311
 

35fcn«wr [Quoted  by   ̂ W^] 

See  ijgwm^l'JW 



INDEX 

100Q ^m  373-B 
#7RSHI£lo«r  416 

%(tF^  235 

%&R[*prfar  108,  235 
fey  *ifit^sf* 

5)#TRm?TcWr  229 
JrftfMw  235,  867 

mm  883 
OTcTtfMswn  [-M3f  II    74] 

StgfaPT  254-F 
ft, 

(=^g)  74,  242,  312 

[Ed  -with  tianslation  and 
exfeiiots  fiom  Commontaiies  by 

Handique,  Poona  Oriental  Seiies 
XX] 

^wfcrr<T  ig3 

^TR*?  (d)  513,  669 

q^aWlfrt  Sury  M  x 

HrRtr«TSW(KN)610 
:*MHSPft60 

?2II^<rt'l«lcft  106 
'^^SRgRCT  143 

'^TWr^fR  276 

^54 
^W3^  8lSr 

Hfwf?r«5 121 

^ra^rc?  121 

q^4  Sfem 

127 

M%ici«J  423 

[Ed 

■with 

by   Niisimhadeva     Sastn 
wim    commentary,    Madias      See 
Panchaiaivh  a  mid  SMojmdesa  by  A 
S  PanchipageR  Aiyai  1 0  S  ] 
<raei^rars3T  254,  423,  932 

<ra?p5R(J5:  268 

T^ogssjq^?^  432 
W^T^JWll^Bl  542 

q^IR5RFRl506 

W^Stfe1  [Cfow  934] 
«rasrfoiR5pT  (d)  787 

?gW|g(R^W  (d)  787 

T^JRmsPTrrRn^W  529,  1212 

7SHWIW%c!T  969 
tpgqs>j£  Skm 
tims  159,  273,  1050 

tna^Rtf  143 

VW&  58° 

q3ff^  463,  56& 
»T*KJM*  685 
q^^R^rq  [Opp  6372] 

rastft  207 

71T5R  S*"9* 

<reN<tafti!fcH.('bFni>  25*-lsr 

?Tf<i,'4i|(cl»W4lc«W*!tL 

*E|?4*l*l<i4|&5  (d) 



1010 utoex 

sfl$5T§FnS!E 

uu    - 

l«M<«Wlf&*'f 

qs^rsr904 

Mi*«M«Md*d]«r  (°*  Bhatpara,  Bengal) 
ffW<*te*f  (poem  of  puns  ) 

M^HWdiw  (^*5T«a^^  739 
[In  para    739,    read   Hanliara- 

Khafcta  for  Allabhatta] 

qo^im^H1 428 
q?Tf5t^BSR«l 247 

qgff|404 
TfecHfttf    (d)    ['ft'fy  >W  A  sattro on  pandits] 

irfu^dMWB  8iAh 

q&s&m&e  Bubh,  8km 

Hptedll-3 
See  SfiRni 

gpnq^T  [Pntited  Yizagapatam] 

<KMM<bliMHgtll  \.MM  II  25] 

TR^-^^^l^f  [Printed ; 
Latex  than  s'S.ka  1321] 

V?^Krzt  (H20-1190) 

q^jffi?  (on  Siva) 

qfrwnw* fer  218> 548 
[This  as  a  Telugn  poom  later 

translated  into  Sanskrit  by  Raja- lingasam] 

qinf&^riGO 

ty  TOifa  [iflf  n  75] 

■ftWlficWMf  CCff?  II  70] 

q^JTST^  558 

byfwra^COai  319] 

bv  dhWJI+t  IclM  IU 
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<rers&  61,  515 

by  g*ra^T  (prose)  440 
by  *$%?  [•£#,  XXVII    7261 
123  parvans  ] 

«T?Hi^;409,  588 

T^Rr?^^^  (of  Sylhet,  Assam) 

qSRR  252,  781 
7?RW(GV)200 

WH$<A*«SIBar  [00  I  520J 
*&&w  (55%ttoig«r)  787 
7SHPT  (^FRir^p)  726 

*toffftfF*GP.B  1 101 
Composed  in  1578] 

q5FjPT466 

^rrFfl^irwr  [tfc,  i.  321] 
"RRRcfifa  1056 

TSWRPify  254-A 
qSRPfitffa  545, 1230 

trafirm^si 

TSRWTft  214 

Tsjsrrafaspr  939 

TWERPS  178,  290 
'JfRWSTrf^  (of  Tnvandrum) 

SI'spEpif-  (in  prose  MQ  Jl) 

q?RPfl^  (OK)  (1863-1919)  732 

'rasofj'  75 

7?unTi05 

m 

<rqjr*i%235 

1?WFS^  (d)  605 

<RT^961 

^5  231 tRKpsr  72,  522 
vskf*  ($mm)  522 
«rcfl%3WiPrp  22 

^raT(=7^fi?Rr)  1072 

T?wnwr^229 
T?T3^237,  825 

T?U^922 
TUFRJ  268,  544 
T5rrc?53>iosr  no 

wptpt  922 TSTRcft  iW,  374 

WI^ft(d)784 
"RTRtffaftTT  544 
TOfltffafflUT  (d)  783,  877 

Tf^qrK°W253 
itoflqfcw  (d)  721 
tnrai^3T&168,456 

<ra^«i%  36 

T?rTS!TOT352 

?«J35qTsr^y  286 
TOgW^  359,  373 

by*iTtfircrc 
byitf^f 

T^CWT  76,  373 

TSJSfof}'  373 

T^Hf  373 by  «fai  [F«fy  rtj 

"rsffig*^  1039 
^s^fer  491 

TOissrarfM  373 
[By  Han  Bhaskara,  Composed  m 

sam  1730  (1673  A  D)] 

"^rRSRt^373 
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WH&  220,  373,  905 

by  3$*? 

by  ̂ "taiflw. 
[Edited   by    S  K    De,    Da,oca 

Univeisity  Toi  index  oi  verses  see 
OOJ  II  277] 

t|m'i^'  235 
trni  514 

qiTTf  86 

q^q-^833 qaftftniFT  (d)  786,  879 

i&m  205 

TWoWfirffo;  323 

^tygftowtiw  [00  i  ̂28] 

<lfflfeNfc  2S5 

[Vidy  Jl  Tr  of  Hermit] 

«RflTC*5  (^^RT^r)  305 
"TOW? 

fiH-HKrt  158 

tRRPR^^^L76'856 

tRWqs^ra542 

WP#T  (C = 3#P*Ij)  523 
7WR*3Rnk  254 

1Wf4fkf?r  121 

7W5I^^«5  286 

cftiftjp;  Skm ,  iTco! 

^p^rfcr955 
[Aislia  Libtary,  VwagapatamJ 

q$rercsrr 319' 559 [Pot  minoi  peison-,,  80  //] 

TOKRRlnnfr  281 

q^lNlS  Fed! 

qrejerc  542 

wjwrf?ft210 
TnSws  207 [In  another  book  lus  dates  ate 

given  as  rfSka  1020-1371  (1097- 

1148  AD)  andyeai  olbuilils'vara/) 

qTOtWE  207 

HiWEM  207 

Tftro  81cm 

T^ff^rac.  f^sftysi'flftFt  &i8>  ̂ i 

*  This  play  is  referred  to  by   Yed&nta    Des'ika  la  his    R&hasvatiwrasara 
when  be  quotes  the  Nandt 

ESe&Telugu  Bdn  p  747  ]'  and  also  in  Sarasara  p   196 



INDEX 1013 

qftsw*  69 

q^ftflf^pap?  160 

tf^Pf  1°^  78G 

qwiflsraRre;  [sc  Ji] 

q55I0f5t^B  245 

q^q^f  200,  303,  323 
by  qSRPT 
by^i^st 
bytrtt 

q^q-^ftPET  68 

•VgOnro  [TO  VI  7221] 

qiNt  373-A
 

qF^lq-frW  (d)  777 

TF^teT1^  737 

[TO  VI  7292] 

jfftqfofrrCd) 

qTfStpr  291,  534,  796 

qif&IUfT^SS 

qifororiNTC  549 

q^CD  V)618 

qHJ^etxJK.^ 

by^ms^p  44'109 
[Printed  Bombay] 

by  55$ifr?fl  250 
Anonymous  171 

IJUBfclptpqwre  407 

bys*R^ 

by  mfepz  p  4Ji 

W^R^H  (d)  7bO 

qW^R-iM' by  «Rn;"IR3^  684 

by  ftR^OT  250,  35S 
qiu^ciR;^  (d)  780,  955 

Tfwsqr*^  (d)  772 

byfin^JlS7 Anonymous  550 

qrtTj^1!442 

qira?^488 
SUtflfrw  (d)  593,  955 

71^5  (7il^p)  Sim 

m^bmm^  (d)  177,  939 

"Tn^ref^r121 
4  i'4*iy  cs-spra  wwim  493 

THwrRnre^i  769 
cn;zi^r  323 

WTBI^  293 

W(W\^  544 
qrtq-?  (qprra'  Wi^)  £&* 

qpfrs  fiffa"1 «nft3T(?Pn3^  (d)  146 See  fURSfT^NI^ 

<nfcstra»raflr  Cd)  678 

HlilWId^f  563 

IfRenaiW  (d)  306,  682 

by^n^Rr  243,1095
 by  <*R^'Si^q 

by  fcn^  237 
MlR^liilTa^l-^i, 692 

bys5tTO5T87 

by  *TKW"I  214 
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by  ?gjri*r  I46 

by  3tf|q%  306 

qrtlqrr^5  560 

■rpkif 171 

qn^rowir  (d) 676 

qptoT  C61'  672 

q*mft  Wro*> 729 

<n«nw^ 739 

by  son®!®  733 

by  qw^Sstm  128>  457
 

by  1#m  544 

by#SRS*ftl5M53 

qi^W^ywfoS  181 

q&n#fr723 

mjdiwK I75 

qpfeffeWK  (*)  777 

qpfcfo  235 

qrifelOlO 

qpfei«PBW  231 

by  ̂ nfel^  233 

by  sftWfl  235 

by  qfipp&tZ  103 

TI^TI^105'229 

trp^r235 

q?^  57, 
 320 

trmu^R^^vf  786 

qiS[f§5H235 

fcffSr323 

j^p^r423 

by  ORfllRrt  (W!$4) 
by  srtfen^  (#*) 

[Coineittary  by  f^TRS^feT, 
JOf  II  15] 

farras  551"A 

ftNwnrf  209 [He  hvod  foi  121  yt-UH  m  1205- 
1326  The  date  given  in  paia  209 

appoais  to  be  mconeot  ] 

<ton*rc:  (nwwi) 297> 059> 305 

55RTST892 «n«qi<nreftgiwN  C^6' z  1033 

gtrg-jQ^  SAot  823 

w&zrn  (oa  1 284] 

gi*s{tai%<3  1028 

by  ̂ ra^i%wl«r 

(Printed  Madias.  He  was  the 
54th  Acarya  of  KomakotipTtha  m 
1524-1539  A.D.) 

ps^fe  709 

g%qwj,54C 

gs^s 373 

3^^w217 



INDEX 
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g^jorpp   72-77 

See  qrj^ 

gfluiy^H  p  77 

S^TT^P   77 

SWFlfcnOT  [Tanj  VII    3221] 

P*I4K  291 

5Wrtt^T  439,  441 
by  ft^TTTfcT 

by  s^fTirilR 

S^^rw  (swtrtt)  44, 666 

fl^fW^r  286 

ffiflwfo  373 

fridUldlf  (d)  781 
[Ee  was  son  of  Govmda 

Bhaiadvagagotra  of  Sunkes 
village  Tanj  VIII  3504] 

3^<<ItW*Rk*I  1°47 

gWkHfo  Shm,  400 

P%iH^  294 

P^rPTfesr  252 

g#?Wffift  92*'  934 

jftfotW  919 

g^fqj  Sfo» 

355^792 

3<*«WWI  373"B 

jjl^sr  fiW>fc 

S*wm(d) 

of 

^^f  28
6 

Mm<tftd<  (4)  606,  672,  783 

gwrasj*  254 
gHwimfoam  309 

Sot^rj  (d)  606,  880,  955 

by  toc 

[M3f  II    80,  on  flowers  useful 
for  deities] 

ywftuHfcwin  273 

^lU^T  Smmg 

3«ffi4^  15 

l^tHfrtK'1*  252 

yfal&B  565 
gfeijrl06 
ijfa^  (De)  [of  Calcutta  ] 

(a     composition     hke    Bhoja- cantra)  [SJB  J?] 

i^lWlff  (d)  762 
tjjffrlSC  104,  424 
■gTOggftfl  318,  323,  646,  649,  666 

'Jff^PflNf^  Red 

#CW560 

£&{H<rsWR<dr  235 

by  srercpr jrf^r bysrwrnr 

gdffcMO 

S«hw?it  [CO  I  345] 

gM'lW^MilctoM  [-^i  234] 



1016 INDEX 

S«ftT3rafal92 

[Punted  Bombay] 

Ss^RFT^rq1 188  191, 192,  872 
S«flfcrB2 
^Tf  53,  55,  76,  373,  927 
fc^%477 

^  323,  719 

<^iwr^R:922 
<ft^^m#!r252 
jr«F^  561,  563 

3*UU|*bT  562 
5ra#ft563 

srawS  53,  922 

Srat5Tcf(§  Subh 

TOlfr  [ZHQ  V  173,  771] 

SIR^-^  (Novel  M?  72 ) 
SRogrt^  (A)  785 

iisju^iu^q  (d)  657 
JRTidfr=r  (d)  785 

SH^SIW  Skm,  Subh 

5P^5%u  Sim. 

snsnTfcrErfer  254 

3^1^  (d)  100 

JWRWIIT  130,  542 
nam*  1039 
StiWW4r  (d)  779 
serwss  1 218 

iRnTWNM'la1  294,  132 

=  (^f)    (Warangal)  126r  481, 
681,  926 

JraiTOWrfil  113,  °'i9,  927 
siai'Hftwr 7iy 

jwrrorar  198 
sraTT%^157 
iranrfiSi  293 

(Printed  Bombay) 

5Rn<##T  Cof  J-wp-ai)  1055 JRTFjftl&M 

[ftwy,  No  21326,  21429] 

Hfal^r  '45 
jrftamifo  (d)  500 
^rafrPTiTpiRiiJrJT  (d)  575 

[See  Jvmj  XXIII,  235J 

srftWrSi 
SfjrRT  [SxTiBkut //  Dacoa] 

flftOTTOPT  (d)  662 
Jiftmrara*  (d)  577 

MRntlPUd  (d)  666,  055 

£^§^154,779 

jj^ra^q-  (d)  746 sfc!r«iift*rcn  I22 

JTcftlft^Isr  806,  826 

MfofrWfar  50, 107 

5^660 
Sfon,  Sulh 

[PB  II   59] 

ty  4\h4\^ 
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by  qfr&rr^f 235 

by  q&qx  235 

by  es*rr5F3  230 

by^f^(^r%f?)229 

q^flfav  (d)  538,  680,  707 

sraprPK  (d>  529 

sp^rr^T  68° 

spg^KRSftsr 153 

sratomretf  887 

srq^qvr  303,  410 

smrfWro  (d)  779 

siw^^t^Tl^ra  (d> 764 

SW5tPicT205 

jjg^q  1006, 1047 

^^^111,201,433
 

JpPSftWSfllr   l03>  1U'  115'   119' 
433 

jjspsggpjq^p  24 

srtWffa*  W I26' 143> 166'  750 

Com  byfttatreroimi305 

5WSFT235 

iwwaE 920 

WPK  (^RS^)  298,  473 

roro  (QfViO  169>  251 

st*rm   <qpw*rgj!0  28,  473,902 
{00  L  353]  (Born  1564) 

128 

srarofor  400 
SWH<H-*H  Subh 
5TTTWTJ  Stow,  Sw&& 

mmtoit  329 srem  sffpfaw  78i 

sprr^  235,  275,  433 

by5j*TFFS 
by  ̂ ^nw 

Jrw^r(d)782 sraraM  Q&  ̂  

sm^RitTRTT^  (d)  263,  880 

5WWcflW3fl  (<*)  78l 

5rai^(d) 
by  gENhnHw 
(Nepal  Library) 

5WRR5U  1°73 

srgMt374 SRIfl^t  (d)  767 
[Hall's  preface  to  Datfarapa] 

1^3^  3i4 

St^qp^r  (d)  783 

snwSR32 
jRRg  /Sfo»,  Sttbfc 
SRFRtRoit 

by  mm  iMX  II,  88] 

by  qwtgwi  (%TT%)   [AOf  II.  91] 

«MI%H81<I  CMC  H  92] 

5Rt%<$TT3E5  881 
srcrifcraF*  laaf  n.  93] 

jRtRHra^;  565 
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srcriircerafa  404 

STHIFBI  (d)  786 
WSWlS^El  (d)  [00  I  359] 

srer^nq'  (d)  727 
!TO5Rm  (d)  675,  896 

srcrsTCWFrT  252 

5ra9tSlqT5SC  (d)  733 

ST^R  1096 

swircflRmift  1097 

5Rttrors958 

HWWtH  IQ97 

sprar  #rarc  1097 

STSrR5I^RC  i°97 

SR?ti^N::?n'Rf&r  373-A 

MWtfcRfJKf  373 

5^^560,563 

STCffl«i!£*l«lfoi'  373 
«W[W*I«K  3?1>  373,  893 

JfRJT^Wi?5!?  ̂ 73 

WT^  254 
sgnpr  116, 676 

[mo  jq 

JrrfcrRW610,  618,  632,64b 

5n%H5Rf^3PT  271 

by  igpSRK  (mentioned  by  iUma- bodba) 

sn%cn^r792 

JTdrenp?r(d)727 

OS 

Sf^jqvff  373-D STM^^ir/^  (of  Kasi)  [Bury  JQ 

sammm  ,J11 
sfi^i^q^^;  so 

snfaw  qi() 
apftrtfepr 9J<) 
srcwrer  i«>,  3S8 

JT'^R^r^r  160 

ffofO^t  254 
faRfifar  (d)  012 

fjp^  1000 

fliqg^r  SWA 

0fasp[  Skm 
fsREPSl  375 

(q^si?!  (of  Colombo)  (JIB  JJ) 

fSPT.f^T  798 

fjpTT%5  401 
3^^1100 

jpsoi  568 
frN%W&WftB  76,  8K,  618,  816, 649 

^T5=nc330 
j>H^if  305 ifrpfltfftoTtfft:  (d) 

[Printed  SO  /q 

jfm^  219,  225,  251 

$tavrac  251 ^^Ti^^T  251 
3^55^888 
ifacnq^FCR  76, 126, 135 

4te'MiqilH4lrt<#  514 
sfN^rpfTTCd)  727 

ffiHafufST  (d)  727 
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^5r5  60  5,700 

s^fNpr  ̂ Psm  (k^i)  k<>1 

toot  (.i)  7^7 

VWPrC'V  [  '367] 

Sjsg  WrifiA 

spgtRft  *<»0 

4«J'3M  Ww-A 

Sf^f  iSVi»rt 
>R%  (%S«3« 

*Z3fR?RL''<,.T.0t>iJ 

8T55HSC  »SVrt»,  i/itm/ 

afsms^SI  HO,  1008 

IPrmti'd  Bomlxiy] 

W*HKnfa(»f  Mui ha;  [8BJQ 

^5^cr  SBTafpR  (of  TJnain)  [«7 ,77] 
^f^?ST  (<*)  554 

^FJ  (tot)  100,  515 

^wrafrc  274 

sra^aii 
«rawi  306 
erSpm'lFSRi  (%55ft)  161,  373 

snrewqja;  [1G97  (1702  ?)-1714] 

(-ST^^Wj^B    of   Kelndi)    161, 

'!7« 

fiwtwvww;)  197 

5  faHIWlrfo!  {TO  I  60) 

TOflfe*  lei 
^tffcrfrspT  218 

TO%»^[  634 

^wftosw 548 
Slf!jji?r694 
5»|e5^ri^r  W)  727 

W<«frM  (T8S  Tnvandxntm) 

str  279,  471,  477,  818,  982  ' 

3T0fS(i$r  254 

f [°|PWT  254 

^10135^5^180,715 

by  wpr*f^FF  [2'0  Vi  7181] 

by  q*Rj<sr  522  (DCJ  XXI  8244) 

*  [Sivapraaad  Bhattacharya,  Subattdhu  and  liana,  Who  w  earher  P  IHQ 
I  609   Sivaramamnni,  Printing  and  alhed  arts  as  revealed »»  Bana't 

works,  JOR.  VI  885,  VII 86] 



1020 

*farc  ftir^pr)  546> 254< 
ftsiMwj,  (1744) 

*Ic55B|%  695,  767,  923 

srr«*,*i  lc6<T*r  945 

grew?  (°:rp  6°22) 

^(fiwr252 

^fOf^M  [00  I  370] 

qa$wftfgj>542 
iToSfTOrs^f^  Sod 
*Rj$wri«nifik  ft^  n  913 

l^iW   [00   I    370  com 
posed  in  1600] 

^S^I^fEnf^ra;  (of  Guptakasi) 

tt«ftwiaifa^  of  Bombay  [80  Jl] 
"fl'JJ'liR*?  618 
Suffer  (d)  578,  7S3,  880 
Anonymous 
feyrrer 

«a^t^ll3,115 
frt<*4P*4T  (<*)  727 

Xfrftmft*  (d)  ?27 

55ra3nf?fer  [*%  JTJ 
'W'ftSTI^R    ($)    (of   Eamagada 

Sikara  State)  [SB  Jt] 
W^NftW  CS%f)  [Siwy  JT] 
«HW«HH  257,  521,  932 

by  <TW* 

WDEX 

STSWRRT  HO,  126,  657 
'n^fcfr^f^r  (d)  712 

^FT^^IFIsJn^n  [2'0    IV 

59b8] 

^T^crsrqrNr  252 

Soulier  939,  1044 

?RSflJRlW;  1044 

^^OTRfor  (<*)  181,  24G,  656 

STRAIT!  q^T  1047 
sildifl  (d) 

[F«%  J?  XXV  ] 

^1^  (3f?f%)  777 
TOWWHtor  1052 

*m^*V  373-A,  S3,  PaJy 
3n55p3ji384 
«llRH»ljR|tW  (d)  672,  778 

sfTf^gfaipsf  511,  640 

3Tg<J  Sbm 

&*&$&$  344  5 
frjpRft  (d)  563,  881 

[Pi-mted  Poona] 

$*|5H&C  8km 

^IR565 
fo=g[5S$pc  1075 

^1^196 
Anonymous 



ttTDEX 
102 

by  ̂   [MM  II  153-158] 

f^TOIfsSO 
Utar  [00  I  37U] 

facf!  62 

fiMlT  727 
^fgj^;  #A»l,  &W<7!,    &»♦«; 

by  5i«rr<%  (BnrMp)  157 
[Bd  Gov  Orient  SeueH,  Foona 

byH  D  Vriankw  Sec  .7B1MS 

(1925)  25.3  ThwwS'unblm,  b<m 

of  S'lvaji,  iiio  groat  This  is  an 
anlhology  J 

gSRSFft  1*"* 

[B  M  Bai-nia,  Two  Ihiddhnqhosim, 
Indian  Cultuio,  I  29i] 

fWfer84,2Sl 
[M,  wilk  Jut    by  E    II    Jlion- 

Hfoiu-,  Lalioic.   Hukumar  Sen  on 
BudcUiMuiim  ffl<,2  (1926)  849] 

gKfrM*  818 

|fepfe»BS 

by  ̂ pumftir  ya"  n.  98] 
??3fn3rcr842 
fawnPFHT  309,  335,  666 

SrSfPRSrcr  251,  293 

lr?Rsrgp?254 

?^FT^f!t292 
15=5eif5rf^faT  271 

by  f^^  [mentioned  by    Apna 
bodha] 

fi^ld*  P  58 

f|^qT413 ffc^llSRfr^S,  128 
<£fc*«rnitoff55  41S 

udtilsrp  57 
f§?nnB^iDip  43 

If?§fl^;786 15"fff  SRStWt  259 

ff^cTP  1 

l^tA  959 
fgSTffir  28,  55 

H^fta-27 ^nwc(SK)81b 

sffaep  iSttfc/i 

%«fppr589 

#rq^  251,  887 

JfajftT^  9*1 

sftenrft  818 
S^^lH^sf  228 

SW3F19 srSnwra'tfft3^  216 
HHqci  252  [TO  VI.  7099] 

H5T*rg  (Treng)  293 

swnror®61 
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BilTCPfRT  373-B 

srsforr  727 

*i§rfcir*riH441>501>P  2S 

mm  &m 919 

m&8km 

[00  I  389,  II  88] 

w^m 294 
^ranr^ir 2S5 

*raw:^  143 

*r*wwta  143>  283 

nrf^jT  323 

«f%TCHpra767i:rC  n  7033]
 

*rf^fwrsrQ"  178 

*rf^R3lT*K2  ° 

^RW?K931 

*f%ssre^g222>224>931 

*mw  W  781 

by  *^<;  [MJf  n  100] 

*f^T  (d)  176 

^flirflfatf  278 

^l^hraJRSRl  205 

ytfmnti  \.°w  6773] 

by3l?rafl[2,OVI70943 

*Tl^re205 

HNWI«K«<W%1'  917 

[of  Jodnpur,  SB  Jt] 

in«H?n^fer166 

werrwHfa  521 

wm&s 589' 879 

W^W  297
 

*nws^rfl%i 919 
^EKquqfrFT  121>  254 

Wf|3f  "TIT  919 

^i^rf^  Skm 

*PR^l886 
,,,^105,541 

mm&  W  727 
Kjjf,^  Skm 
*tfK*i  ft?r  (sS^rgsr)  27>  w,  7G, 

318,  816  100  I  394] 

"pftmrr  Kv»,  sim 

*1|  S/cm 

*fl$*TTC38 

^tfWai373 

srgsfa8,37 

*TFTCf%584l 
TSflW  Omsg)  (of  Vizagapataw) 

[KB  /i] 

^[^807,827,955 

iFrrcraT  4<^2' 8*8
 

[Essay  in  Saiwknt    on   Bengal 
Bralimms.  Vuly  //.  XXVII] 

^fHHfrf  (A)  727 

^gjpsi  955,  956 

^S?NNr727 
[Quoted  in  J.«o»t  para  69] 
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*£lfe95G 
?I?lR*  Sanu/,  Subh 

1^,^  Sim 

If  f^tf  314 

t?pkw;  183 

israfaw  47 
>r?r$42 
?lfe  42,  261,815 

Tflt^FT  43 

'TFP^  8J9 
lflT«0P*W  [W  I.  395] 

IffoRiP  <r>8 
^o^j  Hubh 

>f^en:fefTpfT  #«««/  8km  Sttbh 

IJRiWf^R-  446 
UStfffi  477 

IWlfltfa  235 
15.^<^P3t520,  545 
'W.'^gR?g,?mi5jr  545 

^!^5gil?rSR  045 

*Btffsu;,«?wr  2&2 

TOlflfoW  733 
*PIWlfOTr  283 
*(«rrH5  /"A  373-A 

TO  561,  562 

*R3  945 

Wlfer  32,  528 

^cf#BT947 TORrsRrrw  991 
^cCTUSfa^PStrsr  975 
Wmfift  27,  28,  44,  55,  316,  885 
*TC?TC«!raireFT  945 

WKM  668 *fW<.WHT  373 

^R^rerrer  i064 

^toi^ji  1012 
*HcTCirc27 

^RSWPRnrf  1040 

^^5^146 
[In    para    146     qKffffiJ   is    an 

enoi] 

TO&T  28,  44,  53,  55,  318,  329 

WFg*7  719 
wr°k963 
WI^i^T  963 

*f4^37 

^42,119,260,261 

*l<l<iRpHf?  263 (.Analysed   by  Gopinath  in  his  NiU- 
Vairagya  Satakas,  Bombay] 

%fa£Wrfar  262 ■*f^  S/rni  Sarrtg 

W900 

ms  264 njjgj  264  (of  Kanw) 

T835RP5  264 

TWftT  55,  76 

^Mr  513 
*^374 

1^3^784 
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[L  Kretzsetunon,  Bhavablmh  the 
poet  of  Dharma  m  Gorman,  Halle 
Salle  J 

*RFR[314 
>t^FPe[  Shm 

n&rffat^  Suhh 

^pffggRT  509 

WftoflTCRtrST  273 

Wffrf*  697>  758 
■ffsq  Sftm 

[See  S  N  Tadpatakai,  The 
Krishna  Problem,  Dlurendra  Nath, 

Pal,  Sn  Knslmai] 

by  ̂ m*k  [JO,  1234] 

Ml'M<i*Ml  79° 

MlWsSWlfa^OO,  526,  682 

^^P^^92,139,   521,  523,   324, 
526,  512,  913 

by  %rfl.m.i(5>siq 

by  ̂ttRt^tc 
by^M^ 

by  fiffpft 
byajsFws 

by  5cijr5j[ 
byffrr 

by  XM%W.  (^RSft) 

ipi^raRq^^jr  213 

TPWRtSPOT  P  75 

"HHWdWl^L  Bubh 
i*msm  221,  251 

>IHHdl^d  53,  251 

KfT^flTtfiMT^  154,  544,  911 

TFT&27 

XT^1064 >ii&fon>i«<t  90a 

^pir  561-563 

^TO  562,  563 

*ng  Sfon. Tfnjjsfif  Ph?/,  Pdm  By  Jl 

KigtiHw  (-*ngw>C00Jf  n  1971 

*rg^  455,  863 
^5^f  295,  544,  884,  920 

^13^880 Tigris  s®™*! 
^SRwr  (d)  252,  706,  786 

WRfrafrW  (d)  777 

>tigt)ui  Swift 
TOC  44,  799,  815 
UTOSfaRT  815,  820 
iTMfonr  (d)  727 

*Hft«tifo*W  (d)  254-W 
inft#l«W  266,  811,  911 [Ed     with    Commentry,   translation 
and  notes  by  H  D  Shama,  Bombav] 

wfa490 ^,^152,  166,  289,  526 
by  fM^ilft byarsrirms 

[Com    by   rarava-stn.     Eanga- 
charya,  Ainha  ProBS,Vwagapataxa] 

WrcWPiftSEB  517 ■HHC«ti3w*ltP  42 

>TO?RWW  P  43 

*TRa^5l75 

nm  jflfrm  p  43 
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*rrctrafcr  246 

?rrc?w§q-290 

[DC    XXVII    Q972,    TO    VI 
6972  It  gives  tho  contents  of  each 

parvin  of  M  ihabhiiati] 

WW  254  (a) 

*IKcRER'143 
*TR*rarfHi  P  43 

^3-r^  45,  237,  254 

by  ww  erlrer  IT*<ty  >/] 

TPRff'iJP'T  °22 

HKtflfidN  48  & 

*TRr%48 

TOgfewre  C>iV  n  1127] 

WR^  2a5>  440,  501 
iTRfj^  199 

nn^3  2  \r> 

Tq^^ir  27 

^FRI^t  297 

WHiawNW  (d)  151 

TtqRT*tr#ff^R5T  440 

wrwNft  0*fa) 214 
1PHW5I5R  877 

m^E  1042 
*rpR3r^349 
[TO  IV  4315,  4413]  J 

129 

*nW|Sfer  314,  923 

*r*nrer  14 
*rrf  ra^RT  269,  349 
*TPTft^  923  [TO  VI   7157] 

WIcRRPR  349  [Jflf  H  105] 

by  H  d'^pf 

>1Nfa5  M«)  100° 

>iM)$'<<  151 
IIWIW  544 

^iwraj^  8km,  779 

wwaifeHfrS)97^ 
TT^raRWfsl  923 

¥TOR^  1044 [Thoie  it  is  wrongly  printed 

3TO  567,  569,  955 

wRrairern:  746 

*rreR  1094 

*tiFR(Wr)686>787 

*n*rc  (faqft*)  i»7>  543 

^ttfk  [00  I  426] 

is 

g?TOCr^f  (<*)  686 

jwrors?  14i 

fwffi^f  251 
by  ff^TWK 

wrw^f  1069 

XTWRlRtf  942 

>UH<ftsr  863"A 
qrfejtitfca  Imm  il  7, 733 
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;28 
HnttMfU  110° 
KtfGCW  257> 107S 

m*w$  (wsnfagO 350 

VWfcfi  Skin 

■*mi  jtp^  565 

foyraw«r  24.0 

tor  373-B 
*faO*rr^)70,H6 

Vfewwr  70 

*fa5  (-*fa)  662,  955 

^r^sr  1064 

*fa^F[fol81 

^VJ^K  I064 

^TO^q  116,  672,  677,  780,  785 

*ftiT*t545 

*taitf  (d)  727 

*foT&W  785 

*ftqfcr610 

*ftfl^r  (fiRPTOp)   (ofJodhpur) 
143 

Wlmyn  825 
tffaTqR?  1101 
^ftwrjiter  28  [3flf  n  52] 

[Opj.  6763] 

3^509 
H^R^Si?  77 

ggrnrr^  305 

g^wn^OT^  [^  J/] 

g<Mi^<W  823 

3^P«r542 
vpftePr5^  p  77 

W205 y$Xm 
 697,  758 

3JJT«TRWI  ffl  (Ha-ppm,  Jlalmlcain.) 

'[fey  J7] 

jjjrrr;  [00  in  qo] 

*&%  45,  771 

^45 

JjfaTNf  102,  759 

^wkl81 [The  -word  BU&ravi  m  pi  i  tiled 
Ihoio  is  an  enoi  foi  Bhtlravi  ] 

^01^3^242 
[DO  XXVTI,  7171] 

^|U|^c(    SWA, 
ijjjflpfrsgrPT  454 

^ifW898 
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qjftFfcr  17,  323,  379 
by  errgtw 

by  5fa»?tenf*RL 

byi%"H Anonymous 

VtWFS  #/.«*,  Wl 

3|#*rT$H:  #«™i/  [0^  1296] 

fatTRw  («1)  W,  151,  777 

by  *W5irflrcc 

by%3W!^ 

by  tisr^qftr 

^prps;  (d)  282,  G83 

$CTI3Wr«8isr  281 

fortes  27.J 

$^i^«ar  [jwnr  io7j 

faftorfow  i&i 

^27,  «>L5 
[1).  0    (J.uiguly,  JIiKlory  oJf  tlio 

Fanuuutiir  Djuunty,  Diuru] 

^IPjP^  1<><> 

^fitf  RW,  «><>7 

^JWsr27!),:J72,{»I5 
by  im® 

by  tour 

by^ros? 

by  jpmtfw VtnrsH 
by<05reterc 

'Tt5Tsj^^^515 

^n3Ri^cnir»fr  373  (d) 

^tiFSTCpsra^ffa  515 

^JRRfS  (<*)  515,  724. 

*ffaTNT223 
%5<?rW3^ffo  (°f  Kasi) 
^t^^  158  [Snry  Jt] 

%?***£  por  n  108] 

"flfRstanfo  163,  706 

%*  Smuj 

^jq^45  69 

StTFffWSR  733 
byf^Ra^ 

3pR?gT  170,  <2£ Auonymoas 

bv  wnqfrerwjrr 

5TOf400 
5T*rc«%r74C 

s«Ki»nw;  273 

¥|IfCrs^309 

ggft  235,  254 

jf«r7M 
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;  721,  870 

ip]c5  Skin   SdL 

[Punted  Benaies    Contains  vari- 
ous stones  essays  and  Snbhisitab  m 

prose  and  poetiy  and  pioveibs  ] 

HggRT3S>  (d)  781 

See  ER^Rfj^ 

ip]SI^rS/nw 
4«lc6|S*  309 

fel%5T  938 

Jjgfft  Siibh 

(Sanslo.it  Journal,  Oonjeevoiam) 

^a^Hlf^uH[  (m  Plose  ?)  152 

JFSJbW  (d)  81 

JP^ri^  (d)  727 

Jpsgap^tf  V87 

(Sanskufc  Journal,  Calcutta) 

iWrtfrw  307,  643 
Jju^vtim^  254 

W^«i(4^^K  716 

flffa  683,  879 

3#Har^^RF?  (d) 

&4{|«Hl  (d) 

[Nepal  Libiaiy  Bond  ill,  1') 
Pioduced  undei  Ka]i  J.iyastluh 
(1885—1392) 

Hl*nMblW>  273 

tf&nHror  518 

JTf8pit^rl26 

jfltoRi  O3)  56o 
[Quotation  m  pdia  566  is  ftom 

Atmabodba'b  coimnontiy  on  Qmn- 
ratnamilii] 

irfuwsrff  211- 

qftlWST  (d)  727 

tH9r:T*T  309,  311,  J-56 

jtPrtrSgo 

jt<Hw  959, 1015 

»#904 

J^f^TCT  (d)  48,  780 

[Piose  i  auditing  of  Muioi  of 

Matsuyamaiu  J'w.ija'sFaij}  Tal<u 
of  old  Japan,  [JUW  .//,  II  .)0] 

mm^  pro  vi  7smw] 

*r^p?w  7°i 
I^CRR  14B,  37,3 

WPTW 1102 
I^RW  7(>.  143,  373 
>^Ri«r(=»r^PT«r)359 

jftaflTfifff  oU    (tfrwy  ,11  VII,   and 
IX  198,  20 1. J 

[A  veiy  largo   collection  oi  e*- 
collent  pootry  Piintod  at  Jaipui] 
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UpUffRMT  a«W 

q&m>  225 
ji^it  aim 

j^^^fer  00 177 
[TC  \I  70U2J 

^w^nsra  00  itt.  w 

J1^T7f»l>y7  1001 

(-*RpT,  f^lp)  t*Mi   ̂ i.  -510, 
C*7H 

wpnjprn'  00  787 

wmffi  00 

j^jwst  00  7«7 

flC«T^T«r  00  787  H7U 

J^5WSfK«T0O  !<><> 

WMGRns?  l«0  7.S7 

HfrtWa;  00  72«> 

J^rwj^q  S19 
flt^rr^  (d)  787 

b7  %&%  781 
by  fwnrff  Ml.  787 

^=rra^  C-P-K  vi  340] 

q^rr  (d)  503,  877 

JRflTO  (<i)  513,  727,  755 

q^RJflr  Butwj,  374,  513 

flSiasr  (3TP?!jr(^T)  513, 842 

"^r^TTf^iJTrJij  (<1)  254-W 
USrasiflfaur  (<0  513,  755,  777 

^*9t?sm  513 
*TCH>  0T53>)  Sh?A 

•W^mfoWT  253,  517,  544,  687 

TS^TO  Sin* 

qg^j  Skiii,  Ki6 

TC*^#  25i 

ngqugrf  ill 

Mentioned  in    qpfl^g^FT.  She  u  „md  to  have  taught  her  son,  and  her 
wordbdro  licrc  quoted  (Sury  /I) 

mm  «tf s  q¥nr  frttfU  «fss  ssfar- 1 

ssr  sol?  eft  fotflWOTRtRrTOfliRW  i 
w  iwfls  ftwRw  qpfart*  flt^np  11 

*wf  9  fa  si^f  «F*2Nr.  «r^  wot  *U»Np  i 
SBtfasFr.  ̂ r^f|5w«r  vtftm  srsr  qg  «far:  ii 

«r$T  *F?r  t^i  ansfeRRf  *$^ssirrc5$.  $m.  i 
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qgmqsfiq-  (d)  727 

qg?^l%205 

Hg^904 

irg^ioft  (Sanskrit  Jl ,  Belgaum) 

H^ofi  147,  377 

qg*Hft374 

SgaPrW  (d)  778 

q-gR^-rfccW^  [Ulwa>,  897] 

qgcpfaSM 

qgfr^FT  (d)  727 

H§W252 

Hg^FT  (TOOTS*)  703>  917 

[7i<%  JE] 

JJ^SJPT  l^f%  269 

sftRwnaw  loo  i  427] 

i^S^r  (urefS*)  280 
[He    composed    commentry     on 

Balaknena's      Vidvadbliusaijakavya 
m  1644  1DOOL  427] 

q^Hcfrf  (Redaotor  of  2daLauataka) 
667 

JTS^JT  (tip^l)  ̂ 5,  237 

flS0jFref8|s?r 

3TT^5I^B  L^O  I  427] 

[A*  jpagre  "U®  foot  H"'°  muuboiu 
4  and  5  are  mongly  interchanged] 

fl^WI^R,      (of.    Bamanda)    [M(J% 
Jl}  286 

qwmtWfld  314,  703,  782 

1064 

jusjqsjffjfor  (d)  582 

JT^frsrer  214 

frs^iTjj-  213 

*prfe^?i07i 

*H<r  <*2J,  921 Anonymous 
l>ysrsRr«r 

iT^q^Io^q-ar  [JO/  Jl  17] 

ttfm  272,  820 
jpfaq  Btibh  Oy  IV  i9o] 

TOT  [JIB  Jl} 

T%sr3JH  836 
*HRW  W  O*  Kottnkkal)  727 

qjfi^T  180,  377 

*RKHl»Pre  501 
*TTO.flRl?ft  yo 
SRfoffR^RM  (A)  002 

JRl^sfferaBT  314 

q^n-450 

irilWB*tW,109J. 

q%^  1'mkj qviffff  [  Tarty  /fl 

'KRJTsrCr  «J12 

»p^s^5^!)42,  <)Ol 

R^ppnwr  00  727 

WSfoitom  (*)  727 
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[of  Mandate,  (J  P  Sw-i/  ,Tl] 

mmm;  0D  [Opp  oni] 
TFUH&E  1071 

vptppttzpt  (d)  352 

tptnpT^TT  230 

HHflft«W  (d)  7S1 
Sac  ̂ fSd^ 

[Pantod  Tuclimopolj  ] 

fpqjflvg^  (d)  781,   787 
qsds?RHH  00  787 

nm  8U.  848 

jpj  Siihh 
(p3TR?l»n«?78L 

q^  J79,  823 

ipjprjwjjJll. 

q$jqpsfc  (<*)  783 

ipgK^P  323 
Anonymous 

qpftttRJhlfoiq  (d)  777 

fj^ar  150 

q55T  StaWi 

nwrfoft  (<i) 
VAwW/,  1!) 

q^rsPTf^Tcr  873 

qsWMWftTT  253 

n^^rq^oiq-  (d)  OoO 
•KWIW  283 

IWflT  S/w* 

T^S^t  235,  451 

qg^-1068 

WSfffewrftR  767 

niJPWfcnsT  24&,  199 

jtsjtr:  iioo 
imforremr  763 
flfS*!^  (King)  124 

life%]^«T*(^  140,  544 
H[i*BT#T*Il  926 

q%SW^  (<*)  672 
nfitanrar  (d)  169 

qf^fer235 1^rPl(#5r^)  27,28,31,76,53, 
55,  135,  318,  329,  519,  927  930 

nffaim  farosnsflpO  816 

qflto  985,440 

q^205 Hf$  Sw&7t 

mffi7o 

q?FBIo5  286 *TS!T°I<Tf%*?Tfa  125 

q|I^886 
*?$%5  (^iw)  g89 

«Hl*r(-#K)  162,786 

Hlftf    (5«^S5T)  I62' 779 
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qfi^fipr  506 

JTf%  (frWTRflw)  76  [GO,  I  436] 

iWfrdWWrt  278 

JfcMPtH6 

H5W'li*  Cd)  667 

[Madhusfldana's  recension- 

Ed  with  the  commentaries  of  Rama 

tarana   Siromani   Candrasekhara  and  J 

Vidyasagara  —Calcutta    See  S    K  Do 
Problem  of  Mahanataka.lHQ    (1931) 
639,   709,    and     Shivaprasad     Bhatta 

charyas'    paper    on    Mahanataka  pro 
blem,  read  at  7th  Oriental  Conference  ] 

667 

JTflftfa  Sim 

if  mwftu'w  * 

Tfr*nw  ?  27 1 

JTfWHcldltM^k  V    *•* 

*riT*rns"  55?rar^ra?  1001 

mmm*  [skc  197] 

*  This  book  appears  to  be  a  history  of  King  Lalitiditya  (Raj  IV  131-145) 
and  the  following  versos  fiom  it  are  quoted  is  for  the  5th  Ullas'a  by  Atmiinanda 
in  his  commentary  on  Gnruntnamatt  alluding  the  installation  of  the  son  of 
Queen  Batta  who  had  been  deposed  by  the  Kashmir  invader,  on  the  Kanataga 

throne     (See  N  Venkatarama'a  Sankarxaarya  The  Gt  eat,  78-')  pp  78-9  ) 

"  ̂r^Rr«f  ̂ r  ̂ i^lt^r  ii 

t  Edited  by  PPS  Sastn,  Madras.  Ed  by  P  Krojaradekiir,  Bombay  with 

Nilakantha's  commentary  Ed  by  V  S  Sukthankar  (adiparvamalovc)  with  illustra tions 

N  V  Thadani,  Mystery  of the  Mahabharata,  Age  of  Mahabharata,  (Mys 
Arch  Rep  (1927),  8 

B  P  Rice,  Mahabharata,  Analysts  and  Index  Jagann  ttharow,  Age  of 
Mahabharata  War  Pramathanatha  Mallik,  Mahabharata,  A  ontioal  study 
(Allahabad),  and  its  review  by  V  V  Ramisami  in  The  Hindu,  27th  Nov  1984 



INDEX 

103^ 

byfwuLV'  VJI  715J.] 

JT£T¥rr«T  1.7 1.,  536   r>57   W 

Uchieisqsj^rpr  [y;7V '    Stiiol   foil  nil 

uHlip'/Wwy  Oil  t»/i/j   IT    lliO1*] 

WfrOWtW^Pft  (ol  I>«"i«l.»l€«ii0 

,Mhui  it} 

«||qHjWJ«»,W(»
 

Tftufefa  318 

utercfta  28G 
»TfaCTlG5  (d)  180,  787 

UftTOW  *  16^,  721 

q^STCP  21 

q^«pr  W,to 

q^«n55<>52 T^TT5^R5r  -*21 f  Pj  mtod  Bomlny] 

iflqiS^T  669 

qpf!T[^r  (541 

"fltjim^  321 

*it;5ffrr?ri%Era?q-  514 

q|^qqq;  459 
^iWRflfcr.  48,  786 

SS^ft  477 

This  is  ono  of  Ihu  finest  poims  in  S  fncha  e  g 

gsfttrsRr  »Ffrsf%  erg^r  «fa.  witf  cr*rr 

tftar  aR  foster  iupwftr  nmiforannqt  u 

Like    this   poem    is    hakatataka    directed    against   K&k&ji  friend,  of  King 
Fkoji  i  g 

13U 
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l^TSpT    fl^rfe:     (of    Band  iknyui 
op)[fl»vJri 

See  ̂ u^M|u«3 

aftftHHtiH&W  (d)  7S7 

TOpnCTWCCOI  000] 

Ul^440 

mentioned  in  ̂ fhstsfspir 

q|^p;  Sarng 
q^K  27,  632  [00  I  415] 

^tgS^r  [00  in  96] 

%^^fffer  (sqpnafn)  7H 819 

^SRcrfSsgr  694 

J^WRPT  55 

#SFCTPSTS3T  942 

«|W?R235 
U|JTO^  783,  879 

#*jW734 

qi^T  54,  2 13 

(a   collection    ot    wis  oi  ̂ n  in  on 
Magh  i) 

1>>  <M«W  [lirittnll  60  J 

qisj  034 (TTFT^I  103 

Tfflfarg^  2  55,  4r>l 

IWsKR  Mm- 
TKHilWi  279 
qnj  13,  274,  009,  79M,  951 

jtt^t  :*5J>  277 

iw  (sswjpr)  i;w 

OT 

Wf^R  [MM  If  134] 

qpffUO 
qppr(E!  P)[70  rmmil\ 

qp^  202 

*  [Is  he  the  same   as  R^flC  aexi 
analysis  in  English  ] 

s»M    Ed  Oal    Or  Series  with  a  fine 
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Ujq3f  IWy,  Skm,  130 

rrjqf  58 

npq^  (l^rafR^r) 
See  fttq\{uq 

[M  A  Doi  aisami  Ij  engai,  Madha- 
Vidyaianya     Theory,     Journal     ot 

InduuHurioiy,  XII  241] 

mm  (crf55^R^)  130,  323 
tpj^^srrt^  r,uiv 

TF^fSlt  s/lW>  JJf"ty>  130 

(ol  P<vLipi,  Nepal  J 

fj^ffifcr  <*<   ISunjJf] 

UHmS  1061 

m*mfo  si* 

msFrfirarer  373-d 

«r«r^r  [oo  i  'Mhj 

*mfcr  (King)  903 
qf^f^r,  jSAot,  130 
Hrsq*£rc  C«WSB  (1906),  172] 

jfTsprR*?  286,  542 

Hl«ftffl&  476 by  qyrag*^  [o«&  v  6  ] 

mm®  (d)  476 flT^RT5^5«ir 439 
*TmM<!nW°KoilWT  476 

STI^H-aWld-fr1  (d)  441, 476 by3nq^R 

[Is  lie  the    same    as    Anaada 

Raianaka  ?  See  paias  76,  868] 

*>y  jtfforc  C-P-ff  I  H8] 

qmrng^TOmr  HOC  i,  450] 

irm»ft  373-A,  879 

IHtfmRfar  (d)  ?83 

uproft  373-A 

UNCftSM «R^(K  V)[FO//] 

gR5S  143,  283 

ungnjt  279» 283 

JTnWP8W514 

tffff^T  [Zamoiin]  168 

JlfffNiH  777 55^55557^  (d) 

t  {CO  I  2b0  #KJ,  No  436  of  1887-91  It  contains  135  verses  composed  at 

the  instance  of  King  Mddbavasimha,  son  of  Jaisimba  II  of  Jaipur  about  1760 

Ganf,atamft,  Jtamts'vai'a.  tiotlr&thd,  Vhjranatba,  Suflbakara,  Haridat$a, 

Kevakr&ma,  brd&siva,  Kavidafta,  SwrMradatta  are  mentioned  in  the  poem  as 
the  learned  men  of  that  Court. 
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nrcfcwr  ̂ fa^iR:  71° 

urc*?  (t^ssus)  17o>  ̂ 51'  'JJj>  :ii•,' 520, 1001  L  VU  Jl  ] 

b>  eftam  32J,  7i>y 

qm%  251,  92.5 

igsn^r  89,  1000 

qpnf  297,  335,  040 

qtlM  (aovel) 

Rpfill25 

iwrani^  (d)  563> 8S0 

HwisKilw  (d) 879 

mm*  W>  779>  955 

by^^fc 

[In  this  paia  932  (p  799)   loot- 
notes  4  and  5  aie  intiucluuigi  d  ] 

31^063 

jiw^isi 
3^0^712,  <M9 
JTRlW$J»k  (ol  Brood  i)  |N"  "J 

tflsfa  8ltm 

WWf  W  727 
uuRifaro 541 

llW^St  Ate 

JTf^sfi^  -35  !• 

fll'Ml  ,)L<J 

»WafaW(<0  !>>  <»'<■> I  L<il  Mill  Trui  IiLioi  iilii  Nuic  by 
K  I)   Kumirkir] 

[hd  with  JUan  Litiou  am  Note,  by 

\  '3  luithn.uow,  Mrtdiai  lid  with 

Oom  by  Apptiisln,  Kullia  mi  Sec 

I!  Is.  ilukort.,  I  siju/j>  ivyu  ilqH  at 
7th  Orient  tl  Ootid. iuiu  I 

irtZ^C  Hit ni>i  8J<1 

fll^l^l  100  t 

«fwg?r <)7 ' Qwm  m<*  («0  7,i7> 7hU 

Nfw^  (<U  7<>'' 
(l;i.ili»kiii    |(iillli  il    ('t||(  ull  i) 

\IHHt'  XI X | 
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fmtffomzmt  'A*  /42] 

gnq%31 

*pw*rc  (<0  727 

^Mentioned  ui  ̂ fjsfqgs^] 

5%,^  [jkzv  I8i>] 

gw  fawner;  t>M95 

ss^r^^w  1003  * 

Sfewg?  (d)  779 

gssiioo 
SsES^OlO 

*rapfkl?PiJ  [JPli  V  J7&J 

SSff  &km 
sPRIW  (d)  16  {,  JU}  ojl,  y55  t 
55ram«flflf?  032 
53^  (d)  783 

*  (His  songs  are  punted  «it  Macluin 
Navamana  lo^as u^  duotlon  tlJ 

t  [£.c3  TraiJHktwn  bj,  H  J>hrma  ', 
UTS  (188.).  168    K  H  W,rava(  Verses 

INDEX 

S^rrerfcr  (i>ioh0) 

ifr*^  W8,  2.J5 
gfSracpfrarsr 6S 

5fNtR'Sf28 
ifo^f*  °9,  2  .& 
if*iw  2 « 

§%^  3*6 LPjH»<iarw,TiivHidnmi 

^  Tim  J  "5 

[W  //  CoutwiihW,,,,,  >t  l0IU 
iwuiiom      l),hud     <„,      V(|M>   d lvinmu  iHiniIi]i,i\  kj 

3*5^  17cS 

rt#«f7lj, 

Srafaroriwa 

PTI^RT  AlJ  727 

§fS^  Saw 3WWWP8HW106I 

'ptfWi?  2V  I,  %u 

m   fen  Guhii-u^araftrtHsim   ,„   W!„rli Urmu  al  Motlxi  ) 

brlkautlu  &a.  tu  Dau  of  M ndiawkshiw, 
misUUiiforjjio.e, />o  ou  1»3«J 
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JJSW$fl>  727 

jgtflWift   401 

bv!l<irftf  [CCf  T  464] 

J^Bft  P'*V»» 

J#R3G7 

ijp^r  69>  °05 
3^61  70,111,116,860 

j^jiy^  (jrrf^5sr^)  718 

jjf^q^rai  ̂ 73 

^TJfiTi^  (d)  727 

i-Piwrr  373-b 

^1^546 

^ppjsr  Shm 

spiff^r  235 

^r^T  (d)  451,  689,  710,  882 

^rpRra  3i  i 

wr?ffa*n  451 

(Ramghit  Jam  manda  Benai  6b) 

HIIWM^  1^0  I  465] 

^sg^f^T  143,  599 
LHunlal,  MHdliaMtkif    JJB0B8, 

XIV  307] 

SSgSPT  J  53 

Ji^TWlPl  287 

^Jra^PT  976, 1064 
[2>fl  XXII  87,  40] 

OTPTONCW7I  707  8| 

TO«fl5RI5«[I^>«t?cre  94|3 

fcr?$r 317 
[Tianslatodmto  English    by   Q- 

H  Rooke] 

fcp£T  '%*)  321 

fcrejfa  373-B [Bendall  47] 

[Planted  Oaloatt.i,  J&SP] 

fcrsr%^83,  319 
fasPT 

Seo  wrewfts*  [PB   V  21] 

JrETETpfcr  733 

J^RI^T  318 

[BJ?7    No      479    (1899-1915) 
MM  Patankar,  PO  Oct  1936    He 
must  have  hyed  between  1172  and 
1404] 

fal%F?Jrfa  93,  320  424 

ifeftsffc  373-B 

^^^51  (rra^p-)  317 
im%forer  318 

q^TR^ar  335,  616 

q%^668 ^37,274,566,951 

JhnRl^  571 
JtSTRK  24,  SAm 

^||^r;815 

(of  Bnndavuna  Gfuralrula) 

ftwc%  (far)  t^'ty  Jq 

3^501 

fcnERp  (d)  563,  877 

Semite  (d) 563-  88° 
^gjf  111,  119,  321,  515 
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Jiwrait^^r  1060 

fffr^snfc 646 
JHiflSfolOT  (dj  668 

^laTpmnTq-  (d)  66S 

SfrsfcT  (d)  727 
fffaft^TC  (d)  727 

JftNrjfar  442 *KNuwfer 

(in  Yagistha  Rarnavaij.i    Punted 
Bombay) 

ftrarf^r 785 

qN^T?Rf  \0C  I  46S] 

$Kfftw251 

^Wl^ci'lfejfff^  [Ouiffi   IV   9] 

tjRf#<%  (of  Fa^otliane,  Bengal) 
[Fid?/  J7] 

fltl^ra667 

tt?^ft?r904 

«P4IftTOOTCW  I   468] 

^•fl-K  251 

tfpCFsre  (d)  756 

«taBTC373-A 

q^RR  141 

mft&lWim  319 

*£lw319  521 

?ff^  Sim 
*mm*l  p  42  150 

wwrwCfferar  217 

(On  the  life  of  the  snger  Tyagaraja, 
1050) 

^3^;i%^!3rfi%R;[of  B,anila  8C  T/] 

g^r^ter  [00  1  470] 

ilpictpra  (%5$ft)  iw,  see,  937 
q%3R5HT^  [of  Khalapxua  SO  77] 

Tl^RoSO ^<MR^<1  546,  718 

qfikMRUiRi  209 
TfrRisrcnrfrr  121 

TfcRKttlfiH  944 

q^=^206 

Tcfi=3C5ROFqpj>209 

^•W  726 

4frK«Klt>  251 
<frK«H>Mdlj  [80  Jl] 

?T|tssl46 
I4*i<!4^»^494 

Jfflqj  326 
qWTRST  213,  338 
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w+fSnawi&r  338 

Hmgfa  334,  338 
qirai^l56,  239 
sprtt^r:  (d)  [yuhf  ji  xx  io] 

JTffN'RN'R  549 

sq-prrftf^OT  513 
qgfngnpr  311 

3jg^T5^273 

qg*rer?225 

q-gqrata220 
*pnfatf?ri26 

by  JRTWK^r  126 
by  ̂ TW^H  178,1086 

qflffaffr  (d)  781 
by  ̂ ^K^WT^ 

^ifldW^  W  682,  725 

<HlfifoHHHRd  (d)  682,  725 

q^Tfivspi  (d)  682,  880 

•Wp)*'l  551 

qq«ff  551 
■W'-flm^R  (d) 

by  5r*ira? 

[On  the  Marriage  of  Sampat  kuroara 

of  Melkota,  Mysore  with  the  Mughal 

Emperor's  daughter  ] 

mm  99, 756 
WFK  [00  I  111] 

f3W*  (d) 

jr^  814,  863,  878 

15R^fq^5Jfor  941, 1103 
Vnft[  941, 1103 

*railra;923 

181 

3I#R^fer  88,  229,  233 by  #i*TKf 

by  ̂wra^Jipr 

JRfiqy  1068 

T5iN$ti4 

q^ffOTor  925 

i3fa$r  (fi(W)  #«ta  [474] 
q4Jf=nf<;  SAw,  &rt*,    &m,w7  [00    I 

WfajM9,  392,  47!,  641,  651 

^W«l^  199 
1K'=ri?IRTI^ItWftf^'  494 

qj^^uj;542 
qr^<W^  90,  252,  529 

an^^rcrayrptgsftq  92,  379 

tf?e^Nr^»j;54i4 

qi^pg^T  121.  672 

503 

arre^tffi  563  Swry  31 

3TtH55?F?r984 
2JTM83Kl^r  984 

Tl(iWI^<HI  737 

^fRor^fer(mpiose)  [S£J2] 

qTMf^ffaj^rr  50 

^NK?  205
 

qTfe;972 qif^fRcT  959,  972 

^795 gf^iwras  515 

glfcwra&3 afaHlRHil  CPw  2970] 

^cilffoflq(d)  Spo 

by  tfttte  498,  736 
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Q*fd>\taHq  (cmtf rf  ) 

by  «Mmk  y+I^i^  [&b  J7] 

gftf&ifaW'M  65>  161»  863 
Com  by  ifap&m  [^0  VI  7007] 

#««  <Krcn?wr 

m«sd  w^r  (d) 
3RWfct5S^  (d) 

nspirat  (d) 

W1SI5  (d) 

[Aisba  Library,  Vizagapatam  ] 

[Sepal  Library,  BendaU,  28] 

^TllpRfRfR'919 

qfajR^  545 

^Nrra^Nrsq  [00  I  133] 

4tPMWcHf317 
ffulteWFT  H  252 

3^  2m  [JBflP  (1936)  169] 

<$ifcK  Sfon,  373 
511%;  (iPTfaj)  8km 

4MhtM  314 

W>^R€727 OTRW  (5Rf^p) 

l$H*hhl«K  [TO  VI  6963] 

WWHHIWW  [SIOI ,77] 

^Ipr  863  (a) 

d-*wRd' 

Hf  fp^Vf  675 

by  H<iNi^ by  7idwi4 

1^n«r  STTsq^  2M 
(bred  in  Benares  about  1616 

AD) 

^nsr  (gpTOfflgsfl  [CO  I  485  j 
<Rl*WI«b|«f 

(Written  m  1564  AD 

^1^541 qH8fdft"l'4 

H?n»r252 

^1^782 

JTRFRTCd)
 

qpn«r-P<% 

Tg=n«T  217 

<^HI«JiiuTl?pr  252 

^f^Rl^t  ,128 
WI«HW  220,  221 

<$HIWC  145,  146 
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CpTpTFre  145,  146  (cwttd) 

[It  is  said  that  the  otkex  -woiks 
mentioned  iu  paia  146  aie  m 

Teltigu  See  Tanjavuin-Andlua 
Eajula-cantram  p  26] 

*Sprp*rre?  1064 

X&WW2  922 

x^m  vgtfam  150 

q*r[*H!n5fPT  146,937 
(Ed   by      T    R      Chintamam, 

Madias) 

vgmu§  OfNrO  937 
*ffriiR5pr  541 

See  fjBJifljlRjir 

^I«ff^55I^  150 

qprawr  9i 

^1^668,777 

a^nnft'w  (d) 
^Ipiir^^r  1^6 

lfT^28 

quoted  by  =^5f 

*§Micl<&*M#fa>r  931 

S^qfafajTC  252 
IgTRRirflR;    (of  Laskai,    Gwahar) 

[SO  jq 

5T'l<<[ly4kl«Mi|,«Uf  [Oudlh,  XI  C] 
5^1^^^  242 

^ftT  25,  242 

[Ed  (N  W   recension)  Bombay  Bd 
with  Com  of  Brahmasankara  Misra  Ed 

by  PPS     Sastn,     Madras    Tr     into 
English  by  M  L  Sen,  Calcutta] 

*sp5[f^FR?28 

*a<fcW|<.  531 
ggfoHWM  COC  III  35] 

^few672 [In    paia    406,     lead   foi    this 

twfam  121 ^t^feT  31,  252  779 

l3«flW^'l<d'  252 

^l#[f^PT  724 

?fg%q-2S ^Tlffdl^  251 

a  124 ^I^Rflflt  314 

«RT*r787 wmras;  (d) 
nrcw  (sfi^r)  545,  787 
3FTl*F  (^5f^igs()  455,  473,  622 

^rpsr  85 
GRIT  W*i^ul  ̂ °*  Melakottaytu) 
«U*R«mRKI"U  (m  piose) 
[SO  J7] 

<WHI*Hlu*l»  505 

WlWff  379 
qRflPgffaTO  [TO  VI  6962] 
«M*IMl4  (irafff)  254  323 

QPMf^3[a2ii 

qRfSTP^  323 
<f 41^-^110 
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ilKK-mfrW  379 
^s^lif^rer  1031 

*3F5ITf3ft886 

3reT5fcTS3![s 1032 

OFWfifclMNl4  736 

^1^4  0t>fq*!#) 493 

vsmft  (f%srfSar)  p  *& 
fST^323 

^SFFrtf  CR)  [■"«'*?  Ji  i  8] 

IsSFFg5^370 

OFF?  Gn^)  787 

IffRtl^  [OiPi3  61593 

*%^T3781 

3F^919 

^{5^  [Z7P  Jl  (1936)  27] 

^501 
<J«lflNi£*r  254,  659 

^H^  Subh,  183 

OT^pif  655 

^ifStSKM^RcT  716 

<uuR^  $«*&& 
?°rrtVa4***lk  389 

[TO  VI  7149] 

tf^JFW  158,  70S 

Ufa  fa  Subh 

<flg»a  314 

^S^l°74 
?£rfa3pr744 

^li^spr  501,  842 

#%5Rr783 

fiBWia»W««  [^0  II  38] 

W3  (*MH30  S48,  863 

infam*  (d) 695 

<*>^d  151 
'CWQiRw  152 

m^v  42 
^q^  27,  229 

[Jnnab  XIII  94] 

W«iyfqb*lT  235 

*fp=p[314 

WMfiOlW  [00  I  490] 

^T  (tRHH?<'tSl*T)  235 

it>m\f*i  254 

[JOf  L  No   215] 

<9WlcJ^.1«bHM*  235 

Hgpffi  Subh n&gw  (.hO  9i3 

WTOSfltf  655 
?ffPT<*g5r891 

^Rl^5r727 

Setfasj  #«&& 

?a%fl3?235 

<fffckt*  863 

^Rlior  927 
wftrer[ii02 
irtSHtmfer  440>  546 

^fi|442 

"^1'^nRd 

^#l^JT  58 

-^ — vm%  i" 
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{SIT?  5$ 
WK  58,  342,  665 

mm927 

^^  246,  531,  610 
[Ed    with  translation  by  P    ̂  

Bamanujaswami,  Madias  ] 

iSHWcfl+M'  922 
W°trtM  [00  I  492] 

^254 
$RR863A 

#^TOR  141 

#f^fqsr  841 

[Aisha  Libiary,  Viaagapatain] 

*fa%904,  1071 

W^T^  314 

WITjt  314 

OT#Rl^252 

by  HIR!  [00  I  493] 

OT^RT352 

^MHIW  ISO  Jl  XII] 

arf^q^jr  100  I  493] 

WTftwr289 
#5PFs?  764 

^T^flcr  <fcc ,  (m  piose)   [M?J7J 

^964 
flaTOH"ffa72

4 

^RnpRTC0!  680 

*RT$iafcrc  s42 

#  fewTftg*)  863-a 
*foa;  318, 1103 

tf*ft«M32 

tf«53 tfifcflffi  [Id,  VIII  242] 
jftggifrPWWM  {BTO  161] 
^fE^T  102,  235,  254,  373 

#^308 

*foW  767 

^329 
*T^T  (TTCRTpr)  331 

^924 

^ferTl52 

fofelTO 

u^%^raf  716 

tfNfrjjr72 

tfnro=#50i 

?r#*227 
^^^903,922

 

W^ddl  251 WRjf&ST  922,  923 

«reta$922 
byg'faoa; by  qwT<m 

by  ̂oft^T  [IQf  II  44] 
WWTC 

Oom  JagguVenkatac&rya  (494) 

w^^906 
^g^oft  8C3-A,  885 
by*PTW? 

by  tis^r 
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wren^R 922 

by  JPTR5C  902 

briPRR[3K[CC/I  511] 

^PUjg  942 

Stfc§922 
5Rnjpof  314 

wrsttr312 
byfcmis237 

b7  WCrT  884 

Anonymous  132,  210 

WW  fa  755 

«WW922 
Wit 

[JSSP  XVIII  33, 132  TiansLi- 
tion  of  Babuidia  Natli  Tagoie's •woik] 

nMnmr  sse,  926 

«Ka<0Emi  &84,  922 

imam 92- 

<WHHK  (4)  787 

^(511^923 

WtlWofl  922 

WrftaW  (d)  787 

KjftsTO<397 

wfcrre  [JQf  n  1343 
TOftfc  883,  922 

[DC  XXVII  10075  on  tho  life 
ot  VMji4ja] 

^^T  (d)  177,  714 

OT?tg^r922 
«ra£?r  225,  922 by  fwss 

by?I?i^tI%q:[2'0,VI  7188] 
[It  is  a  work  m  prose  ana  verse  on  the 

customs  and  the  manners  ot  the  differ- 

ent countries  in  India  in  the  form  of  a 

dialogue  between  Vis'wamitra  and 
Vasistha  He  is  same  as  the  author  of 

Keralabharana  ] 

V&WFm  311»  496,  899 

W?tm?  923 
VGfag  890,  922 

mm*®. 923 

w$  797 ?^RS;92J 

mm$F$  922 
*tf[J£f&sn  922 

bj  mkz  151 

b7  WP  166 

wrrftroflw  879 

WlukeW  922 

Wlf^TOin*|WJ  254 

#^FfflFl^ig  (d)  787 
*fa»*WlMM  (d)  787 

?l%^N^r  373,  922 
See  JTTfrWIS 

[Composed  about  1680  A  D  See 
Hardutt  Sarma,  Some  unknown  Sam 

knt  poets  of  Mithila  published  in 
commemoration  Volume  For  wde*, 
of  verses,  see  COJ  IIIJ 
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^r^N?r  314 
toy  STgrr^? 

famm  863-A,  922 

toy  3frqT55»n  [anr  n  CO] 

?fe5Wr  ((i) 
toy  tfffcsrrcr  787 

^OT3T72l
 

toy  ?R^  91,  225 

by  l|SIW  314> 
by  z^ro*  305,  90S 

toyJKW 

ifanmm  I00  *•  485] 

<RW«W  922  [STO  VI  7225] 
tffosrsftftft  885 

*%W  (0)  787 

TO  (d)  787 
sfTSW  (d)  787 

<^*Ms|^*IK<.*INoi
l  

493 

WUmWMT  [10  1491] 

fiflprafls*  767  [TO  VI  6963] 

^  Store 

CT^T^fsq-  330  [MM  II   123] 
WwM  Sarng 

toy  vrRRDi*H  [Ojpj>  2685] 

CTO&  1064 
^rn^rsTT  1047 
Km^^  1042,  1064 

mkgtfi  1042 
CRftPBT  1064 
*!Wc?(fa)<far  1064 
tmuM  1032,  1064 
wniic64ift'»«di»*i«Er  1030 

<HI<lPHl  1031 
?PFTFnf^!riTr«q-Rr  1064 
?I»HKHUI  1028 

Wm$  1028,  1042 

UTO«r  1027,  1028 
by^Hfaitf 
toy^TIRjof toysfNTR 

OTflrrf^fiT  1028 

WR*il*C  1°64 

?R^W  !064 
^PT^rWI  1064 

^Rf^g  1033 

xmm  loos 

OTro^i^^m'&bi  1064 

{|V|c|  864 

ffSRT  or  ITWIS  (gK^RH5!)  618>  646 

?raw  (5r3*r5°r)  545 

tfEOTfori59 

^T^^fiT  78,  96 Com.  by  ftq^g 

<t|temH^«flj|  88 [A  Ventatasubbiah,  Authors   of 
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Baghavapandavtya       and    Gadya- 
cmtamam,  JBEAS  (1937>  134] 

CTwn'wrarereiM  \flo  i  499] 

^rftrs  541 

x$am  loo  in,  91] 
tN44K4MI«*ifcfcr  92, 152,  339 

by  faw< 

by3$p^ 

by  ̂ 'imni^ 
by  ssft^Rfiy  \^\k 
°y  *=nu^4 

*m^5PT  (iHHiiejj)  955, 1047 

fcyqw^r  [iar  n  125  on  the 
Maharajas  of  Darbhanga  State] 

!IM«Wl4  (PNqR)  520,  787 
timwi4  («ftPRrwRi^s5r)  532 
<IM4Wl4  (^f31#S5r)  520 

iWI«K  (d)  252,  706 

fl^MI^W  (d) 
by  mm  681 

by  *T*MnT  165  [DO  XXVII  No 
10043] 

by  SUPf?*  672 

O^T^  foiailfff)  209 

[Ha   son    Bamaoandraoarya 

Vidyaranyapanoanana  -wrote  states 
They  are  great  astrologers] 

i\WU  177  [TSS   Tiivandiam] 

scraps  *hh$ 76S 

<NWW  180,  217 

U^ffS3%  280 

tRJKIFPrfi  290 

oWrara 252 
by3T|?RWf5fS 

0<SR5^f  923 

tfspijpjfJpiJar  197 

<H^u^l  53,  55 
iMf®^  ( =  fssRTSf  ?)  8km 

xm^zm  Subh w*imw!^flK  491 

*FSI#TF3sq\  («rsTP53%)  1063 

W^Wft  100, 152,  271,  518 

{McKfcun  373-B,  184, 188,  p  18 by  tft«HN 

by  srr3^s[f 
by  JEeST 

[Translation  by  Eanjit  Sxtarama- 
pandita,  Allahabad] 

iWW  134-139 

[Mahmahopadhyaya     Sury    Jl 
Died  at  Benares  in  1933] 

?I5^3IS#?l  278 

<Mmi  495 

^^815 ?TSRMtlo5  874 

U«RK  874 

iMcrsfar  874 273 
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[of  Vivaie,  70  Jl] 

y*KI1  675 

flspmwfera:  (of  Sahva+a)    [SO  J2, 
Swy  /Z] 

qjfBJj  [Printed  Madias] 

q«rft%  195,  442  * 
W$m  (%$$)  524,  912,  941 
tfsrcra*  (mm)  828 
[V  V  Mirashi,  The  chi  onoloqical 

order  of  Bcyasehhara's  wotks  — A  full 
review  m  Patakh's  Com  Vol 
Poona.D  B.  Bhandarkar's  Gurjaias, 
JBBAS  XX  10] 

05RNTC298 

<M4l<sK-«Rd  438 

g^ra^  201, 440 

TOT  867 

mfrfk«na»  (d) 356 

<MI«wTm'|g  254 

tMH°hRte«t>'  820 
WR^PP^183 

WRW;150 
<MW»Hftr  158 

iMNofl  68 

^wr^sf  (d) 

rtfcft  (d)  727 
0^P^<%  72,  183 

?[%^R5  52 

?l%^Wf^TI^;  [flby  Jt] 

IP^Rj  Sism,  Sa»«0 

qq^  Sarny 

^srrf^iTifl'  1064 

•flRl'^W*!'^!'    Ca    collection    of 
stones  [SO  Jl  III  395] 

bypffil  [HP  I  313] 
flwfarc  no1 

Seef^»jin*r 

by  spftiq  444,  542 

^TRffr^^oft  251 

224 

[M?  JZ  II   He  ]rod  at  Santi- 

persad,  ETuddea  in  1710-1782] 
251 

*  There  is  a  manscript  in  the  Bhaodarkar  O  R  institute  B  K  R  (1874-6) 
p  9  10  has  a  critical  notice  The  hero  is  not  Saltan  Mohammad  of  Ghazni,  but 
Mohammad  Begadha  of  Ahmedabad  In  the  colophon  the  line  of  Gujarat  Kings 
from  which  this  Mohammad  came  is  given  I  am  in  indebted  for  this  information 
to  P  K  Gode,  Curator  ,Bhandarkar  Q  R  Institute, 

132 
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wzm®  251.  709 

Wf^rNwsr  160>  251 

WI%SR5WT  (d)  778,  955 

g^rgsfr^  251 3U 

*p*rcN$T5rft 251 

?nw955 

W^rarsq  LOO  I  505] 

*TO  (^5T%)  541 
^m  Shm.,  Siibli 

?WCpft)922,941 

^PTWWf^FJf  [00  I  506] 

imfo  262> 331 

^[^152,172,175 
by  ti«H^jJwPf 
by  <m«t&< 

tHWtWri  252 

wwrs^r  252> 841 

?nraofer293 
by  wimI«$ 

by  <m*w>{|(1*m 

?TO%298 

[About  1550  AD  ] 

lPFpi#407 

Kmfc  100  I.  506] 

Wfffc  <%afa)  716 
W^ftfrHMfrftp  26 

m^m 252 by  ujtfrw?*? 

by  sriwchwji 

<l«*<iiW  252 

flUfojrp  42 

"CITf?60!  863-A 

flUgpif  544 

flUfojr  [00  I  509] 

flqfjWT  781 jprndfofow  (d) 

flH?w>T  (qmO  -Erf 

M^g*)  [00  I  507] [Laved   m    Benares  about    1616 

AD] 

[CP  Jl  Short  prose  stones] 

UqfW  C^TS^l)  779 'S'TfC'Tfer  (d) 

?pifcoT286 

*mf*r94i 

by*n#5cft*r 

OTSeoni5  1064 <m*&uW54*t  P  77 

wrfwi^aw  296 
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W#M|iytH  254-0 

OT*L-Ul5ni<  254-D 
W$V>\  ("■dltTHETlfeH) 

tiwg^iaif&K  411 

^p;  252,  859 

<iu3w»w  252 

OTflSJ&fts*  296 

<Wii«ll*K'252 

WTHTf^  323 
<IWTMI«l«JiH<9l  S6b 

f^r^JRaffrT  COO  I  506] 

*1*PB?  (%I^)  787 

SPFpjt  8G3-A 

*W*5C  (TOiTRlforaO  225 

OWS  (bjtw)  262,  293,  522, 1094 

<|»WS  672 

0^^649 
y,tfW*NKid0W

ir 

*m^s?  (fens*)  iso,  537 

[Kestaa's  father  was  Patanjah, 

Patanjah's  father  was  Kerfava  and 

Kesf&va's  brothers  were  IsVara  and 

Rajacudamani  ] 

*PFP5  (HdWfiy,*  541 

tl»Mnl  (sta) 

See  $tKl4HS$ 

tfJR^  Gfisfesr)  672 

Wfifa  [00  I.  511] 
i[W^  (of  Tanjore) 

%«JH^H|i*  (d)  [00  I  511] 

OT^(|rr)672 

WR  Orifa)  348 

?«^5Tzr  [00  I  511] 

ann^^Jltti  [00  I  511] 

*PW*  OIlw)  319>  728 

<i*w**i  (gfe®) 252 

W^  [00  I  512] 

*nm53 

*l*N!5+*l|J<id  356,  919 

WHWflWHWPim  MRP-  38403 

timftw^qHflw 921 
iW-'HH>H  252 

<|fl^^Pj;541,  922 

by  imw 541 

irtr^is  tewresga)  [00  i  512, 
513  Born  1484  A.D  ]  251,  314 

wjfcr[0onii09] 
*!*PF5*rf  («JSI^l)  350 

<l«M»**tal<M  252 

flffeRPTCTSISR  199 

WWftPgW  94i 
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^•M^N^frl  44 

by^i^Kor   (jtrsr)   [TO    VI 7390] 

fl*Wtwfa  (of  Muiadabad) 
[Sur^  J?] 

<lHt)^iiHJ<  (of  Hanumadduiga) 
[S»»y ««] 

wwuftw  (T)  fafofo 
5^n  [Z7P  J?  X] 

WHt&W  708 

tHN-Wcl  291 

wrai&B  100° 

hy\&B(*ftd   156,   2S9,  336, 
341 

by  »tlMI<*<M  337 

by  <ta24HI*H  355 
by  ?!m?m  252 

bySWrW^5l25211047 

by  ̂ 1^252 
anonymous  787 

*PPR0T1099 
<|*W<«ld«Nl%J  252 

?PF*%  (piose) 

[Ramghat  Jain  Mandir,  Benaies] 

bysrfJR^ 

by  Wfi«U«f 

by  ̂ m^  383 
by  ̂rfcsrcpfa  383 

by  flJPFK.  177,  544 

by  tft^fo  714 

<W^Rrf  sqparrc  (of  Aia)  [FC  J7] 
n»Rfa  (§?r)  p  22 

OTW^r252 
by??fnq 

by  f<NN&*f 
by^RfNT? 

by  Ate*nH[|iH 

<imiid+|=iAf  180 
by  tr^J}^ 

igq^CMlf  II  133] 

U»T^lfw541 

OTRTTO^160 

<RTf§T3L  Hew 

^Mf^irafoT  [0(/  I  505-6] 

?WcTRoi  297 

*W?03^505 

3*^297 tflT^nu^581 

WRpng  1099 <UH<y<tf  8km 

*m%  (famm)  752 

?R^Hr252 

«Tf^WI  [OO  I  515] 

m^r  1102 

WI^T  (sTRT)  772 
fl*%  ("JflliaflO  252 
?H#r  stl^T  (of  Muzafarpni) 

[fltoy  Ji] 

Wfaftufor  768,  908 

(f^wiqqsriJm^O  Kcd   [GO  I 
584     Vis'vanltha  mote 

com- 
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mentary   on   Nyayasutras  in 1634] 

Uqfam  [00  I  575] 

OT^TtW473 

fll$ef4l&[  (of  Datapui,  Muaafarfui) 
[Suyy  JQ 

^rqsrm  252 

^pn«f544 

tI»FTT*r 

^•tS^i^r 318 

Wf|«M<t»W 

3Tl#mRfi  fa'I^Wfl) 
[Printed  Calcutta] 

*I*RW+Wl<  254,  863-A 

f^rf*m  [JOT  II  98] 

WH||4fa'i|WM<:'#  863-A 

[of  Amagarava  80  Jl] 

lT»Pf[«I5n%^(^)254 
?Rsn»BJ^ra;  ClSrft)  (of  Bombay) 

^^^  177,  779, 939 

WR5FT28 

W««HRd  18& 
[This  has   double   entendre   and  has 

stones  of  Rama  and  king  Ramapala] 

W4|g  <*39 
fl*Wy*ls<l«NlTW  (of  B«qgang) 

*fesfiqftuIW  etc ,  [JkfGf  Jl] 

mmKfi 618 
ilWWW-*  P  20 

^RTiiRlW  160 

?W*Tf  513 
[CO  I  505] 

?RPT?787 *oiran!ftr»ft  (d) 

imz  (%r)  679 
^?*fa[  (!Km^%^)  27,  88,  618 

WWftfeRT  293,  939 

tra^Nr  72i 

OTTOraw  ieo 

IWWsJft'  721 
^w^P^ri46 

^^507 
^iqjpi  622 
mm  (jt^t)  1052 

Wra5t$R  600 

mfa*dn  286 

TWjft  (R) 
^f(^r  [&P  «H  (1936)  37] 

TJX]  JJf d  (T 

WW+I'fo  156,  336 

WdhW'252 
iCmO^lW*  723,  779 

inw*ral%  (^-*l»«f)  288 

*WW  307 

Wlfewfo  373-A ?n#ir?rTt%R;(K  a  )jssp 
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qM^  252 

sa*pfonS*Erora  {to  vi  6991] 

<|Hq4*%  (of  Cranganooi)  714 

Wtfa  695 

OTWIR^T  1057 

OTI^IWt^m  161>  939.-1044, 1049 

s+hh^um 544 
[Lived  in  Kollam  975-1025] 

U^f^55W  695 

[Ramghat  Jam  Mandu ,  Benaies] 

anonymous 
by  imm 

C^i^nEt  ̂ 'iffftl  (of  Mehadivagana , 
Vardhamana)  [Sury  Jt] 

mom.  323 
torpe  116,  290 

€1?fe;373 

^51^815,922 

^51^459,815 
(mentioned  by  Dandin) 

OTSP&itffc  (of  Toloda.  VG  JT) 

wtifeK  (.*$)  94i 

<l<ftIlfeK  (S5Ui%)  [of  Amntsar,  Pun- 
jab so  jq 

lusnftra;  0*fo)  544 
^iRrrf^j;  Oji*^)  3, 19, 50 
*in5irf%ra;05Mi3r)522 

WftllftK  (A  L)  [70  Jq 
wtmm 

Seesftt-R 

<l*HsllliH  (^p5«rf&)  522 

fll^PJ.  [Piinted  Madias,  on  the 
Deity  of  Tanomaddala  of  Andkra ooimtry  ] 

<WrtlffKW  200 

WRdlpRllfiK  (CT>  441 

OTHTitonftra;  546, 1103 

qnwrflfaiifeK  (%  S)744 

mfc&t  841 

*rmafik«l  110° 

STOP'S^  (flUSSJRnflFl)  917 

WfQ$  254 

CTflTf  (d)  784 

*mprtf  253 

^qfqs^44 

Wr^  (d)  783 
l|JJH*5+fo<M'  1064 

<WH*ftlft  252 

<|HH*fcM  P  24 

WR*W{<W  691 
OTtJp^w^Cqiclssr)  [&'JSJ/] 

(d)[F«ty/q 
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<PH35f206*
 

flJflgsr  «N«r)  [TO  VI  7403] 
m&*  (Hi^rRPprp)  704 

?wig3r  (arnjw)  541, 544, 547 

innsT  (5rc<TJTp*%r) 701 

smifsr  afK^j^  Car^rf  %)  1063 

(im^'s  254-A 
Wld»HW  207 

ll!3»MPi,546,  704 

tWld«HRd  206 

OTigp^Rr  206,  546 

<WI^HcTWreRwW  494 

quaMttwi  206 

^WigaiS^  205 

Wfgsri^  0Ei*sft)  106° 

wjsnTrtf  Gnflww+n)  254  A 

[He  was  Principal,  Maharaja  College, 

Vzianagaram  and  lived  1857-1928] 

?wig<ifhr206 
mfam  (d)  779,  880 

by  %qn?  252 
*>y  W*  541 

W-gcpr  (d)  955 
WIRgW  (SRf  )  1047 by  JTWJT'iRar 

by  3*NlTmar% 

<W|4^T  131 by^rr^R^rf 

by>i^r  252 

*IHPg<RNPj;522,  541 

OTT^^^;252 
mPt$&  (d)  131 

byq#pfq;392,  6512 
^  **iHWfttW^f  "2 

iCPWIWl027 

?WW  252 ^WFTT  t  p  3  a*  seg 
[See  M  Venkataratnam,  .Kama 

the  greatest  Pharaoh,  of  Egypt, 

Madias  Ruben,  Studies  irifhe  history 

and  text  ofBamayancm  (m  German) 
Stuttgart  ] 

W^l  P  22 

quiqurearr  {10  loss] 
qHHWHWIMMHWrtT  287 

*  (He  was  son  of  Kan^iraa^I  and  Kes'ava  Bhatta  His  mother's  brother  was 
Srfeailapiima,  who  was  one  of  the  disciples  of  Alavandar  It  is  wrongly  printed 

in  para  206  that  Ratnaiuji  was  Alavandar's  son's  daughter's  son  Eamanuja's 
date  of  birth  and  death  are  in  the  chronogram  qffsb^r  3*fi  «T2:  (949  and  1054 
Saka) ) 

t  See   S    Aiyaduraiaiyar,   Bamayana  its  an   illustration  of  Yogaststra 
(Printed  Knmbakonam) 

"  The  Ramayana  is  the  story  of  Atma  Vijayam  Ramais  the  Atma  who  is  in 
quest  of  Sita  who  Is  Brahmavidya  with  the  help  of  Lak9hmana,  who  is  Buddhi, 
an  1  Hinun  in,  wh  j  is  Miaa»,  by  destroying  Rsivana,  the  Ryogaaa  with  the  ten 
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(IHWfclKIN.  P  20 

<w  w*«nj%u^  p  25 

WlW-'i381 

by  <ffa-  and  ̂ qgf  516 

by  mm 704 
fiJTFmf^  [2U  VI  7406] 
(.WWIci^^I  P  26 
fWWd^miT  P  24 

?RR0Rm«f^^  143 

^TPT^rra^r  C^O  "VI  6946] 

{WW^SB  255 

OTWHra*  (d)  672,  779,  955 

^pprujipEftl'a  VI  7282J 

wwttwitwtd  loo  n,  123] 

by  'Ttf^FT  P  22 

WNw-tf 68 
OTWuWl^*lK^  P  25 

<WW«HW«fl  [Q#>  7385] 

by«K<&i&t>242 

by  ̂ ^R  340 

by  tffo^alRsK  716 

by  s^qojg^  246 

IWPPWTCP  26 •wwwrc^f^r  p  25 
WRFRTR^RirP  25 

by  ̂ MW  P  26 

by  eR^R  P  25 
by  3TaTq^f|Rr  143 

by  <&«fl«HMtf  146 

by  ̂SWftRT  252 

wpfisttc^143 

by  gif^^^fi^rrf^ 
[Printed  Bezwada] 

^wmiicr  290 
OTPITPPfl  P   24 

UWTTft786 

(Punted  m  Bombay) 

mtfrn™  [Jw  v  3783 

^Rnn  (d)  778,  877 

WMK+I*fldk  P  26 254-Q 

senses  for  ten  heads,  and  Kumbhakarna,  Tamogana,  after  enlisting  the  services  of 

Vibhishana,  the  Satvaguna  Lanka,  wherein  Sita  is  made  captive,  is  Muladhara 
Chakra  and  Rakshasas  are  the  evil  forces  that  lie  coiled  up  in  Muladhara  In  fact, 
all  the  characters  and  all  the  geographical  names  that  occur  in  the  Ramavana  are 
identified  with  certain  portions  of  the  human  body,  and  every  such  identification  is 
sought  to  be  supported  by  the  meaning  which  the  word  is  capable  of  yielding  or 
other  reasons  are  given  why  it  ought  to  be  so 

See  also  for  a  similar  exposition,    A»    esoteric   study  of  Ramayanam  by  0 
Doraisami  Atyangar,  Ohittoor   Articles  in  -Dharmarajya,  Delhi 
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TRcftafofc^TfH  (m  5  Vicis) 

ams<T#  10°i 
mzim  160,  338 

flqpfT^286 

flffo  274,  1566 

ofo*  OfMfa)  890 

src%Kfa«tis  253 

flfoKfosTT  211,  544 

WHJSW  !25 

^  qrrg^r^rrf^R; 
^r^n^jrjff^jicjr  298 

WTOf  314 

ffqn^  314 

*RW3n^r  825 

^jquf  964 

wiywr  254 

?R"R^  (=«PirR^wr52r)  43.  44 
<l*lulft«(7  70 

flafagwPRfi  522>  769 

ffiHfi  563 
ti*i*<««RRr?r 251 

WTOf  783 

IH^'WT^  251 
US^  [TO  VT  7285] 

flwfter  251 
<I*)R^K  [govinda] 

by  m*R  [MM  II  134,  like  Gtta- 

CTSjM'Sr  198 

*f§«5$  949 

fe5<59 
■Wlff'tfT 

 
254 

tffafcfa 
 
792 

tffrlfW
T  

893 
^PT'fte^

FT  
(Jfiw)  352 

^R^r^w  i°o by  f^rsmfifa; 

by  ̂ ^wr 

bJ  <M^WI%  152 
5f^%*Wit  192,  777 

<il^H0l?*M'lfleri$  146 

<jfoHu(Hwi  542 
*l*rtfi[3*  (d)  [00  I  527] 

by  WWdll«fal« 

by  Wtfnfo  713 

by  fftac  312,  906 
>>y«raRpir[w  ff05] 

by  ar^nrtfi^cr 

by^f35Sirf^  943 
by  ̂ (l^i^^pc  ̂ 39 

RMikrida  is  this  finely  described  m  Kffq|9*kangamf$a 

3Tf jrwaTFPaft  ursrat  ur«nf  ttvtf  sfltifrtm  srr  » 

133 
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^?<%ftor?r  contd 
h7  "T^  253 

by^r5rpf 

by  tfflTCRr  289 

^Wffomwfriq  544, 
^"farfajTfar  253 
ifcvftsrfcw  217 

^"ff^SR;  (d)  790 
Sfcqoftf^  (d)  777 

^RR  860,  865 
tf*RW  863  (a) 
^PTT%1064 
5i^Tf^666 

W  (8PRI3W)  198 

SWffltar  (00  I  528) WS451,  802,  829 
$RTW 176,  659 
Wfa752 

T*?*m  [MM  II  80] 

^^^#251,323 
*nTlWr349 
S^ffcfa  [00  L  5291 

5**T£  802,  828 

INDEX 

5r<T$rRri^R3j«Hf  254 

W%308 S5^fq;593 
waft?  (frrrfs^)  282 
^^?l%55Rr  (d)  [00  I  528 

^1%C  314,  442 

3RfcT32 ^?f^(=^)996 

H&&;  72,  812,  870 

STO  561,  563 
^ll^r^(=^r)220,  323 [See  D    0     Sen-S  Medimal 

Vauhna   Literature    and  Jl 
ofDept  of  Letters,  Calcutta, 

1931] 

^297,998[2%Xyi7S38 

^Tcff  (S/lw,  400  J 

^f^psrfer  50 

^RT^g440 ^^^WPmsq  iBtoe.  242 
^n?r^r  818 

tymfaBTO  190 
brtri^gfl- 
byg^? 

*#ft50 
^cffcE  Sim 

^tlW>ia^r  468 wfliwit  (d)  781 
^PTPCpar  218,  515 

&T373-A 

*pNKsr?*rc) 
^W?^W  (d)  563,  880 
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^  (d)  682,  725 

JUHdfcHW  225,  312 

^373-A 

[Printed,  Bombay] 

^f|«fraT5h^5»Ri«tr  [Bendall,  51] 
^T^u||e(,|»^  (of    Puiapadha,  Dacca) 

[SO  Jl} 

flfeufNi'llf  672 

tefe1^  235 

Sfqr889 
«wi<lft<w  908,  1019 

^uil^-  45 

«sm  (totcrs^) 517 
3$HT  (afltylifa)  252 
55^°r  (*rrcgrar) 

ta«fkR*W  I'M  IV  5460] 
3WT  fafflggip)  376,  517 

*Rwfa  COO  I  536] 
^qaj  SmZA,  Pa% 

SWI^'FcT  5^1 

SKRotqfagg'  88,  373 

qj^wraft  (""^firaait) 
tppnif  76, 373 

jfrfflat|H%jfl  [composed  probably 
m  the  first  hali  of  16th  century 
AD  00 J  II  300] 

swrasp  42 

SSSHoptFPR  959,  1015 

S^qnmiRIsr  EM 

694 

gqgqpiKFE  ̂ T<Mv  No  S963J 

S^w^r+M  27° 
55^rn5rn%R;  (%5fcr)  (Sw-y  jz] 
S^TDRrf^R;  (of  Nagonr,  Marwai) 

[A  oitrakavya,  aceiostics  Bar  ado, Jl,I  282] 

^JTOT(|r441 
^WKerifo*  (q^)  526 

5*^°^  fanft)  932 

»W»iqfc  246,  254,  323,  610,  639, 
649,  656,  566 

^jjoi^sr  119,  294,  306,  398 

^TfllmrffcH;  252 

55^H^|t||^  282 

«5wum»fm  (?)  64i 

<jK#t374 
g^fi«fc^|Uf  (d)  777 

^  <rofiH<9far  939 

t>T  srapftsTW  [Printed  Bombay] 

WFflW<lldMl4  212,  649,  650 

agrffan  506 

'fkN*»iH'HR;<  (Prose)  I80  *% 

SSjtffeog^  505 

^^250 55S?ft^323 
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(mentioned  m  sftegos^f^f ,  XXV 91] 

ggqfsR  Sim,  Shar,  Pady,  Sai>iy 

[mentioned  in  Bhojaprabandha] 

SS»ft^   (%W£)  t  297,  666,    675, 
1031. 

t  889 

dStfMifl  646 
55$*fl5TC%(KR)[Z7P  Jt] 

gs^ftq^  269,  787 
«9fts^%f  OlsRFd)  544 

'SSFfrn'PTS  841 

^Sfifrrrcupn  1095 

NO 

gfflflsTRR'W  (hostc)  1030 

BSflfaRRm  441  [CO  I  538] 

t  He  must  have  written  his  commentary  on  Ifurari  after  he  became  an  ascetic 

and  assumed  the  name  Bamanardas'rama  [Temj  VIII  8322]  He  had  a  brother 
Kondubhatta  (Panditapattabhadra) 

|  He  was  son  of  Visvanatha  and  ParvatI  of  Haritagotra  In  his  colophon  to  the 

commentary  on  Saundaryalaharl  (Tanj  No  20664)  he  describes  his  ancestors,  all 
great  in  learning  Of  these  were  Mahadeva  (para  889)  Laksmidhara,  (author  of 

Sahityapanjata),  Vinncimis'ra,  (author  of  Bharatarnavapoja  and  Safcityamlmamsa) 
He  was  in  the  Court  of  King  Gajapati  Virarudra  of  Onssa  and  wrote  Sarasvati 
vil&sa  (os  Hindu  law)  and  poems  Laksmidhara,  Barhavatamsa  and  Kama 

vatamsa  After  Kfsnadei  araja  married  the  daughter  of  Prataparudra,  Laksmidhara 

appears  to  have  gone  to  Vijayanagar  and  lived  in  the  Court  of  Kfsnadevataja, 
whom  he  thus  praised 

sflf«nf|rf?rqTa^#rfJfRiic«h«itHT  w* 

B  V  Viraraghavacharya  gives  his  date  as  about  1466-1680  Inscriptions  in 
Kondavidu  menlion  Lak?mldpara  [EI  VI  280  dated  1520  AD] 

Has  the  same  Laksmidhara  written  a  commentary  of  AnaLdalaharl  ?  ICC  I 
5SS  Here  his  name  is  noted  as  Laksmidhara  Des'Ika  ] 
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gyfN'KUm  441  [00  I  538]  cwitd 
«1|«<<!!l=b 

l%L!S'/|<ISR' 

$*&&§ 
^ffarcraorafr  3ii 

SS^^piq^Is^  742 

sHpffaTWl^  242 

«HiraHr  (d)  787 

UMl  544,  547 

*B#t*213 

SSFfi^S^ra  492 

g^q^  931 

ssfaft  [00  I  539] 

«KFfl<T%  (i^RHp)  196 

^"jTmRuW  (d)  "^ 

H^RR^  (d)  541 
5?fteft  380,  180 

ssdMnwrf&sr  922 

&Av$Q  311 

is&fom  312 

^SpffW^  544 
55*pflt^51«PT  919 

«apft«Ki?cnT  496 
«WSJftflB!Rffofaw[  342 
BWteffal  (d) 

feyjftf^Rr777 

by  SSSift  881,  783,  842 

^Fffepr379 b7|^jft 

Wpft^  254  P  [2'0  VI  6957] 

«tffotfcrl26 

^*nfRT  1064 stf^-IT  qiffloft  378 

^7  904 Oi^efclo^  255 

SfHI^RrrrW  220 

*Htl»h|Rd  746 

fi«1tftmPR13*(d)   [00  I  541] 

WastfaErerc'  902 
5S1«r309 

aim  72 
55^[286 55^vf  8km 
®&$m  W  786,  880 

See  aefl-ij^H^ 

<^<UHg*W  (d)  706 

S58U«r922 
55t5tft%W  286,  600 
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*#<rara*r  220 

«ferawwr  (i)  69>  A". 670 

^(%OTW252 

sflsOT^tir  W  9S9 

^#pt^«r  (a)  67i 

arfamft  W  374 

sfecTT^  60,  641 

^dWjWW  126,  257 

af^I^I 273 

^015^^119 

^ora^qoi  (d)  727 

yqalqRui^  (d)  777 

[Quoted  m  Suvi  ] 

^T^lfl  325 

^s^n^st  [OB  III  118] 

«Jr«4l«(o(  314 

dlWltfl^yr  318 
srfStffa  [TC  VI  7407] 

Sft^Wft  487 

fi*MHcfl  4Q3 

<^TO%280 

f^prir^156 

f^S!^  70,  819 
RiJteK/l&i.  (°*  Kratukoti,  Dharwai) 

5Sfalitf*T  726 

3telHSW  (d)  880 

sfcJFtfr<a)939 

dl*ndHqT  7°. 106> ^ 

^H&ft  121 

§3jj[  Subh 
«M*(«(lsiior  581 
wl*Hl«|  P  24 

f,ton¥g^(d)  [IWjj   vjuu  do/dj 

#&5RiRr  68>  69 

sftwM  786 

«5ra*F*l^  309 

^1=^209 

$?mtf  (1m)  209 [He  lived  foi  121  yeais  in  1205- 
1326       The  dates  given  in  para 

209     appeal     to     be      mconect 

Yedantades'ika  has  "waitten  a  panca- 
s'at  m  his  praise] 

SlNBlflrerfai  1071 

gfoVM  (d)  53,  613 

^%«iK5ra^  284 

#r836 
#^1^1032 

®N%ra933 

«|3<G  (fcltSFr)  StAh 

^rrgscr  373-A 

flwRR  m>  251 
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JOB  810,(822,  953,  955 

$mfa 888 
%*  27,  286 

Itf^rfttfcr  373 

^^pffq^j^  86
3-A 

(■M»Wimhftw)  (d)  242»  777 

TO^PPV^CJTO  VI  7201  Des- cribes the  life  of  Manavalamata- 

mum  See  para  209] 

TOgwpmwB  (d) 783 

^tf%t  342 

vMtotfos  84& 
vfttamftir  58> S42 

fflsrcr  53 

mfr  1039 

eRfaPRrPT741 

jpifl^mfer  254 

^T5IfcT^  713 

i#!K  feRtSS*)  16S See  en5!^ 

W3fatfl»ra  
545 

by^resfosF 

by  #nsp^ 

3^[sref  Subh 

qkptffa&l  254>  311 

3$Wfcr632 

^f28 

^RFT  felS^rfa)  478 

^RM515 

9TRral'EfRTlirarsT     [composed     m 
1641  AD  CO  I  565] 

*HjWIW  Opt)  (d) 
ftmi&fl^i  Oarrato)  (d) 

ftS^TS  (fir)  (d) 
sfcuoffarfcrc  (&w)  (d) 

frcr^fa  (jf^T)  (d) 
ag5pra?  (wtfRsn:)  (d) 
[Ed  COS,  Baioda  as  Eupaka- 

§atka  These  were  enaoted  m  the 

courts  of  Jang  Paiamaidideva  and 

his  son  Trailokyavarmadeva  of  12- 

13th  century  Paramardi  -wrote 
pias'asti  to  8'iva  (JASB  XVU  33) 
and  ruled  1163-1203  See  IA 
XXXVIII  121] 

^fAKN'Tffer  603 

^raffar  (d) 
[Quoted  in  Sahi^yadarpana  ] 

SFU5WI80 
kfrWO^WW  80 

W^cWI  745 
SFHWI  110 
byJTfPff^CMJf  n  62] 

^m^rf^nr  o&  n  6799 

«nwrl^r672 

srcsrf^ti297 

snrsRrr746 
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^3"^  727 

TO(«n%«r)  i«o,  777 

q*?  OAftlV)  787 
«PK(-snwn*)   122  (1116  1415) 

^^TSPTTSr^^Ii^    [BemlaU  65] 

*K«Kfil5  foft?)  251 

TOftfcre  tttafe)  242 

TOftBtWtt  506 

m&j&PSHW6  so5 

tow* 
See  fjfa*W,fr«fl5 

*rec<:Fsr  Canw)  2>p  24,  43 
^OWWUMi^l  [TO  VI  7055] 

^R  (%lft)  P  52 
■KWW  143,  207 

^^2540 
wM  Orrcraotp)  254-E 

wwrf  922 

win!  7oi 
3fH*i^'(^'<SRr  (d) 

sriNhrfapr  2*3 

^<?Flftl60 

qR^r^pf  160 
apflpffaT  (d) 

*R3?*Kk  I60 

3W*$  (  =  ̂ 3^  3OTi^)  160,  718 
[of  Vatsagotra  Bom  at  K&iici  in 

1165] 

^tCdl^rt*  (d) 

rRFST^sWri^f  [CO  I    550] 

W*rf    (  =  ̂ T^Bl"5I^  3TUT(^)    160, 718 

?r<f  rF^rrit'fr  133 

wm-gsr  529 

<^fa  6,  268,  331,  429,  591 

■reilltf  [JOT  II  75] 

*wgPr  2°9 

See  q$3PR?I  [TO  VI  7201] 

w^aPte"** 505 
TOrrf^ffafcr  254 

TOnm 242 
TtTffafe  I9 

TOf^spr242 

^oj^r  345 

qr^r  1064 
?Wf  [TO  VI  7396] 

^fepq'reTR'  1064 
^ffWC-^T-JIff^C)  13 
&m  (fartfaRw)  235 
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irfffrc  GTrf^fflfcq)   182 
T*lFr*ffer  235 

fWTWnl  235 

m$fa.  ̂ ncRfonflq-R;  180 

^27 

f^RW430
 

^■prf^f^spr  225 

+MI<**lt*JHe'(r 

W%   CaTPP?  (3?JRr)  fag*] 
29,   55,  58,  318 

efU*l^  Soraj,  Sim,  S«f&7t 

qprpft  1029 

^tqfcjpr  137, 163,  544,  723,  777 
bystam 

by  «lft*flRT  254 

q*hil&r  (d) 352 
^^1^271,541,682,725 

srsggcf  177,  544,  715 

^pr^299 

#«Rl095 

SRRf904 

mwfoH  (d)  160,  718 

134 

28, 

3*RTTRJ  HI 

^RP5^r  (d)  787 
Wrn%W  113, 115 

^RRFfif  888,  889 
5ftRT*mR  254  F 

^•§^7  8km,  Zed 
^%S^rfeT  (m  prose)  [MB  Jl] 

hJ  ̂ M\^mwL  sTJRrrai^  p  21 
^refaRWWP  21 

^g^q-655 

%gr$3  144 qfotiflkqEpgr  [oo  n  131] 
q^KfC  Samg,  8km,  Smt,  Subh 

^5^662 sTgrrm  Sk&7* 

^S^l  18>  470 

^*RFe55TI3^(<l)  323,719 

T§>?dl<h««JI«T  (d)  1044 

^S«T*ftGl*KW  165 
^S^rflfi^ilftwq  (d)  143 

TORfafoW  (d)  708 

^g^«f  Stow 

31ffir260 

s^^p*  73,  111,  676 

q^r^ftcr  in 

^■[^j  Stow,  Zb 
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See  jpf 

WWnfa  
261,  558 

^rrart^rsar  941 

[mentioned  in  s^ps^  XXV 127] 

*rtNdwf  902 

91**1  (tfsg*)  235,  867 

n  F*R|5SfR[  867 

3mj3»>r348 
q-fT^I  Sfora,  401 

315^887 

t»y»toftftqift!?COO  in,  118] 
31^373  A 

IWhtrff  659, 867 

fRrw%wtrl¥?  3i8 

MHWRtPfr  ?3 

qpfRr»ri99 

*y*wHK(«fl*fa)  [jar  n  13]  I 

*n°ffo5RJ  954 
«Tr«^lt3prqpj;CF«%J7] 

WHftaRT  -Pa^ft  490 
<rrtlflh»w  (A) 

(Printed  Benares) 

wnsr  323 
br  |fc  [W  II  1,  36] 

Wt®m  365,  551 A 

srrf^WI®  451,  816 

^^^44 

mfaM  767 STR^pfapr  (d) 

frf&Fsr  (JTf)  217 

^JJ^raR-  PC  XXVII   10036] 
TrfoCFST.P  42,  43 

^<MWW^  217 

f  (f^fs^  88,^233 
fri^P^529 

^^fercooi 
ff^T%|479 
^?rg^'9&»  73 

562] 

mtftm  Shm 

*  [The  correct  name  seeras  to  be  thus  and  nnt  »Ssar  - 
The  semor  V&nchesVara  was  a  poet  ofTe  Court  JTL      T     '"  ̂   '" 

wrote  Mah^taka  or  Lulaya^aka  (Tan,  v„  2t4T  S  Shshara'afttram     H« 

great  grandson  Vancbeavara  wrote  a  commentary  on  ,t  (Tan,  v       Sm     ~ 
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srra%  Sbm  [PB  III  55] 

<fl*T^1031 
WK  272,  470,  801,  819 

sfPHSH836 

TO^#T  254 

jj-jq^cr  Skm 
WIOTl  MS,  482,  889 

sEJ^rrasaTPTCd)  [TO  VI  7100] 

^unfa^n  733 

mmm  49° 

!jig964 

^5^964 

*rg^fa  214 

iK^r 6 

qfifainw  150 

frf^wil^iiq  W  704 

wimnftefrr  C00  I  5653 

qr^T£T  (d)  563,  779,  877 

4l**ilftrtfal  146,  254 

*lctffoTO3teP  21,487 

^ftl^f^TP  23 

mPam  (d)  672,  784 

^rafcpKWftw 784 

*rtf%*rcrc°i*r  (d)  210,  698 

^r  ̂ «% 

^r^T  166,  451 

TlH^r  (iTI^FT)  450,  565 

WRH<WI-=MWrc  473 

^WWl^sfR  (TlO  474,  565,  955 

wtfirrastf  (d)  356 

«nfag*w?,3i  p  2i 

^TSf%  964 ^nssp*  C^r^Bfi^t)  1012 
srr^r  (^mrero)  170,  658,  659 
fl^cf  Sanig,  Stibh,  8km 

*n$fc  (ifir)  S""^ 

^11^(^)65,331 
*TS^  (q^p)  170 
?T5^  OTRmpr)  172 

^rs^r  ("Wiwftr^-)  170 
^T^T  (ot)  400 

m&a  (i^r)  &#* 

^T^Tife  251 

■»<&■&*  786 

^M  542 
37^4131  907 

srrg^I  192,  193 
•tHi^HIS^  297 

4lj&lRl«W<  46, 170 
ky^RS^ 

[composed  m  1883  at  Shantiptii 
Printed  Calcutta  ] 

?mk'ti^q[oc  i  567] 
byf$w<iwJ^ 

[Pimted  Allahabad  A  giand 

proso-poetic  poem  of  devotion 
See  PO  I  69forievie-w], 

*n#rerafrp«i  9i9 

SlSt^^  235 
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^^ifrasipT  (d)  704 

qifafafc  698,  904 

ffrHHpfaHId*  (d)  [00  I  569] 

j^tf^qqr  1059 

f^ITTOr250  408 

by  sfiSTCfanssfTC  250,  254 

by  strj^  408 
fo»Rm252 

RSflWHK405 

^5^1^1^544,  546 

by  ce^f 

%nrfc#r429,432 
by  JF^SPflf^fi 
by%WR 

by  ftrastaf^r^ 
by^f 

by^TR=^C 

by  *ric64itf 

f^MII^'  Shn,  Subh,  Saiang 

WNWlftW  385,  400,  470 

f^mf^F%^TOg  62,  89,  459 
ftsflTi^  2°2,  432 
fcfiqtfsft  (d)  166,  622 
forftffk*  (d)  668 

fa*K1«ftT  (d)  (mentioned  by  Heraa candia) 

famm*tiPi  (d)  785 
l4*hkcl=W  (d)  783 

Rsb|(^J«j'4<400 
f^Traf^W  (d)  694 

(^H4<|«r  Subh 
ft««l^  671 

ft&rcjFnr  509 

famflfriie 
^raqiSf27 

f^sPRFSE^  f^ftsT  235 

tqsra^WsigBT  281 

f^Pmfer  75 
I  ffcuproflRr  (d)  786 

EMawir  442»  5Qo 

ftopflgTRF  2001 
f^SfqqpiRr  Subh 

RlMqWt  727 

l^RTCm  (4MM)  254-F 

flmtw  53 
f^pfann^ra  356>  9i9>  938 

f^^eJiCr 738 

l%i^'OT53n%T  (d)  96,  785 

ftmfrm  544 frsRf^flfT5^  Oftp  II  484 

f^M'ii"^  53 

^3fifg|^318 

r^R%^370 
l*WlfI  374 

1%PIR^  816,  863-A 
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[He  is  son  of  Maliadeva  and 

Savarnl  of  S'andilyagotia  and  be- 
longs to  Badaliaia  state  Printed 

SGJl] 

•flW^I^ISf  [Stnada  77] 
^(SrfRjrfi  50 

frspfpSC  [TO  VI  1957] 

MfoCNlfcPr  (d)  777 

^gj^  374,  462,  626 
{See  JMy  XXIV  156] 

f^rfnw32i 

[Pnnted  at  Nagpui  with  the 

comment]  y  of  Krishna  Sanna  This 

is  said  to  be  a  f  ourth  s'ataka  of 
Bhai'tfhari  Poi  leview  see  80 
J?,  VI] 

I%R(%^nq(3t  247 
[Sanskrit    Journal,  Pattambi, 
Malabai] 

[Aisha  Libiaiy,  Vizagapatam] 

frwEspT  ISO,  715 

%5fff  262 

f^3frt  #«Wi 

5TCTIW  (dj  128 
ftg?S  219,  225,  297,  772 

figwwfo  273 

ftgdl^tf  213 

fqgefa  1028 

[%fW  894,  922 

f^fa  SAto 

I^WTO  (d)  220 

faiqippraFr  347,  876 [Foi   commentaries  tec  M3T  II 144-149] 

f^W*514 

fata*  (d)  727 
terstffcn&T  (d)  166, 658 

fcrr374 

Compare 

aft  5Fftf??in  fafcroratf  ®f  sirp- 
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[He    was     descendant   of    JIvadeva 

author  of  the   poem    Bbakti  Bhaga^ata 
and   lued    during   the   time   of   King 
Mukundadeva  II  (1658  1692)  of  Onssa 
Narayana^ataka  is   in  praise  of  Lord 
Jagannatha  of  Purl  edited  with  Pltam- 

bara  mis'ra's  commentary   by  Karuna, 
kara  (Kara)  Sarman  Principal,  Sanskrit 
College,    Purl     Jivadeva   was   son   of 
PurnSottama  and  wrote  his  poem  at  the 
request     of  King    PrataparudFa     and 
lived     in    15  16th  century  in  Onssa  ] 

finrasEflfh  100,  480,  1011-12 
faSTTRJ^    (d)    [BendaUs,  19] 
$mm  810,  928 

fetpSRSubh 

ftWK  tSX&fi  928 
fam  7<».  8i 

f¥3TTOf*RM314 
frW+|«l  819 
^STEWC  124 

Erarcra926 
I^Ri^r^rp  24 
f^JTWgirT  (-?.#Jtp^)  323 
I%JT<?%306,  403 

R?n<ira"  Shu,  Saint/ 
mrtfrpj  (d)  165,  761 

fay  ̂ Pai^ifl  [Bury  Jl] 
fasmjjior  251,  314  373 
falHTO  28,  53,  89 

1Rfr4*r  (contos  I  &  II  printed GOJ] 

flflTRwr  76,  125, 127,  270,  271,  686, 1019 

[M  A  Doiaisamiaiyangar,  on 
Hadhava-Vidyaianya  Theory,  Jl 
of  Ind  Histoiy  XII,  241  See 

"Vrjayaragava  Sexcentenary  Vol  ] 

fcjRtRreiWHp  228-A 

i%?nM922 

fcsnr  flrci  76, 254 

fWnTOftr  863-A 

^  (mentioned  m    Bhojapiabandha) 

M^lfa«fi<*«|i|Sii  575 

I^rRr^271 

ferWPR  863-A 

famm  (J)  P  42,  600,  610,  618, 632 

fsRfcq     [&»wA:ntf    J7     Bhatpaia, 
Bengal] 

f^IrWW  (d)  727 
fcss^vmwti  [Op_p  n  4149J 

I%5^ftcR^B496 
f^SRH^t^rraisq  [PR  in  396] 

I%5^raW#J5Frsq  [Opp  6201] 

by  ̂raftor  [OO  I  575,  427] 

l%g^l^ro3r  309 
%SB%grftp  25 

fe?^?RfM  314,  768 

^WRRI^504 
foftfos%  (d)  513,  783 

faftiifcrosoi 
ftjwyrc**  [so  jq 
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f^m  255-1 
f%jj  Skm 

{%$%  Sbm 
ffrZmWK  28,  316 

ffafaffWH  5irftR  (Su,jf  Jl) 
(Bditr  Supr  Jl  Benaies) 

feTORF*  (d)  692,  785,  787 

j^TJf^235 
RTO^T  Skm  400 

^s^  LOO  it  36] 

fcrq^  460,  604 

frra^68 

ftwtapnRrfri  943 

fcT^ltf Icfor  941 

fcRn&tatar  [oo  i  576] 
j%;rr*ra;3i4, 467 
fi[4MWlWtf  Bang 

[mentioned  in  Bho]aprabandha] 

ft'i'llW  LS«"J  •#] 

ftr%^Jf  (d)  786 

frSFTIWr  205 

frWP^I  180>  246,  323,  715 

ftfite  (d)  786 

ftj&m  (d)  790 
l%*fM;W^  535 
tafafcira 938 

Him  869 
J%HI*w4<  Subh,  8km 

ftiftmmm  373-b 

l^'j^tn^Rr  352 

%B  235 fafl*Pn*R%  440 
(Printed,  Bombay) 

[.%«  .ijcfc  JBey  (1927),  8] 

foffSSTS^ifcT  440 (Punted  Bombay) 

fanqf  235 
fowl*  374 
fon^ir*  (d)  iB«iA>&,  19] 

f^folW  741 

mftfcm  491 
WttflWfc  314 
fatflRtegWI  314 
%raffft£tft  (d)  741 

ftftSHl«Mfel  501 

<^qia%3!qpj(194 

fife*!*  887 

faffl*  (^)  124,  130 

f^qr^PfSqR;  1099 
Erew^fli.  130 
fcfcra-srtfp  23 
fawssftw  (-ftwrawf?r)  (d)  672, 780 

ftrim^^iaii&^sw  294 

WWIM^flPn^  251 

foi'WfcUltf  491 
fgrsy^rijtjur  (d)  787 

f^Rptft  (d)  563,  880 

fifeJ'[Rl«W  563 
fa«JII$«fl<siNM«li*fe}  514 

^few696 
I^^f^r  (d)  767 
I^WHIi  (-flr»IPWnr»D  134 
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rawrafl3i8 
fcw5fW3PT  (d)  767 

f^syia^lfiil  235 

f^ira^t^286 

f^rra^r  (=f^rra^r) 
l*lf'<sKM«$H>|W|  179 

faSTROTT^W;  247 

%5ir%5S  819,  955 

faf$lfctwfM*frl  914 

f^tWWR°r  338 

fr^fclSl 

f^^WSPT  254 

j^TPf  298,  880, 1001 

(gsg»fiq88 

f^TW  O^Fs^N^)  854,  S80 

srrgfrurcr  880 

Rtg^880 

f^g?nq  (of   Kanadukathan,    Ram- 
nad)  [SB  JZ] 

f^TR  C^<M^)  707 
forrra  (tm^s*)  689 
faWT  (fln^ig*)  689,  710,  882 

<l<HWlft»  [Ulma  962] 

fagTO  frrcra°J3«r)  880 

5snrer?Tffor 

f^PSRTT  (/SRRrqpr)  880 

f^Frnr  f^r)  199 

f^TR  [Chief  of  Atgar,  Onssa] 

[■with  com  by  his  wxfe  ̂ [(asff ] 

f^rr«r  251,  301 

f^rr«r  p  24 

faFnTOWflfc  220>  286>  323 

=  t^TR  $W  LOO  I  581  laved about  1615  AD] 

fg^TW^rcr  (*rraOT^IJT3«f) 

wferafa»nitar  \oo  i  583] 

iwrra  ;Jrre<r@rFR  373-B 

fwrro  If  784 fatfWlS  fantetfr)  689,  787 

fteswif  880 

fte*nfte  [00  I  584] 
tswra^  &°  [&»?  «ft] 

f^eMiqiWf  318 

ftWITOlftm(K  R)p  26 

f%^TI«#5  542 

fc£Fn«#s  fate)  iooo,  1064 

3Ttqif^f^T«r  [00  I.  583] 
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f^fSprsoRftssrfaaw  217 
fc&wlOC  I   585] 

^gw^fr  [lOf  II  19] 

f^^q-643 
fcwr*w*ri  690 
flTO'FTO  289 

f^cfa  373-A 
fMpRT  (d)  727 

fa«rfcf*ifr  29i 

ftsifar  385 

f^r«T218 

folTWS  964 
flftW  C®?*RP)  76,  312,  886,  906 

fl&K  312,  879 

^^347 

f^R  297  [2*i»»  VI  2556] 

ftfr«81fi 

i^lWW^PRftCOO  I  587] 

ft*m«nui«St«n  825 

%qqiRsq400 

f^rq^R^f^r  286 

r%JS?*!W  (d)  727 

fgpsoj331 

f%sDjifpr  459 

frgpm  205 

^  9lM  [SB  J7] 

f^DJ^Rf  921 
ft'«ii?«l<*4<  181 

fgFgsmlm  964 

f^ojqfSgg  666 (^uiVH^ri^rpcT^tJT  273 

l%=5Fgn^i«hgN<attfl  286 

BPSJqf  666 

H4!AiJ5W  5°9 
fagpHRaTC  273 

j%633^r48,  100 

f^FSJf^W  177 

fcgsfe(4fi3 foiiffllfeH  {SO  Jl  He  lived  m  Rata- lam,  Bengal   and  is  probably 
alive] 

f^-yiwta  273 

R*iNiw«  210 
*NipRft(d)  568,  877 

#Tp*rcn*?m(d)603 

<tf*ft  561-563 

*fl<**>**i'<M-<tfe[  I27 

^fcr  202,  432,  597 

«fafP£544 

qt^  quoted  in  Suvr 

eft^S  73, 110 

^I#fl38 
^rcRnfi24 tflUKHW  482,  935 

^tgmpmfel  482  889 
1SK 
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Effarapj!  86,  100 

*ft»ll*r  1070 

by  qgjJTUT  [-P®  I  101    composed 
in  1578] 

^twcg^F 509 

lay  W5RTC  238,  544,  789 

by  flf&*l&f  544 

3ft*RCfc3WfFr  (d)  879 

*ftw900 

^tOT^338 

*TO^T  btitegf)  163,  777 

^KW  (#8R3^)  163,  723 

^Km  (ftwjR)  323,  769 

sfacm  fefttEpr)  621,   647,   649, 650 

^liW'W'MillPM*  704 

^teRW^nr  (d)  790 

^UN^WPI  289 

tflUl^^^i^  [BTO  162] 

*^pmf?ri064 

^^459 
ttltiwfea?5 

«ft^prl24 <ft<4>fc|l«H  727 

sftgSECafll  ahirh  P<*fy>  374,  401 

sftrftgferCCO  11.141] 

*0H^  (d)  783 

^922 

^^is?Kfi^    (of  Vaiadhamava
) 

[SB  jq 

«mtRR[  235'  254 

Eft^jR  Sto,  Xtw 

*&!***  HO,  671 

fRWWnwWCOOI  596]
 

by^sjfTH 

1^502 fclfcq^q  iioo 
frFSlfcfiT  HOI 

vrdo«  880, 1100 

iti^iioo 

by  BPT^ 

by  <IWI 

frPlfo  502 
W^fitW  no° 

ftFFsftET  H0° 

fflfVdlWI  HOI 

S^^oft  1100 
by?tolfql099 
by  *HPft  [Oudh  XIX.  581 

by  ii(i<f4l«p^r 

by  ̂ ftaftw  CJOf  II    15,171 
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fffiflft*^  1100 

by  ̂cor 

ffJ^^llOl by*pg^r 

Stwftriioo 
byenrn&r 

bysretfNi«r 

frWl%€f5r  1101 

irrafarff^  1101 

wtm  1100 

frig^fe  1101 
by  f c^trr 
byiraiR 

byf^^r 

by  »ni5[« 

by  ̂ ^jreriSw 

teKSTFR 

by%5PW|1094 

^iJNwCJaf  n  22] 

t^stifa  1099 

t*n«r«tio&  1103 

bygfotr 
by  iTKPTT 

by  UH^  768,  909 
by  %^.y 

by  *i*RErrfainflra; 
by?r^R#? 

by  WllsHJift 

iTHflHfo  1103  contd by  Wfe&SRT 

by  Wgmfa  152 by  fcoigsr 
byfiftRTRf^ 

Strewm  1101 

imtnw9[iioo 
frlS^q  1100 

Knrffc  1100 
by  gqrrf^ 
by  tspnq 

icrMfe  1100 
f?I^PT  1100 

by  wm  1100 
by  ww®  gqpgflq  C-iQf  ̂   24J 

fr#5Rrera<t  1100 

wafow  1100 
by  HgjFrregs 

by  ̂ ww 

IflTfaW  1100 

*dl«**K  922 

1^325 
#mfiN> 143 

l^SSTT  (d)  877 

lfftMi4*l*  373 

'     271 

IW*  W  VL  7311] 

by  tnsriTff  (ui  20  cantos)  [DO XXVII  7311] 

^nr«rarilrar 477 

itpngsiT  (d)  701 

U^R5[55 
?%£  92, 124 HsaCaWJ'flP  25 

H^Efc323 
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3f 3ff%  (^teR^pr)  535 
Ifggfiforfrfor  303,  410 

Il3« «T  (mq?)  162,  779 

flfcttfrWfiMlffi  VI  7390J 

^f2^50I  3J3SR;  241 

%fa^i42 
%STO%&  WWJ§  942 

^RTSfT^  (3T1^R)  541 
%t3ffl(  120,  373 

^farvrrq  (=^F^f?ra) 
[See  K  0  Vaiadachan's  Ifc&Z  o/ 

of  Vedantadesila's  woiks,  Madias  ] 

l!cH.M«Hfo 

'Tfar^Rrfcf 

«*cMy*fl^r  (d) Com  by  vntgratftfiviOTrf 
[Pnnted    Conjevaiam    Editod 
andTiaus   VaniVilasa  Piess, Smangam  ] 

Com  by  ̂   iRftfNrf 
[ofTuavalundiapuiam  Edited Madias  ] 

ff*rerrai?r    (mentioned     in    his 
stoti  abhasyam 

[Com  by  Melapalayam  Sn- 
rangachaiya  Com  by  Paia- kalaswami  (Mysoie)] 

[com  by  Bhaiadvgja  Sitmvasa- 

carya] 

^faTTCROI  928 
%*TmfTi3ftf%<r  923 

JlH^^m  («ftNt)  916 
3ff3<TRftRT  156 

*   He  was  he  descple  of  S.va  Sflrya  Yajvan  whom  be  desenbes  thus 
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%%zwms  297 

^zm  214,  431 

*wft»Rv^CaQr  n,  108] 

IfCTFr  (A)  769 

to^Rr  Owiflr)  790 
^rtf^;  149, 150, 1038 

ififcitsHra  76,  82 

*f3OTS  (#&>)  loos 

^cqnpar^OO 
^i<iiotR[4  (q£<rf&) 357 

[mb  Jl~\ 

S^raiT  (Piose)  [SB  J2]  18 

^3^308 

tobr*  (4taft)  a*2 

[He  is  son  of  Srlmvasaragrma  of 

S  rlvatsagotra  Born  Srlmukha  Liv«s 
at  CoDjeevaram  Composed  Sanskrit 

poetic  renderings  ot  Tamil  works,  Deslka- 

prabacdba,  Penyalwar's  Tirumnli, 
Namalwais'  Tiruviruttam  and  Tiruva- 

siriyam  and  TinrvandMi  (1  to  4  da°akas)] 

ilfaflqW  781 

MlStPW  Oelfire)  LI849-1906]  254 

**3OT*  (^»)  [2  C7  VII,  7527] 

^S«l<m«t  544 

^'Firafi^rq  [ifjcs  326] 
Ha^nraftwpn*  (&&)  356 

[Uis    woiks    aie    pieserved    m 
Ainha  libiaiy,  Vizagapatam  ] 

«hS2OT787 

^fiiUf^ri^K   546 

%35Iff^R;(%OT|)  769 
3l^rf^(3TTfa{trc5)  9^2 

^fH5rrf^942 

^iri%K  0^)932,  942 

gf  aotreR: 942 

^3gwr  254,  545 
^fsssfnasr  C^a^ssi)  717 

%39^§riKrr^fei044 

%^3gj^887 

*%*$  254 

>«aRa^  863"A 

[Ed  by  M  I  Anantaknslma- fcastn,  Pi  of  of  Sanbknt Calcutta] 

TO^tf  (TOfS)  373,  545 

^Wiq-  Grf^f^lfO  155.  544 

**SRl4  (»IFS»jft)  765,  769,  994 
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^Rfpf  (spg)  494 

gf?|^  309,  338,  618 

^f ar^rf  (gfa?ra)  p  26 
qfSIT^  (spg)  494 
com  onpraqpp^ 
com  oii^fij^q^ 

HoiA  Cg^)54i,787 
«farofot  90,  529 

^#675 
%ait  (awiRgw)  787 

^  twrreeRTO%ft  251, 301 

[00  I  602] 

^gH^tf  786 
ft^HWI-W  376 

§f35P(I8?F  (d)  706,  786 
^51  (TO3WW)  163 

INDEX 

f  k&a  (srrlrar)  lse,  239, 336 

Jl^ar  GSfiw)  256 
wfSsr  Grrsjsy)  254 

wfa5Rrfori66 

Nf^^Tf fej1^  545 
^lH5r^Npr507 

NfcWUPT  706'  786 
^f^r  (3?^m^*iqf  0  205 

Mw   (^PR#n|3r)  [V  S  Sovaml 

355  J 
^f^rasr  246 

%^RP  24 

^W  (WCTsjgsj)  706,  777 

^^  (%W  StpiR?)  340 ^Wrflrcr  [Sattslnt  Jl  Madras] 
WS^^f^spr  252 

*fNwnfac  mi 

Hpt  («nftr)  737 

787,790 

^rg^54i mm  254, 501 

^194 

^prpFt?ri052 WfTFf  170 
tnft^fr  251,  373-A 

mannscnpt  aWe  t0  trace  anV  such 
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^jffitT  ("JfTsfiwrg^r)  251>  373 
See  G^sf^ 

*m  (.$&&) 886 
WW  Ctifajl)  923 

StofciT  [Mf  II  107] 

^afte^JT^  [00  I  603] 

^ffj^ra  [00  I  603] 

ot<s>^  noo 
ijtfftSTC  166,  241,  494,  639 

[Ed  TrbyKN  Diavid] 

ImmvMz  430  [00  I  603] 

by  spcHl^xt 
by  TO* 
byfifa^rcr 
by  Q\&& 

[M  B  Eraenieu,    Central    Asiatic 
versions,  PO  Oct  1936] 

by%f2*is[0i>l?  4544] 

^{33  Store 

*?(«R«ag«r)Wi,io85 

*5*&  761 

^(rtf^PH  210 

^RRTOPm  547,  70
4 

^gfa725 

^^tf^r
a 253 

t^rwp  27 

^Ri^fi»  i20- 1
43 

frtreftftww  122.  506 

i^RT^fe  122,  498,  736 

^RT^r^i^B  505 

%^R$5reFwfaffT5Rft  753 

^RT^PfaHrgPTft  515 

%*Rlfanfoipr209 
q^Rll^ra  (d)  160,  718  767 

WRI^Wfik  779 
^[rit^  foregoR)  787 

^Tf^j544 
%f^r  W  783 itff  ""(^RTCR^r)    128,   305,     308, 

482,  889 

fcnpTOlfer  482,  490 

WfeW  199.  501 
^iraWi^TM  S68 %5rrcw 

*MMH*  [00  I  102] 

^ffa  Store 

^3^206 t^ft767 

3&Sm?  210,  532 

%^R207 §3^376 

^#rts¥(d)72l>778 

|^ftoiq253 
^,(0V)p  43 

fsjtqWT  Ston 
Ig^p,  316,  323,  767 

Igj^f  Sarng 
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ehpn^noo 

^TCTq  (m*0  148.  722,   778,  861 
887 

*lWr#m  [00  I  611] 
Isrfrrq  (affair)  787 
t^f^rrsn:  928 

!?Rri(lR3^)'t55,  887 

fcrcw  $i%)  199  [oo  i  6ii] 

ftwrHRSfSTC  (d)  700,  722 
Wr*fc  [00  V  612] 

$rtc*t  (atai*)  316> 722 
tsRIWWltTf  FTR?  722 

t*rnraifttflL(o£S'mgen)  [SO  7f] 
IsRH  ̂ 70 

^ogqogsf  <fcc  [&my  Jl  ] 

l^lifrW  Sm6A 

t#qSAm 
tmfo>792 
t^frsW  264-T 

l$Tf  283 
l^pqcRfH1064 
ttltTT^  121 

by  <aH'l^«{ 
by  ̂ 55^05  154 
by^itfft 
by^rsu^f 

by  *Tl«H|aj- 
by  WSTFF? 

t<HHW<r»ro  98 
^TPTRRP  42 

^^njqi'far  76 WWI^SRjTftt^T  220 

by  ss^q^rnT 

3jrfaf¥NJ  847 

oqfchl^ch'ftxng  847 
sqSRR&T  921 

^<flhH?fr  (A)  727 

°^  i  y<idi+1if^eR*f  ufrr  494 
sTrsrrs^RRRra  179 

san^tfWllfefaJl  746 
«rraiRR5EF5  349,  513 

s?j[%  Shm 

sq\$pt  561-563 

sFSfargRPTI^R  [MM  II  2] 

ssriffp  26 

5^965 
o^iy+f^ST  8km 
s^r a*T?^fa  [Opp  II  5573] 

^ItftfNtP  43   214 

s^SPr^  S&m. 

^WOHWT  373-B STWifferf^r  116,  677 

^TRRnf  216 
SJTTCPfrffafcr  216 

^TRraRRjf^  373 

sqT«T^TP  43 

[TO  V  628,  m  15  cantos  on 

KRna  s  life  until  killing  of  Kamsa  He 
was  son  of  Ramacandra  ] 
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OTflflTOWftW  100  I  6207] 

ira?rf«r(-=^^Tf«r)372 
[His  name  is  given  as  Vajranatha  in 

the  poem  Madhava«imharyas'ataka 
composed  in  the  court  of  King 
Madhavasimha  of  Jaipur  Vrajanatba  s 

Padyatarangim  was  composed  there  m 
1753  AD  ] 

jfczm  &°  [fia  Ji  vii] 

^SRjsr  305,  309,  757,  886,  903 

S3WT3SF  268 

sfSTSTSS  314 

^{^r257 

«MtK<- 193 
3#F5Fjfor251 

HSHW««  {00  I  621 

w*mm  too  i  621] 

bv  JT^rar'n  [Bendall  64] 

bysrftWTC 

(on  fasts  and  holy  days) 

\BmAaU,  64] 

ST 

5R«r?5  Subh 

flpgfrrf  954 

3f*b«i4^  Suhh,  Samg 

^i'^lfe  SSu&ft  Sarng 

5T$«y«i|  616 [Edited  with  Srumasachan's  com- 
mentary and  English  Translation 

Madras,  Edited  by  B  Dassjam  with 
Trans  and  Notes  Edited  with  com 

mentary  by  Ramavarm-i  and  Ramaji 
Sastri,  Pattambi] 

5rfcT«ir^r 603 

*iafin»l  842 

[S     M    Paranjpe,     Bliam     and 
SdMhibliadra,  Annals,  IX] 

5I1K  (3TT%IH:)  *  270,  307 

sri*  Orrg^ssr)  618 

3$t538 

ass  Ojn^rag*) 455 

5Tf*316 

[mentioned  m  ̂ IH^] 

51^6603  455 

'HW+'h  254 

*  [OnDwaraka  Mutt  Chronology,  see  a  he  Theosophtst,  XIV  258-56  &XVI 

292-96  For  a  full   discussion  of  these   mutt   histories,    see  N    Venkataram
an's 

Sankaraaharya,    The    Great   and   Hts    Successors   m   Kama,    Madras
,  and 

Gopmatharao's  Sn  Sankaraaharya  Mutt  Insertions 
136 
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5Tf*»pr  Sim 

m&m 10" 
5T^cf^f*^PWrrc  271 

51f^")ftfcr    farSf^TS*)     254,  442 538,  680,  707 

511^400 

llfrfcHsHlgS  (d)  [Hz  1276] 

tftWUWrarffcR  (K  R  ) 
[JSSP  XVII  7] 

5i^5  902 

3Tftfto297 

51^*297,  538 

^HsnftwC-iofn  7i] 

wm%  354>  733> 772 

5^^(^)60,827 

urmfe.  faft) 655 

Slftf^  125>  270 
byfaftSTCT 
by  w^Wf 

b7  *rWW  (or  ̂ RTrffofa) 
[Toki  Vn  3225] 

by  it^  643,  653  [DC  XXI  837] 

by  4rf!«4W  271 
by  $mvm  (8S07) bySTR'^ft 

[Ed     by    J    Vidyabkushan, Calcutta] 

5If^spj%^I  270 by^Tf^ltf^ 

[Opji  II  492,  6810] 

by  STTSTTTTfos^r  t 

5Iftf%fR  1047 

[of  Kudutn,  VO  Jl] 

5If?5lri%R;  (o£  Kajada) 

5I^H*rer  741 

am^ir'^r  253 

^^tr  (d)  [TO  JT] 

y*<4^iJt°r 291 

5HFM$251 

«HOT*lfer  C^totf  vn  3222 

by  1»MHHftft   (?)   [2%  VII 

3229] 

5H^r#^T  \BuUer  559] 

t  [«R  I  No  286.  OC  I  196,  636  P  K  Gode  says  the  NananFpati  and 
Prat&paslmha  mentioned  in  the  poem  are  respectively  Nanasahib  Peshva  (1740-G1) 
and  King  Pratapasimha  of  Tanjore  (died  1765),  Bbfsabala  ( W*)  means  MonsU} 



INDEX 
1< 

Sl^F^^P?;  52,  141,  544 

5lf*jW|OT  152,  271 

sjljjrCiysT  318 

««fl«jftr  29S,  1001 
[Punted  /ASP  Calcutta] 

[on  the    life  of  36th  Acaiya  of 
Kamakotrpeetha,  788-840  AD  j 

I  faW>  823 
iflrp?  823,  955 
5Tf  farcin  (O)  [F0  jq 

«f  f  272 

^^820
 

5If  *TC  786,  921 
y^im^i  Pady 

m%[V  (-sraiwi^)  205 
5I3#T  787 

7154] 

513^1  (qfr)  210,  698 
ai3#TS"irafntfi^T  205 
sra^wiTFspr  210 
sjre^wssi 205 

5ta*qRl4(TS) 

WlB"TOHn«r  [SC.«  70  Jl  He 

■waB  Samsfa.it  Pandit  in  St  Joseph's 
College,  Tnohnopoly] 

reBiHwmnfowt  933 
SliMc^  787 

[in     Vasisthaiamayana,  pun 
Bombay] 

*ra<m$5F«jta  277 

SRFSfair  513 

*raifa|Wf  94,  339 
^T^TR^;  Skm 
sK&mg&ftim  92° 

fflpl&n>|«r  (-gjaeNfa)  199, 8 

51^1^  Skm. 
5RWP  2 

5RJ5qfef352 
5I3T  (  =  tf+tfl^MO  >SW 

sis^faw  128 

Ws^s^PTR^f  848 

5T5^%  327 
a=*sqrei*r  LOO  n  150] 

Sfw^pHW  Skm 

si^ifenufa  527 

si^lsiw*  350 
srfsI^f^T  539,  544,  731 

siwrr^RT  310 

gjg  72, 183,  269 

51*3^408 
qigq*  314,  373,  922,  923 

srwpw920 

mfoml°aTL  83 

5IwpiRW330 
gpaiHcflPlcH'fct'hM  [Ulwar  9731 

bys[H#»r[1793AD3 
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5IS3P3T268 

gfjg^llOl 

anjftSRT  254,  880 

^mff&ffiffa.  (of  Bengal) 

piose  [SajaeJa  «ft] 

sflR^sirferc;  S67 

JOT  304 

SKiPTIcPIST  206 

5H;^f  Siibh 

5I{vnjJT  632 
srora^ffora  163,  311 

5IWf^r  727 

Sttftfa  157,  937 

W^lftRWUWT  \TO  III  5971] 

5fttR  (or  5TRxtrr) 

[Peterson  (S«6fc  128)  sayb  it  is 
a  PeiBian  title  of  honoi] 

aflfeTOlft  (*>  551-A,  08i,  682,  880 

Sifted  W  727 

5ll^  SmWj. 

asiJ^raisq-  71 

5I5TTC  88,  923 

afipnir  373-a 

[80,  Jl  Of  Bhavampm,  Calcutta] 

5I(5I^|q-  StM,  Santg 

Sli^ST68 
ai5tR^T  W  727 

Slitll^ra^  254,  311 

SlWfM  798 

w&%  Stibh 
[mentioned  in  Bliojapiabandha] 

5TRw2nMl23 

5Il-#E  Shn 

Stf^WIH  730 

^TlPfe^  Suing,  Skm,  Stibh 

5irfo^TTf^I^5  (<*)  786 
strfowzwrcf  p  42 

SrfTOnl^T  450>  783 

siRrar^  305,  598 

5jf^f  Stibh sir^ro^Tt^r  hoi 

SIRrifa  (&»)  255'J 

5if^feri°8 

srfaftare  915 
wfePIM^far98'  103,  108,  205 

by  listers 
by  sMdire 
by  urmWS 
by  fa#sre»rft 

5Ifi%Jn*Rfa  (piose)  [Knugliiit  Jam Library,  Benaies] 

SIlftTCSfa  262,  767 

5irfcror767 
by  HrajR 

,51^^275 SirftlfowHJ  154,  2b8 
by  ssRpwr 
byfl^Rl 
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sifarppsrcr  154>  268  amtd 
byitffaPS 

WlP^HcFB  265.  268 

siftujt 283 
snPa«w 143 

OTKWtttar  314,  757,  923 

[mentioned  in  Bhojjapiabandba] 

5IPR  !25 
[Arhole  in  00/ ill  301  by  D  N 

(Mia] 

by  snBRFF^fa;  [MG  Jl] 

SWWfclW  457,  877 

WRSl  W  788 

5I[^f  [Sansknt  Journal,  Allahabad] 

sircsraw  877 

STI^rf?^  (d)  787 by  5i§£ 

by$tqpTft(f0  254 
by  3TWKiH^^ff  Anonymaus 

5IRSFRT  W  787 

5IR?[f$HJFS[[o£  Saiada  Jl  Of  Medatela, 
Bengal] 

5IRf[ffs270 

auroral*  2».  a*8 

srrcro*877 

SIR^S^^tra  210 

5ir(t3^a^pr  (d)  624 

Alfa  118,  367 

5lfi|^923? 

5in^r  85,  wo3 

sm&wraftr aw [po in  22] 

siiforiPnpiF  509 

f JBhjkM  42  Oompobed  1020  AD 

An  extract  foi    Samgadhara- 
paddhati ) 

OlfesiBW  Ff  [Opjs  1334] 

51155  305 3If^5TR5irf%Rt  [8m  >J  Jl  ] 

5If3f  ff  #Ato 
5irSWT5JT  8km 
5T|I«WW  S&»» 

STffasrrc  297 
5Iir5*frfap?  (d)  783 

5irf^rr^r  202,  203, 204,  305,  59s 

mftnifmftr 203. 204, 432 

by  SUT^T  [00  I  110] 

sirasr  St«o/i 

5I,jg?T  318 

5rP8Rft373-A 

ftKnufr  235,  254 f$i3=<i4 
See  {q^l^frfrf^  (d) 

[He  was  brothei   of  S'nsaJg,iya 
of    Sermgapatam     (see  post), 17th  centmy] 

f^oiS^  Ospg)  494 

[Printed  Tumkui  ] 

f^RTO255 

[He  was  a  native  of  Navadvipst, 

Bengal  and  lived  in  1868-1936  J 
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%frr3503iq«r*T  157 

fWmPrGft) 667 
%sif^  553,  814 

f$T55I5Ere  883 

See  ̂ j'jRir^Fi^ 

fa^w'tftew  (d) 

i^  610 

ftl^BT'fer  143 
f^Kflft^lTOf 143 

Rr^»TR5ItI%R;496 

fiwffibqrfaBT  298, 1001 

fo^3£5i4 

Prefer  1^4 

f^RK^T  (d) 
[Printed  Bombay] 

See  wfrftr<tac 

[Printed  Madras  and  Calcutta] 

f$Wdt<:U#+M+T  515 

R«tdmwH286 
fo^os^)  505 

f^rl329 

%q^T  863-A 

,[00  I  649   hved  about  1680  A] 

fas^WfST  305 

fe^RT  203,  430,  441 

f$IW<l«$T  Smcvng 

1^  (d)  727 

R  WIRfe  293 

ftpTSTTCUR  8G3-A 
f^TRRORRT  863-A 
f%^TRRnr*t^ltl^'  (d)  6b8,  7b  1 

[of  Moiadabad    V(J  Jl~\ 
f^R^TSTO^W  [00  I  649] 

%^T^^ft  4C4 
fihTPtmlRBr  143 

feTr^twstsjflfsr  305 
ft«m^fiir  288 
ftramafttaiRn'fcr  273 

ftmm  338 
%^*ttr^R?t  254 
ftPTTOPRC  (d)  767 

See  3^4  [TO  VI  6963] 

f^>TT%%fe  75 

R^5R€(^Tl064 

[PB  IV  119,  HI  ̂   202] 

fiwirar  158 

f&rjpRF^  273,  509 
%rcftJtraf!Rwrc  143 

ftRMIST  254 

[2'C/  V  0308  in  12  cantos  ] 

%wlfo&  -Patty 

fiHTO^ill  1SS.  254 
Anonymous 

by  vforafaoitfK  i^sij  x] 
^SRW  863-A 

%TCW  920 
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fafarrajreift^  [Pit  in  394] 

fiTCOT  (lW135r)  25i>   455,  46S, 
473 

*Mfi«H<W«Jf  [00  HI  64] 

fTS5FS5#5R»Rr  [^  II  140] 

%^JT613 

f^PFmffa  254 
^T(%5r«r^M  [00  in  78] 

«n^RWW(  \PO  I  69] 

IfcKUHPJnfaUOO  I  652] 

feronft  1060 

^WffKIFf^Ft   (°^  Laskai,   Gwalior 
70  .73  SaradaJl) 

See  aft^^fuf 

%TOmS3>  273 

finfis^pr  (4)  763 loiter 
[2»0  VII  7828  m  8  cantos  on 

the  deeds  of  Siva] 

%I52te(fal54 

[TC    VI     7061    (a  poem   in  6 
cantos  on  Siva)  Stm/  Jl  ] 

f^RSIJBHT    (of   Janakpma   Dur- 

bhanga) 

•Safari  fe^ 

[JS8P  XVII  <fc  XIX] 

foSSFPB  475,  75%  912 

fawforr  126 

faffifa  403 

%R$92  137 r«W^  459 

ftlTCW  126 ftl^lt  63»  214>  281>  286,  457,  693 

ftRKlft  273,  281,  768 

RlTOlNRfe  286 

ftraaifr  598 

RHP*"? 

f^TF5ftiI«TT  922 

^TOCT  [00  I  655] 

%fM«fc*4ft  288 
f§l*fl&lflli<flf«l*r  142 

f^I^TRSt^af  355 

ftmwft  278 

%fa*T  179,  323 

ftjf^qafr  309 

flrg^TP  2 

fosjqrssw254 

flraftfora  W727 

$r^*n«5frc  892 

%t'H^IW'fi+l0T  260 

*ftjHJ^<T  [MM  H  68] 
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51^55^780 

sfte^J  Stibh 

sfffa^fl  32 

Sffo^sprfcT     (of    Dodandvdlage, 
Ceylon,  a  Buddhist  monk   70  Jt] 

tffcST  874,  451 

&&&  1074 

a**ytc*m  {.OpP  7423] 
g^J&I  122,  323,  379 

by  f^fr 

by  s^rs 
by  <*Hl4 

g^Kn?fa*r  43° 
gsafafiR  (d)  782 

SW|»l^«ll<i+  (d) 

[Hall's  Int  to  Das'arflpa] 

g^sRTST  1°47 

g^Rcf  (d)  765,  994 

spss*  Mtais*)  968,  1029 
STW*P  43,230 

g^^r440 

^s^Wfal  (Pnnted  Bombay) 

5»fljfte515 

?pns  (s
to)  ■KF

5  Sfow' 
37S 

eptr^aso 

^jgpg  460,  595  (etseg) 

W&&G598 
%PB33fl  450,  566,  590 

by  <r3aHra' 

ytft^m  450  566,  590  eontd 
by  tffaeJ  and  ̂ rftss 

^jjr  Shn 
^[^  (d)  727 

yj^JH  8ubh syU'WPTarpT 
 
1^ 

^^[326 >Z3FR72 

^r872 saSFK'Wf*  814 
>aK+fiW  314,  757,  903 by  %mw bygft 

*jyH<*M'  258 
*zsrc$na3i4 
*affR^Rl  (d)  154,  523,  621    787 by  ift#R? 

by  a*ft«K«b'|fo&q:HJ 

*SffR5fT473 
*aasi'WPti*r  314 

*Wfrtftm  (d)  787 

*aiWh«r  (*)  787 

^S-Rdfefl  314,  768,  909 
*WKdiHMt  I63'  923 
*oncrflHt  (*)  730,  787 

by^RSt 

by  %£dW|$ 
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[TO  VII    7488,  7573    He  was 

biothei  of  S'llnivasatatacarya  pio- 
bably  of  Tiiapiti,  Chittooi  District 

and  son  of  AnnaySrya  ] 

IfflSmi  W  880 

by  mrfssm  309, 314 
by  irTTCf  314  [Vagbkata  m  GG 

I  660  seems  to  be  wiong] 
*W<ft»*  (d)  787 

[Ed     by    Rama    Pishaioti     in GO 17] 

^antltsqj  (3T55fR)  830 
by^^f 

^^nc%s^  C  «=  3TE3n*iFr)  09  160 
*srrn<iwi*p£  [#*&  708] 
*WR*PB  (d)  520,  787 
MSmOCHl  (d)  529,  787 

by  ̂ fap^fa' 
by^rqqwij 

*affR^fwr885 

^T^Tf^rf^;  493 

JgSFRq^r923 

3M-K4W  (d)  787 
JSfflWWa  515, 842 

byiqjgj 

JSST^pT  128 
>asirc5ft'sitffw*[  1075 

by  ifriFrpi  125 
by%^q;179 

?mm%  (d)  306,  787 
bytf^RCiTO  VI  7149] 
by  ifimwan*! 
byf^rrar 

by  j%s§ftR;  312,  906 

137 

^ITCiPrft  GHUeHlPHtl)  451 

by  SWfe  314 

by  JTR^R-  314 
by  3rf§RTfrT  843 

WIW§nctarf#r  (d)  162 

WlWItfT  314,  888 
«i#K<tfl*<  (d)  787 

^STO?r923 'asT^f^rn^l^r  1074 

JSSTOSPfflTR:  (d)  787 
JaffrcmnugM  314,  894,  922 

^K'Wfa'Alfl  923 

3gTWgfol  (d)  787 
«SS,IW*il^«b|Wf  314 

^WR  30b,  7S7 

mum  (d)  787 

JaSFReffiT  923 

by  irrcwrarrns  (r*ai  93) 

^Rofcsrfo^  (d)  787 
JMHWlfrH  (d)  707 
*»Mlf2*(  (d) 
*WOTlftar  (d)  689,  784,  787, 880, The  name  is  given  as  saffR^NJT 

in  Benda  I  60  This  was  com- 

posed for  Vi?misimha,  Kurnara 
of  Maharaja  Ramasimha  of  Jaipore] 

JSSTO^[923 

**Hfi«jRld  (d)  787 

*58TO%RJ  (d)  787 

nsFKR^ra  314 

JMl&imdifiNI  M,  267 

jgSSTORPE  314,  903 by  4<3f«i(9 

by  «(<ri4*f byJRf^ 

bysra^r 
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«wwra« conid 

?mvm&5  (<*)  787 

Jssrctra*9oo 

jasFrcsfcsrc:  (a) 

by  m&t  (.tfm)  iTO  VI  7403] 
wfRsraflw  (d) 787 

WNSHRkft  305 
Anonymous 

by  f%5ra^Tf^r?f  [aof  n  70] 

J33FRS&JI  (d)  152,  787 
by  «fi*Mifet< 
by  aH«tHKWT  0*R£M) 

[TO.  VI  7046] 

byfrgif^ 

by  JjffrTTO  759 
by«k"MMI$ 

by  qvifrsflufli  152 
*MH<,WHi  (d)  787 
53*1^1*309,916,923 

^3FROTW|ff  314 

»M#Rtf<l*t  (a)  713 

JafTO^ofa  (d)  728 

j5ffRS^(d)7135787 

saffTCSTC923 

«#Rlfcfaw  923 

IHWfeMtfl  314,  903,  923 

*m<m  373-0 

[00  I  661  JBJU8  XI  99] 

frfWdH*  297,  692 

PMcHflfai+tfH  54|4 

&R#252 
%ET|^or  306,  682,  692 

$N^lR782,  787 

^ft^dWpr   338,    692,    880,    777 
1101 

$ra<i$Rr25i 

3mm  692 
sMrair  692 
sn^is^  (nrfhcsir)  1060 

*nraira  297,  692 

?&KFrtw»r  308 

3UKUHM  76,  692 

tlTOTRTT  373-C 
fetffcK  311,  692 
^^ri41    (°*    Melakottaynr)    497, 

[TO  JT| 

*HqiftK  (B)  475 

^5^542 
^,ai\-if^[W   VI  6932] 

^Hl4  (m)  764 

*taffl$214 

fcinrf  (ftfonw)  787 

<?Nt  (*TR§pr)  777 

tfaT^fftRRRJ  249 

fetR<*|«  254 

Itororew  373-0 

sfansfoRRpP  179 
5&W332,  477 
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5}r^;  Shin 
tfftTO  814>  879.  968 

^\V{j%Shm 
$mW5ft  (d)  727 

5^.460 

^^RiapT  65,  369 

atffcrft5r338 

?3TR^69 

*«Twarf^;(K.)747 
?JfTO[feR:  1054  [1763-1827] 

*wh*«  375 

Wfffa*si;593 

?Ronjpoi  [J5e«daH  91] 
SSR0IH^529 

Sft+u.i  (>fN?fcsi3^)  787 
sfara286 

#f>°5  (.tf\W6!g0  55 

3ffros338 

«fa»5  (=?Fgo?)  526,  787 

etf*R*rw 527 
jfNro  fofiwwiajwai)  s23'  621 

sffous^  72, 183, 188 

*H*sfllWft  305 

gftfafrsppqi^r  [TCI  VI  7007] 
?frpsfo?r  297 

*fW<WllfeH  CtT55^)  544 
sfhwssn^ra;  soi 

SfaTOSflT  871 

^^Jf^f^;  456 
Sfaft  Skm,  Pady 

«^R»r920 

^B^JppJT922 

HWfoWR  922 
sfaRlTW  LPS  I  133] 

Sfl^oj  544 

»fl$wreq|vif|af  373-B 

sfffS^T^Pj;  542 
»frfair^r25i 

?ftyai|%l«r  219 

«ft?wnrw6i8 
*)t>LUl?<fopPH?q"  546 
*fifWHK%1e5  211,  544 

^t?s»RMqp^494 

SJt$wKMI+^{  546 

S^wj^fssijqg- 50 
See  ̂ rsspjjyjnBg^ 

«fl»w|ft«H  169 

STVuj^ra  730 

by  ̂ tfe^fe'd  [Piinted  Bombay] 

2fi%5H^r254B 
jfrangq^f  (d)  [Bendcdl  19] 

#IW563 

»FlSiuRi*l«M«H  207 
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sfapPSPRPsr  273 
Wr&l^fel  [Pi mtod  Bombay  ] 

iftfiflRirsf  46,  2^2 

sflqw«ter  (d)  757,  903 

SStfcKT  224 

ifN* 782 
^fi^RRJ*rT  (d) 

?ft^C  44,  76 

3^252 

SfN^RT  294  365 
3ftq<«fl^<  Kls,  8km 

sf  [mr&%  (of  ̂ gia) 

f|{Tf55y^far  etc  [SaiacUt  Jl~\ 
WW<H^I  162>  286 

^i^pr42 

sfpFfs^rp  43 
afcr^  27,  76,  879,  887 
atrrmTifisK  (ten®) 

sn^^titiw^  [&«y  A  2  319] 
«fT^rm666 
s#fcrer  Qf^is*  ̂ fira) 545 
tfimra  (<6#ro*)  214 
sfrFFmr  217 

sftftgRr545 

«ftfirtra  (^fag»)  1097 
•ftlNw  tafewi)  787 
?ftf^W  ttfoaf)  546,  787 

3fff*rara92i 

«^mr 254, 441 

«ftPr«rna 

(Punted  Cidamb-uam) 

srTfrfrcr  (an9fo)  314 

sffiftra  (vnfr)  314 

2fTi^Rt314 

sflforra  Gtotffi)  242,  777 

afif^ra  (Sroaipr)  777 
sffftorcr  (^un^srgsr)  777 

*flrtW  («fl3l»)  252,  77/ 

TOTO  [DP  JJ  1936] 
*ffl*raw  ajoffll^  (M  K) 

^f^^TH  (piose)  IUF  JJ  X] 

tflfarra#r2oo 
Ssf)Pt'4i«*ltW^,*nfl'  344 

tffamv*  s45. 942 

sftftwrasw  506 

^HWi^  545-6 by  >%&!([% 

ifll^ra^ahw  507 
SftpNWdldMI^  l21 

tftftrortiRwr  (^tpto)  sis,  619 

$r]i^myi§f^T  513 

^^reR(ri%?r  (^Fis)  151 
tflfSfcwflfijfanfar 721 

«ftfinrowwi»-  21i 



ESTDEX 
109S 

^fWTf  Carina)  IW  JZ] 

*"  SR^jIftsr  [TO  IV  5479] 
«ftforwm  (^mnW  25i 

sfifoRrcrwqrfp  25 

*ftWRPir252 
sftH4WHJia«l  5*6 

*ftfarolflrorc»rc  200 
*«ft«roft«ra  211. 544 

by??rf^r 

«ftm^rew?85 
sftforrar*rra(UR)1002 

sfiftw^  (^)  1063 
■ftfarawra  ofeftnO  787 

«ft^Rrwnt  (fcmrfr)  sol,  ooo, 
613,  730 

iftPferewnt  (qwg)  323 

«ftPnrewrf  73°  C  w  Ji  (1936)] 

sflpNRtKI'S  (%S3^)  753 

«ftforrar?Hr  Gpsws^)  735 

[Printed  SaMipui,Murshedabad] 

sfoHT%210 

sfap?7l 

*fal5flHRT  544 
«faiw&  7i4 
tims  Orisrre)  98 

«fl?Rs373 

aftorra^jr  235,  254 

sfapiKTfo  50,  U 

«filR3^r  (prose) 
[Ramghat  Jair  mandu,BenaieiO 

«flT#cr  305,  450 

%f}=Rj  MM 

«ft^rro#^l5i 

«far«r206 
«fi*rr<3rai^fer  206 

afaTrfoTIHPT    (°f   Ratnesrara) 
[SO  Jt] 

sftfTg^ET  8Jcm 

qftfel  8km 

[On  the  geneology  of  Kaimkoti- 
pitha  S'ankaracaryas  ] 

gflj^qfer  246 

8fh3P5^;242,505 

riftfcr  53,  55 
8fl^Tfq*n°r  (d)  787 

"fiOTOfe  (d)  [TO  VI  7423] 

sfkSRTsrepf  207 

•farnitf  (pt)  506 
sfiWRTO  (PIWO  1063 
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sftew254 
See  ̂ frgffi 

wfcrafaw  537,  731 

rfwnnftw  (^rt)  5di5 

«fi5s^tsR;i?r?«R  254-B 

[mentioned  m  S'likanthacankt 
XXV  82] 

sfrK«tfT»i3W  852 

**«*  W  (00  I  526] 

wfoB^eTO  31*> 

(bRBUfar  207,  333 

[Anotiei  account  giveb  dates 

Kali  4111-4213,  that  is  1009- 1111] 

gftft  185,  370,  439 

«P»m«j;!hIsI*'i  242 
sfimiw*  242 

^rjuftremr  VSQ  i»so,  573] 

itawr  (-fi^n)  10° 
sftwMT  (=gsr)  61 
sft^prqra^?  231 

sfiftsircara? 216 

dftftOTlft  919 

8^,^912 

sfhKfrqitf%K  250,  253,  254-283 

A  5*4 

ifistassfat 206 

498,  736 

sfitreWldhfpi'  (D  T  Tatacaya)  360 
*fi§l«Wldl$  OHfire)  753 

[Lived  at  Senngapatain  in  1645- 

1706  nndei  king  Cikkadeva- 
loya  of  Mysoie  ,  lie  was  hon  of 
Alagn  asmgaiya] 

[Piinted  Bangaloita] 

tf  $a<tfar  484 

«fti$g  209 

sfaer  207»  919 

vftgRr  181,205 

Bnsn!rtl5iCa«a,vni  28] 

•ft**78 
Sft^^  564,  948 

jpaffiftgftpp^536 
Wff^C  Sarng,  Sti&h 

$cPft303 
^^rfro  120 9B<N80»,  1094  [MM  II  26} 



INDEX 
109S 

SRTW^il  [BendaU,   64] 

sjfsrrreis:  1064 
Srf^RRfer  235 

b7  ̂ »R^5ir  [on  the  early 
history  of  tfae  sikhs  Printed 
Lahore] 

^327 

^W^mWuf 
 
338 

%^pwf5r  338 

^pjj^r  336 

^tftW  338 

^■*«ffi  1039 

by  f%55S5Tl%cT 

by  mmti  l°°  l  6783 
H^HU^W  &29 

Wssfl 945 
q^254 
<*sgnfi^i94 

qf3*^  COO  I  679] 

H^quiVi  309,  312,  903 

q^fafc  [CC  I  679] 

See  gostf  «Bfc5<55  1028 

TORTUS  (4)  767 

qojpj  964, 992 

iftcFer254 
TO 

[mentioned  m  sflftTO^f^,  XXV 70] 

q^^RT  P<% 
l^f^RR^ST  [GO  I  464] 

^jftf^TRr  456 
m&fa  (Shahabuddm)  58 
TI'SRH;  (Shahajan)  81,  311 
^nsJIRSTfrRiaRtlt  (d) 

by^f^BT^ufer  [Shhj  Jl  VII  51] 
WJlT^ra  Pilym 
^^ftavns^s^  357 

WwWiifg  2^2,  235 

?T*!i||^«bi<  126 
3|pfrr  214,  217,  544 

«t^4T^  (<*)  121,  753 

^■%sra^cf%^r^r  271 

*r$7WliW|Jid  219 

#7»TRSr  172 

fllmUOTT  172 
^1*l!*<Pl«r<t  &23 

<5*<ii«<i;143 

3^491 

«#t^972 
[Vishnudass  Shirah,  JSindee  Musie 

and  Ehytlvm  Maharana  of 

Dh&iampnr,  Essays  on  Hindu 
Music] 

SjftcHWd'5  1048 
«Uftd**H«W  1064 

flsfcraw?  1064 
^RpBg  175  [2Vw>  93] 
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*fa*ti?m  (-tfmxmd  1064 
[Ed     by    Maharudrappa    Reiappa 

Belgaum  For     coraraentenes     by Kasipau  see  MM  II    8     Taytor  I  86] 
^fcRi^^r  1048,  1064 
asfteFRch^r  1064 
fljfcrfWP#T  889,  992,  1064 

Anonymous 

Q&fF^mfir  1005 
*TWta<?qoT  1031,  1034 

b7fftT? 

S^fcnCTJfatf  1039 
SSfaRWTT  1019, 1048 

qft^MlR^M1 1041 
asftflgaftafe  1035 
i9#lcT3^t5I  515, 1064 
3#fcmwa:  1039 
3!lfldH<H-5  970,  971,  1035 

saftanfa^fa  1064 
SsftcPippr  224,  298 

WMi'fcwfo  988, 1025, 1064 
siforererRr  (d)  loso 

fljftcTCIJRPT  298,  880,   1000,   1001 
1064  '  I 

33Ffa§OTfi3F  1048 
byqssRr 

qrafcudMofl  1006 
gsftacm  112, 1001 
*£fcncroi064 
*&mPK$  1064 
«raFt?r^n>r  1064 
S3foiW<.*i|*{  1028 
^iFfeRirer  1064 

WftoRTreifi^T]^  1064 

^^ir^t^rq-  1064 
asftrfo&ift  1048 
&ftr*&jrcsrc  1014 

sftfawra-R:  1010 
3^raf?¥erwi%  1064 
<fofowa%  1047 
&?Rmfer  314,  1023,  1064 
fl'foragftbis  1064 
tf»fr<rcrflK  1055 

%fam  1019 ^^reroif^ciT  1064 

'NhRrrRTff  1039,  1064 Anonymons 

^,ft5WRr^l58,  1046 
tfT^rcpsftenr  1046 
^fawfoarrc  1034 

bytf^ 

b7%^R 

#  b7  *WgfBT*n  1064 !Enfar%5RT  1064 

ffiSTS*^  298, 1001 
^ff^rrfrfsr  149, 1064 fl'lNns^rat  ioi3, 1064 
&ff33srr  146,  148, 1037,  1064 

by*fmr 
bytfta% 

ffttftffa  1030  [TO  VII  7589] 
snjfas^rqr  1064 
^fomsr  889,  106C 

^pftfra-ft^ioiG 

/  *TfCW%  992 
'  «Tg=??jqpior  214, 373-B 

flffPT^  8km 

Sftffc  870 
fffRfrsrarepq-  {Opp  II  5Q33J 
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S®fo5T  8km 

g^ftsr  8hn 

sTnfcnrcnfNTr^  [Jiar  11 15] 

by  H«rsrg*rai^Pl  (Printed 
Madias  ) 

flSRiCTfcWI  [Opp  7437] 

%WR  8lm 

WmftRN  904< 

91^563 
!R<d[vrft  163 

qftifrpt  253,  740 

[Founded  Oriental  Sanskrit 

College,  Calcutta"!    [JR?  J21 

€R$fifa55ta*r 
See  cfjgT^:  [0  0  1  688J 

^qTjfqj  235 

[SPFJZ  5a»atkJ7] 

q^^wpi^|cq  [Opp  3066J 

*wrdv.5*n  17° 

<$$&&  Bnhh 

ffSHHtftf  217 138 

T^RPprrfl^TiW^  217 
srawrrfsrssiff  217 

WSRrqrwpr  217 
s<*iiSn%f§R5rcr  217 

?T^|<q  iS'm e^rgf^pr  217 
sreprrarTrcni  358 
ffSTTTHPTROWr  (d)  692 

ff3TOran%®r?r  692 

«5RT3rl08 

^5iarar658 
a?J^F«Nw544 
««|ftin[  (d)  669,  672 

t^-faMR1  P  28 

by  i>wi4W  C00  r  68S 

'BWf^STRtl?  254-B 

^wfrronlwf  [spf.77] 

tMNlfow  238 

s^nswr89 

<s£5ip*$  GWfcO  [^  Ji  MB  Jl] 

TOPlfaTO  (<D  767 

y*<k^4  314 

qngijgog^te  446 

^PRC  76,  251,  268 

^FP^(^RTl) 
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TO%w  124 

mfa  ̂ 1^1001,1049 

939,  1045 

wfaMft 11Q2 

*WRi«w+  [so  J*] 

[Edited  with  the  long  introduc- tion] 

by  3«TftW  (Lahore) 

Sjfawte  294,  365 

Ss[«Rrmfa3  272 

?rfsprTisn5R  207 

?RRPrl064 

srrr  (Ararat)  220,  221,  224 
*MW«HlteHI*N; 

|w]^nft^[7%//,XXIV  135] 

»tid«W<k318 

3*3^920 

«RTR%rs713 
*l»dl^n«|ia*l«l  380 

«%mar3i5 

[Hamsandes'a,    Kokilak&ndes'a, 
KokasandeBa,  TS8   Tnvandram] 

*l%frfrrfwaT  I0ndh   XI    6    Q 

Is  ri  Vail  ihlia's  Conroientfliy  on 
Miglia?] 

gIftWR:272,  820 
q?mi*Wft<  59,  1S9,  339 

gafltyF^  166 

SsftfcRmiToi  [Pirated,  Madias] 

^T3J)?[^fer  229 SHSRft 

by  jftfsr  [OO  1  4C8] 

WHRfoTR  889 

[Printed  Giandhaiatnamala  ] 

ftftH^^gPT  1064 

^Sf%  327 See  q^s^ 

^ranfiffiwff  (d)  706 
Wn<l*foa«B  (d)  684 

g>frc3Fri54 

gwjpfTCor  350 

byJTOH^O  YI  6984] 

[A  collection  of  100  ingenious 
stanzas  piaising  kings  ] 

qmnttci  373, 884 

W*WW«P  565 

^RpR  Sfcm,  274 

<aipni^69 

wren  ?82 WS«a  27,  867 
gjRgjpi  142,  534,  546 

twiRid  4?7 
«»Rlfofl**IT  545 



INDEX 

1099 

OTTOi;  561,  563 

SlfrWR  110° 

fltRF^921 

HTRiroftF^  289 

?T55^%fM  (A)  958 

mm* 385. 39° 

SgsppET  72,  680,  870,  813 

H^iWHH  (d)  551"A 
by  falTO  551,  880 

by^W5T(Ed  CfOS) 

smsctpp^289 

*PJg?rm  (d)  785 
Sue  #fqv<{<fci%3£Pr 

spre^  288 

SPicfm^fa
pr^  C°f  Nabhft] 

ww^ 379 
ti^cj»t4i<(^«!>re  545 

qm^mfeTr?  494 

qai^i^tfOfi^r 290 

S^rccRW*  (d)  501,  738 

a**for  (d) 

bysTFrasCOO  I  701] 

fellW*  489 

^cl'UimHSlcft 
 359 

[Sanskrit  Journal  Calcutta  ] 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Benares] 

[Sanskut  Journal    Huttia] 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Calcutta] 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Jaipui] 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Calcutta] 

[Sanskrit  Jouinal] 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Kolliapur] 

W^jiws  Onoiq)  [&»y  J7] 

[<2tf  I  699] 

?r<ra*ndt  »i>p  n  5590 

stfWRftfojra  2i7 

W^cft  $ft)  551  (a) 

*TCS?ft374 <KMdl«WI«Knr  (d)  373-B 
W*fll*m«row  841,  863  A,  1023 
-tk'tfdHti'l+lg*  514 

'5Wtft§§H§f^;  Banig 
■uusftfia^n  &™0 

Wtlcfidti  28,  76,  318,  850 

^(^"flHId*  (d) 
[00  I  527] 

W&faffat*  769 by  %fjft  arswqiAi 

^H?ft^289 
^w^f9c«ni?°i  1002 
■«*w«nMflM*Hrtrc 1002 

*TCe5l741 
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«&3FI#W  923 

srorwr  [BO  JQ 

3^473 
3%  Padij 

Wmfal  «.  120,  879,  934 

tf&JS  Swing 

«^5i  t^sis  406> 500 

^miimsxfai. 254 

«^T473 

fl&jRdijrr'n  1064 

^%T  350,  462,  825 

flefrjr^  574 

«*I^[00  I  703] 

y^H^riiq  328 

W%R  P  24 

g55fsir779 

ff&m>563 

g^  (atflO  819 

^p^^WHR1*  (m  Padmapui'ana 
Printed  Bombay) 

^5H9792 

^157,15
8 

(S,iu&kul  Jomiial,  Madias  ) 

fTf^R^T  (<1)  786 
^Tf^aiS^r  871 

SC<^rW^  79 

OTFPTfaR  fi74 

Sea  %I55qT«T:?R'r 

3T#f  849 
OTStfTC;1042 

[TO  VII  7562  7581  It  describes 
the  We  of  Jivandhara  as  JIvaka  and 
concerns  with  the  narrative  of  Tami 
Jivikacmtamam    See  para  479] 

w%^rf5^*riwwi%^;  923 

WWl^C  305 

Sl^  235 

sonnc 235 tf  I^tfa^  306 

SRS^  (A)  78b 

srpsr28l 

^fcHW»  281 W*3FEITC?r254 

sr«rtraTi3fo>r  28i 
OTfsrgrRT^N^^  28i 

SWfiiRI  787 
siffrcfojra(d) 

sipsrf^mnflra;  (K) 
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[He  i&    Ouratoi     of    Sanskrit 

Manuscripts,  Tuvandium  ] 

41 1*4  IS*  273 

*n*Rrarf^  727 

ffPRT'ffall&sr  254-E 
WISmsffBtlOG  I  713] 

SK4M*  81>  245 

SRStp:  373 

Spf  >ffa  501 

SRWK*MI3«  (d)  [i?soe  268] 

by  aT«rraife<  4S7 

SNWiJ^  848 
SR<ata  (d)  787 

*m%qm780 

[Punted  Lucknow      He    lived 
tlieie  ] 

flr^ftwr^^nr 126 

w^5to%it  131> 136 

waro^ 136 

gri^fi^r  (d)  354,  733,  772 

wiWtofcw  f3 bv  3^^ 

siseftfaswrTej 1001 

qiKWlOTft  1001»  104°   

SlfflSfa  937 

wnfltew 1040 
ai^anr  61 

WWHRlfer  440 
aritcftergisra  7S2 

«rf|3Rrrara? 923 
tfrftsWH^nSR;  917 
[TO  VI  6935] 

shrSHt  7i  [tf*»  n  7i] 

WftdHwHy  524,  912,  941 
sntsrawqaRRir  900 

by  3)!FcT  (ssraqfa) 
[TC  VII    7566] 

qiftWfcilfisfr  923,  914, 1045 

qT/^^tf  923 
qifttujj^  307>  905,  923 

?TTft9R^#3:863-A 
BtRc*MpJ(^I  923 

qiftHM'JDST  908 

mR^ft'dWPt  S89,  935 

sri^af^W^f 923  935 

«Tii«W<l#"ft  923 

by  *n^*W«r  [M3T  II  73] 

*rrftamw  163 
srflstftaraT  871  923 

g-Tftsrtfarar 87i 
by  JRp;  (9) 

*  BhavabhQti  is  thus  praised 

The  following  are  quoted 

Aks'apada,      Kuntales'vara,      Bhoja,      Vindhyat&sin,     Dbanadatta     and 
Bhagavadajjuka 
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[Ed   J88,  Tnvandram] 

ST&««<?wsj»fi  490 

wilwwirac  150>  154> 937 

by  ik&ft  932 
(Ed  by  T  B  Chmtamam,  madias) 

qifoqft-w  923 
by  ST^JSf  R 

sifewsr  791 

by  ̂[55 

by  tuggl* 

wrforoiftfrft 151 

by  ̂ RT^ 
bynpiffcf 

by  usqsf  873 

by  3^dtl44l<V*  911 
by  Qireft  522 

Wttsrarapsr  150,  152 

?TT%TgsjTl48 
^rfl^S^f^  882 

srit^t  923 

aiffsn^rercfa  151,  923 

?rrftsnfa923 

srft*w268 

5[f|®69 
[quoted  ui  SivurJ 

HiiN^ra162 

fejpil25 

fejpgna  123,  879 

fassjflPF  1019 

|%iq31,113 

Brew*  455 
HI3tf»SPlf&I  473 
fe^^'-M^TiRcr  283 

by  3?^RW  [00  HI    148] 

fe$<FI«598 

fogfli  235,  433,  541 

by  qrar*n 

(Ou  the   life      of    Sac  oidananda 

ghana  ,  23id  Aoaiyalof  Kamakoti- 
pitha,    (527-548   AD)    mentioned 

by  Atmabodha  ) 

fcRfcRfaWR  276,  429 

ftraiS'Ul'Wlqfor  1064 

%^R^70 ftraTOW  (d)  782 

foSJ$  Subh 

ftftfe  83C  [Ojpp  3074,  3077 

%fcmzKOP [lived  aboul  1630-1670  AD] 

by  ̂ sNiW^icft 

(Piesent      Sankaracarya.)       on 

Pi-ayagaks'hcrti'a  ) 

f^SR  Skm 

ftnpr  268 

fctPTO  267 
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ft^rcfa  867 

folPFTTsS  1004 

fe§tf«fo  459 

fewfaS  48,  459 

!%5nfS[  T^TfcWf  941 

i^rra^rR5i^427 

sfcTT  374 

dtaHSWIT  Wft)  352 
^fldl^WR  (d) 

t>y^U#790 

dldNWi. 541 
sfarft*Rfa  242 

tfT?rH*?  Cd)  779 

tfaHTOPtlW  [2'0  VI  6926] 

tof^r  ("nflwr)  p  21 
afarcfafrirc  252,  541 

silra-pmora  25s 

tfflKrar  (d)  939  \T0  VI  7040] 

*ft<rrcPtffo252 

tffaTO*r28 

rffcTOT  1098 

*ftd'KT*raft  (°f  Mysoie)  546 

^fRPHPI.942 

SrHTCRfosR  252 

^ff^pjqf^:  252 

sfararorf^:  <*i5> 225 

sftcTTCraSITf^  (<>f  Jeypore) 

<f?TORfe59r    ('uprose.  Sary VII  91) 

^dKI»Pllffer^  (of  Fatehpur) 
<gtf[W%  etc  [flary  77] 

*ffaT5lfai  (and  othei  songs  Sans- 
kiit  tians  of  Tagoie'b  woiks  SB 

II) 

[Printed  He  lives  m  Bhivwani, Hussar  ] 

gfldKIMI^HM'  [Opjj  6693] 

^Wl^TO^RH^  501 
*ftdlftqflfa<WflW  (d)  647 

sftnfons  (d)  777 

sfalfcfR674 

sftare#w:253 

^ften^or  (*)  727 

(mentioned  m.  Bhojaprabandha) 

5fRITl69 a*ci*li3«i4ii^*fi 112 

OTTO^Hk  HI.  117 [Printed  Bhownagar  See  Buhler, 
Jl  of  Imperial  Academy  of  Sciences, 
Vienna,  Volume  119  (1887)  and 
English  Translation  in  1A  XXXI. 
477-85] 

H^{l«fl^r  923 314,  888 

g^WWjj,  Stibh 

SW^455 gFRTTSlTOKa
Nr  277 

gaT^s!r(d)56i 
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wzftsfomm  (d)  727 

5^cTMM^7S7 

gs^  37S-A 
g^t^  l?T  767,  928 

ffWlrf  (srrfasflrofl  254  (A) 
S^SCPTW  1064 

5^781 

g#r254 

S^H**Wi,544 

g^p#5RT  254 

g^isfaf^rcr  (<*) 
bySW^WwJCCO  I  672] 

m&WWi  121,  207,  286 

5#jM  (<m*0  84,  672 

555FTfin$  922 

g^R#T  254,  441 
•Sfaw 

g«^4Wfa;  33^922 
gWTJ5<35r  3.016 

5^501 
gSFF^$  774 

§WTSftf  311 

gsft^fr  146  920,  934 

i?R[374 

5*^787 
«Rira®  Cd) 

^I««M»I  [<?a  I  725] 

3Tf%qm%  (d) 

^^  ire  i  285] 

tfWrfta  129,  S51 

3*3^767 

§s^qpg?r  259,  286,  $73 
[J%*  ̂lja7j  iSt-D   (1925),  13] 

gj^Tf  254 

*MWI$«W  207 

&nimm§  721 

5^OT2r778 

U^i«ftfl  g81 

guitar  727 SrStfflWPrc  515,  724 

gs3RW$  268,  298 

3qft  100, 377 §5=^n3if^r  253 

53^305 5JT*ngr  [Smnshiti  Jl  Rati  ] 

55fflT^"54 

§ara-i85 gswrsfa  286 

gsp^  470,  699 [Sivaprasad     Bhatacarya,  Stt>- 
hanShu  and,  Bcma,   who   is    earher  ■* 
JEQ  (1926)] 

§*T*|  (iT^T)  564 

m&A*F%$ 251 

^WH^E  W 716 

ggfe'ftsf  857 gsspsrfasrafr)  1052 

ss*sqsnf§rc:p20 

§5^pR[P5  1064 

55^cra5rn%R:<^OT%)  769 
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S«fl$/£3?c?r^  1052 

g^HTjq-  647 

335^268 See  5irf%flrsra 

^q-mnw  (d)  [re  vn  7568] 
g*N«j<*ft  (ftsiftr)  293 

SWWIH5!^^  273 

gairwRirf^rc;(f$) 

[Jl      of      Mysore     Sanskrit     Collage 
1934-1935    He  lives  m  Mysore  ] 

5SHr>ZRirf^;(^%^)  787 
ffwwrarfot  (K  v)  507 

i^iroq^  (5;npaKPTojg?r)  135 

yWKH*l  323 by  eswrcjjR: 

glTPRJ  (d)  786 

5H3  US,  771 

g*fj  Store 

%m  374 
g^UFHsPT  (d)  141,  781 

STO#HT  (d)  668,  772,  777 

by  yffim  (H<*i+fa) 
byqsmpfi4 
by*n% 

gi^tSERI^  180,  377 

9#I  (d)  781 

B»Wl*W  (d)  668,  781 

[2W  VI  7293] 

g*TOfpr358 
by  JTRRPI  46>  175 

139 

SHSff?"!  35S  eowtd by|n^5Rr«r 

5*RnWT  (d)  668 
by«iwrs?8i,  130 
by  TRrsfORIfftR  727 

by  gforo  668 Anonymous  783 

5*nftcT361 
SITfiaVfesJT  373,  529 [Pouted  Gonieevamm.  J 

5*rfaPftft  121,  373,  879 
[Com  m  UP    JQ 

3»llRd4<lWcJl  ̂ 73 
by  sftfSfarerr  *? 
Anonymous 

gT|ftd4<yWR 
by  flrarr«fo>RH5RF5r 
(Printed  Ujjam) 
8eem%&; 

STTferi^r  373 
g*nfq?nm^373 
g*nfad^Hfo  373 

by»^Fn«r 

^fHII&Rs&lR  373 

g*rrferwTf^r  373 

gWrftcTCffPTC  373 by  gft3hNi4 

byfcoj 

by  qaq%r\  (K8) by  sunft 

g*rifoKW?fs  373 

SiTTRa^pf^  373 

g>nf^Rra^493 

girtenrs  373 
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S*nfarai¥§;8i6 

3*nfarer%=r  373 
S*irf^mRrg^^  373 
S^rrf^TS^FF^SSItf  373 
SWfiagqiftflr  125,  373 

%}*&  ?m<*ftm  197,  373 
[1697-1702  1714  »J 

S'^SRrcaft  (-frcrgsft)  372 

-wx    *-  k  Gode  says  that  be  was 

5*TTf^Tr°?Er  373 

§*nf§?TP?f&  370 

by  *sji%  3fi8 
by«rt*c37o 
*>y  ̂rcitir  188 

by  ?T^^l%  373 
Anonymous  373 

§«Wemter29i 

^^rrft?r  q^- 780 
S«fcRTsr^%71 
^R5^3Rr  27,  318 
8*ffc[  163,  214 

WKfcs&mfaoi  163 

§T^798 
fl«H>ckl  450 

§W#SPr  289,  314,  545 
§fo^#l235 

1^5?  455 

swells 

(Printed  Bombay) 

5^?j5  Subh 

INDEX 

§tf*W%3T  254-.F 

§^$3(400 

§*H*?655 

9^T%254 9fcPfl*TOfrw#  (of  Dacca) 

3^1^  643,  923  [SB  J?j 
5^^439,  1073 
§^Rirrw?  (d)  193 

^hfPT792 l^igwfg^f^  [jo  450] 

§^^TT  Sfan,  KVS 
&tifami*lLOxp  3514] 

^Mfotrc;  373 
§^^235 

St^n^j  69 

S^T  [Baj  I  113 

ftfft^tT  (prose) 

fTWiwjq^l  (SB  Ji) 

§5ffeT  488 

§pNrr  260 gjSFTfe  88,  366  373 

qfoywfe  373 

b7R^rr 
frysrefur 
frygre^w 
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^rag^RfcS  373  tontd fay  JI^RTI 

Anonymous 

by|jifrsppifar 
*>y  Wr 

by  *Rmkm^ 
(T8S  Tuvandiuiu} 

<ifiml<iq373 

See  g^; 

Sf^cS  
373-A [PF  Gode,  on  its  date,  PO  I 

^M^  1047 
«t«id*|lR<487 [Sanskrit  Journal,  Kolhapur 

QjcqqpR;  151 

gjfefcp  20,96 3TpfapWJ 

^%868
 

qfaflr  (-sjjfew) 96 

g^fer  441
 

q^^iWch  505 

gJNW-P<*% 

[Spc  H  39] 

qfruwi  Ornsisf) 535 

52] 

] 

[His  woiks  are  with   his    sons 
tonramasastn  and  Dakshmamurty 

Sastn,     AdTocates,    Vizagapatam 
The  lattei  is  a  Vjainka  ] 

gjfcf55?iq  887 

*$5RHi280 

byjpjj 

bysffckf^nsfrc 
by  flrafaRRsifa byti^rcs^iB 
by  ̂ 3^1% 

by  «RteM'in 

g^jf  280,  919 
by  s&H. 

SJ^HPfi  281 gqptf  lOuclh  XX  50] 
See  S^^nClT 

[Sanskrit  Journal,  Kasi] 

S%W3f  ICC  I  733] 

^gWS?  217 %g'nwfa  247 

Irgira^spr  217 

}jrg6  Bhm 

t^jT  727 

&ri^n«rftre  (d)  161,  939 

§&m  (d)  877 
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in  piaise  of  Ins  gaiu 

Igft  Sarng,  Subli 

,cjfe<fl%254-D 

[In    paia    254-D     lead    thus 
Somakavi  was  the  son  of  Subiah 

nia/a     He      mote     ̂ ditj  xkaina- 
mn,a      His    fathei     Wubi  dimanj  a 

mote        Oattudhaiacamat^axajarai 

a  collection  of  veises,  w  ith  his  own 
commentaiy.] 

Miff  229 

shi$s«  338 

[JEW    54 
Jmapiabha  ] 

Mfanfa  234,  235 

$m*  334 

420-1,  514 

^SRsd^f*l®W  (<1) 

#t^af  514 

??mfo514 

#fl^514 

wra^qjs 268 

tltftki* 

sfa^r  235 

7*i5] 

^WT«r298 

«tanC-ata,  giPS*) 

«ton*l216 

«tarw  {.Wigffii)  218  548  ,£H90- 
1260] 

[V     Piabhakaiababln'b  I  in     to Basavapm  3,na  ] 

(Mentioned  m  Bhoiapiabandha  ) 

CJfoin  809  [W  1735] 

3J«4lfi*Mtf* 

#tFn^  (arepntft)  i°18 

%rTR%5yra'  190 

<tWW267 BtWTNH  71>  94 

3^#Tt*m(d)135,  786 
ql>HW»WHr  [2V  V1  7229  m  8 

cantos] 

atari*  lie 
tftosNR  524 
wfop-p^C  70 
7$ixF%  446 

*  (According   to   Punya&'lokdmanjatl     this    SomcsVaia   became    liodba    II 
(Sandrauanda)    the  41th  XcSryac  of  bamakotipltha  m  1001-1998  ̂   D   Mr    Duff 
give,  dates  for  Somes'vasa  1O0&1OS2  ) 
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stffeK  C^ign)  89 

«ft^T  US,  672,  779 

&£&>  Sim 

^H!Fr^lW3=fi  (of  M.M.tti&)[8iu y  Jl~\ 

^[^^smm 253 

sW^jrafcra-  (d)  777 
«|i|flWUW  (d)  689 

gfcpzpjqq- 883 

*Mfrft500 

SNsfcgi?  !80 

ehriNr  (d)  877 

?ii^RqspTl^«r  254 

dlww&Co0  l  7383 
^RTOII^  (d)  760 

sfapRfssO  542 

&f»n;  557,  558 

^wpnut^fir  209 
[Anotbei  account  gives  dates 

1370-1446  Under  para  209,  note 

12,  lead  His  Gain,  -was  S'lis'.iiles'a 
called  Tumvoymahpillai  (1323- 
1400)] 

*rhw209 

^566 

*&sm 16 

^?5pHTRDj  373-0
 

^^^459 

5^R%  2<^2 

«38lW®r  (d)  737    t 

fij^^R^  (d)  563,  877,880 

«R^n^254C 
gwnwoaO  286 

«mt 922 
*3fr§giTrai%  863,  286 

tit*  257,  257 

tfoUKtfX  288 

^3=^257 

^R5t205 ^ft<l<C<5hfor  70 
j^TCjfr  318  (9-10tli  centuiy) 

^Wld°^Re?f   [Edited     by  V    G 
Paranupe,  Poona] 

8*RRfr818 
^4f^RTO^°r75 

^MlPM  (d)  721 

*${&&  140 

^tte804 sp^R8Fft«BW  [-Km*3  246] 

^q^B  [TG  VI  6913] 

^ItRf^sr^g  254 
HsWW'Wfa^CT  1 75,  494 

SW^STC  743 

WI&l<W*lfl  70 

wro#er256 

WH^MR*  (d)  662 

^JRW^T  (d)  573,  955 
l_Ed  by  K  S  Kbiste,  Benaies 

witb  commentary  Ed  by  Deodliai 

with  notes   Tr   by  V    S   Sukthan- 

kai,    London 
Ed,  with  Commentaiy  by 

Ana/ataramasastn  Vetal  <ind 

Jagannata  Sastn  Ho&binga Bonares  ] 

<mm87G 
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«^ftmnfii3pi) 137 
<&&(&&  141,  787 

wiq$ft 275 

^Rclisri^nit  1064 

S?teo5Tfafr  1027 

«w»iiw^r  1°18 

^cl^i175 

by^(^isr[DC  XXVII    100365 
on  the  sliioae  oi  Bmdavana  ] 

*%5nft^E 694 

gf^j  Skm 

<H?«?Fft«r  904 

^ft  598,  0o5,  967 

RRfro»R%555terc 178 

^Ic^a285 

eiSPgrfoir  (d)  767 

^UPREPf  729 

m<m  2H 307 

^rffl5ti^ra;632 

<6ifif^#r 501 

«BngqTOl75[2W  VI  7345] 

^^(d)727 

fssnifiapi  5I»fc(of  Stuasthala) 

[SmyJl  VII    51  I'ox  his   otheg 
poems,  see  ibid  VI   &  VIII] 

^jjgK^Sbm  88 

I3«5^T^492 
r  513 

igpataiftRt<KoihapQi)  [so  Ji] 

I3Uc%%i  769 

ddMrtiferWW  iuiwti'  8893 

§3«E^i«r254 

g&nfeaia  254"A 

^nsmTM 484 
i^wsism^  ̂ 23 

fjJRf033>  289,  5°5 

SgrffciR  (d)  721 

h&Ghm  254 

^U@3«r  212 
igqaasjW  273,  509 

53^^280,667 
3«fo  118,  929, 1014 

timlwftf  U8 

IwtofW^  118 [See  Int  to  Bhava,  piakg, 
(Baioda  Edition)] 

gapftaTO  289,  305 

^^37,70,1841 

fPfl^Fd*  289 

Wltaafi  494 
S*tfNsfa 121 
iqct^fi^J|ijjJ4>544 [TO  VII,  7527] 

1^^671 

?  <»!Wfr*F*  (d) 

~  ~         *  191,  872 

Jas'a,  75 

,2b  43 
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rfNwgft  352 

^  78,  96,  558 

S^xtf^  254 

swaRpf482 

fdWT  58,  863 

gtfgrsTO  655 

sn^tftfta  [jffpr  ii  70] 

fffcra  53 
sWRr  Osranfasrar)  372 

fey  ̂ M^yrar^ 
[DO  XXVII,  7027] 

fR'fckdffisr  (of  Varahi,  Akmedabad) 
[fltwy  JO 

1^1269 
ifl^wrar^t^nk  (of  Vaaahi) 

srcrerpnpffa  iSnry  Jl  ̂  

^m^m  faiSfca*)  47' 235> 512 
[In  a  Com  on  VWodhaiamaka- 

kavya  lie  is  called.  Hasis'oandra 
TO  III  3826] 

at^q;  Shm,  Stibh 

#WI^f928 [The  name  is  given  as  $RSj«^m 
in  Amok,  XIII  94] 

ifcWlffaUH  (of  Bengal)  [SB   Tl] 

frsfq-rrfcirrcr  (<*)  [00  i  570] 
SWteift  (d) 
[BenJaS    28    Composed  at   the 

instance  of  Yavai-aja    Eama- 
simha  in  1625] 

SftTCF^j323 

■  \%m  268 

K^m  (pqRHTJ^)  371,  S92 
ffcra  (f^soj^j^)  27,  28,  53,  55 

STfopfifr  etc   [JSSP  XIX  128] 
ffcrrMrfw 

(of  Vaxahi,  Ahmedabad)  ISvryJQ 

ff^rer  [00  I  757] 
aWHU-a  (d) 

^RT  Fculy,  758 

#3*955 
*JtfaTO  (d)  787 
dftUtifiUKHI'far  318,  468,  741 

q>%qgg  [00  I  82} 

CK^TRijrn'  1063 ffforo  tensfcsa)  [oo  1 758] 

sfrrra-  CfWw  (f^rcp)3 

fR*W  252,  816 
lRjT(WB^219 

*gHHH"ljjfr  373-A 
*  He  praised  Shajakhao  thus 
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STASIS 

f  fttri3s?r  CyR^us)  P  24 

fRTr^TEfTT^qTT  318 

slR^KTRtft  468 
[Of  Bhatpara,    Bengal,  Vuh/  Jl , 
83MJQ 

fftqpgfr  1013, 1064 

tfawr  (1838) 
ufagnsr  COO  II  88J 

by  fPTffK^  [Hi*  IX  16] 

5R*tRhR«*l«  221 

[Written  as  aPmiina  on  tho  lives 
of  Bhaktas  like  Piahlada,    Dhrnva etc] 

fat*** 

(Quoted  by  Caturbtorja) 

ffas33$f*M*sr 235 

5fogpi5  Subh 

[On  S'ankara's  successois  Men- 
tioned by  Atinabodha] 

sR<m< 778 

1^*329 

(of  Aurangabad  MB  Jl ) 

ffM55t251 
5^51  228,  552 

fftsfa  (&0  P  44 

fR^?T  (°t  Lalitapaia) 

gjtofal  [00  I   761 

by3n%FgsrfH 

[DO    XXVTI     7336,    TO    VI 
7336    This  nariates  ilio  story  of 
Hai  lvams'apnraua  in  easy  pioso  and 
voise,  accoidmgto  Jaina  religion.] 

<fawlMlftft[gg   I  82,761] 

$R<#My{|1  228 
SfcfowS  LOO  I    761] 

jR&Hmfel  143, 149 

ffa**400 iftftOTjto  235 ^>TC  70,  350,  462,  825,  848 

<Rft«ifr+M  100  I   761] by  *$4m|8w 

«RfldW  (d)  787 

|Rft«w  25i 
by  ̂fttterc 

by  ct)rtH<N  129,  236 

fRfl^RW-1**  959 

#!tf*298 

ffelH  863-A 
ff^*^JRI^?p?^r(d)  [Ojpp  6704] 

ffc^FfficT  (d)  781,  842, 872 

Anonymous  254 

by  ftita  249 
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t^nidto  be  p  Gonij>  i     xa    Aii-ha 
j>l>^  vry  Yi/agap  ttain  1 

% ft^t^T  96,  254 

?%R  11 

fife  fef^RI%j)  666 

5'fe  fanl^ST)  1074,  1075 

fife  <%3p.)  1075 

life  254,  1075 

?ffe 

STR^farfaR  [00  I  762] 

*ffe  (W)  124 
*ffe  C^T«)  263,  1075 

fife  'Jfenf^Fi)  H6 

fife  (%r)  in,  928 

k\w&  <'1;ssra)  -506,  400 

^f^T^'W^OO 

tfferc  °jUfe
 

?5fe*n  l07"5 

lfe*n  ̂ 59 

lifeftaW  Ojpp  3899 

Sffe9*ni%3-  ̂ 7  * 

flfer*rr*T  44 

S  (ferc^ 520 

iftwswwwn  (d)  taa  I  7633 

(Prmtod  Bombay) 

S<fa  904 
#Hbr  5ferf^T  181,  452 

^K^qrf^  16,  17  609 

#pfo  (f^wrfefcr)  951 

140 

ffogmmmafa  [0<~  hi  K7] rfcftfcf  STI^re  1094 

l^R?TJ-53    607 

f^forerftfa  "571 
byR  Y  puiUi^ 

bvV  V  Munshi.  Pnntod Bombay 

gfe  [PO  I  ,  36] 

fft*  (  =  ||)564   G09 

#n*T  254,  777 

I#tf5%  400 *fc*rl-|$)886  607 

fqi«RTR  (d)  779 b/'*'4i<a|®vW^d1«J 

[Pzinted  JB8P   Calcutta] 

m*K  921 

^®r^r  477>  924 

H4W»bM  [J3JF  I   ̂ 3] 

5#B  56-3 pfcWStf  352 

imft 254 &fl#T  50,  440 

^g,-  220,  322  323 by  ts^HSft 

by  m^WW  323 
by  s^ratf  atsrft  323,  373-B 
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^f*(?  Samq [Nepal      Libiary,     Bemhll   2h 

mvgp®  1004 
Composed  on  tbe  ieie;n    of  SivjaiM- 

fcritflfc332 
simha  of  Bimdlekand  ] 

s*psr 

grf?rar  562 
siw-^jiniPr  (<i) <Qn*m\ 

by  ̂ fCN1  (Ed  (70S) 

^Rj3rl094 flWT?^  (d)  786 
fgH^W730 grwfcr  (d)  7S6 
^pa^I  12, 128,  323 IT^ir^  (d)  373-0 Anonymous  \TO  VI  7302] 

^TSRKPF  373-B by  4|H"W£«W  323 
ft^ffcfa  251 

by^p^Rl?323 
ftmq^i  427 by^fJflHlft^323 

*ft73 

by^f^Et 

^fr 
by  ̂ TO^fcT 

iffOqg  [MM  II  52] [Aiaha  Libiary,  Vizagapatam  ] 

^T«440 
t&T*R 

gfcfow  229 See  jraN%s=«rfer gftHtHW 
^iJWail  1039 

by  ̂ri^rerffir 

5SST«5l7 tffttffiW  (d)  727 
ffcJWa^  285 

PCTOR  373-B 
iWWSWtNl  286 

^ftM®  50i fferRiR1^ §<M<ia 

by^$d|^R<529 
&efftn*n: 

by  ?^rra  (anSfo) 

ftifo  Sim H'feM*  37 
i<^*l4<*  1Q32 ffenre;  Sxw* 

P        nni-t 

gt^m  s^7 
Iflm  451,  668,  816 

i^RIWT  1032 [Q  Is  be  the  same  as  Hastimalia- 

I^TSRSRr  1°32 sena  P] 

#Wfa«fl^  Cd)  786 ?iw%«UM<fa 59 

f^rRW297 3TO*tf55  372 

pfjfet  Store 
by  gfcbft 

1*155  778,  955 bypqtwi 

fcl^S""'? 51^  305,  450,  598 

8fl$HFWRd'  71 ?rcni3r(d) 
fa*  70,  866 byftssf^TRPfNi [G  Bnbler's  Life  of  EemacatnAra] 





SUPPLEMENT 

Set  ̂ opqfr%=^s^r  [^  ' 7  •"  293 

aFRrcrawrffcra;,  (%?r^)  [#«»«  J?] 

3IJ?^¥j7^fj-  [»St»isA/-*/  J?   Ben.net>] 
gf ̂ ^R4j  sk=j 6|  |  [For  contend  ,  t>c    1?0   I] 

arrgTP[m^H^<  (o:t  Lakdmistiiittlu..)  [Suri(  Jl   j 

^gqcfiqi^IST  (<*)  \Tanj  No    2384-4] 

foHM'4UlfTft»f%Ft  (of  Muisopui; 

s*TK<w-«iR?r 

^vtd^^i  (d)  790 

q^RT5I?  ̂ rT^rr^B  C«l»  {.Btuikill    42    1480  AD] 

=>>*(< cjaTST  Cl,lo,t.)  [-K «<<Tiiglia    Jmn  Lnbiary,  Boho-lou] 

by  pjw^tflgff  CPlii^uiI  JVohm) 

^qfer  (d;  [GV>N] 

b7  «fctiWM' 
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[on  i  t.ilc  m  Bliagnvai  i  about  E&abi,  «/b'6'P  XX] 

SCROTI*  IWI 

|TC  V  Vomnurlm«u  uja  ,ays  tJi  it  he  wa  a  uatrve  of  Diaksa- 
laiu.i,  10  (Jodr.v.xu  Dibf  ,  autl  hud  bctwcou  1050  and  122U 

fcLi>  Vcetooahntr/im'b  Tthupt  Vudi  ~\ 

Vffeqra  Li--$J  '109,  517,  (31 5-02* 

^Is?T5*ilf^T  l>'< '"'"//  52] 
3^11^  ['/WW  Willi  1wr>  louraumt  uie»] 

=6.%^^rr  {.BuaUtll  50] 

^SSFsWrc^TRT  [1jicsljij  Ht.ul  oi  Kiimakotipitlia] 

[tioo  R  fc>ubb«uao'M  llttJoiy  of  Etiblet-n  GaiifjCh  nj  Kafmga, 
AWl,Y   193] 

[TIip  vcibi'b  ibout  1  en  As  fj.ib  li  ive  been  sung  m  2'«t4«  Becmds 

by  AUdibutii  DiWhit.u  K'nimabaihauai,  Teaehei,  Boaid 
ifii^li  Scliool,  Olnliooi  who  in  an  adept  m  singing  this 

7)0(iu  niuL  Kaiii2,y.iija  Homo  voises  Ljrve  al&o  been  sting 
by  Ohiltooi  MbtciN  in  11 M  V  Recfiih  ] 

hj  qrro[?R5;«?PC  "'  (sfl^Wh^')  [A  collection  oi  tales,  Betidall  64] 

[llo   wis   dot  iplo   oi    Kiminnji    Bom   at  Matkuvamangolam 

Lived  1020-1129] 

[IJlwv  ti>ai\ij  i  fon  ol  H'iii.»iii>acai}  i  made  «i  gift  to    Tirupati 
TttnpU  on  5-7-3  W>  .mil  livod   it  Tu  itpa-h ,  huc  Tu-upah 

TZqr^a^i  \_lhmlnli  51  [ 

[A  l.uu   Mh  cLiUd.  wan  1731  JkvdaJl,  28] 
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[See  V  V    MnubTii   on  Eajasekliaia's  woiLa  m  P\tlutk*b  Ooi 
Vol  Poona] 

I%5fWTr   poetess,  8m  no    [_BTO    164,    Mfc    Potoiuonb  Edn     does  n 
contain  it  ] 

by  g^r»rcrai%[ ,  son  oi  3  ay  asimlu,  (lb25)  [Buuliih,  3b  | 

^  (novel) 
by  SfPSR^  ̂ TI^TR  I7&SP  XIX] 

by  ffirqsg  [ItonduH,  28] 

^qJHig^rg  [Foi  date,  see  PO  1  n  14] 

^lSMPTl^r  3T^T5H^^T^  [SanbKnt  Pundit,  TiiplHuiu.,  H.kJuvkj 

ffacqfeqfe  (Ti  feomTanul) 

^g^^lR  [Bendall  50] 
♦TSTn^RrratWi0!  P^01  contents,  seo  PC?  I  n  19  ] 

spfEFSE  C^PO  I  n  22] 

byT  K  <m-4^speq^  [Printed  Mylapoic,  Madias] 

by  sft#pflfcft 

[_An  lllustiafced  introduction  to  Hindu  daucui",  JJombay 

il4l<!i4y[^5  [See  Table  ot  Inscnptionw  m  Jimtdall  ] 

("I'^I^pr  °^  Bhatpaia,  Bengal  ) 
See  TOtSm  USBP.  XX] 

qsftsft  [PO  I  u  54] 

'J['t1*|»*i»  'd'A'itll^K   (°^  Calcutta) 

[An   anthology  of    fine  voiwes  of   the  *nutlioiand  of    oil- 
Piinted  Calcutta  ] 

JETPT^reJpijro  WO  J  n  16] 

Here  is  a  verse  of  the  author  for  benediction  ia  live  for  X20  years 

l^f^  *?TC^r  stgarpsr  pf  ̂i^  1 31^!  la^.  sfoajpt,  li 
(/«yP  XX  152  iox  a,  lcviow)* 
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by  «lfrft<Hfflff  iBnulaH  28] 
aJTOtf^fconfa:  ( d) 

See  ft<si4M"<*r 

«P*4«tfHdlW§T  (d)  [Printed  Pooni] 

^g-  [O  K  Venkataiimmh,  Dha.ia's  Plays  (in  Canaiese)   Bangalore 
an  extensive  book  reviewed  m    HmtSn,   22nd   August    1937, 
Madi-as  ] 

♦HJK'"^'*  [Brimghat  Jam  Mandu,  Benaies] 
fl^r*n^  [-P0  i  m  5] 

jftq'^e  [JJowfaZZ  60] 
by  ̂|>3Mi<  (Adversaria  on  Magna) ft, 

See  gq^&^5[  sitpia 

i^q^Rft  [Ed  by  T  S  Sabesa  Iyei,  Madras] 

^Wfel^EK  [Ed  IHQ  (1929)  by  Venkataiamasanna  and   by   E  V 

Veeraiaghavachaiyn,  Jl  nj  Tel  Academy  (1934-5)] 
^rsrrf^rT 

See  $[*$wfm  (Chief  of  Askai) 

WMBfaq  W  [CO  1  661J 

[Miss  P  C  Dharcna,    Some   customs  mid  beliefs  from  Bmmvyama 
PO  n  113] 

<=I<^N  1$  (^  T  G  )  [S  T  G-  Vaiadacaiya,  ma,  himself  .maintains   a 
Sanakrjt  College  at  Chittigadui,  Masuhpatam  ] 

d^«fcWM* 

ggf^gm  (»  abort  poem  on  India  past  and  future) 

[Edited  with  commentary  by  M   M    Gindhar   Shanna   and 

Handatta  Sharma  by  LakBhman  Samp,  with  introduction, 

Lahore     Inhoduotion  fixes  date  of  composition  between 
1529—40  ] 

q^JScTWT  (Nepal  Library) 
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fiftgjffrererfsrer  (d)    166,  658  [VV  Mu-isln,  Yiivma|ideva  ot   Tlij 
AmalsXI  370] 

fcrc  [PO  I  n  131 

{^ff^j  (p)  [Bmulall,  191 

tftftwrtf  (2T) 
«5$fte(%SERR5  (p*'nted  Madias) 

^ll^jjfit 121 

r^j5   BendnU  =  A  Janiney  in  Nepal   and  Noi+liem  Tudi  i,  by 

Bondall,  Cambridge,  1886 

^T 

^n^^tfiHpt  -  swTcRF#r  -  wwswrraf^for  -  ̂ rog»T 

%rerer^l5fr3t  snpTWW^m^^  sfll^RnFr^r^rsnpr 

f^J.^RfM  fWii«Mf  fN%sf3farr  i 

Printed  T  T  Devasthanam  Press,  Madras  As  T  T  Devasthanam 
could  not  continue  the  work  of  the  Index,  tbe  last  obstacle  In  the  progres* 
work,  that  has  been  done  by  Vavllla  Press  from  page  960  to  the  end 
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